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—Workshops—

Part 1: Workshops/Special Sessions

Day 1: Monday, August 10, 2020
8:00 AM – 10:00 AM

Citrus Crops 1
Moderator: Sameer Pokhrel, University of Florida

8:00 AM Propagation of New Citrus Rootstocks by Stem Cuttings during the Winter
with LED Supplemental Lighting

Rayane Barcelos Bisi*, Southwest Florida Research
and Education Center, University of Florida/IFAS and
USDA-ARS; Ute Albrecht, Southwest Florida Research
and Education Center, University of Florida/IFAS and
Kim Bowman, USDA-ARS

Abstract: The rootstock is an important component
of the modern citrus tree, influencing the fruit yield,
fruit quality, tree size, and tolerance of a wide range
of adverse environmental conditions and disease
threats. Because of the spread of huanglongbing
disease (HLB) and consequent decline of the Florida
citrus industry, new hybrid rootstocks with improved
tolerance to HLB were released by the USDA citrus
breeding program, including ‘US-1281’, ‘US-1282’, ‘US
SuperSour 1’, ‘US SuperSour 2’, and ‘US SuperSour 3’.
Due to the urgency for solutions to the HLB threat,
these rootstocks were propagated by stem cuttings
for testing, and seed propagation was not evaluated in advance of release. Subsequently, SSR markers
were used to evaluate seedlings, and no true-to-type
seedlings were recovered for three of these rootstocks, indicating that economical seed propagation
is impossible for these clones, and that commercial
use will require propagation by stem cuttings or micropropagation. The other two of these new rootstocks have not yet produced seed, and consequently the potential for seed propagation is unknown.
With a goal to improve the successful rooting of
stem cuttings for these and other similar rootstocks,
we initiated a study to evaluate the effect of supplemental LED light on stem cutting propagation during
winter short days in the greenhouse. Two other
rootstocks (‘Swingle’ and ‘US-942’) were included in
the study as a commercial standard and because of
high commercial demand combined with a shortage
of seed for propagation, respectively. Treatments
compared were 1) no supplemental light, 2) low intensity LED light to increase day length to 16 hours,
3) high intensity LED light to increase day length to
16 hours, and 4) night interruption with low intensity LED light. Vegetative shoot growth, root produc-

tion, chlorophyll content, and other components of
growth were measured. Cuttings began to grow at
two weeks when supplemental light was provided
to increase day length, at three weeks in the night
interruption treatment and at five weeks when no
supplemental light was provided. The responses to
supplemental light differed among the rootstock cultivars. Our results indicated that use of supplemental LED lights to irradiate citrus cuttings significantly
reduced the time required for both root formation
and subsequent plant growth. The presented information will be of significant value for researchers
and commercial nurseries involved in the propagation of rootstock cultivars.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Citrus Research and
Development Foundation

8:15 AM Comparison of Field Performance
of Citrus Trees on Rootstocks Propagated
By Seedling, Cuttings, and Tissue Culture

Sameer Pokhrel*1; Adam Hoeffner1; Kim Bowman2
and Ute Albrecht3, (1)Southwest Florida Research and
Education Center, University of Florida/IFAS, (2)USDA-ARS, (3)University of Florida/IFAS
Abstract: The bacterial disease Huanglongbing (HLB)
is causing devastation in most citrus groves throughout the world. Since no cure for the disease has been
discovered yet, growers are relying on different management strategies to mitigate the impacts of HLB in
citrus production. One of such strategies is the use
of tolerant rootstock cultivars. Several studies have
found that superior rootstock cultivars can significantly enhance the performance of the grafted scion
in an HLB endemic environment. Traits associated
with the root architecture and the regeneration capacity of roots are probable factors associated with
HLB tolerance. Traditionally, citrus rootstocks are
propagated by seed because it is cheap and because
of the phenomenon of nucellar embryony, which allows the production of genetically uniform plants. As
the demand for HLB tolerant rootstocks is increasing, seed supplies are inadequate, and growers are
often unable to obtain enough trees on the most desired rootstock cultivars. In addition, since no seed
source trees are yet available for some of the newer rootstocks, vegetative propagation is required to
meet the demand. This study explores the potential
of rootstocks propagated by tissue culture and cuttings for use in commercial citrus production. Two
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trials were established in 2018, one each in Hendry
and Polk County, Florida. Each trial includes 3 (Polk
County) or 4 (Hendry County) commercially important rootstock cultivars propagated by seed, cuttings
and two different methods of tissue culture. The experiment was designed as a randomized split-plot,
with rootstock cultivar as the main plot factor, and
method of propagation as the sub-plot factor. All
rootstocks were grafted with ‘Valencia’ (Citrus sinensis) scion. The objective was to investigate the effects
of rootstock propagation method, rootstock cultivar,
and their interaction on tree performance during
the first two years of growth in a commercial environment. Another objective was to decipher potential differences of root growth and root architecture
associated with propagation method and rootstock
cultivar. Multiple root and shoot growth parameters
and the tree response to HLB were evaluated every
six months after planting. Root growth was assessed
bimonthly using minirhizotrons and a CI-600 in-situ root imaging system. Results show that the tree
performance was influenced more by the rootstock
cultivars than by the method by which they were
propagated. The results from this study support the
potential for using rootstocks propagated by vegetative methods in commercial citrus production systems.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: CRDF

8:30 AM Assessing Rootstock Effects on the
Horticultural Performance of ‘Valencia’
Orange Trees Grown Commercially in HLB
Endemic Conditions
Sudip Kunwar*1; Jude W. Grosser1 and Ute Albrecht2,
(1)University of Florida, (2)University of Florida/IFAS

Abstract: Citrus, the largest agricultural commodity
in Florida, has been severely affected by the devastating disease Huanglongbing (HLB). With no cure
available at present, the development of tolerant
varieties to minimize tree and crop loss is an immediate priority for citrus growers. Unfortunately, most
of the commercially important citrus scion cultivars
are susceptible to the disease. As the rootstock can
influence the performance of the scion in many
ways, including disease and pest tolerance, use of
superior rootstocks can assist citrus growers in minimizing the negative effects of HLB. The objective of
this study was to evaluate the rootstock effect on the
horticultural traits of ‘Valencia’ sweet orange (Citrus
sinensis) trees in a commercial field setting under
HLB endemic conditions. Two trials were established
in 2015 in two locations with different soil and environmental conditions. Trial 1 was established on
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a poorly drained flatwoods-type site in Highlands
County and included 32 different rootstocks. Trial 2
was established on a well-drained sandy site in Polk
County and included 30 different rootstocks. The
rootstock cultivars included in this study have a wide
range of genetic backgrounds. Whilst some of them
are already commercially available in Florida, California, and Spain, others are not yet released. The experimental design was completely randomized with
6 replicated plots of each rootstock and 8 trees in
each replicated plot. Horticultural traits such as tree
height, canopy spread, rootstock and scion trunk diameters, canopy health, leaf nutrient content, yield
efficiency, and fruit quality were assessed during the
production year 2018-19. Rootstock effect was found
to be significant for most of the measured traits,
particularly tree vigor and productivity, in both locations. Differences were also found between the two
locations, which may be due to different soil or environmental conditions. The results from this study
suggest that the selection and use of superior rootstocks may be key to enhancing citrus production in
an HLB-endemic environment.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: CRDF

8:45 AM Micronutrient Uptake and Root
Growth and Development in HLB-Affected
Grapefruit on Florida Flatwoods Soils

Lukas Hallman*1; Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi1; Davie
Kadyampakeni1; Alan L. Wright1; Jacob Lange2; Evan
Johnson1 and Lorenzo Rossi1, (1)University of Florida,
(2)University of FLorida

Abstract: Root structure and function are understudied components of citrus research in the age of
Huanglongbing (HLB; citrus greening). A better understanding of how roots are affected by HLB can
potentially lead to better management options in
the future. Previous studies have not considered the
relationships between fertilizer application methods
and nutrient uptake of HLB-affected grapefruit. The
aim of this study was to relate nutrient concentrations in leaves and roots to indicators of tree health
and root growth. Field trials were conducted on flatwoods soils at the UF/IFAS Indian River Research and
Education Center in Fort Pierce, FL. The research was
conducted in a randomized complete block design
field study on Ruby Red grapefruit. Micronutrients
(B, Fe, Mn and Zn) were applied using three different concentrations (1x, 2x, and 4x current UF/IFAS
guidelines) in the form of either dry granular water-soluable fertilizer, controlled release fertilizer,
or liquid fertilizer. A total of 600 trees divided in 40
experimental blocks were employed. Leaf and root
nutrient concentrations, as well as, canopy volume
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and tree height were collected twice a year. Mini-rhizotrones were installed at the beginning of the experiment and root images were taken 4 times a year.
Results showed increased micronutrient concentrations in the leaves among all treatments. There were
no significant differences in tree heigh, canopy volume, root length, and root diameter. Data collection
will continue until 2021.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Citrus Research and
Development Foundation (CRDF)

9:00 AM Effect of Tree Planting Density
and Nutrient Application By Soil and Foliar on Grapefruit Trees Affected By Huanglongbing

Dinesh Phuyal ; Thiago A. R. Nogueira ; Arun D.
Jani1; Davie Kadyampakeni1; Kelly T. Morgan1 and
Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi1, (1)University of Florida, (2)São
Paulo State University
*1

2

Abstract: After the Huanglongbing (HLB) outbreak in
Florida, several management approaches including
modification of grove design and enhanced nutritional therapy are in practice. High-density planting
is one option to maximize economic return from
the HLB-affected trees. With no cure available yet,
balanced application of nutrients through soil and
foliar spraying can mitigate the disease. Our study
investigated the effect of three planting densities
[single row low-density (300 trees per ha), single
row high-density (440 trees per ha), and double-row
high-density (975 trees per ha)], two controlled-release fertilizer (CRF) blends [In 2018/19 (16N-1.31P16.6K and all other micronutrients as sulfates, and
12N-1.31P-7.47K and all other micronutrients as sulfur-coated products at higher rate). In 2019/20, both
CRF blends were adjusted, and we tested two slightly
different blends (12N-1.31P-11.62 K and other micronutrients 1× the UF/IFAS as sulfates and a blends
CRF of 12N-1.31P-11.62 K with 2× Mg and 2.5× the
UF/IFAS times of micronutrients)], and foliar micronutrient application (a blend of B, Mn, and Zn at 0×,
1.5×, 3×, and 6× the recommended rates) in HLB-affected grapefruit to access HLB incidence, canopy
volume, trunk diameter, fruit yield, fruit quality, and
leaf nutrient concentration of 4-year-old ‘Ray Ruby’
grapefruit (Citrus paradisi) on Kuharske citrange (Citrus sinensis × Poncirus trifoliata). The experiment was
conducted in a split-split-plot with four replications.
All the trees tested positive for HLB based on the real-time quantitative PCR test. Trees planted at 975
trees per ha resulted in the lowest trunk and canopy diameter. Despite lower yield per tree in 2019/20,
975 trees per ha planting induced the greatest fruit

yield per area, and yield of solids among all the
treatments. The fruit produced from 975 trees per
ha planting tends to be acidic with the deposition of
more soluble solids. The CRF with elevated micronutrients increased the canopy volume without changing fruit yield and fruit quality. Foliar micronutrient
applications did not affect Ct value, canopy volume,
and trunk diameter. Fruit yield, photosynthesis, and
stomatal conductance decreased, and leaf nutrient
concentration increased with the increase in the
rate of foliar micronutrient. Our study shows that
high-density planting is a viable option to manage
HLB and supplemental nutrient application is not
beneficial for grapefruit trees affected by HLB over
a 2-year timeframe.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: UF/IFAS Citrus
Initiative and USDA-APHIS-MAC Agreement #
AP19PPQSandT00C116

9:15 AM Effect of Seed, Tissue Culture, and
Cutting Propagation on Sap Flow of ‘Valencia’ Sweet Orange Trees Grafted on Different Rootstocks

Arun D. Jani*1; Edzard van Santen1; Michael A Forster2; Katya Michelle Rivera Rodriguez3; Ute Albrecht4; Kim Bowman5 and Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi1,
(1)University of Florida, (2)Edaphic Scientific Pty Ltd,
(3)Zamorano Pan-American Agricultural School, (4)
University of Florida/IFAS, (5)USDA-ARS

Abstract: The current trend of planting higher density citrus orchards, along with the continuous need to
replace trees rendered unproductive by huanglongbing (HLB), has placed added pressure on Florida citrus nurseries to rapidly produce trees on high quality rootstock cultivars. While some rootstock cultivars
have shown tolerance to HLB, many of them do not
produce adequate seed to meet existing or projected demand by Florida growers. Alternative rootstock
propagation methods by tissue culture and cuttings
enable production of large amounts of genetically
identical plants and may be used to overcome seed
supply limitations. However, the potential impact of
rootstock propagation method on tree growth and
water uptake is poorly understood. The objective of
this study was to assess tree growth and water uptake
via sap flow monitoring in rootstocks propagated
by conventional and alternative propagation methods. A two-year study was conducted in Immokalee,
Florida beginning in 2018. A split plot experimental
design was arranged in which rootstock cultivar [US802 (C. maxima × P. trifoliata), US-897 (C. reticulata ×
P. trifoliata), US-942 (C. reticulata × P. trifoliata), and
Swingle (Citrus paradisi × Poncirus trifoliata)] was the
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main plot factor, while propagation method (seed,
tissue culture, and cuttings) was the split-plot factor.
Sap flow was monitored using heat ratio method
sensors for a three-week period in 2018 and 2019.
After completion of sap flow measurements in 2019,
canopy volume and biomass were measured, together with wound diameter, sapwood volume, sapwood fresh and dry weight, position of outer sensor
in sapwood, and bark and sapwood depth to calculate sap flow. Tree growth data indicate that neither
rootstock cultivar nor propagation method affected
tree canopy volume or biomass accumulation. The
possibility of using trees propagated by different
methods enables a quicker turnaround from citrus
nurseries and will increase the availability of citrus
trees on the most desired rootstocks in Florida.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: University of Florida/
Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences Citrus Initiative

9:30 AM Q&A - Citrus Crops 1 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend

2020 CAREER AWARDS
Outstanding Graduate Educator
James Luby
University of Minnesota
Outstanding International Horticulturist
Dilip Nandwani
Tennessee State University
Outstanding Undergraduate Educator
Brian Jackson
North Carolina State University
Outstanding Extension Educator
Ellen Bauske
University of Georgia
Outstanding Leadership and Administration and
Award

10:00 AM – 11:00 AM

R. Daniel Lineberger
Texas A&M University

Plenary Welcome & ASHS Awards
Ceremony
Sponsor: Admin
Description: ASHS President Dennis Ray and ASHS Awards
Committee Chair Curt Rom announce the 2020 ASHS Fellows, the 2020 ASHS Career Awards, the ASHS Publication
Awards for the best papers published by the Society in
2019, and the 2020 ASHS Scholars Scholarship winners.

2020 FELLOWS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
FOR HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE
Bruce Bugbee
Utah State University
Jianjun Chen
University of Florida
Chieri Kubota
Ohio State University
Elizabeth Mitcham
University of California, Davis
Candice Shoemaker
Kansas State University
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2020 PUBLICATION AWARDS
Outstanding Ornamental Publication Award
Xingbo Wu and Lisa W. Alexander. 2019. Genetic
Diversity and Population Structure Analysis of Bigleaf Hydrangea Using Genotyping-by-sequencing. J.
Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci. 144(4):257–263.
Outstanding Education Publication Award
Alyssa J. Brown, Phil S. Allen, Greg V. Jolley and J.
Ryan Stewart. 2019.
The Downward Trend in Postsecondary Horticulture
Program Availability between 1997 and 2017.
HortTechnology 29(4):417–422.
Outstanding Cross-Commodity Publication
Award
Douglas G. Bielenberg, and Ksenija Gasic. 2019.
Controlled-temperature Treatments with Low-cost,
Off-the-shelf Equipment for Bud or Seed Forcing
Experiments. HortScience 54(4):766–768
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Outstanding Extension Publication Award
S. Dorn, M.G. Newberry III, E.M. Bauske, and S.V.
Pennisi. 2019. Are We on the Same Page? Exploring
National, State, and Local Educational-response
Themes for Extension Master Gardener Coordinators and Volunteers. HortScience 54(3):568–575.
Outstanding Fruit Publication Award
B.C. Strik, A. Vance, D.R. Bryla, and D.M. Sullivan.
2019. Organic Production Systems in Northern
Highbush Blueberry: II. Impact of Planting Method, Cultivar, Fertilizer, and Mulch on Leaf and Soil
Nutrient Concentrations and Relationships with
Yield from Planting through Maturity. HortScience
54(10):1777–1794.
Outstanding Vegetable Publication Award
Suzanne Stone, George Boyhan, and Cecilia McGregor. 2019. Inter- and Intracultivar Variation in Heirloom and Open-pollinated Watermelon Cultivars.
HortScience 54(2):212–220.

2020 ASHS Scholars Scholarship
Julie Hershkowitz
Utah State University
Amber Newsome
University of Florida

10:00 AM – 11:30 AM

Vegetable Crops Management 1
Moderator: Kuan Qin, Texas A&M AgriLife Research,
Texas A&M University

10:00 AM Humic Substances Improved Vegetable Seedling Quality and Post-Transplant Yield Performance Under Stress
Conditions
Kuan Qin* and Daniel I Leskovar, Texas A&M AgriLife
Research & Extension Center, Texas A&M University
Abstract:
Vegetable growers require vigorous transplants in
order to reduce the period of transplant shock during
early stand establishment. Organic media containing
solid humic substances (HS) are amendments that
have not been comprehensively explored for appli-

cations in containerized vegetable transplant production systems. In this study, HS were applied to a
peat-based growth medium (1% v/v) for evaluating
pre- and post-transplant growth modulation of four
economically important vegetable species, each with
two distinctive cultivars. Those were: pepper (bell
and jalapeño type), tomato (round and cherry type),
watermelon (seeded diploid and seedless triploid),
and lettuce (romaine and butterhead type). Seeding
for all species was performed in two periods in order
to evaluate their post-transplant yield performance
under drought (water deficit vs. well-watered) and
heat (hot vs. cool season) stresses. Although there
were crop- and cultivar-specific responses during
early development, in general, HS-treated plants
had: 1) increased leaf and root biomass after transplanting due to faster growth rates compared with
control; 2) lower root/shoot ratio before transplanting, but higher after 10 days of establishment; and
3) increased root length and surface area. The negative effects of abiotic stresses on transplant stand
establishment and crop yield were more prominent
in control plants, while HS-treated transplants were
able to mitigate yield decreases under both drought
and heat stresses conditions. This study demonstrated the potential use of solid-HS as bio-stimulants in
enhancing transplant quality and crop performance
of diverse vegetable species.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Novihum Technologies
GmbH

10:15 AM Microbial- and Plant-Based Biostimulants Increase Tomato Yields in
Florida

Weining Wang*1; Christopher Delcastillo1; Aleyda
Acosta Rangel1; Syuan-You Lin1; Jose Hernandez-Monterroza1; Mariel Gallardo1 and Shinsuke
Agehara2, (1)University of Florida, Gulf Coast Research
and Education Center, (2)University of Florida
Abstract: Biostimulants of various types are used to
improve crop productivity. Florida is the biggest producer of fresh tomatoes. To evaluate the effectiveness of certain biostimulants in tomato production
in Florida, two independent field experiments were
conducted at the Gulf Coast Research and Education
Center in Balm. In the first field experiment conducted in the spring season, humic acid and seaweed
extract products were applied through drenching
and drip tape injection, following the manufacture
recommendations. Both humic acid and seaweed
extract treatments significantly increased marketable fruit yields by 10% (92.6 vs 101.5–101.6 t ha–1)
compared to the control, although no significant
treatment effects were found on plant canopy area,
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plant biomass and the percentage of marketable
fruit yield. In the second field experiment conducted in the fall season, tomato seedlings were treated with a mycorrhizal product via spray application
before transplanting or drench application immediately after transplanting. Light microscopy revealed
that spray and drench mycorrhizal treatments increased the mycorrhizal colonization rate at harvest
from 5.8% to 11.4% and 27.8%, respectively, and the
differences are significant among all the treatments,
suggesting that drenching is the best practice for
mycorrhizal establishment. Spray and drench mycorrhizal treatments also increased marketable fruit
yields by 3% and 10% (82.2 vs. 85.0–90.4 t ha–1), respectively, although no significant treatment effects
were found on plant canopy area and plant biomass.
These results demonstrate the potential of various
biostimulant products to improve tomato production in Florida.

10:30 AM Cover Crops As a Source of Carbon for Anaerobic Soil Disinfestation in
Pennsylvania High Tunnel Production
Systems

Luca Vecchia1; Francesco Di Gioia*1; Jason C. Hong2;
Charles White1; Antonio Ferrante3 and Erin N.
Rosskopf2, (1)The Pennsylvania State University, (2)
USDA-ARS, (3)University of Milan
Abstract: Anaerobic soil disinfestation (ASD) is gaining interest across the U.S. as a pre-plant biological
soil treatment for the management of soilborne
pests and pathogens. However, the application of
ASD in the Mid-Atlantic region, primarily as a method
to regenerate soil health in high tunnel production
systems, requires some adaptations and the identification of locally available sources of carbon (C).
Given the popularity of cover crops in Pennsylvania,
a study was conducted to evaluate the suitability of
cover crops as C sources for ASD. In a preliminary
pot-study conducted under controlled conditions,
twelve cover crops were tested for their fresh and dry
biomass production capacity at 32 and 46 days after
sowing (DAS). Biomass harvested from each cover
crop was used to simulate the ASD treatment in a
pot-in-pot experiment that included an untreated
control and molasses as a reference C source. Cover
crop tissue samples were analyzed for their concentration of total C (TC) and nitrogen (TN), total sugar
(TS), and easily oxidizable C (EOC). Four cover crops
were selected for a field experiment and buckwheat
(Fagopyrum esculentum Möench), which provided the
best performance, was further tested for its efficacy
as a C source in a high tunnel ASD experiment. ASD
applied by soil incorporation of buckwheat harvest-
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ed and chopped mechanically was compared to a reference molasses-based ASD treatment (M-ASD) and
an untreated control (UCK) either by itself (B-ASD) or
combined with half rate of molasses (B+0.5M-ASD).
All four treatments were tested using clear or black
totally impermeable film as a mulch. In the pot study,
total plant dry biomass ranged from 566 to 3181 kg/
ha at 32 DAS and from 2077 to 8940 kg/ha at 46 DAS
from Sunn hemp and buckwheat, respectively. At 46
DAS, TC ranged between 36.7% and 42.4% in forage
radish and field peas, respectively. Buckwheat had
the highest C:N ratio (33.5:1) and produced the highest amount of TS (138 kg/ha) and EOC (942 kg/ha). In
the high tunnel experiment, B-ASD and B+0.5M-ASD
had a similar performance but did not reach the level of anaerobicity resulting from M-ASD. Nevertheless, both treatments reached high levels of cumulative soil redox potential (135.735 mV hr on average),
while the film had no significant effect. Cover crops
like buckwheat, that produce a large amount of both
biomass and sugar in a relatively short period of
time may be a good C source for ASD applications in
Pennsylvania.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work was supported by the USDA National Institute of Food and
Agriculture and Hatch Appropriations under Project
#PEN04723 and Accession #1020664 and by USDA-ARS
Areawide Project on Anaerobic Soil Disinfestation

10:45 AM Evaluating the Effect of No till
Practices on Yield and Weed Pressure
within Organic and Conventional Vegetable Systems
Emma Katherine Dawson*, University of Georgia

Abstract: The benefits of No-Till agriculture have
been widely studied for many years. Conservation
tillage was popularized after the Dust Bowl as a soil
and water conservation technology (Claassen et al.,
2018 ). The CTIC defines conservation tillage as any
tillage system that leaves at least 30% of the soil surface covered by crop residue. No tillage or reduced
tillage agriculture can reduce soil erosion and compaction, improve soil health, and improve water
holding capacity (Karlen et al., 1994). Conservation
tillage is very common among agronomic crops and
has been successfully done for years thanks to intensive herbicide plans. Due to difficulty controlling
weeds in vegetable and organic systems conservation tillage has not been widely adopted by growers.
Using reduced tillage with cover crops is being investigated as a possible strategy to reduce weed pressure. The objectives of this research include determining whether practicing conservation tillage can
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produce comparable yields to conventional grown
sweet corn (Zea mays L.) and to evaluate whether or
not cover crops/conservation tillage are viable weed
control strategies in vegetable production. After the
first year, results showed similar yields from the no
till conventional and conventional plots as well as reduced weed pressure in no till plots. The organic no
till plots had a lower yield and higher weed pressure.
More research is needed to determine whether conservation tillage is suitable for organic production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: University of Georgia,
Department of Horticulture

11:00 AM Q&A - Vegetable Crops Management 1 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
10:00 AM – 12:30 PM

Consumer Horticulture and Master
Gardener
Moderator: Lucy Bradley, North Carolina State University

10:00 AM Managing Rose Rosette Disease
in the Great Plains

Michael A. Schnelle*1; Jennifer D Olson1; Jason J. Griffin2 and Lynda Carrier3, (1)Oklahoma State University,
(2)Kansas State University, (3)oklahoma state university
Abstract: Rose rosette disease (RRD) was first reported in the United States in 1940. Since then,
the disease has become widespread east of the
Rocky Mountains particularly with the advent of
free-blooming cultivars that landscapers utilize for
virtually every project. Even though the causal agent
was identified in 2011, and a better understanding
now exists of the eriophyid mite that transmits the
rose rosette virus, RRD is still rampant and thus responsible for thousands of dollars in losses to producers, landscapers and ultimately, end consumers.
The disease is readily spread through movement of
the mite by crawling, wind, or “hitchhiking” via people. Consequently, rose trials were initiated at Oklahoma State University and Kansas State University
in 2016. Researchers have since found commercially
available rose cultivars that possess RRD resistance.
These selections will be presented to rose breeders
for consideration in future breeding programs. In
addition to cultivar trials, best management practices are being studied in order to slow progression of
this disease.

10:15 AM Horticulture CSI: The Latest
Clues in the Search for the Long Beach
Red Radish

Gary R. Bachman*1; Christine E. H. Coker1 and Patricia R Knight2, (1)Mississippi State University Coastal
Research and Extension Center, (2)Coastal R&E Center
Abstract: This is an update on the search for an iconic vegetable that was a significant crop along the
Gulf Coast of Mississippi, the Long Beach Red Radish
(LBRR). Long Beach, MS was a major cropping region
in the early 1900s, the primary crop was the LBRR,
a six to seven-inch-long red radish. In the winter
months seeds of this radish (that was originally bred
in the north) were sent south for growing an impressive number of harvested LBRR, up to 300 railroad
boxcars, which were shipped north during the winter
months. No seed for the LBRR is currently available.
In 2018, we identified an heirloom radish still in the
market with similar characteristics having a history
of seeds being sent south, the Cincinnati Market radish. With the help of the seed catalog collection from
the Anderson Horticulture Library at the University
of Minnesota, we uncovered at least eight common
names describing similar long red radishes being
grown in the early 1900s: Long Scarlet, Cincinnati
Market, Japanese Long Scarlet, Long Scarlet Short
Top, Long Scarlet Cincinnati, Early Short Top Long
Scarlet, London Particular Long Scarlet and Market
Gardeners’ Early Long Scarlet Short Top. Input from
the Nordic Genebank and World Vegetable Center
indicates that the problems identifying old heirloom
varieties are compounded by 1) one variety being
called by different common names or 2) multiple
varieties being called by the same common name.
Newspaper clippings from 1916, 1917 and 1922
would seem to describe the second scenario that
several long red radish varieties were being grown in
Mississippi and along the Gulf Coast. We believe that
the evidence indicates that several long red radish
varieties were indeed being grown in the winter in
Long Beach, MS and those customers ordering from
the north were simply calling them those long red
radishes from Long Beach, hence the common name
of Long Beach Red Radish.

10:30 AM Collaborative Online Course
Development: Many Seedlings to Make a
Forest

Laura Barth1; Christine M. Bradish2; Lucy K. Bradley*2; Susan Caldwell3; Helen T. Kraus2; Elisabeth
Meyer1; Matthew Ross3 and Elizabeth Riley1, (1)NC
State University, (2)North Carolina State University, (3)
Longwood Gardens
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Abstract: Developing an online course requires the
hard work, dedication, and coordination of many
people as they juggle the numerous moving pieces
necessary to create an engaging educational experience. The process of creating three fully online plant
identification classes with the collaborative efforts of
Longwood Gardens and North Carolina State University has been a challenging, rewarding and extremely beneficial undertaking. The first collaboration of
these two leading horticultural institutions began in
2013 with a hybrid, for-credit course in Woody Plant
Identification consisting of online lessons and assessments with in-person plant study walks. An IDEA
grant and technical support from DELTA (Distance
Education and. Learning Technology Applications)
at NC State, made it possible to merge instructional
and technical resources to transform the for-credit
course into a fully online experience geared toward
Extension Master Gardener Volunteers and garden
enthusiasts.
Unlike the development of many classes where the
content expert works with a single instructional designer to develop a course in which they might ultimately be the instructor of record, this undertaking truly became a collective effort requiring the
contributions of many individuals and technologies.
The course development team has evolved beyond instructors and designers to include the NCSU
gamification unit, interns and work-study students,
professional photographers, videographers and a
post-production team, horticulturists, and even a
botanical illustrator. Managing the many working
components involves the coordination of the educational team from both institutions through an MOU,
monthly online meetings, and an annual retreat.
This presentation will discuss the process of identifying, developing, and blending institutional resources, finances, people, and systems. Further, we will
outline the challenges in bringing this collaboration
to fruition. Data presented will include enrollment
from 2015 to present, course completion totals,
participation metrics, certificate achievements, and
course evaluation responses measuring course difficulty, knowledge gained, and overall satisfaction. We
will also present student feedback and suggestions
along with future directions.

10:45 AM What We Do Really Matters:
Relationships between Extension Master
Gardener Volunteer Satisfaction and Program Coordination

Sheri Dorn*; Bodie V. Pennisi and Ellen Bauske, University of Georgia
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Abstract: The role of the Extension Master Gardener volunteer is complex and requires significant and
ongoing time commitment. Retention of the EMG
volunteer over time is desirable because of the inputs required to train and prepare volunteers and
the subsequent knowledge development that occurs
with experience over time. Length of volunteer service is best predicted by intention to remain a volunteer. Variables affecting this intention also affect volunteer satisfaction, which offers a proxy measure. It
is important to identify those elements of the EMG
experience that affect volunteer satisfaction to develop program coordination strategies that precipitate volunteer retention. A national study of EMG
volunteers (n=7498) explored four variables affecting volunteer satisfaction, including motivations to
volunteer, benefits received from volunteering, involvement scores, and program coordination scores.
Relationships of these variables to EMG satisfaction
were explored. Neither motivations nor length of
volunteer service were related to satisfaction. Significant and slight correlations were found between satisfaction and two of three involvement measures as
well as four of six benefits. Significant and weak relationships were found between satisfaction and two
program coordination scores. The stronger relationship between elements of program coordination and
satisfaction, along with a significant and moderate
relationship between the program experience rating
and coordinator score, suggests that long-term EMG
retention may be increased by program coordinator
attributes. This offers justification for further and
continued investment in professional development
of EMG program coordinators.

11:00 AM Vegetable Variety Trialing for
Non-Commercial Growers Using Citizen
Science

Natalie Bumgarner* and Virginia Sykes, University of
Tennessee
Abstract: Vegetable gardening interest crosses rural
to urban divides as well as engaging multiple generations. Participation is estimated to be around
one-third of households nationwide and it provides
a range of benefits including healthy produce as well
as social benefits and physical activity. For early stage
or experienced gardeners, there is always interest in
growing the most productive or well adapted crops
for the region to improve the chances of overall success and high-quality harvests. Such crop and variety selection questions are very common for county
agents as well as state Extension specialists. Even
with this high level of interest, funding for consumer garden trials is limited and the cost of replicated
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trials across varied geographical sites is high. To address these questions with limited funding support,
a novel approach has been taken in Tennessee. The
Home Garden Variety Trial program relies upon the
coordinated trialing of gardeners who report back
their crop and cultivar experiences to contribute to
a statewide trial report to support home gardeners
across the state. Beginning in 2017, University of
Tennessee Extension specialists have worked with
county agents and gardener stakeholders to collaboratively conduct this statewide citizen science home
garden variety trial. This trial uses a model that engages interested gardeners and allows them to trial
a range of crops under their normal garden growing
conditions. Gardeners select from an established
set of trials developed each year that each include
two cultivars within a general garden crop category.
Packets of seeds along with instructions for growing
and evaluation forms are then mailed to the home of
each participant in early spring. The trial began with
a few counties and less than 50 citizen scientists in
2017 and has grown to represent over half of the 95
counties in Tennessee and involve over 150 individual gardeners. Each participant grows the comparison cultivars similarly and returns evaluation data
in areas of germination, yield, appearance, flavor,
overall preference as well as their ability to recommend this cultivar to other gardeners. This trial has
demonstrated the potential for a large number of
gardeners to provide data that provides insight on
statewide variety performance while engaging audiences and providing a platform for educational benefit for participants themselves and the wider gardening community in the state.

11:15 AM Active Learning Tools in Virtual,
Blended and in-Person Horticulture Classrooms

Lucy K. Bradley*, North Carolina State University and
Aly Kaba, Top Hat Monocle

Abstract: NC State University is working with Top Hat
Monocle Inc. to transform the Extension Gardener
Handbook and Teachers Guide into a multifunction
tool for horticulture agents, Extension Master Gardener training, community college and high school
instructors, high school homeschoolers, and others.
The tool can be used by an instructor to provide a
face-to-face training, or an online experience, or
a hybrid of the two. It can also be used as a standalone, asynchronous class on demand.
The package includes a 21 chapter text with PowerPoints, handouts, homework, quizzes and interactive
components that can be used in an online format or
to create interactive stations in a face to face course.

Each of the components is fully customizable by the
instructor to fit their local needs.
NC State has provided the content expertise and
Top Hat Monocle has provided the platform and the
technological expertise.

11:30 AM Get Gardening! Using Facebook
Live to Reach a Broader Audience in a
Covid-19 World

David D. Close*; Devon Johnson and Kathleen Reed,
Virginia Tech
Abstract: In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, our
team developed resources for people interested in
gardening for personal or community food production. We saw the need for supplying very basic information to a non-traditional gardening audience and
those who have never gardened before.
We assembled a list of topics and guest speakers
and asked them to do a 30-minute Facebook Live
event. Our state Extension Master Gardener communications coordinator worked with the Director
of Marketing and Communications at Virginia State
University, our 1890s institution, to plan and promote our weekly event. Between March 17th and
April 17th, our Facebook page followers grew from
6,000 to 7,600. Our Facebook Live series began the
week of April 13th and we have had two events as
of the writing of this abstract. The first two topics,
respectively, were the basics of vegetable gardening
and how to create a raised bed. The estimated reach
of each session was nearly 3,000. The majority of our
viewers were from Virginia, but we had additional
viewers from 8 states and Puerto Rico. The highest
viewer numbers were female ranging in age from 45
to 54 years old (while 35 to 44 years olds compose
the highest single age-range group for page followers).
Even now, COVID-19 circumstances are continuing to
evolve within individual states as well as from state
to state. Our presentation will include a comparison
of viewer demographics for more than 12 Facebook
Live events in relation to our Facebook follower demographics prior to the pandemic. We will also look
for shifts in viewer and follower demographics since
the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic here in the
United States.
Aside from the viewer data and reach of our Facebook Live series, I think the other compelling part of
our story is the quick response and action taken as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Likewise, this project required active coordination between extension
colleagues at both of Virginia’s land-grant institutions
and further strengthened the collaborative relation-
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ship within Virginia Cooperative Extension. If I were
to identify two positive outcomes driven by the widespread chaos attributed to the COVID-19 pandemic, I
would say a swift increase in gardening interest and
stronger relationships between our two institutions
who are both working to meet the emerging needs
driven by the pandemic.

ary to the end of April, respectively.

11:45 AM Meeting the Continuing Education Needs of Extension Master Gardeners
during the 2020 Covid Crisis = Launching
Them into the Digital World

12:00 PM Q&A - Consumer Horticulture
and Master Gardner - All Session Speakers
Are Required to Attend

Abstract:

10:30 AM – 12:30 PM

This session will discuss logistics in developing and
hosting a quality digital learning experience, lessons
learned and recommendations for improvement (including shortfalls in training, the overall impact on
the program, and plans for continued EMG digital
engagement.

Pamela J. Bennett*, Ohio State University Extension

During the Covid 19 pandemic crisis, Extension Master Gardeners (EMGs) were disconnected from Ohio
State University Extension due to the requirements
for “social distancing.” Because it was not known the
length of time that Extension Educators would be disconnected from their EMGs, the use of webinars and
other digital engagement was essential. EMGs from
around Ohio were expressing concern about how
to get their volunteer hours as well as Continuing
Education (CE) hours. A webinar series was quickly
developed that incorporated speakers from around
Ohio as well as other Extension professionals from
around the country to address the CE hour concern.
The series of webinars were called Horticulture Happy Hour and Horticulture Lunch and Learn. Topics
focused on horticulture content of interest to EMGs.
The Zoom webinar platform was used for the sessions; these could host up to 3,000 participants.
Participants were required to register for each session separately. There was a slight learning curve in
switching from Zoom meetings to Zoom webinars
for the instructors. There was a substantial learning
curve for EMGs since very few participated in electronic learning. In the first week alone, there were
112 individual email requests for assistance in using Zoom. There were additional questions posted
during each webinar. After 14 webinars, the number
of requests for assistance decreased to an average
of 2 per day.
Despite technology challenges, the webinars were an
overwhelming success. In the first session alone, 623
people registered, 508 attended, and approximately
100 thank you emails were received. In 16 webinars,
11,188 EMGs registered. In addition, the sessions
were recorded and placed on the EMG website for
them to review in the future or for those who could
not attend to review. The state EMG website traffic
tripled in users, sessions increased X18, and views
went from 2,274 to 40,244 views at the end of Febru-
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Floriculture 1
Moderator: James M. DelPrince, Mississippi State
University Coastal Research and Extension Center

10:30 AM Picking Flowers in a Crowded
Field: Why Consumers Choose to Buy or
Not Buy Floral Products

Julie Campbell and Kayla Imler*, University of Georgia
Abstract: Fresh cut flowers and other various floral
products, such as potted plants, are bought by people every day for numerous occasions. As industry
standards evolve with the introduction of new technologies and marketing techniques, so have the
ways consumers make purchasing decisions. From
where to how products are bought, there is definitely a changing market. One would think with the
explosion of ecommerce and digital marketing tactics, sales of floral products would have increased
dramatically over time. However, having a plethora
of proxy items to choose from, such as candy, balloons, jewelry, etc., has hindered the potential sale
of fresh cut flowers. A national survey was used to
evaluate and understand purchasing decisions and
what influences various demographics to buy fresh
cut flowers. The overall purpose of this survey was to
understand the purchasing habits and preferences
of floral buyers versus non-buyers. Both buyers and
non-buyers were surveyed in order to evaluate what
influences consumers purchasing of floral products.
These results can be used to help businesses better
market their products to demographic groups more
effectively.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Floral Marketing Research Fund

10:45 AM Specialty Cut Flower Production
in a High Altitude Climate
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Samantha Nobes*; Karen Panter and Randa Jabbour, University of Wyoming
Abstract: The production of specialty cut flowers
is an opportunity to add valuable commodities for
Wyoming growers and serve the local economy. To
date, there has only been one study in Wyoming for
fresh cut sunflower production. Region-specific information on cut flower production is important due
to unique environmental conditions. In short season, high altitude environments many plants require
protection from potential frosts, high winds, and
large day to night temperature swings. We grew five
specialty cut flower species in two different growing
environments: greenhouse and high tunnel. Flowers were grown year-round in the greenhouse and
late spring through fall in the high tunnels with the
objectives of testing the effects of cultivar, growing
environment, and pinching on days from sowing to
harvest, stem length, number of stems cut per plant,
and marketable yield. Experiments were conducted
at the University of Wyoming Laramie Research and
Extension Center to assess the potential for producing specialty cut flowers for local consumption. The
cultivars used in this study included Calendula ‘Princess Golden’, Matthiola ‘Lucinda Mix’, Helichrysum
‘Double Mix’, Daucus ‘Dara’, and Celosia ‘Celway Mix’.
We recorded stem lengths and days to harvest for
all stems. Generally, greenhouse conditions provided a longer duration of harvest and an earlier first
harvest date with a few exceptions. During the 2018
season, 2,621 flowers were cut with 74% deemed as
marketable across all flower species. The 2019 season had a later start due to weather conditions with
2,111 total cut flowers and 63% deemed marketable
across all flower species. Cut flowers were deemed
marketable with a stem length over 30 cm, a desirable length for floral arrangements. Calendula, Celosia, and Daucus flowers had the highest amount of
stems per plants across both summer seasons. We
successfully sold the cut flowers to the university
student farm for their farm market booth as well as a
local florist for use in floral arrangements. This study
concludes that careful cultivar selection for season
and growing location is essential for the successful
integration of these niche cut flowers into current
or future greenhouse and high tunnel production
in Wyoming. This work was made possible by a Specialty Crop Grant from the Wyoming Department of
Agriculture.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Specialty Crop Grant
from the Wyoming Department of Agriculture

11:00 AM High Tunnel Systems for Producing Snapdragon Cut Flowers in Northern
Utah
Maegen Lewis*; Melanie Stock; Brent L Black and
Daniel T Drost, Utah State University

Abstract: High tunnels expand market opportunities
for high value crops, but are underutilized for cut
flowers in Utah. The goal of this study was to improve snapdragon production in Northern Utah by
evaluating the use of high tunnels versus an unprotected field, cultivar selection, and planting dates on
harvest windows, stem quality, and total yield. Cultivars ‘Chantilly’, ‘Potomac’, and ‘Rocket’ were trialed.
High tunnels were planted from 8 February – 13 April
2018, and 7 March – 12 April in 2019, and the field
was planted from 24 April – 27 May in both years.
Stems were harvested and graded three days per
week. In 2018, the trial ended in July after high daytime temperatures reduced stem quality, whereas in
2019, we tested fall regrowth and harvest potential.
The average marketability was similar in the high
tunnel and field for 2018, but was two times greater
in the high tunnel than field in 2019. Optimal planting dates were in March for the high tunnel and late
April for the field. High tunnel production extended
the harvest window by four weeks in 2018, and eight
weeks in 2019. Allowing for fall regrowth extended the harvest window by seven more weeks and
doubled the number of marketable stems across
all treatments. This research provides production
guidelines for optimizing snapdragon cut flowers as
cool season annual crops in the Intermountain West.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Utah Deptartment of
Agriculture and Food

11:15 AM Exploring Hydration Efficiency in
Traditional and Alternative Greenhouse
Substrates through Preconditioning and
Pulsing Techniques
Brian Schulker*, NC State University

Abstract: Particles in a substrate create a network
of pathways for water to move through, with size
and shape determining the efficacy of these channels. Reduced particle size diversity can lead to excessive leachate, poor substrate hydration, and an
inefficient irrigation practice. This research was
designed to examine the wetting characteristics of
three greenhouse substrate components at three
preconditioned initial moisture contents using subirrigation under five different irrigation durations and
three water depths (2, 20, and 35 mm). Sphagnum
peatmoss, coconut coir, and pine bark were tested
at 67%, 50%, and 33% initial moisture (by weight).
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The objective of this research was to determine the
impact of varying irrigation event durations (5, 10,
20, 30, 60 min) over a 60 minute period of time, and
the further influence of water depth, initial moisture,
and particle size on the capillary potential of peat,
coir, and pine bark. The number of irrigation events
depended on the irrigation event time of that experimental unit divided by the total time of 60 minutes,
varying from 12, 6, 3, 2, and 1 event. Hydration efficiency was influenced by initial moisture content
(IM), water level, pulsing duration, and inherent substrate dynamics (hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity). IM
had the largest impact on peat, regardless of water
level or irrigation duration. Lower IM’s increased the
hydrophobic tendencies of peat, further reducing
the amount of water the substrate was able to absorb. Pine bark showed a 5-10% decrease in initial
hydration between 67, 50, and 33% IM, while coir’s
hydrophilic nature reduced any IM affects. At 50% IM
or less, coir represented the highest VWC across all
substrates, pulsing durations, and water depths. To
identify differences in pulsing techniques, initial hydration (IH) and final hydration (FH) were compared
across all water depths and irrigation durations within substrates. Water depth was found to increase IH
and FH 6-8% across all substrates (aside from 33% IM
peat). Irrigation event duration (pulsing) represented
interesting results, for example coir at 33% IM at 2
mm and a five minute pulse returned an IH of 29.2%
VWC, whereas coir 33% IM and a sixty minute pulse
returned an IH of 35.1% VWC. That difference is further lessened as the IM is increased to 67%, reducing
the difference to 2% VWC, with some cases showing
the increased water depth returned a higher IH with
a five minute pulse than a sixty minute pulse.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA – ARS

11:30 AM Evaluating Wood Products As
Substrate Amendments with Container-Grown Petunia

Kalyn Helms* and Ryan Dickson, University of Arkansas
Abstract: Pine wood products are increasingly being used as substrate components for production
of containerized floriculture crops, but can result in
the immobilization of fertilizer nitrogen and influence irrigation practices. The objective of this study
was to evaluate the effects of peat-based substrates
amended with various wood products on substrate
properties and plant performance, with emphasis
on determining the potential for nitrogen immobilization and impacts on irrigation efficiency. Substrate
blends consisted of coarse sphagnum peat amended with (v:v) 15%, 30%, 45%, and 60% of loblolly pine
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wood fiber, Scots pine wood fiber, European white
pine fiber, pine tree substrate, composted bark, coconut coir, and perlite. Coir and perlite materials
were non-wood amendments used for comparison.
Dry bulk density, porosity, and nitrogen immobilization were measured in controlled laboratory experiments using porometer and nitrogen drawdown index methods. The same substrate blends were used
in a separate greenhouse experiment to evaluate
plant growth and irrigation practices for ‘Supertunia
Vista Bubblegum’ petunia in 10-inch hanging baskets.
Gravimetric techniques were used to irrigate replicate containers individually once substrate moisture
content decreased to 50% of maximum water-holding capacity. Plants were fertilized at each irrigation
with 200 mg∙L-1 nitrogen using a commercial 17-417 water-soluble fertilizer formulation mixed in tap
water. Nitrogen immobilization was not significant
for any substrate blend or raw wood materials in
this study. In the greenhouse experiment, substrate
amendment types differed in shoot dry mass, flower
number per plant, and leaf SPAD chlorophyll content
after 56 d. Increasing substrate amendments to 60%
also decreased shoot dry mass and flower number
across amendment types. However, plants grown in
each substrate treatment were of a marketable quality with dark green foliage, high leaf SPAD chlorophyll
content, and high flower count (>125 flowers/plant).
Shoot growth and flowering were also comparable
between wood products, coir, and perlite. The total
number of irrigations during the experiment ranged
from 10 for substrate amended with Scots pine fiber
to 12 for substrate amended with perlite, but was
not affected by the amendment percentage. Total
irrigation volume applied per container ranged from
11 L for European pine fiber to 14 L for coir. Across
substrate amendment types, the applied irrigation
volume per container decreased from 13 L to 10 L
when amendment percentage increased from 15%
to 60% by volume. Overall results of this study suggested that a range of wood products could be used
successfully as substrate amendments for container
crops, with minimal impacts on fertilization and irrigation practices for growers.

11:45 AM Extension Floral Design Training
Program

James DelPrince*, MSU-Coastal Research and Extension Center

Abstract: A day-long floral design in-service training
program was developed and taught to 100 Mississippi multi-discipline county agents and Extension Volunteers. The project’s goal is to stimulate statewide
consumer interest in flowers, raising awareness and
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appreciation for their daily use. Our objectives include agent and volunteer training in floral design
basics, the creation of a list of trainees for demonstration and workshop referrals and tracking the
number of demonstrations and workshops trainees
delivered between June 2018-September 2019.
We delivered five separate workshops at four Research and Extension Centers within April-June 2019.
Students learned how to book a program, increase
floral vase life, explain design elements and principles, and source floral products. In the workshop’s
hands-on segment, participants practiced bow making, wreath making, vase arrangements, and implementation of vine and phenolic foam mechanics
from a specialist-delivered, peer-reviewed curriculum.
At the end of the data collection period, 43 trainees
delivered 23 demonstrations and 20 workshops to
574 people. Statewide, 674 people received floral
design training. Audiences included youth through
elderly participants in 4-H, garden clubs and county office programs. Positive comments from agents
included appreciation for learning to deliver a novel
educational program with relatively quick delivery.
Challenges included teachers’ difficulty in sourcing
Mississippi-grown cut flowers and lack of client participation in fee-required workshops.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA Block Grant, Mississippi Department of Agriculture and Commerce

12:00 PM Q&A - Floriculture 1 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
10:30 AM – 12:30 PM

Ornamentals/Landscape and Turf 1
Moderator: Dallas Bretzman, North Carolina State
University

10:30 AM Putting the P’s in IPPM: Hands-on
Approach to Pollinator Protection
Bodie V. Pennisi*1; Sheri Dorn1; Shimat Joseph1;
Jason Schmidt1; Greg Huber1; Becky Griffin1; Kimberly Jackson1; Rolando Orellana2 and Tim Daly2, (1)
University of Georgia, (2)UGA Extension

Abstract: Pollinator protection has been identified
as a major priority by USDA; Interest among stakeholders (residential, civic entities, industry) for information regarding best practices to protect and
promoting pollinators is high. Increasing native plant
biodiversity and the concept of Integrated Pest and
Pollinator Management (IPPM) have emerged in lit-

erature and web sources as means of creating pollinator spaces and establishing protective habitats.
The concept of IPPM can be more widely understood
and promoted by training county agents and Master
Gardener Extension Volunteers (MGEV). The objective is to equip county faculty and MGEVs with the
right tools to handle clientele requests concerning
pollinator habitat establishment, with the overarching goal to raise and promote IPPM awareness
in the community, and support other on-going conservation efforts, such as the Great Georgia Pollinator Census.’ In-depth, full day, hands-on workshops
were conducted in the summer of 2019. Utilizing
expertise from various disciplines, a team-based approach covered herbaceous plant ID and insect ID
(pest and beneficial insects) ; best practices for establishing and maintaining a native plant habitat/
pollinator garden/wildflower planting at municipalities, community gardens, and golf courses; plant
species selection, design considerations, soil preparation, irrigation techniques, weed control, and pest
management. We also educated agents and MGEVs
on how to guide citizen science initiatives for pollinator conservation, and how to generate quantitative
assessments of pollinator numbers and abundance.
The trainees had an opportunity to interact one-onone and do numerous hands-on activities such as
live insect collection using vacuum sampling and
sweep netting, preserved insect identification, seed
and clonal material collection and propagation, and
transplanting. Post-program surveys showed high
level of knowledge learned and high satisfaction.
We strengthened communication and information
flow from specialists and researchers to county faculty. Forty percent of the participating agents have
started their own plant/pollinator evaluation plots/
gardens and plan to participate in the 2020 Great
Georgia Pollinator Census.

10:45 AM Crapemyrtle Bark Scale Crawler
Population Dynamic and Management
Applications in Louisiana

Yan Chen*, Louisiana State University AgCenter; Rodrigo Diaz, Louisiana State University; Mengmeng Gu,
Texas A&M University, Texas AgriLife Extension Service;
Michael Merchant, Texas A&M AgriLife Research &
Extension and Erfan Vafaei, TAMU AgriLife Extension
Dallas Research and Extension Center
Abstract: By 2019, the crapemyrtle bark scale (CMBS),
Acanthococcus lagerstroemiae (Kuwana) (Hemiptera:
Eriococcidae) has spread to major urban areas in
Louisiana. Crapemyrtles are a major source of pollen for pollinators especially honeybees and bumblebees throughout the summer. The establishment
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of CMBS now requires insecticide treatments to
avoid significant reduction in plant aesthetics. Neonicotinoids such as imidacloprid and dinotefuran (i.e.
Merit® or ZylamTM) can provide long residue effects
in managing CMBS, especially when applied as soil
drenches; however, these treatments are expensive
and have raised concerns over their impact on pollinators. Several low-impact short residual insecticides such as insect growth regulators pyriproxyfen
and azadirachtin (i.e., Fulcrum® and Molt-X®) showed
effectiveness against CMBS crawlers. It is critical to
apply these low-impact chemicals at the same time
as the emergence of crawlers – the most sensitive
life stage of this insect to chemical controls working
through direct contact. This multi-year monitoring
project provided better understanding of crawler emergence dynamics based on monitoring data
collected from 2017 to 2019. Guidance for targeting
low-impact products at crawler emergence was summarized for locations in Shreveport, Houma, and
New Orleans.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI Program

11:00 AM Compost Improves Landscape
Plant Establishment on Urban Freeway
Slopes
Madeleine Dubelko*; Robert Schutzki and Bert
Cregg, Michigan State University

Abstract: Turfgrass is often the plant of choice to prevent erosion on areas near freeways, but it requires
regular mowing. Mowing roadside turf can disturb
traffic and be hazardous to those operating mowers, especially in sloped sites. Other plants, such as
shrubs or perennials, can also provide erosion control but only need pruning once or twice a year, and
may increase biodiversity in the area. However, urban roadsides are difficult environments for shrubs
and perennials. Soils in urban areas are often compacted, nutritionally deficient, and have pollutants.
As a result, urban sites need to be prepared for
planting, usually by tilling the soil or adding organic
matter.
To improve the success of future plantings, the Michigan Department of Transportation began a study
with Michigan State University that investigated the
factors that impact roadside plant establishment
and health. In 2018 a variety of shrubs and perennials were planted into sites with four different site
preparation treatments. The treatments included: 1)
tilling the existing soil to an 20 cm depth, 2) applying
a 10 cm compost top dress over existing soil, 3) tilling
the 10 cm compost top dress into the existing soil
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and 4) leaving the existing soil as is (control). Each
treatment plot was 6 m x 17 m and all treatments
were replicated six times. After the site preparation
treatments were were completed 16 selections of
shrubs and perennials were planted in each treatment, and 8 cm of mulch was spread over all of the
treatment areas. Within each subplot, shrubs were
replicated six times and perennials were replicated
nine times. Throughout the 2019 growing season we
evaluated growth, photosynthetic activity, nutrition,
and moisture stress of surviving plants. Most species
responded positively to the addition of compost.
Plants in both the compost-only and the compost-till
treatment had greater growth and higher SPAD, foliar nutrition and photosynthetic rates than plants on
plots without compost. The addition of tillage does
not seem to significantly affect plant establishment
or growth. Initially, the benefit of compost was hypothesized to be a result of the increased nutrient
availability and reduced plant moisture stress provided by the compost. However, we found that moisture stress was not a strong factor in overall plant
success in this study. Plant nutrition was found to
be the main factor in roadside plant success. This
suggests future research may focus more on other
approaches to improving plant nutrition for use in
roadside plantings.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Michigan Department
of Transportation, Michigan Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development, Michigan State University
Project GREEEN

11:15 AM Screening Methods for Flood Tolerant Plants for Low Impact Development
(LID) Landscape Features
Michael A. Arnold* and Andrew R. King, Texas A&M
University

Abstract: Low impact development (LID) design focused on minimizing runoff and improving effluent
quality has led to an increase in LID features in built
environments, such as rain gardens, bioswales, and
constructed wetlands which require plants tolerant
to various periods of flooding or saturated soils.
Flooding can be chronic with free standing water,
chronic with long-term soil saturation but no free
standing water, or recurrent flooding with intermittent periods of drought. A system of screening using twelve replicated floodable cells 1.2 m wide x 2.4
m long x 0.3 m deep equipped with liners and filled
with 15 cm of sandy loam soil were engineered to
mimic three types of flooding conditions and a welldrained control treatment. The well-drained control
treatment was irrigated as needed to maintain ≥
-20 kPa soil moisture tension. Intermittent flooding
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consisted of flooding the cells monthly to the soil
surface for 3 d and then allowing drainage. A bog or
permanently saturated treatment was imposed by
saturating the soil using float valves that maintained
the water level even with the soil surface but with no
free standing water. A chronically flooded treatment
was maintained by use of float valves to achieve approximately 7.6 cm of free standing water above the
soil surface. Replicates of six different genotypes
of Taxodium distichum (L.) Rich., a species known to
adapt to a wide range of flood conditions, were used
as model taxa for testing plant responses. Even for
this flood adapted species seedling height, trunk diameter, and root, shoot, and whole plant biomasses
were reduced in all three flood treatments relative
to well-drained soil conditions. Survival was not statistically reduced by intermittent flooding, but was
by both chronic bog-like soil conditions and free surface water flooding. Reduced oxygen concentrations
were documented to occur in flooded soils, particularly during the late summer. Soil temperatures in
the control plots were about 5 C greater in late spring
than those in all three flood treatments, while in late
summer control and intermittent flooded plots were
similar and approximately 2 C warmer than the bog
treatment, which was about 2 C warmer than the
standing water treatment. Soils were 9 to 13 C warmer in late summer than in late spring.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NIFA, Tree Research and
Education Fund, J. Frank Schmidt Family Charitable
Foundation

11:30 AM From Ornamental Plant to Ecological Trap: The Role of Hydrilla in Wildlife Death

Dayton Wilde* and Susan Wilde, University of Georgia
Abstract: Invasive plants can have unforeseen consequences beyond the displacement of native plants.
Hydrilla verticillata was originally imported from Asia
as an ornamental aquarium plant. After escaping
cultivation, it spread to bodies of water across the
US, particularly in reservoirs of the southern US. The
deaths of bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) on
Southern reservoirs were correlated with the presence of hydrilla. Besides being a pernicious aquatic
weed, hydrilla is the primary host of an epiphytic, filamentous cyanobacterium called Aetokthonos hydrillicola. The cause of eagle death was determined to
be a neurotoxin produced by Aetokthonosthat was
transmitted to raptors from waterfowl prey that
had fed on hydrilla. The toxin causes a brain disease
called vacuolar myelinopathy (VM). Other modes of
food-web transmission of the neurotoxin have subsequently been identified. For example, fish that

fed on Aetokthonos-bearing hydrilla caused VM in
the water snakes that ate them. Snails that graze on
hydrilla were found to transfer the Aetokthonostoxin to chickens in controlled studies and potentially
to endangered snail kites (Rostrhamus sociabilis) in
the wild. This presentation will summarize recent
progress that has been made on characterizing the
role that hydrilla plays in promoting and spreading
this wildlife disease. Physiological aspects of hydrilla
that contribute to the colonization, toxicity, and persistence of Aetokthonos will be discussed.

11:45 AM Identifying Key Design and Management Practices for the University Public Open Space

Dallas Bretzman*, North Carolina State University and
Julieta Sherk, Professor
Abstract: In recent years, there has been an increasing need for University landscapes to perform
sustainably and at their highest potential on many
levels. However, detailed descriptions of the design
process/implementation and management of campus landscapes are lacking. Since these campus
landscapes need to provide aesthetic and amenity
value, landscape initiatives within the administration
should advocate awareness and education about the
value of rich comprehensive design processes that
are linked to their management in a meaningful way.
In this study, we included seven surveyed universities that helped us to explore the various methods
and objectives of their design process and to describe landscape management operations used to
promote high performing sustainable landscapes,
which also engage a varying type and number of
stakeholders. In addition, we used an image survey to identify preferred/non-preferred visual preferences for the landscape study sites of the seven
universities. We compared the design processes and
management strategies associated with the rated
site images to establish which approaches promote
the highest impact. We discovered strategies that
can contribute to the efficient and robust design of
University landscapes, which will increase their longterm performance.

12:00 PM Q&A - Ornamentals/Landscape
and Turf 1 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
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11:00 AM – 12:00 PM

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Jay Noller,
Hemp: Catalyst for a Bio-Based Revolution
Sponsor: Admin

Description: Dr. Jay Noller is a recognized global
leader in hemp research, leading scientific discovery
for more than four years in Oregon and all over the
world. Dr. Noller is well-regarded by many as one of
the world's premier experts in hemp.

11:00 AM Hemp: Catalyst for a Bio-Based
Revolution

Dr. Jay Noller, Global Hemp Innovation Center, Oregon State University
Abstract: Dr. Jay Noller is a recognized global leader
in hemp research, leading scientific discovery for
more than four years in Oregon and all over the
world. Regularly tapped to speak at major conferences and symposiums and for national and international governments on hemp and its potential
research implications, Dr. Noller is well-regarded
by many as one of the world's premier experts in
hemp.
With a Ph.D. in soil geomorphology, his broad research background includes seed production, soils
and ecosystem services, small farms and community food systems, pest management, and various
approaches to natural resource management.
The diversity of his background as a professor of
landscape pedology, with research involving the
disciplines of soil science, geomorphology, art and
archaeology has made him uniquely suited for leading research at the nation's largest and most comprehensive hemp research center. He has published
more than 180 papers and maps, six books and has
made contributions to many more works. He is also
an internationally known soil artist creating large
eco‐artwork installations and fine‐art paintings on
display and in collections around the world.
11:00 AM – 12:45 PM

Computer Applications in Horticulture

Moderator: Brian Krug, Univ of New Hampshire Coop
Extn
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11:00 AM Chlorophyll Fluorescence Imaging: A Novel, Low-Cost Method for Early
Stress Detection

Reeve Legendre* and Marc W. van Iersel, University
of Georgia
Abstract: Using non-destructive methods, like chlorophyll fluorescence imaging, to provide early stress
detection in plants could augment growing methods and allow for corrective measures to minimize
damage to the plants. While many chlorophyll fluorescence imaging techniques require expensive, sophisticated equipment while other techniques only
take single-point measurements, the current study
focuses on a scalable novel technique that provides
whole plant digital images of the chlorophyll fluorescence (but not ΦPSII) using blue excitation light, a
monochrome camera, and a long-pass filter (> 690
nm). There are three fates of light once a photon has
been absorbed by a plant: it can be used to drive
photochemistry (electron transport), be converted
to heat, or be reemitted as chlorophyll fluorescence.
A decrease in photochemistry by stressors will typically lead to an increase in chlorophyll fluorescence
and/or heat dissipation to prevent damage from excess light. Due to this relationship, chlorophyll fluorescence has been used to non-destructively diagnose the photosynthetic performance of plants, with
the quantum yield of photosystem II (ΦPSII) being a
common indicator of photochemical efficiency. To
test the performance of the system, a photosystem
II-inhibiting herbicide was applied as a drench at
standard field rates to lettuce (Lactuca sativa), impatiens (Impatiens hawkeri) and vinca (Catharanthus
roseus). Chlorophyll fluorescence images were taken
using the TopView Multispectral Digital Imaging System (Aris, Eindhoven, Netherlands), which also took
regular RGB images. The combined reflectance and
fluorescence from the leaf were measured using a
spectrometer and ΦPSII was measured using a chlorophyll fluorometer. These measurements were taken
every 15 minutes for 8 hours. In between measurements, the plants were exposed to a photosynthetic
photon flux density of 176 µmol·m-2·s-1 provided by
white LEDs. The pixel intensity in the fluorescence
image, a measure of chlorophyll fluorescence, was
negatively correlated with ΦPSII (P < 0.01) as measured using a fluorometer. The average reflectance
in the spectral range of fluorescence (670 – 760 nm)
was positively correlated with the pixel intensity (P
< 0.0001) and negatively correlated with ΦPSII (P ≤
0.07). The results suggest that the novel chlorophyll
fluorescence imaging technique is a reliable way to
inexpensively detect stress to photosystem II before
visible damage occurs to the plant.
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: LAMP: Lighting Approaches to Maximize Profits

11:15 AM Structural and Functional Genome Annotation Using Web-Based Gensas v6.0

Jodi L. Humann*1; Taein Lee1; Stephen P. Ficklin1;
Chun-Huai Cheng1; Heidi Hough1; Sook Jung1; Jill
Wegrzyn2; David Neale3 and Dorrie Main1, (1)Washington State University, (2)University of Connecticut, (3)
University of California-Davis
Abstract: Genome sequencing has become common
practice, but genome annotation still requires computational resources that many research labs do not
have access to. The Genome Sequence Annotation
Server (GenSAS, https://www.gensas.org/) is a completely web-based platform for annotating genomes.
GenSAS pairs user-friendly website interfaces with
access to a computational cluster, and allows for any
lab with an internet connection to perform structural and functional annotation on any eukaryotic or
prokaryotic genome. GenSAS guides users through
the annotation steps starting with checking the assembly quality, uploading supporting data, identifying and masking repeats, aligning evidence, gene
prediction, choosing the official gene set, functional
annotation, and preparation of the final result files.
The annotation results can be viewed in the integrated JBrowse throughout the annotation process and
optional manual curation can be carried out with
Apollo. User accounts keep data secure and allow
for GenSAS projects to be be shared with other GenSAS users which facilitates collaborative annotation
projects. Some of the annotation tools integrated in
GenSAS are BUSCO, RepeatMasker, RepeatModeler,
Augustus, BRAKER2, GeneMarkES, BLAST, BLAT, DIAMOND, HISAT2, PASA, RNAammer, tRNAScan-SE, InterProScan, Pfam, SignalP, and TargetP. A complete
list of tools can be found at https://www.gensas.org/
tools.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NRSP10

11:30 AM Application of Simple Image
Processing and Analysis Using Imagej for
Horticultural Research and Extension

Lillian Pride*, University of Florida, Gulf Coast Research
and Education Center and Shinsuke Agehara, University of Florida
Abstract: Plant growth and health assessment in horticultural research and extension is often performed
manually in the field or after destructive plant sampling. Manual measurements are laborious, whereas

visual scoring lacks accurate and repeatable quantification. Image-based measurements can save time in
the field and provide quantitative data that are generally more objective, accurate, and repeatable. ImageJ is an open source, Java-based image processing
program. While originally used in medical science,
ImageJ has also been successfully employed by horticultural scientists for quantifying plant phenotypic
traits (e.g., plant height, plant width, stem diameter,
leaf area) and disease damage (e.g., disease damage
area, lesion counts). The procedure is easy to learn
and fairly simple to perform. Therefore, ImageJ is a
useful data gathering tool for horticultural researchers and extension agents. The main objective of this
presentation is to demonstrate simple image processing and analysis techniques for plant phenotypic
and disease measurements.

11:45 AM Unmanned Aerial System (UAS)Based Yield Prediction in Tomato

Mahendra Bhandari*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research
and Extension Center at Corpus Christi, TX; Thiago
Marconi, Texas A&M AgriLife Research; Anjin Chang,
Texas A&M UNiversity-Corpus Christi; Juan Enciso,
Texas A&M Agrilife Research and Juan Landivar, Texas
A&M AgriLife
Abstract: Crop yield is determined by genetics, environment, and their interactions. Recent advances
in Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) platforms along
with the development of light-weight portable sensors has enabled rapid acquisition of high spatial
and temporal resolution data at lower altitude. Assessing canopy biomass and its related features
throughout the growing season can be an important
indicator of tomato growth and yield prediction as
yield is the function of shape, size, and efficiency of
a canopy. UAS equipped with RGB sensor was flown
to collect images over the tomato field in 2016, 2017,
2018, and 2019. Several canopy structural features
(e.g. Canopy Cover (CC), Canopy Volume (CV)) and
spectral vegetation indices (e.g. Excess Green Index
(ExG)) were extracted and combined to develop yield
prediction models. Machine learning model based
on Support Vector Regression (SVR), Random Forest Regression (RFR), and Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) were applied and validated to identify the
best machine learning model for tomato yield prediction. Performance of the model was evaluated by
comparing the predicted yield with actual yield and
the model with higher predictive ability was selected
for further evaluations of genotypes across years.
Remotely sensed big data from UAS and machine
learning algorithms can be an important tool for researchers and plant breeders to predict yield perfor-
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mance of a large population of breeding lines and be
able to make selections.

12:00 PM Greenlight: An Open Source
Model for Greenhouses with LEDs and HPS
Lamps
David Katzin*1; Simon Van Mourik1; Frank Kempkes2
and Eldert J. Van Henten1, (1)Wageningen University,
(2)Wageningen University and Research

Abstract: In recent years, the use of light emitting
diodes (LEDs) for assimilation lighting in greenhouses has increased considerably. Greenhouse climate
models are a useful tool for estimating the influence
of these new lighting systems on the performance
of a greenhouse in terms of energy use, yields, and
profit. In this study, we present GreenLight (https://
github.com/davkat1/GreenLight), a new open source
and freely available greenhouse climate model which
includes HPS and LED top lighting and interlighting.
A validated greenhouse model (Vanthoor 2011),
describing climate and crop dynamics, has been
extended to include lamps above the crop, blackout screens, and intercrop lighting and heating. We
demonstrate how this new model can be used to assist growers in choosing the optimal lighting strategy
depending on their own goals, the local climate and
the energy market.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research Domain Applied and Engineering Sciences (NWO-AES)

12:15 PM Q&A - Computer Applications
in Horticulture - All Session Speakers Are
Required to Attend
11:30 AM – 1:15 PM

Breeding Temperate Fruit Crops for
Low Chill Environments
Sponsor: Fruit Breeding

Moderator: Margaret Worthington, University of
Arkansas

11:30 AM Low-Chill Sweet Cheery Breeding
at IFG®
Christopher Owens*, IFG

Abstract: IFG is a privately held fruit breeding company located in the southern end of California’s San Joaquin Valley, with an emphasis on the development
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of new cultivars of seedless table grapes and sweet
cherries. The focus of IFG’s sweet cherry breeding
program is the development of dark and blush cherries with low chilling requirement, early ripening, high
heat tolerance, firm flesh, large fruit size, consistent
productivity, and outstanding fruit quality, both fresh
and following cold storage. Since the founding of IFG
in 2001, over 100,000 sweet cherry seedlings have
been grown and evaluated, leading to the selection
of over 500 individuals for replicated trials. Although
the focus of the breeding program is to develop lowchill cultivars, IFG has recently released seven cultivars with a range of chilling requirement. The seven new cultivars are Cheery Grand™ (IFG Cher-one),
Cheery Burst™ (IFG Cher-two), Cheery Crunch™ (IFG
Cher-three), Cheery Blush™ (IFG Cher-four), Cheery
Treat™ (IFG Cher-five), Cheery Glow™ (IFG Cher-six),
and Cheery Moon™ (IFG Cher-seven). The chilling
requirements of these varieties vary from less than
300 chill hours to more than 800 chill hours. The
newest selections from the IFG sweet cherry breeding program combine outstanding fruit quality with
individuals requiring less than 200 chill hours to set
full commercial crops of fruit. US Plant Patents have
been approved and US trademarks applied for both
plants and fruit from these new cultivars. These cultivars are available for testing and commercial planting by interested parties. IFG licenses cherry growers, marketers, and propagators in all major cherry
production regions of the world. Progressive expansion into new production regions with lower chilling
requirements than those traditional for sweet cherry
cultivars is a major objective for IFG.

11:45 AM Breeding Strawberries for Florida: A Long-Term Effort

Vance M Whitaker*; Sujeet Verma and Luis Osorio,
University of Florida
Abstract: The strawberry (Fragaria ×ananassa)
breeding program at the University of Florida (UF)
has been operating in some form since 1952. Early crosses paired disease resistant germplasm from
the southeastern U.S. with yield and shipping quality
from California germplasm. However, all germplasm
utilized had higher chill requirements than was ideal for central Florida production. Over many generations of recurrent selection the chill requirement
was gradually lowered, such that transplants of
current UF cultivars, even those produced in Florida
with no conditioning, are able to flower within two
weeks of transplanting. This lack of chill requirement
is essential for the high yields during November and
December that are required by the Florida industry.
In cooler winter production environments, such as
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southern Spain, these cultivars are unique for having no gap in production after the emergence of the
first inflorescence, which is possible due to rapid floral initiation and development in transplants, even
under the high temperatures of the fall planting period. However, in regions such as the Carolinas, the
consistent flowering of these cultivars throughout
the winter is not desirable and reduces yields in the
spring when the weather becomes conducive for
fruit production. Vegetative adaptations necessary
for success in Florida that must be paired with low
chill requirement for flowering include moderate
vegetative vigor and low runner production in the
fruiting field. In recent years, consistency of fruit
quality throughout a production season with highly
variable climate has been a strong focus, as well improvements in disease resistance.

12:00 PM Efficacy of Hydrogen Cyanimide
in Alleviating Flower Bud Dormancy of
‘Carolina Gold ’ Peach (Prunus persica) at
Seventy-Five Percent of Chilling Requirement

Edgar Vinson III*; J. Raymond Kessler; Elina D. Coneva and Matthew Price, Auburn University
Abstract: After temperate fruit trees such as peach
enter dormancy, a certain amount of time exposed
to temperatures between -2 °C and 7 °C is required
in order for dormancy to be sufficiently alleviated
during spring. Insufficient chilling results in a reduction of blooms and protracted bloom period,
reduced yield and fruit quality and marketability of
fruit. As temperatures rise due to global warming,
the window of opportunity for temperate tree fruit
crops to accumulate enough chilling during the winter months has narrowed. Hydrogen cyanimide (HC)
is a plant growth regulator used to alleviate dormancy in times of insufficient chilling and to concentrate
bloom. Effectiveness of application will depend on
concentration of HC used and number of chill hours
accumulated at the time of application. The objective
of this study was to determine the most effective rate
and timing of application of HC in inducing budbreak
in ‘Carolina Gold’ peach trees. Hydrogen cyanimide
was applied with a blast sprayer to ‘Carolina Gold’
peach trees at rates of 0.5 %, 1.0 %, and 2.0 % when
trees received 65 % and 75 % of the chill hour requirement. Control treatment received sprays of water. Trees were sprayed on 30 January 2020 and 12
February 2020 when trees reach 65 % and 75 % of required chilling, respectively. Six one-year old shoots
per tree 50 cm – 60 cm long and 1m - 2m from the
ground were selected and flower buds were rated
periodically according to developmental stage. High-

er rates of HC application (2%) caused bud break to
occur approximately 7 days earlier than other HC
treatments. Trees that received the highest chilling
and concentration of HC exhibited more flower bud
break. More information is needed concerning phytotoxicity of HC on flower buds.

12:15 PM Diversity of Flower Developmental Characteristics in Low-Chill Cultivars in
Rosaceae Fruit Trees Grown in Temperate
Climate

Hisayo Yamane*; Tzu-Fan Hsiang and Ryutaro Tao,
Kyoto University

Abstract: Bud dormancy in temperate fruit tree species is essential for plant survival during winter. It
is also an important developmental stage that affects bud break and blooming. After the fulfilment
of genetically determined chilling requirement (CR)
and heat requirement, dormant buds become capable to make outgrowth for shooting and blooming.
Low-chill (the trait with low amounts of CR) breeding
has become one of the major breeding objectives
for temperate fruit trees in Japan since the ongoing
global climate change has been predicted to cause
inadequate dormancy progress and disorders of
bud break and blooming. Not only genetic but also
physiological characterization of low-chill cultivars is
important for low-chill breeding. One of typical characteristics of flowering phenology in rosaceous fruit
trees is that flower primordium continues to develop
during the dormancy season from autumn to winter, when chilling is being accumulated and bud outgrowth activity is repressed. We made comparative
microscopic observations of meristem structures of
dormant flower buds between high-chill and lowchill cultivars in three different Rosaceae fruit trees,
peach (Prunus persica), Japanese apricot (Prunus
mume) and apple (Malus x domestica). Earlier flower
initiation and faster flower primordia development
was observed in low-chill apple 'Anna' than in highchill 'Fuji', whereas later flower initiation and faster
flower organ enlargement was observed in low-chill
peach 'Okinawa' and 'Tsukuba-ichigo' than in highchill 'Akatsuki' and 'Shimizu-hakuto'. Moreover, the
relationship between dormancy progress and flower primordia developmental mode is not consistent
among low-, high- and extra high-chill cultivars in
Japanese apricot. These observations indicated the
presence of diverse mode of flower development in
low-chill cultivars, providing valuable information for
future low-chill breeding in Rosaceae fruit trees.

12:30 PM Breeding for a Changing Climate:
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Lessons from Subtropical and Low Chill
Stonefruit Breeding

José X. Chaparro*, University of Florida; Dario J.
Chavez, University of Georgia and Tom Beckman,
USDA, ARS, SEFTNRL

Abstract: Climate Change is impacting the stonefruit
production worldwide. The rate at which chill units
are being accumulated and the total number of chill
hours (0-7.2 C) available for breaking dormancy of
flower and vegetative buds are decreasing. This is
impacting the full bloom dates, the cropping consistency and the harvest dates of current stonefruit cultivars. The University of Florida and the University of
Florida in cooperation with University of Georgia and
USDA-ARS have had breeding efforts focused on the
breeding and selection of cultivars adapted to subtropical and low chill climates, respectively. Development of low chill and subtropical peach cultivars has
necessitated the use of high chill requirement peach
cultivars to improve fruit quality. The breeding, selection and cultivation of the hybrids in a location to
which they are marginally adapted is analogous to
the situation being faced by growers and breeders in
higher chill zones today and can be used to predict
some of the impacts on stonefruit as production regions experience higher temperatures and decreasing chill hour accumulation.

12:45 PM Q&A - Breeding Temperate Fruit
Crops for Low Chill Environments - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
12:00 PM – 12:30 PM

Student Welcome: Conference Overview Session - For Graduate and
Undergraduate Students
Presiding: David Kopsell, Illinois State University

Objectives:
This session will provide the essential information for how to get
the most out of your attendance at the ASHS Annual Conference.
Specific events, sessions and competitions that have designed
for students will be explained. ASHS staff and volunteers will be
on hand to make sure that you are aware of all that ASHS and
specifically the ASHS Conference has to offer specifically for
students (both undergraduate and graduate).

12:00 PM – 12:45 PM

Featured Speaker: Peter Chaires
- The Evolving Process of Variety
Development and Commercialization
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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in Florida Citrus: Observations and
Lessons Learned - Presented by the
ASHS Industry Division
Sponsor: Industry Division and Interest Groups

Coordinator: Mercy Olmstead, University of Florida

12:00 PM The Evolving Process of Variety
Development and Commercialization in
Florida Citrus: Observations and Lessons
Learned

Peter Chaires*, New Varieties Development & Management Corp
1:30 PM – 3:15 PM

Vegetable Breeding 1
Moderator: Subhankar Mandal, New Mexico State
University

1:30 PM Dissecting Genetic Architecture
of Drought Tolerance in Lettuce (Lactuca
sativaL.)

Pawan Kumar*1; Renee L. Eriksen1 and Beiquan
Mou2, (1)USDA-ARS, (2)USDA–ARS

Abstract: Lettuce production relies heavily on the
use of ground water for irrigation. Lettuce has 95%
water content and is very susceptible to water stress,
which also affects nutrient uptake efficiency. Water
stressed plants show reduced growth, lower biomass, and early bolting and flowering, which results
in bitter flavors. A sound understanding of genetic
architecture of drought tolerance is critical for efficient and optimal development of drought-tolerant
cultivars, which is the most economical and environmentally sound approach to maintain lettuce production with limited irrigation. Genetic linkage mapping
using an interspecific recombinant inbred line (RIL)
population identified 25 quantitative trait loci (QTL)
segregating for drought related agronomic traits,
26 QTL for chlorophyll fluorescence and 34 QTL for
spectral vegetation indices. Comparative transcriptome analysis between the drought sensitive and
tolerant lines revealed 5,997 differentially expressing genes (DEG) affecting key biological processes
like photosynthesis, response to water deprivation,
and response to abscisic acid. DEG identified on the
mapped QTL regions can serve as candidate genes
for marker assisted selection to develop drought-tolerant lettuce.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: CDFA
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1:45 PM Carpe Diem: A Unique Opportunity in Breeding Lettuce for Resistance to
Impatiens Necrotic Spot Virus

Kelley L. Richardson* and Daniel K. Hasegawa, USDA-ARS

Abstract: California’s Monterey County harvests
100,000 acres of lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) annually at a value of $1.2 billion. Impatiens necrotic spot
virus (INSV) and its vector, Western Flower Thrips
(Frankliniella occidentalis), caused substantial economic losses in numerous commercial fields beginning in 2006 even though only 5.7% of plants exhibited symptoms in affected fields. Numbers of infected
fields and disease incidence within fields have risen
significantly in recent years, with incidence as high
as 80% in some fields. Infected heads are not marketable and often result in abandoned, tilled under
fields without a harvest. Even so, natural infection
was too sporadic and incidence was too low for reliable evaluation of lettuce germplasm for resistance
to INSV or thrips. In 2018 and 2019, high incidence
and symptom severity of INSV in field trials at the
USDA-ARS Spence Farm in Salinas provided a unique
opportunity to evaluate 500 entries of experimental
and commercial germplasm for resistance in four
experiments with diverse germplasm. In both years,
numbers of symptomatic plants per plot were recorded weekly for four weeks. Tipburn and 10 horticultural traits were assessed at plant maturity and
harvest. INSV incidence was negatively correlated
with head maturity (r = -o.54, P0.05) and closure (r =
-0.62, P0.05). Maturity is a measure of head firmness,
ranging from 0 (very soft and yielding) to 5 (very
firm). Closure is a measure of head openness, ranging from 0 (completely open head with leaves flat on
the ground and meristem visible) to 5 (closed head
with leaves overlapping on top of each other). Severe
INSV infection in 2019 was observed in a field trial
consisting of 585 commercial entries, wild relatives,
and breeding material. Numbers of symptomatic
plants per plot were recorded weekly for four weeks.
Thrips damage was rated on one leaf from each of
three plants per plot on a scale from 0 (no feeding
scars) to 5 (>100 feeding scars). INSV incidence was
not well correlated with thrips damage (r = 0.06,
P0.05), but identified three groups of germplasm with
respect to INSV incidence and thrips infestation for
further evaluation: low INSV + low thrips symptoms,
high INSV + high thrips symptoms, and, perhaps
most interesting, low INSV symptoms + high thrips
damage.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-ARS project 203821530-001-00D and California Leafy Greens Research

project 58-2038-9-013

2:00 PM Advancement in Breeding for
Fusarium Basal Rot Resistance of Onion
(Allium cepa L.)

Subhankar Mandal* and Christopher S Cramer, New
Mexico State University
Abstract: Fusarium basal rot (FBR), a fungal disease
caused by a soil-borne fungus Fusarium oxysporum
f.sp. cepae (FOC), adversely affects onion production
worldwide. The New Mexico State University, onion
breeding program, has sought to develop short-day
onion cultivars that are resistant to this disease. An
improved artificial inoculation mature bulb screening method has been developed using seven shortday Grano-type cultivars that were already resistant
to pink root. Due to a virulent FOC isolate, ‘CSC-515’,
and a favorable disease-causing environment, reduced disease severity and incidence were observed
among the advanced selected cultivar populations in
multiple-year evaluations from 2016 to 2019. In order to develop an objective quantification technique
of the actual diseased area in contrast to the subjective visual scoring for this method, digital image analysis of the FBR-infected basal plate was performed.
Bright autofluorescence from the FBR-infected tissue, which fell in the blue-green region of the visible
light, effectively differentiated the diseased from the
healthy tissue. An objective disease scoring based
on blue-green fluorescence accurately predicted visual FBR-severity (R2=0.9955, P<0.001) and incidence
(R2=0.9863, P<0.001). Additionally, a study was initiated in 2018 to identify steroidal saponins, which are
pre-existing secondary metabolites in Allium sp., exhibiting anti-fungal activity. A preliminary UPLC-MS
comparison of FOC-inoculated and uninoculated
basal plate tissue from two cultivars, which varied in
their FBR susceptibility, identified ten principal compounds (P<0.001) when a saponin-specific extraction
method was utilized. These compounds were higher
in the FBR-tolerant cultivar and increased significantly with FBR-infection. Partial identification of these
compounds is underway using sugar fragmentation
patterns that is a characteristic of saponins. These efforts from the NMSU onion breeding program could
result in the development of FBR-resistant short-day
cultivars by employing more accurate disease quantification techniques with less effort.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: FY2018 USDA Root and
Bulb Vegetable CGC Award, FY2020 NMSU College of
ACES Graduate Assistantship Award

2:15 PM Utilizing Traditional Germplasm

An asterisk (*) after a name indicates the presenting author.
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for Niche Market Breeding Projects

Todd Anderson*, University of Hawaii at Manoa
Abstract: This project seeks to address regional decreasing sweet potato production by smallholder organic farmers in Hawaii by utilizing local traditional
germplasm. The Hawaiian sweet potato industry is
heavily dependent on a small number of varieties
converted into value-added products such as chips.
Many small and organic growers in the state lack access to commercial kitchens and equipment needed to create these value-added products. The cost
of production and market value of an unprocessed
sweet potato is forcing many growers out of sweet
potato production and sometimes out of agriculture. Hawaii has a rich horticultural history with numerous sweet potato cultivars grown by the native
people, which have now fallen out of commercial
cultivation, becoming increasingly rare, having been
preserved by families, cultural practitioners, and
botanic gardens. To increase small farmer income,
plants descended from The University of Hawaii’s
collection that were planted open-pollinated poly
cross-block were trialed in different seasonal and
climatic conditions on Oahu representative of sweet
potato growing regions throughout the state. In collaboration with a local indigenous-led organization,
These breeding lines are compared to the commercial standard and popular traditional phenotypes to
select potential lines comparable to the commercial
standard for the fresh market and in niche alcohol
production. The hope is these lines can increase
small scale sweet potato grower income by gaining a
price premium from the variety's heritage.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Hatch Grant

2:30 PM Comparison of Spatial Models for
Potato Breeding Trials

Mario Andrade* and Lincoln Zotarelli, University of
Florida

Abstract: Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) is a staple
crop, being the third most important crop for human
consumption. The potato breeding is performed
based on phenotypic selections of field trial data, being necessary an average of 5 to 9 years until a new
cultivar be released. Modifying the experimental design to improve the statistical approach is a reliable
tool to enhance the efficiency of a potato breeding
program. Designing trials in a homogenous block
are essential to achieve high accuracy of genetic estimation; however, spatial trends can still occur in
the field leading to lower accuracy. This study aimed
to evaluate and compare the precision of different
spatial models: Ar1, Ar1+nugget, and SpATS on the
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control of the field variation for marketable tuber
yield. Twenty-nine potato field trials arranged in augmented block (AUG) and randomized complete block
(RCB) conducted in the USA and Brazil were used in
this study. Model fit was assessed using the relative
efficiency on the predicted error variance (PEV) over
the base model, and the heritability (h²). The impact
that these spatial models have on the selection of
the best clones was also assessed using different intensities of selection by Czekanowski coefficient. All
three spatial models show lower or, at least, the same
values for PEV compared to the base model (independent errors) on all trials. Therefore, the average
relative efficiency for the spatial models was 117.4%,
118.4% and 124.6% for Ar1, Ar1+nugget, and SpATS,
respectively. There were no differences in the relative efficiency between the different experimental
designs. The lower PEV resulted in higher h² for the
spatial models. The spatial models obtained higher
or equal heritability values than the base model in
only one trial for the Ar1, while in three trials, the
Ar1+nugget values were lower than the base model.
There was an expressive increment in the heritability
improvement of 6% and 17% when AUG and RCB designs were compared, respectively. The coincidence
coefficient for the selected clones between the base
model and tested spatial models was high, on average 0.95. However, on the trials that the spatial variation was high, the coincidence coefficient reached
values of 0.81. The spatial analysis has the power to
mitigate the impact of the spatial variation in field
trials compared to the usual approach that considers errors as independent, improving the accuracy
of selection and resulting in higher selection gains.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Potatoes USA and USDA-NIFA (award # 2016-34141-25708).

2:45 PM Q&A - Vegetable Breeding 1 - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
2:00 PM – 3:30 PM

Workshop: Biodegradable Plastic
Mulch: What We Know and Where We
Are Going
Coordinator: Shuresh Ghimire, University of Connecticut
Moderators: Annette Wszelaki, University of Tennessee and Francesco Di Gioia, Pennsylvania State
University

An asterisk (*) after a name indicates the presenting author.
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Description: Reducing plastic waste in agriculture
will increase environmental sustainability. Biodegradable plastic mulch (BDM) is a sustainable alternative technology when it provides benefits equal to
polyethylene mulch, reduces labor costs for removal
and disposal, completely biodegrades without harming soil ecology or the environment. While university
research on BDMs has been ongoing for more than a
decade, the grower adoption rate of this technology
is still low.

able Mulch for Specialty Crop Production

Trevor Hardy*, Brookdale Fruit Farm Inc.

3:09 PM Discussion
2:00 PM – 3:30 PM

International Horticultural Consultants/Issues & Networking

The overall goal of the workshop is to highlight what
researchers across the country have learned from
more than a decade of research conducted on BDMs
for specialty crop, and also to educate fellow horticulturalists, Extension educators, industry representatives and students on how to find reliable information on BDMs to help with future research, extending
information to their stakeholders, and inform industry priorities.

Moderator: David Picha, Louisiana State University

2:00 PM Biodegradable Mulch for Specialty
Crop Production

Abstract: Agriculture contributes 6.4% to Turkey’s
GDP and employs 20% percent of the national labor
force. Women play an increasing role in agriculture
worldwide. In the 2012 US Census of Agriculture,
women were principal operators of 13.66 percent of
farms in the United States. In the 2017 census that
number grew to 29.13 percent. In Turkey, half of
the country’s agricultural workers are women. Thus,
about 2.5 million women farmers work 16-17 hours
a day to produce and ensure the country's food security. The most important problem of employment
in agriculture is unregistered work. In 2019 about
5,392,000 people worked in agriculture in Turkey,
and 46.5% worked as unpaid family labor. Women
represented 78.7% (1,919,000 women) of the unpaid
family labor. The overwhelming majority of women
working in agriculture, 95.9 per cent, remain unregistered due to the high premiums and are not covered
by social security. Women farmers are the backbone
of the rural economy, but they access limited of
land, credit, production inputs, agricultural training,
and knowledge compared to men farmers. These
facts brought a group of reseachers and educators
together to create the Empowering Women Farmers with Agricultural Business Management Training Project (EMWOFA). The project aims to provide
a comprehensive educational program for women
farmers and extension educators to develop technical, entrepreneurial and managerial knowledge of
women farmers in agriculture. The trained extension
educators then train women farmers who have limited education and very limited knowledge about farm
business management and who do not participate in
the vocational education system.

Annette Wszelaki*, University of Tennessee

2:15 PM Innovations in Biomulch Composition and Applications
Sam E. Wortman*, University of Nebraska - Lincoln

2:18 PM Experiences with Biodegradable
Mulches in the Coastal Plain of Georgia
Timothy W. Coolong*, The University of Georgia

2:21 PM Biodegradable Mulch through the
Grower’s Lens
Jeremy Cowan*, Washington State University

2:24 PM Status of Biodegradable Plastic
Mulch Application during Soil Fumigation
Lisa Wasko DeVetter*, Washington State University

2:27 PM Sampling of Biodegradable Plastic
Mulch Post-Tillage
Shuresh Ghimire*, University of Connecticut

2:30 PM Impact of Biodegradable Mulch on
Weed Control and Crop Yield
Srijana Shrestha*, Washington State University

2:33 PM Biodegradable Mulch in Small
Fruit Systems
Huan Zhang*, Washington State University

2:36 PM Professional Development Training for Biodegradable Plastic Mulch
Carol A. Miles*, Washington State University, NWREC

2:39 PM Global and US Market Trends for
Biodegradable Plastic Mulch
Dan Martens*, Novamont

2:54 PM Grower's Experience of Biodegrad-

2:00 PM A Profile of Women Farmers Who
Participated in Empowering Women Farmers with Agricultural Business Management Training (EMWOFA) Training Program
Burhan Özkan1; Robin G. Brumfield*2 and Eda
Ilbasmis1, (1)Akdeniz University, (2)Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey

An asterisk (*) after a name indicates the presenting author.
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Before the training program began, we conducted a
face-to-face survey of 34 women farmers in the 2016
– 2017 production season in the Antalya Province,
Korkuteli district (Village of Kozagaç). We analyzed
the demographic parameters of women farmers with
descriptive statistical analyses. The average age of
surveyed women was 37.7 years, ranging from 19 to
58 years. We categorized the women by generation:
Millennial (19- 34), Gen X (35-55), or Baby Boomer
(55-58). Turkish women farmers are much younger
than women farmers in the U.S. where the average
age is 58 years. The proportions of the generations
were 58.8% Gen Xers, 35.3% Millennials and 5.9%
Baby Boomers, respectively. About 70% of women
were married and 26.5 % were single. The highest
level of education for 41.2 % was secondary school,
followed by 26.5% whose highest level of education
was primary school. Women have worked on a farm
an average of 11.9 years, and the average family size
was 4 people. The three forms of business ownership were owner, partnership, and shared. Ownership was the highest level of business form for 85.3%
or respondents. Family members and chemical suppliers were their main source of agricultural production and marketing information. The results indicated that the agricultural extension service was not an
important information source for women farmers.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: EU Erasmus+ KA2 Strategic Partnership

2:15 PM Developments in the Commercial
Horticulture Sector in Latin America
David Picha*, Louisiana State University

Abstract: The horticulture sector in Latin America
has seen tremendous growth during the last three
decades. The impetus for the expansion in the commercial horticulture sector was facilitated by trade
agreements and technical support initiated in the
1980’s. Significant domestic and international financial investment in fruit, vegetable crop, and ornamental horticulture agribusinesses that focused on
export markets followed in the 1990’s and 2000’s.
More recent expansion in international consumer
demand for year-round supplies of a diverse array
of fruit, vegetable, and ornamental products has sustained the market growth in the horticulture sector
in Latin America. An overview of the recent developments in the horticulture industries in Mexico, Central America, and South America will be presented.
Changes in individual crop production area, volume,
and economic value will be highlighted for the individual countries within Latin America with a significant horticultural crop export industry.
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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2:30 PM Status of Commercial Vegetable
Production in Mexico

Juan C Diaz-Perez*, University of Georgia and Angel
Bravo, Universidad Autonoma de Zacatecas
Abstract: Mexico has large climatic diversity that
allows the country to produce about 70 different
vegetables all year round. In Mexico, vegetables are
grown on about 536,000 ha (2.7% of total agricultural area) and account for about 18% of total agricultural value. The main vegetables (by value) produced
in Mexico are tomato, peppers, onion, corn, and cucumber. The larger vegetable producer states are
Baja California, Estado de México, Jalisco, Sinaloa,
Sonora, Michoacán, Morelos and Oaxaca. Majority of
vegetables are grown in open field; however, there
is an increasing trend to growing vegetables using
protected agriculture technologies. In 2018, there
were about 51,000 ha of vegetables under protected agriculture, mainly under shade houses (45%)
and greenhouses (27%). Other protected structures
(29%) are used primarily for fruit rather than vegetable production: high tunnels (for berries) and anti-hail mesh structures (for apples). Mexico is the
main supplier of vegetables to the US. The state of
Sinaloa is the larger producer of fresh vegetable exports. Tomatoes are the most important vegetable
for export ($1.2 billion in 2016), followed by cucumber ($244 million), and bell pepper ($23 million).

2:45 PM Farmers’ Opinions of Cover Crop
Integration in Specialty Crop, Row Crop,
and Forage Systems in Florida, Puerto
Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands

Jose Perez*1; David Campbell1; Danielle Dion Treadwell1 and Stuart A. Weiss2, (1)University of Florida, (2)
University of the Virgin Islands
Abstract: In the 2017 National Cover Crop Survey,
U.S. farmers reported 15.5 million planted cover
crop acres predominantly in Midwestern row crop
systems, including corn and soy. However, this study
captured very little information from farmers located
in Florida, Puerto Rico, and the US Virgin Islands. To
better understand the educational needs of farmers
located in these areas, a series of semi-structured
interviews were conducted to document farmers’
perceived barriers to cover crop adoption as well as
educational priorities and preferences. Study methods were approved and granted Exempt status by
the University of Florida’s Institutional Review Board
(IRB 201802091). Twenty-five farmers (Florida: n=14,
Puerto Rico plus the U.S. Virgin Islands: n=11) voluntarily participated in a one-hour face to face in-

An asterisk (*) after a name indicates the presenting author.
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terview conducted at their farms. Farm size ranged
from 1.5 to 5,000 acres, with the predominant systems being diversified vegetables (n=10) fruit and
nut tree crops (n=6), peanuts and cotton (n=5) and
pastures (n=4). All the farmers interviewed had either used cover crops in the past or were currently
using cover crops. The years of experience managing
cover crops ranged from two to twenty-seven years.
Farmers cited a variety of objectives for using cover
crops, including preventing soil erosion (n=9), weed
suppression (n=9), increasing soil health (n=7), and
improving water conservation (n=5). In Florida specialty crop systems, sunn hemp (Crotalaria juncea
L.) was the preferred summer cover crop followed
by cowpea [Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp]. Florida row
crop and forage systems predominantly used rye
(Secale cereale L.) and oats (Avena sativa), but also
used some radish (Raphanus sativus L.) and ryegrass
(Lolium multiflorum Lam). In the Caribbean, tropical
legumes including jack bean [Canavalia ensiformis (L.)
DC.], velvet bean [Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC.], and sunn
hemp had been used. According to these farmers,
the primary barrier to cover crop adoption in Florida was cost (n=11). In Puerto Rico and the US Virgin
Islands, the lack of experienced farmer mentors was
a significant barrier (n=11). Farmers in all locations
expressed concern over the cost of seed and seed
availability (n=13). All farmers expressed a preference for hands-on cover crop education at a location
with cover crops planted on a farm-scale, but recognized the value of electronic media as a source of
information if it originated from farmers. Data from
these in-depth farmer interviews are critical to understanding cover crop use and adoption dynamics
among farmers historically underrepresented in national and regional cover crop surveys.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Southern Region SARE

3:00 PM Q&A - International Horticultural
Consultants/Issues & Networking - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
2:00 PM – 3:30 PM

Local Food Systems

Moderator: Tessa A Barker, Oregon State University

2:00 PM Needs Assessment of Oregon Olive Growers Shows Diversity of Cultivars
and Production Practices, and Widespread
Winter Cold Damage
Tessa A Barker* and Javier Fernandez-Salvador, Ore-

gon State University
Abstract: The Oregon olive industry has grown over
the past decade from a handful of operations, to
nearly 20 producers across the western half of the
state. As this industry expands, information is needed regarding both successes and challenges experienced by Oregon growers, to guide research, extension, and industry priorities. On-site and in-person
and interviews were conducted over 2018-2020, with
the objective of collecting baseline statistics on grower practices and preferences for future research and
extension. An identical online survey was available
April through August 2019, yielding one additional
usable response. Questions were quantitative and
qualitative, covering details of existing operations,
and practices related to on-farm propagation, tree
sourcing, transplanting and orchard establishment,
and winter cold damage. Additionally, participants
were asked about their greatest challenges growing
olives in Oregon, and what topics they would prefer to
see Oregon State University research in future studies. Thirteen growers participated in the survey, representing operations in five western Oregon counties. Established olive orchards are concentrated in
the northwest portion of the state, with 70% of interviewed growers located in Yamhill, Marion, and Polk
counties. Most operations are run by owner-managers, with nearly three quarters of farms comprising
of 5 or fewer acres. Total acreage represented by
the participants is 47.60. Most respondents sourced
plants from a select few California nurseries, though
some trees were acquired at smaller-scale Oregon
nurseries. Surveyed growers plant a wide variety of
cultivars, with 41 varieties accounted for. Only four
cultivars are grown at over half of the sites, these
being ‘Arbequina’ (10 sites), ‘Leccino’ (9 sites), and
‘Frantoio’ and ‘Pendolino’ (each grown at 8 different
sites). Although over 60% of participating growers
have greenhouse space available for propagation,
less than a third propagate their own trees on-farm.
Sloped terrain, spring plantings, direct plantings
without overwintering immature trees, full irrigation,
and fertilizer use are the most common practices, although there are instances of growers planting on
flat ground, in the fall, overwintering trees, as well as
those who forgo irrigation and fertilizer use. 80% of
those interviewed reported having lost trees to winter cold damage, with total losses ranging from less
than 25% of an orchard, to 100% loss. Winter cold injury, anticipating future pest management, and low
fruit set are the most difficult challenges facing interviewees, with recommendations on cultivar selection related to cold hardiness the highest research
priority.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Western SARE
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2:15 PM Emerging Identities of a New Generation of Organic Farmers: A Systematic
Literature Review

Alia DeLong*; Marilyn E. Swisher; Carlene A. Chase;
Jorge Ruiz-Menjivar and Tracy Irani, University of
Florida

Abstract: Local food movements across the United
States (US) have brought with them a new generation of farmers as a result of the growth of local
farmers’ markets, community supported agriculture,
and other venues. As experienced farmers age out of
farming, we need to understand the decision-making processes of new and beginning farmers who will
soon make up the majority of farmers. The US Department of Agriculture's 2017 Census of Agriculture
reports that the average age of farmers is increasing while the new and beginning farmer group continues to grow. The purpose of this research was to
determine the characteristics of new and beginning
organic farmers based on a systematic review of the
relevant research literature. We used Web of Science
(WoS), one of the most comprehensive databases, to
identify relevant literature. We used the topic search
of WoS with key search terms of beginning farmer
and organic farmer and including eight more search
terms with the “or” operator to capture the full range
of literature available. A panel of five key experts determined the search terms according to the objective of this research. We reviewed 21 peer-reviewed
articles after filtering articles by title and abstract.
Results demonstrate that new and beginning organic farmers are likely to (1) prioritize reducing environmental impacts of farming, (2) feel socially responsible to their customers and the public, (3) be heavily
burdened by financial factors like accessing land and
start-up capital, and (4) be a white male, but with
more women, farmers of color and queer farmers
emerging. More nuanced analyses show that there
are other important distinctions among groups of
new and beginning organic farmers. For example,
there are farmers who are idealistic versus profit-oriented plus many others who fall somewhere in the
middle and/or experience identity conflict. While the
broad commonalities are well-established, we need
further research with this new generation of farmers who experience unique challenges and successes that are shaping local food systems. This work is
supported by Organic Agriculture Research and Extension Initiative grant no. 2015-51300-24134 from
the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work is supported
by Organic Agriculture Research and Extension Initiative grant no. 2015-51300-24134 from the USDA
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National Institute of Food and Agriculture.

2:30 PM Grow Louisiana Beginning Farmer
Training Program: Empowering Louisiana’s Horticulture Producers for Farming
Success
Marcus A. Coleman1; Carl Motsenbocker*1; Maria
Bampasidou1 and Cathy Carmichael2, (1)Louisiana
State University Agricultural Center, (2)Pennington
Biomedical Research Center

Abstract: Grow Louisiana is a collaboration of cooperative extension and non-profit personnel to provide training to beginning fruit and vegetable farmers with less than 10 years of experience on small
to mid-size farms in Louisiana. The focus of the
year-long program is to assist farmers interested
in sustainable horticulture practices and local food
systems via a mixed methods approach of classroom sessions, hands-on trainings, on-farm field
days, and farmer networking. The program started
in the southeast Louisiana (New Orleans area) with
18 beginning farmers successfully completing the
inaugural cohort in 2019 comprised of 12 women
and 6 men. Additionally, four participants already
had established farms and five other participants
had access to farmable land. The cohort was defined
by individuals primarily interested in urban farming.
The educational program commenced with a trip to
the annual Southern Sustainable Agriculture Working Group (SSAWG) Conference, followed by 7 spring
classroom sessions, 3 summer field days, and 8 fall
classroom sessions. The classroom sessions were
co-taught by an extension educator and an experienced farmer on topics split evenly between the
technical aspects of production (soil management,
fruit and vegetable production) and farm business
management and marketing. Qualitative and quantitative evaluation techniques were implemented
throughout the program year to examine any changes in participant perceptions related to the training
and specific topics. The pre- and post-program skills
assessment, indicated that the program’s curriculum
was effective in increasing participants’ knowledge
of vegetable and fruit production, and soil management topics. An invaluable aspect of the trainings
was the networking within the cohort as well as connections made with farmers in Louisiana and the
southern region. Participants indicated the importance of hands-on training and the information and
experiences provided by farmer trainers as important to their development as farmers.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NIFA Beginning Farmer
and Rancher Development Program (BFRDP)

An asterisk (*) after a name indicates the presenting author.
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2:45 PM Hydroponics Home for Leafy
Green Vegetables
Chiwon W. Lee*, North Dakota State University

Abstract: Methods for growing leafy green vegetables
at home for family use and possibly local foods outlet like farmers market are described. We have tested different hydroponic culture methods for lettuce
and other leafy greens in the basement using LED
lights. One of the hydroponic culture systems that
work well is tub culture method. The regular plastic
kitchen tubs can easily be used for growing lettuce,
spinach, and other leafy greens hydroponically. Styrofoam board (1.5-cm thick) is cut into a rectangular shape to fit snugly in the tub on top of nutrient
solution inside. Number of holes on the board can
vary by the crop and plant size needed at the time
of harvesting. Usually six plants per tub is good for
lettuce. Seedlings grown on Rockwool cubes are anchored on the Styrofoam boards that are floated on
top of the nutrient solution. The nutrient solution inside each tub is gently aerated by using a small fish
tank air-stone connected to an air pump. A small fish
tank pump with flexible silicone tubing can provide
enough air bubbles to aerate nutrient solutions for
8-10 individual tubs. The hydroponic nutrient solution can be easily prepared by using the common 2020-20 soluble fertilizer. About 10 g of this fertilizer is
used to make 10 liters of a 200 ppm N solution per
tub. Nutrient solution containing 150 ppm N works
well for growing a number of different vegetables
indoors. If quality of tap water is sub optimal, consider using drinking water (natural, or spring water)
available from stores to prepare the hydroponic nutrient solutions for home use. The hydroponic tubs
can easily be paced on the common multi-layered
wire rack shelves for higher space use efficiency.
The full-spectrum LED light tubes are installed under
each shelf to provide about 220 µmol·m-2·s-1 light intensity at the plant level. The quality of lettuce grown
under LED as a sole source of light was comparable
to that grown in the greenhouse for several different
cultivars tested.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Specialty Crop Block
Grant administered by ND Department of Agriculture

3:00 PM Q&A - Local Food Systems - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
2:00 PM – 3:45 PM

Fruit Breeding 1

Moderator: Kauahi Perez, University of Hawaii at
Manoa

2:00 PM Controlled Hybridization of Citrumelo (Cirtus paradisi x Poncirus trifoliata)
for Tolerance to Salinity and Phytophthora Diseases

Anas Fadli*1; Abdelhak Talha2; Samia Lotfy3; Jude W.
Grosser1; Rachid Benkirane4 and Hamid Benyahia3,
(1)University of Florida, (2)Insitut National de Recherche Agronomique, (3)Institut National de Recherche
Agronomique, (4)Ibn Tofail University
Abstract: The sustainability of Mediterranean citriculture depends largely on the use of rootstocks
that provide a better adaptation to biotic and abiotic constraints, as well as a good graft-compatibility
with commercial cultivars. In the absence of rootstocks meeting all these criteria, the management of
the available diversity and the selection of the desirable traits are necessary. In the present work, we
conducted a controlled pollination program involving four different rootstock genotypes that belong
to the germplasm collection of INRA Morocco. These
genotypes included citrumelo cv. ‘Winter Haven’ (Citrus paradisi Macf. x Poncirus trifoliata L. Raf.), Sunki
mandarin (Citrus sunki), Cleopatra mandarin (Citrus
reshni), and pomelo (Citrus grandis). The breeding
program resulted in the development of a population of 199 seedlings, 31 of which expressed marked
morphological traits of the male parent. Molecular
characterization of these 31 genotypes using flow cytometry and microsatellite markers helped to determine their ploidy level and to confirm the parental
origin of the zygotic seedlings. On the other hand,
the phenotypic characterization of the potential hybrids by early screening tests revealed differential
responses to salinity and Phytophthora inoculation.
An interesting combination of salt tolerance traits
(chloride exclusion, high relative growth, high stomatal conductance) with resistance to Phytophthora
gummosis was observed in two citrumelo hybrids,
H56 and H92, which seem therefore to be qualified
for use in salt and Phytophthora affected regions as a
replacement for the CTV-susceptible rootstock, sour
orange.
Keywords: Citrus, rootstock, controlled crosses, SSR
markers, greenhouse screening.

2:15 PM Fruit Characterization of Ecuadorian P. Serotina subsp. Capuli

Sakshi Pathania*1; Dario J. Chavez1; Carlos R Chavez2;
Juan Carlos Carrasco2 and Luis Fiallos2, (1)University
of Georgia, (2)Escuela Superior Politécnica de Chimbo-
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Abstract: Prunus serotina (black cherry), native to
North America, is known for its high-quality timber.
It is a complex of five subspecies, each characterized
by unique morphological differences. Among those,
P. serotina subsp. capuli found in Central and South
America, has its best forms growing along the Ecuadorean Andes region. Capuli fruits are depressed,
globose, with light maroon to a deep purplish color. The fruit are juicy and sweet with a tinge of the
bitterness in the skin. Although commonly available
in agricultural markets, no commercial varieties are
found anywhere in the world. Research is needed
to better understand capuli’s fruit morphological
characteristics for future selection of genotypes with
superior commercial attributes. This research was
aimed to characterize capuli fruits from 12 accessions growing in 3 provinces of the Ecuadorean Andes region (Chimborazo, Cotopaxi, and Tungurahua).
Fruit were collected in 2016, 2018 and 2019. Fruit
weight (10 fruits), height, width, and brix° were measured. The highest average ten fruit weight, width
and height among all years were identified for PserTU53 with 50.3 g (2019), 21.72 mm (2019) and 21.77
mm (2018) respectively. PserCH142 had the highest
brix ° value of 27.56 (2016). Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients predicted accessions having higher
fruit weight one year had higher fruit weight next
year too (rs2016vs.2018=0.78 and rs2018vs.2019=0.62, p-value
<0.001). No significant trend was seen for brix°. Fruit
height and width were correlated using Spearman’s
rank correlation within a year but not between years
(rs2016Widvs.2016Hei=0.88,
rs2018Widvs.2018Hei=0.61,
rs2019Wid=0.76;
p-value
<0.001).
Positive
Pearson
corvs.2019Hei
relations coefficient within each year among all fruit
and endocarp measurements [width (r2016= 0.78 and
r2019= 0.79), height (r2016= 0.77 and r2019= 0.61)] were
reported except for brix °. These results suggest that
breeding and selection of capuli for a larger fruit and
smaller endocarp size would be difficult. However,
brix can be improved independent of other characteristics.

2:30 PM Sensory and Metabolomic Analyses
Link Attributes of Flavor and Aroma in North
American Cold-Hardy Grapes

Laise Moreira*; Seth D. Wannemuehler; Erin Treiber;
Jayanti Suresh; Stephen Brockman; Matthew D.
Clark and Adrian D. Hegeman, University of Minnesota
Abstract: Flavor perception depends on fruit sourness (acidity), sweetness (soluble solid content),
and a complex combination of volatile organic compounds (VOC). Some VOCs contribute positively while
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others are negatively perceived. The evaluation of
VOCs present in different cultivars can be useful for
future breeding applications, informing breeders as
to which cultivars would contribute the best combination to improve fruit flavor or select away from
negative attributes. The goal of this study was to use
a sensory panel and metabolomic analyses to characterize flavor in ten cultivars and breeding selections (Concord, Frontenac gris, Itasca, La Crescent,
Riparia-89, Seyval blanc, Valvin muscat, MN1198,
MN1234, and MN1250) grown in Excelsior, Minnesota. Descriptive sensory analysis was performed
by a trained panel (n = 18). VOCs were liquid-liquid
extracted in an organic solvent composed of 50%
Dichloromethane and 50% ethyl acetate; 300 µL of
13
C6-methyl Anthranilate was added as an internal
standard. VOC identification and quantification were
performed by gas chromatography coupled to mass
spectrometry. Basic fruit quality chemistry data were
collected on titratable acidity (ranging from 3.0 to
13.1 g/L) and soluble solids (12.7 to 28.0 °Brix). Overall, the results indicated that the chemical composition and sensory attributes varied among cultivars.
The results of the principal component analysis (PCA)
showed that attributes with the highest loadings
in PC1 were titratable acidity (0.192), herbaceous
(0.169), for aroma, soluble solids(0.165) and grass
and green plant (0.135 and 0.132), for flavor. The
spatial relationship in PCA biplots displayed Concord
opposed to Riparia-89 and all hybrids cultivars were
clustered together. Using the GC-MS approach, we
have identified over 50 features that were influenced
by the varietal difference of alcohols, terpenoids, esters, aliphatic acids, furans, and aldehydes. The results demonstrated that parental selection can be a
key factor for flavor and aroma improvements in a
grape breeding program. We plan to develop genetic
markers to trace the inheritance of VOCs to enable
marker-assisted selection.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Minnesota Department
of Agriculture

2:45 PM Overview of ‘WA 38’ Apple Performance in WSU Breeding Program Trials

Manoella Mendoza*1; Ines Hanrahan1; Bonnie
Schonberg2; Lisa Brutcher3 and Kate Evans2, (1)WA
Tree Fruit Research Comm, (2)Washington State University, (3)Washington State Univeristy
Abstract: In 1997, the Washington State University
Apple Breeding Program (WABP) crossed ‘Enterprise’
and ‘Honeycrisp’ apples to produce the seedling later named WA 38. In 2019 the WA 38 apple debuted
in the market as Cosmic Crisp®. This unique apple
is only being produced in the State of Washington
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within the US, but has reached grocery stores all
around the country and has been highly anticipated by consumers. Washington growers have planted
over 12 million trees in the first three years of tree
sales. Over the last 11 years, the WABP has worked
closely with the Washington Tree Fruit Research
Commission to characterize key production traits of
this new variety. A summary of our findings will be
presented highlithing the key characteristics of these
new apple variety. Chemical and hand thinning is a
common practice for apples, which typically over
set fruit; both incur substantial production costs.
WA 38 is considered a self-thinning variety, capable
of aborting flowers/fruitlets to retain mostly one
or two apples per cluster. Starch degradation and
starch pattern development during fruit maturity is
variety specific, hence the need for a WA 38-specific
starch scale. WA 38 has a long storage-life potential;
it can be stored for up 12 months in controlled atmosphere with or without additional use of the ripening inhibitor 1-methylcyclopropane. Furthermore,
WA 38 is not sensitive to bruising, and the manifestation of common postharvest physiological disorders and diseases is very low. The fruit flesh browns
very slowly when cut and left at room temperature.
Some potential issues with WA 38 are the development of stem bowl splits and fruit greasiness with
late harvest/advanced maturity and excessive fruit
damage during commercial grading, caused by stem
punctures. A skin defect named ‘green spot’ has
been observed and documented, with yet unknown
cause. During its first season of fruit sales, WA 38 has
proved to be highly desirable to consumers because
of its outstanding eating quality, and a promising investment for Washington growers due to its lower
cullage potential and high return margin.

Moderator: Ruqayah Bhuiyan,

Abstract: The cost of providing supplemental lighting in greenhouses or sole-source lighting in plant
factories can be high. In the case of variable electricity prices, it may be desirable to provide most of
the light when electricity prices are relatively low.
However, it is not clear how plants respond to the
resulting fluctuating light levels. We hypothesized
that plants that receive a constant photosynthetic
photon flux density (PPFD) would produce the more
biomass than those grown under fluctuating light
levels. To quantify growth reductions caused by
fluctuating light levels. We quantified the effects of
fluctuating PPFD on the photosynthetic physiology
and growth of ‘Little Gem’ and ‘Green Salad Bowl’ lettuce. Plants were grown in a walk-in growth chamber
outfitted with three shelving units, each divided into
six growing compartments. Each compartment contained two dimmable, white LED bars, programmed
to alternate between high and low PPFDs every 15
minute. The PPFDs in the different treatments were
~ 400/0, 360/40, 320/80, 280/120, 240/160, and
200/200 µmol·m-2·s-1, with a photoperiod of 16 hours
and a DLI of ~11.5 mol·m-2·d-1 in all treatments. CO2
was maintained at ~ 800 µmol·mol-1. Data was analyzed using linear and non-linear regression. At
400/0 µmol·m-2·s-1, 30-minute-integrated An (net
photosynthesis integrated 15 minute at high and 15
minute at low PPFD) was ~65% lower than at a PPFD
of 320/80 µmol·m-2·s-1 (or treatments with smaller
PPFD fluctuations). 30-minute-integrated An in the
four treatments with the smallest PPFD fluctuations
(320/80 to 200/200 µmol·m-2·s-1) was similar. Plants
grown at 400/0 µmol·m-2·s-1 also had fewer leaves
and lower chlorophyll content compared to those in
all other treatments. The four treatments with the
smallest fluctuations in PPFD produced plants with
similar numbers of leaves, chlorophyll content, specific leaf area, dry mass, and leaf area. Chlorophyll
content, 30-minute-integrated An, and dry mass were
positively correlated with each other. Our results
show that lettuce tolerates a wide range of fluctuating PPFD without negative effects on growth and
development. However, when fluctuations in PPFD
are extreme (400/0 or 360/40 µmol·m-2·s-1), chlorophyll levels are low, which can explain the low
30-minute-integrated An and poor growth in these
two treatments. The ability of lettuce to tolerate a
wide range of fluctuating light levels suggests that it
may be possible to adjust the PPFD in response to
variable pricing.

2:00 PM Only Extreme Fluctuations in
Lights Levels Reduce Lettuce Growth

Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI Award
No. 2018-51181-28365, Project Lighting Approaches to
Maximize Profits

Specified Source(s) of Funding: WA Tree Fruit Research
Commission

3:00 PM Q&A - Fruit Breeding 1 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
2:00 PM – 3:45 PM

Growth Chambers and Controlled
Environments 1 & 2

Ruqayah Bhuiyan* and Marc W. van Iersel, University
of Georgia
An asterisk (*) after a name indicates the presenting author.
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2:15 PM Light Intensity Changes Leaf-Level
and Crop-Level Water Use Efficiency
Laura E Reese* and Marc W. van Iersel, University of
Georgia

Abstract: The cost of dehumidification is a significant portion of the total production costs in indoor
production systems. Minimizing this cost can be
achieved by maximizing the water use efficiency of
the plants, thus reducing the need for dehumidification. This study was performed to determine
leaf- and crop-level water use efficiency of vegetative
and flowering crops under various photosynthetic
photon flux densities (PPFD). ‘Purple Wave Classic’
petunia and ‘Green Salad Bowl’ lettuce were grown
in a walk-in growth chamber, under PPFDs ranging
from 152 - 374 µmol·m-2·s-1, provided by white LED
lighting. To achieve the same daily light integral (DLI)
of 12 mol·m-2·d-1, photoperiods ranged from 21.6 to
9 h in the different treatments. The temperature in
the growth chamber was 24 °C and CO2 was maintained at 800 ppm. Leaf-level assimilation increased
with increasing PPFD in petunias and lettuce. However, in petunias transpiration decreased with increasing PPFD, whereas in lettuce it increased. This
led to an increase in leaf-level water use efficiency
in petunias with increasing PPFD, whereas in lettuce,
there was no correlation between water use efficiency and PPFD. For both lettuce and petunia, dry weight
decreased with higher PPFDs provided over shorter
photoperiods. Petunia biomass was 57.0% higher
at 152 µmol·m-2·s-1 than at 374 µmol·m-2·s-1 and lettuce biomass was 33.9% higher at 152 µmol·m-2·s-1
than at 374 µmol·m-2·s-1, when plants were given the
same DLI of 12 mol·m-2·d-1. In petunia, dry weight decreased more strongly with increasing PPFD than water use, and thus crop-level water use efficiency decreased with increasing PPFD (p < 0.001). For lettuce,
crop-level water use efficiency also decreased with
increasing PPFD (p < 0.001). In conclusion, leaf-level measurements and crop-level measurements of
water use efficiency did not show the same trends;
leaf level measurement may thus provide misleading information. Crop-level measurements of plants
grown under varying PPFD, but with the same DLI
showed that lower light intensities and longer photoperiods resulted in higher yields and higher water
use efficiency in both lettuce and petunias.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI Award
No. 2018-51181-28365, project Lighting Approaches to
Maximize Profit

2:30 PM Daytime Red and Nighttime Blue
LED Lighting Allows Injury-Free Produc-
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tion in Greenhouse Tomatoes Grown with
Continuous (24 h) Lighting

Xiuming Hao*1; Jason Lanoue1; Jingming Zheng1 and
Shalin Khosla2, (1)Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, (2)Ontario Ministry of Agriculture Food and Rural
Affairs

Abstract: The improvement in plant growth and yield
by supplemental lighting in greenhouse vegetable
production is mostly determined by the total amount
of light supplemented during a day (daily light integral (DLI) – intensity × photoperiod). It is more economical to achieve target DLIs with long photoperiod
of supplemental light at low light intensity because it
uses less light fixtures, reducing initial capital costs.
Furthermore, a long photoperiod of lighting such as
continuous lighting (CL, 24h) can reduce overall energy costs because the heat released by the light fixtures reduces heating demand during the otherwise
dark night period and electricity price is usually lower during the night in a lot of jurisdictions. However,
lighting longer than 16-17 hours causes photo-injury
such as leaf chlorosis and limits the yield increase in
greenhouse tomatoes. In a previous study, we found
that 12h red (at 200µmol m-2 s-1 during the daytime)
and 12 blue (at 50µmol m-2 s-1 during the night) LED
lighting can eliminate photo-injury. In this study, we
further expanded the lighting treatments to longer
daytime/red light photoperiods to reduce daytime
light intensity. The study was conducted in 4 greenhouses during winter 2019-20. Each greenhouse was
divided into 4 sections using white curtains which
were impenetrable to light. Eight lighting strategies
including 12h, 16h, 20h red (started in daytime) followed by 12h, 8h, and 4h of blue LED lighting during
the night, conventional control (16h of red and blue
together followed by 8h night darkness), 16h red and
blue together followed by 8h blue or red, CL control
(24h red and blue lighting together), and reversed
CL lighting treatment (12h blue during the daytime
followed by 12h red during the night). All 8 lighting
treatments had the same daily light integral (12 mol
m-2 d-1). Plants grown under CL control and reversed
CL showed severe leaf chlorosis and yield reduction.
The treatment with 20h red and 4h blue LED lighting
also showed some leaf chlorosis and yield reduction
but at much less degree. There was no leaf chlorosis in the conventional control and other CL treatments with 8h or 12h of blue light during the night.
The CL treatments with 8h of blue light during the
night used 12% lower light intensity in the daytime
than the conventional control, and thus is a good CL
lighting strategy for reducing energy costs and initial
capital costs for greenhouse tomato production with
supplemental lighting.
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: Agriculture and AgriFood Canada J-002228.001.04 and Canadian Greenhouse Conference

2:45 PM Growth Responses of Red-Leaf
Lettuce to Temporal Changes in Light
Quality

Qingwu Meng*, University of Delaware and Erik S.
Runkle, Michigan State University
Abstract: The spectrum of horticultural lighting is
typically static for indoor production of leafy greens.
However, temporal spectrum differentiation for distinct developmental phases can potentially control
age-specific desirable traits. Spectral effects can be
persistent yet dynamic as plants mature, necessitating characterization of time-dependent responses.
We grew red-leaf lettuce (Lactuca sativa) ‘Rouxai’ in a
growth room at 23 °C and under a 20-h photoperiod
created by warm-white (WW), blue (B; 400–500 nm),
green (G; 500–600 nm), red (R; 600–700 nm), and/
or far-red (FR; 700–800 nm) light-emitting diodes.
From day 0 to 11, plants received six static light-quality treatments with the same total photon flux density (400–800 nm): WW180, R180, B20R160, B20G60R100,
B20R100FR60, or B180 (subscripts denote photon flux
densities in µmol∙m–2∙s–1). On day 11, plants grown
under each of the six treatments were transferred
to all treatments, which created 36 temporal spectrum alternations. Data on plant growth, morphology, and coloration were collected on days 11 and 25.
Increasing B light from 0 to 100% in static treatments
decreased shoot fresh and dry mass and increased
foliage redness of seedlings and mature plants. Compared to B20R160, B20R100FR60 increased shoot fresh
mass, but not dry mass, on both days. However,
other phenotypic responses under static treatments
changed over time. For example, leaf length under
B180 was 35% lower on day 11 but similar on day 25
compared to that under R180. In the B20 background,
substituting G60 for R light did not influence shoot
weight on day 11 but decreased it by 19% on day 25.
When plants were switched from one treatment to
another on day 11, the treatments applied before
day 11 influenced final shoot mass and, to a lesser
extent, leaf length and foliage coloration on day 25.
In comparison, effects of the treatments applied after day 11 were more pronounced. We conclude that
some phenotypic responses to light quality can depend on time and that sequential light quality treatments had cumulative effects on lettuce growth. The
temporal complexity of spectral responses is critical
in photobiological research and creates opportunities for time-specific spectrum delivery to optimize
crop characteristics.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Michigan State University AgBioResearch (including Project GREEEN GR17-072)
and the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture (Hatch project 192266)

3:00 PM Effect of Light Intensity on the
Yield and Quality of Drug-Type Cannabis
Grown in an Aquaponic Production System

Victoria A. Rodriguez Morrison*; David Llewellyn and
Youbin Zheng, University of Guelph
Abstract: Since the recent legalization of cannabis
in Canada, there has been a high demand for scientific research to improve cannabis yield and quality,
especially when grown in controlled environments.
Currently, there is no reliable data in the literature relating light intensity to yield and quality in drug-type
cannabis. This study was to establish the relationship
between canopy-level photosynthetic photon flux
density (PPFD, μmol·m−2·s−1) and inflorescence yield
and quality of aquaponically-grown drug-type cannabis. Cannabis (Cannabis sativa L. ‘Stillwater’) plants
were grown for 12 weeks under a generative photoperiod (i.e., 12-hours) under different PPFDs ranging
from 120 to 1800 μmol·m−2·s−1 (measured at the top
of the plant) provided by light emitting diodes with a
blue (B, 400-500 nm) to green (G, 500-600 nm) to red
(R, 600-700 nm) photon flux ratio of B20:G10:R70.
The average (± SD) daytime carbon dioxide (CO2)
concentration, temperature and relative humidity
were 437 ± 39 ppm, 25.3 ± 0.4 °C, and 60.5 ± 4.8 %,
respectively. The responses of single-leaf photosynthesis and inflorescence yield and quality (e.g., cannabinoid and terpene concentrations) to PPFD were
measured. Leaf photosynthetic responses were
measured during weeks 1, 5 and 9. There were no
leaf-level PPFD treatment effects on light saturated
net CO2 exchange rate (Asat) in week 1 but the Asat increased linearly with the increasing of leaf-level PPFD
in weeks 5 and 9, indicating that the plants had acclimated to their individual lighting environments with
increasing capacity to photosynthesize. We found
that harvest index (based on dry weight; weight of inflorescence / weight of total aboveground biomass)
and dry inflorescence yield (g/plant) increased linearly with increasing PPFD, but cannabinoid concentration did not respond to PPFD. Our results indicated that inflorescence yields did not saturate under
average PPFDs up to 1800 μmol·m−2·s−1, proving that
below this PPFD, light is a limiting factor to cannabis
yield and quality. Commercial cannabis growers can
use these light response models to determine the
optimum PPFD for their production, based on their
price of electricity vs. the commercial value of their
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cannabis products.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NSERC

3:15 PM Q&A - Growth Chambers and
Controlled Environments 1 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
2:00 PM – 3:45 PM

Workshop: Tropbreed 2020: Establishing a Framework to Increase
Tropical Crop Research Support
Coordinator: Alan H Chambers, University of Florida
TREC
Description: We propose to establish TropBREED
2020 during this workshop. The objective of this
workshop is to develop a framework like RosBREED
but for tropical crops including fruits, vegetables,
and ornamentals. The workshop will assemble interested parties, detail program objectives, illustrate
examples of success, highlight case studies, and develop a plan to establish networks that can be leveraged to secure competitive funding to improve tropical crops through genetics and breeding.

2:00 PM Opening, Welcome, and Workshop
Objectives
Hideka Kobayashi*, Kentucky State University and
Alan H Chambers, University of Florida

2:10 PM Review of RosBREED strategy and
outcomes
Alan H Chambers*, University of Florida

2:30 PM Case Studies for Genetic Improvement of Tropical Crops
Alan H Chambers*, University of Florida

Abstract: Vanilla is the world’s favorite flavor, but is
hindered by inefficient production practices and the
cultivation of plants with inferior genetics. Domestic
food, beverage, and cosmetic companies are negatively impacted by problems that could be alleviated
in large part through the application of horticultural
research and plant breeding. TropBREED could be
the vehicle to positively impact vanilla research to
alleviate major choke points in the supply chain to
benefit growers, buyers, consumers, and the environment.
Mango is one of the most popular tropical fruits,
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but has only made limited progress towards the systematic breeding of improved cultivars. As a result,
the common grocery store mango in the USA looks
beautiful but tastes terrible (to those that know what
a mango is supposed to taste like). Mango improvement would benefit from connecting academics specializing in bioinformatics, breeding, post-harvest
research, and other disciplines. Together these collaborations could strengthen their position to obtain
significant funding to advance mango research.

2:50 PM Brainstorming and breakout
session “Strategic plan development for
TropBREED 2020”, TROP Leadership
3:10 PM Debriefing and coordination of
assigned tasks
Alan H Chambers*, University of Florida
2:00 PM – 4:00 PM

Propagation
Moderator: Samir C. Debnath, Agriculture and AgriFood Canada

2:00 PM Increasing Efficacy and Survival of
Watermelon Grafted without Cotyledons

Pinki Devi*, Washington State University; Scott Lukas,
Oregon State University, HAREC and Carol A. Miles,
Washington State University, NWREC

Abstract: Although grafting has the potential to increase commercial watermelon production by overcoming biotic and abiotic stress, its use on a large
scale is limited in the U.S. due to the cost of grafted
watermelon transplants. The one-cotyledon grafting technique that is most commonly used in the
U.S for watermelon grafting requires more time
and labor than splice grafting where both cotyledons are removed from the rootstock, which is used
to produce large numbers of solanaceous grafted plants. Using the splice grafting method could
signiﬁcantly increase grafting efficiency, eliminate
rootstock regrowth, and reduce costs of grafted watermelon transplants. However, the success rate of
splice-grafted watermelon is very low due to limited
carbohydrate level in the rootstock when both the
cotyledons are removed, and the susceptibility of the
grafted transplant to desiccation. More research is
needed to advance the use of splice grafting as an
effective propagation strategy for watermelon. This
study tested the external application of sucrose and
antitranspirant treatments as a drench to rootstock
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seedlings before grafting to increase the survival
of splice-grafted watermelon. Treatments were 2%
sucrose, 2% sucrose + 2% antitranspirant A (Root
Drench), 2% sucrose + 4% antitranspirant B (Glycerin), and water (control), and the experiment was
carried out three times. Sucrose application was split
into three applications, applied every other day starting 6 days prior to grafting: 20 mL for the first and
second application, and 10 mL for the third application, which was 2 days prior to grafting. Antitranspirant was applied at 20 mL in combination with the
third application of sucrose. The control was 30 mL
of tap water applied each day. Plants were healed
in a bench-top healing chamber in the greenhouse
following site-specific guidelines developed by this
research group. Survival of splice-grafted watermelon seedlings 21 days after grafting was greatest for
plants that received 2% sucrose + 2% antitranspirant
A and 2% sucrose + 4% antitranspirant B (91% and
83%, respectively), followed by plants that received
2% sucrose solution (67%), and was lowest for plants
that received water (25%) (P < 0.0001). These results
indicate that application of sucrose with antitranspirant to rootstock seedlings before grafting can increase the survival of splice-grafted watermelon.

ment was conducted following the same protocol to
see the difference in rooting between terminal and
stem cuttings. After eight weeks, terminal cuttings
had greater callus (67%) and rooting percentage
(17%) than stem cuttings with 39.8% callus and 4%
rooting. As a third experiment, the same four hormones were tested using cuttings collected from
greenhouse-grown seedlings. There was no statistical difference among hormones, but Hormodin 2
tended to be a better hormone for rooting C. velutinus. Cuttings treated with Hormodin 2 had a 37%
rooting rate, 11.3 roots per cutting and 5 cm for the
longest root. For micropropagation, nodal segments
containing one or two axillary buds from greenhouse
grown seedlings were disinfected using 10% bleach
and cultured on Murashige and Skoog (MS), Woody
Plant Media (WPM), Gamborg’s B-5 (B5), Schenk and
Hilderbrandt (SH), and Quoirin and Lepoivre (QL)
media containing 1 mg/l benzylaminopurine (BA), 30
g/L sucrose, and 8 g/L agar. Explants were incubated
at 25 °C with a 16-h photoperiod under cool white
fluorescent lamps for 1 month. The MS + BA medium produced a greater number of shoots (1.2) and
leaves (4.2) and longer shoots (1 cm) than any other
medium. These experiments are still under way.

Keywords. one-cotyledon, rootstock regrowth, splice,
survival, carbohydrate.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA Hatch project UTA01381, New Faculty Start-Up Funds from the
Office of Research and Graduate Studies, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, and the Center for Water-Efficient Landscaping at Utah State University

2:15 PM Asexual Propagation of Ceanothus
Velutinus

Asmita Paudel* and Youping Sun, Department of
Plants, Soils, and Climate, Utah State University

Abstract: Ceanothus velutinus (snowbrush ceanothus)
is a broadleaf, evergreen shrub native to the Rocky
Mountains. C. velutinus is stress tolerant, nitrogen
fixing, and can play a role in soil-building. As such it
has great potential for use in sustainable landscaping, but propagation remains challenging. Germination of C. velutinus seeds is difficult as they require
both scarification and stratification. Our specific aims
were to develop methodologies for cutting propagation and micropropagation. Terminal cuttings (≈1213 cm) were collected monthly from May to September 2019 from Tony Grove, Utah (N 41.8924 W
111.6442, 2460 m elevation). Cuttings were dipped
in 1,000/500 and 3,000/1,500 mg/l indole-3-butyric
acid (IBA)/1-naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA) as Dip-NGrow in 25 % ethanol or talc based rooting hormone
Hormodin 1 (1,000 mg/l IBA) and Hormodin 2 (3,000
mg/l IBA) and stuck in a rooting medium consisting
of perlite and peat moss (4:1). Data was collected six
weeks after each propagation date. Cuttings collected in July had greater rooting percentage (22%) when
treated with Hormodin 2. In August, another experi-

2:30 PM Clonal Impact of Rooting on Camellia sinensis (L.) Kuntze Stem Cuttings

Zhilong Hao, Fujian A&F University; Ting Zhou, Nanjing Forestry University and Donglin Zhang*, University
of Georgia
Abstract: Tea (Camellia sinensis (L.) Kuntze) is the second most popular drink in the U.S., and world, only
eclipsed by water. Historic records indicate that tea
has been grown in Georgia as well as the Southeastern U.S. for about 160 years. We have collected 12
historically grown cultivars and germinated more
than 400 seedlings at the UGA Horticulture Farm
over the past 6 years. Stem cuttings were collected in fall 2018 and were propagated under a mist
bench for rooting. Clones had a significant effect on
rooting ability of tea and rooting percentages ranged
from 20.3% to 100%. Stem cuttings collected from
2-3 years old seedling rooted very well and majority
of these clones had rooting percentage above 90%.
Two clones, directly collected from an Asian country
and planted alone in 1870's in an open field with full
sun, had very low rooting percentages of 33.6% and
39.8%. Clones collected from a 1900's tea plantation,
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now abandoned, as an understory shrub had rooting
percentages from 75% to 99.2%. Among the plant
collected, we did not find any tea plants 100 years
or older. The stem cuttings collected might be have
been from self-seeded seedlings or some new water-sprouts. From our observation, the latest hardwood stem cuttings from healthy and vigorous tea
plants usually rooted well. Plant age definitely contributed to the lower rooting ability. Growers should
take newly formed hardwood cuttings from vigorous
tea plants in fall and prepared them for rooting under mist. Rooted cuttings could be transplanted into
one-gallon containers the following spring. With the
first new flush growth ending in May, these rooted
stem cuttings could be sold by the following summer
or fall.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: The University of Georgia Research Fundation

2:45 PM Efficient Plant Regeneration and
Agrobacterium-Mediated Genetic Transformation of Antirrhinum Majus

Zhaoyuan Lian*1; Sandra B. Wilson1; Jianjun Chen2
and Heqiang Huo1, (1)University of Florida, (2)University of Florida, Mid-Florida Research and Education
Center
Abstract: Snapdragon (Antirrhinum majus L.) is a popular bedding and fresh-cut ornamental plant; widely
used as a model plant species due to its substantial
genetic diversity and well-established transposon
mutagenesis system. The existing natural transposons in the snapdragon genome has facilitated
fundamental understanding of plant development.
However, it's glory as a model plant species has drastically faded with the advent of Arabidopsis, a plant
that is particularly amenable to genetic transformation. The lack of efficient genetic transformation
pipeline is still the major limiting factor for the full
application of snapdragon in genetic and molecular
studies, although the genomic information of snapdragon is available. In this study, we have developed
a simple method for fast regeneration and efficient
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of snapdragon using different explants. We have observed
that the MS medium supplemented with 2 mg/L ZT,
0.1 mg/L NAA, and ethylene production inhibitor 4
mgl-1 AgNO3 generated the best results for shoot regeneration using cotyledon and hypocotyl explants
from two-week old seedlings, with a 48% and 41.33%
regeneration ratio, respectively. By contrast, in the
absence of AgNO3, the regeneration frequency is
22.67% for cotyledon and 25.67% for hypocotyl,
respectively. To our surprise, when AgNO3 was applied, shoot regeneration through indirect organI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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ogenesis was predominantly derived from callus
formed at each end of the hypocotyl or the petiole
of cotyledon, whereas shoots were directly regenerated from hypocotyl or cotyledon without any callus
formation when the culture media were not supplemented with AgNO3. Interestingly, the development
of callus from hypocotyl or cotyledon was also beneficial to genetic transformation using Agrobacterium, with an increase from 1% to 7% in the frequency
of generating stable transgenic lines that were confirmed by PCR. This efficient regeneration and genetic transformation method will be of great impact on
broadly utilizing snapdragon to answer fundamental
questions (e.g. floral asymmetry or scent compound
synthesis) that may not be addressed by using other model plant species such as Arabidopsis. Efficient
transformation of snapdragon will also accelerate
the breeding process through CRISPR/Cas9 genome
editing.

3:00 PM Field Performance and Fruit Quality for Splice-Grafted Watermelons without Cotyledons

Scott Lukas*, Oregon State University, HAREC; Carol A.
Miles, Washington State University, NWREC and Pinki
Devi, Washington State University
Abstract: Grafting watermelon with disease resistant
rootstock can be an effective tool to reduce biotic
stressors. Despite well-established benefits, growers have been slow to adopt watermelon grafting
on a large scale in the U.S, partially because of the
high cost of current grafting methods (one cotyledon
grafting) and partially due to reports of reduced fruit
quality. Splice grafting with both cotyledons removed
is the fastest and most efficient grafting method, and
solanaceous crops are grafted exclusively using this
method. Research at Washington State University
has shown that splice grafting can be successful for
watermelon, and now field research is needed to
evaluate the impacts of this grafting method on crop
development. When using grafted watermelons, regardless of grafting method, parameters of harvest
timing need to be re-evaluated with traditional harvest methods. Grafted rootstock can affect the timing of male and female flowering of watermelon,
thereby affecting fruit maturity and harvest dates,
leading to confounding reports of grafted watermelon fruit quality if grafted and nongrafted plants are
harvested at the same time. The objectives of this
trial were to evaluate in-field survival and vigor of
one-cotyledon and splice-grafted watermelon and
measure the effect of grafting on flowering time,
harvest date, fruit yield and quality. At the Oregon
State University, Hermiston Agricultural Research
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and Extension Center, splice- versus one-cotyledon
grafted watermelon ‘Secretariat’ with two rootstocks,
‘Shintosa Camelforce’ and ‘Tetsukabuto’ versus nongrafted plants were compared. Survival and vigor of
all grafted transplants averaged 96% with superior
plant vigor ratings, compared with 84% survival with
reduced vigor for nongrafted transplants. Flowering
was delayed by an average of 2 days for splice-grafted watermelon versus one-cotyledon grafted and
nongrafted plants. Fruit were harvested 0, 7 and 14
days after fruit reached physiological maturity, and
there was no difference in harvest date, total yield or
fruit quality between grafted and nongrafted treatments, with two exceptions. Fruit with splice-grafted ‘Shintosa Camelforce’ rootstock had the firmest
flesh (8.2 N) compared with nongrafted transplants
(5.3 N), and lycopene increased from 16.7 µg.g-1 at
physiological maturity to as high as 31.4 µg.g-1 when
harvested 7 days after physiological maturity. These
results indicate that splice-grafted watermelon perform similarly or superior to one-cotyledon grafted
and nongrafted watermelon plants in field production. However, when harvesting any grafted watermelons, timing of maturation to optimize fruit quality
needs to be considered and can be achieved through
a 7-day delayed harvest.

3:15 PM Epigenetic Variation in Micropropagated Berry Crops
Samir C. Debnath*, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada

Abstract: Berry crops includes but are not limited to
the species in genera Vaccinium (blueberry, cranberry and lingonberry; Ericaceae), Fragaria (strawberry;
Rosaceae), Rubus (brambles: raspberry and blackberry; Rosaceae), Ribes (currant and gooseberry, Grossulariaceae), and Vitis (grapes, Vitaceae). They are
all healthy fruit crops with anti-oxidant, anti-tumor,
anti-ulcer, and anti-inflammatory activities. Although
micropropagation, a multi-billion dollar industry
across the world, has significant progress in berry
crop propagation, somaclonal variations including
genetic and epigenetic variations, are a concern in
commercial micropropagation. In this review, I have
described the in-depth progress of micropropagation and genetic and epigenetic variations along with
DNA methylation in micropropagated small fruit
crops. The possible use of epigenetic variation for
berry crop improvement using in vitro techniques
has also been described.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: St. John's Research and
Development Centre, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada

3:30 PM Q&A - Propagation - All Session

Speakers Are Required to Attend
2:00 PM – 5:00 PM

Scholars Ignite Competition
Sponsor: Graduate Student Activities Committee

Chair: Lorenzo Rossi, University of Florida
Objectives:
The Graduate Student Activities Committee hosts the competition to allow graduate students (both MS and PhD) a fun
and exciting way to communicate the impact of their research
projects and scholarly activities.
Graduate students make compelling presentations in three minutes using no more than one single PowerPoint slide or visual
aid. The purpose of the presentation is to generate awareness,
stimulate thought, and inspire attendees to appreciate the
breadth and depth of horticultural research and scholarly
activities. Graduate students will meet other students and scientists, learn about an array of research topics and other creative
and scholarly activities across ASHS, and most importantly have
fun!
To hear an excellent example of a Scholars Ignite presentation, Click Here.
The competition is designed similar to other popular three to
five minute thesis and research presentation events (e.g. Three
minute thesis, ‘Ignite’ or Scholars’ Studio) occurring around the
globe, and done especially well in Australia, British Columbia, and
the University of Washington.
The goal of this event is to stir up interest and attention amongst
the society’s membership around graduate student learning,
research, discovery, and creativity. Moreover, the event fosters
an opportunity for ASHS members to obtain "stories” to share
via "YouTube” and for the web, and to brag about its graduate
student membership and their accomplishments.

Sponsored by: E & J Gallo Winery
2:00 PM Gurleen Kaur

Gurleen Kaur*, University of Florida

2:04 PM Anthony T. Bowden

Anthony T. Bowden*, Mississippi State University

2:08 PM Lam Duong

Lam Duong*, Alabama A&M University

2:12 PM Victoria A. Rodriguez Morrison

Victoria A. Rodriguez Morrison*, University of Guelph

2:16 PM Bin Wu

Bin Wu*1; Runshi Xie1; Gary W. Knox2; Mengmeng
Gu3 and Hongmin Qin1, (1)Texas A&M University, (2)
University of Florida, (3)Texas A&M University, Texas
AgriLife Extension Service

2:20 PM Prabhjot Kaur

Prabhjot Kaur*, Michigan State University

2:24 PM Samuel Kwakye

Samuel Kwakye*, University of Florida
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2:28 PM Runshi Xie

Runshi Xie*1; Bin Wu1; Hongmin Qin1 and Mengmeng
Gu2, (1)Texas A&M University, (2)Texas A&M University,
Texas AgriLife Extension Service

2:32 PM Shahrzad Bodaghi

Shahrzad Bodaghi*, Southwest Florida Research and
Education Center, University of Florida/IFAS

2:36 PM Jenny B. Ryals

Jenny B. Ryals ; Patricia R. Knight and Eric Stafne ,
(1)Mississippi State University Coastal Research and
Extension Center, (2)Coastal R & E Center
*1

2

1

2:40 PM Yixin Cai

Yixin Cai*, Washington State University Northwestern
Washington Research and Extension Center

2:44 PM Daniel Boakye

Daniel Adu Boakye*, University of Florida

3:52 PM Anmol Kajla

Anmol Kajla*, Oklahoma State University

3:56 PM Kuan Qin

Kuan Qin*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research & Extension
Center and Daniel I Leskovar, Texas A&M AgriLife Research & Extension Center, Texas A&M University

4:00 PM Yuvraj Khamare

Yuvraj Khamare*, University of Florida

4:04 PM David Campbell

David Campbell*; Danielle Dion Treadwell; Ali Sarkhosh; Jeffrey K. Brecht and Oscar Emanuel Liburd,
University of Florida

4:08 PM Srijana Shrestha

Srijana Shrestha*, Washington State University

4:12 PM Juliano M. R. Marques

2:48 PM Stephen B. Parrish

Juliano M. R. Marques*, Purdue University/University
of Lavras (UFLA)

2:52 PM Asmita Paudel

Khalil Jahed*, Purdue University

Stephen B. Parrish*, University of Florida
Asmita Paudel , Department of Plants, Soils, and Climate, Utah State University
*

2:56 PM Qianwen Lu

Qianwen Lu*, Washington State University

3:00 PM Manjot Kaur Sidhu

Manjot Kaur Sidhu*, Michigan state University and
Debalina Saha, Michigan State University

3:04 PM Jamie D. Burrow

Jamie D. Burrow*, UF/IFAS CREC

3:08 PM Heather Kalaman

Heather Kalaman*, University of Florida

3:12 PM Nathan P. Nordstedt

Nathan P. Nordstedt*, The Ohio State University

4:16 PM Khalil Jahed

4:20 PM Xinzheng Chen

Xinzheng Chen*, University of Nebraska - Lincoln

4:24 PM Farzana Afrose Lubna

Farzana Afrose Lubna*, Rutgers-The State University
of New Jersey

4:28 PM Catherine Belisle

Catherine Belisle*, University of Florida

4:32 PM Mary K. Sutton

Mary K. Sutton*, UF/IFAS-CREC

4:36 PM Xiaoying Li

Xiaoying Li*, Virginia Tech

3:16 PM Alyssa Counce

3:45 PM – 5:15 PM

3:20 PM Sarah E Brewer

Genetics and Germplasm 1

Alyssa Counce , Oklahoma State University
*

Sarah E Brewer*, University of Florida

3:24 PM Jamal Mohammed

Jamal Mohammed*, University of Georgia

3:28 PM Sarah E. Parker

Sarah E. Parker*, The University of Tennessee

3:32 PM Sameer Pokhrel

Sameer Pokhrel*, Southwest Florida Research and
Education Center, University of Florida/IFAS

3:36 PM Stephanie Cruz

Stephanie Cruz*, University of Florida

3:40 PM Philip Engelgau

Philip Engelgau*, Michigan State University

3:44 PM Zhen Fan

Zhen Fan*, IFAS Gulf Coast Research and Education
Center, University of Florida

3:48 PM Marlon Retana-Cordero

Marlon Retana-Cordero*, University of Flordia
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Moderator: Chunxian Chen, USDA, ARS, SEFTNRL

3:45 PM Tools for Cucurbit Powdery Mildew Race Identification on Melon

Hudson O. Rabelo1; Leila T. Braz1 and James D.
McCreight*2, (1)São Paulo State University “Júlio de
Mesquita Filho”, Faculty of Agrarian and Veterinarian
Sciences (FCAV), (2)USDA-ARS
Abstract: Cucurbit powdery mildew (CPM) is one of
the most prevalent and severe diseases of melon
(Cucumis melo L.). It is commonly incited in the Americas and tropical regions by Podosphaera xanthii [syn.
Sphaerotheca fuliginea (Schlecht) Pollacci, syn P. fusca]. The fungus predominantly colonizes leaf surfaces and under optimal disease conditions infects
stems and fruits. Infection decreases photosynthesis
and early infection causes loss of leaves, and few-
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er and smaller fruits, with low commercial quality,
e.g., lower Brix and sun burned rinds. Few races of P.
xanthii (Px) were known from 1930 to the late 1900s,
but since the turn of the century many new races
have been identified. Emergence of new races and
lack of a standardized method of race identification
have hampered the use of genetic resistance against
CPM in melon. Quantitative assessment of CPM has
been difficult due to lack of suitable methods. The
Triplet-Septet (TS) set of melon CPM race differentials (CPMRD) was established to provide an international means for objective and uniform identification and designation of melon CPM races. The Area
Under Disease Progress Stairs (AUDPS) method for
disease progress estimation was derived from the
Area Under Disease Progress Curve (AUDPC) method, and both have been used to evaluate disease
progress on melon and other crops. We identified a
melon CPM race in a greenhouse on the TS melon
CPMRD, and estimated disease progress thereon using AUDPC and AUDPS. The resident CPM population
was previously determined to be P. xanthii based on
morphological and molecular characteristics; we
re-confirmed its identity for this study by the presence of fibrosin bodies in conidia. Plants were inoculated at the 3-4 true leaf stage of growth. Severity
of CPM infection was evaluated on the 21 TS melon
CPMRD at 15, 22, 32, and 41 days after inoculation
(DAI) using a 1 (no visible infection) to 9 (>50% foliage
infection) visual scale. The CPM population was identified as race S based on reactions of 11 commonly
used melon race differentials, a subset of the TS CPMRD. Application of TS analysis to the 21-member
CPMRD dataset generated the triple-septet code for
race S: 127.127.126. AUDPS identified higher levels
of disease than AUDPC, and its results agreed with
those obtained by the commonly used melon CPMRD for the widely used alphanumeric and new TS
race identification methods. AUDPS and AUPDC may
be used to evaluate the CPM disease progress and
distinguish melon CPM races.

4:00 PM Progress in Molecular Breeding for
Resistance to Colletotrichum Acutatum in
Strawberry at the University of Florida
Natalia Salinas*; Sujeet Verma; Zhen Fan; Natalia
Peres; Seonghee Lee and Vance M Whitaker, University of Florida

Abstract: Colletotrichum acutatum causes severe
yield loss to strawberry growers. Symptoms caused
by this pathogen on fruit are known as anthracnose
fruit rot (AFR), and symptoms on roots are known as
anthracnose root necrosis (ARN). Genetic resistance
in strawberry cultivars continues to be the preferred

method of control for AFR and ARN. The overall objectives of this study were to 1) determine the genetic architecture of resistance to C. acutatum, 2)
implement accurate and efficient selection methods
for strawberry breeding programs, and 3) characterize candidate genes for the resistance locus. A pedigree-based QTL analysis, in complex pedigree-connected families from the University of Florida (UF)
breeding program, revealed a major resistance locus, FaRCa1, on Fvb6-3 of the ‘Camarosa’ reference
genome. The FaRCa1 resistant allele exhibited partial dominance and explained 50% of the phenotypic variance in AFR incidence. A subgenome-specific
indel-based HRM marker for FaRCa1 was developed
and deployed for seedling selection at UF. To characterize candidate genes in the FaRCa1 region, six
bacterial artificial chromosomes (BAC) libraries (5fold genome coverage each) were screened to detect BAC clones containing resistant or susceptible
haplotypes. The DNA sequences of BAC clones were
aligned to the ‘Camarosa’ refence genome, confirming that the clone sequences spanned a portion of
the 166 kb FaRCa1 region. More BAC clones will be
identified to cover the entire region of FaRCa1, and
further to characterize sequence variations that differentiate resistant and susceptible haplotypes.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Florida Strawberry
Growers Association, the US Department of Agriculture/
National Institute of Food and Agriculture Specialty
Crop Research Initiative (SCRI) project ‘RosBREED.
Award Number 2014-51181-22378.

4:15 PM Carotenoid Diversity and Accumulation in Prunus Sp

Mark Jasinski1; Matat Zohar2; Wanfang Fu1; Keren
Shemesh2; Kamel Hatib2; Irit Bar Yaakov2; Doron
Holland2; Tal Isaacson2 and Ksenija Gasic*1, (1)Clemson University, (2)Newe Ya'ar Volcani ARO

Abstract: Stone fruits (Prunus sp.), including peach,
plum and apricot, exhibit wide range of fruit colors.
Carotenoids are the main pigments contributing to
their yellow and orange hues. Carotenoids are tetraterpene molecules produced by all photosynthetic organisms. They serve as pigments in many fruit
and flower tissues, and some of their degradation
products are volatiles, providing distinctive aromas.
In addition, some carotenoids are essential components of our diet and are known as agents helping in
protection against various chronic diseases. We have
characterized carotenoid content and composition
from collections in Israel and the USA, representing
wide genetic variability: ~120 apricot accessions and
~70 Japanese plum accessions from the Newe Ya’ar
germplasm collection in Israel, as well as ~270 yel-
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low peach accessions from collections in Clemson
University and Prunus National Clonal Germplasm
Repository, UC Davis, CA in the USA. Our results
demonstrate that although peach, apricot and Japanese plum are genetically closely related, their fruit
accumulate very different carotenoids. While apricot
accumulates large amounts of the first intermediates of the carotenoid biosynthesis pathway, such as
phytoene, phytofluene and even cis-isomers of lycopene, as well as beta-carotene, Japanese plum contains mainly beta-carotene, and the main carotenoid
found in peach fruit is Violaxanthin, an end product
of the carotenoid biosynthesis pathway. The data
obtained will be used in combination with genomic
characterization of the different Prunus accessions,
to better understand the genetic factors controlling
carotenoid accumulation in stone fruit. Elucidating
the causes of variability in carotenoid profiles within
each species and the differences in the carotenoid
composition among peach, plum and apricot, could
help in breeding new cultivars with desired carotenoid profiles, having attractive colors and elevated
nutritional value.

alleles associated with commercial traits. In contrast,
eight small regions had higher diversity among the
F1s. These regions represent about 3% of the genome. The region with the highest increase in diversity (1.9x) in the hybrids is at the end of Chromosome
9, in a region identified as a domestication hotspot.
We would expect to find that region containing alleles that have been introgressed from more distantly related sources. There is evidence for both strong
narrowing and broadening of genetic diversity in
certain small genomic regions in the development
of modern broccoli from the landrace progenitors.
The majority of the genome has about half the original diversity, implying that valuable traits may yet
be found in the landraces. That variation can more
easily be returned to broccoli breeding programs
through genomic methods such as the one used in
this project.

4:45 PM Q&A - Genetics and Germplasm
1 - All Session Speakers Are Required to
Attend

Specified Source(s) of Funding: BARD IS-4926-16 R

4:30 PM Evidence of Both Strict Selection
and Wide Crossing to Create Modern Broccoli

Zachary J. Stansell and Thomas Björkman*, Cornell
University

Abstract: International broccoli (Brassica oleracea
var. italica) varieties are much more uniform in appearance than landraces in order to meet standardized market requirements. That uniformity could be
the result of a reduction in genetic diversity relative
to landraces. On the other hand, half a century of
sophisticated breeding by many competitive programs have incorporated germplasm from many
sources, which could have increased genetic diversity over landraces. We investigated the impact of
those opposing processes by genotyping 109 unique
landrace and F1-hybrid accessions using genotyping-by-sequencing to generate 31,811 high-quality
SNP markers. The accessions were grouped by relationship using principal component analysis of the
genotypes to identify four distinct groups: three of
landraces and one with modern hybrids. In a comparison of 53 modern F1 hybrids with 56 landraces,
we found that most of the genome has lower nucleotide diversity. Genome-wide, the F1 hybrids had 55%
as much nucleotide diversity. There were 13 small
regions totaling 2% of the genome with exceptionally
low diversity, the modern hybrids having <5% of the
landrace diversity. Those regions are likely to contain
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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3:45 PM – 5:15 PM

Workshop: Novel Practices for Sustaining Citrus Production in the Era
of Citrus Greening (Huanglongbing)
Coordinators: Davie Kadyampakeni, CREC-UF/IFAS
and Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi, University of Florida
Moderator: Davie Kadyampakeni, CREC-UF/IFAS

Description: The overall goal of this workshop is to
bring together citrus researchers, horticulturalist,
soil scientists, citrus physiologists and pathologists
and provide an opportunity to share their perspectives on emerging accomplishments and develop
future networks and collaborations. Besides citrus
horticultural professionals and those of other disciplines, we anticipate that there will be a lot of interest and participation from industry and students/
postdocs in this workshop.
The speakers will highlight data from their ongoing
programs or case studies that should inform the citrus growers and other extension workers on emerging opportunities for enhancing citrus production in
the US.

3:45 PM Welcoming Remarks
3:50 PM Growing Citrus for the Fresh Market in Covered Production Systems
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Arnold W. Schumann*, University of Florida
Abstract: Citrus Under Protective Screen (CUPS)
is a system for growing fresh-fruit market citrus in
HLB-endemic production regions. CUPS functions
to completely exclude the Asian citrus psyllid (ACP,
Diaphorina citri) and therefore Huanglongbing (HLB)
disease, with screen houses. The benefits of eliminating HLB are immediate and include rapid, normal tree growth, higher yields of premium-quality
fruit, negligible fruit drop, and uncomplicated fertilizer and irrigation requirements. Because CUPS is
a relatively new citrus production system with new
challenges, current guidelines are preliminary and
undergoing constant refinement through research.
CUPS relies on novel integrated approaches for optimizing all management practices, including pest
and disease management, planting densities, variety
and rootstock selection, irrigation and fertilization,
hedging and topping, harvesting, and marketing. The
one-acre CUPS at the University of Florida Citrus Research and Education Center has been instrumental
in demonstrating that profitable fresh market citrus
production is possible in screen houses. For example, the red grapefruit block in the CUPS has generated a net fruit revenue of over $76,000 per acre in
five years.

4:05 PM Trunk Injection As a Delivery
Method for HLB Therapeutic Materials
Ute Albrecht*, University of Florida/IFAS

Abstract: Trunk injections have been used for many
years to target diseases of forest trees, ornamental
trees and shrubs, and some agricultural tree crops.
In contrast to foliar sprays, trunk injection delivers crop production materials such as insecticides,
fungicides, bactericides, defense activators, growth
regulators, or nutrients directly into the tree vasculature. Once materials are injected, they move within the xylem by way of the transpiration stream and
disperse to other parts of the tree. Most of the disease-causing organisms targeted by trunk injections
feed on leaves and inner bark, reside in or near the
surface of leaves, flowers, and twigs, or within the
xylem. HLB or citrus greening is associated with a
bacterial pathogen that inhabits the phloem of citrus
trees. Foliar sprays of antibiotics have been suggested for control of the pathogen but have not reached
the desired efficacy. Hence, trunk injections to deliver materials directly into the vascular system are
now being explored. In this part of the workshop we
will discuss the pros and cons of trunk injections and
whether they provide a practical solution to sustain
citrus production in an HLB endemic environment
such as Florida.

4:20 PM Balanced Nutrition for Citrus Tree
Health and Productivity
Bill Easterwood*, YARA North America

Abstract: As we endure the scourge of HLB infection
in our citrus trees and await our talented scientists
to produce a genetic response, we have found that
the most productive and beneficial programs to date
are psyllid control and balanced nutrition. We have
learned that fertilization of HLB citrus is very complex and we must be more diligent and thorough as
we determine the nutrition needs of our citrus trees
as we minimize tree stress and maximize tree health
and productivity.
Our balanced nutritional programs should be coupled to 4R nutritional stewardship (right nutrient
source, right nutrient rate, right nutrient timing and
right nutrient placement) if we are to give our trees
maximum management while minimizing nutrient
loss to the environment. When we engage the 4R’s
with balanced nutrition, we not only produce healthy
productive trees but provide the nutrients that can
initiate a plant protection response like our own immune system. We will address each of these issues
based on the work in the literature performed by
great scientists before us and the research Yara has
conducted both nationally and internationally.

4:35 PM Managing Root Health of Huanglongbing-Affected Citrus Trees
Evan Johnson*, University of Florida

Abstract: Huanglongbing (HLB) causes severe economic losses to citrus production from fruit drop,
smaller fruit size, and reduced fruit quality. Phloem
plugging caused by the phloem-limited pathogen
‘Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus’ (CLas) likely contributes to these losses. A less apparent source of
tree damage is early root loss that occurs from unknown systemic signals prior to foliar or fruit symptom development. This greatly reduces the trees
maximum water and nutrient uptake capacity. While
the direct mechanisms of root loss remain uncertain,
it does appear to make the citrus roots more susceptible to adverse conditions including root pathogens
and the soil environment. Interactions between HLB
and both Phytophthora root rot and soil pH have
been documented. While the HLB-Phytophthora interaction has proven difficult to successfully manage,
modification of soil or irrigation water pH has shown
improvements in root and tree health. However,
there are limitations to this management practice on
some soils that can reduce its economic feasibility.
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4:50 PM Panel Discussion

3:45 PM – 5:15 PM

incentive and certification programs. In addition, we
will review the resources available, discuss the reach
of the program, and the evaluation and reporting of
behavior change and water savings as a result of the
education.

Workshop: Stocking a Living Inventory: Linking Nursery Production and
Plant Demand

4:20 PM Consumer Preferences and Willingness to Pay for Sustainable Landscape
Attributes

5:10 PM Concluding Remarks

Coordinator: Charles Fontanier, Oklahoma State
University
Moderator: Heidi Kratsch, University of Nevada Cooperative Extension
Description: As the green industry is subjected to
mounting pressure from global climate change, urban landscapes are increasingly faced with diminishing water resources, increased salinity, flooding, novel pests, and severe weather. Understanding what
drives decisions by growers and what drives demand
for particular plant materials may lead to solutions
for a diverse inventory of resilient landscape plants.
This workshop seeks to generate discussion that will
identify and create awareness of plant demand indicators in the landscape, with particular emphasis
on engaging stakeholders from across the green industry including nursery producers, landscape architects, university faculty and staff, and retailers.

3:45 PM Welcoming Remarks
3:50 PM Perspectives on Plant Demand
from a Large Integrated Nursery and
Landscape Management Firm

Timothee Sallin*, Cherrylake Landscape Company

4:05 PM Florida Friendly Landscapes: Creating Impact and Guiding Plant Selection
in the Landscape
Claire Lewis , University of Florida
*

Abstract:
This session will discuss Florida-Friendly Landscaping™ (FFL), as an UF/IFAS extension Program that
seeks to translate UF/IFAS research results into
practical information for the public and promotes
science-based sustainable urban landscape design
and maintenance practices that facilitate water conservation and nonpoint-source pollution prevention.
The FFL program is a partnership between FDEP
and UF/IFAS extension and implemented through
UF/IFAS extension. We will review the Florida State
Statutes that define FFL and mandate FFL training
for commercial fertilizer applicators, as well as other
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Hayk Khachatryan*, University of Florida

Abstract: This presentation will discuss homeowners’
preferences and willingness to pay for alternative /
partial turfgrass residential landscapes, based on
a study conducted in Florida. Although alternative
landscapes have the potential to improve natural resource conservation, maintenance requirements and
curb appeal attributes are two major considerations
that influence homeowners’ preferences and choice
decisions. Overall, participants perceived turfgrass
as requiring less maintenance than non-turfgrass
landscape designs. However, landscapes with higher
percentages of turfgrass were perceived as the least
aesthetically pleasing. Landscapes without any turfgrass (100% non-turfgrass plants) were perceived as
requiring the most maintenance and were also considered less aesthetically pleasing than those with a
mixed ratio. Implications for the landscape services
and related industries will be discussed.

4:35 PM More Than Just a Magazine: Views
from a Modern Horticulture Media Company
Angelique Robb*, Eljays44, LLC

4:50 PM Panel Discussion
3:45 PM – 6:00 PM

Ecological Physiology
Moderator: Skyler Brazel, N/A

3:45 PM Freeze Injury Symptoms and
Growth Impairment in Cranberry Buds

Camilo Villouta*; Beth A Workmaster; Smith Sinclair
and Amaya Atucha, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Abstract: Evaluation of freeze injury in buds is mostly
done by visually quantifying the extent and severity
of symptoms, such as browning or water-soaked tissues. However, correlating injury symptoms to bud
viability can be challenging, thus limiting prediction
of yield losses. The objective of this study was to
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establish a correlation between severities of freeze
injury symptoms in cranberry bud tissues and subsequent growth impairment. Cranberry buds were
sampled from a commercial marsh in central Wisconsin during the spring in 2018 and 2019. Sets of
buds were subjected to controlled freezing tests, followed by either visual freeze injury symptom evaluation of dissected buds or assessment of bud viability by growth assay. Injury symptom evaluation was
performed by rating individual bud structures. Buds
placed in growth assays were evaluated by phenological stage reached after six weeks. The effect of
freezing temperatures on growth potential was estimated by the calculation of LT50 values from fitted
curves. The LT50 represents growth impairment by
50%, as compared to the phenological stage determined on the function’s upper asymptote (typically
the unfrozen control). A model was calculated to
explain LT50 seasonal changes in relation to environmental variables. Tight buds had major variations in
their relative freezing stress resistance as spring progressed. Variability and asynchrony in bud structure
freezing stress resistance was found between bud
structures and date of visual injury evaluation. The
symptom severity level resulting in a growth impairment level of LT50 was greater for bud scales and the
bud axis, in comparison to the other structures. In
the resulting model, the temperature parameter (σT;
calculated for a running seven days using the daily
maximum and minimum temperature) was significant in explaining LT50 temperatures shifts for both
years. This is the first study to correlate freezing injury symptoms of individual bud structures to the impairment of growth potential in cranberry terminal
buds, as well as to develop an explanatory model to
describe seasonal changes in bud cold hardiness in
spring.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Hatch project 1009297
by the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences, University of Wisconsin-Madison and by the Wisconsin
Cranberry Research and Education Foundation

4:00 PM Impacts of Spotted Lanternfly
Feeding on Host Tree Physiology

Emily K. Lavely*1; Edward Primka IV2 and David
Eissenstat2, (1)The Pennsylvania State University, (2)The
Pennsylvania State University
Abstract: The Spotted Lanternfly (SLF, Lycorma delicatula) is an invasive insect native to China, India, and
Vietnam. This invasive pest continues to threaten perennial horticultural and forest species in the eastern United States. It is a phloem-feeding insect, and
due to its swarming behavior, SLF can cause significant feeding damage on host, tree species. Despite

these consequences, critical knowledge gaps remain
about how SLF feeding impacts tree physiology and
plant health. Our research investigated the effects
of SLF feeding on five common forest and landscape tree species: Acer rubrum, Acer saccharinum,
Ailanthus altissima, Betula nigra, and Salix babylonica.
Spotted Lanterfly 4th instar nymphs or adults were
constrained in multi-tree enclosures containing Acer
saccharinum, Ailanthus altissima, Betula nigra, and
Salix babylonica. Additionally, single-branch sleeve
cages were used to constrain 4th instar nymphs or
adults on Acer rubrum and Acer saccharinum. To evaluate feeding pressure, nymphs or adults were introduced in enclosures at densities ranging from 0 to
100. Leaf gas exchange was measured monthly in
multi-tree enclosures and every three to four days
in sleeve cages. In addition, consequences of SLF
feeding on tree energy status was evaluated by analyzing nonstructural carbohydrates and secondary
metabolites in branch samples. In multi-tree enclosures, increasing SLF nymph densities suppressed
photosynthesis in Acer saccharinum, Ailanthus altissima, and Salix babylonica but enhanced photosynthesis for Betula nigra. In sleeve cages, nymphs at
high densities marginally enhanced photosynthesis
in Acer saccharinum but not Acer rubrum. In contrast,
adults constrained in sleeve cages at high densities
suppressed photosynthesis in Acer rubrum and Acer
saccharinum. SLF feeding pressure at high densities
shifted non-structural carbohydrate and metabolite
concentrations. In summary, SLF feeding altered
host tree physiology and energy status, which may
have implications for plant defenses and long-term
tree health.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture

4:15 PM Rootstock-Induced Vigor Is Linked
to Differences in Plant Water Status Via
Anatomical Changes in Xylem Conduit
System in Apple
Erica Casagrande Biasuz*, Washington State University - Tree fruit research center and Lee Kalcsits, Washington State University

Abstract: Rootstocks are critical for modern apple
production. Apple rootstocks can affect tree vigor
and have the capacity to dwarf trees while improving
fruit quality and yield. Although dwarfing has been
characterized horticulturally and, recently, genetically where genetic markers have been associated
with rootstock dwarfing capacity, the physiological
mechanisms underpinning this dwarfing effect have
not been clearly described. Previous research has
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suggested that rootstocks may affect anatomical
traits in the vascular system that alter water relations. In this study, we assessed vegetative growth,
stomatal conductance, and midday water potential
to link physiological leaf traits with carbon and oxygen isotope composition. Rootstock and scion anatomical traits were evaluated on `Honeycrisp` apple
trees grafted on G.87, G.210, G.814, G.969, G.890,
CG.5257, CG.4292, M.26 and B.9. Scanning Electron
Microscopy images were obtained for trunk, graft
union, shoots, and leaves. Parameters included xylem vessel diameter, tracheids density, stomata
porosity diameter, stomata density and mesophyll
traits. Images were evaluated and measured using imageJ image analysis software. Shoot growth
was positively correlated with net CO2 exchange
(r = 0.51255; P <0.001), stomatal conductance (r =
0.41884; P = 0.001), transpiration rate (r = 0.40154;
P = 0.001) and negatively correlated with stem water
potential (r = 0.55894; P <0.001). Leaf δ13C was the
most positive for Bud-9 and significantly correlated
with stomatal conductance (r = 0.54950; P <0.001).
Stem water potential was also negatively correlated
with δ18O (r value = 0.42779; P = 0.0329). Xylem tracheid diameter was the greatest in wood sampled
from Bud-9 rootstocks with Honeycrisp as the scion (p-value 0.001). Xylem tracheid density was the
highest for G.890 (p-value <0.01). In the scion, leaves
sampled from ‘Honeycrisp’ grafted onto G.890 had
reduced spongy mesophyll cell length (P <0.01). The
hypothesis that dwarfing capacity is associated with
anatomical restrictions that may limit water movement and affect plant water status is supported by
the results observed here. This study contributes to
the mechanistic understanding of rootstock-induced
dwarfing in apple trees and provides insight into how
rootstocks affect plant water status throughout both
the rootstock and scion in apple. Rootstock choice
will be critical for orchards seeking to enhance water
conservation and to maintain productivity during uncertain water availability and elevated abiotic stress
conditions in key fruit production regions.

and to aid in reproduction. The production of VOCs
may be altered by climate change. Consequently,
mechanisms involved in plant defense (repelling
herbivores), and plant reproduction (attracting pollinators and seed dispersers) may be affected. This
study investigated the effect of major factors in climate change, carbon dioxide, temperature, and
water, on the emission of petunia flower VOCs.
Petunia × hybrida ‘Mitchell Diploid’ were grown in
growth chambers with two levels of carbon dioxide
(400 and 800 µmol·mol-1), two temperature regimes
(21/18 and 28/25 °C day/night), and two moisture
contents of the media (0.15 and 0.30 m3·m-3) were
maintained by an automated irrigation system. VOC
emissions were collected using headspace sorptive
extraction. The qualitative and quantitative composition of emitted VOC blends was analyzed by gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS), and
data were analyzed by factorial analysis of variance
(ANOVA). The total VOC emission was not affected
by single factors, but by interactions among three
factors. A three-way interaction (CO2 × temperature
× water) was observed in the emission of benzylalcohol, a compound associated with pollinator attraction. Four compounds correlated with deterring
herbivores were affected by temperature × water interactions (phenylethanol, eugenol, and isoeugenol),
and CO2 × temperature interactions (eugenol and benzylbenzoate). Our data suggested that climate change
could influence plant defense mechanisms and reproductive success.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture - Specialty Crop Research
Initiative project "AppleRoot2Fruit: Accelerating the
development, evaluation and adoption of new apple
rootstocks" (2016-51181-25406).

Abstract: Ultraviolet radiation (UV-B) has been shown
to increase during peak crop growth in the summer,
greatly influenced by temporal solar radiation incidence and ozone level variation. UV-B radiation,
the most harmful form reaching the Earth, greatly
affects the concentration of biochemicals in many
crops. UV-B can cause decreases in plant pigments
and increases in flavonoids and oxidative damage,
all of which influence the nutritional content of the
resulting tissue. In addition, the atmospheric emission of greenhouse gases also contributes to the
increasing concentration of atmospheric CO2. The
growth and development of C3 crops, like basil (Oci-

4:30 PM Abiotic Stressors Influence the
Emission of Petunia Flower Volatiles

Sarah A. Mills*; Youyoun Moon; Michael Gutensohn
and Nicole L. Waterland, West Virginia University
Abstract: Flowers emit volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) to protect themselves against herbivores
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: West Virginia Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station (HATCH grant
WVA00640)

4:45 PM Elevated UV-B Radiation and Carbon Dioxide Concentration Alters the Biochemical Properties of Ocimum Basilicum l

Skyler Brazel*; Akanksha Sehgal; Hunt Walne; K.Raja
Reddy and T. Casey Barickman, Mississippi State
University
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mum basilicum L.), has shown to benefit from increased CO2 levels by affecting the production and
accumulation of phytonutrients and antioxidants.
The interactive effects UV-B and CO2 have on basil
are unknown, although intermittent supplemental
UV-B radiation has been shown to influence the concentration of plant pigments, phenols, and antioxidants. Basil ‘Genovese’ plants were subjected to a
combination of supplemental UV-B (0 and 10 kJ m-2d1
) and ambient (420 ppm) and elevated (720 ppm)
CO2 treatments for 38 days after 14 days of germination. Basil plants were grown at the Mississippi
State University soil-plant-atmosphere-research
(SPAR) facility located on the R.R. Foil Plant Science
Research Center, Starkville, MS. The analyses of basil leaf based on area demonstrated an increase in
chlorophyll A, chlorophyll B, total carotenoids, and
total chlorophyll concentrations in UV-B radiation
treatments at both CO2 levels. The CO2 treatments
caused an increase of mean ascorbic acid concentration by 22% and superoxide dismutase activity by
47%. Gravimetric analysis of neoxanthin, violaxanthin, antheraxanthin, zeaxanthin, lutein, β-carotene,
chlorophyll A, and chlorophyll B exhibited interactive
effects between UV-B and CO2 treatments. Similarly, the area-based analysis of leaf malondialdehyde
activity and total leaf phenols revealed interactive
effects from UV-B and CO2 treatments. The impact
that CO2 and UV-B radiation have on the biochemical concentrations of basil can be utilized to improve
existing varieties to increase tolerance. At the same
time, CO2 and UV-B treatments can also be used to
improve the nutritional quality of plants.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This research was made
possible through support from USDA NIFA project
2016-34263-25763, and Hatch projects 043040 and
149210.

5:00 PM Effects of Silicon Supply on Peach
Seedlings Under Hypoxic Conditions

Jonathan Clavijo-Herrera*1; Lorenzo Rossi1; Muhammad Shahid2 and Ali Sarkhosh1, (1)University of
Florida, (2)University of New Hampshire

Abstract: Peach rootstocks are highly susceptible to
the hypoxic conditions caused by flooding, which can
kill the trees and cause significant economic losses
to growers. Silicon has been reported to improve the
performance of plants under abiotic stresses, such
as drought, salinity, and flooding. This study was
aimed to compare the performance of peach rootstock seedlings ‘Flordaguard’ grown in hydroponic
systems, exposed to non-hypoxic and hypoxic conditions, and sprayed with a low and high dose of SiO2
and Si nanoparticles (SiNPs). Under hypoxic condi-

tions, seedlings treated with both doses of SiNPs and
the high dose of SiO2 showed higher photosynthetic
activity than those treated with the low dose of SiO2.
Seedlings in non-hypoxic environment and treated
with SiNPs exhibited the highest SPAD values. Leaves
and roots of seedlings sprayed with SiNPs exhibited
higher superoxide dismutase (SOD) and peroxidase
(POD) activity. Proline and glycinebetaine contents in
leaves and roots were higher in seedlings sprayed
with SiNPs compared to seedling sprayed SiO2. Oxidative damage measured in leaves and roots as lipid peroxidation, O2 content, and H2O2 content was
higher than the control in all seedlings under hypoxic conditions. Although, it was lower in seedlings
sprayed with both doses of SiNPs compared to SiO2.
Si content in leaves and roots was higher in seedlings
sprayed with SiNPs compared to seedling sprayed
SiO2. In conclusion, peach seedlings responded better to SiNPs than SiO2 when under stress caused by
hypoxic conditions.

5:15 PM Effects of Altered Light Transmission Environments on Microclimate, Nutrient Composition, and Quality of Bagged
Peaches

David Campbell*; Ali Sarkhosh; Jeffrey K. Brecht and
Danielle Dion Treadwell, University of Florida

Abstract: Organic peach fruit bagging reduces pest
injury and increases postharvest quality. Bagging
alters the light environment in situ and has the potential to affect the microclimate around the fruit,
leading to changes in fruit quality. Peach fruit quality
attributes such as size, total soluble solids, and anthocyanin content may be enhanced or diminished
when fruit mature are grown in environments with
specific light spectra. In this study, we examined
whether different bag colors can result in different
quality enhancements.
To test the effect of eight different light spectra on
peach fruit quality, a completely randomized trial
was conducted on USDA-certified organic land at
a UF/IFAS research center in Citra, Florida in 2019.
Fruit from six peach trees (each tree served as a replicate) of two cultivars, ‘Tropic Beauty’ and ‘UFSun’,
were bagged with theatre-quality photoselective colored film inserts that increased the spectral transmission rate (insert/bag color) of: 300-400 nm (blue),
500-600 nm (green), > 600 nm (red), > 725 nm (black),
and a broad spectrum photosynthetic photon flux
density reduction relative to full sunlight (white). On
each tree, 40 fruit (eight per treatment) were bagged
and eight fruit were tagged as an un-bagged control
between 28 February and 11 March. Sensors were
placed inside bags on three, single-tree replicates,
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and temperature and relative humidity were recorded hourly until bag removal on 17 May. Mature fruit
were harvested from 12 April to 15 May. Data were
analyzed with SAS 9.4 using the Glimmix procedure
and Tukey’s for post hoc analyses.
Bagging increased the air temperature around the
fruit by 5.1oC (p<0.001) and reduced the relative humidity by 10.1% (p<0.001) with minor differences
among bag colors. Green bags increased flesh firmness compared to the control (p<0.001). Un-bagged
fruit had higher anthocyanin content compared to
the blue and green treatments (p=0.002). Un-bagged
fruit had lower peel lightness (p<0.001), peel hue
(p<0.001), and flesh chroma (p=0.041) relative to all
colored bag treatments. White bags did not affect
the nutrient composition of the peel, flesh or pit. Bag
color did not affect fresh weight, diameter, chlorophyll content, total soluble solids, or pH. Growers
that choose to bag peach fruit for pest protection will
benefit further if the chosen colored bag enhances
fruit quality. Additional research on the fluence rate
for each of these isolated wavelength ranges is needed to assess whether the quality of peach or other
fruits can be enhanced with colored bags.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA OREI grant
no. 2016-51300-25726

5:30 PM Q&A - Ecological Physiology - All
Session Speaker Are Required to Attend
4:00 PM – 5:30 PM

Special Session: Leadership: Another
Part of your Career as a Horticulturist
Speaker: Louise Ferguson, University of California,
Davis
Description: Leadership: Another Part of your Career as a Horticulturist
Advance registration is required.
Among ASHS members, the undergraduate and
graduate students, postdocs, faculty and industry
members are our future department chairs, deans,
provosts, chancellors, industry and government
leaders. Just as it takes years, and conscious efforts
to become an effective scientist, professor or extension professional it also takes training to become a
leader. This session will focus on how to approach
developing your leadership skills; starting with a better understanding of yourself and seeking out leadI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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ership training opportunities.

4:00 PM Leadership: Another Part of your
Career as a Horticulturist (Session will
focus on how to develop your leadership
skills)
Louise Ferguson*, University of California, Davis

Abstract: Among ASHS members, the undergraduate and graduate students, postdocs, faculty and industry members are our future department chairs,
deans, provosts, chancellors, industry and government leaders. Just as it takes years, and conscious
efforts to become an effective scientist, professor
or extension professional it also takes training to
become a leader. This session will focus on how to
approach developing your leadership skills; starting
with a better understanding of yourself and seeking
out leadership training opportunities.

4:00 PM – 6:00 PM

Marketing and Economics
Moderator: Melinda Knuth, Texas A&M University

4:00 PM Characterizing Where Consumers
Purchase Fresh Fruits: An Attitudinal Factor Study

Juliano M. R. Marques*1; Ariana P Torres2; Bridget
K. Behe3; Luiz Henrique de Barros Vilas Boas1 and
Petrus Langenhoven2, (1)Purdue University/University of Lavras (UFLA), (2)Purdue University, (3)Michigan
State University

Abstract: Before a consumer decides what to buy,
he/she first decides where to buy it. While health,
taste, and benefits are likely to drive consumers
to buy locally, the share of local food sales is small
compared to other market outlets. Researchers investigated attitudinal drivers that guide consumers
to purchase fresh fruits from their selected marketplace. Consumer theory supports the notion that
price drives most purchasing behavior, yet it is unclear how health, taste, and preference for foods are
correlated with the market choice for fresh fruits.
Using data from a national online survey conducted in 2018, this study identifies attitudinal drivers of
purchasing fresh fruits at different US market outlets. We used four established attitudinal scales to
investigate purchasing behavior: General Health Interest, Cravings for Sweet Foods, Food Pleasure and
Variety Seeking in Food. Additionally, we investigated
how demographic characteristics and perceptions of
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fresh fruit attributes drive consumers to select buying at chains stores, independent stores, and local
markets.

ing to help sales rebound. One of the key strategies
to help the melon industry is to understand consumer perceptions and preferences for melons.

From a sample of 2,041 fresh fruits consumers, we
found that 71% of them purchased most fruits at
chain stores, followed by independent stores (18%),
and local markets (11%). Local markets consumers
tended to have higher income household, smaller
households, and rate higher on health interest, food
pleasure, and variety of seeking food scales compared to consumers who purchased their fruit from
other markets.

Using data from a national online survey, this study
identifies consumer preferences for key search, experience, and credence attributes of melons influencing purchasing behavior. Using a qualitive approach, we build from a quantitative study (Torres
et al., In Print) to identify the personal values guiding
segments of consumer. Based on the previous study,
the top three search attributes were price, ripeness
and no bruise.

Preliminary results from a multinomial regression
showed being single, having higher income, favoring
locally-grown foods, and distance to market were
major drivers to purchase in local markets. It is likely that smaller households were willing to value local produce, pay price premiums, and drive longer
distances to access those fruits. Purchasing from
independent stores was more likely among female
consumers and those with no children. Women have
been reported to prefer healthy foods and supplements that are more likely available in independent
grocery stores. Lastly, consumers who rated high in
cravings for sweet foods and those prioritizing prices when purchasing fresh fruits were more likely to
choose chain stores. These consumers are likely to
value the one-stop-shop convenience of chain stores.

The top three valued experience attributes were flavor, freshness and sweetness. Lastly, the top three
credence attributes were free of pesticide, local, and
organic. We segmented respondents as no-eaters
and light, moderate, and heavy consumers.

Our findings can be used to provide insights to food
retailers targeting fresh fruits consumers. For example, farmers market vendors can tailor marketing
campaigns, targeting high income young individuals,
regardless their location within the city. Alternatively, grocery stores can attract consumers to their produce section by highlighting flavor and sweetness of
fruits in their marketing strategies.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Indiana Specialty Crops
Block Grant

4:15 PM Investigating the Attributes,
Consequences, and Values Guiding Melon
Consumers

Luiz Henrique de Barros Vilas Boas*1; Ariana P
Torres2; Juliano M. R. Marques1 and Petrus Langenhoven2, (1)Purdue University/University of Lavras
(UFLA), (2)Purdue University

Abstract: Consumers are demanding more fresh
foods than ever, and melons are one of their favorite
fruits. Up until 2011, the US was one of the leading
producers and consumers of melons in the world,
but a food borne illness outbreak reduced melon
production by 32% during the past decade. Since
then, industry, government, and researchers are try-

The goal of this study is to understand why consumers valued key search, experience, and credence
attributes among segments. A secondary goal is understanding how these values correlated with foods
safety concerns. We draw from the means-end chain
(MEC) and personal values (PV) theories to establish
the relationships between attributes, consequences,
and values that guide the purchase of melons. We
hypothesize that values related to personal security
(health), hedonism (pleasure), universalism (community), and conformity (do the right thing) drive consumers to purchase melons. However, we expect
that values are important for different segments of
consumers. Preliminary results showed that experience attributes are more related to the value hedonism, credence attributes to personal security and
universalism, and search attributes to conformity.
For example, heavy consumers are motivated by
food cravings and pleasure.
Qualitative analysis helps us provide in-depth information to academics, government, and industry stakeholders. Our findings provide insights that
assist the communication strategies for different
consumer segments. For example, highlighting experience attributes can help fruit retailers to attract
heavy consumers of melons. Thus, it is important for
retailers to consider the personal values of customer
segments before designing and delivering effective
marketing strategies.

4:30 PM Top-Down Analysis of Varied Sign
Complexities

Melinda Knuth*1; Bridget K. Behe2 and Patricia Huddleston2, (1)Texas A&M University, (2)Michigan State
University
Abstract: Retail and garden center signage is intend-
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ed to deliver information about products and messaging from the company to facilitate purchases. Yet,
how much information is helpful for consumers? The
desired level of information required to make a decision can be captured through eye movements. Our
eyes move (saccade) and pause (fixate) to direct attention. Cognitive processing of visual items requires
the eyes to attend to an object. Eye movement can
measure attention, and attention increases mental
processing of an object (e.g. word, image, object, and
product). Both the characteristics of the person (topdown factors) and the stimulus (bottom-up factors)
contribute to attention and influence the meaning
derived from the stimulus. Three individuals rated
45 signs as low, moderate, or highly complex (Wedel
and Pieters (2008) and selected 15 (5 from each category) after examining the mean ratings. Images were
randomized and incorporated into the Tobii X1 Light
Eye Tracker software where 85 subjects were asked
to rate the likeliness to buy (0-10 scale). Involvement
theory and a likelihood model were used to evaluate
customer attention to areas of interest on the signs
and overall signs.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Metro-Detroit Flower
Growers Association

4:45 PM Effects of Perceived Economic
Contributions on Individual Preferences
for Environmentally Friendly Residential
Landscapes

Xumin Zhang and Hayk Khachatryan*, University of
Florida
Abstract: The increasing trend in areas devoted to
maintained residential landscapes increases the potential for unintended environmental consequences. To mitigate potential adverse environmental
impacts, state, local governments, and water management organizations are interested in policies that
promote low-input residential landscapes and relevant landscaping practices by individual households.
Converting traditional, turfgrass dominated residential lawns into low-input landscapes (i.e., micro-irrigated partial turfgrass lawns) is one approach for
water conservation. In addition to natural resource
conservation, considerations of perceived economic
benefits of residential landscapes, such as the home
value-added benefits (VAB), may affect the adoption
decision. Current research on economic incentives is
insufficient, and the relationship between individuals’
perceived VAB of low-input landscapes and preferences needs further investigation. The present study
use a discrete choice experiment framework to investigate the effects of individuals’ perceived VAB on
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willingness to pay for environmentally friendly landscapes (EFLs). The results inform that the perceived
VAB significantly affect individuals’ adoption intentions, particularly for EFL designs. Economic incentives and benefits information can be complementary mechanisms to encourage pro-environmental
behavior. Contributions to the residential landscape
preferences literature and practical implications for
industry stakeholders are discussed.

5:00 PM Second-Price Auction for Estimating Consumers' Willingness-to-Pay for Two
Actinidia spp.
Seth D. Wannemuehler*; Chengyan Yue; James J
Luby and Robert Guthrie, University of Minnesota

Abstract: In the past decade, trends in fruit and
vegetable production show that consumers are interested in both local production and diversity of
produce. Kiwiberry (Actinidia spp.) is a cold-hardy,
novel crop that will allow Minnesota’s growers to
take advantage of these trends. However, growers
are uncertain about consumers’ interest and willingness-to-pay (WTP) for this novel fruit. This study examined consumer WTP using a second price auction
where participants tasted and placed bids for two A.
arguta and two A. kolomikta varieties and four substitute fruits: strawberry, raspberry, blueberry, and
blackberry. The study’s findings suggest that when
kiwiberry is compared to other fruit, consumers as
a whole favored fruit that was already familiar. Using survey data, a consumer profile was identified
for consumers most likely to purchase kiwiberries in
Minnesota.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Minnesota Department
of Agriculture

5:15 PM Fresh Produce Market Channel
Alterations Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic
David Picha*, Louisiana State University

Abstract: The COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic of
2020 resulted in significant disruptions in produce
supply chains and major alterations in marketing
channels. Wholesale and foodservice sectors in the
U.S. suffered the worst economic losses during the
period from late March through early May when
dine-in restaurants, malls, schools, universities, and
most businesses were closed, air travel was severely restricted, and professional sporting events and
other public entertainment venues were canceled.
Fresh produce sales to fine-dining restaurants suffered declines of about 80% year-on-year, while
sales to quick-service restaurants dropped about
30%. Fresh produce sales via military and public
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health foodservice channels remained at near normal volumes, as these institutions remained open.
The nationwide stay-at-home orders during this period resulted in record fresh produce sales by grocers, supermarkets, and other retail market channel
outlets, which remained open during the pandemic.
Potatoes, sweetpotatoes, and oranges were among
the leading fresh produce item beneficiaries of increased retail sales. Retailers switched from bulk to
bagged produce for apples, pears, oranges, and potatoes, as consumers made fewer trips to the store,
preferred packaging convenience, and significantly
increased the amount of online ordering. Consumer
purchasing patterns for fresh produce shifted to alltime highs for online orders.

5:30 PM Q&A -Marketing and Economics - All Session Speakers Are Required to
Attend
4:00 PM – 6:00 PM

Organic Horticulture 1
Moderator: Tina Marie Waliczek Cade, Texas State
Universtiy

4:00 PM Farmer-Driven Research Design:
Developing More Adoptable Research Outcomes

Marilyn E. Swisher*1; Alia DeLong1; Kaylene Sattanno1; Carlene A. Chase1; Xin Zhao1; Oscar Emanuel
Liburd1; Zhifeng Gao1; Alejandro Bolques2 and
Sanjun Gu3, (1)University of Florida, (2)Florida A&M
University, (3)North Carolina Agricultural and Technical
State University

Abstract: Rapidly changing economic, environmental
and social conditions continually present new challenges to researchers and farmers alike. The cycle
from problem identification through discovery of
potential solutions and finally farmers’ adoption of
solutions is lengthy. The objective of this study was
use collaborative methods to speed up the cycle
of discovery in sustainable organic strawberry systems. This research combines farmers’ experiential
knowledge with scientists’ experimental knowledge
to develop rigorous research design collectively. Our
biological research investigated the performance of
several strawberry cultivars and cover crops in an
organic production system. Farmers evaluated our
biological research and co-designed research experiments with scientists. The farmer researchers
(1) evaluated on-station experiments individually

and then made recommendations as a group, (2)
served as advisory council members to direct our
goals and objectives, and (3) conducted farmer field
trials where they implemented our on-station experiments under their farm management techniques.
The results from this combined approach resulted
in the elimination of potential solutions that were
not feasible, ineffective or too costly for farmers to
adopt. Key results included eliminating expensive
high tunnel systems, adding a leguminous cover
crop mix instead of a single species, adding companion planting, and eliminating strawberry cultivars
Festival and Florida Beauty from our research trials.
Our proposed method integrates farmer researchers in biological research to keep up with the pace of
change in the global economy. Accelerating the discovery cycle could significantly improve our ability to
identify and address threats to the U.S. and global
food and fiber production system. This work is supported by Organic Agriculture Research and Extension Initiative grant no. 2015-51300-24134 from the
USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work is supported
by Organic Agriculture Research and Extension Initiative grant no. 2015-51300-24134 from the USDA
National Institute of Food and Agriculture.

4:15 PM Effect of Signage on Composting
Knowledge and Attitude

Katherine Westerman; Pratheesh Omana Sudhakaran* and Tina Marie Waliczek Cade, Texas State
University

Abstract: Approximately 2% of the total food waste
accumulated in United States are from US college
campuses. Composting is one of the critical waste
management practices to help manage food waste
and greenhouse gas production. However, improper
disposal of food waste at US college campuses is a
common obstacle. One of the confounding factors
of the improper disposal of food waste is lack of
knowledge about composting. Past recent research
suggested improved signage will help gain attention
of consumers on composting. The purpose of this
study is to study the effect of signage in improving
composting knowledge of the students. A new graphic-heavy signage was considered as treatment and
conventional signage was used as the control for this
study. Pre and post-test signages were distributed
throughout the campus by the composting student
organization, Bobcat Blend. A survey was developed
to understand the effect on students’ composting
knowledge and attitudes. Surveys were conducted
before and after placing the newly developed signage
to investigate the students change in knowledge and
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attitude towards composting. Using multiple linear
regression models the effect of signage and other
factors affecting composting knowledge and attitude were analysed. The results showed that with
the implementation of new signage, the student’s
knowledge towards composting was improved. Our
results also showed that demographic characteristics were also significant factors related to composting knowledge. Ethnicity was considered to be
a potential influencing factor on knowledge scores,
and it was found that American Indian or Alaskan
Native students performed better with the new signage whereas Caucasian students performed more
poorly. Compared across gender, women tended to
attain higher knowledge scores when compared to
men. The results of the study also indicated that signage had no significant influence on composting attitudes. However, knowledge scores were a significant
factor for composting attitudes. This implies that if
we invest in composting knowledge, it would help
improve the composting attitude. No individual demographic characteristics were found significant for
the attitude scores. In short, this result reflects some
light on the factors that might influence composting
knowledge and attitudes.

4:30 PM Determining How Cover Crop Diversity and Composition Affect Nitrogen
Cycling in Organic Vegetable Production

John Allar and Gabriel Maltais-Landry*, University of
Florida
Abstract: Summer cover crops can improve internal
nitrogen (N) cycling in Florida agroecosystems while
increasing crop yield, with mixtures potentially providing more benefits to growers than monocultures.
As the majority of cover crop research in the US focuses on winter cover crops in temperate regions,
Florida-specific research for summer cover crops
is lacking. In June 2018, we established a two-year
experiment in Gainesville (Florida) comparing the
effects of five summer cover crop treatments and
a weedy fallow (WF) on cover crop biomass production, soil N cycling, and bell pepper yields. Cover crop treatments included monocultures of sunn
hemp (SH) or sorghum sudangrass (SSG), a SH – SSG
mixture (2sp), a SH – SSG – buckwheat mixture (3sp),
and a SH – SSG – buckwheat – cowpea – sunflower
mixture (5sp). Cover crops were planted in June in
both 2018 and 2019 and terminated after 8 weeks.
Bell peppers were grown subsequently and fertilized with 149 kg N ha-1 for all cover crop treatments,
whereas WF plots were split into two N treatments:
149 and 224 kg N ha-1. Cover crop and pepper plant
biomass was analyzed for carbon and N by com-
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bustion, while pepper fruit N was analyzed by TKN
digestion. Soils were sampled periodically throughout the two-year study and analyzed for inorganic N
and potential net N mineralization by colorimetry.
Aboveground cover crop biomass was lowest in SSG
in 2018 (4551 kg ha-1) and 2019 (5867 kg ha-1), and
greatest in 2sp in 2018 (7648 kg ha-1) and 2019 (9204
kg ha-1). The 2sp mixture produced significantly more
biomass than monocultures in both years, with the
exception of similar biomass in SH and 2sp in 2018.
Summer cover crops had large N uptake rates in the
first year of the study, with the lowest N uptake for
SSG (78.6 kg N ha-1) and the highest N uptake for 5sp
(154.8 kg N ha-1). However, summer cover crops did
not increase soil N availability and yields compared
to WF, most likely because the transfer of cover crop
N to the subsequent pepper crop was limited. Partial
N budgets showed large N surpluses with less than
20% of the N added with cover crops and fertilizer
recovered in pepper fruits. Nevertheless, all cover
crops showed a good potential to scavenge residual
soil N. Overall, given the low cover crop N transfer
in this vegetable system, N taken up by cover crop
biomass was likely susceptible to substantial losses.

4:45 PM Microbe-Containing Crop Biostimulants in Vegetable Production: Product
Expectations and Evaluation Statistics
Driving Next-Generation Research and
Extension

Nicole Wright1; Sonia Walker2; Mark Spigos3 and
Matthew D. Kleinhenz*2, (1)The Ohio State University,
(2)The Ohio State University-OARDC, (3)The Ohio State
Univ., OH Agricultural Res and Dev Center

Abstract: Commercial microbe-containing crop biostimulants (MCCBs) are: (a) numerous, (b) used in
increasing quantities across an increasing number
of farms, (c) diverse in composition (e.g., bacterial,
fungal, both; cfu/ml), (d) developed, marketed, and
applied largely outside regulatory and testing infrastructures common to other inputs, and (e) importantly, enigmatic partly because of questions
surrounding efficacy and returns on investment.
These questions draw partly from conflicting or inconclusive test results and testimonials. Worse, they
impede growers, extension-research personnel, and
product representatives trying to set 4-R like bestuse protocols and reliable estimates of returns on
investment of MCCBs. During 2015 – 2019, randomized, replicated experiments were completed in seven states (IA, IL, MI, MO, OH, PA, TN), on fifteen farms
and two research stations, with seven crops (broccoli, carrot, lettuce, pepper, spinach, squash, tomato)
grown in field or high tunnel settings, and with ten
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OMRI-listed products (Azos Blue, Biogenesis 1 TM
NP, BioYield, EcoFungi, Environoc 401, Hydroguard,
MycoApply All Purpose Granular, MycoApply Endomax Concentrated WP, Mycogenesis, NP Bioplin). Individual on-station experiments were completed in
transitional- or certified-organic systems and began
spring, summer, or fall with treatment factorials including multiple levels of product (i.e. four-six) and
either rate or timing (i.e., 0.5x, 1x, or 1.5x label rate;
at or after seeding or transplanting). Outcomes from
standard, inferential, means-comparison statistical
approaches common in product evaluations and
other research show that inoculation rarely resulted
in significant increases in yield or quality, regardless
of experiment. Descriptive approaches, however,
reveal that inoculation increased yield at least ten
percent in 11-64% of plots across thirty-nine runs of
eleven on-station experiments. The same baseline
increase was observed in 44% and 34% of all high
tunnel (899) and field (1650) plots, respectively; application timing appeared to influence whether yield
increases were observed. These observations can
resonate with growers who, reports and experience
suggest, may select and use statistics and probabilities differently than scientific advisors. Examining
potential farm-level effects of using MCCBs and developing recommendations based on them will benefit from setting clear stakeholder-based product expectations and associated metrics and processes for
gauging success. Descriptive, probabilistic statistical
approaches used in other disciplines may be assets
in that process.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NCR-SARE Research and
Extension (H005722913)

5:00 PM Vegetable Seedling Performance
in Growing Media for Organic Production

Elizabeth T. Maynard*; Wenjing Guan; Petrus Langenhoven and Lori Hoagland, Purdue University

Abstract: For certified organic production in the United States seedlings must be grown in media that meet
standards of the USDA National Organic Program.
Understanding how seedling performance varies in
different media can help producers select appropriate media. This project compared seedling growth in
commercially available media for organic production
and evaluated post-transplant performance. Vegetable seedlings were grown in seven media in greenhouses at Wanatah, W. Lafayette, and Vincennes, IN.
Chemical characteristics of seven media measured
in saturated media extract ranged as follows: pH
5.2–7.5; electrical conductivity (EC) 0.79–4.68 mmhos•cm-1; and in ppm, nitrate-N 1–332; P 4.8–68.6; K
41–451, Ca 78–714, and Mg 25–121. On a dry weight

basis total N ranged from 0.56% to 1.46% and ammonium-N from 1 to 421 ppm. For tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.), squash (Cucurbita pepo L.) and watermelon (Citrullus lanatus (Thunb.) Matsum. & Nakai),
growing media significantly influenced maximum
emergence (MAXE), days to 50% emergence (DAY50),
and emergence uniformity (UNIF). For those crops,
media EC accounted for at least 79%, 76%, and 63%
of the variation in MAXE, DAY50, and UNIF, respectively. Higher EC was associated with lower MAXE
and higher DAY50 and UNIF. For cucumber (Cucumis
sativus L.), only DAY50 differed significantly among
media, and EC explained variation only for MAXE.
Media moisture management also likely contributed
to differences in emergence. Tomato and cucurbit
seedling aboveground dry weights were significantly
greater in five media that contained compost than in
two that did not. Four of the five compost-based media produced seedlings of similar dry weight, and the
fifth produced smaller seedlings. Tomato seedlings
were transplanted to the field at the three locations.
Tomato plant aboveground dry weight 4 weeks after
transplanting (WAT) was similar for seedlings started
in the five compost-based media, and those plants
were larger than plants started in the two media
without compost. Larger plants tended to flower
and set fruit earlier. The percent of plants with fruit
set by 4 WAT was positively correlated with EC and
nitrate-N measured in growing media before seeding (P<.05, r2=0.61 and 0.76, respectively). Results
document that media for organic production differ
significantly in performance for vegetable transplant
production when not supplemented with additional
nutrients. Media with higher initial EC can reduce or
delay emergence, but plants can develop into larger
seedlings than those grown in media with lower nutrient content. In the case of tomatoes, those plants
can set fruit earlier in the field.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: United States Department of Agriculture and Indiana State Department of
Agriculture, Award Number 16-SCBGPIN-0052

5:15 PM Measuring the Quality of Compost
Created Using Human Hair and Animal
Fur Waste
Tina Marie Waliczek Cade*; Janet Hale; Alex McMoran and Magdalena Eriksen, Texas State University

Abstract: Composting is an effective waste management alternative and creates a horticultural and agriculture-based resource. Globally, human hair and
pet fur from salons, barber shops, and pet groomers
are being disposed of in large qualities and on a regular basis in the landfill every day, making it an ideal resource for waste stream diversion. Hair and fur
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are organic substances contain essential plant nutrients, moisture retention properties and the ability
to insulate and stabilize soil and, therefore, could
potentially be composted to create a valuable horticultural product. However, hair and fur also have
the capacity to contain heavy metals and/or other
contaminants from hair treatments. The purpose of
this study was to investigate the feasibility of composting human hair and animal fur as an alternative
waste management option, while maintaining compost quality standards. In-vessel composters were
utilized in the study to prevent potential leaching of
any potential soil contaminants. Separate compost
recipes of pet and human hair were created using
25% hair, 40% wood chips, and 35% food waste. After composting, composite compost samples were
gathered and sent to a certified testing lab to test for
compost quality. Samples indicated that high quality
composts were created.

5:30 PM Q&A - Organic Horticulture 1 - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
5:30 PM – 6:00 PM

Virtual Tour: Florida Nursery
Growers and Landscape Association Flower Trials Showcasing Breeder’s New Plant Varieties
Sponsor: Ornamental Plant Breeding

Coordinator: Tiare Silvasy, University of Florida
Objectives:
Tour the 2020 Florida Nursery Growers and Landscape Association (FNGLA) Florida Flower Trails at the University of Florida’s Orange County Extension Center in Orlando, FL. See how breeder’s
newest varieties of plants fare against the heat, humidity and
rain in Central Florida. Tour is organized by the Ornamental Plant
Breeding Professional Interest Group
Followed by Q&A
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—Workshops—

Part 1: Workshops/Special Sessions

Day 2: Tuesday, August 11, 2020
8:00 AM – 9:30 AM

Seed & Stand Establishment/Root
Growth & Rhizosphere Dynamics
Moderator: Tiare Silvasy, University of Florida

8:00 AM Suitability of Direct-Seeded Florida Native Wildflowers for Establishment
in Home Gardens
Tiare Silvasy*, University of Florida

Abstract: Wildflowers can be a beneficial addition to
home landscapes because they provide food for the
Florida native wildlife and attract beneficial predatory insects. As urbanization has increased, many natural areas for native Florida wildflowers have been
lost to development. The objective of this study was
to determine the suitability of five native Florida wildflower species grown in simulated homeowner landscape conditions at the Orange County Extension Education Center. The five species (Coreopsis lanceolata,
Coreopsis leavenworthii, Gaillardia pulchella, Phlox
drummondii, Asclepias tuberosa) were direct-seeded
in the fall of 2019. Species were evaluated for canopy
coverage, weed competition, overall health, aesthetic look, and flowering time. Results showed Gaillardia sp established greatest canopy coverage (94%) at
90 days, followed by the two Coreopsis species (70
to 80% coverage). Phlox drummondii had the earliest
bloom date (Dec. 16). Presence of aphids on Asclepias tuberosa was the only pest noted. In conclusion,
direct seeding of Florida native wildflowers can produce a healthy stand of plants and flowers to benefit
wildlife with minimal inputs of water, fertilizer, and
maintenance. Through further extension activities,
residents will be educated on practices to adopt the
planting of native Florida wildflowers in their yards.

8:15 AM Low Temperature Atmospheric
Plasma: A Potential Tool for Improving
Sprouting and Plant Growth of Turmeric

Rao S Mentreddy*1; Lam Duong1; Ryan Gott2 and
Kunning Xu2, (1)Alabama A&M University, (2)University
of Alabama in Huntsville
Abstract: Non-thermal, cold, or low-temperature
plasma (LTP), also referred to as the 'fourth state of
matter,' is a weakly ionized noble gas or ambient air
comprised of positive and negative ions, electrons,
excited and neutral atoms, free radicals, molecules
in the ground and excited states, and the UV pho-

tons. Dielectric barrier discharges, plasma jets, and
corona jets generated using noble gases, mainly He
and Ar, are being increasingly used in several agricultural applications, including microbial disinfection,
enzymatic inactivation, improving the cooking quality, starch modification, and for enhancing the seed
germination and plant growth. However, there are
no such studies reported on rhizomatous crops. Turmeric (Curcuma longa), a popular spice/condiment,
has proven anti-cancer, anti-inflammatory, and anti-Alzheimer properties, among many other benefits, and is trending as a popular medicinal herb in
the US. It is gaining popularity among farmers in the
southeastern US with increasing acreage and markets. However, poor sprouting in some of the turmeric varieties often results in poor stand establishment and low yields. The objective of the study was
to assess the effects of LTP on sprouting and plant
growth of turmeric varieties known for slow sprouting. Eight turmeric varieties of Vietnamese origin
(Vn3, Vn6, Vn8, Vn 23, Vn24, Vn30, Vn39, and Vn50)
were each exposed to Helium gas LT pulse jet plasma for 90 seconds, and the treated and the untreated control rhizomes were planted in seedling trays
in the greenhouse. The date of sprouting and plant
height were recorded at weekly intervals. All plasma-treated rhizomes sprouted six to twenty-eight
days earlier and achieved 100% sprouting a week to
four weeks earlier than the untreated control. The
plasma-treated plants grew faster and were taller
(37 – 39 cm) than the untreated control (26-33cm) at
67 days after planting. The mean percentage differences in the plant height between the treated and
the untreated ranged from 8.8 for Vn6 to 43.2 for
Vn23. The response to LTP varied with genotype and
was consistent over the long term. The study showed
that cold or low-temperature plasma offers potential
for improving turmeric plant stand establishment
and crop performance.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This research was supported by NSF EPSCoR RII Track 1 Grant OIA – 1655280.

8:30 AM A Root-Centric View of Root-Microbe Interactions at an Apple Replant
Site

Emily K. Lavely*1; Robert M Crassweller2; Richard P.
Marini3 and David Eissenstat3, (1)The Pennsylvania
State University, (2)Pennsylvania State University, (3)The
Pennsylvania State University
Abstract: Continuous planting of apple (Malus do-
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mestica) at an orchard site may lead to a build-up of
soil-borne fungal pathogens associated with apple
replant disease (ARD). These fungi target the fine,
absorptive roots needed for water and nutrient uptake. In young trees, infection by these fungi can lead
to root death, stunted tree growth, and potentially
tree mortality. While protecting roots by enhancing
mycorrhizal fungal colonization may be a promising management strategy, our understanding of
root-microbe interactions limits the use of this approach. This study investigated root production of
newly planted ‘Golden Delicious’ apple trees on M.26
rootstock at an apple replant site. In 2017, trees were
planted in an herbicide strip previously planted with
apple or in a former, grass, row middle. In 2018, root
colonization by arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi and
putative ARD pathogens were observed. In addition,
root proliferation and mycorrhizal fungal foraging in
response to a localized nitrogen-rich (urea vs. organic N) patch was also investigated.
Cumulative root proliferation was higher in trees
grown in the grass row than trees grown in the herbicide strip previously occupied by apple trees. From
June to August, new root proliferation was not influenced by replant location; however, root production
was suppressed for trees grown in the herbicide strip
in September. In addition, replant location altered
growth rates of individual roots. A higher proportion
of fine roots in the grass row had faster growth rates
than fine roots in the herbicide strip. Nutrient addition marginally affected root proliferation, and mean
length of individual roots was suppressed by urea
addition for trees planted in the herbicide strip. Total microbial biomass and mycorrhizal fungal hyphal
biomass were higher in the grass row in August and
September than the herbicide strip. Total microbial
biomass was also higher in the organic nitrogen-rich
patch in September regardless of replant location.
These results suggest that for young apple trees,
both roots and mycorrhizal fungi may forage for nutrients more in the grass row than the herbicide strip
at this replant site.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: AFRI NIFA Predoctoral
Fellowship [grant no. 2017-67011-26031/project accession no. 1011023]; USDA, NIFA, Northeast Sustainable
Agriculture Research and Education program [GNE17155]

8:45 AM Application of a Subsurface Compost Layer Improves Water Retention and
Root Development of Tomato Seedlings in
Sandy Soil
Shinsuke Agehara*, University of Florida and Atsushi
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Sanada, Tokyo University of Agriculture
Abstract: Sandy soils in subtropical climates are characterized by poor water retention, low organic matter, and high susceptibility to compaction. Although
compost is a valuable organic soil conditioner, its fast
decomposition limits its benefits under subtropical
environments. We hypothesized that application of
compost in a subsurface layer, rather than soil incorporation, can delay the decomposition of compost
by reducing compost–soil contact, while improving
water retention and root development by reducing
downward water movement and increasing root–
compost contact. A rhizotron experiment was conducted under controlled greenhouse conditions to
test this hypothesis. Each rhizotron had a 22×30 cm
scan window on each side and was packed with 2655
cm³ of sandy soil collected from a tomato field in central Florida. Compost was incorporated uniformly in
the entire soil profile or applied in a 1-cm thick layer
at the 5 cm depth. The application rate of compost
was 1% on a dry weight basis in both treatments.
We grew tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) seedlings
in rhizotrons over 12 days and performed quantitative growth measurements via image analysis of rhizotron scan images, overhead canopy photographs,
and scan images of washed roots. Compared to the
incorporation treatment, the layer treatment promoted both shoot and root growth but to different
extents. Shoot growth promotion was rapid but transient, with canopy projected area increasing by up
to 34% only at 3 to 5 days after transplanting (DAT).
By contrast, root growth promotion was gradual and
consistent, with root projected area increasing by
27% and 57% at 7 and 12 DAT, respectively. At 12
DAT, the layer treatment had 13% and 18% greater
total root length and root surface area, respectively,
than the incorporation treatment, whereas none of
shoot growth variables showed significant treatment
effects. Soil water movement was also affected differently by the two compost treatments. At 12 DAT,
the incorporation treatment had relatively uniform
soil moisture distribution in the entire soil profile,
whereas the layer treatment had 80% to 164% higher soil moisture at the 5-10 cm depth than at other
depths. In addition, a dye test demonstrated that
the layer treatment slowed down downward water
movement but promoted lateral water movement
compared to the incorporation treatment. These results suggest that application of a subsurface compost layer improves water retention and root development of tomato in sandy soil, and that it is a more
effective application method than soil incorporation.

9:00 AM Q&A - Seed & Stand Establishment/Root Growth & Rhizosphere Dynam-
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ics - All Session Speakers Are Required to
Attend
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM

Nursery Crops
Moderator: Brandon M. Miller, Cornell University

8:00 AM Correction of Mouse Ear Disorder
of Yellow and Sweet Birches

Brandon M. Miller*, Cornell University; John M. Ruter,
University of Georgia and Nina Bassuk, Cornell Univ
Abstract: Yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis) and
sweet birch (B. lenta) are taxa endemic to the eastern United States that merit attention for use in
managed landscapes. Both species offer unique ornamental traits and are purportedly resistant to the
bronze birch borer. Similar to river birch (B. nigra),
container production of yellow and sweet birches
may be limited by mouse ear disorder, a result of
nickel deficiency. Consistent symptoms of mouse
ear disorder were observed in container-grown
seedlings of yellow and sweet birch in 2019 in Ithaca,
NY. In October 2019, an experiment was initiated to
determine if mouse ear disorder was a result of nickel deficiency by assessing whether a delivery method
or concentration of applications of the supplement
Nickel Plus® ameliorated symptoms. Two-year-old
seedlings of yellow and sweet birch growing in a soilless substrate were treated with a low or high concentration of Nickel Plus® using a foliar spray or substrate drench in fall before leaf senescence. When
plants resumed growth after winter dormancy, the
untreated controls continued to display symptoms
of mouse ear disorder, whereas all treated plants
exhibited asymptomatic growth. Thirty days after
budbreak, data were collected. When treated with
a substrate drench or foliar spray leaf surface area
increased between 317 to 800% and 498 to 630%,
and shoot elongation increased between 73 to 171%
and 208 to 261% for yellow birch and sweet birch,
respectively. This research indicates that both yellow
birch and sweet birch are susceptible to mouse ear
disorder as a function of nickel deficiency, which can
be corrected by foliar spray or substrate drench applications of Nickel Plus®.

8:15 AM Rooting and Production of Camellia sinensis (L.) Kuntze
Ting Zhou, Nanjing Forestry University; Zhilong Hao,
Fujian A&F University; Guihong Bi, Mississippi State
University and Donglin Zhang*, University of Georgia

Abstract: Camellia sinensis (L.) Kuntze (tea) is a staple drink across America, with sweet tea particularly
prevalent across the Southeastern U.S. To promote
local grown tea and bring better income to the nursery growers, we collected tea stem cuttings and prepared the cuttings with 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 nodes in September 2018. Rooting data were recorded in January
2019 and the rooted cuttings were then transplanted into one-gallon containers. Plant height (cm) was
measured in May and July 2019 respectively. Number
of nodes per cutting significantly affected the rooting
ability and quality of roots. Cuttings with 2 or 3 nodes
rooted 96.9 and 90.6%, which were significantly higher than these of 4, 5 and 1 nodes. The cuttings with 3,
4, and 5 nodes also produced higher quality of roots,
rated above 3 (rating scale 1 to 5, with 1 no root and 5
fully covered by roots). The container plants completed the first flush growth in Georgia (USA) in May and
second flush growth in July. Plants originated with
cuttings of 3, 4, and 5 nodes had 21.7, 23.5, and 24.7
cm in height in May and 42.1, 44.4. and 46.6 cm in
July. These plants were significantly taller than these
of cuttings with 1 and 2 nodes. After July, the plants
with height of more than 40 cm should be salable in
one-gallon containers. We recommend that growers
should take semi-hardwood stem cuttings in September, transplant them in January into one-gallon
pots, and then deliver these container-grown plants
to the retailers and garden centers. Nursery growers
can produce tea plants within one year and market
them as one-gallon container plants as not only ornamentals, but also backyard tea production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: The University of Georgia Research Fundation

8:30 AM Reduced Irrigation and Fertilizer
Rate Effect on Growth and Flowering of
Penstemon ‘Ruby Candle’
Amanda Bayer*, University of Massachusetts

Abstract: Water and fertilizer requirements of herbaceous perennials are not well known. Research
has shown that reduced irrigation and fertilizer rates
can still produce good plant growth when irrigation
is applied efficiently to reduce leaching. The impact
of reduced irrigation and fertilizer rate on flowering
would provide additional information on the potential for reduced production inputs. This is also
important with the greater attention on plants that
support pollinators, as reduced flowering would be
undesirable. The objective of this research was to
quantify the impact of reduced irrigation and fertilizer rate on growth and flowering of Penstemon ‘Ruby
Candle’. A soil moisture sensor automated irrigation
system was used to maintain plants at 0.40 L·L–1
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(well-watered) or 0.18 L·L–1 (reduced irrigation). Sensor readings were taken and recorded every hour
and irrigation was applied for 60 seconds when sensor readings were below the programmed setpoints.
A controlled release fertilizer was applied at 100,
50, and 25% of the bag rate (12 g/plant). Height and
width were measured weekly. Leaf area, internode
length, and shoot fresh weight were measured at the
conclusion of the experiment. Inflorescence length
and width, number of florets, weight were measured
for individual flower spikes along with days to flowers and number of flower spikes. There was not a
significant treatment effect on any flower parameter. Fertilizer rate was significant for height, SPAD,
and fresh weight. Irrigation treatment was significant for internode length, SPAD, and fresh weight.
There were no interactive effects of irrigation and
fertilizer rate. Average plant height was greatest for
plants receiving the 50% fertilizer rate (75.9 cm) and
was lowest for the 100% fertilizer rate (64.5 cm). Internode length was greater for well-watered plants
(36.9 mm) than reduced irrigation plants (32.4 mm).
Well-watered plants had greater fresh weight (99.1 g)
than reduced irrigation plants (79.2 g) and 100% fertilizer rate (97.1 g) was greater than the 25% fertilizer
rate (82.7 g). SPAD was greater for the reduced irrigation plants (46.8) than well-watered plants (43.5)
and was greater for the 100% fertilizer rate (49.7)
than the 25% rate (41.5). Average total irrigation was
40.8 L for well-watered plants and 26.7 L for reduced
irrigation plants.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This material is based
upon work supported by the NIFA, USDA, the Center for
Agriculture, Food and the Environment and the Stockbridge School of Agriculture at UMass Amherst, under
project number MAS00487.

8:45 AM Stratified Substrates: An Update
on Increasing Water and Fertilizer Efficiency in Nursery Production

Jeb Fields*, Louisiana State University; Jim S. Owen,
Virginia Tech and James Altland, USDA-ARS, MWA
ATRU

Abstract: Emphasis on soilless substrate management within the container may allow increased efficiency in regards to water and fertilizer use. One
management tool is stratifying substrates within the
container system (i.e. layering unique substrates
within the container). Stratifying substrates has been
shown to beneficially manipulate the hydraulic gradient, through utilizing coarse substrate components
on the bottom strata and increasing water holding
capacity of the upper strata. This more evenly distributes the hydraulic profile throughout the subI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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strate, potentially allowing crops greater access to
water resources while providing necessary air space
for respiration and growth. Moreover, using stratified substrates enables targeted fertilizer placement
in the top of the container where roots are more
prevalent early in the production cycle. To test these
hypotheses, Drift rose liners were planted in 11.4
L containers filled with one of four substrate treatments; 1) regionally sourced aged pine bark amended with medium-high recommended rate of ninemonth controlled release fertilizer (CRF; 18-6-12),
micronutrients, and dolomitic limestone to adjust pH
(control), and three stratified substrate treatments
with course pine bark amended only with dolomitic
limestone on the bottom half of the containers and
the top substrate strata of 2) conventional bark, 3)
conventional bark with 30% Sphagnum peatmoss,
and 4) pine bark fines. The three individual top strata in the stratified treatments were amended with
80% medium-high rate of CRF, 80% micronutrients;
and dolomitic limestone to adjust pH. As such the
three stratified treatments had 80% fertilizer with
all of the fertilizer concentrated in the upper half
of the container. Replicates were split into normal
irrigation (18 mm daily) and reduced irrigation (15
mm daily) treatments. As previously reported, crops
were grown for ~140 d until half the replicates were
harvested. After the first growing season, the growth
of all stratified treatments had surpassed the control
in both the normal and deficit irrigated plants. There
was no measurable effect of reduced irrigation in the
first growing season (P=0.2365). The pore water had
consistently reduced electrical conductivity throughout the first season in the three stratified (reduced
fertilizer) treatments, when compared to the control (P<0.0001). The remaining half of the replicates
were pruned evenly, placed in a Quonset structure
to over-winter. The plants were brought back into
production (under same irrigation regimes) and topdressed with CRF (80% recommended rate for stratified treatments; 100% recommended rate for treatment the control substrate treatments) on 17 March
2020. This update will report upon final growth,
pore-water fertility, and physiological measures,
which are being collected this summer until fully
rooted. Stratifying substrates has shown to allow for
more efficient resource use in the first growing season. It is hypothesized that stratified substrates will
continue to allow reduced water and fertilizer while
growing a quality crop in the second season. When
strata porosity characteristics are paired properly,
stratifying container systems can lead to more uniform water distribution and reduced water and fertilizer requirement in container production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Horticulture Research
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9:00 AM Comparison of Soilless Substrate
Leachate Preparation Methods on Nutrient Quantification Using ICP-OES

Jennifer Boldt*1; Douglas Sturtz1 and James Altland2,
(1)USDA-ARS, (2)USDA-ARS, MWA ATRU
Abstract: Leachate samples collected from containers using the pour-through technique are often discolored due to dissolved organic compounds (tannins and polyphenols) released from the soilless
substrate (e.g., sphagnum peatmoss, pine bark). Filtration prior to elemental analysis removes particulates, but organic acids, phenolics, dissolved solids,
and elemental ions pass through and remain in solution. It is not known to what extent these compounds
interact with and bind the nutrient ions. If nutrients
remain bound upon injection of solution samples
into the inductively coupled plasma-optical emission
spectroscopy (ICP-OES) instrument, clogging of the
instrument or underestimation of total nutrient load
may occur. The objective of this study was to determine if leachates from soilless substrates require microwave digestion to fully release nutrient ions into
solution for complete quantification using ICP-OES.
Four soilless substrates (100% bark, 100% sphagnum peat, 50 bark : 50 peat (v:v), and 85 sphagnum
peat : 15 perlite) were amended with 0.196 L·m-3 wetting agent and calcium carbonate and magnesium
carbonate equivalent to 2.37 kg·m-3 dolomitic lime.
Three fertilizer treatments were provided: no fertilizer, 150 mg·L-1 N water-soluble fertilizer (20N-4.4P16.6K), or 4.7 kg·m-3 of a controlled-release fertilizer
(CRF; 18N-3.9P-10K) incorporated into the substrate.
Three pots of each treatment combination were
placed in a growth chamber maintained at 25 °C air
temperature, 300 µmol·m-2·s-1 photosynthetic photon flux density, 14 h photoperiod, and 50% relative
humidity. They were watered to container capacity
with reverse-osmosis water (no fertilizer and CRF
treatments) or water-soluble fertilizer twice weekly
(80-220 mL applied). At 1, 3, and 5 weeks, the pourthrough technique was conducted and approximately 50 mL of leachate was collected from each
pot. Samples were filtered and stored at 4 °C until
completion of the study. At that time, each sample
underwent two preparation methods prior to analysis with ICP-OES: acid digestion only (1 mL of leachate was diluted with 9 mL of 3.89% v/v HNO3) or acid
+ microwave digestion (10 mL of leachate and 5 mL
of full-strength nitric acid heated to 170 °C over a 15
min ramp time, held for 10 min, cooled, then diluted to 3.5% HNO3). Regression analysis comparing
elemental concentrations for the two preparation

methods, pooled across substrate, fertilizer, and
week, indicated a 4% (boron) to 13% (phosphorus)
increase in elemental concentration when leachate
samples were prepared with acid + microwave digestion compared to acid digestion only.

9:15 AM Q&A - Nursery Crops - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM

Plant Nutrient Management 1
Moderator: Francesco Di Gioia, Pennsylvania State
University

8:00 AM Effects of Integrated Nutrient
Management on High Tunnel Organic Vegetable Production

Shufang Tian*; Xin Zhao and Zachary E. Black, University of Florida

Abstract: Despite the increasing interest in high tunnel production among organic vegetable growers in
Florida, systematic research on high tunnel organic vegetable cropping systems is scarce. This study
conducted in Citra, FL was focused on assessing the
impacts of leguminous cover crop, compost, organic
fertilizer on vegetable performance and soil health
under organic production in high tunnels, taking into
consideration crop rotation over multiple crop cycles.
During the first year crop cycle, cowpea (Vigna unguiculata ‘Iron & Clay’) cover crop was planted from early
Aug. to early Oct. in 2018, followed by pac choi (Brassica rapa ‘Mei Qing’) planting during mid-Oct. to midNov. Spinach (Spinacia oleracea ‘Corvair’) was planted
from mid-Nov. to mid-Jan., and tomato (Solanum lycopersicum ‘Skyway’) was transplanted in late Jan. with
final harvest completed in mid-June. A split-split plot
design with three replications was used with cover
crop vs. weedy fallow in the whole plots, preplant
application of granular fertilizer (and sidedressing
for tomato) vs. weekly application of liquid fertilizer
in the subplots, and compost treatments (i.e., yard
waste compost, cow manure compost, vermicompost, and no compost control) in the sub-subplots.
Grafting was included as a sub-sub-subplot factor in
the tomato crop. Results showed that the cowpea
cover crop had little influence on marketable crop
yields. Liquid fertilization significantly increased pac
choi and tomato marketable yields compared to the
granular fertilizer application. Yard waste compost
resulted in significantly higher pac choi marketable
yield and tended (P=0.067) to increase tomato yield
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in comparison with the no compost control. Grafting significantly improved tomato marketable yield
and fruit number. Soil analysis indicated that cover
crop tended (P=0.089) to improve soil organic matter
(SOM) content relative to the weedy fallow control.
While liquid fertilization tended (P=0.098) to increase
overall soil health scores in contrast to granular fertilizer application, it showed lower soil fertility levels
at the end of the season. Cow manure compost and
yard waste compost led to significantly higher SOM
content and overall soil health scores than the no
compost control, and cow manure compost resulted in significantly higher soil fertility levels. Findings
from the first year crop cycle indicated the potential
role of the cover crop in building soil health, while
using short-cycle leguminous cover crops to meet
vegetable crop nutrient needs in high tunnel organic systems could be challenging. This ongoing 3-year
project is expected to elucidate the short- and longterm impacts of integrated nutrient management
practices.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA OREI

8:15 AM Quantification of Phosphorus
Binding Nutrient Elements in Soil of Potato Farms in Florida

Thioro Fall*1; Guodong David Liu1; Elias Bassil2;
Bruce Schaffer1; Yuncong Li1; Andy Ogram1 and Kelly
T. Morgan1, (1)University of Florida, (2)University of
Florida TREC
Abstract: In agricultural soil, adsorption or fixation
is the main limitation of phosphorus (P) availability.
In highly weathered acidic soils, concentrations of Al
and Fe oxides represent the major metals. The University of Florida, Institute for Food and Agricultural
Science does not recommend P application for vegetable crops when soil P exceeds 45 mg kg-1 (Mehlich
III extraction). Soils in Hastings, FL have more than
500 mg P kg-1, and yet potato growers apply 112 kg
P ha-1 each year to reach their targeted yield. The
objective of this study was to evaluate the pre-plant
concentrations of P-binding soil elements (Al, Fe, Ca
and Fe) in potato farms. The study involved three potato farms (A, B, and C) in Hastings, FL. In Spring 2019,
each farm received three P rates (0, 56, and 112 kg
ha-1) with four replicates per P rate in a randomized
complete block design. We used Mehlich III solution
to extract available P, Ca, Al, and Fe from the soil, and
we analyzed the concentrations (mg kg-1) using a inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy. There
was no significant difference in extracted element
concentrations among treatments within each farm,
but farm to farm concentrations differed significantly (p<0.0001). Concentrations of P and Al were signifiI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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cantly higher at farm A (909.1 mg P kg-1 and 1821.7
mg Al kg-1) and farm C (860.6 mg P kg-1 and 1821.7
mg Al kg-1) than at farm B (370.1 mg P kg-1 and 473.2
mg Al kg-1). The Ca concentration was higher at farm
A (2069.6 mg Ca kg-1) than at farm C (1486.1 mg kg-1
Ca) or farm B (1395.3 mg Ca kg-1). The Fe concentration was higher at farm B (500.0 mg Fe kg-1) than at
farm A (329.3 mg Fe kg-1) and farm C (290.3 mg Fe
kg-1). These potato farms have high concentrations
of Ca, Al, and Fe. Consequently, phosphate fertilizers are readily fixed. At farm B, the P concentration
was correlated with the Al (R2=0.97, p<0.0002) and
Fe (R2=0.90, p<0.0280) concentrations. At farm C, the
P concentration was correlated with the Ca concentration (R2=0.89, p<0.0151). These results constitute
a basis for re-evaluating soil P recommendations for
potato production in soil with high Ca, Al, and Fe concentrations.

8:30 AM Quantifying Nutrient and Water
Uptake for Edible Crop Species Grown Hydroponically and in Soilless Substrate
Lauren Houston* and Ryan Dickson, University of
Arkansas

Abstract: Managing nutrients in closed and recirculating hydroponic systems remains one of the more
challenging aspects of commercial production of hydroponic vegetables, leafy greens, and edibles. Objectives of this experiment were (1) to evaluate nutrient and water uptake for edible crop species grown
hydroponically and in peat-based soilless substrate
and (2) formulate hydroponic nutrient solutions that
would match nutrient and water supply with plant
demand. In the first growth chamber experiment,
seven edible crops species (arugula, basil, cucumber,
eggplant, lettuce, pepper, and tomato) were grown
hydroponically using a 0.5× Hoagland’s solution at
100 mg∙L-1 nitrogen (N) with solution ammonium:nitrate ratios (NH4:NO3) of 0:100, 15:85, and 30:70.
Data collection consisted of measuring total plant
dry mass gain, transpiration, and uptake of individual nutrients per gram of dry mass gain over a six
day period. Nutrient solutions designed to balance
nutrient and water supply with plant demand were
formulated for each treatment by dividing the mass
of each nutrient taken up per gram of dry mass gain
by the transpiration:growth ratio, determined as the
solution volume in L transpired per kg of dry mass
gain. In the second growth chamber experiment, the
same plant species were grown in 70:30 sphagnum
peat:perlite substrate for 35 days and irrigated with a
0:100 NH4:NO3 0.5× Hoagland’s solution, after which
total dry mass gain and nutrient uptake per gram
of dry mass gain were measured. In the hydroponic
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experiment, plant species and NH4:NO3 ratio affected the uptake of phosphorus, calcium, and magnesium, but had no interaction. As solution NH4:NO3 increased, calcium and magnesium uptake decreased
across species. Plant species differed in total transpiration and dry mass gain, but had similar transpiration:growth ratios, which averaged 308:1 (L:kg)
across species and solution types. Plant species and
NH4:NO3 ratio interacted in effect on the predicted
nutrient concentrations in a balanced hydroponic solution. In the substrate experiment, plant species also differed in nutrient uptake per gram of dry
mass gain and predicted nutrient concentrations in
a balanced nutrient solution. Overall results indicated a Hoagland’s solution used in closed hydroponic
systems would likely oversupply calcium and magnesium, resulting in accumulation in the root zone.
Hydroponic solutions designed to balance nutrient
and water supply with plant demand would need to
be formulated for individual species, and would be
influenced by other factors such as nitrogen form,
stage of plant development, and environmental conditions.

8:45 AM Spinach Growth and Nutrient
Uptake with Different Composts in Two
Florida Sandy Soils
Alicia J Kelley*; Ann Wilkie and Gabriel Maltais-Landry, University of Florida

Abstract: Nutrient concentrations and availability differ significantly among composts depending
on the materials used and the production process.
Our objective was to assess how different composts
affect nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium
(K) availability and plant uptake. In a greenhouse
experiment maintained between 10-27 ℃, we grew
spinach (Spinacia oleracea, var. Arrowhead) for eight
weeks in two sandy soils from Gainesville, FL (Lake
and Millhopper series) amended with one of four
composts. Two composts were derived from cow
manures (composted dairy manure solids and Black
KowTM) and two composts were derived from food
waste (composted food waste from the UF-IFAS
Compost Cooperative and EcoscrapsTM). Additionally,
we grew spinach in unamended soils and potting soil
mix (Sta-GreenTM Vegetable & Flower Garden Soil)
to provide negative and positive controls, respectively. For each soil x amendment combination, we
grew spinach in five replicates that were amended
with composts at a rate to achieve an input equivalent to 101 kg N ha-1 (90 lb N ac-1) of plant available
N (PAN) incorporated in the first 15 cm of the soil.
PAN was highest in soils amended with food waste
compost for the first two weeks, but soils amend-

ed with Black Kow had the highest PAN after four
weeks. After eight weeks, PAN decreased in all soil
x amendment combinations, except for Millhopper
soils amended with composted dairy manure solids.
Phosphorus decreased in all treatments over eight
weeks. Aboveground biomass and N, P, and K uptake
were higher in both soils amended with Black Kow
and food waste compost relative to the unamended controls, with Black Kow resulting in the greatest
plant biomass among all treatments. Relative to the
unamended controls, Ecoscraps reduced plant dry
weight in the Lake soil but increased plant dry weight
in the Millhopper soil. In both soils, the composted
dairy manure solids did not increase plant biomass
relative to the unamended controls. All composts increased P concentration of plant tissue in the Lake
soil and K concentration in both soils, relative to the
unamended controls. In contrast, amendments did
not significantly affect N concentration in plant tissue
or SPAD measurements. Ultimately, Black Kow and
composted food waste showed the greatest fertility
benefits and were the most comparable to the potting soil treatment, despite producing less biomass
and having lower N, P and K uptake than the latter.

9:00 AM The Effect of Phosphorus Fertilizer Source, Timing and Rate on Cabbage
Growth, Phosphorus Uptake and Yield
Luis Gomez-Pesantes*; Lincoln Zotarelli and Gary
England, University of Florida

Abstract: Long-term application of phosphorus (P)
fertilizers have contributed to P accumulation in
the soils. In northeast Florida soils, pH, aluminum,
iron and calcium content may limit the P availability for cabbage (Brassica oleracea). There has been
discrepancies in cabbage yield regarding to the recommended P fertilizer rate based on soil test results
performed with Mehlich-1 (M-1) and Mehlich-3 (M3) extractants. Therefore, an accurate correlation of
soil test analysis with cabbage growth and yield response to P-fertilizer rate and timing of application
can increase P-fertilizer use efficiency. The objective
of this study was to evaluate cabbage growth and
marketable yield as function of P-fertilizer source,
application timing and rate based on soil testing
results from M-1 and M-3. The initial soil P content
in the study area was 11 mg/kg (M-1) and 45 mg/kg
(M-3). A factorial arrangement with four pre-plant
(Ppp) granular P-fertilizer (0, 56, 112, and 168 kg/ha of
P2O5, triple-phosphate) and two sidedress (Psd) liquid
P-fertilizer (0 or 28 kg/ha, phosphoric-acid, applied
23 and 35 days after transplanting (DAT) were setup
in a randomized complete block design with 4 replications. At 13 DAT, the average leaf P content was
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0.5 mg/kg for all treatments. The plant leaf P content
peaked at 48 DAT and the average P concentration
was 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 mg/kg for single Ppp rates of
0, 56, 112, and 168 kg/ha of P2O5, respectively. Plants
that received Ppp rates of 0, 56, 112, and 168 kg/ha
and Psd of 28 kg/ha had leaf P concentration between
0.6 and 0.7% at 48 DAT. Soil samples were collected throughout the season between 0 to 15 cm for
soil pH assessment. The soil pH demonstrated similar variation patterns among P fertilizer treatments,
ranging between 5.0 to 5.4 throughout the season.
Cabbage total and marketable yield increased as
incrementing the P fertilizer application rate at Ppp.
Total yield when applying 0, 56, 116 and 168 kg/ha
Ppp was respectively 30.8, 40.6, 42.9 and 48.4 Mg/ha,
while marketable yield was 12.4, 22.3, 22.4 and 34
Mg/ha, respectively. The addition of P liquid fertilizer
application to 0 kg/ha Ppp treatment increased total
yield by 10% and 18% when applied at 23 and 35
DAT, respectively. In contrast, additional liquid fertilizer application to 168 kg/ha Ppp was reduced by 5
and 8% when applied at 23 and 35 DAT.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: St. Johns County – Florida

9:15 AM Q&A - Plant Nutrient Management 1 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
8:00 AM – 10:00 AM

Growth Chambers and Controlled
Environments 3
Moderator: Amir Khoddamzadeh, Florida International University

8:00 AM Raising Concentration of Hydroponic Nutrient Solution Improves Spinach
Plant Growth in Low pH Solution
Gio A Papio*, The Ohio State University and Chieri
Kubota, Ohio State University

Abstract: Hydroponics offers many advantages to
growing plants, including increased water use efficiency and increased plant yield. However, problematic waterborne diseases such as Pythium spp.,
can spread in hydroponic systems and lead to economic loss. It has been found that these diseases
can potentially be mitigated by lowering pH of nutrient solution below 5, but hydroponic plants may
show inhibited growth below pH of 5.5. This reduced
growth is likely due to low pH itself or pH dependent
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factors resulting in limited nutrient uptake, according to our recent study of spinach (Spinacia oleracea). We hypothesized that by increasing the overall
concentrations of nutrients in hydroponic solution,
thus increasing electrical conductivity (EC), spinach
plants can overcome pH related nutrient deficiencies. Our objective is to determine how spinach yield
and nutrient uptake is affected by changes in pH and
nutrient concentration (measured by EC). ‘Corvair’
spinach was grown in a growth chamber (25/15 °C
day/night air temperature, 12-h photoperiod at 352
mmol m-2 s-1 photosynthetic photon flux density) at
a conventional pH of 5.5 or a low pH of 4.5, combined with a conventional 1.4 dS m-1 or high 3.4 dS
m-1 EC (a total of four treatments). The experiment
was repeated twice. Upon harvesting spinach plants
4 weeks after seeding, analyses were done on fresh
and dry shoot mass, fresh and dry root mass, and
leaf area. Tissue samples were analyzed for nutrient concentrations. All growth parameters (except
dry root mass) showed that high EC significantly increased growth by 30-45% at pH 4.5 but did not affect growth parameters at pH 5.5. However, at low
pH/high EC, fresh shoot mass was 30.4% lower than
at conventional pH/EC. Plant tissue analysis suggested that lowering pH caused reduction of tissue concentrations of Ca, Cu, K, Mg, Mn, P, S, and Zn, while
increasing EC at the low pH recovered all elements
except Mg and Zn. This suggests that additional optimization of nutrient formula is necessary to further
improve the spinach growth at low pH. Additional
costs of fertilizers and acid was estimated as $0.016
per liter of nutrient solution. Use of high EC at low pH
of the nutrient solution may be used as a low-cost
strategy to inhibit waterborne disease incidence in
hydroponic systems.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This project was funded by USDA NIFA SCRI (Award Number 2019-5118130017).

8:15 AM Narrowband Blue and Red LED
Supplements Impact Flavor Volatiles in
Hydroponically Grown 'Purple Petra' Basil
Hunter A. Hammock*, UTK and Carl E. Sams, The
University of Tennessee

Abstract: Light emitting diodes (LEDs) have the ability
to produce a wide range of narrowband wavelengths
with varying intensities. LED lighting systems are
particularly useful in commercial greenhouse production because of their improved energy efficiency
and spectral control. Spectral variation in supplemental lighting has been shown to directly impact
secondary metabolism in a broad range of edible
crops, which has significant influence on nutritional
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quality and sensory perception. Ocimum basilicum L.
cv. ‘Purple Petra’ is a common basil cultivar known
for its spicy and unique flavor profile, with strong
notes of clove, licorice, citrus, and star anise. The objective of this study was to determine the impacts of
narrowband blue/red (B/R) LEDs on key flavor volatiles in hydroponically grown ‘Purple Petra’ basil. A
total of four lighting treatments were used, which
included one non-supplemented natural light (NL)
control, and three narrowband B/R wavelengths at
the ratios of 10B/90R, 20B/80R, and 30B/70R at 8.64
mol.m-2.d-1 (100 µmols.m-2.sec-1, 24 h per day). Volatile
organic compound (VOC) profiles were obtained by
analyzing basil leaf tissue samples using an Agilent
headspace sampler and GC-MS. Methyl eugenol (ME)
is one of the predominant flavor compounds in the
‘Purple Petra’ cultivar, which possesses clove, anise,
and cinnamon notes with spicy herbal undertones.
Concentrations of ME were found highest in NL control and significantly lower in all three supplemented
treatments, contrary to all other compounds evaluated. Total concentrations of R+/S-limonene (orange
and lemon aromas) were highest under the 10B/90R
treatment, and the ratio of 16:1 (R+/S-) was consistent across all treatments. Eucalyptol and linalool
(spicy mint/camphor and sweet floral aromas) concentrations were highest in the 20B/80R treatment
and lowest in NL control. This study shows that the
application of supplemental LED lighting can be used
to manipulate major VOC concentrations in ‘Purple
Petra’ basil and that spectral quality is an important factor in secondary metabolic resource allocation. Data reveal a general trend of increased mono
and diterpene concentrations under supplemental
lighting; in contrast, the phenylpropanoid methyl
eugenol was present in lower concentrations under
supplemental lighting and was highest under the
NL control. Manipulating the spectral quality of light
supplements used in high-value specialty herb production has the potential to significantly influence
the biosynthesis of specific flavor volatiles and develop designer flavor profiles based on consumer
preference.

can be specifically addressed using light emitting diode (LED) lighting. Far-red radiation (FR; 700-799 nm)
is known to elicit a shade avoidance response across
a wide range of host species with morphological reactions including enhanced plant internode elongation and wider but thinner leaves. The objective of
this experiment was to use the photomorphogenic
response to FR as a horticultural lighting strategy
during the seedling stage to promote leaf expansion
in the hopes that subsequently transplanted seedlings would capture more light and result in larger
harvested biomass. Seedlings of head lettuce (Lactuca sativa L. cv. ‘Rex,’ Salanova® ‘Red Oak,’ and ‘Green
Grand Rapids’) were exposed to 5, 10, 20, or 30 µmol•m2 -1
•s of supplemental FR for a duration of 10 d in a
growth chamber for 20 h daily. During this stage all
seedlings received background light levels of 200
µmol•m-2•s-1 from white LEDs for 20 h daily resulting
in a daily light integral (DLI) of 14.4 to 16.2 mol•m2
•d-1. Seedlings were subsequently transplanted into
a nutrient film technique (NFT) hydroponic system
in a separate growth chamber with LED fixtures
that supplied white light at 295 µmol•m-2•s-1 for 16
h daily (DLI=17 mol•m-2•d-1) until they were harvested at 35 d from seeding. At the seedling stage, fresh
weight and plant height were significantly greater
for all cultivars at the 30 µmol•m-2•s-1 FR intensity.
Fresh weight increased 32% under 30 µmol•m-2•s-1
treatments averaged across all cultivars. Other plant
metrics, such as dry weight, leaf area, and specific
leaf area had significant differences dependent on
cultivar. Mature plants were not significantly affected by FR for all plant metrics except leaf area. Leaf
area was significantly increased within ‘Red Oak’ at
20 and 30 µmol•m-2•s-1 treatments compared to 5
µmol•m-2•s-1. Increasing far-red radiation consistently increased plant metrics at the seedling stage, but
these increases were generally overcome by maturation.

8:30 AM Influence of Far-Red Intensity
during the Seedling Stage on Photomorphogenic Characteristics in Leafy Greens

8:45 AM Lettuce Growth Under an Experimental Fluorescent Film That Converts
Blue and Green Radiation into Red Radiation

Nathan J. Eylands* and Neil Scott Mattson, Cornell
University

Abstract: The traditional paradigm for lighting in horticultural crops focuses on the range of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR; 400-700 nm). In recent
years, investigators have included focus to spectral
regions just outside of PAR, because these regions

Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work is funded by
USDA-NIFA-SCRI Award Number #2018-51181-28365:
Project ‘Lighting Approaches to Maximize Profits’

Eric Stallknecht* and Erik S. Runkle, Michigan State
University

Abstract: Protected cultivation utilizes overhead covers composed of glass, plastic, or fabric to create microenvironments around crops and protect plants
from adverse environmental conditions. These mate-
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rials can be engineered to modify the solar radiation
spectrum to alter plant growth and development.
We evaluated whether an experimental red-fluorescent film that primarily absorbs incident photons of
green (500–600 nm) and blue (400-500 nm) radiation
and fluoresces as longer-wavelength red (600–700
nm) photons can increase plant growth. To test
this, we constructed actively ventilated chambers
inside a glass-glazed greenhouse roofed with either
the experimental red-fluorescent film or a control
film composed of the same neutral-density material but without the fluorophore dye. Compared to
the control film, the red-fluorescent film decreased
blue radiation by 72%, decreased green radiation
by 88%, and increased red radiation by 57%, with a
net decrease in photosynthetic photon flux density
(PPFD; 400–700 nm) of 24% at canopy height. We
grew red-leaf lettuce (Lactuca sativa) ’Cherokee’ and
butterhead lettuce ‘Rex’ hydroponically inside the
chambers for 40 d. We postulated that increasing
red radiation at the expense of blue and green radiation would not increase yield in lettuce compared
to a control film that evenly reduced PPFD. Because
of the decrease in blue and green radiation, we also
expected a decrease in red pigmentation accumulation in ‘Cherokee’ under the experimental film. The
red-fluorescent film did not affect fresh or dry mass
of ‘Cherokee’ lettuce relative to the control, despite
receiving a 24% lower PPFD, but did decrease ‘Rex’
lettuce fresh mass by 7% and dry mass by 10% compared to the control. The radiation-use efficiency (dry
mass per mol·m−2·d−1 of intercepted photons) under
the red-fluorescent film was 43% higher for ‘Cherokee’ and 36% higher in ‘Rex’ compared to the control
film. Total leaf area of ‘Cherokee’ lettuce was 11%
greater under the red-fluorescent film compared to
the control, but was similar among treatments for
butterhead lettuce. ‘Cherokee’ lettuce grown under
the red-fluorescent film had 14% less red pigmentation (i.e., was more green) than control plants. Based
on these results, the experimental red-fluorescent
film has potential as a greenhouse glazing or shading material when a reduction in PPFD and a change
in plant morphology (such as greater extension
growth) is acceptable or desirable, but the economics and longevity of them film are currently not know.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA National Institute
of Food and Agriculture (No. 2018-67003-27407)

9:00 AM Supplemental Far-Red Light Increases Final Yield of Indoor Lettuce Production By Boosting Light Interception at
the Seedling Stage

Jun Liu*, University of Gerogia and Marc W. van Iersel,
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University of Georgia
Abstract: Understanding crop responses to light
spectrum is critical for optimal indoor crop production. Far-red light is of special interest, because it
can accelerate crop growth both physiologically and
morphologically. Far-red can increase photosynthetic efficiency when combined with lights of shorter
wavelength. It also can induce leaf expansion, possibly increasing light capture and growth. However,
the optimal amount of supplemental far-red light for
crop growth and yield in indoor lettuce production
is yet to be quantified. Lettuce ‘Cherokee’, ‘Green
Salad Bowl’, and ‘Little Gem’ were grown under 200
µmol·m-2·s-1 warm white LED light with 16 levels of
additional far-red light, ranging from 0 to 76 µmol·m2 -1
·s . Supplemental far-red light increased canopy
light interception (a measure of canopy size) 6 days
after far-red light treatment for ‘Green Salad Bowl’
and ‘Little Gem’ and after 8 days for ‘Cherokee’. The
enhancement in canopy size was no longer evident
after 12 and 16 days of far-red treatment for ‘Green
Salad Bowl’ and ‘Little Gem’, respectively. The length
of the longest leaf of all three cultivars was increased
linearly by far-red light, consistent with a shade acclimation response to far-red light. Final dry weight of
‘Cherokee’ and ‘Little Gem’ were increased linearly by
far-red light when harvested 20 days after the start
of far-red light treatment, but dry weight of ‘Green
Salad Bowl’ was not affected. In conclusion, adding
far-red light in indoor production gives lettuce seedlings a jump start at capturing light. Supplemental
far-red light increases crop yield linearly up to 76
µmol·m-2·s-1 in two of the three cultivars tested.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI Award
No. 2018-51181-28365, project Lighting Approaches to
Maximize Profits

9:15 AM Characterizing Acclimation of
Pansy and Petunia to CO2 Enrichment for
Controlled Environment Production

David W. McKinney* and Joshua K. Craver, Colorado
State University
Abstract: While crops often respond immediately to
enriched CO2 concentrations (e.g., increased photosynthesis and improved water-use efficiency), this
initial response is often not sustained throughout
production, reducing the benefit of this input. For
horticulture species, the timing and extent of these
acclimation responses is still widely uncertain. The
objective of this study was to determine species-specific acclimation responses to enriched CO2 concentrations for pansy (Viola ×wittrockiana ‘Matrix Blue
Blotched Improved’) and petunia (Petunia ×hybrida
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‘Dreams Midnight). Pansy and petunia seedlings
were transplanted into 11.5-cm pots and placed in
growth chambers with air temperature, relative humidity, and radiation intensity setpoints of 21 °C, 55%,
and 250 µmol∙m–2∙s–1, respectively. Carbon dioxide
treatments were established using the two growth
chambers with setpoints of either 400 (ambient) or
1000 μmol·mol–1 (enriched) maintained during a 16-h
photoperiod. In addition to data collected through
destructive harvest, rate of photosynthesis (A) in response to increasing internal leaf CO2 concentration
(A-Ci) and ambient CO2 concentration (A-Ca) were
measured weekly with a portable leaf photosynthesis system at saturating (A-Ci; 1000 µmol∙m–2∙s–1) or
production (A-Ca; 250 µmol∙m–2∙s–1) radiation intensities. For both pansy and petunia, plants grown under the enriched CO2 concentration produced higher
total shoot dry mass compared to ambient after 4
weeks. However, decreased Rubisco efficiency and
stomatal conductance and similar photosynthesis
at operating Ci concentration were observed under
the enriched CO2 concentration after 4 weeks based
on A-Ci responses. Additionally, A measured at 1000
μmol·mol–1 was lower for both pansy and petunia
grown under the enriched compared to ambient CO2
concentration based on A-Ca responses after 1 week,
further indicating quick physiological acclimation to
this input. These results provide useful information
regarding the timing and extent of physiological acclimation in response to enriched CO2 concentrations
for pansy and petunia. However, due to physiological acclimation potentially occurring within one week
of treatment initiation, additional research is needed
to best understand how this input can be further optimized for controlled environment production.

9:30 AM Q&A - Growth Chambers and
Controlled Environments 3 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
8:00 AM – 10:00 AM

Teaching Methods 1
Moderator: Roland Ebel, Montana State University

8:00 AM Measuring the Economic Value of
a University-Based Service-Learning Floral
and Plant Program

Tina Marie Waliczek Cade* and Pratheesh Omana
Sudhakaran, Texas State University

Abstract: A university faculty-managed and student-run service-learning program provides season-

al plants and floral designs for holidays and special
events on campus. Native and well-adapted plants
for client personal use are also promoted and sold
throughout the semester. Students propagate and
grow greenhouse and nursery crops and create floral designs through service-learning applications in
classes. Products are advertised via email to members of the university's faculty and staff. The purpose
of this study was to document program fundraising
over time. Economic benefits were evaluated by reviewing overall and average costs and earnings from
the program over a 13-year period. The annual trend
of the project was made using the earnings and cost
data. The quarterly distribution of the earnings was
prepared to identify any seasonality pattern in the
program’s earnings. Results indicated the average
profits for the program were $6578 annually with
most sales occurring during the late spring semester. Greater earnings in the program were associated with times when student and faculty participation was the highest. The program was a successful
fundraising mechanism for the horticulture program
during times of limited internal funding from the department and college.

8:15 AM Bridging Horticulture and Art,
Using a Drawing-to-Learn Framework to
Teach Plant Propagation Concepts

Matthew D. Clark*1; Laura Irish1; Alan G. Smith1 and
Amanda M. Clark2, (1)University of Minnesota, (2)
Central College
Abstract: A hallmark of introductory courses in biology is the focus on student learning objectives to master new vocabulary and demonstrate proficiency in
the subject matter. Plant propagation at the University of Minnesota, a course that combines aspects of
botany, horticulture, and cell biology is dense in terminology and techniques. Well over 500 terms are
integrated into instruction on anatomy, physiology,
and morphology across the semester. Although students who have self-selected into the plant sciences
major may relish in learning these terms, students
from other majors who are enrolled in the course
to meet university requirements, may benefit from
learning frameworks that link terminology and concepts with the physical process of drawing. Drawing-to-learn is a framework that transcends learning
styles by engaging students in both formative and
summative exercises to build knowledge and then
communicate understanding. This method does not
require artistry or specialized talent, but does allow
students to access and demonstrate these skills, especially for non-majors or other learners who are
less adept with rote memorization common in biol-
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ogy instruction
During the initial class meeting, students were instructed to draw and label their favorite plant with
the salient features leaves, roots, shoots, and flowers. The drawings were returned to the students after 9 weeks of class, where plant anatomy was taught
in the interim. Students were then instructed to redraw their model and correctly label additional features they had learned. Students also had to provide
the correct scientific name and common method of
plant propagation. Before and after drawings were
self-assessed by the student, including responding to prompts such as “What?, So what, and Now
what? “and “Did I do an effective job communicating
my learning to others?” Students were also required
to draw (by copying) and diagram a dicot seed that
was drawn by the instructor; quick sketches of still
life storage organs (tubers, bulbs, corms); produce a
commercial seed packet; and complete a jigsaw activity diagramming 6 grafting techniques.
Students were allowed to choose one of 8 plant species and diagram floral and fruit structures. Students
could use photographs, tracing, and/or line drawings, including computer-aided techniques, to complete their diagrams. A list of structures to label was
provided. Non-model species were selected to push
students to consider the morphology, biology, pollinators, and evolutionary strategies employed. Students completed a self-assessment and compared
their drawings within the group. The top examples
from each species were then presented to the entire class using the live image presentation tool. The
effectiveness of the drawing-to-learn framework will
be discussed.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: UMN Partnership for
Affordable Content

8:30 AM Construction and Delivery of a
Hands-on Hydroponic Course: Opportunities and Challenges
Uttara Samarakoon*, Ohio State University

Abstract: The hydroponic crop production businesses that focus on food-crops are expanding in
the USA. Job opportunities are widely available for
graduates with horticulture degrees in small to large
scale greenhouses. Some students expect to start
hydroponic businesses with the recent interest in locally grown produce. Greenhouse businesses entail
wide range of hydroponic crop production systems
depending on the type of crop. Students require
hands-on experience in these systems to succeed in
the real working environment.
HORTTEC 2560T Greenhouse Vegetable Production
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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was added to the course curriculum of the Agricultural Technical Institute at the Ohio State University in 2018. The course development was initiated
with the input from the stakeholders and advisory
Committee for the Greenhouse and Nursery Management program. Lab component for the course included construction of hydroponic systems and crop
production throughout the semester. In order to allow students to learn the full production cycle from
seed to finish for long term crops, such as tomato
and pepper, crops were established ahead of time
so that student can harvest and train one crop while
starting another. Students gained experience in
seeding, crop management, harvesting and packing
of variety of crops grown under different systems.
Inclusion of hands-on activities enabled students to
develop wide range of skills in hydroponic crop production. Upon completion of the course, students
were able to compare and identify challenges associated with different systems. Some students started
using hydroponics for their businesses and home
gardens. Therefore, in addition to the regular learning outcomes, the hands-on experience in HORTEC
2560T developed the confidence in students make it
their own. The presentation will discuss the course
construction process, opportunities, and challenges
in developing a new hands-on hydroponic course.

8:45 AM Using Socio-Environmental Case
Studies about Local Issues in Undergraduate Food Systems Courses
Roland Ebel*; Alexandra Thornton and Selena
Ahmed, Montana State University

Abstract: The use of case studies in teaching serves
as a heuristic to enhance systems thinking, critical
reflection, and analytical skills within students and
instructors. Case study approaches can be applied
in the classroom, in outdoor research, and even in
an online or flipped setting. Case studies are about
challenges and circumstances that have been faced
by real people at a specific place and moment. They
are typically built around a decision to be taken by
stakeholders with different perceptions and interests related to a case, which is presented to the students in the form of facts and diverse opinions. Socio-environmental case studies (SECS) are a form of
case studies based on socio-environmental synthesis, which focuses on connections between humans
and nature from a systems perspective. Thereby,
students learn that addressing environmental problems requires both, a natural and a social science
perspective. Therefore, in the Sustainable Food and
Bioenergy Systems (SFBS) undergraduate program
at Montana State University, we facilitate the under-
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standing of socio-environmental systems applying
a case studies approach. Due to the high degree of
alignment which characterizes the SFBS curriculum,
we use SECS in different courses. Although SFBS
students are confronted with global and national
socio-environmental challenges, such as climate
change and hunger, in numerous projects and assignments, for our SECS, we select scenarios which
are close to the students’ everyday life. Accordingly,
in the Fall 2019 and Spring 2020 term, a case study
about a small rural town in Montana was presented to our students, emphasizing problems such as
the aging of rural communities, job perspectives for
young people, monocropping and its consequences,
and food deserts. In this context, we discussed the
diversification of local food production and explored
possibilities to establish horticultural production
systems in a semi-arid environment. The case study
was divided into two modules and applied in two
different courses. It involved concept mapping, a jigsaw activity, a debate, oral presentations, a research
agenda, outdoor research, classroom visits of stakeholders, power mapping, a role play, and a problem-solution-tree as the final, gradable product. Due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, we had to flexibly adjust
the second part of our SECS to an online teaching
environment, which we managed to do successfully. We measured the effectivity of the case study
through focus-group (student) interviews, where we
detected a positive impact on the students’ understanding of the challenges of rural communities, as
well as enhanced deep learning and dedication of
the students. Simultaneously, we interviewed the
respective instructors and observed a mutual learning process involving challenging moments for the
instructors. Using SECS in undergraduate teaching
brings together multiple approaches relevant to one
and the same problem. It helps students gain new insights by integrating diverse opinions, existing data,
and methods from different disciplines. Eventually, SECS can be the basis for effectively addressing
global social and environmental challenges in undergraduate teaching.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA Higher Education
Challenge (HEC) Grants

9:00 AM Community Engagement As a
Means to Improve Cultural Competence
and Enhance Horticulture Student Body
Diversity

Jessica G. Davis*; Steven Earl Newman; Jennifer M.
Bousselot; Lori A. Catalano and Zachary S. Johnson,
Colorado State University

Abstract: The Department of Horticulture and
Landscape Architecture at Colorado State University has been actively engaged in both experiential and service-learning methods for many
years. We are also committed to investing energy
and creativity into recruiting and retaining more
Minoritized students to better serve our Colorado community. Therefore, we recently began a
Group Study course to build on this foundation
and to meet the following department goals of:
1) Bringing our students (and faculty) together in a unifying and impactful project,
2) Improving our (faculty’s and students’) cultural competence by engaging with diverse communities, and
3) Enhancing the diversity of our student body over
the long-term.
The Department of Horticulture & Landscape Architecture at Colorado State University undergraduate
study body (n=484 in Fall 2019) identifies as 74.7%
Caucasian, 12.6% Hispanic/Latino, 4.1% International, 3.8% Multi-Racial, 1.5% Asian, 1.3% Black, 0.4%
Native American, and 0.2% Hawaiian and Pacific Islander. The Landscape Architecture major attracts a
more diverse (both Hispanic/Latino and Asian-American) and more international student body than our
Horticulture and Environmental Horticulture majors.
In 2015, 38% of the 18-24 year old population in Colorado was Minoritized (predominantly Latinx), as
compared to 21% in the HLA undergraduate student
body.
For this Group Study course, we sought partnerships
with non-profit organizations that could engage students in all three of our majors. In Spring 2019, we
worked with ReVision, a non-profit working in the
Westwood neighborhood of Denver (81% Latino)
that cultivates thriving, resilient communities by
developing local leaders, growing community food
systems, and building a locally owned economy. In
Spring 2020, we partnered with the Food Bank for
Larimer County which ensures that those in our
community who are hungry have convenient access
to free, healthy and nutritious food; the Food Bank
clientele is roughly 35% Latinx. In both cases, there
were opportunities in both landscape horticulture
(including design) and vegetable production. We
spent the first several weeks learning about social
identities, food insecurity, immigration, food justice,
and cross-cultural communication in order to build
our understanding and cultural competence prior to
our engagement with the non-profits. The collaborations and outcomes will be described, and the potential role of community engagement in enhancing
the diversity of our student populations will be discussed.
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9:15 AM Integrate Research into Undergraduate Coursework and Training within
a Short Timeline
Bizhen Hu*, Oklahoma State University

Abstract: An undergraduate course was designed to
provide students with an experience of the complete
research process. Through the course, students
completed a research proposal to practice literature
searching, experimental design, and methodology.
Students then conducted a semester-long experiment, analyzed the data, and summarized the experiment as a manuscript to practice experimental
design and methodology, data interpretation and
analysis, as well as scientific writing. The challenges
and opportunities of integrating undergraduate research into coursework or experiential training within a short timeline are discussed.

9:30 AM Q&A - Teaching Methods 1 - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
8:30 AM – 10:30 AM

Floriculture 2
Moderator: Ryan Dickson, University of Arkansas

8:30 AM Novel Bacteria That Improve the
Health and Quality of Greenhouse Ornamentals

Michelle L. Jones, Ohio State Univ/OARDC and Nathan
P. Nordstedt*, The Ohio State University
Abstract: Drought stress is a major contributor to
the loss of ornamental crop value due to its negative
effects on plant growth and flowering. Post-harvest
drought stress can also reduce the photosynthetic
capacity of plants, negatively impacting crop quality at retail and for consumers. Application of microbe-containing bioproducts can increase stress tolerance and crop quality, however the success of most
commercial bioproducts in greenhouse systems is
inconsistent. To provide new solutions, our study
developed a novel collection of bacteria originating
from the rhizosphere of water-stressed greenhouse
crops. Over 1,100 bacterial isolates were collected
from plants in greenhouse facilities across Ohio and
then screened in vitro for osmoadaptability or ACC
deaminase activity. Selected isolates were evaluated
in planta and ten were selected for increasing plant
size or flower number of drought-stressed Petunia
x hybrida ‘Picobella Blue’ plants. In addition to plant
quality, bacteria application can increase stress tolI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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erance by positively influencing the plant’s photosynthetic capability throughout drought stress and
recovery. Therefore, a subsequent greenhouse trial
evaluated each of the ten selected isolates for their
ability to increase crop quality and photosynthetic
health of drought-stressed P. hybrida and Pelargonium x hortorum ‘Maverick Red’. Bacteria application
improved plant quality by increasing shoot biomass
of both species and flower number of P. hybrida after recovery from drought stress. Additionally, bacteria application improved plant health by decreasing
electrolyte leakage and increasing photosynthetic
health of plants throughout drought stress and recovery. This work directly contributes to our field by
establishing a novel collection of beneficial bacteria
with isolates that can increase the health and quality
of horticulture crops. Implementation of these bacteria can increase the overall profitability and sustainability of greenhouse production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: American Floral Endowment, The OSU DC Kiplinger Floriculture Endowment

8:45 AM Evaluation of Phenotypic Traits in
Asclepias F1 Hybrids
Mary Lewis* and Matthew Chappell, University of
Georgia

Abstract: Milkweed (Asclepias sp.) is an important
pollinator genus across North America and is a host
plant for many butterfly species, notably the monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus). The Asclepias genus
is very large with an abundance of morphological
diversity. However, commercial production of milkweed is limited due to the fact that most species lack
commercial traits. These include minimal branching
habit, excessive height, and minimal color variation.
Previous literature indicates that even though Asclepias are outcrossing species, few successful controlled hybrid crosses have been documented. This
study used a commercially viable milkweed species,
Asclepias tuberosa L. as the maternal parent and oneway crosses were made to seven other milkweed
species. Of the seven species that were used as pollen donors, four successfully developed hybrid seed
with Asclepias tuberosa; Asclepias hirtella Woodson,
Asclepias purpurascens L., Asclepias speciosa Torr., and
Asclepias syriaca L. As these hybrid crosses have never been reported, a robust data set was collected on
hybrid genotypes. Days to pod maturity, pod length,
number of seeds per pod, germination rate, height
at maturity, flower color, pubescence, sap color, and
branching were documented. It was determined that
the length of time needed for pods to reach maturity
was influenced by pollen parent and averaged between 93.38 – 126.64 days after pollination. Seed pod
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lengths, regardless of pollen parent, showed no differences. Germination percentage varied depending
on the pollen parent. A. hirtella hybrids and A. purpurascens hybrids had similar germination rates (75.94
± 3.7% and 68.88 ± 4.1%) compared to the control
A. tuberosa (71.37 ± 5.6%), while A. speciosa hybrid
seed and A. syriaca hybrid seed had lower germination rates (50.71 ± 2.99% and 47.60 ± 4.17%). Within the F1 hybrid populations, highly heritable traits
were predicted to be dominantly expressed, minimizing phenotypic variability. However, a wide range
of morphological variation was observed within each
of the hybrid groups. The only exception to this was
white sap color, which was found to be a dominant
trait expressed across every hybrid group. Flower
color, plant height, branching, and pubescence were
found to have varying heritability depending on the
hybrid group and in some cases, from which pod a
set of hybrid genotypes originated. This evaluation
of F1 hybrid populations has begun to shed light on
the breeding potential of the genus as a whole. The
information gathered from this study should provide
novel plant material for the commercial floriculture
industry and provide a launching point for future
breeding efforts.

along with untreated, water, and water + Capsil control treatments. In addition, with the KIBA, pageant +
fructose treated cuttings were either dipped and immediately removed (0 min) or allowed to remain in
the solution for 30 min. Increased postharvest stress
(wilting) reduced cutting rooting of all three species,
especially for geranium and poinsettia. Cultivars
within each species differed in rate and amount of
rooting and other parameters. While the exact recipe
varied with the species, postharvest cutting dips (recovery solutions) improved rooting of geranium, New
Guinea impatiens and poinsettia cuttings. Based on
shoot and root ratings, number of yellow or abscised
leaves, fresh and dry weights, root numbers and
length, and rooting percentage, the best treatment
for geraniums and poinsettias was a dip into K-IBA
(400 mg‧L-1) plus either fructose or Pageant. For New
Guinea impatiens, any of the K-IBA solutions yielded
excellent results. For geraniums and poinsettias, the
0 min dip produced slightly less rooting than the 30
min dip, For most treatments, including water plus
Capsil, dipping cuttings into solutions had a positive
effect on rooting even when applied to unstressed//
unstored cuttings. Dipping wilted impatiens cuttings
in any solution made the cuttings easier to stick into
the propagation substrate by restoring turgor.

9:00 AM Post-Shipping Cutting Dips Improve Cutting Rooting and Survival

Specified Source(s) of Funding: American Floral Endowment

John M. Dole*1; Ben A. Bergmann1; Ingram McCall1
and James E. Faust2, (1)North Carolina State University, (2)Clemson University
Abstract: Annually large numbers of cuttings are
transported around the world with the value of each
shipment ranging from hundreds to tens of thousands of dollars. Delays during shipping can result
in wilted cuttings that might be developmentally delayed or disease prone, if they root at all. Propagators
are faced with the difficult decision of whether to use
the cuttings and try to maintain production schedules or wait for replacement cuttings. Post shipping
recovery solutions can improve cutting performance
by supplying needed plant compounds in a fast
manner prior to propagating the plants. Geranium
(Pelargonium ×hortorum ‘Rocky Mountain Violet’ and
‘Tango Dark Red’), New Guinea impatiens (Impatiens
hawkeri ‘Fanfare Orchid’ and ‘Super Sonic White’) and
poinsettia (Euphorbia pulcherrima ‘Prestige Red’ and
‘Whitestar’) cuttings were stored at 20◦C for 0 or 24
h to simulate shipping stress. Cuttings were then
dipped (30 min) and/or sprayed immediately after
sticking with K-IBA (400 mg‧L-1), Pageant (0.6 g‧L-1
for impatiens, 0.9 g‧L-1 for geraniums and poinsettias), fructose (1%) and/or Configure (2.5 mg‧L-1) +
K-IBA (100 or 400 mg‧L-1) in various combinations,

9:15 AM Low-Cost Image-Based Technique
for Measuring Tissue Nitrogen (N) Content
Krishna Nemali* and Ranjeeta Adhikari, Purdue
University

Abstract: Maintaining plant nitrogen (N) status at optimal level is crucial for proper growth and quality of
floriculture crops. Laboratory analysis is the only direct method available to accurately measure tissue N
content in plants. Other commonly used equipment
in academics include a SPAD meter. The SPAD meter
is expensive and measures a small section of a leaf.
In industry, growers rely on substrate EC measurements to manage N and fertilizer needs of crops.
Substrate EC measurements are laborious, especially
if several containers need to be sampled. Previously,
we developed a low-cost ($150) N sensor based on
image analysis that can be interfaced to a computer
and smartphone for measuring whole-plant tissue N
content (Adhikari et al., 2020). Using poinsettia cultivars, we showed that the N-sensor output (Rratio)
was linearly related to whole-plant tissue N content.
The objective of the present study was to compare
the efficacy of developed N-sensor with SPAD and
substrate EC measurements. A study was conducted using four poinsettia (Euphorbia pulcherrima) cul-
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tivars (Christmas Glory White, Christmas Tradition,
Christmas Beauty Marble and Wintersun White) in
greenhouse at Purdue University. Plants were subjected to five fertilizer treatments (N concentration
of 112.5, 225, 375, 525 and 675 mg·L-1). Experimental
layout was split-plot design with fertilizer treatments
as main-plot and cultivars as sub-plot. Main plots
were replicated four times. We measured Rratio using
N sensor, substrate EC (dS·m-1), SPAD readings and
laboratory analyzed whole-shoot tissue N content
(mg·g-1). Results indicated that whole-shoot tissue N
content was linearly related to Rratio, SPAD and substrate EC measurements. However, Rratio was relatively more reliable than SPAD and substrate EC measurements for estimating tissue N content based on
the fitted relationship. The r2 for the fitted relationships between tissue N content and measurement
method was 0.72, 0.55 and 0.68 for Rratio, SPAD and
substrate EC, respectively. Further, the slope of the
relationship between actual tissue N content measured in a laboratory and N-sensor estimated value
was 0.98 indicating that N-sensor estimation is highly
accurate. These results indicate that the developed
low-cost N sensor can be a better choice than other
methods based on its cost and reliability. The sensor
can enable floriculture growers to manage plant N
status at optimal level for maximizing productivity
and quality.
• N-Sensor ASHS abstract.JPG (146.1KB)
Specified Source(s) of Funding: American Floral Endowment, Horticulture Research Institute, and Fred C.
Gloeckner Foundation

9:30 AM Plant Growth Regulator Application Efficacy on Increased Production
for Moroccan Pincushion (Pterocephalus
depressus) Stock Plants.

Sean Markovic* and James E. Klett, Colorado State
University

Abstract: The objective of these experiments was to
evaluate the response of a hard to propagate herbaceous perennial, Pterocephalus depressus Moroccan
Pincushion, to repeated foliar and drench applications of three plant growth regulators (PGR) singularly and in combination. The PGR that were applied:
ethephon (2-chloroethyl Phosphonic Acid) (200 and
400 mg·L–1 (ppm)) (Verve, Nufarm Americas, Inc., Alsip, IL), benzyladenine (250 mg·L –1) (Configure; Fine
Agrochemicals Limited, Worcester, U.K.), gibberellins A3 (GA3) (25 mg·L–1) (GibbPro; Valent USA Corp.,
Fresno, CA), auxin (lndole-3-butyric acid 20.0%) (250
mg·L–1) (Hortus IBA Soluble Salts; Hortus USA Corp.,
New York, NY). Data was taken and evaluated for PGR
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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efficacy: vegetative growth (height and width index),
vegetative cutting numbers, fresh and dry weight
of the harvested vegetative cuttings. A propagation
study was conducted in succession to determine the
PGR treatments effects on the rooting of vegetative
cuttings taken from the treatments. Significant differences were found in the number of vegetative cuttings, but not for fresh or dry weights during the first
of two experiments for Moroccan Pincushion. When
GA3 + benzyladenine was foliarly applied it resulted
in a significant increase vegetative propagation material when compared to all other treatments in both
experiments. The GA3 + benzyladenine drench applied treatment resulted in significantly lower cutting
numbers. In the propagation study, no significant
differences were found in all treatments. Both studies resulted in high rooting percentages over 84% for
all treatments.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Specialty Crop Block
Grant (Colorado), Plant Select, and Colorado Horticulture Research and Education Foundation (CHREF)

9:45 AM Autophagy Genes ATG6 and PI3K
Are Negative Regulators of Petal Senescence

Yiyun Lin*, The Ohio State University and Michelle L.
Jones, Ohio State Univ/OARDC
Abstract: Flower longevity, one of the most important characteristics of floriculture crops, is determined by the senescence of petals. When flowers
senesce, ornamental plants lose their aesthetic and
economic value. However, the regulatory mechanisms involved in petal senescence remain elusive.
Autophagy, a metabolic pathway that has been widely studied for cell death and longevity, plays an important role in the regulation of petal senescence.
Previous research and our preliminary study on Petunia x hybrida show that the expression of two central autophagy genes, Autophagy Gene 6(PhATG6) and
Phosphoinositide 3-Kinase (PhPI3K), increases during
petal senescence. We hypothesized that suppressing
autophagy gene expression would decrease flower
longevity. To characterize the role of PhATG6 and
PhPI3K in petal senescence, we used Virus-Induced
Gene Silencing (VIGS) to suppress individual genes
in Petunia. Flower longevity, flower number, flower
biomass, and shoot biomass of the transgenic plants
were measured, and the transcript levels of the autophagy genes were quantified. Our results showed
that the expression of PhATG6 and PhPI3K was down
regulated and it resulted in early petal senescence,
reduced flower numbers, and lower flower and
shoot dry weight in petunia. We also found no difference in virus levels in plants in the VIGS experiments,
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indicating the physiological changes in the PhATG6and PhPI3K-silenced plants were not due to the virus
effect. Interestingly, our experiment showed a type
I metacaspase gene PhMC1, another important regulator of senescence from the apoptosis pathway in
plants, was suppressed in the PhATG6- and PhPI3K-silenced plants, suggesting an interaction between
autophagy and apoptosis.Based on these results,
we conclude that PhATG6 and PhPI3K are negative
regulators of petal senescence and are also critical
for the regulation of other important characteristics
of flowers. Petal senescence is regulated by a complex network of metabolic pathways. The results of
this project will be fundamental for future studies of
flower petal senescence and will provide genetic information for future floriculture crop improvement.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: D. C. Kiplinger Endowment Fund; The American Floral Endowment

10:00 AM Q&A - Floriculture 2 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
9:00 AM – 10:30 AM

Workshop: High Throughput Phenotyping for Germplasm Selection and
Development in Vegetable Crops
Coordinators: Subas Malla, Texas A&M AgriLife Research and Ainong Shi, University of Arkansas
Moderator: Subas Malla, Texas A&M AgriLife Research
Description: Accurate, fast, and easy phenotyping
is a critical component in any genetic studies and
breeding processing. Repeatability and replication of
phenotypic data are needed for any genetics study.
Subjective phenotyping may cause larger variation
and it is less accurate to detect minor genes contributing to the phenotype. Researchers need to be
highly skilled/experienced on the subject matter to
minimize this variation and be able to detect minor
genes. Objective phenotyping on the other hand will
reduce the experimental variation and person to
person scale variation. In genetical studies as well as
in cultivar development, a large number of offspring
are evaluated either to study segregation of genes or
to select for a cultivar. It takes a significant amount
of resources to collect data on different traits during
different growth stages of the crop. Most of the
breeding programs optimize their resources by recording data few times only. With the availability of
HTP, breeding programs have started collecting a
large set of data on different traits. During the workshop, speakers and audiences will share and interact

on recent HTP research and their applications on different disciplines.

9:00 AM High Throughput Phenotyping in
Vegetable Breeding
Carlos A. Avila*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research

9:10 AM Phenotyping for Disease Resistance Screening in Crops
Subas Malla*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research

9:20 AM Phenomics in Horticultural Crops
9:30 AM High-throughput Phenotyping of
Inflorescence Type in Hydrangea

Lisa Alexander*, USDA-ARS and Xingbo Wu, Oak Ridge
Institute of Science and Technology
Abstract: Inflorescence type and remontancy are
two valuable traits in bigleaf hydrangea (Hydrangea
macrophylla L.) and both are recessively inherited. In
this study, a genome-wide association study (GWAS)
using 5,803 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
was performed using a panel of 82 bigleaf hydrangea
cultivars. One SNP locus (Hy_CAPS_Inflo) associated
with inflorescence type was identified and converted
to a cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS)
marker that showed absolute identification accuracy (100%) of inflorescence type in a validation panel.
The SNP was investigated in 341 F1 progenies using
genotyping by sequencing (GBS) and co-segregated
with inflorescence type (χ2 = 0.12; P = 0.73). The SNP
was subsequently used for breeding selection using
Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR (KASP) technology.
Future directions for the use of genomics and MAS in
hydrangea breeding improvement are discussed, including the need for improved, repeatable measures
of remontancy.

9:40 AM Panel Discussion
9:45 AM – 11:30 AM

Ornamental Plant Breeding 1
Moderator: Heqiang Huo, University of Florida

9:45 AM Progress in Gerbera Breeding
Zhanao Deng*, University of Florida

Abstract: Cultivated gerbera is among the top five
most important cut flowers in the global floricultural trade and also commonly grown as flowering
potted or garden plants. Commercial production of
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gerbera occurs in more than 80 countries. Gerbera
breeding was pioneered around 1890 in England;
nowadays, gerbera breeding is very active in the
Netherlands and active in several other countries at
smaller scales. Commonly pursued objectives in gerbera breeding include bright flowers in multiple colors, novel flower types and coloration patterns, early
and continuous flowering, high flower quality, high
flower count or yield, tolerance to biotic and abiotic
stresses, and strong plant performance. Hybridization and inbreeding have been the primary breeding
approaches. Breeding and selection have enabled
the development of seed-propagated F1 potted gerbera cultivars. In 2016 alone, more than 100 new cultivars were introduced at the Holland flower auction.
These new cultivars have enriched the color palette,
improved the flower quality, increased the follower yield, and extended the vase life of cut gerberas.
Double, full-crested and spider flowers, dark centers,
and bi-colored flowers now are common in cut flower cultivars and to some extent in pot and garden
type gerberas. In recent years, powdery mildew resistance, Botrytis resistance, leafy stems, twisted petals, and resistance to Phytophthora, Alternaria leaf
spot or Fusarium wilt, have been discovered in gerbera. It is expected that these and other novel traits
will be gradually incorporated into new cultivars and
new breeding tools will be adopted to facilitate gerbera breeding.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA Hatch project FLA-GCC-005507.

10:00 AM Linkage Map Construction and
QTL Analysis of Gerbera Daisy for Powdery Mildew Resistance

Krishna Bhattarai*, Gulf Coast Research and Education Center, University of Florida and Zhanao Deng,
University of Florida
Abstract: Gerbera daisy (Gerbera hybrida) is one of
the most important flowers in the world owing to
its bright, large and attractive flowers available in a
wide array of colors. Despite its popularity, genetic
and genomic resources in the public domain have
been scarce. This bottleneck has restricted gerbera
breeding, particularly efforts towards improving gerbera resistance to major diseases like powdery mildew (PM). In this study, a gerbera population consisting of 88 individuals was developed by crossing
a PM-resistant gerbera breeding line, UFGE 4033,
and a PM-susceptible breeding line. Individuals of
this segregating population were genotyped by sequencing (GBS) and phenotyped for resistance to PM
in 2018 and 2019 in central Florida. GBS performed
with two restriction enzymes BamHI and NsiI generatI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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ed more than two million short reads per individual.
FreeBayes analysis and VCFtools filtering identified
791 high-quality single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs). Based on these SNPs, a genetic linkage map
was developed, consisting of 27 linkage groups and
spanning 1,192.3 cM. QTL analysis revealed one locus in LG16 that explained 16.6% to 20.4% of the
PM resistance variance and another locus in LG18
accounting for 13.5% of the PM resistance variance.
This linkage map and the identified QTLs will be useful in gerbera breeding to perform genetic studies
and developing molecular markers for PM resistance
in gerbera.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: University of Florida
Plant Breeding Graduate Initiative

10:15 AM Variable Fire Blight Resistance
Among Species and Selections of Cotoneasters to Two Pathogen Strains

Kristin E. Neill, Oregon State University, Horticulture;
Ryan N. Contreras*, Oregon State University and Virginia O. Stockwell, USDA-ARS
Abstract: Cotoneaster is composed of around 400
species with a wide variety of growth habits and
form. Cotoneasters are hardy landscape shrubs that
once were commonplace for their low maintenance
and landscape functionality but have fallen out of favor due to general lack of breeding and their susceptibility to fire blight, caused by Erwinia amylovora. The
resistance of 15 different genotypes of Cotoneaster
were tested by inoculating leaves with a local strain
(Ea153) and a single nucleotide polymorphism strain
(LA635) of Erwinia amylovora. Four studies took place
in climate-controlled growth chambers and one
study took place in a greenhouse in Corvallis, OR.
Fire blight resistance was assessed by calculating the
Percent Shoot Necrosis (PSN = 100*(lesion length/
total branch length)) once a week for six to eight
weeks after inoculation. Across all studies genotypes
H2011-01-002 and H2011-02-001 consistently had
the lowest levels of percent shoot necrosis. Plants
inoculated with different isolates were directly compared from growth chamber studies done in 2019.
Genotype H2011-02-005, released as 'Emerald Beauty', had improved resistance than the industry standard 'Coral Beauty' when compared over all studies.
Most genotypes in the study had similar resistance
to both strains of fire bight but 'Emerald Beauty' was
significantly more resistant to EA153 than to LA635
while C. splendens was significantly less resistant
to EA153 than to LA635. Genotype H2011-02-001,
released as 'Emerald Sprite', has shown consistent
resistance to fire blight in previous and the current
study. The first two releases with improved fire blight
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resistance show promise to restore cotoneasters as
a viable option in areas with high fire blight pressure.
Additional genotypes have strong resistance with
more selections in development and importantly, future cultivars will compliment past releases by filling
different growth habits and landscape niches.

and Ed Scheenstra2, (1)Washington state university,
(2)Washington State University, NWREC, (3)Washington
State University

Moderator: Randy A. Fulk, North Carolina Agricultural
and Technical State University

Abstract: Soil-biodegradable mulch (BDM) can be
tilled into the soil at the end of the growing season
and is a good option if it suppresses weeds and improves soil temperature and moisture, crop yield,
and fruit quality similar to polyethylene (PE) mulch.
The objective was to compare one clear plastic BDM
(COX), two black plastic BDMs (BOX and BFO), and
two paper BDMs (WGP and AMX) to clear and black
plastic PE mulches (CPE and BPE, respectively) for
weed control, yield, and mulch adhesion of ‘Cinnamon Girl’ pie pumpkin in 2018 and 2019. BDMs in
this study are advertised as soil-biodegradable, and
we tested functionality but not biodegradability.
Percent soil exposure (PSE) of BDMs remained low
at the end of the growing season for all BDM and
PE treatments in both years (5% on average) except
COX (68%). Weed population and biomass were low
early-, mid- and late-season for all treatments except
COX in 2018 and COX and CPE in 2019. Soil temperature with PE mulches (20.7 °C) was similar or slightly
higher than with plastic BDMs (19.8 °C on average),
which was higher than with paper BDMs (18.9 °C on
average). Total fruit number and weight were similar
for PE mulches (19.3 and 24.5 kg, respectively) and
black plastic BDMs (17.3 and 21.2 kg, respectively),
which were higher than COX and paper BDMs (on average 15.7 and 19.8 kg, respectively). Mulch adhesion
occurred on fruit in all BDM treatments, with more
mulch adhesion in BFO in 2018 and WGP in 2019
than in other BDM treatments each year. The number of wipes to remove adhered mulch (1.2 wipes on
average) was similar for fruit harvested at four different timepoints (0800, 1000, 1200, and 1400 hr), but
more wipes were needed to remove adhered mulch
when fruit were stored up to 4 hr post-harvest (5.4
wipes). Number of wipes to remove adhered mulch
was negatively correlated to the amount of moisture on the fruit surface (R2 = 0.31). These findings
demonstrate that all black plastic and paper BDMs
remained intact throughout the growing season and
controlled weeds, while clear BDM had higher weed
pressure because it degraded during the growing
season. Pumpkin yield was similar for black plastic
BDMs and PE mulches and lower for clear and paper
BDMs. However, all BDMs in this study adhered to
the fruit surface and their removal became more difficult as the fruit surface dried.

9:45 AM Weed Pressure, Yield, and Adhesion of Soil-Biodegradable Mulches with
Pie Pumpkin (Cucurbita pepo)

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Northwest Agricultural Research Foundation; United State Department of
Agriculture National Institute of Food and Agriculture
Hatch project; BASF; Omnifiltra; FilmOrganic

10:30 AM Improving in Vitro Chromosome
Doubling Efficiency in Nursery Crops

Darren Touchell*, North Carolina State University and
Thomas Ranney, NC State University
Abstract: In vitro regeneration systems have provided a powerful tool to manipulate ploidy to facilitate
breeding and development of nursery crops. Polyploid induction can expand breeding opportunities,
assist with the development of seedless triploid cultivars, enhance ornamental characteristics and environmental tolerances and restore fertility in wide hybrids. Traditionally, in vitro ploidy manipulation has
been induced using the antimitotic agent’s colchicine
and oryzalin. However, the relationship between the
concentration of antimitotic agents and exposure
duration remain elusive and polyploid induction efficiencies often remain low. The interaction with other
media components or the addition of supplementary components such as nitrotyrosine, may act synergistically to improve polyploid induction. In vitro
conditions vary among taxa and individual genera,
species, and cultivars, often requiring unique treatments to maximize polyploid induction. Research
over the past 15 years at the Mountain Crop Improvement Lab has explored the effects of in vitro
polyploid induction on diverse taxa including Miscanthus, Acer, Hydrangea, Rudbeckia, Azalea, Baptisia,
Liriope, Hypericum and Magnolia. Here we provide an
overview of our experiences and provide research
directions moving forward.

10:45 AM Q&A - Ornamental Plant Breeding 1 - All Session Speakers Are Required
to Attend
9:45 AM – 11:30 AM

Plasticulture

Huan Zhang*1; Carol A. Miles2; Lisa Wasko DeVetter3
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10:00 AM Deterioration and Degradation
of Biodegradable Plastic Mulches in a Perennial Raspberry Production System

Huan Zhang*1; Markus Flury2; Carol A. Miles3 and
Lisa Wasko DeVetter2, (1)Washington state university,
(2)Washington State University, (3)Washington State
University, NWREC
Abstract: Polyethylene (PE) mulch has been used in
agriculture since the 1950s, but it is non-biodegradable and very difficult to recycle. Soil-biodegradable
plastic mulch (BDM) can be an alternative to PE
mulch in agricultural production as BDM is designed
to degrade in soil through microbial activities. The
breakdown of BDM starts with physical deterioration followed by biological degradation. Most studies
have evaluated the breakdown of BDMs within annual production systems and knowledge of BDM breakdown in perennial systems is limited. The objective of
this study was to evaluate the deterioration and degradation of BDMs in a commercial red raspberry (Rubus ideaus L.) production system established in May
2017 in northwest Washington. Treatments included
five different mulches, one PE mulch and four BDMs
(BASF 0.5, BASF 0.6, Novamont 0.5, and Novamont
0.6). Percent soil exposure (PSE), a measurement of
mulch deterioration during the growing season, remained low (8%) before Oct. 2017 (5 months after
transplanting, MAT) and increased to 91% by Mar.
2018 (10 MAT) for all BDMs. In contrast, PSE for PE
mulch remained low until Mar. 2018 (4%), when the
grower-cooperator manually removed it. Mulch mechanical properties (breaking force and elongation in
both machine and transverse directions) were generally higher for PE mulch (7 N and 218% on average,
respectively) than BDMs (4 N and 11% on average,
respectively). Mulch degradation was measured as
remaining mulch area (%) 0-, 6-, 12-, and 18-months
after burial (MAB) at 10 cm depth in the raised beds
using mesh bags (1 mm mesh opening; white nylon)
with and without soil. Remaining mulch area did not
differ due to treatment at each excavation date, and
was 97%, 90%, and 91% on average at 6, 12, and 18
MAB, respectively. Remaining mulch area did differ
as expected due to sampling date, and on average
98% of the mulch sample remained on 0 and 6 MAB
compared to 90% remaining after 12 and 18 MAB.
The amount of BDM degradation was very low although PSE was very high. Since mulch is only applied once in a perennial crop production system
for the purpose of crop establishment, and the crop
planting may have a lifespan of 6 or more -years, it is
worth exploring the long-term degradation of BDMs
in perennial cropping systems.
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: Washington Red Raspberry Commission; Washington State Commission on
Pesticide Registration; Washington State Department of
Agriculture Specialty Crop Block Grant; BASF; Novamont

10:15 AM Season Extension Using Supplemental Heat in a North Dakota High Tunnel for Snap Bean and Basil Production
Binu Rana* and Harlene Hatterman-Valenti, North
Dakota State University

Abstract: The Northern Great Plains is characterized
by brief, cool growing seasons. North Dakota farmers have approximately 130 frost free days, limiting
their commercial production options. High tunnel
and supplemental heating are two growing methods
that may extend the growing season for crops. To
investigate different methods for season extension,
a planting date (3) by low tunnel (3) supplemental
soil heat (2) by species (2) by cultivars (2) factorial
randomized complete block design experiment with
two replications was initiated at the North Dakota
State University Horticultural Research Farm. Management factors examined included three planting
dates at 3 weeks interval, low tunnel coverings (clear
plastic, light frost blanket, and heavy frost blanket),
and supplemental soil heating (untreated and soil
heating coils). Plants examined included basil (“Elenora” and “Everleaf”) and snap bean (“EZ pick” and
“Amethyst Purple”). Soil heating cables were set to
shut off at a soil temperature of 23.8°C. Air temperature was monitored with thermistors placed at 20
cm above the soil. Soil temperature was monitored
at a depth of 10 cm. Supplemental heating was observed to increase the soil temperature relative to
the control. The study revealed that soil heating
used resulted in increased plant height for basil.
There was a significant effect of row covers on bean
yield. The light frost blanket and heavy frost blanket
covers produced a greater number of pods in bean
crops compared to the plastic cover. The higher yield
was observed in the bean and basil crops planted
on the first planting date. The results indicate that
supplemental soil heating and frost protection allow
for productive yields from early planting dates. Local
farmers taking advantage of these season extending
techniques may be able to harvest a more diverse
array of produce to regional markets earlier in the
season.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Specialty Crop Block
Grant Program

10:30 AM Effect of Colored Shade Nets on
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Plant Growth and Fruit Yield and Quality in Organic Jalapeno Pepper (Capsicum
annum L.)

Mamata Bashyal*; Jesús Bautista and Juan C Diaz-Perez, University of Georgia

Abstract: Vegetable production is challenged by high
temperature and high light intensity in the open
field conditions during spring and summer. Shade
nets can help alleviate such stresses. However, there
is very limited information on use of colored shade
nets on the organic Jalapeno pepper crop growth
and fruit yield. Jalapeno pepper has a moderate pungency and is popular in Mexican cuisine. The objective was to determine the effects of colored shade
nets on plant growth and fruit yield of Jalapeno pepper. The study was conducted in the spring/summer
of 2019, at the UGA Tifton Campus Horticulture Organic Farm, in a sandy loam soil. Jalapeno pepper
‘Compadre’ was planted on raised beds with white
plastic mulch and drip irrigation, following the UGA
Extension Service recommendations. Four different
color shade nets (black, red, silver, and white) with
30%-40% relative shading capacity and unshaded
as control were used in randomized complete block
with four blocks and four replications. Plant growth
was measured weekly. Results showed that there
was no difference among shade treatments in stem
diameter, chlorophyll index values, and top plant
dry weight. However, unshaded treatment showed
lowest plant height, leaf dry weight, and leaf area.
Highest marketable fruit yield (kg/plant) was found
in black nets mostly due to largest fruit length. Unshaded conditions along with red shade net resulted in the lowest marketable fruit yield with lowest
individual fruit weight and fruit length. There was
no difference among shade treatments in fruit number/plant, fruit diameter, fruit dry weight, and seed
number per fruit. Regardless of the treatment, there
were no incidences of blossom-end rot or sunscald.
Total phenols were lowest in white shade nets; phenols were highest in unshaded conditions possibly
due to enhanced heat stress conditions. There was
no difference among shade treatments in capsaicin,
dihydrocapsaicin and Scoville heat units. Fruit skin
color L* and b* values were lowest while a* value
was highest in black and silver shade nets. Thus,
there were no consistent differences in improved
plant growth and fruit yield and quality among colored shade nets. All colored shade nets, however,
had improved plant growth and fruit yield compared
to unshaded conditions. The lack of presence of fruit
physiological disorders such as blossom-end rot and
sunscald of Jalapeno pepper, even in the unshaded
treatment, suggests that Jalapeno pepper is more
tolerant to heat stress than other Capsicum annum

types such as bell pepper.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work was partially supported by the OREI -NIFA-USDA grant entitled
"Adapting and Expanding High Tunnel Organic Vegetable Production for the southeast"

10:45 AM The North Carolina Agricultural
and Technical State University Plasticulture Rental Program Impacts Small Farmers Since Its Launch in 2018

Randy A. Fulk*, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical
State University
Abstract: Plasticulture (plastic mulch and drip tape)
increases yield, extends growing season, improves
weed control, and offers greater watering and fertilization efficiencies. However, many small farmers
are unable to realize these benefits due to the high
initial cost of plasticulture equipment. In May 2018,
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University (N.C. A&T) launched its Plasticulture Rental/
Cash Back Program to place plasticulture equipment within a 2-hour drive of most North Carolina
Small Farmers. Five County Extension Centers were
equipped with a small plastic layer for high tunnel
use, a larger plastic layer for field use, and a mulch
lifter to aid in plastic removal. To keep the cost affordable and to generate a pool of funds for repair
and maintenance, a rental fee representing a net
cost to farmers of $25/day was established. To date,
the equipment has been rented by 31 small farmers
at a total cost to them of $1000. This represents a
savings to farmers of $67,580 based on the current
cost of new plasticulture equipment. There were 18
first time participants in the plasticulture program.
Of those 18, 4 were first time users of plasticulture
production. There were a total of 21 one-day rentals, 7 two-day rentals, and 3 three-day rentals. The
small plastic layers were rented five times, the large
plastic layers were rented 21 times, and the mulch
lifters were rented three times. Among the renters,
14 farmers employed conventional farming practices, three were certified organic producers, and seven followed organic principles but are not certified.
The most often produced crops were vegetables and
industrial hemp, other crops included strawberry
(both high tunnel and field production) and cut flowers. Results of the program in its first two years indicate that plasticulture equipment made available
to small farmers at an affordable cost will promote
plasticulture among small farmers.

11:00 AM Q&A - Plasticulture - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
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9:45 AM – 11:30 AM

CO2 disorders.

Postharvest 1

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Washington Tree Fruit
Research Commission

Moderator: Yosef Al Shoffe, Cornell University

9:45 AM Characterization of Carbon Dioxide-Related Storage Disorder Symptoms
across Multiple Apple Cultivars

Christine McTavish*1; Erin Tudor1; Joe Celebrezze1;
Ines Hanrahan2; James P. Mattheis3 and David R.
Rudell1, (1)USDA-ARS, (2)WA Tree Fruit Research Comm,
(3)USDA–ARS
Abstract: Carbon dioxide (CO2) sensitivity in storage
contributes to annual apple losses due to both internal and external disorders. Often it is not known
whether newer cultivars are sensitive to CO2 in storage or if conventional controlled atmosphere (CA)
storage conditions will control these disorders. Also,
the antioxidant diphenylamine (DPA), the most effective control to date is restricted or facing restriction
in many markets. Consequently, we are testing a
screening protocol to determine sensitivity for both
external CO2 injuries typically seen on less ripe fruit
along with internal CO2 injuries more likely present
in more mature fruit, using DPA drenches to specifically control disorders related to CO2 sensitivity.
Fifteen apple cultivars were harvested at two timepoints: (early) approximately 2-3 weeks before first
commercial pick and (late) 1 week after first commercial pick. Apples were randomly selected, placed
onto 2 trays per treatment, and treated with a 0.2%
diphenylamine (DPA) drench or a control containing
only diluted carrier and surfactant. All trays were put
into CA storage for 4 months at 0.6 kPa O2 and 5 kPa
CO2. After CA storage, apples were photographed,
rated for internal and external disorders, and asymptomatic and symptomatic tissue sampled. External symptoms were diverse in appearance, including
typical CO2 peel injury, characterized by a rough or
“orange peel” texture, and/or soft scald, characterized by external brown peel patches with sharp margins. DPA drenching prevented the “orange peel”
symptoms while not impacting what appeared to be
soft scald. Internal disorders include cortex browning, defined by a radial pattern often accompanied
by lens-shaped pits typical of CO2 injury, as well as
soggy breakdown, characterized by non-radial patterns of injury with crisp margins. DPA largely eliminated radial browning, but had little effect on the
crisp, non-radial patterns of soggy breakdown. Cultivars with a ‘Honeycrisp’ parentage generally had
more incidence and severity of disorders than other
tested cultivars. Next steps of this research are to
metabolically analyze samples taken and test management schemes for the most efficient control of
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10:00 AM Harvista Treatments Enhance
Stress Watercore Loss in ‘Jonagold’ Apples
during Shelf Life Period

Burak E Algul*1; Yosef Al Shoffe1; Dosu Park2; William
B. Miller1 and Christopher Watkins1, (1)Cornell University, (2)Cornell University, Horticulture
Abstract: The objective of this study was to evaluate
the effect of the pre-harvest application of 1-methylcyclopropene (HarvistaTM) on water core development before harvest and disipation during a shelf life
period. ‘Jonagold’ trees were untreated or sprayed
with (HarvistaTM) one week before harvest. At harvest, harvest indices were taken, and fruit were kept
at 20°C for 30 d. Fruit quality and physiological disorders were assessed on days 2, 5, 9,15, 20 and 30.
Harvista treatment supressed internal ethylene concentration (IEC), maintained fruit firmness, titratable
acidity and IAD values, but did not affect watercore
incidence compared with untreated fruit. Harvista
treated fruit had faster decrease of the incidence of
stress water core than untreated fruit and resulted
in delayed development of flesh breakdown. Skin
shriveling was lower in treated fruit compared with
untreated fruit. Sorbitol concentrations were lower
in treated fruit than untreated fruit, but did not affect glucose, fructose, sucrose and starch concentrations.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NY ARDP, and AgroFresh
Inc. This work was also supported by the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture, Hatch project
2013-14-483, Improving Quality and Reducing Losses
in Specialty Fruit Crops through Storage Technologies
(NE-1336).

10:15 AM Metabolism of Apple Fruits
during Storage Under Low Oxygen Condition

Dosu Park*; Yosef Al Shoffe; Burak E Algul; ShihDing Tsai; Wanlinghe Cai and Christopher Watkins,
Cornell University

Abstract: Controlled atmosphere (CA) storage in
which fruit are exposed to low oxygen and high
carbon dioxide concentrations is commonly used
to maintain quality of apple fruit. However, low oxygen condition may induce different physiological
and metabolic responses depending on the cultivar. In this study, ethylene and respiratory metabolism of ‘Empire’, ‘Jonagold’ and ‘Fuji’ apples under
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low oxygen conditions have been investigated. Fruit
were stored in 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% oxygen (1% carbon dioxide) for up to 6 months at 0.5°C. Internal
ethylene concentrations (IECs), ethylene production
and respiration rates of fruit after storage for 1.5, 3
and 6 months over 7 d at 20°C were assessed. The
lowest IECs were observed with 0.5% oxygen for all
cultivars during storage. Ethylene production and
respiration rate patterns were similar for all cultivars
regardless of low oxygen concentration. Similar patterns of respiration rate were observed in ‘Jonagold’
regardless of storage period. In ‘Empire’, the respiration rate showed increasing patterns after 4d at 1.5
months but, there was no significant difference after
3 months. In ‘Fuji’, the respiration rate of 1.5 months
was maintained regularly but, the respiration rate after 3 months showed a different rate from each day.
In ethylene production, the same increasing pattern
of both 1.5 months and 3 months was observed in
'Empire'. In ‘Jonagold’, the ethylene production of 1.5
months was increased up to 4d then maintained but
it was increased continuously after 3 months. 'Fuji'
fruit showed a contrary trend to ‘Jonagold’ during
storage. ‘Empire’ and 'Fuji' fruit softened at all low oxygen conditions during storage, but in ‘Jonagold’ was
maintained at 0.5% and 1.0% oxygen for 3 months.
Acetaldehyde, ethyl acetate and ethanol accumulation in relation to patterns of MdPDCs and MdADHs
genes will be discussed. This study will improve our
understanding of the transcript level of respiratory
metabolism on various apple cultivars under low oxygen conditions.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work was supported by the National Institute of Food and Agriculture,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Multistate under
1001075, NE-1836, Improving Quality and Reducing
Losses in Specialty Fruit Crops through Storage Technologies.

10:30 AM Changes of Ascorbic Acid Concentration in 'gala' Apple in Relation to the
Browning Development in Different Tissue Zones of Fruit and Harvest Maturity.
Shih-Ding Tsai*1; Dosu Park2; Yosef Al Shoffe3 and
Christopher Watkins1, (1)Cornell University, (2)Kangwon National University, (3)Cornell university

Abstract: ‘Gala‘ apples (Malus domestica Borkh)
are susceptible to development of stem-end flesh
browning (SEFB), a physiological disorder during
storage. However, the relation between (SEFB) and
antioxidant metabolism is still not understood. The
objective of this study was to investigate changes of
ascorbic acid (AsA) concentrations and the brown-

ing development in different tissue zones of fruit
in relation to harvest maturity. Fruit were harvested on Sep. 11 (H1) and Sep. 18 (H2), and graded by
the chlorophyll index based on IAD values of 0-0.2,
0.2-0.4, 0.4-0.6 and 0.6-0.8. Flesh firmness, internal
ethylene concentration (IEC), soluble solid concentration (SSC) and titratable acid (TA) were assessed.
Fruits were stored in controlled atmospheres of 0.5%
O2 or 2% O2 (1% CO2) at 0.5 oC for 6 months. AsA in
peel, stem-end, core and calyx were measured every
2 months. In general, fruit from H1 had higher TA,
SSC and firmness than H2 at harvest, lower IAD values
were associated with higher SSCs. Storage in 0.5% O2
suppressed IECs and maintained higher TA, SSC and
firmness than in 2% O2. However, IEC of fruit from
H2 was higher than that in fruit from H1. The highest
AsA concentrations were found in peel tissues and
then calyx end tissues. AsA concentrations were negatively correlated to the IAD values at harvest, being
highest in fruit with the lowest IAD values. Loss of AsA
was fastest during the first four months of storage.
Overall, 0.5% O2 maintained higher AsA concentration than 2% O2. Harvest date had greater influence
than IAD values on ripening metabolism.

10:45 AM Ethanol and Acetaldehyde Accumulation and Physiological Disorder
Development in 'Honeycrisp' Apples in
Relation to Storage Temperature

Yosef Al Shoffe*1; Ayşe Tülin Öz2; Jacqueline F. Nock1
and Christopher Watkins1, (1)Cornell University, (2)
Osmaniye Korkut Ata University
Abstract: ‘Honeycrisp’ apple fruit were harvested
from several orchard blocks in Pennsylvania (PA), the
Hudson valley (HV), western New York (WNY), and
the Champlain valley. Maturity indices were taken
at harvest. Fruit, with or without one week of conditioning at 10°C, were stored at 0.5 or 3°C for four
months and storage disorders evaluated after 4d at
20°C. Ethanol and acetaldehyde concentrations were
measured from peel and flesh tissues at 0, 1, 2, 3, 5,
and 10 weeks, respectively. Ethanol concentrations
were lowest in fruit from the Champlain valley compared with other regions. Ethanol and acetaldehyde
concentrations were highest in fruit stored at 0.5°C
without conditioning compared with other treatments. Both volatiles increased during storage, but
acetaldehyde peaked at 5 weeks of storage, while
ethanol levels showed no significant difference between 5 and 10 weeks. Bivariate analysis for ethanol
against acetaldehyde taken from peel tissues from
all regions and at all storage temperatures during 10
weeks of storage showed R2= 0.5. Multivariate analysis showed positive correlations of ethanol and acet-
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aldehyde with soft scald and wrinkly skin, and negative correlations with bitter pit after 5 and 10 weeks
of storage. During storage, ethanol correlated positively with ethylene content and the starch pattern
index and negatively with fruit firmness at harvest
and at all storage temperatures. Differences in ethanol concentrations among regions were related to
fruit maturity. Ethanol and acetaldehyde levels may
be useful as predictors of physiological disorders in
‘Honeycrisp’ apples.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: New York Farm Viability
Insti-tute, New York Apple Research and Development
Program and the USDA National Institute of Food and
Agriculture, Hatch project 2013-14-483, (NE-1336)

11:00 AM Q&A - Postharvest 1 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
9:45 AM – 11:30 AM

Viticulture and Small Fruits 1
Moderator: Margaret Worthington,

9:45 AM Research and Extension Priorities
of the U.S. Blackberry Industry Identified
through a National Stakeholder Survey

Margaret Worthington ; Michael Coe ; Lizabeth
Herrera3 and Amanda McWhirt3, (1)University of
Arkansas, (2)Cedar Lake Research Group, (3)University
of Arkansas Cooperative Extension
*1

2

Abstract: The U.S. blackberry (Rubus subgenus Rubus Watson) industry has experienced rapid growth
and change since the most recent comprehensive
industry survey was conducted 15 years ago. This
growth has been driven by increased consumer demand, new cultivars, advanced production methods, and year-round product availability. As the
industry has expanded to new production regions,
challenges have emerged including new pests and
diseases, environmental stress-related issues, lack
of suitable cultivars (e.g. low chill or cold tolerant
cultivars), labor shortages, competition from international markets, and challenges of transportation
to more distant markets. This study assesses the
current status and needs for research and extension
in the U.S. blackberry industry based on a national
survey of growers and related industry professionals. Hardcopy and online versions of the stakeholder
survey were distributed through commodity group
meetings, industry collaborators, growers’ association networks, and social media between Nov. 2019
and Jan. 2020. A total of 174 responses from 33 U.S.
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states were received. The most important pest and
disease issue identified across all production regions
was spotted wing drosophila. Weed control, postharvest losses, and red drupelet reversion were all
identified as nationally or regionally important areas
of need for research or extension. Labor costs and
availability were the most important production issues nationwide, while the top postharvest issue was
leaky or overly soft berries, followed by botrytis and
other fruit rots. Most (67%) respondents agreed that
investment in health benefits research would lead to
greater sales volume. The top national research priorities identified in this study were control of spotted
wing drosophila and breeding for improved flavor,
firmness, and disease resistance. The results of this
survey will help researchers to understand the highest priority issues for the U.S. blackberry industry at
the regional and national levels and to resolve these
problems through integrated research and extension efforts.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Research and extension needs assessment for the U.S. blackberry industry
(2019-03143)

10:00 AM Modified Soft-Catching Surfaces
Improve Fruit Quality of Machine Harvested Northern Highbush Blueberry

Yixin Cai*1; Fumiomi Takeda2; Brian Foote3; Sindhuja Sankaran4; Chongyuan Zhang4 and Lisa Wasko
DeVetter5, (1)Washington State University Northwestern Washington Research and Extension Center, (2)
USDA-ARS, (3)Oxbo, (4)Washington State Univeristy, (5)
Washington State University

Abstract: The fresh market blueberry (Vaccinium
spp.) industry is constrained by high labor costs and
shortages. Blueberry harvested by traditional overthe-row (OTR) machine harvesters is sold on the processed market due to bruising caused by the interaction of the fruit on the harvester surfaces. Catch
plates are the most important impact site potentially
causing bruising and soft-catch surfaces (SCS) may
reduce impact forces and subsequent bruising. Research has shown modified OTR harvesters with SCS
improved berry quality relative to traditional OTR
harvesters with hard-catch surfaces (HCS). The objective of this study was to continue evaluating harvest efficiency and fruit quality in northern highbush
blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum L.) using a modified OTR harvester prototype compared to hand harvest and a traditional OTR harvester. Experiments
were conducted using ‘Duke’ and ‘Draper’ in 2019.
Additional cushions were added in a conveyor belt
system for ‘Draper’ harvesting. Harvest efficiency
was evaluated by in-row ground loss and packout.
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Fruit quality variables included firmness, water loss,
and bruising incidence during a 28-day storage period. A digital imaging system was created to estimate bruising incidence. There were no differences
in ground loss between HCS and SCS among the two
cultivars. Hand harvest had higher ground loss due
to fruit drop from over-matured berries. The packout for ‘Duke’ and ‘Draper’ were 92.6% and 84.6%,
and there were no differences among SCS, HCS, and
hand harvested fruit. ‘Duke’ firmness during a 28-day
storage period was numerically highest among hand
harvested fruit, followed by SCS and HCS harvested
fruit. ‘Draper’ firmness varied and was highest when
harvested by SCS with the cushion insertion from day
14 and onward. Water loss was the same in ‘Duke’
across all treatments during the storage period, but
was highest in ‘Draper’ on day 28 using SCS without
the insertion. ‘Duke’ and ‘Draper’ harvested by hand
had less bruising from day 14 onward, and there
were no differences between SCS and HCS except
on day 21 in ‘Draper’. Overall, there were no harvest
efficiency losses between HCS and SCS and berries
harvested using SCS had slightly higher firmness
than when harvested by HCS. The lack of significant
differences between harvester types could be due to
growers letting fruit get over-mature for fresh market and harvest timing should be earlier to increase
firmness while reducing the bruising incidence.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: WSDA; Washington
Blueberry Commission

10:15 AM Quantifying Nitrogen Supply
from Soil Organic Matter for Highbush
Blueberry Production
Cheyenne Sloan*, Washington State University

Abstract: Washington State leads the country in
northern highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum L.) production with over 5,830 ha harvested in
2018. In western Washington, blueberries are often
grown in soils with a naturally high amount of soil organic matter (SOM) with some soils having over 50%
SOM. During the growing season, when the proper
soil moisture and temperature conditions are met,
SOM can provide a significant amount of plant-available nitrogen (N) through mineralization. Currently,
the timing and rate of N mineralization during the
season is unknown. Having too much N fertilizer, too
little N fertilizer or N fertilizer at the wrong time can
negatively affect crop growth, cold acclimation and
yield. Understanding the amount of N mineralized
and when it becomes available can impact not only
N fertilizer rates but also timing of application. Optimizing the timing of the application and N fertilizer
rates benefits the grower as it can cut costs and time

spent fertilizing while preventing possible side-effects of too much or too little N. Because of these
unknowns, the objective of this project is to quantify
N mineralization in soils with varying SOM contents
and to evaluate the impact of this mineralized N on
optimal N fertilizer rates. In 2019, four commercial
‘Duke’ blueberry fields with varying amounts of SOM
had three different N fertilizer rates (high, medium,
low) replicated five times each. During the season,
soil nitrate and ammonium were measured monthly. At harvest, fruit quality [total soluble solids (as
°Brix), pH, titratable acidity, and firmness], yield,
and average berry mass were recorded. Vegetative
growth, tissue nutrient concentrations, and cold hardiness (once in fall 2019 and spring 2020) were also
evaluated. No significant differences were found between fertilizer treatments for any of the measured
variables. This was expected as blueberries are a perennial crop and treatment effects after one year are
unlikely. A simultaneous incubation experiment was
conducted to measure soil N mineralization over the
course of the growing season. Fifty soil samples representing ten fields with varying levels of SOM were
incubated under conditions reflecting the local mean
monthly soil temperature. Soil ammonium and nitrate were measured every month for six months.
Cumulative N mineralization over this time period
was positively correlated with SOM content, but preliminary results indicate that the relationship is not
strong enough to allow for adjustments in N fertilizer
rates for blueberry production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Washington Blueberry
Commission

10:30 AM Pruning, Mowing and Sanding
Improves Fruit Color in ‘Stevens’ Cranberry

Giverson Mupambi*1; Hilary Sandler1; Juan Zalapa2;
Mathew Phillips3 and Leela S. Uppala1, (1)University
of Massachusetts, (2)Univ of Wisconsin, (3)University of
Wisconsin - Madison
Abstract: Cranberry (Vaccinium macrocarpon) fruit
is harvested based on red color development and
growers are paid an incentive for fruit with good red
color coverage. Pruning, mowing, and sanding are
cultural practices that are used to control canopy
growth in cranberry. Without these cultural practices, the canopy in cranberry can become too dense
impacting light interception and potentially negatively affect fruit color. Our objective was to study the
effect of pruning, mowing and sanding on fruit color in cranberry. The study was conducted on a ‘Stevens’ cranberry bog in Massachusetts, USA. Three
treatments were evaluated, light and heavy pruning,
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sanding and mowing versus a control without canopy management. Each treatment plot was 10x2 m
with buffer plots in between. A randomized complete
block design was used with four replications per
treatment. Fruit color was assessed at harvest using
a biochemical method as total anthocyanin content
(TAcy) and high-throughput phenotyping machine
vision technology. Yield and other fruit quality parameters were also assessed at harvest. Sanding and
mowing significantly improved fruit color measured
as TAcy compared to the control. All the treatments
had significantly better fruit color compared to the
control when measured using high-throughput phenotyping machine vision technology. Light and heavy
pruning, mowing and sanding significantly reduced
yield compared to the control. Although not significant, fruit rot was lower in the light and heavy pruning treatments compared to the control. Fruit size
and firmness were not affected by canopy manipulation. Internally, total soluble solids were significantly increased in the sanding and mowing treatments
compared to the control. In conclusion, canopy manipulation showed potential for improving fruit color
cranberry. Results need to be studied in additional
growing seasons to assess the carryover effects of
improved light interception.

10:45 AM Feasibility of Using Pulsed Drip
Irrigation for Improving Production and
Water Productivity in Red Raspberry

Jesse Carroll ; Scott Orr ; Chris Benedict ; Lisa Wasko DeVetter4 and David R. Bryla*2, (1)Oregon State
University, (2)USDA-ARS Horticultural Crops Research
Unit, (3)Washington State University, (4)Washington
State University Northwestern Washington Research
and Extension Center
1

2

3

Abstract: Pulsed drip irrigation is the practice of applying water in a series of small intervals each day,
until the total amount of water required by the crop
is added. When managed properly, pulsing can reduce deep percolation and runoff and supply water
and nutrients at an optimum rate for plant uptake,
increasing growth and production relative to applying the same amount of water in a single continuous application. The objective of the present study
was to determine whether pulsed water applications by drip was beneficial in red raspberry (Rubus
idaeus L.). The trial was conducted at a commercial
site located in Lynden, WA in a well-established field
of ‘Wakefield’ raspberry. Soil at the site was a sandy loam. Treatments were applied for two growing
seasons (2018–2019) and included pulsed and standard continuous irrigation. In both cases, irrigation
was applied using a single lateral of drip tubing per
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row. The tubing had 1 L·h1 emitters every 0.5 m and
was suspended from a trellis wire in the middle of
the row at ≈0.3 m above the soil surface. Pulsing was
programmed to operate for 30 min every 2 h, up to
eight times per day, as needed, while continuous irrigation was applied once a day for up to 4 h using approximately the same amount of water as applied to
the pulsed treatment. Fruit were machine-harvested
every few days over a period of 6 weeks (July–August) and analyzed for yield and fruit quality. Remote
images were also collected periodically using an unmanned aerial system and analyzed for changes in
canopy cover. Pulsed drip increased soil water availability relative to conventional irrigation and, by the
second year, increased total production by 7%, or
1230 kg·ha-1. Based on recent market prices for processed raspberries (2015–2019), the increase in production with pulsed drip was equivalent to $2460/
ha. Much of this increase occurred during the latter
3 weeks of the harvest season and was primarily due
to larger fruit size with pulsed drip. Pulsed drip also
increased canopy cover by nearly 12% by the end of
the second year but resulted in a slightly less sugar and a bit more acidity in the berries on several
harvest dates. Based on these results, pulsed drip
irrigation appears to be a promising method for improving production of red raspberries, but further
work is needed to evaluate the practice in different
soil types.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Washington State
Department of Agriculture USDA Specialty Crop Block
Grant Program

11:00 AM Q&A - Viticulture and Small
Fruits 1 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
9:45 AM – 11:30 AM

Weed Control & Pest Management 1
Moderator: Clive Kaiser, Oregon State University

9:45 AM Characterization of Feeding Behavior and Preference of Crapemyrtle
Bark Scale (Acanthococcus lagerstroemiae)

Bin Wu*1; Gary W. Knox2; Runshi Xie1; Hongmin Qin1
and Mengmeng Gu3, (1)Texas A&M University, (2)
University of Florida, (3)Texas A&M University, Texas
AgriLife Extension Service
Abstract: Crapemyrtle bark scale (CMBS), Acanthococcus lagerstroemiae (Hemiptera: Eriococcidae), is
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an introduced phloem-sucking pest on some commercially important plants. It has spread to 14 states
since CMBS was initially discovered in 2004 in the
U.S. In this study, a multiple-choice test was conducted in a greenhouse for 25 weeks to investigate
CMBS host range and its feeding preference among
19 plant species. California loosestrife (Lythrum californicum), six Lagerstroemia species (L. caudata, L.
fauriei' Kiowa', L. indica 'Dynamite', L. limii, L. speciosa, and L. subcostata) and nine Callicarpa species (C.
acuminata, C. americana 'Bok Tower', C. bodinieri ‘Profusion’, C. dichotoma 'Issai', C. japonica var. luxurians,
C. longissima 'Alba', C. pilosissima, C. randaiensis, and
C. salicifolia) were confirmed as CMBS hosts. The repeated measures ANOVA (P<0.05) result indicated
that CMBS showed a significant difference in accepting these 19 plant species. To better understand the
interaction between CMBS and its hosts, the feeding behavior of CMBS was monitored on C. longissima 'Alba' for 12 hours via the electrical penetration
graph (EPG) system. Comparing waveform characteristics of CMBS with these of aphids and other Hemiptera insects' waveforms, six typical waveforms
about CMBS feeding were successfully identified,
including waveform A (start probing), C (intercellular), Potential drops (pd1 and pd2, cell membrane),
E (phloem) and G (xylem). The analysis results indicated that CMBS spent 34.43% of its probing time
on extracellular punctures, stylet path activities and
salivation, and 29.61% of the time on drinking in the
xylem of C. longissima 'Alba'.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: ‘Systematic Strategies
to Manage Crapemyrtle Bark Scale, An Emerging Exotic
Pest’ [grant no. 2017-51181-26831/project accession
no. 1013059] from the USDA National Institute of Food
and Agriculture and grant T3 246495-2019.

10:00 AM The Effects of Plant Nutrients
on Biological Parameters of Crapemyrtle
Bark Scale (Acanthococcus lagerstromiae)

Runshi Xie ; Bin Wu ; Hongmin Qin and Mengmeng
Gu2, (1)Texas A&M University, (2)Texas A&M University,
Texas AgriLife Extension Service
*1

1

1

Abstract: Crapemyrtle Bark Scale (Acanthococcus lagerstromiae; CMBS) is a non-native pest species that
feeds on the phloem of several plant hosts including crapemyrtles (Lagerstroemia spp.), pomegranates
(Punica spp.), and American beautyberry (Callicarpa
spp.). The damages of CMBS include accumulation
of black sooty mold, slow/weakened plant growth,
leaf abscission, no flowering, death of branches, and
in severe cases the death of the juvenile seedling
or young crapemyrtle trees. Common treatments
to control CMBS include the application of systemic

insecticides such as imidacloprid and dinotefuran.
However, the application of systemic insecticides
poses potential risk to human and beneficial insects
such as pollinators. Better understanding of plant-insect interaction may provide alternative pest management strategy, thus increase the effectiveness
in controlling this pest insect. Previously, plant malnutrition was known to disturb plant metabolism,
which leads to nutrient-deficiency symptoms including stunted growth, chlorosis, and necrosis of leaves.
However, little was known about the relationship
between plant metabolic state and the population
dynamics of CMBS. In this study, the effects of plant
metabolic state on the performance of CMBS were
evaluated. Insect rearing experiment was conducted in growth chamber at 25°C and 12-photophase.
Nymphs were reared on crapemyrtle grew in nutrient deficient agar medium and agar medium with
supplementation of 0.1 MS salt. Biological parameters of CMBS including duration of each nymphal instar, survival and mortality of instars, longevity, and
fecundity were recorded. At day 105, the mortality
of CMBS reached 100% and 71.43% for the nymphs
reared on plants in MS and nutrient deficient medium, respectively. No nymph completed life cycle successfully on plants grew in the MS medium despite
that the plants grown in the MS medium were much
healthier than the ones raised on nutrient deficient
medium. The results indicated that the metabolic state of the host plant plays an important role in
its acceptance of CMBS, which suggest that an optimized plant nutrient supplement regime may be in
aid of current pest control strategies for CMBS.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: grant no. 2017 51181
26831/project accession no. 1013059

10:15 AM Yellowmargined Leaf Beetle
Activity and Integrated Pest Management
Options in Brassica Crops
Ayanava Majumdar* and Matthew Price, Auburn
University

Abstract: The yellowmargined leaf beetle or YMLB
(Microtheca ochroloma, Coleoptera:Chrysomelidae)
is a major pest of brassicas grown in Alabama. There
have been rising incidence of YMLB in recent years
and vegetable producers routinely misidentify the
damage symptoms. Damage to turnips and cabbages can exceed 70% on average. To deal with this situation, Alabama Extension and Auburn University
initiated long-term study to develop integrated pest
management (IPM) recommendations that can be
quickly adopted by small farmers once the insect is
detected. This presentation will provide results from
recent trap crop and bioinsecticide tests along with
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a synopsis of current educational campaign to increase producer awareness and IPM adoption. Use
of turnips as a perimeter trap crop could be the first
line of defense for small and medium scale farmers
since YMLB adults are very strongly attracted to turnips planted in the vicinity of cabbages (main crop).
Bioinsecticides such as natural pyrethrin, spinosad,
amd Chromobacterium can be used on the trap crop
for timely management of YMLB. IPM strategy based
on rotation of Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) and other
products mentioned earlier can be implemented
to tackle caterpillar and YMLB at low populations to
prevent pest outbreaks. Besides data sharing, authors will provide copies of IPM slide charts and other relevant publications to all participants.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Alabama Department of
Agriculture - Specialty Crops Block Grant Program and
USDA SARE Program

10:30 AM Evaluation of Tomato Fruit for
Pesticide Residues from Transplant System: Conventional Vs. Organic

Wheeler Foshee III*1; Jerkin Lau2; Tyler Monday1; Jeff
L. Sibley1 and Logan Boatwright1, (1)Auburn University, (2)Texas A&M University
Abstract: Field studies were conducted at Auburn
University, AL, evaluating the difference in the pesticide residue levels on tomato fruit between commercial and certified organic grown transplants. The following pesticides were sprayed on the conventional
transplants: acetamiprid, azoxystrobin, chlorothalonil, cyazofamid, cyprodinil, fludioxonil, phosphite,
piperonyl butoxide, pyrethrins, and streptomycin.
Organic transplants were grown without any pesticides. The transplants were then planted on black
embossed plastic with 18 inch spacing. The study
was arranged in a 2 x 3 factorial. The treatments
were conventional and organic transplants that were
grown in the field under the following methods: conventional, organic, and nontreated. Each treatment
was replicated four times and arranged in the field
as a Randomized Complete Block Design. The conventional plots were sprayed with copper hydroxide
(Kocide), mancozeb (Manzate) and Dipel during production. The organic plots were sprayed with copper
hydroxide and Dipel. The nontreated plots did not
receive any pesticide sprays. GC-MS analysis of ripe
fruit revealed that there were no significant differences in pesticide residues on the tomato fruit of
organic and conventional transplants. All pesticides
tested were not detected on the tomatoes. This indicates no difference in residual pesticides when using
conventional or organic transplants for tomato fruit.
This result is likely due to the chemicals sprayed on
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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the commercial transplants having a few months to
degrade (by sunlight or other weathering processes)
before the tomato fruit were formed. Just as likely
the chemicals were diluted from just the size increase of a small transplant to a large fruit producing
tomato vine.

10:45 AM Decoy, a Food-Grade Gum, Developed for Use As a Management Tool for
Drosophila Suzukii

Gabriella Tait1; Clive Kaiser*1; Valerio Rossi Stacconi1;
Daniel Dalton1; Gianfranco Anfora2 and Vaughn Walton1, (1)Oregon State University, (2)University of Trento
Abstract: The spotted wing drosophila (Drosophila suzukii) is an insect pest of worldwide significance and
is ubiquitous on soft-skinned fruits. This species is
capable of utilizing different habitats and substrates
for nutrition and reproduction, an ability that can be
attributed to olfactory cues. The initial aim of this
study was to create and evaluate a novel gum matrix
as a management tool for D. suzukii in a commercial cropping system. Subsequently, we identified
a biologically important volatile from an important
ingredient within the matrix. Efficacy of the gum matrix as a management tool was assessed both in vitro
and in vivo under open field conditions. Detection
of active volatile compounds was performed using
gas chromatography (GC) coupled with electro-antenna detection (EAD) techniques. Volatiles significantly modified response of D. suzukii in controlled
electrophysiology and orientation studies, resulting
in 46.7% mean oviposition reduction in controlled
laboratory trials on five susceptible fruit types. Field
trials were thereafter conducted over periods of 72
± 2 to 96 ± 2 hours on commercial-stand blueberry
bushes. Fruit on bushes exposed to predetermined
numbers of D. suzukii exhibited 50 to 76% reductions
of fruit infestation and total eggs laid, respectively,
in conjunction with gum treatments. Up to 40% of
fruit on untreated plants were targeted by D. suzukii,
whereas less than 20% of fruit on treated bushes
were targeted. Consequently, the insecticide-free
gum matrix significantly reduced D. suzukii damage
under commercial production conditions. This reduction may be due to a combination of altered behavior and the division of reproductive resources.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Oregon Blueberry Commission

11:00 AM Q&A - Weed Control & Pest
Management 1 - All Session Speakers Are
Required to Attend
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10:00 AM – 11:30 AM

Plant Growth Regulation 1
Moderator: Shinsuke Agehara, University of Florida,
Gulf Coast Research and Education Center

10:00 AM Effects of Hydrogen Cyanamide
on Severely Under-Chilled Peaches
Chunxian Chen*, USDA, ARS

Abstract: Hydrogen cyanamide (HC) is a chemical widely used to stimulate early bud break from
dormancy in fruit and nut crops, usually up to 1-3
weeks earlier than controls. It also causes varying
levels of phytotoxicity depending on the concentration and crop development stage. Other reported
effects include advance of harvest time, reduction
of yield, compensation of chilling deficit, and so on.
Given these effects, HC is often used in under-chilled
peaches in the southeastern US production areas
to push out delayed bud break, and as a result, to
increase the likelihood of at least a partial crop. In
this report, we sprayed HC on severely under-chilled
peach cultivars (≈40-60% of required chill hours) to
investigate its effects on terminal, lateral, and floral
bud break, year-end cumulative vegetative growth,
and following-season yield, and to determine whether it was needed or beneficial for the peach trees.
HC was found to have a strong effect on earlier lateral bud break (peaked in ≈2 weeks, compared to
untreated controls), but little effect on terminal and
floral bud break. Few flowers bloomed and no fruit
was set on any of the sprayed or control peach trees.
Phytotoxic effect was observed on lateral, terminal
and floral buds, and young growth. All the effects
varied somewhat among genotypes, tree ages, and
shoot types. Between the sprayed and controls,
there was no significant difference in the number
and average length of the new lateral shoots by the
end of the year, nor in the number and weight of the
fruit harvested in the following year. In conclusion,
the results showed a late spring HC spray on severely
under-chilled peaches could stimulate earlier lateral
bud break and cause some level of phytotoxicity, but
had little impact on flower bud break and fruit set
that year, cumulative vegetative growth in the fall of
the year, or yield in the following year. These findings
provide useful information for scientists and growers to consider the use of dormancy-breaking compounds when chilling accumulation is inadequate.

10:15 AM Effect of Retain(TM) on Floral
Ethylene Production, Pollination, and

Fruit Set of Arbequina Olive Trees

Fangyi Wang*1; Leigh Archer2; Abdollatif Sheikhi1;
Carlos H Crisosto3; Selina Wang1 and Louise Ferguson1, (1)University of California, Davis, (2)University of
Florida, (3)University of California - Davis
Abstract: Olives produce an abundant number of
flowers, but only 1-2% of them set fruits. One hypothesis of low fruit set in olives suggests the rapid flower senescence limits pollen-tube growth. Ethylene is
involved in floral senescence and abscission. Amionoethoxyvinylglycine (AVG), an active ingredient ofReTain™, is an ethylene inhibitor. AVG competitively
inhibits ACC (1-aminocyclopropanecarboxylate) synthase activity, which is a key enzyme in the ethylene
biosynthesis pathway.ReTain™ (AVG) was applied at
25-50% bloom. The treated olive flowers generated
significantly less ethylene after application. However,
the visual flower senescence ratings and yields in ReTain™ treated olives were not significantly different
from those in control olives. ReTain™ improved yield
in some olive trees. However, the increase of yield
was not consistent within the orchard. This suggests
that ReTain™, while depressing ethylene generation
during flowering, does not prolong olive flower longevity, increase pollination, or increase fruit set.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Valent USA LLC.

10:30 AM Foliar Application of Urea and
Lime Sulfur for Season Extension of Subtropical Blackberry Production

Syuan-You Lin*, University of Florida, Gulf Coast Research and Education Center and Shinsuke Agehara,
University of Florida
Abstract: Despite the rapidly growing demand worldwide, blackberry (Rubus subgenus Rubus) production
is limited in subtropical and tropical climates. In Florida, blackberry growers are facing two challenges.
First, inadequate winter chilling causes poor and erratic flower bud break. Second, late-season harvests
occur during the rainy season, thereby suffering severe rain damage. We performed field experiments
to examine bud break induction effects of urea and
lime sulfur applied at the beginning or end of chilling accumulation (late December or mid-February)
for ‘Natchez’ in central Florida. The contents of five
phytohormones, abscisic acid (ABA), indole-3-acetic
acid (IAA), gibberellic acid 4 (GA4), jasmonic acid (JA),
methyljasmonate (MeJA), were quantified and compared between the control and lime sulfur application in mid-February at 3 and 6 days after treatments
(DAT). Both urea and lime sulfur were applied at 10%
via foliar spray with a spray volume of 1871 L·ha–1.
All treatments accelerated defoliation to a similar ex-
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tent, but the effects on bud break and yield varied.
Urea application in late December did not increase
the final bud break percentage and total season
yield, but it accelerated bud break and increased
early-season yield (April) by 25 times compared with
the control. Lime sulfur application in mid-February increased the final bud break percentage from
32% to 76%, resulting in a 60% yield increase compared to the control. By contrast, urea application
in mid-February or lime sulfur application in late
December did not show any significant beneficial
effects. Compared with the control, phytohormone
profiling results showed that lime sulfur application
in mid-February increased the content of MeJA by
about 1560% (6.5 vs. 107.9 ng/g) at 3 DAT, but this
difference diminished (100.9 vs. 97.9 ng/g) at 6 DAT.
It also increased the content of IAA by about 265%
(0.5 vs. 1.7 ng/g) and 309% (1.5 vs. 6.0 ng/g), at 3 and
6 DAT, respectively. However, the content of JA, ABA
and GA4 was not significantly different between the
control and lime sulfur application. These results
suggest that the effects of urea and lime sulfur on
bud break and yield are not directly associated with
defoliation, and that their effectiveness depends
highly on the application timing. Higher percentage
of bud break induced by lime sulfur application in
mid-February may be associated with the transient
increase in MeJA and IAA. By scheduling the timing
of the application of urea and lime, season extension of subtropical blackberry production could be
achieved.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Florida Specialty Crop
Block Grant Program (USDA-AMS-SCBGP-2019, Contract #026690)

10:45 AM Functional Analysis of Ovate
Family Proteins (OFPs) in Fruit Shape Formation in Strawberry (Fragaria ananassa)
Mingxi Zhou* and Tie Liu, University of Florida

Abstract: Fruit malformation is commonly observed
in strawberry production with negative impacts
on preharvest and postharvest value, which causes postharvest losses and decline in market value.
While it is known that the combination of genetic
and environmental factors plays an important role
in determining the fruit shape in strawberry. However, how the environment influences the gene expression during fruit formation remaines unclear. Recent
studies have demonstrated that KNOTTED-LIKE
HOMEODOMAIN (KNOX) genes control strawberry
receptacle meristem activity and are essential for
fleshy fruit development (Shahan, 2019; Yongping,
2019). Through genome-wide strategies identifying
downstream targets of SHOOTMERISTEMLESS (STM),
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a member of the KNOX family gene in Arabidopsis,
we identified OVATE FAMILY PROTEINS (OFPs) that
are directly regulated by STM. The function of genes
in this transcription factor family are mainly involved
in fruit shape formation. We found altered expression of OFP show the abnormal shape of different
organs including leaf, stem, and silique in Arabidopsis. Interestingly, the OFP orthologs in strawberry
are highly expressed during the early developmental stage of receptacle and in all stages of the ovary
wall, suggesting their roles in shape formation. To
testify the molecular mechanism of OFP genes that
are associated with fruit shape development, we are
utilizeing the inducible system, RNA-Seq and CRISPR/
Cas9 gene editing in strawberry to validate the function of those candidate genes. This study will contribute to an understanding of fruit shape formation
and lead to improved breeding practices.

11:00 AM Q&A - Plant Growth Regulation
1 - All Session Speakers Are Required to
Attend
10:00 AM – 11:30 AM

Workshop: Tools to Help You Become a
More Effective International Consultant

Coordinator: Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi, University of
Florida
Moderators: Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi, University of Florida; Sarada Krishnan, Denver Botanic Gardens and
Dilip Nandwani, Tennessee State University
Description: Objectives: The overall goal of this workshop is to give international consultants and attendees an opportunity to share their perspectives on
challenges and prospects to become a more effective professional.
Description: The need of qualified international consultants is rapidly increasing due to the importance
of horticulture around the world. New technologies
related to precision irrigation and sensors, genetics,
propagation, varieties, fertilizers, soils, mechanization, cultural practices and management platforms
are increasing the demand of skilled professionals
that can apply innovative knowledge in different
situations. We will address topics necessary for effective employment as an international consultant
in either the private or public sector worldwide on
a diverse environment. Speakers will share perspectives on private consultants as a private career, particularly compared to public career opportunities.
In this workshop, we invited previous Outstanding
International Horticulturist Award winners and nominees to contribute with the workshop due to their
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expertise. We will introduce the panelists and invite
them each to give a 10-minute presentation about
what contributed to their career choice and then
share information on their consulting program and
its major objectives. Following these talks, we will
lead a round-table panel discussion on major challenges and opportunities in international consulting.
The format is basically a Question & Answers session
heavily focused on the audience participation.

10:00 AM Welcoming Remarks
10:05 AM Teamwork

John L. Griffis Jr.*, Florida Gulf Coast University

10:15 AM Training

and hydroponic systems continue to make huge advances in technology that allow for ever increasing
yields while at the same time reducing energy, labor
and water requirements. These advancements have
prompted large investments in indoor farming projects across the US. At the same time, leafy greens
have continued to see large scale food safety outbreaks and recalls which has further accelerated
the growth of this upcoming industry. Jenn Frymark,
Chief Greenhouse Officer, explains how Gotham
Greens has grown from being a niche producer of
locally grown produce to creating a national network
of hyper-local greenhouses across the United States.

Edward E Carey*, International Potato Center

12:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Dilip Nandwani*, Tennessee State University

Early Career Competition

10:25 AM Experience

10:35 AM Developing Institutional Agreements, Partnerships, and Collaborative
Research
Curt R. Rom*, University of Arkansas

10:45 AM Communication

Rolston St. Hilaire*, New Mexico State University

10:55 AM Panel Discussion
11:30 AM – 12:30 PM

Moderator: Daniel Leskovar, Texas A&M AgriLife Research & Extension Center, Texas A&M University
Objectives: The Early Career Competition has been developed
for new faculty and professionals to communicate the impact of
their extension, research, teaching, and other scholarly activities. The purpose of this competition is to provide a platform for
new scholars to advance their work and reputation in addition
to helping facilitate peer-reviewed extension, teaching, and/or
research from a wide range of horticultural professionals.
This opportunity is available to postdocs, early career faculty
(tenure-track assistant professors, non-tenure track faculty
within the first 5 years of service at their current position), and
industry and governmental professionals (within the first 5 years
of service at their current position).

Keynote Speaker: Jenn Frymark, The
Urban Agriculture Revolution – State- 12:00 PM Introductory Remarks
of-the-art Indoor Farms, Food Safety,
Sustainability and the Growing Local 12:05 PM Addressing the Challenges of
Fruit Production in Cold Climate Regions
Food Economy
*
Amaya Atucha , University of Wisconsin-Madison

Description: Jenn Frymark, Chief Greenhouse Officer of Gotham Greens, explains how Gotham Greens
has grown from being a niche producer of locally
grown produce to creating a national network of hyper-local greenhouses across the United States.

11:30 AM The Urban Agriculture Revolution – State-ofthe-art Indoor Farms, Food Safety, Sustainability and
the Growing Local Food Economy

Jenn Frymark*, Gotham Greens
Abstract: Gotham Greens is on a mission to reimagine how and where fresh produce is grown. By reimagining urban landscapes, the company is creating new ways to farm, produce local food, revitalize
communities and innovate for a sustainable future.
Controlled environment agriculture, greenhouses

Abstract: Among the many challenges fruit growers face in cold climate regions, extreme mid-winter freezing events, high incidence of spring frosts,
and short-cool-growing seasons have a significant
impact on the economic sustainability of these industries. In the last decade, events such as the polar
vortices of 2014 and 2019, and “killer” spring frosts
of 2012 and 2016 have led to unprecedented crop
and plant losses in Wisconsin, resulting in millions of
dollars in insurance payments for fruit growers. Extreme weather events, particularly acute cold freezing events, are predicted to increase in cold climate
regions as a result of climate change, making fruit
production highly challenging and risky. The goal of
my research and extension programs is to increase
the economic sustainability of the fruit industries in
Wisconsin. To achieve this goal, I am working on developing novel production practices to improve plant
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growth and productivity by investigating the physiological responses and adaptations of fruit crops to
cold climate conditions.
Research
Understanding plant development is key to the generation of novel production practices that will increase environmental and economic sustainability
of fruit crop systems. My research focuses on identifying the mechanism of freezing stress resistance
in cranberry, the most important fruit crop in Wisconsin, and developing a methodology to measure
bud cold tolerance to screen available germplasm
to identify individuals with increased freezing resistance to incorporate into UW-Madison’s cranberry
breeding program. In addition, my research aims to
provide growers with new tools to evaluate cold hardiness and cold damage of cranberry dormant buds,
that will allow them to adjust production practices
based on the level of damage and yield loss estimation.

Extension

Cold climate hybrid grapes have enhanced cold hardiness traits compared to European grapes; however, the increased frequency of mid-winter extreme
freezing temperatures and spring frosts has resulted in increased vine mortality and yield losses. My
research focuses on how wide temperature fluctuations during winter affect the cold hardiness and
survival of cold climate grapevine dormant buds and
on the relationship between dormancy stage and
loss of bud hardiness. My goal is to provide growers with information on the timing of the year when
cold climate grape buds are susceptible to freezing
damage, as well as on the differences in cold hardiness among cultivars. My long-term goal is to develop predictive models to provide grape growers with
a powerful tool to estimate cold hardiness of buds
based on ambient temperature. This work help advise growers on how to adjust pruning levels to account for vine damage without the need to conduct
real-time assessments requiring specialized equipment and techniques. Future work will incorporate
the predictive models to my program’s website, so
that growers can use them in conjunction with their
local weather stations.

Wisconsin has a strong culture of extension and
outreach which began with the Wisconsin Idea, a
principle that holds that the boundaries of the University should be the boundaries state. As an extension specialist my goal is to provide growers with research-based solutions, educational opportunities,
and resources to deal with the challenges faced by
the fruit industry in Wisconsin. Through my extension role, I have assumed leadership and advisory roles for a diverse set of stakeholder groups including the Wisconsin state cranberry, apple, grape,
and berry grower’s associations. I work with them
to solve highly specific problems and serve as an
advisor on big picture issues, such as the impact of
climate change and the development of long-term
strategies to increase economic and environmental
sustainability of our industries. To meet current and
emerging issues, I have developed novel research
approaches and extension programming, and extensively collaborated with the industries to implement
new resources for fruit production. I conduct a very
active and vibrant extension program offering multiple educational trainings, publishing extension articles for a wide range of national and international
groups, from growers to homeowner and consumers, as well as extension agents, and providing update resources to these audiences thorough the Wisconsin Fruit News and website (www.fruit.wisc.edu).

The production of ripe fruit in regions with shortcool-growing seasons is a major challenge affecting
fruit and wine quality. My research focuses on the
impact of canopy management on grape cluster microclimate and its effect on fruit and wine chemical
composition. Results from my work have shown that
increased fruit zone light and temperature results in
fruit and wine with improved sugar/acid ratio, higher
concentrations of desirable aroma, phenolics, and
color compounds, all highly desirable characteristics

Teaching and mentoring students at different stages of their education has been a strong motivation
throughout my career and is a fundamental part of
my research, extension, and instructional programs.
My goal as a teacher is not only to influence students’
knowledge in fruit crop production, but also to contribute to their ability to develop opinions and learn
critical-thinking skills that will allow them to become
successful professionals. Mentoring and advising
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for wine production. The use of canopy management techniques to enhance berry ripening is an effective practice to increase fruit and wine quality in
cold climate growing regions. A long-term goal of my
program is to develop tools to monitor grape ripening for cold climate hybrid grapes to determine the
optimum harvest time to produce the highest quality
wine. To achieve this goal, I investigate changes in
berry composition during fruit ripening through the
evaluation of an array of biochemical compounds.
Through this work I aim to provide much needed
information on cold climate hybrid grapes ripening
profiles that will elevate the quality of our local wines
and thus the economic sustainability of our young
industry.

Teaching
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graduate students is one of the most rewarding aspects of my position. I believe that students, in particular minority and first-generation students, grow
excited about an academic career in science with an
advisor that acts as a mentor and role model. As a
Latina woman in science, it is my goal to be a role
model and mentor especially to these students and
hopefully inspire them to become the future leaders
of the increasingly more diverse horticulture industry.

12:25 PM Developing Roots: Building a
New Horticulture Program at Oregon
State University
Scott Lukas*, Oregon State University, HAREC

Abstract: The Columbia Basin region in Oregon has
over 500,000 acres of high yielding irrigated cropland. The Oregon State University (OSU) Hermiston
Agricultural Research and Extension Center (HAREC)
is strategically located within the Columbia Basin to
provide irrigated agricultural research and extension support regionally and beyond. While potato is
the central rotational crop, over 200 cultivated plant
species are produced. The horticulture program at
HAREC has been vacant for five years until September 2016, when it was filled at the assistant professor
level with an academic appointment of 75% research
and 25% extension. The five-year fallow duration
enabled the unique opportunity to restructure and
design a research program from the ground up. The
newly formed HAREC horticulture program has diverse crop responsibilities within specialty irrigated
crops, ranging from annual row crops such as onion,
to perennial small fruits such as blueberry. With the
wide range of crop responsibilities that fall under
the horticultural management umbrella, I have been
able to find direction by utilizing the extension component of my appointment to meet with growers to
develop a needs assessment to formulate research
projects and subsequent funding avenues over the
last 3.5 years.
The overall theme of my program is to enhance irrigated horticultural production systems while promoting environmentally centered approaches. The
program is oriented to provide applied scientific research-based solutions to current grower challenges. From the needs assessment, I identified priority
challenges that stakeholders and I consider to be
fundamental bottlenecks in the long-term viability of
regional production systems. These assessed bottlenecks’ are large-scale challenges, which have shaped
the theme of my research program. Currently, there
are three main project groups that compliment my
program theme focused on 1) reducing groundwater

contamination from fertilizer leaching; 2) improving
efficiency and method of crop protection applications, and; 3) effective land management strategies
to foster beneficial insects and cropping pollinators.
One of the main projects, which I believe to be the
single greatest concern for regional agricultural viability addresses groundwater nitrate contamination.
Over the last three decades in the Lower Umatilla
Basin, both water quantity and quality have declined,
prompting declarations of Critical Groundwater Areas (CGA), and a Groundwater Management Area
(GWMA). Concentrations of groundwater nitrate continue to rise and few research efforts are focusing
on strategies to help identify and manage irrigated
cropping system nitrate sources. I have approached
the challenge on two fronts: 1) by initiating and leading a comprehensive interdisciplinary collaborative
group (USDA NIFA Hatch) to work together on funding acquisition, brainstorming, and ongoing research
efforts; and 2) by implementing short-term (3-year)
research projects to provide best stewardship practices to improve water-use-efficiency and reduce fertilizer losses, such as the evaluation of sub-surface
drip irrigation. The collaborative project is within the
second year of initiation and has already worked together with two local action committees, two OSU
research stations, OSU extension, state agencies (Oregon Dept. of Agriculture, Oregon Department of Environmental Quality and the Oregon Health Authority), local agencies (Umatilla and Morrow Counties,
City of Boardman, Hermiston, Irrigon, and Umatilla),
Umatilla and Morrow Soil & Water Conservation Districts, Confederated Tribal entities, private organizations (4 companies), irrigation districts and associated stakeholders. This level of cooperation between
multi-disciplinary scientists, stakeholders, and tribal
representatives is unprecedented in the region and
is being leveraged to create a center of excellence to
reverse groundwater contamination.
All of my research projects are oriented to be inclusive of local stakeholders driving research priorities,
which then expand to state and nationally based
colleague cooperation to leverage research expertise, experience, successful funding acquisition, and
long-lasting professional relationships.
My extension program is centered on providing
educational opportunities through research-based
information. To help disseminate information to
stakeholders, I have published nine extension publications. I have started research projects that have
been disseminated to stakeholders that resulted in
newly created opportunities for on-farm grower cooperative projects. I strive to include local producers
in my program development and on-going projects.
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One particular area which has provided significant
traction for my program and built strong extension
relationships has been through organizing grower
based conference sessions to promulgate locally
relevant vegetable research and training classes. Annually, I am the session organizer and chair for the
vegetable (2017 -present) and the organic sessions
(2017) of the Hermiston Farm Fair (HFF, 2400 participants) the Pacific Northwest Vegetable Association
(PNVA, 2800 participants) vegetable session (2017
-present). Another key educational need for regional producers is proper chemical usage and safety.
Thus, I organize the CORE Pesticide (OR, WA, ID) session (in English and Spanish) that offers two sessions
of training, providing pesticide re-certification credits to 320 participants (2017 -present). To accompany
the conference program organization, I also deliver
seminars at the sessions.
Scholarship outcomes from my research and extension program over the past 3.5 years with OSU
have demonstrated the traction of my program in a
local, regional, and national capacity. I am building
an emerging research program, that has successfully
received funding from Federal, State, Regional, and
Grower based agencies. Total research funding that
I have received through competitive grants while at
OSU is $1,925,760, with $1,165,756 allocated to my
research program. Of the funding received, I have
been the lead Project Director for 12 of the 16 grants
awarded. I anticipate greater funding success in upcoming years as 8 not-funded proposals were submitted to federal sources, are currently undergoing
revisions to be resubmitted. I have published seven
peer-reviewed publications, have one in preparation
and have data for an additional two manuscripts.
Nine extension publications have been published.
To help facilitate my program goals of research and
extension I have delivered over 50 regional and national conference presentations and have reached
over 5200 peers and stakeholders.
Significant potential exists for the OSU HAREC horticulture program to directly impact Columbia Basin
specialty irrigated crop productivity and diversity,
as well as the general agricultural knowledge base.
Looking toward the future, the new generation of
agricultural scientists will be responsible for continuing the industries' progress in an environmentally
conscious and economically viable direction, which
personally provides me inspiration and dedication.

12:45 PM Building a Sustainable Citrus Water and Nutrient Management Program
Davie Kadyampakeni*, University of Florida

Abstract: Building a Sustainable Citrus Water and
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Nutrient Management Program
I am an Assistant Professor of Soil and Water Sciences with the Institute of Food and Agricultural
Sciences (IFAS) at the University of Florida since September 2016. My program seeks to 1) develop and
implement sustainable strategies that optimize water management for citrus production, conservation
of water, and water quality; 2) conduct research to
improve water and nutrient use efficiency in citrus
production systems, minimizing water quality degradation, and maximizing productivity; 3) develop local
and regional water use models taking into consideration citrus planting systems, tree water requirements, irrigation scenarios, and water use for cold
protection; 4) apply precision agricultural technologies for local and regional water management; 5)
develop best management practices for water conservation and quality maintenance for surface and
ground water sources. I have a 70% research/30%
extension split appointment as a tenure-track faculty. In my areas of specialization, I consider use of
precision water and nutrient management as critical
water saving systems. I implement the 4Rs related
to right fertilizer source, right rate, right timing and
right placement guidelines for citrus and other horticultural crops. My other key area of specialization
relates to soil and crop modeling. In this era, where
data acquisition is very demanding and costly, use
of soil and crop models present an opportunity for
examining those soil/plant/environmental processes
that cannot be measured in real time and help solve
real-world problems. In addition, use of new sensors
and big data analytics provide the framework for calibrating sensors and tools for precision water and
nutrient management. In extension, I deliver more
than 10 grower talks and develop more than 6 bulletins/trade journal articles per year, to convey new
innovations to my clientele such as growers and extension agents. I use multiple approaches for reaching out including phone calls, blogging, and emails to
commercial growers.
Currently, I am supervising 3 MS students and 3
PhD students, and serving on committees of 7 other
graduate students. A total of 4 graduate students for
whom I served as a committee member have successfully graduated. Since joining UF, I have reached
out to more than 1,000 growers in workshops on
improving water and nutrient management. In my
career, I have more than 33 publications in refereed journals, and additional 46 in extension bulletins, trade journals, conference proceedings and
book chapters. I am a co-author of one book (as lead
author) and co-edited 5 other books. In the past 3
years, I have secured nearly $5 million in extramural funding from the USDA, Citrus Research and
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Development Foundation and Florida Water Management Districts for building a cohesive program
that is poised to be transformational. I plan to bring
tools and techniques from other disciplines to my
own. In my program, I am using novel approaches
for conserving water and nutrients. Some commercial growers are planting trees using either reflective
mulch or plastic fabric to conserve moisture and repel pests that spread the pathogen that causes the
disease called citrus greening (this disease has led to
severe decline in citrus acreage worldwide). Use of
the reflective mulch or plastic fabric reduces water
losses due to evaporation, and thus would require
further estimation of crop coefficients to contrast
with bare ground. There have been no studies in
Florida to determine these water dynamics under
current conditions. I also eagerly adopt and adapt
tools for automated monitoring of soil water quality
(e.g., pH, nitrates, orthophosphates, bicarbonates)
using data logging systems and sensors to establish
new thresholds for mitigating nutrient leaching from
Florida’s sandy soils. I am establishing a powerful
network of collaborators in other citrus producing
states such as California, Texas, Arizona and Georgia
to ensure my program approaches are scalable.
In the past year, I was awarded the UF Water Institute Early Career Fellowship for outstanding contributions to sustainable water and nutrient management. In 2019, I was also awarded the Inspiring
Young Scientist Award by the American Society of
Agronomy Environmental Quality Section for excellence in teaching, research, extension and industry
contributions related to sustaining agriculture and
environmental quality. In addition, I am a member
of the Faculty Advisory and Extension Committees of
the Soil and Water Sciences Department. Nationally,
I served as the 2018 and 2019 Vice-chair and Chair,
respectively, for the American Society of Agronomy
(ASA) Sensor-based Water Management Community
and organized a symposium at the ASA Annual Meeting in November 2019. I am a member and was also
the 2019 Leader for the “W4128 Multistate Project:
Microirrigation” with participants from more than 20
Universities in the US and several USDA scientists. I
am current Chair for the Citrus Professional Interest
Group (PIG) for the American Society of Horticultural
Science (ASHS) and sit on the panel for selecting the
International Horticulturalist of the year. I am also
the vice-president of the citrus section of the Florida State of Horticultural Society (FSHS). In 2019, I
delivered a webinar for the ASHS Citrus PIG and organized/moderated another Webinar in February
2020. In 2020, I submitted two approved tour proposals for the Citrus PIG and Controlled Environent
PIG and one workshop proposal for the Citrus PIG. I

am an active member of several professional societies such as ASA, Crop Science Society of America,
Soil Science Society of America, American Society of
Agricultural and Biological Engineers, Irrigation Association, ASHS, and FSHS.
Recently, my graduate student was awarded the
Soil and Water Sciences Departmental “Excellence
in Graduate Studies Award” for an outstanding MS
thesis in Soil and Water Sciences. Four of my six students have received conferences awards for best or
second best poster or oral presentations.
In conclusion, considering my accomplishments and
productivity to date, my participation in professional
societies such as ASHS and FSHS, and my roles in extension, research and student mentorship, make me
a strong candidate for the ASHS Early Career Award
in 2020. I look forward to many more years of productive participation in the ASHS, and related regional and state organizations.

1:05 PM Integrated Extension and Research to Improve the Efficiency of Fruit
and Vegetable Systems

Amanda McWhirt*, University of Arkansas Cooperative
Extension
Abstract: Building a research and extension program
that serves the changing ways that fruit and vegetable producers both grow their crops and seek information requires a multi-pronged approach. Growers
want both in-person expertise and answers available at their fingertips on their smartphones and
computers. In addition, growers increasingly seek
new growing methods, but need research to better
understand how shifts in production practices may
impact labor demands, input requirements or the
quality of the product. My integrated research and
extension programs seek to aid fruit and vegetable
growers in the Southeast with the answers they need
to increase the efficiency and productivity of these
systems.
My research program is focused on increasing the
efficiency and sustainability of fruit and vegetable
production systems and on evaluating how new production practices may impact the yield, fruit quality,
pest management and economics of a given production system. This system wide focus requires a
multi-disciplinary approach but results in outputs
that are directly applicable to and useable by growers. One example of where we are implementing this
type of approach, is in our evaluation of the rotating
cross arm (RCA) trellis for its impact on Southeastern
blackberry production. Our work directly compares
the RCA to a standard trellising system for impacts
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on blackberry fruit quality, yield, pest pressure and
labor inputs. The RCA trellis has a higher initial establishment cost, and higher training costs, but as
demonstrated by our research can result in lower
rates of cull fruit, and higher yields per plant. Importantly our preliminary work also has shown lower
populations of spotted wing drosophila (SWD) (Drosophila suzukii) a major pest of blackberries globally
on blackberries trained on the RCA. These results
beg the question, can higher yields, lower fruit loss
and lower pest populations make up for higher initial costs? Our research continues to evaluate this
question using our yield, and pest management data
combined with our data on labor hours spent in both
trellising systems. This whole system approach provides comprehensive answers to growers about how
their production systems are impacted before a production practice is adopted. I am also using a similar approach with research on winter cover crops
for watermelon production, where we are evaluating impacts on crop nutrient status, weed pressure,
insect pest populations, pollinator populations, fruit
quality and yield. Collectively my research is seeking
to fill knowledge gaps in both fruit and vegetable
production systems to serve growers in the Southeastern region.
In the area of extension my program has sought to
meet the increasing demand for basic information
on growing small fruit crops in the Southeast, by creating resources that are easily accessible to a range
of clients. For example, demand for domestically
grown berries continues to increase as consumers
increasingly seek healthy and “local” foods. Blackberries and blueberries are a crops native to much of
the Southeastern United States and are well suited
for production in the region. Growers are interested in filling demand for these crops but need basic
training on best management practices to produce
these crops. In response to this need I led the development of two comprehensive “schools” or courses
to offer instruction on basic blackberry (held in 2017)
and blueberry crop production (held in 2019). Both
were four-part courses conducted over the course
of a year so that participants were able to learn the
entire cropping system as a whole through all four
seasons. The topics covered for both crops included: site selection, crop establishment, cultivars selection, crop development and physiology, disease,
insect and weed management, irrigation, fertility,
pruning, food safety, and economics for large and
small farms. The course format combined classroom
and hands-on instruction by state and regional experts. In total over 100 farmers were trained across
the blackberry and blueberry courses.
However, in order to expand the reach of the deI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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veloped material the content was also adapted into
a webinar format aimed at training Southeastern
county cooperative extension agents. Each four-part
webinar consisted of instruction from a regional expert and often included “How-to” videos to demonstrate a specific skill or concept. Agents were also
given access to the PowerPoint presentations, videos and other resources used during the webinars
(www.uaex.edu/blackberryschool and www.uaex.edu/
blueberryschool ), so that they could then build their
own local outreach programs. Of the over 150 county agents who participated in the two webinars a majority reported “only sometimes” or “rarely” working
with horticultural crops, thus for many of our participants this was an opportunity to expand their
knowledge base in an area they might otherwise not
be given training. County agents were given pre- and
post-tests of knowledge before and after each webinar. On average agents increased their knowledge
by more than 25% over the course of each webinar
series. A majority (>65%) of county agents also reported that they planned to use the materials to hold
their own training and 100% said the webinars were
“worth their time”. These training modules were also
recorded and then placed online for use by growers
and the public. Collectively these two crop specific
trainings have resulted in more than 12 hours of
training videos and to date the number of “views”
on YouTube exceeds 200,000. While my program
targets commercial growers, back-yard growers, and
homeowners regularly access these pages and use
the information to improve their knowledge of these
systems of production.
Collectively my research and extension programs
aim to provide answers and to develop recommendations to help growers make informed decisions
about how to improve the efficiency of their production systems. Providing information through the lens
of the whole system of production helps make clear
to growers why and how production, pest management and economic decisions interact to impact the
efficiency and sustainability of their systems. Providing information in an easy to access format in our
increasingly digital age dramatically increases the
reach of my efforts and the potential impact of my
programs on fruit and vegetable production.

1:25 PM Integrating Crop-Physiology with
Environmental-Control-Technology to Improve Plant Production and Foster Interdisciplinary Education and Outreach
Ricardo Hernandez*, NC State University
Abstract: Research
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I have devoted my academic and professional career
to advancing the science of applied environmental
physiology (controlled environment horticulture),
while educating the next generation of scientists.
During my time at NC State University, I have built
a research team that consists of five Ph.D. students, one M.S. student, one research technician,
three post-doctoral research associates, and several undergraduate students. I define Controlled Environment Horticulture (CEH) as the integration of
crop-physiology with environmental-control-technology/engineering to maximize plant output (yield,
traits, morphology). CEH mainly impacts two sectors:
1) The industry that uses CEH technology as a production tool. For example, production of vegetables/
ornamentals in greenhouses and other CE production systems, production of seedlings/transplants for
the open-field vegetable industry, and production of
plant-based health products for the pharmaceutical/
nutraceutical industry. 2) The industry that uses CEH
as a research and optimization tool. For example, to
accelerate plant breeding, understand fundamental
plant responses to environment, and plant biotechnology optimization. This diversity expands the impact of my research program and has allowed me
to obtain research funds from a variety of sectors.
For example, some of my current projects are: 1)
develop low-cost, highly controlled containerized
nursery technology to enable propagators of grafted seedlings to produce plants year-round (funded
by USDA-NIFA-SCRI). 2) Cannabis Sativa (hemp) developmental responses to environmental variations.
(funded by the State and LED manufacturers). 3) Molecular breeding using crispr-cas9 of Lactuca sativa
(lettuce) with specific traits for the emerging vertical
farm market (funded by the State and a breeding
company). 4) Optimizing site-specific solar radiation
modeling for its application in the horticultural, agricultural and photonics industries (funded partially
by the Science Academy of Finland). 5) Optimization
of the environment after plant transformation to accelerate shoot induction and differentiation (funded
by a transnational Ag biotechnology company).
My research program has already been recognized
internationally. For example, I have been invited as
a speaker to international conferences such as the
“International Tomato Congress” (Mexico 2016), the
“International Congress on Controlled Environment
Agriculture” (Panama 2017-2019), and the “International Symposium on Environment Control Technology for Value-added Plant Production (ECTV2017)”
(China 2017) where I was selected to represent
North America. I am committed to keep growing my
research program in order to increase its research
impact nationally and internationally.

Training and Education
During my time at NCSU, I have created three new
courses. During my Ph.D. and Post-doctoral degrees,
I was focused on research, giving me little opportunity to acquire teaching experience. However, after
teaching my first course, I experienced great satisfaction from educating the next generation. In addition,
my advanced courses are focused on my expertise
and my research program complements my teaching efforts. For example, one of my teaching objectives is to inspire students to understand the application of whole- plant environmental physiology to the
production of crops using indoor farming technology; therefore, I developed a course titled “Crop Production and Physiology in Controlled Environment”.
This course incorporates the “think-and-do” philosophy. For example, for the laboratory portion of the
course, I have retrofitted a shipping container (330
ft2) to serve as a vertical farm production site (PlantBox). During the course of the semester, students
grow four crop cycles and each cycle has different
environmental conditions. While growing the crops,
they also get hands-on experience on the required
technology, calibration of sensors and equipment,
energy budgeting, and economic analysis. In order
to maximize the educational impact of the Plant-Box,
I also motivated undergraduate students to create a
new student club. The new student club is focused on
the production of crops in controlled environments
and uses the shipping container as the club’s work
site. In addition to this course, I have also developed
a graduate level course based on my expertise, titled
“Applied-Plant-Light Interactions”
Growing up in a border city in northern México and
experiencing the challenges and learning opportunities of adapting to a new culture, I understand the
importance of international exposure. Therefore, I
looked forward to the challenge of developing the
first Study Abroad course for the Department of
Horticultural Sciences titled “Sustainability and Entrepreneurship in Emerging Countries”. The course
objective is to give the students a global understanding of the five components of sustainability, as well
as introducing entrepreneurship with the unique
perspective in a developing country. The location is
Oaxaca, México, due to its unique environmental,
horticultural, and cultural diversity. The course visits
two regions in the state: 1) the capital located in the
center of the state, and 2) the pacific coast. My study
abroad course meets a great need in the college and
department. Currently, nationwide only 10% of undergraduate students participate in study abroad
programs. Furthermore, NCSU College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences (CALS) has committed to increase
study abroad enrollment by 50%. In addition, data
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shows that in 2014-2015, out of 137 students in CALS
participating in study abroad programs, only 1 student (0.7%) was from the Horticultural Sciences Department.
My teaching efforts were recognized this year by the
University. I was honored by receiving the 2019-2020
CALS Teacher Award of Merit.
Outreach and Extension
My current appointment has a very small extension
component (5%); however, since my research program is very applied, the opportunities for outreach
and extension have been vast. I had the opportunity to share my research to growers, entrepreneurs,
and high school students via trade-journal articles,
seminar presentations, workshops, trainings, and
as member of advisory boards. My extension and
outreach efforts have also been recognized. For example, I was awarded by Vegetable Growers News
the Fruit + Vegetable 40 Under 40 Award (2019). This
award honors 40 outstanding individuals making
their marks in the industry. Furthermore, I was also
recognized by Produce Growers Magazine with the
“People-in Produce award” (2018) as one of the seven people pushing the produce industry forward in
2018.
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Consumer Horticulture and Master
Gardener (Poster)
Moderator: Lauren Garcia Chance, Southern Highlands Reserve

A Case Study in Developing, Navigating,
and Maintaining Novel Partnerships for
Applied Organic Research and Outreach
(poster)

Matthew D. Clark*, University of Minnesota; Julie Weisenhorn,
University of Minnesota; Deborah Samac, Univ of Minnesota;
James M. Bradeen, University of Minnesota; Cory Hirsch, University of Minnesota; Julie Grossman, University of Minnesota; Lindsey Miller, University of Minnesota and Mohamed Yakub, AAAS

Abstract: Over 5 years, a partnership for applied organic agricultural research and community outreach
developed between a team of University of Minnesota plant scientists (the Plant Education Group or
“PlantEd”) and a private family foundation. The multilateral partnership extended to include entities including the University of Minnesota Bee Squad, the
St. Croix River Association, The Good Acre, USDA-ARS
scientists, site planners, and farm staff. Analysis
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and self-reflection at the completion of the project
by the PlantEd steering committee allowed the development of a case study to document the project
outcomes, roadblocks, successes, and opportunities
created during the partnership.
Key outcomes of this project included extending
the scope of individually-led research components
to outside communities; hands-on training for students and staff on a range of crops; and on-the-job
training for organic certification processes. Through
the life of the partnership, hundreds of community
members were introduced to the research projects
through outreach activities, field days, tours, or interpretive signage. Over 30 associated scientists,
undergraduate, graduate, and were trained on new
techniques. Project staff also gained real-world experience in organic site certification. The site allowed
for novel research including pollinator health, greenhouse cover crop evaluation, weed seedbank control
through solarization, establishment of a plant diversity garden, and field establishment of a cold-climate
grape vineyard, all within an organic framework.
Most importantly, community and university partners were able to observe the process and stages of
developing a community-university partnership, and
alignment with existing frameworks for such partnerships. Ultimately, critical gaps of knowledge and
resources posed a challenge to effective work. One
specific challenge encountered each season was organic pest control (including deer, pocket gophers,
and 13 lined ground squirrels) and weed management. Other roadblocks included the distance to the
research and outreach site; on-site materials and
equipment; effective communication of priorities
between the PlantEd team and the foundation; and
changing project leadership from the foundation.
Issues such as land use, critical habitat for native
bees, and an untimely fire that destroyed a greenhouse were also encountered. As a novel site for
field research, day-to-day operational issues were
addressed from basic (irrigation needs) to complex
(equitable use of staff time).
The case study highlights the lessons learned from
the process of establishing and maintaining public-private research and outreach relationships and
includes guidance for avoiding some of the pitfalls
encountered. The opportunities that emerged from
these and other challenges became professional development learning moments for the on-farm managers and PlantEd researchers, and highlighted the
need for deeper preparation and use of established
best-practices for community-university partnership
development.
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Monitoring Elemental Nutrients and
Heavy Metals for Urban Agriculture (poster)
Kimberley Russell*,

Abstract: Urban agriculture's goal is to produce
healthy, local food immediately accessible to a city
population. Much work goes into the planning of an
urban garden, not just the choice of plants and fertilizers, but also low-cost, accessible locations. Since
many of these gardens end up being near abandoned industrial sites, it is critical to monitor their
soil and water sources for heavy metals. Concentrated amounts can be taken up by plants which in addition to damaging the plants, can cause the development of hazardous food products.
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometry is used to
non-destructively determine both elemental nutrients and heavy metals in soils, fertilizers, irrigants,
and plants. Portable XRF (PXRF) is used to monitor
nutrient uptake and to screen for heavy metals.
PXRF has long been used for heavy metal analysis of
soils for environmental safety. Two well-known environmental methods for the application are US EPA
2007 SW-846 Test Method 6200 and ISO 13196:2013.
When levels are near or below PPM levels, portable
Total Reflection XRF (TXRF) is used.
Real-time elemental nutrient monitoring and heavy
metal screening with XRF analyzers helps maintain
urban food quality and safety before and during any
stage of the growing cycle. This capability enables
urban farmers to make better decisions about the
quality and safety of their garden in real time without having to send samples out to a wet chemistry
lab.
The technologies of PXRF and TXRF will be described;
examples of data will be given; the trade-offs between screening samples as-is and analyzing samples which have been prepared will be discussed;
and data correlated with ICP analysis will be presented.

Midwest Coordinators Perceptions of the
Impact of Funding, Volunteers, and Partnerships on Sustaining the Growing Together Project (poster)

Konrad Powell*, Iowa State University and Cynthia Haynes, Iowa
State University

Abstract: Access to healthier food choices such as
fresh fruits and vegetables from food pantries is a
need for low income families and individuals. The
Growing Together Iowa Project, a partnership between the Iowa State University Extension and Out-

reach Master Gardener program and the Iowa SNAPEd program, hopes to increase access to fresh fruits
and vegetables for local communities across Iowa.
This program began in 2016 in 13 counties within
Iowa, and in 2020 there are 29 counties involved.
Due to the success of this program within Iowa, five
additional states, Wisconsin; Illinois; Indiana; Michigan; and Nebraska, have also adopted The Growing
Together Project.
The objective of this research was to determine
how the five states have adopted and adapted the
Growing Together Project to fit the needs of the clientele within their state. Data were collected from
each state coordinators of both Master Gardeners
and SNAP-Ed. Coordinators were asked to complete a pre-survey, (eight closed-ended questions,
11 open-ended questions), prior to participation in
a team webcast interview. Topics addressed in the
pre-survey and webcast interview focused on; volunteers, funding, partnerships, and overall sustainability of the program. Interviews were recorded and
transcribed via NVivo and themes were identified.
IRB approval was granted prior to administering the
pre-survey.
As expected, each state had different needs and priorities based on level of funding within the state and
through SNAP-Ed. Therefore, some stressed the importance of funding while others stressed that funding was not a priority. The Master Gardener Coordinators in all states ranked additional funding as more
important than SNAP-Ed Coordinators. Some states
felt that Master Gardener volunteer engagement
was at optimal levels, while other states indicated
they could use more Master Gardener volunteers. All
states felt that seeking additional community partnerships, beyond Master Gardener volunteers, were
critical to sustain the program for the future.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: SNAP-Ed

Consumer Container Size Preferences and
Willingness to Pay for Poinsettia Varieties
(Euphorbia pulcherrima L.) (poster)
Caitlin McLeod*, Mississippi State University Extension Service

Abstract: Periodic pricing updates aid local poinsettia
(Euphorbia pulcherrima) growers to plan and market
plants each season, but marketing research and consumer willingness to pay data is scarce. Traditionally,
retailers offer red, white and pink poinsettia varieties
in four, six, eight and ten-inch pot sizes. Tennessee
State University conducted an open house in 2006
and survey respondents were willing to pay an average of $3.80 for four inch, $6.85 for six inch and
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$9.04 for eight-inch size pots. The objective of this
study is to determine consumers’ preferred poinsettia pot size and willingness to pay (WTP) for ‘Jubilee
White’, ‘Jubilee Red’ and ‘Majestic Pink’. Each variety
was potted in four, six, eight and ten-inch size pots.
One hundred and forty-four participants were invited to participate in surveys IRB-19-535 at four locations. Each variety was grouped and coded by variety
and pot size. Eight-inch size pots were preferred in
‘Jubilee White’ and ‘Majestic Pink’. Ten-inch pot size
was preferred in ‘Jubilee Red’. Four- and six-inch pots
were least preferred in all poinsettia varieties. Consumer willingness to pay for ‘Jubilee White’ averaged
$4.30 in four inch, $6.60 in six inch, $9.84 in eight
inch and $13.38 in ten-inch size pots; ‘Majestic Pink’
averaged $4.37 in four inch, $7.11 in six inch, $10.80
in eight inch and $14.50 in ten-inch pot sizes and ‘Jubilee Red’ averaged $4.74 in four inch, $7.37 in six
inch, $11.58 in eight inch and $15.79 in ten-inch size
pots. Results reveal consumers prefer large pot sizes
and are willing to pay more for them.

Teaching Educators Basic Fruit Tree Grafting Methods (poster)
Jeffrey Wilson*, MSU Extension; Wayne Porter, Mississippi State
University and T. Casey Barickman, Mississippi State University

Abstract: Growing fruits in the deep South can be difficult due to insects, diseases, and fluctuating temperatures. Heritage fruit trees grown under these
adverse conditions can be beneficial to achieve successful production. Previous research has shown that
locally grown produce is popular, and shoppers prefer food with lower usage of pesticides. Heritage fruit
trees are not readily available in the marketplace,
so learning to properly graft and grow them could
address these issues. The objectives of this workshop were to train agriculture Extension Agents and
Master Gardener volunteers 1) various fruit grafting
methods, and 2) clientele training strategies. Rootstock, scion wood, and other materials were ordered
and prepared before grafting workshops. Eleven
workshops were offered over two years throughout
Mississippi, with a total of 271 participants. A pretest
with five questions was given, followed by a two-hour
presentation, and ended with the same five question
test given as a posttest. Scores increased dramatically from pretest to posttest on all five questions given, showing a significant overall gain in knowledge.
Hands-on grafting methods were demonstrated before allowing participants to graft with supervision.
A standard Extension evaluation was performed at
the conclusion of the four-hour workshop. Participants increased knowledge, learned a new skill, and
had very positive ratings on eight other questions,
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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making these workshops a success. Data was collected on grafting method success rates through a follow-up survey six and eight weeks later. All grafting
methods were in an acceptable success range, with
cleft graft and whip/tongue graft being slightly higher
than Omega graft, making those the preferred methods to teach beginners. Extension Agents have taken this skill learned and conducted additional fruit
grafting classes, fulfilling the mission of Extension.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA MDAC Specialty
Crop Block Grant #07-545-1814

Quantitative Impacts of Penn State Extension Master Gardener Program on Horticulture Research (poster)
Erin L. Kinley*, Penn State Extension and Glen Bupp, Penn State
Extension

Abstract: Extension Master Gardener (EMG) programs have provided high-quality volunteers for
Cooperative Extension services across the United
States since 1972. EMGs are most often recognized
for their work in supporting Cooperative Extension
in consumer horticulture outreach and education,
but they are also a valuable asset for supporting university research. This poster will showcase the impacts that Penn State Extension Master Gardeners
(PSEMG) have had on Penn State University (PSU) research initiatives, primarily through the PSU Flower
Trials but also with a variety of other projects. Our
aim is to quantify how Master Gardener contributions help Penn State Extension advance research
for the horticulture industry.
The PSU Flower Trials at the Southeast Agricultural Research and Extension Center (SEAREC) started
in 1994 and feature entries from X international
breeders and commercial growers with a total of
900 – 1100 entries per year. Master Gardeners have
been involved since the 1990’s and have contributed
nearly 8,000 hours, valued at over $200,000, to the
trials. They assist with data collection and plant care
at SEAREC which is located in Manheim, Pennsylvania (Lancaster County). Master Gardeners are also
the primary facilitators for three satellite trial sites
across the state in Dauphin, Allegheny, and Centre
Counties. The satellite locations are positioned for
public engagement and initial estimates at the Allegheny site have approximated that over 150,000
people per year visit the trial garden. Utilizing trained
Extension Master Gardener volunteers, the satellite
trial gardens are a proven model for enhancing University research efforts and connecting consumer
and commercial interests.
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Other research initiatives supported by the PSEMGs
include the Pollinator Preferences Program and spotted lanternfly outreach. These contributions will also
be explored as a demonstration of the ways EMGs
can work directly with Extension educators and specialists to promote and progress horticulture.

container system design. The experiment continued
through a production window of approximately 8
weeks.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-ARS SCA
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Container Selection Effect on Sweet Pepper Yield (poster)

Scott A. Langlois*, ; Anthony T. Bowden, Mississippi State University; Patricia Knight, Mississippi State University Coastal Research
and Extension Center and Jenny B. Ryals, Mississippi State University Coastal Research and Extension Center

Abstract: Interest in alternative methods of gardening, which can reduce the physical strain or effort associated with traditional gardening methods, seems
to be increasing, particularly in the urban setting.
Avid gardeners have, for years, looked to containers of various designs and construction to allow
for the growing of fresh produce and/or ornamentals when either space or gardener physical ability
are limited. Advances in both container design and
novel approaches to creating suitable and accessible
garden spaces have increased the number of gardening systems from which gardeners can choose.
To this end, Mississippi State University researchers have investigated a number of container growing systems to address both space and accessibility
needs. Among these options are traditional, inexpensive plastic blow molded containers, EarthBoxes® and raised wood frame Salad Tables. EarthBoxes® are
a sub-irrigated design that has shown to be both reliable and
effective for both novice and experienced gardeners. Salad
Tables are a wood framed, wire bottom, elevated garden
system designed and built by the Pine Belt Master Gardeners
in Lamar County, Mississippi. For this study, one variety
of sweet pepper, Cornito Giallo, a 2016 All-America
Selection winner, was grown in blow molded nursery containers, EarthBoxes® and Salad Tables. 144
pepper plants were randomly assigned to one of the growing
methods with the entire study design replicated at the same
site. The experimental design was completely randomized
with the following planting scheme; four plants per Salad
Table section, two per EarthBox® and single plantings in
the 7 gallon nursery containers; yielding a similar
volume of media per plant. All study plants were
planted in the same peat-based bagged media and
treated with the same lime and fertilizer quantities
over the course of the experiment. In addition, irrigation timing was the same for all container treatments. Pest concerns were addressed appropriately
with homeowner-grade insecticides. Weekly pepper
harvests were counted and weighed to identify if any
significant differences in yield occurred based on the

Fruit Breeding (Poster)
Moderator: Courtney Weber, Cornell Univ

Flavor Volatile Characterization of Commercial Blueberry Cultivar Types (poster)

Jamal Mohammed*, University of Georgia; Kathleen Amaral, University of Georgia; Dario J. Chavez, University of Georgia; Koushik
Adhikari, University of Georgia and Rachel A Itle, University of
Georgia

Abstract: Blueberry are popular fruit in the US and
contributes a lot to the fruit industry. There are three
main commercial cultivar types that are grown for
the blueberry market. These are southern highbush
(SHB, Vaccinium corymbosum L. hybrid), rabbiteye (RE,
V. virgatum Aiton), and the northern highbush (NHB,
Vaccinium corymbosum L.). Each of this cultivar types
have a distinct quality attribute which influence consumer acceptability. Among this quality attributes
are flavor which have recently gain a lot of interest.
The focus of this study was to evaluate and compare
the volatile profiles in the 3 cultivar types of blueberry. Headspace-solid phase microextraction (HS–
SPME) combined with gas chromatography–mass
spectrometry (GC–MS) was applied to study the characteristic volatiles in the 3 commercial cultivar types.
Two cultivars from each cultivar type were used; SHB
[(‘Star’ and ‘Farthing’), RE (‘Vernon’ and ‘Alapaha’), and
NHB (‘Bluecrop’ and ‘Draper’)]. These were harvested
during the 2018 harvest season from Michigan, Canada, and Georgia. All the cultivars were hand harvested. Various volatile compounds were identified
but 11 compounds were focused on in this study.
Significant differences (P≤0.05) were observed for
all the flavor volatiles except the compound ‘1,8-cineol’ for the 6 blueberry cultivars. Among the six flavor VOCs commonly found in Vaccinium spp., 5 were
present in the cultivars examined, with only limonene which was present in all the cultivars studied.
By comparing the three major cultivar types SHB, RE
and NHB, for the six flavor VOCs commonly found
in Vaccinium spp., NHB cultivars were significantly
higher than both SHB and RE cultivars for all the detected volatiles, ranging from about 46% higher in
SHB hexenal to over double the concentration in RE
limonene. Also, among the five flavor VOCs that are
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known to be associated with blueberry flavor, three
of them were identified in the cultivars that were
used in this study with linalool and trans-2-hexenal
detected in all the cultivars that were used. When
the three types of cultivars (SHB, RE and NHB) were
compared based on the blueberry associated flavor
volatiles, NHB cultivars were significantly higher than
both SHB and RE cultivars for two of the three flavor
volatiles detected. The results from this study suggest that among the three cultivar types, NHB cultivars possess more blueberry-like flavor compounds
and as such will have higher consumer preference
with regards to this trait.

FaRCa1 Confers Moderate Resistance to
the Root Necrosis Form of Strawberry
Anthracnose Caused By Colletotrichum
Acutatum (poster)

Natalia Salinas*, University of Florida; Zhen Fan, University of
Florida; Natalia Peres, University of Florida; Seonghee Lee, University of Florida and Vance Whitaker, University of Florida

Abstract: FaRCa1 is a major locus conferring resistance to anthracnose fruit rot caused by Colletotrichum acutatum species complex, an important
disease of strawberry (Fragaria ×ananassa). The objective of this study was to characterize the effects
of FaRCa1 on anthracnose root necrosis via root inoculations and molecular markers for the locus. A
subgenome-specific indel-based HRM marker associated with FaRCa1 was developed to genotype cultivars and advanced selections studied in two seasons.
Roots of these individuals were inoculated prior to
planting with a mixture of three local isolates of the
C. acutatum species complex in two seasons. Root
necrosis was scored by calculating image-based leaf
area differences between inoculated and non-inoculated plants. The allele of FaRCa1 conferring resistance to anthracnose fruit rot also conferred a statistically significant reduction in root necrosis. Thus, a
robust and easily-scored DNA test for FaRCa1 is now
available that allows selection for resistance to both
anthracnose fruit rot and root necrosis.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Florida Strawberry
Growers Association, the US Department of Agriculture/
National Institute of Food and Agriculture Specialty
Crop Research Initiative (SCRI) project ‘RosBREED.
Award Number 2014-51181-22378.

Inheritance of Tolerance to Botryosphaeria
Dothidea in Peach (poster)
Gabriel Oliveira Matsumoto*, University of Florida
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Abstract: Peaches (Prunus persica L. Batsch) account
for the largest portion of stone fruit grown in the
United States. Although Florida is not currently a
major peach producer, there is great potential for
expansion of this industry due to the early market
window that commands higher prices for growers.
The widespread cultivation of peaches in Florida faces some obstacles such as the disease peach fungal
gummosis (PFG). PFG is one of the most important
limiting factors to peach production in the southeastern US, reducing yields by up to 40%. Botryosphaeria
dothidea is the most common fungal pathogen associated with this disease. The ease of spread and the
large range of hosts for this pathogen complicates its
management in the field. The lack of effective chemical control options to control PFG makes the use
of resistant cultivars the most viable alternative for
controlling the disease. Recent observations indicate
that the peach landrace cultivar ‘Okinawa’ has reduced symptom severity under field conditions and
may be a source of tolerance to this disease within
peach germplasm. Thus, the goal of this research is
to characterize PFG tolerance from ‘Okinawa’. For
this purpose, the highly susceptible rootstock cultivar ‘Flordaguard’ and the tolerant ‘Okinawa’ were
selected to develop an early screening method to assess their phenotypes to B. dothidea inoculations. Detached leaf and detached stem-assays with wounded and non-wounded treatments were evaluated to
determine which inoculation method was most appropriate to detect variation in the response of both
peach genotypes to this fungal pathogen infection. A
full-sib population was selected and disease severity
data was determined in the field (Gainesville-FL) in
June and October to investigate the genetic components associated with the tolerant phenotype of ‘Okinawa’. All the hybrid progeny was genotyped using
genotyping-by-sequencing strategy and a QTL analysis was performed. Two putative QTL associated with
the tolerant phenotype were mapped, one located
in the linkage group 6 and the other in the linkage
group 8.

Imagej Phenotyping of Red Drupelet Reversion in Blackberry (poster)

Thomas Mason Chizk*, University of Arkansas; Margaret Worthington, University of Arkansas; Kenneth Buck, and John Clark,
University of Arkansas

Abstract: After a period of cold storage, blackberries
(Rubus subgenus Rubus Watson) commonly experience a postharvest disorder known as red drupelet
reversion (RDR) in which drupelets of mature black
fruit ‘revert’ to red coloration during or after cold
storage, negatively impacting consumer acceptance.
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Genetic variation for RDR susceptibility has been
documented, but all previously published attempts
to phenotype RDR have been conducted through
tedious manual counting of drupelets or subjective
assessment of severity. In 2019 and 2020, fruit from
14 blackberry genotypes developed at the University
of Arkansas having a range of fruit texture were harvested in Clarksville, Arkansas and stored for a week
at 5 °C. In 2020, shipping simulation treatments were
also applied to increase RDR severity. After the storage period, the results of a novel RDR phenotyping
method that utilized ImageJ image batch-processing
software were compared with two manual methods of RDR quantification for validation. All three
methods detected genotypic differences (p < 0.05)
and were correlated with one another (p < 0.05). In
2019, Black MagicTM, a soft-textured home garden
cultivar, consistently displayed the most severe RDR,
while firm breeding selections, A-2453T and A-2491T,
ranked among the three least reverted genotypes.
Although the novel ImageJ technique was the most
time-efficient method tested, it was also the least
sensitive for detecting low levels of RDR, while manual counting of berries with two or more reverted
drupelets was the most sensitive. These findings
suggest that ImageJ batch-processing may be a viable approach to efficiently phenotyping RDR, assuming postharvest conditions induce distinguishable
levels of the disorder in the material tested.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Southern Region Small
Fruit Consortium and North American Bramble Growers Research Foundation

Introgression of Traits from Malus Prunifolia Crossed with a Columnar (Reduced
Branching) Malus Domestica (poster)
Andrew Scheldorf*,

Abstract: Introgression of genes from the 25-33 species of apple (Malus) allows the identification and
use of unique traits in genetic improvement, such
as disease resistance genes, and increased antioxidants. To study introgression, progeny (n=445) of a
domesticated apple with reduced branching habit
(Columnar) and a M. prunifolia accession 19651 will
be studied. Malus prunifolia is of interest due to its
disease resistance [to apple scab (Venturia inaequalis] and fire blight (Erwinia amylovora)] and drought
resistance. This population is segregating for tree architecture (columnar habit, spurs, bare wood, vigor,
branching habit, bearing habit, genetic dwarfs), fruit
size, sugar and acid, tannins, stem length, fruit color,
cuticle integrity (russet, cracking), leaf morphology,
precocity of fruiting, and early fruit drop. Existing

GBS data on this population allows us to use phenotypic data to identify QTLs of interest and potential
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for some of
the traits above and allows us to contrast this with
existing maps. Introgression is important but has
not been examined using the latest technologies.
This study will provide important information on
challenges and opportunities of using under-utilized
Malus germplasm in breeding.

Accelerated Breeding of Primocane Red
Raspberry in a Cool Climate (NY) Utilizing
Substrate Culture in High Tunnels (poster)
Courtney Weber*, Cornell Univ

Abstract: Variety development in perennial crops
is especially time consuming due to the time required for plants to grow to reproductive maturity
from seed. Plant breeders often utilized high density plantings to encourage vertical growth and minimize branching to reduce the time needed for the
plants to reach maturity so fruit can be evaluated.
Raspberries have the advantage of a short maturity
period compared to tree fruits but in cool climates
still require at least 18 months for primocane types
to produce a crop in open field conditions. By combining early greenhouse germination and growth,
high density planting in pots, and high tunnels, the
period to reach maturity and produce a crop from
seed in primocane raspberries has been reduced to
6 to 9 months, thus enabling the evaluation of fruit
quality parameters in the planting year. Plant spacing and nutritional management practices have been
optimized for the evaluation of 1200 potted plants
in one 7.32 m x 45.7 m tunnel (335 m2) each season
from select populations. Open field planting and selection of populations requires an average of 4 years
at greater spacing so that the same 4,800 plants (4
yrs. x 1200 plants/yr.) would require 1.07 ha (10,688
m.2). Additionally, selections from open field plots
are more likely to have virus infections and are more
difficult to establish in vitro for propagation. This
process has accelerated selection and evaluation
and greatly reduced the inputs required during the
process. Selected plants from the potted populations are quickly transferred to plots in the soil for
further growth and evaluation. For the most promising selections, in vitro cultures are initiated for rapid
propagation for replicated and/or grower trials only
months after initial germination.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Hatch Project NYG632447
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Utilizing Vitis Popenoei to Successfully Increase the Malvidin Content of Muscadine
Grape (poster)
Penelope Perkins-Veazie*, North Carolina State University; Terry
W. Bland, North Carolina State University; Guoying Ma, North
Carolina State University and James Ballington, North Carolina
State University (emeritus)

Abstract: Muscadine grapes (Vitis rotundifolia) grow
exceptionally well in the southeastern US. Fruit anthocyanin pigments in V. rotundifolia contain primarily diglucoside forms of delphinidin and cyanidin,
with little acylation of pigments. In contrast, V. vinifera grapes primarily have monoglucoside forms of
anthocyanins, mostly with acylation. Ideal wine and
juice stability is thought to be obtained by use of
grapes high in malvidin-3-glucoside, malividn-3,5-diglucoside, or high in malvidin anthocyanins with acylation. For many years, breeding efforts have been
made to increase and alter the anthocyanin profile in
muscadine grapes. Vitis munsoniana is a subtropical
relative of V. rotundifolia and V. popenoei is a tropical
relative. All three of these species were successfully
used to generate Fennels 3-Way hybrid (25, 25, and
50% V. rotundifolia, V. munsoniana and V. popenoei,
respectively). Crosses with Fennels 3-Way hybrid
have been used in the University of Georgia breeding program to double the total anthocyanin content
and increase malvidin-3,5-diglucoside content up to
60%. In North Carolina, crosses were made between
DVIT 2970, a V. popenoei selection containing 74% of
total anthocyanin as malvidin-3,5-diglucoside, and
a V. munsoniana x V. rotundifolia selection, FL 17:66,
that is high in total anthocyanin content (>4,000
mg/100 g dry weight). Fruit from five of the seedlings
from this cross were collected in 2018 and 2019 and
anthocyanin profiles of freeze-dried peels determined using HPLC. One DVIT 2970 x 17:66 selection,
CH 19:25-31, was found to be high in total anthocyanin (4100-6900 mg/100 g dry weight) and with over
76-79% of this as malvidin-3,5- diglucoside in both
years. Percent malvidin-3,5-diglucoside among the
five seedlings ranged from 50 to 79 of total pigments
and total anthocyanin from 1500 to 6900 mg/100 g.
These results indicate that V. popenoei can be used
to shift anthocyanin profiles in muscadine grape to
a high malvidin percentage without loss of total anthocyanin.

Moderator: Marc van Iersel, University of Georgia

Monitoring the Dynamics of Leafy Vegetable Production in Real Time with the
Minitron III Crop-Growth/Gas-Exchange
System (poster)

Fatemeh Sheibani*, Purdue University; Zhi Hui Yu, Purdue Polytechnic Institute; Anthony Clemente, Purdue Polytechnic Institute;
Callen McDonell, Purdue Polytechnic Institute and Cary Mitchell,
Purdue University

12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Abstract: Minitron III is the third iteration of a controlled-environment/gas-exchange system enabling
production of up to 48 hydroponically grown leafy
vegetable plants from seed to harvest in 0.31 m2
of enclosed cropping space. An LED array mounted overhead and sealed with the cuvette head
space provides sole-source, tunable lighting from
red, blue, green, and/or far-red LEDs, with individual light engines containing all wavebands located
directly above each plant position. Removable secondary-optic lenses installed over each light engine
restrict light-emission angle from each engine to
120 ° for targeted-lighting studies. Vertically adjustable, accordion-like side walls allow settable separation distances between the LED array and crop
surface for close-canopy-lighting studies. The LED
array self-monitors and logs electrical power (kW)
and energy (kWh) consumption throughout crop
production. A downward-pointing RGB camera embedded in the LED array enables overhead imaging
of crop-stand growth and canopy closure on the
command and control computer when the cuvette
is closed. The system controls cuvette temperature
and inlet CO2 concentration for the open gas-exchange system, and accommodates humidification
of inlet atmosphere as needed. Software written in
the Python programming language enables simultaneous logging, display, and/or calculation of eleven
environmental and crop-stand gas-exchange parameters per second over thirty 24-h light/dark cycles.
cycles. Differential CO2 concentrations corrected for
water-vapor differential between cuvette sample
outlet and cuvette-bypass lines are measured by
a Li-Cor 7000 Infrared Gas Analyzer, with data displayed in near-real time on the control computer, including crop photosynthetic and transpiration rates.
Bringing Minitron III online operationally is enabling
measurement of crop responses to close-canopy,
targeted lighting and determination of optimal crop
energy-use efficiency (kWh/g plant biomass)

Growth Chambers and Controlled

Specified Source(s) of Funding: This research supported
in part by NIFA grant 12418837

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Southern Small Fruits
Research Consortium, Hatch
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Effects of LED Light Intensity in Raising
Seedling By Stem Cuttings on Seed Potato
Tubers Production Using Aeroponics System (poster)

Man Hyun Jo*, Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research and
Extension Services; In Ki Ham, Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research and Extension Services; Kwon Seo Park, Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research and Extension Services, Yesan
32425, Korea and Ji Hong Cho, Highland Agriculture Research
Institute, NICS, RDA

Abstract: This study was conducted to evaluate the
effects of LED light intensity on raising seedling by
stem cuttings and seed potato tubers production
in aeroponics system of Solanum tuberosum L. The
tissue cultured plants of ‘Sumi’ and ‘Chubaek’ grown
in LED light intensity of 60 μmol·m-2·s-1 were transplanted and acclimatized for 24 days and then cuttings trimmed to 5 cm length planted cuttings into
perlite medium (2~5 mm). The stem cuttings grown
at different LED light intensity (60, 120, 180, and 240
μmol·m-2·s-1) for 40 days were used for seed potato
tubers production in the aeroponics system. The
stem cuttings were cultivated for 80 days with planting distance (25 × 25 cm) in bed (width 52 × height
31 cm) with potato aeroponic culture medium developed by Rural Development Administration. The
highest production rate of healthy stem cuttings and
the longest plant height were found in the LED light
intensity of 60 μmol·m-2·s-1 with two cultivars. The
higher LED light intensity, the lower production rate
of healthy stem cuttings. Fresh weight of stem and
leaf was the highest in raising seedling after treatment at LED light intensity of 60 μmol·m-2·s-1 and leaf
areas, SPAD, and Fv/Fm value were different according to cultivars. Fresh weight of stem and leaf (‘Sumi’
38, ‘Chubaek’ 73 g·plant-1) and root fresh weight per
plant were the highest in aeroponic culture at LED
light intensity of 60 μmol·m-2·s-1 regardless of cultivars. Under the planting board, length of stem cuttings and root fresh weight per plant were also the
highest at LED light intensity of 60 μmol·m-2·s-1. The
total numbers of seed potato tubers per plant was
the highest in LED light intensity of 60 μmol·m-2·s-1
as 5.7 tubers·plant-1 of ‘Sumi’ and 10.3 tubers·plant-1
of ‘Chubaek’. The total weight of seed potato tubers per plant was the highest in LED light intensity
of 60 μmol·m-2·s-1 as 120 g·plant-1 of ‘Sumi’ and 246
g·plant-1 of ‘Chubaek’, respectively. The higher light
intensity of LED in raising seedling of stem cuttings,
the lower total numbers of tubers and total weight
of tubers per plant in two cultivars. In conclusion, the
optimum LED light intensity on raising seedling by
stem cuttings was 60 μmol·m-2·s-1 in the aeroponics
system.

Phasic Lighting Strategies to Improve Indoor Lettuce Production (poster)

Eric Stallknecht*, Michigan State University; Qingwu Meng, Michigan State University and Erik Runkle, Michigan State University

Abstract: Phasic lighting is a technique that alters
photon flux density (PFD) or distribution during specific growth phases of an indoor-grown crop to potentially increase its yield and improve quality characteristics. To test this, we grew butterhead lettuce
(Lactuca sativa) ‘Rex’ seedlings under two proportions of blue (B; 400–500 nm) and red (R; 600–700
nm) radiation (B20R160 and B60R120, where subscripts
refer to PFD of each waveband in µmol·m−2·s−1) at
the same total PFD (400–800 nm) of 180 µmol·m−2·s−1
during the juvenile growth phase (0–11 d). Seedlings were then transferred into six mature-phase
(12–42 d) lighting treatments with various PFDs of
B and far-red (FR; 700–800 nm) radiation in an R-radiation background (B20R160, B20R140FR20, B20R120FR40,
B60R120, B60R105FR15, and B60R90FR30), also totaling 180
µmol·m−2·s−1. Lettuce grew in an indoor deep-flow
hydroponic system at 23 °C with a 24-h photoperiod.
We postulated that 1) increasing the proportion of B
radiation during the juvenile phase would decrease
leaf expansion without affecting biomass, and 2) phasic lighting treatments with increasing proportions of
FR radiation during the mature growth phase would
increase leaf size and biomass compared to static
lighting treatments. Increasing B radiation from 20
to 60 µmol·m−2·s−1 during the juvenile growth phase
decreased leaf length, leaf width, fresh mass, and dry
mass of seedlings by 18%, 8%, 21%, and 18%, respectively. Similarly, during the mature growth phase, the
increase in B radiation decreased leaf number, leaf
length, leaf width, and fresh mass of mature plants
by 8%, 8%, 7%, and 17%, respectively. Irrespective of
B radiation, increasing FR radiation from 0 to 30 and
40 µmol·m−2·s−1 during the mature growth phase increased leaf length, leaf width, and fresh mass by as
much as 48%, 20%, and 10%, respectively. Seedlings
that received 20 µmol·m−2·s−1 of B radiation during
the juvenile-phase had larger leaves and more biomass compared with 60 µmol·m−2·s−1, which carried over to the mature-phase, increasing dry mass
and number of leaves by 15% and 7%, respectively.
However, final lettuce yield and quality were primarily influenced by mature-phase, instead of juvenile-phase, lighting treatments. Mature phase lighting treatments with low B radiation (20 µmol·m−2·s−1)
and high FR radiation (30 and 40 µmol·m−2·s−1) in an
R-radiation background produced the highest-yielding and highest-quality lettuce plants. These results
indicate that phasic lighting has potential application
in the commercial production of lettuce and additional leafy greens crops grown indoors.
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Comparing HPS and LED Plant Lighting
Systems Using the Life Cycle Assessment
Approach (poster)
Farzana Afrose Lubna*, Rutgers - The State University of New
Jersey and Arend-Jan Both, Rutgers University - NJAES

Abstract: Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is an important tool to analyze the environmental sustainability
and carbon footprint of a product or a system. In
this study, we focused on the supplemental lighting
system in greenhouses, which is a key technology
for controlled environment crop production. Two
lighting technologies were considered, high-pressure sodium (HPS) and light emitting diode (LED) systems. HPS systems were the most common systems
until recently when improved LED systems became
attractive alternatives. The objectives of this study
were to measure the GHG emissions associated
with the materials used in the two lighting systems
and the energy consumed during their lifetime, and
to develop alternative strategies to reduce lifetime
emissions. We followed the standard LCA methods
according to the International Standard Organization (ISO) standard 14040. We compared a 1000 W
HPS lighting system vs. a 650 W LED lighting system
using the SimaPro™ calculation software version-9.0
and the Ecoinvent 3.5 database for inventory analysis. Recipe 2016 with the Hierarchist perspective
(H) methodology was used for impact assessment.
We found that the 650 W LED lighting system has a
substantially (40-49%) smaller environmental impact
compared to the HPS lighting system. However, using the LED system resulted in more (approximately
11%) potentially carcinogenic effects compared to
the HPS system. The lighting system use phase dominates the total environmental impacts, followed by
the lamp manufacturing process.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI

Plant-Derived Protein Hydrolysate Alters
Phenotypic and Physiological Responses
of Rice Seedlings to Nitrogen and Phosphorus Deficiency (poster)
Seunghyun Choi*, Purdue Univeristy and Hye-Ji Kim, Purdue
University

Abstract: Nitrogen (N) and Phosphorus (P) are essential macronutrients with a massive impact on plant
growth and productivity. Plant-derived protein hydrolysates (PH) have shown positive impacts on plant
growth and production and are gaining popularity as
a potential tool to alleviate abiotic stresses in plants.
However, the effects of PH on the phenotypic and
physiological responses in plants remain unclear, es-
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pecially under nutrient deficiency. We conducted a
study using Nipponbare (Oryza Sativa L.) seedlings to
examine the effects of PH on shoot and root growth
responses to N and P deficiency. After the seeds
were germinated, seedlings were transplanted to a
hydroponic system in a growth chamber filled with
half-strength Hoagland’s solution containing either
full-nutrients (Control; C), deficient N level (0.3 mM of
NO3-; -N), or deficient P level (0.01 mM of H2PO4-; -P)
and grown for two weeks. The nutrient solution was
replaced every other day. Under N and P deficiency,
reduction in plant height and shoot dry weight was
observed at harvest. The lateral root (LR) growth was
significantly stimulated by P deficiency compared to
that of control plants but not enhanced by N deficiency. The application of PH increased the number
of LR under both deficiencies and, subsequently,
the shoot and root dry weight. In control plants, PH
increased root volume and dry weight, but not the
number of LR and total root length, although PH increased shoot fresh weight, dry weight, and height
of control plants. Notably, we found that the genes
related to N and P transporters were changed with
the application of PH under N and P deficiencies,
respectively. Our study suggests that PH increases
plant growth by the modification of root systems
under N and P deficiencies, and the mechanism of
modification is different among non-deficient, N-,
and P-deficient rice plants.

The Effects of Different pH on Plant Performance in Coupled Aquaponic Systems
(poster)

Yi-Ju Wang*, Purdue University; Teng Yang, Purdue University;
Gaotian Zhu, Purdue University and Hye-Ji Kim, Purdue University

Abstract: Aquaponics, a sustainable food production
system of growing aquatic organisms and plants
symbiotically in a recirculating system, can address
agricultural challenges such as water scarcity and
global food security. The pH range of 7.0 to 7.2 is
suggested to be optimal in aquaponic systems to
maintain reasonable rates of nitrification, the critical
step in aquaponics, which occurs at pH 8.0; however,
this pH range is not desirable for plant growth. To
determine the effects of pH in an aquaponic system,
Swiss chard (Beta vulgaris), kale (Brassica oleracea),
mustard green (Brassica juncea), cilantro (Coriandrum
Sativum), lettuce (Lactuca sativa), and arugula (Eruca
vesicaria) were cultured with tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) at three pH levels, 6.0, 6.5, and 7.0, in 5-year
old coupled aquaponics. Morphological and physiological growth parameters of vegetable and fish
crops were measured regularly. At the end of the
study, ammonia oxygen bacteria (AOB) in aquapon-
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ics were analyzed by qPCR. The pH did not affect feed
conversion ratio (FCR) and fish biomass, but a lower
pH positively affected fresh and dry mass of all plant
species. Swiss chard, kale, cilantro, and mustard
green had higher SPAD value at pH 6.0 than pH 6.5
and pH 7.0 in both systems. Meanwhile, Swiss chard,
kale, and cilantro had significantly lower Fv/Fm chlorophyll fluorescence values at pH 7 compared to other pH levels in aquaponics, but the values were not
affected by pH in other plant species. Although there
was no significant difference in photosynthetic rate
among the pH treatment, the biomass of all plant
species were greater at pH 6.0 than at pH 6.5 and
pH 7.0. Meanwhile, the pH treatment did not affect
the copy number of AOB, indicating that pH has little
effect on nitrification in mature aquaponic systems.
This study suggests that pH greatly affects plant performance and yield in aquaponics and that pH 6 is
desirable to improve crop growth and yield in mature aquaponic systems.

Evaluations of Freezing Point and Cold
Acclimation/Deacclimation of Watermelon and Squash Rootstock Seedlings for
Long-Distance Transportation (poster)

Kazuya Maeda, The Ohio State University; John Ertle*, The Ohio
State University and Chieri Kubota, The Ohio State University

Abstract: Demand for grafted seedlings has increased
in recent years in the United States. Producers often
purchase grafted seedlings from distant propagators in different climate regions. Especially in winter,
seedlings could be exposed to temperatures below
freezing point during shipment. The main objective
of this study was to find the freezing temperatures
of young seedlings of watermelon and interspecific
hybrid squash rootstock. In addition, we examined
possible effects of cold acclimation and deacclimation of watermelon seedlings on their freezing tolerance. ‘Tri-X-313’ seedless watermelon (Citrullus
lanatus) and ‘Strong Tosa’ squash (Cucurbita maxima
x C. moschata) rootstock seedlings were grown for
three weeks using 72-count seedling tray filled with
a commercial peat-based substrate mix in a glassglazed greenhouse (Columbus, OH). Greenhouse
day/night temperatures and daily light integral were
27.3±0.2°C/20.2±0.3°C and 16.9±0.46 mol m-2 d-1,
respectively. Fifteen seedlings were then placed inside a plastic box (18 L) maintained for eight hours at
-1°C, -2°C, -3°C, or -4°C in the dark. Immediately after
the treatment, electrolyte leakage (EL) of true leaf tissues were measured. Remaining plants were moved
to the greenhouse to record the percent survival
after 24 hours. EL increased with lowering temperature at a greater degree in squash than in watermel-

on leaves and squash leaves exhibited significantly
greater EL than watermelon leaves at -1°C, -2°C, and
-3°C. For both species, freezing temperatures of true
leaves (identified as causing 50% of the maximum EL
of ground leaves) seemed to exist between -2°C and
-3°C. After -3°C exposure, no squash seedlings but
40% of watermelon seedlings survived, and all seedlings of both species were dead after -4°C exposure.
These findings suggest that freezing temperature
was around -3°C for both species. But, watermelon
had slightly greater freezing tolerance than squash,
which also agreed with a lower leaf osmotic potential
(MPa) measured in watermelon (-0.92±0.005MPa)
than squash (-0.82±0.004 MPa). Cold acclimation of
watermelon seedlings for 7 days under 10°C temperature and 12-h photoperiod with a dim light of
10 µmol m-2 s-1 photosynthetic photon flux density
improved the survival at -4°C (18.8%). We also confirmed that light was necessary for the cold acclimation and that de-acclimation (placing plants in greenhouse for one day) after acclimation completely lost
this ability to survive in the freezing temperature, as
reported for other plant species (e.g., Arabidopsis
and cabbage). These results help grafting nurseries
to manage long distance transportation of grafted
watermelon plants for early spring planting.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI Grants
Program (Project Number: 2016-51181-25404)

Effect of Calcium Chloride Spray on Tip
Burn in Hydroponically Grown Lettuce
Cultivars (poster)

Teng Yang*, Purdue University; Uttara Samarakoon, ; Jonathan
Michel, Yale University and James Altland, USDA-ARS, MWA ATRU

Abstract: Tip burn in lettuce (Lactuca sativa) is a
marginal necrosis due to calcium deficiency which
causes abiotic damage and economic losses in lettuce production. Our previous work indicated that
application of calcium chloride prevented tip burn in
hydroponic lettuce cultivar ‘Green Butter’. However,
the efficacy of calcium spray application on different
cultivars of lettuce focusing on different morphologies was not investigated. Thus, three separate experiments were conducted in NFT hydroponic systems to further investigate potential implications
of applying calcium chloride to prevent tip burn in
multiple cultivars of lettuce. The first experiment investigated the effect of calcium chloride on tip burn
of four commercial cultivars with morphological
differences (‘Green Butter’, ‘Newton Bibb’, ‘Coastal
Star Romaine’, and ‘Salvius Romaine’). The second
experiment investigated the effect of calcium chloride on three cultivars of Romaine lettuce (‘Coastal
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Star Romaine’, ‘Salvius Romaine’, and ‘Aurora Romaine’) with Salanova® Green Butter as a control.
These two experiments were conducted with four
calcium rates (0, 400 or 600 ppm lab grade and 600
ppm commercial grade) were applied. The third
experiment investigated calcium distribution within
the tissues (leaf top, leaf middle, leaf bottom, and
root) of Salanova® Green Butter lettuce following
600 ppm lab grade calcium application in a growth
chamber. Data showed that different Romaine
lettuce cultivars showed different response to
calcium application, which may be related with the
plant growth morphology (head formation), thus
inner leaves of the compact-head lettuce were more
vulnerable to tip burn. In addition, higher calcium
concentration reduced the tip burn rating and the
number of tip burn leaves with the order of control >
400 ppm lab > 600 ppm commercial > 600 ppm lab.
Shoot biomass in 600 ppm commercial, 400 ppm lab
and 600 ppm lab treatments were 116.2%, 91.5% and
54.8% compared to the control. Nutrient analysis of
the third experiment revealed reduction of biomass
at higher concentration of calcium may be caused by
the lower ratio of N and Ca in leaves. Application of
commercial grade calcium chloride at 600 ppm may
overcome this issue due to the presence of other
nutrient elements. This study indicates that calcium
chloride can be used effectively as a tip burn control
measure to multiple cultivars of lettuce including
‘Green Butter’, ‘Newton Bibb’, and ‘Salvius Romaine’.

12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Pomology 1 (Poster)
Moderator: Kari Arnold, UCCE

Fruit Weight, Percent Seed, Soluble Solids, and Phyllosticta Incidence of Pawpaw
(Asimina triloba) Cultivars and Advanced
Selections at Kentucky State University
(poster)

Jeremiah Lowe*, Kentucky State University; Sheri Crabtree, Kentucky State University and Kirk Pomper, Kentucky State University

Abstract: The North American Pawpaw (Asimina triloba) is a tree fruit native to the Eastern U.S. which is
being produced in commercial orchards across the
U.S. and internationally, with a small but growing
market. There are approximately 50 pawpaw cultivars available, with many of these varieties producing low yields with fruit sizes of 120 grams or less.
Pawpaw varieties with fruit weighing over 120 grams
are considered to have a large enough fruit size for
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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commercial sale and processing. New high yielding
cultivars with excellent fruit quality would further assist in the development of the pawpaw industry. Kentucky State University serves as the National Clonal
Germplasm Repository for Pawpaw. Two goals of the
Repository research efforts are germplasm acquisition and evaluation. The repository contains over
2000 accessions from 16 different states; additionally, both open pollinated seedlings from superior
genotypes and crosses of superior selections have
been incorporated into the repository collection.
Fruit from 10 KSU advanced selections (G4-25, G6120, G9-109, G9-111, Hi 1-4, Hi 4-7, Hi 7-1, Hy3-120,
RVT 3-4, and RVT 4-25) were compared to fruit from
the commercially available cultivars ‘KSU-AtwoodTM’,
‘KSU-BensonTM’, ‘KSU-ChappellTM’, ‘Mango’, ‘Sunflower’, and ‘Susquehanna’ on the basis of fruit weight,
percent seed, soluble solids, and Phyllosticta coverage. The selections RVT 4-25, RVT 3-4, and Hi 1-4 had
the largest fruit, averaging over 240 grams per fruit.
‘Susquehanna’ had the lowest percent seed (4.8%),
while G6-120 had the highest (15.5%). ‘KSU-BensonTM’, G6-120, and ‘Mango’ had the lowest Brix
reading (under 18.6) while the selections Hy3-120, Hi
7-1, and Hi 1-4 had the highest levels at over 26 brix.
‘KSU-ChappellTM’, Hi 4-7, and Hy3-120 had the highest Phyllosticta incidence (over 33%), while ‘KSU-BensonTM’ had the lowest (7.7%). Several advanced selections show potential to be promising new releases
and have been budded onto seedling rootstock for
further evaluation.

Efficacy of Sulfur and Copper As Fungicides to Control Pawpaw Leaf and Fruit
Spot (Phyllosticta asiminae) (poster)

Manisha Hamal*, Kentucky State University; Sijan Pandit, Kentucky State University; Jeremiah Lowe, Kentucky State University;
Sheri Crabtree, Kentucky State University and Kirk Pomper,
Kentucky State University

Abstract: The North American pawpaw (Asimina triloba) is a native tree fruit of the eastern United States.
It is the only temperate representative of the tropical Annonaceae, or custard apple, family and has the
largest edible fruit. It has a smooth, custard-like texture and has a flavor that is a combination of mango, banana, and pineapple. Among the few diseases
that affect pawpaw, pawpaw leaf and fruit spot (Phyllosticta) is the major disease and can result in crop
losses. Major symptoms of infestation are circular to
angular or irregular, dark brown to black spots on
the fruit epidermis and small to large tan spots with
dark brown borders on leaves. Most pawpaw growers prefer organic and sustainable control methods
to synthetic chemical controls. Therefore, the pur-
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pose of this research is to investigate the efficiency
of sulfur and organic-certified, copper-based fungicide for the management of pawpaw leaf and fruit
spot disease on the Sunflower cultivar of pawpaw.
The research was conducted at Kentucky State University Harold R. Benson Research and Demonstration Farm in Frankfort, Kentucky. Fruit clusters were
treated with two levels of each fungicide (sulfur at
25 or 50 ml/800 ml water or copper at 3.12 or 12.5
ml/800 ml of water); water without any fungicide
added was used as a control and alternative control
was no spray at all. Insecticidal soap was used as an
adjuvant in all treatments, including control, at 155
μl per 800 ml of water. Treatments were applied at
7- to 14-day intervals from 14 June 2019 to 21August
2019. Disease quantification on fruits was done visually by scoring the percentage of the fruit surface
covered by lesions. Disease symptoms on leaves
were quantified using Image-Pro version 6.3 software. The data were analyzed using R statistical software. All the active treatments had significantly less
disease coverage on leaves compared to control and
alternative control. Only the alternative control (not
the water control), had significantly higher levels of
fungal coverage on pawpaw fruits compared to the
active treatments. The 2019 data will be presented
and compared to 2018 data to discuss year-to-year
variability.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: university funded

Tree Tubes Can Improve Early Field-Planted Pawpaw (Asimina triloba) Survival
(poster)
Sheri Crabtree*, Kentucky State University; Kirk Pomper,
Kentucky State University and Jeremiah Lowe, Kentucky State
University

Abstract: The North American pawpaw (Asimina triloba) is a tree fruit native to the woodlands of the Eastern U.S., and is increasing in small-scale commercial
production across the U.S. and internationally. Pawpaws are generally planted at a smaller size than
other tree fruits, due to the taproot causing difficulty in transplanting larger trees. First year survival of
young pawpaw trees may be low due to weed pressure, lack of irrigation, and animal damage. Pawpaws
are prone to sunscald and also have a tendency to
branch lower on the trunk than is desirable with a
bushy growth habit, as opposed to a single-trunked
central leader tree which is easier to maintain and
harvest from in an orchard setting. Tree tubes can
help young trees grow taller, straighter, and faster;
and also protects from sunscald, animal browsing
and rubbing, and lawnmower or weedeater damage.

Therefore, tree tubes may be of great benefit in pawpaw orchards. Solid tree tubes can create a greenhouse effect, causing heat damage to young pawpaw plants, so tree tubes with some ventilation are
required. A randomized complete block design was
planted in June 2019 at the Kentucky State University H.R. Benson Research and Demonstration Farm
in Frankfort, KY on certified organic land, consisting
of the cultivars KSU-Atwood, KSU-Chappell, Shenandoah, Sunflower, and seedlings. Treatments were no
shelter (control), open mesh tree tube, and a solid
tree tube with ventilation slits. Tree tubes were installed upon planting. The orchard was managed using National Organic Program (NOP) standards, with
regular irrigation and weed control via wood chip
mulch and hand cultivation. Survival data was collected in March 2020. No differences in survival were
seen among the cultivars. Trees covered with the solid ventilated tubes had 85% survival, trees covered
with open mesh tubes had 60% survival, and trees
with no shelter had 20% survival after the first year.

Nutrient Dynamics of Jujube at Different
Maturity Stages (poster)

Govinda Sapkota*, New Mexico State University; Efren Delgado,
New Mexico State University; Nancy C. Flores, New Mexico State
University; F. Omar Holguin, New Mexico State University; Dawn
VanLeeuwen, New Mexico State University; Robert Heyduck, New
Mexico State University Sustainable Agriculture Sciences Center
and Shengrui Yao, New Mexico State University Sustainable Agriculture Sciences Center

Abstract: Jujube (Ziziphus jujuba Mill.) is a promising
fruit crop for New Mexico. Jujubes have been reported to be a good source of bioactive compounds such
as phenolics, ascorbic acid, and cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). However, nutrient profiles in
jujubes vary with cultivars, maturity, and geographical locations. We assessed the nutrient dynamics
of four jujube cultivars 'Li’, 'Lang', 'September late',
and 'Sugarcane' grown in New Mexico. Jujubes were
harvested at different harvest dates at 14-day intervals to include fruits at different edible maturity
stages: creamy, half red, and full red. Total phenolic
content (TPC), proanthocyanidins (PA), antioxidant
activity, ascorbic acid, and cAMP were quantified using the Folin-Ciocalteau method, vanillin colorimetric
method, visual titration method, and Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS), respectively. Antioxidant activities were assessed using the
DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picryl-hydrazyl-hydrate) and
Ferric reducing antioxidant power (FRAP) method.
We found a decreasing (P < 0.05) trend in moisture
content, TPC, PA, and ascorbic acid as maturity progressed from creamy to the full red. TPC and PA in
jujubes at the full red maturity ranged from 13.4 to
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15.1 mg GAE/g and 0.8 to 3.8 mg proanthocyanidins
B2 equivalent/g, respectively on a dry weight basis.
Optimum content of phenolic compounds and antioxidant capacity were found in jujubes at creamy
to half-red maturity depending on the cultivar. cAMP
increased significantly at the latter stage of edible
maturity with values ranging from 66.5 to 189.1
µg/g, DW at the full red maturity. In 'Lang' and 'Sugarcane', no cAMP was identified at the creamy stage.
Ascorbic acid in full red jujubes ranged from 830 to
940 mg/100 g, on a dry weight basis. The moisture,
FRAP, and PA values were strongly correlated to TPC
(R = 0.878, R = 0.866, and R = 0.847, respectively).
Moderate correlation was found between TPC and
ascorbic acid (R = - 0.670). Our results suggested that
among the edible maturity stages, jujubes harvested
at creamy to half red maturity contain the maximum
(P < 0.05) amount of bioactive compounds and the
highest (P < 0.05) antioxidant activity. In contrast,
jujubes at full red maturity have the maximum (P <
0.05) concentration of cAMP compared to early maturity stages.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Department of Horticulture, University of Georgia

Role of the TCP Module in the Spatio-Temporal Regulation of Fruit Growth (poster)

Comparison of Berry Weight and Yield
of Three Primocane-Fruiting Blackberry
Selections Grown Organically in Frankfort,
Kentucky (poster)

Abstract: Apple is a flavorful, edible fruit produced
by a tree (Malus × domestica), which is cultivated
worldwide. Apple fruit growth is achieved through
extensive cell production and cell expansion. In the
first 3-5 weeks after bloom, cell number increases
rapidly due to cell production. At later stages, fruit
growth is mainly achieved by increase in cell area.
Many genes have been identified to play important
roles in plant cell production. The TCPs (TEOSINTE-BRANCHED/CYCLOIDEA/PCF) are one family of
plant specific transcription factors (TF) that regulate
organ size, and can be divided into two classes. Class
I mainly promote cell division, while class II inhibits
the process. TCP transcripts have a target site for
binding miR319, a microRNA. Another important TF
family is GROWTH-REGULATING FACTOR (GRF). The
GRFs positively regulate organ size, and their transcripts have a target site for miR396 binding. We hypothesized that this network involving miR319 and
TCPs, and miR396 and GRFs spatially and temporally
regulates fruit growth in apple. Here, we found expression of miR319 is consistent with negative regulation of TCP2b. Transcript abundance of TCP2b was
negatively associated with spatio-temporal growth
in the developing apple fruit. We also found a single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in GRF7a which may
alter the stability of its transcripts. This may allow for

Abstract: Primocane-fruiting blackberries have the
potential of bearing fruit on current season canes
(primocanes) as well as on second season canes
(floricanes). In Kentucky, blackberries have been traditionally sold at farmers markets, roadside stands,
and on the farm. Blackberry production is of great
interest to Kentucky fruit growers since the fruit can
be grown locally and for extended seasons. A blackberry variety trial was established on certified organic land at the Kentucky State University (KSU) Harold R. Benson Research and Demonstration Farm in
May 2016 and managed following practices from the
National Organic Program. Commercially available
primocane-fruiting cultivars ‘Prime-Ark® Traveler’
and ‘Stark® Black Gem®’ as well as the advanced
selection ‘APF-268’ from the University of Arkansas
were planted in a completely randomized design
in four replicate plots, each including five plants of
each selection per plot (for a total of 20 plants of
each selection). Spacing between the groups of five
plants was 1.5 meters and between-plant spacing
was 0.6 meters; rows were spaced 4 meters apart. In
2018 and 2019, the fruit weights from ‘APF-268’ and
‘Stark® Black Gem®’ were significantly higher than
‘Prime-Ark® Traveler.’ In 2018, there was no significant difference in yield of the three selections. In

Yanyu Yao*, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA and Anish Malladi, University of Georgia
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enhanced transcript accumulation and promotion of
cell production. The proportion transcripts displaying this SNP were determined in fruit cortex and pith
tissues at different stages of development. During
later stages of cell-production-mediated early fruit
growth (12 and 19 days after bloom), we found a
greater proportion of the SNP allowing for increased
stability. These data are consistent with spatio-temporal regulation of fruit growth by the miR396-GRF
network. Future experiments involve: 1. RLM-RACE
to determine binding sites in TCP2b and GRF7a; 2.
Expression of the apple TCP2b and GRF7a in Arabidopsis to determine their roles in regulating cell production and organ growth; 3. Analysis of USDA germplasm collection by Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR
(KASP) to investigate whether this GRF7a variation is
linked to variation in fruit size.

Anju Chaudhary*, Kentucky State University; Jeremiah Lowe,
Kentucky State University; Kirk Pomper, Kentucky State University
and Sheri Crabtree, Kentucky State University
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2019, ‘APF-268’ had a significantly higher yield than
‘Prime-Ark® Traveler,’ but yield was not significantly
different compared with ‘Stark® Black Gem®’. Yield
and berry size were lower in 2019 than 2018, which
might be due to prolonged high temperatures in the
summer. Based on the performance of these selections in Kentucky, APF-268 seems to be a promising
selection in Kentucky; however, further observation
should be conducted.
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Root Growth & Rhizosphere/Seed and
Stand Establishment (Poster)
Moderator: Rao Mentreddy, Alabama A&M University

Protocol for Relative Water- and Air-Filled
Pore Space in Horticultural Substrates
(poster)
Matthew Taylor*, Longwood Gardens; Catherine Buckminster,
Longwood Gardens and Steve Long, Longwood Gardens

Abstract: An innovative porometer was developed
at North Carolina State University to provide rapid,
consistent, and reliable testing of horticultural substrates. This device is no longer available. At Longwood Gardens, the porometer and procedure were
modified in order to develop a similar method to
determine water- and air-filled pore space. Porometers were created using 175 ml polystyrene jars
with eight equally spaced 6.4 mm holes in the lids.
The bottoms of the jars had a 2.4 mm hole drilled to
facilitate water displacement during drainage, which
was covered with tape until the drainage step. Water drained through a 71 mm Buchner funnel into a
graduated cylinder. The procedure begins by filling a
3.8 l zip top plastic bags ¾ of the way full with each
substrate, thoroughly saturating the substrate with
water until it appears similar to a saturated paste.
Bags then rest for 1 hour and are flipped on the opposite side an additional hour. Substrates are then
gently pressed into jars with a spatula to remove air
pockets. Substrates should be level with the top of
the jar and the surface resembling that of a saturated paste. Lids are then replaced, and jars dropped
10 times from a height of 5 cm to ensure all air bubbles are removed. If the level drops, water should be
added to reach the top. Jars should then be quickly
inverted over funnels in a rack and the tape immediately removed from the bottom. If any substrate is
blocking the air intake hole, it should be pushed into
the jar with the tip of a paperclip to facilitate drainage. Allow inverted jar to drain for one hour and re-

cord volume of water that drained into graduated
cylinder. This volume represents the air-filled pore
space. Following drainage, recover the bottom hole
with tape, invert jar and obtain wet weight. If any
substrate accumulated in the cylinder or the funnel,
capture by filtering through filter paper and adding
back to jar prior to weighing. Substrate is then removed from the jar, placed in paper bag and force
air dried for a minimum of 48 hours. Standard wet
and dry bulk density calculations can be used to determine water filled pore space. This procedure went
through several iterations before techniques were
finalized. Over 30 substrates were analyzed with 5
replicates. Standard deviation averaged 2.6% of the
mean and never exceeded 5.3%, indicating consistency between replications.

Decomposition of Horticultural Substrates
over Two Years (poster)
Matthew Taylor*, Longwood Gardens and Ashley Clayton,

Abstract: Plant production in containers for long periods of time can result in significant substrate decomposition and an overall reduction in substrate
volume, i.e. shrinkage from the top of the container.
This can lead to reduced root growth, lower water
and nutrient holding capacities, and a loss in plant
productivity and quality. There were six treatments
in this study. Two of the top horticultural organic
substrate components (peat and pinebark), Longwood Gardens general purpose mix alone and
blended with 25% perlite by volume, and a commercial mix consisting primarily of 50/50 composted peanut hulls and composted pinebark, by volume (Biocomp BC-5, Good Earth Inc. Lancaster, NY)
alone and blended with 20% perlite. All substrates
were placed into square band pots with a width of
10.2 cm and height of 25.4 cm. Pots were filled leaving 2.5 cm from the top substrate to the top of the
pot to mimic what would happen in a greenhouse
or nursery production setting. Each treatment was
replicated four times and set up in a randomized
complete block design and placed in a greenhouse
in Kennett Square, PA. Containers with substrates
were hand watered once per week. Every 16 weeks,
distance from the top of the container to the top of
the substrate was measured from the center of all 4
sides of the container and averaged. After one year,
peat moss had the least amount of decomposition
or shrinkage from the top of the container and other treatments were statistically similar. At two years
and through the end of the experiment (28 months),
peat remained the most stable and both treatments
containing BC5 had the greatest decrease in substrate volume. Pine bark and Longwood mix with
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20% perlite were statistically similar. Longwood mix
alone decrease in volume more than all other treatments except those that contained BC5. Data indicates, peat moss was the most recalcitrant of the
materials trialed. This is counter to the literature that
often indicates composted pine bark is more resistant to decomposition compared to peat. Data also
indicates substrates with peanut hulls as the base
should be avoided for crops that stay in a container
for longer than one year.

Conservation of South Florida Orchid Mycorrhiza (poster)

Ellen Garcia*, ; Amir Khoddamzadeh, Florida International University and Jason Downing, Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden

Abstract: Starting in the late 1800’s orchids were
heavily poached, leaving many species to reach critically low populations. Another cause for rarity is
that orchids naturally have a low germination rate
because of their reliance on species-specific mycorrhizal fungi for nutrients to enable growth and development. The objective of this study is to research
the symbiotic relationship between host trees, mycorrhizal fungi and: Cyrtopodium punctatum, Encyclia
tampensis, Bletia purpurea and Oncidium ensatum,
four orchids native to south Florida. The study identifies mycorrhizal species for gene banking, specificity range and phylogenetic analysis of the symbiotic
relationship. This information is used to maximize
current reintroduction programs of the orchids into
their native range within urban and botanical garden
settings as well as guide policy decisions for the protection of their natural habitat.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA Hispanic
Serving Institutions Higher Education Grants Program
2016-38422-25549.

Germination Characteristics of Seeds and
Set-up of Seedling Tray Size in Papaya(Carica papaya) (poster)
Jikwang Kim*, Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research and Extension Services; Jeonghak Seo, Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural
Research and Extension Services and Kyeonghee Choi, Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research and Extension Services

Abstract: Papaya origins are rather uncertain, but
there is some agreement among botanists that it
originated in the lowlands of central america, between southern Mexico and Nicaragua. Green papaya to use immature fruit is important vegetable
to use salad in southeast asia. There are contained
vitamin, papain, and polyphenol to work antioxidant.
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This experiment is carried out to investigate seedling condition and standard of seedling trays for
production of green papaya under unheated vinyl
greenhouse in central Korea. Sow of papaya seeds
in incubator(16 hr for light and 8 hr for night, 25℃)
to investigate seedling condition was not germinated during 1 month, but direct sowing in tray was expressed 80% of germination rate. Also, germination
rate for time of immersion was shown 71.9% for direct seeding, 79.7% for seeding after 1 hour soaking,
76.6% for seeding after 3 hour soaking, 87.5% for
seeding after 5 hour soaking, 84.4% for seeding after
7 hour soaking. For dormancy and storage condition
of seeds, the result of investigation for germination
rate is as follows. Sow in 3 days after seed-gathering
was shown high germination rate of 74%, but was
generally shown low germination rate at long time
storage under room temperature, and was generally shown constant germination rate under low temperature. Growth characteristics for seeding tray
standard was good in 21 and 27 porous trays, especially plant height and leaf length.
In a view of the above results, condition for seedling
culture of green papaya under unheated vinyl greenhouse in central Korea was decided as direct seeding
in 27 porous tray after 5 hour soaking.
1.

82-41-635-6076, F. 82-41-635-7922 goldkr@korea.kr

Specified Source(s) of Funding: PJ01258405 Rural Development Administration, Republic of Korea.

The Effects of Low-Temperature Plasma
on Sprouting and Plant Growth of Immature and Mature Rhizomes of Turmeric
(Curcuma longa) in the Greenhouse (poster)
Lam T. Duong*, Alabama A&M University; Rao Mentreddy,
Alabama A&M University; Ryan Gott, University of Alabama in
Huntsville and Kunning Xu, University of Alabama in Huntsville

Abstract: Cold or low-temperature plasma (LTP),
comprised of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species
among many other particles, has been shown to promote seed germination and plant growth of many
crops, except root crops (e.g., turmeric). Turmeric
(Curcuma longa), has proven anti-cancer and anti-inflammatory properties besides other benefits. Turmeric is emerging as an important specialty medicinal herb in the US. However, short growing season
due to late frosts in spring and early frosts in fall in
the southern US often results in the harvesting of immature rhizomes. Lack of sprouting, in immature rhizomes, results in poor crop establishment and yields
when planted in the following summer. The objective
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of this study was to determine LTP effects on days to
sprouting and plant growth of six-month (6MG) and
7-month (7MG) old rhizomes of turmeric variety CL9
exposed to Helium low-temperature pulse jet plasma for 0s (Untreated Control), 60s, 90s, or 120s. Each
treatment was replicated four times. The untreated
and treated rhizomes were planted in 10-cm pots
containing potting mix at the rate of one rhizome per
plant and placed in a complete randomized block design in the greenhouse. The date of sprouting and
plant heights were recorded at weekly intervals for
63 days after treatment (DAT). The control untreated
6MG rhizomes never sprouted, whereas the untreated 7MG rhizomes sprouted 49 DAT. The 6MG rhizomes sprouted 49, 28, and 21 days after exposure
to 60, 90, and 120s, respectively. The 7MG rhizomes
exposed to LTP for 60s and 90 or 120s, sprouted 14
and 28 days earlier than the untreated, respectively.
In the 7MG, the rhizomes sprouted 49, 35, 21, and 21
DAT after exposure to 0, 60, 90, and 120s, respectively. The height of 6 MG plants was 6, 21, and 9.3 cm
in the 60, 90, and 120s exposure to LTP treatments,
respectively compared to 3.5, 9.0, 26.3, and 18.8 cm
in the 0, 60s, 90s, and 120s exposure to LTP treatments, respectively in 7MG. Exposure to LTP for 90s
appeared to be optimum in both rhizome maturity
groups. The study showed that LTP could improve
turmeric plant establishment and plant growth even
in the immature, rhizomes that were harvested early due to short-season environment or unavoidable
conditions. Cold or low-temperature plasma (LTP),
comprised of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species
among many other particles, has been shown to promote seed germination and plant growth of many
crops, except root crops (e.g., turmeric). Turmeric
(Curcuma longa), has proven anti-cancer and anti-inflammatory properties besides other benefits. Turmeric is emerging as an important specialty medicinal herb in the US. However, short growing season
due to late frosts in spring and early frosts in fall in
the southern US often results in the harvesting of immature rhizomes. Lack of sprouting, in immature rhizomes, results in poor crop establishment and yields
when planted in the following summer. The objective
of this study was to determine LTP effects on days to
sprouting and plant growth of six-month (6MG) and
7-month (7MG) old rhizomes of turmeric variety CL9
exposed to Helium low-temperature pulse jet plasma for 0s (Untreated Control), 60s, 90s, or 120s. Each
treatment was replicated four times. The untreated
and treated rhizomes were planted in 10-cm pots
containing potting mix at the rate of one rhizome per
plant and placed in a complete randomized block design in the greenhouse. The date of sprouting and
plant heights were recorded at weekly intervals for

63 days after treatment (DAT). The control untreated
6MG rhizomes never sprouted, whereas the untreated 7MG rhizomes sprouted 49 DAT. The 6MG rhizomes sprouted 49, 28, and 21 days after exposure
to 60, 90, and 120s, respectively. The 7MG rhizomes
exposed to LTP for 60s and 90 or 120s, sprouted 14
and 28 days earlier than the untreated, respectively.
In the 7MG, the rhizomes sprouted 49, 35, 21, and 21
DAT after exposure to 0, 60, 90, and 120s, respectively. The height of 6 MG plants was 6, 21, and 9.3 cm
in the 60, 90, and 120s exposure to LTP treatments,
respectively compared to 3.5, 9.0, 26.3, and 18.8 cm
in the 0, 60s, 90s, and 120s exposure to LTP treatments, respectively in 7MG. Exposure to LTP for 90s
appeared to be optimum in both rhizome maturity
groups. The study showed that LTP could improve
turmeric plant establishment and plant growth even
in the immature, rhizomes that were harvested early due to short-season environment or unavoidable
conditions.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NSF EPSCoR RII Track 1
Grant OIA – 1655280
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Temperate Tree Nut/Tropical Horticultural Crops (Poster)
Moderator: Eric Stafne, Oklahoma State University

Effect of Foliar Zinc Application on Growth
and Leaf Nutritional State of Unproductive Pecan Trees (poster)
Haijun Zhu, Jiangsu Acedamy of Agricultural Sciences and Eric
Stafne*, Oklahoma State University

Abstract: Zinc is an essential element for pecan production. However, there is little information available
on changes in tree vigor, leaf nutritional state, and
nut quality occurring in pecan trees related to zinc
application, especially on trees that need renovation
management. Therefore, the purpose of this study
was to analyze the effect of different zinc rates and
intervals on shoot growth, leaflet nutritional state
and nut quality of pecans. The study was carried out
in an unproductive orchard in West Point, Mississippi. A fully random experimental design was used,
with four treatments: 2.0 g•L-1 ZnSO4 two-week intervals and four-week intervals respectively; 4.0g•L-1
ZnSO4 two-week intervals and four-week intervals
respectively; and an untreated control. Foliar sprays
were applied by backpack mist blower on thirty-yearold ‘Stuart’ pecan trees from 1 May to 26 June 2018.
Leaves were harvested on 18 July and tested by the
soil testing lab at Mississippi State University. Nut
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collection and shoot measurements were conducted
on 5 October. No significant differences were found
between ZnSO4 treatments. Results revealed that foliar applications of ZnSO4, no matter the amount or
frequency, resulted in a significantly longer shoot in
comparison to the control. Spray timing was found
to play an important role in stimulating shoot growth
as well. Leaf zinc concentration increased as higher
amounts and more spray times were applied. Also,
there was an upward trend for Boron (B), which could
potentially be a toxicity concern. Unfortunately, not
enough nuts were collected for quality assessment
due to serious pecan scab infections and poor yields.

treatment by genotype interactions, indicating good
variation in salt tolerance among the eight genotypes
screened. Salt treatments reduced all response variables except nodes. Based on the relative (percent
of control) means of shoot dry weight, the genotypes
Elliot (116%) and San Felipe (100%) were significantly greater than 87MX5-1.7 (74%) in the EC 3.0 saline
treatment. In the EC 6.0 salt treatment, there were
no significant differences in the relative means of
shoot dry weight, but 87MX4-5.5, Elliot, and VC1-68
had the highest numerical means (83%, 83%, and
86%, respectively) and 87MX5-1.7 and Cape Fear
had the lowest means (63% and 67%, respectively).
Preliminary results indicated that Elliot was the most
salt tolerant genotype.

Relative Salt Tolerance of Eight Pecan
Rootstocks (poster)

Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA Project No. 201768007-26318, through the National Institute for Food
and Agricultural’s Agriculture and Food Research Initiative, Water for Agricultural Challenge Area

Abstract: Pecan (Carya illinoinensis) is one of the most
valuable nut trees native to North America but is also
one of the most salt sensitive tree crops. Salinity is an
issue in commercial pecan production and can lead
to reductions in pecan yield and nut size, especially
in the arid and semi-arid Southwest. The objective of
this study was to select salt tolerant genotypes from
new available germplasm as potential rootstocks for
commercial pecan production. Two replicated greenhouse experiments were conducted in June and July
of 2019. Seeds of eight pecan genotypes, 86KS2-4.5,
87MX4-5.5, 87MX5-1.7, Cape Fear, Elliott, Riverside,
San Felipe, and VC1-68, were received from the Pecan Breeding Laboratory, USDA-ARS. Pecan seeds
were stratified and germinated in 0.5 L square pots
with regular potting mix in the greenhouse and then
transplanted after seven weeks to 2.6 L pots with
coarse potting mix. Pecan seedlings were irrigated
with control nutrient solution prepared with reverse
osmosis water and fertilizer (15-5-15 Ca + Mg at a concentration of 150 ppm N) or saline solution prepared
in the same manner as the control with the addition
of NaCl to increase the EC to 3.0 or 6.0 mS cm-1. Seedlings were treated for four weeks in the first experiment and six weeks in the second experiment and
the following data were collected at the termination
of both experiments: visual score, plant height, node
count, stem diameter, SPAD (relative chlorophyll
content), leaf chlorophyll fluorescence, gas exchange
parameters, leaf area, shoot fresh weight and dry
weight, and leaf tissue concentrations of Na+ and Cl-.
Results from the first experiment showed significant
treatment and genotype effects, including significant

Segregation of Eastern Filbert Blight (Anisogramma anomala) Disease Response
and Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
Markers in Three Hybrid European-American Interspecific Hazelnut Populations
(poster)

Triston Hooks, Texas A&M AgriLife Research, Texas A&M University; Genhua Niu*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research at Dallas, Texas
A&M U; Xinwang Wang, TAMU AgriLife Research and Extension
Center and Girisha Ganjegunte, Texas A&M AgriLife Research
Center at El Paso, Texas A&M University System
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Justin J. Lombardoni*, Rutgers University; Josh Honig, Rutgers
University; Jennifer Vaiciunas, Rutgers University and Thomas
Molnar, Rutgers University

Abstract: Eastern filbert blight (EFB), caused by Anisogramma anomala, is a stem-canker disease endemic
to eastern North America that can kill European hazelnut (Corylus avellana) trees lacking sufficient tolerance or resistance. The pathogen is harbored by the
American hazelnut (C. americana) and has prevented
the establishment of a commercial European hazelnut industry across its wide native range. Fortunately, sources of resistance have been identified in both
hazelnut species. In this study, we made three interspecific hybrid crosses, each between a different
EFB-resistant American hazelnut (OSU 533.069, OSU
403.040, CCOR 710.001 from Pennsylvania, Nebraska, and Wisconsin, respectively) and a shared European parent, ‘Tonda di Giffoni’, that expresses a high
level of tolerance. We evaluated the progenies for
disease response after 8 years of exposure (disease
incidence, number and size of cankers, proportion of
diseased wood). We also performed DNA extraction,
library preparation, and paired-end next-generation
sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq platform on each
population. We then processed raw reads from sequencing using Stacks v1.47 for single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) discovery. Functions performed
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in the Stacks pipeline included demultiplexing data,
discarding reads with low quality scores, establishing a catalog of loci from the parents, and comparing
each sample’s reads to the catalog for marker discovery without the use of a reference genome. Results showed each progeny segregated for disease
response largely following a normal distribution of
disease expression, which indicated multigenic inheritance of resistance/tolerance. However, each
progeny differed in overall response, largely attributed to the different American parents. The progeny
of OSU 533.069 had a mean of 35% diseased wood
(Std Dev 0.132), progeny from OSU 403.040 had
a mean of 21% (Std Dev 0.105), and progeny from
CCOR 710.001 had a mean of 23% (Std Dev 0.125).
Further, the OSU 533.069, OSU 403.040, and CCOR
710.001 progenies produced 36,292, 36,441, and
36,790 SNPs, respectively, at the end of the Stacks
pipeline. The results from this study suggest there
is both considerable variation in disease response
across the progeny, which each show a range of resistant to highly susceptible phenotypes, and a vast
number of SNPs segregating in each population. We
will make use of the phenotype data and thousands
of SNP markers in future studies to map quantitative
trait loci associated with EFB resistance/tolerance
and also determine if they are shared or different
across the three unrelated American parents.

Eastern Filbert Blight Response of F1 Corylus americana x C. Avellana Selections and
F2 progenies (poster)

David Hlubik*, Rutgers University; John M. Capik, Rutgers University; Shawn Mehlenbacher, Oregon State University and Thomas
Molnar, Rutgers University

Abstract: Eastern filbert blight (EFB), caused by Anisogramma anomala, is a major limiting factor of hazelnut (Corylus spp.) production across North America.
The cultivated European species, C. avellana, is susceptible to the pathogen, which causes stem cankers
and tree death of most plants. In contrast, the wild
American hazelnut (C. americana) exhibits resistance.
Crosses between the two are possible as a means
to develop interspecific hybrids that express EFB resistance but transmission of resistance is not well
understood. Recently, breeders at Oregon State University (OSU) yielded new hybrids in support of expanding production into colder regions. In this study,
40 F1 clones selected at OSU from interspecific progenies from a diverse set of C. americana parents were
exposed to EFB in New Jersey, a region where genetic diversity of the pathogen is higher. Four trees of
each were planted in 2014, exposed to EFB, and evaluated in 2020 for disease incidence/response using

a scale of 0 to 5 (0= no EFB, 5 = all stems cankered).
Number of cankers, canker lengths, and percent diseased wood was also recorded. In addition, three F1
selections (1347.030, 1390.088, and 1436.078) were
each crossed with 3-4 unrelated F1 pollen parents to
yield 11 progenies to examine EFB response in the
F2 generation. These seedlings were field planted
(n=545) in New Jersey in 2016, exposed to EFB, and
rated for disease in 2020. Results showed a range of
EFB responses across the F1 selections (0.04 to 22.4
average percent infected wood per clone). No clone
remained free of EFB across all replications, but 4
of 40 had a disease incidence of 50% or less, which
also correlated to a very low percentage of diseased
wood (<2.0%) for those clones, suggesting the presence of very high tolerance. In general, however,
most clones exhibited less percent diseased wood
than that reported in New Jersey for known tolerant
‘Sacajawea’ (~21.0%) and ‘Tonda di Giffoni’ (~39%),
and far below susceptible ‘Barcelona’ (~67%). Results
of the crosses with 1347.030 and 1390.088 showed
a normal distribution of disease response of the
progeny suggesting multigenic inheritance, whereas
progenies of 1436.078 showed bimodal segregation
patterns suggesting transmission of a single R-gene.
Overall, each progeny held a significant portion of
trees remaining resistant/highly tolerant (195 of 545
scored 0, 1, or 2) and, when combined with the results of the F1 clones, demonstrates considerable
promise for breeding advanced generation interspecific hybrids with resistance to EFB.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: SCRI 2016-51181-25412

A Novel Tandem Method of Quantitating
Nonstructural Hexoses and Nonhexose
Sugars in Plant Tissue Reveals Ecodormancy Release in Pistachio (poster)
Daniel YP Syverson*, California State University Fresno; Hardeep
Singh, California State University; John T. Bushoven, California
State University Fresno; Masood Khezri, California State University; Louise Ferguson, University of California, Davis and Gurreet
Brar, California State University Fresno

Abstract: The quantitation of non-structural carbohydrate (NSC) content in plant tissue is important
for the study of source-sink relationships in plants.
Most NSC research has focused on hexoses, because hexose and starch levels are good indicators
of whole-plant energy status. Yet when plants make
new tissues, the carbon in sugars must be anabolized by conversion to non-hexose forms. In particular, non-hexose sugars (NHS) are key intermediates
in anabolic processes, yet direct reports of their levels in plant tissue are scarce. This gap in knowledge
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has impeded our understanding of how plants use
carbohydrates during anabolically intense physiological stages and transitions. We describe a tandem spectrophotometric carbohydrate quantitation
method for the determination of hexose and NHS
content in plant tissue samples. We use this method
in a study of winter floral bud dormancy in pistachio
to show that an accumulation of NHS, likely pentoses, is one of the first signs of growth reinitiation in
spring. NHS levels in floral buds serve as an indicator
of dormancy release in pistachio. The NHS quantitation method uses no additional equipment beyond
that which is necessary for hexose determination by
sulfuric acid digestion, and thus can provide an additional lens to use alongside hexose in quantifying
plant physiological status.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: California Pistachio
Research Board

Juice Yield and Brix from Heirloom Cultivars of Hawaiian Sugarcane (Kō, Saccharum officinarum) (poster)

Theodore J.K. Radovich*, University of Hawaii at Manoa; Noa
Lincoln, UH Manoa; Giselle Bryant, University of Hawaii; Sarah
Moore, University of Hawaii at Manoa; Tiare Silvasy, University of
Florida and Eric Collier, University of Hawaii

Abstract: Although no longer an important agronomic crop in Hawaii, sugarcane is now a high value horticultural crop that is being increasingly produced
by small growers for the beverage market. Many
of these growers are choosing traditional Hawaiian
heirloom varieties and producing them organically
to increase the value of their products. To address
gaps in our knowledge regarding juice yield and
quality from organically grown, native Hawaiian
sugarcane, we established 10 cultivars at the certified organic plots at the Waimānalo Research Station (2/7/2015) and the Poamoho Research Station
(3/10/2016) on O’ahu. Plantings were arranged in a
randomized complete block design with 3 plants per
variety. Three canes from each plant were harvested
on 1/6/16 in Waimānalo and on 5/24/17 and 4/17/18
in Poamoho. Juice was extracted with a commercial
sugarcane juicer and total soluble solids (brix) determined using a digital refractometer. Juice yields
across cultivars averaged 450 ml·kg-1 cane and potential annual yield was estimated at 18 liters of juice
per plant. Brix values ranged 12-21%, and were lowest in Waimānalo (12-16%), likely due in part to lower
solar radiation at that location relative to Poamoho.
Brix values at Poamoho in 2018 tended to be higher than in 2017 at the same location for all varieties, possibly due to the increased age of the plants.
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These data will assist in developing recommendations for commercial growers producing heirloom
cane cultivars for juice and future work will be expanded to more fully elucidate the independent and
interactive effects of genotype and environment on
fresh sugarcane juice yield and quality.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Hawaii Department of
Agriculture

Variation in Xylem Characteristics for Botanical Races of Avocado (poster)
Garrett L. Beier*, Farmingdale State College; Connor D. Lund,
University of Minnesota; Benjamin W. Held, University of Minnesota; Randy C. Ploetz, University of Florida; Joshua Konkol,
University of Florida and Robert Blanchette,

Abstract: Avocado (Persea Americana Mill.), an important fruit crop, is under threat from an invasive
disease, laurel wilt. The pathogen, Raffaelea lauricola
T.C. Harr., Fraedrich & Aghayeva, spreads rapidly in
the xylem of infected trees and causes a lethal vascular wilt. A previous study showed that variation in
susceptibility to the disease exists among different
races of avocado, with the West Indian race being
most susceptible. To help elucidate potential explanations for differences in susceptibility, xylem
characteristics were examined for fourteen avocado
cultivars from the Guatemalan, Mexican, and West
Indian botanical races. Samples of each cultivar
were assessed for vessel size, vessel density, vessel
aggregation, and xylem-specific potential hydraulic
conductivity. The West Indian race had significantly greater mean vessel diameters, mean maximum
vessel diameters, and xylem-specific potential hydraulic conductivities than the Guatemalan and
Mexican races (p< 0.05), which in turn did not differ
for any of these variables (p > 0.05). There were no
significant differences among the races for vessel aggregation or vessel density. Cultivars of the Mexican
and Guatemalan races generally had smaller mean
vessel diameters, mean maximum vessel diameters,
and mean xylem-specific potential hydraulic conductivities than the West Indian race; however, there
was considerable variation among cultivars of the
Mexican race. Statistically significant differences in
vessel grouping indices and vessel solitary fractions
were evident among some cultivars, but to lesser
extents than were found for vessel size. This study
indicates that larger vessel diameters and greater
potential hydraulic conductivities exist in the West
Indian, compared to the Guatemalan and Mexican
races. We suggest that these attributes may be contributing factors in the greater susceptibility to laurel
wilt that is evident in the West Indian race. The rela-
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tionship between these attributes and susceptibility
should be corroborated as they could be valuable
predictors of the response of different genotypes to
the disease.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Funded in part by
NIFA grants #2015-09347 and #2015-24257 from the
National Institute for Food and Agriculture and USDA
Hatch Project MIN-22-081
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Vegetable Breeding 1 (Poster)
Moderator: German Sandoya, University of California
Davis

Identification of Genomic Regions Associated with Bolting and Flowering Time in
Spinach (poster)
Gehendra Bhattarai*, University of Arkansas; Ainong Shi, University of Arkansas; James C. Correll, University of Arkansas and
Bindu Poudel, University of Arizona

Abstract: Spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.) is a highly
nutritious leafy vegetable crop. There is a high demand for spinach in the U.S., and it is one of the fastest-growing vegetable crops. Bolting and flowering
time are irreversible transitions from vegetative to reproductive phase in plants and are known to be controlled by day length and temperature. These traits
are important in many vegetable crops, including
spinach, as the crops are unmarketable for the fresh
market after bolting and flowering. And an extended vegetative phase allows multiple harvests from
the same plants. Genetic characterization to unravel
the controlling mechanism and identifying desirable
alleles helps to breed slow-bolting /late flowering
spinach cultivars. The objective of this study was to
discover alleles contributing to slow-bolting and late
flowering in spinach performing genome-wide association analysis (GWAS). In this study, 300 USDA GRIN
spinach accessions were evaluated for bolting and
flowering time in both field and greenhouse conditions. A wide variation in bolting and flowering time
were observed in the accessions. GWAS performed
using genotyping by sequencing (GBS) derived single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers identified SNPs associated with bolting and flowering on
chromosomes 2, 3, and 5. Late bolting and flowering
increase harvest number and yield of spinach, and
the SNP markers identified from this study will help
breeders to select plants and lines with slow bolting
and late-flowering in spinach breeding programs.

Screening Tomato Breeding Lines for Bacterial Wilt Resistance in NC (poster)

Dilip R. Panthee*, North Carolina State University; Ann Piotrowski, North Carolina State University and Frank J. Louws, North
Carolina State University

Abstract: Bacterial wilt (BW), caused by Ralstonia
solanacearum, is one of the significant diseases of
tomato worldwide. Although it has long been a severe disease in tropical areas, it is becoming more
widespread and severe in temperate climates too.
In North Carolina, the severity and incidence of BW
have risen in recent years. To combat the problem
by breeding, evaluation of potential resistant breeding lines derived from Hawaii 7998 was started in
2009 under field conditions in western NC, where
BW is endemic for several years. The objective of
this study was to improve BW resistance in tomato. Disease-free plants selected from the 2009 and
2010 research and putative resistant lines from the
World Vegetable Center (formerly AVRDC) were used
as parents in crosses to advanced breeding lines
lacking BW resistance. We continued selection for
BW resistance over the years. The problem with the
selection process was that there was a negative correlation between fruit size and BW resistance, which
has been a challenge to improve both traits simultaneously. As a continuous effort, we are making
gradual progress in both characteristics. As a result,
some of the lines are close to release with the BW
resistance and excellent fruit quality. We are evaluating these lines for their combining ability with other
breeding lines to produce hybrid tomatoes.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: North Carolina Crop
Improvement Inc., and USDA NIFA (2016-51181-25404)

Identification, Characterization and Mapping of Resistance to Target Spot of Tomato (Corynespora cassiicola) in Wild Tomato
Accessions (poster)
Edgar Sierra Orozco*, University of Florida; John Smeda, University of Florida; Katia Xavier, University of Florida; Gary Vallad,
University of Florida and Samuel Hutton,

Abstract: Fresh market tomato is a high value commodity in the southeast US, especially in Florida. The
warm and humid conditions in this region are ideal
for development of several diseases, including target
spot of tomato (TS), caused by Corynespora cassiicola
(Cc). Increasing incidence and severity of this disease
in recent years has become a major concern for the
tomato industry. TS infects both foliage and fruit,
and when conditions are favorable, this disease can
cause severe defoliation and reduction in marketable yields. There are currently no resistant cultivars
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available, and control relies entirely on fungicide applications. However, recent work has demonstrated
that many Cc isolates are insensitive to a number of
commonly used fungicide groups. The objectives of
this work were to characterize target spot resistance
in a collection of Solanum accessions and to initiate
mapping of resistance alleles in several of these. We
previously identified 24 tomato accessions from S.
pimpinellifolium, S. cheesmaniae and S. galapagense
with resistance to target spot. Resistance from S.
pimpinellifolium accession LA2093 was studied using
an F9 recombinant inbred line (RIL) population from
the cross between LA2093 and the susceptible line,
NC EBR-1. The population was available from the
Tomato Genetics Resource Center in Davis, CA, and
molecular marker data (2,869 genomic bins) is also
published. We inoculated 125 RILs with a three-isolate cocktail of Cc in a 13-replicate incomplete block
design (six replicates per RIL). Phenotypic results
and marker data were used to perform an inclusive
composite interval mapping analysis which revealed
candidate QTLs on chromosomes 1 and 12. Further
screens were carried out for all 24 accessions. These
accessions were challenged individually by six diverse Cc isolates in separate experiments. Each experiment was laid out as a RCBD with 16 replicates.
Plants were rated individually for disease severity
using an 0-10 scale corresponding to percent disease. A mixed model statistical analysis revealed
different levels of resistance among accessions, but
accessions generally performed consistently across
isolates. The highest and broadest levels of resistance were observed in LA2093, in S. galapagense accessions LA0483 and LA0532, and in S. cheesmaniae
accession LA0524. Validation of these results is underway, and QTL mapping for the S. galapagense and
S. cheesmainaie accessions has also been initiated.

Identifying Candidate Genes for Tomato
Flavor Volatiles By RNA-Seq with Multiple
Reference Genomes (poster)

Gurleen Kaur*, University of Florida; Denise M. Tieman, University of Florida; Marcio Resende, University of Florida and Harry J.
Klee, University of Florida

Abstract: Volatile compounds significantly contribute
to flavor in plants. Many of the modern crop varieties are substantially less flavorful than older varieties as breeding programs have focused on producer
preferred traits. Flavor is a particular challenge for
breeders due to complex genetics and expensive
phenotyping. With the development of high-throughput sequencing techniques, researchers have begun
to identify molecular markers for flavor volatile synthesis using approaches like genome-wide associaI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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tion studies. To develop better molecular breeding
tools related to flavor, we use a variety of genomics
tools. One such tool is differential gene expression
based on RNA-Seq analysis. However, this analysis
has up to now been based on a single reference
genome, Heinz 1706. Recent pan-genome analyses
have shown that there are major structural differences between different tomato varieties, raising
a serious issue for expression analysis based on a
single reference genome. To fully explore genetic
and structural information, we highlight the importance of RNA-Seq analysis for flavor volatiles using
multiple reference genomes. We will analyze single
nucleotide polymorphism data to understand their
relationship with gene expression for flavor volatiles.
These approaches should more accurately reveal the
consensus candidate genes for flavor volatiles. Overall, we aim to identify the candidate genes that are
responsible for the synthesis of flavor volatiles and
ultimately, improve the tomato flavor.

Environmental Influence on Inter- and
Intraspecific Crossability and Self-Pollination Compared to Heat Treatment of Wild
and Domesticated Capsicum Species (poster)
Tsung-han Lin, World Vegetable Center; Shih-wen Lin, World Vegetable Center; Yen-wei Wang, World Vegetable Center; Maarten
van Zonneveld, World Vegetable Center and Derek W Barchenger*, World Vegetable Center

Abstract: Temperature increase and a greater frequency of temperature spikes, due to climate
change, are likely to affect global pepper (Capsicum
sp.) production. At temperatures greater than 34°C,
pollen development, fertilization, fruit setting, seed
production, and ultimately yield are reduced. Due to
the typically adverse climates in their centers of origin, the Capsicum wild relatives are hypothesized to
serve as a source of abiotic stress tolerance. While
in vitro pollen evaluations for heat tolerance are
well established and widely used in pepper breeding, little research has been conducted to determine
the effect of heat stress on intra- and interspecific
crossability and self-pollination in vivo. The objectives of this project were to validate the utility of in
vitro heat stress pollen characterization through in
vivo cross- and self-pollination among heat tolerant
Capsicum accessions and to evaluate the crossability
among wild and domesticated species to initiate introgression population development. For this study,
we evaluated two accessions of the domesticated C.
annuum (AVPP9905 and AVPP9823), two accessions
of the wild progenitor C. annuum var. glabriusculum
(PBC 1969 and PBC 1970), two accessions of the wild
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species C. chacoense (VI012900 and VI029126), and
one C. galapagoense accession (NMCA50026) during
the spring (hot and humid) and fall (cool and dry)
season of 2019. Reciprocal crossability and self-pollination of wild and cultivated Capsicum species were
compared under two heat treatments: 38°C and no
additional heat. Generally, the highest rates of successful pollination (61%) resulted from the no additional heat treatment during the fall season. As expected, rates of successful pollination were generally
highest for self-pollination (56% in the fall and 23%
in the spring), as compared to inter- or intraspecific hybridizations (41% in the fall and 22% in the
spring). During the cooler fall season, AVPP9823 had
the highest overall successful pollination when used
as the male parent (73%) under no heat treatment,
while VI012900 had the highest overall success rate
under the heat treatment (36%). During the hotter
spring season, PBC 1969 has the highest pollination
success under no additional heat (53%) and VI029126
had the overall highest pollination success under
heat treatment (38%). Our results indicate that growing environment is likely a more important factor for
evaluation of tolerance to high temperature as compared to pollen treatment. Furthermore, this project
will increase the knowledge base of environmental
influence on floral organ viability of Capsicum.

Productivity Test and Selection of Line
and Cultivar on Spring Field Cultivation
of Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) in Chungnam Area (poster)

Man Hyun Jo*, Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research and
Extension Services; Kwon Seo Park, Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research and Extension Services, Yesan 32425, Korea; Seung
Su Lee, Chungcheongnam-do Agricultural Research and Extension
Services; Ji Hong Cho, Highland Agriculture Research Institute,
NICS, RDA and Young-Eun Park, RDA

Abstract: This study was performed to select optimal
double cropping potato cultivars and lines developed by Rural Development Administration in Korea
with regional yield trial of Chungnam area. The seed
potato tubers (about 40 grams) of 8 cultivars and
12 advanced lines were planted in field (silt loam,
pH 7.7, EC 0.49 dS·m-1) as randomized block design
(RBD) with three replications. Spacings between
rows and plants were 80 cm × 25 cm, respectively.
They were planted in March 15 and harvested in June
15, 2019. The lowest emergence rate was 85.5% in
‘Daegwan 2-65’, whereas 8 cultivars and 11 advanced
lines were more than that. The highest and the lowest stem height were ‘Jegyo P-13’ and ‘Sumi’ as 80.9
cm and 31.5 cm, respectively. Number of stem was
the highest number in ‘Daegwan 2-57’ with 5.9 but

the lowest number in ‘Soosun’ with 2.2. During the
flowering period, ‘Saebong’ was the fastest on May
15, while ‘Daegwan 2-65’ was the slowest on May 28,
2019. The total potato tuber weight harvested in a
hectare was in order of ‘Daegwan 2-57’, ‘Daegwan
2-56’, ‘Chubaek’, ‘Saebong’, and ‘Geumsun’, which
were 49.7, 49.2, 47.1, 45.2, and 44.5 ton·ha-1, respectively. Fresh weight of stem and leaf per plant in
‘Jegyo P-13’ was the heaviest with 945.7 g, followed by
‘Daegwan 2-64’ (738.7 g·plant-1) and ‘Daegwan 2-56’
(665.7 g·plant-1). There was no symptoms of internal
brown spot and hollow heart. The highest malformation was 10.1% in ‘Daeji’ and the highest cracked
tubers ratio was shown 4.5% in ‘Daegwan 2-60’. The
potato virus Y infection did not appear in ‘Daegwan
2-63’ but PVY infection of ‘Daegwan 2-65’ was the
highest with 87.8%, followed by ‘Chubaek’ and ‘Daegwan 2-64’ with 53.3% and 36.1%, respectively. Late
blight did not appear of all. Potato common scab of
‘Daegwan 2-65’ was the highest with 85.5%, followed
by ‘Chubaek’ with 46.5%. In conclusion, the optimal
cultivars and lines highly adaptable in Chungnam
area were ‘Geumsun’, ‘Saebong’, ‘Daegwan 2-56’, and
‘Daegwan 2-57’.
❊ This work was carried out with the support of
“Cooperative Research Program for Agriculture Science and Technology Development (Project No.
PJ006637172019)” Rural Development Administration, Republic of Korea.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work was carried
out with the support of “Cooperative Research Program
for Agriculture Science and Technology Development
(Project No. PJ006637172019)” Rural Development
Administration, Republic of Korea.
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Water Utilization & Management
(Poster)
Moderator: Ethan T. Carter, UF/IFAS Jackson County
Extension

Producing Hydrangea Paniculata with
Coconut Coir Substrate Amendment and
Leaching Fraction-Based Irrigation (poster)

Lauren Fessler, University of Tennessee; Wesley Wright, University of Tennessee; Amy Fulcher*, University of Tennessee; Kim Holden, ; Sterling Mcclanahan, University of Tennessee and Trystan
Bordeau, University of Tennessee

Abstract: An automated irrigation system based on
leaching fraction was used to produce #1 (3.7 liter)
panicle hydrangea (Hydrangea paniculata ‘Jane’) using
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two substrate mixes (35% coir/65% pine bark and
0% coir/100% pine bark, by volume) in order to determine if a coconut coir amendment to a predominantly pine bark substrate would decrease water
use. Crops were produced using either the grower’s
conventional irrigation schedule that applied 1.3
inches (3.3 cm) of water in a single irrigation event
every other day or a schedule that irrigated daily to
maintain a 15% leaching fraction (LF).
In 2018, growth index increased by 80% from June
to October for both substrates in the LF-based irrigation zones and by 68% and 55% for the substrates
with coir and without coir, respectively, in the conventional irrigation zones. In 2019, growth index increased by 59% and 60% from June to October for
the substrates with and without coir, respectively, in
the LF-based irrigation zones and by 57% and 36%
for the substrates with and without coir, respectively, in the conventional irrigation zones.
Total water use in 2018 in the LF-based irrigation
zones was 6,800 gallons for the substrate with coir,
and 6,000 gallons for the substrate without coir. For
the conventional irrigation zones, total water use
was 15,100 gallons for the substrate with coir and
16,500 gallons for the substrate without coir. Total
water use in 2019 was 9,500 and 7,300 gallons for
substrates with and without coir, respectively in the
LF-based irrigation zones and 15,000 and 16,400 gallons for substrates with and without coir, respectively in the conventional irrigation zones. While operated identically, the conventional zones had slightly
different flow rates due to modest differences in
plumbing.
After excluding dates with rainfall, in 2018, the average LF in LF-based irrigation zones was 45% and 37%
less than in conventional irrigation zones for substrates with and without coir, respectively. In 2019,
the average LF in LF-based irrigation zones was 68%
and 39% less than in conventional irrigation zones
for substrates with and without coir, respectively.
In 2018, the minimum volumetric water content
(VWC) was 26% for both substrates in the LF-based
irrigation zones and 21%, and 23% for the substrates
with and without coir in the conventional irrigation
zones, respectively. In 2019, the minimum VWC was
25% for both substrates in the LF-based irrigation
zones and 23% and 24% for the substrates with and
without coir in the conventional irrigation zones, respectively.
The LF-based irrigation schedule reduced water use
by at least 46.5% averaged across substrates with
equal or greater growth.
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Utilization of Soil Moisture Sensors and
Cover Crops to Manage Crop Soil Moisture
Availability in Northwest Florida (poster)
Ethan T. Carter*, UF/IFAS Jackson County Extension; Libbie Q.
Johnson, UF/IFAS Escambia County Extension and Michael J. Mulvaney, University of Florida

Abstract: Many benefits from cover cropping take
years to become apparent, but improved soil moisture is not one of them. Keeping the ground mulched
during periods of drought during summer production reduces the “evapo” part of the evapotranspiration equation, and results in increased soil moisture
compared to non-covered ground. This improvement in a field’s soil moisture level can lessen the
need for irrigation, which can also be more accurately managed when paired with soil moisture sensors.
Sensors have been deployed around northwest Florida for multiple years, honing irrigation treatments
both on-farm and in research trials. Data was collected from field scenarios where producers killed part
of their cover crop so we could have side-by-side
comparisons of soil moisture and subsequent crop
yield with and without cover cropping. Many of these
fields were followed by row crops, but the benefits of
cover cropping are just as apparent when followed
by fruit or vegetable crops. Objectives: To demonstrate the efficacy of winter cover crops in maintaining soil moisture levels throughout the summer
growing season in subsequent crops. Methods: Rye,
a winter cover crop, was established late Fall 2018
in a field that was planted in cotton in 2019. A strip
of land was left unplanted in the middle of the field
and left fallow. The rye cover was fertilized and maintained until the crop was rolled down and stripped
tilled. After establishment of the cotton crop, Sentek
soil moisture probes were installed in two plots:
the rolled rye and fallow ground. Soil moisture was
monitored throughout the growing season. Crop
was harvested in late October. Results: Extension
activities have demonstrated improved soil moisture
status and yield when a cover crop residue remains
on the soil surface during crop production. We recommend terminating 2-3 weeks prior to planting
to replenish soil moisture by rainfall because cover
crops can reduce early season moisture needed at
planting. Currently, Jackson County has a $75/acre
cost share program in place for cover cropped land
in the Jackson Blue Springs Basin. Hopefully, this
data can be used to advocate state-wide expansion
of eligible cost share acreage in the future. Conclusions: Well-managed high residue cover crops can
benefit growers wishing to minimize water use and
help manage soil moisture in sandy soils. More work
needs to be done with mixtures of cover crops and
to help get more funding for growers using winter
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cover crops to offset soil moisture fluctuations.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work was supported in part by the USDA National Institute of Food and
Agriculture, Hatch project number FLA-JAY-005475 and
a UF/IFAS BMP mini-grant.

the highest VWC across both irrigations regardless
of IM. Initial moisture and irrigation technique both
impacted the hydration of the seven substrates, but
the additional amendments of perlite, PTS, and sand
helped mitigate hydrophobicity during drier conditions.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA – ARS

Characterizing Water Uptake Efficiency
of Peat and Pine Bark Substrates By Two
Irrigation Delivery Methods (poster)
Brian Schulker*,

Abstract: Substrate composition and architecture
are underlying variables in the water use efficiency
of horticultural substrates. Reduced substrate hydration can lead to excessive leachate, poor plant
growth, and inefficient irrigation. This research was
designed to examine the wettability of seven greenhouse substrates using two irrigation strategies
under two different initial moisture contents. Peat,
peat amended with 20% (by vol) coir, pine tree substrate (PTS), and perlite as well as pine bark, pine
bark amended with 20% PTS, and a pine bark – sand
(90:10) mix were tested at 50% and 33% initial moisture (by weight). The objective of this research was to
determine the impact substrate amendments have
on substrate water capture based on two irrigation
techniques and to understand the influence initial
moisture, substrate particle size, and hydrophobicity
have on the efficacy of an irrigation technique. Each
component underwent 10 total irrigation events,
with initial and final hydration described through volumetric water content (VWC). Peat based substrates
failed to show significant difference using surface irrigation regardless of initial moisture. Amendments
of PTS and coir matched the final VWC of 100% peat,
while the addition of perlite decreased final VWC by
8% at 50% initial moisture (IM). Substrate amendment and initial moisture greatly influenced water
capture of peat based substrates for subirrigation.
VWC increased at both initial moisture contents over
100% peat, with PTS amended peat representing the
highest VWC across all peat mixes through both irrigation methods at 50% IM. Perlite amended peat did
not show significant different in VWC across both irrigation techniques, while IM affected coir amended
mixes more so in subirrigation than surface irrigation. Pine bark mixes showed little to no difference
through overhead irrigation, PTS amended pine bark
gaining 3-4% VWC more than 100% pine bark regardless of IM. Similar to peat-based mixes, subirrigated
pine bark was heavily affected by IM. 100% pine
bark and PTS amended bark gained nearly identical
VWC after 10 irrigation events, while the addition of
finer sand particles helped the 10% sand mix gain

Soil, Leaf and Fruit Nutritional Status of
a Young Peach Orchard under Different
Irrigation and Fertilization Practices in
Georgia (poster)

Srijana Thapa Magar*, University of Georgia; Dario J. Chavez,
University of Georgia and Bruno Casamali, University of Georgia

Abstract: In Georgia and most of the Southeastern
U.S., growth of young peach trees traditionally relies
on precipitation for the first two to three years after
establishment. Supplemental irrigation only begins
as the orchard becomes productive. Similarly, fertilizer recommendations are outdated and inadequate
for our region. The objective of this research was to
evaluate the effect of different irrigation and fertilization practices in Georgia in soil, leaves, and fruit nutritional profiles in 2016, 2017, and 2018. ‘Julyprince’
plants grafted onto ‘Guardian’ rootstock were established in 2015 at UGA Peach program in Griffin, GA.
Two irrigation levels (irrigated and non-irrigated), two
irrigation systems (drip and sprinkler), and four fertilizer levels (25, 50, 100 and 200% of the yearly recommended rate in the southeast) were tested. Soil
samples were collected and analyzed for macro- and
micro-nutrients, pH, and CEC at two depths (8” and
16”) in March. Foliar and fruit samples were collected
and analyzed for nutrients in late June and July, respectively. Soil nutrient analyses showed a decrease
in pH and Mg concentration with increased fertilizer
levels. On the contrary, N, P, K and Mn concentrations
in soil increased with higher fertilizer levels. Irrigated
treatments had higher soil pH and Mg concentration
but lower N, P, K, Fe, Mn and Cu concentrations than
non-irrigated treatments. Drip irrigation yielded lower soil pH but higher levels of N, Zn, Mn, and Fe than
sprinkler irrigation within irrigated plants. Overall,
soil pH was lower at 8” of depth but CEC and all soil
nutrients were higher at 8” compared to 16”. Leaf
nutrient analyses had higher K, Mn and Ca concentrations with higher fertilizer levels. Irrigation always
resulted in higher nutrient concentration in leaves
compared to non-irrigated treatments. There were
no significant differences between drip and sprinkler systems within the irrigated plants. Fruit nutrient analyses did not show significant differences for
any nutrients with increased fertilizer levels or sup-
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plemental irrigation. Drip irrigation resulted in higher concentration of most nutrients except Ca and B
in fruit compared to sprinkler irrigation. The results
indicate that an increase in the fertilization levels in
peach production in Georgia does not necessarily
translate to an increase of all essential nutrients in
the soil, leaves and/or fruit. Irrigating young peach
trees ensured higher nutrient uptake by plants. Our
results provided an insight on the nutritional status
of young peach trees. This will help us in future to
improve nutrient management recommendations.

Center for Water-Efficient Landscaping at Utah State
University

Salinity Tolerance of Twelve Viburnum
Taxa (poster)

Abstract: Ornamental grass species are commonly
used as landscape plants in Utah and the Intermountain West United States. The salt tolerance of Acorus
gramineus ‘Minimus Aureus’ (grassy-leaved sweet
flag), Andropogon ternarius ‘Black Mountain’ (split
bluestem), Calamagrostis ×acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’
(reed grass), Carex morrowii ‘Ice Dance’ (Japanese
sedge), Festuca glauca ‘Elijah Blue’ (blue fescue), and
Sporobolus heterolepis (prairie dropseed) was evaluated in a greenhouse. Plants were irrigated with a
fertilizer solution at an electrical conductivity (EC) of
1.2 dS·m-1 (control) or saline solutions at ECs of 5.0
dS·m-1 (EC 5) and 10.0 dS·m-1 (EC 10) every four days
for 13 weeks. At seven weeks, all grass plants in EC
5 had good visual quality with average visual scores
greater than 4.6 (0 = dead, 5 = excellent) except A.
gramineus and C. morrowii that exhibited foliar salt
damage with an average visual score of 2.9 and 3.4,
respectively. In EC 10, A. gramineus plants all died, C.
morrowii exhibited moderate foliar salt damage with
an average visual score of 2.9, while A. ternarius had
slight foliar salt damage with an average visual score
of 3.7 and C. ×acutiflora, F. glauca, and S. heterolepis
had visual scores of 5. At 13 weeks, C. ×acutiflora, F.
glauca, and S. heterolepis in EC 5 still had good visual quality with visual scores greater than 4.5, but A.
ternarius and C. morrowii showed moderate to slight
foliar salt damage with an average visual score of 3.2
and 3.4, respectively. All grass species in EC 10 exhibited moderate to severe foliar salt damage except
C. ×acutiflora that had good visual quality. At seven
weeks, A. ternarius, A. gramineus, C. morrowii, and C.
×acutiflora in EC 10 had 27%, 37%, 47%, and 52% reductions in shoot dry weight, respectively, compared
with their respective control, but shoot dry weight
of F. glauca and S. heterolepis did not change. At 13
weeks, shoot dry weight of all grass species except F.
glauca decreased by 15% to 48% in EC 5. Carex morrowii in EC 10 had the highest reduction in shoot dry
weight (79%) compared with control, and other four
grass species had 37% to 65% reductions in shoot
dry weight compared with control. In conclusion, C.

JI Jhong Chen*, Utah State University; Haifeng Xing, College of
Grassland Resources and Environment, Inner Mongolia Agricultural University; Asmita Paudel, Department of Plants, Soils, and Climate, Utah State University; Youping Sun, Department of Plants,
Soils, and Climate, Utah State University and Genhua Niu, Texas
A&M AgriLife Research Center at El Paso, Texas A&M University

Abstract: Viburnums are popular landscape plants
with high wholesale value in the U.S., but their salinity
tolerance is unclear. The objectives of this study was
to evaluated for salinity tolerance of twelve viburnum
taxa, including Viburnum ×burkwoodii, V. cassinoides
‘SMNVCDD’, V. dentatum ‘Christom’, V. dentatum var.
deamii ‘SMVDLS’, V. dilatatum ‘Henneke’, V. ×‘NCVX1’,
V. nudum ‘Bulk’, V. opulus ‘Roseum’, V. plicatum var. tomentosum ‘Summer Snowflake’, V. pragense ‘Decker’,
V. ×rhytidophylloides ‘Redell’, and V. trilobum, when
irrigated with saline solutions. All plants were irrigated once a week with a nutrient solution at an EC of
1.3 dS·m-1 (control) or saline solutions at ECs of 5.0
and 10.0 dS·m-1 for nine weeks. When irrigated with
saline solution at an EC of 10.0 dS·m-1, V. ×burkwoodii
and V. ×‘NCVX1’ had little foliar damage at the fifth
week and moderate to slight foliar damage at the
ninth week. Shoot dry weights of these two taxa did
not change at both at the fifth and ninth week when
irrigated with saline solution at ECs of 5.0 and 10.0
dS·m-1. Contrarily, saline solution at an EC of 10.0
dS·m-1 caused severe foliar damage and reduced the
shoot dry weights of V. dilatatum ‘Henneke’, V. plicatum var. tomentosum ‘Summer Snowflake’, and V. trilobum at the fifth week, and led to high mortality at
the ninth week. In summary, V. ×burkwoodii and V.
×‘NCVX1’ were the most salt-tolerant viburnum taxa,
while V. dilatatum ‘Henneke’, V. plicatum var. tomentosum ‘Summer Snowflake’ and V. trilobum were sensitive to saline irrigation in this study.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA Hatch
project UTA01381, USDA Specialty Crop Block Grant
Program #202715, New Faculty Start-Up Funds from
the Office of Research and Graduate Studies, and the
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Salinity Tolerance of Six Ornamental
Grass Species (poster)

Julie Hershkowitz*, Department of Plants, Soils and Climate, Utah
State University; Haifeng Xing, College of Grassland Resources and
Environment, Inner Mongolia Agricultural University; Asmita Paudel, Department of Plants, Soils, and Climate, Utah State University; JI Jhong Chen, Utah State University; Youping Sun, Department
of Plants, Soils, and Climate, Utah State University and Xin Dai,
Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, Utah State University
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×acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’, F. glauca ‘Elijah Blue’, and S.
heterolepis were more tolerant to the salinity levels
in this study compared with A. ternarius ‘Black Mountain’, C. morrowii ‘Ice Dance’, and A. gramineus ‘Minimus Aureus’.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA Hatch
project UTA01381, USDA Specialty Crop Block Grant
Program #202715, New Faculty Start-Up Funds from
the Office of Research and Graduate Studies, and the
Center for Water-Efficient Landscaping at Utah State
University
12:30 PM – 1:15 PM

Featured Speaker: Dr. Gail Nonnecke
- Engaging University Students in
International Development Projects
- Presented by the ASHS International
Division
Sponsor: International Division and International Interest
Groups

Coordinator: Rolston St. Hilaire, New Mexico State
University
Objectives: International development projects emphasizing
horticulture help vulnerable populations of youth and their
families through increased nutritional food and financial security.
Universities seek to internationalize their curricula and coursebased service learning programs in other countries provide
high-impact activities for students to develop their international
perspectives. Engaging university students in international development projects helps to train the next generation of development practitioners.
Presented by the International Division

12:30 PM Engaging University Students in
International Development Projects –Lessons Learned and Impacts from a 15-year
School Garden Program in Uganda
Gail Romberger Nonnecke*, Iowa State University

Abstract: International development projects emphasizing horticulture help vulnerable populations
of youth and their families through increased nutritional food and financial security. Universities seek
to internationalize their curricula and course-based
service learning programs in other countries provide
high-impact activities for students to develop their
international perspectives. Engaging university students in international development projects helps
to train the next generation of development practitioners. The Iowa State University, Center for Sustainable Rural Livelihoods (CSRL) aims to use the power
of education to develop sustainable communities.

CSRL has worked with Kamuli District residents in
Uganda since 2003 to discover and implement sustainable solutions to meet the rural community’s
most urgent needs. In 2005, an initial needs assessment informed an undergraduate, service learning
program in Uganda about potential educational programs delivered through school garden activities.
Since 2006, over 300 students in binational service
learning teams from Iowa State University and Makerere Universityhave completed the program and
been introduced to horticulture through their experiences in Uganda.CSRL’s nongovernmental organization, the Iowa State University Uganda Program
(ISU-UP), implements horticultural training in primary and secondary schools, in-school youth entrepreneurship clubs, out-of-school youth groups, and
nutrition education centers serving undernourished
mothers and infants. The school-based gardening
model increases children’s horticultural knowledge
and schools now offer more nutritious school lunches. The school lunch has changed from a 50-Calorie
porridge to a nutrient-dense stew of ~ 850 Calories,
which includes nutritious fruits and vegetables from
the gardens. Bi-national teams of university students
serve and learn by assisting teachers in four primary and two secondary schools in agriculture subjects
and using the school gardens as outdoor learning
laboratories. University students also complete additional team projects to benefit the schools and
gardens and serve as role models for youth. They
work with mothers and youth groups to grow nutrient-dense crops for personal consumption and marketing. By living together in a cross-cultural setting,
students learn in a meaningful way about each other’s cultures. Lessons learned over the 15 years of
school garden programs show that using pilot testing and initial needs assessment, implementing appropriate curricula for U.S. and Ugandan universities
and school garden activities, refining and scaling up
initiatives with input from participants and key stakeholders, integrating school garden and lunch programs with other ISU-UP program components, and
establishing public-private partnerships were essential for creating and sustaining the development impacts of service learning, school garden programs.
12:30 PM – 3:00 PM

Undergraduate Student Oral Competition
Moderator: Andrew R. King, Texas A&M University

12:30 PM Nut Growth of ‘Kanza’ Pecans

An asterisk (*) after a name indicates the presenting author.
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Planted in Different Geographical Locations in Oklahoma

J. Skylar Baldwin*1; Jenny B. Ryals2; Lu Zhang3;
Charles Rohla4; Charles Fontanier3 and Niels Maness3, (1)Mississippi State University, (2)Mississippi
State University Coastal Research and Extension
Center, (3)Oklahoma State University, (4)The Samuel
Roberts Noble Foundation
Abstract: While there are many native varieties of
pecans in Oklahoma, many producers use Pawnee
and Kanza due to their uniformity across trees and
production yields. However, in the last three years
the total yield across the state has dropped more
than three million pounds. Scheduling irrigation,
pesticide sprays, and preparing the orchard floor
for harvest are all tied to how pecans develop into
mature nuts and affect how they grow in any given
year. The objective of this research was to measure
components of ‘Kanza’ pecan nut size for various
Oklahoma locations and compare growth data to
heat unit accumulation for each location. Nuts were
collected at three locations across the state, placed
into snack size ziplock bags, then put into a cooler
for optimum size preservation. Nuts were collected
from 3 trees of each variety from the northern, eastern, western, and southern regions. A minimum of
10 nuts were collected from each tree. 10 nuts were
selected at random and measured in length, width1
and width2, weighed, and volumized. Each nut was
measured with a digital caliper, then entered in an
excel spreadsheet. Each nut was then cut down the
middle to measure ovule expansion, then photographed. ‘Kanza’ pecans at the Perkins location had
greater widths and area compared pecans grown at
the Cleveland or McMillan locations. Pecan length
was also greatest for Kanza pecans grown at the Perkins location, followed by pecans grown at the McMillan and Cleveland locations, respectively. Ovule
expansion was greatest for ‘Kanza’ pecans grown at
the McMillan location. ‘Kanza’ pecans grown at either
the Cleveland or Perkins locations were similar at
both locations, but were reduced compared ‘Kanza’
pecans grown at the McMillan location.

12:45 PM An Analysis of Phytochemical
Diversity in Scutellaria to Identify Species
with Medicinal Potential

Bryce Askey*1; Yeong Hun Song1; Yoonkyung Lee2;
Ru Dai1; Tong Geon Lee1; Sangtae Kim2 and Jeongim
Kim1, (1)University of Florida, (2)Sungshin Women's
University
Abstract: Scutellaria baicalensis is a medicinal plant
whose root extracts have been widely used in Asian
medicine for more than 2,000 years. Flavonoids in
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these extracts possess anti-cancer, antioxidant, antiviral, and neuro-psychologic properties. Because
of interest in the medicinal properties of these flavonoids, the reference genome of S. baicalensis has
been recently completed. Although S. baicalensis has
been well-studied, the Scutellaria genus contains
more than 470 other species, the majority of which
not analyzed. This study aims to increase knowledge
of phytochemical diversity in Scutellaria. Targeted
metabolite analysis of fresh and dried samples of 40
species was completed using High Performance Liquid Chromatography to quantify 15 flavones. A phylogenetic tree of these species was constructed from
chloroplast genomic data. A subset of species were
selected for organ-specific metabolite profiling and
genome size analyses. A comparison of phytochemical profiles for these species indicates significant diversity in site and identity of flavone accumulation
when compared to S. baicalensis. Inconsistencies
between the proposed organ specific flavonoid biosynthesis pathways for S. baicalensis and the organ
specific flavonoid profiles of other species indicate
shared and unique flavonoid biosynthetic routes
among species. Flow cytometry results revealed 7 of
the 8 species analyzed have similarly sized genomes
as that of S. baicalensis. This similarity in genome size
can facilitate the use of the reference genome of S.
baicalensis as a tool to study genetic data collected
from other species. Results of our comparative metabolite and phylogenetic study provide insight regarding the varying medicinal value of species within
the Scutellaria genus.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NIFA-HATCH and National Research Foundation of Korea

1:00 PM Ground Validation Testing of a
Novel Plant Growth Chamber Designed
for Spaceflight
Sara Humphrey* and Celina Gomez, University of
Florida

Abstract: As part of the Growing Beyond Earth Maker
Contest led by NASA and the Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden, we designed a 50 cm3 growth chamber that could maximize plant productivity to help
sustain manned space missions. The Gators’ Agricultural Tower Research System (GATRS) can overcome
problems that currently hinder most space growth
chambers. For example, the GATRS design enables
users to grow plants upright and upside down (i.e.,
inverted), and thus maximizes plant yield per cropping area using an easily accessible lighting panel at
the center of the chamber. By growing plants above
and below the same panel, the GATRS maintains all
electrical components inside a single piece of equip-
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ment. We built two GATRS units for a concept validation test. Lettuce (Lactuca sativa cv. ‘Outredgeous’)
plants were grown for 28 d to compare growth and
morphology using upright vs. inverted growing compartments. Plants under the inverted compartments
produced 34.7% less fresh biomass and accumulated less anthocyanin than upright plants. In addition,
plant height and canopy diameter were slightly smaller under inverted production, which also resulted in
morphologies indicative of gravitropic responses,
with leaves reorienting toward the forces of gravity.
Despite differences in growth and morphology, initial trials proved that the GATRS design is suitable for
growing upright and inverted lettuce plants in gravity
conditions. Current testing with the GATRS is examining the effect of different light-quality treatments
to help minimize undesirable gravitropic responses
of lettuce and tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) using
inverted compartments, aiming to produce a consistent yield from upright and upside-down plants.
Findings from our work are valuable for the design
of space-efficient growth chambers that can support
vegetable production on Earth and on other planets.

1:15 PM Optimizing Tomato Graft Healing
with Dynamic Vapor Pressure Deficit
Mark Tayloe Watson* and Ricardo Hernandez, NC
State University

Abstract: Demand for grafted tomato seedlings is
growing in the United States, yet high-throughput
production of grafted seedlings is hindered by an
incomplete understanding of optimal graft healing conditions. Currently, best practices for tomato
grafting involve healing under 25-28°C and sustained
>90% relative humidity. Under these conditions,
graft healing takes 7 days or longer, and while high
(>90%) healing percentages are observed, adventitious roots also form at the grafting union. Adventitious roots disrupt rootstock function and additional
labor is required for removal. Since temperature and
humidity interact to affect transpiration, we propose
to use vapor pressure deficit (VPD) as a more accurate estimation of the environment in the healing
chamber. The objective of this study is to establish
a dynamic, VPD based, environmental recipe to reduce scion adventitious rooting while decreasing
graft healing time. We grafted four cultivars of tomato scion (‘Brandywine’, ‘Cherokee Purple’, ‘German
Johnson’, ‘Sungold’) to each other and healed them
in growth chambers. We maintained photosynthetic
photon flux density (light) at 86 ± 11 umol∙m-2∙s-1 and
temperature at 26 °C in all treatments. We executed
six dynamic VPD treatments using a fogger and fan.
In all treatments, VPD stayed low (0.17 - 0.27 kPa)

for the first 48 hours (h). After 48 h, the VPD ranged
from 0.17 to 1.11 kPa to create the six different VPD
treatments. The results of this experiment suggest
that 48 h of low VPD after grafting followed by 48
h of gradually increasing VPD (lowering humidity) to
ambient is sufficient for adequate healing success
(>90%) while reducing severity of adventitious rooting by 61% compared to the lowest VPD treatment
(72 hours of low VPD followed by 72 hours of gradually increasing VPD to ambient). Further research
is in place to reduce severity of adventitious rooting
to 0% using even higher VPD treatments that still
demonstrate strong graft healing.

1:30 PM The Influence of Art Interest and
Background on Plant Identification Ability
Kathleen Marlett* and Tina Marie Waliczek Cade,
Texas State University

Abstract: Plant blindness is a person’s inability to
notice plants and appreciate their unique features.
Noticing the characteristics that cause plant species
to vary from one another requires an eye for detail.
Art takes many forms and typically requires a skill
for visualizing ideas in a creative way to create a
unique form of expression. An experiment was done
amongst classes of undergraduates in Floral Design,
Herbaceous Plant Materials and Woody Plant Materials to test if there was a relationship between the
ability to visualize and memorize plants in various
classes versus a student’s interest and background
in art. A survey for students gauging art interest and
experience was developed and administered in classes. Survey questions asked students to rank their artistic abilities and interest in arts on a Likert scale of 1
to 5. Other questions included whether they focused
on drawing, painting, photography, sculpting, design
or other. Scores on the art interest and background
survey were matched and compared to student
grades measuring their ability to identify plant material. Demographics of gender, ethnicity, major, and
age were additionally also considered. Comparisons
and correlations were made within the data. Results
will help guide efforts in teaching of plant identification classes.

1:45 PM Establishment and Evolution of
Ornamental Trial Gardens in West Texas
Brianne M. Swailes* and Russell Plowman, Texas
Tech University

Abstract: Ornamental plants are an integral part of
landscapes and home gardens around the country. Since climates vary between states and regions,
ornamental plants are adapted to local conditions
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through breeding programs. Trial gardens are then
used to evaluate the overall performance of both
new and old cultivars. The trial gardens at Texas
Tech University were built to evaluate various plant
cultivars in our harsh, semi-arid environment. Over a
hundred herbaceous annual plant cultivars provided
by plant-supply companies were tested in the summer of 2019. Aside from watering and general care
practices (such as pruning or deadheading), cultivars
received no additional management. These actions
approximated the general level of care a standard
homeowner would perform. Data was collected to
evaluate overall performance of each cultivar. Cultivar performance was based on an overall vegetative
performance rating, a flower production rating, and a
stand count. Four data rounds were collected during
the height of the summer and are published on the
Ornamental Horticulture Research Group (OHRG)
website. In September, our Horticulture Field Day,
which was hosted by the OHRG, served as community outreach to engage local residents in all aspects
of gardening. Throughout the day, attendees were
invited to rate their top three favorite cultivars in the
trial gardens. Performance data and general public
survey data were then returned to the plant-supply
companies for their review. Overall, trial gardens
were successful in both cultivar evaluation and public education on plant material. Our 2019 trial gardens received more cultivars than we could evaluate,
therefore plans to enlarge the trial gardens and expand our future research opportunities are in place.

alyzed for dry weight and nutrient concentrations
of all plant essential elements. The newest matured
leaf was sampled for chlorophyll a, b, and total carotenoids concentration in both cultivars, and for total anthocyanin concentration in ‘Red Pac’. The dry
weight of ‘Black Summer’ green bok choy was lower
with deficiencies of N, P, K, Ca, B, or Zn, and nutrient
concentration decreased for all but Mo deficiency. In
‘Red Pac’ purple bok choy, dry weight was smaller in
plants grown without N, Ca, Mg, or B and nutrient
concentrations were lower in all elements except Fe
and Mo. Changes in chlorophyll and total carotenoid
concentrations of the most recently expanded leaf
exhibited significantly lower concentrations only for
N, Fe, S, and Mn. In ‘Red Pac’, anthocyanin concentration was lower only for K and B deficiencies. Our
results indicate that visual symptoms of nutrient
deficiency are not always reflected in decreased dry
weight, by changes in chlorophyll, or anthocyanin
concentration of young leaves, while leaf tissue nutrient concentrations are well correlated with deficiencies.

2:00 PM Characterization of Nutrient
Disorders and Impact on Chlorophyll and
Anthocyanin Content of Brassica Rapa var.
Chinensis

Moderator: Jacob W. Snelling, Oregon State University

Patrick Veazie*1; Paul Cockson1; Brian Whipker1 and
Penelope Perkins-Veazie2, (1)North Carolina State
University, (2)North Carolina State University, Plants
for Human Health Institute

Abstract: Essential plant nutrients are needed at
crop-specific concentrations to obtain optimal
growth and yield. Foliar tissue analysis is the standard method for assessing nutrient levels in crops.
Symptoms of nutrient deficiency or toxicity occur
when the foliar tissue values become too low or
high. Diagnostic nutrient deficiency criteria for Brassica rapa var, Chinensis (bok choy) is lacking. Bok
choy plants were grown in silica sand culture, with
control plants receiving a complete modified Hoagland’s all-nitrate solution, and nutrient-deficient
plants induced by using a complete nutrient formula
withholding a single nutrient. Tissue samples were
collected at first signs of visual symptoms and an-
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2:15 PM Q&A - Undergraduate Student
Session - All Speakers Are Required to
Attend
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Genetics and Germplasm 1 (Poster)

Genomic Resources Improve Resolution
of the Eastern Filbert Blight Resistance
Locus in ‘Jefferson’ Hazelnut (poster)

Jacob W. Snelling*, Oregon State University; Kelly J. Vining,
Oregon State University and Shawn Mehlenbacher, Oregon State
University

Abstract: Demand for premium hazelnut products
continues to increase. In the past decade, many
new orchards have been planted in the Willamette
Valley of Oregon and the acreage has increased to
more than 80,000 acres. Genomic resources are being developed by Oregon State University (OSU) for
use in breeding new hazelnut cultivars with excellent
kernel quality and resistance to the eastern filbert
blight (EFB) caused by the biotrophic ascomycete Anisogramma anomala, which is the most devastating
pathogen of European hazelnut (Corylus avellana)
in North America. EFB resistance from the obsolete
pollinizer ‘Gasaway’ was identified in the 1970s and
used in breeding, and a series of resistant cultivars
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and pollinizers was released. In the eastern US, EFB
isolates are more genetically diverse and the single
dominant resistance gene of ‘Gasaway’ has been
overcome by some EFB isolates. Therefore, we have
continued to search for and use new sources of resistance. In cooperation with Rutgers University,
a high level of EFB resistance has been identified
in 171 Corylus accessions. The first genetic linkage
map, based on 144 seedlings from a cross of OSU
252.146 x OSU 414.062, placed ‘Gasaway’ resistance
on linkage group 6R. ‘Jefferson’, a resistant selection
from this population with many desirable traits, was
chosen for reference genome development. The first
draft was based on Illumina sequencing the second
on Pacific Biosciences long reads, and the third on
the Pacific Biosciences assembly plus Hi-C proximity
ligation data (Dovetail Genomics, Scotts Valley, CA).
The 'Jefferson' reference genome sequence consists
of 11 chromosomes, corresponding to the haploid
chromosome number of the species. Fine mapping
in an expanded population (n=1488) from the same
parents narrowed the EFB resistance region to 135
kb on scaffold 8 in which 18 genes were predicted.
Functional annotation of the candidate genes in the
region revealed that several have predicted functions
that are associated with disease resistance in other
pathosystems. Genome sequences of additional accessions have allowed cost-effective development of
markers. Resistance from more than 20 accessions
has been studied, and in the majority of EFB resistant
populations, markers most closely linked with resistance are associated with LG2 or LG6 or LG7. Comparative genomics, parental haplotype information,
and gene expression analysis are providing essential
clues for understanding what genes and genomic regions are critical for effective resistance to EFB.

QTL-Seq of Young Fruit Resistance to Phytophthora Capsici in Cucumber (poster)

Ying-Chen Lin, North Carolina State University and Rebecca Grumet*, Michigan State Univ

Abstract: Phytophthora fruit rot caused by P. capsici is a devastating disease for cucumber. As young
fruit are especially susceptible, we sought to identify quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with young
fruit resistance using QTL-seq analysis. A cucumber
accession, PI 109483, was identified as a source of
young fruit resistance, and a resistant breeding line,
MSU109483-53, was developed. An F2 population was
made by crossing the susceptible pickling cucumber
breeding line, ‘Gy14’, and the resistant parent, ‘DH
A4-3’, a MSU109483-53-derived doubled haploid
line. In the summer of 2018, an F2 population (n=362)
along with parental lines and F1 progeny were grown

in the field. Fruits were cleaned, placed in trays, and
inoculated with re-suspended zoospores of P. capsici, isolate Bartley’s 1. Replicate harvests providing
10-50 fruits per plant allowed replicated scoring for
each individual. Normally distributed disease scores
indicated that young fruit resistance is a quantitative trait. DNA was extracted from individuals with
extreme resistant or susceptible phenotypes and
pooled for sequencing and QTL-seq analysis using
QTLseqR. Putative QTL were identified on chromosomes 1, 5, and 6. Kompetitive allele specific PCR
(KASP) markers flanking the QTL on chromosomes 5
and 6 were used to genotype a second F2 population
(n=752) in summer 2019. From this population, 82
individuals that were homozygous within the regions
on chromosome 5 or 6 were grown in the field to
assess the effect of each QTL. The phenotypic and
allelic effect data suggested that resistance was correlated with the frequency of DH A4-3 allele for the
QTL on chromosome 5 (QTL YFR5.1). To narrow the
QTL region, KASP-screened F2 individuals that were
homozygous recombinant within the YFR5.1 region
(e.g. Gy--DH A4-3 or DH A4-3--Gy) were selected and
selfed to create a set of inbred lines for fine mapping.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-SCRI

Genome-Wide Association Study and Genomic Selection for Downy Mildew Resistance in Spinach (poster)
Dotun Olaoye*, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville; Gehendra
Bhattarai, University of Arkansas; Chunda Feng, University of
Arkansas; James C. Correll, University of Arkansas and Ainong
Shi, University of Arkansas

Abstract: Spinach is an important leafy green vegetable. Downy mildew, caused by the obligate oomycete Peronospora effusa (Pfs), is a major disease of
spinach in the U.S. and worldwide. The utilization of
host genetic resistance is the most effective disease
management option to reduce the impact of downy
mildew. However, the emergence of many new races in recent years has compromised this resistance,
especially for organic spinach production, which
accounts for more than 50% of total U.S. spinach
production. A better understanding of the genetics
underlying downy mildew resistance in spinach can
potentially aid in the development of spinach cultivars with more durable resistance. The objectives
of this study were to evaluate resistance to Pfs5 in
the USDA GRIN spinach germplasm panel, and to
perform genome-wide association analysis (GWAS)
to identify associated SNP markers associated with
spinach resistance gene to Pfs5. A total of 340 spinach genotypes were evaluated for resistance to Pfs5
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under controlled greenhouse conditions, and 34
genotypes were found to be resistant while the remaining genotypes were susceptible. GWAS will be
performed with the mixed linear model in TASSEL
5 and GAPIT R packages using whole genome resequencing (WGR)-derived SNPs. The identified SNP
markers will be validated with selected resistant and
susceptible genotypes and segregating populations.
Furthermore, genomic selection (GS) will be performed in the rrBLUP package to evaluate selection
accuracy for resistance to Pfs5 of the downy mildew
pathogen. This study will identify SNP markers associated with Pfs 5 resistance and evaluate the potential of GS models in predicting resistant phenotypes.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: SCRI

Meiotic Magic: Breeding Improved Aronia
Via Sexual Polyploidization (poster)
Jonathan D. Mahoney*, University of Connecticut and Mark
Brand, University of Connecticut

Abstract: Natural formation of polyploids are believed to result from the production of gametes that
have not been reduced and maintain their somatic
chromosome number. The application of unreduced
gametes in plant breeding has the potential to provide a pathway for development of new polyploids
for crop improvement. The objective of this study is
to evaluate the hybridization and polyploid formation of controlled pollinations with the goal of recreating new and improved polyploid Aronia mitschurinii
genotypes. Controlled pollinations were conducted
in a greenhouse using a triploid maternal ×Sorbaronia fallax crossed with A. melanocarpa (2x, 4x) and A.
arbutifolia (4x) paternal genotypes. Fruits were harvested at peak maturity, seeds were regenerated and
flow cytometry was used to estimate ploidy levels of
the progeny. Maternal triploid ×S. fallax crossed with
paternal A. melanocarpa diploids produced a higher
frequency of fruit set (69%) compared to paternal A.
melanocarpa tetraploids (18%). Cytometric analysis
of crosses between maternal triploid and paternal
diploids revealed that progeny were predominantly
triploid, but also included several diploids and one
putative tetraploid. The maternal triploid crossed
with paternal tetraploids resulted in a high frequency of tetraploid progeny and several triploids. These
results suggest that the triploid megagametophyte
is reducing to a haploid, diploid or remaining unreduced. If the megagametophyte remains unreduced,
it is likely reproducing apomictically and therefore
producing little to no genetic variation in offspring.
Progeny from full-sib populations were evaluated
based on their morphological characteristics and ge-
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netic composition using AFLP. Novel polyploid Aronia cultivars may offer enhanced traits that will be
beneficial for growers, consumers and the aronia
industry.
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Nursery Crops (Poster)
Moderator: Thomas Yeager, University of Florida/IFAS

Nitrogen and Phosphorus Loss from Fertilizer-Amended Substrate (poster)
Thomas Yeager*, University of Florida/IFAS and Jeff B. Million,
University of Florida/IFAS

Abstract: Multiple-branched liners of an evergreen
shrub (Ilex cornuta ˋBurfordii Nana´) were planted in
March 2019 with a 70% pine bark, 20% Florida peat,
and 10% leaf compost (by volume) in 22-L black plastic containers. The substrate for each container was
amended with 157 g of 18N-2.6P-6.6K controlled-release fertilizer (Nutricote® Total 18-6-8, 270-day @
25°C; Florikan, Sarasota, Florida). Sixty-four plants
were spaced in a triangular arrangement on black
polypropylene ground cover with micro-irrigation
scheduled 3X daily. Leaching fraction (LF=leachate/
water applied) tests were conducted and based on
the results irrigation was adjusted once every 1-3
weeks to target a LF of 20% or 40%. Total leachate
volume from nine plants per irrigation treatment
was measured weekly and subsamples were analyzed for total N and P. Leaching losses of N and P after 28 weeks were not affected by irrigation despite
a 40% decrease in leachate volume with a target LF
of 20%. Total N and total P leaching losses averaged
182 kg·ha-1 and 22 kg·ha-1, respectively, during the
28-week period.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Southwest Florida Water Management District

Fertilizer Rate and Volumetric Water Content Effect on Growth of Astilbe Chinensis
‘Visions’ and Echinacea purpurea ‘Mellow
Yellow’ (poster)
Amanda Bayer*, University of Massachusetts

Abstract: Reduced irrigation practices have been
shown to reduce leaching while still producing good
plant growth. Less leaching provides the potential
to apply less fertilizers during production. Fertilizer
requirements of herbaceous perennials during production have not be thoroughly studied. The objec-
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tive of this study was to look at growth and water
use of two herbaceous perennial species grown at
two fertilizer rates and two volumetric water contents (VWC). The two species used in this study were
Astilbe chinensis ‘Visions’ and Echinacea purpurea
‘Mellow Yellow’ which have high and low landscape
nutrient requirements, respectively. Two identical
experiments were performed, one for each species.
The two fertilizer rates were 100% and 50% of the
medium recommended bag rate. A soil-moisture
sensor automated irrigation system was used to apply irrigation and maintain plants at either 40% VWC
(well-watered, WW) or 18% VWC (reduced irrigation,
RI) over the course of the two six-week studies. Sensor reading were taken and recorded every hour and
irrigation was applied for 60 seconds when sensor
readings were below the programmed setpoints.
Plant height and width were measured weekly and
used to calculate growth index. Shoot dry weight,
and leaf area were measured at the conclusion of
the experiments. For Echinacea, there were no significant treatment effects for height, growth index,
shoot dry weight, or leaf area. For Astilbe there were
no significant fertilizer rate effects for any growth parameter. Shoot dry weight was greater for the 40%
VWC treatment (8.9 g) than the 18% VWC treatment
(4.3 g). Final growth index was also greater for the
40% VWC treatment (28.8 cm) than the 18% VWC
treatment (23.5 cm). Leaf area was also greater for
the 40% VWC treatment (81.6 cm2) than the 18%
treatment (26.2 cm2). Astilbe height was not significant. These results show that it is possible to reduce
the fertilizer rate for either species without negatively impacting plant growth. However, there was a species-specific effect of irrigation rate on plant growth.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This material is based
upon work supported by the NIFA, USDA, the Center for
Agriculture, Food and the Environment and the Stockbridge School of Agriculture at University of Massachusetts Amherst, under project number MAS00487.

Changes in Plant Water Relations during
Cold Storage Impact Outplanting Performance (poster)
Rebecca A. Sheridan*, Oregon State Unviersity and Lloyd L.
Nackley, Oregon State University

Abstract: High-value shade trees are stored in refrigerated warehouses between lifting and shipping.
We studied how the length of time in cold storage
impacts a tree’s outplanting performance. Using the
ecophysiological framework that hydraulic failure of
a plant’s xylem is a primary cause of mortality, we
tracked changes in plant water relations over time

in storage. We chose to work with six varieties that
represent a range of the important species grown in
the Oregon nursery industry.
Beginning in March 2020, we removed trees from
storage on a weekly basis and planted them at a field
nursery in Aurora, Oregon (45.28, -122.75). When
the trees were removed from storage, we measured
stem water potential as well as root and stem water content. Tree height and stem caliper were also
measured immediately after planting. We built hydraulic vulnerability curves for each of the tree varieties we planted, which relate the water stress experienced by the plant to the loss of water conductance
through the plant’s xylem. Six weeks after the last
trees were planted, we measured height and caliper
growth increments.
We found that over time, trees in cold storage can
have a gradual decline in plant water relations. For
some varieties, the stem water potentials experienced in storage likely led to a significant loss of stem
hydraulic conductance. While root and stem water
content did not change in parallel, it is important to
note that roots can experience the same hydraulic
failure that we measured in stems. The weekly intervals of planting led to a staggered phenological and
growth response.
We recommend that growers measure stem water
content and stem water potential to ensure trees
do not dry to lethal thresholds in cold storage,
while keeping in mind that different species dry at
different rates. Moving forward, our next iteration
of research will measure changes in non-structural carbohydrates in the roots and stems of trees in
cold storage, which will address carbon starvation,
another physiological mechanism of plant mortality. An understanding of the physiological impacts of
cold storage will help growers continue to provide
high-quality trees to customers.

Estimating the Private Return for Water
Recycling Investments at Nurseries:Multiple Simulations Using the Beta Version of
an Online Computer Tool (poster)

Paul Gottlieb, Rutgers,The State University of New Jersey; Robin
Brumfield*, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey and Raul I.
Cabrera, Rutgers University

Abstract: We have built an online computer tool that
nurseries across the country can use to calculate the
financial return on a water recycling investment. This
tool can be thought of as an artificial intelligence version of a contractor’s cost estimate, which would be
driven by individualized data on acreage, irrigation
flow, and topography, among other factors.
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Using the tool, we created ten synthetic nurseries
ranging in size from 1 to 100 acres, with gallons of
irrigation flow and existing tailwater pond capacity
set proportional to acreage. Net present value of the
recycling investment went from negative to positive
as operation size increased, with a break-even point
between 30 and 40 acres. If we eliminate our assumption of an existing tailwater pond, however, the
net present value is negative at all operation sizes.
One potential benefit of recycling water is that it
could make the drilling of a replacement well unnecessary in the future. We considered a standard
20-acre scenario with 100% well water as the baseline irrigation source. This scenario did not generate
enough recycled water to make unnecessary a 150
GPM replacement well that the operator expects to
drill twelve years in the future. The 40-acre scenario,
however, generated enough recycled water to replace a150 GPM well.
These results, which highlight scale economies, provide a taste of the kinds of generalizations that might
be made using the tool we have constructed. A computer model, however, is only as good as the data put
into it and the mathematical algorithms that convert
that data into results. The assumptions of this model
and the specific inputs generating the kind of results
reported above must be scrutinized by experts and
potential users, before generalizations on profitability can be made. Our proposed poster describing the
beta version of this tool will be an important part of
this essential review process.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: New Jersey. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Ornamental Plant Breeding (Poster)
Moderator: Krishna Bhattarai, Gulf Coast Research
and Education Center, University of Florida

Effect of Medium, Cutting Type and Hormone on Rooting of Ilex×Attenuata ‘Sunny
Foster’ Stem Cuttings in Spring (poster)

Yiping Zou*, Jiangsu Qinghao Ornamental Horticulture Co., Ltd;
Mingzhuo Hao, Nanjing Forestry University; Donglin Zhang, University of Georgia and Youwang Liang, Nanjing Forestry University

Abstract: Effect of medium, mother plant maturity,
stem type, and concentration of rooting hormone on
rooting of Ilex×attenuata ‘Sunny Foster’ cuttings had
been investigated in Spring. The results indicated
that no significant difference in rooting percentage
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and rooting quality between the two media. Peat:perlite:rice husk:ash by volume at 35:25:20:20 is recommended due to its cheaper price. Stem cuttings from
2-year-old plants rooted significantly higher than
that of 1- or 3-year ones. The rooting percentage
and rooting quality from 2-year-old plant cuttings
reached 73.5% and 2.155 respectively. Semi-hardwood stem cuttings rooted significantly higher than
that of softwood cuttings. The rooting percentage
and rooting quality from 2-year-old plant cuttings
were 73.5% and 2.155. Hormones improved rooting percentage and rooting quality. Cuttings treated with liquid (KIBA) and liquid (KIBA:NaNAA=3:2) at
3000 mg/L had 90% and 85.5% rooting percentage
and 2.665 and 2.605 rooting quality. Stems treated with liquid NaNAA had no new sprout, which
indicated that NaNAA could inhibit the bud-break
of the cuttings. When regenerating Ilex×attenuata
‘Sunny Foster’, we recommended peat:perlite:husk:
plant ash = 35:25:20:20 as the rooting medium and
semi-hardwood stem cuttings from 2-year-old plants
with quick-dip to 3000 mg/L KIBA rooting hormones.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Key Research and Development Project of Jiangsu Province in China

Genome-Wide Identification of NBS-Encoding Disease Resistance Genes in Gerbera (Gerbera hybrida) (poster)

Krishna Bhattarai*, Gulf Coast Research and Education Center,
University of Florida; Ze Peng, University of Florida and Zhanao
Deng, University of Florida

Abstract: Genomic resources of commercial gerbera
(Gerbera hybrida, 2n = 2x = 50) are meager, likely due
to its large genome (5.5 Gb) and high heterozygosity.
Gerbera breeding to the present day relies on traditional breeding because of the limited understanding of underlying genomics and genetics. In this
study, we sequenced the gerbera genome and the
leaf transcriptomes of a diploid powdery mildew-resistant gerbera breeding line using Illumina short
read sequencing and PacBio long read sequencing
technologies and identified nucleotide binding site
(NBS)-encoding R-genes in the obtained gerbera sequencing data. Mining the gerbera sequences led
to the identification of 269 NBS-encoding genes,
including 137 from Iso-Seq of the gerbera leaf transcriptome, 77 from RNA-Seq of the gerbera leaf transcriptome, and 55 from PacBio sequencing of the
genome. Domain searches identified 89 NBS genes
containing complete NB-ARC domain. Phylogenetic
analysis of the NBS genes separated them into three
clusters containing 40, 13 and 34 genes, respectively.
There were 38 genes containing the NBS-domain, 25
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containing NBS-LRR, 19 containing CC-NBS and CCNBS-LRR domains. Two of these NBS genes showed
100% nucleotide identity with the NBS transcripts
identified in RNA-Seq analysis and expressed at significantly higher levels in the PM-resistant lines than
in the PM-susceptible line, thus these NBS genes
may be involved in PM resistance in gerbera.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: University of Florida
Plant Breeding Graduate Initiative

Phenotypic Analysis and Selection of
Malus 'vans Eseltine' Half-Sib Progenies in
Seedling Stage (poster)

Hao Jiang*, Nanjing Forestry University; Ting Zhou, Nanjing Forestry University; Hui Rao, Nanjing Forestry University; Junjun Fan,
Nanjiang Forestry University; Donglin Zhang, University of Georgia
and WangXiang Zhang, Nanjing Forestry University

Abstract: Malus 'Van Eseltine' is a good ornamental
crabapple cultivar valued for its doubled pink flowers. Unfortunately, it grows slow with a few branches. To better select the phenotypic characteristics
and improve the breeding effectiveness, malus halfsib progenies obtained from open pollinated M. 'Van
Eseltine' were evaluated and analyzed. The distribution of each trait index is relatively normal. The
seedling growth was from 10-110 cm in height and
0.1-1.1 cm in diameter at the ground level. Among
them, plants at 110 cm in height or more accounted
for 6.92% and at 1.1 cm or more in diameter 3.08%.
For natural branching, about 2.3% individuals had 32
or more branches. The seedling diversity could also
reflected from leaf phenology of 195 to 254 days
(from sprouting to deciduous), leaf coloration of
green (green is 21.54%, bright green 5.38%) and red
(brownish 40.77%, purplish red 28.46%, and bright
red 3.85%), and leaf shape of ovoid (90%) and palmately lobed (0.77%). Majority of the plants had upright habit and smooth bark. But there were 16.92%
contorted seedlings and 20% rough bark. In term of
heat tolerance, about 7.69% seedlings showed excellent performance and vigorous growth. Our results
demonstrated that open pollination effectively expanded the genetic diversity of the offspring population and had great impact on genetic improvement
of some features. Individuals with quick growth and
more branches were selected for further evaluation.
Other characteristics as palmately lobed foliage and
heat tolerance were also targeted for their ornamental potential and landscape appearance. This study
provided the early selection in the seedling stage
and improved the breeding of new ornamental crabapple cultivars, which should be applicable to other
woody ornamental plant breeding.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: This project is funded by
Jiangsu Provincial Science and Technology Department
(BE2019389) and the National Germplasm Center of
Crabapple in China (164010065).

Powdery Mildew Response of a Flowering
Dogwood (Cornus florida) Quantitative
Trait Loci Mapping Population (poster)
Erin Pfarr*, Rutgers University; Josh Honig, Rutgers University;
Jennifer Vaiciunas, Rutgers University; John Michael Capik, Rutgers University and Thomas Molnar, Rutgers University

Abstract: Flowering dogwood (Cornus florida) is an ornamental tree prized for its beautiful spring blooms
with showy bracts, bright red fruit, attractive fall color, and graceful architecture. One of C. florida’s most
problematic diseases is powdery mildew (PM) caused
by Erysiphe pulchra. PM-infected leaves can be curled
and stunted with unsightly white fungal growth or
increased red pigmentation. In the seedling stage, a
heavy infection can be fatal. For mature trees, the
disease negatively affects bloom and repeated severe infections can stunt a tree’s growth and reduce
its appeal in the landscape. Breeding for resistance
has been recognized as the ideal strategy for controlling the disease. However, resistance is very rare
in natural populations, estimated at 0.1%. One selection in the Rutgers University dogwood breeding
program, H4AR15P25, shows excellent resistance
to PM. A 196 plant pseudo-F2 mapping population
(H4AR15P25 x PM Susceptible H4AR15P28) was developed to investigate inheritance and map quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with this resistance.
The trees were grown in the greenhouse under optimal conditions arranged in a completely randomized
design. PM-diseased seedlings were placed amongst
the population and used as a source of natural inoculum. Disease ratings were taken once a month from
June to August 2019 using a 0-100% PM severity scale.
Results showed that disease severity increased over
the course of the season and at final ratings showed
a normal distribution (individual plants ranging from
0%-80% with a mean rating of 24%) suggesting quantitative inheritance. In June, 66% of the plants had a
disease severity of 0, 1, or 5%; this decreased to 15%
of the plants in the final rating. At the end of the trial only 2% of the population did not exhibit signs or
symptoms of PM. The trees were field planted in fall
2019 and phenotyping disease response will continue in 2020 and 2021. Plants were genotyped using
the genotyping by sequencing (GBS) technique and
GBS libraries sequenced using paired-end Illumina
sequencing by Genewiz labs. Moving forward, single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) will be called using
Stacks 1.47. JoinMap 4 and MapQTL 6 will be used
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for constructing the genetic linkage groups and QTL
analysis. The final goals of the study are to better understand the genetics of PM resistance and use QTL
to assist in marker assisted selection to more efficiently breed PM disease resistant C. florida.

Raspberry Lemonade™ (‘ZLEYel2’) and
Sweet Cherry Tea™ (‘ZLEBic5’); Two New
Compact Eastern Ninebark Selections
(poster)
David C. Zlesak*, University of Wisconsin, River Falls

Abstract: The popularity of eastern ninebark (Physocarpus opulifolius (L.) Maxim; USDA zones 3-7) has
increased in recent years due to the expanded
range of foliage color and plant habit in this durable
landscape shrub. Raspberry Lemonade™ (‘ZLEYel2’;
USPP 31,198) and Sweet Cherry Tea™ (‘ZLEBic5’, USPP
31,235) are two new cultivars out of the ninebark
breeding program I initiated in 2001. They share
the same compact plant habit (~1m tall and wide)
and strong natural branching on current season’s
growth as their purple-leaved maternal parent, First
Editions® Little Devil™ (‘Donna May’; USPP 22,634).
Raspberry Lemonade™ has chartreuse foliage and
blush-white flowers that give way to raspberry-red
follicles (when in full sun) that after a few weeks transition to greenish-tan. Sweet Cherry Tea™ combines
both chartreuse and purple foliage color resulting
in the effect of the foliage emerging a warm cherry-red color and aging to purple. Sweet Cherry Tea™
has the unique characteristic of consistent rebloom
in mid-summer into early fall. The rebloom of Sweet
Cherry Tea™ not only adds extra interest due to the
blush-pink flowers against the darker foliage, but
the terminal inflorescences also promote increased
branching and an abundance of warmly colored
new growth as the season progresses. Both cultivars
have very good powdery mildew resistance and also
minimal winter tip dieback. These two cultivars widen the range of ornamental features and versatility
in compact eastern ninebark cultivars.
• Plants Nouveau catalog for ninebarks 7 2017.JPG (257.5KB)

Understanding the Genetic Mechanisms
Underlying Vegetative Development Rate
in Petunia (poster)
Prabhjot Kaur*, University of Florida and Ryan Warner,

Abstract: The rate at which plants produce new
nodes (development rate) is one of the primary factors controlling crop production time or time to first
yield of agricultural crops. Crop timing is a function
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of temperature with production time generally increasing as temperature decreases. Petunia (Petunia
×hybrida) is an annual bedding plant grown in greenhouses during winter in northern states of United
States. Therefore, it is desirable to understand the
genetic factors controlling vegetative development
rate to accelerate crop timing at non-optimal (cooler) temperatures. This will reduce the production
time and input costs due to greenhouse heating and
other production inputs. Two interspecific Petunia
recombinant inbred line (RIL) populations were developed [P. integrifolia × P. axillaris (IA), the progenitor species of petunia, and P. axillaris × P. exserta) to
identify QTL for development rate at different temperatures (14, 17, and 20 ºC) and genes differentially
expressed in shoot apex tissue between fast- and
slow-developing RILs. Multiple QTL were identified
for each population, including some that were significant across the range of temperatures. Over 200
differentially expressed genes were identified between fast- and slow-developing IA RILs, including
two clusters that co-localized with development rate
QTL on chromosomes 5 and 6. From these results, a
multiple criteria approach was utilized to generate a
list of priority candidate genes potentially involved in
development rate control. Fragments from the candidate genes-of-interest were cloned into the tobacco rattle virus bipartite vector pTRV2, and functional
analysis of these candidate genes in the control of
vegetative development rate is being evaluated by
the RNA-silencing based virus induced gene silencing technique.

Evaluation of Hibiscus Sawfly (Atomacera
decepta) Damage and Leaf Pubescence of
Hibiscus moscheutos, H. grandiflorus, and
H. moscheutos Hybrids (poster)
Kaitlin Barrios*, Sugar Research and John Ruter, University of
Georgia

Abstract: Hardy hibiscus is a popular ornamental
shrub due to its attractive and sizeable blooms and
cold-hardy nature. The combined subspecies of H.
moscheutos subsp. moscheutos and subsp. lasiocarpos are North American-native perennial shrubs with
a wide geographic range from the northern regions
of Ontario and Indiana, south to Florida and Texas.
The closely related H. grandiflorus is also native to
North America, specifically to the southeastern region where it can be found growing naturally near
fresh or brackish marshes and to some extent in
cultivated landscapes for its large light pink blooms,
velvety leaves, and grand stature. A pest of some Hibiscus species is the hibiscus sawfly (Atomacera decepta), which if allowed to reach a sufficient popula-
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tion, can defoliate entire shrubs in a matter of days.
Experimental hybrids in Blairsville, Georgia (GA) with
H. grandiflorus and the H. moscheutos subspecies in
their backgrounds were severely damaged in 2013
by the hibiscus sawfly, however it was observed that
the impact was not even across phenotypes. Plants
with more leaf pubescence were noted to have less
damage. Increased or abundant foliage pubescence
has been attributed to reduced insect damage and/
or egg oviposition in other species. Leaf pubescence,
comprised of trichomes on the epidermis of a plant,
serves as a barrier from insects in several ways to
inhibit feeding, attachment, oviposition or movement. Certain Hibiscus species have been evaluated
for sawfly damage, but little focus has been placed
on determining the trait which is likely leading to the
reduced damage. The objective of this study was to
evaluate feeding damage from hibiscus sawfly on
plants having different degrees of leaf pubescence
ranging from no pubescence to extremely pubescent of hibiscus hybrids and background species at
two locations in GA. By evaluating feeding damage
in response to pubescence or a lack of pubescence,
this trait could prove useful for the hardy hibiscus
breeding program.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Star Roses and Plants

Untangling Leaf-Color Inheritance in Abelia (poster)
Leynar Leyton Naranjo*, University of Georgia; Michele Scheiber, Star Roses and Plants and Carol Robacker, University of
Georgia, Georgia Campus

Abstract: Abelia is an economically important woody
ornamental shrub. It was introduced to Europe from
China in 1884 and despite its 136 years of cultivation, only a few cultivars are available. A. 'Francis
Mason', an A. xgrandiflora selection made in 1950 by
'Mason Nursery' (New Zealand), is one of the most
popular cultivars due to its unique yellow leaves
and bronze new shoots. A. 'Francis Mason' is a stable yellow-leafed plant, not a variegated cultivar. The
yellow-leaf trait is not present in any wild species of
Abelia. In 2001 Scheiber provided evidence that it is
controlled by a nuclear gene. She proposed a double
recessive epistasis model for the inheritance of the
yellow-leaf gene, with yellow dominant over green
and a lethal effect of one of the homozygous dominant alleles. The double recessive epistasis model
fits most of the crosses performed in 2001, but not
all of them. Fitting an inheritance model in Abelia
is challenging due to the fact that Abelia produces
only one seed per cross, presents a strong self-incompatibility system, and all the crosses have to be
rescued in vitro. To reassess the inheritance of leaf

color in Abelia, we replicated the cross A. chinensis
(green) x A. 'Francis Mason' (yellow), during winter
2018 and 2019. All our crosses were performed in a
greenhouse kept free of pollinators; embryos were
rescued 5 weeks after pollination. We tested segregation ratios using a Chi-Squared goodness of fit
test (α=0.05). Based in our populations, we suggest
a complimentary gene inheritance model for leaf
color in Abelia with yellow dominant over green,
supporting the model proposed by Scheiber. We
also observed a novel segregating trait in our 2018
population, bronze-colored leaf, adding two new
phenotypes to our population (green-bronze and
yellow-bronze leafed plants). Interestingly, in 2019
we observed a third new phenotype, bronze-leafed
plants (neither yellow nor green). Abelia chinensis
and A. 'Francis Mason' both present bronze terminal
leaves in young branches. The appearance of three
clear novel phenotypes might be explained by the
fact that our crosses were rescued by a more efficient embryo rescue protocol, recovering weaker
phenotypes that did not survive in previous populations. We observed ratios of 1:1 green:yellow and 1:1
ratios for no-bronze:bronze plants.
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Plant Biotechnology 1 (Poster)
Moderator: Heqiang Huo, University of Florida

Antioxidants, Osmoprotectants and Plasmolysis Treatments Enhance the Agrobacterium-Mediated Gene Transfer and
Regeneration of Difficult to Transform
Lemon Cultivars (poster)
Manjul Dutt*, University of Florida; Lamiaa M. Mahmoud, University of Florida and Jude Grosser, University of Florida

Abstract: Successful gene transfer into the plant cell is
a key requirement in the development of transgenic
plants. Lemons are hard to transform citrus cultivars
and commonly suffer from browning and necrosis of
epicotyl segments following incubation and co-cultivation with Agrobacterium. In this study we evaluated
the antioxidant compounds: lipoic acid, melatonin
or osmoprotectants: glycine betaine and proline, for
their ability to enhance the Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of Volkamer lemon. The effect of
plasmolysis in improving transformation efficiency
was also determined by pre-incubation of the epicotyl pieces in 400 and 800 mM sucrose, mannitol, maltose or sorbitol before incubation with Agrobacterium. Additionally, the O.D of Agrobacterium cells and
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co-cultivation period were evaluated. Tissue browning of the epicotyl pieces were significantly reduced
in the antioxidant supplemented media resulting in
enhanced shoot regeneration and decreased necrosis. Lipoic acid was the best antioxidant in this study
while epicotyl incubation in either 400 mM sorbitol or sucrose for one hour before Agrobacterium
infection was the best plasmolysis treatment. The
optimum plant transformation and regeneration occurred when epicotyl pieces were plasmolyzed in a
400 mM sucrose solution for an hour, incubated in
an 0.15 O.D Agrobacterium suspension followed by a
2 day co-cultivation period and cultured on a regeneration medium supplemented with 100 µM lipoic
acid. We subsequently used this improved protocol
to generate transgenic CsNHX1 overexpressing lines
from the salt stress sensitive rough lemon rootstock.
Molecular analysis confirmed gene integration and
expression and several lines are being propagated
for replicated salinity stress studies.

Creating DNA-Based Tests for the Pear
Chromosome 2 Fire Blight Resistance Region (poster)

Jason D. Zurn, USDA-ARS NCGR; Mandie Driskill, USDA-ARS NCGR
and Nahla Bassil*, USDA-ARS NCGR

Abstract: Fire blight, caused by Erwinia amylovora, is
one of the most devastating diseases of pears (Pyrus
spp.) and is a persistent problem in major production regions in the U.S. The most commonly grown
scions and rootstocks are susceptible to the disease
and new resistant cultivars are needed. Very little
work has been done to identify fire blight resistance
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) in pear. QTLs have been
consistently detected in a similar region on chromosome 2 in the resistant cultivars Moonglow, Potomac,
Old Home, and the selection NJA2R59T69. Using the
newest assembly of the pear genome, we have identified 400 genes in this region. In order to characterize
the QTL region and develop tools for DNA-informed
breeding, genes were sequenced from Potomac, Old
Home, NJA2R59T69, susceptible parents, and resistant and susceptible progeny generated from these
crosses. Average coverage of the genes in this region
was approximately 50X per sample and 14,020 polymorphisms were identified. The resistance in ‘Moonglow’, ‘Potomac’, and ‘Old Home’ was found to have
13 shared polymorphisms in the receptor-like kinase
gene pycom02g05250. This is in agreement with previous hypotheses that the same gene mediates resistance to fire blight in these cultivars. Interestingly,
these polymorphisms were not identified in resistant
progeny derived from NJA2R59T69 supporting the
hypothesis that a different gene is responsible for reI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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sistance from this source. Further work is needed to
develop diagnostic markers, validate these markers
and pycom02g05250, and identify the gene responsible for NJA2R59T69 mediated resistance.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA ARS, USDA-NIFA-SCRI

Nucleic Acid and Nucleoprotein Delivery
into Citrus Cells Using the Helios Gene
Gun System: Its Potential for Gene Editing
in Citrus. (poster)

Yosvanis Acanda Artiga*, CREC-UF/IFAS and Amit Levy, University
of Florida

Abstract: In this work, we evaluated different parameters for DNA, RNA and nucleoprotein (NP) bombardment using the Helios® Gene Gun system in order to
deliver Crispr/Cas9 gene editing reagents into citrus
epicotyl cells. Transient gene expression efficiency
was recorded after bombardment of more than 3000
epicotyl explants at variable Helium pressures (100 –
450 psi). The effect of an osmotic pre-treatment and
a pre-culture period on the gene transient expression was also evaluated. In general, the transient
gene expression efficiency after DNA bombardment
was very low (1 to 3 expressing cell foci per explant
end). A higher amount of GFP expressing cells was
observed when mRNA was bombarded, but the expression lasted only 4 to 6 days after bombardment.
A self-replicating RNA engineered vector based on
the Citrus tristeza virus (CTV)-replicon was also tested for bombardment and gene expression in citrus.
We found transient gene expression in citrus was
more efficient and lasted longer when driven by the
CTV-RNA replicon. Finally, we also discuss the use of
this DNA-free strategy to produce market-friendly
non-transgenic gene edited citrus plants.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA/NIFA

Al-Induced Proteomics Changes in Tomato Plants over-Expressing a Glyoxalase I
Gene (poster)

Suping Zhou*, Tennessee State University; Hui Li, Tennessee State
University; Sarabjit Bhatti, Tennessee State University and Ted
Thannhauser, United States Department of Agriculture

Abstract: Glyoxalase I (Gly I) is the first enzyme in
the glutathionine-dependent glyoxalase pathway for
detoxification of methylglyoxal (MG) under stress
conditions. Transgenic tomato ‘Money Maker’ plants
overexpressing tomato SlGlyI gene (tomato unigene
accession SGN-U582631/Solyc09g082120.3.1) was
generated and homozygous lines were obtained af-
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ter four generations of self-pollination. In this study,
SlGlyI-overepxressing line (GlyI), wild type (WT, negative control) and plants transformed with empty
vector (ECtr, positive control), were treated in Magnavaca’s nutrient solution (pH 4.5) supplemented
with 20 µM Al3+ ion activity. The basal 5 mm root-tips
of GlyI plants expressed a significantly higher level
of glyoxalase I enzyme activity under both non-Altreated and Al-treated conditions compared to the
two control lines. Al-treatment induced a significant
increase in MG content in ECtr and WT lines, but not
in GlyI line. Using tandem mass tags mass spectrometry (TMT-MS)-based quantitative proteomics analysis, Al-induced significantly changed proteins were
quantified in GlyI and ECtr lines. By comparing these
proteins between the two lines, proteins related to Al
toxicity and MG detoxification were identified.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA/ARS 1890 Faculty
Training Project

The Heat-Induced Proteomes Profile
Changes in Pollen Mother Cells of Tomato
‘Maxifort’ (Lycopersicon Esculentum X Lycopericon Hirsutum) (poster)
Hui Li*, Tennessee State University; Suping Zhou, Tennessee
State University; Ted Thannhauser, United States Department of
Agriculture; Yong Yang, Cornell University and Tara Fish, Cornell
University

Abstract: Pollen development is highly sensitive to
heat stress and the production of inviable pollen
causes reduction in seed- and fruits-set in plants. In
this research, we report a laser capture microdissection-tandem mass tag-quantitative proteomics analysis of tomato pollen mother cell under heat-stress
(HS). Tomato ‘Maxifort’ (Lycopersicon Esculentum X
Lycopericon Hirsutum) were grown in a hoop-house
on TSU farm. Heat-treated flowers samples were collected from ‘Maxifort’ plants treated under 45 °C/30
°C (day/night) for two weeks. Control flowers were
collected from plants treated for the same time period at 30 °C /26 °C. Flower stamen were imbedded
in O.C.T. compound. Stamen cross-sections of 20
µm thickness were prepared using Cryostat (Leica
CM1950). Slides with stamen cross-sections were
stained with DAPI and observed under a Zeiss Axio
Imager M2 System with 40X objective magnification
to determine the developmental stage of pollen cells.
Collection of tomato pollen mother cells was carried
out under a PALM MicroBeam ZEISS Microscope
(ZEISS). A procedure for protein extraction from the
captured tissues followed by on-column removal of
salts and tryptic digestion was developed. Each replicate sample containing approximately 60,000 cells

yielded 25-30 μg proteins. Proteomics analysis of 18
μg protein with three biological replicates per treatment condition identified 6,311 quantifiable proteins,
each associated with two or more unique peptides.
Differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) between the
heat-treated and control conditions were identified,
including 213 heat-down-regulated proteins and 89
heat-up-regulated proteins. Analysis of functional
pathways and protein interaction networks showed
that the heat down-regulated proteins are enriched
in starch and sucrose metabolism, amino sugar and
nucleotide sugar metabolism pathways. And heat
up-regulated proteins are enriched in protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum, stress response,
spliceosome. The HS induced DEPs characterized in
this study will be used for exploring heat tolerance of
tomato pollen, especially at an early developmental
sensitive stage.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NIFA,USDA, grant number 2018-38821-27737

Biochemical Characterization of a High
Beta-Glucan Mutant in Barley (poster)

Leila Jamalizadeh*, University of Idaho; Gongshe Hu, USDA-ARS
and Zonglie Hong, University of Idaho

Abstract: Cereal beta-glucan, also known as
mixed-linkage glucan (MLG), is a type of hemicelluloses and is present only in some cereal crops such as
oats and barley, but absent in dicots. In barley grains,
beta-glucan is found in the cell wall throughout the
starchy endosperm. It is linear molecules composed
of glucose residues that are linked through b-1,4
with interspersed b-1,3 linkages. Beta-glucan is synthesized by beta-glucan synthase encoded by CslF
and CslH, two members of the cellulose synthase-like
(CSL) gene family. As a soluble fiber in human diets,
beta-glucan can be digested partially and absorbed
slowly in the human intestines. Unlike starch and sucrose that can cause blood sugar spikes, beta-glucan
can only be degraded partially and slowly and does
not result in blood sugar spikes after meals. Supplementation of beta-glucan in human diets is a very effective way in reducing blood sugar and cholesterol
levels, and is highly recommended for patients with
heart and diabetic conditions. Because of the health
benefits, barley cultivars with elevated levels of beta-glucan are highly desirable. In this study, a barley
mutant with a high beta-glucan content in grain is
characterized at the genetic and biochemical levels.
Genetic studies have mapped the mutation to a genomic region encoding the small subunit of ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (AGPase), a key enzyme in
the biosynthesis of starch during grain development.
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Accordingly, AGPase activities were found to be reduced in this mutant. Biochemical experiments are
ongoing in order to understand how beta-glucan
biosynthesis and accumulation is regulated in barley.
Molecular cloning of the high beta-glucan gene and
biochemical characterization of the high beta-glucan
mutant will provide a useful tool for breeders in development of barley cultivars with high beta-glucan
in grain.

Effect of Sample Collection Methods on
Anthocyanins in Crape Myrtle Flower Petals. (poster)

Jenny B. Ryals*, Mississippi State University Coastal Research
and Extension Center; Patricia R. Knight, Coastal R & E Center;
Ebrahiem Babiker, USDA-ARS, SHL; Christine H. Coker, Mississippi State University Coastal Research and Extension Center;
Gary Bachman, Mississippi State University Coastal Research and
Extension Center; Daryl R. Chastain, Mississippi State University;
Guihong Bi, Mississippi State University; Benedict Posadas, and
Lavonne K. Stringer, USDA-ARS

Abstract: Anthocyanins are considered one of the
most important compounds found in vascular
plants. They are water-soluble pigments in the phenolic group that are responsible for orange, pink,
red, violet, and blue colors expressed by flowers and
fruit in many plants. When identifying and quantifying anthocyanins in plant samples, it is important
that the samples are collected utilizing a method
that will allow for the most accurate analysis of the
anthocyanins present. Anthocyanins, generally, have
been thought of as being stable compounds. However, stability of anthocyanins has been observed
to be dependent upon type, temperature, light, pH,
oxygen, enzyme, co-pigmentation, metal ions and
antioxidants. To prevent degradation of anthocyanins, freezing, drying, and lyophilizing samples upon
collection has been recommended. In some labs,
these methods can be cost prohibitive or equipment
is unavailable. This study was conducted to compare
four sample collection methods for cost and effectiveness. Lagerstroemia hybrids with white, lavender,
pink, red, or picotee petals were collected. Collection
treatments were liquid nitrogen, dry ice, ice, or oven
drying. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of anthocyanin components in Lagerstroemia petals was
measured by high performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (HPLC). All petals of the
hybrids were ground in liquid nitrogen and anthocyanins were extracted with acidic methanol. Identification and quantification of anthocyanins and
anthoxanthins was conducted by HPLC and UV-Vis
spectrophotometry. Five anthocyanins were quantified in the samples and described in milligrams/100
grams.
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Postharvest 1 (Poster)
Moderator: Nicholas Frederick Reitz, Department of
Plant Sciences, University of California, Davis

Effect of Disinfecting Treatments and
Storage Conditions on the Quality and
Shelf Life of Destemmed Crimson Seedless
Grapes (poster)
Nicholas Frederick Reitz*, Department of Plant Sciences, University of California, Davis; William V. Biasi, University of California,
Davis and Elizabeth Mitcham, University of California, Davis

Abstract: In recent years, destemmed grapes have
become a popular horticultural product, largely due
to their convenience. This convenience, however,
comes with a reduction in shelf life and quality. Little
research has been done on optimizing treatments,
packaging, and storage conditions for destemmed
grapes. Crimson Seedless grapes were procured
from a commercial packinghouse and destemmed
by hand. Treatments included 1) an untreated control without a wash, 2) a 5 minute dip in a 50ppm sodium hypochlorite solution, and 3) a 5 minute dip in
an organic bleach alternative (NatureSeal FS). Sealed
cup packaging and clamshell packaging were tested
for each treatment group. Sealed cup packaging consisted of plastic cups and lids, sealed with Parafilm™,
achieving a lightly modified atmosphere of approximately 2.0% CO2 and 19.6% O2. Grapes were stored
at 5°C and 12°C and evaluated after 7, 14, and 21
days for each treatment-packaging combination.
Grapes were visually evaluated for mold growth, decay, stem scar discoloration, bruising, bleaching, and
shrivel. Firmness was measured using a texture analyzer. Temperature had the most substantial effect
on grape storage life, with storage at 5°C reducing
mold growth, decay, and stem scar discoloration. The
main limiters of shelf life were mold, decay, shrivel,
and firmness loss. Grapes stored at 5°C showed no
mold growth after 21 days of storage, while grapes
stored at 12°C exhibited mold growth in all treatment and package combinations. Skin bleaching
noticeably detracted from the quality of the grapes
in all treatments, but did not increase over time in
storage. Cup packaging was highly effective at eliminating shrivel and maintaining firmness, thus making it the preferred packaging type. The bleach alternative treatment was more effective at reducing
decay and maintaining firmness compared to the
sodium hypochlorite treatment. The control (un-
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washed) grapes showed the least decay and highest
firmness compared to other treatments, likely due to
the effects of moisture imparted during the washing
step. Results indicate that if destemmed grapes are
stored in sealed packages at or below 5°C, a shelf
life of 14 days with good quality can be expected. After 21 days, reduced, but acceptable, quality can be
achieved.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: N.A.V.I. Co. Global

with the modified OTR compared to the unmodified
OTR harvester. The average bruise rating was 0.3
for hand-harvested, 2.4 for the unmodified OTR and
1.3 for the modified OTR. The soluble solids content
was similar regardless of cultivar or harvester type
however, ‘Optimus’ had lower titratable acidity. Using modifications such as “soft” catch surfaces on
currently available OTR harvesters reduces bruise
damage while maintaining fruit quality and can be
an economical alternative for blueberry growers.

Harvest of Southern Highbush Blueberry
with a Modified, over-the-Row Mechanical
Harvester: Use of Soft Catch Surfaces to
Minimize Impact Bruising (poster)

Potential for Trimming Sweetcorn Shanks
and Silks to Maintain Quality during Storage (poster)

Abstract: Harvest of fresh market southern highbush
blueberries is labor intensive and costly leading to a
demand for alternatives. Recent research has shown
potential for mechanically harvesting berries with
minimal bruising by using a modified over-the-row
(OTR) harvester. In 2019, southern highbush blueberry cultivars Optimus and Vireo were harvested
by hand and mechanically with unmodified (Korvan
8000) and modified (Oxbo 8040) OTR harvesters
from a commercial field in Florida. The modified
OTR had “soft” fruit catching surfaces installed on
side walls and catch plates. After harvest, berries
were commercially forced air pre-cooled and held
overnight at 10 °C. The following day berries were
sorted using a commercial packing line into the following categories; blue fruit (marketable), red fruit,
green fruit and culls. Samples from each variety and
treatment were held at room temperature (24 °C)
overnight and the following day the weight of 25 berries, weight loss, firmness and bruising evaluations
were conducted. In addition, a storage experiment
was setup using berries from each treatment/cultivar packed into clamshells (n=16) and stored at 1 °C
for 14 d. Initial, 7 and 14 d samples were evaluated
for firmness, bruising, and then frozen for later compositional analysis. The packout was similar between
the unmodified and modified OTR harvesters for
‘Optimus’ (59 and 65%) and ‘Vireo’ (80 and 81%). For
both cultivars, initial firmness was lower for mechanically harvested berries (Vireo = 160-172 g/mm and
Optimus = 201-204 g/mm), regardless of OTR harvester, compared to hand-harvested berries (Vireo =
219 g/mm and Optimus = 275 g/mm). The firmness
trend remained similar during 14 d storage however,
‘Vireo’ berries maintained better firmness than ‘Optimus’. There was less bruising for berries harvested

Abstract: Sweetcorn is typically either field-packed
directly into shipping containers or mechanically
harvested into field bins then packed later. For both
methods, the corn is snapped from the stalk, resulting
in shanks with a wide range of lengths. Long shanks
can make packing difficult, potentially reducing shelf
life by damaging husks and kernels. Therefore, tests
were conducted to determine the effect of trimming
shanks on quality during storage. Commercially harvested sweetcorn (1075 bicolor) was retrieved before
cooling and transported to the laboratory, then sorted for uniform quality and randomized into the following three treatments (n=20): untrimmed shanks,
trimmed shanks, trimmed shanks and silks. Average
dimensions for cob diameter (5.6 cm) and length
(19.5 cm) were similar between the ears measured,
however shank length varied widely from ear to ear,
ranging from 7 to 17 cm. Following trimming (~2 cm),
ears were immersion-hydrocooled (2-3 °C) for 40
min until pulp temperature reached 6-8 °C with or
without the addition of sanitizer (150 ppm free chlorine, pH 7). After hydrocooling the ears were briefly
drained then stored at 5 °C and 95% relative humidity for 10 d. Quality evaluations were conducted after
0, 4, 6, 8 and 10 d of storage, consisting of subjective
ratings for husk color and dryness, silk and kernel appearance. Kernel moisture content was determined
and kernels were also frozen for later analysis of soluble solids concentration (SSC, °Brix), total titratable
acidity (TTA, % citric acid), pH and total sugars (%
sucrose). Untrimmed silks had low ratings throughout storage due to browning, drying and some decay while trimmed silks remained visibly unchanged
with no browning or decay. Husk color was lighter
for corn with trimmed shanks because some outer
husk leaves were completely cut from the shank as
a consequence of trimming. Trimming did not affect

Steven Sargent*, University of Florida; Fumiomi Takeda, Appalachian Fruit Research Station; Jeffrey Williamson, University of
Florida and Adrian D. Berry, University of Florida/IFAS

Adrian D. Berry*, University of Florida/IFAS; Steven Sargent, University of Florida; Jeffrey Brecht, University of Florida and Merce
T.A. Santana,
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kernel chemical composition. SSC decreased from
13.1% at harvest to 10.5% after 10 days of storage
and TTA remained at about 0.10%. Initially, corn total sugar content was 25% which decreased to 21%
during storage regardless of treatment. Kernel moisture content averaged 82.4% throughout storage.
During storage, there was increased incidence of
kernel splits and dents. Untrimmed ears had higher rates of kernel splitting and denting compared to
trimmed ears. These results show potential of shank
trimming to facilitate packing and minimize damage
to sweetcorn during shipping.

Plastic Mulch and Rootstocks Assessment
on Flowering, Harvest Date and Fruit
Quality of Grafted Watermelon (poster)

Pinki Devi*, Washington State University; Penelope Perkins-Veazie, North Carolina State University and Carol Miles, Washington
State University, NWREC

Abstract: Grafting and the use of plastic mulch can
increase yield, quality, and early harvest of watermelon. Plastic mulch increases early season soil temperature and may contribute to earlier flowering and
fruit maturity of grafted watermelon. However, rootstock may affect the date of first flowering and rate
of fruit ripening of grafted watermelon fruit. Fruit
from grafted and nongrafted plants may not ripen
concurrently, potentially accounting for conflicting
reports regarding the fruit quality of grafted watermelon. Further, even though phenotypic indicators
of fruit ripeness are present (e.g., senescence of
leaflet and tendril attached to the fruit pedicel), fruit
may not have reached full maturity. A field study was
conducted in 2018 and 2019 at the Washington State
University Northwestern Washington Research and
Extension Center to evaluate the effect of four different rootstocks and two plastic mulches on flowering, yield and fruit quality of grafted watermelon
compared to nongrafted watermelon. Seedless watermelon cv. Secretariat was grafted onto rootstocks,
Lagenaria siceraria cv. Pelop, Benincasa hispida cv.
Round, and two interspecific hybrid squash rootstocks Cucurbita maxima x C. moschata cvs. Super
Shintosa and Tetsukabuto, with nongrafted ‘Secretariat’ as the control. Plants were grown using black
and clear plastic mulch and fruit were harvested 0, 7
and 14 d after both the leaflet and tendril attached
to the fruit pedicel were completely dry. There was
no difference in days to male or female flowering
due to mulch type or year. Rootstock did not affect
first flowering of male flowers, which was 58 d after
transplanting (DAT) averaged over years. Days to female flowering differed due to rootstock (P = 0.02),
and was 49 DAT for ‘Secretariat’ grafted onto ‘TetsuI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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kabuto’, 61 DAT for ‘Secretariat’ grafted onto ‘Round’,
and 55 DAT for nongrafted ‘Secretariat’ or ‘Secretariat’ grafted to ‘Super Shintosa’ or ‘Pelop’. Days to
harvest were 92 DAT (0 d), 99 DAT (7d) and 106 DAT
(14d) in 2018, and 115 DAT (0 d), 122 DAT (7d) and
128 DAT (14 d) in 2019. Fruit quality attributes such
as hollow heart formation (<6 mm on average), hard
seed count (5 on average), total soluble solids (11%
on average) and lycopene content (18 µg.g-1 on average) in fruit were not different among mulch type,
rootstock treatment or harvest date.
Keywords. grafting, indicators, fruit ripening, fruit maturity.

Cell Wall Architecture in Grafted and
Non-Grafted ‘Liberty’ Watermelon with
Hollow Heart (poster)

Marlee Trandel*, North Carolina State University; Suzanne
Johanningsmeier, USDA-ARS; Christopher Gunter, ; Jonathan
Schultheis, North Carolina State University and Penelope Perkins-Veazie, North Carolina State University

Abstract: Triploid (seedless) watermelon cultivars can
develop hollow heart (HH), an internal fruit disorder
exhibited as a crack in the flesh that can expand to a
fist-sized cavity. Grafting watermelon to interspecific rootstocks (C. moschata x C. maxima) reduces HH
incidence. Incidence of HH was increased to 54% of
harvested watermelon by using ‘Liberty’ and reducing pollen availability. In contrast, incidence of HH
was reduced by 39% in fruit from scions grafted to
the interspecific rootstock ‘Carnivor’. Flesh firmness
increased by 3N in grafted fruit and was reduced by
1 N with HH. Watermelon cell wall polysaccharides
were isolated from fruit from grafted or non-grafted
plants with or without HH. Alcohol insoluble residues
(AIR) were used to determine pectic fractions, total
neutral sugars and uronic acids (nmole·mg-1). The
carbonate soluble fraction was lower in fruit with HH
(24.5%) compared to those without HH (27.1%). Other pectic fractions, total neutral sugars and uronic
acid content were similar regardless of HH or grafting. A subset of AIRs was reduced, hydrolyzed, and
acetylated for GC-MS analysis of monosaccharide
composition. Degree of methylation and uronic acid
concentrations did not differ with graft treatment or
HH. The neutral sugars glucose (75.89 mg·mg-1) and
galactose (82.35 mg·mg-1) dominated, followed by
xylose and arabinose (29.28 and 21.95 mg·mg-1, respectively). Meso-erythritol, fucose, rhamnose, and
arabinose were higher in fruit with HH compared
to those without HH (P < 0.05). In contrast, 2-deoxy-d-glucose was higher in fruit without HH. Fruit
with no HH from grafted plants had the highest ribose and allose concentrations. Allose produces
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plant glycosides and plays a role in protein binding.
Ribose is an important monomeric building block in
the side branch of rhamnogalacturonan II, known to
aid cell wall structural integrity. Using partially methylated alditol acetates, 34 neutral sugar linkages
were found in watermelon cell walls. Three of these
linkages were highest in concentration when from
grafted fruit with no HH and non-grafted fruit with
HH. Grafting may protect pectic polysaccharides
from middle lamella separation, ultimately increasing heart tissue firmness and preventing the onset
of HH.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA-SCRI

Effects of Cooling and Postharvest Storage
Methods on Carotenoids in Broccoli (poster)
Sarah E. Parker*, ; Jennifer Wheeler, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville; Curtis R. Luckett, University of Tennessee; Dennis Deyton, The University of Tennessee; Jeanine Davis, North Carolina
State University; Thomas Björkman, Cornell University and Carl
Sams, The University of Tennessee

Abstract: Broccoli (Brassica oleracea L. var. italica) is
a cool-weather vegetable that is grown for its edible flowering heads and stalks. Carotenoids affect
the organoleptic and nutritional characteristics that
are associated with broccoli quality. Cooling and
postharvest storage conditions affect the quality of
broccoli by altering the levels of carotenoid contents.
Changes in carotenoid contents were investigated
for two cultivars (C1 = ‘BH053’ and C2 = ‘Emerald
Crown’), two temperature treatments (T1 = Noniced at 5⁰C and T2 = Iced at 0⁰C), and six different
days (Dx) in storage (X = 0, 7, 14, 21, 28, and 35 days).
‘BH053’ had significantly higher levels of violoxanthin, lutein, β-carotene, chlorophyll a, and chlorophyll b. The violoxanthin, beta-carotene, and α-carotene contents significantly decreased from their
initial values after three weeks in storage. Lutein and
chlorophyll b contents significantly decreased after
two weeks in storage. Neoxanthin and chlorophyll a
contents significantly increased after the first week,
and then significantly decreased after the second
week in storage. Antheraxanthin also increased after
the first week, and decreased after the second week
in storage, but not significantly. The interaction between cultivar and treatment had a significant effect
on the lutein and neoxanthin contents in broccoli.
For ‘Emerald Crown,’ the neoxanthin content was significantly higher for T2 treated broccoli. For ‘BH053,’
The neoxanthin content was also higher for T2 treated broccoli, but not significantly. For ‘BH053,’ the lutein content was significantly higher for T1 treated

broccoli. For ‘Emerald Crown,’ the lutein content was
higher for T2 treated broccoli, but not significantly.
Results from this study suggest that the effects of
cooling and postharvest storage methods is determined by cultivar for some carotenoids.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This material is based
on work that is supported by the National Institute of
Food and Agricture, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
under award number 2016-51101-25402.

Comparison of Postharvest Methods between Hydro-Cooling and Room-Cooling
for Luffa Fruit (poster)
Yanlin Wang*, University of Florida IFAS; Steven Sargent,
University of Florida; Adrian D. Berry, University of Florida/
IFAS; Guodong David Liu, University of Florida; Gabriel Maltais-Landry, University of Florida and Bala Rathinasabapathi,
University of Florida

Abstract: Asian vegetables, which encompasses
over 40 species, are increasingly popular in Florida.
These vegetables offer many advantages, including
a greater profitability and access to new markets
for growers in addition to nutritional benefits and a
greater diversity of vegetables available in farmers’
markets and groceries stores throughout the US.
However, there is currently no guidance on optimal postharvest and handling methods for Florida
famers and grocers. Two post-harvest experiments
were conducted at the University of Florida to compare postharvest methods between hydrocooling
and room-cooling for luffa (Luffa acutangula L.) fruit.
The fruit quality was recorded at 0, 7 and 14 days
for weight, surface color, pulp firmness, appearance
visual rating and pulp moisture content. There was
no significant difference for fruit quality in all measurement parameters between hydro-cooled and
room-cooled angled luffa fruits after 7 days and 14
days in the 10 °C (50 °F) cold storage room, though
there was a decrease of fruit quality over time in
both treatments. Although preliminary, these results
suggest that future research focusing on alternative
methods (e.g., cold water showers) and increasing
the temperature or changing the chlorine concentration of hydrocooling water could help develop postharvest and handling guidance to Florida growers.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: 2018 Florida Specialty Crop Block Grant Program of USDA-AMS: Federal
Award Identification ID: AM180100XXXXG046.

Impact of Gamma Irradiation on Post-Harvest Disorders in Bartlett Pears (poster)
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Michelle Tu*, Chapman University; Francisco Loayza, and A.
Prakash, Chapman University

Abstract: Physiological disorders of ‘Bartlett’ pears
can appear in the form of superficial scald, senescent scald, core browning as well as fungal diseases.
The goal of this research was to determine the effect
of irradiation on physiological disorders and ripening
quality of Bartlett pears stored for 3 months in air.
Bartlett pears were treated at 470 and 940 Gy and
held at 0 - 1 ˚C at 95% humidity. At 0, 45 and 90 days,
the pears were brought out to ambient temperatures
and allowed to ripen. The pears were monitored for
changes in respiration rate and ethylene production.
When pears reached peak ethylene production, or climacteric peak, they were evaluated for incidence of
physiological disorders, antioxidant capacity as measured using the FRAP assay, and quality factors such
as color, texture, titratable acidity and total soluble
solids. Respiration rate was similar for control and
irradiated pears, however, ethylene production was
reduced as well as delayed in the irradiated pears by
one day for 470 Gy and two days for 940 Gy. The levels of α-farnesene, which are associated with superficial scald, were also lower in the irradiated pears.
Surprisingly, superficial scald was found to be higher in irradiated samples with 28.13% and 32.26% in
470 and 940 Gy treated pears compared to 17.14% in
control pears. In contrast to superficial scald, senescent scald incidence was higher in the control pears,
5.1% in control, 0% at 470 Gy, and 2.5% in 940 Gy.
Similarly, the incidence of core browning was high in
the control at day 45 with 47% of the pears exhibiting
core browning as compared to 38% and 7% in pears
treated at 470 and 940 Gy, respectively. There were
no notable differences in quality attributes of color,
texture, titratable acidity and total soluble solids due
to irradiation. Irradiation decreased FRAP initially but
there was no change during storage. In control samples, FRAP decreased during storage and by day 90
FRAP was lower than irradiated fruit. These results
indicate that irradiation increased the incidence of
superficial scald but lowered the incidence of senescent scald and internal browning.
Keywords: core browning, ethylene, pears, physiological disorders, superficial scald

IFAS

Endangered Orchids Fast Tissue Culture
and Cryopreservation (poster)

Andrew Mullen*, Florida International University; Jason Downing, Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden and Amir Khoddamzadeh,
Florida International University

Abstract: Florida is home to 106 native species of
orchid with the majority of them being endangered
or critically imperiled, according to International
Union for Conservation of Nature and the Institute
for Regional Conservation. Orchid seeds are difficult
to grow because they lack endosperm, instead depending on a symbiotic relationship with a mycorrhizal fungi for nutrients. In-vitro propagation is the
most popular method used for the multiplication
of orchids and has been found to be more efficient
than sexual propagation and other vegetative procedures. In this study, three epiphytic and three terrestrial endangered orchid species (Trichocentrum undulatum, Oncidium ensatum, Epidendrum nocturnum,
Prosthechea cochleata, Bletia purpurea and Encyclia
tampensis) will be used on seven different combinations of media and Plant Growth Regulators: (MS, KC,
MS+1.5mg/L BAP, MS + 1 mg/L BAP+0.5 mg/L NAA,
KC + 1.5 mg/L BAP, KC + 1 mg /L BAP + 0.5mg/L NAA
and P723). The best media combinations for each orchid will be selected by the end of this experiment.
Then, plantlets will be transferred to the bioreactor
using a fertilizer solution containing (0N-0P-3K) for
hardening before planting in the pots. For the longterm storage, seeds of all species will be pretreated
with DMSO, glycerol, and sucrose solution before
immersing in the cryogenic (liquid Nitrogen; -196°C)
tank. Then, the samples will be taken out of the tank
after 1h and will be thawed in the water bath. Afterwards, the viability tests (TTC and post-growth) will
be conducted. This study aims are a) To establish the
fast and most efficient in-vitro micropropagation media and PGR combinations, b) To optimize bioreactor technology application for the plantlets survival,
hardening, and acclimatization stage and c) To establish a protocol for long-term preservation of six
endangered orchids using cryopreservation.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: 2016-38422-25549

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Chapman University Schmid College
of Science and Technology and USDA

1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Propagation 1 (Poster)
Moderator: Matthew Creech, University of Florida/
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Screening Media for Native Floridian and
Puerto Rican Fern Spore Germination.
(poster)
Sarah Belfer, Florida International University; Jason Downing,
Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden and Amir Khoddamzadeh*,
Florida International University
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Abstract: Ferns are seedless vascular pteridophytes:
they reproduce using spores found inside the sporangia produced on fronds. Once the sporophyte
is mature, it undergoes meiosis and the spores are
readily released from the sporangia. Spores are
haploid and they produce a hermaphroditic gametophyte, which in turn undergoes fertilization to
produce a zygote once released in nature. As habitat loss increases due to human activity, many fern
species are facing extinction, and as Florida’s human
population keeps increasing, species will be put at
risk as cities expand and habitats are lost to urban
development. It is therefore crucial to understand
techniques of propagating threatened and endangered species in order to successfully conserve them
in this ever changing environment, as well as determining potential transplanting sites. Eight native fern
species used in this study were Tectaria heracleifolia,
Campyloneurum phyllitidis, Adiantum tenerum, Thelypteris grandis, Thelypteris sancta, Ctenitis submarginalis, Osmunda regalia, and Polystichum calderonense.
Four different growth media were tested (regular
potting soil (Sungro professional potting mix with
peat moss and perlite), agar and sucrose (0.02M sucrose and 1.5% agar), agar and Cypress wood chips,
and 100% organic coconut coir) in order to understand which media is best for the culture and propagation of these fern species in hopes to increase
their population in the wild. All eight species of ferns
developed healthy gametophytes in potting soil. After six months of sowing, most of the gametophytes
were developing sporophytes, without any special
precautions when it came to storing the spores prior to sowing them. The most efficient and economic
way of growing ferns from spores is by using the potting soil mix. With no need to sterilize the spores and
autoclave the media, this is much easier than using
wood chips and agar.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA-HSI 201538422-24075

An Improved Protocol for Efficient in-Vitro
Micro-Propagation of Two Blueberry Cultivars (poster)

Matthew Creech*, University of Florida/IFAS; Hanna Baz, IFAS
-- University of Florida; Abigail Plontke, IFAS -- University of Florida
and Heqiang Huo, University of Florida

Abstract: Blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) is one
of the most important cash horticultural crops. Florida is one of the leading southern states producing
blueberry in the U.S.A. As the market demand increases, high quality virus-free seedlings are the critical needs for growers in the southern region of U.S.

However, the current method for in-vitro propagation is not suitable for southern highbush blueberry,
resulting in a poor propagating efficiency due to a
very low shooting frequency. In this study, we have
developed an efficient protocol for in-vitro propagation of two southern blueberries “Farthing” and
“Legacy”. Shoot tip and axillary bud explants derived
from in-vitro-grown seedlings of “Farthing” and “Legacy” were cultured on Chee & Pool (C2D) and , Lloyd
& McCown Woody Plant Basal Medium (WPM) with
or without different concentrations (2,4,6,8 mg/L) of
6-Benzylaminopurine (BAP). Our results showed that
the addition of 6- BAP significantly promoted shooting of both cultivars on C2D and WPM media; and
the highest shoot regeneration for both cultivars
were obtained on the WPM medium supplemented
with 8 mg/L of BAP (WPM8B), resulting in an average
shooting of 39.5 and 37.4 for Farthing and Legacy,
respectively, while both cultivars could respectively generate 2.2 and 1.8 shoots on the WPM medium without BAP. Results from rooting on the WPM
+0.54mg/L of NAA did not exhibit any difference
for micro-propagated shoots on different shooting
media. Our results may significantly reduce the cost
for virus-free massive propagation of southern highbush blueberry, which is of substantial impact on
southern nurseries and blueberry growers.
Overcoming Seed Dormancy in Ceanothus Velutinus and Cercocarpus Montanus (poster)
Asmita Paudel*, Department of Plants, Soils, and Climate, Utah
State University; Youping Sun, Department of Plants, Soils, and
Climate, Utah State University; Larry Rupp, Department of Plants,
Soils, and Climate, Utah State University; John Carman, Department of Plants, Soils, and Climate, Utah State University and
Stephen Love,

Abstract: Ceanothus velutinus (snowbrush ceanothus) [Rhamnaceae] and Cercocarpus montanus (alder
leaf mountain mahogany) [Rosaceae] are native
actinorhizal species with potential to create unique
aesthetics and conserve water in water efficient
landscapes. Propagation protocols for these native
species are not well established. Ceanothus velutinus seeds have double (physical and physiological)
dormancy while C. montanus seeds are physiologically dormant. Due to dormancy, seed propagation
requires scarification and/or stratification. A study
was designed to further define protocols necessary
to consistently increase germination rate of these
two species. Ceanothus velutinus seeds were scarified in hot water at 50, 70, or 90 ºC and soaked with
gibberellic acid (GA3) at 0, 50, 250, or 500 mg·L-1 for
24 hours before stratification for 30, 60, or 90 days.
Ceanothus velutinus seeds stratified for 60 days after
being scarified at 90 ºC and treated with 500 mg·L-1
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GA3 had the greatest germination percentage (74.2 ±
2.0%). The germination percent was the lowest when
seeds were scarified at 50 ºC, without GA3 treatment
and with 30 days stratification. Cercocarpus montanus seeds were treated with GA3 at 0, 50, 250, or
500 mg·L-1 and stratified for 30, 60, or 90 days. Seed
germination of C. montanus increased with increasing stratification time. Cercocarpus montanus seeds
treated with 50 mg·L-1 GA3 and stratified for 60 days
had the greatest germination percent of 64.2 ± 3.6%.
A successful method for optimizing seed germination was established which is very important to introduce native plants in the landscape.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA Hatch project UTA01381,
New Faculty Start-Up Funds from the Office of Research and Graduate Studies, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, and the Center for
Water-Efficient Landscaping at Utah State University

Regeneration of Myrica Rubra sieb. Et
Zucc. (poster)
Jordan Baylor*, Clemson University

Abstract: Myrica rubra Sieb. et. Zucc. is a small evergreen fruit tree native to Southeast Asia and has
been widely cultivated for over 2000 years. The dioecious tree is primarily cultivated in China, where
it is valued for its dark red, delicious fruit, known as
“yangmei” in Chinese and “yumberry” in English. M.
rubra offers many valuable traits to consumers such
as a variety of nutritional and medicinal uses, tasty
and attractive fruit, high yields, long lifespan, evergreen small ornamental tree, and good adaptability
to a variety of growing conditions. The most widely
used clonal propagation method involved grafting
a female scion onto seedling rootstock. Our study
aims to investigate the propagation of M. rubra by
cuttings and to develop an efficient and high-quality
clonal propagation protocol to be used by growers
and nurseries. In the past 6 years, we have successfully germinated and established 75 M. rubra seedlings wild-collected from China. In a 3-year preliminary study conducted by the Woody Plant Lab in
collaboration with the Atlanta Botanical Garden, M.
rubra stem cuttings failed to root successfully using
a variety of methods. Beginning on May 9, 2019, we
began collecting stem cuttings monthly from our
six-year-old field-grown trees and recorded rooting data after three months. Cuttings were treated
with Hormodin and liquid KIBA in varying concentrations and placed under mist for rooting. Timing had
shown to have a significant effect on rooting, with
rooting success ranging from 0% to 33%. Best overall
rooting occurred in June and July and cuttings taken at September or later showed little to no rooting.
Hormone application had less significant for root-
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ing, and control cuttings were just as successful as
hormone treatment in many cases. Hormodin 3 had
shown to be the most successful treatment, yielding
the highest rooting percentages and the best overall
root quality. The most successful cuttings were taken
on 7/11/2019 and treated with Hormodin #3, yielding 33.3% rooting. From our observation, softwood
cuttings rooted better and had the best potential to
produce high quality plants in about 2 months, which
could later be transplanted into one-gallon containers and placed in a greenhouse for further establishment. From our research experimenting with different timing and hormone treatments, we should be
able to determine the ideal rooting requirements for
M. rubra.

Asexual Propagation of Hickories and Pecan Using a Modified-Stool-Bed-Layering
Technique (poster)
Brandon M. Miller*, Cornell University and Nina Bassuk,

Abstract: Hickories and pecans have long been admired by horticulturists for their superior ornamental features, ability to produce desirable nut crops in
northern climates, and their resilience to abiotic and
biotic stresses. However, their potential as nursery
crops is limited by a lack of asexual propagation protocols and a propensity for being difficult to transplant. As a result, the availability of clonal varieties
and further development of these crops remains
minimal. Grafting of desirable cultivars on seedling
rootstock is the predominant asexual propagation
procedure implemented by specialty nurseries, yet
successful grafting of hickories is considered more
difficult than with other common nursery crop species. Successful asexual propagation of hickories by
cuttings has proven to be limited. Minimal success
has also been reported with the use of traditional mound-layering techniques. However, a modified-stool-bed-layering technique involving etiolated
shoots developed by the Urban Horticulture Institute at Cornell University may have potential for use
as a reliable means of asexually producing hickories
and pecan. The objective of this study was to assess the influence of auxin concentration (0, 4,000,
or 8,000 ppm IBA) on the effectiveness of the modified-stool-bed-layering technique on rooting layers
of Carya illinoinensis (northern pecan), Carya laciniosa
(kingnut hickory), and Carya ovata (shagbark hickory). The control (0 ppm IBA) resulted in no rooting of
any of the three species. Shagbark hickory rooted at
95% when treated with 4,000 ppm IBA. The average
number of roots was 11.6. Zero layers of shagbark
hickory rooted after treatment with 8,000 ppm IBA.
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Northern pecan rooted at 21% when treated with either 4,000 or 8,000 ppm IBA. Kingnut hickory rooted
at 21% and 29% when treated with 4,000 and 8,000
ppm IBA, respectively. The average number of roots
per layer of northern pecan was 5.33 for both 4,000
and 8,000 ppm IBA, whereas, with kingnut hickory
the average number of roots was 4.66 and 19.25
when treated with 4,000 and 8,000 ppm IBA, respectively.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work was supported by the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture, McIntire Stennis/Smith-Lever project 1020775.

Effect of Honey As a Rooting Adjuvant on
Propagation of Selected Woody Ornamentals (poster)

Anthony T. Bowden*, Mississippi State University; Patricia Knight,
Mississippi State University Coastal Research and Extension Center;
Christine H. Coker, Mississippi State University Coastal Research
and Extension Center; Shaun Broderick, Mississippi State University; Eugene Blythe, Mississippi State University Coastal Research
and Extension Center and Jenny B. Ryals, Mississippi State University Coastal Research and Extension Center

Abstract: In the popular literature, there are claims
of successfully using honey as a rooting aid however
these claims have not been evaluated in a scientific
setting. Sugars (as carbohydrates) are known to positively impact rooting of cuttings and are frequently
used in Stage III of tissue culture as an energy source
for micro-cuttings. Clinical studies have shown that
honey possesses widespread antimicrobial properties due to the naturally low pH and a super saturation of sugars which leaves very little free water
available for the growth of micro-organisms. The antibacterial activity of honey was first observed in the
early 19th century while the antimicrobial properties
were discovered in the last three decades. Previous
research has shown that the antimicrobial agent of
honey is hydrogen peroxide produced as a by-product of glucose oxidase activity acting within the honey. Previous on-nursery research conducted in New
Zealand showed that cuttings treated with a general
multiflora honey solution resulted in a greater average root quality rating compared to a commercial
root promoting compound. The objective of this research was to determine if the addition of honey to
water-soluble auxin solutions increased the rooting
response when compared to standard water-soluble
auxin solutions. In addition, this research sought to
compare three varying honey sources to quantify if
honey source had an impact on rooting response of
selected woody ornamental species common in the
nursery trade.

A Standard Protocol for Regeneration of
Diverse Olive (Olea europaea) cultivars
(poster)
Elizabeth Estrada-Johnson*, University of Florida and Kevin
Folta, University of Florida

Abstract: Olive (Olea europaea) has many commercial applications, including its use as an ornamental
tree, food processing and cooking oils, and a multitude of industrial uses. Over the past decade there
has been significant interest in olive production in
Florida. However, a lack of chilling hours, the ubiquitous presence of fungal pathogens and occasional
hard freezes limits feasibility of profitable production. Conventional breeding to eclipse these barriers
could take decades. An alternative is to devise a gene
editing strategy to integrate customized changes in
well-known candidate genes with the intent of hastening cultivar development. The first step is to develop a regeneration system that works in a broad
range of varieties. We have explored surface sterilization, regeneration and transformation protocols
using the four cultivars Arbosana, Koroneiki, Empeltre and Arbequina. The results show that a simple
medium using thidiazuron (TDZ) can initiate callusing
and re-differentiation of tissue in vitro. These protocols will be the foundation of gene editing protocols
that will allow rapid adaptation of traditional cultivars to non-traditional growing regions, and content
with significant pathogens that threaten production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Hardee County FL Development Fund

Rooting Response of Three Melanthera Integrifolia Accessions to Indolebutyric Acid
Application (IBA) (poster)

Orville Baldos*, University of Hawaii at Manoa and Sapal Chapagain, Wells International School

Abstract: Melanthera integrifolia (Nehe) is a coastal
perennial herb endemic to the Hawaiian Islands. Its
prostrate growth and yellow flowers make it a good
native groundcover and a potential native hanging
basket plant. Variations in leaf shape, branching and
vigor exist in natural populations, providing opportunities to select accessions for different ornamental
uses. While nehe can be easily propagated from stem
cuttings, it is unknown whether different accessions
benefit from rooting hormone application. In this
study, the rooting response of three Melanthera integrifolia accessions to indolebutyric acid application
(0 and 3000 ppm IBA) were evaluated using a 5-point
visual rooting scale (i.e. rooting index [RI]) and a digital image analysis software (WinRHIZO). Eighty apical
stem cuttings were collected from Koko Head, Maka-
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puu and South Point accessions and graded based
on size. Cuttings were treated with (3000 ppm) or
without (0 ppm) IBA and planted in pots with 1:1
perlite and vermiculite. After 2 weeks under a mist
bench, percent rooting and RI were recorded. Images
of rooted cuttings were also recorded and analyzed
for root surface area, volume, number of tips and
length using WinRHIZO software. Results indicate no
significant interaction effects between accession and
IBA application. Percent rooting and RI was not significantly different between accessions nor between
IBA application. IBA application significantly increased surface area, length and the number of root
tips regardless of accessions. Root surface area was
significantly higher in Makapuu cuttings compared
to South Point cuttings. In conclusion, IBA treatment
can improve rooting characteristics of Melanthera
integrifolia. Differences in rooting characteristics between IBA treatments and between accessions were
better detected by WinRHIZO in contrast to RI.

ml of a hydroponic nutrient solution was added to
each tray. The nutrient solution was Hydro-Gardens'
Chem-Gro lettuce formula 8-15-36 hydroponic fertilizer with added calcium nitrate (19% Ca and 15.5%
N) and magnesium sulfate (9.8% Mg and 12.9% SO4).
The seedlings were grown under full spectrum LED
lighting (148 μmol/m2/s, 12-h photoperiod). Two hundred ml of the nutrient solution was added daily to
the trays. At the end of the study, there were no significant differences between the simulated Martian
soil treatment and the nutrient solution treatment
for plant height, number of leaves, stem length, stem
diameter, leaf dry weight, stem dry weight, total
shoot dry weight, leaf dry weight partitioning, stem
dry weight partitioning, and SPAD readings. In conclusion, the simulated Martian soil could be used in
conjunction with the nutrient solution in a noncirculating hydroponic system for young pak choi plants.

1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Residual Dynamics of Rotenone on Green
and Purple Varieties of Eggplant (poster)

Vegetable Crops Management 1
(Poster)
Moderator: Guodong David Liu, University of Florida

Simulated Martian Soil for Hydroponically
Grown Pak Choi Plants (poster)
Kent Kobayashi*, University of Hawaii at Manoa

Abstract: In establishing colonies on Mars, food
crops will need to be grown. Assuming if Earth soil
or growing media will not be taken to Mars because
of the expense, crops would most likely be grown in
soil on Mars or grown hydroponically. As an alternative to adding organic matter to the soil, could the
Martian soil be used in combination with the nutrient solution in a hydroponic system? The objective of
this study was to determine the effects of simulated
Martian soil in a noncirculating hydroponic system
on the growth of young pak choi plants. Pak choi
(Hyb) Green Stem (Brassica rapa var. chinensis L.)
seeds were started in Oasis® cubes under T5 high
output fluorescent lighting in a lab. Seedlings were
then transferred to seedling starter trays. In the simulated Martian soil treatment, 20.5 g of soil was added around each Oasis cube in the cell with the soil
reaching the top level of the Oasis cube. The simulated Martian soil was The Martian Garden’s unsorted grade MMS-1 Mars Regolith Simulant. The other
treatment was the hydroponic solution. The seedling starter trays were placed in small trays, and 500
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: Hatch

Peiwen Zhang, South China Agricultural University; Deqiang Qin,
South China Agricultural University; Benju Liu, South China Agricultural University; You Zhou, South China Agricultural University;
Jianjun Chen*, University of Florida, Mid-Florida Research and
Education Center and Zhixiang Zhang, South China Agricultural
University

Abstract: Application of pesticides is a key control
method for management of pests and the productivity of crops. However, excessive and indiscriminate
use of pesticides not only increases crop production
cost but also results in many human health problems and environmental pollution. Rotenone is a
bio-active compound extracted from a few species of
plants in the family Leguminosae and has been used
as a pesticide for a long time. Information regarding residual dynamics of rotenone in crops, especially vegetables, however, is limited. In this study, an
accurate and simple method of detecting rotenone
in eggplants was developed using high performance
liquid chromatography. Purple and green fruits of
eggplants were treated with diluted 2.5% emulsifiable concentrate formulation, rotenone recoveries
from peels of the two colored fruits ranged from
85.42% to 100.41% with relative standard deviations
below 3.45. The half-lives of rotenone from peels was
approximately 2.56 to 4.28 days in green eggplant,
and 2.96 to 4.71 days in purple eggplants under the
same light level. The half-lives of rotenone of peels
under two different light levels in the same eggplant
were 1.57 to 3.32 days in green eggplant, and 1.95
to 4.33 days in purple eggplant, respectively. This
study suggests that light levels affect the dissipation
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and residue of rotenone in the different fruit colored
eggplant varieties and provides a guidance for proper and safe use of rotenone in eggplants.

Effects of Deficit Irrigation and Iris Yellow
Spot Virus on Onion Photosynthesis (poster)

Jospeh B. Wood*, New Mexico State University; Ivette Guzman,
New Mexico State University; Christopher Cramer, New Mexico
State University; Richard J. Heerema, New Mexico State University;
Brian J. Schutte, New Mexico State University and Robert Steiner,
New Mexico State University

Abstract: Bulb onion (Allium cepa) is an economically
valuable vegetable crop in the U.S. valued at $1 billion annually. New Mexico is the fifth largest onion
producing state in the United States, bringing in $55
million annually despite the dry climate and difficult
growing conditions. Iris yellow spot virus (IYSV) has
been identified as a major cause of economic loss in
onions. Onion thrips (Thrips tabaci) are the primary
vector for IYSV in onions and are increasingly difficult
to control. These insects cause a substantial amount
of physical damage which, compounded with the
stress caused by the virus, can prove detrimental to
the onion plant. The objectives of this project were to
further understand how IYSV and water availability
affect onion photosynthesis. A field study using four
onion selections bred at New Mexico State University (NMSU) as well as a commercial cultivar, Rumba,
was performed at the NMSU Fabian Garcia Science
Center in Las Cruces, New Mexico. The field was arranged using a split-plot design where each whole
plot had four subplots containing all cultivars randomly assigned to rows within the subplot. Whole
plots were treated with two different irrigation regimes (watered deficit and well-watered). Each whole
plot was replicated three times. Five plants from each
cultivar within each subplot were randomly selected
for photosynthetic measurements. All onions were
subjected to high virus and thrip pressure. Carbon
assimilation rates (µmol mol⁻¹) were measured for
each cultivar using an LI-6400 every two weeks for
eight weeks. The hypothesis was that there will be
a difference in carbon assimilation between plants
grown under water deficit conditions and plants
grown under well-watered conditions and there will
be a difference in carbon assimilation between the
NMSU onion selections and the commercial cultivar,
Rumba. The selections NMSU 12-236 and 12-238 had
higher assimilation rates than Rumba at weeks 1014 after transplanting in both the water deficit and
well-watered treatments. At this stage, Rubma was
exhibiting severe IYSV symptoms while NMSU 12-236
and 12-238 were not. In addition, the well-watered

onions had higher carbon assimilation rates than the
deficit watered onions, suggesting that water deficit
stress may exacerbate the effects of the virus and
that both reduce carbon assimilation. By week 16
post transplanting, all onions were approaching dormancy and exhibited similar assimilation rates. By
understanding the relationship between IYSV, water
availability and onion lifecycles, the disease can be
more efficiently mitigated to prevent economic losses.

A Rapid Isothermal Assay for the Detection of Cucurbit Leaf Crumple Virus in Watermelon (poster)

Melanie Kalischuk*, University of Guelph; Geoffrey Meru, University of Florida-TREC and Mathews Paret, University of Florida

Abstract: Cucurbit leaf crumple virus (CuLCrV) is a
single-stranded DNA begomovirus that produces
a devastating disease in watermelon. Foliar symptoms of CuLCrV consist of crumpling, curling, distortion, chlorosis, and overall stunting of the plant.
Symptoms of CuLCrV are often difficult to diagnose
because they can be variable, age specific with recovering phenotypes, or masked by tolerance. A
rapid diagnostic method for CuLCrV would facilitate
early detection of this pathogen and implementation of best management strategies. We developed
a rapid isothermal exonuclease recombinase amplification (exo-RPA) assay for the detection of CuLCrV.
The primers and probe were developed to target
the BL1 gene containing a portion of the conserved
movement protein. The exo-RPA utilizing real-time
fluorescence could detect CuLCrV at 1 fg/uL purified
total DNA and dilutions of 1 x 105 of crude extract
from CuLCrV symptomatic plants, corresponding to
1 copy of the target DNA molecule. Importantly, the
assay showed no cross-reactivity to other common
watermelon viruses, including cucurbit yellow stunting disorder virus (CYSDV) and squash vein yellowing
virus (SqVYV). The performance of the exo-RPA was
evaluated by testing 45 symptomatic samples collected over two growing seasons from commercial
watermelon producing areas across Florida and a
breeding research trial near Live Oak, FL. The agreement of detection results between exo-RPA and PCR
was 98% (exo-RPA: 26 positive and 19 negative cases;
PCR: 25 positives and 20 negative cases), with RPA
being more sensitive. The developed exo-RPA assay
demonstrated excellent performance in detecting
CuLCrV with 20 min. rapid overall time to complete
the assay, thus providing a promising novel alternative solution for the detection of CuLCrV under field
conditions.
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: Florida Watermelon
Association (FWA)

ketable fruit than plants growing in black mulch. The
data show that the use of silver mulch can improve
summer squash establishment, reduce alate aphid
pressure, and may slow the spread of ZYMV.

Effect of Plastic Mulch Color on Aphid Populations and Virus Incidence in Summer
Squash (poster)

Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work is supported by the National Institute of Food and Agriculture,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Hatch Program under
1021069.

Rachel Rudolph*, ; Emily Pfeufer, University of Kentucky and
Ricardo Bessin, University of Kentucky

Abstract: Although the central Kentucky climate and
growing conditions lend themselves to high quality
summer squash (Cucurbita pepo L.) production, there
are several prominent pests that can lead to significant yield losses. One pest Kentucky growers are
concerned with is aphids (Family Aphidae), which is
known to develop high populations during the summer as well as transmit viruses to cucurbit plants.
Alate and apterous aphids are vectors for zucchini
yellow mosaic virus (ZYMV). Standard cucurbit production practices include black plastic mulch accompanied by intensive insecticide or timed row cover
use. In August 2018 and again in 2019, ‘Multipik’
summer squash was grown in an open field on four
different colors of plastic mulch—black, white, silver,
and red. The objective of the study was to evaluate
the effects of plastic mulch color on insect pest presence and movement as well as the diseases they can
transmit. In 2018, two and three weeks after seeding, fewer alate aphids were trapped in silver mulch
plots than in any of the other mulches except in
week two where the aphid count in the silver mulch
was not significantly different from the white mulch.
In week two, the white mulch had significantly fewer
alate aphids than in the red mulch and in week three
the white mulch had fewer trapped aphids than in
the black mulch plots. ZYMV was unexpectedly confirmed in all five experimental replicates. Four weeks
after seeding, significantly more squash plants growing in red mulch (19%) were symptomatic for ZYMV,
compared to the silver (1%) and white (2%) mulched
plants. No statistically significant differences were
apparent at two subsequent weekly counts, though
squash in the silver mulch showed the lowest numerical ZYMV incidence. In 2019, three weeks after
seeding there were significantly fewer alate aphids
observed in silver mulch plots than any other mulch
color. Border rows were mechanically inoculated
with ZYMV while test rows were non-inoculated but
evaluated for ZYMV. Silver mulched plots had significantly fewer plants with ZYMV (37.3%) compared to
grower-standard black plastic mulched plots (65.6%).
There were no significant yield differences among
treatments in either year. However, in 2019, plants
grown in silver mulch had significantly more mar-
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Yield and Potential Market for Asian
Vegetables Among Regions of Puerto Rico
(poster)
Ermita Hernandez*, University of Puerto Rico; Myrna Comas,
University of Puerto Rico and Alexandra Gregory, University of
Puerto Rico

Abstract: Great flavor and health benefits of ethnic
food in special towards Asian vegetables has caught
food consumers attention in the United States including Puerto Rico. Most of these crops can grow
well in tropical regions and small farmers can take
advantage by diversifying their products to boost
their profits. Increasing production of Asian vegetables in Puerto Rico could satisfy local Asian cuisines
demands and local farmers market specially the vegetables home boxes delivery, a system that has been
an upcoming trend among food consumers in the island. The objective of this study was to evaluate yield
of various Asian vegetables in different geographical
regions while identifying potential markets for these
crops. On January 2019 three field locations in the
western (Guanica), southern (Juana Diaz) and center
(Adjuntas) part of the island were set as a split plot
design arranged as a CRB to validate three varieties
of oriental eggplant (Solanum melongena L.), edamame (Glycine max.(L.) Merr.), and bok choy (Brassica
rapa subsp. chinensis). On the other hand, an exploratory marketing study gathered information by surveyed 5 distributors, 6 supermarkets and 8 restaurants, interviewed 8 farmers and visited 40 points of
sales. Preliminary results show that edamame crops
established best in the southern region with significant differences in yield among varieties (p =.001)
compared to the western and center regions that
had no significant differences in yield among varieties. The total yield of oriental eggplants was higher
in the southern region with significant differences
(p=.001) among varieties, compared to the western
and center regions, although there were significant
yield differences among varieties in the center region (p=0.00). Bok choy performed best in the center region compared to crops grown in the western
and southern regions, however yield was higher in
the southern regions with significant differences be-
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tween varieties (p <0.05). The exploratory marketing
study revealed that local small farmers produce up
to 180 lbs per week of bok choy and sales it to the
home boxes delivery marketing systems. Yet, supermarkets and distributors purchase up to 100 boxes
of 30 pounds weekly of bok choy from US. No local
producers were found of edamame and oriental
eggplants, but 17% of points of sales visited, restaurants and supermarket purchase frozen edamame
from the US and China.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA Hatch
Proyect

Nitrogen Rate and Timing for Edamame
Production on Sandy Loam Soils in the
Mid-Atlantic (poster)

Keren Duerksen*, Virginia Tech; Mark Reiter, Virginia Tech and
Bo Zhang,

Abstract: As the world leader of soybean (Glycine
max) production, the United States imports approximately 70% of domestic edamame consumed. Producers and retailers in the United States are interested in capitalizing on new edamame markets to
provide a domestic product. As farmers shift production from oilseed soybean to vegetable soybean,
key management practices will need to be reconsidered. Crop nutrition is a key element to maintaining
healthy, aesthetic plants that will be both productive
for the grower and pleasing to the consumer. Two
differing fertility management programs are being
considered: utilizing current oilseed soybean fertility
programs or applying a fertility program similar to
snap bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), a vegetable legume
with similar development to edamame. This study
was conducted to 1) determine the optimal nitrogen
(N) rate and timing for edamame in the Mid-Atlantic
coastal plain system and 2) ascertain whether sulfur (S) is limiting in this system. A factorial arrangement of N rates (22.4, 44.8, 67.3,and 89.7 kg N ha-1)
were applied with two application timing strategies:
at-planting, and split application of half being applied at-planting and half applied at the R1 development stage. One treatment of 67.3 kg N ha-1 and
22.4 kg S ha-1, both split applied, was implemented
to examine the sulfur impact. A 0-S and 0-N control
treatment was also included. Tissue samples of uppermost fully developed trifoliate leaves, without the
petiole, were collected and analyzed at R1. Measures
of greenness – Soil Plant Analysis Development
(SPAD) and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) – were taken at harvest. Yield was measured
in kg ha-1. Quality of yield was measured by 100
pod weight, beans per pod, and pod dimensions. At

a p-value of 0.05, the treatment of 89.7 kg N ha-1
applied at-planting produced a statistically greater
yield than the other treatments. Further in-field trials are necessary to ascertain the correct nutrition
plan for edamame production in the Mid-Atlantic.
Determining the optimal plant nutrition program
for edamame will ensure sustainability by increasing
yields for producers and maintaining high quality for
consumers.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA National Institute
of Food and Agriculture

Diseases Associated with Edamame Production in the Mid-Atlantic Region (poster)
Xiaoying Li*, Virginia Tech; Jill Pollok, University of Delaware;
Thomas Kuhar, Virginia Tech; Kemper Sutton, Virginia Tech;
Steve Rideout, Virginia Tech and Bo Zhang, Virginia Tech

Abstract: Abstract: Demand in the United States for
edamame or vegetable soybean (Glycine max (L.)
Merr.) has increased over the past two decades and
is the second largest soyfood consumed in the US
(25,000-30,000 tons annually). While domestic edamame production is on the increase, at least 70% of
edamame consumed in the US is imported from China. Fungal disease is one of the main factors limiting
edamame quality and yield in the US. Although foliar, root, and seed soybean diseases have been studied widely, there is little information about diseases
specific to edamame pods in the US. The objective
of this study was to evaluate and identify edamame
pod diseases for the purpose of potentially increasing edamame production in the US. Research trials
were conducted at Virginia Tech’s Eastern Shore Agricultural Research and Extension Center in Painter
in 2018 and 2019 to evaluate advanced edamame
breeding lines developed by Virginia Tech and the
University of Arkansas. The results showed that despite minor levels of foliar diseases, significant pod
disease was noted in certain cultivars, with pod incidence varying from 7% to 62%. Diseased pods exhibited circular, discolored, and sometimes sunken
lesions. Fungi were isolated from the diseased pods
while no bacteria were recovered and pathogenicity was confirmed by fulfilling Koch’s postulates.
The isolates were further morphologically and molecularly identified, using the ITS4/5 primer set and
sequencing extracted DNA. A total of four causal
agents were identified, including Colletotrichum truncatum, a number of Fusarium spp., Phomopsis spp.,
and Cercospora kikuchii. The results contribute towards a better understanding of the diseases on
edamame and provide a scientific basis for effective
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disease management to further increase domestic
edamame production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: The authors declare
that they have no conflict of interests.
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Weed Control & Pest Management
1 (Poster)
Moderator: Rebecca Brown, University of Rhode
Island

Effect of High Tunnels on Populations of
Whiteflies, Aphids and Thrips on Tomatoes in Mississippi (poster)

Ronald Stephenson*, Mississippi State Univ.; Christine H. Coker,
Mississippi State University Coastal Research and Extension Center;
Benedict Posadas, ; Gary Bachman, Mississippi State University Coastal Research and Extension Center; Richard Harkess,
Mississippi State University; John J. Adamczyk, USDA ARS and
Patricia Knight, Mississippi State University Coastal Research and
Extension Center

Abstract: There is increased interest in production
of high-value crops in high tunnels, which have potential to increase productivity by extension of the
growing season. Improved conditions in high tunnels may lead to improved yield and earlier maturity as well as additional production time. This can
be of particular importance for crops where a premium price may be received for off-season production. Tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum L.) are one of
the most important crops produced in high tunnels.
Impact of high tunnels on insect pest populations is
not well understood. Impact of high tunnels on populations of whiteflies, thrips, and aphids in southern
Mississippi were evaluated using a plant washing
procedure on ‘Celebrity’ and ‘Early Girl Bush’ tomatoes grown under field and high tunnel conditions
for spring and fall seasons of two production years.
Data on plant growth and environmental conditions
were collected. High tunnel production resulted in
increased whitefly populations. This increase in population was due to elevated temperatures within the
high tunnels and protection from rainfall. Aphid and
thrips populations were not impacted by high tunnel
production in this study; however, overall population
numbers of these pest taxa were low throughout the
study period. Tomato plant height was greater for
both varieties under high tunnel production as a result of increased temperatures.
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Nanotechnology: Controlling Fire Blight
(Apple), Bacterial Leaf Spot (Peach), and
E.coli in Vitro. (poster)
Naveen Kumar*, University of Maryland Eastern Shore

Abstract: Introduction of nanotechnology (NT) in agriculture is novel and can cause a paradigm shift in
the traditional agriculture system. Promising results
have been observed in different aspects of agriculture production using NT. In the current investigation, we used nanoparticles of zinc (NZO; 10-30 nm)
to manage fire blight (Erwinia amylovora) in apple,
bacterial leaf spot (Xanthomonas campestris pv. pruni)
in peach, and Escherichia coli (E. coli) for food safety
using in vitro conditions. Bacterial strains were cultured in nutrient broth and maintained at different
populations (CFU; colony forming units), followed
by incubation at different concentrations of NZO (5,
10, 15, 20 mM) and common zinc oxide (CZO). Bacterial populations (103 CFU to 108 CFU) of all three
strains declined to zero in all the concentrations of
NZO. However, no such effect was observed for CZO.
These results showed the potential of nanotechnology in management of fire blight, bacterial leaf
spot, and E.coli. We proposed that use of non-toxic
nanoparticles could be used for the management of
plant pathogens.

Automated Laser Scarecrows Reduce Canada Goose Grazing on Turfgrass (poster)
Rebecca Brown*, University of Rhode Island and Rahmatallah
Gheshm, University of Rhode Island

Abstract: Canada geese (Branta canadensis) are grazing animals, and are attracted to expanses of mowed
grass such as golf courses, sod farms, and large
lawns - particularly when the grass swards are close
to ponds or lakes. During the non-breeding season
the geese gather in flocks of hundreds or thousands
of individuals. Canada geese have become a major
problem for sod producers in southern New England
as climate change has decreased snow cover and altered the migratory habits of the geese. During the
winter months the geese congregate on sod fields
and deposit manure. This creates problems with nitrate and phosphate pollution of surface water and
unsightly residue which must be removed from the
grass before sod harvest can resume in the spring.
The geese are protected as migratory waterfowl,
limiting sod producers' options for controlling them.
However, geese are sensitive to moving green (532
nm) laser beams, and will avoid contact with the
light. In 2019 we tested a commercial bird deterrent
laser (Hawk Laser, Flock Free, Lakewood, NJ) on a
sod farm in Slocum, RI. The study site consisted of
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approximately 350 acres (141 ha) of Kentucky bluegrass sod bordered on one side by a string of mill
ponds. A 20-acre (8 ha) section adjacent to one of
the ponds was chosen as the laser-protected area;
this section of the site had been observed to be
heavily used by the gees in previous winters. On 15
Dec 2019 the bird deterrent laser was mounted approximately 15 ft (4.5 m) above the ground. The laser was equipped with a daylight sensor to turn it on
at sunrise and off at sunset, and was connected to
a battery and solar panel. The laser unit is capable
of moving the beam through a user-programmed
series of waypoints with a cycle time of less than 5
minutes. We programmed a pattern covering 270
degrees around the unit and 70 degrees vertically
down from the horizon. Four 600 ft (183 m) transects
were established running from immediately under
the bird deterrent laser out towards the edge of the
protected area. On 15 Feb data were collected by
randomly selecting five points along each transect
and counting all of the goose droppings within a 1 m2
quadrat. For comparison, two other locations within
the study site but outside of the area covered by the
laser were selected based on observed goose activity
during the study period. Transects were established
in each area and data collected as for the laser protected area. Density of goose droppings were compared between the laser protected area and each of
the unprotected areas using two-sample t-test.
The protected area averaged 0.2 goose droppings
per square meter, significantly (P<0.0001) less than
either of the control areas. No effect of distance from
the laser was observed. The control areas averaged
2.5 and 6.95 droppings per square meter. Dropping
densities were significantly different between the
two control areas, with the lower density in the area
closer to the laser protected area. The differences
between the two control sites may have been an effect of the laser, but it may also have been caused by
differences in proximity to a road and a pond. The
extremely low number of goose droppings in the
protected area suggest that the geese avoided the
area for the entire two month study period; these
results are further supported by daily drive-by observations of the geese. These results suggest that
automated laser bird deterrents are an effective way
for sod producers and other turfgrass managers to
prevent geese from grazing on fields during the winter months. The lasers require a minimum of labor
to set up and operate, and will not disturb neighbors
as long as care is taken to not shine the laser beam
into windows or across roadways.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Rhode Island Specialty
Crop Block Grant Program

Herbicide Evaluation in Basil: Collecting
Data to Support Registration of Sulfentrazone on Basil (poster)

Zheng Wang*, University of California Cooperative Extension and
Brandon Narron, Ratto Bros Inc.

Abstract: Culinary herb growers, like basil growers,
are affected by a limited number of herbicides, resulting in tremendous cultivation and manual weed
removal. Therefore, screening existing pre-emergent
herbicides and collecting their performance on weed
suppression will help support their registration, offering basil growers more choices for chemical weed
control and reducing labor cost for manual weeding. In 2019, two separate field trials were conducted with funding support from Western Region IR-4
on commercial fields of Ratto Bros Inc. at Modesto,
California to evaluate the performance of Zeus XC
(39.6% Sulfentrazone as the active ingredient) on basil field weed control and productivity. Four basil varieties ‘Passion’, ‘Obsession’, ‘Devotion’, and ‘Helena’
were double-row seeded on a 1-m wide bed on April
12 (Trial 1) and May 7 (Trial 2), respectively. Zeus XC
was soil sprayed a day after seeding at three rates
(0.29, 0.44, and 0.58 L/ha). Devrinol 50-DF was applied at 2.8 kg/ha as the grower’s standard practice.
Therefore, for each basil variety, the study was a randomized complete block design with four herbicide
rates and one herbicide-free positive control plot.
The herbicide-free plots received hand weeding to
maintain productivity. Starting at day 7 after seeding,
a total area of 0.74 m2 was framed and pictured from
each treatment within a block at a weekly basis until
day 70 and day 63 for Trial 1 and 2. The purpose is
to evaluate weed and crop injury in each treatment
over the growth period. Both trials were hand harvested on June 28 and July 12, 2019, respectively.
Leaf injury and basil growth inhibition due to different application rates varied between trials. In Trial 1,
no significant leaf injury was detected, and germination was not affected by the herbicides. However, in
Trial 2, leaf stunting and the inhibition of basil germination and following growth were observed in plots
sprayed with Zeus XC at each rate. Overall, both herbicides gave their efficacy on controlling weeds for
the first month after seeding. For Zeus XC, we did not
see enhanced weed control effects at higher rates.
For leaf biomass, plots sprayed under a higher rate
did not necessarily increase the total leaf biomass,
instead, leaf biomass was significantly lowered when
Zeus XC was sprayed at a higher rate compared to
the herbicide-free plots. In 2020, the study will be repeated by altering some treatments. The whole set
of results will be reported at the conference.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: IR-4
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Controlling Liverwort (Marchantia polymorpha) in Ornamental Crop Production:
A Potential Research Area (poster)
Manjot Kaur Sidhu*, Michigan state University

Abstract: Liverwort (Marchantia polymorpha) is one
of the major weed problems in the ornamental crop
production system in nurseries and greenhouses. It
thrives well in propagation and container production environments such as low UV radiation, high
humidity, high soil moisture, low temperatures (17
to 22°C), and high fertility. It competes with ornamental plants for soil, nutrients, water, space, and
air within the containers. Liverwort mat can prevent
irrigation water and fertilization from reaching the
root zone of the ornamental crop and can repel water when dry. As a result, there is a decrease in the
quality, aesthetic and market value of the ornamental plants. Improvement in liverwort control can help
the nursery growers and greenhouse operators to
increase their profitability and can improve the United States’ billion dollars ornamental and floriculture
industry. An extensive literature review was done on
current practices of liverwort control which showed
that flumioxazin is the only synthetic herbicide that
has been labeled for liverwort chemical control. For
non-chemical control, rice hull mulch at a depth
of one inch has shown some suppression in liverwort growth. The effect of synthetic herbicides can
vary due to different environmental conditions and
growth stages of liverwort. Developing non-chemical methods of liverwort control is also important
because there is a limitation in applying pre-emergent herbicides inside greenhouse structures with
potential injury to the ornamentals. Moreover, hand
weeding is difficult as liverwort forms mats on soil
surface and requires removal of an inch of the substrate from each container and then refilling them
again with the substrate, which is extremely laborious, time-consuming, and expensive. Currently,
there is no true successful method of liverwort control that can be applied to both greenhouses and
nurseries. There are significant knowledge gaps for
both chemical and non-chemical liverwort control
in nurseries and greenhouses which have led to the
development of this doctoral research proposal. The
objectives of this research proposal are: Evaluating
the impact of organic mulch materials on pre-emergent liverwort control and phytotoxic effect on container-grown ornamentals; Determining efficacy of
synthetic and organic herbicides on different growth
stages of liverwort; Determining the impact of different fertilizer placements on pre-emergent liverwort
control and phytotoxic effect on ornamentals; Evaluating allelopathic effects of different organic mulch
materials on liverwort control. This doctoral reI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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search proposal aims to develop an effective and environment-friendly method for controlling liverwort
in ornamental crop production. Liverwort (Marchantia polymorpha) is one of the major weed problems
in ornamental crop production system in nurseries
and greenhouses. It thrives well in propagation and
container production environments such as low UV
radiation, high humidity and soil moisture, low temperatures (17 to 22°C), and high fertility. It competes
with ornamental plants for soil, nutrients, water,
space, and air within the containers. Liverwort mat
can prevent irrigation water and fertilization from
reaching the root zone of the ornamental crop and
can repel water when dry. As a result, there is decrease in the quality, aesthetic and market value of
the ornamental plants. During asexual reproduction,
gemmae (produced in gemma cup) are released to
the immediate area when splashed by water from
rain or irrigation. Each gemma can form 1-2 clonal
plants after contact with moist substrate. Liverwort
can also propagate by fragmentation and by sexual reproduction. Flumioxazin is one of the synthetic
herbicides that has been labeled for liverwort control. The effect of synthetic herbicides can vary due
to different environmental conditions and growth
stages of liverwort. Developing non-chemical methods of liverwort control is also important because
there is limitation in applying preemergent herbicides inside greenhouse structures with potential
injury to the ornamentals. Moreover, hand weeding
is difficult as liverwort forms mats on soil surface in
the containers and requires removal of an inch of
the substrate from each container and then refilling
them again with substrate, which is extremely laborious, time-consuming, and expensive. Currently there
is no true successful method of liverwort control that
can be applied to greenhouses and nurseries. Hence
this research project will focus on both chemical and
non-chemical methods of control. The main objectives of this research are: Evaluating the impact of
organic mulch materials on preemergent liverwort
control and phytotoxic effect on container-grown
ornamentals; Determining efficacy of synthetic and
organic herbicides on different growth stages of liverwort; Determining the impact of different fertilizer
placements on preemergent liverwort control and
phytotoxic effect on ornamentals; Evaluating allelopathic effects of different organic mulch materials
on liverwort control.

Evaluating Four Mulching Methods for
Weed Suppression and Yield of Minimum-till Watermelon in a Low-Input Tropical Agroecosystem (poster)
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Stuart A. Weiss*, University of the Virgin Islands; David A. Hensley, ; Jessica Ewer, University of the Virgin Islands and Michael
Hurak, University of the Virgin Islands

Yuvraj Khamare*, University of Florida; Chris Marble, University of Florida and Annette Chandler, University of Florida/IFAS
Mid-Florida Research and Education Center

Abstract: Woody debris deposited across the Virgin Islands in the aftermath of Hurricanes Irma and
Maria in 2017 created an opportunity to recycle the
material as a mulch in agriculture production. Simultaneously, large, historically uncommon blooms of
Sargassum spp. have entered Virgin Islands waters
due to climatic changes and land-use change in the
Amazon River basin. This seaweed washes ashore
and becomes a nuisance on beaches, but also presents an opportunity for use as a mulch in local agriculture. Weeds are often managed by tropical smallholders through intensive tillage, due to high labor
costs for hand weeding and high economic and ecological costs of herbicides. Full-till systems, however,
are vulnerable to soil degradation, especially in tropical regions such as the Caribbean which are subject
to long dry periods, and sudden, large rainfall events
that result in erosion and runoff. Tropical soils also
degrade easily, losing stored carbon and soil nutrients when tilled. By contrast, mulching for weed control in a minimum-till system represents an important alternative for tropical smallholder production.
Like any other input, however, the cost of mulch is a
primary concern for smallholders, forming the rationale to test nuisance by-products (hurricane wood
chips and sargassum seaweed) as potential mulches. Our study evaluated four mulching treatments by
watermelon size, weight, and vegetative growth as
well as weed suppression and mulch nutrient composition. The wood mulch derived from hurricane
debris and sargassum seaweed mulch were evaluated along with standard hay mulch and plastic landscaping fabric. These mulching systems were also
compared with full-tilled and no-till non-mulched
controls. Results indicate effectiveness of all four
mulches at weed suppression over the no-till and
tilled controls. Overall melon yield was equivalent in
all treatments. Nutrient analysis showed that sargassum could make potentially significant contributions
of potassium, sulfur, magnesium, calcium, boron,
and sodium to soils as the mulch degrades. Overall our results show the effectiveness of the readily
available wood mulch and seaweed mulch at weed
suppression and production in the tropical agroecosystems of the Caribbean, as well other traditional
mulches compared to non-mulched controls.

Abstract: Nursery crops are grown in inert materials
such as pinebark, peat, sand, and various other components. These materials contain few available nutrients and slow release fertilizers are incorporated to
add the nutrients. Strategic fertilizer placement has
the potential to be used as a weed control method
in container grown crops. The objective of this study
was to determine the effect of alternative fertilizer
placement on the growth of eclipta (Eclipta prostrata) and its ability to compete with container grown
ligustrum (Ligustrum lucidum) and boxwood (Buxus
microphylla) plants. Nursery containers (3.8L) were
filled with a pinebark substrate and 35g of fertilizer
was added via topdressing and subdressing. For containers that were subdressed, the bottom portion of
the container was filled either 2.5, 5, or 7.5 cm from
the top with pine bark substrate, fertilizer was added, and then the remaining portion of the pot was
filled with pinebark. Topdressing was accomplished
by placing the entire allotment of fertilizer on the
substrate surface. This resulted in containers with
fertilizer being placed at depths of 0, 2.5, 5, or 7.5 cm
from the substrate surface. The study indicated that
subdressing at a depth of 7.5 cm resulted in a greater
than 50% decrease in eclipta growth in comparison
with a topdress fertilizer placement, but subdressing
at 2.5 or 5 cm did not decrease eclipta growth. Averaged overall fertilizer treatments, eclipta reduced
growth of boxwood by 13% and ligustrum by 16%
in just 12-week period. Comparing the foliar nitrogen concentration, there was a decrease of 17% in
boxwood with eclipta in comparison to boxwood on
its own and greater than 33% in ligustrum with eclipta in comparison to ligustrum on its own. Growth
of ligustrum and boxwood were similar in containers that were subdressed at 2.5 or 5 cm, but growth
decreased when containers were subdressed at a
depth of 7.5 cm. Overall, results show that subdressing could be an effective weed management strategy, but in order to prevent delays in production time,
subdressing depth needs to be based on initial liner
size.

Effect of Alternative Fertilizer Placement
on Weed Growth and Its Competition Influence on Container Grown Crops (poster)

Stratified Substrates and Strategic Fertilizer Placement As a Weed Management
Tool in Container Nursery Crops (poster)

Chris Marble*, University of Florida and Yuvraj Khamare, University of Florida

Abstract: Weed management in container nursery
production is often a significant expense due to limited herbicide options and the need for frequent
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hand weeding. While preemergence herbicides are
the most cost-effective approach, many ornamental species are notoriously sensitive to over-the-top
herbicide applications, creating a need for alternative weed control methods. The objective of this
research was to evaluate two potential alternative
methods of weed management including stratifying
substrates and strategic fertilizer placement. In a
stratified substrate, each container is filled with pine
bark screened to two different particle sizes to better
control moisture distribution within a pot, leading to
lower water holding capacity on the substrate surface to limit weed seedling growth/germination and
greater capacity near ornamental roots. Strategic
fertilizer placement could be accomplished through
dibbling, subdressing, or by incorporating fertilizer
into only the bottom portion of a container to limit
the access of weed seedlings to nutrients. This experiment evaluated stratified substrates (pine bark)
and different methods of fertilizer incorporation.
Treatments included pine bark screened to 0.95, 1.3,
or 1.9 with controlled release fertilizer (Osmocote 1751-11, 8-9 mo.) incorporated throughout substrate,
and pine bark screened to 1.3 or 1.9 and applied at
depths of 5 cm or 7.6 cm on top of a 0.95 cm pine
bark with fertilizer incorporated into only the 0.95
cm bark. This resulted in three treatments with containers having incorporated fertilizer throughout,
and four treatments with an unfertilized layer on the
top (either 5 or 7.5 cm) of another substrate. In all
cases, the same fertility rate (35 g pot-1) was used,
only placement differed. An additional treatment
was a 1.9 cm pine bark that was further screened
to remove fines and placed at a 5 cm depth on top
of the 0.95 cm pinebark with incorporated fertilizer.
The day after filling pots, 25 bittercress (Cardamine
flexuosa) were surface sown and pots placed under
overhead irrigation. Data collected included weed
counts at 4 and 10 weeks after treatment and shoot
dry weights at trial conclusion. Data showed a significant reduction (44 to 47%) in bittercress germination
in substrates with larger particle sizes (1.3 to 1.9 cm).
Additionally, biomass was significantly reduced (20
to 30%) in all treatments having a non-fertilized layer on the container surface. Overall, results indicate
that stratifying substrates could be implemented
to reduce bittercress germination and growth and
serve as part of an integrated weed management
program in container nursery production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Floriculture and Nursery
Research Initiative

Soil Water Depletion, Water-Use Efficien-
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cy, and Yield of Pumpkin As Affected By
Organic Weed Control Treatments (poster)

Ved Parkash*, Texas Tech University; Rupinder Saini, Texas Tech
University and Manpreet Singh, Texas Tech University

Abstract: Pumpkin is a high value crop with high productivity and nutritive value. Demand for organically
produced pumpkins is increasing. Ineffective weed
control is a major constraint for organic pumpkin
production. Weeds compete for water with the main
crop, and reduce crop productivity and water-use efficiency (WUE). A field experiment was conducted in
summer of 2019 at Quaker Research Farm of Texas
Tech University, Lubbock, TX to determine the effect
of two different rates of each of two post-emergent
organic herbicides on weed control, soil water depletion, water-use efficiency, and yield of pumpkin.
Treatments (1) Unweeded control (no herbicide), (2)
Weed Zap 5%, (3) Weed Zap 10%, (4) Axxe 13%, and
(5) Axxe 15% were replicated four times in a randomized complete block design. Weed control was
highest in Axxe 15% (92.3%) followed by Axxe 13%
(91.8%), Weed Zap 10% (49.1%) and Weed Zap 5%
(47%) compared to unweeded control. Weed density after the application of herbicide treatments was
significantly lower in each herbicide treatment compared to unweeded control. It was significantly lower in Axxe treatments compared to Weed Zap treatments; however, it was not significantly different
between the two rates for each herbicide. Soil water
content increased by 7 mm in Axxe 13%, 10 mm in
Axxe 15%, 14 mm in Weed Zap 5%, 13 mm in Weed
Zap 10 and 29 mm in control at harvest compared
to initial soil water content. Total evapotranspiration
(crop ET + weed ET) was 502 mm in Axxe 15%, 504
mm in Axxe 13%, 498 mm in Weed Zap 10%, 498 mm
in Weed Zap 5% and 483 mm in control. The highest
pumpkin yield and WUE was recorded with Axxe 15%,
followed by Axxe 13%, Weed Zap 10%, Weed Zap 5%,
and control, respectively. Even though total evapotranspiration was not considerably different among
treatments, but yield was considerably different.
Hence, these results prove that in high weed density
plots, weeds were using more water resulting in less
availability of water for main crop resulting in decline
in yield and WUE of main crop in high weed density
plots. Therefore, the adoption of effective weed control practices can help in increasing WUE in pumpkin
crop. In conclusion, Axxe herbicide at its lower rate
can be recommended for effective weed control and
to get higher yield and WUE in pumpkin.
1:00 PM – 3:00 PM

Workshop: Hemp is Here: Reports
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from a Growing Body of Hemp Research
Coordinators: Scott Lukas, Oregon State University,
HAREC and Zach Brym, University of Florida
Moderator: Scott Lukas, Oregon State University,
HAREC
Description: The hemp research and extension professional interest group is happy to be organizing
the first annual hemp special session. This session
aims to provide a forum to share recent advances,
challenges, and future directions in the research and
outreach of this swiftly expanding crop. In this session, presenters from across the nation will share
their work on a wide array of hemp research topics,
from genomic assessments to agronomic recommendations. This session will also provide a forum
for ASHS members to network and develop future
cooperative efforts.

1:00 PM Development, Growth and Yield of
a Diversity of Hemp Planted in a Southern
Latitude
Zach Brym*, University of Florida

Abstract: Industrial hemp trials were initiated in
spring 2019 at the University of Florida Institute of
Food and Agricultural Sciences Tropical Research
and Education Center (TREC) located in Homestead,
Florida (25.4687° N, 80.5007° W). A direct seeded
variety trial and planting date trial were carried out
simultaneously throughout the season. Measurements were taken to assess plant performance, including flowering date, cannabinoid concentration,
stand establishment, and yield.
Varietal differences were found over the course of
the single growing season in terms of plant development, growth, and yield. Preliminary results do not
point to a clearly superior variety that is well adapted for South Florida, is sufficiently productive, and
meets legal requirements for industrial hemp. Several varieties showed promise for future trials and
breeding efforts. Differences among varieties were
largely driven by flowering behavior. The total THC
concentration of some, but not all, varieties exceeded 0.3%, the current legal definition for industrial
hemp. Top performing varieties generally did better
when planted in May before the hot rainy season.
Several varieties had competitive or exceptional
yield compared to commercial targets for fiber or
grain harvest.

1:20 PM Genotypic and Phenotypic Char-

acterization of Hemp for Grain and Fiber
Production

Lawrence B Smart*; Craig H. Carlson; George M.
Stack; Jacob Toth and Jamie Crawford, Cornell University

Abstract: While still regulated at both state and federal levels, the cultivation of hemp is becoming normalized as a field crop for grain and fiber and as a
specialty crop for essential oil extracts and specialty
food applications. Since hemp breeding in the US for
grain and fiber began in only the last few years, pioneer adopters must rely on cultivars that were bred
and selected in other environments, mainly central
Europe, Saskatchewan and Ontario Canada, and
southern China. Using genotyping-by-sequencing to
generate whole genome SNP markers, there are clear
genetic distinctions among Chinese fiber cultivars,
North American feral cultivars, Italian fiber cultivars,
and European grain/fiber cultivars. Combined with a
knowledge of heterozygosity and monoecious/dioecious phenotypes, we can formulate breeding strategies that capitalize on this genetic diversity in the
development of new cultivars adapted to target US
environments. The Cornell hemp research team has
conducted field trials of grain and fiber hemp cultivars for three seasons, with a fourth underway, and
is providing unbiased performance results to growers eager to choose the best adapted cultivars. We
are also using these data on the variation in grain
quality, flowering time, and disease resistance phenotypes to guide our breeding for high protein grain
cultivars and late flowering fiber cultivars. Results
from multi-year trials suggest that yield potentials of
2,000 pounds of grain and 8,000 pounds of fiber per
acre are realistic.

1:40 PM Irrigation Criteria to Produce Cannabinol from Hemp
Clinton C. Shock*, Oregon State University

Abstract: Hemp (Cannabis sativa) grown for cannabinol (CBD) is a relatively new and rapidly expanding
crop. The irrigation criteria requirements to maximize hemp bud yield and cannabinoid contents
have not been established. Many new growers have
adopted drip irrigation for hemp production. In
2018 we observed hemp production yield losses in
Oregon from both excessive and insufficient irrigation. In 2019 we evaluated four progressively drier
irrigation onset criteria for drip-irrigated hemp with
4 replicates. Irrigations were initiated automatically when the soil water tension reached 20 kPa, 40
kPa, 40 kPa increased to 70 kPa in mid-August, and
70 kPa. Soil water tension was measured with 8 Watermark soil moisture sensors (Irrometer Co., River-
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side, CA) installed 8 inches deep in each treatment.
A single plant of ‘Medicine Woman’ hemp with 17.9
% CBD in 2018 was increased clonally to over 1000
plants. The rooted cuttings were planted 3 ft apart
along Netafim drip tapes placed 7.5 feet apart (1,936
plants per acre) at Ontario, Oregon. Water use, plant
heights, nutrient status, nutrient uptake, and bud
cannabinoid content were measured over time. Bud
yield and cannabinoid content results at harvest
were used to estimate water use efficiency for cannabinol production. The wettest irrigation criteria
(irrigation at 20 kPa) had low bud yield (2625 lb per
acre) and cannabinol yield (440 lb per acre) and the
greatest water application (27.0 inches). In contrast,
the driest irrigation onset treatment (70 kPa) yielded
3102 lb of bud per acre and 558 lb of cannabinoid
per acre with the application of 13.3 inches of water.
The intermediate irrigation treatments had intermediate water use and no advantage in cannabinoid
productivity.

2:00 PM Evaluation of Pre-Plant Recommendations, Drip Irrigation Fertility Programs and Observations of Conventional
and Organic Nutrient Recipes
Krystal Snyder*, Penn State

2:20 PM Organic Fertility Management of
Dual-Purpose Hemp in Colorado Agroecosystems

Brian A. Mitchell*, Colorado State University and Mark
Edward Uchanski, New Mexico State University
Abstract: The Hemp Farming Act of 2018 legalized
hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) cultivation in all states and
tribal lands in the United States. As a result, many
people are entering agriculture for the first time to
cultivate hemp, which holds promise as an alternative crop in agroecosystems across the country. Universities and other institutions have an opportunity
to serve these new stakeholders through outreach
and education, providing science-based guidance to
inform production, processing, and generally help
educate the public about hemp. It is crucial for agricultural scientists to identify and pursue research
priorities for this reemerging crop in support of
farmers, greenhouse growers, and others. In Colorado, this means understanding water and fertilizer
requirements for hemp in the semi-arid climate. Colorado State University (CSU) has been an innovator
in hemp research, studying agricultural production
systems, phytoremediation potential, hemp entomology, and more. Currently, our research group is
investigating approaches to produce high-quality,
certified organic dual-purpose hemp. High-quality
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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organic grain for human consumption is the primary product of this production system; growing hemp
to maturity leads to lower-quality fiber outputs. In
2019, we evaluated fertilizers and different application methods appropriate for organic systems. Three
hemp cultivars (Helena, NWG Elite, and X-59) were
grown at CSU’s organic research farm in Fort Collins,
Colorado. Two projects in randomized completed
block designs, with split plots, were planted at two
common plant populations for dual purpose production. Fertilizer analyses were as follows: a) 13-0-0 pelletized composite meal, b) 5-3-2 poultry litter, c) custom-blended 15-15-0 granular meal, d) 0-11-0 guano
foliar spray, and f) 4-4-0.5 fish fertilizer. In one treatment, a soil microbial biostimulant that solubilizes
phosphorus was added to the fertilizer plan. Fertilizers were used alone, in combination, and at different
rates to formulate seven treatments to compare to
unfertilized control plots. Data collected in the first
year of the study included stand count, canopy cover, total biomass production, and yield and quality of
the grain and fiber. Early results demonstrate a clear
need for adequate and well-timed fertilizer to ensure
profitable grain yields. Further, cultivar selection had
a significant impact on organic grain yields, crude
protein content of the hemp grain (P = .04422), and
total biomass production. Research trials will continue to explore organic hemp production in 2020.

2:40 PM Testing Uncharted Waters: A Season-Long Evaluation of High-Cannabinoid
Hemp
George M. Stack*, Cornell University

Abstract: In recent years, hemp (Cannabis sativa L.)
has emerged as a promising crop due to its multitude of uses and suitability to grow across the United States. Much of the interest in hemp is focused
on cannabinoids, a class of compounds produced
primarily in the glandular trichomes of female inflorescences. We characterized the cannabinoid profile
of 30 high-cannabinoid hemp cultivars at multiple
sites in New York State. Over the course of floral
maturation, we collected a time-series of regulatory-style samples to model cannabinoid accumulation. We also collected post-harvest samples from
the stripped floral biomass to calculate cannabinoid
yield. In addition to collecting cannabinoid data, we
measured growth rate, flowering time, and plot uniformity. Many available seed-propagated cultivars
still segregate for important traits like chemotype
and flowering time, the primary factors contributing to THC accumulation. Chemotype III (high-CBD)
plants accumulated CBD and THC at a consistent ratio. Cultivar played a significant role in the rate of ac-
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cumulation of cannabinoids. Most cultivars showed
variation among sites in total cannabinoids and cannabinoid yield.
1:45 PM – 3:15 PM

Workshop: How to Stay on Top of an
Ever-Changing Marketplace
Coordinator: Julie Campbell, University of Georgia
Moderator: Julie Campbell, University of Georgia
Description: Consumer demand and production
practices associated with sustainable products and
business practices continue to rapidly change. As
consumers and producers continue to evolve, it is essential for industry stakeholders to understand the
impact of these changes on the marketplace. Consumer issues include the impact of plant diseases on
purchasing, role of GMO on consumer preferences,
and willingness to pay for varying environmental
labeling. With respect to production, producers are
modifying their crop mixes in order to improve profitability as well as trying to understand the regulatory framework that govern the marketplace. However, communication of many products and practices
is languishing. It is imperative to both study and
communicate how issues currently impacting the
marketplace can impact consumers, producers, policymakers, and industry stakeholders. This workshop
will explore varying facets of the marketplace from
a producer and consumer standpoint. Specifically,
consumer preferences and willingness to pay for neonicotinoid labeling, consumer preferences for GMO
labeling, and the impact of plant disease on plant
purchasing. Furthermore, we will explore producer
perceptions of current environmental regulations
and producer adoption of value-added technologies.
This workshop offers a diverse mix of topics that are
currently facing the horticultural industry. The papers should promote discussion amongst wide ranging groups within the horticultural industry

1:45 PM Value-Added Technologies in the
Specialty Crop Industry: Exploring Farmers’ Drivers and Technology Impacts on
Economic Performance
Orlando Rodriguez*, Purdue University

2:00 PM Assessing the Relationship between Consumers’ Knowledge of Genetic
Modification and Valuation for Plants Free
of Genetic Modification
Alicia Rihn*, University of Florida

2:15 PM Investigating Consumer Preferences for Production Process Labeling
Using Visual Attention Data
Xuan Wei*, University of Florida

2:30 PM Horticultural Producers Views on
Environmental Regulations

Ben Campbell and Julie Campbell, University of Georgia

2:45 PM Consumer Knowledge and Awareness of Boxwood Blight
Julie Campbell*, University of Georgia

3:00 PM Panel Discussion
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM

Plant Biotechnology 1
Moderator: Chris Barbey, University of Florida

1:45 PM Early Flowering through Biotechnology for Accelerated Citrus Breeding
Ed Stover*, U.S. Department of Agriculture; Timothy
McNellis, Penn State University and Gloria Moore,
University of Florida

Abstract: The Citrus genepool offers a wealth of desirable traits for introgression into market phenotypes. Breeding progress has been hampered by
the long juvenility period for most citrus, often requiring seven or more years to flower following seed
germination. Transgenic overexpression of flowering related genes, or for some genes knockdowns,
have been reported to provide rapid transition into
flowering in several perennial species. Because this
would be invaluable, we have devoted considerable
effort into using such approaches in citrus. Early on,
we succeeded in getting very early flowering from
overexpression of CsFT3, a Citrus sinensis Flowering
Locus T gene. Flowering from newly regenerated
transgenic shoots in-vitro suggested success, but
we could never recover flowering transgenic plants
ex-vitro, despite use of various strategies. Our assumption was that CsFT3 expression at high levels
was deleterious to plants, and transgenic cells were
rapidly lost. Several methods were used unsuccessfully to strategically weaken expression of CsFT3.
Serendipitously, one of us (TM) translationally fused
a small antibody to Poncirus FT (PtFT) and succeeded in getting early citrus flowering ex-vitro from expression of PtFT-scFv. Presuming that the fusion had
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weakened the FT response, we translationally fused
PtFT to another protein in a vector that has been
very effective in citrus. This FT-Mcherry has proven even more useful than FT-scFv, with transgenics
flowering almost continuously and providing viable
pollen. FT-Mcherry Carrizo has been used as a pollen
parent in crosses and some resulting seedlings have
shown early flowering. A plan is being developed to
introgress diversity from a menu of citrus relatives
into market phenotypes, providing populations for
future breeding efforts. We estimate that this tool
should permit 100 years of conventional breeding in
15 to 18 years, with non-transgenic plants selected at
the final phase.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Citrus Research and
Development Foundation and Citrus Research Board

2:00 PM Knockout or Silencing of the NPR3
Homolog Enhances Pathogenesis-Related
Gene 1 (PR1) Expression in Citrus

Manjul Dutt*; Sameena E. Tanwir; Lamiaa M. Mahmoud; Jude W. Grosser and Zhonglin Mou, University
of Florida
Abstract: Systemic acquired resistance (SAR) is a
plant-specific immune response that is induced
by an initial localized pathogen attack and confers
whole-plant immunity against subsequent infections
by a broad-spectrum of pathogens. Several PATHOGENESIS-RELATED (PR) proteins including PR1 are
hallmarks of SAR and are believed to directly participate in resistance against pathogens. The NPR1 gene
is a key regulator of SAR and controls the expression
of PR genes. The NPR1 paralog, NPR3, negatively regulates SAR partially by governing proteasome-mediated degradation of the NPR1 protein. The objective
of this study is to enhance immunity in citrus trees
through elevating the expression of PR genes. We
induced post-transcriptional gene silencing of the
NPR3 homolog in Citrus sinensis (CsNPR3) using RNAi
and also edited the CsNPR3 genomic DNA using CRISPR/Cas9. Seven RNAi and 31 putative CRISPR edited
‘Hamlin’ sweet orange transgenic lines were produced. Sanger sequencing identified deletions in the
CsNPR3 gene in 21% of the CRISPR lines. qPCR analysis of the citrus PR1 gene revealed that three RNAi
lines and all the CRISPR edited lines exhibited significantly higher basal levels of PR1 than the wild type
in which the background PR1 expression was minimal. Our results confirm that CsNPR3 represses the
expression of PR genes and suggest that either RNAi
or CRISPR could be a viable technique for production
of disease resistant citrus trees through modulating
the expression of negative regulators of SAR.
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2:15 PM Safeguarding Strawberry (Fragaria
L.) Genetic Resources

Maria Jenderek*, USDA ARS CARR; Elise Staats, PAGRPU, NLGRP, USDA-ARS and Kim E Hummer, US Department of Agriculture
Abstract: In 2018, the US produced over 1.4 billion
pounds of strawberry, valued nearly $3.5 billion. The
USDA National Plant Germplasm System maintains
over 2000 strawberry (Fragaria spp.) accessions in
46 taxa for breeding, research and educational purposes at the Corvallis, OR site. Plants of the genetic
resources are kept in a greenhouse or under plastic
covers where they are exposed to various stressors
that could contribute to the loss of the resources. To
secure the Fragaria core collection, selected accessions were preserved in liquid nitrogen (LN; -196oC)
at the USDA, National Laboratory for Preservation of
Genetic Resources, Fort Collins, CO. The preservation method involved excision of <2 mm shoot tips
from aseptic, cold acclimated culture, soaking in a
loading solution (MS+2.0 M glycerol+0.4 M sucrose;
20 min), dehydration in PVS2 [(75.0 g glycerol, 33.8
mL ethylene glycol, 34.1 mL DMSO, 34.25 g sucrose,
1.1 g MS vit) L-1] and plunging into LN 50 min later. After at least 24 h, the LN exposed and rewarmed cuttings were plated on a MS medium with vitamins, BA,
sucrose and PVP [(4.43 g, 0.4 mg, 25.0 g, 1.0 g)/L-1 respectively]. The viability (number of propagules that
developed small leaves and a shoot) was evaluated
4-6 weeks later. The project cryopreserved 276 genotypes (with 40 to 100% viability) that are stored in
a secure vault for future use. Most of the preserved
strawberry accessions belong to F. x ananasa (175), F.
chiloensis (45) and F. virginiana (21).

2:30 PM Molecular Characterization of
Caneberries, Strawberries, Pear, Mint and
Hops at the Corvallis Genebank
Nahla Bassil*1; Jason D. Zurn1; Kim E Hummer2;
Michael A. Hardigan3; Steven J. Knapp3; Sara Montanari4; Joseph Postman5; Margaret Worthington6;
John R. Clark6; Hamid Ashrafi7; Rishi Aryal8; Michael
Dossett9; Chad E. Finn10; Mandie Driskill1; Christina Mulch11; Kelly J. Vining11; Ryan Rapp12; Cherie
Ochsenfeld12; Xiaoyu Zhang12; Tom Poorten12 and
Gina Pham12, (1)USDA-ARS NCGR, (2)US Department
of Agriculture, (3)University of California, Davis, (4)University of California, (5)USDA-ARS-NCGR, (6)University
of Arkansas, (7)NC State University, (8)North Carolina
State University, (9)B.C. Blueberry Council (in partnership with Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada), Pacific
Agri-Food Research Centre, (10)USDA-ARS HCRU, (11)
Oregon State University, (12)Pairwise Plants
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Abstract: The USDA-ARS National Clonal Germplasm
Repository (NCGR) in Corvallis, Oregon, was dedicated in 1981 to preserve genetic resources of temperate clonal crops. The collections are comprised of
13,007 accessions representing 73 genera, including
Fragaria, Rubus, Pyrus, Mentha, and Humulus. Fingerprinting panels of multiplexed, long–core simple sequence repeats (SSRs) are typically used for identity
confirmation and genebank management in blackberry, strawberry, pear, mint, and hops. Recent advancements in genomic resources and technologies
for these genera are currently being applied at the
NCGR to better characterize each collection. The objective of this presentation is to provide an overview
of our current efforts in molecular characterization
of these valuable resources. A 50 K Axiom array that
shares single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with
the IStraw35 K was recently developed for strawberries. The 534 F. ×ananassa accessions were genotyped to assess diversity and establish two core
collections. The pear collection was genotyped with
the 70 K Axiom array, which resulted in identification
of 54 sets of previously unknown duplicates, and in
inferred parentage in heritage cultivars. The sources
of primocane fruiting and thornlessness in eastern
blackberries are being sequenced, and 30× sequence
coverage was generated from 620 Rubus accessions
in a private-public collaboration with Pairwise, the
USDA, North Carolina State University, Cornell and
University of Arkansas for genome wide association
study (GWAS) analysis. In red and black raspberries,
a rhAMPSeq panel of 1,000 SNP and SSR targets is
being developed for identity confirmation. Additionally, we are focusing on fine-mapping aphid resistance from three black raspberry sources, and we
continue to use one high-resolution melting marker annually to identify aphid resistant seedlings in
the USDA-Corvallis breeding program. As described,
molecular characterization of genetic resources at
the NCGR is a collaborative effort with breeders, researchers, and stakeholders and utilizes numerous
genomic techniques to enable better characterization and utilization of the collections.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA ARS, USDA-NIFA-SCRI

2:45 PM Chloroplast Plays a Major Role to
Citrus Canker Resistance in Grapefruit
Cybrids

Ahmad A. Omar*; Mayara M. Murata; Christine
Chase; James H. Graham and Jude W. Grosser, University of Florida
Abstract: Cybrid production, a somatic hybridization
approach that combines the organelle and nuclear

genomes from different species, is a potentially valuable method used for improvement of various crops
including Citrus species. Furthermore, this technology is considered a non-GMO biotechnology strategy. Host resistance is the most desirable strategy
for control of citrus canker, a disease caused by a
gram-negative bacterium Xanthomonas citri subsp.
citri (Xcc). However, no resistant commercial citrus
cultivar has been identified. By using a cybridization
approach, several grapefruit cybrids were created
by protoplast fusion of embryogenic suspension culture-derived protoplasts of citrus canker resistant
‘Meiwa’ kumquat (Citrus japonica Thunb), with mesophyll-derived protoplasts of three susceptible grapefruit (Citrus paradisi Macfad.) cultivars ‘Marsh’, ‘Flame’
and ‘N11-11’ somaclone of ‘Ruby Red.’ The produced
grapefruit cybrids were morphologically equivalent
to standard grapefruit from all three combinations.
EST-SSR marker analysis confirmed that the nuclear
genome in all the generated cybrids came from the
grapefruit parent. Cybridization was confirmed using
eight different organelle markers, four mitochondrial
(mt) introns, and four chloroplast (cp) DNA regions.
The organelle markers revealed that there are cybrids with grapefruit nucleus, kumquat mitochondria
and kumquat chloroplasts and cybrids with grapefruit nucleus, kumquat mitochondria and grapefruit
chloroplasts. These cybrids showed a range of citrus
canker response, but all cybrids with kumquat chloroplasts had a significantly lower number of lesions
and lower Xcc populations than the grapefruit controls. Cybrids with grapefruit chloroplasts had a significantly higher number of lesions than those with
kumquat chloroplasts. To understand the role of
chloroplasts in the cybrid disease defense, quantitative PCR was performed on both cybrid types and
their parents to examine changes in gene expression
during Xcc infection. The results revealed chloroplast influences on nuclear gene expression. These
cybrids have the potential to enhance citrus canker
resistance in commercial grapefruit orchards. They
also serve as models for understanding the contribution of chloroplasts to plant disease response.

3:00 PM Q&A - Plant Biotechnology 1 - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM

Pomology 2
Moderator: Esmaeil Fallahi, University of Idaho Parma Research and Extension Center
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1:45 PM Reducing Crop Load Increases
Cumulative Yields and Decreases Yield
Bienniality in High-Tannin Cider Apple Cultivars

David L. Zakalik*; Michael G. Brown; Craig J. Kahlke
and Gregory Michael Peck, Cornell University

Abstract: We hand-thinned seven high-tannin cider
apple cultivars (M. ×domestica Borkh.) to target crop
densities (0, 3, 6, and 9) for three consecutive years,
or left trees un-thinned as a control. The same trees
were hand-thinned to the same crop densities (fruit
per cm2 trunk cross sectional area or ‘TCSA’) for all
three years. Biennial Bearing Index (BBI), a metric
used to assess the annual bearing habit of apple
trees, correlated negatively with cumulative yields
both within and among cultivars, meaning that lost
yields in the low-crop “off” year exceed the gains in
yield in a high-crop “on” year when crop load is unmanaged. The intra-cultivar relationship was also
more pronounced within more annual-bearing cultivars than in more alternate-bearing cultivars. Thinning had a smaller effect on cumulative yields in the
less annual bearing cultivars. Increased cumulative
yield weights, despite reduced numbers of fruit on
the tree, were attributable to: (1) increased fruit size
when crop load was reduced; (2) decreased suppression of return bloom in the second year of the experiment; and (3) a point of “diminishing returns” in
some cultivars, after which increased crop density
did not result in greater yield efficiency (yield weight
per cm2 TCSA). We assessed return bloom (flower
clusters per cm2 TCSA) in the spring following each
treatment year. Crop load had an inverse correlation
with return bloom in all years. In the final year, bloom
data indicated that, had target crop densities been
applied for a fourth year, the pattern of lower-BBI
trees having higher cumulative yields would have
continued. Trees left un-thinned in the high-crop
“on” year had little to no return bloom in the following “off” year. This phenomenon occurred following
the first and third years of the experiment. However, hand thinning in the “off” year, when initial fruit
set was much lower across all treatments, did not
have a strong effect on return bloom in the following
“on” year. Our findings agree with those of previous
researchers in that yield variability correlates with
reduced cumulative yields over time. However, this
study only observed the effects of crop load management over a three-year span on young trees in
their first three bearing years. Longer-term studies
on the bearing habits of these European cultivars
and their responsiveness to crop load management
are needed as the cultivated acreage of these apples
increases in North America.
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: NYS Apple Research and
Development Program (ARDP), Angry Orchard

2:00 PM Leaf and Canopy Photosynthesis
of ‘Honeycrisp’ Apple Trees As Affected By
Rootstocks
Jizhong Wang; Rangjin Xie; Mario Miranda Sazo;
Terence Lee Robinson and Lailiang Cheng*, Cornell
University

Abstract: Three-year-old ‘Honeycrisp’ trees on G.11,
G.41, B.9 and M.9 rootstocks were grown in sand
culture with four replicates per rootstock in a randomized complete block design to determine how
rootstocks affect single leaf and whole canopy photosynthesis. Complete nutrients were provided in
Hoagland’s solution via fertigation and the crop load
was adjusted to approximately 5 fruits per cm2 trunk
cross-sectional area by hand thinning at 10 mm king
fruit size. Single leaf photosynthesis of bourse shoot
leaves and whole canopy photosynthesis were measured with a portable CIRAS gas exchange system
and a custom-made automated system, respectively, during the rapid fruit expansion stage in August.
Very little difference in single leaf photosynthesis
was detected between rootstocks except that B.9
trees tended to have slightly lower rate. However,
whole canopy photosynthesis showed significant
difference between rootstocks. The trees on G.11
and B.9 had the highest and lowest whole canopy
net photosynthesis, respectively, with those on G.41
and M.9 in between. The difference in whole canopy photosynthesis was largely explained by the difference in total canopy leaf area, and corresponded
well with the difference in net dry matter gain of the
whole tree from budbreak to fruit harvest. These results indicate that the primary effect of rootstocks
on whole canopy photosynthesis of apple trees is via
vigor-driven leaf area development.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work is supported
by USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture
- Specialty Crop Research Initiative project "AppleRoot2Fruit: Accelerating the development, evaluation
and adoption of new apple rootstocks" (2016-5118125406).

2:15 PM Organic Aminoethoxyvinylglycine
Is an Effective Alternative in Reducing
Apple Preharvest Drop
Thomas M. Kon*, North Carolina State University and
Christopher D. Clavet, NC State University

Abstract: Organic apple growers lack effective strategies to manage preharvest drop. On susceptible
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cultivars, yield losses due to preharvest drop can
exceed 30% at the beginning of harvest. To address
this issue, an organically approved formulation of
aminoethoxyvinylglycine (AVG) was developed (ReTain OL™, Valent Biosciences, Libertyville, IL). We
evaluated effects and interactions of AVG formulation and application number on preharvest drop
and fruit maturity in 2017 and 2018. Thirty pairs of
mature ‘Oregon Spur II Red Delicious’/‘M. 111’ trees
planted at the Mountain Horticultural Crops Research and Extension Center in Mills River, NC were
selected for this experiment. Trees were planted at
2.7 x 6.1 m spacing, trained to central leader, and
received plant protectant sprays that adhered to local recommendations throughout the growing season. ReTain™ and Retain OL™ was applied at 123.5 g
a.i. per hectare at 4 or 4+2 weeks before anticipated
harvest. All chemical treatments were applied in an
aqueous solution with 0.1% (v:v) organosilicone surfactant using a tractor mounted, pto-driven air blast
sprayer calibrated to apply 935 L per hectare. An untreated control was also included for comparison.
Within each plot, one tree was designated for fruit
drop counts and the second tree was used for fruit
sampling and subsequent maturity assessments.
The experiment was replicated six times, had a randomized complete block design, and a 2 x 2 augmented factorial treatment structure. A one-way ANOVA
was performed using PROC GLM (SAS 9.4, Cary, NC)
and single degree of freedom contrasts were used
to compare treatments groups of interest. In both
years, organic and conventional AVG were equally
effective in reducing preharvest drop, delaying fruit
softening, and starch hydrolysis at harvest. In one
of two years, increasing the number of applications
of AVG reduced cumulative fruit drop, delayed fruit
softening at harvest, and reduced internal ethylene
concentrations. Inconsistencies in responses across
years may be explained in part, by the abnormally
warm fall of 2018. Daily average temperatures for
the month of September were 2.8 °C warmer than
the 10-year average. ReTain OL™ appears to be a
promising preharvest drop management technology
with similar efficacy as conventional ReTain™.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Valent USA

2:30 PM Controlling Cider Apple Harvest
Maturity and Pre-Harvest Drop with Aminoethoxyvinylglycine, 1-Naphthaleneacetic Acid, and Ethephon

Gregory Michael Peck*; Michael G. Brown and David
L. Zakalik, Cornell University
Abstract: Many of the European cider cultivars that

are highly sought after by the emerging hard cider
(fermented apple (Malus´domestica Borkh.) juice]
industry in the United States have a tendency for
non-uniform fruit ripening and considerable pre-harvest fruit drop. This is a barrier to mechanically harvesting fruit off of the tree, such as what would be
needed to use an “over-the-row” style harvester. Our
research aims to further the viability of mechanical
harvesting as a production practice for U.S. cider
apple growers by, 1) identifying cider apple cultivars
suitable to mechanical harvesting and 2) managing
harvest maturity and pre-mature fruit drop. Six treatments were tested at two orchards in Wayne County,
New York in 2018 and 2019 to study the effects of
plant growth regulators (PGRs) on pre-harvest drop
and uniform ripening in cider apples. The treatments
included, 1) untreated control, 2) aminoethoxyvinylglycine (AVG) applied 4 and 2 weeks before harvest
(WBH), 3) 1-naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA) applied 4
and 2 WBH, 4) ethephon applied 1 WBH, 5) AVG applied 4 and 2 WBH, plus ethephon applied 1 WBH,
and 6) NAA applied 4 and 2 WBH, plus ethephon applied 1 WBH. All PGRs were applied at the highest recommended rate according to the product labels. Cultivars tested in 2018 included, ‘Binet Rouge’, ‘Brown
Snout’, ‘Chisel Jersey’, ‘Golden Russet’, and ‘Harry
Masters Jersey’. In 2019, we tested ‘Binet Rouge’,
‘Dabinett’, ‘Chisel Jersey’, and ‘Harry Masters Jersey’,
‘Kingston Black’, and ‘Porter’s Perfection’. There were
few differences among treatments in fruit size or
juice quality attributes, such as soluble solid concentration, titratable acidity, or total polyphenols for the
cultivars tested in either year of this study. Preliminary findings from this study demonstrate that both
NAA and AVG could control pre-harvest drop of European cider apple cultivars, though responses were
cultivar specific. Additionally, ethephon successfully
caused a significant amount of fruit drop in most of
the studied cultivars. For many of cultivars we tested,
either AVG or NAA applications followed by an ethephon application minimized pre-harvest drop until
ethephon was applied. Through this work, we are
developing cultivar specific recommendations for
controlling pre-harvest fruit drop to allow for more
efficient harvesting practices.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: New York Farm Viability
Institute, Angry Orchard Cider Company

2:45 PM Long-Term Influence of Rootstock
on Productivity, Fruit Quality, and Mineral
Nutrients in ‘Fuji’ and ‘Honeycrisp’ Apples

Esmaeil Fallahi*1; Bahar Fallahi1 and Shahla Mahdavi2, (1)University of Idaho Parma Research and Extension Center, (2)University of Idaho
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Abstract: ‘Honeycrisp’ is an extremely popular apple,
because of its crispiness and outstanding flavor. This
cultivar, however, is susceptible to several disorders,
particularly bitter pit. In a long-term study between
2016-2019, we studied the influence of different levels and times of fruit hand-thinning on yield, fruit
quality attributes at harvest and after storage, ethylene evolution and mineral partitioning. Thinning of
fruit down to one fruit per spur reduced fruit firmness but increased fruit size, color, and bitter pit
compared to the lighter thinning levels. It appeared
that early thinning would lead to larger fruit size
with less bitter pit than late thinning. Thinning influenced mineral nutrient fluctuations in leaf and fruit.
Most of the leaf and fruit mineral concentrations
decreased in all thinning treatments as the growing
season progressed. During 2019, trees were thinned
in one of the five dates after full bloom (46, 60, 74,
88, or 102 days; DAFB). Untreated control trees had
higher yield and fruit number per tree and their fruit
had a greater Delta Absorbance Index (chlorophyll
level of fruit peel; DAI) at harvest and after storage
than other treatments. Fruit weight decreased as the
thinning dates came closer to harvest time. Thus,
trees thinned 46 DAFB had larger, and those thinned
102 DAFB and untreated control had smallest fruit.
Trees from untreated control had firmer fruit with
lower soluble solids concentration. Thinning fruit 60
DAFB resulted in higher starch degradation pattern,
bitter pit, and sunburn than other treatments. DAI
had negative correlations with fruit red color and
fruit weight. Fruits from untreated control had lower evolved ethylene and respiration rate than those
from other treatments, indicting their delayed maturity. Overall, hand thinning 46 DAFB resulted in
production of fruit with higher color, size and marketability

3:00 PM Q&A - Pomology 2 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
1:45 PM – 3:45 PM

Eorganic: Organic Research Communication and Student Article Competition Winners
Sponsor: Organic

Moderator: Alice Formiga, Oregon State University
and eOrganic
Objectives: This session will focus on outreach for organic
research projects by eOrganic, as well as training students for
Extension work and writing about research for a public audience.
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Four student winners of an article competition sponsored by
NIFA OREI will present their articles which will subsequently be
published on the eOrganic public website.

1:45 PM Eorganic Outreach and Communication for Organic Research Projects

Alice Formiga*, Oregon State University and eOrganic
and Alexandra Stone, Oregon State University

Abstract: Since 2009, eOrganic has worked with
many NIFA OREI, ORG, and other organic research
projects to disseminate their findings to a national
and international audience in addition to investigators’ local outreach efforts. eOrganic has made the
findings of the projects publicly available online in a
variety of formats, and these materials often contain
usable information that is not necessarily otherwise
available to growers, extension agents and agricultural professionals. This presentation will describe
how to find results of organic research projects using eOrganic and the services eOrganic provides for
multi-institutional projects, and discuss results from
eOrganic evaluations. Funding for this session was
provided by NIFA OREI.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NIFA OREI

2:00 PM Mentoring Undergraduate and
Graduate Students for Careers in Extension with a Focus on Applied Research

Javier Fernandez-Salvador*, Oregon State University
Abstract: What does horticultural Extension and
research at a Land Grant University look like? How
do you know Extension is what you want to do with
your career? How do we mentor undergraduate and
graduate students in applied research and extension
careers for the future? In this presentation, Javier
Fernandez Salvador of Oregon State University will
discuss his recommendations and methods in mentoring undergraduate and graduate students for
careers in agricultural Extension with an applied research focus. Students will also be able to ask about
their future in an extension career. There will be time
for discussion so that participants can ask questions
and share their experiences on preparing for and
finding work as an Extension educator.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NIFA OREI

2:15 PM Establishing Small-Scale Organic
Olive Orchards in the Pacific Northwest
Tessa A Barker*, Oregon State University

Abstract: As a non-traditional crop, olives have been
grown in Oregon for over a decade. The Oregon
State University Olea Research Project was started
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to address grower determined priorities and study
propagation, cultivar evaluation, orchard establishment, and winter protection of olive plants. This presentation will cover lessons learned through greenhouse management and orchard establishment as
part of an on-going research trial. Olive production
in Oregon is most limited by winter lower temperatures. Understanding your site, considering choice
of cultivar, and keeping plants in protected culture
for one or more years before transplanting may improve grower success when planting new fields. Our
research trials are evaluating spring and fall planting times, as well as use of raised beds with weed
mat compared to flat ground planting with covered
cropped aisles. This article addresses spring plantings, as we suspect these may lead to increased tree
growth. Preliminary findings suggest that cultivar
diversity when planting, irrigation during establishment and good soil drainage may also be beneficial
for successful growth. Cultivar diversity is important
as olives are generally not self-fertile, and pollinizer
varieties tend to be less cold hardy. Additionally, irrigation coupled with good drainage may allow for
increased tree survival while possibly preventing infection with soilborne pathogens. Currently fertilizer,
irrigation and pest control requirements for young,
non-bearing olives are based on California growing
conditions and more research is needed to determine best practices for Oregon’s climate. As your orchards mature, we recommend tissue and soil sampling to monitor tree and soil nutrient levels.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: WSARE

2:30 PM Hydromulching: A New Approach
for Weed Management in Organic Agriculture
Jesse Puka-Beals*, North Dakota State UniversityFar

Abstract: Hydromulching involves suspending a
mulch material in a liquid solution and applying it
onto the soil surface where it dries to form a physical
barrier that controls weeds. Biodegradable materials approved for organic production can be applied
as a hydromulch, but their ability to control weeds
throughout the growing season is unknown. Here
we present research on a newspaper-based hydromulch used for weed control in carrot production.
Weed count and biomass were reduced by 88% and
85% respectively compared to a no mulch control.
Multiple unknowns remain about incorporating hydromulching into organic weed control programs.
Further development of hydromulches in direct
seeded crops may provide a valuable new tool for
organic growers.

2:45 PM Olive Mill By-Products for Organic
Soil Management

Leigh Archer*, Southwest Florida Research and Education Center, UF/IFAS
Abstract: The by-product of modern olive mills may
be used as an organic option for weed control and for
managing the soil fungus that causes Verticillium Wilt.
Lab trials utilizing extracts from raw olive pomace
demonstrated a significant inhibition in seed germination and root elongation; the germination index of
pomace treated seeds was less than 3% that of the
untreated seeds. Growers could take advantage of
the naturally occurring phytotoxic compounds in
olive pomace as a weed suppressant. Additionally,
olive pomace extracts were applied directly to cultures of Verticillium dahliae and to soil inoculated with
the fungus. In both trials the vigor and density of
fungal hyphae was reduced with the addition of olive
pomace. Pre-plant incorporation of olive pomace
into infested soil may provide an additional organic
option for integrated Verticillium Wilt management
in orchards.

3:00 PM Organic Management of Bacterial
Wilt in Tomato Caused By Ralstonia Solanacearum
Tariq Alam*, Clemson University

Abstract: Bacterial wilt, also known as brown rot of
potato, which is caused by the Ralstonia solanacearum
species complex, a group of soil-borne bacteria, is an
economically important disease of vegetable crops.
The invasion of this soil-borne pathogen is favored
by high temperatures (above 85 ºF) and moist soil.
The bacterium enter the plants through natural or
mechanical wounds, cracks and root tips. It then colonizes the cortex and infects the xylem vessels. As
it spreads, it blocks the plant’s water uptake, which
leads to wilting and eventually to the death of the
crop. After the death of the plant, the pathogen returns to the soil and disseminate. The presence of
root knot nematode in the field exacerbates bacterial wilt infection. Yields of infected tomato and potato
crops are significantly reduced due to bacterial wilt.
The R. soalacerum is genetically diverse pathogen,
meaning that it is composed of many different genetic groups and the diseases severity of each strain
is different. Therefore, integrated disease management strategy should be adopted to effectively
control the wilt disease. Bacterial wilt is one of the
most challenging diseases to manage in organic production. Integrated disease management strategies
should be adopted by organic farmers to effectively reduce the incidence of bacterial wilt in the host
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crop.

3:15 PM Q&A - Eorganic: Organic Research
Communication and Student Article Competition Winners - All Session Speakers
Are Required to Attend
1:45 PM – 3:45 PM

Growth Chambers and Controlled
Environments 4
Moderator: Brandon M Huber, NC State University

1:45 PM Daily Light Integral Influences
Rooting of Culinary Herb Cuttings

Annika E. Kohler* and Roberto G. Lopez, Michigan
State University
Abstract: The majority of ornamental young plant
production occurs during late winter and early spring
when ambient greenhouse photosynthetic daily light
integrals (DLI) are at seasonally low levels, especially
in Northern latitudes. Recommended environmental
parameters during vegetative cutting propagation
include a DLI of ≈5 mol∙m–2∙d–1 during callusing and
≈10 mol∙m–2∙d–1 for root initiation and development
and air and root-zone temperature between 21 and
24 °C. These recommendations pertain to herbaceous annuals and may not be conducive for propagating vegetative culinary herb cuttings. Our objective was to quantify how DLI during root initiation
and development influence growth, morphology,
and quality of five culinary herbs. Cuttings of mint
(Mentha spicata ‘Spanish’), Greek oregano (Oregano
vulgare), thyme (Thymus vulgaris ‘German Winter’),
rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis ‘Arp’), and sage (Salvia officinalis ‘Extrakta’) were harvested from stock
plants grown at 20 °C and under a 9-hour truncated short-day. Cuttings were propagated in a glassglazed greenhouse with 24 °C air and substrate temperature set points. After callusing (≈5 mol·m–2·d–1 for
5 d), cuttings of each genera were placed under one
of three different fixed-woven shade cloths providing ≈30, 50, or 70% shade, or no shade with 16-hours
of supplemental lighting from high-pressure sodium
lamps for 16 or 23 days for mint and all other genera,
respectively. The DLIs ranged from 2.8 to 16.4 mol∙m–
2 –1
∙d for the three replications of the study. Root
dry mass increased by 538 to 1492% and shoot dry
mass decreased by 45 to 80%, respectively, as DLI
increased from 2.8 to 3.1 mol∙m–2∙d–1 to 11.2 to 16.4
mol∙m–2∙d–1, for all genera. Stem caliper increased by
135 to 185% for all genera as DLI increased from 2.8
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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to 16.4 mol∙m–2∙d–1. The quality index, an objective,
integrated, and quantitative measurement of rooted cutting quality was significantly greater under a
DLI of 11.2 mol∙m–2∙d–1 for all genera compared to all
other DLIs. Our results indicate that providing a DLI
of ≈10 to 15 mol·m–2·d–1 and 24 °C air and substrate
temperature after callusing reduces rooting time
and increases quality of culinary herbs.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Michigan State University Project GREEEN, Fred C. Gloeckner Foundation

2:00 PM Flowering Delays Occur in Grafted
and Nongrafted Watermelon Seedlings
after Chilling during Simulated Long-Distance Transportation

John Ertle* and Chieri Kubota, The Ohio State University

Abstract: In the United States, grafted vegetable
seedlings have been gradually introduced to fruiting
vegetable producers over the last 20 years. Grafted seedlings typically offer soil-borne disease resistance, improved yields, and/or increased abiotic
stress tolerance compared to nongrafted counterparts. However, commercial grafting nurseries are
still limited, and US and Canadian nurseries often
provide grafted plants to producers located in relatively large geographical areas and climate zones.
Therefore, grafted seedlings are typically transported long distances. Recent surveys suggest that most
of these shipments occur with no climate control
during the typical 3-to-5-day transportation. Producers also reported receiving plants visually damaged
by low temperatures during transportation without
temperature control. Nevertheless, long-term effects
of environmental stresses such as chilling during
transportation on plant growth and development after transplanting are not well known. In this study, we
examined the effect of short-term chilling on grafted and nongrafted ‘Tri-X-313’ seedless watermelon
(Citrullus lanatus) seedlings (rootstock: ‘Strong Tosa’
interspecific hybrid squash, Cucurbita maxima x C.
moschata). Watermelon was selected for the sensitivity to low temperatures (below 15°C). Fourteen days
after grafting, seedlings were subject to varied durations of 1 or 3 °C chilling (zero to 48 hours, otherwise
at 12°C) within a 72-hour temperature treatment in a
dark, contained environment simulating conditions
during transportation. We found that, although the
visual damage of plants upon transplanting was minor, prolonged effects of chilling existed, depending
on the temperature, duration of exposure, grafting,
and prior growing conditions for the seedlings. For
example, 48 hours exposure to chilling at 1°C sig-
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nificantly delayed female flowering by 6.1 ± 1.1 and
3.2 ± 1.4 days in nongrafted and grafted watermelon, respectively, and male flowering by 5.7 ± 2.3 and
4.9 ± 2.6 days. This effect was observed only when
seedlings were grown in relatively low light and low
average temperature in greenhouse during winter.
No significant effects of chilling were observed for
the seedlings grown in summer or when plants were
exposed to 3°C instead of 1°C. Results indicate that
reproductive growth delay caused by chilling stress
could be specific to seedling developmental stage.
Further investigations are needed to develop more
comprehensive understanding of impacts of shortterm stresses on young seedlings during long-distance transportation.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI Grants
Program (Project Number: 2016-51181-25404)

2:15 PM The Quantum Requirement for
CO2 Assimilation Increases with Increasing Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density
and Leaf Anthocyanin Concentration in
Lettuce

Changhyeon Kim* and Marc W. van Iersel, University
of Georgia

Abstract: The quantum requirement for CO2 fixation, or moles of photons required to fix one mole
of CO2, determines how efficiently plants can use
light to produce carbohydrates. It is calculated as
the amount of absorbed light (photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) × leaf absorptance) divided
by gross photosynthesis. Due to the high lighting
costs in controlled environment agriculture, a low
quantum requirement may increase growth and
profitability. Typical estimates of the quantum requirement (~10-12 mol·mol-1) are based on the initial
slope of photosynthesis-light response curves and
do not account for non-photosynthetic pigments or
changes due to light intensity. Anthocyanins, typically located in epidermal cells, are not photosynthetically active and light absorbed or reflected by them
cannot be used for CO2 assimilation. Since anthocyanins reduce how much light reaches photosynthetic pigments, anthocyanin-rich lettuce cultivars may
have a greater quantum requirement than green
cultivars. Additionally, photosynthetic light-use-efficiency decreases with increasing PPFD. We hypothesized that both higher anthocyanin levels in lettuce
and increasing PPFD would increase the quantum
requirement and quantified this using six red and
three green lettuce cultivars, having a wide range of
anthocyanin concentrations. Lettuce was grown in a
greenhouse without supplemental lighting. The envi-

ronmental conditions were a temperature of 25.2 ±
3.2 °C, a vapor pressure deficit of 1.0 ± 0.5 kPa, and
a daily light integral of 24.2 ± 6.3 mol·m-2·d-1 (mean
± SD). Leaf-level photosynthesis was measured at
PPFDs of 0, 50, 100, 200, 400, 700, 1000, and 1500
µmol·m-2·s-1. An integrating sphere was used to measure leaf absorptance. Anthocyanin concentration
of the lettuces ranged from 12 to 71 mg·m-2. Absorptance increased linearly from 0.77 to 0.87 with
increasing anthocyanin levels (R2 = 0.72, P < 0.001).
Gross photosynthesis at a PPFD of 1500 µmol·m-2·s-1
was ~50% lower in leaves with the highest anthocyanin level (8.1 µmol·m-2·s-1) than that of those with
the lowest anthocyanin level (16.2 µmol·m-2·s-1) (R2 =
0.32, P = 0.004). The quantum requirement for CO2
assimilation at a PPFD of 1500 µmol·m-2·s-1 increased
from 80 to 150 mol·mol-1 as the anthocyanin concentration increased (R2 = 0.32, P = 0.003). With PPFD increasing from 200 to 1500 µmol·m-2·s-1, the quantum
requirement increased from 30 to 110 mol·mol-1 (R2 =
0.63, P < 0.001). In summary, both anthocyanins and
high PPFD increased the quantum requirement for
CO2 assimilation to levels far above those typically
cited in the literature.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA-SCRI Award
No. 2018-51181-28365, project Lighting Approaches to
Maximize Profits

2:30 PM The Effects of Plant-Derived Protein Hydrolysates on Growth and Yield of
Tomato Under Different Nitrogen Levels
Seunghyun Choi*, Purdue Univeristy and Hye-Ji Kim,
Purdue University

Abstract: Biostimulants offer an innovative approach
to potentially improve crop yield and quality under
abiotic stresses. Particularly, plant-derived protein
hydrolysates (PH), a mixture of amino acids and soluble peptides from enzymatic or chemical hydrolysis
of agricultural waste, are gaining global interest for
their sustainability and significant agronomic value.
Concentrations up to 15 mM nitrogen (N) fertilizers
are commonly used for greenhouse tomato production, and excess N is leached into water bodies, posing significant health and environmental concerns.
This study was conducted to investigate the effects
of PH on plant growth and yield under different N
levels. Dwarf tomato ‘Micro-tom’ plants were grown
in 6-inch standard pots filled with commercial potting mix and fertigated using a modified full-strength
Hoagland solution providing four N levels, 2, 5, 10,
and 15 mM. PH at two levels (0 and 3 g/L) was applied to each plant as soil drenching once every week
during production. The fresh and dry weight of all
plant parts (roots, leaves, stems, and fruits) increased
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in tomato plants with increasing N levels, and the
addition of PH further increased the fresh and dry
weight of all plant parts. Compared to non-treated
counterparts, PH enhanced the fresh weight of tomato fruit by 6% to 19% and total leaf area by 3% to
25%. When combined with PH, plants grown at 10
mM N had a greater fruit fresh and dry weight than
those received 15 mM N alone. Concentration at 15
mM N preferentially increased the growth of vegetative tissues rather than fruit. The addition of PH
also increased root dry weight, length, surface, and
volume of tomato plants regardless of the N level.
The average root diameter remains unchanged regardless of N levels and PH treatment. Meanwhile,
the photosynthetic rate (Pn) tended to increase with
increasing N level at three weeks after transplanting
but was not affected by PH. Our results demonstrate
that the addition of PH is effective in increasing root
growth, subsequently increasing the shoot growth
and tomato fruit yield regardless of N levels. Taken
together, we conclude that reduced N concentration
at 10 mM can be used in combination with PH for
the improved fruit yield and sustainable production
of tomato plants.

2:45 PM Dynamic Far-Red Light Treatments to Maintain Plant Uniformity in
High-Density Tomato Seedlings for Grafting
Brandon M Huber*, NC State University and Ricardo
Hernandez, North Carolina State University

Abstract: Previous research showed that doubling
planting density for tomato seedlings from 1000 to
2000 plants m-2 resulted in 17-23 % of plants not
suitable for grafting. Far red (FR) lighting is an effective strategy to improve uniformity through the
shade-avoidance-syndrome (SAS). The objective of
this experiment is to increase the uniformity of tomato scion grown at a very high density by using
FR light. Two tomato cultivars were grown, determinate ‘Florida 47’, and indeterminate ‘Trust’. Plants
were grown for 17 days in a growth chamber at 22.0
± 1.1°C temperature, 67 ± 9 % RH, 511 ± 91 mmol
mol-1 CO2, 199.8 ± 25.8 mmol m-2 s-1 photosynthetic photon flux density, and 18 h photoperiod. Plants
were subjected to two different light spectrums with
blue (B), red (R), and FR photon flux density: 30B:70R
(BR), and 30B:70R+FR (BRFR) with 112 ± 11 mmol m-2
s-1 additional FR (1.2 R:FR). In addition, plants were
grown at two densities: 1100, and 2200 plants m-2.
In the first study plants were grown in BR or FR for
the full duration of the experiment; however, a second experiment included an additional two dynamic
treatment groups of BRFR at the first 8 days of pro-
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duction (BRFR1), or the second 8 days of production (BRFR2), where BR was used otherwise. Stem
diameter and plant height was measured daily, and
morphological and physiological data was collected
when tomato seedlings reached the grafting stage
(1.8-2.0 mm stem diameter). Coefficient of variation
(CV) was used to compare plant uniformity of each
treatment. The daily measurements showed a decreased CV in stem diameter and plant height under
BRFR and the benefit of FR was during days 11-17.
At day 17, plant dry mass CV was greater in BR (37%)
than in BRFR (18%). In the dynamic experiment, plant
dry mass CV decreased compared to those grown
under only BR (37%) with either BRF1 (33%), and
BRF2 (25%). Similarly, the CV for stem diameter was
highest in BR (12%) and lowest in BRFR (5%) and the
dynamic ratio decreased CV compared to BR with
either dynamic ratio for BRF1 (8%), and BRF2 (7%).
Plant height was reduced in BRFR1 (35%) and BRFR2
(64%) when compared to FR, while still reducing CV.
In this experiment, plant uniformity at high planting
density was improved with the use of dynamic FR enabling increased propagation efficiency (plants m-2)
of indoor systems while minimizing stem elongation.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA National Institute
of Food and Agriculture, Growing new roots: Grafting
to enhance resiliency in U.S. vegetable industries Award
number 2016-51181-25404

3:00 PM Overcoming Winter Dormancy of
Ginger and Turmeric Plants with Night
Interruption

Marlon Retana-Cordero*1; Paul R. Fisher2 and Celina
Gomez2, (1)University of Flordia, (2)University of Florida
Abstract: Night interruption (NI) with electric lamps is
widely used as a strategy to control plant seasonality
by manipulating the critical night length of photoperiodic-sensitive crops. Although NI is most commonly
used by the floriculture industry, it also has significant
potential to inhibit winter dormancy of short-day edible plants during natural short days (SD), enabling
continuous growth and development during winter
months. Ginger (Zingiber officinale) and turmeric
(Curcuma longa) are tropical plant species that are
highly sensitive to seasonal changes in daylength.
However, research is lacking on appropriate production protocols to maximize rhizome yield and quality
of ginger and turmeric plants grown during winter.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect
of NI on plant growth, rhizome yield, and rhizome
quality measured from two ginger ('Bubba Blue' and
'Madonna') and turmeric ('Hawaiian Red' and 'Indira
Yellow') cultivars grown in Northern Florida under
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three different production periods from Sept. 2019
through March 2020. Five treatments were evaluated in the study: 1) 20 weeks with NI (20NI); 2) 24
weeks with NI (24NI); 3) 28 weeks with NI (28NI); 4) 14
weeks with NI + 10 weeks under natural SD (24NISD);
and 5) 14 weeks with NI + 14 weeks under natural
SD (28NISD). NI treatments were delivered by red +
white + far-red light-emitting diode lamps providing
a photon flux density between 400 and 800 nm of 4.5
µmol·m–2·s–1 from 10 pm to 2 am. For both species,
growth and yield were significantly higher in plants
grown entirely under NI compared to those exposed
to SD at the end of the production period. Furthermore, ginger and turmeric plants grown under 28NI
produced 1,334 g and 1,003 g of fresh rhizomes, respectively, and were up to three times more productive than those grown under 20NI. However, regardless of species and photoperiod, rhizomes of plants
grown for 28 weeks accumulated more crude fiber
than those grown under 20 or 24 weeks, which can
limit rhizome suitability for certain uses (e.g., pickled
products). Findings from this study illustrate to potential to overcome winter dormancy of ginger and
turmeric plants with photoperiodic lighting, enabling
yield increases with NI. A discussion of economic implications of NI for ginger and turmeric plants will be
presented.

3:15 PM Q&A - Growth Chambers and
Controlled Environments 4 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
1:45 PM – 3:45 PM

Vegetable Breeding 2
Moderator: Bradley W. Tonnessen, New Mexico State
University

1:45 PM High Throughput Pollen Phenotyping Using Impedance Flow Cytometry for
Heat Tolerance Selection in Pepper (Capsicum sp.)
Shih-wen Lin; Tsung-han Lin; Yen-wei Wang and
Derek W Barchenger*, World Vegetable Center

Abstract: Approximately 65% of global pepper production occurs in Asia, which contains wide swaths
of tropical and subtropical zones. A major component of tropical pepper breeding is tolerance to high
temperature. Heat stress can have a negative effect
on the development of flowers and fruit and result
in organ abscission as well as reduced seed production. At temperatures greater than 34°C, a decrease

in pollen tube germination, viable pollen number
and an increase in pollen abnormalities and flower
abortion has been observed. For this reason, it has
been proposed to use the term active, to describe
pollen that is alive and will likely result in pollen tube
germination. In order to efficiently evaluate pollen
activity under heat stress conditions, we developed
a standardized protocol using an impedance flow cytometer (IFC) (Ampha Z32, Amphasys, Lucerne, Switzerland). First, we evaluated the effect of flower development stage (ST1 – ST7), and found that stages ST3
(full sized flower bud) and ST4 (newly opened flower)
best combined high pollen concentration and pollen
activity. We also heat treated flowers at 41, 44, 47, 50
and 55 ºC and found treatment at temperatures >47
ºC resulted in a drastic reduction in pollen activity in
heat sensitive accessions, while a reduction in pollen
activity was found at >50 ºC treatment for heat tolerant accessions. We screened 470 pepper accession
using this protocol for IFC to identify novel sources of heat tolerance. Mean pollen concentration
ranged from 61.5 (AVPP1905) to 75,709.3 (VI012259)
pollen grains per untreated flower and from 35.0
(AVPP1927) to 75,320.0 (VI028474) per heat treated
flower. Pollen activity for untreated flowers ranged
from 0.5% (VI013397) to 99.5% (PBC 588), and under heat treatment, pollen activity ranged from 1.2%
(1737-7515-1) to 98.5% (VI012668). Generally, accessions with high pollen number, often had high pollen
activity under heat treatment, indicating that pollen
number might be an important factor in selection for
heat tolerance. In this study, we show the utility of
rapid selection for heat tolerance in pepper using IFC
and identified new sources of tolerance to high temperature stress for future breeding.

2:00 PM Towards a Mechanized Harvest of
New Mexico-Type Green Chile

Bradley W. Tonnessen*1; Charles D Havlik1; Israel
Joukhadar1; Michael T Place2; Paul Funk3 and Stephanie J. Walker1, (1)New Mexico State University, (2)New
Mexico State University Agricultural Science Center,
(3)USDA Agricultural Research Service Southwestern
Cotton Ginning Research Lab
Abstract: New Mexico-type green chile (Capsicum annuum) persists as the trademark vegetable for many
farmers in New Mexico. This crop holds a longstanding cultural significance to the state, but ongoing
challenges have reduced overall acreage under production. A relatively high labor cost and low availability of workers can sway farmers to grow crops other than chile that require less manual labor. Green
chile is currently hand-harvested, thus mechanization of the harvest exists as a solution to sustain
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the industry. Green chile is a difficult specialty crop
to mechanize due to strong fruit attachment to the
plant, a bushy phenotype, low damage tolerance for
fruit, and the need for full removal of fruit pedicels
for processing. Optimization for mechanical harvest
traits includes easier detachment of fruit from plants,
improved pedicel removal efficiency, upright plant
architecture, and fruit structural integrity. Through
selective breeding, we have developed multiple lines
of true-to-type New Mexico green chile efficiently
picked by a double helix, single-row harvester. The
two breeding lines, 24W19 and 7W19 stand out in
many aspects of mechanical harvest efficiency. The
breeding line 24W19 provides significantly higher undamaged green fruit yield when compared to
standard control cultivars AZ-1904 and Joe E. Parker.
Across three years (2016-2018) of replicated harvest
efficiency trials, 24W19 yielded 8.6 tons/acre of fresh
green chile, whereas Joe E. Parker and AZ-1904 were
significantly lower at 7.5 and 5.6 tons/acre, respectively (LS Means, P<0.05). Regarding force needed for
fruit detachment from the plant, 24W19 and 7W19
significantly outperformed AZ-1904. Using a continuous rating-based system of “1” being the easiest to
pick, and “5” being the hardest, average scores were
2.4, 2.4, and 2.8 for 24W19, 7W19, and AZ-1904, respectively (LS Means, P<0.05). Successful pedicel removal was higher in 24W19 and 7W19 compared to
AZ-1904 and Joe E. Parker as well. Using a mechanical implement to pull of the stems of 150 fruit per
breeding line/variety, the percentage of complete
pedicel removal was 76%, 71%, 35%, and 63% for
24W19, 7W19, Joe E. Parker, and AZ-1904, respectively. Line 24W19 also shows a significantly taller height
to bifurcation (21.5 cm) compared to AZ-1904 (18.2
cm), with significantly fewer basal branches (0.5 avg.
- 24W19, 1.0 avg. - AZ1904). This work provides farmers with an improved New Mexico-type green chile
variety for mechanical harvest, and assists in retaining domestic production of this specialty crop.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: New Mexico Chile Association, New Mexico Chile Commission, NMSU Agricultural Science Centers

2:15 PM Improving Resistance to Fusarium
Wilt Race 3 of Tomato By Addressing Negative Associations at the I-3 Locus

Jessica Chitwood-Brown*; Gary E. Vallad; Tong Geon
Lee and Samuel F. Hutton, University of Florida

Abstract: Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) is one of
the most important vegetables in the US, valued at
over $2.0 billion annually. However, production is increasingly threatened by Fusarium wilt race 3 (Fol3)
caused the soil-borne fungus Fusarium oxysporum
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f. sp. lycopersici, especially since the phase-out of
methyl bromide. Host resistance to Fol3 through the
I-3 gene is the most effective management strategy,
but producers often prefer to grow susceptible cultivars due to the association of I-3 with detrimental
traits, including increased bacterial spot sensitivity
and reduced fruit size. Previous research demonstrated that the association with bacterial spot is not
due to the I-3 gene itself, and we hypothesize that
the associations with both bacterial spot and fruit
size will be remedied by reducing the size of the I-3
introgression. We reduced the I-3 introgression from
>4 Mb to approximately 120 Kb through successive
recombinant screening and crossing efforts, and we
evaluated this reduced introgression in near isogenic
backgrounds over five successive seasons for its effect on the two traits. Homozygosity for the reduced
introgression resulted in significantly less bacterial
spot and larger fruit size than homozygosity for the
larger introgression, and heterozygosity for the two
introgression sizes was intermediate for both traits.
Likewise, the reduced introgression had no effect on
bacterial spot sensitivity or on fruit size compared
with the absence of an introgression (Fol3 susceptibility). These findings and the germplasm resources
that have been developed should contribute to improved breeding efforts for Fol3 resistant cultivars.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA AFRI 201867013-27896

2:30 PM Pieces of the Puzzle: In Pursuit of
Bacterial Wilt Resistance in Tomato

John Smeda*1; Sanju Kunwar2; Mathews Paret1; Gary
E. Vallad1 and Samuel F. Hutton1, (1)University of
Florida, (2)University of Wisconsin
Abstract: Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) is a popular, nutritious vegetable that contributes lycopene
and carotenoids to the diet. In the US, the majority of
fresh market tomatoes are produced in Florida and
the southeastern US, where tomato production is
hampered by constant pressure from numerous tomato pathogens. One of the most destructive pathogens of tomato is Ralstonia pseudosolanacearum,
which causes bacterial wilt. Host plant resistance
offers the only viable method of control, but previous research indicates resistance is complex, can be
phylotype specific, and often appears to be polygenic. Reliable evaluation of bacterial wilt resistance is
difficult, and many QTL studies are based on seedling assays rather than field trials. While QTLs on
chromosomes 6 and 12 have been most frequently
associated with resistance, further elucidation and
confirmation of the QTLs controlling resistance and
the generation of molecular markers for transfer of
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resistance into elite germplasm is essential.
Evaluation of two previously generated RIL populations with resistance derived from H7997, which
demonstrates robust resistance to bacterial wilt, was
conducted in multiple locations and years using both
seedling assays and mature plant screens. Two different Ralstonia phylotypes were utilized to identify
phylotype-specific resistance QTL, and resistance to
bacterial wilt in the two RIL populations was mapped
using a custom set of approximately 180 polymorphic
markers that span the genome. The results indicated a major QTL on chromosome 6 that was important for resistance to both phylotypes, and a major
QTL on chromosome 12 that was phylotype-specific.
These two QTLs explained some of the variation, but
additional QTLs were also detected, including a QTL
that appears to play a role in seedling resistance, but
not in mature plants. The QTL analysis and evidence
for phylotype and seedling-specific resistance loci
will be presented and discussed.
The QTL mapping results greatly inform breeding priorities and will enable more efficient transfer of resistance to elite germplasm. Development of tomato
varieties with high levels of bacterial wilt resistance
will contribute to increased profitability and sustainability of the tomato industry in the US and abroad.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: National Science Foundation Plant Genome Research Project grant (NSFPGRP 1546625)

2:45 PM Identification of Fruit Quality
Associated Loci in Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) Using Genome-Wide Association
Mapping
Devi R. Kandel*1; Henry O. Awika2; Renesh Bedre2;
Kranthi Mandadi2; Kevin Crosby3 and Carlos A.
Avila2, (1)Texas A & M AgriLife Research and Extension
Center, (2)Texas A&M AgriLife Research, (3)Texas A&M
University

Abstract: Tomato fruit quality is directly related to
marketability and consumer appeal. Unfortunately,
consumers are increasingly discontent with the flavor
and quality of the product they are purchasing and
requesting tomatoes with improved flavor, aroma,
texture, and appearance. Traditionally, the selection
for fruit quality traits in breeding programs has been
done using conventional phenotyping approaches,
in which large populations need to be screened for
several breeding cycles. Although this approach has
resulted in the release of high quality-high yielding
cultivars, it is very time-consuming, delaying cultivar
release. An alternative approach to improve breeding efficiency involves the use of modern molecular

breeding techniques for population management. In
this study, a diverse panel of 305 tomato genotypes,
including 284 tomato breeding lines developed by
Texas A&M tomato breeding programs were evaluated to identify loci associated with fruit quality.
Phenotyping was carried out for color parameters,
soluble solid content, titrable acidity, firmness and
fruit weight over two years in field trials. Genotyping was conducted through low coverage whole-genome sequencing (SkimGBS) and genome-wide association study (GWAS) was performed with a total
of 10,236 SNPs identified. Our study revealed wide
variations in fruit phenotypes in all the tested traits.
We identified a total of 1,836 significant SNP associations distributed on all 12 chromosomes for the seven fruit quality traits measured. Among them, 138
SNPs showed- significant associations with multiple
traits, indicating pleotropic effects. Upon validation,
identified SNPs associated with fruit quality will be
highly valuable for the implementation of fruit quality molecular breeding in tomato.

3:00 PM V16-0524, a New Released Edamame Cultivar for Better Adaptation and
Improved Consumer Acceptance

Bo Zhang*1; Susan Duncan1; Haibo Huang1; Steve
Rideout1; Mark Stephen Reiter1; Song Li1; Pengyin
Chen2; Leandro Mozzoni2; Jeremy Ross2 and Ramón
A Arancibia3, (1)Virginia Tech, (2)University of Arkansas, (3)Virginia Tech, Eastern Shore AREC
Abstract: Edamame has quickly become the second largest soy-food consumed in the U.S. (around
25,000 to 30,000 tons annually), but no less than 70%
of edamame rely on imports. To reverse this condition, stakeholders identified the need for improved
varieties to overcome the main barriers including
mechanical harvest, weed management and consumer acceptance. Therefore, the objective of this
project is to breed new edamame varieties with better adaptation than commercial cultivars with exotic
background, and improved appearance and flavor.
V16-0524 as a new edamame cultivar is developed
for the U.S mid-Atlantic market. This is the first edamame variety with high production potential and
consumer desired sensory traits developed by Virginia Tech. V16-0524 has purple flowers, gray pubescence, and yellow hila. V16-0524 has been evaluated
in Edamame Trials in VA (Blacksburg and Painter) and
AR (Little Rock) in 2018 and 2019. In each test, ‘UA
Kirksey’, a commercial edamame cultivar released
by University of Arkansas in 2014, was included as
a check. V16-0524 had an average fresh yield of 10.8
Mg/ha (4.4 Kg/ac) across two years, and yielded 107%
(2018) and 142% (2019) of the yield of UA Kirksey. It
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took 129 days to harvest V16-0524, which is about
eight days later than UA Kirksey. V16-0524 also had
a higher average emergence rate (74.9%) than that
of UA Kirksey (68.1%) in 2019. Ten pods weight was
almost identical between V16-0524 and UA Kirksey,
while V16-0524 (1.5 pod) had more single-bean pod
out of 10 randomly selected pods than UA Kirksey
(0.9 pod). For the pod traits, the pods of V16-0524
are wider but shorter and thinner than UA-Kirksey
at non-significant level. The pod length, width and
thickness of V16-0524 were 43.2 mm, 11.1 mm, and
7.1 mm respectively. Sensory study of these two varieties were also performed at the Virginia Tech Sensory Lab. V16-0524 and UA Kirksey had no significant
difference for overall-liking, sweetness intensity,
taste, or texture, however, V16-0524 has better aroma than UA Kirksey among all sensory traits. V160524 is under discussion of exclusive licensing, and
will be available for commercial production in 2022.

winds for one minute. Winds speeds were measured
using an anemometer. Force exerted on trees was
measured using a Torbal FB50 digital force gauge.
Defoliation (%) was calculated prior to defoliants being applied to trees and at 24, 48, 96 and 144 hours
after trees were subjected to hurricane-force winds.
Preliminary results revealed CuEDTA and CuEDTA +
ethephon provided suitable defoliation of trees but
only after 144 hours post-treatment. Pecan trees
would need to be defoliated by 60-75% to significantly reduce blow-over and limb breakage (Coder,
2014). Ideal results would be that trees defoliated
within a 24-48H window. This would allow growers
the most flexibility in making a critical production
decision in utilizing this type of mitigating approach
in the case of an impending hurricane. This preliminary research shows promise, but further research
is needed to determine long-term effect on pecan
trees and environmental concerns.

3:15 PM Q&A - Vegetable Breeding 2 - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend

2:30 PM Yield and Fruit Quality of 21 Papaya Accessions in South Florida

2:15 PM – 3:45 PM

Temperate Tree Nut/Tropical Horticultural Crops 1
Moderator: Luke Milliron, University of Califiornia
Cooperative Extension

2:15 PM Evaluation of Defoliants for Mitigating Hurricane Damage of Pecan Trees

Wheeler Foshee III*; Daulton Messer; Tyler Monday
and Jeff Sibley, Auburn University
Abstract: Studies were conducted at Auburn University, AL, evaluating defoliants applied to pecan
trees to reduce storm damage from hurricanes. The
experiment was a factorial treatment arrangement
of four defoliants (zinc sulfate, CuEDTA, ethephon
+ CuEDTA and a nontreated control) and two application timings (24 hours and 48 hours prior to subjecting trees to hurricane force winds). All defoliants
were applied with Silwet silicon surfactant (0.25%
v/v). The study was a completely randomized design
with 4 single-tree replications per treatment. Trees
used for testing were containerized (15-gallon pots)
and ranged from 10 to 12 ft. tall. Defoliants were applied to each tree canopy at a rate of 100 GPA using
a CO2-powered backpack sprayer. Hurricane-force
winds were simulated by using a Toro ProForce™
commercial blower which generated winds speeds of
75 mph. Each tree was subjected to hurricane-force
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Sarah E Brewer*1; Jonathan H Crane1; Anne Plotto2;
Jinhe Bai2 and Alan H Chambers1, (1)University of
Florida, (2)USDA-ARS

Abstract: Papaya (Carica papaya L.) is a fast-growing, herbaceous plant. It is widely cultivated in tropical and subtropical climates for its sweet, aromatic
fruits. Papaya varieties can be broadly classified into
two categories based on fruit traits: Large, ‘Maradol’
or ‘Tainung’-type fruits typically weighing more than
1 kg, and small, solo-type papayas (~460-650 grams),
known for their pear-like shape and excellent flavor. A study was designed to evaluate agronomic
performance and fruit quality of 21 diverse papaya
accessions (including both solo and non-solo types)
in South Florida. In general, solo-type papayas were
the tallest accessions at first harvest, reaching up to
244 cm tall for ‘Kapoho #1’ and with first fruit insertion as high as 152 cm for ‘Kapoho #2’. N08-75, ‘Sunrise’, and ‘Sunset’ bore a greater number of fruits per
plant (43, 45, and 37, respectively) than larger-fruited
accessions like ‘Saipan Red #1’ (7 fruits) throughout
a six-month harvest period. The accessions with the
greatest average fruit weights ranged from 1.48-2.13
kg for ‘Brash Panama’, HAES 7836, N07-24, ‘Saipan
Red #1’, and ‘Saipan Red #2’. There were significant
differences among the accessions for fruit quality
traits including pH (4.55-5.13), titratable acidity (0.100.30), and total soluble solids (8.9-14.5 °Brix), as well
as abundance of various aroma compounds. While
papaya is generally considered to have a narrow genetic base, the variability observed for plant height,
yield components, and important fruit quality traits
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suggests potential for expanded cultivation of elite
accessions and allele optimization through breeding
for South Florida.

2:45 PM Studying Pecan Nut Growth Based
on Heat Accumulation

Srijana Panta*; Lu Zhang and Niels Maness, Oklahoma State University
Abstract: Abstract:

Pecan (Carya illinoinensis) is a widely grown nut tree in
the USA and Oklahoma ranks among the top 5 pecan
producers. The production of nuts is highly varied
depending on different factors. Limited research has
focused on the main edible part of nuts -- embryo.
It is important to conduct studies on the phenological growth of pecan nuts from embryo initiation to
maturity. In Oklahoma, a relatively cool climate for
planting pecans, heat accumulation is one of the
main factors that influence nut growth. A 2019 preliminary study was conducted in 6 different locations
(Perkins, Idabel, McMillian, Burneyville, Cleveland
and Skiatook) including Pawnee and Kanza cultivars.
Data was collected weekly in Perkins and biweekly
in the other 5 locations. The areas of the shell and
embryo were measured by cutting longitudinal sections and then calculated using an algorithm driven
convolutional neural network Mask R-CNN. Heat
unit was tracked through hourly temperature collected by installing Onset HOBO data loggers at each
location. A non-linear growth model was developed
based on the growth of shuck, shell and embryo of
the nuts in relation to heat units. The results showed
slow growth at the beginning with relatively rapid growth between the initiation of the water stage
through the end of the gel stage, which correlates
with heat accumulation of 1200 to 2000 heat units.
Embryo state remained static until 730 heat units in
Kanza and 770 heat units in Pawnee after fertilization. Both varieties were ready for harvest after the
accumulation of 2700 heat units. The growth curve
of both the Pawnee and Kanza variety were found
to be similar throughout nut development. Our aim
is to continue this research in modeling pecan nut
growth across different locations and cultivars, and
to develop a website for pecan growers to use as a
tool to predict the nut growth in their orchards.
Keywords: Pecan, Nut Growth, Embryo, Heat Unit,
Non-linear Model

3:00 PM Molecular Markers for Selection of
Trunk Caliper Size in UCB-1 (Pistacia atlantica x P. integerrima) Seedling Rootstocks
in Pistachio Orchards

Ewelina Jacygrad*, Universiy of California Davis; Sean
Hogan, Division of Agriculture and Natural Resources, UC Davis; John E Preece, University of California;
Deborah Golino, Foundation Plant Services, UC Davis;
William J. Palmer, Genome Center, UC Davis and Richard Michelmore, University of California, Davis
Abstract: UCB-1, an interspecific hybrid is the most
commonly used seedling rootstock in California.
However, growers lose yield every year due to segregation for tree size in pistachio orchards. To study
this variability, 960 ungrafted and 2,000 grafted UCB1 seedlings were phenotyped and sequenced. Additionally, high-throughput phenotyping (HTP) using
drones allowed us analysis of many pistachio trees
in multiple locations. A DJI Matrice 100 drone was
flown over a 3.5 acre experimental pistachio orchard
at UC Davis’s Russell Ranch and in eight commercial
orchards in the Central Valley to determine dynamic
traits such as tree height and canopy volume. We discovered that early growth is a poor predictor of subsequent growth of the non-grafted trees supporting
the grower experience that early rouging is ineffective. We generated genome assemblies for parents
of UCB-1 using 10x Chromium, Dovetail Hi-C. UCB-1
seedlings were genotyping by sequencing and reduced representation sequencing. Genetic analysis
revealed that only two chromosomal regions determined trunk caliper in commercial orchards, which
has a major effect on overall tree size. This provided
the opportunity to develop molecular markers that
will allow nurseries to distinguish rootstocks that will
ultimately grow to be small, medium, or large trees.
This will be highly beneficial to the industry, allowing
roguing of seedlings predicted to have poor performance prior to planting in orchards.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: California Pistachio
Research Board

3:15 PM Q&A - Temperate Tree Nut/Tropical Horticultural Crops 1 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
2:30 PM – 4:00 PM

Workshop: Using Sensors to Inform and
Control Irrigation Research and Management

Coordinators: Lloyd L. Nackley, Oregon State University and Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi, University of Florida
Moderator: Lloyd L. Nackley, Oregon State University
Description: Objectives: Create a virtual forum where
WUM experts from around the country will teach
different approaches for designing and analyzing ex-
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periments that use sensor-based irrigation control:
to promote the widespread use of sensors in irrigation research and management to increase the precision of research projects investigating plant-water
relationships.
Description: Sensor control irrigation has been an
important topic in specialty crop research. However, to a large extent, the advancements in this field
have been concentrated by a few research centers.
The workshop will be a collection of virtual presentations from WUM experts who will use a case-study
approach to illustrate how different sensor-based
methods can be used in specialty crop research.
Presentations will focus on hardware, programming,
installation and analysis of sensor-based methods.
Applications will focus on plant responses to deficit
irrigation, nutrient management through fertigation, and the soil-plant-atmospheric-continuum. The
moderator will host a live 20 min Question & Answers session to provide an opportunity for the audience to engage with the experts about the material
presented in their videos.

2:30 PM Photosynthesis Based Irrigation
Control

Amy Fulcher* and Nastaran Basiri Jahromi, University
of Tennessee
Abstract: The presentation will highlight research in
a nursery container production system where the irrigation timing and frequency varies based on plant
water use and environmental demand. The presenter will detail how to use an infrared gas analyzer (LI6400; LI-COR) and substrate moisture sensors to establish the relationship between photosynthesis and
container moisture level, which can then be used to
develop a plant-demand-based irrigation system.
We will demonstrate how 1) photosynthesis-based
irrigation can reduce the volume of water applied
without a reduction in plant biomass or quality, 2) it
compares to a substrate available water-based system, and 3) other gas exchange metrics compare for
establishing the model.

2:45 PM Plant Water-Potential Based Irrigation Management

Alexander D. Levin*, Oregon State University, Southern Oregon Research and Extension Center
Abstract: Despite the fact that the pressure chamber
has been used as a tool to assess vine water status
and assist in scheduling vineyard irrigation for more
than 30 years, there remains some disagreement in
sampling protocol with respect to midday leaf water potential (Ψleaf) and midday stem water potential
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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(Ψstem) determination. This presention will demonstrate the most effecitve method for assessment
with a pressure chamber is detailed analysis on the
impacts of (1) re-cutting the petiole prior to placing
the leaf in the chamber, (2) time span between sample excision and pressurization, (3) sample equilibration time on Ψstem values, and (4) the effect of operator. Improved flexibility in sampling protocol for
either Ψleaf or Ψstem determinations may improve efficiency of vine water status monitoring in vineyards,
thus reducing labor costs associated with pressure
chamber-based irrigation scheduling.

3:00 PM Soil-Moisture Based Irrigation
Control

Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi*, University of Florida and TzuWei Peng*, University of Florida - Indian River REC
Abstract: Soil moisture sensors can improve water
management efficiency by measuring soil volumetric water content (θv) in real time. Soil-specific calibration equations used to calculate θv can increase
sensor accuracy. This presentation will discuss how
to evaluate the performance of several commercial sensors and to establish soil-specific calibration
equations for different soil types. The presenter will
illustrate the methods by focusing on a case study in
sandy soils used for citrus production in Florida. The
presentation will emphasize how soil-specific calibration equations can be used to increase the accuracy of commercial soil moisture sensors to facilitate
irrigation scheduling and water management.

3:15 PM Lysimetric Based Irrigation Control
Lloyd L. Nackley*, Oregon State University

Abstract: Gravimetric methods, using lysimeters to
collect pot weight data, is a very effective method of
measuring water content in soilless media. Checking
the weight of a pot is one of the most basic methods of irrigation scheduling. Experienced growers
will regularly pick up pots as they walk through a
can-yard to get a feel for how to adjust the frequency of watering. However, finding an automated or
semi-automated means of weighing pots would increase the consistency and efficiency of irrigation
control given that each grower may have different
thresholds; that there is an industry-wide shortage
of laborers. The presentation will cover the construction of an irrigation classroom at Oregon State University's North Willamette Research and Extension
center. The presenter will demonstrate how to use
load-cells in a container production system to measure water depletion and trigger irrigation to main-
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tain grower determined allowable depletion.

3:30 PM Live Q & A

Lloyd L. Nackley*, Oregon State University
2:30 PM – 4:30 PM

Workshop: Academic/Industry Career Perspectives: Telling our Stories!

in horticultural research involve the use of various
instruments for non-destructive, real-time stress
quantification.
This virtual workshop will have two parts. The first
part (60 min) will feature hands-on demonstrations
of instruments used for plant stress measurements,
including new instruments and rhizotrons (15-min
video per demonstration). The second part will be a
panel discussion focused on challenges and opportunities in abiotic stress control using plant growth
regulators.

Sponsor: Industry Division

Chair: Mercy Olmstead, University of Florida
Speakers: Amaya Atucha, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Desmond Layne, Auburn University;
Chris Oswalt, ; Raymond Jacobs, and Catherine
Cellon, University of Florida
Moderator: Mercy Olmstead, University of Florida
Coordinator: Mercy Olmstead, University of Florida

3:30 PM New Instrument for Stress Quantification

Description: Students and postdoctoral associates
are often confronted with several decisions about
their career, and there are many questions to ask.
“Should I pursue an academic or industry career?
What about developing my own business? What are
the benefits/challenges of these careers?”

Galen George*, CID Bio-Science

Eric Price*, LI-COR Biosciences

3:45 PM Infra-Red Sensor, NDVI Sensor,
and Chlorophyll Meter
John Huber*, Apogee Instruments

4:00 PM In-Situ Root Scanner
4:15 PM Rhizotrons and Root Image Analysis Techniques
Shinsuke Agehara*, University of Florida

4:30 PM Panel Discussion: Challenges and
Opportunities in Abiotic Stress Control
Using Plant Growth Regulators

This workshop will survey several speakers, both
from the academic pathway and the industry/business pathway to tell their stories. The pathway may
not always be straight to your desired goal, but the
experience gained along the winding road can lead
to greater success. We hope you’ll come to hear their
stories and ask questions as you decide on your
pathway.

3:30 PM – 5:15 PM

3:30 PM – 5:00 PM

Genetics and Germplasm 2

Workshop: Hands-on Demonstrations of
Plant Stress Measurements and Panel Discussion on the Potential of Plant Growth
Regulators in Stress Control
Coordinator: Shinsuke Agehara, University of Florida,
Gulf Coast Research and Education Center
Moderator: Shinsuke Agehara, University of Florida,
Gulf Coast Research and Education Center

Description: Abiotic stress is one of the major constraints to crop production and food security worldwide. Abiotic stress can affect plant growth, survival, development, phenology, yield, and quality, and
its impact depends on severity and type of abiotic
stress. Accurate quantification of plant stress is critical not only to evaluate the impact of stress on crop
production but also to understand stress response
mechanisms. Advanced plant stress measurements

Craig A Campbell*, Valent USA Corporation; Daniel I
Leskovar*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research & Extension
Center, Texas A&M University and Fernando M. Alferez*, University of Florida

Moderator: Tong Geon Lee, University of Florida

3:30 PM Identification of a Major Graywall
Resistance Locus in Tomato
Jasmine Lopez*, University of Florida/IFAS GCREC;
Samuel Hutton, University of Florida/IFAS; Reza
Shekasteband, North Carolina State University and
John W Scott, University of Florida

Abstract: Graywall (GW) is a disease of unknown
etiology that affects tomato (Solanum lycopersicum
L) fruits. GW expresses as necrotic vascular tissue
in the fruit pericarp, accompanied by blotchy/irregular ripening of the fruit exterior. Symptoms often
appear after fruit have been harvested, stored, and
delivered to the retail level, resulting in maximum
economic losses. Host resistance is the only effective
means of control, but inheritance of resistance has
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not been characterized. Breeding for resistance is
challenging, as progress is limited to seasons when
environmental conditions favor disease expression.
GW resistance was initially studied using recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from the cross between Fla. 8000 (susceptible) and Fla. 8111B (highly
resistant). A hypothesized resistance locus on chromosome 9 was confirmed by selective genotyping
of 20 resistant and 15 susceptible RILs with markers
spanning this chromosome and by conducting an
Inclusive Composite Interval Mapping (ICIM) analysis. This locus was further pursued by selecting F2
plants from the cross between Fla. 8000 x Fla. 8111B
which had recombination in the chromosome 9 QTL
region, and using these individuals to develop a new
RIL population for fine mapping. 119 such RILs were
phenotype for GW over three consecutive years and
genotyped with markers saturating the target interval. These efforts delimited the QTL to an approximately 200 Kbp interval containing 10 annotated
genes. The effect of this locus was also tested in five
different F2 populations that each segregated for GW
resistance/susceptibility as well as for haplotypes
of the most tightly linked markers. F2 plants of each
population were genotyped as seedlings with four
linked markers, and a minimum of 90 plants per population were grouped according to marker genotype
and transplanted to the field. GW phenotype was
assessed on individual plants at maturity. The QTL
was validated in all five populations, explaining from
82% to 100% of the variation for graywall incidence.
Furthermore, for each population, phenotypes were
similar between plants with homozygous resistant
genotypes and plants that were heterozygous, indicating dominant gene action. This QTL is the first GW
resistance locus to be identified in tomato, and our
results should greatly improve breeding efforts for
GW resistance and may contribute to a better understanding of this challenging disease.

branched-chain metabolites and explaining apple’s
ability to generate high levels of branched-chain esters despite conserved feedback mechanisms. MdCMS is also capable of straight-chain elongation of
alpha-ketobutyrate, the metabolite being fed into
isoleucine metabolism. By successive iterations of
elongation, MdCMS can produce precursors for
straight-chain esters as well. Previous work concerning MdCMS was performed in ‘Jonagold’ and indicated two alleles of MdCMS corresponding to active
and inactive isoforms of MdCMS. Among the dozens
of apple varieties available to consumers, as well as
among the thousands of heirloom varieties, there
exists a tremendous diversity of aroma profiles, contributing notably to the characteristic and unique
flavor of each variety. We sought to investigate the
role of allelic variation of MdCMS upon the aroma
profiles of apple fruit. Using nanopore sequencing
to haplotype the MdCMS loci, we identified several
additional variants not present in 'Jonagold'. Analysis
of sequence data with aroma profiles collected from
2018 and 2019, as well as gene expression data, implicated several variants to have significant influence
over both branched- and straight-chain ester synthesis. A fifteen bp indel immediately upstream of MdCMS was found to correlate with gene expression. A
non-synonymous SNP corresponding to residue 389
directly controlled presence or absence of branchedchain esters while another non-synonymous SNP at
residue 68 facilitated greater flux of straight-chain
elongation by MdCMS, resulting in a heightened level of straight-chain alkanoate esters. Thus, several
genetic markers have been identified that can aid
breeders in predicting and isolating crosses more
likely to result in desirable aroma profiles, saving
tremendous quantities of resources. Furthermore,
this work implements a single locus and resulting
enzyme as having significant influence over the characteristic aroma profiles of apple varieties.

3:45 PM "Allelic Variation of MdCMS Both
Determines Branched-Chain, and Influences Straight-Chain Ester Synthesis in
Apple Fruit

4:00 PM Development of a High-Density
Genetic Linkage Map and a Universal
Linkage Panel of the US Large-Fruited,
Fresh-Market Tomatoes

Philip Engelgau* and Randolph Beaudry, Michigan
State University

Prashant Bhandari* and Tong Geon Lee, University of
Florida

Abstract: Apple aroma profiles are dominated by
both branched- and straight-chain esters. Straightchain esters are typically derived from fatty acids
by α- and β-oxidation. Branched-chain esters are
derived from isoleucine metabolism. A novel pathway, enabled by citramalate synthase (MdCMS), has
recently been discovered to feed into the isoleucine
synthetic pathway, by-passing the regulated flux of

Abstract: Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) is an important agricultural commodity consumed all over
the world. Solanaceae Coordinated Agricultural Project (SolCAP) array is currently being used to determine genotype by geneticists and tomato breeders
since it can be used as a readily accessible 'entry
point' for genotyping in a relatively inexpensive way.
However, the genetic variation in the US large-fruit-
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ed, fresh-market tomatoes hasn’t been aptly captured by the SolCAP array, as is evident by a low
number of polymorphic sites and the presence of
large genomic sequence regions without markers.
This array is therefore not suited for breeding applications, particularly genotyping on a population
derived from a cross between two large-fruited,
fresh-marketable tomatoes. Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) provides reliable sequence information of the entire genome where we can apply
variant calling steps to identify Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNPs) and markers inaccessible to
tomato SolCAP array platform. We performed WGS
of a F2 segregating population formed by a crossing
between two different large-sized, fresh-marketable
tomato lines. The linkage map created by SNP markers revealed a dense distribution of markers across
chromosomes and identified large numbers of such
markers in gene hotspots of chromosomes and in
regions previously devoid in the SolCAP array. The
markers obtained from the genetic map were projected into SNP datasets of University of Florida's
core fresh tomato breeding lines, and a universal
fresh-marketable tomato linkage panel was created.
This linkage map and linkage panel of SNPs could
be an important tool for breeders and geneticists in
locating genes, studying complex traits and genomics-assisted plant improvement.

4:15 PM Haplotype Diversity of a QTL
Hotspot on Chromosome 4 in Peach and
Sweet Cherry

Ksenija Gasic*1; Lichun Cai1; Kathleen E. B. Rhoades2; Cassia Da Silva Linge1; Zhigang Li1; Christopher
Saski1; Per McCord3 and Amy F. Iezzoni2, (1)Clemson
University, (2)Michigan State University, (3)Washington
State University - IAREC
Abstract: The Prunus genus in the Rosaceae family includes many economically important tree fruit crops,
peach (P. persica), almond (P. dulcis), sweet cherry (P.
avium), tart cherry (P. cerasus), apricot (P. armeniaca)
and plum (P. domestica and P. salicina). Due to their
high horticultural importance, relatively short juvenile phase, and synteny and collinearity among relatively small genomes, Prunus crops have been at the
flagship of genetics discoveries in the Rosaceae. The
advancement of genomic technologies coupled with
the drastic reduction in sequencing costs have yielded unprecedented opportunities to rapidly understand the linkages between genetics, environment,
and phenotypes for these Prunus crops. The peach
reference genome assembly has provided the necessary foundation for quantum leaps in understanding
and mapping trait loci in Prunus and other closely re-

lated rosaceous species. Many quantitative trait loci
(QTL) have been mapped in Prunus, especially peach
and cherry, surveying related pedigrees and other exotic non-related germplasm using dense SNP
based genotyping. The explosion of QTL discoveries
revealed so called “hotspot” regions with clusters of
QTLs located in high density distributed throughout
peach and cherry genomes. Availability of the sweet
cherry reference genome now makes it possible to
compare these genomic regions among the two species. To further understand haplotype diversity in
horticulturally relevant QTL hotspots in peach and
cherry, we have obtained whole genome sequences of 49 peach and 34 sweet cherry accessions, with
average genome coverages of 24X and 22X, respectively. Structural differences among haplotypes with
contrasting phenotypes for common traits mapped
in the 7-22Mbp hotspot region on chromosome 4 in
peach and sweet cherry were investigated. Opportunities to translate horticultural and disease trait
information across species into modern breeding
pipelines will be discussed.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-SCRI project RosBREED (2014-51181-22378)

4:30 PM miR156 Plays Crucial Roles in
Temperature-Dependent Regulation of
Seed Thermoinhibition and Flowering in
Lettuce (Lactuca sativa. L)

Tao Jiang, IFAS -- University of Florida; Chi Dinh
Nguyen, University of Florida/IFAS; Richard Michelmore, University of California, Davis; Kent J Bradford,
University of California and Heqiang Huo*, University
of Florida
Abstract: Seed germination and flowering, two crucial developmental phase transitions in plant life
cycles, are influenced by gene-environment interactions. Our prior functional analyses showed that microRNAs (miRNAs), especially miR156, can influence
seed thermoinhibition and flowering in a DELAY OF
GERMINATION1 (DOG1)-dependent pathway. Recently, we discovered that overexpression or suppression of miR156 in lettuce leads to distinct responses
to environmental temperatures with respect to seed
germination and flowering time. miR156-suppression lines (LsmiR156-STTM) displayed significant seed
thermotolerance and early flowering phenotypes in
lettuce. By contrast, overexpression of LsMIR156 resulted in enhanced sensitivity of seed germination
to temperature and highly delayed flowering, which
were also observed in Arabidopsis with the overexpression of LsMIR156 or AtMIR156. Interestingly,
overexpression of LsMIR156 in lettuce also caused
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significant alteration in leaf cell fate in response to
temperature, resulting in a pin-like leaves under cool
temperature (18°C), while enhanced stem elongation was observed under high temperature (32°C).
Based on Arabidopsis transcriptomic data, we have
found that the miR156 expression pattern during
silique development resembles that of FLOWERING
LOCUS C (FLC), which has been shown to carry an epigenetic memory of vernalization that is reset during
seed development. These data suggest that MIR156
may also undergo an epigenetically mediated reprograming to increase its abundance during seed development, and thus enable it to properly regulate
developmental phase transition from juvenile to
reproductive stages. Our data indicate that miR156
plays a crucial role in mediating two developmental
phase transitions, germination and flowering, in response to environmental temperature in lettuce.

4:45 PM Q&A - Genetics and Germplasm
2 - All Session Speakers Are Required to
Attend
3:30 PM – 5:15 PM

Organic Horticulture 2
Moderator: Emmanuel A Torres Quezada, University
of Florida

3:30 PM Evaluating the Needs and Sustainability Barriers of Strawberry Growers in
the United States: A Mixed Data Clustering Approach

Megan Donovan*1; Jorge Ruiz-Menjivar1; Marilyn
E. Swisher1; Curt R. Rom2; Heather Friedrich2; Alia
DeLong1; Jayesh Samtani3; Carlene A. Chase1; John
D. Lea-Cox4 and Amanda McWhirt5, (1)University of
Florida, (2)University of Arkansas, (3)Virginia Tech, (4)
University of Maryland, (5)University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension
Abstract: The purpose of this study was to evaluate
and identify the needs and barriers to sustainability of U.S. strawberry growers. Data for this research
come from a national needs assessment survey conducted in 2016, which included items on producers’
characteristics (i.e., sex, gender, and race/ethnicity), farms’ attributes (i.e., average farm size, market
types, land tenure, farm acreage, production system)
and questions on limitations and barriers to success
and sustainability in production. Respondents were
primarily under-served farmers from 30 states outside of the top two strawberry producing states (Cali-
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fornia and Florida). Using a sample of 103 strawberry
producers, we conducted mixed data cluster analysis. First, we calculated Gower's coefficients (average
of partial dissimilarities) between subjects. In other
words, we estimated the similarity between farmers
based on individual attributes, farm characteristics
and perceived barriers. Then, we employed the K
medoids method via the Partitioning Around Medoids
(PAM) algorithm to create homogenous clusters
based on estimated distance coefficients. Specifically, we grouped producers into salient clusters for
each of the following dimensions of perceived constraints in production: management, financial limitations, pest type, pest management, irrigation, soil
management, soil fumigation alternatives, plant nutrition and fertilizers, plant and cultivars characteristics and climate variability. The average silhouette
width was utilized to assess the clustering quality for
each dimension of barriers. The results showed that
the most pressing threats to sustainability of production were pest management (primarily disease), production and labor costs, weather risks, lack of alternatives to soil fumigation, and reliable information
and access to locally adapted cultivars. Our findings
shed light into future research directions and targeted outreach initiatives to better serve the needs of
strawberry growers, address perceived barriers in
production, and create more competitive, resilient
and economically viable production systems across
multiple scales of production and U.S. regions.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA

3:45 PM Cover Crops and Strawberry Cultivars for Resilient Organic Strawberry
Production in Florida

Carlene A. Chase; Emmanuel A Torres Quezada*;
Xin Zhao; Oscar Emanuel Liburd; Zhifeng Gao and
Marilyn E. Swisher, University of Florida
Abstract: To facilitate the expansion of organic
strawberry production in Florida the development
of a system that is environmentally and economically sustainable and resilient to pest pressure was
proposed. Biological and social science research on
cover crops and strawberry cultivars was conducted
in consecutive seasons from 2016 to 2018 in Citra,
FL. A field experiment was conducted to evaluate
strawberry cultivars and off-season cover crops performance in organic strawberry production. A split
plot design was used with cover crops in the main
plots arranged in a randomized complete block design with 4 replications and strawberry cultivars assigned to the sub-plots. Cover crop treatments of
sunn hemp (Crotalaria juncea cv. Tropic Sun), hairy
indigo (Indigofera hirsuta), and a 4-way mix (sunn
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hemp cv. AU Golden, hairy indigo, Crotalaria ochroleuca, and Aeshcynomene americana) were compared
to a fallow control during the off-season. Following
the cover crop treatments, four strawberry cultivars
were established for evaluation in October of each
year. In 2016, ‘Strawberry Festival’, ‘Florida Radiance’,
SensationTM ‘Florida127’, and WinterstarTM were evaluated. In 2017, we substituted ‘Strawberry Festival’
with ‘Florida Beauty’. In 2018, WinterstarTM was replaced by ‘Florida Brilliance’. The soil health score
was extremely low at the start of the study and the
gains observed over three years were not significant. There was no effect of the cover crop on leaf
area index, plant-parasitic nematodes population,
and weed density. However, cover crops reduced
broadleaf weed biomass by 70% compared to the
weedy control. Twospotted spider mites (Tetranychus urticae), the primary pest arthropod observed
during the strawberry season, were effectively managed with preventive applications of the predatory
mite Neoseiulus californicus. ‘Florida127’ and ‘Florida
Brilliance’ exhibited the highest yield potential. However, consumer willingness to pay was highest for
‘Florida127’. Sunn hemp and the 4-way mix showed
potential to increase profits in 2016 but their performance declined in 2017 and 2018. While ‘Florida127’
had consistent revenue across all three seasons,
‘Florida Brilliance’ in 2018 greatly outperformed all
other cultivars across all years. Combinations of
sunn hemp and the 4-way mix with ‘Florida127’ and
‘Florida Brilliance’ are likely to produce the best outcomes for growers and consumers.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Organic Agricultural Research and Extension Initiative grant no. 2015-5130024134/project accession no. 1007441 from USDA
National Institute of Food and Agriculture.

4:00 PM Assessing Strawberry Seed Bug
Injury in Organic Strawberries and Using
Cultural Techniques to Manage Its Population

Oscar Liburd*; Hannah Talton; Elena M Rhodes;
Carlene A. Chase and Marilyn E. Swisher, University
of Florida
Abstract: In Florida, the strawberry seed bug, Neopamera bilobata (Say), has traditionally been a secondary pest in strawberry but has recently emerged as
a key pest in organic strawberry production. There
is limited information on management of seed bugs
because it has been traditionally controlled by conventional pesticides that targets other pest species.
We evaluated the effect of strawberry cultivars, cover crops, and the presence of runners on seed bug

distribution, injury and yield. There was no effect of
cover crop or cultivar on seed bug distribution. There
was less injury on Florida Brilliance compared with
the other cultivars tested. Less injury was recorded
from plots without runners. Releasing five and ten
adult seed bugs on ripe (red) fruit produced a similar
level of injury while no injury to unripe (green) fruit
was observed. Understanding the ecology and behavior of the strawberry seed bug will lead to better
management.

4:15 PM Optimizing Microbial Antagonist
Use for Disease Management in Organic
Strawberry

Carlene A. Chase* and Emmanuel A Torres Quezada,
University of Florida
Abstract: Botrytis cinerea, the causative agent of grey
mold, is particularly challenging to manage in organic strawberry since there are no resistant cultivars and the synthetic fungicides that are effective in
conventional strawberry production are not allowed
in organic strawberry systems. Although, biological
control with microbial antagonists is considered a
suitable option for plant disease management, their
performance is inconsistent. Since cover crops are
commonly used in organic systems for soil management and to promote soil health, we proposed to
utilize cover crop residue as a solid substrate for the
proliferation of commercially available microbial antagonists to enhance their effectiveness. Further, we
wanted to assess whether the frequency of foliar-applied fungicides could be decreased by application
only when environmental conditions were conducive
to disease development. A field experiment was conducted beginning with cover crop treatments established in summer 2019. At eight weeks after planting, sunn hemp (Crotalaria juncea cv. Tropic Sun),
hairy indigo (Indigofera hirsuta), a 4-way mix (sunn
hemp cv. AU Golden, hairy indigo, C. ochroleuca, and
Aeschynomene americana), and a weedy control were
terminated by mowing. The residues were sprayed
with PreStop® (Gliocladium catenulatum) and RootShield Plus® (Trichoderma spp.) and incorporated
into the soil prior to bed preparation. In October
2019, ‘Florida Brilliance’ strawberry plug transplants
were established in two subplots in which the microbial fungicides DoubleNickel55TM (Bacillus amyloliquefaciens strain D747) and Actinovate® (Streptomyces
lydicus) were alternated for fungal pathogen management. Treatments were either a routine weekly
spray application or application only after a rainfall
event. Sunn hemp produced the highest cover crop
dry biomass (11,770 lb/acre), while there was no difference between the 4-way mix (6,299 lb/acre) and
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hairy indigo (4,716 lb/acre) at 8 weeks after planting.
Although there was no cover crop effect on strawberry growth and yield, a significant microbial antagonist effect on yield was observed. Prestop® increased
total marketable fruit number and marketable fruit weight by
8% and 10%, respectively, compared to RootShield Plus®.
Additionally, restricting foliar microbial fungicide
applications to after rainfall events did not result in
higher incidence of disease-affected fruit number
and weight. These preliminary results suggest that
disease management in organic strawberry can be
optimized through the use of soil applied PreStop®
and with foliar applications informed by monitoring for
conditions conducive to disease development.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Organic Agricultural Research and Extension Initiative grant no. 2015-5130024134/project accession no. 1007441 from USDA
National Institute of Food and Agriculture

4:30 PM Planting Date Affects Leaf Mineral Nutrients and Plant Weight in Organic
Lettuce Grown in High Tunnels

Juan C Diaz-Perez ; Timothy W. Coolong and Jesús
Bautista1, (1)University of Georgia, (2)The University of
Georgia
*1

2

Abstract: There is increasing demand for organic lettuce and other vegetables in the U.S. High tunnels
(HT) allow growers to produce crops out of season
and obtain high quality vegetables. Environmental
conditions (e.g., air temperature) change during the
year. Thus, vegetables should be planted when environmental conditions are optimal for plant growth.
There is currently limited information on how to
grow lettuce in HT in the southeast U.S. The objective
was to determine the effect of planting date on the
concentration of mineral nutrients and plant fresh
weight of organic Romaine and Salanova lettuce. The
study was conducted in high tunnels (HT) in organically-certified land, Tifton Campus, Univ. of Georgia.
Lettuce seedlings were grown organically in a greenhouse. ‘New Red Fire’ (Romaine) and ‘Green-Butter’
(Salanova) lettuce seedlings were planted in the HT
at eight different planting dates (about every 18
days), starting on 1 Oct. 2018 and finishing on 3 Feb.
2019. Organic fertilizer (8-5-5 Nature Safe) was applied before planting at 2464 kg/ha. No additional
fertilizer was applied. There was no major presence
of insects or diseases during the growing season.
The experimental design was a randomized complete block with 16 treatments (8 planting dates x 2
cultivars) and three replications (one replication per
HT). Lettuce plants were harvested when they had
a marketable size and quality. Results showed that,
across planting dates, plant fresh weight (FW) was
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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higher in Romaine (237 g) than in Salanova (186 g).
Plant FW varied among planting dates. Plant FW for
both cultivars was increased when planted after 10
Dec. Changes in plant FW among planting dates are
probably associated with changes in air temperature
inside the HT. High daily mean air temperatures inside the HT probably resulted in reduced plant FW
in lettuce planted in October and November. Salanova lettuce had higher leaf Ca, S, Mn, and Fe and
lower K, Mg, and Zn compared to Romaine lettuce,
while the leaf concentrations of N, P, B, and Cu were
similar between lettuce cultivars. Leaf N, K, and Ca
were increased and Mg decreased in the later planting dates. In conclusion, later planting dates (after
10 Dec.) of Romaine and Salanova lettuce were the
most favorable for plant growth.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Partially supported
by the OREI -NIFA-USDA grant entitled "Adapting and
Expanding High Tunnel Organic Vegetable Production
for the southeast"

4:45 PM Q&A - Organic Horticulture 2 - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
3:30 PM – 5:30 PM

Ornamentals/Landscape and Turf 2
Moderator: Milton McGiffen, University of California

3:30 PM Production of Pathogen-Eradicated Caladium Seed Stock Using Meristem-Tip Culture

Stephen B. Parrish*; Jane E. Polston; Zhanao Deng
and Michael E. Kane, University of Florida
Abstract: Caladiums produce colorful foliage and
are propagated by division of seed tubers. Konjac mosaic virus (KoMV) and dasheen mosaic virus
(DsMV) are two pathogens that can infect caladiums,
impacting plant performance and reducing tuber
yields. To produce virus-eliminated caladium seed
tubers, meristem-tip explants from sprouted tubers
were isolated, cultured in vitro, and indexed before
and after meristem culture for these viruses. Tubers of 15 caladium cultivars were indexed for both
viruses using virus-specific reverse transcription
PCR, revealing infection rates ranging from 35% to
100%. Young shoots were harvested from sprouted
tubers pre-soaked in Subdue Maxx® and pre-sterilized before meristem-tips were isolated and inoculated on a MS medium. Once cultures were established, they were indexed for bacteria and fungi.
Cultures indexed negative were then indexed again
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for both KoMV and DsMV, resulting in a selection of
cultures that were 100% free of viruses. Sixty mericlonal lines from the 15 cultivars that tested negative for all the pathogens indexed were multiplied
on the LS medium supplemented with 2 mg/L 6-(γ,γdimethylallylamino) purine (2ip). Cultures were divided and transferred to fresh media every six weeks.
Over 12,000 pathogen-free plants were produced in
vitro. Caladium cultures produced numerous shoots
on this medium. Individual shoot microcuttings were
harvested, transferred into plug trays, rooted and
acclimated in the greenhouse. Established plants
were grown in gallon containers to produce seed tubers. Plants were visually inspected to eliminate off
types. The percentage of somaclonal variants based
on visual inspection was relatively low (0% to 14.6%),
except for ‘White Christmas’, probably due to the
elimination of auxins in the media.
Funding agencies: U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
(USDA) Agricultural Marketing Service and Florida
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Service
(FDACS) Specialty Crop Block Grant Program (SCBGP), USDA Hatch Project FLA-GCC-005507.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s (USDA) Agricultural Marketing Service
and Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Service (FDACS) Specialty Crop Block Grant Program
(SCBGP), USDA Hatch Project FLA-GCC-005507.

3:45 PM Cutting Source of Loropetalum
Chinense (R. Brown) Oliver. Var. Rubrum
Yieh 'ever Red' Impacted Rooting

Ting Zhou, Nanjing Forestry University and Donglin
Zhang*, University of Georgia
Abstract: Red loropetalum is an evergreen plant with
beautiful burgundy foliage and bright red flowers.
Since two red loropetalum plants were brought to
US (to the Arnold Arboretum of the Harvard University) in 1983, a total of 67 cultivars have been documented. The plant now is everywhere in US gardens
and landscapes and its market demand is very high.
Loropetalum chinese var. rubrum 'Ever Red' is one of
the popular cultivars with mid-size and outstanding
foliage and bright red flowers. Recently, growers had
experienced low rooting ability from nursery stock
plants. We collected terminal stem cuttings from tissue cultured, container-grown, and field-grown stock
plants in July 2019 and recorded rooting data after
three months. Cuttings from tissue cultured stock
plants rooted 100% with hormodin #2 treatment.
Both cuttings treated with hormodin #1 and control
(no hormone) from tissue cultured stock plants rooted 95.9% and 87.5%. Cutting collected from field-

grown stock plants rooted 70.8 to 87.5%. The low
rooting percentages (33.3 to 54.2%) were obtained
from container-grown stock plants. Number of roots
per cutting and root quality (total root length) shared
the similar trend from high to low for tissue cultured,
to field-grown, then container-grown stock plants.
We also conducted the same experiment in a no cooling greenhouse with temperature about 40C during
daytime and majority of cuttings only produced calla. To keep the quality of the original features and
reproduction efficiency of ‘Ever Red’ loropetalum, we
recommend growers to root stem cuttings from the
virus-free tissue cultured stock plants.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Center for Applied Nursery Research

4:00 PM Persistence and Flowering Performance of Early-Season Flowering Bulbs in
Warm- and Cool-Season Turfgrasses in a
Subtropical Climate

Bodie V. Pennisi*1; William B. Miller2 and Clint Waltz1,
(1)University of Georgia, (2)Cornell University
Abstract: Studies have indicated that not only spring
bulbs can grow in competitive warm-season turfgrasses, but that they can serve as early-season
floral resource. While such studies have shown success in northern latitudes, knowledge is lacking for
bulb growth in more southern climates. We studied
geophyte performance in warm-season turf (bermudagrass, Cynodon dactylon ‘TifSport’) and cool-season turf (tall fescue, Festuca arundinacea ‘Lexington’)
planted in Griffin, Georgia, United States of America
(USDA Zone 8a, avg. annual extreme min. temp. -12.2
to 9.40C,; 91-120 days > 300C). Our broad objectives
were to determine: 1) which species and cultivars
can perennialize in a subtropical climate, 2) which
species and cultivars can sustain acceptable growth
and flowering performance under standard turf
maintenance practices of weed control and mowing schedules, and 3) compare bulb performance
in warm-season and cool-season turfgrasses. The
bulbs were planted in well-established turf plots using a tractor-drawn bulb planter. After planting in December 2018, all but one of the species and cultivars
emerged (defined as visible foliage > 1cm long above
soil) in mid-January 2019 in both bermudagrass and
tall fescue. Narcissus ‘Tete-a-Tete’ and Crocus ‘Ruby
Giant’ exhibited earliest flower emergence in both
types of turfgrass. Narcissus ‘Thalia’ and ‘Ice Follies’
also showed strong first year emergence, as did Muscari ‘Blue Magic’, followed by Crocus ‘Remembrance’.
In both years, Chionodoxa ‘Blue Giant’ had lower
than 1% emergence, while Scilla siberica averaged
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20% emergence. In 2020, all three Narcissus cultivars
and Crocus ‘Remembrance’, bloomed well. Muscari
‘Blue Magic’ (in 2019), Narcissus ‘Tete-a-Tete’ and
Crocus ‘Remembrance’ (in 2020) exhibited the highest percentage of flowering stems in both bermudagrass and tall fescue. Timing of bulb emergence,
first and peak bloom were consistent in both years.
Although bulb emergence was not affected by turf
species, visual impact of the bulbs was diminished in
tall fescue, especially for those species which bloom
height did not exceed 15cm. Color also played a role
in visual impact, with higher-contrasting white and
yellow-blooming Narcissus cultivars, achieving higher
scores, compared to the blue-flowered Muscari and
purple-flowered ‘Crocus ‘Remembrance’. The latter
bloom was more noticeable earlier in the season (i.e.
early March) when the cool-season tall fescue was
of lower height. Narcissus cultivars may be more appropriate for interplanting with cool-season grasses.

4:15 PM Persistence of Twenty-Four Bermudagrasses Subjected to Structural
Shade

Anmol Kajla* and Charles Fontanier, Oklahoma State
University
Abstract: Poor persistence of bermudagrasses (Cynodon sp.) in shaded environments is a management
challenge for lawns, golf courses, or sports fields. A
field experiment was conducted to evaluate the relative shade tolerance of twenty-four bermudagrass
cultivars and experimental genotypes. Plots were
established as randomized complete blocks with
three replications in 2016. After an initial year of establishment, structural shade was applied for three
subsequent years using poly-woven fabric resulting
in a 60% reduction in photosynthetic photon flux.
Plots were mowed at 3.8cm and otherwise managed
similar to a typical residential lawn. Data pertaining
to visual turf quality, green coverage (using image
analysis), and vertical growth rate were collected
each year. The cultivar Celebration (shade-tolerant
standard) persisted similarly or better than other
commercially available entries. The experimental
entry TifB16108 demonstrated relatively low vertical growth and good density each year. After three
years of shade, TifB16108 was the only entry having
an acceptable mean turf quality score. Despite the
apparent importance of a low growth habit for the
persistence of TifB16108, the relationship between
vertical growth rate and persistence was not consistent suggesting other factors are also important in
conveying shade tolerance.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA SCRI Grant No.
2015-51181-24291
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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4:30 PM Georgia’s Tree Care Industry Seeks
to Improve Safety

Ellen Bauske*1; Wojciech Florkowski1; Neil Norton2
and Yawotse D. Nouve1, (1)University of Georgia, (2)
Georgia Aroborist Association

Abstract: A Qualtrics survey was created to assess
the level of interest in mandatory licensing for the
tree care industry in Georgia. Much of the impetus behind licensing stems from a keen awareness
of the importance of safety in the industry. A team
of researchers and industry representatives developed a questionnaire exploring safety knowledge,
practices, and training. An invitation to participate in
the survey was sent to all members of the Georgia
Arborist Association (approximately 350 members)
and 153 respondents completed the survey. Many
companies have safety training programs; 75.2 % of
the respondents regularly or always learned safety
practices from staff in their own company and 66.4 %
said they regularly or always learned safety through
work experience (“hands-on”) on the job. Similarly,
51.9% learned from their peers and 50.6% learned
from arborist professional organizations. Cooperative Extension, trade shows, commercial representatives, or third-party training solutions are not
common sources of safety information with 44.2%,
54.0%, 72.4%, and 59.2% respectively, never or seldom learning from them. Respondents expressed a
preference for in-house, hands-on training and had
little interest in learning at trade shows or from social media. Head, eye, ear, and leg protection are required by OSHA when operating a chainsaw, yet just
55.3%, 65.1% 59.2%, and 51.3% respectively, always
used the appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE). Respondents were familiar with ANSI
Z133 (arboriculture safety requirements) and ANSI
A300 (industry tree care standards) but were relatively unfamiliar with safety standards on logging,
cranes, and electric power generation, transmission,
and distribution. Fifty-nine percent felt that the lack
of mandatory licensing resulted in companies failing
to enforce safety rules. Just 19.2% felt that Georgia
law ensures that companies take responsibility for
the safety of their workers. Most respondents linked
safety to professionalism; 91.4% , 92.7%, and 89.5%s
felt that a safety training program, use of PPE, and
adherence to ANSI standards respectively, were necessary to establish professionalism in tree care services. It remains to be seen if the tree care industry
in Georgia has the political will and savvy to establish
a state-wide licensing program. The survey results
strongly suggest the need for stricter adherence to
established safety procedures (use of PPE) within the
industry and education on crane and electrical safety
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standards. It underscores the need to reach out to
all companies with safety information and training
opportunities.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Georgia Forestry Commission

4:45 PM Effect of Carbon Nanoparticles on
Tall Fescue (Festuca arundinacea Schreb),
Creeping Bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera
L.), and Bermudagrass (Cynodon dactylon
(L.) Pers.)Water Use Efficiency, Growth,
and Quality

Milton E McGiffen*1; Jaime Barros da Silva Filho2;
Michael Bradley2 and Richard Shang3, (1)University
of California, (2)University of California Riverside, (3)
Vulpes Agricultural Corporation

Abstract: Turfgrass is a high value crop with high nutrient and water requirements. Previous research
found that application of carbon nanoparticles may
reduce crop water usage through retention of water
and nutrients that are then slowly released for plant
uptake. We measured the effect of carbon nanoparticles on turf water use efficiency in a greenhouse
experiment. Carbon nanoparticles were suspended
in water and then applied either directly to foliage
or soil incorporated at rates from 0-400 liters per
hectare. Soil water potential was continuously measured for each pot, and water applied to maintain
soil water potential between field capacity and the
irrigation threshold for each species. The species
differed somewhat in their response, but the carbon nanoparticle treatments generally increased
water use efficiency. The data suggest that carbon
nanoparticles may effectively increase water use efficiency of the three turfgrass species tested.

5:00 PM Q&A - Ornamentals/Landscape
and Turf 2 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
3:30 PM – 5:30 PM

Workshop: Statistics in Horticultural
Research: Problems and Solutions

Coordinator: Youping Sun, Department of Plants,
Soils, and Climate, Utah State University
Moderator: Youping Sun, Department of Plants, Soils,
and Climate, Utah State University
Description: The commonality of computers as a tool
for scientific research has allowed many fields to explode with information. Statistical science has also

grown and changed dramatically since the 1990’s.
Whereas analysis of variance and regression once
were the primary statistical tools for horticultural research, these methods have been joined by a
variety of new or refined procedures better suited
to specific types of research. These include mixed
and generalized models, methods for multiple correlated response variables, and so-called “machine
learning” procedures. However, with the proliferation of statistical methods comes a number of issues
relevant to research articles in horticultural journals.
These include appropriate usage, accurate and understandable description of the statistical methods
used, and appropriate statistical review of submitted
manuscripts.
This workshop will relate directly to two recent
publications in HortScience. The first is Statistics
in a Horticultural Journal: Problems and Solutions
(2016) https://doi.org/10.21273/JASHS03747-16 and
the second is Best Practices for Presenting Statistical Information in a Research Article (2019) https://
doi.org/10.21273/HORTSCI13952-19. It is highly recommended that participants read these two articles
before coming to the workshop.
If participants are interested in hands-on experience, please download a free trial of JMP @ https://
www.jmp.com/en_us/download-jmp-free-trial.html”.

3:30 PM Issues in the Design and Analysis of Experiments with a Glimpse of the
Future
4:15 PM Demo: Analyzing and Interpreting
Propagation Research Data
Ruth Hummel*, JMP Academic Programs

5:15 PM Discussion

Youping Sun*, Department of Plants, Soils, and Climate, Utah State University
3:45 PM – 5:30 PM

Growth Chambers and Controlled
Environments 5
Moderator: Stephanie Cruz, University of Florida

3:45 PM Supplemental Far-Red Light
Does Not Increase Growth of Greenhouse-Grown Lettuce

Theekshana C Jayalath* and Marc W. van Iersel,
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University of Georgia
Abstract: The positive effects of far-red (FR) light on
growth of leafy greens have been well-documented
for crops grown in plant factories. However, there is
a lack of information on the effects of supplemental FR on greenhouse-grown leafy greens. Therefore,
we conducted a study with two cultivars of lettuce
(Lactuca sativa, ‘Green Salad Bowl’ and ‘Cherokee’)
with five lighting treatments. The treatments were
supplemental lighting with a photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) of 200 μmol∙m-2∙s-1, PPFD of
200 μmol∙m-2∙s-1 + 10 μmol∙m-2∙s-1 of FR light, PPFD of
200 μmol∙m-2∙s-1 + 20 μmol∙m-2∙s-1 of FR light, PPFD
of 220 μmol∙m-2∙s-1, and sunlight only. Supplemental PPFD was provided with 75% red and 25% blue
light for 4 hours before sunrise and 4 hours after
sunset. The daily light integral (DLI) received from
the sun averaged 7.5 mol∙m-2∙d-1 during the study
period. The treatments with supplemental PPFDs of
200 and 220 μmol∙m-2∙s-1 averaged DLIs of 13.3 and
DLI of 13.8 mol∙m-2∙d-1. The FR treatments with 10
and 20 μmol∙m-2∙s-1 received 0.29 and 0.58 mol∙m-2∙d-1
of supplemental FR light. All supplemental lighting
treatments increased leaf area and plant dry weight
compared to the treatment without supplemental
lighting (P < 0.0001). However, we did not see any
positive effects on crop growth by adding FR light.
Similarly, the treatment with slightly higher PPFD
level of 220 μmol∙m-2∙s-1 did not show a significant
growth difference compared to the treatment with
a supplemental PPFD of 200 μmol∙m-2∙s-1. Our results
do not provide any evidence for positive effects of
supplemental FR light on greenhouse-grown lettuce.
This may be due to the presence of high levels of FR
light from the sun in the greenhouses.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA-SCRI Award
Number #: 2018-51181-28365, project Lighting Approaches to Maximize Profits and by LumiGrow, Inc.

4:00 PM Evaluation of Compact Tomato
and Pepper Cultivars for Container Patio
and Indoor Gardening
Stephanie Cruz*; Paul R. Fisher and Celina Gomez,
University of Florida

Abstract: Urban gardeners have limited access to
outdoor field-soil plots, resulting in an emerging
trend towards both container patio and indoor gardening. An increasing number of compact vegetable cultivars are becoming available for this market.
However, evaluations are limited, especially under
the reduced light intensity and different light spectra with sole-source light-emitting diode (LED) lamps
compared to sunlight. Research with indoor lighting
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has primarily focused on leafy greens, as fruit crops
are likely to require higher light intensities to produce acceptable fruit yield and quality. In addition,
previous research has found that solanaceous crops
such as tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum) and peppers (Capsicum annuum) are susceptible to intumescence, which is a cultivar-specific physiological disorder caused by the lack of exposure to ultraviolet
radiation. The aim of this study was to compare compact growth habit for 27 tomato and 30 pepper cultivars grown in containers in both an indoor growth
room with environmental setpoints that resembled
a residential space (11 mol·m‒2·d‒1 of white light, constant 22 °C, and moderate relative humidity) and in
a greenhouse with sunlight only. Our specific objectives were to 1) identify cultivars that were compact
and high yielding; 2) screen for intumescence injury;
and 3) characterize differences between indoor- and
greenhouse-grown plants. The experiment was terminated four weeks after transplanting. Based on
growth habit and yield potential, cultivars with adequate characteristics for patio and indoor gardening
included ‘Siam’, ‘Micro Tom’, ‘Mohamed’, ‘Red Robin’,
‘Sweet n Neat Scarlet’, ‘Sweet n Neat Yellow’, ‘Yellow
Canary’, and ‘Rosy Finch’ tomatoes, and ‘Tamale’, ‘Hot
Burrito’, ‘Yellow Tomato’, ‘Hot Tomato Red’, ‘Pinata’,
‘Cosmo’, ‘Piñata’, and ‘Taquito’ peppers. However,
among those, ‘Sweet n Neat Yellow’ and ‘Rosy Finch’
tomatoes, and ‘Piñata’ peppers were susceptible to
intumescence injury indoors. Other cultivars thar
were significantly affected by intumescence included ‘Patio’, ‘Geranium Kiss’, and ‘Tumbling Tom Yellow’
tomatoes and ‘Masquerade’, ‘Red Skin’, and ‘Spicy
Jane’ peppers. In general, growth index and fruit
number were much higher in the greenhouse than
indoors. In addition, greenhouse-grown peppers
produced more branches than those grown indoors.
Results from this study provide baseline information
for future research focused on evaluating responses to environments and practices that can facilitate
container patio and indoor gardening using compact
tomato and pepper plants.

4:15 PM Different Photoperiod Regimes
with LED Lighting Influence Growth, Physiology and Carbohydrate Partitioning of
Container Grown Citrus Nursery Trees

Hardeep Singh*1; Gureet Brar2; Masood Khezri3;
John T. Bushoven1 and Sharon Benes4, (1)California
State University Fresno, (2)2415 E San Ramon, (3)MR
Research Institute, (4)california state university

Abstract: Nursery citrus trees in California must be
grown in insect exclusion facilities to be protected against Huanglongbing (HLB), a deadly disease
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spread by the Asian citrus psyllid. Faster year-round
propagation is critical for citrus nurseries to offset
the investment in new exclusion facilities, but nurseries currently face serious problems of poor bud
push and slow scion growth in fall-budded container grown trees. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to explore the effect of supplemental LED
lighting technique on container citrus tree growth,
physiology and total non-structural carbohydrate
partitioning to improve the propagation efficiency.
72 trees of the common ‘Carrizo’ citrange rootstock
with and without ‘Clementine Mandarin’ scion were
placed in growth chambers under four photoperiod treatments: T1 (EoD-10): 10 h photoperiod with
LED lights plus a 4-h day length extension at a low
intensity of 10 mmol.m-1.s-1;T2 (NI-10): 10 h photoperiod plus a 1-h night interruption at low intensity of
10 mmol.m-1.s-1; T3: 10 h supplemental far red light
along with 10 h photoperiod with LED; and T4 (Control): 10-h LED without any supplementation or extension. Light spectrum of LEDs was adjusted to 90
Red and 10 Blue ratio. The trees were maintained in
the growth chambers at 21/13 °C day/night temperatures and 80% RH for 12 weeks. This experiment was
run two times. The results showed that there were
significantly higher leaf count and average shoot
growth in NI-10 and EoD-10 than in 10 h LED in both
budded and unbudded trees. Far red supplemental light treatment was able to increase significant
shoot length in budded trees as compared to 10 h
LED. NI-10 and EOD-10 had lower root: shoot ratio
than control in both budded and non-budded trees.
The efficacy of low supplemental light intensities (10
µmol. m-2. s-1) below the light compensation point
in overcoming short day growth cessation and the
partitioning of total non-structural carbohydrates indicated phytochrome-mediated control of growth in
citrus trees.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: California Citrus Nursery Board

4:30 PM Blue and Green Light Quality Impact Biomass, Morphology, and Color of
Lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.)

Masaki Kurosaki* and Neil Scott Mattson, Cornell
University

Abstract: Previous research with lettuce has demonstrated photomorphogenic responses of blue light
in terms of decreasing internode elongation and leaf
surface area and increased anthocyanin concentration as the red:blue ratio decreases. However, insufficient research exists on the impact of different
wavebands of blue light on lettuce. The objective of
this study was to evaluate the impacts of three differ-

ent wavebands within the blue region (peaks at 400,
420 and 450 nm) versus a green waveband (530 nm)
on plant biomass and morphology of ‘Rex’ and ‘Red
Oak’ lettuce. Plants were grown under sole-source
lighting where each blue/green light is mixed with
red light (peak 660 nm) to supply 80R:20B/G ratio at
255 µmol m-2 s-1 photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) with an 18.5 hour photoperiod resulting in
ca. 17 mol m-2 d-1 daily light integral (DLI). At harvest
stage (22 days after transplanting/light treatment)
the height, width, fresh mass (FM), dry mass (DM),
leaf surface area (LSA), chlorophyll index (SPAD),
and leaf redness (from a colorimeter) were evaluated. Among the blue waveband treatments, 400 and
420 nm showed similar response which is statistically greater growth parameters than 450 nm. For example, FM of ‘Rex’ at 400 and 420 nm was 8% and
10% greater, respectively, than 450 nm. Plants under
450 nm showed more intense characteristics associated with blue light (such as lowest height, width,
LSA, FM, and DM) but highest chlorophyll index and
leaf redness (for ‘Red Oak’). In contrast, green light
also had high biomass parameters (similar to or
greater than 420 nm blue) but low chlorophyll index
and leaf redness. However, under green light plants
had abnormal morphological characteristics such as
narrow but elongated leaves. This resulted in a 12
to 20% larger plant width (diameter) than the blue
treatments in ‘Red Oak’ variety. Overall the results indicate the specific waveband of blue light should be
reported by researchers conducting lighting studies
and that there is the capability of more precise plant
quality control using different blue light wavebands.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: New York State Energy
Research and Development Authority

4:45 PM Modeling Growth and Development of Hydroponically Grown Dill, Parsley, and Watercress in Response to Photosynthetic Daily Light Integral and Average
Daily Temperature
Kellie J. Walters* and Roberto G. Lopez, Michigan
State University

Abstract: In controlled environments, models can be
developed to optimize growth and development of
crops and conduct cost and/or resource use benefit analyses in response to environmental changes.
Therefore, the overall objective of this study was
to model growth and development of dill ‘Bouquet’
(Anethum graveolens), parsley ‘Giant of Italy’ (Petroselinum crispum), and watercress (Nasturtium officinale) in response to changes in the photosynthetic
daily light integral (DLI) and average daily tempera-
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ture (ADT). Seeds were sown in rockwool cubes and
grown in a greenhouse at 23 ºC until transplant.
Seedlings were then transplanted into one of five
greenhouse compartments with ADTs ranging from
9.7 to 27.2 ºC. Each greenhouse contained three 1 by
2 m deep-flow hydroponic systems under 0, 30, or
50% shade cloth used to create DLIs ranging from 6.2
to 16.9 mol·m‒2·d‒1. After two (watercress), three (dill),
or four (parsley) weeks, chlorophyll fluorescence
(Fv/Fm), leaf number, branch number and length,
height, and fresh and dry mass were recorded and
dry matter concentration (DMC) was calculated. ADT
and DLI interacted to influence dill fresh mass, leaf
number, and height and watercress Fv/Fm and height
while only ADT affected fresh mass, branch number,
and branch length of watercress. Parsley was influenced by ADT and not DLI. Increasing the ADT from
9.7, 10.0, or 10.1 to 22.4 ºC (parsley) or 27.2 ºC (dill
and watercress), respectively, resulted in linear or
near-linear increases in fresh mass. The influence of
DLI on dill and watercress was ADT dependent. For
example, increasing DLI for dill negatively affected
fresh mass when the ADT was low (9.7 to 13.9 ºC) and
increased fresh mass (to a certain extent) when the
ADT was high (18.4 to 27.2 ºC). The DMC of dill, parsley, and watercress increased as ADT decreased or
DLI increased, meaning that a higher proportion of
plant fresh mass is water when ADT increases or DLI
decreases. With these data we have created growth
and development models for culinary herbs to aid in
predicting responses to changes in DLI and ADT.

5:00 PM Q&A - Growth Chambers and
Controlled Environments 5 - All Speakers
Are Required to Attend
3:45 PM – 5:30 PM

Vegetable Crops Management 2
Moderator: Matthew Kleinhenz, The Ohio State University-OARDC

3:45 PM An Update on the Nitrogen Fertilizer Management for Vidalia Onion Production

Andre Luiz B.R. da Silva*; Christopher Tyson; Timothy W. Coolong and Marcos Fabricio L. de Barros,
University of Georgia

Abstract: Long growing seasons and shallow root
systems require growers to strategically manage
fertilizer programs for Vidalia onion production.
Current recommendations for nitrogen (N) fertil-
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ization varies from 125 to 150 lb./acre. However,
growers have routinely produced high-quality Vidalia onion using less fertilizer rates. Much of the work
conducted on total N applications was done in the
1980s/1990s. Research is required to optimize N
fertilizer recommendations on current available cultivars. The objective of the study was to identify N
fertilizer rates in different cultivars of Vidalia onion
that maximize plant growth and yield. Field experiments were conducted in the 2019 Vidalia onion season at the University of Georgia–Vidalia Onion and
Vegetable Research Center located in Lyons, GA. A
two factorial experimental design of five N fertilizer
rates and three Vidalia onion cultivars were evaluated in randomize complete block design with 4
replications. N fertilizer rates were 75, 90, 105, 120
and 135 lb./acre evenly split in 4 applications. Vidalia
onion cultivars were Sweet Agent, Vidora, and Quickstart. During crop development, soil mineral N was
monitored at 0-20 cm of soil depth before each fertilizer application and at harvest, when total yield and
onion size distribution was evaluated. Soil mineral N
was lower early season but increased with fertilizer
application. After the last fertilization, soil mineral N
was higher for N fertilizer rates of 105, 120, and 135
lb./acre compared to 75 and 90 lb./acre. At harvest,
soil mineral N had no significant difference among N
fertilizer rates. Regarding total yield and onion size
distribution, there was no significant interaction of N
fertilizer rate and cultivar or main effect of cultivar.
Contrarily, there were significant differences for N
fertilizer rates on total yield and onion size distribution. Total yield was the highest for 105, 120, and 135
lb. of N/acre, indicating that 105 lb. of N/acre was
sufficient to sustain onion production. Overall, colossal onions represented 2% of total yield and N rate of
135 lb./acre had the highest yield of Colossal. Jumbo
onions represented in average 62% of total yield and
the highest yields were measured for 105, 120, and
135 lb. of N/acre. Medium onion had a higher yield
for 75 lb. of N/acre, following by N rates of 90, 105,
120, and 135 lb./acre. Yield of mediums represented
25% of total yield. N fertilizer rates had no significant
difference for cull onions that represented 11% of
total yield.

4:00 PM Optimizing Nitrogen Rates for
Two Asian Vegetables

Yanlin Wang*; Guodong David Liu; Gabriel Maltais-Landry; Bala Rathinasabapathi and Steven A.
Sargent, University of Florida
Abstract: Nitrogen (N) management is complex in
Florida due to the combination of sandy soils and
high precipitation that make these agricultural sys-
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tems susceptible to nitrate leaching. In this context,
balancing the need to supply sufficient N to ensure
adequate crop growth and yields while minimizing
environmental losses is difficult. Many growers commonly over-fertilize with N as an insurance for high
yield, but this can negatively affect the environment
and increase production costs via inefficient use of
N fertilizers. Although UF/IFAS provides production
guidance for dozens of vegetables for Florida growers, there are currently no N recommendations for
several popular Asian vegetables. The objective of
this study is to determine the optimal N fertilizer input rate for luffa (Luffa acutangula L.) and long bean
(Vigna unguiculata L.) under conventional production in Florida. Nitrogen was added as ammonium
nitrate through fertigation at four rates (0, 112, 168
and 224 kgN.ha-1) to the two crops during two field
seasons. The effect of N fertilization was monitored
by leaf chlorophyll content (SPAD readings), tissue
N content, soil N levels, yield and NUE. Based on
data collected in 2019, N inputs beyond 168 kgN.ha-1
could inhibit luffa N assimilation and decrease plant
N concentration. Luffa with low N inputs (112 kgN.
ha-1) had the highest NUE without compromising
yield compared with higher N input rates (168 and
224 kgN.ha-1). N inputs had no significant effect for
long bean yield and NUE, although it slightly affected
the plant N status. These preliminary results suggest
that the optimal N input rate would be 112 kgN.ha-1
for luffa. As this is the first study focusing on N inputs
in luffa and long bean production in Florida, these
results are the first step towards developing robust
best management practice for selected Asian vegetables in Florida.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: 2018 Florida Specialty Crop Block Grant Program of USDA-AMS: Federal
Award Identification ID: AM180100XXXXG046.

4:15 PM Separate and Combined Effects
of Grafting, Plant Spacing, and Nitrogen
Fertilization Level Effects on Watermelon
Fruit Yield and Quality in Ohio

Sonia Walker ; Nicole Wright ; Mark Spigos and
Matthew D. Kleinhenz*1, (1)The Ohio State University-OARDC, (2)The Ohio State University, (3)The Ohio
State Univ., OH Agricultural Res and Dev Center
1

2

3

Abstract: We are comparing the responses of grafted
and ungrafted watermelon plants to cultural management treatments and assessing growers’ views
of the performance of the same types of plants on
their farms, potential firsts in Ohio. On-station Experiments 1 (2018-2020) and 2 (2019-2020) include
‘Fascination’ (F) and ‘Jade Star’ (JS) alone and profes-

sionally-grafted to ‘Carnivor’ rootstock. Expt 1 (PD)
tests two plant spacing/density levels. Expt 2 (N)
tests three post-planting nitrogen application levels.
Drip-irrigated plots containing standard plastic-covered raised beds (1.83 m centers) are arranged in
randomized complete block designs with four replications. Observational strip trials on farms ≥20 km
from Wooster use the same varieties and methods.
In Wooster: (a) experimental areas were treated
with 504 kg 10-20-20/ha (2018) or 336 kg 19-19-19/
ha (2019) before transplanting (June 18, 2018; June
3, 2019); (b) after transplanting, a 16-4-13 fertilizer
was delivered via fertigation at rates appropriate for
crop stage and treatment; (c) triple-row plots measuring 5.49 m x 3.66 m or 5.49 m x 4.57 m, depending on in-row spacing, contained nine plants. Plots
were separated by spray alleys and one (2018) or
two (2019-2020) ‘SP-6’ pollinator plants. In-row spacing was 1.22 m or 1.52 m (Expt 1) and 1.22 m (Expt 2).
Total seasonal N application levels in Expt 2 in 2019
equaled 111, 135, and 158 kg N/ha. Plots received
the same amount of irrigation within each experiment. Mature fruit (dried tendril, yellow belly, rind
ridges, wide stripes) were: (a) collected on August 29
(JS) and September 7 (F, JS), 2018 and August 21 (JS),
29 (F), and September 17, 2019 (F, JS); (b) weighed,
counted, sorted; and (c) sub-sampled for measures
of weight, polar and equatorial diameter, °Brix, color, rind thickness, stringiness, and hollow heart.
Analyses of variance returned the following for Expts
1 and 2, respectively: (a) no significant (p≤0.05) grafting (G) x PD or G x N tests; (b) significant scion (F, JS)
x G effects for zero and nine variables; (c) significant
scion effects for seven and thirteen variables; (d) significant PD and N effects for zero and one variable;
and (e) significant G effects for nine and fourteen
variables. Growers used in-row spacings of 0.91 m or
1.22 m and: (a) reported greater yield and plant vigor with longer production windows and decreased
presence of disease in grafted-plant plots; and (b)
expressed interest in further larger-scale testing of
grafted plants on their farms.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA SCRI Award
Number 2016-51181-25404

4:30 PM Runoff Water Quality from Different Urban Agricultural Systems Using
Common Nutrient Management Practices
Leigh Whittinghill*, Kentucky State University

Abstract: Urban agriculture has become more prevalent recently and is especially important in areas
where there are few sources of fresh fruits and vegetables. Vegetable production requires increased
inputs compared to ornamental urban greening
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solutions. This has an adverse effect on the quality
of runoff water from green roofs. Rural agricultural production loses nutrients through runoff and
leaching, which contributes to eutrophication of waterways. Determining the impact urban agricultural
runoff could have on downstream water quality and
how it might compare to other agricultural systems
has not been studied well. Thirty-two platforms were
constructed at the Harold R. Benson Research and
Demonstration Farm to house two urban agriculture growing systems: raised beds and container
production using kiddie pools. All platforms were fitted with gutters to collect all water running through
each raised bed or container. Both systems contain
four replicates of four fertilizer treatments: conventional fertilizer, organic fertilizer, low compost application with organic fertilizers, and a compost-only
application. Systems were planted with a series of
relay-cropped greens in the 2018 and 2019 growing
seasons. Each month, 250 mL of runoff water was
collected (weather permitting) starting in July 2018.
Water samples were analyzed for pH, conductivity,
color, turbidity, ammonia-nitrogen, nitrate-nitrogen,
total phosphorus, and potassium. Water quality results were analyzed using R. Analysis of variance was
performed on all variables; compost treatment and
month of sampling were fixed effects. Significant
differences between treatment means were analyzed using Least Squares Means with an alpha of
0.05. Several general patterns in runoff water quality emerge, even when taking interactions between
growing system, fertilizer treatments, and sampling
month into account when interactions were detected. For water quality metrics in which there were
differences between growing systems, runoff from
raised beds had higher nutrient content than runoff
from containers. The conventional fertilizer treatment was significantly different from all other fertilizer treatments for some metrics. When this was not
the case, which other treatments the conventional
fertilizer was significantly different from varied by
water quality metric. For some it was different from
the compost-only treatment, for others it was different from the organic treatment. Although there are
significant differences among sampling months for
most metrics, no clear seasonal patterns emerged.
For some metrics, a specific month stands out; for
others, one fertilizer treatment shows more variability.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NIFA Evans-Allen Grant
Number 1014334
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quired to Attend
3:45 PM – 5:30 PM

Viticulture and Small Fruits 2
Moderator: Naveen Kumar, University of Maryland
Eastern Shore

3:45 PM Impacts of Planting Date and Fall
Row Cover Application on Strawberry
Growth Parameters and Fruit Yield

Amanda McWhirt*1; Lizabeth Herrera1 and Taunya
Ernst2, (1)University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension, (2)University of Arkansas

Abstract: On-time fall planting of strawberries in the
Southeast is well understood to be critical determining to crown development and yield on short-day
plants. However, weather or nursery disruptions
can delay planting dates and unseasonably cool
temperature in the weeks after planting can impact
fall crop establishment and result in low strawberry
yields the following spring. Row covers can be applied in the fall to moderate cool night time temperatures and advance strawberry crop development
however, how planting date and the timing of row
cover application in the fall interact to impact crop
development are not well understood. Our study
seeks to determine how the timing of fall row cover application in conjunction with different planting
dates impacts strawberry crown size, crown number,
fruit yields and growing degree day (GDD) accumulation. Trials in both Hope and Clarksville, Arkansas
were established in the fall of 2018 and 2019. At
Hope a split-split plot randomized complete block
design with row cover application as the whole plot
treatment (early, late, none), planting date (on time,
late) as the first split, and variety as the second split.
In 2018 the cultivars evaluated were Chandler and
Radiance, and in 2019 Radiance was substituted for
Fronteras. At Clarksville, a similar split-plot study was
conducted only on the cultivar Chandler. Row covers
were applied once average daily high temperatures
reached 65°F (early treatment), 60°F (late treatment)
or no row cover was applied during the fall. Row covers were removed in early December of each year.
Crown dry weight biomass (g) was assessed in winter dormancy and again in the spring during bloom.
Marketable yields, cull yields and average berry
weights were assessed bi-weekly during the spring
of 2019 and 2020. Accumulation of GDD was tracked
throughout the season at canopy level. Accumulation of GDD in both locations was increased by early
planting date and row cover application. However,
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crown dry weights were most impacted by planting
date, not row cover treatment. Strawberry yield was
also impacted most by planting date and was higher
under the early planting date. Results were consistent across variety and location.

4:00 PM Late Planting of Day Neutral
Strawberry (DNS) Using Low Tunnels

Naveen Kumar*, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Abstract: Inclement weather has become the new
norm on the Eastern shore of Maryland characterized by excessive rainfall during the planting of day
neutral strawberries (DNS) followed by drought and
heat during summer, and again rain during the fall.
This weather causes severe problems for the cultivation of DNS, one of the major constraints is timely
preparation of raised beds due to excessive rainfall,
therefore this work was planned to grow DNS using
late planting conditions to explore the yield potential for the benefit of our local growers. DNS ‘Portola’ was planted in July of 2018 and 2019 season using low tunnel (LT) and open bed (OB) regimes. The
raised beds were 17.7 cm high, 24.3 m long, and 91.4
cm wide with 152.4 cm spacing between the centers
of beds. Beds were covered by white plastic mulch
(1.25 mil) and have an 8 cm crown to shed rainwater. The experiment was conducted in a completely
randomized design with four replicates of 70 bare
root of strawberry plants. Plants were maintained in
staggered double rows with spacing of 30.4 cm between plant-plant and row-row. Beds were irrigated
through 8-mil drip tape with 30.4-cm emitter spacing. Before bedding, soil was fertilized with
60 lb N/acre. Two weeks after planting, plants will
be fertigated alternatively with CaNO3 (9-0-0-11) and
KNO3 (13-0-44). Once the crop demonstrated heavy
bloom, liquid fertilizer was applied through the drip
line at rates of 5 or 2.5 lb N/acre/week. Higher number of leaves, flower, fruit, and leaf area was observed using LT in late planting regimes in comparison to OB conditions. Total yield was 34.6% more in
LT in comparison to OB regimes. Similarly, incidence
of leaf spot was higher in OB regimes in comparison
to LT. LT improves yield in late planting conditions
and provides an alternative approach to grow DNS
even in late planting conditions.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Delmarva Grant

4:15 PM Irrigation Frequency and Fertilizer Type Affect Plant Growth and Yield of
Containerized Strawberries

Geoffrey Lalk*; Tongyin Li and Guihong Bi, Mississippi State University

Abstract: This study was conducted to examine the
effects of irrigation frequency and fertilizer type
on plant growth, yield, and fruit quality of containerized Fragaria ×ananassa Duch. Bare root liners of
ten strawberry cultivars including ‘Allstar’, ‘Chandler’, ‘Darselect’, ‘Earlyglow’, ‘Evie2’, ‘Honeoye’, ‘Jewel’, ‘L’Amour’, ‘San Andreas’, and ‘Seascape’ were
transplanted into two gallon containers in Feb. 2018.
Strawberry plants were fertilized with a conventional
controlled release fertilizer Osmocote® plus (15N-2P10K, 5-6 months; Scotts Miracle-Grow Co., Marysville, OH)
or an organic fertilizer (5N-1.3P-3.3K; McGeary Organics,
Lancaster, PA) at rates of 20 g and 60 g per container,
respectively. Strawberry plants were drip irrigated
once per day at 0800 HR and or twice per day at 0800
and 1200 HR with the same total daily irrigation volHR
ume. Strawberry plants were evaluated for their vegetative growth, water use, and photosynthetic activities. Strawberry yield, time of fruit production, and
berry quality parameters including fruit firmness
and soluble solid content were also investigated. Ten
strawberry cultivars generally demonstrated similar
plant vegetative growth in terms of plant growth index, leaf relative chlorophyll content, dry weights,
and number of crowns per plant. Strawberry harvest
occurred between 15 Apr. and 20 June 2018. Strawberry cultivar and fertilizer type interacted to affect
photosynthetic rate, stomatal conductance, transpiration rate, and water use, with ‘L’Amour’ fertilized
with slow release fertilizer having the highest photosynthetic rate of 15.7 µmol·m-2 ·s-1 . Total berry yield
varied among cultivars and ranged from 35.2 g per
plant in ‘Earlyglow’ to 236.3 g per plant in ‘Evie2’, with
the two day neutral cultivars ‘Seascape’ (167.6 g per
plant) and ‘Evie2’ producing the highest berry yields
of all tested cultivars. ‘San Andreas’ fertilized with
the organic fertilizer and irrigated twice per day produced the firmest berries of 2.80 N.

4:30 PM Soil Management Practices Have
Little Impact on Flavor Attributes of
June-Bearing Strawberries

Anya Osatuke* and Marvin P. Pritts, Cornell University
Abstract: Strawberry fruit quality can be affected by
many environmental factors such as microclimate,
soil type, and management practice. However, the
relative impact of each of these has not been thoroughly examined. For two years, we sampled ‘Jewel’ strawberry from different farms across New York
State to determine year-to-year and farm-to-farm
variation in sweetness, acidity, polyphenol, and organic volatile content. In addition, we measured these
same variables at the same location under 9 differ-
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ent management practices in replicated plots. These
practices included various levels of nitrogen, organic
matter supplementation, organic vs. conventional
products, and different levels of application intensity. The rate of conventional N fertilizer influenced N
content in leaves, fruit firmness and yield, but not
other quality attributes (phenolic content, percent
marketable fruit, Brix, titratable acidity) in consistent
ways. Organically-sourced N did not influence leaf N
content or yield, even though the same rates were
applied as paired conventional treatments. Other
management practices, such as the amount of organic matter applied, source of inputs and intensity
of application, had little effect on quality attributes.
Large variation in the six major aromatic volatiles
(gamma-undecalactone, isoamyl acetate, ethyl hexanoate, hexanoic acid, linalool and ethyl butanoate)
among plots treated alike meant that we were unable to detect differences due to treatment. Sensory
panelists also were unable to distinguish between
fruits sourced from differently-managed treatments.
However, variation in Brix and TA from year-to-year
sampling on the same farm was large and differences were consistently in the same direction across all
farms from 2018 to 2019. Variation from farm-tofarm within the same year was moderate. These observations suggest that yearly weather is a primary
determinant of fruit quality attributes within a given
cultivar, and there is little that a grower can do on a
particular farm to enhance flavor in a given year.

4:45 PM Understanding Physiological Roles
of Initial Leaves of Bare-Root Strawberry
Transplants during Establishment and
Their Impacts on Field Performance

Jose Hernandez-Monterroza*, University of Florida,
Gulf Coast Research and Education Center and Shinsuke Agehara, University of Florida

Abstract: Florida strawberry (Fragaria ×ananassa
Duch.) growers traditionally use untrimmed bareroot transplants, because it has been long believed
that trimming leaves delays the establishment of
transplants in the field. However, physiological roles
of initial leaves during the establishment of bare-root
strawberry transplants are not fully understood. It
can be hypothesized that initial leaves support new
growth by either translocating carbohydrates via leaf
senescence, producing new carbohydrates via photosynthesis, or doing both. To test these hypotheses, we conducted two experiments using bare-root
strawberry transplants (‘Florida Radiance’) with the
following treatments: initial leaves were untrimmed
(UT), untrimmed but covered with aluminum foil to
prevent photosynthesis (UTC), or trimmed to pre-
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vent both translocation and photosynthesis (T). In
the first experiment, plants were grown in rhizotrons
(23×30 cm scan window) in a greenhouse to examine
root growth, canopy growth, and gas exchange responses. UT plants initially had four leaves per plant,
two of which senesced completely at 20 days after
transplanting (DAT). The remaining initial leaves,
however, gradually became greener and increased
the photosynthetic rate from 4.1 to 11 µmol CO2 m–2
s–1 by 10 DAT. At the end of the experiment (28 DAT),
UTC and T plants had 26% and 58% smaller canopy
projected area, respectively, and had 49% and 74%
smaller root projected area, respectively, compared
to UT plants. In a follow-up field experiment, we examined canopy growth, gas exchange, and yield responses. Leaf senescence, canopy growth, and gas
exchange showed similar treatment effects as in the
first experiment. Initial leaves in UT and UTC plants
senesced completely by 68 DAT, and treatment effects on canopy projected area diminished after 83
DAT. Although early (December) yield was similar in
UT and UTC plants, it was reduced by 76% to 81%
in T plants than in other treatment plants. By contrast, total season yield was similar in all treatments.
These results suggest that initial leaves enhance canopy growth and root development during establishment by supplying photosynthates for new growth
via both translocation and photosynthesis, but
translocation appears to play a more important role.
Improved establishment growth supported by initial
leaves can increase early yield, which is critical to the
profitability of strawberry production in Florida.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Florida Strawberry
Research and Education Fundation

5:00 PM Q&A - Viticulture and Small Fruits
2 - All Session Speakers Are Required to
Attend
4:00 PM – 4:30 PM

Virtual Tour: Is Hemp Viable in Florida? Get a Glimpse of UF’s Industrial
Hemp Program
Sponsor: Seed and Stand/Nursery Groups and Propagation Interest Groups

Moderator: Steven L. Anderson, University of Florida
Coordinator: Tiare Silvasy, University of Florida
Objectives:
Take a tour of the hemp research program at the UF/IFAS
Mid-Florida Research and Education Center in Apopka, FL.
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Includes multiple stops at the mother stock and vegetative propagation greenhouses, photoperiod room, and variety trial in the
field where drone technology is used to monitor crop growth.
Tour organized by the Seed and Stand along with the Nursery
Crops and Propagation Professional Interest Groups

4:30 PM – 7:30 PM

Graduate Student Poster Competition
Sponsor: Graduate Students Activities Committee

Chair: Lorenzo Rossi, University of Florida
Objectives:
Graduate students presenting posters at the conference are eligible to participate in the Graduate Student Poster Competition.
Students gain experience in concisely presenting their results to
interested faculty judges.
You must enter the competition at the time of your abstract
submission and present your poster twice – once during your
regularly scheduled presentation time, Tuesday, Wednesday
or Thursday and once during this time slot.
The competition is divided between MS and PhD students.
is a change from previous years.

This

Also NEW this year -- All participants must upload an E-Poster
to the Speaker Center by August 1st, in addition to bringing a
physical poster to the Conference.
Only one poster submission can be entered in the competition
by an author. If multiple abstracts are submitted into the competition, the first submission will be the poster that is scheduled
into the competition.
All abstract and registration fees must be paid by the appropriate deadlines or your abstract will be removed from the program
and the competition. Please note that if you do not present your
poster during the regularly scheduled program, your abstract will
not be published in the on-line supplement of HortScience.
Sponsored by: Ball Horticultural
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—Workshops—

Part 1: Workshops/Special Sessions

Day 3: Wednesday, August 12, 2020
8:00 AM – 9:30 AM

Postharvest 2
Moderator: Macarena P. Farcuh, University of Maryland

8:00 AM Investigate the Mechanisms of
Ethylene-Regulated Ripening in Blueberry
Fruit By Transcriptome Analysis

Yi-Wen Wang* and Savithri U. Nambeesan, University
of Georgia
Abstract: Fruit ripening is a highly coordinated developmental process involving several biochemical
changes such as softening, changes in sugar and
acid metabolism, and flavor that render the fruit palatable. Our findings have shown that ethephon, a
plant regulator that releases ethylene, can promote
blueberry ripening. However, the role of ethylene in
regulating blueberry ripening is still unclear. Therefore, in this study, we use transcriptome sequencing
to investigate the mechanisms of ethylene-regulated
ripening in blueberry fruit. RNA extracted from four
fruit developmental stages, immature green, advanced green, pink and ripe, along with control and
ethephon-treated fruit, from rabbiteye blueberry
‘Powderblue’ was used for Illumina RNA-seq. Reads
generated by the Illumina sequencing were mapped
to a full-length fruit specific-transcriptome generated
from ‘Powderblue’ and quantified by featureCounts
program. Next, differentially expressed genes, were
analyzed using edgeR package. These results identified genes that showed high transcript abundance at
early, mid, and late ripening stages which indicated
their positive role in the initiation and progression of
ripening. In addition, a subset of ethephon-induced
ripening genes were identified. Preliminary results
suggest that ethylene promotes fruit ripening by
up-regulating genes related to cell wall metabolism
and negative regulators of ethylene signaling, and
down-regulating genes associated with photosynthesis, and, auxin and cytokinin metabolism. The
results from this study will provide basic information on ethylene-regulated ripening mechanisms in
blueberry fruit. In the future, results this study can
be used for blueberry breeding to generate fruit with
altered ripening and fruit quality traits.

8:15 AM Response of Strawberries to Postharvest Application of Plant Volatiles
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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Toktam Taghavi*; Monae Bell; Hiral Patel; Michelle
Opoku and Reza Rafie, Virginia State University
Abstract: Plants synthesize an enormous number of
secondary metabolites as part of their self-defense
system.. Many of them are responsible for aroma,
while some have useful medicinal properties. Nowadays, natural plant products are in high demand because, they tend to have broad-spectrum antimicrobial activity with low mammalian toxicity. Therefore,
they seem to be safer for the human and the environment than their synthetic counterparts. Researcher
are using these natural compounds to reduce fungicide applications in order to control pathogens and
extend the self life of fresh fruits and vegetables after harvest. A group of these secondary metabolites
are volatiles which can be used during fresh fruit and
vegetable storage. Small fruits are very perishable
and up to 50% of small fruits are wasted every year
due to the fruit deterioration and diseases. In this
experiment, our objective was to test several plant
volatiles on reducing fruit decay and extending their
shelf life. We found that plants volatiles were able to
control fruit decay and extend their shelf life, however, their application needs to be optimized to reduce
the unwanted effects during sensory evaluations.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA both Evans
Allen and Capacity Building Grants funded this project.

8:30 AM Delaying Ripening Using 1-MCP
Reveals Chilling Injury Symptom Development at the Putative Chilling Threshold
Temperature for Mature Green Bananas

Lan-Yen Chang* and Jeffrey K. Brecht, University of
Florida

Abstract: Chilling threshold temperature (CTT) is a
limitation for postharvest handling of tropical fruit
like banana in that ripening may occur at the CTT.
To determine whether chilling injury (CI) symptoms
would develop on mature green banana fruit if CTT
exposure was extended, 1-methylcyclopropene
(1-MCP) was applied to inhibit ripening. Individual
‘fingers’ from multiple ‘hands’ of bananas were randomized and the fruit were either immersed in 50
μg/L 1-MCP (a.i.) solution for 1 min followed by air
drying (Chang and Brecht, 2019) or immersed in distilled water as 1-MCP-free control. Each treatment
was divided into 3 subgroups and transferred to 5°C
(severe CI), 13°C (mild CI), or 14°C (CTT) +/- 0.1°C.
1-MCP delayed ripening in terms of color change for
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10 days for fruit stored at the CTT. Ethylene production remained around 0.11 µl C2H4·kg-1·hr-1 and 5°C
fruit showed no obvious increase during 31 days of
storage. Ethylene production at 14°C increased after
Day 31 while increasing for 13°C fruit without 1-MCP
on Day 38 and fruit with 1-MCP on Day 39. Peak climacteric ethylene occurred on Days 44 and 39 for
13 and 14°C fruit without 1-MCP, respectively, and
on Days 39 and 31 for 13°C and 14°C 1-MCP-treated fruit, respectively. Vascular browning was the first
visual CI symptom and was observed on Day 1 at
5°C, Day 10 at 13°C, Day 19 for 14°C without 1-MCP,
and Day 28 for 14°C with 1-MCP. Fruit stored at 5°C
showed externally visible peel discoloration on Day
2 while fruit at 13 and 14°C did not show peel discoloration during 61 days storage. Dark-adapted chlorophyll fluorescence, Fv/Fm, and electrolyte leakage
showed changes in 5°C fruit after Day 3, but there
were no obvious changes in fruit at 13/14°C before
ripening commenced. Interestingly, light-adapted
chlorophyll fluorescence, Y(II), decreased significantly in 5°C fruit after 0.5 day storage and slightly declined in 13°C fruit after Day 36, but decreased in all
treatments upon ripening. In conclusion, a putative
safe temperature may become a CI temperature if
the shelf-life-limiting factor is removed, allowing longer storage. CI at CTT caused relatively mild injury
on fruit. Vascular browning is a sensitive indicator of
CI status while Y(II) could be a non-destructive tool
to detect early CI stress on mature green banana.
1-MCP treated fruit at 13/14°C developed CI symptoms slightly later than fruit without 1-MCP. These
results suggest that ethylene might be involved in
early CI symptoms development.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: It's Fresh!

8:45 AM Assessing Flavor Diversity in Melon (Cucumis melo L.) during Postharvest
Storage Using an Integrated Approach

Macarena P. Farcuh*1; Bill Copes2; Gaelle LeNavenec2; Juan Marroquin2; Thierry Jaunet2; Cecilia
Chi-Ham3; Dario Cantu4; Kent J Bradford4 and Allen
Van Deynze4, (1)University of Maryland, College Park,
(2)HM Clause, (3)HMClause, (4)University of California

Abstract: Melon (Cucumis melo L.) is a commercially
important horticultural crop worldwide that exhibits
extensive phenotypic and genetic variation. Flavor is
one of the key attributes defining melon fruit quality and overall consumer preference. The aim of this
research was to characterize and compare differences in fruit ripening patterns, physicochemical properties, aroma volatile compounds and flavor-related
sensory attributes among a diverse panel of melon
fruit genotypes at harvest and after postharvest stor-

age. Fruit from seven melon genotypes with diverse
flavor characteristics were harvested at optimal maturity and stored for six days at 5°C plus one day at
room temperature, then analyzed for traits listed
above. We detected significant differences between
the assayed melon genotypes in terms of ethylene
and respiration production rates as well as differences in their aroma volatile profiles and the perceived
flavor-related sensory characteristics. Multivariate
analysis allowed the identification of significant relationships emerging from this extensive dataset and
separation of genotypes according to their specific
flavor-related characteristics. Overall, our results
contribute to the identification of potential targets
for melon-flavor quality improvement and assays.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: HM Clause

9:00 AM Q&A - Postharvest 2 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM

Vegetable Crops Management 3
Moderator: Guodong David Liu, University of Florida

8:00 AM Genotypic Responses of Snap
Bean Seedlings to Saline Stress
Guodong David Liu* and Christianah Tinuola
Oladoye, University of Florida

Abstract: Snap bean is a vegetable crop widely grown
and consumed because of its economic and nutritional values. Growth and yield of the crop are often
affected by saline stress worldwide. Using varieties
tolerant to salinity is the most sustainable way for
commercial production of snap bean. The objective of this study was to identify elite genotypes for
snap bean breeding programs from snap bean germplasm banks. To evaluate genotypic variabilities in
tolerance of snap bean to salinity, six selected from
34 snap bean varieties commercially available for
growers were evaluated with four salt treatments
(0, 50, 100, and 150 mM NaCl) in hydroponics. The
six varieties were evaluated: ‘Red Noodle’, ‘Pencil Pod
Black Wax’, ‘Alice Sunshine’, ‘Provider’, ‘Maxibel’, and
‘Organic Contender’. Plant height, root length, number
of leaves, stem diameter, leaf greenness (chlorophyll
content, SPAD reading), pH and EC were measured.
The analyzed data revealed significant variability in
the six varieties to salt stress. It was observed that
salt stress affected the growth parameters. These
high effects were noticeable with 150 mM NaCl concentration. However, ‘Red Noodle’ showed the great-
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est tolerance to salt stress. Hence the six varieties
were categorized into salt-tolerant (‘Red Noodle)’
moderately tolerant (‘Pencil Pod Black Wax’, and ‘Alice Sunshine’) and salt-sensitive in their response to
salinity (‘Provider’, ‘Maxibel’, and ‘Organic Contender’).
‘Red Noodle’ exhibited greater protection against oxidative damage under salinity than any other genotypes tested and may be used for production and
breeding programs as well.

8:15 AM Characterizing Growth of Tomato
Rootstock Cultivars during the Vegetative
Growth Stage and Transition to the Reproductive Stage
Tian Gong*; Xin Zhao; Jeffrey K. Brecht and Zachary
E. Black, University of Florida

Abstract: To better understand rootstock-scion interactions in grafted tomato production, we assessed
different tomato rootstocks for growth and vigor
characteristics. Eleven rootstock cultivars from different seed companies, variously characterized as
“vigorous,” “medium vigor,” “generative,” and “vegetative,” were evaluated in field trials during the
Spring and Fall of 2019. The experiments were conducted on sandy soils in Citra, FL using a randomized complete block design with 5 replications and
plot population of 6 plants in Spring and 10 in Fall.
Over both seasons, during the vegetative growth
stage, vigorous rootstocks had higher leaf growth
rates than those described as medium vigor. During
the transition to reproductive stage, leaf area and
aboveground biomass accumulation were greater
in vigorous than in medium vigor rootstocks. Flowering time and flower number in the first inflorescence were not related to rootstock vegetative or
generative characterization in either season. In the
Spring, S and Cu tissue concentrations, and total
N, P, K, Mg, Ca, S, B, Zn, Mn, Fe, and Cu accumulation in aboveground vegetative tissues (leaves and
stems) at the transition stage were higher in vigorous rootstocks than medium vigor rootstocks. In the
Spring, at the transition stage, vigorous rootstocks
had greater root length and surface area densities
in the top 30 cm soil layer than medium vigor rootstocks, while generative and vigorous rootstocks
performed similarly. In the Fall, root sampling did
not show significant differences between rootstocks
at the 0-20 cm soil depth. However, the vigorous
rootstock ‘Fortamino’ exhibited significantly greater
root length and surface area densities than other
rootstocks at the 20-30 cm soil depth. Tomato yellow
leaf curl virus infection was prevalent in the Fall and
possibly confounded the results. In the Spring, root
length and surface area densities were also positive-
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ly correlated with leaf area, aboveground biomass
accumulation, and mineral concentrations in shoots,
especially for N and Cu. When data from both seasons were analyzed together, rootstocks could be
grouped as 1) less vigorous [‘Shield RZ (61-802)’,
‘Bowman’, ‘Shincheonggang’, and ‘RST-04-106-T’]
and 2) more vigorous (‘Maxifort’, ‘Multifort’, ‘Arnold’,
‘Fortamino’, ‘Estamino’, ‘DRO141TX’, and ‘Beaufort’),
based on their growth patterns. The vegetative rootstocks ‘Maxifort’ and ‘DRO141TX’ behaved similarly
to the generative rootstocks ‘Estamino’ and ‘Arnold’,
and could not be distinguished by their vegetative
growth. Grafting experiments are warranted to understand the characteristic effects of different types
of tomato rootstocks on scion growth and development.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI

8:30 AM Using Grafted Plants for Early-Season Cucumber Production in the Midwest
--- Lessons Learned from on-Farm Trials
Wenjing Guan* and Dean Haseman, Purdue University

Abstract: Rapid adoption of high tunnels in the U.S.
contributes to the increased expansion of vegetable grafting technology. Besides tomatoes, there is
a great potential of expanding the use of grafting
technology to other high tunnel vegetables including
cucumbers. Grafted cucumbers improve plants’ tolerance to low temperature stress. In spite of the fact
that using grafted cucumber plants is a routine practice in Asia. Few farmers in the U.S. are taking advantage of this technology. From 2017 to 2020, a total of
30 on-farm trails were conducted across Indiana and
one site in Ohio (USDA hardiness zone 6b-5b). Farmers grew grafted and non-grafted cucumber plants
site-by-site, made their observations and recorded yield. In majority of the cases, cucumbers were
planted in high tunnels together with tomatoes. In
four trials, cucumbers were planted in greenhouses
with permanent heating in late February. Average
soil temperatures were in 50s °F most of the days
in March and between 60 to 65 °F in April. Harvest
of the grafted plants started in early April, but more
than half of non-grafted plants were lost before harvest started. Farmers commented that without using
grafted plants, it is almost impossible to harvest cucumbers in early April. In high tunnels without permanent heating, cucumbers were planted from end
March to end April. Whether to achieve benefits of
using grafted cucumber plants largely depended on
weather conditions, and they were varied year-byyear. When frosts were encountered in April of 2018
and 2020, soil temperatures dropped to upper 40s
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°F at cold nights. Newly planted grafted cucumbers
survived the cold period if growers used a temporary heater or row covers, but not the non-grafted
plants. Temperatures typically recovered quickly
after spring frosts. If cucumbers were planted after
spring frosts and soil temperatures were above 60
°F, there were little benefits of using grafted plants.
Considering the increased production cost of using
grafted plants, evaluating benefits of using grafted
cucumber plants in real farm scenarios is extremely
valuable for introducing this new technology to high
tunnel farmers in the Midwest U.S.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: North Central Region
SARE program under project number LNC17- 390

8:45 AM Exploiting Genetic Variation for
Heat Stress Tolerance in Tomato

interaction effects were observed for all the parameters except for the fresh weight of petioles and dry
weight of petioles and fruits. In heat-stressed plants,
a decrease in plant height, diameter, fresh and dry
shoot weight, and Fv/Fm was observed, whereas the
SPAD value increased. There was a significant negative correlation of HII with Fv/Fm and yield under the
control-heated condition and the open-field, respectively. ‘HT1’, ‘Tasti-Lee’, ‘Valley Girl’, ‘ Heat Master’, and
‘Celebrity’ had stable Fv/Fm value under heat stress.
These cultivars seemed more promising to consider
as cultivars for ensuring enhanced marketable yields
under open-field production systems, especially in
the southern regions of Texas, more prone to frequent stressful temperatures.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Texas Department of
Agriculture

Samikshya Bhattarai*, Texas A&M University and Daniel I Leskovar, Texas A&M AgriLife Research & Extension Center, Texas A&M University

9:00 AM Evaluating Tomato Cultivars
Grown Under Heat Stress

Abstract: Tomato production in Texas is vulnerable
to the extreme heat that occurs mainly during the
spring-summer cropping season. One major cause
behind the vulnerability is the lack of cultivars that
can adapt and sustain yield in such a challenging
environment. There is a dire need for cultivars that
can reach their genetic potential in the Texas environment. Thus, this research project was executed
to distinguish tomato cultivars with enhanced tolerance for the Texas environment and comprehend the
basis of the morphological and physiological mechanisms underlying the tolerance. Initially, 43 varieties
were used for screening in an open field located in
Texas A&M AgriLife Center, Uvalde, TX, which were
narrowed down to 18 varieties for subsequent control environment study. Initial screening comprised
of screening commercial and TAMU heirloom and
hybrids in an open field based on yield, fruit set,
chlorophyll content, and gas exchange measurements. The cultivars demonstrated high variability in
their ability to set fruit and produce high yield under
the environmental conditions of the study. However,
there were no significant differences among photosynthetic rates and SPAD values. ‘Manalucie’ and
‘Pruden’s Purple’ had the lowest yield and seemed
more susceptible to heat stress. In contrast, ‘Heat
Master’, ‘Valley Girl’, and ‘Celebrity’ had the highest
yields, increasing by 71% to 95% than the average
mean yield. The measurements recorded for subsequent screening, with selected genotypes in control
and control-heated conditions, were plant height,
diameter, fresh and dry weight of leaves, petioles,
stem, and fruits, photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/
Fm), SPAD value, and heat injury index. Significant

Abstract: A trial was conducted in 2019 at the University of Delaware Thurman Adams Research Farm,
Georgetown, Delaware to evaluate 28 commercial
and experimental tomato (Solanum lycopersicum
L.) cultivars for yield and quality under heat stress.
Plants were transplanted to the field on 31 May
2019. Field plots were one row (1.8 m) wide and 3
m long. The experiment design was a RCB with
four replications. In-row spacing for plants was 0.5
m with 6 plants per plot. Fruit were harvested five
times: 8 August, 20 August, 4 Sept., 16 Sept., and 28
Sept. Fruits were graded into Extra Large (XL), Large
(L), Medium (M), Small (S) sizes, Seconds (2nd) and
Culls. Five large tomatoes in each plot were cut and
evaluated for the appearance of white tissue. On the
second harvest, tomatoes were also given a white
tissue rating (0-10) and tested for soluble solids. Cultivars with the highest marketable yield were Grand
Marshall, XTM 2256, Red Snapper, STM 2255, Red
Mountain, Red Bounty, and FTM 6281 ranging from
7.1 to 8.9 kg/plant. Most cultivars had peak yield on
harvest 2. Cultivars that had peak yields on the first
harvest were Red Mountain and FTM 6163. Cultivars
with peak yields on harvest 3 were Red Snapper, FTM
6281, Jamestown, Myrtle, and Saybrook. Cultivars
showing extended harvest (over 1.8 kg/plant in harvests 4+5) were Grand Marshall and XTM 2256. Cultivars with low mean incidence of white tissue (less
than 1.5) were Jamestown, FTM 6298, Primo Red, and
Red Bounty. Cultivars with incidence of white tissue
over 3 were Camaro, FTM 6163, Mountain Merit, and
Mountain Fresh. Cultivars with all tomatoes sampled
showing white tissue on harvest 1 were FTM 6163,

Gordon C Johnson*, University of Delaware
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Camaro, and Red Snapper. All samples of Mountain
Fresh and FTM 6163 had white tissue in harvest 2.
White tissue incidence decreased will cooler September weather across all cultivars; however, Grand
Marshall, Mountain Merit, and Myrtle had more than
2.5 tomatoes showing white tissue in harvest date 4
and Mountain Fresh was showing 40% white tissue
in harvest date 5. On harvest 2, XTM 2256, FTM 6281,
Bella Rosa, and FTM 8011 had soluble solids 4.5 or
greater. Camaro, Red Snapper, FTM 5187, Dixie Red,
BHN 602, Mountain Fresh, Saybrook, Mountain Merit, Red Deuce, and FTM 6163 had white tissue severity ratings of 4 or greater. This corresponds to white
tissue covering 40% or greater of the fruit. Camaro
had a white tissue severity rating of 8.3. STM 2255,
Roadster, and FTM 8011 had white tissue ratings under 2.

9:15 AM Q&A - Vegetable Crops Management 3 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
8:00 AM – 10:00 AM

Citrus Crops 2
Moderator: Susmita Gaire, University of Florida

8:00 AM Performance of Huanglongbing-Affected Trees Under Varying CoverCropping Practices and Eco-Mowing

Miurel Brewer*1; Davie Kadyampakeni1 and Ramdas
Kanissery2, (1)University of Florida, (2)University of
Florida - IFAS
Abstract: Lately, cover crops have been gaining a lot
of popularity as research has helped to uncover the
significant benefits associated with their utilization.
The use of cover crops can aid in the optimization
of soil health, minimization of soil erosion, nutrient
availability, and weed suppression. The state of Florida ranked second in the citrus production for the
2018-19 season. The majority of citrus trees in Florida are grown on sandy soils. These soils are characterized by low organic matter content and extremely low water and nutrient-holding capacities. These
characteristics bring many challenges to the growers
in the aspect of nutrient and water management.
The main goal of this study was to find the best cover crop combination to be implemented in Florida to
optimize tree growth rate and yield in Huanglongbing
(HLB)-affected trees. The effects of cover crops and
eco-mowing were analyzed using the following treatments: 1) cover crop mix # 1; 2) cover crop mix #2; 3)
cover crop mix # 1 in conjunction with eco-mowing;
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4) cover crop mix #2 in conjunction with eco-mowing; and 5) no-treatment control/grower standard.
Cover crop mixtures included buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum), brown-top millet (Urochloa ramosa),
sunflower (Helianthus), Daikon radish (Raphanus sativus var. Longipinnatus), winter rye (Secale cereale L.),
and Alyceclover (Alysicarpus vaginalis L.), Sunn hemp
(Crotalaria juncea L.). The results indicate that the use
of cover crops has a noteworthy effect on yield production, canopy, and fruit quality. Citrus trees under
cover crops (treatment 1) had a significantly higher
yield (25% higher) compared with the ones under
standard grower management. In the aspects of fruit
quality and canopy, statistically significant differences were found between the treatments but were not
expected since this was the baseline year of the project. The cover crop mixture that includes Sunn Hemp
(N-fixer), in conjunction with eco-mowing, showed a
higher canopy volume compared with the control.
Cover cropping, in conjunction with eco-mowing,
had a higher total Brix (juice quality parameter) compared with only using cover crops. These preliminary results demonstrate that the use of cover crops
could potentially improve the yield and performance
of HLB-affected trees. These results also provide an
insight into the identification of suitable cover crops
for citrus tree production in Florida.
Keywords: Citrus sinensis, huanglongbing, cover
crops, eco-mowing.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Citrus Research and
Development Foundation

8:15 AM Growth and Production Variables
of HLB-Affected Sweet Orange Trees Are
Influenced By Nitrogen and Secondary
Macronutrients

Eduardo E Esteves*; Davie Kadyampakeni; Gabriel
Maltais-Landry and Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi, University
of Florida
Abstract: Citrus production has been declining in
Florida since 2004, mainly because of Huanglongbing
(HLB). Nutrients play an important role in defense
mechanisms and nitrogen (N), calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) have the potential for extending the
productive life of HLB-affected citrus trees. However,
interactions among these nutrients are still unclear.
An ongoing 3-year study seeks to determine the response of 7-year old HLB-affected trees to different
macronutrients, using ‘Valencia’ sweet orange (Citrus sinensis) trees on Swingle citrumelo (C. paradisi
× P. trifoliata) rootstock in central Florida. Main plots
consist in three N input rates [168, 224 (current IFAS
recommendation) and 280 kg N ha-1]. Split-plots con-
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sisted of secondary macronutrient treatments: Ca
applied at 45 kg ha-1; Mg applied at 45 kg ha-1; Ca + Mg
applied at 22.5 kg ha-1 each; and a control treatment
receiving no Ca nor Mg. All the fertilizers for treatments were applied as granular form. Phosphorus,
potassium and micronutrients were added to all the
treatments at recommended rates and a microsprinkler system was used as the irrigation method. We
measured canopy volume and trunk cross-sectional
area (TCSA) every six months, root length, volume
and diameter every three months and yield and juice
quality annually. Tree growth variables were significantly different among treatments at 10, 14 and 20
months after the experiment started: yield, canopy
volume and TCSA were all significantly lower with
280 kg N ha-1. There were no significant differences
in yield for the split-plot treatments at 12 months
after the experiment started, although there was a
trend of higher average yield when fertilizing with
Mg only. In addition, canopy volume and juice acidity were significantly higher when fertilizing with Mg
only compared to the control. There were no significant differences in root variables among treatments.
N, Ca and Mg have effects on growth and productivity of HLB-affected citrus trees.

8:30 AM Increasing Tree Density Enhances
Sweet Orange Fruit Yield in Young Huanglongbing-Affected Groves

Arun D. Jani*; Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi; Herbert T. James
III; Cristina Gil; Mark A. Ritenour and Alan L. Wright,
University of Florida
Abstract: Florida citrus growers must optimize fruit
yields in young groves to enable earlier economic
returns because of the likelihood of huanglongbing
(HLB)-induced yield reductions during later years.
Modifying grove configuration and nutrient management practices may be viable strategies for increasing fruit yield during early years of production. The
objective of this study was to evaluate the fruit yield
response of ‘Valencia’ sweet orange (Citrus sinensis
[L] Osbeck) trees planted on ‘Kuharske’ citrange [C.
sinensis (L.) × Poncirus trifoliata (L.) Raf.] rootstock to
different planting densities and nutrient management practices in a young grove under HLB-endemic
conditions. A study was conducted from grove establishment through seven years evaluating the following treatments: 1) standard tree density (358 trees
per ha) and controlled-release fertilizer (18-3-20)
with microsprinkler irrigation (STD_dry_MS), 2) high
tree density (955 trees per ha) with microsprinkler
fertigation (15-11-31) and irrigation (HDS_fert_MS),
and 3) high tree density with double-line drip fertigation (15-11-31) and irrigation (HDS_fert_DD). Foliar

nutrient concentrations throughout the study were
usually within or higher than recommended ranges,
regardless of treatment, suggesting that all fertilization strategies sufficiently met tree nutrient demand.
Canopy volume, on a per tree basis, was higher under STD_dry_MS (6.2 to 7.2 m3) than HDS_fert_MS
(4.3 to 5.3 m3) or HDS_fert_DD (4.9 to 5.9 m3) during
fruit-bearing years. However, on an area basis, high
density planting led to greater canopy volume, which
probably explains the 86% to 300% increase in fruit
yield moving from standard to high density groves.
While fruit yields were usually largest at high tree
density, in most cases, they only approximated the
Florida state average (12.5 Mg ha-1) for standard tree
density groves, indicating poor adaptation of the scion/rootstock combination used in the study region.
With the availability of rootstocks found to have improved tolerance to HLB and adaptation to the study
region, there is a need for additional research focusing on sweet orange fruit yield response to improved
rootstock cultivars in young high tree density groves
under HLB-endemic conditions.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: University of Florida
Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences (UF/IFAS)
Citrus Initiative; USDA NIFA-GEOW-2016-10983

8:45 AM Evaluation of Flowering in Sweet
Orange Trees Affected By Huanglongbing
Disease
Lisa Tang* and Tripti Vashisth, University of Florida

Abstract: Huanglongbing [HLB (caused by Candidatus
Liberibacter asiaticus)] has been spread across the
state of Florida and led to a substantial economical
loss for citrus industry due to the reduction in yield
and decline of trees. Given that citrus flowering can
be triggered by stress conditions and that HLB-affected trees are reportedly more susceptible to environmental stresses, it is possible that the disease
has additional influences on flowering phenology in
affected citrus trees; yet this aspect has been rarely explored. The goal of this study was therefore to
investigate the fate of buds in HLB-affected sweet
orange (Citrus sinensis) trees under the field condition, which can potentially benefit the development
of field management and pest control strategies for
citrus trees in the HLB era. From November through
January (2-4 months prior to full bloom), there
were a few incidences of off-season flowering (“offbloom”) in trees exhibiting severe symptoms of HLB,
but none in mildly symptomatic trees, indicating an
increasing tendency of off-bloom in relation to HLB
severity. Nevertheless, at full bloom in March, there
was no significant difference in the number of inflorescence or vegetative flushes between severe and
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mild trees. This provided evidence that the transition
of vegetative to reproductive development, which
presumably takes place in response to low temperatures in early winter, was independent of HLB severity. In January (the beginning of assumed flower bud
differentiation period), the level of macro- and micro-nutrients in leaves was not significantly correlated with floral intensity of return bloom, suggesting
that plant nutrient dynamics may only play a minor
role in flower bud differentiation in HLB-affected
trees. However, the results did not exclude the possibility that HLB might disrupt nutrient uptake or balance that affects early floral development. Despite
the lack of the difference in spring floral intensity,
severe trees had less harvestable fruit (as total fruit
weight and fruit number) compared to mild trees the
following year. Thus, physiological events other than
return bloom, such as fruit drop, are likely to contribute to the overall reduction in citrus yield. Additionally, the rate of HLB-caused twig dieback was positively correlated with the HLB severity levels of sweet
orange trees, suggesting an HLB severity-dependent
decrease in viable buds, which potentially result in
reduced number of flowers and fruit developing in
the subsequent year.

‘UFR-6’ induced a smaller tree size with higher yield
efficiency compared with ‘X-639’ and ‘SP-1’, which
produced the largest trees with a low yield efficiency. In contrast to the negative correlation between
tree vigor and yield, a positive correlation was found
between tree vigor, internode length, and root morphological and physiological traits such as the specific root length and xylem vessel anatomy. The vessel
elements of the xylem are the water and nutrient
transporting conduits in plants. The efficacy of this
transport plays an important role in tree growth and
may also affect the grafted tree response to disease
and other stresses. Our study showed that some of
the more vigorous rootstocks possess larger vessel
elements and a larger total vessel lumen area compared to the less vigorous rootstocks. We also investigated rootstock effects on the metabolite composition of leaves and roots using gas chromatography
mass spectrometry (GC- MS). Studies indicate that
rootstocks influence the scion metabolically, which
consequently may affect productivity and grafted
tree tolerance to HLB and other stresses. The results
from this study improve our understanding on the
how rootstocks influence the morphological and
physiological traits of grafted fruit tree crops.

9:00 AM Anatomical and Physiological
Traits of Mandarin × Trifoliate Orange
Hybrid Rootstocks and Their Influence on
Tree Growth in an HLB-Endemic Environment

9:15 AM Use of Protective Covering and Its
Effects on Citrus Tree Physiology and HLB
Development

Indu Tripathi*, Southwest Florida Research and Education Center, University of Florida/IFAS; Sudip Kunwar,
University of FLorida and Ute Albrecht, University of
Florida/IFAS
Abstract: Since the advent of Huanglongbing (HLB) in
Florida in 2005, the use of rootstocks as a management tool for this destructive disease of citrus has
received increased attention. Whereas most commercial citrus cultivars are susceptible to HLB, several cultivars with trifoliate orange (Poncirus trifoliata)
parentage commonly used as rootstocks have been
identified as tolerant. Among these, hybrids of mandarin (Citrus reticulata) and trifoliate orange have
shown excellent performance across most commercial production areas in Florida. In this study we are
studying the influence of 14 different mandarin × trifoliate orange hybrids on 5-year-old ‘Valencia’ sweet
orange (C. sinensis) trees on HLB sensitivity and horticultural performance, and the contributing physiological factors. The experimental design was completely randomized with six replications and each
replicate consisting of eight trees. Rootstocks varied
in their influence on tree vigor and yield. ‘C-22’ and
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Susmita Gaire*, university of florida; Fernando Alferez, University of Florida and Ute Albrecht, University of Florida/IFAS
Abstract: Since the discovery of Huanglongbing
(HLB) in Florida in 2005, most mature commercial
citrus trees are now affected by the disease. Despite
the endemic presence of HLB and its vector, the
Asian citrus psyllid (ACP), Florida citrus growers continue to plant new trees. However, the risk of newly
planted trees to become infected with the presumed
causal agent of HLB, Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus
(CLas), is very high. Since no cure for HLB is available,
vector prevention is of paramount importance. Individual protective covers (IPCs) are a vector exclusion tool, which could prevent psyllids from transmitting CLas into young trees during the early years
of tree establishment, when they are most vulnerable. Use of IPCs is an environmentally friendly pest
management strategy, contrary to the insecticide
applications that are currently used for vector management. No studies have been conducted on the
efficacy of IPCs to prevent psyllid infestation and disease transmission and little is known on IPC effects
on the physiology and growth of citrus trees. Therefore, we initiated a study to compare the perfor-
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mance of ‘Valencia’ (Citrus sinensis) scion grafted on
‘Cleopatra’ (C. reticulata) rootstock in a citrus grove in
southwest Florida. Our objectives were to (1) assess
the efficacy of IPCs on preventing ACPs and CLas infection, and (2) study the physiology and growth of
citrus trees inside the IPCs. The experiment was established as a completely randomized two-by-three
factorial design with five replications. The factorial
treatment structure comprised two levels of protective covering (with and without IPCs) and three levels of insecticides (none, half dose, and full dose).
CLas titers and different horticultural and physiological parameters were assessed seasonally, including
trunk diameter and leaf area index, spring feather
flush and bloom, ACP damage, foliar HLB symptoms,
and foliar chlorophyll and carbohydrate content. Results showed no CLas infection and ACP damage on
trees inside the IPCs. Leaf chlorophyll, foliar fructose,
and sucrose concentrations were significantly higher
in trees with IPCs compared to trees without IPCs.
A shorter and more synchronized spring flush cycle
was observed on trees with IPCs than without IPCs,
while trees without IPCs produced more bloom. The
results from this study demonstrate that IPCs are an
effective management strategy to prevent ACP infestation and HLB transmission in young citrus trees.
The IPC induced physiological changes may increase
production of vegetative growth and this ultimately
could result in more crop production as the trees enter maturity.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: CRDF

9:30 AM Q&A - Citrus Crops 2 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
8:00 AM – 10:00 AM

Plant Nutrient Management 2
Moderator: Jacob Shreckhise, USDA-ARS, MWA ATRU

8:00 AM Assessing the Impact of Nitrogen
Fertilizer Amounts and Sources on Strawberry Yield and Shelf Life

Andre Biscaro*1; Timothy K Hartz2 and Daniel Geisseler2, (1)University of California Cooperative Extension, (2)University of California, Davis

Abstract: Among all essential plant nutrients, nitrogen (N) is the most yield-limiting nutrient for strawberry production in California, and also a main
concern for nitrate contamination of groundwater. The objectives of this study were to: 1) assess
how different N fertilizer amounts affect yield and

shelf life, 2) determine if yield is negatively affected by N-induced excessive vegetative growth, and
3) determine if yield and shelf life are affected by
fertilizers with different proportions of ammonium
and nitrate. The experiment was conducted on a
commercial strawberry field located in the Oxnard
Plain of Ventura County, CA. Except for N, all other soil macro and micronutrients were available at
adequate or high levels, and no pre-plant fertilizer
was applied. Nitrate-N assessed before planting at
0-12in depth was 2.4 ppm. The crop was planted on
October 8, 2018 on 64-in wide beds and terminated
on June 13, 2019. The cultivars were UC Fronteras
and a proprietary cultivar. The experiment was irrigated with micro-sprinklers for the first month, and
after that by drip irrigation. The six treatments included two N sources (calcium nitrate [CN9] and ammonium nitrate [AN20]) and three N rates for each
source. The treatments were fertigated on average
every 17 days with venturi injectors from October to
February, and with electric peristaltic pumps from
February to June. Total N applied for the Low, Optimum and High treatments was 118, 208 and 298 lbs
N/ac, respectively. Soil and leaf blade samples were
collected five times throughout the crop season and
analyzed for N content. Shelf-life assessments were
performed three times between March and June.
Aboveground vegetative biomass data was collected
from every plot at crop termination. The plots were
30-ft long and one bed wide, arranged in a split-plot
design with randomized complete blocks, replicated
four times. Fronteras marketable yield of the High
AN20 and Optimum AN20 treatments were very
similar and significantly greater than both Low CN9
and Low AN20 treatments. Marketable yield of the
High AN20 treatment of the proprietary cultivar was
greater than all other AN20 treatments and significantly greater than Low, Optimum and High CN9.
Soil nitrate at 12-24in depth at crop termination was
substantially greater for the CN9 treatments compared to AN20. The effect of treatments on shelf life
parameters were minimal. Yields of the Fronteras
cultivar increased proportionally with the increases
in aboveground vegetative biomass. This correlation
was not observed with the proprietary cultivar.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Thelma Hansen Funds
and Yara North America Inc.

8:15 AM Use of Controlled-Release Fertilizer As a Nutrient Management Strategy in
Small-Scale Hydroponic Systems

Maria Fernanda Trientini* and Paul R. Fisher, University of Florida
Abstract: Nutrient management in non-commer-
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cial hydroponic production can be challenging. This
study investigated the use of controlled-release fertilizer (CRF) as a nutrient delivery strategy as a means
of simplifying nutrient management in small-scale
hydroponics systems. Release curves of 11 commercially-available CRF products including blended
N-P-K products and individual polymer-coated salts
were quantified in aqueous solution for 11 weeks.
Products had an initial rapid discharge of nutrients
and subsequent cumulative release showed either
a linear relationship or a diminishing return pattern
over time, depending on product and nutrient analyzed. When basil (Ocimum basilicum) was grown hydroponically using two commercial blended N-P-K
CRF products designed for container substrates, the
nutrient content provided inadequate nutrient ratios
when compared to a standard hydroponic solution,
particularly in terms of Ca, Mg, and micronutrients.
Plant growth evidenced visual symptoms of Ca deficiencies and Cu toxicities in basil plants, confirmed
by laboratory tissue analysis. In a subsequent hydroponic basil experiment, coated individual salts were
used to blend macronutrients suitable for a hydroponic nutrient solution, but suitable coated micronutrient salts were not available. A customized blend
of coated macronutrients along with a single dose
of water-soluble (WSF) micronutrients at the start
of a 6-week crop cycle resulted in similar basil plant
growth and tissue nutrient levels compared with a
commercial WSF product that was replaced weekly. Our trials showed that the two commercial CRF
products we tested that were designed for soil or
container production were unsuitable for hydroponics, but proof-of-concept was successfully demonstrated with the customized CRF application. Future
research to simplify nutrient management is needed
to match the nutrient release from CRF with plant
requirements, especially for longer-term fruiting
plants, in addition to challenges of pH buffering and
variable water quality.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-ARS Floriculture
and Nursery Research Initiative #58-3607-8-725 and
industry partners of the Floriculture Research Alliance
at the University of Florida (floriculturealliance.org)

8:30 AM Influence of Sunn Hemp, Vermicompost, and Organic Fertilizers on Nitrogen Availability and Organic Strawberry
Production
Jianyu Li ; Xin Zhao; Gabriel Maltais-Landry and
Bodh R. Paudel, University of Florida

ic strawberry acreage has increased consistently in
recent years in Florida. However, organic nutrient
management is complex due to the long growing
season of strawberries. Florida growers also face
additional challenges associated with a warm and
moist subtropical climate and sandy soils with poor
water and nutrient retention capacities. Hence, research is needed to optimize nitrogen (N) availability
and reduce N losses to meet crop demand while increasing fruit yield. The objectives of this study were
to assess the effects of sunn hemp (Crotalaria juncea) as green manure, vermicompost, and organic
fertilizers on organic strawberry yield performance
and determine N mineralization and N availability
from sunn hemp. The field trial was conducted on
certified organic land at the University of Florida
Plant Science Research and Education Unit in Citra,
FL. A split-split plot design with four replications was
used, and the main plots consisted of combinations
of cover crop (sunn hemp or weedy fallow) and compost (no compost or 20 g vermicompost per planting
hole) treatments. The subplots consisted of organic
fertilization treatments: preplant fertilization (224 kg
N ha-1) and in-season fertigation (224 kg N ha-1). The
two leading Florida strawberry cultivars, including
Sweet Sensation® ‘Florida127’ and ‘Florida Brilliance’,
were compared in the sub-subplots. Sunn hemp was
seeded at 44.9 kg ha-1 in July 2018 and flail-chopped
and incorporated into the soil 62 days after seeding.
Strawberry plants were transplanted in Oct. 2018,
the first harvest took place on 26 Nov. 2018 and the
final harvest occurred in Apr. 2019. An incubation
study indicated that the net mineralization rate of
sunn hemp residues reached the highest level in the
first two weeks after sunn hemp incorporation. Sunn
hemp increased the marketable fruit yield by 8.7%
compared to the weedy fallow during the early season. Vermicompost did not significantly affect fruit
yield. Marketable fruit yield was significantly higher
with in-season fertigation compared to preplant fertilization in Dec., Mar., and Apr., along with increased
total fruit yield for the whole season. ‘Florida Brilliance’ produced significantly higher fruit yield than
Sweet Sensation® ‘Florida127’ during the harvest
season except for Feb. and Apr. More studies over
multiple seasons are warranted to further assess the
N supply of sunn hemp, vermicompost, and organic
fertilizers and their impacts on organic strawberry
production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA OREI

*

Abstract: Organic strawberry production has continually gained interest among growers and organ-
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8:45 AM Nodulation of Shepherdia ×Utahensis ‘Torrey’ Topdressed with ControlledRelease Fertilizer
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JI Jhong Chen*1; Heidi A Kratsch2; Jeanette Norton1
and Youping Sun1, (1)Department of Plants, Soils, and
Climate, Utah State University, (2)University of Nevada
Cooperative Extension
Abstract: Shepherdia ×utahensis ‘Torrey’ is an actinorhizal plant with great potential for use in urban
landscapes. However, its nitrogen-fixing capacity and the effect of fertilizer on nodulation remain
largely unknown. Further, the potential for overuse
of fertilizer on this nitrogen-fixing species could lead
to leaching of excess nitrogen to the environment.
In this study, nitrogen-free nutrient solution with or
without addition of 2 mM ammonium nitrate, or 0- to
32-g controlled-release fertilizer (CRF), was applied
to plants inoculated with field soil containing Frankia. Our objective was to study the effect of CRF on
nodulation of this Shepherdia hybrid. Twelve grams
of CRF were applied to non-inoculated plants following the manufacturer’s prescribed rate as a control
group. Plant growth, gas exchange, and shoot nitrogen content of inoculated plants increased quadratically or linearly (all P < 0.01) along with increasing
CRF dosage, but these parameters did not increase
significantly when CRF exceeded 8 g per pot. In addition, the number of nodules decreased quadratically
(P = 0.0004) along with increasing CRF dosage, and
nodulation was completely inhibited by 11.0-g CRF
or 2 mM ammonium nitrate. These reulsts indicated
that S. ×utahensis ‘Torrey’ plants produced nodules
when they were inoculated with Frankia-containing
soil, but nodulation was sensitive to the nitrogen
levels at increasing rates of CRF application. Furthermore, plant height, leaf area, stem, leaf dry weight,
and nitrogen content of shoots of the inoculated S.
×utahensis ‘Torrey’ plants treated with 8.0-g CRF were
similar to the non-inoculated plants treated with
the manufacture’s prescribed rate at 12.0 g of CRF.
Therefore, during production, a CRF dosage lower
than the manufacturer’s prescribed rate might be
used to produce S. ×utahensis ‘Torrey’ plants to save
fertilizer and reduce nitrogen leaching.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA Hatch project UTA01381, New Faculty Start-Up Funds from the
Office of Research and Graduate Studies, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, and the Center for Water-Efficient Landscaping at Utah State University

9:00 AM Amending Pine Bark with Ferrous
Sulfate Improves Phosphorus Adsorption

Jacob H. Shreckhise* and James Altland, USDA-ARS,
MWA ATRU

Abstract: Pine bark, the primary substrate component in nursery crop production, retains P poorly,

resulting in leaching and subsequent runoff of P-fertilizer to neighboring surface waters. Recent wastewater treatment research has shown that organic
materials (e.g., wood fiber, coconut coir pith), which
inherently have a net negative charge, can be cationized with Fe using Fe salts (e.g., FeSO4) to improve
phosphate (PO43–) retention. Our objectives were to
determine: 1) the Fe adsorption capacity of fine- and
coarse-ground pine bark and 2) the P adsorption capacity of limed and non-limed Fe-charged pine bark.
A batch Fe adsorption study (experiment 1) was
performed for each of two pine bark sources, representing fine and coarse grinds. Pine bark from each
source was added to jars containing deionized water
(control) or a 1,000 mg·L–1 Fe solution from FeSO4.
Solutions were sampled and analyzed for Fe concentrations at 1, 4, and 24 hours. The study was repeated (experiment 2) except solutions were sampled at
6, 24, 48, and 192 hours. In experiment 3, limed (5.9
kg·m–3 pulverized dolomite) and non-limed pine bark
was saturated in an FeSO4·7H2O solution for 168
hours and then added to jars containing deionized
water (control) or 500 mg·L–1 P from KH2PO4 (150 mg
P per jar). Limed and non-limed pine bark containing no added Fe was also equilibrated in 500 mg·L–1
P solutions to determine baseline adsorption of P
by the pine bark. Solutions were sampled at 1, 24,
and 48 hours and analyzed for P. When averaged
across experiments 1 and 2, the coarse and fine pine
bark adsorbed 0.59 and 0.79 mg·cm−3 Fe, respectively, after equilibrating for 24 hours. After 192 hours
(experiment 2), the coarse and fine pine bark had
adsorbed 0.85 and 1.00 mg·cm−3 Fe, respectively;
however, equilibrium had not yet been reached in
either pine bark source according to trend analysis. In experiment 3, limed and non-limed pine bark
with no Fe adsorbed ≈0.09 mg·cm−3 P after 48 hours,
whereas limed and non-limed Fe-charged pine bark
adsorbed 0.41 and 0.48 mg·cm−3 P, respectively. This
research indicates that commercially available pine
bark can adsorb at least 0.59 to 1.0 mg·cm–3 Fe (2.94
to 4.98 kg·m–3 FeSO4·7H2O) depending on residency
time and pine bark particle size, and amending pine
bark with FeSO4 can more than quadruple the P adsorption capacity of pine bark. Additional research
is needed to determine if P adsorbed to Fe-charged
pine bark is plant available.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service

9:15 AM Variable Rates of Iron: Impacts on
Growth and Development of Huanglongbing (Hlb)-Affected Trees (Bingo) in Florida.
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Samuel Kwakye*1; Davie Kadyampakeni1 and Tripti Vashisth2, (1)University of Florida, (2)University of
Georgia
Abstract: Huanglongbing (HLB) has been the major
cause of declining tree growth and development in
citrus production in Florida. A greenhouse experiment was established in 2018 at UF-IFAS Citrus Research and Education Center in Lake Alfred, FL to
assess the impact of variable rates of iron (Fe) on the
growth and development of 1-year-old HLB-affected Bingo (Citrus reticulata) trees. This study seeks to
generate important data to update on the fertilization rate of Fe for HLB-affected trees. Fifty percent
of the trees were inoculated with the HLB causal
pathogen and 8 treatments were applied on a randomized complete block design replicated 7 times.
The treatments applied were 0, 1x, 2x and 4x of Fe
on the HLB-affected and healthy Bingo trees (1x represents UF-IFAS recommendation for citrus which
equivalent to XX kg ha-1). Data including trunk diameter, tree height, and leaf nutrient content were
collected, processed and analyzed every 3 months
following treatment application. There was no significant difference in tree height and diameter for both
HLB-affected and healthy trees. Considering leaf
nutrient composition, there was significant difference (P<0.05) between trees which received Fe (1x,
2x and 4x) and the control (0), with 4x accumulating
the highest. The content of Fe in leaves appeared to
increase with increasing rate of soil applied Fe. The
leaf Fe contents for all rates of Fe applied, except the
control, were found to be within sufficiency range of
Fe in plant tissue suggesting that even higher levels
of Fe might be appropriate for 1 to 2-year-old trees.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA Hatch Project No.
FLA-CRC-005593

9:30 AM Q&A - Plant Nutrient Management 2 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
8:15 AM – 9:30 AM

Ornamental Plant Breeding 2
Moderator: Leynar Leyton Naranjo, University of
Georgia

8:15 AM Enhancing the Embryo Rescue
Protocol for Abelia Hybrids

Leynar Leyton Naranjo*, University of Georgia and
Carol D. Robacker, University of Georgia, Georgia
Campus
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Abstract: Abelia is a woody flowering shrub and a
traditional landscape ornamental hardy to zone 5
USDA. Due to a strong self-incompatibility system,
interspecific crossing has been the means to obtain
hybrids. The fruit of abelia is a one-seeded achene,
and many crosses are unsuccessful. Even when a
pollination is successful, the seed is slow to mature
and has low germination. In 2003, Scheiber and Robacker proposed the first embryo rescue protocol
for Abelia with an efficacy of 40%. To increase the efficacy of the existing protocol, we tested the effect of
gibberellic acid, light and cold treatments on developing embryos. We conducted these experiments in
the cross Abelia xgrandiflora ‘Francis Mason’ x Abelia
chinensis as an unbalanced 4x2x3x2 factorial design
with four levels of gibberellic acid (0, 5, 10 and 50
mg·L-1), two cold treatments (4 and 15° C), three cold
treatment periods (1, 5, and 10 days), and two light
conditions (dark or continuous light) during the period of the cold treatment. The experimental unit was
one petri dish with 2 ovules, with five replicates. Petri
dishes were scored as germinated/not germinated
and data was analyzed using a binary model (α=0.1).
Only temperature (p=0.057), cold treatment period
(p=0.082), light conditions (p=0.089), and the interaction of temperature and light conditions during the
cold treatments (p=0.048) had significant effects. Embryo germination was 56% with 15° C and 60.4% with
4° C; 55% with a cold treatment in dark conditions
and 62% with a cold treatment with continuous light.
The highest germination (68%) was achieved with a
cold treatment of 4° C with continuous light for one
day. This protocol may increase the number of embryos obtained per cross, thus reducing labor and
helping in the recovery of novel genotypes.

8:30 AM Flowering Requirements of North
American Native, Salt-Tolerant Chrysanthemum Arcticum

Liesl Bower Jernigan* and Neil O. Anderson, University of Minnesota
Abstract: Chrysanthemum arcticum L. and its two subspecies (C. arcticum L. subsp. arcticum, C. arcticum L.
subsp. polaré) are the only native chrysanthemums
in North America. The plants origin and diversity are
in the state of Alaska. This species’ distribution is
restricted to maritime environments, due to its salt
tolerance. In this study we focused on the C. arcticum, which is native to mainland coastal Alaska. The
objective of this experiment was to determine the
environmental parameters (photoperiod, cooling)
required for flower bud initiation/development of
this species. Both parental clones and open-pollinated (OP) seedlings, derived therefrom, were tested in
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a series of experiments. Parental genotypes (n=211),
collected from nine populations (locations) in 2018,
were rooted and grown under long day (16 hr) photoperiods; 0% flowered after 5 months (150 d). These
were tested for the effects of cold (vernalization) for
6 wks (3-5C), followed by reforcing; 0% flowered until 60 weeks later when 7 genotypes flowered under
long days (3.3% of the genotypes flowered from 4/9
populations). A followup study tested OP seedlings
from n=205 half sib families; seedlings were tooth
picked and selected in the plug tray for early germination in weeks 1 (G1) and 2 (G2) after sowing. A subset of 2-3 half sib families from each of the nine locations (18 genotypes in total) were selected, based on
high germination in G1 and G2. From each half sib
family, 36 seedlings were selected and randomized
among short- (8 hr) and long- (16 hr) days to determine photoperiodic response. Testing proceeded for
185 days. Data recorded included visible bud date,
flowering date, seedling death, plant height, inflorescence height, leaf number of the terminal stem, and
shoot number. Internode lengths were calculated.
Most plants under SD were dead by the end of the
experiment whereas ~100% survival occurred in LD.
The only plants reaching VBD and/or flowering were
under LD. However, the proportion of seedlings was
so small, no significant differences could be detected. Plant height, leaf number and number of shoots
were significantly different among genotypes and
photoperiod treatment. Chrysanthemum arcticum
is a long day plant for flower bud initiation and development although this is not expressed in 100%
of the population and other factors are involved in
developing competent meristems which impact the
flowering response.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Minnesota Agricultural
Experiment Station

8:45 AM Malus corolla Symmetry Matrix
Model and Its Variational Significance

Ting Zhou1; WangXiang Zhang1; Donglin Zhang*2;
Junjun Fan3 and Hao Jiang1, (1)Nanjing Forestry University, (2)University of Georgia, (3)Jinling Institute of
Technology
Abstract: Flower (corolla) symmetry has important biological significance in plant genetics and evolution.
However, it is often multi-dimensional and difficult
to quantify. Here, we constructed a multi-dimensional data matrix [X Y Z] by extracting three qualitative
variables with binary properties (X: corolla regularity of interval and coplanarity; Y: petal regularity of
shape and size; Z: petal local regularity of curling and
wrinkle) from different dimensions of petals: overall
→ individual → local. To convert the matrix data into

decimal data, these variables were combined with
weight assignments (X: 22 > Y: 21 > Z: 20), which facilitated the unification of qualitative and quantitative
analyses. Our results revealed significant reduction
in the degree of Malus corolla symmetry along the
direction of local→overall. Species showed higher
corolla symmetry than cultivars; however, taxa with
stronger corolla symmetry might not necessarily be
species. These findings provide new insights into the
circumscription of Malus controversial species. The
matrix model should be reference for future evaluation of angiosperm flower symmetry (lack of corolla
fusion).

9:00 AM Total Genomic Content of 10 Asclepias species
Mary Lewis* and Matthew Chappell, University of
Georgia

Abstract: Milkweed (Asclepias) is an important pollinator genus found as far north as Canada and as
south as Mexico, from California to Florida. With
such a broad range, there are many morphological
differences within the milkweed family that could
be integrated into cultivars including a wide flower
color range, different soil moisture tolerances, and
varied maximum heights. Asclepias employs a natural outcrossing system, with “pollen packets” rather
than loose pollen grains. This requires pollinators to
move pollen to genetically dissimilar genotypes before a hybrid (successful) cross can be made. Initial
hypotheses indicated that if pollinators were present, interspecific hybridizations among varying Asclepias species would be possible, given its reliance on
outcrossing. However, while ranges of many species
overlap, there have been few reports of interspecific
hybridization. Of the 100+ species in the U.S., more
than 50 Asclepias species have had ploidy assessed,
all having the same ploidy and chromosome count.
This prompted the question; why are there not more
interspecific hybrids in physiographic regions where
species overlap? In these regions, not only does ploidy seem to be shared among species; but bloom
times are similar. One possible reason for a lack of
compatibility may be total genomic content, should
genome sizes differ significantly. During this experiment, Propidium Iodide (PI) was employed to analyze total genomic content of 10 different species [A.
asperula, A. angustifolia, A. curassavica, A. incarnata, A.
fascicularis, A. latifolia, A. linaria, A. tuberosa, A. subvert,
and A. syriaca]. Additionally, four known interspecific
hybrids (A. tuberosa x A. hirtella, A. tuberosa x A. purpurascens, A. tuberosa x A. speciosa, and A. tuberosa x
A. syriaca) were screened. Five samples were taken
per species or interspecific hybrid and measured us-
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ing a Beckman Coulter CytoFLEX flow cytometer. Results indicated that average 2C values ranged from
0.65± 0.01 picograms (pg) to 1.15± 0.01 pg. Of the 12
species and four hybrids tested, all samples fell into
one of two groups. One was a range from approximately 0.65 pg to 0.78 pg while the other from 0.9 to
1.15. Test crosses between A. tuberosa (1.15 pg) were
made with three species having smaller genome
sizes (A. curassavica, A. fascicularis, and A. incarnata;
0.65 – 0.73 pg). No successful hybrids were obtained
from these test crosses. Correlation should not be
interpreted as causation, but trends among crosses
leading to successful hybrids having similar genome
size was observed in this study. This study concluded
that while ploidy is similar across many Asclepias species, total genomic content varies, possibly enough
to be biologically significant. Species found to have
similar sized genomes may be capable of forming
interspecific hybrids. Thus, measuring total genomic
content may be a simple method to identify compatible species for future interspecific hybridization parents within Asclepias.

9:15 AM Q&A - Ornamental Plant Breeding 2 - All Session Speakers Are Required
to Attend

cies' native range, invasive exotic haplotypes of native species, how to manage ecosystems to preserve
biodiversity and ecosystem function, and how to
"tame" invasive species into submission.
This workshop will have widespread appeal to horticulturists and allied professionals as the topic of invasive species transcends all commodity groups and
plant science disciplines. Basic and applied researchers, extension specialists, and educators alike will
benefit from hearing the talks as well as participating
in the ensuing discussions in the Open Discussion
and Roundtable portion that will conclude this event.

9:00 AM Introduction to the Workshop
Michael A. Schnelle*, Oklahoma State University

9:05 AM Native Species that Merit Active
Surveillance
Michael A. Schnelle*, Oklahoma State University

9:20 AM Management and Control Issues
for Native, Invasive Species: Resolving
Philosophical, Managerial and Legislative
Issues
Neil O. Anderson*, University of Minnesota

9:35 AM Continued Cultivar Evaluation of
the Invasive Ornamental Nandina domestica
Sandra B. Wilson*, University of Florida

9:00 AM – 10:30 AM

Workshop: Progress in Identification
and Control of Weedy to Invasive
Plants Both Domestic and Abroad
Coordinators: Lyn A Gettys, University of Florida Ft
Lauderdale Research and Education Center and Michael A. Schnelle, Oklahoma State University
Moderators: Lyn A Gettys, University of Florida Ft Lauderdale Research and Education Center and Michael
A. Schnelle, Oklahoma State University
Description: The goal of this workshop is to highlight
species, both native and non-native (exotic), which
can be sometimes weedy to invasive. Although the
vast majority of invasions are directly attributed to
introduced species, it is becoming quite apparent
that native species too aren't always well-behaved,
can develop populations that quickly approach nuisance levels and may require management to avoid
negative ecological impacts. Many experts currently attribute at least 10% of invasions to native (U.S.)
plants. Topics open for discussion in this workshop
include factors that may result in nuisance (weedy)
species, including loss of natural predators in a spe-
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9:50 AM Chemical Control Options for Ficaria verna and Pennisetum alopecuroides
Matthew D. Taylor*, Longwood Gardens

10:05 AM Newly Emerging Invasive Plants
with Native Look-a-Likes
Chris Marble*, University of Florida

10:20 AM Open Discussion Roundtable
9:00 AM – 10:30 AM

Workshop: Studying Horticulture Abroad:
Best Practices Boot Camp
Coordinator: Jacqueline Ricotta, Delaware Valley
University
Moderator: Curt Rom, University of Arkansas

Description: This will be an interactive and informative workshop about planning, coordinating and
conducting a horticultural study abroad course with
undergraduates. Experienced trip leaders will present best practices as well as some of the issues they
have dealt with while abroad. Place based education
(PBE) courses can provide a unique learning experience to undergraduate horticulture students seeking
a global perspective of the discipline. Participants in
this workshop should come prepared with questions
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on how to plan these valuable courses.

9:00 AM Introduction

Curt R. Rom*, University of Arkansas

9:05 AM Reciprocal Course Exchange with
Indian Universities Creates a Rich Cultural
and Scientific Learning Experience
Marvin P. Pritts*, Cornell University

9:17 AM Creating Study Abroad Programs
in Low-Income Countries and Preparing
Students for Success
Gail Romberger Nonnecke*, Iowa State University

9:29 AM Impact of International Workshops for Increasing Students in Horticulture
Shad D Nelson*, Texas A&M University, Kingsville and
Consuelo Donato*, Texas A&M University-Kingsville

9:41 AM Global Field Studies: Tuscany

Jacqueline A. Ricotta*, Delaware Valley University

9:53 AM Discussion
9:45 AM – 11:15 AM

Plant Biotechnology 2
Moderator: Ahmad A. Omar, University of Florida

9:45 AM Enhancement of Flavonoid Production through KFBCHS in Tomato.

Doosan Shin*; Tong Geon Lee and Jeongim Kim,
University of Florida

Abstract: Flavonoids are the largest group of specialized metabolites with diverse roles in stress adaptation. Increased production of flavonoids enhances
plant biotic and abiotic stress tolerance. Flavonoids
are also known to be beneficial to human health because of their health-promoting properties including
antioxidant, anti-cancer and anti-inflammation activities. Recently, it was discovered that "kaempferol", a
flavonoid, is a precursor of ubiquinone (coenzyme Q,
which is the vital respiratory cofactor). Due to the positive impact of flavonoids on plant stress tolerance,
primary metabolism, and their nutritional benefits,
enhancement of the flavonoid production in plants
is of great interest. Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum)
is the most valuable horticultural crop worldwide,
providing micronutrients to the human diet. Potentially, tomatoes with enhanced flavonoid production
increase their market values with the improved resilience to stress and nutritional value of fruit. Chalcone synthase (CHS) functions at the first step of flavonoid biosynthesis branching out from the general

phenylpropanoid pathway. Thus, CHS can be an effective gateway to control flavonoid production without altering lignin production. One of the regulation
mechanisms of CHS activity is the destabilization
of CHS through the ubiquitination. The proteolytic
negative regulator KFBCHS, a kelch domain-containing F-box protein is an essential component of the
ubiquitination of CHS. Disruption of KFBCHS stabilizes
CHS which in turn increases CHS activity in several
species including Arabidopsis thaliana. However, tomato KFBCHS has not been identified yet. Our phylogeny study of proteins containing F-box domain and
kelch domain identified 26 predicted KFB proteins
in tomato. Among them, we identified SolycKFBCHS
which has over 40% amino acid sequence identity to
A. thaliana KFBCHS and highly expresses in fruit. Overexpression of SolycKFBCHS in Arabidopsis decreases
anthocyanin and kaempferol glycosides production,
but not the levels of sinapate esters, suggesting its
specific role on flavonoid biosynthesis. It is likely that
a proteolytic regulation of CHS is conserved widely in
the plant kingdom.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-HATCh Project#
005681

10:00 AM Differential Gene Expression of
Bacterial Wilt (Ralstonia solanacearum)
Resistance in Tomatoes.

Jennifer A. Myers* and Dilip R. Panthee, North Carolina State University
Abstract: Bacterial wilt caused by the soil borne
pathogen Ralstonia solanacearum (Smith) is one of
the most devastating diseases in tomato (Solanum
lycopersicum). The bacteria thrive in warm temperate to subtropical climate zones, making the southern U.S. an ideal environment for this devastating
disease that can heavily impact regional production. Devastating tomato production, Ralstonia solanacearum can causes foliar wilting to total plant
death, among other symptoms, in tomatoes. With
no known means of controlling the disease in the
field, the objective of this study is to identify and
understand genetic resistance to bacterial wilt in
tomatoes. Previous studies have identified potential sources of genetic resistance to several different
strains of Ralstonia solanacearum, as well as several
quantitative trait loci (QTL) linked to bacterial wilt resistance in tomatoes. To determine differential gene
expression involved in bacterial wilt caused by a U.S.
strain of Ralstonia solanacearum in tomatoes, we selected ‘Hawaii 7998’, a highly resistant line, and ‘NC
359-2B(2010)’ as a highly susceptible comparison,
with treatments of Ralstonia solanacearum inoculum
and a water control. Infected and noninfected stem
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tissue from both tomato lines were harvested 48
and 72 hours after inoculation and RNA was extracted for RNA sequencing analysis. Gene expressions
were compared across samples to identify candidate genes that are being differentially expressed
between samples. A comparison between Ralstonia
solanacearum and water inoculated HI 7998 showed
51 genes being differentially expressed, whereas the
same comparison in NC 359-2B(2010) showed no differentially expressed genes. Differentially expressed
genes found in HI 7998 were classified into 30 different gene ontology categories. Biological process
type genes generally only had 1 to 6 genes being
differentially expressed and are likely functioning in
small changes across the cell, acting as pathogenic
defense. Differentially expressed genes functioning
in cell and plasma membrane and cell periphery suggest cell structural changes to protect the cell and
prevent the pathogen from spreading in the plant.
Using identified candidate genes, future studies can
target verification of major genes that are responsible for bacterial wilt genetic resistance, the elucidation of resistance mechanisms, and the utilization of
bacterial wilt resistance in future tomato lines.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: National Science Foundation (grant # IOS-1546625)

10:15 AM Characterization of Cytochrome
P450 Monooxygenase CYP79A-like Enzyme
from Sorghum Bicolor

Ru Dai ; Veronica Perez ; Doosan Shin ; Wilfred
Vermerris1; Anna Block2; Breanna Tomiczek1; Alex
Grenning1 and Jeongim Kim1, (1)University of Florida,
(2)USDA-ARS-CMAVE
*1

1

1

Abstract: Aldoximes are well-known intermediates for many defense compounds such as glucosinolates and cyanogenic glucosides in plants. In
general, aldoximes are produced from their corresponding amino acids through cytochrome P450
monooxygenases 79 family members (CYP79). SbCYP79A1 from sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) catalyzes
the conversion of tyrosine to p-hydroxyphenylacetaldoxime, the precursor of the cyanogenic glucoside dhurrin. Here we report another CYP79 family
member (SbCYP79A-like) from Sorghum bicolor functioning in the conversion of phenylalanine to phenyacetaldoxime. While investigating the phylogeny of
the plant CYP79 family, we identified a sub-clade of
monocot CYP79s that includes maize CYP79A61 and
an uncharacterized sorghum CYP79 which we refer
to as SbCYP79A-like. A recent study has shown that
ZmCYP79A61 has activities toward tryptophan and
phenylalanine to produce indole-3-acetaldoxime
and phenylacetaldoxime, respectively. Given that SbI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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CYP79A-like shows 80% amino acid sequence identity with ZmCYP79A61, we hypothesized that SbCYP79A-like has activities toward aromatic amino acids.
To test our hypothesis, we expressed SbCYP79A-like
in yeast and Arabidopsis thaliana. Heterologous expression of SbCYP79A-like in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
strain WAT11 showed the enzyme catalyzed the formation of phenylacetaldoxime from L-phenyalanine.
The overexpression of SbCYP79A-like in wild-type
Arabidopsis results in increased levels of benzyl glucosinolate, and its hydrolysis products, benzyl cyanide and benzyl isothiocyanate, compared to control
plants, which further indicates increased phenylacetaldoxime production in the overexpression lines. In
addition, the transgenic lines overexpressing SbCYP79A-like exhibit increased auxin contents compared
to control plants and morphological phenotypes
typical of elevated auxin content, namely elongated
hypocotyls and epinastic cotyledons. We also found
that the expression of SbCYP79A-like in sorghum is
induced by application of the stress hormone jasmonic acid, suggesting its potential role in stress
responses in sorghum. Since aldoxime-derived compounds are defense compounds in various species,
it is likely that SbCYP79A-like is involved in mitigating
biotic stress in sorghum.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-HATCH Project
#005681

10:30 AM Astaxanthin As an Early Detection Transformation Marker in Nicotiana
Benthamiana
Quinton M. Allen*, University of Florida

Abstract: Transgenic modification is a common molecular biology tool with many applications in plants.
Scorable marker genes in conjunction with the gene
of interest are generally used in transformation experiments as a method to screen for transformants.
β-glucuronidase and fluorescent proteins are two
ubiquitous marker genes, each with their own drawbacks. The β-glucuronidase assay requires destruction of the tissue and fluorescent proteins can yield
false positives due to autofluorescence in plant tissues. Our research with astaxanthin shows promise
for an early detection scorable marker with minimal
impacts or drawbacks in transformed plants. Accumulation of a red pigmented carotenoid, astaxanthin,
produces a distinct phenotype that is easily scorable
as soon as transformed tissue is visible, including
etiolated shoots. Astaxanthin provides strong photoprotective and antioxidation properties in plants and
is of pharmacological importance due to its nutraceutical properties in animals. Most photosynthetic organisms naturally produce the precursors for astax-
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anthin and there are multiple biosynthetic pathways
for the production of this compound in planta. One
route is through the conversion of zeaxanthin to astaxanthin with the addition of a β-carotene ketolase
gene found in several bacterial and algal species. A
second route is converting β-carotene into astaxanthin using two unique carotenogenic genes from the
flowering plant Adonis aestivalis. Although producing
astaxanthin involves the conversion and sequestration of endogenous carotenoids, data from our Nicotiana benthamiana plants show that there are minimal physiological and morphological impacts to the
transformed plant. Accumulation of astaxanthin in
transformed plant tissues shows promise for use as
an early detection screening method for transformation experiments.

10:45 AM Q&A - Plant Biotechnology 2 - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
9:45 AM – 11:30 AM

Postharvest 3
Moderator: Pradeepika Chintha, North Dakota State
University

9:45 AM Beneficial Lactic Acid Bacteria-Based Biotransformation of Sweet
Potato for Nutritional Benefits

Pradeepika Chintha*; Dipayan Sarkar and Kalidas
Shetty, North Dakota State University
Abstract: Sweet potatoes are rich source of diverse
bioactive compounds, essential minerals, and dietary
fibers and can be rationally targeted for wider human health-focused dietary solutions, especially to
address diet-linked non-communicable chronic disease (NCD) challenges. However, high perishability
and deterioration of nutritional qualities at post-harvest stages is a major constraint for its high-value and
NCD- benefits relevant food applications. Therefore,
recruiting beneficial lactic acid bacteria (LAB) based
biotransformation to preserve and improve human
health relevant nutritional qualities of sweet potato
for health-targeted food application has significant
merit. Based on this rationale, beneficial LAB (Lactobacillus plantarum) based fermentation was targeted
to preserve and improve phenolic bioactive-linked
antioxidant and anti-hyperglycemic functionalities of
sweet potato cultivars. In this present study, three
different flesh coloured sweet potato cultivars [Murasaki (off-white fleshed cultivar), Evangeline (orange
fleshed) and NIC 413 (purple fleshed cultivar)] were

selected from our initial cultivar screening study and
based on their high baseline phenolic content and
associated health benefits (in vitro assay-based antioxidant, anti-diabetic, and anti-hypertensive properties). Cold water extracts (food grade) of sweet
potato were fermented with Lactobacillus plantarum
for 72 hours at 37°C. At 0, 24, 48, and 72 hour time
points phenolic content, antioxidant activity, and
anti-hyperglycemic properties of fermented and unfermented sweet potato extracts were determined
using in vitro assay models. Overall, high total soluble phenolic (TSP) content and high total antioxidant
activity (based on 2, 2-Dipheny-1—Picrylhydrazyl
-DPPH free radical scavenging assay and 2, 2-Azino-bis-(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid)-ABTS
radical cation assay) were observed at 24 hours and
it remained statistically at par even after 72 hours of
fermentation. Additionally, moderate to high anti-hyperglycemic property relevant α-amylase (62.1 %)
and α-glucosidase (76.3 %) enzyme inhibitory activities were observed in fermented and unfermented
sweet potato extracts. Among three sweet potato
cultivars, fermented and unfermented extracts of
purple flesh colored NIC 413 had higher TSP content
and associated antioxidant activity, while off-white
flesh colored Murasaki had high α-amylase enzyme
inhibitory activity. The results of the present study
indicated that beneficial LAB-based fermentation
strategy might be an effective post-harvest processing tool for higher retention of phenolic bioactives
and associated antioxidant and anti-hyperglycemic
functionalities in sweet potato. Additionally, such
LAB-fermented sweet potato with prebiotic potential
can be integrated in health-focused dietary solution
strategies, especially to support and improve human
gut health and to mitigate chronic oxidative stresslinked NCD challenges.

10:00 AM Effects of Postharvest Ozone
Fumigation on Post-Harvest Physiology,
Storability and Primary Metabolism of
Tomato Fruit

Deepak Kumar Jha* and Joseph Arul, Universite Laval
Abstract: Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) is one
of the most consumed fruit/vegetable containing
various health-promoting phytochemicals. However, they are also perishable with limited shelf life.
Among various approaches to extend the shelf life
and reduce postharvest losses of fresh produce, the
use of hormetic (beneficial) doses of abiotic stresses is gaining much interest, because of its potential
not only to enhance defense compounds that could
extend shelf-life, but also to elevate health-promoting substances. Thus, the objective of this work was
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to examine the hormetic effect of ozone fumigation
on post-harvest physiology, storability and primary
metabolic profile of tomato fruit.Mature-green tomato fruit were exposed to ozone atmosphere (5
mg/L) for various durations (0-12 hours), the fruit
were stored at 16° C and RH of 90-95%.Physiological
characteristics of the fruit(respiration rate,ethylene
production, color change and weight loss), and their
antioxidant capacity and primary metabolites, including precursors of secondary metabolites were
monitored during 5 weeks of post-treatment storage. The hormetic dose of ozone was found to be
5 hours of ozone exposure that resulted in delaying
color change (ripening) by 4 days. The climacteric peaks of ethylene production and respiration of
tomato treated with hormetic dose was delayed by
4 days compared with the control fruit.The weight
loss of the treated fruit was also lower.The total
phenolic content and antioxidant capacity in tomato
treated with hormetic dose were significantly higher (1.5 fold) than the control fruit. Enhanced titers of
metabolic intermediates from glycolysis (pyruvate),
citric acid cycle (isocitrate, succinate and fumarate)
and pentose-phosphate pathway (ribose-5-phosphate);and reduced titer of phosphate were observed in ozone treated tomato fruit, indicating that
the activation of cellular metabolic machinery in response to the stress.Higher levels of phenylalanine
and tyrosine in hormetic dose treated tomato points
to the activation of shikimate-phenylpropanoid
pathways. Time-averaged titers of reducing sugars
(fructose and glucose) were lower in tomato treated with hormetic dose, whereas the titers of sugar
alcohols such as myo-inositol, mannitol and erythritol were significantly enhanced (> 2-fold). Towards
end of storage, levels of asparagine, glutamine, threonine, and mannitol in hormetic dose treated tomato were also significantly higher compared to those
of the control. Results suggest that the pre-storage
exposure of tomato to hormetic dose of ozone delayed ripening and extended shelf-life and altered
the primary metabolite profile, including precursors
of secondary metabolites. These changes may have
biochemical significance from the standpoint of
preservation, secondary metabolites and potential
health attributes of the fruit.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NSERC

10:15 AM Effects of Cooling and Postharvest Storage Methods on Glucosinolates
and Volatiles in Broccoli

Sarah E. Parker*1; Jennifer Wheeler2; Curtis R. Luckett3; Dennis E Deyton4; Jeanine Marie Davis5; Thomas Björkman6 and Carl E. Sams1, (1)The University of
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Tennessee, (2)University of Tennessee, Knoxville, (3)
University of Tennessee, (4)The University of Tennessee,
(5)North Carolina State University, (6)Cornell University
Abstract: Broccoli (Brassica oleracea L. var. italica) is
a cool-weather vegetable that is grown for its edible
flowering heads and stalks. Glucosinolates and volatiles affect the nutritional, flavor, and aroma characteristics that are associated with broccoli quality.
Cooling and postharvest storage conditions affect
the quality of broccoli by altering the levels of glucosinolate and volatile contents. Changes in glucosinolate and volatile contents were investigated for two
cultivars (C1 = ‘BH053’ and C2 = ‘Emerald Crown’),
two temperature treatments (T1 = Non-iced at 5⁰C
and T2 = Iced at 0⁰C), and six different days (Dx) in
storage (X = 0, 7, 14, 21, 28, and 35 days). The cultivar and treatment significantly affected the total
glucosinolate content in broccoli. ‘Emerald Crown’
had significantly higher levels of indole and total
glucosinolates than ‘BH053.’ T2 treated broccoli had
significantly higher levels of aliphatic, aromatic, and
total glucosinolates compared to T1 treated broccoli. ‘Emerald Crown’ had significantly higher levels of
glucoprogoitrin, glucoraphanin, gluconapin, glucoerucin, 4-methylglucobrassicin, gluconasturtiin, and
neo-glucobrassicin. ‘BH053’ had significantly higher
levels of epiprogoitrin and sinalbin. T2 treated broccoli had significantly higher levels of epiprogoitrin,
sinalbin, glucobarbarin, glucoerucin, gluconasturtiin, glucobrassicin, 4-methoxyglucobrassicin, and
glucoraphanin than T1 treated broccoli. The total
glucosinolate content varied during storage, but not
significantly. The sulfur-containing volatile, dimethyl disulfide, was significantly greater for ‘Emerald
Crown’ than for ‘BH053.’ The dimethyl disulfide was
significantly greater for T1 treated broccoli than for
T2 treated broccoli. Both sulfur-containing volatiles,
dimethyl disulfide and dimethyl sulfide, began to increase after the third week in storage, and reached
their highest level after the fifth week in storage. The
cooling/storage method had no effect on the volatiles responsible for the green leafy odor in broccoli. ‘Emerald Crown’ had significantly higher levels
of (E)-2-Hexenal than ‘BH053.’ The concentration of
(E)-2-Hexenal significantly decreased throughout
the entire 5-week duration of storage. This study
suggests that storage at lower temperatures helps
to maintain the postharvest quality of broccoli by
decreasing the loss of nutritionally important glucosinolates, while preventing the production of volatiles responsible for off-odors.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This material is based
on work that is supported by the National Institute of
Food and Agricture, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
under award number 2016-51101-25402.
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10:30 AM Insight into Deterioration of
Fresh-Cut Lettuce in Modified Atmosphere
Packaging [SI1]Possible Alternative: Insight into

Hui Peng*1; Dean Lavelle2; Maria Jose Truco3; Richard
Michelmore3 and Ivan Simko4, (1)University of California-Davis, (2)UC Davis, (3)University of California,
Davis, (4)USDA-ARS

Abstract: Fresh-cut lettuce, the major component of
ready to eat salads, is usually stored in modified atmosphere packaging (MAP) bags to avoid rapid discoloration and dehydration. However, even in MAP
deterioration may start within a few days after processing. Therefore, detailed information about deterioration process of fresh-cut lettuce in MAP is important to the industry. This study documented that
high temperature, physical wounding, hexanal, and
ethanol could accelerate deterioration of fresh-cut
lettuce in MAP. Reducing humidity inside MAP bags
can slow down the deterioration process, while leaf
maturity and the ratio of tissue to package volume
showed a genotype-dependent response. Oxygen
rather than carbon dioxide or ethylene was the major
atmosphere component associated with deterioration. The optimal oxygen level for maintaining freshcut lettuce quality was cultivar dependent. Under
low oxygen level (< 2%), cultivars with genetic predisposition for rapid deterioration displayed faster deterioration and respiration than cultivars known for
slow deterioration. Many respiration related genes
had consistently higher expression in the rapidly
deteriorating cultivar La Brillante than in the slowly
deteriorating cultivar Salinas 88, in the early stages
of deterioration. Deterioration rates of F1 hybrids developed from reciprocal crosses between ‘Salinas 88’
and ‘La Brillante’ fell between those of the parental
lines, suggesting an additive effect of qSL4, the locus
previously identified as the main genetic factor consistently associated with the rate of deterioration in
diverse populations. The position of this locus was
placed into a region of 5.1 Kb on linkage group 4 by
fine-mapping using a F2 population from a cross between RIL79 (a slowly deteriorating recombinant inbred line) and ‘La Brillante’. This region was predicted to carry two transcripts, a putative gene encoding
a toll/interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) domain-containing
protein and a non-coding RNA with unknown function. New knowledge regarding major environmental, physiological, and genetic factors associated with
the deterioration of fresh-cut lettuce can be used to
improve shelf life and postharvest quality of lettuce
salad in MAP.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA Specialty

Crop Research Initiative (SCRI) Grant # 2015-5118124283

10:45 AM Inhibitory Effect of Antioxidant
Compounds on Pink-Rib Discoloration in
Lettuce Mid-Ribs
Catherine Belisle*; Bryce Askey; Ru Dai; Jeongim
Kim; Steven A. Sargent; German V. Sandoya and
Jeffrey K. Brecht, University of Florida

Abstract: Lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) is an economically
important crop in the U.S. with a production value of
$3.5 billion annually. Mid-rib discoloration is a stress
disorder leading to loss of quality and marketability.
It was reported that phenylalanine ammonia lyase
(PAL) and polyphenol oxidase (PPO) are involved in
pink-rib discoloration and are activated upon wounding or stress. Previous reports have suggested antioxidant compounds as an option to inhibit or reverse
discoloration. In this study, excised mid-rib sections
from store-bought romaine and iceberg heads were
wounded by slicing, then submerged for 30 seconds
in water, cysteine (500 ppm), or a proprietary treatment (1000 ppm), as well as an unwounded control
(n=4). Following submersion, mid-ribs were patted
dry and stored in breathable, high-density polyethylene bags at 5 °C/95% relative humidity for 5 days.
Samples were subjectively evaluated every two days
for development of pink-rib discoloration. A digital
imaging method was also developed to provide an
objective measure of pink-rib severity. In this method, RGB (Red/Green/Blue) digital images of each
wound site were analyzed to determine the percent
area of pixels classified as pink. Samples were then
frozen in liquid nitrogen and later processed for enzyme activity and metabolite production using spectrophotometry, high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and liquid chromatography mass
spectrometry (LC-MS). In romaine lettuce, evaluation
via visual inspection indicated that all treatments developed minor to moderate pink-rib rating by day 3
of storage, and moderately severe rating in the cysteine and water-immersed control samples by day
5. In iceberg lettuce, the proprietary treatment had
no sign of pink-rib discoloration by day five, while
cysteine and the water-immersed control developed
moderate to moderately severe pink-rib by day 3.
During storage, the severity of discoloration measured by the digital imaging method matched those
of the subjective ratings. Metabolite changes in the
phenylpropanoid pathway occurred following induction of pink-rib discoloration, notably an increase in
PAL activity and phenylpropanoid production as well
as a change in the metabolite profile. The reduction
in pink-rib observed in the proprietary treatment is
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promising. Additional studies will be conducted to
determine its use in commercial lettuce production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Florida Specialty Crop
Block Grant

11:00 AM Q&A - Postharvest 3 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
9:45 AM – 11:30 AM

Produce Quality, Safety, and Health
Properties
Moderator: Elizabeth Mitcham, University of California, Davis

9:45 AM Who Is Fortunate Enough to Eat
All Their Fruits and Veggies?

Erin McGuire, Horticulture Innovation Lab; Jane Ambuko, University of Nairobi; Archie Jarman, Horticulture Innovation Lab at University of California Davis
and Elizabeth Mitcham*, University of California,
Davis
Abstract: Across the globe, almost every government’s nutrition guidelines, from the U.S. to Benin,
from Japan to Lebanon, recommends a significant
portion of dietary intake to be fruits and vegetables.
Not surprisingly, research consistently shows the
importance of these crops in addressing under-nutrition, obesity, and micronutrient deficiencies. However, less than 10% of governments and private
foundations are investing in horticulture and less
than 15% of the world’s arable land is under fruit and
vegetable production, leaving a 74% gap globally to
meet the recommended fruit and vegetable intake
for healthy diets. Right now, there are not enough
fruits and vegetables for everyone. In the next ten
years, will we as a society choose to provide healthful crops for all?
In addition to human health, research in the past
decade has shown that fruits and vegetables can increase incomes and financial resilience, mitigate climate change, increase biodiversity, and even make
you happier. However, national governments, private industry and foundations are leaving behind
these important crops. As a result of inequitable investments, advances in technology almost exclusively for commodity crops has increased the price of
horticulture crops relatively, making them even less
attainable for vulnerable communities. Small technological improvements for fruits and vegetables
could impact the 40-50% losses within these crops;
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a critical financial and nutritional issue.
Moving from feeding to nourishing a growing population is paramount to global food security and resilience. Merely staying alive is not the goal of food security and without access to a colorful plate, children
won’t develop to their full potential and will remain
stuck in generational poverty. Further, horticulture
offers a significant tool to address financial resilience, environmental goals, and avenues for youth
and women engagement.
Addressing the challenges and harnessing the potential of fruits and vegetables will require investment in technical capacity from the ground up, but
also sweeping policy reforms to provide resources
and space for “specialty crops” to grow, and to support behavior change through innovative nutrition
education, youth engagement, and public information campaigns. We will review literature over the
past ten years on the potential impacts of horticulture in health, financial resilience, and environmental well-being, and examine a future world if nothing
is done to address the imbalance of investment in
these crops. We also lay forth five critical areas for
investment and policy change to be made in the next
10 years to successfully close the fruit and vegetable
gap.

10:00 AM How Does Grafting Grape Tomatoes Onto Different Types of Tomato
Rootstocks Affect Physicochemical and
Consumer Sensory Quality Properties of
the Fruit?

Tian Gong*1; Xuelian Zhang2; Xin Zhao1; Jeffrey K.
Brecht1 and Zachary E. Black1, (1)University of Florida,
(2)South China Agricultural University
Abstract: “Generative” and “vegetative” are used
to describe tomato rootstocks based on putative
effects on scion performance. According to such
claims, generative rootstocks channel more energy
into reproductive structures than vegetative structures. However, there have been no clear characterizations of these rootstock types and their effects on
fruit quality. In this experiment, two grape tomato
(Solanum lycopersicum L. var. cerasiforme) scions,
‘BHN 1022’ (determinate) and ‘Sweet Hearts’ (indeterminate) were not grafted, self-grafted, or grafted onto each of three vigorous tomato rootstocks,
‘Estamino’ (generative), ‘DRO141TX’ (vegetative), and
‘Multifort’ (uncharacterized). Plants were grown in an
organically managed high tunnel (Citra, FL) with two
transplanting dates (31 Jan. and 9 Mar.). Fruit from
peak harvest were used to assess consumer preference and compositional quality. About 100 consumer
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panelists participated in the sensory taste tests. Panelists perceived larger fruit size from grafted plants
compared with non- and self-grafted plants for both
‘BHN 1022’ and ‘Sweet Hearts’ and both transplanting dates. For late transplanting, ‘BHN 1022’ grafted
onto ‘Multifort’ had lighter fruit color, less sweetness,
and more acidity compared with other treatments.
Panelists could not distinguish among different
treatments of ‘Sweet Hearts’ in overall acceptability,
overall texture, overall appearance, and flavor. However, panelists could differentiate ‘BHN 1022’ grafted onto ‘Multifort’ from other treatments for late
transplanting, but not early transplanting. Grafting
with rootstocks reduced fruit firmness at peak harvest for early transplanting but not late transplanting compared with non-grafted controls. For early
transplanting, grafting did not affect soluble solids
content (SSC) for either scion. ‘BHN 1022’ grafted
onto ‘Multifort’ had higher titratable acidity (TA) than
‘BHN 1022’ grafted onto ‘DRO141TX’, but these two
did not differ from non-grafted controls, while TA
did not differ among grafted and non-grafted ‘Sweet
Hearts’. Grafted ‘BHN 1022’ had a lower SSC/TA ratio
compared with non- and self-grafted plants. ‘Sweet
Hearts’ grafted with ‘Multifort’ had lower SSC/TA at
peak harvest compared with other rootstocks and
non-grafted controls. For late transplanting, grafting reduced the SSC of ‘BHN 1022’, but did not affect
the SSC of ‘Sweet Hearts’. ‘BHN 1022’ grafted onto
‘DRO141TX’ or ‘Multifort’, and ‘Sweet Hearts’ grafted onto ‘DRO141TX’ or ‘Estamino’ had lower SSC/TA
compared with non-grafted controls. All three rootstocks increased K, Ca, Zn, Fe, and Cu concentrations
in fruit of both scions irrespective of transplanting
date and scion cultivar. Overall, grafting grape tomato onto generative or vegetative rootstocks had similar effects on fruit size, color, firmness, SSC, and TA.

with higher yield, heirloom tomatoes are known for
their unique shapes and colors, and superior flavor
and can be marketed for as high as $15.4 per kilogram. A challenge in growing heirloom tomatoes is
their low productivity and susceptibility to diseases.
Grafting heirloom tomato varieties onto vigorous or
disease-resistant rootstocks provides a unique opportunity for their production. Use of a high tunnel
can potentially advance tomato production for 2 to 4
weeks and reduce cracking problems of thin-skinned
heirloom tomatoes compared to field conditions.
Six tomato varieties, either seedling or grafted, including three heirloom varieties (‘Cherokee purple’,
‘German Johnson’, and ‘Striped German’) and three
French heritage varieties (‘Marbonne’, ‘Margold’, and
‘Marnero’), which are hybrids with similar flavor and
looks to heirloom varieties but higher yield and disease resistance; were evaluated for plant growth,
time of fruit production, yield, and fruit quality in a
high tunnel production system. With all plants being
transplanted into the high tunnel on 18 Mar. 2019,
fruit harvest started from 26 May. ‘German Johnson’
and ‘Marbonne’ produced the comparable highest
total marketable yields of 10.03 kg and 9.48 kg per
plant respectively, higher than the other four tested
varieties, with ‘Cherokee Purple’ producing the lowest marketable yield of 5.50 kg per plant. ‘Cherokee
Purple’, ‘Margold’, ‘Marnero’, and ‘Striped German’
fruits had comparable higher soluble solid content
of 4.80% to 5.02% than ‘German Johnson’ (4.08%) or
‘Marbonne’ (4.33%). ‘Cherokee Purple’, ‘Marbonne’,
and ‘Marnero’ produced fruits of comparable higher titratable acidity of 0.58% to 0.62% than ‘German
Johnson’, ‘Margold’, or ‘Stripted German’. ‘Marbonne’
and ‘Marnero’ produced firmer fruits than other tested varieties

Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI

10:30 AM Rootstock Effect on Yield and
Fruit Quality of ‘Tasti Lee’ Tomatoes
Grown in a High Tunnel

10:15 AM High Tunnel Production of Heirloom Tomatoes Using Grafted Plants

Tongyin Li1; Jacob D Arthur*2; Geoffrey Lark and Guihong Bi1, (1)Mississippi State University, (2)Mississippi
Sate University
Abstract: Tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum) are one of
the most consumed vegetable crops worldwide and
in the U.S. Per capita consumption of fresh and processed tomatoes were 20.3 pounds and 73.3 pounds
in in 2017. Tomatoes are grown on over 400 acres
in Mississippi, serving as an important part of vegetable production. Fresh tomatoes of superior flavor
are highly desired at local market outlets, through
which Mississippi produced tomatoes are commonly
marketed. Compared to modern improved varieties

Tricia M. Jenkins*1; Chieri Kubota2; Cary Rivard1 and
Eleni D. Pliakoni1, (1)Kansas State University, (2)The
Ohio State University
Abstract: Tomatoes are a high-value crop commonly
grown in high tunnel systems in the Central United
States. Grafting is an important tool for mitigation
of soilborne disease and/or abiotic stressors in tomato production and is used world-wide in protected growing systems such as high tunnels. Previous
high tunnel trials in Kansas have shown that grafting
with inter-specific rootstocks can increase marketable yield when little/no disease pressure is present.
However, there is evidence suggesting that grafting
with high-yielding, vigorous rootstocks can compro-
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mise the accumulation of secondary metabolites.
‘Tasti Lee’ is a hybrid tomato that is bred to have
superior fresh-eating quality and higher lycopene
content. This study aimed to investigate what effect
grafting to rootstocks—with varying degrees of vigor—will have on the yield and fruit quality of ‘Tasti
Lee’ tomatoes. The experiment was arranged in a
randomized complete block design with four blocks
and five plants per replication. ‘Tasti Lee’ scion were
grafted to ‘Maxifort,’ ‘DRO 141 TX,’ ‘Fortamino,’ ‘Estamino,’and ‘RST-04-106’ rootstocks and grown in a
high tunnel system in Kansas in 2018 and 2019. Total
yield, marketable yield, and fruit size were assessed
for the whole season on a per plant basis. Mature
red tomato fruit that were harvested 130 days after transplanting were used to evaluate fruit quality regarding soluble solids content (SSC), titratable
acidity (TA), and lycopene content. In 2018, grafting
increased marketable yield weight by 4% to 71% as
compared to the non-grafted plants, with and ‘RST04-106’ achieving the lowest yield increases and ‘Maxifort’ achieving the strongest yield increases. Yield
increases were mostly attributed to the increase in
average fruit weight, with all rootstocks increasing
fruit weight by an average of 27% as compared to
the non-grafted plants. No differences in fruit quality attributes were found between the grafted and
non-grafted plants. Results from this study indicate
that grafting ‘Tasti Lee’ to vigorous rootstocks can increase yields in high tunnel systems without sacrificing fruit quality.

10:45 AM Nutritional Value and Chemical
Composition of Various Brassicaceae Microgreens

Francesco Di Gioia*1; ngela Fernandes2; Nikolaos
Polyzos3; Spyridon A. Petropoulos3; Erin N. Rosskopf4; Jason C. Hong4; Lillian Barros2 and Isabel
C.F.R. Ferreira2, (1)The Pennsylvania State University,
(2)Polytechnic Institute of Bragança, (3)University of
Thessaly, (4)USDA-ARS
Abstract: Microgreens have become very popular
among consumers as a rich source of nutrients and
bioactive compounds. Grown in small spaces and
having short cycles, microgreens are good candidate
crops for urban horticulture. The aim of the present
study was to evaluate the nutritional value and chemical composition of Brassicaceae microgreens. Seven
common species of various genera (arugula, broccoli, mustard, radish, red cabbage, red mizuna, and red
Russian kale) were selected for soilless cultivation in
a nutrient-film-technique system using a natural-fibre mat as the growing medium and half-strength
nutrient solution as the source of macro-minerals.
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Varied nutritional value were observed for the selected species with low fat (3.76 – 6.84 g/100 g dw for
red cabbage and red mizuna, respectively) and high
protein content (30.2 – 41.47 g/100 g dw for mustard and broccoli, respectively). Ash content varied
between 9.0 g/100 g dw (radish) and 20.1 g/100 g dw
(red mizuna). All of the species were a good source
of carbohydrates (39.6 – 50.4 g/110 g dw) and energy (342.7 – 383.8 kcal/100 g dw). Three vitamers of
vitamin E, α-, β- and γ-tocopherol, were detected in
all tested species, with radish being the most abundant in α-, β-, and total tocopherols, while broccoli was the richest source of γ-tocopherol. The main
detected sugars were glucose, fructose, and sucrose,
although the latter was not detected in all studied
species. Mustard contained the highest amount of
glucose and sucrose (10.47 and 0.71 g/100 g dw, respectively) and significant amounts of fructose (2.29
g/100 g dw), and the highest total free-sugar content
(13.46 g/100 g dw). Oxalic, malic, and shikimic acid
were the principal organic acids detected in all of the
species, whereas ascorbic acid was present only in
arugula and broccoli. Broccoli had the highest content of oxalic, ascorbic, and total organic acids (6.7,
0.19, and 12.1 g/100 dw, respectively) while the highest amount of malic acid was detected in arugula (5.2
g/100 g dw). Nineteen fatty acids were identified in
all studied species, with polyunsaturated fatty acids
(α-linolenic and linoleic) being the most abundant
fatty acid class. High amounts of erucic acid were
identified, especially from broccoli which contained
similar amounts of monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids. In conclusion, all of the studied
microgreens presented high nutritional value, especially in terms of protein and tocopherol content,
although broccoli contained high amounts of oxalic
and erucic acid which are considered antinutritional
factors and need further consideration.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Work supported by USDA-NIFA and Hatch Appropriations Project #PEN04723
Accession #1020664 and the Foundation for Science
and Technology (FCT, Portugal) and FEDER under
Programme PT2020 for financial support to CIMO
(UIDB/00690/2020) and the FCT, P.I.

11:00 AM Q&A - Produce Quality, Safety,
and Health Properties - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
10:00 AM – 11:00 AM

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Kevin Folta
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- Why Scientists Must Participate in
Conversations with the Public - And
How to Do It Effectively
Sponsor: Admin

Moderator: Kim Bremmer, AgInspirations
Description: This seminar will delve into the mechanics of cognitive psychology, and discuss tactics
used by customer service, advertising, and hostage
negotiation as they apply to science communication.
The presentation will also outline some helpful hints
on where and how to engage the public, and how to
use the opportunity for personal branding and career-building.

10:00 AM Why Scientists Must Participate
in Conversations with the Public - And
How to Do It Effectively
Kevin M Folta*, University of Florida

Abstract: Consumers love new technology, but do
not trust technology around food and farming. This
paradox is in part due to a communication gap between scientists and the public, along with an asymmetric wealth of disinformation found on the internet. To make matters worse, when scientists attempt
to engage they do it incorrectly. The solution to improving public perception of science is not to provide
more graphs, tables and data—the solution is much
simpler. Scientists need to understand the psychological and sociological forces that shape consumer perception. This seminar will delve into the mechanics of cognitive psychology, and discuss tactics
used by customer service, advertising, and hostage
negotiation as they apply to science communication.
The presentation will also outline some helpful hints
on where and how to engage the public, and how to
use the opportunity for personal branding and career-building.
10:00 AM – 11:30 AM

Fruit Breeding 2
Moderator: Alan H Chambers, University of Florida
TREC

10:00 AM Breeding Specialty Vanilla for
Production in the United States
Alan H Chambers*, University of Florida TREC

Abstract: Natural vanilla extract is a high-value
product that resonates with consumers around the
world. Global demand for natural vanilla extract is
growing faster than current production limitations

allow. Additionally, perennial production challenges
reduce the supply of high quality beans specifically.
The end result is a lower quality product above the
price point of most consumers. Even without these
limitations, the potential for locally-grown vanilla
in the United States is immense. Consumer preferences are evolving and increasingly demanding
higher quality, specialty, and locally-grown products.
Growers and consumers have the opportunity to
benefit from domestic vanilla cultivation, but foundational information is lacking. Therefore, a vanilla
breeding and extension program was established
at the University of Florida in 2016. Since its inception, the breeding program has collected over 200
vanilla accessions including more than 20 species.
A genomics-based diversity analysis pipeline was
established to confirm species assignments and
identify hybrids to strengthen the foundation of the
breeding program. Early successes include the optimization of vanilla seed germination, the development of molecular markers for seedling selection of
interspecific hybrids, and aroma analysis of extracts
from beans sourced from multiple countries. Optimal vanilla seed germination on MS-based medium
supplemented with TDZ was found to increase the
rate of seed germination. Now, there is no longer
a limitation to the number of seedlings that can be
grown from controlled crosses. The breeding program has also developed rapid and inexpensive molecular markers that successfully discriminate hybrid
seedlings among V. planifolia, V. pompona, V. phaeantha, and V. palmarum accessions used as parents.
The DNA-based molecular markers are suitable for
high-throughput genotyping in 96-well plates using
common quantitative pcr equipment, and can easily
be applied to additional species. A recent round of
genomics-based diversity analysis with vanilla from
15 countries identified previously uncharacterized
diversity around the V. planifolia center of diversity.
Finally, aroma analysis of vanilla extract from beans
sourced from multiple countries showed significant
differences in aroma profiles including vanillin abundance. Aroma quality is a high-priority breeding trait
that will be investigated as part of ongoing research.
This presentation will include a holistic overview of
research results from the vanilla breeding program
spanning horticulture, genomics, breeding, and aroma analysis. This research is anticipated to benefit
the cultivation of vanilla for local and specialty markets.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: University of Florida
Dean for Research

10:15 AM Breeding Information Manage-
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ment System (BIMS) for Fruit Breeding

Sook Jung*1; Taein Lee1; Chun-Huai Cheng1; Ksenija
Gasic2; Jodi L. Humann1; Jing Yu1; Heidi Hough1 and
Dorrie Main1, (1)Washington State University, (2)Clemson University
Abstract: Breeding programs produce a large
amount of data that require efficient management
systems to keep track of performance, pedigree,
geographical and image-based data as well as genotyping data. The integration of breeding data with
publicly available genomic and genetic data, as well
as the integration of each breeder’s own genotypic
and phenotypic data in a database enhances genetic understanding of important traits and maximizes
the marker-assisted breeding utility by breeders and
allied scientists. We report the progress on BIMS
which we have implemented in the Genome Database for Rosaceae, Citrus Genome Database and
the Genome Database for Vaccinium. BIMS allows
individual breeders to integrate their phenotypic
and genotypic data with public genomic and genetic
data and at the same time have complete control of
their own breeding data and access to tools such as
data import/export, data analysis and data archive.
BIMS incorporates the use of the Android App Field
Book, an open-source software for phones and tablets which allows breeders to replace hard-copy field
books, thus alleviating the possibility of transcription
errors while providing faster access to the collected
data. The use of Field Book and BIMS promotes the
use and development of standard trait descriptors
and metadata as well. New functionality includes
searching/loading SNP genotype data and haplotype
data, cross search and bulk data editing.

10:30 AM Strawberry Flavor Volatiles: Identification of QTL Associated with Aroma
and Flavor
Chris Barbey*; Maxwell Hogshead; Sujeet Verma;
Vance M Whitaker and Kevin M Folta, University of
Florida

Abstract: The commercial strawberry (Fragaria ×
ananassa) is an economically important fruit-bearing
crop that is intensively bred for improved cultivars.
Sensory qualities such as flavor and aroma have a
large impact on consumer choice. Flavor and aroma
results from the interaction of many sugars, acids
and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The VOCs
define the complexity of fruit flavor and aroma. They
are derived from diverse biochemically pathways
in the fruit that are influenced by the expression of
many genes. This work integrates multi-omics analyses to identify QTL and candidate genes for aroma
compounds in the commercial octoploid strawberry.
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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Novel fruit volatile QTL were discovered for methyl
anthranilate, methyl 2-hexenoate, methyl 2-methylbutyrate, ethyl butanoate, ethyl hexanoate, mesifurane, and others. A major QTL hotspot was also
discovered for nine mono- and sesquiterpene compounds, including linalool, 3-carene, β-phellandrene,
α-limonene, linalool oxide, nerolidol, α-caryophellene,
α-farnesene, and β-farnesene. Fruit transcriptomes
from a subset of sixty-four individuals were used to
support candidate gene identification. For methyl
esters including the grape-like methyl anthranilate,
a novel ANTHRANILIC ACID METHYL TRANSFERASE–
like gene and two ANTHRANILATE SYNTHASE genes
were identified in separate QTL. Two mesifurane
QTL correspond respectively with the known biosynthesis gene O-METHYL TRANSFERASE 1 and a novel
FURANEOL GLUCOSYLTRANSFERASE. For terpenes,
a QTL hotspot contains many highly-expressed terpenoid pathway genes including NEROLIDOL SYNTHASE 1 (FanNES1). The abundance of linalool and
other mono- terpenes is partially governed by a
co-segregating expression-QTL (eQTL) for FanNES1
transcript variation. Additional evidence show quantitative effects from other terpenoid-pathway genes
in this narrow hotspot.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: University of Florida
Plant Breeding Graduate Initiative

10:45 AM Sensory and Chemical Analysis of
Strawberry Fruit: Important Volatiles and
Prediction Ability for Sensory Characteristics and Consumer Preference

Zhen Fan*1; Anne Plotto2; Tomas Hasing3; Thomas
A. Colquhoun4; Drake Garner4; Johnson Timothy4;
Jinhe Bai2; Marcio Resende4; Charles A. Sims4 and
Vance M Whitaker1, (1)IFAS Gulf Coast Research and
Education Center, University of Florida, (2)USDA-ARS,
(3)Virginia Tech, (4)University of Florida

Abstract: Sensory evaluations are critical to identify
new strawberry (Fragaria ×ananassa) breeding selections with superior quality. By combining sensory
evaluations with fruit chemical analyses, chemical
compounds that influence sensory responses or
consumer liking can be explored. The present study
is a collaborative effort between breeders, sensory
specialists and biochemists to conduct a large, multiyear sensory and chemical analysis of strawberry
fruit. This study includes two sensory components:
consumer sensory (> 100 untrained panelists) and
descriptive analysis (DA) (8 - 12 trained panelists).
The main objectives were to 1) Link strawberry fruit
sensory characteristics to fruit chemicals; 2) to build
prediction models for consumer liking and sweet-
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ness perception; 3) to explore links between consumer sensory and DA. In the consumer study, 148
strawberry samples from 48 cultivars and breeding
lines were grown at the Gulf Coast Research and Education Center of the University of Florida (UF) and
subjected to consumer sensory and chemical analyses. Volatiles were collected in a dynamic headspace system, quantified and identified by GC-MS,
and compared with authentic standards. Sugars and
acids were quantified with liquid chromatography.
Twenty-three volatiles had significant positive impact
on either sweetness perception or consumer liking
or both. Machine learning-based predictive models
including both sugars and volatiles explained 70% of
sweetness intensity variance and 60% of consumer
liking variance, which were 14% and 13% improvements respectively over models using only sucrose,
glucose, and fructose. In the DA study, 211 strawberry samples from 56 UF varieties and selections were
tested by a trained panel. Volatiles were collected via
solid phase micro extraction, quantified and identified by GC-MS. Total sugars were estimated by soluble solids content and total acids were estimated by
titratable acidity. Sweetness intensity was strongly
affected by both strawberry genotype and harvest
month, and highly predictable by SSC. Volatiles important to sensory characteristics were explored in
the DA across multiple years. Some chemical drivers
for sweetness in the consumer study were cross validated in the DA. Taken together, these studies provide valuable information on the chemical drivers for
sensory characteristics and consumer preference of
fresh strawberries. The volatiles identified in this
study can serve as targets for strawberry breeding
programs and perhaps as quality control attributes
for strawberry products.

11:00 AM Two QTL for Charcoal Rot Resistance in Cultivated Strawberry

Sujeet Verma*; Jonathan Nelson and Vance M Whitaker, University of Florida
Abstract: Charcoal rot caused by Macrophomina
phaseolina is an increasing economic problem in
annualized strawberry production systems around
the world. Currently there are no effective post-fumigation chemical controls for managing charcoal
rot, and no information is available on the genetic
architecture of resistance to M. phaseolina in strawberry (Fragaria ×ananassa). In this study, University
of Florida germplasm was utilized to develop populations segregating for resistance. Three multi-parental discovery populations and two validation sets of
varieties and advanced selections were inoculated at
planting and evaluated for mortality in two consecu-

tive growing seasons, 2016-17 and 2017-18. A pedigree-based QTL analysis with FlexQTL™ software
was used to discover two loci conferring charcoal
rot resistance. FaRMp1 was located on LG 2A in the
interval 20.4 cM to 24.9 cM. FaRMp2 was located on
LG 4B in the interval 41.1 cM to 61.2 cM. Together
these QTLs explained 27% and 17% of the phenotypic variance in first two seasons respectively. Four
SNP haplotypes were detected at each of the loci and
were utilized to characterize QTL allele effects within and across the two loci. Partial dominance of the
resistant allele was apparent for both QTL. No interactions were detected between the two loci. Instead,
as the dosage of resistant alleles increased (from 0-4
across the two loci regardless of the combination),
mortality decreased. These findings will be used to
develop DNA tests for use in breeding for resistance.

11:15 AM Q&A - Fruit Breeding 2 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
10:00 AM – 11:45 AM

Viticulture and Small Fruits 3
Moderator: Kalpalatha ( Latha) Melmaiee,

10:00 AM Rootstocks and Irrigation Caused
Differences in Grapes and Wine Volatiles:
Characterization through a Metabolomics-Based Approach.
Mani Awale*1; Connie Liu1 and Misha Kwasniewski2, (1)University of Missouri-Columbia, (2)Penn State
University

Abstract: Vine water status and root-system choice
have been demonstrated to have an important impact in a wide array of wine chemistry, including factors important to flavor and quality in Vitis vinifera
cultivars. Characterization of aromas in understudied cultivars is challenging as important compounds
may easily be missed if an inclusive initial selection
of analytes of interest is not taken. A metabolomics-based approach followed by quantitation was
utilized to study the subtle differences in aroma induced by rootstock and irrigation in a poorly studied variety. This study included cv. Chambourcin on
three different commercial rootstocks (1103P, 3309C
and SO4) and own-rooted Chambourcin as well as
all root-systems under varied irrigation regimes
(full irrigation (full compensation of evapotranspiration (ET)), RDI (50% of ET) and unirrigated. Free and
bound volatiles in grapes as well as wines produced
on a per vine basis over two years were analyzed us-
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ing SPME-GC-MS/MS. Data was initially processed using an untargeted approach to identify spectral features (m/z by time) differences between treatments,
followed by identification, confirmation and finally
quantification by authentic standards. We identified
877 and 682 features in wines in 2017 and 2018 respectively, of which 382 and 221 respective features
differed significantly among rootstocks. From the
features, 94 compounds were tentatively identified
by library search and retention index, with 22 confirmed and quantified using standards. Own-rooted
Chambourcin differed from other root-systems for
multiple volatile compounds such as Linalool, Ethyl
Nonanoate, β-Damascenone and TDN, with fewer
differences among grafted vines. The average concentration of β-Damascenone present in own-rooted
vines (9.49 µg/L) was significantly lower in rootstocks
(8.59 µg/L), whereas mean Linalool was significantly
higher in all rootstocks (mean of all 10.85 µg/L) but
especially in 1103P (12.5µg/L) compared to own-rooted (7.6 µg/L). Significant differences among irrigation
regimes were also observed along with interaction
between rootstock and irrigation. β-Damascenone
was higher in RDI (9.03 µg/L) than other treatments.
Whereas Isoamyl acetate was significantly higher in
fully irrigated 3309C (1081µg/L) and RDI own-rooted
vines contained lowest concentration (245 µg/L). The
analysis for grapes free and bound volatiles will be
helpful to understand how the volatiles in grapes are
transferred to wines. The approach outlined not only
was shown useful for scientific investigation, but also
in ensuring differences that maybe of interest to industry are not missed.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NSF

10:15 AM Identifying Viticultural Factors
That Directly Influence Acidity in Winegrapes
Rachael Sampson*, Texas A&M University

Abstract: High juice/wine pH is an important challenge for hot climates. A study was conducted in
2019 in seven commercial ‘Tempranillo’ vineyards
located in the Texas High Plains and North Texas regions to identify viticultural factors that directly impact acidity in winegrapes. Twenty consecutive vines
from each vineyard site were selected for study.
Data on vine vigor, canopy characteristics, vine water status, and local climate was monitored over
the growing season on an individual vine basis. At
30 days after anthesis, veraison, and harvest, berry
samples were collected from each vine for chemical
analysis including individual sugars and acids, potassium, titratable acidity, and pH. Partial least squares
regression (PLSR) models were constructed to preI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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dict acidity at individual vineyard sites and across
all vineyard sites. The variance in juice pH observed
across and within individual sites was best explained
by juice K+, followed by crop load and measures of
canopy density.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Texas A&M AgriLife
Extension

10:30 AM Efficacy of Cultural Practices for
Mitigating Negative Effects of Grapevine
Red Blotch Disease in Oregon Pinot Noir

Cody R. Copp*; Achala N. KC and Alexander D. Levin,
Oregon State University, Southern Oregon Research
and Extension Center
Abstract: Grapevine Red Blotch Disease (GRBD)
has been reported to impact vine physiology and
fruit quality in Vitis vinifera L. by reducing photosynthetic rate, total soluble solids (TSS), and berry anthocyanin concentration. Currently, growers have
few management strategies beyond removal of
infected vines, which is particularly costly in young
vineyards with high disease incidence. Two studies
were established in 2018 and 2019 in commercial
Pinot noir vineyards in Southern Oregon. Study A
comprises a field survey to further characterize the
impact and chronology of GRBD symptoms. Study
B is a field trial which investigates the potential of
cultural practices (irrigation, fertilization, crop load
management) to mitigate the negative effects of the
disease on vine physiology and fruit quality. Doubled rates (supplemental) of irrigation and fertilizer
were compared against a grower control while crop
load management compared thinning (one cluster
per shoot) against no thinning. In Study A, GRBD
reduced the rate of photosynthesis and stomatal
conductance while increasing stem water potential
and the leaf concentration of nonstructural carbohydrates. TSS, anthocyanins, and seed phenolics
were significantly lower in mature fruit from infected
vines. Study A largely confirms the impacts of GRBD
reported in other studies but advances the understanding of the chronology of symptoms which may
begin with an increase in leaf sugar concentration.
The increase in leaf sugar appears to subsequently
downregulate photosynthesis and thus induce foliar reddening, close stomates, and raise stem water
potential. In Study B, supplemental irrigation significantly reduced disease severity (red leaves per vine)
over two years, while supplemental fertilization had
no significant effect and, in the second year (2019),
thinning significantly increased severity. Supplemental irrigation and crop thinning significantly impacted
vine physiology and fruit composition in 2019, but
fertilization had no significant effect over two years.
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Photosynthetic rate, berry weight, and TSS were increased by supplemental irrigation. Supplemental
irrigation did not have consistently significant effects
on secondary metabolites, but most often reduced
anthocyanins and skin phenolics and increased seed
phenolics. Crop thinning significantly increased berry
weight, pH, and some secondary metabolite concentrations in berry skin. Irrespective of applied water
amounts, maintaining a high vine water status was
shown to be useful for directly counteracting many
of the symptoms observed in Study A. Ultimately,
these results suggest that routine viticultural practices such as irrigation and crop adjustment have the
potential to mitigate the negative effects of GRBD on
vine physiology and fruit composition.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Oregon Wine Board

10:45 AM Characterization of Anthocyanin
Content in a Diversity Panel of Inter- and
Intra-Specific Blueberry Hybrids

Lauren Redpath*1; Mahnaz Kargar1; Anna Nelson1;
Felicia Shepard1; Lena Wilson1; Nahla Bassil2; Kim
E Hummer3; Thomas Ranney1 and Hamid Ashrafi1,
(1)NC State University, (2)USDA-ARS Corvallis, (3)US
Department of Agriculture

Abstract: Blueberries are increasingly promoted for
their anthocyanin content and purported health
benefits. However, health benefits associated with
general anthocyanin content may vary with specific
anthocyanin compounds. Absorption of acylated anthocyanins is significantly higher than non-acylated
anthocyanins in human digestion. Previous studies
report significant inter- and intra-specific anthocyanin content variability within Vaccinium species. Southern highbush blueberries were developed through
hybridization between cultivated northern highbush
blueberries, Vaccinium corymbosum (L.), with distantly related species and, in some cases, intersectional
crosses. This study aims to characterize the anthocyanin composition in a diversity panel of inter- and intra-specific blueberry hybrids with replications over
clonal plant samples (2-3) and harvest interval (2-3).
Anthocyanins are predominantly accumulated in the
skin of fresh blueberry fruit; therefore, to eliminate
the fruit size bias, the anthocyanins were extracted
from 0.1± 0.005 g of separated and lyophilized blueberry skins. Using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), we studied acylated and non-acylated forms of anthocyanins, including delphinidin,
cyanidin, petunidin, peonidin, and malvidin, glycosylated with galactoside, glucoside, and arabinoside
sugar moieties. Total anthocyanin content varied
more than 3-fold among the diversity panel. There
were significant differences in peak area between

HPLC fractions of anthocyanins: delphinidin-3-galactoside was significantly higher than other fractions,
followed by malvidin-3-galactoside. Anthocyanins
including peonidin, petunidin with a glucoside sugar
moiety, cyanidin with either glucoside or arabinoside
sugar moieties, and acylated forms of malvidin, cyanidin, and delphinidin were not significantly different
among the population. Galactoside had the greatest
peak area among sugar moieties, followed by glucoside, and arabinoside. The percentage of acetylated
anthocyanins to total anthocyanins ranged from 0%
to more than 20%. Correspondingly, cumulative acylated anthocyanin forms had significantly lower peak
areas than their non-acylated counterparts. Preliminary analysis indicated that neither total nor specific
anthocyanin concentration (out of 24 detected types)
could be attributed to the percent of V. corymbosum
genome in the background of the examined genotypes. Portions of anthocyanins, acylation, and sugar
moiety varied drastically among individuals displaying immense variation within the panel. Using anthocyanin content, we aim to further identify single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers associated
with acylated anthocyanins to enable marker-assisted selection for this commercially prominent blueberry trait.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NIFA-AFRI

11:00 AM Blueberries: What We Know
about Their Heat Stress Tolerance

Kalpalatha ( Latha) Melmaiee*1; Krishnanand
Kulkarni1; Jodi Callwood1; Nicholi Vorsa2 and Sathya
Elavarthi1, (1)Delaware State University, (2)Rutgers
University
Abstract: Blueberry is an increasingly a popular super
food with numerous health benefits. High chill blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum L.) is a temperate fruit
crop noted for desirable fruit quality and native to
North America. However the increased awareness of
its health benefits and increased consumer demand
forced blueberry production expanding to almost all
continents with varying climates. Blueberries require
specific environmental and temperature conditions
for optimal growth. Experience of prolonged heat
waves is becoming common in recent years in larger
part of the world including Europe and North America. With the warming climate in temperate zones,
northern highbush blueberry will likely require higher heat tolerance. V. darrowii, a diploid evergreen
subtropical blueberry species native to the southern gulf coast may offer heat tolerance. Our study
focuses on finding transcriptome differences among
the heat susceptible corymbosum and heat tolerant
darrowii species when plants were subjected to high
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temperature stress.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA award 201867014-27622 and USDA- AFRI award 2018-3882127744

11:15 AM Q&A - Viticulture and Small
Fruits 3 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
10:00 AM – 11:45 AM

Weed Control & Pest Management 2
Moderator: Jayesh Samtani, Virginia Tech

10:00 AM Thermal and Mechanical Weed
Control in Organic Highbush Blueberry
Marcelo L. Moretti*, Oregon State University

Abstract: Weed management in organic blueberry
production requires labor and is costly. Cost-effective alternatives are needed to ensure economic
sustainability for growers. In 2018 and 2019, field
studies were conducted to compare the efficacy and
costs of organically approved weed control methods. Treatments included saturated steam, brush
weeder, ammonium nonanoate (24.3 kg ai ha-1), and
capric plus caprylic acid (33.2 kg ai ha-1). Nontreated control was included for comparison. The studies
were organized in five by five factorial randomized
complete design. Factor A was five treatments listed
above, and factor B was the second application of
one of the five treatments four weeks later, resulting in twenty-five treatments. The applications were
directed to the base of blueberry plants next to the
synthetic mulches. The experiment was conducted
once in the spring and twice in the summer. During
the spring experiment, a lower efficacy was observed
in all treatments (<30%) compared to the summer
(30 to 70% control). The lower efficacy was probably caused by weed emergence promoted by rainfall during the spring experiment. Steam and brush
weeder reduced weed biomass to 30% and 50% of
the nontreated biomass in the spring, and 43% and
47% in the summer. Ammonium nonanoate reduced
weed biomass only in the summer study. The brush
weeder and the steam were 3- to 6.5-fold more
cost-effective than organic herbicides with estimated
costs at $50/A or less when treating approximately
one-third of the field. These results indicate that saturated steam and brush weeder are effective tools
for weed management in organic blueberry.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USA-NIDA ORG 2017-
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10:15 AM Optimization of Carbon Sources
in Anaerobic Soil Disinfestation(ASD) As
an Approach to Control Weeds and Soil
Borne Pathogens in Organic Vegetable
Production

Gursewak Singh*1; Matthew Cutulle1; Patrick Wechter2 and Melanie Katawczik3, (1)Clemson University,
(2)USDA ARS, (3)USDA, Agricultural Research Services
Abstract: Weed control continues to be one of the
biggest challenges for organic vegetable crop producers. Certain varieties of vegetables have been
bred for resistance to key pathogens and insects,
yet no type of inherent resistance mechanisms exists in crops that will directly resist weed infestation.
Additionally, no selective herbicides are registered
for use in organic vegetable production. Many organic growers rely on hand-weeding, which can be
labor intensive and costly. With high weed pressure,
management costs for tomato in the southeast can
range between one thousand to fifteen hundred dollars per acre in the absence of herbicides. Bacterial
wilt is the another problem causing significant yield
losses in southeast vegetable production. Alternative strategies for weed control and diseases management are needed. Anaerobic soil disinfestation
(ASD) method, first developed in Japan and Netherlands is a preplant soil treatment uses carbon-rich
soil amendments, increased soil moisture, followed
by tarping the field using totally impermeable film
which rapidly creates an anaerobic environment
that kills many of the oxygen-loving plant pathogens. Organic acids (e.g. acetic, butyric acids etc.)
formed during anaerobic decomposition of labile
carbon have been reported as major control mechanisms of pathogens. ASD was initially developed
to control soilborne pathogens but has also been
studied for effectiveness against Cyperus esculentus
tuber. After two years of our preliminary studies,
an experiment was conducted in a greenhouse at
joint Clemson University and USDA vegetable research, Charleston, South Carolina to utilize ASD for
control of weed and soil borne pathogen in organic
vegetables system. Our objective was to determine
if specific carbon source and allelopathic treatment
combinations affect weed suppression and disease
incidence (specifically bacterial wilt caused by Ralstonia solanacearum) in native soil. Treatment factors
included a combination of molasses (carbon source)
with four allelopathic-organic herbicides amendments (sweet potatoes, liquid Corn gluten, chicken
manure and mustard meal) in ASD and non-ASD environment. Each pot was incorporated with Amaran-
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thus palmeri, Echinochloa crusgalli and Digitaria sanguinalis seeds. Mesh bags containing twenty grams
of inoculated soil with Ralstonia solanacearum buried
in the soil. Oxidation reduction potential measurement probes were installed in the soil to monitor
anaerobic conditions and followed by covering the
pot with impermeable transparent plastic sheet. After six weeks, plastic covers were removed and data
collection included weed counts, percent weed cover
and soil sampling. Immediately, tomato plants were
transplanted twice with fifteen days interval to determine the impact of treatments on the growth and
biomass of plants. All ASD treatments resulted high
anaerobic conditions in soil and showed significant
contribution in suppression of weeds and bacterial
pathogen. Some allelopathic effects in term of slow
initial growth were observed in ASD treated pots with
molasses and sweetpotatoes. Overall, greater plant
biomass and no injury effects were observed on the
tomato plants in all ASD treated pots in comparison
to untreated ones. These results suggested that ASD
incorporated with mix treatments (a carbon source
and organic-allelopathic substance) can effectively
maximize weed and pest management in organic tomato production.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Southern SARE

10:30 AM Effect of Brewer’s Spent Grain,
Distiller’s Dry Yeast and Reduced Amendment Rates for Anaerobic Soil Disinfestation on Weed and Pythium Suppression

Danyang Liu1; Jayesh Samtani*1; Charles Johnson2;
Xuemei Zhang1 and David M. Butler3, (1)Virginia Tech,
(2)Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, (3)
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Abstract: Anaerobic soil disinfestation (ASD) is a
promising alternative to chemical fumigation to
control soilborne plant pathogens and weeds. Two
greenhouse studies were conducted to evaluate the
effect of a locally available carbon source, brewer’s
spent grain (BSG), for ASD on certain weeds and Pythium irregulare. Inoculum in each pot included 100
weed seeds each of common chickweed, redroot
pigweed, and white clover, 10 tubers of yellow nutsedge, and 100 millet seeds infested by P. irregulare.
The first study evaluated BSG alone at a standard
rate (15 t/ha, carbon rate 4mg of C /g of soil) and
with distiller’s dry yeast at 10.1kg/ha. Rice bran (14.8
t/ha) with/without yeast and a non-treated control
with/without yeast were used as standards in the
first study. The second study assessed BSG at half
(7.5 t/ha) and one third (5 t/ha) dose, with or without yeast, and at full dose without yeast. A non-treat-

ed control with/without yeast was used as negative
control in the second study. Studies were conducted
in PVC tubes, 0.2 m tall and 0.15 m diameter. The
redox potential during the 3-week treatment period
was significantly (P<0.0001) lower (i.e., more anaerobic) for all ASD treatments compared to the nontreated control in both studies. In the first study, ASD
treatments significantly reduced (P < 0.05) the viability of all weeds and P. irregulare compared to the
non-treated control with/without yeast. Compared
to BSG without yeast, BSG with yeast significantly reduced viability of all weeds except nutsedge, as well
as P. irregulare. The BSG without yeast reduced clover viability more than rice bran treatments. Viability
of the other three weeds and P. irregulare was similar for BSG without yeast to that for rice bran without
yeast. The reduction of chickweed and P. irregulare
viability was greater for BSG with yeast than for rice
bran with/without yeast. Reduced rates of BSG with
yeast provided similar weed control and Pythium
suppression in the second study to that from the
full BSG rate, except for common chickweed, where
chickweed suppression was significantly greater at
the full versus reduced BSG rates. ASD treatments
reduced weed and P. irregulare viability significantly
from 36%-100% (P<0.001) in both studies when compared to the non-treated control. Reduced BSG rates
with yeast more effectively suppressed all weed
species and P. irregulare than BSG without yeast at
same reduced rates.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Southern Region Small
Fruit Consortium, North American Strawberry Growers
Association

10:45 AM Onion Weed Control: When a Trial Gives You Lemons, Make Lemonade.

Harlene Hatterman-Valenti*; Matthew Brooke and
Collin Auwarter, North Dakota State University

Abstract: A field study was conducted at the Oakes Irrigation Research Facility near Oakes, ND to evaluate
crop safety and weed control when applying bicyclopyrone to onion (Allium cepa) at the two-true-leaf
stage at two application volumes (187 and 374 l ha-1)
in comparison to growers’ standard practices. Three
long-day onion cultivars; ‘Calibra’, ‘Hamilton’, and ‘Sedona’ were planted April 30, 2019 on 46 cm centers
and a planting population of 618,000 seeds ha-1. A
blanket preemergence application of ethofumesate
at a rate of 560 gm ai ha-1 was applied 10 days after planting (DAP) during onion seed coat cracking to
prevent weeds from emerging prior to the postemergence application at the onion two-true-leaf stage.
The ethofumesate was applied with no weeds present, but did not control germinating broadleaf weeds
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(redroot pigweed (Amaranthus retroflexus) and common lambsquarter (Chenopodium album)). Postemergence herbicide applications occurred June 18 (49
DAP), but by this time some common lambsquarter
were 20 cm tall. Weed control evaluations on June
25 (56 DAP), showed only yellowing of the growing
points for the broadleaf weeds that were sprayed
with bicyclopyrone, but no death. Treatments with
oxyfluorfen and/or bromoxynil at 49 DAP provided
much greater weed control, but also caused more
onion injury. Since most treatments had poor broadleaf weed control, a rescue application of oxyfluorfen
at 210 gm ae ha-1 plus bromoxynil at 420 gm ae ha-1
occurred June 26 (57 DAP), while the onions were at
the 3-4 leaf stage. Most broadleaf weeds were controlled, but a few large common lambsquarters were
removed by hand. Results indicated that onion in
treatments with oxyfluorfen alone at 49 DAP had
very little injury, while onion in treatments with bromoxynil at 49 DAP had noticeable injury. Crop injury
was greater when bromoxynil was applied at 187 l
ha-1 compared to 374 l ha-1 even though stand counts
were similar. ‘Sedona’ was the most adapted cultivar
with the highest total yield of 88 t ha-1 primarily from
8-10 cm diameter bulbs. This herbicide treatment
provided satisfactory control of broadleaf weeds 56
DAP, without major injury to the cultivar. In general, the lack of broadleaf weed control at 49 DAP reduced bulb diameter. Onion in herbicide treatments
that provided satisfactory broadleaf weed control 56
DAP and little onion injury had on average a 75% (17262%) increase in yield compared to onion in herbicide treatments with poor broadleaf weed control 56
DAP and little onion injury. However, a rescue application of oxyfluorfen and bromoxynil to onion at the
3-4 leaf stage will enable onion to be harvested and
will reduce broadleaf weed seed rain.

11:00 AM Weed Control Methods for Cutting Propagation

Anthony Witcher* and Isha Poudel, Tennessee State
University
Abstract: Weeds are a persistent problem in nursery
crop propagation due to an ideal environment for
germination and growth. Hand weeding is the most
common weed control method for propagation but
is time consuming and labor intensive. Identifying
alternative weed control methods for propagation
would improve crop quality and increase nursery
labor use efficiency. The objective of this work was
to evaluate mulches and pre-emergent (PRE) herbicides for controlling weeds during cutting propagation. Mulches (paper pellets, pine pellets, rice hulls,
and vermiculite) were applied prior to sticking stem
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cuttings of two crop species (butterfly bush and viburnum) and PRE herbicides (BroadStar, Gallery SC,
Marengo G, Regal O-O, and Ronstar G) were applied
2 weeks after sticking stem cuttings. After rooting, stem cutting rooting percentage and root dry
weight (RDW) were measured. Weed control efficacy
(seedling count and shoot fresh weight) was evaluated for two weed species (bittercress and creeping
woodsorrel). Butterfly bush rooting percentage was
greater than 75% for all treatments except Gallery SC
(0%) and Marengo G (55%), while viburnum rooting
percentage was 95% or greater for all treatments.
Butterfly bush RDW was similar for all treatments
compared to the non-treated control except Gallery
SC which resulted in complete mortality. Viburnum
RDW was similar or greater in all treatments compared to the non-treated control. At 4 weeks after
sowing weed seed, bittercress seedling count was
lower for Broadstar, Gallery SC, Regal O-O, and pine
pellets compared with the non-treated control, although reduced shoot dry weight was only observed
for Gallery SC and Regal O-O. For creeping woodsorrel, seedling count was reduced for BroadStar, Gallery SC, Regal O-O, and Ronstar G, while shoot fresh
weight was reduced for all treatments except pine
pellets, rice hulls, and vermiculite. Overall, stem cutting root development was satisfactory for all treatments and would be safe for propagating butterfly
bush and viburnum (except Gallery SC in butterfly
bush). Gallery SC and Regal O-O were effective for
controlling both weed species. Although mulches
were overall less effective for controlling weeds, increased mulch depth should be evaluated to potentially increase efficacy.

11:15 AM Q&A - Weed Control & Pest
Management 2 - All Session Speakers Are
Required to Attend

10:00 AM – 12:00 PM

Hands-On Euro-Style Floral Design
Seminar

Coordinators: James M. DelPrince, Mississippi State
University Coastal Research and Extension Center; Patricia R. Knight, Coastal R & E Center; Taylor Bowden,
Mississippi State University; Lynette McDougald, Mississippi State University and Cole Etheredge,
Description: Registered participants will be instructed in Euro-Style floral design.
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11:00 AM – 1:00 PM

Workshop: Reproductive Development and Environmental Stress: Tree
Fruit Crops
Coordinators: Thomas M. Kon, North Carolina State
University; Sara Serra, Washington State University
and Sherif Sherif, Virginia Tech
Moderator: Thomas M. Kon, North Carolina State
University

Description: Despite over a century of research related to reproductive biology of tree fruit crops;
there are still gaps in our knowledge. However, our
understanding of reproductive biology of tree fruit
crops has improved in recent years, particularly with
concurrent advances in microscopy, cellular staining,
genetics, predictive models, and new technologies to
mitigate abiotic stresses. This workshop will feature
extended presentations of new research efforts related to reproductive development and floral biology
in tree fruit crops and is intended to stimulate productive discussion among participants, identify future research needs, and foster future collaboration.

11:00 AM Welcome and Workshop Introduction
Thomas M. Kon*, North Carolina State University

11:04 AM Apple Trees, Winter and Dormancy: CBF – Challenging but Fun
Timothy Artlip*, USDA-ARS, AFRS

Abstract: Successful cropping of apple depends on
the ability of trees in the orchard to undergo both
a period of dormancy and to acclimate to low winter temperatures. These physiological processes
are interlinked and involve crosstalk via shared signal transduction pathway components, phytohormones, and the environment. These processes, however, also possess unique components, including the
activity of downstream regulons that do not appear
to interact with each other. Apple dormancy differs
from many other woody perennials in that it is solely
temperature dependent, rather than relying on both
photoperiod and temperature cues. Several similarities exist between the response of herbaceous and
woody perennial plants to low temperatures. Notably, CBF transcription factors appear to be central
regulators of cold signal transduction and the initiation of cold acclimation. Some regulators in the CBF
pathway in apple, however, have not been identified
in herbaceous systems, suggesting that the CBF-regulatory pathway in apple, and perhaps other woody
perennials, may differ from herbaceous plants, such

as Arabidopsis. Most low-temperature plant research
has focused on plant responses to an acute low-temperature stress and has not focused on the ability of
plants, such as apple, to maintain freezing tolerance
under chronic, extended periods of low-temperature
stress. The focus of this presentation will be on the
regulation of the CBF pathway in apple, its influence
on dormancy and growth processes.

11:26 AM Cold Damage in Tree Fruits Is
Reduced with Cellulose Nanocrystal Dispersions By Preventing Heat Loss and
Delaying Internal Freezing

Brent Arnoldussen*1; Jassim Alhamid1; Changki Mo2;
Peipei Wang1; Xiao Zhang1; Qin Zhang1 and Matthew
Whiting1, (1)Washington State University, (2)Washington State University Tri-Cities
Abstract: Cold damage to reproductive buds or flowers is a perennial concern to tree fruit producers. Indeed, cold damage has caused more economic losses to crops in the US than any other weather hazard.
The potential losses (yield reductions to complete
crop failure) from cold damage are predicted to increase with variable weather patterns resulting from
climate change. Cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) represents a new generation of renewable nano-biomaterials, with many unique physical and chemical
properties, including their low thermal conductivity.
Our team has developed a process for creating CNC
dispersions that can be sprayed onto trees, forming
a thin (ca. 25µm-40µm) and durable insulating film
around the surface of the buds. Thermal image analyses revealed that apple (Malus domestica Borkh)
and sweet cherry (Prunus avium L.) flower buds treated with 3% CNC dispersions lose 16.5% less thermal
energy into the environment in cold conditions than
untreated buds. Analyses of internal freezing events
in apple with digital scanning calorimetry showed
that buds coated in 3% CNC exhibited lethal freezing at a temperature 3.2°C and 5.5°C lower than the
untreated control 1 and 3 days after application,
respectively. Large-scale field trials using commercially available electrostatic sprayers showed that
CNC-treated (2.5%) reproductive buds were hardier
by as much as 5°C, a level of protection that lasted
up to 7 days post application. The results of this work
suggest that CNC dispersions can effectively protect
reproductive buds from cold damage and may represent a novel means for fruit growers worldwide to
reduce losses.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA/ Washington
State Tree Fruit Research Commission
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11:48 AM Assessing ‘WA38’ Pollination and
Fruit Development

Sara Serra*; Stefan Roeder; Ryan Sheick and Stefano
Musacchi, Washington State University
Abstract: ‘WA38’ (‘Enterprise’ × ‘Honeycrisp’) is considered a late apple variety (bloom at the end of April
in WA) with optimal harvest time about three weeks
after ‘Honeycrisp’ (late September - early October).
Sensorial analysis studies reported strong consumer
preference for ‘WA38’; after six months in storage,
the overall consumer liking of ‘WA38’ was higher
than ‘Honeycrisp’. The 'WA38' tree is characterized
by a self-thinning mechanism whereby most of the
fruitlets abscise following a profuse bloom, and usually only one or two fruitlets set in an inflorescence.
For this reason, adequate pollination becomes crucial to fruit set and consistent production. Therefore,
there is a need to find viable and genetically compatible pollinizers to cover the ‘WA38’ bloom window.
The main objectives of this study were to investigate
the natural fruitlet drop within the cluster, the fruit
growth and potential of king and lateral fruits, and
to compare the in vivo pollen tube performance and
fruit set of ‘WA38’ following manual pollinations by
potential pollinizer varieties. Tracking clusters from
pre-bloom to harvest allowed us to understand the
natural shedding of ‘WA38’: depending on the block,
approximately 28% to 38% of the tracked clusters
maintained at least one fruitlet after June drop in
2019. Regarding the different pollen sources used to
hand-pollinate ‘WA38’ flowers, differences in pollen
tube growth kinetics, fertilization and fruit set were
observed. Fruit set in 2019 ranged from 72% to 93%
three weeks after pollination and dropped to 20% to
37% after June drop.

12:10 PM Panel Discussion

Thomas M. Kon*, North Carolina State University

12:30 PM Brainstorming Session

Thomas M. Kon*, North Carolina State University

12:00 PM – 2:00 PM

Featured Speaker: Mike
Joyner, Florida Fruit & Vegetable
Association - Presented by the ASHS
Extension Division
Sponsor: Extension Division

Coordinator: Christopher Watkins, Cornell Univerity
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Description: Join us for our Speaker Presentation
and Extension Awards Presentations

12:00 PM Experiences Related to Current
Successes and Challenges of the USMCA
Agreement for the U.S. Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Industry
Mike Joyner*, Florida Fruit & Vegetable Association

12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Citrus Crops 1 (Poster)
Moderator: Andres Gonzalez Neira, University of
Florida

The Citrus Genetic Transformation Facilities at the University of Florida’s Citrus
Research and Education Center (CREC)
(poster)

Vladimir Orbovic, University of Florida; Janice Zale, University of
Florida, CREC; Fred Gmitter, University of Florida; Jude Grosser,
University of Florida; Nian Wang, University of Florida and Manjul
Dutt*, University of Florida

Abstract: The University of Florida’s Citrus Research
and Education Center (CREC) has developed citrus
transformation facilities to serve the citrus community in the United States. The immature tissue culture transformation laboratory (ICTCTL), established
in 2000, and the mature citrus transformation laboratory (MCTCTL), established in 2011, are fee-for-service production facilities for research and potential
commercialization of transgenic and cis/intragenic
citrus. Targets include resistance to citrus greening
or Huanglongbing (HLB), canker, psyllid resistance,
and other value-added traits. Juvenile tissue transformation is an efficient process that results in the
rapid production of a large population of transgenic plants for proof of concept. Mature tissue transformation, on the other hand is labor intensive but
scion and rootstock transgenics will flower and fruit
~18 and ~13 months after tissue culture, respectively, enabling tests for fruit quality. JTCTF has produced more than 4,000 transgenic plants from sweet
orange cultivars (Valencia, Hamlin, and Pineapple),
grapefruits (Duncan, Marsh, Flame, and Ray Ruby),
Mexican lime, pummelo, kumquat, and rootstocks
(Carrizo, Swingle, and Sour orange) since inception, while the MCF has produced several hundred
mature transgenics from economically important
sweet orange, grapefruit and rootstock cultivars. The
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ICTCTL was the first to produce Agrobacterium-mediated intragenic citrus plants and CRISPR-edited citrus plants, while the MCTCTL is the only laboratory
in the world to produce biolistic derived, transgenic mature citrus for research and rapid deregulation. Both laboratories offer uninterrupted services
throughout the year and are available to fulfill orders
for most cultivars. A detailed description of the services offered by both these facilities and their pricing
structures are presented.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: CItrus Research and
Development Foundation (CRDF)

Effect of Oak Mulch on HLB-Affected
Citrus and Florida Flatwood Soil Nutrient
Contents (poster)

Lukas Hallman, University of Florida; Lorenzo Rossi*, University of Florida; Robert Shatters, USDA-ARS; Christina Dorado,
Horticultural Research Laboratory; Liliana M. Cano, University of
Florida and Marco Pitino, University of Florida

Abstract: Citrus greening, also called Huanglongbing
(HLB), is one of the most destructive citrus diseases
worldwide. It is caused by the fastidious gram-negative α-proteobacteria bacterium Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas) and vectored by the Asian citrus
psyllid (ACP), Diaphorina citri. Currently, there is no
cure for HLB, no compounds have been successful
in controlling HLB, and no sustainable management
practices have been established for citrus greening.
Thus, searching for alternative mitigation strategies
is considered an urgent priority for a sustainable citrus industry. Anecdotal reports from Florida growers
have claimed that citrus growing within the drip line
of large oak trees have no to very minimal HLB symptoms, while citrus trees nearby but not under the
oak tree drip line have severe symptoms. For these
specific reasons, growers are now using oak mulch
in their citrus groves, and they noticed an overall
increase in production and bigger and deeper root
systems. Following these claims a field trial studying
the effect of oak mulch on nutrient uptake and root
growth and development in an HLB affected citrus
grove was established. Twenty-four citrus trees (Navel orange trees) were assigned to a complete randomized block design replicated 3 times. Oak mulch
was applied at the beginning of the experiment and
mini-rhizotrons were installed. The main objectives
of this study were (i) to study the capability of oak
mulch to contain and suppress CLas and (ii) to measure the effect of oak mulch on HLB-affected citrus
physiology and root growth and development. Samples were collected monthly, along with root images.
Soil mulched with oak materials displayed a signif-

icant increase in nutrient concentrations (P, K, Mg,
and B) when compared to control soil with no mulch.
Changes in CLas titer, root growth and development,
and tree height were also recorded.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: UF/IFAS

Survey to Identify Key Issues in Accepting
New HLB Tolerant Hybrids As New Commercial Cultivars for Fresh and Processed
Citrus (poster)

Andres Gonzalez Neira*, University of Florida; Megan A. Eckman, University of Florida; Ed Stover, USDA-ARS and Rhuanito S.
Ferrarezi, University of Florida

Abstract: Citrus is the most economically important
fruit tree crop in Florida, contributing to employment and providing cultural context for many generations of growers. Unfortunately, huanglongbing
(HLB) is devastating the Florida citrus industry and is
a serious threat to other citrus-growing states. There
is a need to identify HLB-tolerant scion genotypes
acceptable for fresh fruit and juice varieties (either
alone or in blends for juice) that allow profitable
citrus production. Florida law requires that orange
juice be comprised of at least 90% sweet orange
juice. Given the poor growth, cropping, and reduced
fruit quality common in HLB-affected sweet orange,
the Florida juice industry is reconsidering this restriction. Transitioning to different cultivars with greater
HLB-tolerance and ultimately -resistance is critical
to a sustainable Florida citrus juice industry, especially if orange-like and grapefruit-like juice, already
demanded by consumers, can be maintained. We
surveyed growers and processors at the Florida Citrus Show in 2019 and 2020 to identify key issues in
new hybrid acceptance. Survey data was tabulated
as percentage of respondents in each category. A
total tally of 42 growers and 25 consumers were surveyed for the years of 2019 and 2020. Participants
were dispersed throughout the state: St. Lucie County provided the greatest proportion of participants
at 19%, follow by Highlands, Manatee, Desoto, Hendry, Lee, and Collier counties at ~12% each and Polk
county at 7%. Polk and Highlands counties ranked
1st for reported citrus acreage represented in the
survey. 57% percent of growers participating were
production and/or farm managers. Oranges ranked
first of citrus varieties planted at 51% of their acreage, followed by grapefruit at 24%, and mandarins at
11%. 68% of growers indicated 100% HLB infection
in their groves. 39% of growers reported decreased
production due to HLB incidence. Growers reported replanting plans for over 5,000 acres in the next
years. 84% of growers expect to adopt HLB-tolerant
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orange-like scions and 58% would plant HLB-tolerant grapefruit-like scions. 75% of growers believe
rootstock and scion selection is vital for sustainable
economic growth. Confidence in tree performance
ranked highest in importance for decision to plant
new HLB-tolerant hybrids as reported by 73% of
growers, sustainability practices trailed at 72%, with
increased fruit and juice quality third at 67%. We enhanced public and grower awareness to facilitate acceptance of alternative juice products and fresh citrus that can be sustainably produced in the presence
of endemic HLB.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work is supported
by the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture,
USDA-NIFA-CDRE project 2018-70016-27453.

Brassinosteroid to Improve Growth and
Productivity of Huanglongbing-Affected
Sweet Orange (poster)

Mary K. Sutton*, University of Georgia; Christopher Vincent,
University of Florida; Fernando M. Alferez, University of Florida/
IFAS and Tripti Vashisth, University of Florida

Abstract: Huanglongbing (HLB) is currently devastating the Florida citrus industry. HLB causes a variety of symptoms including leaf mottling, increased
pre-harvest fruit drop, loss in fruit yield, and eventual decline in tree health. Brassinosteroid applications have recently been suggested as means of
controlling and rejuvenating HLB-affected trees under greenhouse conditions. This study aims to determine the efficacy of repeated brassinosteroid
application on field-grown sweet orange trees. Established HLB-affected nine-year-old ‘Valencia’ trees
on Swingle rootstock were used. Homobrassinolide
(HBr) was applied as a foliar spray every 15 days for
3 years (2018-2020) at one of two rates (0.01 µM or
1.00 µM). A control treatment not receiving HBr was
also implemented. The HBr treated trees largely did
not differ from the control in terms of change in
canopy volume, disease index, leaf area index, total
yield, fruit sizes, soluble solids content, or titratable
acidity. Interestingly, repeated application of high
rate HBr treatment resulted in a significant increase
of yield (98%) after three years of application, no
such yield increase was observed in control or low
rate HBr treatment. In older, established trees, repeated brassinosteroid applications may be beneficial in the long run. However, additional research will
need to be completed to determine if this is the case.
Gene expression work is underway and will be made
available in the future.
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Tree Density and Soil Micronutrient Application Using Controlled-Release Fertilizer
on Grapefruit Affected By Huanglongbing
(poster)

Dinesh Phuyal*, University of florida; Thiago A. R. Nogueira, São
Paulo State University; Arun D. Jani, University of Florida; Davie
Kadyampakeni, CREC-UF/IFAS; Kelly Morgan, University of Florida
and Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi, University of Florida

Abstract: There is no cure identified for Huanglongbing (HLB) or citrus greening disease, which has affected almost all fruit-bearing trees in commercial
citrus orchards in Florida. High-density planting and
enhanced nutritional programs such as the application of controlled-release fertilizer (CRF) with high
micronutrient content has been found to mitigate
disease symptoms and extend tree life. The objective of this study was to evaluate the effects of tree
planting density and application of CRF differing in N
to K ratio and micronutrient content on tree health,
canopy growth, and fruit yield and quality in an
HLB-affected orchard. A split-plot experiment was
conducted with four replications in Fort Pierce - FL,
from 2017 to 2019 to evaluate ‘Ray Ruby’ grapefruit
(Citrus paradisi) response to three planting densities
(300, 440, and 975 trees per ha) with two CRF blends
{[16-3-20 (16N-1.31P-16.6K) with 81% N and 50% K
as CRF with iron as chelates and all other micronutrients as sulfates] and [12-3-9 (12N-1.31P-7.47K) with
100% N, 100% P, and 95% K as CRF with iron as chelates and all other micronutrients as sulfur-coated
products at a higher rate]}. PCR testing indicated all
sampled trees were affected by HLB. Compared to
lower planting density configurations, trees planted
at 975 trees per ha had 33% lower canopy growth
but 160% greater fruit yield per hectare. Fruit produced in high-density configurations was 18% more
acidic with higher soluble solid content resulting in
190% higher yield of solids. Use of a higher amount
of micronutrients along with lower K increased canopy growth both years and resulted in a 24% and 29%
reduction in fruit yield and yield of solids, respectively, in the 2017/18 growing season. Our results
showed that high-density planting (975 trees per
ha) increases fruit yields, and the use of CRF blends
supplemented with micronutrients may not increase
fruit yield in HLB-affected grapefruit.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: UF/IFAS Citrus
Initiative and USDA-APHIS-MAC Agreement #
AP19PPQSandT00C116

Susceptibility to Huanglongbing, Tree
Growth, Fruit Yield and Fruit Quality Performance of ‘Emperor’ Mandarin Trees on
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Five Citrus Rootstocks (poster)

Maria A da Cruz*, Universidade Estadual de Londrina; Zuleide H
Tazima, Instituto Agronômico do Paraná; Deived U de Carvalho,
University of Florida; Rui P. Leite Junior, Instituto Agronômico do
Paraná; Jinhe Bai, USDA-ARS and Carmen S. V. J. Neves, Universidade Estadual de Londrina

Abstract: ‘Rangpur’ lime is a widely used rootstock for
citrus in Brazil. However, with great impacting of citrus huanglongbing (HLB) and canker disease to the
citrus industry, needs for disease resistant or tolerant scions and rootstocks are growing. Besides that,
tree growth, fruit yield and fruit quality are also often
affected by rootstocks. This research was conducted
to compare the influence of five disease resistant/
tolerant rootstocks on the performance of ‘Emperor’ mandarin during nine crop seasons. Since there
was no severe stress during the early stage of the
experiment (3-8 years old trees), the major purpose
was to evaluate the tree growth, fruit yield and fruit
quality of ‘Emperor’ mandarin, influenced by five different citrus rootstocks: ‘Rangpur’ lime (commercial
control), ‘Cleopatra’ and ‘Sunki’ mandarin, ‘Swingle’
citrumelo, and ‘Fepagro C-13’ citrange. However,
citrus huanglongbing (HLB) disease occurred in the
grove from year nine, and further expanded, thus
susceptibility of rootstocks to HLB was evaluated until year 10, when more than 40% of the trees were
infected and removed. The scion/rootstock (S/R) affinity was good for all rootstocks, except for ‘Swingle’ and ‘Fepagro C-13’, which shown high S/R ratios
at both evaluations, at 5 and 11 years old trees.
The vigor of ‘Emperor’ mandarin scion was significantly low on ‘Rangpur’ lime rootstock. During nine
continual harvest seasons, there was no consistent
winner or loser in the annual and cumulative yields
among five rootstocks, although trees on ‘Swingle’
and ‘Cleopatra’ had 21% and 16% higher cumulative yields in comparison to ‘Rangpur’ lime. Fruit soluble solids content (SSC) and titratable acidity (TA)
were significantly higher in trees on ‘Sunki’, ‘Swingle’
and ‘Fepagro C-13’ rootstocks. For HLB susceptibility, the average infection was 10% in year nine, and
30% in year ten, with the total infection of 40%. All
trees, regardless of rootstocks, were susceptible to
HLB. In conclusion, all four experimental rootstocks
were comparable to, or superior to the commercial
control, ‘Rangpur’ lime, in fruit yield, fruit quality and
susceptibility to HLB. However, none of them show
potential to be resistant or tolerant to HLB.

Response of HLB-Affected Trees to Differential Foliar, and Soil Macro- and Micronutrient Applications (poster)
Tanyaradzwa Chinyukwi*, CREC-UF/IFAS; Samuel Kwakye, CREC-

UF/IFAS and Davie Kadyampakeni, CREC-UF/IFAS

Abstract: Huanglongbing (HLB) causative agent,
Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus, lowers tree performance by reducing water and nutrient uptake as
result of root loss. HLB-affected trees have a fibrous
root density loss of about 30 to 80%, which increases
as HLB symptoms develop in the canopy. Investigating optimal nutrient concentrations in citrus roots
thus improves our understanding of HLB dynamics
concerning root nutrition and fertilizer application
methods. This study aims to evaluate nutrient uptake of HLB-affected orange trees via soil and foliar
fertilizer applications at two sites, with 5 to 6 yearsold Valencia orange trees on Swingle rootstock.
Macronutrients and micronutrients were applied at
varying fertilization rates (0x, 1x, 2x and 4x, of IFAS
guidelines). Soil and leaf samples were collected for
nutrient concentration analysis in spring and fall
2019. Soil samples were taken at two depths (0 -15
cm and 15 - 30 cm). Tissue and soil nutrient concentrations results for spring 2019 show no significant
differences among treatment. Significant differences among treatments in tissue and soil nutrient concentrations were observed for Ca, Mg, B, Zn and Fe
(P<0.05) in fall 2019. Soil depth had significant differences (P<0.01) among treatments for micronutrient
availability. Therefore, nutrient availability and uptake varies with soil depth and at higher fertilization
rates, HLB-affected trees showed increased nutrient
uptake, improving overall tree performance.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: CRDF

Analysis of HLB Tolerance in a Segregating
Population (poster)
Maria B. Besilla-Renteria*, University of Florida; José X. Chaparro, University of Florida and Gloria Moore, University of Florida

Abstract: Abstract. - Huanglongbing (HLB) is a disease imparting enormous economic losses to the citrus industry around the world. In the United States,
HLB is endangering Florida’s position in the global
citrus market. In addition to the overwhelming impact of HLB alone, citrus canker has been severe
in the Florida citrus industry even before HLB was
present. Methods for the in vitro culture of the causal HLB bacterium Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus
are not available to perform Koch’s Postulates and
a cure for HLB is not available thus far. Chemical applications against the vector, antibiotic injections and
the removal of infected trees have been the strategies to decrease HLB impact, increasing citrus production costs. A possible viable solution to the disease is the breeding of resistant/tolerant trees but
resistant commercial citrus cultivars have not been
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reported. Moreover, insufficient information about
the inheritance of HLB tolerance makes it difficult for
breeders to develop genetic sources for the trait. A
segregating family, resulting from a cross between a
breeding selection and commercial germplasm, has
been evaluated in the field at IRREC in Fort Pierce and
their clones have been maintained in a greenhouse
in Gainesville, Florida. The field trees and their clonal
counterparts were visually rated for HLB symptoms
and quantitative rt-PCR was performed. The twoyear-old clonal trees in the quarantine greenhouse
represent a snapshot of HLB infection under field
conditions at IRREC. This family consistently segregated for both HLB and canker tolerant phenotypes
in in the field in Fort Pierce and in the greenhouse in
Gainesville. Two seedlings from this family demonstrated both HLB tolerant and canker resistant phenotypes in the field and the greenhouse. These two
genotypes have been selected and represent germplasm for future crosses to develop varieties with
HLB and canker tolerance.
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Floriculture (Poster)
Moderator: Yiyun Lin, The Ohio State University

Effects of Biochar Rates on Productivity of
Viola Tricolor Cultivars (poster)
Abishkar Regmi*, Texas Tech University and Catherine Simpson,
Texas A&M University, Kingsville Citrus Center

Abstract: The consumption of edible flowers has increased in recent years because of their nutritional
and aesthetic value. However, this is a highly specialized market that needs to be extremely efficient to
meet growing demand and maintain a profit margin.
The edible flower market is also highly restrictive
because flowers must be produced without chemical residue and must also be visually appealing.
Thus, growers need to produce large quantities of
high-quality flowers with a fast turnover rate. Johnny Jump-Ups (Viola tricolor) are a commonly grown
edible flower that has a relatively short flowering
time and multiple flowering cycles during a season,
making them ideal for edible flower production. To
determine if productivity can be increased by the use
of different management treatments, we applied different rates of biochar and monitored growth and
flower production over time. In this experiment three
different cultivars of Viola tricolor (Penny Yellow,
Deep Blue and All-Season Mix) were grown in pots
with either 0 10, 25, or 50% by weight biochar mixed
with potting soil. Growth parameters and flowering
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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intensity were then measured over 4 weeks. There
were significant effects of biochar rate and cultivar
on plant height, biomass, root length, and flowering.
The ‘Deep Blue’ cultivar had the shortest plants with
the lowest biomass but produced more flowers than
the other two cultivars. Biochar affected each cultivar differently, however, 10 and 25% biochar showed
increases in plant parameters while 50% caused
declines in all measurements. Similar effects were
also found on the flower size and count. Overall this
shows that rates of biochar can influence Viola tricolor growth and flower production.

Cytological and Karyotyping Analysis of
Five Lantana Species (poster)

Stephen B. Parrish*, University of Florida; Renjun Qian, Zhejiang
Academy of Agricultural Sciences and Zhanao Deng, University of
Florida

Abstract: Lantana is a major crop in the U.S. environmental horticulture industry. The most commonly
produced and used species are L. camara and, to a
smaller scale, L. montevidensis. Both were introduced
from Central and/or South America. Lantana species
native to the continental U.S. include L. canescens, L.
depressa, L. involucrata, L. urticoides, etc. These native species have not been widely produced, used,
or studied in the U.S. This study was conducted to
obtain basic cytological and karyotyping information
about three native lantana species, L. canescens, L.
depressa, L. involucrata, as well as L. camara and L.
montevidensis. To avoid the complexities from polyploidy in L. camara, two of its diploid cultivars, Lola
and Denholm White, were used in this study. Nuclear
DNA content in these species ranged from 2.74 pg/2C
(L. involucrata) to 6.29 pg/2C (L. depressa var. depressa). Four chromosome numbers were observed,
2n=2x=22 in ‘Lola’ and ‘Denholm White’, 2n=4x=44
in L. depressa var. depressa, and 2n=2x=24 in L. canescens and L. involucrata, and 2n=3x=36 in L. montevidensis. L. camara diploid cultivars had two fewer
chromosomes but 0.25 pg/2C more nuclear DNA
content than the other diploids in the study. These
results indicate two basic chromosome numbers in
the five species, x=11 in L. camara and L. depressa
and x=12 in L. canescens, L. involucrata and L. montevidensis. Analysis of somatic metaphases resulted
in formulas of 20m + 2sm for L. camara ‘Lola’ and
‘Denholm White’, 12m + 12sm for L. canescens, 44m
for L. depressa, 8m + 16sm for L. involucrata, and 30m
+ 6sm for L. montevidensis. Satellites were identified
in all species except L. montevidenis. L. camara ‘Denholm White’ recorded the longest average total chromatin length of 63.0 µm with a range of lengths of
6.3 – 4.3 µm for individual chromosomes. The largest
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arm ratio was recorded in L. canescens with a ratio of
2.5 in chromosome group 3. L. depressa was the only
species that had all of its centromeres located in the
median region of the chromosome.
Funding agencies: U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
(USDA) Agricultural Marketing Service through grant
number (AM180100xxxxG046), Florida Department
of Agriculture and Consumer Service (FDACS) Specialty Crop Block Grant Program (SCBGP), USDA-NIFA
Hatch Project FLA-GCC-005507.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s (USDA) Agricultural Marketing Service
and Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Service (FDACS) Specialty Crop Block Grant Program
(SCBGP), USDA Hatch Project FLA-GCC-005507.

Molecular and Metabolic Analysis of Color
Change in Brunfelsia Acuminata Flower
(poster)

Min Li, Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University; Hongjuan Yang,
Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University; Xiaohua Kui, Fujian
Agriculture and Forestry University; Yueting Sun, Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University; Jianjun Chen*, University of Florida,
Mid-Florida Research and Education Center and Dongliang Qiu,
Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University

Abstract: Brunfelsia acuminata is a unique ornamental flowering plant due to its gradual change in flower color from deep purple to pure white after two to
three days of flower opening. Thus far, information
regarding the color changes in this species is limited. Using high-throughput RNA-sequencing method
and ultra-performance liquid chromatography/electrospray ionization-tandem mass spectrometry (UPLC-ESI-MS/MS), the present study identified key regulatory genes and metabolic components involved
in the color changes and gained insights into the
metabolite correlation networks in relation to anthocyanin biosynthesis of petals at different stages. A
total of 117,253 unigenes were identified, and 724
metabolites were detected in petals. A significant
change in anthocyanin biosynthesis was delphinidin
3-O-glucoside, which was annotated on the KEGG
map. Further RT-qPCR analysis revealed that differential expression of 24 genes could be the main reason for petal color changes from the purple to white,
of which six genes (F3’5’H, CHS, DFR, ANS, UGT, and
OMT) and one transcription factor (MYB) were significantly down-regulated. Whereas, the up-regulation of other genes including FLS and LAR resulted
in the competition for DFR on day 3 of flower opening and blocked the anthocyanin synthesis pathway;
such activities caused upstream precursors to flow
to other pathways and induced the accumulation of

28 metabolites in the other biosynthesis pathways.
In general, DFR, ANS, and UGT genes are more likely to have a direct effect on key anthocyanin synthesis genes in the later stages, leading to the decrease anthocyanin content in B. acuminata. Overall,
DFR could be the key gene that causes flower color
change from purple to white.

Evaluating Peat Substrates Amended with
Pine Wood Fiber for Nitrogen Immobilization and Effects on Plant Performance
with Container-Grown Petunia (poster)
Crysta N. Harris, University of New Hampshire; Leala M.
Machesney*, University of Arkansas and Ryan Dickson, University of Arkansas

Abstract: Wood products used as substrate components for container-grown floriculture crops have
the potential to immobilize fertilizer nitrogen (N).
To evaluate substrate effects on substrate and plant
tissue nitrogen levels, an experiment was conducted during which vegetatively-propagated cuttings
of ‘Supertunia Vista Bubblegum’ petunia (Petunia ×
hybrida) were grown in 8-inch containers filled with
substrate blends consisting of (v/v): 100:0 sphagnum peat moss, 70:30 peat:coconut coir fiber, 70:30
peat:hammer-milled pine wood, and 70:30 peat:pine
wood fiber. Substrate blends were also formulated
using two different commercial sources of sphagnum peat and pine wood fiber for a total of eight
substrate treatments (4 blends × 2 sources). Peat
sources included a Latvian sphagnum peat and a
coarse Lithuanian sphagnum peat moss, while pine
wood fiber sources included an expanded European pine wood fiber and a Scots pine wood fiber. The
same coconut coir fiber and hammer-milled loblolly
pine wood were used for substrate blends formulated with different peat and wood fiber sources.
Plants were fertilized at each irrigation event using
a 17.0 N–2.2 phosphorus (P)–14.1 potassium (K)–4.0
calcium (Ca)–1.0 magnesium (Mg) commercial water-soluble fertilizer mixed with de-ionized water at
250 ppm N during a 42 d production period. Plants
remained in the greenhouse for a 42 d retail consumer phase, during which containers were irrigated with clear-water and no additional fertilizer.
Plants grown in peat amended with pine wood fiber
had reduced flower number, plant height and width,
and shoot growth compared to the 100% peat control at the end of the production phase. However,
all plants were still considered marketable due to
dark green foliage, high leaf SPAD chlorophyll index
values (≥44.4), and ≥45 flowers/plant. Shoot tissue
and root-zone N remained within target range for
petunia during the production phase and there was
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no statistical evidence of N immobilization for any
substrate blend. Results of this experiment suggest
that peat substrate amended with up to 30% of pine
wood fiber, hammer-milled pine wood, and coir can
be used for production of containerized petunia with
minimal effects on plant growth or need to adjust
the fertilizer program.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA Agricultural
Research Service Floriculture and Nursery Research Initiative project #58-3607-8-725, USDA National Institute
of Food and Agriculture project #165958

A Forgotten Fragrance: Identifying the Floral Volatile Constituents of Sweet Violets
and Other Violas (poster)
Shea A. Keene*, University of Florida and Thomas A. Colquhoun,
University of Florida

Abstract: Fragrant flowers have enchanted humans
throughout history, inspiring verses and songs of
praise by the likes of Shakespeare, Keats, and Byron.
Indeed, consumer preference research has identified fragrance as one of the most important features
of a flower product, with a lack of fragrance negatively affecting consumer interest. The vast diversity
of floral scent arises from unique mixtures of volatile
organic compounds. One of the flowers whose aroma was venerated in writings long ago is Viola odorata L., also known as the Sweet Violet. Unlike modern
viola and pansy hybrids, which are among the most
popular annual bedding/garden plants sold in the
United States, the unassuming perennial sweet violet is said to have an intense, uniquely sweet scent.
As genetic resources of fragrance compounds, sweet
violets potentially could be used in a fragrance-focused breeding program to develop a scented viola
hybrid. The first step toward that long-term objective
is the analysis and characterization of sweet violet’s
headspace aroma, which has not been done using
modern techniques. In this study, a dynamic “pushpull” headspace collection system was used to collect volatiles from the detached flowers of Viola odorata (species), five sweet violet cultivars, three Parma
violet cultivars, and a separate violet species, Viola
sororia Willd. The samples were analyzed using gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry and 19 volatiles
were qualitatively identified—including terpenoid,
terpenoid derivative, benzenoid, ketone, and phenylpropanoid-related compounds—and their variations
among the violets were investigated. Results suggest
sweet violets are genetic resources for specific volatiles that could enhance the fragrance of new viola
hybrids.
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: National Horticulture
Foundation; Plant Innovation Center

Refined Postharvest Handling Methods
for Improved Storage Life and Vase Life of
Cut Tulips (poster)
Nathan Jahnke*, North Carolina State University; John M. Dole,
North Carolina State University and Ben A. Bergmann, North
Carolina State University

Abstract: Seasonal production and a historically short
storage-life limit availability and sale of cut flower
species like Tulipa (tulip). A variety of postharvest
handling methods including leaving bulbs attached,
floral preservative pulses pre-and post-storage, and
the use of a sub-zero storage temperature of -0.6
°C were imposed to evaluate the effects on vase life
and cut flower quality. Storage life of six tulip varieties was extended to 6 weeks when stored at -0.6 °C.
Commercial preservatives containing gibberellic acid
and benzyladenine also improved vase life of stored
stems whether used pre- or post-storage. Storing
stems for 6 weeks with the bulb still attached, at -0.6
°C, with a post-storage pulse resulted in a vase life
similar to that of stems stored for 3 weeks. Together
these postharvest methods provide multiple strategies for storage and vase life improvement that may
be extended to other cut flowers species.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: The ASCFG Research
Foundation and the Gloeckner Foundation

High Temperature Differentially Influences Poinsettia Floral Developmental Events
(poster)
Brent Pemberton*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research and Extension
Center, Texas A&M University; Ruth Kobayashi, Dummen NA, Inc.;
Erin Smith, Texas A&M AgriLife Research and William Roberson,
Texas A&M AgriLife Res. and Ext. Center

Abstract: Plants of ‘Prestige Red’ poinsettia (Euphorbia pulcherrima Willd. Ex Klotzsch) were grown in
greenhouses in Overton, Texas USA to determine
the effects of varying periods of high temperature
during floral development on time to visible bud,
bract color initiation, and anthesis. Flowering of this
cultivar is known to be delayed by 4 weeks of high
temperatures under natural photoperiod during
floral initiation. The effects of heat during the time
just after initiation have been previously documented, but effects during floral development have been
less studied. Plants were potted in early September
and pinched to 5 nodes two weeks later for natural
season flowering. In order to allow for floral initiation to begin, plants were maintained at an average
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daily temperature (ADT) of 22C during late September and early October. Plants were then exposed
to either 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 weeks of a high
temperature treatment consisting of a daily average
temperature of 27C followed by a return to the 22C
ADT for the balance of the 8-week treatment period.
Additional plants were exposed to either 0, 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 weeks at 22C ADT followed by exposure to 27C ADT for the balance of the 8-week treatment period. For the rest of the forcing period, an
average daily temperature of 22C was maintained.
Dates of first fully developed bract color, visible bud,
and anthesis were recorded for each plant. When
the high temperature was applied first, all three floral developmental events were delayed in a linear
fashion with days to the event increasing with increasing weeks of heat. However, two weeks of cool
temperatures were enough to prevent the delay of
visible bud development by heat if applied before
the high temperature treatment. Further, 6 weeks of
cool temperatures applied prior to high temperature
treatment was needed to prevent the delay of full
color bract development and anthesis. Developmental events of visible bud, fully colored bracts, and anthesis are influenced in different ways by temporal
high temperature treatment.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Dϋmmen NA, Inc.

Advancing Early Season Cut Flower Production with Peony in the US Intermountain West (poster)

Melanie Stock*, Utah State University; Maegen Lewis, Utah State
University; Brent Black, Utah State University; Daniel Drost, Utah
State University and Larry Rupp, Department of Plants, Soils, and
Climate, Utah State University

Abstract: Peony (Paeonia spp.) production is important to early-season cut flower markets, and particularly as a premium high-value crop in urban microfarms. In the high-elevation and semi-arid state
of Utah, growers face climatic constraints that delay the growing season and amplify challenges for
meeting early market demands. Therefore, the goal
of this study was to evaluate peony production timing and quality with temperature modification and
season extension techniques. A three-year (201820) study was conducted at the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station - Greenville in North Logan, UT,
and six combinations of high tunnels, low tunnels,
and soil heating treatments were tested with Paeonia lactiflora ‘Coral Charm’ that was planted in 2011.
Stems were harvested three times daily and graded
as U.S. No. 1, U.S. No. 2, or cull according to stem
length and straightness, bud diameter, and damage.

High tunnels advanced peak harvest by up to one
month compared to field trials, allowing production
to meet local demand for the Mother’s Day holiday
market, as well as extend bloom from one week to
one month. Average yield was 12 stems per plant in
both the high tunnel and field, but marketability decreased by 10% in high tunnels. Marketable stems
sold for $6 each, culled stems sold for $2 each, and
all stems were repeatedly sold out through pre-orders with florists in the Intermountain West. Advancing early season production events for peony creates
reliable new market opportunities and can improve
economic viability of specialty crop growers in Utah.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: ASCFG, Utah State
University

Effects of Elevated Root-Zone Temperatures and Duration on Dahlia (Dahlia
xhybrida) Rooting (poster)

Karen K. Schneck*, Kansas State University and Chad Thomas
Miller,

Abstract: Dahlia (Dahlia xhybrida) have gained popularity as attractive and easy to manage flowering
plants for homeowners. Recently, commercial growers have experienced problems in dahlia production
and experience crop losses for an unknown reason.
One hypothesis for this decline is that increased or
supraoptimal root-zone temperatures (RZT) on developing roots can result in dahlia decline and plant
death. We evaluated several cultivars from different series and their response to elevated RZTs. Information on four cultivars, Dalaya ‘Red and White’,
Dalaya ‘Shiva’, XXL ‘Tabasco’, and XXL ‘Veracruz’ are
presented. After four weeks of initial greenhouse
growth, dahlia pots were covered in a plastic bag
then submerged in hot water baths at 45 °C to increase RZT. Individual plants were exposed to one
of four treatments: 0 (control), 2-, 4-, or 6-hours in
the water bath. Before treatment, root-zone ratings were recorded based on an established visual
rating scale (0 to 4; 0 = no roots/brown-dead roots;
4 = roots wrap around pot, white, vigorous). Root
ratings were then recorded 1, 2, and 3 weeks post
treatment. One week after treatments, the 2-, 4-,
and 6-hour treatments showed a tendency for a decrease in root ratings for all cultivars, although the
decrease was not significant. For the XXL cultivars,
there was a significant increase in root ratings at the
three-week post treatment observation compared to
the one-week post treatment observation for most
treatments, indicating the plants were recovering
from the stress treatment. One cultivar, Veracruz, responded more uniformly to elevated RZTs. The aver-
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age root rating for the control one-week after treatment was 1.9 compared to 0.4, 0.1, and 0.3 for 2-,
4-, and 6-hour treatments, respectively. Our results
suggest that there is some influence of supraoptimal
RZTs and length of exposure on dahlia rooting in the
dahlia cultivars tested. However, this experiment did
not result in what growers report as ‘dahlia decline’,
suggesting that dahlia decline is likely to be complex
and involves other physiological and or cultural parameters.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Fred C. Gloeckner Foundation
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Herbs, Spices, & Medicinal
Plants (Poster)
Moderator: Elizabeth Clippard,

Ethnomedicinal Properties of Mountain
Soursop (Annona montana) (poster)

Kevin Lewin, Florida International University; Barbara Herrera,
Florida International University; Diego Salazar Amoretti, , Florida
International University and Amir Khoddamzadeh*, Florida
International University

Abstract: Annona muricata, also called soursop,
graviola, and guanabana, is the most tropical member of the Annonaceae family growing in tropical
and subtropical regions of the world. Best growth
is achieved in deep, rich, well-drained, semi-dry soil,
but the soursop tree can be and is commonly grown
in acid and sandy soil, and in the porous, oolite limestone of South Florida and the Bahama Islands. All
the parts, fruits, seeds, leaves and roots, of the plant
have been known to be used in many products. Annona muricata has shown to have anticancer, anticonvulsant, anti-arthritic, antiparasitic, antimalarial,
hepatoprotective and antidiabetic activities. Annona
montana tree somewhat resembles that of the soursop but has a more spreading crown and very glossy
leaves. It is slightly hardier and bears continuously.
A lot of research has gone into Annona muricata,
soursop, and its ethnomedicinal uses, but not a lot
is known of the A. montana, also known as Mountain Soursop in South Florida. The objectives of this
study is to identify the pharmaceutical compounds
in leaves, pulp, and seeds of the A. montana. Glycosides, alkaloids, flavonoids, glycoside saponin assay
on the leaves, pulp, and seeds of the A. montana will
be conducted. The highest concentration of compounds that are found were alkaloid compounds
called acetogenins. This is the main compound that
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is thought to be the reason for the medicinal qualities that the tree possesses.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: 2016-38413-25273

First and Second Year Growth and Development in Response to Environment and
Seed Sowing Technique of Wild-Simulated
American Ginseng (Panax quinquefolius L.)
in Middle Tennessee. (poster)
Nate Phillips*, Middle Tennessee State University; Killen Middleton, Middle Tennessee State University; Robert Eichas, ; Daniel
Bess, Middle Tennessee State University and Ying Gao, MTSU

Abstract: The roots of mature American ginseng (Panax quinquefolius L.) are used in traditional Chinese
medicine, with the majority of the US harvest exported to Asian markets. A long history of harvest pressure, habitat loss, and predation has led to a decline
in natural populations. Wild-simulated ginseng production can aid in conserving this woodland species
while offering income potential for Tennessee growers. We established long-term test plots to evaluate
American ginseng phenology across different habitats with different planting methods and densities.
In the Fall of 2018, we used stratified ginseng seed
to establish wild-simulated ginseng test plots in two
different locations (Cannon co. and Rutherford co.).
At both locations, three different seed spacings were
used, with three replications. At one location (Cannon
co.), additional plots were planted using the rake and
scatter method rather than the ECF seeder. In Fall
2019, we replicated the 2018 Cannon co. design at
the Rutherford co. site using both planting methods.
Environmental factors contributed to the timing of
emergence and senescence. The rate and uniformity
of emergence for first year seedlings were greatest
in plots planted with the ECF seeder although the
timing of senescence was earlier in comparison to
the rake and scatter planting method. Second year
plant emergence and overwinter survival varied significantly depending on the planting method and the
differing environmental characteristics.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-FSMIP

Developmental Responses of American
Ginseng (Panax quinquefolius) Seedlings
Grown in Nutrient Solutions Absent of
Either Iron, Calcium, Boron, or Manganese
(poster)
Elizabeth Clippard*, ; Daniel Wright, Middle Tennessee State University; Mark McMahon, Middle Tennessee State University; Nate
Phillips, Middle Tennessee State University and Ying Gao, MTSU
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Abstract: American ginseng (Panax quinquefolius
L.) is a slow-growing, endangered plant frequently
used in Chinese medicine. This study builds on prior research exploring the nutrient requirements of
ginseng and the effects of nutrient deficiencies. Deficiencies of iron, boron, manganese, and calcium
were previously found to significantly affect plant
growth and development. To further understand
their role in early growth and development, American ginseng seedlings were grown in hydroponic
nutrient solutions utilizing a past successful solution
as the control, and solutions identical to the control
except absent of the individual nutrients in question
(Fe, Ca, B, and Mn). Seedlings were grown for 80 days
with weekly data collection followed by destructive
sampling at the termination of the study. Significant
differences were found in regards to growth allocation, chlorophyll accumulation, and leaf deficiency
symptoms.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-FSMIP

The Antioxidant Capacity of Fresh and
Dry Lemon Balm (Melissa officinalis) and
Lime Basil (Ocimum basilicum) Prepared As
Herbal Teas (poster)
Rachel G. Newman*, West Virginia University; Youyoun Moon,
West Virginia University; Janet C. Tou, West Virginia University and
Nicole L. Waterland, West Virginia University

Abstract: Herbal teas are popular among consumers as flavorful, caffeine-free beverages and as rich
sources of dietary antioxidants. Aromatic herbs,
such as lemon balm (Melissa officinalis) and lime basil
(Ocimum basilicum), are particularly rich in rosmarinic acid, a polyphenol known for its potent antioxidant
capacity. As easy-to-grow herbs for home gardens,
lemon balm and lime basil present an opportunity
for consumers as herbal teas that can be prepared
using fresh or dried tissue. In this study, adult lemon
balm and lime basil were harvested and prepared
as herbal teas, fresh or after drying in an oven at 40
°C. The contents of total phenolics, rosmarinic acid,
and antioxidant capacity were assessed in herbal
teas using the infusing time, temperature, and tissue:water ratio typical of commercial tea preparation. Results showed that lemon balm and lime basil
teas brewed with fresh and dry plant tissue yielded
equal amounts of total phenolics, but dry herbal
teas contained higher (P<0.05) antioxidant capacity
than fresh (19x and 11x higher for lemon balm and
lime basil, respectively). Lemon balm herbal teas resulted in higher (P<0.05) total phenolics, rosmarinic
acid, and antioxidant capacity compared to lime basil herbal teas, regardless of fresh or dried tissue. A

combination herbal tea, with the same total tissue
content, was prepared with 50% w/w lemon balm
and lime basil, which resulted in an antioxidant capacity higher (P<0.05) than lime basil but comparable to lemon balm herbal tea for both fresh and dry
tissue. These results suggest a new use of lime basil as an herbal tea ingredient and show that dried
tissue offers the greatest antioxidant capacity in
these herbal teas. Combinations of lemon balm and
lime basil may offer similar antioxidant capacity to
lemon balm herbal tea alone, despite using half the
amount of lemon balm tissue. Educating consumers
on preparation techniques that yield maximal antioxidant capacity can encourage the consumption of
these antioxidant-rich beverages.

Salinity Effect on Yield, Nutritional and
Chemical Content of Red Basil Varieties
(Ocimum basilicum L.) (poster)

Luis R.O. Cruz, Instituto Politécnico de Bragança; Nikolaos
Polyzos, University of Thessaly; Francesco Di Gioia*, Pennsylvania State University; ngela Fernandes, ; Spyridon Petropoulos,
University of Thessaly; Lillian Barros, and Isabel C.F.R. Ferreira,

Abstract: Basil (Ocimum basilicum L.) is an aromatic
plant of great economic importance mainly used for
culinary, aesthetic, and medical purposes due to its
rich composition in essential oils. The effect of salinity is one of the major concerns for the production
of aromatic herbs as it can cause severe yield loss
depending on the species and the genotype. Therefore, the objective of the present study was to evaluate the effect of salinity under different levels on
yield, nutritional value and chemical composition of
three red basil varieties, namely ‘Dark Opal Red’, ‘Basilico Rosso’ and ‘Red Basil’. Three salinity treatments
were applied by adding the required NaCl amount
in nutrient solution: a) control-nutrient solution with
no salt (NaCl) addition, b) 3.0 dS/m (S1), and c) 4.5
dS/m (S2). Nutrient solution for all the treatments included 200 mg/L of N-P-K. According to the results,
salinity affected significantly the total fresh weight
as well as the fresh weight of individual plant parts
(leaves, stems and flowers), although a varied genotype response to the salinity increase was observed,
either positive (‘Dark Opal Red’, ‘Basilico Rosso’) or
negative (‘Red Basil’). Moreover, significant differences between the control and the salinity treatments
were detected regarding the color co-ordinates (L, a,
b, C, h) values of the leaves of the tested varieties.
Likewise, organic acids and tocopherols content of
the varieties tested was negatively affected by the
increase of salinity, except for the case of shikimic
acid which increased for the ‘Dark Opal Red’ and ‘Red
Basil’ cultivars. On the other hand, some of the nutri-
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tional elements tested such as fat, ash and carbohydrate content was mainly boosted by the tested salt
levels, whereas protein content decreased by the
salinity increase. The results of this research have
clearly pointed out the varied impact of salinity on
total yield depending on the genotype, indicating the
existence of tolerance mechanisms in specific genotypes (e.g. ‘Dark Opal Red’, ‘Basilico Rosso’). Chemical
composition was negatively affected in most cases,
except for fat, ash and carbohydrates content and
shikimic acid content in ‘Dark Opal Red’ and ‘Red
Basil’ cultivars. Therefore, it can be concluded that
further research is needed to identify resistant genotypes to increased salinity or discovering the levels
of salinity that may cause the least negative effects
on total yield without compromising the quality of
the final product.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: The authors are grateful
to the Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT,
Portugal) and FEDER under Programme PT2020 for
financial support to CIMO (UIDB/00690/2020) and to
the national funding by FCT, P.I. for A. Fernandes and
L. Barros contracts.

Interrelationships Among and between
Some Phytochemical and Morphological
Traits in Stevia (poster)

Keivan Bahmani*, Michigan State University; Veronica A. Vallejo,
PepsiCo and Ryan M. Warner,

Abstract: The genus Stevia consists of ca. 220 species. Among these, Stevia rebaudiana (stevia) is
unique in its production of high concentrations of
sweet-tasting steviol glycosides (SGs), which can
comprise up to 30% of the dry mass of the leaves.
Steviol glycosides can taste up to 300 times sweeter than sucrose, but are non-caloric, which has led
to their use as a natural sugar substitute. The most
abundant SGs are typically stevioside and rebaudioside A (Reb A). While intensely sweet, these compounds also confer an unpleasant bitter aftertaste,
which limits consumer acceptance. Stevia produces
more than 20 SGs and some, such as Reb D, offer
similar sweetness to Reb A, but without the undesirable aftertaste. However, Reb D is produced in much
lower concentrations than Reb A. Understanding the
genetics underlying Reb D biosynthesis should aid
in developing high Reb D-producing stevia varieties.
We developed four biparental F1 populations derived
from five stevia genotypes with varying SG profiles to
begin to understand potential genetic relationships
between Reb D, other SGs, and important agronomic
traits. All populations exhibited transgressive segregation for each of the SGs analyzed, including Reb D.
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Correlations between Reb D and other SGs varied by
population. For example, Reb D concentration was
correlated negatively with stevioside concentration
in three of the four populations, but positively in the
other population. Reb D concentration was not correlated with leaf length or width in any population,
suggesting that these traits could be selected for independently. Correlations between Reb D and several other growth-related parameters also varied by
population. For example, Reb D concentration and
vigor index were positively correlated in one population, negatively correlated in one population, and
not correlated in two populations. Collectively, these
results highlight the variability for production of Reb
D and other SGs, as well as several agronomic traits,
within stevia germplasm, and suggest that it should
be possible to breed varieties that combine high Reb
D production with moderate to leaf high biomass
production.

Utilizing RNA Seq in Stevia to Identify
Components of the Genetic Control of Rebaudioside D Biosynthesis (poster)

Keivan Bahmani*, Michigan State University; Veronica A. Vallejo,
PepsiCo and Ryan M. Warner,

Abstract: Steviol glycosides (SGs) from stevia (Stevia
rebaudiana), used as a natural non-caloric sugar substitute, have been increasingly utilized in foods and
beverages. Among the different SGs, rebaudioside
D (Reb D) offers a high sweetening intensity without the bitter aftertaste associated with other SGs,
such as stevioside and Reb A. However, limited understanding of the genetic control of Reb D biosynthesis is slowing development of high Reb D yielding
cultivars. In this experiment, to identify genes potentially underlying Reb D production, we employed
RNA seq on six stevia genotypes from an MSU mapping population, three each with low and high Reb
D concentrations, to identify differentially expressed
genes (DEGs) between low and high Reb D that may
be involved in control of Reb D biosynthesis. The
genotypes were grown in greenhouse at 23 ºC and
a 16 h photoperiod, and leaf tissue was collected for
RNA extraction. High quality RNA samples were sequenced by Illumina HiSeq4000 in single end mode,
resulting in at least 36 million raw reads for each
sample. Adapters were removed from the raw reads
using Trimmomatic, and fastqc was performed. We
mapped the clean reads to our stevia transcriptome
using Salmon, and mapping rate ranged from 83.1%
to 86.4%. Using DESeq2, we plotted the samples on
principal component analysis (PCA). All three replications of each genotype grouped together, and the
high and low Reb D genotype groups were separated
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from each other along the first principal component.
Pairwise comparisons between all combinations of
high- and low-Reb D-producing genotypes, nine comparisons in all, revealed 26 upregulated and 11 down
regulated genes common in every high- by low-Reb
D pairwise comparison. These results identify candidate genes underlying control of Reb D biosynthesis
for further evaluation.

Capsicum carotenoids and Their Human
Gut Bioavailability (poster)

Ivette Guzman*, New Mexico State University; Krystal A. Vargas,
New Mexico State University; Calen McKenzie, New Mexico State
University and Paul Bosland, New Mexico State University

Abstract: Ripe chile peppers (Capsicum species) contain a group of power antioxidant pigments called
carotenoids, which range in color, from yellow to
orange to red. There are two types of carotenoids,
the carotenes and the xanthophylls. Xanthophylls
are hydroxylated hydrocarbons and include lutein.
Lutein is one of the few compounds that enters the
bloodstream intact and accumulates in the ocular
nerve making up the macular pigment. Studies have
found that lutein delays the onset of and reduces the
risk of cataracts and age-related macular degeneration by acting as an antioxidant on the ocular nerve.
Capsicum sp., chile peppers, are among one of the
fruits that are rich in carotenoids, like lutein. However, most fruits and vegetables produce lutein in combination with many other pigments like chlorophyll
and several other carotenoids, possibly affecting its
absorption by the human gut. No vegetable or fruit
has been found to only accumulate lutein as the primary pigment. Considering that there is a demand
for lutein dietary supplements due to its health benefits, our goal was to find a chile pepper that accumulates lutein as its primary carotenoid. Thirty-one
yellow Capsicum species (C. annuum, C. chinense, and
C. baccatum) from the Chile Pepper Institute were
analyzed for carotenoid composition. Carotenoids
were extracted, identified and measured against
standards employing high performance liquid chromatography. To measure human bioavailability of
lutein, we employed an in vitro digestion method.
Lutein amounts in Capsicum ranged from 0.14 to
94.2 ug/g DW in NMCA16C358 and ‘Jamaican Hot
Yellow’, respectively. None of the yellow accessions
analyzed contained only lutein however, lutein was
the predominate carotenoid in two accessions ‘Wild
Chinense’ and a Serrano-type. Lutein made up more
than 50% of the total carotenoids in both accessions.
Artificial in vitro digestions were performed with the
Serrano pepper. It was found that if consumed as a
powder, only 18% of lutein was predicted to be bio-

available in the human gut. The conclusion is that
there is variability of lutein in chile pepper depending on the variety and this variability could influence
the amount bioavailable in humans. The implication
is that not all yellow fruits contain equal amounts
of health promoting compounds. In selecting fruits
and vegetables that contain health promoting compounds, how the human gut absorbs these compounds should also be considered.

Breeding Hops for the South Atlantic Region (poster)

Luping Qu, North Carolina State University and Jeanine Davis*,
North Carolina State University

Abstract: There has been a rapid growth in the number of craft beer breweries in the United States,
including in the South Atlantic region (SAR). Hops
(Humulus lupulus L.) are an emerging new crop in
the SAR states (e.g., NC, SC, AL, GA, TN, KY, and FL)
because many of these breweries value locally produced hops in their beer making. The most popular
hop varieties grown in the United States were bred
in and for the Pacific Northwest (PNW), the major
hops production region in North America. Hops
are a photoperiod sensitive plant. When these popular varieties are grown in the SAR they produce
about one-quarter to one-fifth the yield they do in
more northern latitudes. SAR hop growers need a
hop variety that can produce higher yields in their
region. North Carolina State University started hop
breeding in Mills River, NC in 2016 with the goal to
develop varieties with high cone yield, good brewing qualities, and acceptable disease resistance. Using crosses made between commercially available
hop varieties as female parents, including Cascade,
Southern Brewer, Canadian Red Vine, Vanguard,
and unnamed males, we evaluated > 5000 seedlings
and made 10 selections. Yields from some of these
crosses have been very impressive. For example, in
2019, we hand harvested 8.5 lbs of fresh cones from
one 3-year old plant. Estimated yields of some of our
selections are more than three times what we harvest from Cascade, the most commonly grown hop
variety in the region; and these yields are comparable to those obtained in more northern production
regions such as Michigan and New York. Two of our
selections produced enough cones in 2019 for a local
brewery to brew several individual hop beers of very
good quality. These new hop selections are moderately resistance to downy mildew, which is the most
dominant damaging disease in the SAR. Our results
indicate that we can be successful in breeding hops
for the SAR for both yield and beer quality. These selections will be tested on farms and other university
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research stations within the SAR and further north.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Specialty Crops Block
Grant through the NC Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Ornamentals/Landscape and Turf 1
(Poster)
Moderator: Shaun Broderick, Mississippi State University

High-Density Plant Spacing Increases Seed
Yields during the First Season of Production in Ratibida and Rudbeckia in Mississippi (poster)

Higher yields were obtained per plant as spacing increased; however, when the yields were calculated
per linear inch, there was no statistical difference in
yield among 4-, 8-, or 12-inch spacing. In Ratibida and
Rudbeckia, spacing did not impact total yields nor the
yield per plant; however, yields per linear inch did
increase at higher planting densities. The vigorous
growth of Coreopsis compared to Ratibida and Rudbeckia during this first growing season may account
for the yield differences based on planting density.
Coreopsis filled the space they were provided in a
single season, while many of the Ratibida plants did
not fill the space and bloom throughout the season.
Therefore, Ratibida and Rudbeckia planted more
densely would lead to a higher yield in less space for
a first season planting.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Mississippi Department
of Agriculture and Commerce and also supported in
part by USDA Hatch MIS-212060

Shaun Broderick*, Mississippi State University and Brett Rushing,
Mississippi State University

Abstract: Municipalities and state departments of
transportation use wildflowers for revegetation,
restoration, and beautification. Information on wildflower production in Mississippi is limited, and much
of the production occurs outside of the state. The
research was conducted to determine the impact of
planting density and 6-benzylaminopurine during the
production of Coreopsis lanceolata, Ratibida columnifera, and Rudbeckia hirta. Seeds from each species
were germinated between moistened paper towels
that were set in mudflats and covered with propagation domes. After germination, the seeds were transplanted into plug trays. Half of the seedlings were
treated with an application of 300 ppm 6-benzylaminopurine. Treated and non-treated plugs from each
species (Coreopsis n = 40, Ratibida n = 50, and Rudbeckia n = 30) were spaced at 4-, 8- and 12-inch centers in double, staggered rows covered with plastic
mulch at two locations in Mississippi. A completely
randomized design was used with four replicates of
each spacing and treatment combination. Water was
supplied through drip irrigation. Seeds were harvested up to two times during the growing season based
on seed maturity. After harvest, seeds were cleaned
and weighed from each replicate to obtain seed
yield. Coreopsis and Ratibida treated with 6-benzylaminopurine developed fuller plugs with more basal
shoots than untreated plugs; however, this was not
observed in Rudbeckia. Despite a phenotypic effect
on the plugs, 6-benzylaminopurine did not impact
yield for any species throughout the study. Spacing
affected wildflower yields. Coreopsis yield was highest at 12-inch centers and lowest at 4-inch centers.
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Effects of Shade on the Population Dynamics of Crapemyrtle Bark Scale (poster)

QianSheng Li, Texas AgriLife EXtension Service; Runshi Xie*, Texas
A&M University; Bin Wu, Texas A&M University; Ping Yu, Taxes
A&M University and Mengmeng Gu, Texas A&M University

Abstract: Crapemyrtle bark scale (Acanthococcus lagerstroemiae, CMBS) is spreading rapidly around
United States. The CMBS causes aesthetically damage, stunt growth, and branch dieback of the important landscape tree crapemyrtle (Lagerstroemia spp.).
To investigate the effects of shade on the CMBS population dynamics, three crapemyrtle cultivars (Basham's Party Pink, Catawba, Natchez) were grown in
one-gallon pots under three different shade levels
(full sun, 50%, 85%), with or without inoculation of
CMBS. Each treatment had nine plants and was arranged in randomized blocks. The experiment was
conducted from July, 2019 to March, 2020. The results showed that the CMBS population per plant
increased from August and reached a peak in October, then decreased in the fall and winter. The CMBS
populations were significantly different among these
three cultivars during the whole season, except the
initial month. Cultivar ‘Basham's Party Pink’ showed
significant larger number of CMBS than the other two cultivars in the summer, while Natchez had
more CMBS in the winter. Shade level had significant
effects on the CMBS population from October. In
‘Natchez’, CMBS population showed increasing with
shade level in the non-inoculated groups. In all three
uninoculated cultivars, 85% shade treatments had
more CMBS population than that of full sun treatment; but uninoculated full sun ‘Basham's Party Pink’
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had larger population than the 50% shade treatment.
However, in all the three cultivars, the inoculated full
sun treatments had larger CMBS population than
the inoculated shade treatments. The interaction between shade and cultivars was significant from October. Initial inoculation with CMBS had significant
influences on the population of the first four months
but not in the winter. In the first two months after
inoculation, the inoculated treatments had larger
number of CMBS than those of uninoculated, but the
CMBS populations varied greatly after October. Particularly in ‘Basham's Party Pink’, uninoculated treatments under all three shade levels had larger CMBS
populations than that of the inoculated treatments.
In conclusion, shade levels significantly affected the
CMBS population in uninoculated treatment. It could
be caused by the great variations within groups.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: National Institute of
Food and Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Grant No.2017-51181-26831

Evaluating Floral Attraction for Foraging
Bee Communities in Native and Non-Native Garden Plots (poster)

Heather Kalaman*, ; Sandra Wilson, University of Florida; Gary
Knox, University of Florida and Rachel Mallinger,

Abstract: Whether found in natural or managed
landscapes, diverse floral resources have imparted
immense value for pollinating insects of all types.
Cultivation of these ornamentals has led to selection
for a suite of traits. Largely understudied is pollinator preference of these new cultivars. To address
this, ten species of popular herbaceous flowering
plants (commonly labeled as pollinator-friendly)
were evaluated at two sites in Florida (USDA Hardiness zones 8b and 9a), for their overall attraction to
different groups of pollinating insects. Apart from
Pentas, each genus encompassed a native and
non-native species (Coreopsis lanceolata, Coreopsis ×
‘Uptick’, Gaillardia pulchella, Gaillardia aristata ‘Barbican’, Lantana depressa, Lantana camara ‘Bloomify
Rose’, Pentas lanceolata ‘Lucky Star’, Salvia coccinea,
and Salvia longispicata × farinacea ‘Mysty’). Every
other week for 6 months beginning in May, plots
at each location were observed for a period of five
minutes and percent flower coverage was estimated. Insects landing on a flower were recorded to
morpho-groups that included honey bees, bumble
bees, carpenter bees, other (primarily solitary) bees,
butterflies/moths, wasps, and flies. Flower density and pollinator visitation varied widely by month,
location, and species. Of the plant species evaluated, in general, non-native plants produced 1.9 times

more flowers than native plants. As a whole, 22,000
floral visitations were observed, 53.8% of which were
from ‘other’ bees, 15% from butterflies/moths, 11.5%
from large-bodied bees (bumble and carpenter),
9.7% from wasps, 7.4% from honey bees, and 2.5%
from flies. Among genera, Coreopsis and Gaillardia
spp. were most attractive to ‘other’ native bees (i.e.,
sweat bees, leaf-cutter bees, etc.) with the greatest
number of visitations occurring during the early and
mid-months of the study (May-August). Lantana spp.
were most attractive to butterflies/moths, whereas
Pentas were most attractive to wasps. Butterflies/
moths were observed most frequently on Lantana spp. in the mid-months (July-August). Similarly,
wasps were also most active during the mid-months,
feeding most abundantly on Pentas and Salvia spp.
Larger-bodied bees visited most abundantly in the
early (May-June) and mid-months of the study, mainly feeding on Salvia spp. Overall, there were minimal
differences between non-native and native species
in their ability to attract the specified pollinator
groups, with the exception of non-native honeybee
and butterfly/moth visitations which were 3.3 and
2.1 times greater on non-natives compared to native
plant species, respectively. However, on a visitation
per flower basis, native bees (bumble, carpenter and
other) were more attracted to native species than respective non-native congeners.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Jacksonville Zoo and
Gardens

Lignosulfonate May be a Useful Amendment to Improve Lead Uptake in Brassica
Juncea (poster)

Michael Taylor Bryant*, Louisiana State University; Celine Richard, Louisiana State University and Edward Bush, Lsu AgCenter

Abstract: Contamination of soil with lead is a problem in urban and residential areas, with increased
blood lead levels corresponding to areas with higher contamination. One proposed method to reduce
contamination in the soil is removal by phytoremediation. Past studies have found several species that
accumulate lead at levels above 1,000 ppm, termed
hyperaccumulators. Improvements to uptake have
been studied with various amendments that improve lead solubility and therefore uptake into the
plant. A recent study has shown lignosulfonate, currently used as a dust suppressant, has the ability to
improve lead solubility. In this experiment, 1 week
old seedlings of a known hyperaccumulator, Brassica
juncea, was grown in a potting mix contaminated to
0, 250, and 500 ppm lead for three weeks before the
addition of a 5 mmol solution of ammonium ligno-
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sulfonate by ammonium concentration, or a 5 mmol
solution of ammonium sulfate, which was used as a
positive control. During the study, leachate samples
were taken weekly before the addition of the amendments, and with every watering thereafter. The
plants were then harvested after another week of
growth. Plant growth, determined by dry weight, was
significantly reduced (p < 0.05) in the 250 and 500
ppm lead soils that included the addition of lignosulfonate compared to both the positive and negative
controls. Lead in the plant and leachate samples are
currently in line at the lab to be measured by ICP.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Hatch Act

The Effects of Spent Flower Removal on
Reblooming and Branching Architecture
of Garden Roses (poster)

Yuhui Wang*, Texas A&M University; Brent Pemberton, Texas
A&M AgriLife Research and Extension Center, Texas A&M University; David Byrne, Texas A&M University; Pamela Hornby, Texas
A&M University and Ellen L. Young, Texas A&M University

Abstract: Plant architecture describes the overall
shoot growth structure of garden roses (Rosa L.)
and is also related to the impact of the floral display.
Spent flower removal (deadheading) is commonly practiced to speed reblooming. However, many
newer landscape type garden roses rebloom quickly
without flower removal. The objective of this study
was to better understand how spent flower removal
influences reblooming and branching characteristics
of several garden roses with different growth habits. Plants of four cultivars were planted in February
2019 using a randomized complete block arrangement in fields at both Overton and College Station,
Texas. In early June, all the plants were pruned by
about 20% to synchronize growth. During the growing season, spent flowers were removed at the end
of each flowering flush period. Pruning was halted
in early September to allow natural maturation of
the shoots in the autumn. Flowering characteristics
were recorded during the full growing season and
branching architecture characteristics were measured after the plants became dormant in late November and December. Spent flower removal resulted in fewer days to rebloom at both locations.
This was more noticeable on the cultivars Belinda’s
Dream and Carefree Beauty which are similar to hybrid tea type roses which typically go out of flower
between flushes. On the other hand, the cultivars
Miracle on the Hudson and Peach Drift (‘Meiggili’)
exhibited overlapping flowering flushes due to the
occurrence of new shoot growth prior to the end of
the current flowering flush. There were no differenc-
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es in the number of primary or tertiary shoots due to
pruning, but spent flower removal resulted in fewer secondary shoots on Belinda’s Dream at Overton
and also on Peach Drift at both locations. However,
there were no differences in total length of current
season growth due to pruning. Spent flower removal appears to influence the timing of flowering more
than the branching architecture of the plants.

Impacts of Organic Mulch Treatments on
the Growth and Health of Four Species
of Underrepresented Drought-Tolerant
Landscape Tree Species in the Southern
California Landscape (poster)
Janet S. Hartin*, University of California Cooperative Extension

Abstract: Growth and health of four species of underrepresented but climate-adapted landscape
trees (Chilopsis linearis 'Bubba' (desert willow), Pistacia 'Red Push' ('Red Push' pistache), Parkinsonia x
'Desert Museum' (palo verde), and Prosopis glandulosa 'Maverick' (mesquite) were evaluated in a study
to determine the impact of organic mulches. Trees
were selected based on their suitability to mitigate
adverse impacts of climate change. 15-gallon specimens of each species were planted in a randomized
complete block design and irrigated at 80% of reference evapotranspiration (ETo) the first season and
50% ETo for an additional year. During the last six
months of the study, irrigation treatments are being completely terminated. Mulch applications were
maintained at 3-4 inches throughout the study. Trunk
circumference was measured at 6" and 3' quarterly
as well as overall tree health. Results will be analyzed
by August 1, 2020 and included in the final poster.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Chino Basin Water Conservation District
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Teaching Methods (Poster)
Moderator: Julieta Sherk, Professor

The Expanded Northern Region of ASHS:
Exciting Professional and Student Opportunities (poster)

Matthew Taylor*, Longwood Gardens; Adrienne E. Kleintop, Delaware Valley University; Megan Muehlbauer, Rutgers University;
Michael Neff, ASHS and Steven M. Still, Murray State University

Abstract: Beginning as the Northeastern Section of
ASHS in 1923 and becoming the Northeast Region –
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ASHS in 1944, the regional group has again evolved
to become the Northern Region – ASHS. This expansion with increase the geographic range by adding
the states of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri,
North Dakota, South Dakota and Maryland. Each of
these states have significant horticulture industries
and include several top horticultural colleges and
universities. The mission of the Northern Region –
ASHS will remain the same and seeks to facilitate the
mutual exchange of ideas and information concerning horticultural research, extension, education, and
industry. This is the same as the Southern Region,
which are the two remaining regions of ASHS. For the
past 5 years, the region has joined the Northeastern
Plant Pest and Soils Conference (NEPPSC). This conference brings together regional groups of the American Society of Agronomy, Crop Science Society of
America, the Soil Science Society of America and the
Weed Science Society of America. By partnering with
other societies, the scope of topics being presented
at meeting is broadened while remaining relevant.
Additionally, there are improved networking and collaborative opportunities for attendees. Representation from both academia and industry are strong at
the meetings, allowing for participates to make and
fortify industry connections. Travel awards are available for students and will provide funding to attend
the meeting. Five student travel awards of $500 each
will be available to cover registration, lodging, and
transportation for undergraduate and graduate students.

Planning for Cross-Cultural Learning
through Agriculture (poster)

program; volunteer at a public garden; and complete
a cultural food potluck activity. These shared experiences founded in agriculture production, local food
systems, community activism, and public horticulture would give students practice observing community capitals and a shared experience to discuss different cultures and worldviews from. The program
changed several times first due to few international
students volunteering to participate, then because
courses moved online with the global COVID-19 pandemic. Students in Globe 201 were surveyed on their
beliefs about service-learning, and self-efficacy related to cross cultural competency, agriculture, and
community capitals after participating in a welcome
event and farm tour, n=25. Seven students, 28% had
not previously participated in volunteering at a food
pantry and 4, 12% had not previously been to a public garden, meaning these activities can be novel for
domestic students. On a four point Likert Scale all
students agreed or strongly agreed that community service can be a valuable learning opportunity
and that they could learn about others cultures and
backgrounds while volunteering together mean =
3.76 and 3.93 respectively. All students also believed
that participating in activities with students from different backgrounds outside of class creates a more
inclusive campus environment and 96% agreed or
strongly agreed that participating in community service students develop community capitals among/
between themselves mean = 3.63 and 3.33 respectively. Meaning, students believed they can not only
learn through cross cultural service-learning but
also improve the campus environment using what
they’ve learned. Based on our experiences we will
work to refine our approach and offer the program
in Fall of 2020.

Kevin Duerfeldt*, and Jodi Cornell, Iowa State University

Abstract: To prepare students as global citizens, Iowa
State University aims to improve the student experience for underrepresented students and includes
International/Multi-Cultural Awareness as a student
learning outcome. Cultural competency can be defined as the ability to acknowledge, respect, tolerate,
and integrate cultural differences by valuing and affirming the worldviews and cultural identities of other global citizens. To practice cultural competency
with students while teaching agriculture topics, we
developed a service-learning, learning community,
which students named AgriCultural Ambassadors.
Originally students from Globe 201, Introduction
to Global Resource Systems, would be paired with
international students in the College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences for group activities. AgriCultural
Ambassadors would tour a student run crop and
livestock farm; serve a meal with the local free meal

Comfort Level Managing School Greenhouse Facilities and Teaching Horticulture
Curriculum of Wisconsin and Minnesota
High School Agriculture Teachers (poster)
David C. Zlesak*, University of Wisconsin, River Falls; Madeline
Esser, River Ridge School District and Timothy Buttles, University
of WI-River Falls

Abstract: High school agriculture teachers help young
people positively experience horticulture and consider career paths within the discipline. Supporting
agriculture teachers in this important task is a critical
component to drawing new people into the profession and to strengthen the multiple ongoing horticultural workforce development initiatives. An electronic survey (comprised of closed and open-ended
questions) was sent to Wisconsin and Minnesota
agriculture teachers to understand their relative
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comfort level managing school greenhouse facilities,
comfort level teaching horticultural curriculum, and
associated needs and opportunities they recognized.
The majority of the 259 respondents (88%) teach at a
school with a greenhouse. The majority with greenhouses slightly to strongly disagreed that: 1). as they
started they were provided with strong documentation how to operate and utilize the existing facilities (88%), 2). they were confident manipulating the
greenhouse environment during their first two years
(61%), and 3). that training in managing greenhouses
in a northern climate was readily accessible to them
(59%). The majority, however, slightly to strongly
agreed that 1). they had confidence in their ability
to teach horticulture content (73%), that the horticulture industry was supportive of their program (85%),
and horticulture curriculum was easily accessible to
them (70%). The top three ways they would like to
learn more about greenhouse management were
workshops/seminars, YouTube videos, and industry mentors. Greenhouses are a critical resource to
teach horticulture, and these results point to a need
for educational opportunities/tools that specifically
support agriculture teachers in understanding how
to best manage and utilize their greenhouse facilities.

Service-Learning in Landscape Design/
Build Class: Exploring Hands-on Problem
Solving, Skills and Confidence Building,
Ethical and Environmental Responsibility, Critical Thinking and Professionalism
(poster)
Julieta Sherk*, Professor

Abstract: The premise of this study is that in order
to build confidence, enhance problem-solving, model ethical environmental and cultural responsibility,
which are necessary to be a professional landscape
designer today, we need to more regularly engage
landscape design students with stakeholders and
hands-on experiences.
Although much has been studied about skill development, the impacts of learning within a service-learning context is less prevalent. Further, while these experiences are a challenge for faculty to orchestrate,
engaged learning has implications for enriching student learning and fostering a positive professional
attitude.
This study describes the course organization and
the learning outcomes identified through student’s
perception of how they evolved during the learning
experience. The results describe the impacts, which
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reveal challenges and reinforce the value of teaching landscape design with hands-on service learning
course. This work tackles the challenge of teaching
a design course that builds skills and critical thinking abilities while applying them in a service-learning
design project that weaves throughout the course.
It showcases how to use the design process and the
critical thinking cycle to structure the course and design project process. This will help faculty to structure
a service-learning (community engaged) component
in their design courses. It provides a description of
impacts to student learning that make the extra effort worthwhile.

The Lab on the Edge of Forever—Mentoring Space Farming Student Projects (poster)
Kent Kobayashi*, University of Hawaii at Manoa

Abstract: As a university faculty, I typically direct the
research of my graduate students and students taking directed studies or directed research with me. In
addition, opportunities exist to help other university students in their research activities. The objective
is to describe the opportunities I have had to mentor University of Hawaii at Manoa (UHM) College of
Engineering (COE) Department of Mechanical Engineering (DME) undergraduate students on their
research projects on space farming. Aleca Borsuk,
an undergraduate mechanical engineering student,
did a NASA Hawaii Space Grant Consortium Fellowship with me. The project investigated the effects of
different LED lighting setups on crop yield in a controlled laboratory setting relating to optimal horticultural practices for growing food for astronauts
during long duration missions. The Box Farm was a
working prototype of an indoor semi-autonomous
hydroponic system that used a robotic system to
plant, water, transfer, monitor, and harvest vegetables in an inflatable lunar Mars habitat created by
the University of North Dakota. The team consisted
of 12 mechanical engineering students and one biology student advised by Dr. Trevor Sorensen, project
manager for UHM’s Hawaii Space Flight Laboratory.
I was a mentor on this project, dealing closely with
Preston Trans, Project Manager; James Thesken, Systems Integrator, Controls Lead; and Gabor Paczolay,
Statics Lead. Aleca Borsuk’s project "Spatial Optimization of Artificial Lighting for Space Grown Amaranthus caudatus" researched the effects of different
LED lighting schemes on amaranthus yield in a control laboratory setting. She presented her research
at the UHM Hawaii Space Grant Consortium Spring
2016 Fellowship and Traineeship Symposium and at
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the 2016 ASHS Conference in Atlanta, GA. The UHM
COE DEM Francis Rhodes Montgomery Design Competition was established to recognize innovative design, practical design, and presentation of the design
in mechanical engineering. In 2019, the Box Farm
team came in first place ahead of 12 other student
teams and won a cash prize. In conclusion, mentoring students in their space farming research was a
mutually beneficial and enjoyable experience! Using
my experience in LED lighting and hydroponics, I was
able to mentor and contribute to the students’ projects. Besides increasing my mentoring skills, these
experiences helped expand my own research in this
field.

measurements and the learning performance were
found. In addition to providing evidence to support
that social interactions in online discussions have
positive correlation with learning, SNA allowed us to
visualize the structure and patterns of interaction in
the course’s discussion assessments. Such information can be used by instructors to promote learner’s
self-awareness as well as an awareness of other students’ participation in online discussions.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: NASA Hawaii Space
Grant Consortium Fellowship

Moderator: German Sandoya, University of California
Davis

Social Network Analysis (SNA): A Useful
Tool for Visualizing Structure and Patterns of Interaction in Online Discussions
(poster)

Necessity of Targeted Environment Testing for Habanero (Capsicum chinense)
Breeding (poster)

Bodie Pennisi*, University of Georgia and Dan Ye, University of
Georgia

Abstract: From pedagogical standpoint online interactions are integral to social constructivist learning,
and limited learner participation can be an obstacle
to the social dialogue process necessary for knowledge building and learning. Formative feedback is
important to motivate learner participation and interaction. A possible reason why students might
not be motivated to participate could be little or no
awareness of how to effectively interact in a course
discussion. We used data analytics from asynchronous, online horticulture course with a large student
enrollment. The student body came from numerous
disciplines outside agriculture and thus was a good
representation of the larger student population. To
help us explore the process of knowledge construction and discover factors that contribute to learning,
we investigated the relationship between student
interactions and learning performance using social
network analysis (SNA) techniques. UCINET was used
for data analysis and to calculate centrality measurements for each student, followed by Pearson
correlations between the centrality measurement
values and the learning performances. The centrality measurements used in the study were degree,
betweenness, and closeness. We analyzed six discussion networks to detect interaction patterns; we
also evaluated clique constructs - defined subgroups
of a large group that associate with each other but
do not associate with others. Statistically significant positive correlations between two centrality

12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Vegetable Breeding 2 (Poster)

Herbaud P.F. Zohoungbogbo, World Vegetable Center; Judith
Y.F.A. Honfoga, World Vegetable Center; Shih-wen Lin, World
Vegetable Center; Tsung-han Lin, World Vegetable Center; Yenwei Wang, World Vegetable Center; Peter Hanson, and Derek W
Barchenger*, World Vegetable Center

Abstract: Multilocation trials are important for breeding programs to identify high and stable yielding and
adapted lines for a wide range of environments. In
this study, we evaluated yield and yield components
(fruit weight, length, and width) as well as days to 50%
anthesis and fruit maturity of 19 habanero breeding
lines in two locations in Benin (Abomey-Calavi and
Allada municipalities) and one location in Taiwan. A
randomized complete block design was followed with
3 replications at each location and 24 plants per plot.
Data were analyzed using ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD
for means separation in R (v.3.4.1). In Abomey-Calavi, disease caused by Ralstonia sp., Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV; Cucumovirus), Chilli veinal mottle virus
(ChiVMV; Potyvirus), Pepper veinal mottle virus (PVMV;
Potyvirus), and Polerovirus were identified in the trial.
The F-test indicated the two-way interaction of entry
by location significantly contributed to the variability
observed for yield (P ≤0.001), fruit length (P ≤0.001)
and fruit weight (P = 0.002), while the main effects of
entry and location were significant for days to 50%
anthesis (P ≤0.001), 50% maturity (P ≤0.001), and fruit
width (P ≤0.001 and P =0.001, respectively). Yield was
always highest when the breeding lines were grown
in Taiwan; however, when grown in Abomey-Calavi,
yield of PBC 2010 (13.5 t⋅ha-1) and PBC 1506 (18.9
t⋅ha-1) was not significantly different from yield in
Taiwan. When grown in Taiwan, PBC 2007 had the
overall highest yield (23.5 t⋅ha-1), but was among the
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lowest yielding lines when grown in Abomey-Calavi
(4.1 t⋅ha-1) and Allada (6.9 t⋅ha-1). The overall lowest
yield was observed for AVPP1931 grown in Abomey-Calavi (1.3 t⋅ha-1), which was among the highest
yielding lines in Taiwan with 21.5 t⋅ha-1. The longest
fruit length was found in AVPP1928 in Abomey-Calavi
(5.8 cm), while AVPP1931 in Taiwan had the highest
fruit weight (16.2 g). Average fruit width was greatest for AVPP1931 (4.1 cm), while VI047123 had the
fewest average days to 50% anthesis (34.7 days) and
50% maturity (67.6 days). There is little research in
the area of multilocation evaluation and target environment testing for habanero. This study provides a
basis for future research in the stability of important
horticultural traits in habanero and highlights the
need for further research in this area.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Funding for this research was provided by the long-term strategic donors
to the World Vegetable Center

Field Evaluation and Genome-Wide Association Analysis of Downy Mildew Resistance in Spinach (poster)

Gehendra Bhattarai*, University of Arkansas; Ainong Shi, University of Arkansas; James C. Correll, University of Arkansas; Chunda
Feng, University of Arkansas and Beiquan Mou, USDA-ARS

Abstract: Spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.) is a popular leafy vegetable crop with increasing demand in
the US, particularly for the fresh market baby leaf
spinach. Downy mildew (DM), caused by an obligate
oomycete Peronospora effusa is the most important
disease of spinach in California and Arizona, and the
two states produce more than 85% of the total fresh
market products in the US. Of the 17 unique P. effusa
races, 14 were identified in the last two decades. The
regular emergence of new pathogen races affects
sustainable commercial spinach production in the
US. It is even more severe for organic spinach production, which comprises around 50% of the total
output, and for the organic production, the use of
genetic resistance is the only disease management
option. The objective of this study was to evaluate
the USDA spinach accessions in field conditions to
characterize quantitative genetic resistance to downy
mildew and identify single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) markers associated with field resistance to
downy mildew in spinach. Around 400 USDA GRIN
spinach germplasm accessions, collected initially
from 37 countries were evaluated for downy mildew
field tolerance in the two most commercial spinach
production regions in Salinas, CA, and Yuma, AZ, for
two years from 2017 to 2019. Disease severity was
rated on a scale of 0-100% based on a percentage of
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leaf area infected with P. effusa in the field condition
under natural inoculum pressure. Downy mildew
disease response variation among the assessed accessions and genotyping by sequencing (GBS) generated SNP data were used to conduct association
analysis to identify the genomic regions associated
with the host resistance. Genome-wide association
analysis identified 19 SNP markers associated with
reduced disease ratings under field conditions.
GWAS using whole-genome resequencing is in progress and tightly linked SNP markers and candidate
genes will be identified. SNP markers identified from
the population-resequencing approach will be used
to conduct genome-wide association analysis. The
findings from this research provide new resources
to improve genetic resistance to manage downy mildew disease in spinach effectively despite the rapid
emergence of new pathogen races.

GWAS on USDA Spinach Germplasm Evaluated for Downy Mildew in the Texas’
Wintergarden Production Area (poster)

Gehendra Bhattarai*, University of Arkansas; Ainong Shi, University of Arkansas; Carlos Avila, Texas A&M AgriLife Research and
Larry A. Stein, Texas A&M University

Abstract: Spinach (Spinacia oleracea) is an important
leafy vegetable crop in the United States. The Texas’
Wintergarden is an agricultural area in South Texas
located north of Laredo and southwest of San Antonio with mild winters ideal for spinach production.
Downy mildew (DM), caused by an obligate oomycete Peronospora effusa [=P. farinosa f. sp. spinaciae
(Pfs)], is the most important disease affecting spinach production worldwide. Of the seventeen reported Pfs races, fourteen were identified in the last two
decades. Several reports indicated that some races
are continually overcoming the known resistance
genes (R-genes). Therefore, it is important to identify new sources of resistance to stack either novel
R-genes or QTLs as an effective approach towards
sustainable disease management. The use of resistant varieties is particularly relevant in spinach, as
approximately 50% of the market is organic-based.
The objective of this project was to screen the USDA
GRIN germplasm accessions for resistance to downy
mildew in Texas’ Wintergarden spinach production
region to identify novel qualitative and quantitative
resistance alleles via genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) approach. Around 400 USDA spinach accessions collected from 37 countries were evaluated
for downy mildew in Crystal City, Texas, in 2020. Disease severity was rated on a scale of 0-100% based
on a percentage of total leaf area infection. A wide
variation in downy mildew disease severity was ob-
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served among the evaluated spinach genotypes;
GBS-generated 5,000 SNPs were used to conduct
association analysis, and 10 and 15 significant SNPs
were identified from TASSEL and GAPIT programs.
Additional SNP markers identified from the population-resequencing approach will be used to conduct
genome-wide association analysis. The introgression
of novel DM R-genes or QTLs conferring resistance in
spinach can improve the durability of known resistance genes.

Variability of Color and Relative Chlorophyll Content in Snap Bean Leaves and
Pods (poster)

Burcu Celebioglu*, Oregon State University and James R. Myers,
Oregon State University

Abstract: The common bean is one of the most important vegetable crops consumed globally. In addition to being an important phenotypic trait that
affects pod quality, leaf, and pod color is also associated with chlorophyll content. The objectives
were to measure leaf and pod color in a snap bean
diversity panel and determine the relationship between color, relative chlorophyll content, and photosynthetic activity. Ten accessions were selected
from the Snap Bean Association Panel (SnAP). ‘BBL
110’, ‘Bush Romano 71’, ‘Corbett Refugee’, ‘Renegade’ and ‘Roma II’ had green pods, while ‘Brittle
Wax’, ‘Earliwax’, ‘Gem’, ‘Refugee Wax’, and ‘Romano
Gold’ were wax bean cultivars with yellow pods, all
representing different market classes. Leaf and pod
color was measured with a colorimeter in the greenhouse, while relative chlorophyll content data was
obtained with a MultispeQ in the field. Regardless
of the color of pods, both green and wax bean cultivars had predominantly green leaves while a difference in pod colors was apparent. The color data (CIE
L*a*b*) was converted to RGB and evaluated using
the Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) scales. Pods
of green cultivars were yellow-green, while the color of pods in wax bean varieties was greyed-yellow.
In green bean types, leaves and pods for a* and b*,
but not L* were highly correlated, while leaves and
pods showed no significant correlation among wax
bean types for L*a*b*. Although differences were
not large, the relative chlorophyll content was higher
in the leaves of green cultivars than in the leaves of
wax bean cultivars. Among the green cultivars, Romano types (‘Bush Romano 71’ and ‘Roma II’) had the
highest relative chlorophyll content in leaves, while
‘Corbett Refugee’ was the lowest. The lowest leaf
relative chlorophyll content among all cultivars was
‘Refugee Wax’, and it appeared that the combined
effect of being both refugee and wax negatively af-

fected chlorophyll content. In contrast to the relative
similarity between wax and green beans for relative
chlorophyll content observed in the leaves, the relative chlorophyll content of pods varied considerably.
While the relative chlorophyll content among wax
cultivars was similar and essentially zero, green podded cultivars possessed chlorophyll with the highest
relative chlorophyll content observed in ‘Renegade’.
In general, the leaves of green podded cultivars have
higher relative chlorophyll content than their corresponding pods. The correlation between Photosystem 1 activity and relative chlorophyll content was
strong for wax beans but these parameters were not
correlated for green beans.
12:15 PM – 1:00 PM

Viticulture and Small Fruits 1 (Poster)
Moderator: Lisa DeVetter, Washington State University Northwestern Washington Research and Extension
Center

Efficacy of Trunk Wraps to Moderate
Temperature and Protect Young Kiwifruit
Vines from Freeze Injury (poster)

Joshua S. Cook, Auburn University; James Spiers*, Auburn
University; J. Raymond Kessler, Auburn University; Elina Coneva,
Auburn University and Edgar Vinson, Auburn University

Abstract: There is potential for golden kiwifruit (Actinidia chinensis Planch.) production in the southeastern U.S. Growers have produced this crop with some
success, but freeze injury of some young vines has
been an issue. Freeze injury is infrequent on older
(thicker) established vines, but vines have proven to
be susceptible to cold injury during early establishment. Four studies were conducted to determine
the efficacy of various trunk wraps to moderate temperature and reduce freeze injury of young kiwifruit
vines in central Alabama. Over the four studies, six
treatments arranged in randomized blocks were
tested on one-year-old and two-year-old vines. Unwrapped vines were used as a control, while a row
cover (GG-51, Gro-Guard UV®), was wrapped around
vine trunks six and twelve times to create the 6-wrap
and 12-wrap treatments, respectively. Polyethylene
PVC pipe insulation, fiberglass PVC pipe insulation,
and white trunk paint were also used. Data loggers
were mounted to vine and located under wraps, if
wraps were used. Vines were inspected for injury at
the end of the winter season. The white paint treatment was not effective, as the freeze injury does not
appear to be caused by high light intensity just prior to freezing events. The polyethylene treatment
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was not effective at moderating temperature and
preventing freeze injury. The most promising treatments were 12-wrap and fiberglass trunk wraps that
reduced temperature fluctuations and consistently
kept temperatures higher during freeze events.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: AAES Production Agriculture Research Funding Program

Rethinking the Timing of Nitrogen Fertilizer Applications in Northern Highbush
Blueberry (poster)

Lisa DeVetter*, Washington State University Northwestern
Washington Research and Extension Center; Joan Davenport, WSU
Prosser; Gwen Hoheisel, WSU Regional Extension Specialist, Benton County Director and Amit Bhasin, Washington State University
Irrigated Agriculture Research and Extension Center

Abstract: Current nutrient management guidelines
for northern highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum L.) grown in the Pacific Northwest is to annually apply all nitrogen (N) fertilizers before harvest
(i.e., by mid-June). However, blueberry is still able to
uptake N after harvest and insufficient N postharvest
may limit the growth and fruiting potential of blueberry. Early-fruiting cultivars in climactic regions with
an extended growing season may particularly benefit from postharvest applications of N fertilizer to
sustain shoot growth, which could increase yield potential in future years. However, late season applications of N fertilizer may limit fruit bud development
and increase the likelihood of cold injury by delaying
acclimation. The objective of this study was to determine the impact of postharvest N fertilizer on plant
growth, yield, fruit quality, fruit bud set, cold hardiness, and plant and soil nutrient variables in an early-fruiting blueberry cultivar grown in eastern Washington. The study was established in an organically
certified commercial field using ‘Duke’ in 2018 and
2019. Treatments were arranged as a randomized
complete block design with four replications. The
following treatments that varied in timing of N application were applied using a single fertilizer rate of
130 kgꞏha-1 N: 1) Control (100% of N applied preharvest); 2) 80/20 (80% pre-harvest, 20% post-harvest);
3) 70/30 (70% pre-harvest, 30% postharvest); and
4) 60/40 (60% pre-harvest and 40% post-harvest).
Cumulative shoot growth and whip production did
not differ between treatments in both years of the
study. While no treatment effect was observed for
yield across the study period, plants with the 60/40
treatment had a 12% higher yield across both years
of the study (P-value = 0.157). No other plant growth
nor fruit quality variables differed due to treatment,
however fruit firmness was lower in 2019 relative to
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2018 (P-value = 0.0001). Few consistent differences in
cold hardiness were detected and comparison with
historical weather data for the region suggests the
likelihood of injury due to delayed acclimation is low
across all treatments. All leaf nutrients were within
sufficiency ranges for the region except for copper.
Soil ammonium and nitrate increased from 2018
to 2019 with no differences across the treatments.
While this study is ongoing, current data suggests
that there are no negative impacts from postharvest
N fertilizer applications and there may be a trend for
increasing yields with later application timings.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Northwest Center for
Small Fruits Research and Washington Blueberry Commission

Optimizing Machine Harvest Intervals
for Fresh Market Blueberry in Northwest
Washington (poster)

Yixin Cai*, WSU NWREC; Fumiomi Takeda, Appalachian Fruit
Research Station; Brian Foote, Oxbo; Chongyuan Zhang, Washington State Univeristy; Sindhuja Sankaran, Washington State
Univeristy and Lisa DeVetter, Washington State University Northwestern Washington Research and Extension Center

Abstract: The practice of machine harvesting northern highbush blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum L.)
for processed markets in Washington relies on long
harvest intervals to minimize fruit loss, improve efficiency, and save operational costs. However, berry
firmness, total soluble solids (TSS), as well as titratable acidity (TA) change during fruit development
and extended harvest intervals could potentially decrease fresh market berry quality. As machine harvesting technologies evolve to harvest fresh market
blueberry, practices such as harvesting intervals will
need to be modified. The overall objective of this
study was to determine optimal harvest intervals
for high quality fresh market blueberry harvested
by new machines engineered for efficient fresh market harvesting. The experiment was established in a
commercial ‘Liberty’ field in northwest Washington in
2019. Berries were harvested either by hand or using
a modified over-the-row (OTR) harvester with softcatch surface (SCS) at 3-, 10-, and 14-day intervals.
Each interval was harvested twice. Harvest efficiency
was evaluated through visual estimations of percent
blue and packout. Fruit quality variables including
firmness, TSS, pH, TA, and bruising incidence were
collected weekly during a 28-day storage period. A
newly developed digital imaging system was used to
quantify bruising incidence. Results showed there
was no difference in percent blue and packout was
above 70% for each interval treatment and harvest
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type except for the 3-day machine harvest interval,
which was 59.7%. Fruit at the 3-day interval had a
high proportion of green fruit, indicating this harvest
time was too early. Firmness of machine harvested
fruit collected at the 3-day interval was higher than
fruit collected at the 10-day interval. However, there
were no differences in firmness among fruit harvested at the 10- and 14-day interval. Overall, a 3-day
machine harvest interval had the lowest packout
due to a high proportion of green fruit removal. This
could reduce overall profitability given those fruit
are not allowed to develop until harvest maturity
and are either discarded or sold at a lower price on
the juice market. Ten- and 14-day intervals were better choices for machine harvesting ‘Liberty’ for fresh
in northwest Washington according to our 2019 conditions. This experiment will be repeated in 2020 so
environmental conditions over multiple years can be
assayed.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: WSDA; Washington
Blueberry Commission

Hydrogen Cyanamide Application Accelerates Vegetative and Flower Bud Development in Southern Highbush Blueberry
Cultivars (poster)

Jacob M Buck*, University of Florida; Gerardo H. Nunez, University of Florida; Jeffrey Williamson, University of Florida; Patricio
Munoz, University of Florida and Lawrence Worrie, University of
Florida

Abstract: Blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum interspecific hybrids) cultivation has become a major
industry in southern states such as Florida where
chill accumulation is minimal and unpredictable. In
Florida, growers use hydrogen cyanamide (HC) to
help break dormancy and overcome low chill accumulation. Hydrogen cyanamide is a synthetic plant
growth regulator that increases and expedites vegetative bud break. Early and abundant leaves can sustain high reproductive growth and promote higher
yields. However, blueberry cultivars differ in their
sensitivity to HC. ‘Optimus’ and’ Colossus’ are two
southern highbush blueberry cultivars recently released by University of Florida. The effect of HC on
these cultivars is unknown. The experiments took
place in Waldo, Florida on four-year-old deciduous
blueberry bushes. Cultivars were drip irrigated with
overhead irrigation to prevent damage from freezing
temperatures. The plants were sprayed to drip with
HC at rates of 7.6 g/L, 10.2 g/L, and 12.8 g/L in Optimus and 7.6 g/L, 10.2 g/L, 12.8 g/L, and 15.3 g/L in
Colossus. In both cases a control application of 0 g/L
HC was applied. Vegetative and flower bud develop-

ment was monitored from January 8th, 2020 to March
28, 2020. HC rates were compared using ANOVA. As
HC concentration increased, flower bud damage increased.The best HC application rates were 12.8g/L
for ‘Optimus’ and 10.2g/L to 15.3 g/L for ‘Colossus’.
Fruit set as well as vegetative and flower bud development were accelerated by these HC rates compared to the control. Moreover, fruit harvest was
also advanced. Although higher rates of HC such as
15.3g/L increased flower bud damage, total cumulative yield was not significantly different among treatments. In both cultivars, HC advanced fruit harvest,
which is critical for blueberry farmers in early-season
production areas to benefit from higher farm-gate
prices early in the season.

Real-Time Nutrient Analyses of Raspberry
Using Petiole Sap (poster)

Qianwen Lu*, Washington State University; Carol Miles, Washington State University, NWREC and Lisa DeVetter, Washington
State University Northwestern Washington Research and Extension
Center

Abstract: Washington red raspberry (Rubus idaeus
L.) growers annually assess their nutrient management programs through plant tissue analysis and
make changes based on those results. However,
plant tissue analysis can take 7-14 days for results
to be available. Thus, this method of analysis cannot
provide timely results for growers to respond rapidly
to adjust their nutrient management program. Petiole sap analysis is a technique that analyzes the sap
from plant petioles to provide real-time information
of plant nutrient status for growers and can be used
to guide management practices. However, the potential benefits of sap analysis have not been characterized in raspberry. The objective of this project is
to evaluate the reliability and feasibility of using sap
analysis for assessing soluble nutrients in red raspberry. Treatments of urea (46N-0P-0K) were surface
applied at 0, 34, 67, and 101 kg N/ha. Half the fertilizer was applied on 17 Apr. and the other half on 29
May 2019 following standard recommendations for
the region. Plots with ‘Meeker’ raspberry planted in
2017 were arranged in a randomized complete block
experimental design with 3 replications. From each
plot, the fourth most recent fully expanded whole
leaf was randomly collected from 30 primocanes on
15 and 29 July, and 12and 26 Aug. in 2019. At each
sampling time, 25 of the samples were used for petiole sap analyses of nitrate (NO3-N), calcium (Ca2+),
and potassium (K+)using a Cardy meter (Horiba Scientific; Aurora, IL). The other five leaves were kept
intact, dried, and sent to a commercial laboratory for
industry-standard tissue testing. For the petiole sap
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analysis, no significant differences were found due
to fertilizer for NO3-N (1742 ± 103 ppm), Ca2+(79 ± 3
ppm), and K+(4739 ± 101 ppm) concentrations. However, plants receiving 101 kg N/ha had numerically
higher NO3-N concentrations (1906 ppm) than other
treatments (1687 ppm on average). There was a significant difference in nutrient concentrations due to
sampling time (P< 0.0001 for NO3-N and K+, and P=
0.0002 for Ca2+), and concentration of all three nutrients was highest at the third sampling time (12 Aug.).
There was no interaction between fertilizer and sampling time. Results will be compared to laboratory
tissue analysis, and the experiment will be repeated
in 2020.

role of environmental factors on WDD occurrence
in ripe blackberries, further research is still needed
to understand the physiochemical mechanisms and
the possible factors that induce the disorder at early
stages of development.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Washington Red Raspberry Commission

Abstract: American elderberry (Sambucus nigra subsp. canadensis), is a specialty crop in the midwestern
U.S. that is gaining in popularity. Both the fruit and
flowers are used for food and medicinally. The current study evaluated how the harvest of a portion
of the flowers affects fruit characteristics in remaining fruit. This was tested by the chemical analysis
of the berries, including pH, titratable acidity, total
anthocyanins, total polyphenols, and soluble solids
concentration. Six cultivars were evaluated in 2018
and 2019 with 0, 25, 50, and 100% flowers harvested
in randomized, replicated plots at two sites (SWC in
southwest MO and HARC in central MO). A 0% flower
harvest allowed all the flowers to produce berries if
pollinated.

Exploration of White Drupelet Characteristics in Developing and Mature Blackberries (poster)

Sydney Lykins*, Clemson University; Brian T. Lawrence, Clemson
University and Juan Carlos Melgar, Clemson University

Abstract: The presence of white drupelets on blackberry fruit is a commonly observed disorder that
can limit fresh-market sales from growers. Certain
blackberry cultivars are more prone to developing
this white drupelet disorder (WDD), and the disorder can develop as early as on immature (red) fruit.
However, the cause is largely unknown and little is
documented regarding the physiochemical characteristics of the white-colored drupelets in comparison to healthy drupelets. In order to document possible differences, immature fruit and fully ripe black
fruit either with or without WDD were collected from
four-year-old blackberry plants cv. Apache, Natchez,
and Chester grown under standard field conditions
in Upstate South Carolina. The white, red, and black
drupelets were excised from the fruits harvested
from each cultivar to measure pH, total soluble solids, and electrolyte leakage. There were cultivar differences in the pH of white drupelets in comparison
to fully ripe black drupelets: white and black ‘Natchez’ drupelets had similar pH, but white ‘Apache’
drupelets had lower pH than black drupelets. However, soluble solids content of white drupelets was
lower than that of black drupelets and similar to that
of red drupelets across the cultivars evaluated. The
electrolyte leakage of white drupelets was higher
than those of black or red drupelets, which may indicate that a loss of cell membrane integrity at an
early stage of fruit development could be involved
in physiological and chemical changes leading to
WDD. While previous studies have also reported the
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Effect of a Partial Flower Harvest on Resulting Fruit Chemistry in Six American
Elderberry Cultivars (poster)

Samuel Sergent*, University of Missouri; Kelly McGowan, ; Michael A. Gold, University of Missouri; Richard Biagioni, Missouri
State University; Megan Westwood, Missouri State University and
Andrew Thomas,

In 2018 a significant difference in titratable acidity
among cultivars was observed. ‘Ozark’ had the highest concentration of acidity with 0.56 g/100 ml and
‘Pocahontas’ the lowest at 0.40 g/100 ml. For pH,
there was a site × cultivar interaction (P = 0.0092).
Fruit from ‘Wyldewood’ and ‘Ozark’ had significantly
different pH between sites, with pH of 4.82 and 4.70,
respectively, at SWC, and 4.60 and 4.50 at HARC. A
cultivar × flower harvest treatment interaction was
observed in the total polyphenol concentration
for 2018 (P=0.0131). ‘Bob Gordon’ showed a greater polyphenol concentration at 25% flower harvest
compared to 50% and 0%.
In 2019, pH was also different within cultivar and site
(P < 0.0001 for both). ‘Pocahontas’ had the highest pH
(4.76) and ‘Ozark’ the lowest (4.43) when averaged
across both sites in 2019. The overall pH at SWC (4.71)
was higher compared with fruit from HARC (4.50).
Sites were shown to be different for titratable acidity,
with HARC having a higher concentration than SWC,
0.55 g/100 ml and 0.41 g/100 ml respectively. A cultivar x site interaction was observed for soluble solids
with ‘Rogersville’ at SWC having the highest concentration and ‘Wyldewood’ at HARC having the lowest,
13.3° Brix and 7.7° Brix, respectively. A cultivar x
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harvest treatment interaction was observed for total
anthocyanin concentration (P= 0.0060). At 25% flower harvest, ‘Ozark’ produced the most anthocyanins
and ‘Wyldewood’ the least, 227.5 mg/100 C3GE and
98.6 mg/100 C3GE respectively. Our research shows
the removal of flowers did not have a major determinant to berry quality or yield and could improve the
chemistry in some cases. From this research, farmers can make an informed decision on what cultivars
to plant for specific berry composition.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Funding provided by
Missouri Department of Agriculture through the USDA
Specialty Crops Block Grant Program.

Optimization of Pre-Plant Nitrogen Fertilizer Rates of Strawberries in North Carolina in Different Soil Types (poster)

Amanda Lay*, North Carolina State University; Alex Woodley, NC
State and Mark Hoffmann, North Carolina State University

Abstract: The majority of the strawberry industry in
the United States uses annual hill plasticulture systems. In these systems, it is a common practice to
apply pre-plant fertilizers to support the growth of
the plant in the first six months of the season. The
use of an optimal application rate of pre-plant fertilizer can improve plant growth, as well as yield. However, questions remain as to how to optimize and
adapt pre-plant fertilizer use towards specific field
conditions and needs of strawberry plants in the first
months of establishment. Thus, we hypothesize that
pre-plant fertilizer applications can be optimized
for different soil types, through the use of varying
rates of fertilizer. Our objectives for this experiment
are: (1) to investigate appropriate pre-plant fertilizer
rates for strawberries; (2) to track the movement of
nitrogen after the application of pre-plant fertilizers.
Our experiment was set up as a non-randomized
block design, with four replicates per treatment. The
fertilizers used were: 6-6-18 stand-alone at following
rates: (a) 1000 lbs/ac (grower standard); (b) 500 lbs/
ac; Polysulphate stand-alone at following rates: (c)
1000 lbs/ac; (d) 500 lbs/ac; (e) 250 lbs/ac; Following
combined treatments were implemented: (f) Polysulphate (500 lbs/ac) + 6-6-18 (500 lbs/ac); (g) K-Mag
(350 lbs/ac) + 6-6-18 (500 lbs/ac). Our results from the
2018-2019 season revealed that there was no significant difference between the growers-standard, the
combined treatment 500 lbs/a Polysulphate + 500
lbs/a 6-6-18. Our results indicate that Polysulphate
can be used in combination with lower rates of standard fertilizer for strawberry annual hill production
systems.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: ICL Fertilizers, NC Strawberry Association

Organic Treatments for Strawberry Production (poster)

Naveen Kumar*, University of Maryland Eastern Shore; Mahfuz
Rahman, ; Kathleen Demchak, The Pennsylvania State University
and Lewis Jett, West Virginia University

Abstract: Organic strawberry cultivation faces multiple challenges in terms of soil borne pathogens,
weeds, cultivation practices (perennial cultivation
system), and regulations such as the ban on the use
of methyl bromide. In the current work, we used
multiple organic treatments to address these issues.
We used antagonist microorganisms, bio-fumigation
(BF), and anaerobic soil disinfection (ASD) to evaluate
the vigor and yield of strawberry cultivar ‘Chandler’.
Plugs were grown using Sungro Horticulture Professional Mix (Pasteurized (P)/Non-Pasteurized (NP)).
Plugs were treated with TerraGrow (1oz/100gallon)
to provide antagonistic microorganism treatment.
BF was provided by growing mustard cultivar Calienete-199 (11lbs/acre). ASD was carried out by applying rice bran in the selected plots. These plots were
later covered with plastic mulch and flooded with
water. Six treatments; T1: PT-NT (pasteurized media-treated plugs-in non-treated plots), T2: PT-ASD
(pasteurized media-treated plugs-in ASD plots), T3:
UT-ASD (Untreated plugs in ASD plots), T4: NPT-NT
(non-pasteurized media-treated plugs-in non-treated plots), T5: UT-BF (Untreated plugs in bio-fumigated plots), T6: UT-NT (Untreated plugs-in non-treated
plots) were carried out using a randomized complete
block design with three replicates each with 20 plugs
per treatment during 2018-2019 season. Raised
beds were 20’ feet in length, 3’ feet wide and 7 inches high. Treatment of plugs with probiotics (T1, T2,
and T4) showed improvement in growth parameters
(plant height, number of leaves, number of runners)
45 days after planting (DAP). However, these differences were negligible at 220 DAP. Total yield in the
four week period was higher in T1>T2>T5>T4>T3>T6.
ASD and BF treatments showed weed suppression
during earlier stages of plant development at 45 DAP
and this effect became negligible at 254 DAP.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NE-IPM

Effect of LED, UV-B, and Fluorescent Supplemental Lights on Plant Growth and
Fruit Quality of Strawberries Grown in
a Greenhouse and on Their Infection By
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Colletotrichum Spp (poster)

duce Quality, Safety, and Health
Properties (Poster)

Abstract: Supplemental lighting is used to extend
daylength for strawberries grown in greenhouses and high tunnels; however, limited information
is available on the effect of these lights on disease
development, and even less is known of their effect
on pathogens. We evaluated the effect of 6 supplemental light treatments (red, blue, white, and combination LED; wide spectrum fluorescent (WSF); and
WSF+UV-B) on plant growth, fruit quality, and disease development of strawberries grown in a greenhouse. Plants received natural light supplemented
by 17 hours of treatment lights; and in addition,
plants in the WSF+UV-B treatment were exposed to
1 h of dark followed by UV-B light for 3 h and 3 h of
dark. Light treatments were replicated three times
and included 4 plants each of 6 strawberry cultivars
(Camarosa, Chandler, Pelican, Seascape, Strawberry
Festival, and Sweet Charlie). After 4 and 5 months
exposure to light treatments, detached leaves from
each cultivar in each light treatment were inoculated with the anthracnose pathogen, Colletotrichum
gloeosporioides, and were rated for disease severity
10 days later. There were significant effects of light
treatments on photosynthetic photon flux density
(PPFD) (higher in Red and combination light treatments), relative chlorophyll content (plants in the
combination and red LED light treatments had the
lowest SPAD readings), flower number (plants in the
blue LED treatment had more flowers than those in
the combination LED treatment), plant size (plants in
the blue, combination, and red LED light treatments
were larger and denser than plants in the WSF and
WSF+UV-B treatments), plant injury (plants in the
combination and red LED treatments displayed severe injury possibly due to the intensity of the red
LED light), and elemental leaf analysis (plants in the
WSF+UV-B and WSF had higher levels of N, P, K, Ca,
Mg, Fe, and Zn levels and those in the combination
and red LED treatments had the lowest levels). There
were no significant effects of light treatments on Brix
or titratable acidity levels of fruit or in disease severity ratings following inoculation with C. gloeosporioides. In most parameters assessed, there was a significant effect due to cultivar, but not a significant light
treatment by cultivar interaction. This study shows
that supplemental light affects strawberry plant
growth, but not fruit quality or disease severity.

Moderator: Konrad Powell, Iowa State University

1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Are Produce Buyers Willing to Embrace
Newly Developed Varieties of East Coast,
Locally/Regionally Grown Broccoli to the

Barbara J. Smith, ; Amir Rezazadeh, ; Eric Stafne*, Oklahoma
State University and Hamidou Sakhanokho, USDA ARS

Bioenergy/Local Food Systems/ProI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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Access to Fresh Produce: Challenges for
Small Rural Food Pantries in Iowa (poster)

Konrad Powell*, Iowa State University and Cynthia Haynes, Iowa
State University

Abstract: Access to healthier food choices such as
fresh fruits and vegetables from food pantries is a
need for low income families and individuals. The
Growing Together Iowa Project (GT-Iowa), a partnership between the Iowa State University (ISU) Extension and Outreach Master Gardener program and
the Iowa SNAP-Ed program, hopes to increase access
to fresh fruits and vegetables for local communities
across Iowa.
A mini-grant program was developed to encourage
ISU Extension and Outreach county offices, partnered with area Master Gardeners, to establish projects to increase garden donations of fresh produce
to local food pantries. Of the approximately 200 food
pantries within Iowa, forty percent are considered
small rural food pantries located in towns of less than
15,000 people. Among the small rural food pantries
studied for this project, the number of clients served
per year ranged from 250 to 3,600 households.
The objective of this research was to determine challenges influencing access of fresh fruit and vegetables at small rural food pantries. The data were gathered from nine food pantries, four that participated
in GT-Iowa. A structured site visit was performed utilizing the Nutrition Environment Food Pantry Assessment Tool (NEFPAT), interviews were recorded and
transcribed using NVivo transcription software, and
were analyzed for common themes.
Initial issues or concerns that have emerged include:
storage (space and refrigeration) is limited; cost incurred from transporting produce impacts availability; and a lack of knowledge/resources on use of produce by volunteers and clients reduced selection. By
overcoming this potential barriers, rural food pantries have the opportunity to offer a wider selection
and higher quantity of fresh produce to their local
communities.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: SNAP-Ed
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Point That They Will Overlook Typical
Quality Requirements? (poster)
Phillip Coles*, Lehigh University

Abstract: Fresh broccoli is a major vegetable crop,
with a 2018 market value of $739 million (USDA,
2019). The USDA funded the East Coast Broccoli Project in order to diversify the highly concentrated supply of broccoli from the West Coast, mainly California, and establish a scalable supply chain along the
East Coast. New varieties have been developed to
grow in the East Coast climate and previous research
has demonstrated promising consumer demand for
locally grown broccoli among East Coast consumers
(Fan, et. al., 2019). However, the understanding of retail buyer preferences is decidedly limited.
Our previous buyer study attempted to fill this gap
by exploring wholesale and retail buyer broccoli
procurement quality requirements and the affect of
local and nonlocal broccoli procurement on their requirements (Coles, et. al., 2019). We found that buyers were not willing to overlook their quality requirements despite broccoli being sourced locally. In that
study we used an online survey with twenty-seven
buyer respondents from the East Coast covering approximately half of the retail landscape. Logit regression was used to analyze the resulting data. In the
survey, the buyers expressed strong preference for
dark green color, small bead size, uniform beads and
heads, and short stem length when procuring broccoli. Although they preferred local broccoli to those
from the West Coast, they demanded the same quality for local broccoli (Coles, et. al., 2019).
Because we had some reservations concerning the
validity our methods, we stated that more research
is needed and that these results should guide future
researchers. Specifically, we had concerns that due
to the use of photographs, the same photographs
being used to describe both local and non-locally
procured broccoli, and that each buyer being aware
of both the information and non-information treatments, our experiment may not be sufficiently "real
world" to elicit true buyer opinions, in addition to the
small number of survey respondents: 27.
We designed this additional experiment in which we
surveyed buyers in person at a produce trade show
and displayed actual West Coast and East Coast
broccoli strains, labeled simply A and B. We alternately furnished each participant with a survey that
either provided information about where the broccoli they were observing was produced, West Coast
or East Coast, or only identified them as Broccoli A
and B. We asked them to provide their opinion on
overall appearance and select attributes: Color, Bead
Size and Uniformity.

We had 57 respondents: 28 without information and
26 with information. We employ a Logit model in our
analysis. Preliminary data shows there is difference
in quality opinions depending on whether buyers
had information about where the broccoli varieties
were procured.

Light Quality Affects Growth and Nutrient
Content of Spinach (poster)
Meriam Karlsson*,

Abstract: Spinach is a popular leafy green vegetable.
The tendency for flower initiation during seasonal
long days limits field production in northern areas.
Production in controlled environments may offer opportunities to reduce bolting and allow year round
production. In this study, the cultivar Seaside was
grown under panels of LEDs. The light quality treatments included blue LEDs (peak emission at 450 nm),
red LEDs (50:50, peaks at 625 and 660 nm), blue/red
LEDs (20:40:40, peaks at 450, 625 and 660 nm), and
white LEDs (5000K). In addition, T5 fluorescent (4100
K) and natural greenhouse light supplemented with
high-pressure sodium (HPS) irradiance were evaluated in a greenhouse covered with the acrylic material
DEGLAS®. The growing areas of LEDs and fluorescent lamps were separated and shielded from natural and greenhouse light using an opaque blackout
material. Plants were grown at a constant 21 ± 2°C
with a 16 h photoperiod at a photosynthetic photon
flux of approximately 150 µmol·m-2s-1. The plants
were grown from seeding under the specific light
qualities and the experiment was terminated after 56
days. Flavor and nutrient quality are becoming more
important aspects for consumers and in marketing
efforts. Brix analysis was used to determine levels of
soluble solids and sugar content in recently mature
leaves. There was a trend for higher °Brix under blue
LEDs with a value of 8.6 ± 0.65. To further evaluate
the use and significance of LED light spectrums for
growing spinach, the mineral nutrient content and
quality were also determined. There were no significant differences in the content on a dry weight basis of nitrogen, calcium, iron or zinc among growing
conditions. For potassium and magnesium, the highest content was recorded in the control treatment
(natural light with HPS). For phosphorous, sulfur and
boron on the other hand, the control treatment resulted in the least amounts. There was a trend for
high values in the blue/red LED environment for
manganese and copper, although not significantly
different from the HPS control for copper. Despite a
day length of 16 h, the LED environments countered
or delayed flowering to allow growth for satisfactory
harvest.
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State University; C.B. Rajashekar, Kansas State University and
Eleni Pliakoni, Kansas State University

Comparative Transcriptome Analysis of
Lettuce Cultivars with High and Low Tissue Browning (poster)
Tianbao Yang*, USDA-ARS

Abstract: Fresh-cut lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) is a
popular “ready-to-eat” fresh-cut food products.
However, enzymatic browning on the cut edge of
lettuce significantly limit its quality and shelf life. To
characterize the lettuce browning mechanics, we
performed comparative transcriptome analysis of
four Romaine lettuce accessions, King Henry, Parris
Island Cos, and Tall Guzmaine and Clemente under
5 °C storage. King Henry and Tall Guzmaine exhibited a relatively high degree of browning, while Parris
Island Cos had low browning potential. Clemente,
an accession derived from Tall Guzmaine x Parris
Island Cos displayed a medium degree of browning. RNA-Seq was performed using the next-generation Illumina HiSeq™ 2000 sequencing platform
and de novo assembly based on 16 cDNA libraries
of lettuce immediately after processing and after 3
days in storage. Over 700 million high-quality reads
were assembled into 64,022 unigenes using a combined assembly strategy. A total of 48,464 (75.70%)
unigenes were functionally annotated in public databases. The phenylpropanoid biosynthesis genes
were significantly up-regulated in the high browning
cultivar as compared to the low browning cultivar,
and the expression levels of auxin signal transduction pathway related genes in the low browning
cultivar were higher than those in the high browning cultivar. After 3 days storage, many phenylpropanoid and flavonoid biosynthesis genes, such as
polyphenol oxidase, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase,
peroxidase, chalcone synthase, chalcone-flavonone
isomerase and dihydroflavonol 4-reductase, were
highly expressed. However, many down regulated
genes were those related to hormone signal transduction, auxin signaling in particular. These results
suggest that lettuce tissue browning is controlled by
phenolics level and cell viability. This study provides
the useful knowledge and functional markers for
lettuce breeders and industry for selecting low tissue browning cultivar and managing lettuce quality
during storage and processing.

The Impact of Different High Tunnel Covering on Microclimate, Yield, and Phenolic Accumulation of Red and Green Leaf
Lettuce (poster)
Kelly M. Gude*, Kansas State University; Cary L. Rivard, Kansas
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Abstract: High Tunnels have shown to improve yield
and maintain quality of lettuce (L. sativa). However,
the effect of this production system on nutritional
quality is still under investigation. Light intensity and
spectral quality impacts accumulation of several polyphenols. The typical UV-stabilized polyethylene and
shade cloth, commonly used on high tunnels, blocks
some UV and reduces light intensity. Our objectives
were to identify the effect of the different high tunnel
coverings on microclimate and yield parameters. And
to evaluate the impact of those treatments on the
phenolic accumulation in lettuce at harvest and after
5 days of storage. The 6 covering treatments tested
were standard polyethylene (standard poly), diffuse
poly (diffuse), clear poly (clear), UV-A/B blocking poly
(block), 55% shade cloth (shade), and poly removal
of standard poly 2 weeks prior to the initial harvest
(removal). The red leaf ‘New Red Fire’ and green leaf
‘Two Star’ cultivars were planted at Kansas State University’s Olathe Horticulture Recreation and Extension Center (OHREC) fall 2017 and 2018 and spring
2018 and 2019. Trials were arranged in a RCBD and
four individual high tunnels (39m long x 3.7 m wide x
2m high) served as blocks. The microclimate was determined by canopy and soil temperature, growing
degree days (GDD), photosynthetic active radiation
(PAR), net photosynthesis (Pn), and crop yield. For
polyphenol analysis, chicoric acid, chlorogenic acid,
caffeic acid, ferulic acid, rutin, and isoquercetin were
measured at harvest and 5 days after storage at 1.5
°C with the use of UPLC-MS. Leaf color was measured
to understand the relationship between pigmentation and polyphenol accumulation. PAR was greatest
under the removal treatment, which was statistically
higher than diffuse and shade treatments. However,
the soil temperature was a greater determinate of
yield, as the clear treatment maintained high spring
soil temperatures. For red leaf lettuce, the standard,
clear, and diffuse treatments were statistically higher
than the removal and shade (P <.0001), but it was the
standard and clear with greater yield at 204 and 201
g/plant FW, respectively. In green leaf lettuce, chlorogenic acid was highest under the standard (160 mg/
kg DW) and shade (140 mg/kg DW) treatments and
lowest under diffuse (40 mg/kg DW). In the red leaf
lettuce, isoquercetin content was highest under the
removal treatment (99 mg/kg DW) and lowest under
the shade treatment (28 mg/kg DW). Throughout
storage, chlorogenic acid decreased in red and green
leaf lettuce. The color of both red and green lettuce
varied significantly by treatment. The red leaf lettuce
chroma and hue values show that the removal and
clear treatment resulted in darker pigmented let-
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tuce. Based on these results, we can see that to high
tunnel covering could effect the yield, and secondary
metabolites of green and read lettuce. This research
could help high tunnel growers with the selection of
the high tunnel coverings regarding their effect on
yield and nutritional quality.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA project
KS00-0072-MS1836

Color and Appearance Hedonics to Assist
Breeding Selection of Edamame (Vegetable Soybean) Varieties (poster)

Renata Carneiro*, Virginia Tech; Kyle Adie, Virginia Tech; Dajun
Yu, Virginia Tech; Tessa Anwyll, Virginia Tech; Mariah Beverly,
Virginia Tech; Clinton Neill, Virginia Tech; Bo Zhang, Virginia Tech;
Sean O'Keefe, Virginia Tech and Susan Duncan, Virginia Tech

Abstract: Color and other appearance properties
(e.g., size, shape, visual surface texture, reflectance,
glossiness, turbidity, and translucency) are often the
initial criteria used by consumers to judge quality
of fruits and vegetables. Accordingly, appearance
is highly associated with quality of edamame (vegetable soybeans), a high-value specialty crop that is
experiencing increased sales in the USA. This study
aimed to identify edamame varieties preferred by
consumers to assist breeding selections for the development of domestic varieties with high market
potential. Twenty edamame breeding lines (2 commercial checks and 18 plant introductions) were
grown at three locations (Little Rock, AR; Blacksburg
and Painter, VA) in 2018. Freshly harvested pods
were blanched and manually shelled at the Virginia Tech Food Processing Pilot Plant (Blacksburg, VA).
Sensory and consumer studies were performed at
the Virginia Tech Sensory Evaluation Lab (Blacksburg, VA, USA) in March and April, 2019. A total of
183 non-trained adult volunteers participated in one
or more sensory sessions, once per day. In each session, 50 - 53 participants evaluated overall-liking and
appearance-liking of six samples (microwave-cooked
beans) using 9-point hedonic scales (1 = “dislike
extremely”, 9 = “like extremely”). Participants also
completed a choice-based conjoint analysis to determine their willingness-to-pay (WTP) for light vs. dark
green edamame. Reflective color (CIELAB values)
of cooked beans (100g) was measured in triplicate
using a Minolta CR-300 Chroma Meter (Minolta Co.,
Japan). Locations scores were averaged to define
varieties’ liking and color characteristics. Statistical analyses were performed in R, RStudio (Version
1.2.1335), and JMP Pro®14.0.0 (α = 0.05). WTP was
estimated via random-parameters logit model in
MATLAB. Overall-liking and appearance-liking aver-

age scores were significantly different among varieties (p < 0.05). Overall-liking ranged from 5.1 (neither
liked nor disliked; V15-0344) to 6.3 (>liked slightly;
UA-Kirksey, check). Appearance-liking ranged from
4.9 (V16-0528) to 6.6 (UA-Kirksey, check). Consumers had higher WTP for dark green edamame beans.
Green intensity (-a*/b*) of samples varied between
0.39 and 0.57. The red-green coordinate (a*) seemed
to be a significant predictor of AL scores (p < 0.05),
which suggests color data can support breeding selection criteria. Varieties R14-16195, R14-6238, R146450, V16-0524, and V16-0547 were selected based
on liking scores for further field trials in 2019. Sensory tests and color analysis will continue to support
selection criteria of varieties to be released in 2020.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA (Grant No.
2018-51181-28384; Accession No. 1016465)
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Genetics and Germplasm 2 (Poster)
Moderator: Ivette Guzman, New Mexico State University

Deciphering the Physiology of Lutescens
Capsicum Mutants (poster)

Ivette Guzman*, New Mexico State University; Calen McKenzie,
New Mexico State University and Paul Bosland, New Mexico State
University

Abstract: Lutescens, or ‘lutescent’, mutants produce
leaves that are abnormally light yellow/green compared to standard plants and have been observed
in multiple species of Capsicum. Initial discovery and
study of these mutants in Capsicum is credited to Dr.
Gabor Csillery of Budapest, Hungary. Sixty-five lutescent mutants have been listed to date. Lutescent
mutants have been used as valuable morphological
markers in the past but the relationship between
mutant accessions remains to be elucidated. Investigations into the lutescent phenotype in Capsicum
has focused on genetic and transcriptomic analyses
in the past and comparatively little is known about
the phytochemical constituents of the lutescent leaf
phenotype. Previous research in similar lutescent
mutants in Capsicum and Oryza species has revealed
their pale yellow-green leaf color and poor vigor to
be due to deficient chloroplast development. Thirty accessions of Capsicum lutescens mutants were
cultivated and phenotyped using a multivariate approach, employing ‘Jupiter’ bell pepper leaves as a
contextual benchmark. Photosynthetic pigments
from mutant leaves were extracted and analyzed
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using high performance liquid chromatography and
reflectance of leaf material was measured using CIE
L*a*b* (CIELAB) color space. Multivariate statistical
analyses revealed all lutescent mutant accessions
could be distinguished from the ‘Jupiter’ contextual benchmark by variables indicating poor chloroplast development and increased photo-oxidative
stress in lutescent mutant accessions. Furthermore,
multivariate analysis revealed the lutescent mutant
phenotype to be highly variable, possessing a wide
range of phenotypic observations that clustered into
four major groups. Due to the varied developmental
stage of chlroplastic pigments, the lutescent mutant
phenotypes observed in this study may actually be
multiple phenotypes or a single phenotype at multiple stages of leaf development. Future research employing the same multivariate approach developed
for this study may easily determine the relationship
between lutescent mutant phenotypes. Chloroplast
ultrastructural analysis of lutescent mutant leaves
may better illuminate the relationship between lutescent mutant accessions.

(wild lettuce, Lactuca serriola), ‘Bunte Forellen’, ‘Grenadier’, ‘La Brillante’, PI 176592, PI 226514, PI 358004,
PI 491056 0-COS- WP 070, SalVal-321, and ‘Tango’.
Approximately 4,615 high-quality, polymorphic, single-nucleotide polymorphism markers were used for
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of BLS resistance by mixed linear model analyses; the genetic
relationships among the individuals were incorporated into statistical models using principal component analysis and kinship matrix. A significant QTL
was detected on Linkage Group 2 (LG2) for isolate
BS0347 (P-value 5.54E-6) and for combined results
of Florida isolates (P-value 4.00E-6). A major QTL for
resistance to BLS in LG2 was previously reported in
recombinant inbred line (RIL) populations. Molecular
markers closely linked with the QTL can be applied
for marker-assisted selection of BLS-resistant lettuce
germplasm and development of new lettuce cultivars with multiple disease resistance.

Resistance to Bacterial Leaf Spot in Baby
Leaf Lettuce (poster)

Phenotypic Analysis of the U.S. Cucumber
PI Core Collection for Fruit Morphological
Diversity (poster)

Jinita Sthapit Kandel*, ; German Sandoya, University of California Davis; Beiquan Mou, USDA-ARS and Ivan Simko, USDA-ARS

Abstract: Spring mix is a popular type of packaged
salad and baby leaf lettuce (BLL; Lactuca sativa L.) is
one of its main ingredients. BLL is sown at very high
densities, which enhances occurrence of bacterial
leaf spot (BLS), caused by Xanthomonas campestris
pv. vitians (Xcv), a disease that can make the crop
unmarketable. The market demands disease-free,
high-quality BLL all year round. Growing highly
BLS-resistant cultivars will reduce yield/quality losses
and minimize economic harm to lettuce and spring
mix growers. Our objectives were to identify lettuce
varieties resistant to BLS and associated quantitative
trait loci (QTL) conferring BLS resistance. Nearly 500
lettuce accessions were screened with three BLS isolates (BS0347, BS2861, BS3127) at USDA-ARS, Crop
Improvement and Protection Research Unit, Salinas,
CA and three isolates (L7, L44, and Sc8B) at Everglades Research and Education Center, University of
Florida, Belle Glade, FL. The plants were inoculated
with a single BLS isolate in each test at around the
3-week stage of growth and incubated with water
misters to ensure constant leaf wetness for optimal
disease development, with at least one experiment
for each isolate. Disease severity was scored on a 0-5
visual scale (0, no disease; 5, > 50 % of the leaves diseased). Accessions showing high level resistance to
one or more BLS strains include ARM09-161-10-1-4
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: California Department
of Food and Agriculture

Ying-Chen Lin, North Carolina State University; Yiqun Weng, University of Wisconsin and Rebecca Grumet*, Michigan State Univ

Abstract: The collection of cucumber (Cucumis sativus L.) germplasm plant introduction (PI) accessions
maintained by the United States National Plant Germplasm System (NPGS) (1,234 accessions) was previously genotyped using genotyping-by-sequencing
(GBS) technology as part of the CucCAP project. The
resultant SNP data were used to identify a core collection of 395 lines representing > 95% of the allelic
diversity present within the full collection, along with
accessions possessing key disease resistances, fruit
quality, and agronomic traits. The core collection is
currently being re-sequenced to facilitate single-base
resolution genotyping. In the summer of 2019, 263
accessions from the core collection were grown in
the field at the MSU Horticulture Teaching and Research Center (HTRC) for phenotypic analyses of
fruit external and internal characteristics. Fruit were
harvested at maturity [30-40 days-post-pollination
(dpp)], and six fruits collected for each accession.
Photographs were taken of whole fruit and cross sections sampled from the mid-region of the fruit. The
photos were used to analyze skin color, netting, flesh
color, flesh thickness, and internal cavity size using
ImageJ. All the internal traits, except for flesh color,
were normally distributed, showing there was broad
variation within the core collection. Fruit diameter
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was positively correlated with flesh thickness and
seed cavity size; however no correlation was found
between size of the seed cavity and flesh thickness.
Most of the flesh color had cream or yellow tones,
with a few showing green hue. The remaining 132 accessions from the core collection will be grown and
phenotyped in summer 2020. The phenotypic and
genotypic data will be used for genome wide association studies (GWAS) to provide better understanding of cucumber morphological diversity and provide
markers for fruit quality characterization.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-SCRI

Phenotypic Analysis of Butterfly Pea (Clitoria ternatea L.) Genetic Resources and
Some Potential Health Uses (poster)
John Morris*, USDA, ARS, PGRCU

Abstract: Butterfly pea (Clitoria ternatea L. Walp.) is
a legume used as forage, ornamental, and coloring
for various drinking products. The flowers range
from white to dark purple and little is known about
the variation for seed traits within this USDA, ARS,
PGRCU germplasm collection. Therefore, 26 butterfly pea accessions were subjected to a principal component (PCA) and average linkage cluster analysis
(ALCA). PCA accounted for 37, 55, 71, 82, and 91% of
the variation using PC’s 1-5, respectively. PC 1 was
most correlated with seed traits, while PC’s 2 and 5
were mostly correlated with flower color. PC’s 3-4
were mostly correlated with flower color and origin.
ALCA grouped the 26 butterfly pea accessions into 5
distinct seed number producing groups. Groups I-V
represent the lowest to highest seed numbers produced by the butterfly pea accessions. Several potential health benefits for human use have also been
identified from butterfly pea flowers, leaves, seeds,
and roots.

Screening Guayule Germplasm for Tolerance to Salt Stress (poster)

Myles D Lewis*, University of Arizona; Valerie H. Teetor, University of Arizona and Dennis Ray, University of Arizona

Abstract: Irrigation waters and field soil chemistries
in the United States continue to change as a result of
agricultural practices, such as increased plant populations. In the Southwest, and Arizona in particular,
irrigation allotments continue to be threatened by
reduction. These factors contribute to the need for
crops more efficient in using lower quality water.
Plants are variably sensitive to sodium and chloride
ions, which are commonly found in water and soil in

arid regions, with measured EC (Electrical Conductivity) of Central Arizona Project (CAP) and well water
being from 0.6 to 7.0 dSm-1.
Guayule (Parthenium argentatum) is native to the
Chihuahuan desert but is not found in salt-affected
soils, so there is no natural selection for tolerance.
In the fall of 2019, an initial experiment was performed to determine at what EC concentration guayule plants became susceptible. An average EC of 10
showed significant damage after a few days. A grading scale was established so that plants could be rated daily on a scale of zero (no damage) to five (death)
according to amount of damage to leaves and general plant health.
Seed from the available germplasm were obtained
from GRIN and grown in Speedling trays in the greenhouse. Of these, six were placed in a replicated trial.
The range of ECs in this experiment was 0.2 (control,
tap water) to 16.2, in increments of 2.0. The experiment was conducted over six weeks. Plants were rated daily, and the number of days to reach a rating of
four was calculated. While in general, plant damage
increased with increasing EC , there were differences
between varieties, demonstrating diversity for salt
tolerance in the germplasm.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA

Performance of Guar Germplasm in
Southern Arizona (poster)

Carl Schmalzel, University of Arizona; Valerie H. Teetor, University of Arizona and Dennis Ray*, University of Arizona

Abstract: Guar (Cyamopsis tetragonoloba) is a crop
native to the Indian sub-continent where it grows
under drought, heat, and high salinity, and tolerates
marginal soils. These conditions are all present in
the Southwest U. S.. The gum, obtained from the endosperm of the seed, is an industrial product used
in food additives and drilling muds. Approximately
80% of the U.S. supply is imported from India, but increased demand over the past decade has led to research making it into a sustainable, domestic source.
Understanding the required cultural practices and
the variability in the germplasm will aid in feedstock
development in order to deploy superior genotypes
to regional growers.
Thirty accessions of guar were planted in four replications in June 2019 in Tucson, AZ from seed that
had been increased in the same location in 2018
(original seed was obtained from USDA-GRIN).
During the growing season, plants were evaluated for timing of flowering/pod fill, plant and stem
morphologies, and height. Diversity for all of these
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traits was observed. After termination of irrigations
and a drying-down period, pods were harvested and
threshed in December, to obtain seed yields. Mean
yields per accession were calculated; they ranged
from 593 to 983 g, with the highest individual plot
at 1212 g. When extrapolated to yields per area, the
range was 1915 to 3177 kg ha-1. These are yields well
above the economic threshold needed to bring guar
into production.
Heat Units (HU) or Growing Degree Days (GDD) are
agro-meteorological measurements used to quantify the amount of heat a geographical location receives. This provides an environmental parameter
for comparing different years at one location or
between various locations. Heat Units can also help
determine planting dates and crop suitability. Total
Heat Unit accumulation for this year was 2875 (guar
displays indeterminate growth and will continue to
respond to Heat Units until the crop is terminated),
making guar an appropriate crop for planting in late
spring/early summer in southern Arizona.
Guar is a suitable crop for production in Arizona.
There is a wide range of genetic variability in the germplasm to support a robust breeding program.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Organic Horticulture 1 (Poster)
Moderator: Elizabeth T. Maynard, Purdue University

Do Carrot Genotypes Differ in Their Ability
to Alter Soil Microbial Communities and
Scavenge Nitrogen from Organic Materials in Soil? (poster)
Narda Trivino*, Purdue University and Lori Hoagland, Purdue
University

Abstract: Farmers apply substantial amounts of nitrogen (N) fertilizers to meet crop needs, though only
around half of this fertilizer is generally taken up by
crop plants. The rest is subject to loss, which can
negatively affect health of the environment. Organic fertility sources such as leguminous cover crops
and animal manure can help reduce these losses,
though because these materials must mineralize before N is available for plant uptake, optimizing fertility programs using these amendments can be difficult. Identifying genotypes that can promote positive
priming of organic materials is one approach that
could help address this challenge. Carrots are known
as a nitrogen-scavenging crop, making them an ide-
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al model crop to investigate this phenomenon. The
goals of this study were to: 1) determine whether
carrot genotypes differ in their potential to facilitate
organic matter decomposition to help scavenge N
in soil, and, 2) identify microbial taxa that are stimulated by carrot roots and could play a role in nutrient acquisition as well as other important functions
in carrot production systems. To accomplish these
goals, we grew five carrot genotypes in a nutrient
poor soil amended with a 15N enriched corn residue
under greenhouse conditions. During the course of
this experiment, we quantified soil b-glucosidase activity and plant available N pools at three time points,
characterized soil bacterial community composition
at harvest, and determined the total weight and
concentrations of C, N and 15N in above and below
ground plant biomass. Results of this study indicate
that there are differences among carrot genotypes in
their potential to stimulate decomposition of organic
materials and scavenge N from organic materials in
soil. The experimental genotypes 8503 and 3999 had
the greatest capacity to promote positive priming in
this experiment, and thus are likely to be best suited
for production systems that rely on organic fertility
sources. We also observed distinct differences in the
bacterial communities in the soils of these genotypes
than the other three evaluated in this study. Consequently, it is possible that the distinct bacterial assemblages enriched by these genotypes could play
a role in their N scavenging activity. These microbes
could also play a role in other important functions,
such as pathogen suppression. The results of this
study highlight the importance of understanding relationships between soil management practices and
crop genotypes to optimize crop productivity in agricultural systems.

Sweet Onion (Allium cepa L.) Yield and
Plant Mineral Nutrients As Influenced By
Organic and Chemical Fertilization (poster)
Juan C Diaz-Perez*, University of Georgia; Angel Bravo, Universidad Autonoma de Zacatecas and Jesús Bautista, University of
Georgia

Abstract: There is an increasing interest in the use
of organic amendments and fertilizers to increase
environmental sustainability. Additionally, the impact of organic fertilizers on cevetable crops yield
and quality is still unclear. The objective of this study
was to evaluate the effects of organic, chemical,
and a mix of organic and chemical fertilization on
sweet onion bulb yield and quality. The study was
conducted at the Horticulture Farm, Tifton Campus,
University of Georgia, in the winters of 2013, 2014,
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and 2017. The experimental design was a randomized complete block with three treatments and four
replications. Fertilization treatments consisted on
organic fertilizer (100% N), chemical fertilizer (100%
N), and a mix of organic (50% N) + chemical (50% N)
fertilizer. In all treatments, the crop received a total of about 150 kg·ha-1 N. Organic fertilizer (microSTART60 3–2–3; Perdue AgriRecycle, LLC) was incorporated into the soil (bed area) with a rototiller-bed
shaper before planting. Air temperature and rainfall
varied during years with year 2017 having the highest average air temperatures and lowest cumulative
rainfall. Leaf N was the lowest and P the highest in
plants treated with organic fertilizer, while the rest
of leaf mineral nutrients were unaffected by fertilization treatments. Bulb macro and micronutrients
were unaffected by fertilizer treatments except for
Mn, which was reduced in the organic fertilizer treatment. Fertilizer treatments had no effect on onion
bulb number and marketable, cull, and total yields,
and incidences of bolting, doubles, Botrytis and sour
skin. Bulb pungency (measured as pyruvate concentration), soluble solids, dry matter and antioxidant
capacity (measured as gallic acid equivalents) were
unaffected by fertilization treatments but varied by
year. In conclusion, bulb yields and quality and plant
mineral nutrition showed variability by year but no in
response to fertilizer treatments.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Vidalia Onion Committee and the Georgia Agricultural Experiment Stations.

Evaluation of Grafted Watermelons (Citrus lanatus) grown on a Heavy Soil with
Organic Treatments for Their Biomass,
Quality, Yield and Adaptability (poster)

Dana D. Gaines*, Alcorn State University; Girish Panicker, ;
Kelsey Henry, Alcorn State University; Kibet Leonard, Alcorn State
University; Willie Mims, Alcorn State University; Padma Nimmakayala, West Virginia State University and Umesh Reddy, West
Virginia State University

Abstract: The demand for organic products is increasing all over the world due to environmental and
health issues. Vegetable crops exposed to various
environmental factors severely affect crop growth
and productivity. One way to avoid or reduce losses in production caused by adverse environmental
conditions is to graft them into rootstocks capable of
reducing the effect of external stresses on the shoot.
It is reported that grafted plants grown under adverse soil chemical conditions often exhibited greater growth and yield. As a part of the conservation
research being carried out by Alcorn State University on horticultural crops for erosion prediction and

nutrient management, grafted exotic watermelons
were raised on Memphis silt loam soil (Typic Hapludalf, silty, mixed, thermic) in southwest region of
Mississippi in a randomized complete block design.
These melons received nutrients from composted
cow manure. Two scions, Facination and Super poll,
and two root stocks, Citron and Lagenaria, have
been analyzed for their stem diameter, fruit quality,
yield, biomass, and adaptability. Fascination was significantly higher in yield, TSS, weight, flesh thickness,
and flesh pressure than other varieties, and it was
highly adapted to this region without any problems
from pests and diseases. Since Facination responded
well to the organic manure and was highly adapted
to this region, we strongly recommend this variety,
farming system, and grafting technology.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA/NIFA

Yield Response of Organic Tomato Intercropped with Lemongrass for Insect Pest
Management (poster)

Lurline Marsh*, University of Maryland, Eastern Shore; Simon
Zebelo, University of Maryland Eastern Shore; Tigist Tolosa,
University of Maryland Eastern Shore and Brett Smith, University
of Maryland Eastern Shore

Abstract: Nationally, pest management practices
pose a significant challenge for organic growers of
specialty crops such as heirloom tomatoes. They
have limited insect control resources that are approved by the Organic Materials Review Institute
(OMRI) to meet the national organic program guidelines for certification. On the Delmarva Peninsula,
farmers require more information on production
techniques, including additional options for pest
management. One recognized component of integrated pest management is the intercropping of the
desired agriculture crop with another species, such
as lemongrass (Cymbogon citrata), that has pesticidal
properties. Besides pesticidal repellant advantages,
intercrops may also serve as enhancements of habitats for beneficial enemies and pollinators, and as
weed suppressants. Intercropping of organic tomatoes with repellant plants is less widespread or unknown. Therefore, the objective of this project was
to assess the effect of lemongrass intercropping on
tomato vegetation and yield response under organic
culture. Two organic tomato cultivars, Beefsteak and
Brandywine Red, were intercropped with lemongrass
at three levels; no intercrop control, wide intercrop,
and narrow intercrop row in the field in 2019. The
design was a split-plot with cultivar as the main plot
and the intercrop as subplots and with four replications. Data were collected on the percentage of dam-
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aged plants over seven weeks throughout flowering
and fruiting, marketable yield, insect-damaged yield,
and non- insect-damaged yield. Beefsteak intercropped with lemongrass had lower insect damaged
vegetation and higher marketable fruit weight than
the control plants, while Brandywine was unaffected.
Intercropping did not affect the overall percentage
of total fruits damaged by insects or non –insects. A
higher number of beneficial insects was recorded on
tomato-lemongrass intercropped plots than the control plots. Brandywine fruits had 19% and 60% insect
and non-insect damage, respectively, a magnitude
of two to three times more damage than Beefsteak.
These results indicate that intercropping of tomato
with lemongrass may be beneficial in increasing the
marketable yield of selected tomato cultivar such as
Beefsteak.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Evans Allen

Attitudes of Fruit and Vegetable Farmers
towards Organic Farming in Kathmandu
Valley, Nepal (poster)
Dilip Nandwani*, Tennessee State University; Dinesh Jamarkattel, Agriculture Knowledge Centre; Ritikshya Poudel, Agriculture
Knowledge Center and Suman Giri, Small Farmer Development
Bank

Abstract: Organic farming in Nepal is gradually growing for commercial production, though industry is
small. Organic products are marketed directly from
farmers or through specialized shops and restaurants. Existence of organized organic market as per
the international standard in Nepal is US$30,000
(NRs 3600000/year). The study was conducted by
Catholic Relief Services (CRS) volunteer under Farmer to Farmer (F2F) program in Kathmandu valley,
Bagmati Province in Nepal in December 2019. A
survey questionnaire was prepared and interviews
(face to face) conducted with various stakeholders,
farmers, private sector, government and non-profit
organizations, traders and group discussions held
in workshops at the Agriculture Knowledge Center
(AKC), Lalitpur. Survey participants (37) were organic farmers, male (67.56%) and female (32.43%) from
3 age groups, 18-35 years (29.72%), 36-50 years
(67.56%), and 51 & above years (2.70%). Survey investigated the current situation of organic farmers,
their attitudes towards organic farming, consumer preference, market, and strengthening organic
agro-products value chain in Kathmandu District.
Results suggested that organic farming in Kathmandu is limited to small land holders. Taste, nutrition,
chemical free and price were the prime attributes
of consumers perceived in organic products. Data
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suggest that among the organic farmers, vegetables producers were 67.56%, fruits 5.40% and both
27.04%. Survey indicated that organic products have
very limited marketing infrastructure, lack of branding and institutional recognition of products. Study
found that majority (35.14%) of the farmers sold
their products to the wholesaler, 27.03% in farmers
market, and 10.80% to retail market. Participants
mentioned high cost of production, labor intensive
farm work, difficulties in controlling the disease and
pests, availability of inputs, competition in the market, and difficulties in organic certification main challenges in organic farming. Farmers (45.95%) follow
organic practices but their farms are not certified
due to high price and lack of knowledge on organic
standards. Discussions are held among stakeholders and National Government to renew Participatory
Guaranteed System (PGS) and co-operative marketing to assist organic producers. This paper present
result of survey in organic farm profitability, certification, production practices and marketing in Nepal
with focus on Kathmandu valley.
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Plant Nutrient Management 1 (Poster)
Moderator: Cristina Pisani, USDA-ARS

Improving Sustainable Fertilizer Practices
for Pomegranate By Leaf Nutrient Concentration Evaluation and Fertilizer Trials
(poster)
Minh Le*, Cal Poly SLO; Charlotte Decock, Cal Poly SLO and
Lauren Garner, California Polytechnic State University San Luis
Obispo, California

Abstract: Fruit tree leaf nutrient concentrations are
commonly used to determine fertilizer rates, but
information is limited regarding nutrient requirements, seasonal N uptake and removal rates, and
soil N dynamics for pomegranate. Relationships between fertilizer rates, leaf nutrient concentrations,
fruit yield and quality were examined in five mature,
commercial California ‘Wonderful’ pomegranate orchards. Site 1 was observed for two growing seasons
(2018-2019) and sites 2-5 were observed for one season (2018 or 2019). In 2018, 150, 300, or 450 g N/
tree was applied at sites 1-3 in a single application at
early fruit development or in two equal applications
at early and mid-season fruit development. In 2019,
fertilizer rates were adjusted based on site-specific
leaf nutrient analysis and crop load and applied at
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mid-season fruit development (158, 185, 225, 286,
392, or 625 g N/tree at site 1; 115, 130, 150, 175, 212,
or 270 g N/tree at site 4; and 107, 122, 142, 171, 214,
or 286 g N/tree at site 5). A randomized complete
block design was used for all experiments. Leaves
were collected from all data trees during early,
mid-season and late fruit development and analyzed
for leaf nutrient concentrations. At harvest, total fruit
weight per tree and individual fruit weight and diameter were measured. Canopy volume was measured
during the dormant season prior to pruning. Nitrogen partitioning, uptake and removal rates were
studied by analyzing plant tissue, soil, and lysimeter
water samples in 2019 at site 5. Fruit yield and average diameter varied significantly depending on site
and fertilizer treatments. Average fruit yield per tree
ranged from 5-90 kg fruit/tree (site 1: 78.5 kg fruit/
tree in 2018 and 91.1 kg fruit/tree in 2019, site 2: 55.6
kg fruit/tree, site 3: 29.7 kg fruit/tree, site 4: 5.6 kg
fruit/tree, site 5: 9.1 kg fruit/tree). Sufficiency ranges
and significant relationships were determined between certain nutrients, including nitrogen and potassium, to fruit yield and diameter. Higher fertilizer
treatments were associated with higher residual soil
N compared to the low fertilizer treatments within
the root zone (2.25-19.33 mg/L NO3-N) and below
the root zone (2.25-9.17 mg/L NO3-N) suggesting a
higher likeliness of nitrogen leaching with fertilizer
applications exceeding the crop’s nitrogen demand.
Overall, variability between sites in fertilizer treatment effects, leaf nitrogen concentrations, and yield
suggests that setting site-specific yield goals based
on estimated N uptake and removal is necessary to
develop effective pomegranate fertilizer programs.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: CDFA and ARI

Population and Fertilizer Management for
Mechanized Harvested Edamame in the
Mid-Atlantic, USA (poster)
Mark S. Reiter, Eastern Shore Agricultural Research and Extension Center, Virginia Tech, Justin Colson,C&E Farms, Ursula
Deitch, Virginia Cooperative Extension, Keren Duerksen, Eastern Shore Agricultural Research and Extension Center, Virginia
Tech, Kemper Sutton, Virginia Tech, Steve Rideout, Eastern
Shore Agricultural Research and Extension Center, Virginia
Tech, and Bo Zhang, Virginia Tech

Abstract: Producers and retailers in the United States
are interested in capitalizing on new edamame (Glycine max) markets to provide a domestic product.
As farmers shift production from oilseed soybean
to vegetable soybean, key management practices
will need to be reconsidered. Because of the short
growing season as compared to oilseed soybean,

applying supplementary N may prove to increase
yield. The addition of N may also prove to accelerate maturity, decreasing time for pests and disease
to damage bean quality. Likewise, plant population
may also impact both maturity and pod characteristics. We compared two differing plant population
and fertility management programs, treating edamame as either: 1. current oilseed soybean or 2. applying fertility and plant populations similar to snap
bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), a vegetable legume with
similar development characteristics. A factorial arrangement of plant population (100,000 or 140,000
plants/acre) and fertility regime (no starter fertilizer
or starter fertilizer comprised of 44 lbs. N, 0.33 lbs.
Mn, 0.25 lbs. B, and 0.25 lbs. Zn per acre) was used.
Leaf tissue nutrient concentration at R1, leaf color
using Soil Plant Analysis Development (SPAD), total
plant biomass, yield, pod size, and disease were collected. Overall, no-starter plants had higher R1 leaf
N than plants with starter fertilizer (6.26 vs. 5.81%;
LSD0.10 = 0.31%); which resulted in higher leaf S
(0.33 vs. 0.30%; LSD0.10 = 0.01%) and a lower C:N
(7.28 vs. 7.83%; LSD0.10 = 0.41%) when no starter
fertilized was applied. Neither plant population nor
starter fertilizer application changed leaf greenness
values or total aerial plant biomass (5,627 lbs./acre).
Yield was largely not impacted by either plant population or starter fertilizer additions and averaged
3,795 lbs. marketable pods/acre that would be worth
$3,840/acre wholesale. Pod size and disease was not
impacted and averaged 1.29 g/pod and 12.8% dead
and/or diseased pods. In conclusion, edamame grew
equally as well when grown more similar to oilseed
soybean as compared to more expensive snap bean
vegetable production. Further studies are needed to
further refine management systems for optimal edamame production in Coastal Plain soils.

Effects of Foliar Applications of Zinc and
Nickel Nano-Fertilizers Vs Conventional
Fertilizers on Plant Physiology in Pecan
[Carya Illinoinensis (Wangenh.) K. Koch]
Cvs. ‘Zinner’ and ‘Byrd’ (poster)
Cristina Pisani*, USDA-ARS and Lorenzo Rossi, University of
Florida

Abstract: Micronutrients, such as nickel (Ni) and
zinc (Zn), are critical to maximize pecan [Carya illinoinensis (Wangenh.) K. Koch] tree health and play
important roles in fruit set and retention, as well as
nut yield and nutmeat quality. A greenhouse study
was conducted with the aim to gain more knowledge about plant growth, physiology, and uptake of
two micronutrients (Zn and Ni) in pecan plants exposed to foliar applications of conventional fertilizers (ZnSO4, NiSO4) and nano-fertilizers (Zn-NPs, Ni-
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NPs). Two-year-old pecan plants of cvs. ‘Zinner’ and
‘Byrd’ grafted onto cv. ‘Elliott’ were treated with 5
foliar applications of 25 mg/L ZnSO4·H2O or Zn-NPs,
and 10 mg/L NiSO4·6H2O or Ni-NPs and compared
to untreated control plants over the course of 45
days. Differences were observed between cultivars
and among treatments. Net photosynthetic rate
was higher in nickel-treated nano-fertilized ‘Zinner’
plants. Ni-NPs-treated leaves contained significantly higher amounts of Ni (5.07 ± 0.76 mg/kg DW cv.
‘Zinner’ and 7.07 ± 1.14 mg/kg DW cv. ‘Byrd’) when
compared to NiSO4-treated leaves (2.93 ± 0.37 mg/
kg DW cv. ‘Zinner’ and 4.46 ± 0.77 mg/kg DW cv.
‘Byrd’). In addition, chlorophyll content (SPAD reading) of Ni-treated plants was highest in control (43.06
± 4.14) and NiSO4-treated plants (41.87 ± 6.10) of cv.
‘Byrd’. No differences between cultivars or among
treatments were observed in fresh and dry weights
of leaves. Fluorescence data (Fv/Fm ratio) showed differences among days after initial treatment for both
cultivars (P < 0.0001 for ‘Zinner’ and P = 0.0023 for
‘Byrd’) and among treatments for cultivar ‘Zinner’ (P
= 0.0075). Differences for leaf area were observed
among the two cultivars of Ni-treated and Zn-treated
plants (P < 0.0001). Overall, Ni-NPs were more easily
absorbed into the leaf than regular Ni fertilizers for
both cultivars and Ni-NPs showed a positive impact
on gas exchange parameters such as net carbon assimilation rate, transpiration rate, and stomatal conductance on plants of cv. ‘Zinner’. Nano-fertilizers
could potentially replace or supplement traditional
salt-based fertilizers and could be very applicable in
pecan systems. A field study is needed to confirm
our greenhouse observations.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Georgia Agriculture
Commodity Commission for Pecans

Landscape Performance of Annual Bedding Plants Following Foliar Application of
Silicon and Titanium (poster)
Vania Pereira, ; David Kopsell*, Illinois State University; Diane
Byers, Illinois State University; Nicholas Pershey, Illinois State
University; Jessica Chambers, Illinois State Univesityq; Michael
Barrowclough, Illinois State Univesity; Nicholas Heller, Illinois
State University and Robert Rhykerd, Illinois State University

Abstract: The U.S. floriculture industry was estimated
at $4.77 billion in 2018, with annual bedding plants
representing the main segment valued at $1.46 billion dollars. Silicon (Si) and titanium (Ti) are beneficial nutrients which can improve growth and quality of greenhouse horticultural crops when applied
exogenously. Information is lacking as to whether Si
and Ti enhancement during greenhouse production
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increases bedding plant performance in the outdoor
landscape. Therefore, this study examined landscape performance of four annual bedding plant
species treated with foliar applications of Si and Ti
during greenhouse production over two growing
seasons.
Plant species were selected based on U.S. consumer popularity and included ‘Black Velvet Rose’ geranium, ‘Mega Bloom Pink Halo’ vinca, ‘Double Hot
Cherry’ zinnia and ‘Accent White’ impatiens. Silicon
treatments were supplied as foliar sodium silicate
(NaSiO3) treatments at rates of 0, 50, 150 and 250
mg Si·L-1 in a randomized block design. In a similar
separate experiment, Ti treatments were supplied as
foliar Ti-ascorbate (Tytanit®) at rates of 0, 50, 100 and
150 mg Ti·L-1. Each study was conducted during the
2018 and 2019 growing seasons. The treatment applications were applied weekly for 4 weeks for impatiens, vinca, and zinnias, and 7 weeks for geraniums.
Once plants reached marketable size, they were
transplanted into the field in a randomized block
design, mulched, and irrigated as needed. Growth
and quality trait (plant height, number of leaves and
flowers, stem and flower diameter, SPAD chlorophyll
content, and growth index) data was collected before treatment application during greenhouse culture and every 15 days after transplanting in the field
until frost.
Silicon treatments had a significant effect on the
landscape performance of zinnia for the number
of flowers (P=0.0158) and growth index (P=0.0710)
in 2019. The 50 mg Si·L-1 treatment produced the
highest number of flowers (P=0.0187) and highest
growth index (P=0.0565). Titanium treatments also
had a significant effect over time for geranium for
plant height (P=0.0131) in 2019 and chlorophyll content (P=0.0112) for impatiens in 2018. The 100 mg
Ti·L-1 and 150 mg Ti·L-1 treatments had a significant
effect on plant height (P=0.0160) for geraniums. The
50 mg Ti·L-1 and 100 mg Ti·L-1treatments had a significant effect for chlorophyll content (P=0.0122) for
impatiens. Overall, Si and Ti treatments affected the
quality and performance of bedding plants in the
landscape, however that effect was treatment level,
species, and year specific.
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Pomology 2 (Poster)
Moderator: Brian T. Lawrence, Clemson University

Quantifying Cytokinin Expression during
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Stage I of Peach (Prunus Persica L.) Growth:
The Effects of Fruit Load Reduction (poster)
Mary K. Sutton*, University of Georgia; Anish Malladi, University
of Georgia and Dario J. Chavez, University of Georgia

Abstract: Peach fruit growth is characterized by two
stages of rapid fruit growth divided by a lag stage.
Stage I growth is critical as most cell division occurs
during this stage. Limitations during this early stage
limits the final size potential of the fruit. This early growth is also subjected to intense competition
among fruit for available resources. Removal of this
competition through thinning, a common cultural practice, allows for greater potential cell division
with the total number of cells ultimately dictating
the final size potential of the fruit. Cytokinins are a
well-known phytohormone believed to play a significant role in fruit development by driving cell division.
This work aimed to determine if changes seen in cell
division brought on by thinning were reflected by
changes in cytokinin metabolism throughout early
fruit growth. Transcript abundance of three cytokinin metabolism-related gene families [ISOPENTENYL
TRANSFERASE (IPT), LONELY GUY (LOG), and CYTOKININ
OXIDASE (CKX) in response to fruit load reduction
was determined during early fruit growth. Twelve
10-year-old ‘Cresthaven’ trees at Lane’s Southern
Orchard in Fort Valley, GA, were used for this study
in 2019. Hand-thinning was performed to a ~15 cm
spacing at 22 days after full bloom (DAFB) or 29
DAFB. A no thinning control was also evaluated. Fruit
samples were collected at 0, 6, 12, 19, 26, 52, 95, 125,
135 DAFB. Gene expression was quantified through
qPCR. Thinning did not appear to significantly or consistently alter expression of these cytokinin genes
throughout stage I growth. IPT and CKX expression
showed no consistent trends across the multiple
gene family members. LOG expression was generally higher during the first 12 DAFB suggesting active
cytokinin formation during stage I. These LOG genes
may play a role in regulating active cytokinin levels
during early peach fruit growth and development.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Georgia Department of
Agriculture

Effect of Rootstock and Tree Density on
Growth and Yield of 'Coralstar' Peach
Trees (poster)

James Schupp*, Pennsylvania State University; Melanie A.
Schupp, Pennsylvania State University and H. Edwin Winzeler,
Pennsylvania State University

Abstract: In 2014, a quad V peach planting was es-

tablished at the Penn State Fruit Research and Extension Center in Biglerville Pennsylvania to evaluate
‘Coralstar’ peach on Bailey, Guardian, Krymsk 86, KV
10123, and Empyrean II rootstocks at three planting
densities. Five-tree sections of each rootstock were
planted at in-row spacing of 1.5, 2.3 or 3 m, with
4.9 m between-row spacing. After 6 years trees on
Krymsk 86 rootstock were largest and similar in size
to Guardian and Empyrean II. Bailey was the most
dwarfing, 34% smaller than trees on Krymsk 86. Trees
on KV10123, were among the largest when planted
at the lowest density and among the smallest when
closely spaced. Planting density exerted a greater effect on tree size than selected rootstocks. Trees at
2.3 m in-row spacing were 31% smaller than those
at 3 m, while those at 1.5 m were 45% smaller than
those at 3 m. Reducing planting density increased
the number of scaffolds per acre, hastened development of bearing surface, and increased yields. Cumulative yield of trees at 2.3 m and 1.5 m were 125%
and 150% that of trees planted at 3 m. Bailey was
the most precocious rootstock but yield of Krymsk
86 trees surpassed Bailey in 2018, as the tree size
of trees on Krymsk 86 was half again that of Bailey.
Trees on Empyrean II had the least yield. Rootstock
had no effect fruit size. Fruit size was 6% smaller at
1.5 m spacing than 3 m, reflecting increased competition at the closer spacing. Krymsk 86 and Empyrean
II had elevated concentrations of leaf K. Empyrean
II had higher mineral nutrient levels for several elements, suggesting that the low productivity of this
rootstock was not linked to mineral nutrient uptake.
Planting density had no effect on leaf mineral nutrient levels until 2019, when foliar N was lower at closer spacing. Our results show that quad V trees at 2.3
m x 4.9 m were capable of high yields of marketable
fruit. The fruit size reduction was only 3% at 2.3 m
in-row spacing, and peak sizes were still very marketable. For growers seeking a productive rootstock
with tree size control, Bailey was the best rootstock
in this trial. Krymsk 86 would be a good choice for
growers seeking to maximize production on standard sized trees. Empyrean II was the least productive and is not recommended.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Pennsylvania Peach and
Nectarine Program

Precision Crop Load Management: Honeycrisp in Combination with Several Rootstocks in Washington State (poster)
Sara Serra*, Washington State University and Stefano Musacchi,
Washington State University

Abstract: ‘Honeycrisp’ is a premium fresh-apple
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marketplace variety selected in Minnesota and so
well-adapted to northern climatic conditions. ‘Honeycrisp’ is a profitable apple for growers, and, its
acreage is expanding from cold to warmer areas including Washington State. Orchard management and
harvesting high-quality fruit can be challenging, especially in warmer locations. Crop load management
is a key factor for Honeycrisp due to its propensity to
over crop, which can negatively affect annual bearing, fruit quality, sensory attributes and susceptibility to storage disorders. A ‘Cameron Select Honeycrisp’ (HC) orchard grafted on 5 rootstocks (M9-T337,
Bud9, G935, G41, and G11) planted in Quincy (WA)
in 2013 and trained to V-system (1815 trees/A) was
object of this research. To study the interactions between crop load and rootstock on fruit quality, three
crop load levels had been imposed (3, 5, 7 fruit/cm2
TCSA) after June drop. At harvest, all apples were
counted, weighed and graded for size, color and defects. Higher crop loads produced significantly higher yield per tree than the lowest one, in particular for
G935 and M9. The most representative apple sizes
at harvest (2017) were 90 and 95 mm and HC/G41
presented 35% of apples in the 95 mm size versus
a 23% for G11. The 3 fruit/TCSA cm2 crop load size
distribution highlighted the tendency of Honeycrisp/
M9337 apples to increase in size under a low crop
load adjustment with 55% of fruit equal or above 100
mm. Fruit quality analysis after one month of storage (2017) revealed interesting differences between
crop load levels and rootstock. Bud9 resulted the
rootstock able to provide the highest red overcolor
(63% versus 45% for G11 as average) and the highest red intensity similar to G935. HC/Bud9 and HC/
M9-337 resulted the firmer apples analyzed and HC/
Bud9 and HC/G935 the highest dry matter apples as
average (>15%).

Mechanical Hedging in Cider Apple Production (poster)

Travis Robert Alexander*, Washington State University, NWREC;
Jacky King, Washington State University, NWREC; Ed Scheenstra,
Washington State University, NWREC and Carol Miles, Washington
State University, NWREC

Abstract: Mechanical hedging is not a new orchard
management technology, but it is experiencing a rise
in adoption across the United States as a means to
reduce labor costs, improve canopy management,
and help growers produce better fruit. A study was
conducted at WSU Mount Vernon NWREC in 2019
to measure the efficacy of mechanically hedging in
cider apple production. This study included two replicates of eight cider apple cultivars, Brown Snout,
Campfield, Cap of Liberty, Golden Russet, Harrison,
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Hewe’s Virginia Crab, Puget Spice and Tom Putt, that
were selected based on two factors, bearing habit
(tip, spur, semi-spur or crab) and historical harvest
time on-site (early-, mid- or late-season). In addition,
English apple cultivar classifications were used as
a selection factor (Bittersharp, Bittersweet, Sharp,
Sweet). Pruning efficacy was measured in terms of
amount of time to prune, shoot biomass, fruit yield,
and fruit quality. Mechanical hedging of the cider
apple orchard was completed at an average rate of
11 seconds per tree (both sides) with rows averaging
78 meters long. Maneuvering between rows represented a significant percentage of total operation
time (31%) in the orchard, but would be expected to
decrease proportionally with longer rows. As expected, the crab apple cultivars experienced the lowest
fruit removal. Aside from having prolific bloom and
a wider bloom period, crab apples are favored as
pollinators because they are generally compact in
height and spread. Surprisingly, the tip bearing cultivars, whose fruit is primarily born on the periphery
of the canopy, did not experience greater fruit removal than spur bearing cultivars. Yield removal was
accurately estimated at time of hedging for tip and
spur bearing cultivars, but not for the more prevalently planted semi-spur and crab bearing cultivars,
thus a different yield estimate method is needed for
these types. Accounting for yield loss estimates due
to fruit damage and subsequent rot strengthened
the accuracy of yield estimates following hedging.
Pruning biomass removal, both on a weight basis
and a canopy coverage basis, did not differ due to
bearing habit or harvest time, and on average 30%
of the canopy was removed with summer hedging.
Dormant pruning was carried out in the winter and
pruning biomass and time needed to prune the eight
cultivars in this study will be assessed.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: WSDA Specialty Crop
Block Grant K2297

Unraveling the Role of Abscisic Acid (ABA)
Catabolism during Apple Bud Dormancy
(poster)

Sangeeta Sapkota*, Virginia Tech; Jianyang Liu, Virginia Tech; Md
Tabibul Islam, Virginia Tech and Sherif Sherif, Virginia Tech

Abstract: Bud dormancy is an adaptive mechanism
that is coordinated by a complex signaling network
of multiple phytohormones, where abscisic acid
(ABA) plays a pivotal role. Dormancy regulation at the
biochemical level remains largely uncharacterized,
especially as it relates to the role ABA homeostasis
might play in dormancy induction, maintenance, and
release. Previous research on stone fruits and other
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deciduous woody perennials indicated that the expression of ABA biosynthetic genes increases with
chilling accumulation (dormancy induction-dormancy maintenance), whereas that of ABA catabolic genes
increases as buds move toward dormancy release.
However, whether ABA homeostasis could explain
the differences between apple cultivars differing in
bloom time is still unknown. In the present research,
we performed the in-silico analysis to isolate ABA catabolic genes (CYP707A) from the apple genome and
phylogenetically assorted them into five clades, of
which three clades share sister clades with ABA catabolic genes in Arabidopsis. We also investigated the
expression of ABA catabolic and biosynthetic genes
throughout the dormancy progression in mature
trees of ‘Cripps Pink’ and ‘Honeycrisp’ apple cultivars, that represent relatively early- and late-blooming cultivars, respectively. The relative normalized
expression of the nine CYP707A genes from the five
clades was analyzed using qRT-PCR. Two housekeeping genes, StaR related lipid transfer protein
(MDP0000173025) and putative casein kinase II subunit beta-4 (MDP0000095375) were used to normalize gene expression across all treatments. Our results indicated that among the nine CYP707A genes,
eight genes were differentially expressed in both cultivars. However, three catabolic genes, CYP707A1.3
(XM_008366759.3), CYP707A3 (XM_008340972.3),
and CYP707A4.2 (XM_008341834.3) showed downregulation at the endodormancy release time (800
CU) contrary to most CYP707A genes which followed
a similar pattern of expression in both cultivars;
reaching its peak at 800 CU, and gradually declining
thereafter. On the other hand, transcript levels of
ABA biosynthetic genes (NCED1, XM_008384748.3,
and NCED2, XM_008373542.3) showed a decline
with the fulfillment of chilling requirements in both
cultivars. During chilling accumulation (dormancy
maintenance), NCED1 upregulated only in ‘Honeycrisp’ whereas NCED2 upregulated in both cultivars,
relative to the expression of these genes at the dormancy induction stage (20 CU). Further, the expression of NCED2 was higher in ‘Honeycrisp’ compared
to ‘Cripps Pink’. In conclusion, our findings indicate
that ABA catabolism could explain the differences in
bloom time among apple cultivars. More investigations are still in-progress to validate these data at the
whole transcriptomic level.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: VDACS

Exploration of Soil and Tree Responses to
Increasing Soil Organic Matter in Southeastern Peach Orchards (poster)

Brian T. Lawrence*, Clemson University and Juan Carlos Melgar,
Clemson University

Abstract: Commercial peach production in the
southeast often requires intensive management due
to the climate and orchard pathogens, but little research has studied how adding soil organic matter
(SOM) may offer a long-term solution to mitigate
such challenges. Current practices which use high
fertilization and irrigation rates continue to allow
the loss of soil structure, life, and nutrients and inadvertently reduce tree growth and performance.
Soil management practices that add and maintain
SOM could reduce the annual input of synthetic fertilizer and buffer water resources due to increased
water-holding capacity. Additionally, an increase of
stable soil carbon may indirectly reduce pathogen
pressure and lead to greater tree longevity. In 2019,
Clemson University began a multi-orchard study to
observe both the short-term and long-term effects
of soil health for peach orchard management practices. The objective of this work is to explore the
impact of two SOM application strategies replacing
synthetic fertilizers on soil health and tree performance and productivity from either: 1) the incorporation and addition of two rates of food waste
compost (10 tons/ac or 20 tons/ac) prior to orchard
establishment in a re-plant or new-location orchard;
or 2) surface-applied hardwood mulch mixed with
poultry litter within a fruit-bearing, mature orchard.
Soil parameters including water holding capacity,
cation exchange capacity, nutrient mineralization
and retention at two depths (15 and 45 cm deep)
along with SOM maintenance will be explored within
each orchard. Tree performance and physiological
measurements from stem cross-sectional area, stem
water potential, gas-exchange and foliar nutrients
also will be monitored over time in this study. Initial results show that orchards receiving SOM sources have equal nutritional status as those receiving
synthetic fertilizers. Ultimately, this research aims to
create a working soil index for stone-fruit growers
and help guide orchard soil management decisions
to improve orchard health.
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Public Horticulture/Human Issues in
Horticulture (Poster)
Moderator: Katherine Brewer, University of Minnesota St Paul

Using Databases to Assess the Status of
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Prairie Dropseed in Minnesota (poster)

Katherine Brewer*, University of Minnesota St Paul; Nicholas
Kreevich, Minnesota Landscape Arboretum; Mary Meyer, University of Minnesota; Susan M Galatowitsch, University of Minnesota
and Stan Hokanson, University of Minnesota

Abstract: Using Databases to Assess the Status of
Prairie Dropseed in Minnesota
Katherine Brewer, Nicholas Kreevich, Mary H Meyer,
Susan M Galatowitsch, Stan C Hokanson
Prairie dropseed, Sporobolus heterolepis, is a prairie
grass native to much of North America east of the
Rocky Mountains. Once a prominent part of Minnesota prairies, the species is becoming harder to find
in many natural areas. It is usually not included in
restorations because it is slow to germinate and establish and is vulnerable to competition as a seedling. However, prairie dropseed provides food and
shelter for at least five native species of Lepidoptera
including the federally endangered Poweshiek skipperling, Oarisma poweshiek, and the federally threatened Dakota skipper, Hesperia dacotae.
The goal of this project is two-fold. The first is to
identify wild populations of prairie dropseed in Minnesota and track the localities and environments
where wild populations are most likely to flourish.
The second is to demonstrate how databases when
combined with global information systems (GIS) can
help inform plant conservation efforts. The hope is
that databases will be employed by in situ and ex
situ conservation managers, including public garden
curators, to identify and track additional native plant
populations.
We used two databases in this project. The first is a
set of approximately 570 relevé records from the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MDNR).
These records contain the locality data and environmental observations for populations observed from
1971-2018. The second database is a set of approximately 130 herbarium records of prairie dropseed
vouchers collected in Minnesota and housed at the
Bell Museum, Ada Hayes, and Missouri Botanic Garden herbariums.This data set contains locality data
for populations recorded between 1880 and 2003.
The herbarium records provide historical data that
can inform analysis of the more recent MDNR data
by indicating populations that have survived overtime. Both of these databases provide unique information that when used together can create a picture
of the status of prairie dropseed across Minnesota.

Small-Scale Indoor Hydroponic Lettuce As
a Tool for Urban Agriculture Initiative in
Florida (poster)
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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E. Vanessa Campoverde*, University of Florida Extension,
Miami-Dade County; German Sandoya, University of California
Davis; Francisco Rivera, University of Florida Extension and Jonael
Bosques, University of Florida Extension

Abstract: Urban agriculture brings an opportunity to
metropolitan areas to connect with food production
and provide additional benefits such as local product access, sense of well-being and exposure to inter
generations. UF/IFAS Extension aims to serve diverse
audiences across Florida, especially in urban communities where shortage of farming land is a reality and
there is a need for proper horticultural skills knowledge. In this initiative we used lettuce (Lactuca sativa
L.) as model to collect data on small-scale indoor hydroponic production using UF/IFAS lettuce breeding
lines as a model; to identify crop conditions in smallscale hydroponic settings for small farmers in either
rural or urban areas; and to increase awareness and
networking with other hydroponic researchers and
extension educators to convey this initiative to urban areas. Initially, extension workshops on basics of
hydroponics were delivered between 2017 and 2019
in three of the biggest urban areas in Florida, Tampa,
Orlando and Miami. In 2019 we run small-scale trial
using the UF/IFAS breeding lines: 60183 (Romaine),
70882 (Bibb) and 43007 (Latin) with indoor LED settings in three different locations to study the performance of these lines and identify challenges in this
production system. Nearly 300 individuals attended
the one-day training at each Cooperative Extension
county office to learn about basics of hydroponics,
growing systems, type of mediums, nutritive solutions, Florida lettuce breeding cultivars and best
management practices where 75% of participants
indicated gain in knowledge and a high level of satisfaction with this training. We also identified several
challenges when producing lettuce in indoor small
scale hydroponic system that include the appearance of disorders such as tipburn, bolting and issues
with lights; after adjustment we were able to produce lettuce that may be consume locally by small
scale growers. This was the first attempt to join researchers and county extension faculty in a common
goal, to grow vegetables for small urban producers.

Practical Aspects of Tree Species Selection
for Urban Areas in High Desert Climates
(poster)
Heidi Kratsch*, University of Nevada Cooperative Extension

Abstract: Appropriate tree species selection is an important part of keeping trees stress-free without the
need for excessive water or maintenance. Tree species selection is also critical for retaining a healthy
urban tree canopy and for keeping our urban ar-
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eas resilient to predicted long-term changes in our
climate. Considering that the trees we plant today
will have to survive the environmental conditions
present 50 years from now, careful observation of
what works in practice can be an important part of
the decision-making process. With this in mind, we
surveyed 121 arborists in the Intermountain Western region of the U.S. to find out their top ten tree
species for drought-prone areas. We were also interested in what environmental and cultural factors
they used when make tree species decisions. A webinar was later presented to a total of 617 arborists
and other landscape professionals across the U.S. to
share our data and gain further insight into the decision-making process. Survey respondents offered
the following species: common hackberry, bur oak,
ponderosa pine, thornless honeylocust, Kentucky
coffeetree, Rocky Mountain juniper, and crabapple
as their top seven choices for drought-prone urban
areas in the U.S. Intermountain West, with a number
of other tree species tied for eighth, ninth, and tenth
place. They rated cold hardiness, drought tolerance,
insect pest resistance, disease resistance, alkalinity
tolerance, and heat tolerance as the most important
environmental factors in their decisions. Other decision-making factors cited included species availability, aesthetic value, and branch structure. During the
subsequent webinar, we introduced the question,
“How do we adapt our urban forests to a hotter, drier future?” We offered a number of options during
the webinar, but the most popular choice was to
“plant new tree species that have greater tolerance
to the potentially higher salt content of recycled or
reclaimed water.” Extension professionals who work
with urban and community foresters have an opportunity to engage them in the practical aspects of
tree selection, and at the same time, can use these
discussions as a way of inviting them to think about
climate resilience in their decision-making process.
This strategy could also be used to engage stakeholders in other professions to introduce them to
new ways of thinking, and to elicit their ideas for
practical solutions to today’s problems.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA National Institute
of Food and Agriculture

Treejuvenation Florida: An Urban Forestry
Community Engagement Extension Program (poster)
Marguerite Beckford*, University of Florida

Abstract: In 2013, a tree canopy study of Sarasota
County Florida, indicated 35% vegetation cover in
the Urban Service Area. With continual land devel-

opment and subsequent tree removal occurring in
Sarasota, I launched an urban forestry Extension
program - Treejuvenation Florida - to increase community engagement in urban forestry activities, and
promote awareness of the benefits of urban trees.
Communities derive many benefits from urban forests, including improved air quality, reduced heat island effects, and positive physical and mental health
impacts. In addition to community outreach publications and promotional media campaigns, the Treejuvenation Florida Extension program implemented community engagement projects with over 200
participants annually, planting and learning about
trees. These projects include Florida Arbor Day TreeQuest scavenger hunts in parks, National Arbor Day
tree adoption events at libraries, Project Learning
Tree urban forestry summer youth workshops, and
Tree Trail Tour nature-walks. Treejuvenation Florida
also launched a successful partnership with one of
several local colleges, providing assistance with the
eligibility process for earning designation as a Tree
Campus USA site.

Raised-Bed Barrier Evaluation for Exclusion of Lead (Pb) in Brassica Rapa. (poster)

Celine Richard*, Louisiana State University; Kathryn Fontenot,
LSU AgCenter; Edward Bush, Lsu AgCenter; Heather Kirk-Ballard,
and Michael Taylor Bryant, Louisiana State University

Abstract: Disproportionate lead (Pb) distribution in
urban soils poses health risk to exposed communities. Drinking, eating and breathing particles containing Pb in any concentrations can result in acute
or accumulated Pb poisoning. Urban gardeners are
at particularly high risk to exposure via food chain
transfer of Pb from soil to plant. In order to quantify this soil-Pb risk, an accumulation study aimed at
quantifying soil Pb uptake across Chinese cabbage
(Brassica rapa), Indian mustard (Brassica junacea),
and butterhead lettuce (Lactuca sativa) species was
conducted in 2019. Our data indicated that the vegetable within the study with the most elevated accumulation capacity was Brassica rappa ‘Mibuna’. This
species was then evaluated in simulated raised-bed
conditions to compare effectiveness of different barriers to exclude Pb. The studied barriers include an
impermeable 1.6 mm neoprene, a permeable landscape fabric and a no- barrier control. Preliminary
observations indicate that growth rates did not significantly differ across barrier types. Average final
fresh weight were for 24.6 g for the 1.6 mm neoprene, 23.4 g for the landscape fabric and 24.1 for
the no-barrier control.
The samples containing the data representative of
the accumulation portion of this experiment are
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in the queue for analysis immediately upon the
re-opening of the university laboratories following
the current stay-at home order.

Visual Preferences Identify Key Design +
Management Practices for Seven University Public Open Spaces (poster)
Dallas Bretzman*, North Carolina State University

Abstract: In recent years, there has been an increasing need for University landscapes to perform
sustainably and at their highest potential on many
levels. However, detailed descriptions of the design
process/implementation and management of campus landscapes are lacking. Since these campus
landscapes need to provide aesthetic and amenity
value, landscape initiatives within the administration
should advocate awareness and education about
the value of rich comprehensive design processes
that are linked to their management in a meaningful way. In this study, we included seven surveyed
universities that helped us to explore the various
methods and objectives of their design process and
to describe landscape management operations used
to promote high performing sustainable landscapes,
which also engage a varying type and number of
stakeholders. In addition, we used an image survey to identify preferred/non-preferred visual preferences for the landscape study sites of the seven
universities. We compared the design processes and
management strategies associated with the rated
site images to establish which approaches promote
the highest impact. We discovered strategies that
can contribute to the efficient and robust design of
University landscapes, which will increase their longterm performance.
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Vegetable Crops Management 2
(Poster)
Moderator: Kent Kobayashi, University of Hawaii at
Manoa

LED and Fluorescent Lighting Effects on
Hydroponically Grown Baby Choi Cabbage
(poster)
Kent Kobayashi*, University of Hawaii at Manoa and Teresita
Amore, University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa

Abstract: Food safety, environmental impact, and efficient energy usage are growing concerns in horti-
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cultural production systems. Using artificial lighting
in producing Baby Choi cabbage could be a solution
to address these concerns. The objective of this study
was to compare the effects of LED lighting and high
output fluorescent lighting on the growth of young
Baby Choi plants in a noncirculating hydroponic
system. Baby Choi cabbage (Brassica rapa L.) seeds
were started in Oasis® cubes under T5 high output
fluorescent lighting in the lab. Seedlings were then
transferred to 5.1-cm net pots, which were placed
in 1.9-liter containers containing a hydroponic nutrient solution of Hydro-Gardens' Chem-Gro lettuce
formula 8-15-36 hydroponic fertilizer with added calcium nitrate (19% Ca and 15.5% N) and magnesium
sulfate (9.8% Mg and 12.9% SO4). Half of the seedlings were grown under full spectrum LED lighting
and half under T5 high output fluorescent lighting
(123 μmol/m2/s, 12-h photoperiod). At the end of the
study, there were significant differences between
LED lighting and fluorescent lighting in leaf number,
stem diameter, leaf dry weight, root dry weight, total
plant dry weight, and stem dry weight partitioning.
LED lighting had greater leaf number, stem diameter, leaf dry weight, root dry weight, and total plant
dry weight. Fluorescent lighting had greater stem dry
weight partitioning. There were no significant differences between LED lighting and fluorescent lighting in plant height, SPAD readings, stem dry weight,
stem dry weight/root dry weight ratio, leaf dry
weight partitioning, and root dry weight partitioning.
In conclusion, full spectrum LED lighting could be an
alternative lighting source to high output fluorescent
lighting for young Baby Choi cabbage plants.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Hatch

Using RGB and Multispectral Sensors to
Assess Growth Rate and Water-Use Efficiency in Spinach (poster)

Henry O. Awika*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research; Jorge Solorzano,
Texas A&M AgriLife Research; Uriel C. Rivera, Texas A&M AgriLife
Research; Ayrton Laredo, Texas A&M AgriLife Research; Juan
Enciso, Texas A&M Agrilife Research and Carlos Avila, Texas A&M
AgriLife Research

Abstract: Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) equipped
with digital sensors can be used to optimize selection in breeding programs. One challenge is how to
use remotely acquired images in a manner that reconciles resources supplied and the actual biological
output. This study aimed to identify high throughput
aerial imagery signals that can be used to determine
biomass-based water-use efficiency (WUEb) in spinach. Ten spinach varieties (four commercial and six
breeding lines from TAM AgriLife)were evaluated in
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well-watered (WW) and less watered (LW) conditions.
Metered irrigation was applied through drip tapes
and the homogeneity of soil capillarity monitored
and logged from soil humidity sensors installed at
depths of three 7.5 to 15 cm at 20 centibars for the
WW treatment and 50 centibars for the LW. UAS
data was captured with one RGB camera and a multispectral sensor (MSS) flown at 20-m altitude above
ground with 80% overlap and 1-cm2 sensor resolution. The images were captured for 7 – 8 weeks for
the RGB and MSS, respectively, from sowing to the
harvest date. We obtained values for six UAS-sensed
vegetation indices in the visible (VIS)-, near-infrared
(NIR)-, red- and red-edge- reflectance bands which
we used to derive indices for growth rate (GRI), biological yield (BYI), and biomass to water ratio. Results
indicate that BYI and the inverse of GRI derived from
VIS reflectance bands are better at distinguishing
between the WUEb for the tested spinach varieties
across treatments compared to the indices derived
from MSS in the NIR and R-edge vegetation reflectance bands.

Lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) and Pak Choi
(Brassica chinensis L.) Yield in a Non-Circulating Aquaponics System. (poster)

Bradley "Kai" Fox, ; Paul Silva, Windward Community College and
Theodore J.K. Radovich*, University of Hawaii at Manoa

Abstract: Non-circulating aquaponics (NCA) provides
a less complex alternative to circulating systems.
A model NCA system was evaluated at Windward
Community College on O’ahu in 2019. Twenty-four
(24) individuals of each of 3 lettuce genotypes and 1
pak choi cultivar were planted in a completely randomized design in a deep water culture (DWC) raft
system. Water containing soluble fish waste-derived
nutrients was pumped from a separate aquaculture
system at the beginning of the experiment into the
DWC. An additional 10% v/v of NCA system water was
added weekly to account for evaporation and nutrient uptake by vegetables, however water was not
returned from the NCA to the aquaculture system
(decoupled). The experiment was repeated 4 times
between April and June of 2019. Genotypes differed
significantly in average weight per plant, stand establishment and total weight harvested per planting.
The lettuce cultivars ‘Rex’ and ‘Dragoon’ produced
the heaviest heads (91.8 and 88.9 g·head-1) relative to the other lettuce cultivar ‘Australe’ (59.4g per
head) and the pak choi ‘Black Summer’ 53.5 g per
head). Despite its lighter heads, ‘Australe’ had significantly higher yields per planting than ‘Dragoon’ because of better stand establishment after seedlings
were transplanted into the system. Of the 24 plants

transplanted into the system for each experiment,
an average of 59% of Dragoon heads were marketable compared to 84% marketable in ‘Australe.’
Total yield was highest in ‘Rex’ which produced the
heaviest heads with stand establishment of 79%. The
reason for the different stand establishment among
genotypes is not known but is presumed to involve
differential tolerance to non-optimal water and/or
climate factors. Additional work is being conducted
to optimize NCA systems for a broad range of crops.

Trellis Construction and Supplemental
Lighting for Subtropical Hop Production
(poster)

Mariel Gallardo*, University of Florida; Aleyda Acosta Rangel,
University of California; Zhanao Deng, University of Florida; Jack
Rechcigl, Univ of Florida/IFAS/Gulf Coast REC; Simon Bollin, Hillsborough County Economic Development and Shinsuke Agehara,
University of Florida, Gulf Coast Research and Education Center

Abstract: The U.S. craft beer industry has experienced significant growth over the last 10 years, with
sales accounting for more than 24% of the $114 billion U.S. beer market in 2018. Driven by this craft
beer movement, hop (Humulus lupulus L.) production is currently expanding into non-traditional hop
producing states, such as Colorado, Virginia, and
North Carolina. To respond to strong demands for
locally grown hops by craft breweries in Florida, we
examined the trellis design and crop management
practices required for subtropical hop production.
The major yield-limiting factor was premature flowering induced by short day length. To overcome this
limiting factor, we installed a supplemental lighting
system in our hop yard for photoperiod extension.
Material costs for establishing a 0.4-ha hop yard was
$15780 with a straight trellis and $18687 for a V-trellis, of which $3209 was for LED lamps and $2190
was for light strands. With the experience from the
last three years, we developed recommendations
for hop yard establishment and trellis construction
in Florida. There are five important steps, including
site selection, field preparation, trellis construction,
installation of supplemental lighting, and planting.
The ideal layout is a north-south row orientation
with a south-facing slope to maximize exposure to
sunlight and drainage. For weed control, we recommend covering the ground with landscape fabric
and establishing grasses in the row-middles. Applying a fumigant before planting is a good preventative measure because root-knot nematodes are
common in Florida’s soils. Pressure-treated poles
(15 and 12 cm in diameter for perimeter and inside
poles, respectively) are recommended because they
are more resistant to natural decay under Florida’s
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high humidity environments. For supplemental lighting, our recommendations are to space LED lamps 6
m apart in a staggered pattern (138 lamps in a 0.4ha hop yard), and to operate them for 6 hours per
night (>17 hours of day length) over 7–9 weeks or
until plants develop sufficient bine growth. Because
Florida’s climate is highly conducive to the spread of
diseases, it is critical to use virus-free certified, tissue-culture seedlings and to avoid the possibility of
introducing new hop pathogens into the state. Our
maximum dry cone yield combining both spring and
fall seasons was 405 kg/ha in the first year and 676
kg/ha in the second year, reaching to about 31% of
the commercial average yield. With optimum hop
trellis and crop production practices, viable hop production may be feasible in subtropical climates.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Florida Specialty Crop
Block Grant Program (USDA-AMS-SCBGP-2017, Contract #024853)

Maximizing Taro (Colocasia esculenta)
Corm Production in Aquaponics By Manipulating Water Quality Late in the Vegetative Growth Stage (poster)

Bradley "Kai" Fox, ; Theodore J.K. Radovich*, University of Hawaii at Manoa; Neil Tsukayama, Windward Community College;
Paul Silva, Windward Community College; Jane Chung-Do, University of Hawaii; Ilima Ho-Lastimosa, University of Hawaii; Phoebe
Hwang, University of Hawaii; LeShay Keli’iholokai, Ke Kula Nui
O Waimanalo; Ikaika Rogerson, Ke Kula Nui O Waimanalo; Kirk
Deitchman, Ke Kula Nui O Waimanalo and Kenneth Ho, Ke Kula
Nui O Waimanalo

Abstract: Aquaponics has been widely adopted in
Hawaiian communities as a culturally relevant method of home food production. Taro (Kalo in Hawaiian)
is a traditional Hawaiian staple crop that does well
vegetatively in aquaponics, but does not produce
corms of commercially acceptable size. As part of
a larger community driven project (MALAMA), we
tested the hypotheses that low kalo corm yields
were due to excessive water nitrogen levels late in
vegetative development that hinders the transition
in photosynthate partitioning to the corm. The kalo
cultivar ‘Maui Lehua’ was planted in a randomized
complete block design with six replications in specially designed dual- tub systems that allowed for the
application of two treatments: 1) fish effluent supplied throughout 8 months of plant development
(control) and 2) Fish effluent restricted from the system at 4 months and fresh water supplied for the
remaining 4 months of development (restricted).
Control plants produced significantly more biomass
than restricted plants, but restricted plants had significantly more biomass partitioned to the corm
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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(62% of total biomass) relative to control plants (22%
of total biomass). The ratio of corm:total biomass is
a key indicator of plant maturity and suggests we
were partially successful in transitioning photosynthate partitioning to the corm. However, individual
weights of the primary corm were statistically similar
between treatments (376-406 g·plant-1) and still low
compared to recorded yields in terrestrial systems.
Modifications to the system are being made to address observed deficiencies in potassium and iron in
plants of both treatments, and total time to harvest
will be increased.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Inter-Disciplinary Leaders Program;
Hawaii Department of Agriculture
1:00 PM – 1:45 PM

Weed Control & Pest Management 2
(Poster)
Moderator: Lyn A Gettys, University of Florida Ft Lauderdale Research and Education Center

Adoption of Pest Management Strategies
By Vegetable Growers in Mississippi (poster)

Ronald Stephenson*, Mississippi State Univ.; Christine H. Coker,
Mississippi State University Coastal Research and Extension Center;
Gary Bachman, Mississippi State University Coastal Research
and Extension Center; Benedict Posadas, ; Richard Harkess,
Mississippi State University; John J. Adamczyk, USDA ARS and
Patricia Knight, Mississippi State University Coastal Research and
Extension Center

Abstract: Improved crop protection strategies for
insect pests may significantly increase production
efficiency. Pesticide use practices have changed significantly due to health and environmental concerns.
Development and use of action thresholds for application of pesticides is a core element of integrated
pest management. Organic production is growing
as a segment of the small-scale vegetable market.
Small-scale producers in Mississippi were surveyed
to determine their adoption of threshold-based pesticide use strategies for conventional and organic
production as well as perceived barriers to adoption
of those strategies. Producers were also surveyed
regarding their preferred source and format for pest
management information. Responses were obtained
from 54 producers from 25 counties in Mississippi. Approximately 54 percent of respondents were
determined to use non-threshold based traditional
practices for pest management. Lack of knowledge
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regarding threshold-based conventional production
was a perceived barrier to adoption of that practice.
Lower control intervals, difficulty in applying controls and increase in labor were considered barriers
to adoption of organic production. The preferred
source of information for producers was extension
publications. In order to increase adoption of threshold-based insect pest management, barriers reported in this survey must be addressed. Development
of extension programs and publications directly targeting small-scale producers would be of benefit.

Green Lacewing Chrysoperla Rufilabris Is a
Natural Enemy of Exotic Pest Acanthococcus Lagerstroemiae (poster)

Bin Wu*, Texas A&M University; Runshi Xie, Texas A&M University;
Mengmeng Gu, Texas A&M University and Hongmin Qin, Texas
A&M University

Abstract: The exotic invasive pest crapemyrtle bark
scale (CMBS, Acanthococcus lagerstroemiae) has
spread to 14 states and native American beautyberry (Callicarpa americana) since its initial report in
2004 in the United States, posing a significant threat
to the horticulture industry and the ecosystem. Recent investigation of its host range found that many
plants can be severely infested by this pest. Predation of green lacewing (Chrysoperla rufilabris) larvae,
a non-selective insect predator was characterized
for CMBS management after green lacewings were
observed preying on CMBS gravid females in landscapes. The predation capacity of C. rufilabris on
CMBS was evaluated under controlled laboratory
conditions. Larvae of C. rufilabris not only prey on
CMBS gravid females but also on CMBS eggs and
crawlers. The numbers of CMBS eggs that a single
larva could devour in 24 hours ranged from 154.1
to 195.5 eggs. To test how C. rufilabris larvae forage
CMBS, Y-maze assays were conducted, and the result
indicated that C. rufilabris larvae are likely to locate
CMBS by olfaction. To the best of our knowledge this
is the first report to evaluate the predation capacity and confirm that C. rufilabris, an environmentally
friendly biological pest control agent, is the natural
enemy of CMBS that can be utilized for CMBS pest
management.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Grant T3 246495-2019
and ‘Systematic Strategies to Manage Crapemyrtle Bark
Scale, An Emerging Exotic Pest’ [grant no. 2017-5118126831/project accession no. 1013059] from the USDA
National Institute of Food and Agriculture.

Nanotechnology for Insect Pest Manage-

ment (poster)

Naveen Kumar*, University of Maryland Eastern Shore

Abstract: Nanotechnology may lead to a transformation of current agriculture and promote sustainable
green technology to manage plant pests and pathogens. In the present work, we showed the promising
effects of nanoparticle [nano-zinc-oxide (NZO); 1030 nm, 40-60 nm, 80-100 nm, and 200 nm] in management of soybean looper [Chrysodeixis includens
(Walker)]. In vitro results showed 80 to 100% mortality of first, second, and third instar stages of soybean
looper within 5 to 24 hr using NZO of different sizes.
However, common zinc oxide (CZO) did not impart
any harmful effect on the first, second, and third
instar stages of soybean looper. We also observed
behavior changes in feeding habits of Cucumber
beetles (Diabrotica undecimpunctata howardi) on soybean leaves. Behavioral studies were conducted in
cages by enclosing the adults of Cucumber beetle
on NZO (15 and 20 mM) treated and control leaves.
Adults never attacked on NZO treated leaves and
preferentially consumed untreated control leaves.
However, adults also consumed NZO treated leaves
in the absence of control leaves in cages. Experiments were also conducted in vitro to observe the
effect of NZO (5, 10, 15, 20 mM) and CZO (5, 10, 15,
20 mM) on growth of Fusarium oxysporum. The diameter of fungal growth declined with increase in concentration of nanoparticles and completely inhibited
at 20 mM. However, no such effect was observed
using CZO. Based on these results, NT can likely be
used to manage multiple insects and pests in crop
plants.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: MD Soybean Board

Controlling Bitter Rot and White Rot in
‘Golden Delicious’ Apple Trees with Variable-Rate Spray Technology (poster)

Lauren Fessler, University of Tennessee; Amy Fulcher*, University
of Tennessee; David Lockwood, Univ Tennessee; Wesley Wright,
University of Tennessee; Grace Pietsch, University of Tennessee;
Heping Zhu, USDA-ARS Application Technology Research Unit;
Sterling Mcclanahan, University of Tennessee and Mark Burnett,
Oren Wooden's Apple House

Abstract: Variable-rate Intelligent spray technology retrofitted to existing air-blast sprayers applies
pesticides based on real-time scanning laser rangefinder measurements of plant presence, size, and
density. Bitter rot and white rot are serious diseases
in apple orchards. The objective of this experiment
was to compare disease control and spray characteristics in the manual (constant-rate) and intelligent
(variable-rate) spray settings of this new technology
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when applied to Malus domestica ‘Golden Delicious’
apple trees.
A field was divided in half, with 7 rows each treated in the variable-rate and the constant-rate spray
mode. In each treatment, five uniform pairs of trees
across a driveway from one another were selected,
and four clips for water sensitive cards (WSCs) were
placed in each canopy. Card position, or clip, number
increased as distance from the primary driveway,
the driveway shared by each tree pair, increased (i.e.
Card 1 was closest). A fifth card, Card 5, was clipped
to a board on the ground below Card 2 to capture
off-target ground losses. Trees in the rows adjacent
to selected pairs had one clip for Card 6 in the same
relative position as Card 1 to capture aerial drift.
Four fruit, each corresponding to a clip position,
were tagged in each selected tree for disease rating.
Once during the season, WSCs were placed in clips
1-4 and individual cards placed in clips 5 and 6. The
sprayer traveled down the primary driveway and
cards in position 6 were collected. Then the sprayer
traveled down both adjacent driveways and the remaining cards were collected. Cards were analyzed
for coverage (%), deposition (μL/cm2), and droplet
density (deposits/cm2) using DepositScan software.
Pesticide volume discharged was recorded throughout the season and disease ratings were taken every
other week. Fruit diameter, number of diseased areas, and diameter of three representative diseased
areas were recorded for each of 4 fruits.
Throughout the season, the variable-rate mode reduced pesticide discharged by 32% compared to the
constant-rate mode, which equates to savings of over
$350 per 100 acres per application. White and bitter
rot were controlled regardless of sprayer mode. Deposit density for all cards within the canopy met or
exceeded the recommended guidelines (20-30 droplets/cm2 threshold for insecticides, 50-70 droplet/cm2
threshold for fungicides) in both modes. Overspray
was 23% greater in the constant-rate mode than the
variable-rate mode. Off-target ground deposits were
reduced 96% in the variable-rate mode compared to
the constant-rate mode.

Co-Authors: Owen Washam, Dong Sub Kim, Steven
Fennimore, Mark Hoffmann
Abstract: Allyl-Isothiocyanate (AITC) is a glucosinolate breakdown product with well-documented
pesticide usage. It can be utilized in pre-plant soil
disinfestation, and it is registered as a commercial
biopesticide in most of the United States. However,
the application of synthetic AITC has led to inconclusive results on weed, nematode, and pathogen control. An explanation for inconclusive results is that
AITC has low vapor pressure which causes inefficient
movement throughout the soil bed. We hypothesize
that supplemental heat induced by steam mobilizes
AITC and increases pathogen control in strawberry
plasticulture.
The objective of the presented study was to investigate the pathogen control efficacy of steam + AITC
in two different experiments: (A) A replicated microplot study designed to investigate pathogen control
efficacy on Verticillium dahliae at different distances
from an injection point. The following treatments
were established for this study: (1) Steam (1hr, 5bar);
(2) AITC (20 lbs/ac); (3) Steam (1hr, 5bar) + AITC (20
lbs/ac); (4) Non-treated control (NTC). Bags with V.
dahliae inoculum were buried at several distances
from the injection point. After two weeks, the number of microsclerotia per g soil were assessed on NP10 semi-selective medium. (B) In two replicated field
trials, we investigated the pathogen control efficacy
(Pythium ultimum) of steam + AITC under plasticulture conditions. Five treatments with four replicates
each were established in a block design at both field
sites: (1) NTC; (2) Pic-Clor 60 (35 lbs/ac); (3) Steam
(1hr, 5bar) + AITC (30lbs/ac); (4) Steam (1hr/5bar)
and (5) AITC (30lbs/ac). Soil samples were collected
post-treatment and were analyzed for the presence
of propagules of P. ultimum, using semi-selective
medium. Steam was applied with a Siux SE-25 Steam
applicator in both experiments. Maximum soil temperatures ranged from 65°C to 100°C across all experiments.

Steam and Allyl-Isothiocyanate As Potential New Soil Disinfestation Tool (poster)

Results of both experiments show significant reduction of soil-borne pathogens when AITC is combined
with steam compared to other treatments. Pathogen
counts in the field trials were similar to the counts in
beds treated with Pic-Clor 60 (the grower’s standard).
Our results strongly suggest that the combination of
steam and AITC could potentially serve as a new tool
in pre-plant soil disinfestation in both strawberry
and other crop production.

Abstract: Title: Steam and Allyl-Isothiocyanate as Potential New Soil Disinfestation Tool

Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA

Emma F Volk*, NC State University; Owen Washam, NC State University; Dong Sub Kim, University of California, Davis; Steven A.
Fennimore, University of California, Davis and Mark Hoffmann,
North Carolina State University
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1:45 PM – 3:15 PM

Workshop: Crucial Issues in
Consumer Horticulture

Coordinators: Esther E. McGinnis, North Dakota State
University; Sarada Krishnan, Denver Botanic Gardens
and Heather Kirk-Ballard,
Moderator: Esther E. McGinnis, North Dakota State
University
Description: The U.S. retail gardening economy is
expected to reach $50 billion by 2023 and is a significant driver of the agricultural economy. Are we
prepared as consumer horticulturists to meet the
corresponding demand for information, innovative
digital outreach, research-based solutions, youth recruitment, and collaboration? The goal of this interactive workshop is to bring together consumer horticulturists from universities, industry, public gardens
and the National Initiative for Consumer Horticulture to discuss four key challenges. In particular, this
workshop will address: (1) plant blindness in middle
school and high school youth, (2) the need to identify
critical consumer horticulture research gaps as the
first step in securing funding for future studies, (3)
bridging the divide between consumer horticulture
and public gardens, and (4) the need to use innovative extension outreach methods to reach target
audiences. After the four panelists have presented
their topics, workshop participants will be divided
into issue-based discussion groups to further explore the issues and to actively discuss applications
and solutions. The conversations will be captured
on flip charts and reported back to the entire group.
One of the goals of the workshop is to recruit participants to continue working on these challenges after
the conference.

1:45 PM Introductory Remarks
1:50 PM Combating Plant Blindness in Middle School and High School Students
Esther E. McGinnis*, North Dakota State University

Abstract: Plant blindness, the inability to observe,
identify, and differentiate between plant species
in one’s own environment, continues to be a problem for horticulture and plant sciences and leads
to a failure to recognize the importance of plants
in natural ecosystems, managed landscapes, and
modern diets. Since botanists James H. Wandersee
and Elisabeth E. Schussler first introduced the concept of plant blindness in 1999, great strides have
been made at the elementary school level. Elementary schools routinely plant vegetable gardens with
the goal of teaching children about common garden

crops, plant anatomy, environmental factors of plant
growth, and nutrition. Such efforts rarely extend into
middle school and high school. This presentation will
review middle school, high school, and alternative
curricula and suggest active steps to combat plant
blindness in the school system.

2:00 PM Research Gaps in Consumer Horticulture
Heather Kirk-Ballard*, LSU AG Center

Abstract: The National Initiative for Consumer Horticulture defines consumer horticulture as the cultivation, use, and enjoyment of plants, gardens, landscapes and related horticultural items to the benefit
of individuals, communities, and the environment.
Consumer horticulture is the connection between
people and plants that impacts our lives, our homes,
families, communities, businesses and economy.
Consumer horticulture supports human health, environmental stewardship, and local food systems
while providing jobs that generate revenue from
growing, marketing and managing plants. There is a
gap in knowledge across the board on a clear definition of exactly what consumer horticulture is and
a lack of understanding of the commodities it provides. With that gap in knowledge, comes a gap in
research as a result of a lack of sufficient funding for
consumer horticulture research. This presentation
will review the results of a broad survey that asks the
questions-what is consumer horticulture? What research gaps do you see in consumer horticulture? Is
there sufficient funding for consumer horticulture?
What are those funding sources?

2:15 PM Bridging the Divide between Consumer Horticulture and Public Gardens
Sarada Krishnan*, Denver Botanic Gardens

Abstract: Public gardens collectively host over 120
million visitors each year. With this type of attendance, gardens can play a huge role in influencing
their visitors in making appropriate gardening choices and provide technical advice on region-appropriate horticultural practices. Despite their role as an
influencer, many public gardens have limited engagement in the consumer horticulture community.
In order to understand the barriers to direct engagement in consumer horticulture, a survey will be sent
out in early 2020 to public gardens. The results of the
survey will be discussed at this session.

2:30 PM Creating Flexible Tools for the
Consumer Horticulture Toolbox

Lauren Garcia Chance*, American Public Garden

An asterisk (*) after a name indicates the presenting author.
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Association
Abstract: The Environmental Committee of the National Initiative for Consumer Horticulture is seeking
input on the development of a series of web-based
tools for the general population to use in guiding their
landscaping decisions. These tools are formatted as
a series of questions that lead the participant to a
summary of their practices and provide resources
for improving the efficacy and sustainability of these
practices based upon the questionnaire responses.
Some of the web-based topics that are being developed include houseplants, soil health, water-wise
gardening, and pest management. Initial implementation will occur through a basic survey system, with
the goal of gathering feedback and responses from
both the general public as well as consumer horticulture practitioners (growers, public gardens, Master
Gardeners, extension agents). The long-term goal of
the committee is to utilize initial results and successes to secure a grant to fund development of a full
mobile application, accessible on phones and tablets, which can be channeled by a participant’s zip
code to connect them to regional and local resources. With development of a full application, a wider
variety of tools targeting such topics as native plants,
invasive plants, etc. could be established.

2:45 PM Discussion
1:45 PM – 3:15 PM

Teaching Methods 2
Moderator: Xin Zhao, University of Florida

1:45 PM “Plants, Pollinators and You”:
Interdisciplinary Approach and Service
Learning Encourage Students to Protect
Pollinators

Bodie V. Pennisi* and S. Kris Braman, University of
Georgia
Abstract: Threats to biodiversity and pollinator
health have been highlighted in the public arena
and in research circles for over a decade. Although
numerous national and state citizen initiatives exist,
academia has been slow in formal training to prepare students for active work upon graduation. We
designed a dual-level, interdisciplinary course which
targets non-majors and is offered in an online format over summer semester. The course addresses
the impact of urban systems on pollinator health
and the active role citizens can play in protecting
pollinators. Students receive training on pollinator
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insect identification and examine the biological and
ecological characteristics of floral provisioning to
better understand pollinator-plant interactions, the
importance of reducing pesticide inputs, and creating a coexisting pollinator and plant habitat in the
urban matrix. The course covers fundamental topics such as arthropod-mediated ecosystem services
(AMES), pollinator health, and pollinator habitat enhancement. The unique interdisciplinary approach
is to provide students with entomological-based
knowledge such as integrated pest management
(IPM) and pollinator health while also incorporating
horticultural concepts such as ornamental plant species for maximum aesthetic impact and floral provisioning, and best management practices (BMPs) in
the urban landscape. Additionally, the course empowers students to engage in citizen science and
work closely with outside partners to provide practical and impactful information to protect pollinators
in an urban setting. The three parts – entomological
knowledge, horticultural knowledge, and the human
element are crucial in mitigating the negative aspects of urban development. To achieve the Service
Learning component, students work directly with
outside partners such as Home Owner Associations
(HOAs) and community gardens to assess pollinator
diversity and provide customized action steps to improve pollinator habitat. We use follow-up surveys
and interviews to better assess engagement in the
community after graduation, and gauge impact of
knowledge gained on both personal behavior/attitudes and choice of profession/field.

2:00 PM Integrating Service-Learning in
Landscape Design Education: Exploring
Hands-on Problem Solving Skills, Confidence Building, and Ethical and Environmental Responsibility and Professionalism

Julieta Sherk*1; Dallas Bretzman2 and Lee Ivy1, (1)NC
State University, (2)North Carolina State University
Abstract: The premise of this study is that in order
to build confidence, enhance problem-solving, model ethical environmental and cultural responsibility,
which are necessary to be a professional landscape
designer today, we need to more regularly engage
landscape design students with stakeholders and
hands-on experiences.
Although much has been studied about skill development, the impacts of learning within a service-learning context is less prevalent. Further, while these experiences are a challenge for faculty to orchestrate,
engaged learning has implications for enriching stu-
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dent learning and fostering a positive professional
attitude.
This study describes the course organization and
the learning outcomes identified through student’s
perception of how they evolved during the learning
experience. The results describe the impacts, which
reveal challenges and reinforce the value of teaching landscape design with hands-on service learning
course. This work tackles the challenge of teaching
a design course that builds skills and critical thinking abilities while applying them in a service-learning
design project that weaves throughout the course.
It showcases how to use the design process and the
critical thinking cycle to structure the course and design project process. This will help faculty to structure
a service-learning (community engaged) component
in their design courses. It provides a description of
impacts to student learning that make the extra effort worthwhile.

2:15 PM The Effects of Environment on
Memory and Reasoning Skills: Comparing
Natural and Artificial Environments
Stephen Prentice and Tina Marie Waliczek Cade*,
Texas State University

Abstract: The Attention Restoration Theory (ART)
suggests that our directed attention is subject to fatigue, and that the presence of nature and natural
environments allows us to recover from that fatigue,
consequently improving cognitive function. Three
hundred and eighty undergraduate degree-seeking
students of all classifications from diverse academic
disciplines at Texas State University were tested using modified forms of the Sentence Repetition Test
and the California Verbal Learning Test to test verbal
memory and verbal learning, and a modified form
of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-IV Matrix
Reasoning to test non-verbal reasoning/fluid intelligence. Half of the subjects (190) were tested in their
classroom at the regularly scheduled class time or
one located in the same building at a predetermined
date and time. Half of the subjects (190) were tested
in an outdoor garden classroom at a predetermined
date and time. No significant difference was found
to exist between either the memory or reasoning
scores of the two groups. Comparisons of subjects
in the same demographic categories produced three
significant P values. Students classified as seniors (P =
0.035), students ages 36-40 (P = 0.030), and students
ages 40 and above (P = 0.041) who were tested in the
natural environment performed significantly better
on the Sentence Repetition Test than those tested
in the artificial environment. Although this study re-

turned mixed results, research generally supports
the premise that exposure to nature or natural environments can have beneficial effects on physical and
mental health, as well as improve cognitive function.
Effectual cognitive function is essential for success in
education, business, and our personal lives.

2:30 PM Enhancing Student Learning and
Engagement through an Incubator Farm
Class Project

Xin Zhao*1; Isaac Vincent1; Shufang Tian1; Derek
Farnsworth1; Jacqueline A. Ricotta2 and Grady
Roberts1, (1)University of Florida, (2)Delaware Valley
University

Abstract: Hands-on learning at university teaching
gardens and farms has been increasingly integrated
into agricultural science undergraduate curriculums.
In an introductory organic and sustainable crop production course offered in the Horticultural Sciences
Department at the University of Florida, an incubator farm class project was designed and carried out
in the teaching garden to better understand the impacts of holistic management-based team project on
students’ active learning and skill development. This
Incubator Farm project allows students to integrate
key concepts, principles, and practices learned in the
course to understand and develop organic vegetable production systems by targeting environmental,
social, and economic sustainability goals. During the
course offering in Fall 2019, concepts of marketing,
business planning, and budgeting were incorporated into lectures and a writing assignment. Five to six
students were assigned to each group and assumed
the role of a beginning farmer to start and operate
an experimental Incubator Farm in the Horticultural Sciences Teaching Garden on campus (Gainesville, FL) by addressing specific farming management goals. In addition to establishing a reflective
team blog, a 5-minute video and a 2-page pamphlet
about each Incubator Farm are produced by student
groups for learning synthesis. Forty-five students
participated in the post-then-pre assessment at the
end of the course by reporting their perceived levels
of knowledge, skill set, and interest before and after conducting the project using a 5-point scale (1 =
low, 5 = high). Analysis of students’ responses to this
27-question evaluation indicated significant knowledge gain and skill development in all assessed areas. Overall, students perceived the greatest levels
of knowledge gain in the areas of growing vegetable
crops organically, setting S.M.A.R.T. goals to start a
vegetable farm, using intercropping systems and
cover crops for organic vegetable production, applying integrated management practices, and con-
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ducting holistic management of a vegetable farming
operation. Moreover, the Incubator Farm project
showed greater influence on knowledge gain and
application than its impact on skill and interest development. With respect to skill and interest development, the most positive impact of the Incubator
Farm project was observed on interest and motivation in conducting organic farming research, teamwork skill development, and interest and motivation
in pursuing a career directly related to organic production. Conducting this Incubator Farm class project was demonstrated to be an effective approach to
improving active learning and student engagement.
Assessment tools can be further developed to better gauge the effectiveness of team-based hands-on
learning activities.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: APLU Innovative Teaching Award and UF CALS Matching Funds

2:45 PM Q&A - Teaching Methods 2 - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
1:45 PM – 3:15 PM

Workshop: Tropical/Subtropical Fruit
Crops in Peril: Insect Vectored Diseases

Coordinator: Jonathan Crane, University of Florida
Moderator: Jonathan Crane, University of Florida
Description: Invasive insects and pathogens have
become common and sometimes devastating pest
issues in horticulture. Insect vectored lethal plant
pathogens (insect-plant pathogen complexes) can
be particularly devastating to long-lived perennial
horticultural crops. As highlighted by the on-going
covid-19 pandemic in human health, proactive approaches merit consideration, and there is much to
be learned while the lessons remain fresh. Two relatively recent examples of insect-vectored plant epidemics are the Asian citrus psyllid (ACP, Diaphorina
citri) that vectors the huanglongbing (HLB) bacterial
pathogen Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus to citrus
trees, and Xyleborus volvulus and X. bispinatus ambrosia beetles (AB) that vector the laurel wilt (LW) fungal
pathogen Raffaelea lauricola to avocado trees. Both
are lethal diseases and eradication was determined to
be impossible. Academic and governmental resources have responded with organizing industry, agency,
and academic groups to mount research and extension programs, largely through established funding
and organizational mechanisms. The expertise of
entomologists, plant pathologists, horticulturists,
geneticists and agricultural economists have been
brought to bear in a multi-disciplinary approach.
While progress is occurring at addressing these inI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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sect-plant pathogen complexes perhaps additional
expertise and strategies are warranted. We need to
think outside the current box – perhaps by widening the expertise brought to bear on these complex
issues. This may include materials scientists, impact
network analysts, sociologists, biostatisticians, bioinformatic scientists, microbiologists, agroecologists,
systems engineers, resilience engineers, and industrial, systems and electrical engineers to name a few.
Might inclusion of a broader array of disciplines, prior to or during the initial epidemic phase, shorten
the timeline to control solutions and/or mitigations
or just unduly complicate the effort?
This workshop will briefly offer an account of the research-extension history of two lethal insect-disease
complexes that have cause significant socio-economic disruption to major horticulture crops in the
U.S. Secondly we will briefly discuss the common research-extension and regulatory reaction to significant invasive plant pests that are beyond eradication,
i.e., the road repeatedly traveled. More importantly,
alternative scenarios and ideas will be discussed on
preparing for the next major plant pathogen/insect
introduction. How can land grant universities and
USDA improve their research-extension responses
to these insect-disease complexes?
Finally, through group discussion, we will explore
the potential for enhancing the scientific community
/ industry partnership in the hopes of identifying potential new paradigms to address current and future
plant disease epidemics and insect invasions.

1:45 PM Huanglongbing Disease Putting
the Squeeze on OJ Production in Florida
Ed Stover*, U.S. Department of Agriculture

Abstract: Huanglongbing (HLB) citrus disease was
first unequivocally described from China in the 1940s.
It is caused by a bacterium (Candidatus Liberibacter
asiaticus, CLas) which is limited to the phloem in citrus, is vectored by the Asian citrus psyllid (Diaphorina
citri), has a long latency period, and is graft-transmissible. CLas is an obligatory endophyte and relies on
its host for many of its needs. The citrus pathology
community in the US was keenly aware of the threat
of HLB prior to its arrival and conducted some HLB
research. The insect vector quickly became widespread in FL following its first identification in 1998
but was determined not to be an economic pest in
the absence of CLas. The HLB pathogen was first validated in FL in 2005, from an apparent “suitcase” importation of budwood, and likely was already widespread in south FL from ACP feeding.
The pathology community emphasized control
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through clean nursery stock (already in place), vector
control, and roguing of infected trees. Extensionists
promoted these practices and organized area-wide
ACP management. Initial efforts to rogue in south
FL revealed that a high proportion of trees were already infected and the epidemic was in exponential
growth. A few growers decided that roguing would
put them out of business and developed cultural
practices to sustain infected trees. Almost the entire industry quickly followed suit, even in orchards
hundreds of miles from the nearest established infections.
The industry and associated research bodies quickly leveraged additional funds and engaged the NAS
and other bodies to identify research priorities.
Some estimates suggest that a billion USD have been
spent on the disease, including all salaries and infrastructure. Tremendous progress has been made in
understanding the HLB pathosystem, and FL oranges which had appeared to be doomed, can know be
sustained at about 60% of the production expected
from healthy trees, but at much greater production
costs. Direct industry losses are estimated in the billions USD, and overall economic impact substantially
higher. Loss of acreage exceeds 180,000.
After fifteen years of endemic HLB in FL, this is a
good time to consider how we might better prepare
for and address emergent diseases in the future.
Throughout the US experience with HLB, there has
been discussion that conventional organizational
and funding structures might be impediments, and
a “Manhattan Project-like” approach may provide
more rapid results. Other ideas and observations
will be discussed in this workshop.

2:05 PM Killing the Guacamole Tree – Laurel Wilt
Jonathan H Crane*, University of Florida

Abstract: Florida’s $100 million tropical avocado industry is battling a lethal fungal pathogen (Raffaelea
lauricola) transmitted to avocado trees by several Xyleborus ambrosia beetle (AB) species. This insect-disease complex is called laurel wilt (LW-AB). The initial
AB detection occurred in Ft. Wentworth, GA in 2002
and although AB spread of the pathogen was relatively slow (~35-50 mi per year), anthropomorphic
spread the insect-disease complex to Florida by
2005 and the avocado production area in south Florida by 2011. Since the first commercial avocado tree
succumbed to LW in 2012, the loss of over 140,000
trees worth an estimated $42 million has occurred.
By 2018 industry production declined by 16% (complicated by Hurricane Irene in 2017).

In late summer 2007, faculty from UF/IFAS, USDA-ARS-Miami, and Fla. Dept. Agric. and Consumer
Services – Div. of Plant Industry (FDACS-DPI) met to
discuss and plan the initial research and extension
effort to address LW-AB. This group included forestry and agricultural entomologists and plant pathologists, horticulturists, and regulatory people. During
2009 FDACS-DPI and UF/IFAS formed a LW Working
Group which included research-extension faculty,
regulatory staff and industry representatives. The
purpose was to assemble research, regulatory and
industry expertise to review the current status of LW
in Florida and chart an effective management strategy to mitigate the potential impact of the complex
on the south Florida avocado industry. From 2006
onward various research-extension grants were
awarded but mostly along traditional entomology,
plant pathology and horticulture collaborations. By
2009, research-extension grants widened the collaborations to include agricultural economics, plant
physiologists, plant geneticists and plant anatomists.
Additional entomologists and plant pathologists with
more narrowly defined research expertise (e.g., biology, microbial ecology and behavior of insect vectors
of plant diseases and molecular biology and genomics of fungal plant pathogens) were also included.
Eleven years later the ongoing LW-AB epidemic continues. Early detection, tree destruction (sanitation)
and prophylactic fungicide injection recommendations made in 2012 are still in play. Our understanding of the pathogen and AB vectors is much greater
as is our understanding of the underlying physiological tree reaction to the presence of LW-AB. Our new
understanding of the effect of the light environment
on AB behavior has led to renewed tree-light management (pruning) recommendations to reduce AB
activity. However, other significant controls for this
complex remains nearly the same. Widening the research expertise is sorely needed if significant improvements in the control or mitigation of this complex is needed.

2:25 PM Q&A and Discussion
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM

Commercial Horticulture
Moderator: Sanchez Philocles, Purdue University

1:45 PM Bronzing; A Skin Disorder in Peach

John Mark Lawton*; Juan C. Melgar and Guido Schnabel, Clemson University
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Abstract: Peaches with bronzing skin disorder have
irregularly shaped, discolored blotches that lead
to unmarketable fruit resulting in economic losses.
These spots may range from a single patch to covering majority of the skin. Bronzing occurs prior to harvest and is difficult to detect in the field as symptoms
most often appear after storage. In the southeastern
U.S., bronzing is most common in the mid to late ripening window but has also been observed on early
season peaches. In years of high occurrence, the disorder is associated with rain events shortly before
harvest, yet little is known about the cause. Applications of fungicides close to harvest, nutrient imbalance, inappropriate levels of pH or ClO2 in hydrocooling water, and rough postharvest handling have all
been hypothesized as inducers or exacerbators of
bronzing. In this experiment, we analyzed the role of
the fungicide captan applied close to harvest, as well
as soil nutrient balance in the induction of bronzing.
We found that bronzing incidence increased significantly with captan applications ten (10) days and one
(1) day preharvest. Further, the addition of an adjuvant acting as a transpiration inhibitor, significantly
reduced the captan-induced bronzing. We simulated
soil nutrient imbalance by over-fertilizing with potassium and heavily irrigating. Under this imbalance,
bronzing incidence increased. We argure that nutrient imbalance is a predisposing factor that, in combination with high transpiration rates at harvest, may
produce bronzing symptoms. Further, other stresses, such as preharvest captan applications also increase incidence of bronzing.

iment 1. In addition, three container types (48-cell
tray, 32-cell tray, or 21 cm deep tree tubes) and four
commercial substrates (3:1 pinebark:MetroMix830,
7:3 coir:HydraFibre®, 7:3 Peat:HydraFibre®, or Sunshine®Mix PF) were used to grow seedlings top
dressed with a medium fertilizer rate of Osmocote
15-9-12 Plus in experiment 2. Growth was measured
90 day after planting using plant growth index (cm)
[(average of two perpendicular widths + height)/2]
and leaf width (cm). Substrate characteristics (pH
and EC [mS/cm]) were recorded 0 and 90 days after
planting for both experiments. For experiment 1 at
day 0 (pre-fertilization) the pH was 6.12 and the EC
was 0.12 ms/cm and at day 90 the pH was 5.97, 6.03,
and 5.82 and the EC was 0.9, 0.973, and 2.09 ms/cm
for low medium and high fertilizer rates. For experiment 2 at day 0 (pre-fertilization) the pH was 6.1, 7.1,
6.5 and 6.0 and the EC was 0.25, 0.61, 0.79, and 0.97
ms/cm and at day 90 the pH was 6.2, 6.6, 6.4, and 6.5
and the EC was 0.79, 1.8, 2.2, and 1.4, respectively.
The medium and high fertilizer rates increased plant
growth index (3.4 and 3.4 cm, respectively) by 13 %
compared to low rates (3.0 cm) but had no effect on
leaf width (2.6 cm) in experiment 1. Sunshine®Mix
PF and the 3:1 pinebark:MetroMix830 substrates increased plant growth index by 13-27 % (3.3 and 2.9
cm, respectively) and leaf width by 20-36 % (2.8 and
2.5 cm, respectively) compared to other substrates
(plant growth index of 2.5 and 2.4 cm and leaf width
of 2 and 1.8 cm, respectively) in experiment 2. Here
we provide examples of growing systems that are
conducive to sandhill milkweed container production.

2:00 PM Effects of Container Type, Substrate Type, and Fertilizer Rate on Growth
of Sandhill Milkweed (Asclepias humistrata)

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Florida Wildflower
Foundation

Gabriel Campbell- Martínez*1; Mack Thetford2; Sandra B. Wilson3; Celina Gomez2 and Debbie Miller2, (1)
University Florida, (2)University of Florida, (3)UF/IFAS
Environmental Horticulture Dept.
Abstract: Sandhill milkweed (Asclepias humistrata) is a
perennial plant native throughout the southeast US
with potential use as a low-input landscape plant and
in monarch butterfly conservation. However, information about sandhill milkweed cultivation is lacking.
We tested the effects of various fertilizer rates (experiment 1) and commercial container and substrate
types (experiment 2) on sandhill milkweed seedling
growth. Low (0.34g/106mL), medium (0.56/106mL),
or high (0.90g/106mL) rates of controlled release fertilizer (Osmocote 15-9-12 Plus 8-9mo) were applied
(top dressed) to seedlings within 48-cell trays filled
with substrate (3:1 pinebark:MetroMix830) in exper-
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2:15 PM Developing a Sod Financial Feasibility Tool: A Midwest Case Study
Sanchez Philocles*, Purdue University

Abstract: Sod is an important specialty crop grown in
the US with a total sales value of $1.2 billion in 2017
(USDA-NASS, 2019). Currently, most of operations in
the northern US grow Kentucky bluegrass, a high-input sod with demanding fertilization, mowing, and irrigation requirements. Due to its environmental, social, and economic benefits, the sod industry expects
that demand for low-input varieties will increase.
Yet, it is unclear what are the cost and revenues
associated with growing low-input sod. The lack of
feasibility information is hindering the production of
low-input species, and limiting the supply of higher
market value sod.
This study presents the development of a financial
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feasibility tool for sod producers in the northern US.
First, this tool determines the initial capital investment to start a sod operation. Second, the tool estimates the annual revenues and production costs,
including variable, labor, fixed, and overhead expenses. By using this tool, growers can obtain important
economic feasibility analyses, including profitability
per acre, cost structure, sensitivity, and breakeven.
These tool outputs can help new and existing growers understand the economic performance of growing or switching to low-input varieties, as well as the
impact of adopting new technologies.
This study is based on two major data collection
processes. First, a thorough search of the financial
literature provided major gross receipts and costs
per acre from sod enterprise budgets developed for
southern states. Second, we built a framework that
captures the variety of inputs and outputs associated with sod production. We pilot tested the framework with three Midwestern operations to adapt
the dynamic tool to operations growing and selling
cool-season sod. The result is a spreadsheet that
can help growers understand risk, make investment
decisions, and act proactively in case of unexpected
prices and yield shocks.
Based on Midwestern operations, we found that
startup investment for 400-acre sod operation was
about $3.8 million, including land, irrigation, and
equipment. Profitability reached almost $3,000 per
acre. Cost structure analysis showed that variable,
fixed, and labor costs represent 28 %, 24%, 48% of
total costs, respectively. Sensitivity analysis showed
that increasing price by 10% can increase profit to
$3,670 per acre. Breakeven analyses illustrated that
the minimum yield to cover one year of production
costs was 2,803 square yards of marketable sod,
while the minimum price to cover all costs was $1.03
per square yard.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: ISDA

2:30 PM Florida Space Coast Golf and
Sports Turf Association Promotes Integrated Management Strategies and Enhances Sustainability through Extension
Education
Bonnie Wells*, UF/IFAS Extension Brevard County

Abstract: Implementing sustainable turfgrass management practices is a high priority for golf course
superintendents and sports turf professionals in
Brevard County, an area extending 72 miles along
the Atlantic Ocean on Florida’s Space Coast. Found
here is the Indian River Lagoon (IRL), one of the most
biodiverse estuaries on the planet with a diverse ar-

ray of biota whose existence depends on the quality
of the water. Protection of the IRL is a high-priority initiative of county government, and educational
programs addressing this need are a high-priority of
University of Florida/IFAS Extension. In response, the
Space Coast Golf and Turf Association (SCGTA) was
engaged to foster a network of turfgrass management professionals in Brevard County to promote
education and demonstration of sustainable management strategies. Objectives were to increase the
knowledge and stimulate the adoption of integrated
management strategies to stay profitable, sustainable and stewards of their unique landscape along
the Space Coast and beyond. From January 2019 to
May 2020, five SCGTA in-service workshops were held
reaching a total of 242 participants covering diverse
topics in integrated strategies such as pest and nutrient management. Surveys were used to measure
knowledge gain and intent to adopt integrated management practices. Sixty-nine site visits were also
performed to support the implementation of strategies presented at the workshops. Of the participants
surveyed (n=205), 95% of respondents reported an
increase in knowledge while 92% reported an intent
to adopt a new sustainable production practice after attending one of the five workshops. Adoption
of practices presented at the workshops were documented with site visits. The program will continue
to actively engage and assist turfgrass growers with
implementing the best nutrient, pest and irrigation
management strategies that will increase the productivity and profitability of the turf industry in Brevard County while limiting the impact on the Space
Coast’s abundant natural resources, such as the IRL.

2:45 PM Findings from the on-Farm Readiness Reviews in New Jersey: How Prepared Are Growers to Become Compliant
with the Food Safety Modernization Act
Produce Safety Rule

Wesley L Kline*; Meredith V. Melendez and Jennifer
Matthews, Rutgers Cooperative Extension
Abstract: The Food Safety Modernization Act Produce Rule (PSR) went into effect on January 26, 2018
for the largest fresh produce growing operations.
The regulation impacts most fresh produce growers in the United States by 2020. The Food and Drug
Administration has agreed to “Educate Before You
Regulate” implementing the On-Farm Readiness
Review (OFRR) program rather than jumping right
into regulatory inspections. The 2018 growing season focused on voluntary educational visits to farms
by the New Jersey Department of Agriculture (NJDA)
and Cooperative Extension. On-Farm Readiness Re-
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views began in mid-May 2018 and continued into the
fall production season. Eighty-five farms voluntarily signed up for the review in 2018, and by the end
of the year 84 reviews were completed. Participant
farms represented the diversity found in New Jersey
agriculture with acreage amounts of produce grown
ranging from less than one acre to over 500 acres.
The review allowed the state food safety team to assess farms’ preparedness for the rule, assist farms
in determining if they were fully exempt, qualified
exempt or the timeframe for their required compliance. Additionally, the team was able to determine
the educational needs of farms who participated in
the reviews, connect them with Extension to provide
follow-up technical assistance, and update them on
the implementation of the rule in New Jersey. Over
45% of the operations were large, over $500,000 in
sales with the remainder ranging between $25,000
and $500,000. Thirty-three percent of the farms met
the minimum requirements under the PSR and 46%
needed minor changes. The areas that needed most
improvement were health and hygiene (inadequate
toilets and handwashing facilities, inadequate worker training and lack of required records); postharvest sanitation (inadequate rodent control and lack
of cleaning and sanitizing records) and preharvest
water management (lack of water tests and no annual water system inspection). OFRRs continued in
2019 at a lower level since the NJDA started regulatory inspections. They performed 100 inspections and
found similar results. These results are being used to
adapt trainings in 2020-2021.

3:00 PM Q&A - Commercial Horticulture
- All Session Speakers Are Required to
Attend
1:45 PM – 3:45 PM

Workshop: Novel Application and Cultivation Technology for Medicinal Plants
Coordinator: Yan Chen, Louisiana State University
Agriculture Center & Research Station
Moderator: Toktam Taghavi, Virginia State University

Description: The market value of herbal dietary supplements at the US and global levels have increased
steadily over the past years, and the future market
outlook is rather bright. Research development in
breeding and cultivation of medicinal plants has
brought new opportunities to their applications.
This workshop will begin with a brief introduction
and background on regulatory issues with medicinal
plants being used as health supplements, and then
the workshop will focus on cultivation and introduce
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novel techniques, such as using microbial and rapid
propagation for phenotypic screening. A panel discussion led by workshop organizers and speakers
will follow right after and provide an opportunity for
answering questions and group discussion on the
application and challenges of these techniques. The
last component will introduce new applications of
medicinal crops with two exemplary products with
brief demonstrations on their use. Further discussion after the demonstration will allow workshop attendees to share their interests or ideas, and discuss
issues related to resources and building collaborations among attendees.

1:45 PM Introduction
1:48 PM Metabolic and Microbial Innovations to Develop Food and Medicinal
Herbs from the Lamiaceae Family

Kalidas Shetty*; Dipayan Sarkar and Harlene Hatterman-Valenti, North Dakota State University
Abstract: Food and medicinal herbs rich in human
health-relevant bioactive compounds are ideal targets as new and emerging crops for wider health-focused food solutions and for value-added diversification of agriculture. We have developed a range of
metabolic and microbial-driven propagation innovations to develop high-value food and medicinal
herbs from the Lamiaceae family, such as oregano,
thyme, and spearmint, targeting them for food preservation, as well as diet-linked therapeutic applications for prevention and management of non-communicable chronic diseases (NCDs) such as early
stages of type 2 diabetes. In our strategies, we are
advancing production innovations based on screening-driven propagation technology that is essential
to rapidly screen and develop high-value herb clonal
cultivars suitable for diverse food and health applications in the Northern Plains region. Previously, a patented rapid micro-propagation strategy screening
single seed originating phenotypes was developed
using microbial interactions to screen several species of food and medicinal herbs in Lamiaceae family from a heterogenous genetic background. From
this collection of single seed originated cultivars,
several have been targeted and found promising for
medicinal applications to develop dietary antidotes
against early stages of type 2 diabetes and its oxidative stress-induced complications using rapid in
vitro assay models. We are further improving these
bioprocessing strategies at post-harvest stages to
improve health targeted functionalities using bacterial and fungal interactions. Such metabolic and
microbial-driven strategies are essential for screeen-
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ing the right phenotypes for targeted applications
and further improving the relevant functionalities
of superior phenotype originating cultivars using a
range of microbial interactions both at growth stages and during post-harvest processing. Such screening strategies can also have ecological relevance for
developing climate resilient cultivars for the targeted
functional applications.

2:00 PM Green Acerola – from Cherry to
Supplement

Xiaozhong Liu* and Talita Adeodato, Amway Corporation
Abstract: Malpighia emarginata is a tropical fruit-bearing tree in the family of Malpighiaceae. Acerola cherry can be harvested 4-5 times each year. Amway
Brazil farm located in the city of Ubajara in northeastern Brazil is the largest organic acerola farm in
the world. Vitamin C content in green acerola cherries are among the highest and provide 100% of natural Vitamin C used in Nutrilite products. In addition,
acerola cherries are also rich in other vitamins, minerals, and phytonutrients. Amway scientists investigated phenotypic and molecular characterization for
selecting superior acerola genotypes and developed
new variety with super-high content of Vitamin C.
Amway scientists also optimized irrigation system
for sustainability of acerola production. Mechanical
harvest was used, however, un-uniform cherry maturity affected vitamin C production. This problem
was solved by harvesting at the stage with the highest number of green acerola cherries and selecting
in the postharvest stage.

2:12 PM Discussion
2:27 PM Growing Saffron in Kentucky: Opportunities and Challenges

Pradip Poudel*; Leigh Whittinghill; Hideka Kobayashi
and Shawn Lucas, Kentucky State University
Abstract: Saffron (Crocus sativus L.), the most expensive high-value spice crop, is a member of the Iridaceae family. It is mainly grown for its red-colored stigma, but its other floral parts are also useful. In 2013,
the U.S. alone imported 25 tons of saffron (Skinner,
2016). Growing saffron could be an excellent option for farmers looking for a sustainable high-value
crop. Saffron is a new crop for the U.S., and only a
few farmers are cultivating saffron in the northern
states. Moreover, peer-reviewed information on
saffron cultivation in the climate of North America
is scarce. The main objective of this project is to do
a feasibility study and to develop best management

practices for quality saffron production in Kentucky.
Saffron was planted in a total of four production systems: green roofs, organic fields, high tunnels, and
garden bags inside high tunnels. This research will
evaluate the effects of planting depth and bio-fungicide treatments (Bacillus subtilis, strain QST 713) on
flower size and saffron production in the different
production systems. Two planting depths (10 cm and
15 cm) and three bio-fungicide treatments (untreated control, 15.6 ml/L, and 31.2 ml/L) were used in the
green roof system and the garden bags inside high
tunnels, while only bio-fungicide treatments were
used in organic fields and high tunnels at the 10 cm
planting depth. Emergence data was taken twice a
week. A variety of yield metrics were also recorded.
To process saffron, stigma were removed from flowers by hand. Stigma were then dried in a dehydrator at 135 ⁰F for 30 minutes. Determining the stigma
length to harvest was a challenge. Generally more
style means lower quality saffron, however, many
types of saffron are sold with differing amounts of
style. At the next harvest, we plan to pick only the red
and yellow parts. Preliminary observations suggest
that saffron inside the high tunnels and garden bags
have better yield, but saffron in green roof and organic field systems suffered from frost damage due
to an early snow in November. This may not be an
issue when saffron is planted very late in the season
(October vs August). A small number of plants were
infected with a disease (not yet identified), which resulted in yellowing of shoots and floral parts. In the
coming year, we plan to take data for disease incidence and survival.

2:39 PM Butterfly Pea (Clitoria ternatea)
Flower Extract (BPFE) and Its Use As a
pH-Dependent Natural Colorant
Sean Campbell*, University of Florida

Abstract: Color is often one of the first qualities that
a consumer encounters about a product, and few
traits are as important to the appearance and quality of foods. Food manufacturers often add synthetic
dyes to their products to simulate or improve desired colors, but research has shown these dyes can
result in hyperactivity in children and may contribute
to reduced human health. Ensuing these concerns,
there has been growing interest in the discovery
and use of natural colorants, among which blues are
rare. Butterfly pea (Clitoria ternatea) flower extracts
(BPFE) can be effectively utilized as a natural blue colorant, with the anthocyanin delphinidin responsible
for the deep blue to purple color and BPFEs unique
pH-dependent color changing ability. In the flower,
the blue to purple color is caused by a near-equal
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mixture of the flavylium (red) and quinoidal (blue)
forms of the anthocyanin. When pH is lowered, the
flavylium form dominates and the BPFE will appear
pink or light purple. When pH is raised, the quinoidal
and chalcone (yellow) forms are both present, leading to a green color. During storage and processing,
thermal and pH conditions that natural blue colorants are exposed to often cause them to change
colors or flavors in a way that makes them unusable.
With a higher color density (CD) and chroma (C) value, BPFE has a more intense, vivid and saturated
color that’s more resistant to temperature and pH
induced changes than other natural colorants tested. These changes can also be minimized through
the addition of sucrose, which binds free water and
preserves BPFE color and quality. Another benefit in
utilizing BPFE as a natural colorant is its antioxidant
capacity. The body produces damaging byproducts
in the form of reactive oxygen species (ROS) as a natural part of the metabolic process. While normal in
moderate amounts, excess quantities of these ROS
can lead to cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
aging, etc. Compounds with antioxidant properties
have been found to eliminate these ROS, helping to
prevent or delay the associated effects. Furthermore,
it has been shown that consuming small quantities
of BPFE can significantly increase the body’s natural
antioxidant ability, known as plasma antioxidant capacity, and improve post-meal glucose and insulin
levels when consumed with sucrose. This workshop
will elaborate on the uses of BPFE as a pH-dependent, natural blue colorant in foods, beverages and
other consumer goods.

2:51 PM Applying Aloe Coating Gel to Maintain Postharvest Quality of Tomatoes
Changbin Chen*, University of Minnesota

Abstract: Aloe has a long history being used to treat
internal and external ailments, especially for skin
care, post-treatment of dermabrasion, and wound
healing. The most commonly used Aloe species for
medicine is Aloe vera, which has been documented
with antifungal and anti-inflammatory properties,
and its latex from leaves can help repair the intestinal
wall. Recent years, Aloe gel has been developed for
food coating. One of the biggest problems for growers and fresh fruit and vegetable industry is postharvest losses, especially for a productive crop like
tomatoes, often 20-50% losses. In this presentation,
we report a study to optimize Aloe vera gel-based
edible coating to maintain postharvest quality of tomatoes. We found that Aloe gel coating form a nano-mesh structure on tomato surface, which results
in lesser sensitivity to microbial infection. Meanwhile
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the coated tomatoes managed air exchange through
the skin and maintained freshness and firmness for
up to 35 days after harvesting.

3:03 PM Panel Discussion
1:45 PM – 3:45 PM

Pomology 1 & 3
Moderator: Shahla Mahdavi,

1:45 PM The Influence of Severity and Time
of Crop Load Manipulation on Yield, Fruit
Quality Attributes and Mineral Partitioning in ‘Honeycrisp’ Apple
Shahla Mahdavi*1; Esmaeil Fallahi2 and Bahar Fallahi2, (1)University of Idaho, (2)University of Idaho Parma
Research and Extension Center

Abstract: ‘Honeycrisp’ is an extremely popular apple,
because of its crispiness and outstanding flavor. This
cultivar, however, is susceptible to several disorders,
particularly bitter pit. In a long-term study between
2016-2019, we studied the influence of different levels and times of fruit hand-thinning on yield, fruit
quality attributes at harvest and after storage, ethylene evolution and mineral partitioning. Thinning of
fruit down to one fruit per spur reduced fruit firmness but increased fruit size, color, and bitter pit
compared to the lighter thinning levels. It appeared
that early thinning would lead to larger fruit size
with less bitter pit than late thinning. Thinning influenced mineral nutrient fluctuations in leaf and fruit.
Most of the leaf and fruit mineral concentrations
decreased in all thinning treatments as the growing
season progressed. During 2019, trees were thinned
in one of the five dates after full bloom (46, 60, 74,
88, or 102 days; DAFB). Untreated control trees had
higher yield and fruit number per tree and their fruit
had a greater Delta Absorbance Index (chlorophyll
level of fruit peel; DAI) at harvest and after storage
than other treatments. Fruit weight decreased as the
thinning dates came closer to harvest time. Thus,
trees thinned 46 DAFB had larger, and those thinned
102 DAFB and untreated control had smallest fruit.
Trees from untreated control had firmer fruit with
lower soluble solids concentration. Thinning fruit 60
DAFB resulted in higher starch degradation pattern,
bitter pit, and sunburn than other treatments. DAI
had negative correlations with fruit red color and
fruit weight. Fruits from untreated control had lower evolved ethylene and respiration rate than those
from other treatments, indicting their delayed maturity. Overall, hand thinning 46 DAFB resulted in
production of fruit with higher color, size and mar-
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ketability.

2:00 PM The SUMO E3 Ligase MdSIZ1 Sumoylates a Cell Proliferation Regulator
MdCNR8 to Control Organ Size

Guiluan Wang*1; Heqiang Huo1; Yujin Hao2 and
Chunxiang You2, (1)University of Florida, (2)Shandong
Agricultural University
Abstract: Plant growth and organ size that are putatively associated with crop yield are tightly regulated by a complex network of genes including ones
for controlling cell proliferation. The gene fw2.2 was
first identified in tomato and reported to govern
fruit size variation through controlling cell number.
In this study, we isolated a putative ortholog of the
tomato fw2.2 gene from apple, Cell Number Regulator 8 (MdCNR8). Our functional analysis showed
that MdCNR8 may control fruit size and root growth.
MdCNR8 was mediated by the SUMO E3 ligase MdSIZ1, and sumoylation of MdCNR8 at residue-Lys39
promoted the translocation of MdCNR8 from plasma
membrane to the nucleus. Heterologous expression
of either MdCNR8 or MdSIZ1 alone in Arabidopsis
resulted in decrease or increase in root elongation,
respectively. The effect of MdCNR8 in inhibiting
root elongation could be counteracted completely
by coexpression of MdSIZ1. Collectively, our results
showed that the MdSIZ1-mediated sumoylation is
required for the fulfilment of MdCNR8 in regulating
cell proliferation to control plant organ size. This
regulatory interaction between MdSIZ1 and MdCNR8
will facilitate fundamental understanding the mechanism underlying the regulation of organ size, which
is of great impact on providing science-based information for crop breeding.

2:15 PM Successful Apple Orchard Establishment on the Eastern Shore of Maryland: Year-3

Naveen Kumar*, University of Maryland Eastern Shore
Abstract: Historically the tri-county (Wicomico, Somerset, and Worcester) area was known for fruit cultivation on the Eastern Shore of Maryland (MD).
Despite enormous potential for apple production in
this area, agriculture is limited to row crops like soybean and corn; most of which is used for the poultry/cattle industry. In fact, most locally grown food in
MD is exported out of the state and never consumed
within the state. The imported fruit material is never
fresh, negatively impacts local farm business. There
is growing demand for local produce and higher economic potential of apple cultivation, but no recent
work has been done on the establishment of apple

orchards on the Eastern Shore. There is an urgent
need of diversification of fruit crop cultivation and
extension of the fruit growing season. Returning
apple orchards to the eastern Shore is one promising option for accomplishing this diversification. We
recently established an apple orchard at University of Maryland Eastern Shore (UMES) to rejuvenate
the lost commercial apple industry on the Eastern
Shore of MD. This multi-variety and multi-rootstock/
scion apple orchard is the site for hand-on training
for growers, beginner farmers, Veteran farmers,
farm managers, stakeholders, state sustainable agriculture research and education coordinators, small
farm program coordinators, nutrient management
coordinators, and extension associates to generate
human resources to popularize the apple cultivation
on the Eastern Shore of MD and adjoining urban
areas. This NE-SARE funded PDP program (20182020) organized more than 10 hands-on training
workshops each year in state of MD, DE, and VA. So
far, more than 1000 people visited this developing
orchard. We made two SARE Apple Teams each in
MD and VA. A new high-density apple orchard has
been established in April 2018 in Crisfield, MD by
one of the SARE-APPLE team members. This planting
enhanced the apple acreage in the Tri-county area.
This program also empowered US service veterans
by providing training for fruit cultivation in MD. Last
year, four mini-orchard were established in three
counties (Worcester, Somerset, and Wicomico) to
provide local fruit to local people with help from
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation-Culture of
Health Initiative grant. This program generated mass
awareness about the potential of fruit cultivation in
the Tri-County area, which is evident from program
coverage by agricultural media (newspaper and television) on the Delmarva Peninsula. This program will
revolutionize the culture of fruit cultivation in coming years on the Eastern Shore of MD.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NESARE

2:30 PM Integration of Row Spacing, Tree
Spacing, and Rootstocks for Walnut Production

Kari Arnold*; David A. Doll; Bruce D Lampinen; Jacqueline Vasquez Mendoza and Cameron Zuber, UC
Agriculture and Natural Resources
Abstract: A trial was planted in the spring of 2016
evaluating the effects of rootstock and tree density on walnut growth and production. 'Chandler'
June-budded to either seedling Paradox, VX211,
or RX1 rootstocks were planted at the densities of
22'x22', 26'x26', and 30'x30'. Each of the nine treatments consisted of three rows of eight respectively
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spaced trees with four replicate blocks. The orchard
was maintained under grower standard practices,
and, for 2016-2019, irrigated with single line drip
which applied the same amount of water per tree.
In 2018, microsprinklers were installed to irrigate the
same amount of water per acre. Even though RX1
was the smallest tree caliper initially, differences in
growth in 2019 were observed among the rootstocks
with RX1 having a significantly larger trunk caliper
than VX211, and VX211 was greater than Paradox
Seedling. The same results are demonstrated on cumulative growth as well. 2019 was the first year to
see a difference in growth related to spacing. Trees
planted at either 26'x26' or 30'x30' demonstrated
greater caliper growth than trees planted 22'x22'.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: California Walnut Board

2:45 PM Using GPS-Linked Ceptometry to
Develop Refined Crop Coefficients for Tart
Cherry Trees
Brent L Black*; Cole Harding; Grant Cardon; Matt
Yost and Niel Allen, Utah State University

Abstract: Using weather-based models to predict irrigation needs requires a crop coefficient that adjusts
for the relative water use over the course of the season. At present, there are no published crop coefficients for tart cherry. Within-season variations in crop
coefficients can be determined from measurements
of canopy characteristics such as leaf area index.
We explored the use of GIS-based ceptometery to
develop orchard-wide light interception time course
maps of tart cherry orchards in northern Utah. Light
interception data were collected in 9 to 16 year-old
‘Montmorency’ tart cherry orchards at 1-week intervals from 18-Apr to 22-Aug during the 2019 growing
season. These ground-based light-interception time
courses were compared to remote-sensed vegetative indices to adjust crop-coefficients for actual crop
development.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USU Extension Water
Initiative

3:00 PM Low-Chill Stone Fruit Production
in Florida: Success and Challenges

Ali Sarkhosh*; Jeffrey K. Brecht and José X. Chaparro,
University of Florida
Abstract: The stone fruit industry in Florida had a
production of over 4,000 acres in north-central Florida until the early 1980s. However, challenges in
marketing and a series of freezes overwhelmed the
industry. As a result, the industry size significantly
declined to less than 400 acres by 2008. Since 2003
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the breeding program has been shifted to breed varieties with lower chilling requirements. A successful stone fruit breeding program at the University of
Florida has released cultivars well-adapted to subtropical production regions. Some of these cultivars
have formed the basis of a low-chill stone fruit industry in subtropical countries. Growing these cultivars
in central and southern Florida not only reduced
the risk of production but also allowed growers to
target a crucial market gap from late March to early
May when neither international exports or domestic production cannot satisfy the national demand.
The breeding program in conjunction with extensive research and extension programs on low-chill
stone fruit production facilitated the production of
over seven million pounds fruit from an estimated
2,000 acres in Florida in 2019(?). This is indicative of
a resurgence in interest in low chill stone fruit production in Florida, especially peaches, as growers
look for a profitable alternative fruit crop to diversify
their production systems. Production of high quality
stone fruit while maintaining low production costs
will allow sustainable development of the industry in
Florida. Orchard management or pre-harvest practices can significantly affect fruit characteristics such
as fruit size, sweetness and firmness, which can directly change consumers' preferences, satisfaction,
and purchasing patterns. To improve fruit quality in
low-chill stone fruit in Florida, research on the adoption of superior management practices as well as
strategies for extension of these practices to growers are needed. Although, technologies and strategies already exist for growing stone fruit in temperate zones, they have to be adapted to subtropical
growing conditions. Success and challenges will be
presented and discussed in this review.

3:15 PM Q&A - Pomology 1 & 3 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
2:00 PM – 3:45 PM

Hemp Research and Extension 1
Moderator: Zach Brym, University of Florida

2:00 PM Development of a Controlled Environment Hemp (Cannabis sativa) Research
Program at the UF/IFAS Mid-Florida Research and Education Center: Challenges
and Triumphs
Steven L. Anderson II*1; Brian Pearson1; Lance Osborne1; Zach Brym1 and Roger Kjelgren2, (1)Universi-
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ty of Florida, (2)Utah State Univ
Abstract: Significant interest in hemp cultivation recently emerged throughout much of North America.
With passing of the Agriculture Improvement Act of
2018, hemp (Cannabis sativa <0.3% THC) was reclassified from a Schedule I controlled substance to an
agricultural commodity. Given limited research on
domestic hemp production as a result of its prior
Schedule I status, information necessary for successful commercial production of hemp within Florida was either limited or not available. To directly
address this need, the University of Florida Institute
of Food and Agriculture Sciences (UF/IFAS) initiated
its Industrial Hemp Pilot Project in 2019. Specific objectives of the UF/IFAS hemp research efforts at the
Mid-Florida Research and Education Center (Apopka, FL) included determination of propagation techniques to maximize rooting success, control of plant
growth and flowering through appropriate supplemental commercial lighting, optimization of water
and nutrient management, and to correctly identify
and control pests to minimize their spread throughout production facilities. Improvements in MREC’s
facilities allowed for maintenance and propagation
of germplasm for the greater UF/IFAS industrial
hemp program while contributing to development
of essential cultivation and management practices
for controlled environment hemp production. Given
a lack of reliable, previously published information
on hemp cultivation, successful production methods
have been empirically derived. Research efforts have
identified (i) differential responses to water stress
across sativa-like leaf cultivar (Wife) and indica-like
leaf (Cherry), (ii) fertigation-based salinity stress reduced biomass and cannabinoid yields, (iii) critical
photoperiod responses ranging from 12-14 hrs, and
(iv) rooting response varies across essential oil cultivars and rooting media. This seminar will provide
an update outlining challenges and triumphs of the
hemp research program at UF/IFAS MREC throughout the past year.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: UF/IFAS Industrial Hemp
Pilot Project with support from Green Roads West,
Roseville Farms, ANO CBD, Green Point Research, and
the Florida Industrial Hemp Endowment.

2:15 PM Hemp Variety Evaluation in Georgia
Noelle Fuller*; Daniel L. Jackson; Amanda Olbrick
Marabesi; Thomas Bagby-Moon and Timothy W.
Coolong, The University of Georgia

Abstract: Industrial hemp (Cannabis sativa) has not
been grown legally in Georgia in many decades. Af-

ter production was legalized by the state in 2019,
The University of Georgia conducted variety trials
for varieties commonly grown for their production
of cannabinoids, primarily cannabidiol (CBD). Trials
were conducted in three climate zones in Georgia,
Blairsville (mountains), Watkinsvlle (piedmont), and
Tifton (coastal plain). Between 12 and 24 varieties
were grown in each location. Plants were grown using plastic mulch and drip irrigation with a plant population of 4,484 plants per ha. Clonally propagated
plants as well as transplants from feminized seeds
were planted in early June 2019. Harvests were conducted throughout Sept. 2019. Non-pollinated female flowers from the terminus of lower, middle, and
upper branches were sampled and dried at low temperatures and low humidity for cannabinoid analysis. Five plants per plot were harvested and dried
under cover at ambient temperatures. Dried floral
biomass was stripped from each plant by hand and
weighed. Cannabinoid analysis was conducted using
high performance liquid chromatography. Floral biomass (10% moisture) varied widely between varieties
and locations, ranging from 620 kgˑha-1 to more than
6000 kgˑha-1. In general, floral yields were greater for
plants grown in the mountains than in the piedmont
or coastal plain sites. Cannabinoid levels also varied
widely among varieties and locations. Flower CBD
concentrations varied from 3.0% to more than23%.
Total potential tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentrations varied from less 0.2% to more than 1.0% in
many samples. More than two-thirds of samples at
harvest had total THC values greater than the 0.3%
threshold defined by the USDA.

2:30 PM Photoperiodism of Cbd Hemp
(Cannabis sativa)

Mengzi Zhang; Steven L. Anderson II; Zach Brym
and Brian Pearson*, University of Florida
Abstract: Interest in industrial hemp (Cannabis sativa)
cultivation has recently increased in North America
given growing demand for industrial and consumer
products made with this unique plant. More specifically, demand for cannabidiol (CBD), a cannabinoid
with important alleged medical applications, has led
to increased demand for cultivation of domestic oiltype hemp. Hemp has primarily been cultivated in
regions with short nights (6 hours) during summer.
Supplemental lighting is often implemented to maintain at least 18 hours of light when daylength is insufficient to prevent premature flowering. To better
understand the critical photoperiodism in assisting
commercial production efforts, we investigated the
effects of varying photoperiods in regulating flowering response and extension growth of 15 cultivars of
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commercially available industrial CBD hemp. Plants
were grown at 25 ℃ in light-tight controlled rooms
under varying photoperiods provided by full-spectrum, light-emitting diode (LED) lamps at a photon
flux density of 300 µmol·m-2·s-1. After initial cultivation at 18 hours of light for several weeks, 7 photoperiod treatments imposed and included: 12 hours,
12 hours 30 minutes, 13 hours, 13 hours 30 minutes,
13 hours 45 minutes, 14 hours, and 18 hours of light.
All cultivars of CBD hemp flowered at 12 hours. Conversely, no plants flowered at 18 hours. Thirteen
cultivars had a flowering percentage of ≥ 30% when
photoperiod was between 12 and 14 hours by quantitative evaluation at week 5 after treatment initiation. Plants with the same cultivar name but from
different sources displayed different photoperiod
responses. Fifty percent of ‘Wife’ from one source
flowered under the photoperiod of 13 hours 30 minutes, whereas only 22% of ‘Wife’ from a difference
source flowered under the same photoperiod. Similarly, ‘Cherry Wine’ from one source had 70% flowering in response to 14 hours of light while ‘Cherry
Wine’ from a varying source and a different propagation type did not flower at this same imposed photoperiod. Longer photoperiod significantly delayed
flowering of most cultivars. In general, flowering
for most cultivars was delayed by 5 to 13 days under 14hours photoperiod compared to 13 hours 45
minutes. Apart from the 18-hours treatment, plants
were significantly taller under 14-hours photoperiod
than all other treatments. Little differences in height
extension growth, however, were noted among the
other sub-14 hour photoperiod treatments. Flowering response and height extension growth are
cultivar specific and significant differences were observed among cultivars.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: UF/IFAS Industrial Hemp
Pilot Project with support from Green Roads West and
the Florida Industrial Hemp Endowment

2:45 PM Impacts of Variety and Plant Density on Yield and Cannabinoid Content of
Industrial Hemp

Josh Freeman*; Sarah da Silva Benevenute; Rui Yang
and Erin Berthold, University of Florida
Abstract: Legalization of industrial hemp production
in the United States arrived with the new Farm Bill in
late 2018 at the federal level. Industrial hemp must
have a total tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of ≤0.3% on a dry weight basis by law. However,
very little information is known about growing this
crop domestically in open field production, especially for cannabinoid extraction. To address this issue,
a variety trial, including 3 day-length-sensitive variI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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eties (Cherry Blossom, CherryxT1, and Cherry Wine)
and 2 day-length-neutral varieties (Kayagene 9201
and 9202) were performed at two different planting
dates, while a plant density study, including (1210,
1613, 2420, and 4840 plants per acre) was performed
using 2 day-length-sensitive varieties (CherryxT1 and
Cherry Wine) at the University of Florida, North Florida Research and Education Center. Results indicate
that for the three day-length-sensitive varieties, the
1st planting date had greater primary branches, aboveground biomass, and flower yield relative to the
2nd planting date, but the harvest index was lower.
Total potential cannabinoids were not significantly
different between the two planting dates. Both daylength-neutral varieties had significantly lower aboveground biomass, flower yield, and total potential
cannabinoids compared to the day-sensitive varieties. Unlike the day-length-sensitive varieties, flower
yield did not differ between the two planting dates of
the day-length-neutral varieties. On a per plant basis
flower yield increased as plant density decreased,
while total flower yield per hectare increased with increasing plant density, but cannabinoid content was
not significantly differed among plant densities. The
plant density found to produce the greatest flower
yield (12,000 plants per hectare) is three times greater than the plant density commonly used for outdoor IH production in the southeast U.S.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Green Roads West LLC

3:00 PM Development of Cannabinoids in
Flowers of Industrial Hemp

Sarah da Silva Benevenute*; Rui Yang; Erin Berthold
and Josh Freeman, University of Florida
Abstract: Industrial hemp (Cannabis Sativa L.) is a
crop that is morphologically and taxonomically identical to marijuana. However, industrial hemp (IH)
must have a total tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentration of ≤0.3% on a dry weight basis by law.
THC and cannabidiol (CBD) content may change over
time during the reproductive growth period and
proposed USDA rules requires regulatory sampling
within 15 days prior to harvest. Thus, information on
the CBD and THC development in flowers during the
growing season could provide valuable information
on date of harvest and date of regulatory sampling.
A field study was performed at the University of
Florida, North Florida Research and Education Center in 2019 using three day-length-sensitive (Cherry
Blossom, CherryxT1, and Cherry Wine) and two daylength-neutral (Kayagene 9201 and 9202) IH varieties. Flower samples were taken weekly from the top
1/3 of 5 uniform plants within each plot after anthesis until full senescence. Flower samples were dried
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and ground for cannabinoid analysis. Results indicate that the development of CBD and THC content
in flowers synchronized during the growing season.
A significant difference in total THC was observed
among varieties. For all the three day-length-sensitive varieties, THC went above threshold at 4 weeks
after anthesis and stayed above threshold for the
rest of the season. However, the THC content in flowers of the day-length-neutral varieties dropped below threshold later in the season. The CBD content
in Cherry Blossom and Cherry x T1 had a 4-6-week
plateau stage after peaking, whereas the CBD content dropped sharply for the Cherry Wine and the
two day-length-neutral varieties. These results provide helpful information for policy makers and alert
growers that THC concentration should be closely
monitored to avoid undesirable outcomes for the
crop.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Green Roads West LLC

3:15 PM Q&A - Hemp Research and Extension 1 - All Session Speakers Are Required
to Attend
2:00 PM – 4:15 PM

Undergraduate Student
Moderator: Andrew R. King, Texas A&M University

Induced Boron Toxicity Symptoms of Lettuce during Hydroponic Culture (poster)

Arim Lee*, North Dakota State University; Suhyun Choi, Rural
Development Administration; Suman Parajuli, North Dakota State
University and Chiwon W. Lee, North Dakota State University

Abstract: The “leaf edge burns” is a physiological disorder symptom commonly observed on leaf lettuce
plants grown hydroponically. The margins of leaves
start showing chlorosis and turn brown as the affected leaves reach full maturity. Often the leaf margins
become necrotic making the produce unsightly and
less salable. Some suspect that this leaf disorder
may be implicated by boron toxicity or deficiency.
The objective this research was to find if boron toxicity or deficiency may be implicated with the development of leaf edge burns symptoms. In this research,
we grew two cultivars of lettuce (Flandria, Tacitus) in
hydroponic tub culture system using the standard
nutrient solution containing (in meq/liter): 5 Ca2+, 2
Mg2+, 6 K+, 2 NH4+, 11 NO3, 2 SO42-, 2 H2PO4- prepared with RO water. Micronutrients were added to
the standard nutrient solutions (in µM): 0.5 Cu, 20 Fe,

10 Mn, 0.5 Mo, 4 Zn without boron (B). The standard
fertilizer solution was added with various concentrations (0.002, 0.02, 0.2, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0 mM) boron. Seeds
were germinated in rockwool slabs and 2-week old
seedlings in rockwool cubes were anchored on top
of Styrofoam board on top of nutrient solution (10 L)
contained in the regular plastic tubs with gentle supply of air using an air-stone. Plants were grown under
250 µmol·m-2·cm-1 light intensity and at around 22
oC day (16 hrs)/20 oC night (8 hrs) for 3 weeks. Plant
growth during the 1st and 2nd week of treatment appeared normal. During the 3rd week, plants grown
with 1.0 mM or higher concentrations of B developed
tissue browning symptoms on the leaf in both cultivars. The affected portion of leaves became necrotic
showing enlarged areas of dead tissues especially in
plants grown with 2.0 mM and 4.0 mM boron. The
close-up pictures of affected leaves show the brown
necrotic spots of irregular shape at boron concentrations higher than 1.0 mM. The fresh biomass yield
was similar in all boron concentration treatments
for both cultivars. However, plants grown with 0.002
mM (0.1 x of control) and 4.0 mM produced slightly less biomass as compared to plants grown with
optimum boron concentration (0.02 mM). Tissue
concentrations of nitrate (NO3-), calcium (Ca2+), potassium (K+), Brix reading, pH, and chlorophyll content (SPAD) remained unaffected by nutrient boron
treatment levels. The lowest boron concentration
used in this study was 0.002 mM, tenth of the standard boron level. The toxicity symptoms developed
on plants grown with elevated boron levels were different morphologically from the leaf-margin burns
commonly observed. The common leaf margin
burns normally show yellowing and browning of the
margins that thinly surround the entire leaf blade.
The browning of leaves induced by boron toxicity is
spread deeper into the leaf blade showing irregular
patches of necrotic tissues. In addition, the affected
plants can still have the normal green leaf margins
while developing large areas of browned patches. In
conclusion, the leaf browning caused by excess boron in the nutrient solution is morphologically different from the common leaf edge burn symptoms of
lettuce grown hydroponically.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Specialty Crop Block
Grant administered by North Dakota Agriculture Department

Influence Nutrient Solution Nitrogen
Concentration on Lettuce Growth during
Hydroponic Culture (poster)
Elizabeth Knutson, North Dakota State University; Arim Lee*,
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North Dakota State University; Kassaye Belay, University of Maryland and Chiwon W. Lee, North Dakota State University

Abstract: This experiment was conducted to test if increased nitrogen concentration in the fertilizer solution influence the growth and tissue mineral concentrations of four different lettuce cultivars (Black
Seeded Simpson, Flandria, Rex, Tacitus,) cultured
in hydroponic tubs. A commercial soluble fertilizer
(20-20-20) was used to prepare solutions containing
50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 ppm N using the tap
water. Since the commercial analysis fertilizer contained equal amounts of N-P2O5-K2O, the elemental
concentrations of phosphorus and potassium in
the fertilizer solutions were 22, 44, 66, 88, 110, 132
ppm P and 41.5, 83, 124.5, 166, 207.5, and 249 ppm
K, respectively. Two-week old Rockwool cube grown
seedlings were anchored on the Styrofoam board,
6 plants per board and they were floated on top of
plastic tubs filled the nutrient solution. Each solution
was aerated with a perforated air stone which was
connected to compressed air supply. The temperature of the greenhouse fluctuated from 22 oC to 25
o
C during the daytime and 20oC to 22 oC at night.
The average light intensity ranged 250 µmol·m-2·s-1
during the daytime (16 hour-day/8 hour-night). The
humidity of the ambient air ranges from 40 to 65 %
RH during the growing period. Fresh weights of all
four lettuce cultivars increased as the nitrogen concentration in the nutrient solution increased from 50
ppm to 250 ppm. Plants grown with 300 ppm produced slightly lower fresh biomass compared that
observed at 250 ppm. Plant height and width were
not much influenced by changes in N concentration.
Leaf tissue nitrate (NO3-) levels increased concomitantly with increasing nutrient solution N concentrations in all cultivars tested. For examples, the tissue
nitrate levels were 1783, 2767, 3567, 6333, 6300, and
7300 ppm when the plants were grown at 50, 100,
150, 200, 250, and 300 ppm N in the nutrient solution, respectively. Tissue calcium (Ca2+) levels slightly
decreased as nutrient solution N concentration increased in all four cultivars. In cultivar Black Seeded
Simpson, for instance, leaf tissue calcium levels were
428, 313, 287, 285, 222, 195 ppm, respectively, when
plants were grown nutrient solutions containing 50,
100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 ppm N in the nutrient
solution. Leaf tissue potassium (K+) contents also
slightly increased as solution N concentration was
elevated from 50 ppm to 300 ppm. For example, as
nutrient solution N concentration increased from 50
ppm to 300 ppm, tissue K+ contents increased from
4,117 ppm to 4,683 ppm (13.7% increase) in Rex,
4,400 ppm to 5,750 ppm (30.7% increase) in Flandria,
3,167 ppm to 5,900 ppm (86.3% increase) in Tacitus,
and 4,366 ppm to 4,800 ppm (9.9% increase) in Black
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Seeded Simpson. It appears that there were some
stable responses in K+ accumulation in the tissues
of the plants that were grown with 6 fold increase
in K+ concentrations from 41.5 ppm to 249 ppm in
the nutrient solution, showing only a range 9.9% to
86.3% increase in Black Seeded Simpson and Tacitus,
respectively. The tissue Brix (%) score and pH were
stayed similar over the range of N concentration
treatments. The chlorophyll density as measured by
SPAD readings remained similar regardless of variation in N concentrations. Variation in SPAD readings
was caused by difference in lettuce cultivars.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Specialty Crop Block
Grant administered by North Dakota Department of
Agriculture

Improving Stock (Mattholia incana) Cut
Flower Production in the Intermountain
West (poster)

Tegan Durfee*, Utah State University; Melanie Stock, Utah State
University; Brent Black, Utah State University; Daniel Drost, Utah
State University and Maegen Lewis, Utah State University

Abstract: Stock (Matthiola incana) are cool season,
annual cut flowers that have strong local market
potential. However, high tunnels, planting schedules, optimized spacing, and cultivar trials are needed to improve production in the high elevation and
semi-arid conditions of the Intermountain West.
The goal of this study was to test the harvest timing, yield, and production value of stock grown in a
field versus a high tunnel across four cultivars, two
plant spacings, and six staggered planting dates. Trials were conducted at the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station - Greenville in North Logan, Utah, in
2018-2020. We evaluated ‘Katz’, ‘Quartet’, ‘Iron’, and
‘Noble’ planted every three weeks from February –
June, and at plant spacings of 15 and 23 cm. Stems
were harvested and graded twice per week, and sold
to Utah florists through local flower farms to assess
market preferences. High tunnels improved stem
marketability from <11% in the field to >80% in the
high tunnel in 2018 and 2019. Optimal planting dates
included early-March through mid-April for high tunnels, and April in the field. Crop spacing at 15 cm
doubled yield compared to that at 23 cm. ‘Iron’ and
‘Quartet’ tended to have greater yield and marketability than ‘Katz’ or Noble’. Florist demand for stock
was competitive; stems bundled in groups of five, by
color, and at a minimum length of 30 cm, sold for
$6. Understanding and optimizing stock production
in Utah will improve the cut flower farm profitability
and help meet early market demands.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Utah Dept. of Agricul-
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ture and Food

Philodendron ‘Imperial Green’ Production:
How Fertilizer Rates and Soilless Medium
Temperatures Interact and Impact Plant
Quality (poster)
Quinn Barnes*, Florida Gulf Coast University; Malcolm Manners,
Florida Southern College and John Griffis, Florida Gulf Coast
University

Abstract: Philodendron ‘Imperial Green’ is a commonly produced foliage plant in Central Florida, but
only general fertilizer recommendations for philodendrons are available to growers. Tissue-culture
plugs of Philodendron ‘Imperial Green’ were potted
up in green 15.24cm pots using a standard peat/perlite soilless mix amended with dolomite and three
rates of Diamond R 19-6-9 fertilizer blend also containing micronutrients and Suretrx, a proprietary
amino acid additive. This fertilizer is formulated to
release evenly over 180 days at soil temperatures
around 30℃. Soilless medium temperatures were
measured continuously using Onset HOBO MX2202
Wireless Temperature/Light Data Loggers placed 4”
deep in several pots. Plants were produced in the
greenhouses under either “full sun” or 30% shade
environments. Soilless medium temperatures were
generally 1-2℃ cooler in the shade during the day,
but the temperatures dropped after sunset such
that there were no temperature differences between
treatments at sunrise each day. The electrical conductivity (EC) for all treatments was measured using
both the standard pour-through method as well as
utilizing a Spectrum Technologies FieldScout Direct
Soil EC meter inserted to a depth of 4” in each pot.
Leaf chlorophyll content was measured using several different chlorophyll meters and leaf “greenness”
was measured with a Nix Pro Color Sensor. Soilless
medium temperatures were related to fertilizer release rates. Plants grown in “full sun” grew larger
more quickly than plants produced in 30% shade
for all fertilizer rates, but plants grown in 30% shade
were a darker green color (as measured using the
Nix Pro color sensor) for all of the fertilizer rates evaluated in these trials.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: FGCU Foundation

Measurements By Using a Root Imager for
Paprika Root Growth on Different Liquid
Fertilizer Concentrations at Hydroponic
Culture. (poster)
Jinen Hojo*, Meiji University; Hiroyuki Chiba, Meiji University and

Takashi Ikeda, Meiji University

Abstract: Generally, high concentration of liquid fertilizer for hydroponic technique suppresses plant
growth, but is practically used for paprika fruit production. However, the reason why paprika grows
under such condition has not been elucidated frequently. In this study, we measured the root growth
of paprika at different electric conductivities under
hydroponic culture condition. A Root Imager (CI-600,
CID Bio-science, inc.) was used for root measurement. This device has been developed to capture
high-resolution images of root systems in soil. When
it is used in hydroponics, the root system can be captured non-destructively and non-contactly in three
dimensions. To measure the root growth of paprika by it, original hydroponic system which can grow
seedlings individually was designed and built up to
8. The growing root images were captured every 10
days. Also, we obtained the root fresh weights and
dry weights at 10 days interval under similar growth
condition by using the system. Because we found
that the data obtained by a Root Imager was closely correlated with the root fresh weights and dry
weights even the liquid fertilizer concentration were
different, this study is successfully considered under
hydroponic culture conditions.

Compost Substrate Amendments for
Spicebushes (poster)
Allie M. Maternowski*, Murray State University

Abstract: Manure composts are commonly used as
a soil amendment among Kentucky gardeners and
commercial growers. The objective of this research
was to evaluate Kentucky hog and hemp byproduct
compost as substrate amendments at 15 percent by
volume compared to non-amended pine bark substrate in ornamental plant production. We observed
container production of native/pollinator plants
through pour-through analysis and plant growth indices. Lindera benzoin (L.) Blume, Spicebush, plants
were potted in each of the three different substrates
in seven-gallon containers placed on gravel and
were observed from August to October in 2019. We
measured the pH and conductivity of the different
substrates monthly. Throughout the study, we watered the plants daily using programmed irrigation
with spray emitters. In September, we applied threeto-six-month release Osmocote fertilizer to each of
the plants, which caused an increase in conductivity.
We also applied rice hulls to the surface of each plant
in order to prevent weeds. The pH range of the pine
bark substrate was 5.1 to 7.1. The pH range of the
hog substrate was 6.6 to 7.1. The pH range of the
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hemp substrate was 5.6 to 6.9. In the first month of
the study, the conductivity of the pine bark substrate
was low compared to the hemp and hog substrates,
while the conductivity of the hemp substrate was
the highest. By the end of the growing season, the
conductivities were not significantly different among
the varying substrates; however, the hemp substrate
ultimately had a higher average conductivity. The
hemp substrate resulted in the spicebushes with the
most growth over the three-month period. Overall,
the hemp byproduct compost is worthy of further
investigation because of its availability and benefits
on growth.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: University of Kentucky
Nursery/Landscape Fund, Kentucky Horticulture Council, and The Kentucky Agriculture Development Board

Reduction of Phosphorus from Offsite
Leachate from Horticulture Crops Using
Aluminum Silicate (poster)

Madison Ann Hasenkampf*, LSU; Jeff Beasley, Louisiana State
University; Ed Bush, LSU AgCenter and Heather Kirk-Ballard,

Abstract: Offsite leachate can contain very high concentrations of phosphorus (P) and other plant nutrients. This study introduces aluminum silicate as an
industrial bi-product for use in P filtration from offsite
leachate. Liquid fertilizer (20%Nitrogen-20%Phosphate-20%Potash) was applied to Petunia atkinsianas
‘Plum Madness’ at a rate of 200 ppm as the nutrient source daily as needed. Aluminum silicate was
placed in the bottom of each pot to filter leachate
water at treatment rates of 0, 20, 40 and 60 grams
over a four week period. Irrigation volumes were
recorded daily, while leachate volumes were recorded weekly, all of which contributed to the total load
calculation. Analysis of captured leached water indicated a significant decrease in P for all aluminum silicate rates compared to the control. However, there
were no significant differences between aluminum
silicate rates. Initial P concentrations were reduced
by as much 66% after one week. After four weeks, P
total load was reduced by up to 91.9% due to aluminum silicate. These results indicate that P runoff can
be reduced significantly using as little as 20 grams
of aluminum silicate. Further research is exploring
the optimum placement of the aluminum silicate to
maximize offsite runoff of phosphorus.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: HATCH Funds

Creating a Novel Grafted Vegetable Product between Pac Choi and Daikon Radish
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(poster)

Zachary T. Ray*, University of Florida; Tian Gong, University of
Florida and Xin Zhao, University of Florida

Abstract: Vegetable grafting has evolved into an effective cultural practice for managing soil-borne
pathogens and overcoming abiotic stressors in the
horticultural industry, with multifaceted benefits
increasingly recognized by growers toward enhancing crop productivity and produce quality. To date,
grafting has been primarily used in the commercial
production of high-value vegetable crops in the Solanaceae and Cucurbitaceae families such as tomato,
pepper, eggplant, watermelon, melon, and cucumber. Given the beneficial role of vegetable grafting
and the relatively simple process of grafting and
healing, it would be of interest to explore the added
value of grafting to other crop species. In this proof of
concept pilot study, the feasibility of making a novel
graft between pac choi (Brassica rapa var. chinensis)
and daikon radish (Raphanus sativus var. longipinnatus) was evaluated. This intergeneric graft among two
species within the Brassicaceae family has the potential to create a specialty crop with harvestable pac
choi leafy greens above-ground and a daikon radish
taproot below-ground on the same plant. In this
grafting experiment, ‘Mei Qing Choi’ (MQ) pac choi
was used as the scion which was grafted onto ‘Bora
King’ (BK) daikon radish as the rootstock. Non-grafted and self-grafted pac choi and daikon radish plants
were used as controls. The pac choi and daikon radish cultivars showed good graft compatibility, and
the follow-up greenhouse pot study revealed that
grafted MQ/BK plants were capable of producing pac
choi leafy greens and daikon radish taproots. MQ/
BK did not show a significant decrease in SPAD value, canopy size, leaf number, leaf area, and aboveground biomass compared with MQ/MQ. However,
daikon taproot formation was reduced in MQ/BK,
evidenced by decreased taproot length, diameter,
fresh and dry weight relative to BK and BK/BK. Interestingly, grafting with the daikon radish showed
an increase in leaf photosynthetic rate of pac choi
plants, possibly due to the higher sink demand in
the above-ground tissues. This study shows promise in the potential for a unique grafted pac choi –
daikon radish vegetable product that is capable of
saving production resources, growing space, and
minimizing food waste in consumption. This unique
intergeneric graft between B. rapa var. chinensis and
R. sativus var. longipinnatus may also provide a modeling system to help expand our knowledge of scion-rootstock synergy and above- and below-ground
sink competitions in horticultural crops.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI
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Determination of Sensory Liking and Purchase Intent of Louisiana Satsuma Varieties (poster)

Preston A. Dumont*, Louisiana State University AgCenter; Ryan P.
Ardoin, Louisiana State University; Witoon Prinyawiwatkul, Louisiana State University and Jeff Kuehny, Louisiana State University

Abstract: Satsumas are one of the most commonly grown citrus species in the home landscape. The
glossy, dark green leaves, flowers and aroma, color
of fruit and cold hardiness add to the aesthetic value of the landscape and provide a nutritional fruit
for consumption. The objective of this study was to
determine sensory liking and purchase intent (PI) of
the six most popular varieties of satsumas grown in
Louisiana landscapes.
Three early harvest varieties (‘Armstrong Early’, ‘Louisiana Early’, and ‘Early St. Anne’) and three late harvest varieties (‘Brown Select’, ‘Owari’, and ‘Kimbro’)
were evaluated. Fruits were cleaned, peeled, and two
wedges placed in transparent cups and presented to
consumers. A total of 397 consumers participated in
this study; of which 178 evaluated the early varieties,
while 219 evaluated the late varieties. Consumers
first evaluated liking of intact fruit appearance, followed by liking of sweetness, sourness, and overall
liking using a 9-points hedonic scale. Sweetness and
sourness were also evaluated using a 3-points justabout-right (JAR) scale (too-sweet, just-about-right,
not-sweet-enough; too-sour, just-about-right, notsour-enough; too-soft, just-about-right, too-hard). PI
was evaluated using a 3-points scale (yes/maybe/no).
Data were analyzed (α=0.05) using ANOVA, MANOVA
and discriminant analysis.
Based on consumer perception, comparing all six varieties, the liking for sourness and sweetness were
the two most discriminating attributes. Based on the
JAR scale, fifty percent of the consumers indicated
that sourness was just-about-right for all varieties.
On a 9-points hedonic scale, the early variety, ‘Louisiana Early’ had the lowest liking score for sourness
(5.16) and was liked significantly less than the late
varieties ‘Owari’ (6.7), ‘Kimbro’ (6.33) and ‘Brown Select’ (6.25). The liking for sweetness of ‘Early St. Ann’
(5.63) was significantly lower than all other varieties
with ‘Owari’ having the highest liking for sweetness
(7.30). Twenty-eight percent of the consumers indicated that the sweetness for ‘Early St. Ann’ was just
about right, while 65% indicated that the sweetness
of ‘Owari’ was just-about-right. ‘Early St. Ann’ and
‘Louisiana Early’ had a lower overall liking or enjoyment, 5.73 and 6.55 respectively, due to the lower
liking of sourness and sweetness. ‘Early St. Ann’ also

had the lowest PI of 28% while ‘Owari’ had the highest overall liking and the greatest PI of 72%.
Consumers, who consider the taste of satsuma fruit
an important characteristic of planting a tree in their
landscape, should consider purchasing the late varieties ‘Owari’, ‘Kimbro’ and ‘Brown Select’.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Burden Foundation
Grant Program

Promoter Motif Analysis of Putative Flowering Genes in Carya Illinoinensis (poster)
Kaitlyn Mason*, New Mexico State University; Andra Twitchell, New Mexico State University; Hormat Shadgou Rhein, New
Mexico State University and Jennifer J. Randall, New Mexico State
University

Abstract: Carya illinoinensis, commonly known as pecan, is an immensely important agricultural nut crop
in Southern New Mexico and the USA. Some hindrances to the production of pecan are due to the alternate bearing cycle, which causes variabilities in nut
production one year to the next. Alternate bearing in
pecans is due to the fluctuation of pistillate flower
production. Little is known on the genes that control
floral initiation within pecans , so the objective of this
project is to look at putative flowering genes including LEAFY (LFY), CONSTANS (CO), FLOWERING LOCUS T
(FT), and AQAMOUS-LIKE 15 (AGL-15). Several chromosome level pecan genomes were recently completed
and the genes were obtained from these genomes.
These genes were analyzed and compared to the
coding regions in other well studied plant species.
Also, the putative promoter regions of these flowering genes in pecans were analyzed using Geneious,
Plant-PAN3 and additional bioinformatics tools and
compared to their homogenous gene counterparts
in other well studied plant species. Several different
motifs were found while comparing the pecan promoters to other plant species that include MADSbox,
WRKY, and AP2 motifs. RNA-Seq analyses was performed on different pecan tissues and expression of
these genes were measured. RNA-Seq analysis indicated that many of these genes are tissue and developmentally regulated. These data further supports
the idea that these genes are involved in flowering
since these motifs are typically involved in light and
developmental regulation. This research hopes to
further mitigate the effects of alternate bearing and
long juvenility in pecans.

Characterization of Putative Flowering
Genes located on Chromosome 4 in Carya
Illinoinensis (poster)
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Liam St. Hilaire*, New Mexico State University; Faith Diamanti, New Mexico State University; Hormat Shadgou Rhein, New
Mexico State University and Jennifer J. Randall, New Mexico State
University

Abstract: Carya illinoinensis, commonly known as pecan, is a heterodichogamous hickory native to North
America. With alternate bearing as a limiting factor in
crop production, it is essential to elucidate the genes
involved in the flowering process. Flowering genes in
other species such as Arabidopsis thaliana have been
elucidated but there is not much known in Carya illinoinensis. Genes such as TFL1, E3 UBIQUITIN ligase,
and FIL1 are known to be involved in the flowering
process and were found to be located on Chromosome 4 in the pecan genome. TERMINAL FLOWER 1,
TFl1, in Arabidopsis, when expressed, is a repressor
of flowering. Furthermore, the expression of TFL1
was directly correlated to meristem development.
Filamentous Flower 1 or FIL1 is a gene that controls
the development and formation of the flowering
process in Arabidopsis thaliana. It helps supports the
development of the floral meristem with two “types”
of flowers. Type A has four floral organs which are
sepals, petals, stamens, and carpels however, their
number and arrangement differs, and type B is a
structure that is in the early formation of the floral
organs that is described as to having a filament but
no floral structure. E3 UBIQUITIN LIGASE has been implicated in flowering but not much is known about
its function. It has been speculated that E3 UBIQUITIN
LIGASE HOS1 can negatively influence the expression
of CONSTANS within Arabidopsis thaliana. However,
within pecan, this has not been studied. These genes
were discovered to be on chromosome 4 in the recent chromosome level pecan genome during gene
annotation. These genes were then aligned to known
homologs, yielding various pairwise similarities. Further characterization of the putative promoters from
these genes were analyzed using PlantPAN 3.0. Several motifs known to react to light status (both in
the form of expression and repression), cytochrome
activity, and salicylic acid were found to be in the
promoter region of these genes. Further RNA-Seq
of pecan tissues was performed for gene annotation
and these tissues were analyzed. TFl1 expression
was generally elevated in buds that were dormant.
E3 UBIQUITIN LIGASE expression however seemed to
not have a significant difference in expression depending on the maturity and character of the bud.
These findings could influence the understanding of
the regulation of these genes and further influence
alternate bearing.
3:15 PM - 4:15 PM
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B.Y. Morrison Lecture: Dr. John Dole
Description: John Dole is Associate Dean and Director of Academic Programs for the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at NC State University. He was
President of the American Society for Horticultural
Science in 2016-2017. He is currently the Executive
Advisor for the Association of Specialty Cut Flower
Growers, a 1600-member national organization devoted to the production and utilization of cut flowers.
He received his BS from Michigan State University
and his PhD from the University of Minnesota, with
both degrees in Horticulture. After being on the faculty at Oklahoma State University for eleven years,
Dole started at NC State in 2000 conducting research
and teaching on flowering physiology, especially in
regards to floriculture crops. He became Director of
Graduate Programs for the department in 2004 and
Head of the Department of Horticultural Science in
2011.
Dole is one of the founding members of Seed Your
Future, whose mission is to promote horticulture
and inspire people to pursue careers working with
plants. This public private partnership between universities, the American Society for Horticultural Science and Longwood Gardens has grown to become
a full-fledged national movement and organization.
Dole teaches a graduate level Physiology of Flowering course and co-authored the floriculture textbook,
Floriculture Principles and Species. Dole authored or
co-authored six additional books, over 100 refereed
journal articles, and more than 300 industry publications. Dole is a frequent speaker, having made hundreds of presentations around the county and internationally. He has mentored over 20 MS and PhD
students and advised hundreds of undergraduate
students. Dole received the Alex Laurie Award from
the Society of American Florists and was named a
Fellow of ASHS.

3:15 PM How the Christmas Flower Came
to be
John M. Dole*, North Carolina State University

4:00 PM Q&A

3:30 PM – 5:15 PM

Climate Change Impacts in Nut Crops
Sponsor: Temperate Tree Nut Crops (NUTS)

Moderator: Luke Milliron, University of Califiornia
Cooperative Extension
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3:30 PM Effects of Dormex® and Dormant
Oil Applications on Pistachio Bud Dormancy

Gureet Brar*1; Masood Khezri2; Louise Ferguson3;
Phoebe Gordon4; Daniel YP Syverson5; Faranak
Hadavi6 and Hardeep Singh5, (1)2415 E San Ramon,
(2)MR Research Institute, (3)University of California,
Davis, (4)University of California Cooperative Extension,
(5)California State University Fresno, (6)california state
university
Abstract: In recent years, lack of winter chill accumulation has been a critical problem for the California
pistachio industry. Insufficient chill results in erratic
bloom, low fruit set, uneven nut maturity and low
yield. Few low-chill cultivars exist. Therefore, efforts
have focused on application of rest breaking chemicals. In California dormant oil applications have been
used to advance pistachio bud break and improve
flowering synchrony. However, the information on
the physiological effects of oil and Dormex® is limited. In this study, 6% IAP440 horticultural oil was
sprayed at different chill portions (CP) at multiple
California sites (Cantua Creek, Madera and Arbuckle) and 4% Dormex was sprayed at the Cantua Creek
site. Oil and Dormex were sprayed on both female
‘Kerman’ and male ‘Peters’ trees, all on UCB-1 rootstock. To evaluate the effects on carbohydrates and
macro and micro-nutrients, shoots were taken before, during and after each spray as well as at bud
swell stage. Preliminary results demonstrated that
the oil could enhance bud break in both female and
male trees. In Cantua Creek site, unlike Dormex, oil
spraying at CP >50 was more effective in enhancing
bud break. However, the highest yield and nut split
percentage was obtained with Dormex®.. Oil appled
at CP>50 increased soluble sugars mobilization to
the buds. Patterns of movement of non-structural carbohydrates from twigs to the bud before bud
break was different in ON and OFF years. Also, there
were significant changes in macro and micro-nutrients in pistachio shoots during dormancy and bud
break stages.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: California Pistachio
Research Board

3:45 PM Influence of Whole Orchard Recycling on Greenhouse Gas Emissions and
Soil Health in a New Almond Orchard

Mae Culumber*1; Suduan Gao2; Amisha T Poret-Peterson3; Brent A. Holtz4; Greg Browne2; Amelie
Gaudin5; Emad Jahanzad6 and Elias Marvinney5, (1)
University of California Cooperative Extension, (2)US-

DA-ARS, (3)USDA-Agricultural Research Service, (4)Univ
of California Coop Extn, (5)University of California, (6)
California Department of Food and Agriculture
Abstract: Whole orchard recycling (WOR) incorporates orchard waste on-site, without burning or moving debris to another location. When mulched into
the soil, high carbon (C) containing amendments
like woodchips increase soil organic matter (SOM).
Agricultural research has found both decreases and
increases in carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrous oxide
(N2O) greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions depending
on the quality and quantity of amendments, fertilization rates and types, and soil biological and chemical
characteristics. A study was initiated fall 2017, on a
35-acre orchard in Parlier, California to investigate
the impact of a high rate of recycled woodchips (85
tons/acre dry weight) on surface N2O and CO2 emissions, soil factors, and tree establishment. Four replicated 0.5-acre plots were established for treatments
with or without (control) wood chip mulch incorporated into the top 12 inches of soil. Woodchip treatments had higher N2O and CO2 emissions compared
to controls in the fertigated drip line in the first two
years after orchard recycling. Compared to the control, higher N2O fluxes in the woodchip treatment
resulted during the first four days after fertigation;
other times they were consistently similar. Total N2O
emissions were estimated to be 0.7% and 1.1% of N
applied from the control and woodchips, respectively during the first year, and reduced to 0.3% and 0.6%
during the second year. Woodchip mineralization is
one of the major sources for CO2 emissions. Emission data suggests mineralization rates were highest
during the first year and decreased with time. Data
collection and analysis of the impacts of WOR and
orchard management on cumulative GHG emissions
is ongoing. Soil organic matter and total N levels declined in the first two years after replanting, although
increases are expected in consecutive years as was
observed in a previous long-term study of WOR impacts on soil conditions. Due to the large imbalance
of carbon to nitrogen following WOR, orchard N fertility applications were 2.4 times larger (68 lbs N /
acre) than the standard recommendation for newly
planted almond orchards in the first year, however
satisfactory tree growth and nutrition levels rates resulted in half the guideline rate application (30 lbs N/
acre) in the second year. Tree size was no different
between conventionally managed and woodchipped
plots by the end of 2019. Further research is needed
to pinpoint the optimal timing and necessary season
long fertility rates in the first growing season after
recycling to reduce N2O emission losses in the first
season.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: California Department
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of Food and Agriculture and the Almond Board of
California

4:00 PM Management Considerations
When Growing Almonds and Peaches
Under Increasing Warmer Winters in Mild
Temperate Climates
Gregory L. Reighard*, Clemson University

Abstract: Deciduous fruit and nut trees such as almond (Prunus dulcis) and peach (Prunus persica) annually shed their leaves and enter a dormant period
that usually requires exposure to cool temperatures
to complete endodormancy followed by a period
of warming to exit ecodormancy and subsequently
flower. If winter chilling is inadequate, flowers do
not fertilize and shoots (leaves) emerge sporadically. Current and projected global rises in mean annual temperatures are increasing the occurrence of
warmer winter temperatures in mild winter climates
where many fruit and nut trees are grown such as
almonds in California and peaches in the southeastern U.S. Though almond and peach are closely related, they are affected differently by warming winters.
Commercial almond cultivars such as ‘Nonpareil’
require considerably less dormant season cold than
many mainstream peach cultivars and protracted
bloom due to marginal chilling can be beneficial by
allowing more flowers to be fertilized due to its bee
pollination requirements. Conversely, insufficient
chilling for peach cultivars makes winter and spring
cultural decisions very difficult with significant risk
for growers. Therefore, almond and peach growers
must adapt their cultural practices to compensate
for the increased frequency of warmer winters using
both proven and experimental production practices
to manage pollinators and flowering synchronization
in almonds and break endodormancy in peaches via
water, nutrients, chemical agents, cultivar selection,
and/or pruning methods. Current tools include onsite, real-time weather data to calculate chill hours,
units or portions, so that winter chilling can be monitored and prediction models developed to assist
in timing bee transport or implementing dormancy
breaking horticultural practices. Historical and current data can also be combined and analyzed for El
Nino or La Nina weather patterns to predetermine
if chilling might be insufficient and to forecast temperature accumulation during ecodormancy up to
projected bloom. Several compounds and fertilizers, e.g., hydrogen cyanamide, Erger®, thidiazuron,
potassium nitrate and calcium ammonium nitrate,
have been used with limited success in peach for
dormancy release but labeling remains a roadblock.
Timing and rates are also critical when using these
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compounds, thus chilling and temperature forecasting models must be reliable. Almond and peach producers face different production challenges due to
a warming climate but new cultivars and improved
weather forecasting options can reduce risk to fruit
and nut growing in the future.

4:15 PM Use of Physiological Indicators to
Enhance Sustainable Water Management
in Pistachio Under Long Term Salinity

Giulia Marino*1; Daniele Zaccaria1; Blake Sanden2;
Pedro Lima1; Mahesh Maskey1; Kosana Suvočarev1;
Richard Snyder1 and Kristen Shapiro1, (1)University of
California Davis, (2)University of California Cooperative
Extension
Abstract: Optimizing irrigation practices based on
trees real needs is key for pursuing a more economically and environmentally sustainable management
of orchard systems challenged by climate change
and water restrictions, which is often associated
with the use of poor-quality water. However, little
information is currently available about the use of
plant-based methods for crop irrigation management under saline conditions. This study evaluates
the reliability of a commonly used plant-based indicator of water stress, the maximum daily trunk
shrinkage (MDS), for irrigation management of pistachio under saline-sodic conditions. Trunk diameter
variations were monitored in a non-saline orchard
and in a saline-sodic orchard located in the San
Joaquin Valley (CA). Daily actual evapotranspiration
(ETa) was determined using the residual of energy. Stem water potential (Ψstem) was also measured
weekly to characterize the plant water status. Results highlight a strong seasonality of salinity effect
on pistachio ETa, which was correlated with plantbased measurement as the productive season progressed. The period from leaf-out to mid-July was
characterized by stem growth. In this stage, the maximum daily shrinkage (MDS) was about 75 μm/day
for saline and 40 μm/day for non-saline sites. MDS
showed relatively higher correlation to ETa in the
saline-sodic orchard with a correlation coefficient (r)
of 0.65. The ΨSTEM decreased with salinity from about
-0.9 to about -1.5 MPa; The early season showed a
“preferred window” for pistachio to perform at maximum potential, which makes the salt affected trees
more “responsive” to environmental conditions. The
second stage (from mid-July forward) showed interruption of stem growth and flattening of the MDS at
about 50 μm/day for both non-saline and saline sites.
MDS was not well correlated to ETa, showing a correlation coefficient around 0.3. The ΨSTEM decrease
stopped in the salt affected sites and average values
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were similar in the salt affected and non-salt affected trees. During the late season, trees are more “isolated” from the environment, and stomatal closure
was probably limiting water use for the saline sites.
Overall, the presented data suggest that the effects
of salinity on pistachio water use are dynamic during
the crop season, hence more than one indicator may
be necessary to enhance sustainability of irrigation
management of salt-affected orchards.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: California Pistachio
Research Board - USDA, Specialty Crop Block Grant
Program

4:30 PM Investigating Chilling Requirements of European Hazelnut and Hybrid
Hazelnut Selections in New Jersey
David Hlubik*; John Michael Capik and Thomas J.
Molnar, Rutgers University

Abstract: Although chilling requirements have been
characterized for multiple temperate tree fruit and
nut species, the investigation of chilling requirements of hazelnut (Corylus sp.) has been very limited
when considering C. americana and its interspecific
hybrids with C. avellana. Knowledge of chilling requirements is important for determining the potential growing ranges of hazelnut cultivars especially
when they are considered for production in non-traditional growing regions like the Mid-Atlantic region
of the U.S. where a history of hazelnut cultivation
does not exist. Further, in many areas, the warmer
winter temperatures associated with climate change
are likely to reduce the number of chilling hours/
portions available. This warming trend emphasizes
the need to identify cultivars that can tolerate lower levels of chilling. However, in contrast, irregular
winter temperatures have also led to earlier flowering and budbreak in recent years, as observed in
New Jersey, and suggest cultivars with moderate to
extended chilling requirements may be most desirable. These selections are able to stay dormant despite fluctuating temperatures in early to mid-winter. Later flowering time is especially desirable for
male flowers (catkins), which when elongating after
breaking dormancy, are more sensitive to cold temperatures than other plant parts. In this study, chilling requirements were determined for 6 European
hazelnut (C. avellana) selections, 6 American hazelnut (C. americana) selections, and 15 interspecific hybrids (C. avellana x C. americana). Stem cuttings were
taken at weekly intervals from November 2019 to
February 2020 from field grown plants and forced in
a warm greenhouse (19-25⁰C) to determine at what
date chilling had been satisfied for female (pistillate)
flowers, catkins, and vegetative buds. Temperature

data was collected remotely using a ‘Mark’ sensor
(Arable Labs) and chilling was calculated using the R
package ‘chillR’. Results showed that catkins required
the least amount of chilling across all three groups
of plants, with some C. avellana selections breaking
dormancy after accumulating less than 100 chilling
hours, or 6 chill portions. In contrast, vegetative buds
of most cultivars required significantly more chilling
across most selections, with some C. americana selections requiring over 800 chilling hours, or 48 chill
portions, to break dormancy. In most selections,
chilling requirements for female flowers fell between
these two extremes. Additionally, hybrids showed
the greatest variation in chilling requirements in all
plant parts, with some more closely reflecting C. avellana (low chilling) and others reflecting C. americana
(high chilling). Along with postrest heat requirements
that will be determined from time of flowering and
budbreak observed in the field, this data provides
new information on chilling of hazelnuts including
C. americana and hybrids that will help determine
which selections may be suited to various growing
regions in the Mid-Atlantic and provides a means
to understand how a changing climate may impact
their utilization.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: SCRI 2016-51181-25412

4:45 PM Q&A - Climate Change Impacts in
Nut Crops - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
3:30 PM – 5:30 PM Workshop:

Bridging the
GAPs – Approaches for Treating
Water on-Farm

Coordinator: Christopher Gunter,
Moderator: Christopher Gunter,

Description: Our overall goal is to equip extension
staff and fresh produce growers with the knowledge to successfully implement water treatment
systems on their farms. Fruit and vegetable growers are continually assessing their operations to
determine where they can limit risk and increase
productivity. As a result, many have expressed
interest in learning more about how on-farm preharvest water treatment systems work and how they
may fit within their current setup. Come for a daylong course with extension specialists and produce
regulatory staff in North Carolina to gain exposure to
different approaches to treating water on-farm; how
to implement these systems to meet requirements
of the Produce Safety Rule; and how to verify that
the system is operating as intended.
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INTERACTIVITY AND HANDS-ON WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES
This workshop is geared to be highly interactive
for participants. Each presentation is followed by a
hands-on activity that is designed specifically to put
into action the concepts learned in the short presentation of principles. The Mobile Unit for Demonstration (MUD), will be brought from nearby UFL colleagues and allows participants to interact with this
water treatment technology in a hands-on way. Allowing them to see and a do water treatment, while
at the same time testing water treatment with various methods. Participants have guided experiences
monitoring concentrations of sanitizer with multiple
technologies from basic (ex. Test Strips) to more
complicated (ex. Titration). Participants are allowed
to practice the process of monitoring a treatment
and assessing its performance according to label
requirements and standard operating procedures.
This allows them to apply critical thinking skills with
the knowledge gained during the presentations. It
also facilitates creative thinking with knowledgeable
guides to help solidify knowledge gained.
To see pictures of this training in action, please visit:
https://flic.kr/s/aHsmM9kM3w
RELEVANCE/IMPACT OF TOPIC
Growers within the Southeast, and throughout the
United States, rely heavily on surface water in some
areas. Our group has demonstrated that pathogens
may often be present in these surface water sources while indicator organisms (E. coli) are within acceptable levels (e.g. FSMA Produce Safety Rule standards). This knowledge of pathogen occurrence in
these sources as well as the necessity that growers
must irrigate their crops and apply protective sprays
in a timely fashion have led us to begin having conversations with our growers about the benefits of
applying a water treatment step such as chlorine or
UV-light systems, especially when water contacts the
harvested portion of the crop in close proximity to
harvest. While the growers understand the risks and
benefits of these systems, they are still cautious due
to the fact that they do not feel informed about what
system may work best for their operation, factors to
consider during installation, methods to use to verify
that the system is working effectively, record keeping and operating considerations.
OVERVIEW OF THE GOAL OF THE WORKSHOP
A multi-state, interdisciplinary team of public and
private sector experts have partnered together to
create a curriculum designed to help producers 1)
Understand the regulatory requirements for ag wa-
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ter treatment in the Food Safety Modernization Act
(FSMA), 2) Find the right water treatment system for
their farm, 3) Developing standard operating procedures that will be effecting in treating water on
their farm and to monitor its implementation, and
4) Ensuring that the proper system is implemented
correctly and that employees are trained in its use,
maintenance and repair.

3:30 PM Welcoming Remarks
3:35 PM Btg: Introduction to Bridging the
GAPs Curriculum
Faith Critzer*, Washington State University

3:45 PM Btg: Understanding the Regulatory Requirements for Ag Water Under
FSMA

Christopher Gunter*, North Carolina State University

3:55 PM Btg: Water Treatment in Brief

Christopher Gunter*, North Carolina State University

4:05 PM Btg: Treating and Monitoring
Water

Annette L. Wszelaki*, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

4:20 PM Btg: Verification of Water
Treatment
Michelle D. Danyluk*, University of Florida

4:40 PM Btg: Trailer Systems Walkthrough
John R. Buchanan*, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

4:55 PM Concluding Remarks

3:30 PM – 5:30 PM Workshop:

New
Biotechnological Tools for
Horticultural Plants Breeding

Coordinator: Ahmad A. Omar, University of Florida
Moderator: Guo-Qing Song, Michigan State University
Description: The increasing health awareness and
growing population worldwide are driving a growing
market for more and high-quality horticultural products. On the other hand, global warming, emerging
diseases, and decreasing natural resources have
posed many adverse impacts on productivity and/or
quality of horticultural plants. Conventional breeding
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is often a lengthy and challenging process found in
most of the horticultural plant species due to heterozygosity, sexual incompatibility, juvenility, or a lack
of natural germplasm. Thus, utilization of plant biotechnology in breeding, such as micropropagation,
somatic hybridization, haploid culture, and genetic
transformation, is a powerful alternative to conventional breeding. This becomes even more evident
nowadays when an era in which genome knowledge
and technical advances such as CRISPR Cas9/12-mediated genome editing for several of these species
are starting to be available. Sharing and discussing
the most recent advancements in developing and
utilizing new biotechnological tools (NBTs) for improving horticultural crops is of great importance for
the horticulture community.
This session is sponsored by: Corteva Agriscience

3:30 PM Advancement in Micropropagation Systems
Youngjian Chang*, North American Plants, Inc.

Abstract: Plant micropropagation has become an
essential tool on many important economical horticultural crops, such as Pistachio, almond, walnut,
hazelnut, apple, and berries in the last decade. Micropropagation has made it possible to completely
switch from seedling rootstocks to advanced clonal
rootstock selections with the three most significantly
growing orchard crops, almond, pistachio and walnut. Micropropagation has become more efficient
than traditional propagation methods and been
widely used in berry industry as over 90% blackberry
and blueberry plants are propagated by micropropagation. The percentage of raspberry plants propagated by tissue culture has been significantly increased
in recent years. Micropropagation has played a critical role during the transition period of hazelnut
from old varieties to Eastern Filbert Blight resistant
new varieties, which is not only making the transition possible but also with the most efficient way for
the movement of the new varieties from breeder
to growers. Micropropagation process showed improvement of plant rejuvenility and it becomes an
essential way to improve rooting ability for the apple stool beds. Apple and hazelnut nurseries have
been using micropropagated plants as their stool
bed mother stocks. Micropropagation has applied
in breeding program for speeding up the breeding
process. The National Clean Plant Network program
has been using the micropropagation system for
the clean plant generation, preservation, propagation and germplasm international exchanges. The

market of orchard crops on tissue culture has been
increased multiple times comparing to 15 years ago
and many commercial labs have been established.
More stable, reliable and efficient micropropagation
system will play more important role in the horticultural industry.

4:00 PM Guides and Tricks to Develop
Protocols for Efficient Transformation and
Regeneration of Horticultural Plants
Guo-Qing Song*, Michigan State University

Abstract: The majority of horticultural plants are
still recalcitrant for transformation due mainly to
lack of regeneration. High regeneration capability
of non-meristem containing explants through either
organogenesis or somatic embryogenesis is the key
for utilizing genome editing technologies for horticultural plants breeding. Optimal conditions for micropropagation, regeneration, and transformation are
determined by many factors. In my tenure with the
Plant Biotechnology Resource and Outreach Center
of Michigan State University, I have transformed 25
plant species including two medicinal plants atropa
and camptotheca and 12 horticultural plants such as
apple, blueberry, celery, cherry rootstock, common
bean, grape, petunia, rutabaga, sour cherry, strawberry, sweet cherry, and tomato. Learned from my
hand-on experience, in this talk I share with you the
steps, tricks and shortcuts that I used to develop the
protocols that led to the first success in transformation of blueberry, celery, cherry rootstock, rutabaga,
sour cherry, sweet cherry, atropa, and camptotheca.
I observe the responses of the explants to the culture
conditions and use the responses to guide further
modifications of the culture medium or the culture
conditions. The guides, tips, and tricks derived from
my previous transformation of diverse plants will be
valuable for those who are developing regeneration
and transformation protocols for new plant species
and genotypes.

4:25 PM Developing Disease-Resistant Citrus Using the CRISPR Technology
Nian Wang*, University of Florida

Abstract: Citrus is one of the top three fruit crops
worldwide and is an important source of many nutrients, such as vitamin C. Genetic improvement of
citrus is required to overcome many challenges encountered in citrus cultivation, such as citrus canker
caused by Xanthomonas citri. Citrus canker is a severe
bacterial disease in most citrus producing regions
such as US, Brazil, and China. Xcc is known to cause
canker symptoms via secretion of PthA4, a transcrip-
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tion activator like (TAL) effector, which activates the
expression of the cognate susceptibility (S) gene LATERAL ORGAN BOUNDARIES 1 (LOB1) gene via binding
of effector binding elements (EBE) in the promoter
region. We have aimed to generate canker resistant
citrus varieties by mutation of the EBE or coding region of the LOB1 gene using the CRISPR technology.
Here I will present our recent progress in generating
canker resistant citrus varieties by genome editing
the EBE or coding region of the LOB1 gene.

4:50 PM Communicating Concepts in Gene
Editing: Getting It Right with a Confused
and Concerned Public
Kevin M Folta*, University of Florida

5:15 PM Panel Discussion
3:45PM - 5:15 PM

Industry Ignite!
Chair: Brian Krug, Univ of New Hampshire Coop Extn
Moderators: Alicain Carlson, and Brian Krug, Univ of
New Hampshire Coop Extn
Coordinator: Alicain Carlson,
Objectives:
In business and in society in general, keeping pace with what’s
happening now is no longer enough.
The true leaders in industry—the ones whose names you know—
are the people who knew the answers to the question “What’s
next?” before the rest of us did.
Industry Ignite! brings you the horticulture industry’s creative,
critical thinkers who will present a series of 3-minute speed presentations on a topic of their choice, using one visual aid.
The goal of this event is to stir up interest and attention amongst
the Society’s industry membership and highlight their involvements and accomplishments in horticulture. Moreover, the event
fosters an opportunity for ASHS members to be introduced to
industry presence at the conference, and to meet the industry
participants whom they wouldn’t have otherwise encountered.
This is the highly anticipated industry event the horticulture
world has been waiting for…. Time is limited to one hour –
first come, first speak.

3:45 PM Alicain Carlson, Syngenta Flowers
Technical Trial Manager
Alicain Carlson , Syngenta Flowers
*

Abstract: NA

3:48 PM Brian Krug, CORTEVA Greenhouse
Technology Leader
Brian Krug , Corteva
*

Abstract: NA
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3:51 PM John Hoblick, AgriStarts Farm
Sales & Support
Johnny Hoblick*, AgriStarts

3:54 PM John Huber, Apogee Instruments
Applications Engineer

John Huber*, Apogee Instruments and Bruce Bugbee,
Utah State University

3:57 PM Peggy Ozias-Akins, National Association of Plant Breeders President
Peggy Ozias-Akins*, University of Georgia

4:00 PM Mercy Olmstead, E & J Gallo Senior
Viticulturist
Mercy A. Olmstead*, E and J Gallo

4:03 PM Kyle D. Kepner, GDM Solutions,
Inc. President/CEO

Kyle D. Kepner*, GDM Solutions, Inc. and Matt
Elsinger

4:06 PM Marvin Neal Miller, Ball Horticultural Company Market Research Manager
Marvin Neal Neal Miller*, Ball Horticultural Company

4:09 PM Megan Yancey, Syngenta Flowers,
LLC Technical Trial Specialist
Megan Yancey*, Syngenta Flowers, LLC

Abstract: A brief synopsis of my transition from a B.S.
in biology to a career in the horticultural industry.

4:12 PM Javier Quintero, Early Career
Talent Programs Manager

Logan McCollum and Javier Quintero*, Driscoll's

4:15 PM Laura Lara, Star Roses and Plants
Breeder
Laura Lara*

4:18 PM Yanjun Guo, Syngenta Flower
Technical Scientist
Yanjun Guo*, Syngenta Flower

Abstract: Life is like a box of chocolates, you never
know what you are going to get –Forrest Gump, 1994
For me, I think prepare as much as we could, and be
ready for the curve ball life might throng.
When I was in Grad school at Texas A&M University,
I was full hearted heading into academia, to work in
extension, help training the next generation horti-
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culturist, using my experiments to solve the issues
that growers are facing, to reduce shrinking, and increase their margin. Eventually, hopefully, my work
will contribute to the growth of the green industry .
But surprise surprise, the Syngenta Flower technical
trialing team in the industry is doing the same thing,
and turns out, my talent is a great fit there.
Honestly, I have never heard of Syngenta Flower
before I met Alicain at 2018 ASHS annual conference in Washington DC. I gave her my well rehearse
“1-minute elevator talk” of me and my research. And
some mutual friend that we knew. By the way, I did
time myself on my elevator talk before the conference and hoping that I could have some successful
net working and selling myself since I will be graduating that year. I never though I would move to CA
because my new husband got a job there and I hate
long distance relationship. And end up got my dream
job at Syngenta 6 month later.
I prepared and hoping for an opportunity in academia but landed with an opportunity in the industry
which fits perfectly for my training and specialty and
relocation at the time. I never thought things would
unfold this way. I didn’t plan for it, but I did prepare
for it.

4:21 PM Peter Petracek, Valent Biosciences
LLC Manager Product Development
Peter D. Petracek*, Valent BioSciences Corp

4:24 PM Lauren Kilpatrick, Syngenta Flowers Assistant Technical Scientist
Lauren Kilpatrick*, Syngenta Flowers
Abstract: n/a
3:45 PM – 5:15 PM

Vegetable Crops Management 4
Moderator: Lawrence Kawchuk, Agriculture and AgriFood Canada

3:45 PM Off-Target Herbicide Injury and
Lettuce Yield Loss from Dicamba and 2,4D

Xinzheng Chen*; Sam E. Wortman; Amit Jhala and
Stevan Knezevic, University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Abstract: Off-target herbicide injury from dicamba
and 2,4-D is an increasingly common problem for
specialty crop growers in the Midwest U.S. Lettuce
(Lactuca sativa L.) is a common specialty crops grown
in Nebraska, but proximity to corn and soybean pro-

duction leaves growers vulnerable to crop injury and
significant economic loss. The goal of this study was
to quantify crop injury and yield loss in greenhouse
grown lettuce after exposure to simulated sub-lethal
drift rates of 2,4-D and dicamba. Sublethal doses
were determined based on a percentage of the maximum labeled rate and ranged from 25% to 0.01%.
Tested lettuce cultivars included ‘Green Forest,’ ‘Vulcan,’ and ‘Allstar,’ and each was sprayed at seedling
and mature growth stages. Plant injury ratings were
recorded every 4 days after herbicide application until harvest, when final fresh weight yield was determined. Dose response curves were generated to determine effective dose (ED) values and to relate drift
rates with crop injury and yield loss. All lettuce cultivars were more tolerant of herbicides at the maturity growth stage than at the seedling growth stage.
Among cultivars, ‘Green Forest’ was most susceptible to injury from dicamba and 2,4-D. At the seedling
stage, 1.4% dicamba caused 50% visual injury and
35% yield loss in ‘Green Forest,’ and 1% 2,4-D caused
10% visual injury and 20% yield loss. When ‘Vulcan’
was sprayed at the seedling stage, 10% 2,4-D led
to plant mortality within 16 days of treatment, and
25% dicamba led to plant mortality within 22 days
of treatment. Results confirm the susceptibility of
lettuce to relatively low rates of 2,4-D and dicamba,
which highlights the importance of drift mitigation
efforts in the Midwest U.S.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA AMS Specialty
Crop Block Grant Program

4:00 PM Evaluation of Cabbage Cultivars
for Resistance to Black Rot

Joara S. Candian1; Elizanilda Rego2; Timothy W.
Coolong1; Bhabesh Dutta1 and Andre Luiz B.R. da
Silva*1, (1)University of Georgia, (2)Universidade Federal da Paraiba
Abstract: The use of resistant cultivars against Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris (Xcc) is considered a critical management practice for black
rot (BR) management in cabbage. However, most
studies that have evaluated resistance to BR were
conducted in greenhouses without accounting for
yield. There is a clear need to investigate cultivar
performance under field conditions. The objectives
of this study were to evaluate commercial cabbage
cultivars for resistance to BR, and determine yield
and head quality under field conditions. Field experiments with eight cultivars (Acclaim, Bravo, Capture,
Celebrate, Cheers, Melissa, Monterey, and TCA-549)
were conducted in two cabbage growing seasons,
Fall 2018 and Spring 2019. Fields were spray-inoculated with Xcc (3×105 cfu/mL) at 35 and 49 days af-
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ter transplanting in the Fall 2018 and Spring 2019,
respectively. Cabbage BR severity was evaluated at
weekly intervals starting from 7 d post inoculation
(DPI) until harvest. Marketable and unmarketable
yields, and cabbage head quality were measured at
harvest. Cabbage BR symptoms were detected in all
tested cultivars for both growing seasons with initial
symptoms observed as early as 28 and 21 DPI in Fall
2018 and Spring 2019, respectively. Severity of cabbage BR at harvest was significantly greater in Fall
2018 compared to Spring 2019, while marketable
yield was significantly higher in Spring 2019 (45,169
lb/acre) compared to Fall 2018 (26,370 lb/acre). In
both growing seasons, ‘TCA-549’ had the lowest severity of BR and ‘Melissa’ had the highest severity of
BR. Area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC)
was 175 and 13 for ‘TCA-549’ in Fall 2018 and Spring
2019, respectively. The AUDPC for ‘Melissa’ in Fall
2018 and Spring 2019 were 2376 and 905, respectively. Regardless of growing season, cabbage marketable yield was higher for ‘Acclaim’ (51,760 lb/acre)
compared to all other cultivars; however, there was
no significant difference between ‘Acclaim’ and ‘TCA549’ (42,934 lb/acre) for cabbage marketable yield.
Cabbage marketable yield was the lowest for cultivars Melissa (18,275 lb/acre) and Capture (24,236 lb/
acre). Overall, there was a significant correlation between BR disease severity and cabbage marketable
and unmarketable yields. Increasing the BR severity
decreased cabbage marketability due to an increase
in unmarketable yields. Continued development of
cultivars resistance to BR is important for cabbage
production in the southeastern U.S., given the favorable conditions for disease development. The use
of cultivars with low susceptibility, pathogen free
seeds, crop rotation, and proper spraying programs
should be considered the best management practice
for BR disease.

4:15 PM Tuber Yield and Size Distribution
As Function of Seed Piece Spacing for Table-Stock Potatoes
Mario Andrade*; Luis Gomez-Pesantes; Lincoln
Zotarelli and Gary England, University of Florida

Abstract: Florida is the 7th state on potato (Solanum
tuberosum L.) production in the U.S., accounting for
one third on the winter-spring production. Potato
seeds can represent 18-34% of the total production
cost. Thus, adjusting seed spacing has a direct impact on costs, yield, and profit. The goal of this study
was to evaluate the effect of seed piece spacing (SPS)
on total tuber yield (TTY), and tuber size distribution
of six cultivars (Red LaSoda, Satina, Natascha, Envol, Purple Majesty, and Actrice) planted at four SPS
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(15, 20, 25 and 30 cm). Field experiments were carried out in spring of 2018 and 2019 in Hastings-FL.
Treatments were layout in a factorial cultivar x spacing in a randomized complete block design. ANOVA
results showed there was no interaction between
clones and spacing for TTY and yield of tubers size
diameter >4.7cm (ATY). SPS and cultivars were significant for TTY in both years. For ATY, spacing and
cultivars were significant in 2018, and only cultivars
were significant in 2019. There were interactions between cultivars and SPS for some tuber size classes,
in both years. TTY was significantly higher for 15 and
20 cm in 2018 (36 and 35 Mg.ha-1), and 15 cm in 2019
(45 Mg.ha-1) compared to wider SPS. The 20 cm SPS
resulted in the highest ATY (27 Mg.ha-1) in 2018, but
there were no differences in ATY in 2019. The higher
TTY and lack of ATY differences among SPS were associated with ideal climatic conditions in 2019 compared to 2018. The 15 cm SPS resulted in a higher
proportion of B tubers (1.3-4.8 cm diam.), 8 and 12
Mg.ha-1 in 2018 and 2019, respectively, compared to
wider SPS. The ratio A's:TTY increased from 65% to
73% from narrower to wider SPS, while ratio B's:TTW
decreased from 25% to 20% in the same order. Regardless of SPS, Red LaSoda had a higher ATY, while
Purple Majesty had the lowest ATY and highest yields
of B’s size tubers. The adjustment of SPS can optimize tuber size distribution of different cultivars accordingly to market preferences and increase grower’s profits.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: St. Johns County – Florida

4:30 PM Managing Zebra Chip By Annual
Psyllid Vector Monitoring and Early Pathogen Detection

Lawrence Kawchuk*1; James Lynn1; Dan Johnson2
and Scott Meers3, (1)Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, (2)University of Lethbridge, (3)Maryland Consulting

Abstract: Zebra chip and related diseases of solanaceous crops are caused by ‘Candidatus Liberibacter
solanacearum’ (Lso), a phloem-limited, gram-negative, unculturable bacterium that is transmitted by
the tomato-potato psyllid (TPP) Bactericera cockerelli
(Šulc). Over a thousand yellow card trapped psyllids
and several hundred plant samples that exhibited disease symptoms, were collected during 2013
to 2018 from commercial farms from across Canada. Psyllid vector was observed only in AB, SK, and
MB and TPP numbers remained low, ranging from
0 in 2014 to a few hundred observed in the fall of
2017. Total nucleic acid was isolated from the psyllid and plant samples and the 16S ribosomal DNA
was amplified with the Lso specific PCR primers OA2
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and OI2c. All samples were negative for ‘Ca. L. solanacearum’ except four TPP and a single post-harvest
potato tuber recovered beside a field from southeastern Alberta in 2017. The Lso positive potato tuber produced a symptomatic plant that was bushy
in appearance with proliferation of axillary shoots
that caused an abnormal zigzag pattern. Nucleic acid
extracts from the psyllids and plant generated by
the necrotic tuber produced an amplified 16S rDNA
product of the expected 1,160-bp size. These nucleic acids also produced a 669-bp amplified product
from the 50S ribosomal protein L10 (rplJ) and L12
(rplL) genes with Lso specific primers. Amplicons
obtained with the Lso 50S rDNA PCR primers were
cloned and sequenced in forward and reverse directions (GenBank accession MH843710) and BLAST
analysis showed an identical match to Lso A isolates
from the United States These results were confirmed
by Lso 16S rDNA amplification and sequencing (GenBank accession MH843709). Detection of Lso in Canada indicates the pathogen is spreading to new areas, and industry should monitor the movement and
prevalence of this potentially devastating disease to
minimize losses. Management of psyllid populations
and removal of Lso infected plant material will reduce spread of the pathogen and assist with disease
prevention strategies.

4:45 PM Q&A - Vegetable Crops Management 4 - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
3:45 PM – 5:30 PM

Pomology 4
Moderator: Shengrui Yao, New Mexico State University Sustainable Agriculture Sciences Center

3:45 PM Effects of Canopy Location on
Quality and Size of Low-Chill Peach Fruit
Cv. Ufsun

Shirin Shahkoomahally Shahkoomahally*1; Jeffrey K.
Brecht1; Juanita Popenoe2; Philip Harmon1; José X.
Chaparro1 and Ali Sarkhosh1, (1)University of Florida,
(2)Univeristy of Florida IFAS Extension
Abstract: Producing high-quality peach fruit while reducing production costs supports sustainable development of the industry in Florida. In this study, we
investigated the effects of canopy location (bottom,
middle, top; N, S, E, W) on development of marketable fruit with optimum size and quality in order to
localize flower buds or fruitlets in the right spots us-

ing pruning and thinning practices. We determined
soluble solids concentration, total anthocyanin content, total antioxidant activity, total phenolic compounds and fruit size for different canopy locations
in ‘UFSun’ low-chill peaches grown in Florida. Fruit
quality and size were differentially distributed in the
trees as a result of various positions within the canopy. Fruit located in the SE and top areas had the
highest soluble solids concentration with 23.20 and
22.16 %, respectively. Fruit in the bottom of the canopy had the lowest total anthocyanin content (0.39
mg/100g), total antioxidant activity (0.36 nmolTe/L),
and total phenolic compounds (409.93 mg GA/L).
Fruit at the top of the canopy had the highest weight
(111.27 g), length (60.26 mm), and diameter (58.94
mm). The results of this study indicate that canopy
location has consequential effects on peach fruit size
and quality. Canopy height had a more pronounced
effect on fruit quality than orientation within the canopy. Further research is suggested to investigate the
relationship between environmental factors and the
fruit quality and tree structure under subtropical climate.

4:00 PM Insights into the Mechanisms of
Ethephon-Induced Bloom Delay in Prunus
Species

Jianyang Liu*; Md Tabibul Islam; Sangeeta Sapkota
and Sherif Sherif, Virginia Tech

Abstract: Global climate change has posed new
challenges to the temperate fruit production in the
Northern Hemisphere by increasing the occurrence
of spring frosts and disturbing bud dormancy, a
critical mechanism that deciduous woody perennials undergo to survive the subfreezing winter temperatures. Many management strategies have been
proposed to mitigate the damaging effects of spring
freezes, some of which are to delay bloom dates until the odds of frost become rare. Toward this end,
several Plant Growth Regulators (PGRs) have been
examined in several pome and stone fruits, yet not
all of them have shown success. Ethephon, an ethylene-based PGR, has been reported to effectively
delay bloom, especially in Prunus species, when applications are made in the fall. However, the use of
ethephon is also accompanied with negative effects
on tree health, including leaf drop, gummosis, tip
dieback, bud damages, etc., which has consequently limited its wide applications. Therefore, gaining
a clear understanding of the mechanisms by which
ethephon causes bloom delay is critical to tap into
the potential of this PGR, while reducing its negative
effects. In this study, we investigated the effects of
application timing and concentration of ethephon
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and ACC (another ethylene-based PGR) on bloom delay in peach and cherry. The effects of these PGRs on
chilling and heat requirements, leaf abscission rate,
cold hardiness, bloom delay, crop yield and tree injury were broadly assessed in two peach (Red Haven
and Sun High) and three cherry (Regina, Skeena and
Selah) cultivars. Transcriptomic analyses and hormonal profiling were also performed on buds which
were sampled periodically according to chill units
and growing degree hours through the dormancy cycle. Our results confirmed the effects of ethephon in
delaying bloom date in peach and cherry, and such
effects were dependent on application timing and
concentration. Particularly, high concentrations of
ethephon enhanced bud cold hardiness, increased
chill requirements and delayed bloom in peach cultivars. Our transcriptomic analyses of ethephon treated and untreated trees, along with qRT-PCR revealed
several Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) that
are related to key components in hormonal and dormancy regulatory pathways. In conclusion, this study
shed light on the regulatory mechanisms of dormancy and bloom in stone fruits as affected by the fall
applications of ethephon. In particular, our finding
revealed several important genes and controlling
nodes that may hold potential for the development
of PGRs to manipulate bloom date and thus avoiding
frost damages.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: VDACS

4:15 PM Effects of Warm Temperature
Interruptionon the Winter Chilling Accumulation of Kiwifruit (Actinidia chinensisPlanch. and A. deliciosa A. Chev.) Using
Excised Canes

Timothy P. Hartmann*1; James D. Spiers2; David
Creech3; Larry A. Stein4 and Justin J Scheiner1, (1)
Texas A&M AgriLife Extension, (2)Auburn University,
(3)Stephen F. Austin State University, (4)Texas A&M
University

Abstract: Golden kiwifruit (Actinidia chinensis Planch)
has recently emerged as a new potential fruit crop
for the Southeastern United States. Both A. chinensis
and A. deliciosa require winter chilling for overcoming dormancy and for adequate flower production.
Texas is subject to both inconsistent chilling and
erratic winter temperatures. Warm temperature exposure during winter has resulted in the apparent
negation of chilling in other fruit species. This study
was conducted to investigate the floral and vegetative response of two pistillate kiwifruit cultivars to
warm temperature interruption during chilling accumulation. Dormant one-year-old canes of A. chinen-
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sis ‘AU Golden Dragon’ and A. deliciosa ‘AU Fitzgerald’
were collected in December 2018 and 2019 (334 and
360 C.U., respectively), shortly after leaf abscission.
Canes were cut to ten nodes after removing the first
six basal nodes, placed in jars filled with distilled
water, and transferred to respective chilling treatments. Treatments included continuous chilling (CC)
(in addition to base chilling) at one-week (168 C.U.)
increments (0 to 5 weeks) and chilling exposure at
the same increments with intermittent warm temperature (WT). For the WT treatments, each week
of chilling was followed by three days of exposure
to warm conditions. Chilling and warm temperature
exposure were simulated by 7°C / 4°C and 25°C /
17.2°C (day / night) temperatures, respectively, using separate climate-controlled growth chambers.
Following chilling treatments, canes were forced in a
third chamber at 21.1°C to 25.0°C with LED lighting.
Vegetative bud break, floral bud number, and floral
development stage were recorded for each cane at
two-day intervals. In the first year of the study, data
was collected with respect to nodal position. For ‘AU
Golden Dragon’, WT did not result in any reduced
floral bud number at any of the observed chilling
levels. However, a significantly lower average floral
bud number was observed with WT as compared
to CC for ‘AU Fitzgerald’ at five-weeks chilling across
years (p = 0.05) and at five-weeks chilling during the
first year (p = 0.0007). WT also resulted in a less pronounced effect of apical dominance with respect
to vegetative/floral response to node position for
both cultivars. Chilling type had no significant effect
on vegetative response in either cultivar. Estimated
chilling requirements (CC) in this experiment were
similar to those previously reported for these cultivars. Results suggest that A. chinensis cultivars may
respond more favorably than A. deliciosa to the erratic winter temperature patterns of the southeastern
United States.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Texas Department of
Agriculture Specialty Crop Block Grant Program

4:30 PM Drying and Multipurpose Jujube
Cultivars in New Mexico

Shengrui Yao*1; Robert Heyduck1; Steve Guldan2 and
Govinda Sapkota3, (1)New Mexico State University Sustainable Agriculture Sciences Center, (2)NMSU Alcalde
Center, (3)New Mexico State University
Abstract: In the U.S., fresh eating jujube cultivars are
more well-known than drying cultivars. As jujube
acreage increases, growers request more cultivars
to diversity their operations and meet the various
needs of consumers. Dried jujube fruit can be stored
for one year or more at room temperature and two
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or more years in cold storage. This provides more
marketing choices for growers. Most drying cultivars
have higher soluble solids content, but are not as
crispy and juicy as fresh eating cultivars. There are
some cultivars in the middle with reasonable fresh
eating quality but also good drying quality. We tested
the cultivars Chaoyang, Banzao, Globe, Huizao, Jinsi
2, Jinsi3, JIxin, JKW, Junzao, KFC, Lang, Pitless, Sihong,
Sugarcane, Xiangzao, and Xinggung at three locations in New Mexico: Alcalde (USDA Hardiness Zone
6a), Los Lunas (7a), and Leyendecker (8a). Xiang and
Globe are drying only cultivars with dry and woody
texture, not suitable for fresh eating. Pitless and Chaoyang had small fruit, while Globe, JKW, Xiangzao,
Lang, and Sherwood had larger fruit (>15g) with all
the others falling in between. ‘Chaoyang’, ‘Banzao’,
‘Pitless’, and ‘Sugarcane’ did well at the Alcalde site,
‘Chaoyang’ had a more tart flavor than others. ‘Jinsi 2’, ‘Jinsi 3’ and ‘JKW’ were not very productive in
early years at Alcalde and Los Lunas, but did better
in southern New Mexico (Leyendecker). ‘KFC’ was
productive at Alcalde and Los Lunas but mainly as
a fresh eating cultivar at Alcalde due to the short
growing season, but it can function as a multipurpose cultivar at Los Lunas and Leyendekcer. Late cultivars like Xiang and Sherwood performed poorly in
northern New Mexico. ‘Xiang’, ‘JKW’, ‘Jixin’, ‘Lang’, and
‘Sherwood’ are very promising at the Leyendecker
site. Most cultivars performed well at Los Lunas except for in 2019 which had a much shorter growing
season than normal. ‘Huizao’ had excellent drying
quality but is a very slow growing cultivar.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Specialty Crop Block
Grant

4:45 PM Physiological Responses of Six
Prunus Rootstocks Submitted to Hypoxia
Stress

Trequan M McGee*1; Muhammad Shahid2; José X.
Chaparro1; Tom Beckman3 and Ali Sarkhosh1, (1)
University of Florida, (2)University of New Hampshire,
(3)USDA, ARS, SEFTNRL

Abstract: With the expansion of the Florida peach industry into the south central region of the state there
has been an increase in the acreage of peaches in
poorly drained flatwood soils. There soils are flood
prone during the summer rainy season and the need
for hypoxia tolerant rootstocks has become more
important. Peaches are notorious for their susceptibility to hypoxia stress and information is needed to
understand how the Florida industry standard rootstock, ‘Flordaguard’ performs compared to other
rootstock options. The Prunus rootstocks, ‘Guardian’,
‘Nemaguard’, ‘P-22’, and ‘R5064-5’, Flordaguard and

MP-29 were tested for their ability to tolerate hypoxia stress. All rootstocks were planted in 10 gallon woven containers. Control trees were irrigated via microjet sprinklers and flooded specimens were placed
into 20 gallon containers and subjected to 8 days of
flooding at the soil level. Data was collected on day
0 (prior to flooding) and then every 2 days until day
8. ‘Guardian’ and ‘Nemaguard’ had lower chlorophyll
content by 8 days when compared to their controls.
‘Guardian’, ‘Nemaguard’, ‘P-22’, and ‘R5064-5’ had
lower stomatal conductance, leaf transpiration, and
photosynthesis by day 8 when compared to their
non flooded controls. Differences between rootstocks were detected at 4 and 6 days, but ultimately
by day 8 all the rootstocks were performing similarly. Sap flow wood samples were collected from all
the trees after 8 days of waterlogging indicated that
‘Flordaguard’ presented the most intense hypoxia
symptoms, while ‘R5064-5’ showed the least intense
visual symptoms. The photosynthetic rate of ‘Flordaguard’ was unaffected as indicated by the Licor 6400,
but visible changes were quite different. The majority of ‘Flordaguard’ leaves were yellow and abscising
after 8 days. Visible tree health declined drastically
after 6 days for all rootstocks except ‘R5064-5’. The
rootstocks, ‘MP-29’, ‘P-22’, and ‘R5064-5’ demonstrated small changes in leaf manganese levels, while
‘R5064-5’ was the only rootstock with little change in
leaf iron levels when compared flooded to control
treatments. The ability to maintain similar manganese and iron levels in flooded plants compared to
the control treatment could be an indication of hypoxia tolerance. Based on our findings, ‘R5604-5’ and
‘MP-29’ performed the best throughout the study.
They may have the ability to recover from hypoxia
stress due to their ability to keep foliage intact, resist
damage to sap flow wood, and maintain lower manganese and iron levels in the leaves. ‘Flordaguard’
was the most sensitive rootstock considering physiological responses, scion’s visible health, and coloration of sap wood.

5:00 PM Q&A - Pomology 4 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
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—Workshops—

Part 1: Workshops/Special Sessions

Day 4: Thursday, August 13, 2020
8:00 AM – 10:00 AM

Citrus Crops 3
Moderator: Ute Albrecht, Southwest Florida Research
and Education Center, University of Florida/IFAS

8:00 AM Hand Pruning Increases Fruit
Yield and Quality of ‘W. Murcott’ and
‘Sugarbelle’ Mandarins Cultivated Under
Protective Screen

Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi*1; Jerry Mixon2; Arnold W.
Schumann1; Andrew Krajewski3; Fernando M.
Alferez1; Herbert T. James III1; Cristina Gil1; Donald
Davis1; Clarence King1 and Guilherme Locatelli1, (1)
University of Florida, (2)KTM Citrus, (3)International
Citrus Technologies Pty Ltd
Abstract: Canopy management (CM) is applied in
the training of citrus trees to manage growth by establishing geometrically well-balanced forms and
mechanically strong load-bearing framework for
precocious heavy bearing of high-quality fruit. The
technique is essential for citrus cultivated under protected screen (CUPS) since the environment stimulates vigorous vegetative growth, posing operational
challenges to mechanization that can be overcome
by selectively controlling plant growth. Our study
aimed to investigate CM strategies to improve fruit
yield and quality of mandarins cultivated under protective screen. We tested a combination of practices:
Mechanical hedging/topping after bud-break stage
(bloom) and late summer, Hand pruning at bloom
and late summer, Mechanical hedging+Hand pruning at bloom and late summer, and Hand pruning
only at bloom. We used ‘SugarBelle’ and ‘W. Murcott’
(Citrus×reticulata) on C-35 (Citroncirus spp.) planted
on Jan/2017 spaced at 8’×15’ (363 trees/acre). The
trial was conducted in a commercial CUPS operation in Bartow, FL on a RCBD with five replications
and 8 trees/rep. Mechanical pruning was performed
using a gas-powered 3-foot-long sickle-bar knife.
Hand pruning was done with lopping shears, saws,
and clippers. In ‘SugarBelle’, trees on Hand_Bloom+Summer are infected with HLB due to a prolonged
breach in the screenhouse roof. In 2018, we took
5.26 min to prune Hand_Bloom+Summer, 3.34
min for Mech+Hand_Bloom+Summer, 2.42 min for
Hand_Bloom, and 0.14 min for Mech_Bloom+Summer (P<0.0001). In 2019 we took 2.67 min to prune
Hand_Bloom+Summer, ~1.78 min for Mech+Hand_
Bloom+Summer and Hand_Bloom, and 0.60 min for
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Mech_Bloom+Sum (P<0.0001). The greatest salable
yield was found on Hand_Bloom+Summer (77.38
boxes/acre) in comparison to all other treatments
(~35.53 boxes/acre) in 2019/20 (P=0.0001). There
was no significant difference in fruit quality parameters. ‘W. Murcott’ trees are HLB-free. In 2018, we
took 11.45 min to prune Hand_Bloom+Summer,
~7.18 min for Mech+Hand_Bloom+Summer and
Hand_Bloom, and 2.84 min for Mech_Bloom+Summer (P<0.0001). In 2019 we took 2.34 min to prune
Hand_Bloom+Summer, ~1.65 min for Hand_Bloom
and Mech+Hand_Bloom+Summer, and 0.64 min for
Mech_Bloom+Summer (P<0.0001). We found higher
salable yield for Hand_Bloom and Hand_Bloom+Summer (~354.92 boxes/acre) in comparison to the
other treatments (~198.19 boxes/acre) in 2019/20
(P<0.0001). Soluble solids content was higher on
Mech_Bloom+Summer and Hand_Bloom (9.79%) in
comparison to Mech+Hand_Bloom+Summer (9.24%)
(P=0.0005). Canopy management increased yield
and is a promising technique to produce mandarins
under protective screen. Growers can multiply labor
costs by the time to perform the pruning and the
yield by the current mandarin price to identify if the
technique is economically feasible.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work is supported
by KTM Citrus and the USDA National Institute of Food
and Agriculture, USDA-NIFA-CDRE project 2018-7001627387.

8:15 AM Is the Vigor of a Grafted Citrus
Tree Associated with the Xylem Anatomical Features of the Rootstock?
Aditi D. Satpute*, Southwest Florida Research and
Education Center,University of Florida/IFAS and Ute
Albrecht, University of Florida/IFAS

Abstract: Commercial citrus is propagated by grafting a scion onto a rootstock. The rootstock has a significant influence on tree performance, particularly
on the tree vigor. Tree vigor has been suggested
to be associated with the hydraulic conductance of
the rootstock, which is determined by the functional characteristics of the xylem. This study evaluated
the xylem anatomical features of three different
commercial rootstock varieties known for their different vigor-inducing effects: 1) ‘US-897’ (Citrus reticulata x Poncirus trifoliata), which produces small-sized
trees, 2) ‘US-802’ (C. maxima x P. trifoliata), which
produces large-sized trees, and ‘US-812’ (C. reticu-
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lata x P. trifoliata), which produces medium-sized
trees. Plants used in this study were 6-month-old
greenhouse-grown rootstock seedlings and 3-yearold field-grown grafted ‘Valencia’ (C. sinensis) trees.
The anatomical features investigated in this study
included vessel element (VE) arrangement, vessel
grouping index (Vg), vessel density, vessel lumen
area (VLA), and distribution of vessels and parenchyma cells. Light microscopical analysis of transverse
sections of pioneer roots of rootstock seedlings and
grafted plants showed significant differences for Vg
and the parenchyma distribution between ‘US-897’
and ‘US-802’. ‘US-897’ had a larger number of solitary VEs and a smaller Vg with a significantly larger area occupied by parenchyma cells. In contrast,
‘US-802’ VEs were mostly arranged in radial clusters
and had a higher Vg accompanied by a smaller area
occupied by parenchyma cells. Quantitative traits of
‘US-812’ were intermediate to those of ‘US-897’ and
‘US-802’. In field-grown grafted trees, comparison of
pioneer roots and rootstock trunk anatomical features showed that vessel density and area occupied
by vessel elements were higher in the pioneer roots
compared to the rootstock trunk, regardless of the
rootstock. Calculated hydraulic conductivity (HC)
showed a trend for higher HC in ‘US-802’ in roots of
both seedling and grafted rootstocks. The results of
this study suggest that VE arrangement and distribution of parenchyma cells may be responsible for
the differing vigor-inducing effects in the three rootstocks investigated.

8:30 AM Mechanisms of Graft Incompatibility of the Mandarin × Trifoliate Orange
Hybrid Rootstock ‘US-1283’ with Lemon,
Grapefruit, and Mandarin Scion

Ute Albrecht*, University of Florida/IFAS; Bryce Meyering, Southwest Florida Research and Education Center,
University of Florida/IFAS; Gabriel Pugina, Southwest
Florida Research and Education Center, UF/IFAS and
Kim Bowman, USDA-ARS
Abstract: In 2014 the citrus rootstock ‘US-1283’, a hybrid of ‘Ninkat’ mandarin (Citrus reticulata) and ‘Gotha Road’ trifoliate orange (Poncirus trifoliata) was
released based on long-term field performance with
‘Hamlin 1-4-1’ sweet orange (C. sinensis) scion in two
different locations in Florida. New field trials with ‘Valencia 1-14-19’ sweet orange scion initiated in 2017
so far document good performance of this graft
combination. Recently, we observed incompatibility
with this rootstock when it was grafted with three
other scions, ‘Bearss’ lemon (Citrus × limon), ‘Star
Ruby’ grapefruit (C. paradisi), and ‘Tango’ mandarin
(C. reticulata). This incompatibility is characterized by

pronounced swelling of the scion immediately above
the bud union in combination with fluting of the rootstock stem below the union (‘Bearss’ and ‘Star Ruby’)
and/or severe foliar nutritional deficiency symptoms
(‘Tango’ and ‘Star Ruby’). Gross anatomical analysis
showed that the enlargement of the scion above the
bud union is a result of the continuous production
of fully differentiated vascular tissue that, in severe
cases, envelops the bud union without any physical
connection to the rootstock. Histochemical analysis
showed that the connection of the xylem vasculature between rootstock and scion is functional but
that the translocation of photosynthates through
the phloem is inhibited. Taken together, this suggest that the incompatibility induced by the US-1283
rootstock is of the translocated type rather than the
localized type, which may not be overcome by use
of an interstock. Whether this incompatibility is induced by a yet unknown viral agent is currently under investigation.

8:45 AM Yield Performance of ‘Salustiana’
Sweet Orange on Five Rootstocks Under
Subtropical Conditions

Deived U de Carvalho*1; Zuleide H Tazima2; Maria A
da Cruz3; Rui P. Leite Junior2; Fernando M. Alferez4
and Carmen S. V. J. Neves3, (1)Universidade Estadual
de Londrina, Londrina, PR, (2)Instituto Agronômico
do Paraná, (3)Universidade Estadual de Londrina, (4)
University of Florida
Abstract: Citrus rootstocks can affect many parameters on scion including fruit production, tree
growth, fruit quality and others, besides of the tolerance and/or resistance to several biotic and abiotic factors. Nowadays, due to the high pressure of
HLB (Huanglongbing) and other diseases, studies
are looking forward to finding varieties that exhibit
some tolerance. With this concern, the diversification of citrus groves with alternatives rootstock and
scion are highly recommended for new plantings.
Therefore, a study was conducted to evaluate the
yield performance of Salustiana’ sweet orange [Citrus sinensis(L.) Osbeck] scion grafted on five different rootstocks during ten crop seasons (2008 – 2017)
in Northern Paraná, Brazil. The experiment was set
in a randomized block design using five rootstocks
as treatments, including ‘Rangpur’ lime (C. limonia
Osbeck), ‘Cleopatra’ (C. reshni Hort. Ex Tanaka) and
‘Sunki’ (C. sunki Hort. ex Tanaka) mandarins, ‘Swingle’
citrumelo [C. paradise Macf. cv. Duncan × P. trifoliata
(L.) Raf.] and ‘C-13’ citrange [C. sinensis (L.) Osbeck ×
P. trifoliata (L.) Raf.]. Each treatment was replicated
six times with two trees as experimental unit per
plot. We evaluated parameters as fruit production
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for individual season, cumulative yield, relative yield
and yield efficiency. Significant differences were observed for the examined parameters. Trees grafted
on ‘Rangpur’ lime and ‘Swingle’ citrumelo exhibited
higher yield than the ones on ‘Cleopatra’ and ‘C-13’
citrange for the first crop season (2008), presenting
tendency of early cropping. However, trees on ‘C-13’
citrange started to induce superior yield at the 2010
season through the end of the experiment (2017).
After ten years of data collection, highest cumulative yield in the trial were recorded on ‘C-13’ citrange
and ‘Swingle’ citrumelo rootstocks, which were twice
more productive than the most used commercial
rootstock in Brazil, the ‘Rangpur’ lime. These rootstocks also exhibited clear significant effects on yield
performance, being more effective for the examined
scion when compared to ‘Rangpur’ lime. In conclusion, our results suggest that the yield performance
of ‘Salustiana’ orange is enhanced when trees are
grafted on ‘C-13’ citrange and ‘Swingle’ citrumelo
and cultivated under subtropical conditions, proving
their potential as alternative rootstocks for new citrus plantings.

9:00 AM The Removal of Nutrients By
Prunning Wastes of Clementine Mandarin:
Macro Nutrients

Neriman Tuba Barlas* and Davie Kadyampakeni,
University of Florida

Abstract: World’s average production amount of
mandarins from 1997 to 2017 is around 35 million
tons. Turkey’s share in this production is 0.8 million
tons and with this share, Turkey has the 5th rank after Japan in world production. It is seen that Turkey
has nearly a regular increase in production amount
of mandarin and it became the 3rd biggest producer
country after China and Spain with the production
amount of 1.6 mt in 2017.
The objective of this study is to determine the macro nutrient (N, P, K, Ca and Mg) contents of pruning
wastes in Clementine mandarin for 2 years (20142016 vegetation periods). For this purpose, pruning
wastes were collected from totally 23 groves which
are in their full yield period and grafted onto sour
orange (Citrus aurantium).
As a result of this study, it is seen that biomass varies
in the range of 2.9-5.0 kg/tree (avr. 4.1 kg/tree) for
2 years. The highest nutrient concentration for the
2 years was observed in Ca (2.9%) and the order of
K>N>Mg>P as 2.1, 1.9, 0.5 and 0.1%, respectively. The
same order is also valid for the removal amounts of
pruning wastes as 120, 85, 76, 20 and 6 g/tree.
Keywords: Clementine, macro nutrients, mandarin,
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pruning,

9:15 AM Effect of Zinc Sulfate and Potassium Sulfate on Citrus Pre-Harvest FruitDrop on Huanglongbing (HLB) Affected
Trees
Daniel Adu Boakye* and Fernando M. Alferez, University of Florida

Abstract: Huanglongbing (HLB) disease is a major
cause of citrus fruit-drop in Florida. Zinc sulfate (ZnSO4(Zn)) and potassium sulfate (K2SO4 (K)) reduce citrus pre-harvest drop in countries where HLB is not
present. We assessed ZnSO4 and K2SO4 influence on
citrus pre-harvest fruit drop in two varieties, Valencia and Hamlin grafted on US-942 and swingle rootstocks. The experimental design was split-split plot.
The treatments, Zn (50g/tree), K (60g/tree) and Zn+K
(half-each) were 3 applications at two months intervals in 2019/20 season. Fruit drop rateand fruit detachment force (FDF) were monitored. Results show
that treatments did not have significant effect on fruit
drop rate, but there was influence of rootstock which
was variable with time in Hamlin. On swingle there
was more fruit drop than in US-942 on July-2, Nov-7
and Dec-5 but not on Sept-30. In contrast, in Valencia, all the treatments had low fruit-drop compared
to control, during the fruit cell enlargement phase
irrespective of rootstock. Later, with maturation,
rootstock had varying influence on fruit drop rate.
Treatments also influenced FDF in all rootstock-scion
combinations. Our results suggest that fruit drop is
affected by rootstock but can be modulated by nutrients and this effect depends on the fruit developmental stage.

9:30 AM Q&A - Citrus Crops 3 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
8:00 AM – 10:00 AM

Vegetable Crops Management 5
Moderator: Wenjing Guan, Purdue University, Southwest Purdue Agricultural Center

8:00 AM Potential of Biochar Amendment
for Enhancing Cucumber Productivity
and Physiology Under Reduced Irrigation
Regimes

Manpreet Singh*1; Sukhbir Singh1; Glen Ritchie1 and
Russell W. Wallace2, (1)Texas Tech University, (2)Texas
A&M AgriLife Research & Extension Center
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Abstract: Water scarcity is one of the major constraints that limit vegetable production, especially in
arid and semi-arid regions. The present study evaluated the effect of two biochar amendments (hardwood and softwood) on yield, water use efficiency
(WUE) and physiological parameters of cucumber
under three deficit irrigation (DI) regimes [100% ETc
(crop evapotranspiration), 80% ETc, 60% ETc], under
open-field conditions, in semi-arid West-Texas. All
the experimental units were replicated four times in
a split-plot design, with irrigation levels in the main
plots and biochar types in the sub-plots. The chlorophyll content was significantly higher under reduced irrigations (80% and 60% ETc) compared to full
irrigation (100% ETc). The photosynthesis, stomatal
conductance and transpiration rate under moderate
DI (80% ETc) remained comparable to full irrigation
throughout the growing season, but the values declined significantly under 60% ETc. Biochar amendment did not have a significant effect on any of these
physiological parameters. Both reduced irrigations
caused a decline in early fruit yield compared to full
irrigation, but the total fruit yield obtained in 80% ETc
was statistically similar to full irrigation. The WUE was
the highest under 80% ETc followed by 100% ETc and
60% ETc. The total fruit yield increased by 8% under
hardwood biochar but declined by 13 % under softwood biochar compared to non-amendment plots.
The reduction in yield due to the softwood biochar
amendment was mainly attributed to its lower yield
under 100% ETc and 80% ETc. However, under 60%
ETc, softwood and hardwood biochars improved yield
over non-amendment plots by 31% and 14%, respectively. In conclusion, 80% ETc can potentially be used
as an alternate to 100% ETc, regardless of the biochar
amendment in the water-limited West-Texas region.
Both types of biochar amendments were more effective under the lowest irrigation level. However,
multi-year trials would be necessary to make stronger conclusions regarding the effectiveness of biochar and delineate conflicting results obtained with
the softwood biochar amendment.

8:15 AM Sensory Evaluation of Grafted Cucumbers with Three Rootstocks
Wenjing Guan and Andrea Liceaga, Purdue University

(Cucurbita ficifolia) are the most commonly used
rootstocks. A unique feature for certain C. moschata
type rootstocks is the capability to produce ‘bloomingless’ cucumber fruit. ‘Bloomingless’ cucumber
fruit has a distinct appearance that are more favorable in the Japanese market. However, acceptance of
‘bloomingless’ cucumbers by consumers in the U.S.
has not been investigated. Previous studies generated mixed results in grafting’s effects on flavor compounds of cucumber fruit. Few studies, however, assessed sensory quality and difference of cucumber
fruit from grafted plants using sensory evaluation.
In the current study, four triangle tests, each with
50 panelists, were conducted at the Purdue Food
Science Sensory Evaluation Lab. Each test involved
samples from non-grafted cucumber ‘Socrates’, and
‘Socrates’ grafted onto one of the three rootstocks:
C. moschata rootstock ‘Marvel’, squash interspecific
hybrid rootstock ‘Cobalt’ and figleaf gourd rootstock
‘White Skin’. Rootstock ‘Marvel’ was assessed twice
in 2018 and 2019 and the other two rootstocks were
assessed once in 2019. Samples were cut into 1 cm
thick slices. Panelists were given three samples on
4-digit labelled paper plates (two samples representing the same cucumber type and one sample
being the other cucumber type, with sample order
randomized). Panelists were instructed to taste the
samples from left to right and select the sample that
was different. If the panelist chose the correct sample (the different sample), they were then asked to
comment on how that sample was different. Panelists were also given a picture showing ‘bloomingless’
cucumber and normal cucumber fruit and asked
their purchase intent based off the picture. The results showed no significant differences detected in
all the four triangle tests, indicating that grafting did
not affect the sensory quality of grafted cucumbers
regardless of the rootstocks. The percentage of panelists who indicated they ‘definitely would purchase’
or ‘probably would purchase’ the ‘bloomingless’ cucumbers accounted for 86-88%, while the purchase
intent was 49-59% for normal cucumber fruit. The
reasons why panelists were made the purchase intent were also explored.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NC-SARE

*

Abstract: Vegetable grafting is a valuable practice enhancing crops’ tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses. This practice is increasingly accepted by farmers
in the U.S. Grafting cucumber onto cold tolerance
rootstocks improve early-season cucumber production. Squash interspecific hybrid (Cucurbita maxima ×
Cucurbita moschata), C. moschata, and figleaf gourd

8:30 AM Improving Crop Management
for Hops Production in Florida: Effects of
Plant Density and Nitrogen Rate on Plant
Growth, Yield and Cone Quality.

Aleyda Acosta Rangel*1; Jack Rechcigl1; Simon Bollin2
and Shinsuke Agehara3, (1)University of Florida, Gulf
Coast Research and Education Center, (2)Hillsborough
County Economic Development, (3)University of Florida
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Abstract: Subtropical climatic conditions and supplemental lighting allow two growing seasons of hops
per year in Florida. To achieve viable hop production under this unique production system, optimum
crop management practices must be developed. Our
objective was to evaluate the effects of hill spacing
and nitrogen (N) application rate on growth, yield,
and cone quality of ‘Cascade’ hops grown in central Florida over the first two years (spring and fall
of 2018 and 2019). Supplemental lighting was used
during the early growing season to prevent premature flowering. Treatments were three levels of hill
spacing (76, 91, and 107 cm) and four N rates (28,
52, 77, and 100%) in a factorial combination. The
maximum N rate was increased from 132 to 378 kg
ha–1 per season over the four seasons. On average,
yield increased by 49% (343 vs. 510 kg/ha) from Year
1 to Year 2, but it decreased by 26% to 37% from
spring to fall in both Year 1 (197 vs. 146 kg/ha) and
Year 2 (313 vs. 197 kg/ha). In general, increasing N
rate and hill spacing improved plant growth, including biomass accumulation, main bine number, and
branching. However, dry cone yield per hectare was
not affected by hill spacing or hill spacing × N rate.
Yields showed a positive linear trend with N rate in
all seasons, except spring 2019, when the trend was
quadratic with a plateau at 77% to 100% N rates.
The average annual yield at the highest N rate was
391 and 646 kg/ha in Year 1 and Year 2, respectively. Cone quality varied between years, seasons, and
treatments. Year 1 hops had 35% and 58% higher
alpha acid (4.25% vs. 3.15%) and essential oil (EO)
concentrations (0.39 vs. 0.29 mg/100g), respectively,
compared to Year 2 hops. Hops harvested in spring
had a 93% higher alpha acid concentration (4.88%
vs. 2.52%) than those in fall. Contrasting responses
to N rate were observed: alpha acid concentration
showed a positive linear trend in fall 2018, but both
alpha acid and EO concentrations showed negative
linear trends in spring 2019. These results suggest
that both yield and quality of ‘Cascade’ hops are
higher in spring than in fall under subtropical climatic conditions, and that it may take more than 2 years
to maximize the yield potential. Optimized N fertilization can maximize the yield, but its effect on cone
quality appears to be inconsistent and limited.

8:45 AM How Does Watermelon Grafting
Affect Fruit Yield and Quality? a Systematized Review

Carley Jordana*; Xin Zhao; Suzanne Stapleton;
Sangyoul Lee and Zhifeng Gao, University of Florida
Abstract: Globally, there has been an increase of
stringent regulations in vegetable production re-
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garding the use of agrochemicals for controlling
diseases, pests, and weeds. In the search for
non-chemical tools including cultural practices and
biological measures for overcoming the production
constraints, grafting has been identified as an effective approach to managing soilborne diseases in
intensive vegetable cropping systems. The majority
of watermelon grafting research focuses on how resistant rootstocks play a role in improving plant resistance or tolerance to common soilborne diseases
such as Fusarium wilt and Verticillium wilt. Although
the benefits of watermelon grafting have been documented extensively in the literature, the adoption
rate of this technology varies significantly by country. This systematized review assessed watermelon
grafting studies with an emphasis on fruit yield and
quality parameters. Articles were screened with specific criteria and only analyzed if the research design
included an appropriate non- or self-grafted control
group, at least one rootstock cultivar, and reported
one or more fruit quality or yield parameters. In total, 80 articles from 20 countries were included in the
review of which 78 were written in English and two
in Spanish published between 1996 and 2020. The
percent difference was calculated to compare each
rootstock-scion combination to the non-grafted scion control, or the self-grafted control if non-grafted
control was not included. In the yield assessments,
385 comparisons were made. The total yield data illustrated a steady increase with 22% of the comparisons showing that grafted watermelon increased
yields in the range of 50-100%, and 19% increased
by over 100% compared to the control group. However, 20% of comparisons showed that grafted watermelon decreased by more than 10% in total yield.
The number of fruit per plant was assessed with
92 comparisons of which 20% showed grafting decreased fruit number, 14% increased by 10-30%, and
38% increased by 30-70%. Average fruit weight had
341 comparisons with 16% showing a decrease, 45%
indicating increases by 10-50%, and 26% increasing
above 50%. Soluble solids content was analyzed with
371 comparisons, which revealed decreases of grafted watermelon in 54% of the comparisons, of which
172 comparisons showed a reduction within 10%. By
contrast, 130 comparisons indicated an increase of
soluble solids up to 10%. This systematized review
of current literature provides a comprehensive synthesis of the effects of watermelon grafting on fruit
yield and quality. Results are expected to inform future research, leading to more economically feasible
grafting practices.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI
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9:00 AM Unmanned Aerial System (UAS)
Based High Throughput Phenotyping
(HTP) to Assess Correlations between Potato Crop Growth and Yield
Thiago Marconi*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research; Mahendra Bhandari, Texas A&M AgriLife Research and
Extension Center at Corpus Christi, TX; M. I. Vales,
Texas A&M University and Juan Landivar, Texas A&M
AgriLife

Abstract: Potato is the leading vegetable in USA,
around 19 million metric tons were produced in
2019, this represents a reduction of 6% compared
to previous year in same planted acreage. The main
reasons for the reduction in production are adverse
environmental conditions and the appearance of insects and diseases that negatively impact the growth
of the plant and result in lower tuber yields. Potato production in Texas is challenging due, in part, to
high temperature stress and high disease pressure.
Although Texas is not one of the major producers
of potato it can be very strategic for the USA since
its mild winters allow producing potatoes during
an earlier window than the northern states. High
throughput phenotyping (HTP) combined with unmanned aerial system (UAS) technology allows fast
and precise data collection by increasing experimental coverage and phenotyping frequency. This can
assist researchers in decision making by indirectly
selecting the best performing varieties as well as to
compare variety performance across different environments. This would result in efficient, faster, and
better informed variety selection. The objective of
our work is to develop a HTP based on UAS equipped
with different sensors to collect multi-temporal aerial images to be able to follow plant canopy growth
and development during the production season of
potato and correlate with yield to assist plant breeders in the selection of varieties adapted to southern
Texas, with heat and Zebra Chip tolerance. Eight
advanced chipping selections from the Texas A&M
breeding program and two commercial chipping varieties were planted at Texas A&M AgriLife in Weslaco, TX using a complete randomized design with four
replications. All plants were maintained under the
same management practices and images were collected weekly using a DJI Phantom 4 Pro. At the end
of season, potatoes were hand harvested by clone/
rep and the correlation of yield parameters with
plant canopy features and spectral vegetation indices extracted from the UAS imagery were assessed.
A strong correlation was found between canopy cover, excess green index and marketable yield, where
varieties that were able to develop a larger canopy
with a higher growth rate early in the season and

maintain a greener canopy throughout the season
had higher yield.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Texas A&M AgriLife Seed
Grant

9:15 AM Internal High Tunnel Microenvironment Effects on Carrot (D. carota) and
Lettuce (L. sativa) and Assessing Growers’
and Educators’ Recognition of Weather-Microenvironment-Cropping Outcome
Linkages

John M. Speicher, The Ohio State University and Matthew D. Kleinhenz*, The Ohio State University-OARDC
Abstract: This research examines: (a) the relative
effects of four fall- and spring-time high tunnel
(HT) microenvironments (emphasizing temperature) on crop growth and quality and (b) growers’
and extension educators’ recognition of microenvironment-cropping outcome linkages. Experiment
1 is repeated four times (Oct.-Dec. 2019 and 2020
and Feb.-Apr. 2020 and 2021) in a 9.1 m x 24.4 m
single-layer HT in Wooster, OH containing twenty
wood-framed beds measuring 1.22 m x 3.66 m (10
beds 0.30 m and 10 beds 0.46 m high) and holding
a four-component, soil-based rooting medium. Each
bed is assigned to one of four treatments: (1) no root
zone heat (RZH), aerial covering (AC; 0.1524-mm,
vented polyethylene film), or nightly cover (NC; 50AG Agribon fabric) (no RZH, AC, NC; control); (2) daily
RZH plus NC (RZH+NC); (3) AC plus NC (AC+NC); and
(4) daily RZH, AC, and NC (RZH+AC+NC). Treatments
are arranged in a randomized complete block design
with five replications. RZH is supplied by 36.6 m of
400-watt electric cables placed 15 cm below the medium surface before planting. Cables are activated
and NC is in place 8:00-17:00 and 17:00-8:00, respectively. At seeding, main plots are bisected medially
and direct-seeded to ‘Adelaide’ carrot (Daucus carota
var. sativus) at 178 seeds/m2 in 6 rows or ‘Breen’ mini
red romaine lettuce (Lactuca sativa var. longifolia) at
48 seeds/m2 in 5 rows. All plots are thinned 4 weeks
after seeding (WAS) to 89 and 24 plants/m2 for carrot
and lettuce, respectively. Digital images of 0.81 m x
0.61 m and 0.76 m x 0.61 m quadrats within each
subplot for carrot and lettuce, respectively, are taken weekly 4 through 9 WAS to quantify plant density
and canopy cover. Shoot and root mass, leaf area,
and tissue color are quantified after destructively
sampling 0.49- and 0.46-m2 quadrats of carrot and
lettuce, respectively, at 7 and 9 WAS. Also, canopy
and soil temperature are recorded every 15 min in
all beds using HOBO U23-Pro Data Loggers; these
data are compared to data collected at three near-
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by locations by a HOBO RX3000 Weather Station, an
OSU weather station, and two additional loggers immediately outside the HT. In Experiment 2, environmental and crop data are used to gauge the success
of growers and extension workers in recognizing
weather-microenvironment linkages and their typical influence on cropping outcomes through tailored
sets of questions with background information.

9:30 AM Q&A - Vegetable Crops Management 5 - All Session Speakers Are
Required to Attend
8:30 AM – 10:00 AM

Herbs, Spices, & Medicinal Plants
Moderator: Sandra Lynn Begani, University of Georgia

8:30 AM Effect of Colored Shade Cloth on
the Growth and Leaf Quality of Tea Plants
(Camellia sinensis)
Qianwen Zhang*; Guihong Bi; Judson S. LeCompte;
Tongyin Li and Richard L. Harkess, Mississippi State
University

Abstract: Demands for locally grown tea in the United
States has been increasing in recent years. The subtropical climate in Mississippi is suitable for growing
tea, however, the excessive sunlight and heat during
summer could potentially pose a challenge to tea
plants. Research has shown that shading can protect
tea plants from sunburn, enhance the microenvironment in tea field, and potentially improve the quality
of tea products. The objective of this study was to
evaluate the effects of different colored shades on
tea plant growth and leaf quality. Gas exchange, mineral nutrients, and biochemical compositions in tea
leaves under black, blue, red shade and no-shade
control were investigated. Color shades decreased
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). Net photosynthetic rate and stomatal conductance were
increased in response to colored shade treatments.
Among three harvest seasons of spring, summer,
and fall, tea leaves had higher contents of carbohydrate and free amino acids (AA) in fall than in spring
or summer under any colored shade or the control.
Tea leaves had higher contents of total polyphenol
(TP) and TP/AA ratio in spring than in summer or fall
under all colored shades and the control group. Tea
leaves under the no-shade control had higher concentrations of nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus and
zinc than those under any colored shade cloth.
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8:45 AM Leaf Metabolomics Differences
Among Three Goji (Lycium) Species

Franklin Johnson, Trout Lake Farm; Xiaozhong Liu*,
Amway Corporation; Chun Hu, Nutrilite Health Institute, Amway R&D and Charlie Burns, Amway R&D
Abstract: The species differences and seasonal variations in Lycium (L. barbarium, L. chinense and L. ruthenicum) leaf metabolomic profiles were investigated,
with the plants grown in central Washington State
under organic farming practice. Leaf samples were
harvested in 2016 and different seasons of 2017,
followed by drying and milling into powder form for
further analysis. Metabolites in the leaves were extracted and analyzed with UHPLC-MS/MS. Results
indicated that the metabolomics profiles were qualitatively and quantitatively different among these
three species. L. ruthenicum exhibited the greatest
number of metabolites, followed by L. chinense and
L. barbarum. The MS/MS spectra of peaks found in
L. ruthenicum between 14 and 17 min did not match
University of Missouri’s, NIST17 or other public MS/
MS libraries. This phenomenon suggested that these
compounds were novel or Lycium specific flavonoids/
isoflavonoids or phenolics. Comparing the samples
obtained from different growing seasons, Lycium
leaves harvested in August produced the most metabolites. Lyciumoside I, III, IV, IX, VIII were putatively identified based on m/z values. Two fractions of
L. chinense in profiles between 12 – 18 min of solid
phase extraction enriched lyciumosides were collected and subject to bioassay. Both fractions were
found to inhibit metalloproteinase-1 (MMP-1) and
MMP-9 enzyme activities, suggesting the potential
anti-inflammatory activities associated with these lyciumoside-rich fractionss.
Key words: Lycium barbarium, Lycium chinense, Lycium ruthenicum, leaf metabolomic profiles, lyciumosides
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Amway Corporation

9:00 AM Evaluation of Holy Basil Drying
Methods and Postharvest Quality
Sandra Lynn Begani*, University of Georgia

Abstract: Holy basil (Ocimum tenuiflorum) is valuable for its aromatic and flavorful qualities and is
used in teas, extracts, essential oils, cosmetics, and
nutritional supplements. The Southeastern climate
allows up to five harvests per season. There is potential to meet a growing demand for this herb,
which ranks consistently in the top 40 herbs sold in
the natural foods market. Postharvest dehydration
of holy basil is required for long-term storage. De-
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hydrated herbs undergo compositional changes in
appearance, nutritional content, and microbial quality sometime between harvest and processing. Using
the cultivar ‘Kapoor’, crops were grown during the
2018 and 2019 seasons. Four drying systems were
evaluated to determine the final moisture content,
presence of fungal contaminants, and color retention in the dried holy basil leaves. Three methods
use convection heating and range from passive solar
radiation, a room-scale fan-and-vent design, a commercial food dehydrator, and a control using no energy input. Temperature and relative humidity were
controlled and monitored for the duration of the
drying period. Final moisture content (FMC) and water removal were calculated using the dry weight formula. All dryers produced a consistently lower final
moisture than the control. All treatments dried the
leaves to a final moisture within the range of 8-12%
recommended for long term storage. Fungal colony
forming units were measured using rose bengal agar
with chloramphenicol and no differences were observed. Colorimetric analyses were performed using
l*a*b* Colorspace values. Samples were scanned
and compared using RGB pixel histograms. All treatments had lower a* values than the control. The solar method produced less intense R value than the
control. These results provide insight for a postharvest protocol for growers interested in producing a
high quality product and will contribute to the growing field of research on medicinal herbs in the US.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: UGArden University of
Georgia Horticulture Department

9:15 AM Orchids As Medicinal Plants

Hideka Kobayashi*, College of Agriculture, Communities, and the Environment
Abstract: The family Orchideacea is arguably one of
the largest families of all flowering plants. Currently, orchids are the most important floriculture crops
and consumers enjoy their exquisite, long-lasting
flowers that can be purchased at grocers and bigbox stores. According to USDA’s National Agricultural
Statistics Service, approximately 34.7 million orchids
in pots were sold in 2018, and the total wholesale
value was $299.4 million in twenty scheduled states.
In contrast, 34.2 million pots of poinsettias, the second most popular floriculture crop, were sold for a
total of $148.8 million in wholesale value in 2018.
Nevertheless, orchids had been traditionally and historically known for their medicinal properties.
The recorded history of orchids started when Theophrastus coined the term “orchids” after examining
morphological feature of orchid plants, and subsequently medicinal uses started to appear. In Europe-

an medicinal herbalism, especially during the middle
age, orchids were often used as adaptogen and tonic, in addition to issues related to male reproductive
issues, while such uses have now largely ceased due
to their scarcity and a concern for conservation. In
Asia, various orchid species have been described
and are still currently used in different medicine
systems, and those include species of Anoectochilus,
Bletilla, Cymbidium, Dendrobium, and Gastrodia. In
this presentation, several orchid species will be discussed with an emphasis on ones used in Traditional
Chinese Medicine and Kampo. In addition, the possibility to develop orchids as medicinal crop will also
be discussed.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA Evans-Allen

9:30 AM Q&A - Herbs, Spices, & Medicinal
Plants - All Session Speakers Are Required
to Attend
8:30 AM – 10:00 AM

Temperate Tree Nut/Tropical Horticultural Crops 2
Moderator: David Hlubik, Rutgers University

8:30 AM Benefits and Drawbacks of American Hazelnut Pollenizers to Expand the
Commercial Hazelnut Production Range

Alex Mayberry*1; Shawn A Mehlenbacher2; John M.
Capik1 and Thomas J. Molnar1, (1)Rutgers University,
(2)Oregon State University

Abstract: New disease-resistant hazelnut varieties
should allow for European hazelnut (Corylus avellana) production in the northeastern US where eastern filbert blight (EFB) previously hindered commercial growing. While these EFB-resistant hazelnuts are
adapted to a wide area, their male flowers (catkins)
can be damaged by frosts in colder regions, limiting
pollen shed and reducing yields (female flowers are
considerably more cold-hardy). Fortunately, reports
suggest the wild American hazelnut (Corylus americana), native to the eastern half of the United States
and parts of southern Canada, is cross-compatible
with the European hazelnut and is much less susceptible to catkin frost damage. However, bloom
times between the species can differ and incompatibly alleles of C. americana need clarification. In this
study, a systematic approach was used to determine
the feasibility of American hazelnuts as pollenizers
for European hazelnut orchards. Previous work at
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Rutgers University identified multiple selections of
EFB-resistant, frost tolerant, catkin-dense wild American hazelnuts with a range of pollen shed times
spanning most of the pistillate flower bloom season
of the European hazelnut. A geographically diverse
subset of these C. americana selections (n=18) were
used in controlled crosses with four clonal sets of
C. avellana. Incompatibility (S-allele) testing on the
selected American hazelnuts was performed using
fluorescent microscopy with collaborators at Oregon
State University, and currently nine C.americana S-alleles have been determined. Pollen collected from
the American hazelnuts was evaluated for viability
and used in controlled crosses on replicated clones
of C. avellana. All pollen showed at least 20% pollen
germination on agar plates. Crosses using C. avellana
pollen were used as controls for comparison. While
eight crosses were successful in 2019 (greater than
10% fruit set), seven were unsuccessful (less than
2% fruit set). The average fruit set was 27% for the
successful American hazelnut crosses, comparable
to the 33% for the European control. Pollen germination tests were inconclusive in 2019, so failed
crosses were not able to be fully explained through
incompatibility or pollen quality. Fruit set percentages from each pollen parent will be calculated, as well
as physical qualities for each pollen source and with
respect to the female parent evaluated. These data,
in combination with bloom phenology, S-alleles, and
pollen viability, will help determine the use of wild
hazelnuts as pollenizers in European hazelnut orchards, and possibly identify select clones or seed
sources for release as pollenizers to the emerging
industry.

the goal to find how different temperatures affect
the development of female and male pecan flowers.
Three pecan cultivars (Pawnee, Maramec, and Kanza)
were selected for flower samples. The samples were
collected at outer bud scale shed and early bloom
stages separately. A total of 12 treatments - 4 temperatures (-6°C, -4°C, 0°C, and 4°C) each for 3 different durations (4, 8, and 12 hours) - were given to bud
and flower samples, while one sample was kept as a
control without cold temperature treatments. Then
the shoots were kept in pure water within growth
chambers and provided with average temperature
and humidity conditions based on 10 years of historical spring climate data. At bloom female and male
flowers were examined under scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The observations indicate that -6°C
and -4°C treatments resulted in poor development
of both buds and flowers. It shows that at outer bud
scale shed stage all of the -6°C and all of the -4°C
treatments caused male flowers to wilt and female
flower development to stagnate without sprouting.
Under the 4°C/4 hours trial, collapsed papillar cells,
which play an important role in stigma receptivity
and support pollen germination, were observed in
the flower at early bloom stage. Our results suggest
that a wider temperature range than our previous
perception of spring freeze causes effective damage
to pecan flowers. In future experiments, we will narrow down these temperatures as well as increase
the number of treatments and observations, and
focus to find a threshold temperature for optimum
pecan flower development.
Keywords: Pecan, Spring Freeze, Bloom, Stigma Receptivity, Growth Chamber

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Northeast SARE

8:45 AM The Impact of Temperature on the
Development of Pecan Flowers

Amandeep Kaur*; Lu Zhang; Niels Maness and Justin
Quetone Moss, Oklahoma State University

Joshua D. Anderson* and Alan H Chambers, University of Florida

Abstract: Pecan (Carya illinoensis) is a commercially
important deciduous tree to the nut industry. Pecan
nuts are well known for their medicinal and nutritional values along with pleasant flavor. Pecan nut
production is greatly affected by variations to environmental factors. One environmental factor that
affects pecan development is the phenomenon commonly known as spring freeze which causes severe
damage to pecan flowers and nut formation. Even
a single incident of spring freeze can cause drastic
loss in production. The goal of our research is to find
the threshold temperatures and tolerance range
of pecan buds and flowers to spring freeze. To this
aim, we performed a preliminary experiment with

Abstract: Commercial passion fruit (Passiflora spp.)
production in Florida is hindered by consistent
pathogen pressures typical of tropical and subtropical areas and by the absence of disease resistant
cultivars. The primary commercial cultivar, ‘Possum Purple’ (Passiflora edulis Sims.), is susceptible
to Fusarium Wilt and Canker caused by the fungal
pathogens Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. pasiflorae and
Nectria haematococca (anamorph Fusarium solani) respectively. To establish disease screening methods,
field diseased passion fruit tissue was used to obtain
pathogenic fungi for artificial inoculations. PCR was
done using primers βt2a, βt2b, EF-1, EF-2, EF1-1018F,
and EF1-1620R on DNA extracted from the fungi iso-
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9:00 AM Passion Fruit in Florida: Investigation of Fungal Pathogens Causing Wilt and
Canker
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lates to perform phylogenetic analysis in order to
identify the isolates. Results indicate Fusarium oxysporum and Nectria haematococca type isolates were
successfully isolated. Initial inoculation results with
Passiflora spp. took extended periods for plants to
develop symptoms, confirming the subtle nature of
the suspected disease (Ploetz, 1991). Some Passiflora spp. accessions appear to demonstrate resistance
that will inform subsequent genomic analyses of P.
edulis to identify potential genetic regions conferring
resistance to Fusarium sp. pathogens.

LW outbreaks. Additional, tactics under trial but not
proven include tree stumping, trunk thermal treatments and cross protection. In addition, to attacking
and killing avocado trees, this insect-pathogen complex is lethal to most woody trees in the Lauraceae.
Over a half-a-billion native trees in the Lauraceae
have succumbed to LW. Due to the natural spread
of the vector LW is now in 11 U.S. states and moving westward. Evidence suggests LW will eventually
make its way to California and other avocado production areas of the western hemisphere.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: UF/IFAS PBGI

Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA grant (201551181-24257): Laurel Wilt of Avocado: Management of
an Unusual and Lethal Disease

9:15 AM Situation, Control and Mitigation
Strategies for the Lethal Laurel Wilt-Ambrosia Beetle Complex in Commercial
Avocado Orchards of South Florida

Jonathan H Crane*1; Bruce Schaffer1; Daniel Carrillo1; Jeff Wasielewski2; Edward Evans1 and Romina
Gazis1, (1)University of Florida, (2)University of Florida/
Miami-Dade County
Abstract: The 6,200-acre tropical avocado industry
of Florida, worth an estimated $100 million annually
has been at risk since the introduction and spread
of the ambrosia beetle vector (Xyleborus glabratus)
and its symbiont the laurel wilt (LW) pathogen in
2012. Currently the loss of over 140,000 avocado
trees may be attributed to LW, valued at $42 million
and resulting in a 16% loss of production. The laurel
wilt pathogen (Raffaelea lauricola) is transmitted to
avocado trees by at least two ambrosia beetle (AB)
species (Xyleborus bispinatus and X. volvulus) and
through root grafts among adjacent avocado trees.
Symptoms of LW include green-leaf wilting on sections of the tree canopy, followed by leaf desiccation
(browning), stem and limb dieback, spread of the
disease to the entire canopy and tree death. Trees
succumb to LW due to overproduction of tyloses and
gums in the xylem tissues in response to the presence of the pathogen, resulting in blocking water
movement. Control strategies included prophylactic
and repeated systemic fungicide injections, scouting
orchards for LW-symptomatic trees and their immediate roguing and the application of contact insecticides to surrounding trees. However, all treatments
are expensive and unpopular resulting in uneven
implementation. In orchards where the root-to-root
spread of LW is controlled by tree roguing, new LW
outbreaks occur by AB vectors. Currently, ~1,200
acres are under an on-going fungicide treatment
program; although most producers cannot afford
this. New research suggests improving light levels
in avocado orchards depresses AB activity and new

9:30 AM Q&A - Temperate Tree Nut/Tropical Horticultural Crops 2 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
9:30 AM – 10:30 AM

Presidential Address and ASHS Annual Business Meeting
Description: Dr. Dennis Ray, ASHS Presidential Address followed by the ASHS Annual Business Meeting

9:30 AM Presidential Address
Dennis T. Ray*, University of Arizona

10:30 AM – 11:30 AM

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Frank Louws,
Interdisciplinary Synergies to Advance Plant Health in Horticultural
Systems
Description: Horticultural Sciences are superiorly
positioned to address Major Global Grand Challenges. These include food security and the positive, or
negative, impacts of human activities on the environment, including the need for resilience in the face of
climate change. Interdisciplinary programs also create an educational environment for team members
and offer stakeholder impacts critical for the design
of sustainable horticultural systems, including plant
health outcomes. Moreover, there is a joyful opportunity to develop deep friendships, grow in interdisciplinary knowledge and experience a rewarding
sense of meaning, consistent with the major reasons
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people join horticultural science.

10:30 AM Interdisciplinary Synergies to
Advance Plant Health in Horticultural
Systems
Frank J. Louws*, North Carolina State University

Abstract: Horticultural Sciences are superiorly positioned to address Major Global Grand Challenges. These include food security and the positive, or
negative, impacts of human activities on the environment, including the need for resilience in the
face of climate change. Components of these grand
challenges include designing sustainable systems
to advance plant health and mitigate losses due to
pathogens, arthropods, weeds and other pestilence.
The interface of biology, variable climate conditions
and anthropogenic activity and paradigms create a
complex matrix of pathways optimally pioneered
through interdisciplinary programs. Such programs
strongly benefit through the continuum of the basic
to applied sciences and advanced pedagogies that
catapult teaching and extension for future impacts.
Inter-disciplinary (and trans-disciplinary) participation in projects can be rewarding, highly synergistic,
solve complex problems and advance innovation.
Interdisciplinary programs also create an educational environment for team members and offer stakeholder impacts critical for the design of sustainable
horticultural systems, including plant health outcomes. Moreover, there is a joyful opportunity to
develop deep friendships, grow in interdisciplinary
knowledge and experience a rewarding sense of
meaning, consistent with the major reasons people
join horticultural science.
10:30 AM – 12:00 PM

Workshop: The Promise of Big Data
and New Technologies in Controlled
Environment Agriculture
Coordinator: Brian Poel, Fluence Bioengineering
Moderator: Melanie Yelton, Plenty
Description: Currently, growers rely on data such as
temperature, relative humidity, soil moisture content, daily light integral (DLI), and general grower
observations to make crop production decisions and
forecast harvest. As sensors become more prevalent
and the quantity of this ‘data’ increases growers will
need to move beyond traditional decision-making
methods.
The workshop will have three presentations demon-
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strating analytical approaches to decision making
by leveraging collected data using machine learning
methods.
Following these presentations there will be an introduction to an open-source data repository where
this data can be stored and shared. The audience will
have the opportunity to participate by accessing the
platform and uploading sample data sets.
The workshop will conclude with a group discussion
where audience members can share current experiences with leveraging controlled environment data
and areas for potential development.

10:30 AM Overview of Using Data to Make
Informed Decisions
Xiuming Hao*, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada

10:45 AM Case Study on the Autonomous
Greenhouse
Kenneth Tran*, Koidra

11:00 AM The Value of an Open-Source Repository for Horticultural Data
Erico Mattos*, PhytoSynthetix

11:15 AM Using Aggregated Data to Produce Greenhouse Simulation Outputs
Kale Harbick*, USDA ARS
10:30 AM – 12:15 PM

Workshop: Focusing on Phenotyping:
Tools and Techniques for Ornamental Breeders
Coordinator: Kaitlin Barrios, Sugar Research
Moderator: Kaitlin Barrios, Sugar Research
Description: Ornamental plant breeders and plant
trialers have various ways of evaluating germplasm.
Historically, subjective ratings play a large role in
evaluating phenotypes, however, this can be time
consuming, inaccurate and highly dependent on the
observer. More reliable tools for data collection and
fresh technology would be useful for ornamental
breeders and trialers. With the increasing speed and
competition in ornamental breeding, there is a need
to adopt more efficient and consistent data collection practices. The goal of this workshop is to expose
and instruct ornamental plant breeders and trialers
on methods of evaluating plant material besides the
common subjective ratings. Additionally, we are in-
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terested in gaining insight on the various techniques
currently employed by breeders and plant trialers
and stimulate conversation on ideas for improving
evaluation methods. Presenters will provide perspectives from industry, extension and academia
sectors. This workshop will be an opportunity for ornamental breeders, researchers and trialers from all
sectors to exchange ideas and learn alternative plant
evaluation methods.

10:30 AM Introductory Remarks
10:35 AM Quantitative Characterization of
Color for Phenotyping and Plant Descriptions
Ryan N. Contreras*, Oregon State University and
Jason Lattier, High Point University

10:50 AM Very High-Resolution Image Applications and Prospects for Plant Phenotyping

Amr Abd-Elrahman*; Vance M Whitaker; Zhen Guan
and Cheryl Dalid, University of Florida
Abstract: High-Resolution Imagery is becoming one
of the most prominent tools for plant breeding. The
use of remote sensing in plant phenotyping is facilitated by advances in low-cost sensing technologies,
acquisition methods, and analysis techniques. This
presentation introduces the results and prospectives of using high-resolution imagery to extract
plant traits. Tens of thousands of high-resolution
imagery (mm-level resolution) were collected and
analyzed to produce accurate individual plant geometrical metrics. Image analysis provided not only
accurately georeferenced orthorectified images but
also very dense point-clouds. Analyzing overlapped
images produced point-cloud datasets of hundreds
of 3D points on a single leaf, enabling the characterization of individual plant leaves. Deep learning image
analysis algorithms are used to automate time-consuming tasks such as fruit and flower counting. The
temporal aspects of image-derived information enable time series analysis, especially if combined with
other environmental parameters and management
practices affecting plant breeding outcomes.

11:05 AM Using AUDPC Scores for Disease
Resistance Phenotyping of Hydrangea
Lisa Alexander*, USDA-ARS and Fulya Baysal-Gurel,
Tennessee State University

Abstract: Phenotyping is defined as the application
of methodologies and protocols to measure a spe-

cific trait related to plant structure or function with
traits ranging from cellular to whole-plant levels.
Phenotyping should target specific, well-defined processes that contribute to the trait of interest. However, ornamental plant breeding still relies heavily
on qualitative observations, categorical or ordinal
scoring. These methods are rapid and may be useful for screening diverse germplasm but they do not
provide the resolution necessary to understand the
links between phenotypic variations and their underlying DNA variation. The area under the disease
progress curve (AUDPC) combines quantitative disease severity/incidence values taken at regular intervals over time to provide a single value. This method
has been used to improve phenotyping of powdery
mildew disease and Botrytis blight on hydrangea.
Generating AUDPC scores can be practiced using hypothetical data sets and automated in conjunction
with imaging techniques.

11:20 AM Panel Discussion
11:00 AM – 12:45 PM

Postharvest 4
Moderator: Carolina Torres, Washington State University, TFREC

11:00 AM Consumer Acceptance and Preference of 'Wonderful' Pomegranate Versus 'Washington Navel' Orange and 'Red
Delicious' Apple

John M. Chater*1; Donald J Merhaut1; Han Qu1; Shibo
Wang1; Yulian Liu1; John E Preece2; Mary Lu Arpaia3
and Zhenyu Jia1, (1)University of California, Riverside,
(2)National Clonal Germplasm Repository USDA-ARS,
(3)University of California
Abstract: School nutrition programs have been federally mandated in the United States since 1946 and
play a significant role in the diets of schoolchildren.
Fruit that are commonly served in school lunch programs are apples and oranges. Recent investigations
have indicated that a large percentage of fruit served
in school lunch programs in the United States are
not consumed and end up discarded in municipal
waste systems. It has been hypothesized that fruits
other than the typical 'Washington Navel' orange
or 'Red Delicious' apple may be more acceptable to
schoolchildren in their school nutrition programs.
This project aimed to determine K-12 consumer
acceptance of 'Wonderful' pomegranates in school
lunches. Sensory panels were conducted to deter-
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mine schoolchildren's acceptance and preference of
'Wonderful' pomegranate versus apples and oranges. Traits that were evaluated were color, sweetness,
tartness, texture, bitterness and overall liking. Additionally, commodities were ranked according to preference. All samples were randomized with a three
digit number. These sensory panels indicated that
pomegranate was as acceptable and as preferred as
'Washington Navel' orange and was more preferred
than 'Red Delicious' apple. When prepackaged, minimally processed pomegranates were used in the
sensory analysis, they were the least preferred fruit
item. Future studies are needed to determine acceptance and preference of pomegranates and other
fruit commodities in school nutrition programs.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: California Department
of Food and Agriculture Grant, agreement #18-0001051-SC

11:15 AM Ethylene Metabolism of Gala Apples after 1-MCP and AVG Treatments
Wanlinghe Cai*, Cornell University

Abstract: Wanlinghe Cai, DoSu Park, Yosef Al Shoffe,
Chris B. Watkins
Preharvest sprays of 1-methylcyclopropene (1-MCP;
Harvista) and aminoethoxyvinylglycine (AVG; ReTain)
are plant growth regulators (PGRs) that used extensively by some apple industries to manage harvest.
In New York, the PGRs are used on ‘Gala’ apples to
obtain uniform quality by delaying harvest without
loss of fruit quality, and to decrease incidence of
stem end flesh browning during storage. Our objective is to study the effects of 1-MCP and AVG on
ethylene biosynthesis of the cultivar. Pre-harvest
treatments of each PGR, alone or in combination,
were applied commercially on trees. Treated and
untreated fruit were harvested and categorized by
background color (IAD values). Fruit were kept at
20℃ or 0.5 ℃ for 3 weeks before being transferred
to 20℃. Ethylene production, internal ethylene concentration and firmness of individual fruit were assessed, and tissue samples taken for measurement
of ethylene precursors and associated enzymes. In
general, ethylene production of fruits showed a pattern in treatment that Control > 1-MCP > 1-MCP +
AVG > AVG. Ethylene production of fruit kept at 20℃
after harvest increased after one week, reaching a
maximum at around day 11 or day 12 , slightly decreasing after day 12, and keeping relatively steady
after day 14. For fruit transferred from 0.5 ℃ to 20℃,
an increasing trend of ethylene production occurred
immediately, but more variable than shown in other
studies. The interaction between the effects of PGR
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and storage temperature will be discussed.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: National Institute of
Food and Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Multistate under 1001075, NE-1836, Improving Quality
and Reducing Losses in Specialty Fruit Crops through
Storage Technologies.

11:30 AM Evaluation of the Effect of Growing Site, Harvest Maturity, Postharvest
Treatments, and Storage Regime on Superficial Scald on Winter Pears

Carolina Torres*, Washington State University, TFREC
and Gloria Sepulveda Leon, Washington State University

Abstract: Packham’s Triumph (PT) and Anjou (AN)
pears are highly susceptible to Superficial Scald (SS);
nevertheless, this varies with climatic conditions and
can be modulated by postharvest treatments and
storage regimes. During 2016-2018 fruit from different maturity stages and orchards were sampled and
placed into: Regular Atmosphere (RA, -0.5 °C), Controlled Atmosphere (CA; O2: 2.0-2.5%, CO2: 1.0-1.3%)
and step-wise cooling (5 °C to -0.5 °C in 4 weeks)
for up to 180 days, and treated with Diphenylamine
(DPA; 1200 µL L-1) or 1-methylcyclopropene (1-MCP:
300 µL L-1) in air during season 2 (17/18’). Superficial
scald incidence, maturity indices and biochemical
analysis were carried out at harvest and periodically
postharvest in all treatments and conditions.
During 2016/17 season (cooler) 1-MCP completely
prevented SS on PT pears, while DPA did in 93.7% of
the fruit, with no differences between harvest maturity or orchard location. During 2017/18 (warm),
CA storage reduced SS up to 95% in PT and 62% in
AN compared to RA, while stepwise cooling did 23%
in PT and 0% in AN pears, with differences between
harvest maturity and orchard (P≤0.05).

11:45 AM Validation of a Novel Method for
Studying Fruit Calcium Deficiency Using
Tomato Pericarp Discs

Nicholas Frederick Reitz*, Department of Plant Sciences, University of California, Davis and Elizabeth
Mitcham, University of California, Davis

Abstract: Blossom-end rot is a physiological disorder affecting 1-5% of the processing tomatoes produced in California each year. Though significant
work has been done to identify contributing factors
at the whole plant and cellular level, the cause of
tissue degradation and cell death is not fully understood. A major obstacle in blossom-end rot research
is the difficulty in studying and treating the affect-
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ed fruit cells during blossom-end rot development.
This paper describes a new method for using a pericarp disc system to study blossom-end rot development at the cellular level. Cylindrical tissue samples
were removed from the stem-end and blossom-end
pericarp tissue of tomato fruit 21 days after pollination. Discs consisting of pericarp and skin tissue
were made by slicing the cylinders approximately
2-3mm beneath the skin surface. Stem-end and blossom-end pericarp discs were stored at 25°C and approximately 90% relative humidity. Over 3.5 days, a
majority of the discs taken from the blossom-end of
the tomatoes exhibited symptoms characteristic of
blossom-end rot. Discs that were initially green developed water soaking and subsequent blackening.
Discs taken from the stem-end maintained a green,
healthy appearance over the same period. Additional discs were made from the columella tissue, another area affected by blossom-end rot. Columella
discs taken near the blossom-end exhibited darkening while discs from the stem-end maintained a
healthy, green-white appearance, resembling trends
observed during blossom-end rot development in
whole tomatoes. A colorimeter was used to measure
the disc color after 3.5 days of storage. Discs with
blossom-end rot like symptoms exhibited decreased
L* values and increased a* values due to darkening
of the tissue and a reduction in green color, respectively. Crude enzymes were extracted from frozen
discs and assayed spectrophotometrically. Two enzymes previously reported to have increased activity
in BER-affected tissue are ascorbate oxidase and peroxidase. Ascorbate oxidase and peroxidase activities
were significantly, positively correlated with a*, and
ascorbate oxidase was significantly, negatively correlated with L*. Respiration rate of individual discs,
measured 36 hours after disc preparation, showed
a significant negative correlation with L* and significant positive correlation with a*. Similarly, ethylene
production was significantly, positively correlated
with a* and respiration rate. These results indicate
increased respiration and ethylene production is associated with development of blossom-end rot. Results from this study show that symptoms developed
in blossom-end pericarp discs resemble whole fruit
blossom-end rot visually, locationally, and physiologically, justifying the viability of this method for studying blossom-end rot.

Lucia Felix-Palomares*, University of California, Davis
Abstract: Introduction: Heated-air (43 °C) conventional walnut dehydration causes walnut over drying, negatively affecting their quality and reducing
the dryer’s energy efficiency. Two-stage drying (combination of heater and ambient air) is an alternative
method that could overcome these issues. The objective of this study was to compare walnut quality, drying energy consumption and drying time between the newly proposed two-stage drying method
and the conventional drying method. Methodology:
Walnuts (Var. ‘Howard’) were harvested and dried in
a facility (Meridian, CA) during the 2019 harvesting
season. Two-stage drying samples were dried from
their in-shell initial moisture content (MC), 30%, wet
basis (wb) until ~12% MC (wb) using air at 43 °C (110
°F) and 20% relative humidity (RH), and continued to
be dried with unheated ambient air (8-20 °C, 46-68 °F
/53-93% RH) until reaching ~8% MC (wb). For conventional drying, samples were dried with heated air (43
°C, 110 °F/20% RH) from their initial MC, 31% (wb),
until ~8% MC (wb). Both drying methods were performed in triplicate using a stationary bin commercial dryer. After drying, walnuts MC (wb) was determined and samples were stored at 5 °C during four
months before being analyzed for quality. Water activity (aw), visual quality (VQ), Rancimat induction time
(IT), total coliform count (TCC), yeast and mold count
(YM) and aflatoxins level were evaluated, as quality
parameters. Drying energy consumption (MJ) from
each method was calculated as the energy required
to dry one kg of wet walnuts (MJ/kg) from their initial
MC until ~8% MC (wb). Results: No significant difference (P>0.05) was found between all of the walnut
quality parameters (aw, VQ, IT, TCC, YM) between
two-stage and conventionally dried walnuts. Average MC for the two-stage and conventional methods
equaled 8.4 ± 0.9% and 7.2 ± 0.9%, respectively. Energy consumption in the two-stage drying method
corresponded to 3.6 ± 0.1 MJ/kg, while conventional drying consumed 4.9 ± 0.3 MJ/kg. Drying time for
both drying methods was similar (~21 hours), and
not significantly different (P>0.05). Conclusion: The
two-stage drying method represents an attractive alternative to conventional drying as it did not affect
walnut quality and drying time, while allowing a 25%
reduction in the drying energy consumption.

12:00 PM Walnut Drying in California: TwoStage Drying As an Alternative to Conventional Drying. a Study of Walnut Quality,
Drying Energy Consumption and Drying
Time

12:15 PM Q&A - Postharvest 4 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend

Specified Source(s) of Funding: California Walnut Board
and Commission
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11:45 AM – 12:30 PM

Citrus Crops 2 (Poster)
Moderator: James Spiers, Auburn University

Understanding the Role of Citrus Beta-1,3-Glucanases in the Search for Huanglongbing Tolerance (poster)

Manjul Dutt*, University of Florida; Stacy Welker, University of
Florida; Kyle C Weber, University of Florida; Juliana M Soares,
University of Florida; Lamiaa M. Mahmoud, University of Florida;
Amit Levy, University of Florida and Jude Grosser, University of
Florida

Abstract: Huanglongbing (HLB), a fatal disease of
citrus, is caused by Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas), a phloem-limited pathogen. Callose
deposition in the phloem sieve plate pores results
in phloem plugging and inhibition of phloem transport. This phenomenon has been identified as one
of the primary factors that cause HLB symptoms. Beta-1,3-glucanases degrade callose in normally functioning phloem. Overexpression of these enzymes
in transgenic citrus may help decrease callose production and modulate HLB symptomology. To understand callose regulation in HLB tolerant trees, we
evaluated the transcriptome of citrus plants which
have been genetically modified to produce a more
effective systemic acquired resistance (SAR) response. These plants have been HLB-tolerant under
field conditions. Several members of the endo-beta-glucanases in glycosyl hydrolase family 17 were
highly upregulated. Beta-1,3-glucanase 1 (BG1), a
plasmodesmata callose-binding protein 3 (PDCB3),
and several glucan endo-1,3-beta-glucosidases were
also upregulated in some of these lines. Quantitative
PCR assays have also validated gene expression patterns between HLB-infected and healthy plants for
several of these genes. Additionally, we have cloned
a putative plasmodesmata-associated beta-1,3-glucanase gene from Arabidopsis thaliana which was
directly corelated with the amount of callose production in earlier studies. The citrus homolog of this
gene has also been identified and cloned. Functional
complementation studies using Arabidopsis mutant
lines have provided valuable insights into the phenotype of corresponding mutants. Transgenic plants
overexpressing these genes, either constitutively or
in the phloem are under investigation for potential
resistance to the HLB disease.

Evaluation of Satsuma (Citrus unshiu Mar-
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covitch) Selections in Southern Alabama
(poster)
James Spiers*, Auburn University and Bryan Wilkins, Auburn
University

Abstract: Satsuma mandarins have been grown on
the northern Gulf of Mexico in Alabama since the
early 1900s. ‘Owari’ satsuma is the primary cultivar
grown in Alabama, and has been since its introduction in the early 1900s. Seventeen satsuma selections originally obtained from China were evaluated
for yield and fruit quality characteristics along with
‘Armstrong’ (early-season), ‘Brown Select’ (mid-season) and ‘Owari’ (late-season) satsumas at two locations in south Alabama. The experiment was arranged as a randomized complete block with five
single-tree replications at each location. Satsuma scions were grafted to ‘Rubidoux’ Poncirus trifoliata and
planted in fields in 2009. The selections varied greatly in regards to fruit quality characteristics and harvest windows. The most promising selections appear
to be ‘China S-1’, ‘China S-5’, ‘China S-9’, ‘China 6-15’,
and ‘China S-18’. These selections all ripened much
earlier than ‘Owari’ and could contribute to greater
earlier season satsuma production. There were no
later-ripening selections that performed better than
‘Owari’.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Alabama Nut, Fruit, and
Vegetable Industry

Thinking out of the Box: Citrus Nutrition
Box Program, a Novel Extension Approach
(poster)
Jamie D. Burrow*, UF/IFAS CREC and Tripti Vashisth, University
of Florida

Abstract: Huanglongbing (HLB; citrus greening) has
changed the Florida citrus industry. From fruit loss
to tree decline, the disease has not only been a financial strain, but a time of learning how to grow citrus under HLB prevalent conditions. Recent research
and field trials have demonstrated that HLB-affected trees have different nutrient requirements than
healthy trees. The three noticeable differences were
the need to supply a higher dose of nutrients (especially micronutrients); to provide a constant supply
of nutrients to the tree; and a customized fertilizer
program as per the tree’s nutritional requirement.
These research results are a new concept to the industry as nutrient management recommendations
had not been changed since pre-HLB. To apply these
new recommendation practices around the state, a
program called the Citrus Nutrition Box Program was
created. The program was designed to help growers’
transition to the new recommendations and to track
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nutrient trends across the industry. Four educational meetings were held throughout the commercial
growing region to distribute the nutrition boxes.
There were 118 boxes distributed and nearly 80 box
participants. Each participant was given a box filled
with sample collection bags, pre-addressed packaging, and instructions to collect leaf and soil samples.
The participant would mail or deliver the samples to
a designated lab. The lab would run the test and send
the results to the UF/IFAS Citrus Nutrition Team. The
team would review the results and provide a customized plan each quarter. Overall, the program is a
resource to the struggling Florida citrus industry and
enables Extension professionals to closely work with
growers during the transition from old to new nutrition recommendations.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Citrus Initiative

Comprehensive Field Study of Grapefruit,
Navel Orange and Mandarin Selections on
a Broad Range of Rootstocks for Fresh Citrus Production in the Indian River (poster)

Jose Martin Zapien-Macias*, Indian River REC University of
Florida; Peter Spyke, Arapaho Citrus Management Inc.; William
Castle, ; Jude Grosser, University of Florida; Fred Gmitter, University of Florida; Ed Stover, USDA-ARS; Ronald Cave, University of
Florida and Rhuanito S. Ferrarezi, University of Florida

Abstract: In the last decade, citrus Huanglongbing
(HLB) has decimated Florida’s citrus industry, with
the grapefruit (Citrus paradisi) production reduced
by 78%, mandarin (Citrus reticulata) by 80%, and
sweet orange (Citrus sinensis) by 48% due to the high
HLB-sensitivity of established cultivars. There is increasing evidence that rootstocks play an important
role in the HLB-response and phenotypic expression
of the grafted scions. Therefore, we hypothesized
that various combinations of new scions and hybrid rootstocks may provide markedly greater performance than established commercial materials
for Indian River Florida fresh citrus production. The
objectives of this study were: 1) explore the performance of new grapefruit and grapefruit-like cultivars
grafted on different rootstocks under HLB conditions; and 2) evaluate the influence of University of
Florida rootstocks (UFR) and other rootstocks including commercial standards on selected grapefruit, navel orange, and mandarin cultivars. Four large-scale
field trials were established in Fort Pierce, FL. Trial 1
includes 19 grapefruit/grapefruit-like cultivars and 3
commercial rootstocks; Trial 2 includes 38 different
rootstocks with ‘Ray Ruby’ grapefruit as the scion;
Trial 3 includes 36 different rootstocks with ‘Glenn
56-11’ navel orange as scion; and Trial 4 includes

36 rootstocks with ‘UF-950’ mandarin as the scion.
All trials were arranged in a randomized complete
block design consisting of 5-tree replicated plots and
6 replicates/treatment for a total of 30 trees/combination, on ~14 hectares (~3,300 trees spaced 2.4 ×
7.3 m at 560 trees/hectare). We are assessing tree
size (longitudinal and transversal width, and height)
to calculate canopy volume, trunk diameter, tree
phenological stage (from vegetative to production
stage), incidence of key pests (especially diaprepes
root weevil, Diaprepes abbreviatus) and diseases
(especially HLB and citrus canker, Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri), leaf color, canopy thickness and
HLB severity visual ratings. Preliminary results from
the first data collection show some scion-rootstock
combinations are exhibiting significant differences
in canopy volume, leaf color and canopy thickness.
Trees have no HLB symptoms; leaf samples were
taken for the quantification of Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas). Cultivars grafted on different
rootstocks have no differences in tree phenological
stage yet. HLB-response will be determined over
time to identify the most promising scion/rootstock
combination to hopefully generate profitable yields
for the Indian River Citrus District growers.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Funding was provided
by UF/IFAS Dean of Research (seed funding to purchase
trees and install irrigation system controller) and CRDF
#18-037C.

Rootstock Effects on Root Growth and
Other Traits of Grafted Sweet Orange
Trees Infected with Candidatus Liberibacter Asiaticus (poster)

Shahrzad Bodaghi*, University of Florida; Bryce Meyering,
University of Florida; Kim Bowman, USDA-ARS and Ute Albrecht,
Southwest Florida Research and Education Center, University of
Florida/IFAS

Abstract: Grafting a scion onto a rootstock results in
physical and physiological changes in plant growth
and development. The rootstock influences the
scion vigor, fruit quality, productivity, and disease
tolerance. Huanglongbing (HLB) is the most devastating citrus disease and has become endemic in
Florida since its introduction in 2005. HLB is caused
by the gram-negative bacterium Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas) which resides in the phloem of infected trees and causes severe metabolic
disruptions. CLas infects all citrus species and near
relatives, but the impact of infection differs among
cultivars and is most detrimental in sweet oranges
(Citrus sinensis) and most mandarin species (C. reticulata). In contrast, trifoliate orange and some of its
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hybrids commonly used as rootstocks are CLas tolerant. Selecting a tolerant rootstock can therefore be
one approach to improve the grafted tree tolerance.
The objectives of this study were to elucidate citrus
rootstock traits in commercially important cultivars,
and rootstock interaction with the scion in healthy
plants and in HLB-affected plants under controlled
greenhouse conditions. We used 10 commercial
rootstocks with different genetic backgrounds grafted with ‘Valencia’ (C. sinensis) scion. Six months after
grafting, trees were either mock-inoculated or inoculated with CLas. Six healthy and 6 infected plants
of each rootstock combination were monitored for
scion growth, root growth, and CLas populations.
Root growth was monitored monthly using a minirhizotron imaging system. Plants were excavated and
destructively sampled 21 months after inoculation to
assess biomass distributions and other CLas induced
effects. We found significant differences between
healthy and infected trees for most variables measured, regardless of the rootstock. Scion and rootstock biomass reductions were largest in trees on
mandarin and sweet orange rootstocks and least in
trees on trifoliate hybrid rootstocks. Root growth differences measured by rhizotron analyses was generally consistent with fibrous root losses measured
upon excavation. Root respiration was reduced in
response to infection and varied among rootstocks.
CLas titers were considerably higher in leaves than in
fibrous roots. Whereas leaf CLas titers were not significantly influenced by the rootstock, root titers varied among rootstocks with highest levels measured
for sweet orange and sour orange rootstocks. This
study improves our knowledge about citrus rootstock traits and their ability to influence HLB disease
progression in ‘Valencia’ orange trees. The results
from this study are useful for breeding programs
and for assisting growers in choosing the best rootstock to combat this destructive disease.

Deciphering Uptake and Vascular Movement of Solutions in Grafted Citrus Trees
to Optimize Delivery of Systemic Compounds (poster)

Leigh Archer*, University of California, Davis; Shahrzad Bodaghi,
University of Florida and Ute Albrecht, Southwest Florida Research and Education Center, University of Florida/IFAS

Abstract: Trunk injection is a method for delivering
compounds into the vascular tissue of woody tree
species. The goal is to optimize the availability of a
compound for the intended tissue while minimizing the risk of drift, runoff, or damage to nontarget
organisms, which is common with conventional application methods. Trunk injection is used in several
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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high-value and ornamental tree species to treat various vascular diseases or to protect from insect pest
damage and colonization; however, the mechanisms
of compound uptake and distribution need to be investigated more thoroughly to optimize the method
for commercial orchard systems. Uptake and movement of three dyes, 0.1% acid fuchsin, 0.1% safranin
O, and 0.1% rhodamine B, were compared in 3-yearold greenhouse grown Valencia sweet orange (Citrus
sinensis) trees. The use of water-soluble dyes allows
for easy evaluation of water uptake and movement
through the vascular system by comparing color
patterns of trunk sections at different trunk heights.
Each dye was either applied as a direct transfusion
into the tree trunk using a flexible-tipped syringe securely positioned into a drilled uptake port, or dye
was applied as a complete drench of the cleaned root
system. Trees were allowed to passively uptake dye
for 24 hours before they were sectioned for macroscopic evaluation of dye movement to compare the
two application techniques. We found that the speed
of uptake and the extent of movement is dependent
on both the delivery method and the chemistry of
the dye used. Therefore, the molecular size, pH,
and polarity of compounds need to be considered
to determine whether they are suitable for delivery
through trunk injection and can achieve the desired
level of efficacy. The results from this study enhance
the understanding of the uptake and movement of
compounds through the tree vascular system and
provide additional insight into the vascular anatomical features of citrus trees.

Asian Citrus Psyllid Colonization and Ca.
liberibacter Asiaticus Transmission in
Different Graft Combinations of Citrus
(poster)

Caroline Tardivo*, University of Florida; Kim Bowman, USDA-ARS;
Jawwad Qureshi, University of Florida and Ute Albrecht, Southwest Florida Research and Education Center, University of Florida/
IFAS

Abstract:
The Asian citrus psyllid (ACP) is the vector of Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas), the phloem-limited
bacterium associated with the devastating citrus disease Huanglongbing (HLB). ACPs select their hosts
based on different sensory features that can be influenced by the scion and possibly by its interaction
with the rootstock. Citrus rootstocks are critical to
a viable citrus industry because they influence tree
health, vigor, fruit quality, and yield, and therefore
improve profitability. While most scion varieties are
susceptible to HLB, some rootstocks are HLB-tolerant and enable trees to better cope with the dam-
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aging effects of the disease. This study investigates
if susceptibility to HLB is associated with psyllid
preference of the scion and the interaction between
rootstock and scion, specifically flushing patterns
and movement of CLas across the graft union. Seven
commercial rootstock cultivars with different genetic
backgrounds were self-grafted or grafted with ‘Valencia’ sweet orange (Citrus sinensis) and planted in
an open field where ACP and CLas were abundant.
The rootstock cultivars included 5 different hybrids
of citrus and trifoliate orange (Poncirus trifoliata),
sour orange (C. aurantium), and ‘Cleopatra’ mandarin
(C. reticulata). Non-grafted rootstock seedlings were
included to determine grafting effects. The experimental design was a split-plot with rootstock as the
main plot and scion as the subplot. ACP infestation
was determined weekly during the flushing periods
on ten randomized shoots per tree by counting the
number of eggs, nymphs, and adult psyllids. Fully
matured leaves and fibrous roots were collected every 3 months and CLas titer levels were measured by
real-time polymerase chain reaction. Grafted trees
with ‘Valencia’ in the scion position were more attractive to the adult psyllids and had higher CLas concentrations in the leaves than the other scion/rootstock
combinations. The flushing pattern varied among
scions. ‘Valencia’, sour orange, and ‘Cleopatra’ mandarin started flushing earlier than the trifoliate hybrids and had a higher incidence of eggs, nymphs,
and adult psyllids, suggesting psyllid preference. In
addition, they had higher leaf CLas titers and a larger abundance of foliar disease symptoms. This study
provides important information for understanding
the mechanism of CLas transmission and HLB disease development, in grafted and non-grafted citrus
trees, as well as the interaction of scion and rootstock.

Silicon Nanoparticles Modulate Physiological and Growth Changes in Response to
Salt Stress in Valencia (Citrus sinensis L.)
Sweet Orange Trees (poster)
Lamiaa M. Mahmoud, University of Florida; Manjul Dutt*,
University of Florida; Patrick Huyck, University of Florida; Christopher Vincent, University of Florida; Ameer Shalan, Mansoura
University; Mahmoud El-Kady, Mansoura University; Mohamed
El-Boray, Mansoura University and Jude Grosser, University of
Florida

Abstract: Silicon (Si) has several beneficial effects
when exogenously applied to plants, including increased tolerance against several abiotic and biotic
stresses. The aim of the current study was to investigate the role of nanosize, monodisperse silica particles in mitigating the adverse effect of NaCl stress on

Valencia (Citrus sinensis L.) sweet orange. One-yearold ‘Valencia’ trees budded onto ‘Kuharske’ rootstock
were irrigated with 0, 60 or 120 mM sodium chloride
(NaCl) solution. Silicon nanoparticles (SiO2-NP, 10-20
nm in size) were applied by direct foliar application
at four concentrations (0, 200, 400 and 600 mM) in
the greenhouse. We observed an incremental reduction in plant growth and leaf chlorophyll content
with increased NaCl application. Subsequently, the
600 mM SiO2-NP application improved plant growth
in all prior salt treated trees. The expression of several enzymatic antioxidants, aquaporin proteins, and
Na+ co-transporters were enhanced in the leaf tissue
following the SiO2-NP application. SiO2-NP application also resulted in increased K+ and Ca+ content in
the leaves. These results support the positive effects
of exogenous Si application on salt-stressed citrus
trees via improving photosynthesis, enhancing metabolism of antioxidants and regulating ion content.
Consequently, SiO2-NP can potentially be applied
as part of an integrated management program to
improve overall citrus tree health, especially under
stressful saline conditions.
11:45 AM – 12:30 PM

Growth Chambers and Controlled
Environments 2 (Poster)
Moderator: Bruce Dunn, Oklahoma State University

The Effects of Root Damage on the Internalization of Escherichia coli O157:H7 in
Leafy Vegetables and Herbs in Aquaponic
and Hydroponic Systems (poster)

Yi-Ju Wang*, Purdue University; Amanda J. Deering, Purdue University and Hye-Ji Kim, Purdue University

Abstract: Aquaponics, integrated food production of
aquaculture and hydroponics, is a sustainable farming system that can reduce aquaculture wastewater
discharge by recycling water and nutrients for plant
production. In the previous research, we reported that there are potential food safety hazards for
fresh produce grown in aquaponic and hydroponic
production systems due to the presence of fish feces and potential cross-contamination (Wang et al.,
2020). E. coli O157:H7 is known to internalize into
lettuce grown in soil by preharvest damage, especially caused by a traumatic injury (Aruscavage et
al., 2008). To investigate the internalization of E. coli
O157:H7 into plants grown in soilless systems, four
plant species, kale (Brassica oleracea), lettuce (Lactuca sativa), cilantro (Coriandrum Sativum), and basil
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(Ocimum basilicum), were cultured in aquaponic and
hydroponic systems with a root-damage treatment
and grown for 30 days. A portion of the roots was cut
at pretransplant and preharvest by removing 1 cm of
the one-third roots of seedlings and mature plants,
respectively. Plant samples, recirculating water, and
fish feces were collected at harvest. Enrichments and
selective media were used for the isolation and the
presumptive positive colonies were confirmed by
PCR for the presence of Shiga-like toxin (stx1 and stx2)
and Intimin (eaeA) genes. In hydroponic systems, E.
coli O157: H7 was found neither in the solution nor
in the roots and shoots of all vegetables and herbs,
possibly through improved sanitation and careful
handling. However, consistently with our previous
findings, E. coli O157: H7 was found in water, on the
plant roots, and fish feces in aquaponic systems.
When the roots were not damaged or damaged on
mature plants at preharvest, E. coli O157:H7 did not
internalize the tissues of any vegetables and herbs.
However, when roots were damaged on the seedlings at pretransplant, E. coli O157: H7 was found in
both roots and shoots. Our study demonstrated that
root damage on young plants at pretransplant is the
major cause for the internalization of E. coli O157:H7
in leafy vegetables and herbs in a soilless production
system.

The Effect of Environmental Stresses to
Volatile Compounds of Sweet Basil Under
Vertical Farm Condition (poster)
Takaya Saito*, Meiji University; Miwa Ichikawa, Meiji University;
Hiroki Kobayakawa, Meiji University and Takashi Ikeda, Meiji
University

Abstract: The effects of environmental stresses to
the volatile compounds of sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum L.) cultivated in vertical farm condition were
investigated. In Japan, practical sweet basil cultivation under vertical farm increases recently, because
sweet basil is difficult to cultivate in hot climate and
can be grown without pesticides. Fragrance is one
of the important quality standards in sweet basil.
However, we had reported that the total amount of
volatile compounds in sweet basil at vertical farm is
lower than that at a greenhouse (ASHS annual meeting 2018). In this study, we applied environmental
stresses to sweet basils, additional UV-A irradiation
and cooling nutrient solution to 15℃, then we analyzed the volatile compounds of the leaves by the
method of Solid Phase Micro Extraction followed by
GC/MS detection. Under UV-A treatment, the composition of volatile compounds became different,
especially Metyleugenol increased but β-Linalol decreased, compared with control(no UV-A). When
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cooling treatment was applied, the composition of
volatile compounds became different, especially
1,8-Cineole increased but β-Linalol decreased, compared with control (no cool treatment). Under these
stress conditions, it was found that sweet basil alters
the composition of volatile compounds in vertical
farm condition.

Automated Watering System for Water
Stress Experiments (poster)

Oscar Monje*, Amentum; J. Riley Finn, Amentum and Lawrence
L. Koss, Amentum

Abstract: A watering system was design an built
for controlling soil moisture in potted plants. The
system consists of a water reservoir, a pump, a 12
station manifold, moisture sensors and drip irrigation tubes. A computer system can be programmed
to deliver known amounts of volume at 8 periods
during a day. The system was designed to impose 4
watering regimes on vegetable crops grown in potted plants. The system was used to provide 4 watering treatments on lettuce plants: flood, control, mild
drought, and severe drought. Moisture in 1 pot from
each treatment was instrumented with an EC-5 volumetric moisture sensor to verify that the treatments
were being imposed correctly. These treatments correspond to replenishing daily loss to maintain 1.2x,
1.0x, 0.75x, and 0.3x the amount of water of the control plants. The system was assembled and tested
and used to determine the effects of these drought
treatments during short duration (10 day) exposures
to drought. Plant parameters (leaf area, number of
leaves, plant height, and fresh weight) were recorded after 10 days to gauge the impact of these treatments.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: NASA

Fan-Aspirated Radiation Shields Are Required to Make Accurate Air Temperature
Measurements in a Greenhouse (poster)
Bailey Shaffer, Apogee Instruments, Inc.; Mark Blonquist, Apogee
Instruments, Inc.; John Huber*, Apogee Instruments and Bruce
Bugbee, Utah State University

Abstract: Radiation shields are used to shade air
temperature sensors because inaccurate measurements are caused, in part, by incident solar radiation
warming the sensor. Fan-aspirated (FA) and naturally-aspirated (NA) radiation shields are available,
but NA shields are often used because power is not
required. In outdoor environments, measurements
made in NA shields are known to be consistently warmer than those made FA shields when wind
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speed is low (less than approximately 3 m s-1), where
the magnitude of error is dependent on incoming
solar radiation, albedo, and sun angles. However,
insufficient work has been done comparing the performance of these radiation shields in greenhouse
settings.
A comparison was conducted in a greenhouse over a
three-month period in Logan, Utah, USA. The objective was to quantify the performance of two common
NA shields (Spectrum Technologies model WatchDog 2475, and R. M. Young Company model 41003)
and a common FA shield design (a custom FA box
shield designed to replicate those commonly used in
greenhouses) relative to a reference FA shield (Apogee Instruments model TS-110). We hypothesized
that, since air in the greenhouse is often poorly circulated, measurements made using NA shields would
be higher than those made using FA shields and not
representative of actual air temperature.
Comparison of air temperature measurements from
NA shields and FA box shield, relative to the reference, indicate measurement differences increased
as incoming solar radiation increased. The average
daytime temperature difference was 3.6 and 2.5 °C,
with maximum differences being 11.7 and 10.8 °C
from the WatchDog and 41003, respectively. The average daytime difference of the FA box shield was
0.9 °C, with the maximum differences being 11.4
°C. These extreme differences often occurred when
skies were clear. These data indicate that supplemental light also caused large differences. Average
nighttime differences, when high pressure sodium
lamps were used, were 0.7, 1.7, and 1.8 °C for the FA
box shield, WatchDog, and 41003, correspondingly.
These results suggest that a well-designed FA shield
is required to make accurate air temperature measurements in a greenhouse.

A Verification Test of Indoor Farm at Osaka Prefecture University (poster)
Katsumi Ohyama*, Osaka Prefecture University

Abstract: The objective of this study is to conduct a
verification test on the continuous growth of lettuce
plants in an indoor farm built at the Osaka Prefecture University. This farm can produce lettuce plants
at a maximum production rate of approximately
6,600 plants per day when the relative harvest rate
(i.e., number of plants harvested/maximum number
of plants harvested) is 100%. Multi-shelves comprising 16–18 layers are used to hold the trays in which
lettuce plants are grown. Further, LED lightings are
installed in every layer to facilitate the growth of the
plants. Nutrient solution was applied to the plants

using the nutrient film technique (NFT). Air temperature was controlled using air–air heat-exchange-type
heat pumps. Because the indoor farm is equipped
with automatic transferring machines, labor access
to the cultivation area can be minimized. The CO2
concentration inside the indoor farm was maintained
at 1000 μmol mol-1 to enhance the photosynthesis of
the plants. Lettuce can be grown in the indoor farm
mentioned above for approximately 40 days. During
the early stages of the trial, the production rate of lettuce plants was 2,000–4,000 plants per day, and the
relative harvest rate was 30%–60%. However, by improving the cultivation methods, labor management,
and sales, the production rate could be increased to
>4,500 plants per day (relative harvest rate: >70%) in
the year after the verification test commenced. The
following issues are highlighted through this verification test: 1) labor management in the indoor farm; 2)
adjustment of production based on the supply and
demand of lettuce; and 3) equipment upgradation,
including LED lightings and air conditioners. These
issues must be generally addressed for sustainable
plant production in any large-scale indoor farm.

Evaluation of Slow-Release Fertilizer As a
Nutrient Source for Hydroponic Lettuce
(poster)

Bruce Dunn*, Oklahoma State University and Che Deer, Oklahoma State University

Abstract: Hydroponic growers have many options
in terms of what pre-packaged nutrient products to
use to grow their crops. Limited research has looked
at using slow-release fertilizer as the nutrient source.
Objectives of the study were to access the effect of
temperatures, product release rate, and use of a
controlled-release fertilizer on electrical conductivity values and ability to grow lettuce in a hydroponic
system. To determine effect of temperature, plastic
cups were filled with four different amounts (0 g,
1.75 g, 3.5 g, 7 g) of 5-6 month slow-release fertilizer (Osmocote Plus, 15-9-12) and 100 ml of water.
Cups were then placed at either room temperature
(21.1-29.1 ̊C) or placed in a cooler at 4.4 ̊C and the
electrical conductivity was recorded daily. For product release rate, treatments included 3-4 month, 5-6
month, and 8-9 month slow release fertilizer (Osmocote Plus, 15-9-12) with a set of cups at either room
temperature or in a cooler again. On 20 June 2019,
cups were filled with a rate of 1.75 g of fertilizer and
100 ml of water per product and the electrical conductivity was recorded daily. Lastly, three cultivars of
lettuce ’Newham’, ‘Green Star’; and ‘Rex’ were placed
in an NFT system that had 70.8 g of 5-6 month slow
release fertilizer (Osmocote Plus, 15-9-12) added to a
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40 gal tank. Data was collected on plant growth and
foliar nutrient analysis. The three way interaction of
temperature × treatment × day was significant with
warmer temperature, greater fertilizer rates, and increasing days all having higher electrical conductivity values. These values ranged from 3.4 mS/cm for
1.75 g at 4.4 ̊C to 26 mS/cm for the 7 g treatment at
room temperature. For product release rate, there
was a temperature × day interaction where all three
release times plateaued after 10 days with an EC of
~2.5 mS/cm for the cooler treatment, whereas the
room temperature treatment increased linearly to
an EC of 7 mS/cm after 14 days. For all three cultivars, the combined root and shoot dry weight was
greater for the plants grown without fertilizer than
plants grown with 70.8 g of slow release fertilizer
as a result of high electrical conductivity levels and
nutrients not within acceptable ranges. Future research should look at reducing nutrient rates, using
split applications, and supplementing specific nutrients, while realizing that water temperature greatly
affects slow-release fertilizer rates.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA REEU program

Substituting Photosynthetically Active Radiation Light with Far-Red Light Increased
Biomass and Secondary Metabolites Accumulation in Basil Plants (poster)

Haijie Dou, Texas A&M University; Genhua Niu*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research at Dallas, Texas A&M U; Mengmeng Gu, Texas A&M
University and Joseph Masabni, Texas A&M AgriLife Research &
Extension Center

Abstract: Far-red (700-780 nm) light is excluded from
the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR, 400-700
nm) range due to its low quantum yield. However,
several recent studies have indicated that supplemental far-red light to PAR light or substituting farred light for PAR light increases plant yield. This
might be caused by increased radiation capture of
plant canopy and improved leaf photochemical efficiency under far-red light. Therefore, the effects of
substituting PAR light with far-red light was investigated in the present study in green basil (Ocimum basilicum ‘Improved Genovese Compact’) plants. There
were a total of ten treatments with five treatments
without far-red light substitution, including R53B47,
R80B20, R91B9, R42G43B12FR3, and R33G40B24FR3 [subscripted numbers indicating percentage of red (R), green
(G), blue (B) and far red (FR) light in the total photon flux density (TPFD, 400-780 nm)], and five far-red
light substitution treatments, which were created by
adding R/FR light tubes to each aforementioned light
treatment, including R47B40FR13, R66B21FR13, R80B7FR13,
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R36G37B10FR17, and R27G33B20FR20. The experiment was
conducted in a growth room with the same TPFD
of 230 mmol·m-2·s-1 with a 16-h photoperiod. Plants
were sub-irrigated as needed using a nutrient solution with electrical conductivity of 2.0 dS·m-1 and pH
of 6.0, and the room temperature was maintained at
25.3/22.0ºC day/night. Results indicated that substituting partial PAR light with far-red light did not affect
the net photosynthetic rate (Pn) of basil leaves, while
combined red and blue light treatments increased
Pn in basil leaves compared to combined red, blue
and green light. Substituting partial PAR light with
far-red light increased plant height and width in basil plants by 49%-65% and 10%-17%, respectively,
and increased shoot fresh weight and dry weight by
6%-23% and 4%-28%, respectively. Substituting partial PAR light with far-red light increased leaf area
by 12% in basil plants grown under R91B9 treatment
but did not affect leaf area in the other treatments.
Concentrations of anthocyanin, phenolics, and flavonoids of basil leaves increased or tended to increase
under far-red light treatments, while antioxidant
capacity increased by 17%-44% under far-red light
treatments except treatment R36G37B10FR17.
11:45 AM – 12:30 PM

Marketing and Economics (Poster)
Moderator: Julie Campbell, University of Georgia

Are Consumers Willing to Adopt Low-Input Turfgrasses for Their Home Lawns?
(poster)

Chengyan Yue*, University of Minnesota; Yufeng Lai, University of
Minnesota and Eric Watkins, University of Minnesota

Abstract: We designed a choice experiment to gather information on whether homeowners consider
switching to low-input turfgrass as a good investment. In the choice experiments, participants were
presented with various plans for switching to low-input turfgrass with associated cost and transition period length, and they were asked which plan works the
best for their household. Preliminary results suggest
that homeowners value long-term savings brought
by low-input turfgrasses due to less required inputs;
however, most homeowners are risk averse and their
decisions depend on their perceived probability that
low-input turfgrass will be effective in saving maintenance cost. They are also concerned about the possible losses after switching low-input turfgrass due to
the uncertainty of the grass performance and their
inexperience in maintaining low-input grasses. The
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results can be used to guide outreach and Extension
efforts by turfgrass science specialists.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA

Consumer Preferences for Sustainable
Product Attributes and Farm Program
Features (poster)

Chengyan Yue*, University of Minnesota; Yufeng Lai, University
of Minnesota; Jingjing Wang, University of Minnesota and Paul
Mitchell,

Abstract: Previous literature primarily focused on
consumers’ preference for specific sustainable attributes, such as organic, locally grown, and fair
trade. Little is known about consumers’ preference
for sustainable program features. We conduct two
online choice experiments with U.S. consumers and
find consumers consistently care about farmers’ engagements in sustainable programs, and they are
willing to pay a price premium for products from
such programs. Consumers also value promoting
science in sustainability, establishing measurements
of sustainability, and information on sustainable
practices. We also apply the latent class logit model to investigate the potential segmentation of consumers. Three consumer segments are identified
based on participants’ heterogeneity in preferences,
i.e. Balanced Consumers, Science-oriented Consumers, and Communication-oriented Consumers. Our
research provides useful information for designing
new sustainability programs.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA

Factors Affecting the Economic Feasibility
of Cider Apples in Washington State Given
Mechanical Harvest and Two Different
Orchard Design Systems (poster)
Suzette Pedroso Galinato, Washington State University; Carol
Miles*, Washington State University, NWREC; Travis Robert
Alexander, Washington State University, NWREC and Jacky King,
Washington State University, NWREC

Abstract: Using a partial budget analysis, we evaluated the profitability of mechanical harvest for a
10-acre freestanding cider orchard system and a tall
spindle trellis orchard system. Our assumptions for
the freestanding orchard system included tree spacing of 2.13 m by 4.9 m, tree density of 961 trees per
hectare, and the use of a shake-and-catch harvester
($262,500 purchase price). For the tall spindle trellis system, our assumptions included tree spacing
of 0.9 m by 4.6 m, tree density of 2,392 trees per
hectare, and the use of an over-the-row harvester

($350,000 purchase price). We investigated the size
of the orchard, volume of fruit production, and output price needed to make mechanical harvest economically feasible for each production system. Given
the study’s assumptions about horticultural management practices and production in each system, as
well as estimates of costs and returns, results show
that: (1) it is economically feasible to use a mechanical harvester in both systems; and (2) the tall spindle system is a more profitable investment than the
freestanding system. The fixed costs were 68% and
65% of the total production costs during full production in the freestanding and tall spindle systems, respectively, and the purchase cost of the mechanical
harvester accounted for 37% of the total fixed capital
expenses in the freestanding system and 44% in the
tall spindle system. For both systems, the harvester
is a substantial capital investment and growers will
realize more cost advantages by producing more
output either by expanding the cider apple production area and/or increasing yield per acre.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Washington State Department of Agriculture Specialty Crop Block Grant No.
K 2297

Economic Feasibility of Using Plastic
Mulch in Red Raspberry (poster)

Huan Zhang*, Washington state university; Suzette Pedroso
Galinato, Washington State University; Lisa DeVetter, Washington
State University Northwestern Washington Research and Extension
Center and Carol Miles, Washington State University, NWREC

Abstract: Washington State is the nation’s leading
producer of red raspberry (Rubus idaeus L.) utilized
for processing. Recently, growers started establishing plantings using tissue culture (TC) transplants
instead of dormant bareroot plants or root cuttings on bare (unmulched) raised beds. However,
traditional weed management (i.e., herbicide) can
damage the TC plants. Polyethylene (PE) mulch and
biodegradable plastic mulches (BDM) can suppress
weeds in raspberry established as TC transplants
and improve yield. The objective of this study is to
analyze the benefits and costs of using PE or BDMs
in comparison to bare ground (BG) in a raspberry
production system established using TC transplants.
The economic analysis is based upon Galinato and
DeVetter (2015) and Zhang et al. (2019) and accounts
for changes in planting materials and farm practices
due to mulch use. The use of PE mulch and BDMs
has additional upfront costs to farmers during the
first year of establishment. Material and installation
costs are estimated at $581.hectare-1 for PE mulch
and $860.hectare-1 for BDM. PE mulch is removed
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the following year and estimated removal and disposal costs are $143.hectare-1. However, BDM is not
removed because it is designed to biodegrade in the
soil via microbial activities. There are also benefits of
using mulches, such as elimination of handweeding
– a saving of $556.hectare-1. Raspberry yield the first
year after establishment can increase by 41% and
31% compared to BG when plants are grown with PE
mulch and BDMs, respectively. Furthermore, in the
same year, net return is 246% higher when using PE
mulch relative to BG, while the net return when using BDM is 188% higher than BG. Given the study’s
assumptions, using PE mulch is more profitable than
using BDM, mainly due to the relative cost of the
BDM product. If yield when using BDM is higher than
BG yield by 40.46% (while holding all other variables
constant), the associated net return starts to surpass the PE mulch scenario. In addition, the potential plastic reduction from using BDMs has environmental benefits that are not included in the partial
budget analysis. Overall, both PE mulch and BDMs
can increase on-farm efficiencies and profitability of
raspberry established using TC plants compared to
BG. The relative economic feasibility of using either
type of mulches will depend on a variety of factors,
such as gross return, cost of the mulch product, and
labor costs.

The Health and Wellbeing Benefits of
Plants (poster)

Melinda Knuth*, Texas A&M University and Charles Hall, Texas
A&M University

Abstract: This poster provides a review of the substantial body of peer-reviewed research that has
been conducted regarding the economic, environmental, and health and well-being benefits of green
industry products and services. This poster should
be strategically incorporated into both industry-wide
and firm-specific marketing messages that highlight
these quality of life dimensions in order to enhance
the perceived value and relevance of green industry
products for gardening and landscaping consumers
in the future. By doing so, the end consumer would
see the inherent ways in which plants improve the
quality of their lives and begin perceiving plants to
be a necessity in their lives rather than a mere luxury
they could cast aside.
11:45 AM – 12:30 PM

Ornamentals/Landscape and Turf 2
(Poster)
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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Moderator: Mary Meyer, University of Minnesota

Top Performing Wildflowers for Attracting
Pollinators and Beneficial Insects (poster)
Bodie Pennisi*, University of Georgia and Jason Schmidt, University of Georgia

Abstract: Pollinator decline is a concern of increasing importance. Native wildflowers can provide floral
provisioning (e.g. pollen and nectar) for pollinators
and other beneficial insects. Native wildflowers are
reputed to attract higher number of insects and a
richer variety of insects compared to non-native
plants. However, systematic research on numerous
native plant species is lacking. The suitability of each
native species for a particular locations and microclimate also needs to be investigated before recommendations to the public. We established replicated
trials at two locations: Griffin (USDA Zone 8a) and Tifton, GA (USDA Zone 8b) and evaluated horticultural
performance and attractiveness of 40 Southeastern
native herbaceous annual and perennial species.
Top five annual species which exhibited excellent
establishment, good to excellent blooming, extended
bloom, and high attractiveness to pollinators were: Gaillardia pulchella Indian blanketflower, Helenium amarum dwarf helenium, Monarda citriodora lemon mint,
Rudbeckia hirta black-eyed susan, and Salvia coccinea
scarlet sage. Top ten perennial species which exhibited good establishment, good to excellent blooming,
extended bloom, and high attractiveness to pollinators
were: Arnoglossum atriplicifolia pale Indian plantain,
Asclepias tuberosa butterfly milkweed, Eupatorium
perfoliatum common boneset, Helenium autumnale
fall sneezeweed, Pycnanthemum pilosum hairy mountain mint, Pycnanthemum tenuifolium narrow-leaf
mountain mint, Rudbeckia laciniata cutleaf rudbeckia, Symphyotrichum ericoides heath aster, Symphyotrichum lateriflorum calico aster, and Symphyotrichum
pilosum frost aster. Best blooming species attracted
both pollinators and common predaceous biological
control species. Considerable variation in plant species performance and communities of beneficial arthropods were observed between site and year. High
arthropod abundance and diversity was correlated
with strong blooming performance. We found that
overall arthropod diversity was significantly higher in
wildflower plots compared to control (wooded area.)
The site specific patterns in arthropods observed are
likely the result of the surrounding landscape (agricultural in Tifton vs. flowering ornamental garden in
Griffin). We observed higher numbers of predators
and natural enemies in Tifton, while higher number
of pollinators were recorded in Griffin. Results from
this research have enabled us to formulate specific
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region-within-the-state guidelines for species selection to optimize garden performance and promote
insect health.

Miscanthus Seed Shows Long-Term Viability (poster)
Mary Meyer*, University of Minnesota; Cydnee Van Zeeland,
University of Minnesota and Katherine Brewer, University of
Minnesota St Paul

Abstract: Miscanthus sinensis, Japanese or Chinese
silvergrass, eulaila, or miscanthus, is native to East
Asia and has been grown as an ornamental in the
United States for over 100 years. Miscanthus sinensis
is on invasive species lists for many states and is regulated for sale in New York. It is often found along
roadsides in Middle Atlantic states and Long Island,
New York. We investigated seed harvested in 2002
from several locations in North Carolina where Miscanthus sinensis had naturalized. In 2002 and 2003,
the seed was cleaned from the inflorescences and
stored in a seed storage vault (40 C). Germination in
2003 showed variation between 53-95% for 18 genotypes. 2019-2020 germination trials using seed from
the same genotypes resulted in much lower, but still
detectable germination of 1-20%. Results from this
study show that seed viability may be a long-term
problem in locations where Miscanthus sinensis has
naturalized.

outdated information, be difficult to obtain, or not
cater to the specific conditions of a given planting
site. To help resolves these issues some states, like
Minnesota, publish their planting manuals online for
all to use. The state of Michigan is now looking into
creating a searchable online database for use across
the state.
In the summer of 2018, the Michigan Department
of Transportation (MDOT) teamed up with Michigan
State University to evaluate the survival and growth
of a variety of shrub and perennial species along
I-696 near Detroit. Plants for these evaluations were
selected based on their maintenance needs, crown
coverage, and aesthetics. The selected species were
then planted into replicated test plots that were
constructed to MDOT’s planting specification of 10
cm top-dress of municipal compost overlain with 8
cm of mulch. During the growing season of 2019,
these shrubs and perennials were evaluated based
on overall survival, growth, crown cover, moisture
stress, and photosynthetic activity. After the first
growing season, successful shrubs included Cephalanthus occidentalis ‘SMCOSS’, Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Seward’, Physocarpus opulifolius ‘SMPOTW’, Cotoneaster dammeri ‘Coral Beauty’ and Diervilla rivularis
‘SMNDRSF’. Successful perennials included Nepeta
‘Six Hills Giant’, Panicum virgatum ‘Rostrahlbush’,
Hemerocallis ‘Happy Returns’, and Deschampsia cespitosa ‘Goldstaub’. These results were reported back
to MDOT for inclusion in a new planting manual or
searchable database.

Creating a Roadside Planting Manual:
Selecting Shrubs, Perennials, and Grasses
for Challenging Sites (poster)

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Michigan Department
of Transportation, Michigan Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development, Michigan State University
Project GREEEN

Abstract: Shrub and perennial plantings along urban roadsides can have benefits such as increased
driver awareness, improved pollinator habitat, and
reduced erosion. For most transportation departments the roadside plant of choice is turfgrass which
requires regular mowing throughout the growing
season. When appropriately selected, shrubs and
perennials can have good survival rates on roadsides
while only needing minimal maintenance that occurs
once a year. For shrubs or perennials to do well on
roadsides, they must be tolerant of a variety of urban
conditions such as compacted soils, heat, drought
and pollution. Depending on the planting site, there
may be more specific conditions that plants need
to tolerate in order to survive. Plants for roadside
projects are often selected from lists made by the
departments of transportation, which may contain

Effects of Reduced R:FR Ratio on Turfgrass
Seedling Growth (poster)

Madeleine Dubelko*, Michigan State University; Robert Schutzki, Michigan State University and Bert Cregg, Michigan State
University

Alyssa Counce*, Oklahoma State University; Charles Fontanier,
Oklahoma State University and Bruce Dunn, Oklahoma State
University

Abstract: The growth and performance of cool-season turfgrasses decline under shade due to reduced photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD)
and changes in light quality indices such as the red
to far red ratio (R:FR). Warm-season turfgrasses can
be highly sensitive to reductions in PPFD, but less is
known about their response to changes in R:FR. A
greenhouse project was conducted to investigate the
morphological response of ‘Rio’ bermudagrass (Cynodon dactylon) and ‘Palmer’s Pride’ perennial ryegrass
(Lolium perenne) seedlings to four shade treatments
under non-mown conditions. Grasses were planted
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as a single seed within 2.5cm cone-tainers filled with
soilless media. After seedling emergence, shade was
applied using a blue polyester gel filter, 40% black
poly-woven fabric, or a combination thereof to create reduced R:FR, reduced PPFD, and reduced R:FR
plus reduced PPFD conditions. Data collected included chlorophyll content, progressive canopy height,
leaf angle, leaf area, specific leaf area, tiller count,
and above-ground and below-ground dry mass. The
combination treatment was most detrimental to
both grasses, with reduced tillering and leaf count.
Bermudagrass exhibited a reduction in canopy
height for the reduced PPFD and combination treatments, while ryegrass exhibited an increase in canopy height for the reduced PPFD and combination
treatments. Bermudagrass morphology was largely
unaffected by the reduced R:FR treatment suggesting warm-season turfgrasses are less responsive to
changes in light quality.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USGA

Photosynthetic Response of Warm-Season
Grasses Under Reduced Light Conditions
(poster)
Anmol Kajla*, Oklahoma State University; Charles Fontanier,
Oklahoma State University; Lu Zhang, University of California,
Davis and Yanqi Wu, Oklahoma State University

Abstract: Shade alters the growth and development
of turfgrasses, ultimately affecting the turf quality
and playability of athletic fields and golf courses.
Species and cultivars within species have shown variability for relative shade tolerance in both field and
controlled environment studies, but little is known
about the mechanisms which convey tolerance.
The objective of this study was to quantify the light
compensation points of selected warm-season turfgrasses varying in shade tolerance during prior field
trials. A greenhouse study was conducted on three
genotypes each of St. Augustinegrass (Stenotaphrum
secundatum) and hybrid bermudagrass (Cynodon
dactylon × C. transvaalensis). Grasses were established as plugs in 5cm (bermudagrass) or 10cm (St.
Augustinegrass) grow tubes constructed from 20cm
long PVC pipe. After acclimating to the greenhouse
for four weeks, grasses were exposed to either supplemental light or shaded using a black poly-woven
fabric to reduce photosynthetic photon flux by 60 or
90% of ambient conditions for bermudagrass and
St. Augustinegrass, respectively. Dark respiration
rate, light compensation point, quantum efficiency,
and maximum photosynthetic rate were measured
at 0, 4, and 8 weeks after treatment. Clipping yield
and green coverage were measured weekly, and
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dry mass of roots and aerial shoots was assessed
at the end of 8 weeks. The canopy density declined
under shade treatments resulting in decreasing canopy net assimilation rates as the study progressed.
This varied with the relative shade tolerance of the
genotype. Other differences in photosynthetic parameters were detectable among genotypes within
species, although these differences were not always
consistent across sampling points or parameter.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA SCRI Grant No.
2019‐01266

Multispecies Lawns: An Alternative Strategy for Water Conservation and Ecological
Enhancement (poster)
Brooke L. Moffis*, University of Florida; Basil Iannone, University
of Florida; Wendy Wilber, University of Florida/IFAS; Adam Dale,
; J. Bryan Unruh, University of Florida; Julia Rycyna, University of
Florida and Sandra B. Wilson, University of Florida

Abstract: Turfgrass is the most common plant type
in residential developments with over 5 million acres
of residential turf in Florida. While providing valuable
aesthetic and recreation benefits, the maintenance
of typical Florida turfgrass lawns includes regular irrigation and fertilization. Increasing plant diversity in
lawns with flowering species may help reduce water
usage, increase drought tolerance, and enhance ecosystem services such as pest regulation, pollination,
and arthropod biodiversity. The overall goal of this
project was to develop multispecies lawns consisting
of mixtures of turfgrasses, legumes, and forbs and
determine their aesthetics and functional value compared to bahiagrass, a turfgrass species well-suited
to Florida. In March 2020, 18 2x2 m plots were installed at the Discovery Gardens in Lake County, FL.
Each plot was randomly assigned one of three planting levels: bahiagrass monoculture, bahiagrass-native forb mixture, or native forbs alone. Once plots
established, irrigation events occurred only for survival: twice within a seven-month period. Arthropods
were monitored and identified using sticky and pitfall traps. Every 3 months, flowers were counted,
percent plant coverage of plots was estimated, and
pollinator visitation by butterfly/moth, bee, fly and
wasp groups was recorded. Master Gardener Volunteers served as citizen scientists by aiding in the
planting and maintenance of plots, setting of traps,
and collecting of data. Finally, a 15- question survey
was administered to a range of industry professionals to determine how important sustainable landscaping is to them and how likely they are to adopt
any of the plots into their home landscapes. After
survey completion, respondents received education
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concerning the research plots and the importance
of urban landscapes to biodiversity. Results suggest
increased pollinator visits and diversity in forb only
plots and 10% greater coverage of green plant material in plots containing forbs compared to turf only
plots. No difference in ground-dwelling arthropod
abundance or taxonomic richness was found. In a
preliminary perception survey, respondents reported that attracting pollinators and reducing inputs
(water, fertilizer, and pesticides) were very important
and 11% were likely to use a mixed species ground
cover as a lawn alternative in their backyard. An informal follow-up survey suggests that after receiving
education, participants may be more receptive to
blended species lawns. Through an integration of research and extension we found benefits of multi-species lawns and engaged citizen scientists. Long term
data and more extensive studies, including public
perception, are warranted to explore multi-species
lawns as a sustainable option for future landscapes.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: UF/IFAS Center for Landscape Conservation & Ecology

Assessment of Chlorophyll Content and
Color of Warm Season Turfgrasses (poster)
James N. McCrimmon, Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College;
Chris J. Termunde*, Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College and
Justin L. Exum, Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College

Abstract: Turfgrass color is a component of turfgrass
quality and evaluation of the spectral composition
of light. It is the first component that an individual
notices in turf whether they are looking at a home
lawn or a golf green. Chlorophyll production is vital
for green color and the measurement of chlorophyll
is representative of the greenness of turf leaves. The
objective of this study was to use several new instruments to assess and measure the chlorophyll content and color of bermudagrass cultivars. The ABAC
turf plots included the following bermudagrass
cultivars that were utilized: Celebration, Discovery,
Patriot, TifGrand, TifTuf, and Tifway. Three nitrogen rates (454 grams, 227 grams, 114 grams) were
applied twice monthly to provide the total amount
for each month. Three mowing heights (2.54 centimeters, 1.91 centimeters, 1.27 centimeters) were
carried out perpendicular to the nitrogen applications. Plots were mowed one to two times per week
and clippings were removed at each mowing. Each
month, all plots received 454 grams of potassium,
calcium, and magnesium. Four chlorophyll content
instruments (FieldScout CM 1000 Chlorophyll Meter;
Trimble GreenSeeker Handheld Sensor; FieldScout
GreenIndex + Turf App and FieldScout GreenIndex

Turf Board Field Scout; and FieldScout TCM500 Turf
Color Meter) along with visual color ratings (1 to 9
scale: 1=little to no green; 5=average; 9=darkest
green) were taken to measure the chlorophyll content/color of the cultivars across all replications. The
same individual took the visual ratings each time.
Measurements were taken weekly or every two
weeks from March through November. The study
was a completely randomized block design with
three replications of each cultivar under the nitrogen and mowing height treatments. Data was analyzed with Excel and SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
All cultivars under the high nitrogen rate and under
all three mowing heights resulted in above average
to excellent color and chlorophyll content based on
data from all instruments. Generally, the 227 gram
nitrogen rate resulted in acceptable color at all treatment combinations. The lower nitrogen rate at the
two high mowing heights resulted in lower color
compared to the low mowing height. This indicated
that the low mowing height did not result in as much
regrowth after each mowing resulting in acceptable
color.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Gail Dillard Faculty
Enrichment Grant

Evaluation of 25 Nandina Domestica (Heavenly Bamboo) Cultivars for Invasive Potential in Florida (poster)

Julia Rycyna*, University of Florida; Sandra B. Wilson, University
of Florida; Zhanao Deng, University of Florida; Gary Knox, University of Florida and Basil Iannone, University of Florida

Abstract: As the fastest growing segment of U.S. agriculture, ornamental horticulture has been recognized as the main source of plant invasions worldwide. Much attention has surrounded the popular
ornamental, Nandina domestica (heavenly bamboo).
Native to forest understories of central China and Japan and west to India, and introduced to the United
States before 1804, heavenly bamboo has escaped
cultivation in nine states in the southeastern U.S., including Florida (ten counties).
The resident or wild type form of N. domestica and
twenty-five cultivars have been evaluated in various trial locations in Florida for at least two growing
seasons. Plant size and visual quality were recorded
every 3 months at each site. Flowering and fruiting
were monitored every month and resultant seeds
were subjected to viability tests. Final plant heights
and widths were used to designate dwarf, medium
and tall size categories. Results showed that visual
quality ratings varied widely among varieties and
sites. In northern Florida, ‘Royal Princess’, ‘Umpqua
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Chief’, ‘Gulf Stream’ and ‘Monfar’ Sienna Sunrise performed well throughout much of the study with average ratings between 3.0 and 4.9 (scale of 1 to 5). In
southern Florida, ‘Jaytee’ Harbour Belle, ‘Compacta’,
‘Monum’ Plum Passion, ‘AKA’ Blush Pink, ‘Firestorm’,
‘Harbour Dwarf; and ‘Gulfstream’ performed well
with average ratings between 3.0 and 5.0.
Of the 25 cultivars evaluated for 100 weeks or more,
‘Firepower’, ‘Firestorm’, ‘Firehouse’, ‘AKA’ Blush Pink,
‘Filamentosa’, ‘Moon Bay’, and ‘Seika’ Obsession did
not fruit. ‘Compacta’ and ‘Monum’ Plum Passion,
produced fruit comparable or greater than the wild
type. Compared to the wild type, 93 to 99% fruit reduction was observed for ‘Gulf Stream’, ‘Harbour
Dwarf’, ‘Jaytee’ Harbour Belle, ‘LowBoy’, ‘Monfar’ Sienna Sunrise, ‘Royal Princess’ and the twisted leaf
form. A 68 to 77% reduction in fruit was observed for
‘Umpqua Chief’, ‘Alba’ and ‘Moyers Red’. Seed viability ranged from 69-86% among fruiting cultivars with
5.5-31.8% germination in 60 days. Heavenly bamboo
seeds have a morphophysiological dormancy that
must be overcome prior to germination. About 47.577.5% of seeds were considered dormant following
germination tests. Nuclear DNA content of varieties
ranged from 3.92 to 4.31 pg/2C that was comparable
to the wild type (4.31 pg/2C) suggesting all cultivars
evaluated are diploids. Based on this research, the
UF IFAS Assessment has approved ‘Firepower’, ‘Gulf
Stream’, and ‘Harbour Dwarf’ for use in Florida. Additionally, ‘Firehouse’, ‘AKA’ Blush Pink, ‘Firestorm’ ‘Jaytee’ Harbour Belle, and ‘Monfar’ Sienna Sunrise merit
consideration for non-invasive status.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Specialty Crop Block
Grant Program and Florida Nursery, Growers and
Landscape Association

rata plants were recently generated by overexpressing a grapevine VvMybA1 gene. As VvMybA1 is a transcription factor, it could be possible that regenerated
plants may vary in leaf coloration or variegation. The
objective of this study was to establish a method for
regenerating purple-leaved F. lyrata and determine if
plants with different coloration or variegation could
be identified from regenerated populations. Leaf explants were produced from selected purple-leaved
transgenic plants and cultured on Murashige and
Skoog (MS) basal medium supplemented with different concentrations of 6-benzyladenine (BA) and
α-naphthalene acetic acid (NAA). Somatic embryos
were more effectively induced from leaf explants
cultured on MS medium supplemented with 8.88 μM
BA and 0.27 μM NAA. More than 30 embryos were induced per explant, and the embryos easily converted to plantlets. MS medium supplemented with 4.92
μM indolyl-3-butanoic acid (IBA) and activated carbon greatly improved the root development. Plantlets were transplanted into soilless substrate and
grown in a shaded greenhouse for morphological
evaluation of the regenerated plants derived from
initially different stock plants. At least seven types
of plants that differed from their stock plants were
identified. They have different degrees of coloration,
different patterns of variegation, and also different
sensitivities to light levels. Our results suggest that
genetic transformation of transcription factors, such
as VvMybA1 could be a novel way of producing different transgenic plants.

Comparison on Efficiency of Callus Induction from Various Explants of Wild American Ginseng (Panax quinquefolius) (poster)
Ying Gao*, MTSU and Baobao Qiang, MTSU

11:45 AM – 12:30 PM

Plant Biotechnology 2 (Poster)
Moderator: Ying Gao, MTSU

An Efficient Method for Regeneration of
Plants from Leaf-Explants of Transgenic
Ficus Lyrata and Selection of Novel Plants
from Regenerated Populations (poster)

Shufang Fan, Southwest Forestry University; Dawei Jian, Jingmen
Forestry Bureau; Jianjun Chen*, University of Florida, Mid-Florida
Research and Education Center and Longqing Chen, Southwest
Forestry University

Abstract: Ficus lyrata is a popular foliage plant
with unique violin- or guitar-shaped green leaves.
Through genetic transformation, purple-leaved F. lyI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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Abstract: Plant tissue culture technology provides an
alternative method for the production of bioactive
phytochemicals and an important strategy for the
conservation of endangered species. Wild American
ginseng is a valuable medicinal plant that possesses beneficial pharmacological properties and an endangered plant species found only in North America.
In this study, we compared the callus induction from
various explants, including leaf, petiole, stem, and
flower buds of mature wild American ginseng plants,
and the leaf, stem, and root of 2 to 3-month seedlings after seed germination. We investigated the
effect of different combinations and concentrations
of plant growth regulators (2, 4-D, NAA, 6-BA) on the
initiation of dedifferentiation and induction of callus
formation in these explants. The results showed significant difference among various explants in callus
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formation and callus growth. The overall ranking of
the potential of callus induction by various explants
was as follows: flower bud > stem > petiole > leaf.
The best medium for inducing callus formation and
callus growth from various mature and young explants were also identified.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Tennessee Department
of Agriculture Specialty Crop Block Grant

Regulation of Gibberellin By GA2ox Gene
in Petunia (poster)

Chien-Chih Chiu, Yuanpei University of Medical Technology and
Hsiang Chang*, Yuanpei University of Medical Technology

Abstract: In this study, the oxidative function of Arabidopsis thaliana AtGA2ox8 was genetically engineered
into Petunia x hybrid ‘Mitchell Diploid’ to alter GA
(Gibberellin) biosynthesis. The purpose is to reduce
the bioactive GA levels in plant to achieve dwarfism.
In traditional horticulture practice, many physical
or chemical methods are employed to control the
height of plant. They are always labor-consuming
with low efficiency. Spraying chemicals is one of the
fastest solution. However, this is not quite environmental friendly. In order to overcome this issue,
genetic engineering is an alternative option. GA belongs to plant hormone that can regulate the height
during plant growth and development. By transforming a GA oxidase gene to convert bioactive GA’s
into inactive forms or other structures in plants resulting in dwarf phenotype. In this project, petunias
(Mitchell Diploid; MD) were previously transformed
with coding region of AtGA2ox8 under the control of
CaMV 35S promoter. The At2GAox8 transgenic lines
were confirmed by PCR analysis. Three transgenic
lines with dwarf phenotype were selected and designated as D8, D12, D15, and the wild type MD as control. The plant heights from the lowest to the highest
were D8 (13.60±3.48 cm), D15 (27.55±3.82 cm), and
D12 (60.75±2.66 cm) after 22 weeks of planting. The
plant heights of D8 and D15 were significantly shorter than those of MD (64.20±3.48 cm). Branch numbers at 22 weeks of planting were 8.10±2.47 (D8) and
9.10±2.47 (D15) that were significantly different from
17.70±2.53 (MD). The growth of root systems were
not affected significantly among transgenic lines and
MD. Gene expression levels of At2GAox8 in roots,
stems, leaves and petals from transgenic plants D8,
D15, D12, and wild type MD were analyzed by RTPCR
assay. The results demonstrated that the At2GAox8
expression in D12 was less than the other transgenic plants in the aerial parts and petals of plant. Our
results confirmed that transgenic At2GAox8 gene can
oxidize GA’s in petunia to alter whole plant structure

and achieve dwarfism. The applications of AtGA2ox8
gene in ornamental plants are possible, and this
plant biotechnology not only can be further utilized
in horticulture to reduce the applications of chemicals but also adding the ornamental value for plants.

Stronger Is Not Better – a Minimal Promoter Drives More Efficient Replication of
a Plant RNA Virus (poster)
Emran Ali, University of Georgia; Allina Bennett*, University of
Georgia and Sumyya Waliullah, University of Georgia

Abstract: The 35S promoter with a duplicated enhancer (frequently referred to as 2X35S) is a strong
plant-specific promoter commonly used in generating transgenic plants to enable high level expression
of genes-of-interest. It is also used to drive the initiation of RNA virus replication from viral cDNA, with
the consensus understanding that high levels of viral
RNA production powered by 2X35S permit more efficient initiation of virus replication. Here we show that
the exact opposite is true. We found that, compared
to the minimal 35S promoter (mini35S), the 2X35S
promoter-driven initiation of Turnip crinkle virus (TCV)
infection was delayed by at least 48 hours. We first
compared three versions of 35S promoter, namely
2X35S, 1X35S (mini35S preceded by a non-duplicated enhancer), and mini35S, for their ability to power
the expression of a non-replicating green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene, and confirmed that 2X35S
and mini35S correlated with the highest and lowest
GFP expression, respectively. However, when inserted upstream of TCV cDNA, 2X35S-driven replication
was not detected until 72 hours post inoculation (72
hpi) in inoculated leaves. By contrast, mini35S-driven
replication was detected as earlier as 24 hpi. Similar delay was also observed in systemically infected
leaves (six versus four days post inoculation). Based
on these findings, we hypothesize that the stronger
2X35S promoter enables higher accumulation of a
TCV protein that becomes a repressor of TCV replication at higher cellular concentration. Extending from
these results, we propose that the mini35S promoter is likely a better choice for generating infectious
cDNA clones of plant viruses. These results are expected to accelerate plant virus research.
11:45 AM – 12:30 PM

Vegetable Crops Management 3
(Poster)
Moderator: Tian Gong, University of Florida
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Evaluation of Grafting for Enhancing Production of Heirloom Tomato in Hydroponic Culture (poster)
Shelby Henning*,

Abstract: Heirloom tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.)
cultivars enjoy great popularity at specialty markets
and often command a higher market price than commonly encountered hybrids. However, production of
heirloom tomatoes can be challenging as many cultivars exhibit poor fruit quality, reduced disease resistance, and inadequate shipping characteristics. Currently, grafting of heirloom tomatoes onto unique
rootstocks has emerged as a popular method for
overcoming production difficulties common to traditional field and high-tunnel settings. However,
the benefit grafting may confer hydroponically cultivated tomato, particularly heirlooms, has not been
well characterized. Under regulated environmental
conditions, hydroponic tomato production is characterized by high yields, increased fruit quality, and reduced disease incidence. Consequently, hydroponic
cultivation of heirlooms in controlled environments
may serve as a method to solve issues common to
field production. Additionally, grafting of heirlooms
may serve to further improve yields and fruit quality
of hydroponically grown tomato. The purpose of this
research was to evaluate the influence of grafting on
production of heirloom tomatoes grown under hydroponic conditions. The performance of three heirloom (‘Black Krim’, ‘Cherokee Purple’, ‘Green Zebra’)
tomato cultivars alone and grafted to six commonly available tomato rootstocks (‘Arnold’, ‘Estamino’,
‘Maxifort’, ‘DRO141TX’, ‘Submarine’, ‘Supernatural’),
were evaluated in a run-to-waste hydroponic system
under greenhouse conditions. Four modern hybrids
(‘Big Beef’, ‘Big Dena’, ‘Tasti-Lee’, ‘Trust’) were included for comparative purposes. Data collected included fruit yield, quality, anti-oxidant capacity, and Iycopene concentration. Our results suggest that use
of grafting rootstocks for increasing heirloom yields
in hydroponic culture is of mixed value. Further research is warranted to evaluate the benefits of grafting in hydroponic tomato production.

In-Row Spacing of Grafted Seedless Watermelon Impacts Yield and Fruit Quality
(poster)

Zheng Wang*, University of California Cooperative Extension and
Hande Saganak, Ratto Bros Inc.

Abstract: As with other graftable vegetable commodities, watermelon grafting has its merits, but the
increased cost and additional needs of field management remain the major obstacles of widespread
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adoption. Reducing the cost while maintaining crop
yield and fruit quality is key to keep grafting as an attractive practice. In 2019, a research project was implemented to evaluate the impact of reduced plant
population (different in-row spacing) on grafted watermelon yield and fruit quality. The trial was conducted on a commercial watermelon field in Turlock,
California. Two seedless commercial scions ‘7187’
and ‘Fascination’ were grafted onto four different
rootstocks ‘RS841’, ‘Flexifort’, ‘UG29A’, and ‘XSQ9901’.
Non-grafted scions were used as the study controls.
The grafting work was done by Tri-Hishtil. After grafting, all transplants were introduced into the field at
different in-row spacing (0.93, 1.23, and 1.83 m per
plant) on April 24, 2019. The corresponding plant
population is 5120, 3840, and 2560 plants per hectare. The pollinizer ‘Wild Card Plus’ was placed after
every three triploid plants, making a 3:1 ratio. The
entire set of treatments were replicated four times.
Each row is 9.3 m long containing 10, 7, and 5 plants
for the three population treatments. The field was
harvested five times on July 24, August 7 and 23, September 11, and October 2, respectively. Fruit yield,
total number of fruit, °Brix, hollow heart rating, flesh
firmness, and fruit size were measured and compared among treatments. Overall, the fruit quality
is more affected by grafting than plant productivity.
Rootstocks affected yield and fruit quality differently
even when grafting onto the same scion. Some rootstock-scion combinations performed better than
others under reduced population, indicating the
potential of growing these varieties in a lower population while maintaining comparable productivity
and fruit quality and thereby reducing the cost. We
did see the rootstock-scion incompatibility showing
that yield or fruit quality declined after grafting compared to the non-grafted scion control. Securing the
right combinations for more consistent performance
while simultaneously screening other combinations
are important to enrich the grower’s toolbox and
make grafting as an incentive approach for solving
various agricultural challenges. In 2020, this study
will be repeated and include additional rootstock-scion combinations. The up-to-date results will be provided during the conference.

In-Service Training for Biodegradable Plastic Mulch (poster)
Srijana Shrestha*, Washington State University; Lisa DeVetter,
Washington State University Northwestern Washington Research
and Extension Center; Huan Zhang, Washington state university;
Shuresh Ghimire, University of Connecticut and Carol Miles,
Washington State University, NWREC

Abstract: Plasticulture has led to increased crop qual-
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ity and yield, early harvest, and water conservation
accompanied by economic gains. In 2016, global use
of polyethylene (PE) mulch was 4 million MT and the
use in North America was 115,000 MT with demand
expected to increase annually by up to 4.5% between
2017-2022. PE mulch, however, creates environmental concerns as most of it is disposed of in landfills,
stockpiled, or burned on farms. Biodegradable plastic mulch (BDM) is an alternative to PE mulch since
it provides comparable horticultural benefits to PE
and can be tilled into the soil after use thereby eliminating waste and disposal challenges. Researchers
have found that the primary barriers to BDM adoption are insufficient knowledge about BDMs, high
purchase cost, and unpredictable breakdown. We
have developed an in-service training program to fill
information gaps and prepare extension personnel
and other agricultural professionals to respond to
growers’ questions about BDMs. We reviewed research and extension publications from USDA-SCRI
and State Specialty Crop Block Grant BDM projects,
and transcribed key information into new extension
publications and handouts. We conducted a half-day
“Train-the-Trainers” workshop in Watsonville, California to share our training program with 28 participants representing industries (6), growers (6), educators (4), organizations (8), and government agencies
(4). The training included: (1) BDM impact on crop
yield and quality; (2) feedstocks used to make BDM,
and their role in determining BDM biodegradability; (3) the use of GMOs in the fermentation process
used to produce bio-based polymers; (4) impact of
soil microorganisms and environmental conditions
on the rate of BDM biodegradation; (5) pathways of
BDM biodegradation; (6) method of soil sampling for
mulch fragments; (7) economics of BDM use; and (8)
how to distinguish a BDM from a non-biodegradable
product (e.g., oxo- and photodegradable plastic).
Participants rated (1=lowest, 5=highest) their level
of knowledge before and after the workshop, and
overall knowledge level of BDM increased by 41%.
After the workshop, participants had the lowest level
of knowledge on impact of BDM on crop yield (3.38),
and the greatest level of knowledge on BDM in organic production (4.26). The greatest percentage
change in knowledge was observed for BDM use in
organic production (60%; 1.26 before, 4.26 after) and
the least for limitations to PE mulch disposal (19%;
3.26 before, 4.19 after). The BDM training curriculum
includes slide presentations, video recordings and
presenter notes, and is available at https://smallfruits.
wsu.edu/plastic-mulches-in-small-fruit-production-systems/.
Keywords: Plasticulture, BDM, Training Curriculum
Specified Source(s) of Funding: WSARE

Proof of Concept for Growing Lettuce and
Carrot in a Biobased Mulch System (poster)
Mauro Brasil Dias Tofanelli, Universidade Federal do Parana;
Ignatius Kadoma, 3M and Sam E. Wortman*, University of
Nebraska - Lincoln

Abstract: Biobased mulch (biomulch) is a promising
non-chemical option for weed management, but
is not typically used for high-density plantings of
vegetables like lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) and carrot
(Daucus carota L. subsp. sativus). However, it may
be possible for crop roots to grow through a permeable biomulch membrane. Our objective was to
demonstrate the potential for lettuce and carrot to
germinate on and grow through biomulch, and assess changes in crop growth and yield. Biomulches
included a 100% polylactic acid biofabric (PLA) and a
PLA (37%) + soybean meal (63%) biofabric (PLA+SOY).
Seeds were placed directly on biomulch and topdressed with soil-mix or compost. Crop roots grew
through the biomulch (despite visible constriction
in carrot), and total yields were either the same or
greater than those in the no-mulch control. PLA+SOY
increased lettuce yield by 72% and also degraded
faster than the PLA mulch. Results hold promise
for improving weed control and reducing labor in
high-density vegetable plantings.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA AMS Specialty
Crop Block Grant Program

Late Transplanting Negates the Benefits
of Grafting in Improving Grape Tomato
Yield Components in a High Tunnel Organic Production System (poster)
Tian Gong*, University of Florida; Xuelian Zhang, South China
Agricultural University; Xin Zhao, University of Florida; Jeffrey
Brecht, University of Florida and Zachary E. Black, University of
Florida

Abstract: Tomato grafting is increasing in popularity, one reason being that it increases scion vigor
and has the potential to extend the plant’s life cycle, thus increasing fruit yield. Adoption of grafting
is growing among local tomato producers in Florida,
especially in high tunnel and organic production systems. In this experiment conducted under high tunnel organic production at Citra, FL, two transplanting
dates (early transplanting: 31 Jan.; late transplanting:
9 Mar.) and three tomato rootstock-scion combinations were tested using a split-plot design with 4
replications. The grape tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L. var. cerasiforme) scions included ‘BHN 1022’
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(determinate) and ‘Sweet Hearts’ (indeterminate)
and the rootstocks were ‘Estamino’, ‘Multifort’, and
‘DRO141TX’. The rootstock ‘DRO141TX’ was considered to be “vegetative” and ‘Estamino’ was considered to be “generative” while ‘Multifort’ was not
characterized. We hypothesized that ‘vegetative’ and
‘generative’ rootstocks would have different effects
on tomato yield, and transplanting time would interact with grafting to affect yield components. The first
harvest was 12 d earlier for the early transplanting
compared with late transplanting when calculated
from transplanting date, and the harvest window
was 38 d longer for early transplanting than for late
transplanting. There were rootstock × scion × transplanting date interactions for some yield components. For early transplanting, rootstocks increased
marketable fruit number and yield and total fruit
yield irrespective of rootstock used. Total fruit number per plant of grafted plants trended higher than
non- and self-grafted plants. The increase in marketable yield of grafted tomatoes was due to both
increased marketable fruit number and greater average marketable fruit weight. But in late transplanting, all treatments were similar for marketable fruit
number, marketable yield, total fruit number, and total yield. Average marketable fruit weight was higher
when the scions were grafted onto ‘DRO141TX’ than
onto ‘Estamino’ and for non-grafted plants. In early transplanting, the ‘vegetative’ rootstock tended
to result in higher yield at peak harvests than that
of non-grafted plants for both the determinate and
indeterminate tomato scions, while the ‘generative’
rootstock had a longer peak harvest period for the
determinate scion and tended to postpone peak
harvest by 1 week for the indeterminate scion. ‘Multifort’ behaved more like a ‘vegetative’ rootstock for
both determinate and indeterminate scions in early
transplanting. Our results stress the importance of
rootstock × scion × environment interactions in evaluating ‘vegetative’ and ‘generative’ rootstock effects
on tomato scion yield performance.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI

Current Use, Successes, and Pitfalls
Among Specialty Crop Producers Using
High Tunnels in Mississippi (poster)

Christine H. Coker*, Mississippi State University Coastal Research
and Extension Center

Abstract: Mississippi has approximately 300 specialty
crop producers that have received funding through
the Natural Resources Conservation Service costshare program for season-extension high tunnels.
There is limited information concerning the produc-
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tion success of the program participants. Data were
collected via survey from program participants to
determine what specialty crops are being produced
in high tunnels, how long the tunnels were utilized
after construction, and successes as well as real
and perceived barriers to success of specialty crop
production in high tunnels. The response rate of
program participants was 15.67%. Responses were
obtained from 26 of Mississippi’s 82 counties. Most
respondents were white males between the ages of
55 and 73. Thirty percent of respondents were new
high tunnel users having only used a high tunnel for
one season. Irrigation was identified as the topic for
which producers needed the most information, followed closely by construction and site selection. Using this information, a training program will be developed and implemented to serve high tunnel growers
in Mississippi.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Mississippi Department
of Agriculture and Commerce Specialty Crop Block
Grant

Root Growth Responses of Sweet Corn to
Water Deficit and Biochar Amendment
(poster)
Manpreet Singh*, Texas Tech University; Sukhbir Singh, Texas
Tech University; Ved Parkash, Texas Tech University and Sanjit
Deb, Texas Tech University

Abstract: Water scarcity associated with high groundwater extraction for agricultural use has increased
the need for investigation and implementation of
drought adaptive strategies. The ability of plants
to undergo root adjustments to enhance water extraction abilities is considered a key mechanism to
counter drought stress. In 2019, an open field experiment evaluated the effect of two types of biochar
(hardwood and softwood) and three deficit irrigation
(DI) levels [100% ETc (crop evapotranspiration), 70%
ETc and 40% ETc] on root distribution, yield and water use efficiency (WUE) of sweet corn, at Quaker Research Farm of Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX.
All the experimental units were replicated four times
in a split-plot design with irrigation as main-plot and
biochar as a sub-plot factor. Root analysis was done
at the end of the growing season using the soil core
method at 6 soil depths from 0 to 60 cm. The root
length density (RLD), root surface area (RSA) were
the highest in 70% ETc followed by 100% ETc and 40%
ETc. Biochar amendment, especially hardwood biochar increased RLD, but the differences in RSA were
non-significant among biochar treatments. The 70%
ETc treatment enhanced root growth at all soil depths.
The lowest DI level (40% ETc) had the lowest over-
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all RLD, but it promoted root growth in the deeper
soil layers. The two biochar amendments enhanced
RLD in the upper soil layer where incorporation was
done. Both DI levels (70% ETc and 40% ETc) enhanced
root fineness. The ear yield declined significantly under 40% ETc, but the moderate DI (70% ETc) produced
a statistically similar yield as 100% ETc and improved
WUE. Both biochar treatments improved ear yield,
but the differences were non-significant. These results indicate that sweet corn plants can adjust to
moderate level of water deficits without any significant reduction in yield. Also, biochar application can
potentially improve root growth and yield. However,
multi-year trials would be necessary to draw stronger conclusions and investigate the long term impact
of biochar amendments.

In general, squash plants that were covered did not
set fruit until after covers were removed. However,
at the time of the initial harvest covered plants set
some abnormal fruits with no apparent pollinator
insect presence. Squash that was covered for up to
five weeks after flowering produced yields comparable to those of earlier removal timings. Squash vine
borer damage was found in all treatments except for
the non-covered and the five weeks after flowering
removal timing. These results show that squash fruit
production and vine borer incidence can be influenced by the timing of cover removal.

Row Cover Removal Timing Influences
Squash Vine Borer Incidence (poster)

Winter Cover Crops Mixes Impacts on
Yield, and Crop Nitrogen Status in No-till
Watermelon Systems (poster)

Jim Shrefler*, ; Eric Rebek, Oklahoma State University; Tracey
Payton Miller, Langston University; Lynda Carrier, Oklahoma
State University; Micah Anderson, Langston University and Lynn
Brandenberger,

Abstract: Summer Squash (Cucurbita pepo) is a popular home garden, local market and commercial vegetable crop in Oklahoma that may be found growing
from late March until late fall. Insect pests including
squash bug, vine borer, aphid and cucumber beetle
represent major impediments to squash productivity and their control using insecticides, while technically possible, can be complicated and impractical in
some situations. Consequently, summer squash supplies typically fluctuate over time during the growing
season as growers make new plantings and pest outbreaks attack growing crops. Trials are underway to
assess the potential for covering squash with fabrics
as a means of excluding insect pests and managing
crop access by pollinator insects. Here we report on
one such trial in which the squash vine borer was the
primary insect pest to attack the crop.
Research was conducted in 2019 at Bixby, OK using
yellow straight neck squash “Lioness” that was direct
seeded at 6 plants per 15 feet long plot. Emerged
plants were checked for insect presence (none found)
and covered with a DeWitt 0.5 oz. crop protection
fabric that was supported by metal hoops above the
crop. Treatments consisted of 4 cover removal timings that were made weekly beginning at two weeks
following the time when 50% of plants had female
flowers. There was also an uncovered treatment that
received an insecticide applcation when insect pests
were observed. Squash fruits were harvested and
counted for all treatments.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Oklahoma Department
of Agric.Food and Forestry; So. Region SARE Producer
Grants Program

Amanda McWhirt*, North Carolina State University and Alden
Hotz, Vegetable Research Station, University of Arkansas

Abstract: Grass cover crops in no-till systems have
been demonstrated to help with weed control, however these systems can be nitrogen limited due to the
high carbon content of grasses. Cover crop mixes of
grasses and legumes may provide similar weed control and some amount of nitrogen to support good
watermelon yields. A trial conducted at the Univeristy
of Arkansas Vegetable Research station in Alma, Arkansas evaluated 11 different cover crop treatments
for impacts on watermelon yield, fruit quality and nitrogen status in a no-till production systems during
the 2019 and 2020 season. Cover crop treatments included black oats (112.09 kg ha-1), cereal rye (112.09
kg ha-1), winter wheat (100.88 kg ha-1), Austrian pea
(56.04 kg ha-1), black oats (56.04 kg ha-1) + Austrian
pea (39.23 kg ha-1), cereal rye (56.04 kg ha-1) + Austrian pea (39.23 kg ha-1), winter wheat (50.44 kg ha-1)
+ Austrian Pea (39.23 kg ha-1), crimson clover (13.45
kg ha-1), black oats (56.04 kg ha-1) + crimson clover
(8.97 kg ha-1), black oats (39.23 kg ha-1) + Austrian
pea (28.02 kg ha-1) + mustard (3.36 kg ha-1), mustard
(5.60 kg ha-1) and control plot treated with s-metolachlor (1.17 liter ha-1). Cover crops were planted in
a complete randomized block design with five reps
with each plot measuring 9.14 m by 3.66 m. Cover
crop biomass and nutrient samples were taken prior
to roller crimping in early April and transplanting of
‘Jubilee’ plugs in late April. Petiole NO3 sap (ppm) was
taken three times in growing season to assess cover
crop impacts on crop nitrogen status. Watermelons
were harvested and assessed for total weight (kg) of
marketable watermelons by plot. Estimated nitrogen
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inputs from cover crop biomass were the highest numerically in legume plots followed by mixes of grasses and legumes. Shifts in maturation timing from the
cover crops was observed, with legume plots being
harvested about 1 week earlier in 2019.
11:45 AM – 12:30 PM

Viticulture and Small Fruits 2 (Poster)
Moderator: Sarah A. Mills, West Virginia University

Soil Phosphorus Content Determines
Grapevine Glyphosate Uptake and Accumulation in Wine (poster)

Manuel Garcia-Jaramillo, USDA ARS FSCRU; Kurt A. Spokas,
USDA-ARS, Soil & Water Management Research Unit; Alexander
D. Levin*, ; James Osborne, Oregon State University; Veronica
Acosta-Martinez, 5USDA-ARS, Wind Erosion & Water Conservation
Unit and Kristin M. Trippe, USDA-ARS Forage Seed and Cereal
Research Unit

Abstract: In response to increasing concerns over
climate change, soil health, and wine quality, grape
growers are seeking new methods to minimize their
environmental footprint. Biochar amendments may
provide innovative solutions that address these
needs. Furthermore, biochar may decrease the concentration of pesticides in wine. To explore the potential of biochar-based amendments in sustainable
grapevine production, we established vineyard trials
in the Fall of 2018. We chose two sites (Willamette
Valley (WV) and Rogue Valley (RV)) with distinct soil
types and climates but planted with the same grapevine scion/rootstock combination (Pinot noir/10114). Four treatments were applied under existing
vines at each location: (T1) no biochar/no tillage;
(T2) no biochar + tillage; (T3) 8 tons/acre biochar +
tillage; (T4) 16 tons/acre biochar + tillage. In 2019, a
suite of soil health, plant, and crop variables were
measured; and wines were produced after harvest.
Biochar incorporation into soils did not significantly
affect vine physiology or crop yield but had a detrimental impact on soil enzymatic activity as a measure of soil health. Furthermore, biochar did not
improve wine quality based on the measured parameters. A 14C-glyphosate batch incubation experiment showed that the WV soil had higher glyphosate
adsorption capacity when compared to RV soil. That
difference was negatively correlated to soil phosphorus (P) content, which competes with glyphosate for
active sorption sites. Glyphosate concentration in RV
wines (3.8 ppb) was four times higher compared to
WV wines (1 ppb), which was proportional to the difference in P content between sites. Results from our
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first-year field studies showed that soil properties
and not biochar, may determine the concentration
of glyphosate in wine. The influence of biochar on
soil health, crop, and wine parameters will be measured again in the Fall of 2020.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA 2018-6701228080; USDA-ARS 2072-12620-001-00-D

Characterization of Commercial Grapevine Rootstock Stomatal Response Under
Water Stress (poster)
Jean Dodson Peterson*, California Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo and Nathaniel Palmer, California Polytechnic
State University, San Luis Obispo

Abstract: Grapevines (Vitis vinifera L.) are vascular
plants that respond to decreasing water availability
by closing stomatal apertures. Decreasing stomatal
conductance serves to prevent plant water status
from reaching unrecoverable levels. This stomatal
response serves to restrict water losses via the processes of gas exchange and transpiration. Isohydric
grape cultivars tend to rapidly close stomata when
soil water potential decreases or when there is an
increase in atmospheric demand. Conversely, anisohydric cultivars tend to tolerate greater levels of water stress and higher atmospheric demands before
closing stomata. Anisohydric behavior results in falling leaf water potential and increased levels of vine
stress during drought conditions. Although winegrape cultivars are known to exhibit both spectrums
of hydraulic behaviors, little research has been done
on stomatal responsiveness as a function of rootstock (Vitis spp.) selection. This study investigated
the hydraulic response of five commercial grapevine
rootstocks (101-14 Mgt, 1103P, 110R, 420A, 5C), of
varying parentage crosses, to water stress. Hydraulic responses were evaluated using gas exchange
parameters and vine water potential. Gas exchange
parameters, stomatal conductance (gs) and photosynthetic rate (net CO2 assimilation, An) of rootstock
leaves were measured with an infrared gas analyzer. Leaf water potential (Ψleaf) was measured with a
pressure chamber to determine the degree of vine
water stress. The relationship between gs and Ψleaf
were compared by rootstock. While rootstocks were
not significantly different (p>0.05), rootstocks were
correlated with varying degrees of gs under water
stress. 101-14 Mgt was correlated with limited gs
(p=0.13) whereas 1103P was correlated with comparatively much higher gs (p=0.20) as Ψleaf decreased,
suggesting isohydric and anisohydric behaviors respectively. Photosynthetic rates (An) were directly
related to gs (p<0.0001). Future work will focus on
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categorizing the spectrum of commercial rootstock
hydraulic behavior and evaluating the influence of
rootstock selection on grafted vines.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: California State University Agriculture Research Institute Project 58904 and
the Baker Koob Endowment Project 0009

Effect of Planting Density on Yield and
Fruit Quality of Newly Introduced Pierce’s
Disease Resistant Vitis Vinifera Hybrid
Grape in Alabama (poster)
Elina Coneva*, Auburn University

Abstract: Pierce’s Disease (PD) is a serious threat
to the cultivation of grapes in the United States,
especially in the warmer southern regions. Recently the UC Davis grape breeding program has
developed new selections with resistance to PD
that are expected to produce high quality yield
in regions with PD pressure where the Vitis vinifera production was previously not a viable option.
An experimental research vineyard was established
at the Chilton Research and Extension Center,
Alabama to assess the performance of PD resistant 94 % Vitis vinifera grapevine ‘502-20’ planted
at three densities. The experimental design is a
RCBD with seven replications and four single vines
per replication. Grapes are planted at a density of 454, 519 and 605 vine /acre and trained to a
Watson system. During 2019 season the vines
were allowed to produce their first full commercial
crop. Data were collected to determine dormant
pruning weight, plant phenology, season of flowering,
and season of ripening. Total yield per vine was recorded at harvest and fruit cluster samples were
collected to evaluate the fruit quality and cluster
size. Our results suggest planting distance did not
affect dormant pruning weight and total yield per
vine, but at planting density of 454 vines/ac we
observed slightly higher yield. Mean cluster weight
was highest for plant density of 519 vines/ac, while
the density of 605 vines/ac resulted in the highest
number of fruit clusters per vine. Studies will to
continue to evaluate the planting distance effect
on ‘502-20’ V. vinifera grape in multiple seasons,
but our early observations suggest that the Watson
training system can provide better air movement
and improved spray coverage which can reduce the
disease pressure and chemical input.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Alabama Nut, Fruit and
Vegetable Industries

Response of Fruit Growth and Composition of Vitis Vinifera L. Cv. Pinot Noir to
Pre-and Postveraison Water Deficits in a
Warm Climate (poster)

Cody R. Copp*, Oregon State University and Alexander D. Levin,

Abstract: Deficit irrigation is used in wine grape production to achieve fruit quality goals like advancing
ripening and increasing concentrations of phenolic
compounds. The response of Vitis vinifera cv. Pinot
noir to deficit irrigation is not well documented in the
literature and is critical for warm, dry regions as well
as cool winegrowing regions with warming climates.
The objective of this study was to observe vine and
fruit responses to early and late season water deficits
and identify water status targets to guide irrigation
scheduling. Irrigation treatments consisted of combinations of pre- and postveraison irrigation levels
as fractions (100, 75, 50 and 25%) of estimated crop
evapotranspiration (ETc). Vine water status exhibited
a strong positive relationship with applied irrigation
in both years of the study, with more variation between years preveraison. Preveraison water deficits decreased berry mass and slightly reduced fruit
yield. Total soluble solid (TSS) concentrations did not
respond consistently to pre- or postveraison water
status, though there is some evidence of a positive
relationship between preveraison water status and
TSS at harvest. Concentrations of phenolics (anthocyanins, tannins, iron-reactive-phenolics) exhibited
a negative relationship with preveraison vine water
status; the response was stronger in skin-associated phenolics, suggesting that the effect is linked to
berry size. Postveraison water deficits also impacted
phenolics, but the relationship was nonlinear and
phenolics peaked at moderate water deficits (e.g. 75
and 50% of ETc). TSS, berry mass, and yield were not
sensitive to postveraison water deficits. Preveraison
water deficits increased phenolics linearly, but the
effects are unknown beyond stem water potentials
of -1.4 MPa, below which was not observed in this
study. Preveraison, ETc-based irrigation requires
frequent monitoring of vine water status due to the
increased variability in response to irrigation. Postveraison water status values in the range of -0.9 to
-0.5 MPa optimized phenolics concentrations, though
this study did not observe the effect of postveraison
water deficits below -1.3 MPa. Overall, postveraison
water deficits appear to offer fewer benefits relative
to preveraison deficits, but also pose fewer consequences and can be more consistently imposed with
ETc-based irrigation. Ultimately, preveraison water
deficits may improve fruit quality, especially in production systems where yield is manipulated and attaining target TSS is not of concern.
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: Oregon Wine Board

Phenology Stage Based Variation of Tissue
Nutrient Content of Mature Vitis Rotundifolia Cv. ‘Carlos’ (Muscadine) Related to
Tissue Type and Sample Position (poster)
Tekan S. Rana*, North Carolina State University and Mark Hoffmann, North Carolina State University

Abstract: Muscadines (Vitis rotundifolia) are commercially grown for wine and juice production and
as fresh-market grape in the Southeastern US, with
approximately 3,000 acres in the states of Georgia,
South Carolina and North Carolina alone. Like in other grape production systems, fertility management
of muscadines play a crucial role in ensuring health
and the longevity of a vineyard. However, unlike for
vinifera and hybrid grape cultivars, phenology stage
based tissue sampling protocols for muscadine cultivars are not developed. Current practice in muscadines is to sample a fully mature leaf during June or
July. However, phenology stage based plant tissue
sampling is an important tool to assess the plant nutrimental status and fertilizer demand in a vineyard.
Without those tools, long-lasting fertility management of muscadine vineyards is virtually impossible.
In this study we hypothesized that phenology stage
based differences in tissue nutrient content can be
detected in muscadine vines and will differ between
tissue types and sample positions on the vine. Our
objective was to assess the effect of tissue type
(petiole vs. fully mature leaf) and sample position
(opposite the cluster vs. shoot) on the tissue nutrient content over three phenological stages (bloom,
post-bloom, veraison). A field trial was established in
2018 in a mature muscadine vineyard (cv. ‘Carlos’).
Tissue (petiole and fully mature leaf) was collected
from different sample positions (opposite the cluster vs. shoot) in a completely randomized nested design. For each phenology stage, 28 samples for each
tissue type and sample position were taken from 56
plants. Tissue samples were sent to North Carolina
Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services for
nutrient content analysis. All the macronutrients
and most of the micronutrients significantly varied
between tissue types over all phenological stages.
While Nitrogen (N) content of mature leaf tissue was
in the recommended range over all three phenology
stages, Phosphorous (P) and Potassium (K) content
in petiole tissue was closer to the recommended
rates than in leaf tissue. Phosphorus and most of
the micronutrient content varied between sample
positions. Our study indicates the need for a phenology-based tissue sampling protocol in muscadine
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grapes.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: North Carolina Grape
and Wine Council

Hybrid Trunk Disease Evaluation: A Serendipitous Opportunity (poster)
Paul Read*, University of Nebraska; Stephen J. Gamet, University
of Nebraska and Benjamin A. Loseke, University of Nebraska

Abstract: Declining yields in Nebraska vineyards and
in the Midwest in general have been variously attributed to aging of the vine, winter injury, or other
environmental factors. Only recently have grapevine
trunk diseases (GTD) become suspect, largely because of the concerns raised by Richard Smart in a
June, 2018 visit. A serendipitous opportunity arose
for the University of Nebraska Viticulture Program
(UNVP) to investigate trunk disease symptoms when
a 20-year-old cultivar research planting was terminated in August, 2018. This planting was on a commercial vineyard at Nebraska City, NE containing
36 cultivars with the oldest vines planted in 1999.
The vines were "destructively harvested" above the
ground and evaluated for grapevine trunk disease
symptoms, a minimum of two replicates of 21 cultivars of hybrid grapevines, most of which had been
in the ground for nearly 20 years. All were trained to
a high-wire double cordon system. Evaluations were
based upon observations of both visible staining
and dead wood symptoms found in cross-sections
at five locations: 15 cm from the distal end of the
cordon, at mid-cordon, at the juncture of the cordon and the trunk (crown), and two locations on the
trunk 90 cm and 10 cm above the ground. All of the
cultivars that were evaluated exhibited recognizable
symptoms of GTD, and some cross-sections also exhibited textbook symptoms of Eutypa wedge-shaped
cankers and/or Botryosphaeria staining. Severity of
cross-section symptoms was rated on a scale of 1 (no
visible symptoms) to 10 (cross-section completely
stained or dead) using visual assessment.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: University of Nebraska
Agricultural Research Division; Nebraska State Department of Agriculture

Evaluation of an Autonomous Robotic Pollinator (poster)

Sarah A. Mills*, West Virginia University; Yu Gu, West Virginia University; Jason Gross, West Virginia University; Xin Li, West Virginia
University; Yong-Lak Park, West Virginia University and Nicole L.
Waterland, West Virginia University

Abstract: Crop production is largely dependent on
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pollinators, especially for certain crops produced in
controlled environments. A lack of pollinators limits
food production in controlled environments. Growers cannot rely on natural pollinators and often rent
or buy hives, creating a need to develop alternative
pollination mechanisms. We have developed a robot
capable of pollination. The objective was to evaluate
the capability of the robot to identify flowers and the
efficiency of pollinating blackberries (Rubus spp.) as
well as to determine pollen viability. Flowers were
identified primarily based on color using a downward-looking fisheye camera for long-range identification and then with the RGB-D camera on the
robotic arm for precise positioning. The robot correctly identified 90% of flowers during flower recognition testing. Pollination efficiency was evaluated by
comparing four methods of pollination: bee, human,
autonomous robot, and a no pollination control.
Fruit characteristics, including yield, fruit size, and
weight, were used as proxies to evaluate pollination
effectiveness. Pollen was collected from flowers of
different ages to determine the optimal window for
pollination. The pollen tube was measured using imaging software cellSens™ 1.6 (Olympus America, Inc.,
Center Valley, PA). Differences in pollen viability were
determined by Tukey’s significance test at P < 0.05.
More than 80% of pollen collected two and three
days after anthesis was viable. The development of
a robot will provide the foundation for the advancement of other precision agriculture applications: harvesting, monitoring plant damage, weed, and pest
control in addition to helping with pollination in the
controlled environment.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA Project:
2017-67022-25926
12:30 PM – 1:15 PM

Ecological Physiology (Poster)
Moderator: Skyler Brazel, N/A

Flooding Tolerance of Avocado (Persea
americana Mill.) Trees As Influenced By
Rootstocks of Three Different Ecotypes
(poster)

Melinda H. Yin*, University of Arkansas; Elias Bassil, University of
Florida TREC and Bruce Schaffer, University of Florida

Abstract: Avocado (Persea americana Mill.) trees are
particularly sensitive to flooding stress, with just a
few days of continuous flooding resulting in tree decline and even death. Amplified variability in climate
patterns and weather events, poorly drained soils,

and imprecise irrigation practices are likely to contribute to increased flooding in some avocado growing regions around the world. Thus, commercial avocado production may benefit from the use of more
flood-tolerant rootstocks. Persea americana is comprised of three ecotypes originating from geographically distinct regions: Mexican (M), Guatemalan (G),
and West Indian (WI, originally from lowland Central
America and brought to the West Indies). Varied responses among ecotypes to cold temperatures and
salinity exist, but responses of ecotypes to flooding
are less well characterized. Commercial avocados
are grafted, with rootstock selection often based on
the ability to mitigate abiotic stresses. We compared
the relative flooding tolerance of three avocado
rootstocks, each representing a different ecotype.
‘Simmonds’, a WI cultivar commonly grown commercially in Florida was grafted on three-year-old clonally propagated rootstocks of ‘Duke-7’ (M), ‘Reed’ (G),
or ‘Waldin’ (WI). In two separate greenhouse trials,
trees were flooded individually and monitored daily
for changes in leaf gas exchange including net CO2
assimilation (A), stomatal conductance (gs), and transpiration (E), as indicators of physiological stress.
When trees on at least one rootstock exhibited significant (P < 0.05) differences in A, gs, or E between
flooded and non-flooded control plants, flooded
trees were unflooded to begin recovery, which was
defined as reestablishing no significant differences
in A, gs, or E between flooded and control plants. In
the first trial, trees were unflooded after two consecutive days of significant differences in leaf gas
exchange. This resulted in a precipitous decline and
eventual death of all trees on ‘Duke-7’ and all but one
tree on ‘Reed’, while some trees on ‘Waldin’ recovered approximately 7 days after unflooding. In the
second trial, plants were unflooded after 1 day of
significant differences in leaf gas exchange between
treatments. This shorter duration of flooding resulted in the recovery of all trees on ‘Waldin’ rootstock
within 7 days. Although some trees on ‘Duke-7’ and
‘Reed’ survived, severe leaf epinasty and abscission
were observed and recovery of leaf gas exchange occurred after several weeks. Thus, our observations
indicate that ‘Simmonds’ avocado on the WI rootstock was more tolerant to flooding stress than trees
on the M or G rootstocks.

Response of ‘Hass’ Avocado Trees on
Different Clonal Rootstocks to Laurel Wilt
Disease (poster)
Raiza Castillo-Argaez*, University of Florida; Ana I. Vargas, University of Florida and Bruce Schaffer, University of Florida

Abstract: Laurel wilt is a lethal vascular wilt disease
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caused by the fungus Raffaelea lauricola that affects
members of the laurel family, including avocado (Persea americana Mill.). The disease was first detected in
Georgia in 2002 and since then has spread southward throughout Florida and westward to Texas.
Florida’s avocado industry has lost over 140,000 avocado trees to laurel wilt worth an estimated $46.2
million. There is concern that laurel wilt will reach
California, which has >90% of the United States’ avocado production, mostly of the cultivar ‘Hass’. It
was previously determined that clonal avocado rootstocks commonly used for ‘Hass’ in California, ‘Toro
Canyon’, ‘Dusa’, and ‘Duke-7’ that were not grafted,
had some tolerance to laurel wilt. Infected trees exhibited relatively slow symptom development and
less of a decrease in net CO2 assimilation, transpiration, and stomatal conductance (good indicators
of plant stress due to laurel wilt) compared to other
cultivars with the disease. In the present study, we
evaluated the effects of laurel wilt on ‘Hass’ avocado trees grafted on clonal ‘Toro Canyon’, ‘Dusa’, or
‘Duke-7’ rootstocks. Two-year-old grafted trees were
inoculated with R. lauricola (laurel wilt treatment) or
sterile water (control treatment). External symptoms
(leaf wilting and stem dieback) were assessed daily
using a visual rating scale (1 to 10, where 1 indicates
no symptoms and 10 indicates 100% of the canopy
showing symptoms). Net CO2 assimilation, transpiration, and stomatal conductance were measured
in inoculated and non-inoculated trees on each
rootstock every 2-3 days. For trees in the laurel wilt
treatment, visible symptoms appeared 10 days after inoculation and were severe by the end of the
study on all rootstocks. However, symptoms were
less severe for trees on ’Duke 7’ than on the other
rootstocks. Net CO2 assimilation, transpiration, and
stomatal conductance significantly decreased on
all rootstocks as a result of laurel wilt. Trees were
harvested at the end of the experiment for internal
symptom (vascular staining) determination and recovery of R. lauricola. Internal symptoms were severe and R. lauricola was recovered from trees in the
laurel wilt treatment, whereas there were no internal symptoms nor was R. lauricola recovered from
trees in the control treatment on any rootstock. In
contrast to previous studies showing that non-grafted clonal ‘Toro Canyon’, ‘Dusa’, and ‘Duke 7’ avocado
rootstocks are relatively tolerant to laurel wilt, ‘Hass’
avocado grafted on each of these rootstocks is very
susceptible to the disease.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA grants 201551181-24257 and USDA-AMS-SCBGP-2015, No. 022923
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Extended Range Quantum Sensors: Photon Flux Density Measurements Beyond
400 to 700 (poster)

Mark Blonquist, Apogee Instruments, Inc.; Bailey Shaffer, Apogee
Instruments, Inc.; John Huber*, Apogee Instruments and Bruce
Bugbee, Utah State University

Abstract: Historically, photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) has been defined as equal weighting of
photons between 400 and 700 nm, and no weighting
of photons outside this range. These weighting factors are based on the work of McCree (1972a, 1972b)
and Inada (1976), and the need for a simple, universal definition of PAR. Traditional quantum sensors
are designed to match the historic definition of PAR.
Recent work indicates ultraviolet (UV) and far red
(FR) photons contribute to photosynthesis with similar efficiency to photons within the 400 to 700 nm
range (Zhen and van Iersel, 2017; Zhen and Bugbee,
2020). The exact definition of weighting factors for
redefined PAR is still being studied, but has been approximated as equal weighting of photons between
390 and 740 nm, and relatively sharp cutoffs (no
weighting below 360 nm and above 770 nm). A new
quantum sensor has been designed to match the
approximate updated plant response to photons,
including some UV and FR. The sensor has the same
spectral response as a currently available sensor
intended to measured LEDs (Apogee Instruments
model SQ-620), but includes a cutoff filter positioned
near 750 nm (Apogee Instruments model SQ-610).
Spectral errors were calculated from sensor spectral
responses and a measured spectrum for each radiation source using the method of Federer and Tanner
(1966) and the updated weighting factors for PAR. Errors for both sensors are minimal for most LEDs, but
without the cutoff filter errors are slightly higher for
far red LEDs. Also, without the cutoff filter, errors are
large for sunlight and HID lamps because photons
above 750 nm are counted. The new sensor with the
cutoff filter allows for accurate measurement of PAR,
using the updated plant response to photons, of all
light sources used to grow plants.

Leaf Gas Exchange and Crop Microenvironmental Modifications Under Colored
Shade Nets in Organic Jalapeno Pepper
(Capsicum annum L) (poster)

Mamata Bashyal*, University of Georgia and Juan C Diaz-Perez,
University of Georgia

Abstract: Colored shade nets have been found to
be beneficial in various horticultural crops in several countries, primarily of the Mediterranean region.
Shade nets modify the growth and development of
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plants and can be used both in greenhouse as well
as open field conditions. To our knowledge, there
are no studies on the use of colored shade nets
on Jalapeno pepper to modify the crop microenvironment and the impact on leaf gas exchange. The
objective was to determine the effects of colored
shade nets on leaf gas exchange and crop microenvironmental factors in Jalapeno pepper. The experiment was randomized complete block design with
four replications and five colored shade net treatments (black, red, silver, and white nets, with 30%40% shading capacity, and an unshaded control).
The study was conducted in the spring-summer of
2019 in a sandy loam soil at the UGA Horticulture
Farm, Tifton, GA. Leaf gas exchange (net photosynthesis, stomatal conductance, leaf internal CO2, leaf
transpiration, intrinsic Water Use Efficiency (iWUE),
and Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) were
measured with a portable LI-COR 6400XT infrared
gas analyzer. Root zone temperature (RZT), air temperature, and relative humidity (RH) were measured
hourly with a data logger. Results showed that the
maximum, minimum and mean RZT were lowest in
black shading and highest in unshaded conditions.
Maximum and mean air temperature, however,
were highest in white net and lowest in unshaded
treatments. Leaf temperature (°C) was lowest in
black net and there no differences between the other shade net treatments. Maximum RH was lowest in
black net followed by silver nets. Leaf net photosynthesis and internal CO2 concentration were not significantly different between shade net treatments.
However, stomatal conductance found be to highest
in black and unshaded, while lowest in white shade
net. Leaf transpiration rate was found to be highest
in unshaded and lowest in white net but, iWUE was
highest in white and lowest in black net. As expected, PAR was the highest in the unshaded treatment.
Leaf carotenoids, chlorophyll a, chl a/b ratio were
the lowest in the unshaded treatment but no significant difference between colored shade nets. Chl b
found to be highest in black and lowest in unshaded. In conclusion, shade nets reduced RZT and leaf
temperature compared to unshaded conditions with
black shade net having the largest reduction. Most
of the leaf gas exchange attributes in colored shade
nets showed not major differences in comparison to
unshaded conditions.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This work was partially supported by the OREI -NIFA-USDA grant entitled
"Adapting and Expanding High Tunnel Organic Vegetable Production for the Southeast"

Individual and Interactive Effects of
UV-B Radiation and Elevated CO2 on Morpho-Physiological Features of Ocimum
Basilicum l (poster)

Skyler Brazel*, N/A; K.Raja Reddy, Mississippi State University;
Akanksha Sehgal, Mississippi State University; Hunt Walne,
Mississippi State University and T. Casey Barickman, Mississippi
State University

Abstract: Temporal and spatial variations in ozone
levels and temporal changes in solar radiation greatly influence ultraviolet radiation incidence to crops
throughout their growth. During the summer, ultraviolet radiation has shown to increase significantly
and to affect plant productivity. In particular, ultraviolet-B (UV-B) radiation, the most harmful form, greatly affects various plant physiological and morphological features like photosynthesis, plant height, plant
mass, and yield. Increasing levels of UV-B radiation
are related to ozone depletion through the emission of greenhouse gases, namely chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) into the atmosphere. Greenhouse gas
emissions also contribute to rising concentrations
of atmospheric CO2, which has been shown to affect
the growth and development of agriculture crops directly. Being a C3 plant, basil (Ocimum basilicum L.)
can benefit from elevated CO2 levels, but exposure
to other abiotic stress like UV-B radiation can result
in damaging effects on crop growth and physiology.
Research has indicated that intermittent supplemental UV-B radiation can negatively and positively
impact physiological and morphological features of
basil; however, the interactive effects of UV-B and
CO2 are unknown. Basil ‘Genovese’ plants grown
at the Mississippi State University soil-plant-atmosphere-research (SPAR) facility located on the R.R.
Foil Plant Science Research Center, Starkville, MS
were subjected to a combination of supplemental
UV-B (0 and 10 kJ m-2d-1) and ambient (420 ppm) and
elevated (720 ppm) CO2 treatments for 38 days after
14 days of germination. UV-B radiation treatments
caused a decrease in basil stem branching, fresh
mass, and stem dry mass under both CO2 treatments when harvested after both 17 and 38 days of
treatment. Additionally, there was an increase in leaf
temperature and basil leaf surface wax under UV-B
(10 kJ m-2d-1) treatment compared to controls (0 kJ
m-2d-1). Elevated CO2 treatments caused a decrease
in morphological features, including specific leaf
area, fresh mass, and percent dry mass. Interactive
effects between UV-B and CO2 treatments existed for
many morphological features, including plant height,
root surface area, and average root diameter. Photosynthetic-fluorometric parameters including net
photosynthesis (Pn), internal CO2 (Ci), quantum yield
(ΦCO2), and non-photochemical quenching (qN) were
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also significantly affected by the interaction of UV-B
and CO2. Understanding the impacts that CO2 and
UV-B radiation have on basil can be used for improving existing varieties for increased tolerance while
simultaneously improving yield, plant morphology,
and physiology.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This research was made
possible through support from USDA NIFA 2016-3426325763 and Hatch projects MIS 043040 and 149210

Interactive Effects of Temperature and Elevated CO2 on Growth, Development, and
Phytonutrients in Basil (Ocimum basilicum
L.) (poster)
T. Casey Barickman*, Mississippi State University; K.Raja Reddy,
Mississippi State University; Akanksha Sehgal, Mississippi State
University; Hunt Walne, Mississippi State University and Skyler
Brazel, N/A

Abstract: Climate change impacts the productivity
of many important crops, including basil (Ocimum
basilicum L.). Information on how basil responds to
changes in temperature and CO2 is limited. Extreme
temperature stresses during seedling growth can
cause decreased basil yields. One method of avoiding yield loss due to high temperature is to plant
basil crops earlier in the season. When producers
plant basil earlier in the season, the crop will be exposed to sub-optimal temperatures. The connection
to whether extreme temperature exposure early in
basil’s developmental stages affects the thermotolerance and ultimately yield is yet to be determined.
Thus, we conducted an experiment that examines
how changes in temperature affect basil growth, development, and phytonutrient concentrations during
early- and late-season development. The experiment
was conducted at Mississippi State University in the
soil-plant-atmosphere-research (SPAR) facility located at the Rodney Foil Plant Science Research facility. The experiment was designed to simulate temperature stress, control (30/22 °C), low (20/12°C),
and high (38/30°C), under ambient (420 ppm) and
elevated (720 ppm) CO2. After 17 days, basil marketable fresh weight and root and shoot phenotypic
traits were measured to determine the effect of temperature and CO2 during early-season growth and
development. Then, the remaining 15 basil plants
per treatment were harvested and analyzed for the
marketable fresh weight, phenotypic traits, and phytonutrient concentrations at 38 days to determine
later-stage crop yield. Low- and high -temperature
stresses decreased 70 and 77 % in marketable fresh
weight, respectively, compared to the control temperature at ambient CO2. Elevated CO2 ameliorated
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the adverse effects where a 62 and 68 % decrease
in marketable fresh weight was recorded at low and
high temperatures compared to plant growth at the
control temperature. There were significant differences in net photosynthesis, stomatal conductance,
and water use efficiency between temperature and
CO2 treatments. Also, temperature treatments and
the interaction of temperature and CO2 significantly
impacted carotenoid and chlorophyll concentrations
in basil leaf tissue.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: This research was made
possible through support from USDA NIFA 2016-3426325763 and Hatch projects MIS 043040 and 149210
12:30 PM – 1:15 PM

Genetics and Germplasm 3 (Poster)
Moderator: Khalil Jahed,

Comparative Transcriptional Characterization for Drought Tolerance in Common
Bean (poster)

Ainong Shi, University of Arkansas; Dotun Olaoye*, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville; Waltram Second Ravelombola, University
of Arkansas; Gehendra Bhattarai, University of Arkansas and
Haizheng Xiong, University of Arkansas

Abstract: Common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) is an
important leguminous crop grown worldwide and in
the US for its high protein content. Drought stress
is one of the major limiting factors in many plants,
including common beans that cause reduced yield
and quality. Drought stress at the seedling and reproductive stages of common bean affects flowering and pod-filling processes and causes substantial
yield loss. The mechanism of drought tolerance is
known to be regulated by several genes at different
developmental stages of the plant. Understanding
gene regulation can provide helpful information on
the genetics of a genotype and can ultimately aid selection for drought tolerance. This study combines
transcriptional and proteomic approaches in investigating the underlying response mechanism involved
in the drought-stress condition in common bean.
A drought-tolerant (PI 549793) and sensitive (PI
361408) common bean genotypes were evaluated at
three different growth stages; seedling (22 days after
planting), late vegetative (35days after planting), and
near flowering (40days after planting). Drought-associated traits (chlorophyll content in unifoliate leaves,
wilting, and days to flowering) were measured and
used as drought indices. For comparative transcriptome sequencing and proteomics assays, we collected leaf samples at seedling stage at four different
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time points (0, 3, 6, and 10 days of treatment) and
at two different time points (3 and 10 days of treatment) respectively from two contrasting genotypes.
Results obtained following time-series transcriptome
and proteome profiling of the two contrasting common bean genotypes subjected under water limiting
condition will be presented.

A Novel Gene in – short Internode Length
– in Peaches (poster)
Sakshi Pathania*, University of Georgia; Tom Beckman, USDA,
ARS, SEFTNRL; José X. Chaparro, University of Florida; Patrick
Conner, University of Georgia and Dario J. Chavez, University of
Georgia

Abstract: Several qualitative traits have been reported and characterized in peach, including traits related to plant growth characteristics. This experiment
was conducted to determine the gene action of a
recently discovered gene In. The gene In produces
a short internode length in peach plants. The genotype ‘AP07-20W’, which contains the mutation for
short internode length In, was crossed with plants
with a standard internode length in. Data was collected from six different families of peaches. Seedlings
from these crosses were phenotyped to determine
whether or not they had a short internode length.
This data was then used in a chi square ‘goodness
of fit’ test to see if they departed from the expected Mendelian segregation ratio of 1:1. None of the
p-values were statistically significant. It can be inferred that there is no significant departure from the
segregation ratio demonstrating that ‘AP07-20W’ is
heterozygous Inin, with short internode length being
dominant to standard internode length.

A Genomics Approach Towards Understanding Fruit Size Regulation in Apple
(poster)

Khalil Jahed*, ; Peter Hirst, USAID and Michael Gribskov, Purdue
University

Abstract: A genomics approach towards understanding fruit size regulation in apple
Khalil Jahed*1, Michael Gribskov2 and Peter Hirst1
Department of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture, Purdue University

1

Department of Biological Sciences, Purdue University

2

Fruit size in apples is an important trait that determines fruit quality and value. It has played a significant role in apple domestication. Since then, thousands of apple cultivars have been bred for higher

quality and larger fruit. However, traditional breeding
of fruit crops such as apple is complex and slow because of their polygenic nature, high levels of heterozygosity and long periods of juvenility. Thus, marker
assisted selection offers the potential to improve the
speed and efficiency of selection. We generated two
F1 populations using a female parent exhibiting very
large fruit size and a male parent with very small fruit
size: Edward VII x Prairie Fire and 20 Ounce x Prairie
Fire. Approximately 120 seedlings were generated in
each population. Fruit of these hybrids ranged from
~1g - 500g and were normally distributed which indicated the quantitative nature of the trait. Whole
genomes of the three parental cultivars were sequenced while individual seedlings were sequenced
using a genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) method.
Reads of these samples were aligned to the publicly available apple genome using Burrows-Wheeler
Aligner (BWA), and single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) were called using Genome Analysis Toolkit
(GATK). After filtering, 3890 markers were retained
to construct genetic linkage maps. The R/qtl package
was used to generate the genetic linkage map, using the R pipeline. We are currently performing QTL
analysis and candidate gene approach. This study
will shed light on the molecular bases of apple fruit
size control and could lead to the development of
markers useful to breeders for developing new varieties with desired and novel quality traits. Results
will also be useful to pomologists studying effects of
environmental and cultural factors on fruit size.

A Genetic Marker-Based Classification System for Acidity in Cider Apples (poster)
Shanthanu Krishna Kumar*, University of Guelph, Vineland;
Nathan Carey Wojtyna, Cornell University; Laura Dougherty, ;
Kenong Xu, Cornell University and Gregory Peck, Cornell University

Abstract: The hard cider industry in the US and around
the world has undergone tremendous growth over
the past decade. Apple (Malus x domestica Borkh.)
acidity is an important quality attribute that contributes to hard cider flavor. Although more than a century old, The Long Ashton Research Station (LARS)
cider apple classification system, which uses acid
and tannin concentration, is still being used by the
industry. In this system, apples with greater than 4.5
g malic acid×L-1 are classified as “sharp” and apples
lower than that threshold are classified as “sweet”.
Both malic acid and tannins can be highly influenced
by environmental conditions and cultural practices. Hence, we set out to establish a genetic marker-based classification for apple acidity. We used the
Ma1 marker on chromosome 16 (Golden Delicious
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genome), which has been reported to control 70% of
the variation in apple acid concentration, and a second putative marker that was recently identified to
control a significant portion of the remaining variation. We used a targeted population (n=225) of cider
apple genotypes from the United States Department
of Agriculture–Plant Germplasm Research Unit Malus
collection to identify whether Ma1 and the putative
marker could provide an accurate prediction of the
acidity of these apples. Both Ma1 (P < 0.0001) and
the putative gene (P < 0.01) were strong predictors of
acidity. However, an estimated marginal means test
of alleles of both genes was not able to accurately
predict the acid classifications of accessions using
the 4.5 g malic acid×L-1 threshold. Thus, we propose
a genetically based classification system using the
Ma1 and the putative gene alleles and the thresholds
of 2.2, 5.2, and 7.2 g malic acid×L-1 for classifying apples with low, medium, and high acidity, respectively.
These thresholds were identified through an F test
and a Tukey’s HSD test with Ma1 and the putative
gene as the two independent factors and acidity as
the response variable. A genetically based classification system for determining cider apple acidity can
be used for marker assisted selections in breeding
programs. Additionally, orchardists and cider makers will be able to converse in a universal acidity classification system that is irrespective of geographic,
environmental, and horticultural variability.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA Hatch Grant

Microbiome and Phenotypic Effects of
Antibiotics on Micropropagated Carya Illinoinensis (pecan) (poster)

Aaron Sanchez*, New Mexico State University; Kimberly Cervantes, New Mexico State University and Jennifer J. Randall, New
Mexico State University

Abstract: Carya illinoinensis (pecan) is native to North
America and the native region spans a large geographic range that includes the Northern USA from
Illinois, U.S.A. to Oaxaca, Mexico. This native region
includes several diverse ecosystems that pecan has
had to adapt. Also, due to the desirability of the pecan nut, pecan tree production has increased and is
now grown in diverse regions around the globe. Pecan genetics and their associated microbiome more
than likely play a role in the ability of pecan to adapt
to new environments. Microbes play an important
role in plant growth and development. Recent technological innovations used to evaluate microbiomes
have made it possible for us to gain insight into the
microbial communities associated with pecan. In
previous studies, we explored microbial diversity of
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seedlings with the same parent genetics that were
derived in two geographical locations. It was shown
that pecan seedlings have microbiomes based on
geography which may impact regional adaptation.
Also, in a preliminary study we evaluated the microbiome of two micropropagated pecan genotypes
and found that the microbiome between these genotypes were different. The purpose of this study was
to investigate the impact antibiotics have on the microbiome in micropropagated pecan trees. Clonal
pecan trees were grown in the absence and presence
of antibiotics (tetracycline or kanamycin). Following
propagation on the antibiotic media DNA was isolated from the micropropagated tissue culture plants
and sequenced by next generation sequencing for
bacterial and fungal microbiome identification. Preliminary data using tetracycline indicated that there
was a loss of alpha diversity within the microbiome.
The elucidation of the impact antibiotics have on the
pecan microbiome and will give insight into the role
of the microbiome on plant development and adaptation.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: HHMI & USDA

New Peach Cultivars of “Joy” (poster)

Chunxian Chen*, USDA, ARS, SEFTNRL and William R. Okie, USDA,
ARS, SEFTNRL

Abstract: The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Agricultural Research Service (ARS)
stone fruit breeding program at Byron, GA, USA has
recently released three new peach cultivars named
‘Crimson Joy’ (early-mid season), ‘Liberty Joy’ (mid
season) and ‘Rich Joy’ (late season). The cultivars all
have self-fertile showy pink flowers and crop well
most years. They all produce round, large, firm, melting and freestone fruit with high blush, yellow flesh,
normal acidity and pleasant eating quality. In Byron,
GA, USA, ‘Crimson Joy’ requires ≈700 chill hours (CH)
and typically ripens approximately with ‘Harvester’
and ‘Redhaven’ and about a week after ‘GaLa’ in mid
to late June. The fruit are redder, more attractive,
and firmer than the three cultivars in the similar harvest window. ‘Liberty Joy’ requires ≈650 CH, ripens in
late June to early July, and is a reliable lower-chill alternative to ‘Fireprince’, ‘Blazeprince’, ‘Scarletprince’
and ‘Redglobe’, some current commercial cultivars in
the harvest window that all require ≈850 CH and do
not crop well when chilling accumulation is insufficient. ‘Rich Joy’ requires ≈850 CH and typically ripens
about a week after ‘Julyprince’ and approximately 2
weeks before ‘Flameprince’, which can fill the harvest
gap between the two cultivars. At maturity, ‘Rich Joy’
fruit have high percentage of bright red blush, mak-
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ing it more attractive and preferable to older, less
blushed ‘Cresthaven’ and ‘Early Augustprince’, which
are in the same harvest window. The freestone fruit
develop excellent melting texture and pleasant rich
flavor, and soften slowly on the tree as they ripen,
allowing them to be picked over a relatively longer
period compared to other typical melting cultivars.
It is worth noting that ‘Crimson Joy’ and ‘Liberty Joy’
appear less vulnerable to spring freeze and insufficient chill according to observed cropping reliability
in years when such incidences occurred. ‘Rich Joy’
also appears less vulnerable to spring freeze but
prone to chilling deficiency that impairs bud development and maturity. All the three new cultivars are
suited for trials in areas with medium to high chilling
accumulation. Request for the cultivars should be
addressed to USDA, ARS, Office of Technology Transfer, 5601 Sunnyside Ave, Room 4-1192, Beltsville,
MD 20705-5131, USA. Prospective licensees can also
contact the same office via license@usda.gov.

Volatile Profile Characterization of Commercial Peach Varieties in Georgia (poster)

Jamal Mohammed*, University of Georgia; Catherine Belisle,
University of Florida; Rachel A Itle, University of Georgia; Koushik
Adhikari, University of Georgia and Dario J. Chavez, University of
Georgia

Abstract: Peach production in Georgia extends from
mid-May to mid-August. There are multiple varieties
known to be commercially grown. Each variety has
unique fruit quality characteristics, which could influence consumer perception and acceptability. Among
those characteristics, peach flavor (volatile organic
compound composition) has been minimally investigated among varieties. Headspace-solid phase microextraction (HS–SPME) combined with gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) was used
to characterize the volatile profile of 42 peach varieties commercially grown in 2016. The goal of this
research was to understand the aroma composition
and content of peach varieties grown in Georgia.
Thirty-seven volatile compounds were identified.
Significant differences (P≤0.001) were observed
for all the flavor volatiles except for 2-Decenal, (E)-)
across all varieties being evaluated. Esters were the
major compounds isolated from the 42 peach varieties, followed by lactones, alcohols, aldehydes and
terpenoids in that order. Lactones, benzaldehyde
and linalool, which are known to be peach aroma
compounds, exhibited highest mean concentrations
among the varieties with ɣ- and δ- decalactones having approximately 180 ng·g-1 and 60 ng·g-1, respectively. Among the varieties, ‘Majestic’ had the highest

mean concentration of ɣ-decalactone followed by
‘Southern Pearl’ with approximately 503 ng·g-1 and
443 ng·g-1, respectively. ‘Southern Pearl’ and ‘Fairtime’ also exhibited the highest average concentration of δ-decalactone with approximately 191 ng·g1
and 189 ng·g-1 respectively. The results obtained
here will help provide an understanding of the distribution of the various volatile organic compounds
found in Georgia grown peach varieties.

Sporophytic Incompatibility in European
Hazelnut (Corylus avellana): Fine Mapping
and Expression Analysis of the S-Locus
(poster)
Jacob W. Snelling*, Oregon State University; Ryan J. Hill, Oregon
State University; Claudia Baldassi, Washington State University
and Shawn Mehlenbacher, Oregon State University

Abstract: The European hazelnut (Corylus avellana
L.) is a diploid (2n = 2x = 22) tree crop important to
the economy of Oregon’s Willamette Valley, where
99% of hazelnut production in the United States is
located. C. avellana exhibits sporophytic self-Incompatibility (SSI), controlled by a single S-locus with at
least 33 unique alleles. The alleles exhibit codominance in the stigma and dominance or codominance
in the pollen. SSI is present in many families and is
understood best at the molecular level in Brassica.
However, Brassica gene sequences have not proven
useful for investigations in Corylus. In order to identify the genetic determinants of SSI in hazelnut, fine
mapping of the S-locus has been pursued to narrow
the region within which these genes reside. Nine
new simple sequence repeat (SSR) and 7 new high
resolution melting (HRM) markers have been developed and mapped. The new markers, in addition to
7 previously developed SSR markers in the S-locus
region, were screened against a population of recombinant individuals (n=192) that showed recombination between flanking RAPD markers G05-510 and
AU02-1350 in the hazelnut fine-mapping population
(OSU 252.146 x OSU 414.062 [n=1488]). This reduced
the size of the S-locus region from 2600 Kb to 193.5
Kb, a region in the ‘Jefferson’ reference genome with
18 predicted genes. Expression was assessed using
qPCR for 18 S-locus genes and 5 reference genes.
The data showed that five of the 18 genes were not
expressed during or following pollination. Transcript
abundance increased for three genes and decreased
for 5 genes a period of one to seven hours following
pollination. Three putative leucine-rich repeat receptor-like kinases have the same expression patterns
and show differences across time and between incompatible and compatible pollinations. Three putative serine/threonine receptor-like kinases show
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matching expression patterns with each other but
no difference in expression that appears to be related to pollen compatibility. These six putative receptor-like kinases show promise as candidates for
involvement in SSI in hazelnut.
12:30 PM – 1:15 PM

Hemp Research and Extension (Poster)
Moderators: Luis Monserrate, University of Florida
and Alexander Gregory,

Winter Hemp in Florida Yielded Favorable
Cbd: THC Ratios in Spring Harvest, Persists
to Fall Harvest. (poster)
William Wadlington*, University of Florida

Abstract: Cannabis sativa L. grown for CBD (hemp) is
a new crop in Florida, where grower licenses became
available for the first time in 2020. While the hemp
growing season in temperate areas is restricted to
warm summer months, Florida’s warm climate may
allow for a year-round growing season. Here we take
advantage of North Florida’s mild winter which precedes a 2-3 months of long-day light environment
to grow a winter planting of hemp harvested both
in spring and fall. This was accomplished by nondestructively harvesting floral material in May when
plants with mature colas began transitioning to vegetative phase, induced by the increasing photoperiod (13:30-13:45). It was found in field and greenhouse tests that mature plants ratooned leaving 2-3
vegetative nodes grew back when under vegetative,
long-day lighting conditions, while plants with 0-1
nodes died. Variation was seen between and within varieties in morphology and flower behavior with
respect to day length but, no variation was found for
CBD:THC ratios at maturity. The CBD:THC ratio for all
varieties was favorable at 27:1, which is notable as
CBD:THC ratio of plants grown from the same lots of
those varieties the previous summer was 20:1. This
translates to 35% more CBD at the point of THC compliance. Individuals with highest quality flower morphology, compliant cannabinoid content, and regeneration after nondestructive harvest were marked
and propagated.

High Tunnel Production of Cannabidiol
(CBD) Hemp in Kansas (poster)

Jason Griffin*, Kansas State University; Cary Rivard, Kansas State
University; Eleni Pliakoni, Kansas State University and Eric Wyatt,
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Kansas State University

Abstract: In 2019 licensed growers across the State of
Kansas were allowed to grow industrial hemp, legally, for the first time. Growing conditions throughout
the state and region in general are often difficult due
to erratic weather and high winds. Many specialty
crop growers utilize high tunnels (aka hoophouses)
to overcome these challenges. High tunnels are unheated greenhouse-like structures where crops are
typically grown directly in the soil. Trials were conducted in order to determine the viability of growing
CBD hemp in high tunnels at the Olathe Horticulture
Research and Extension Center (OHREC) near Kansas
City as well as the John C. Pair Horticulture Center
near Wichita. ‘Cherry Wine’ was grown at the OHREC
in high tunnels as well as the open field with black
plastic mulch and drip irrigation. Open field treatments also included white plastic mulch and a no-till
system. Preliminary results from the OHREC indicate
that yield was significantly higher from plants in the
high tunnel system, although CBD percentages were
unaffected. Plants grown in the high tunnel averaged
1394 g/plant and had 12-14% CBD. At the Wichita
site, ‘ACDC’, ‘Cherry’, ‘Otto II Stout’, ‘Super CBD’, and
‘The Wife’ were tested. Plants were grown in containers filled with an amended pine bark substrate.
Similar plots were placed inside and outside the high
tunnel. High tunnel plants produced 200% to 300%
greater number of primary colas per pant. The CBD
percentages were also higher from plants that were
grown in the high tunnels at the Wichita site and the
five different varieties ranged from 5.5% to 15%.
More research is needed to determine variables that
contribute to high CBD and low THC concentrations
while maintaining high flower yield. Based upon our
first year of data, it appears evident that high tunnels
could be a superior production system for growing
CBD hemp In Kansas.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA & Kansas
Department of Agriculture

Grain and Fiber Industrial Hemp Varieties
in Kansas (poster)
Jason Griffin*, Kansas State University

Abstract: The growing season of 2019 was the inaugural year for industrial hemp in the state of Kansas.
Researches at Kansas State University participated
in the S-1084 Industrial Hemp Multi-State Dual-Purpose Variety Trial and supplemented that trial with
additional varieties. Evaluation plots were planted
at the John C. Pair Horticultural Center (Haysville,
KS). Seed of 14 dual-purpose and three fiber varieties were planted in 1.2 x 6.7 m plots replicated four
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times. The research plot was pre-plant fertilized with
112 kg of N per hectare with urea (46-0-0). Seed was
planted June 27 in 23 cm rows at a depth of 13 mm.
Germination was observed 7-10 day later. Throughout the growing season overhead irrigation was applied as needed to prevent drought stress. Manual
weed control was employed as needed to prevent
infestation. Harvest occurred Sept 6 – Sept 14 and
consisted of plant count, plant height, plant weight,
stem diameter, and grain yield. Plant stand was not
consistent among the varieties. Fedora 17 and Felina 32 had the greatest number of plants per hectare (326,040 and 311,220, respectively). The varieties
with lower plant densities were Helena, Tygra, and
Hlesia (135,850, 128,440, and 125,970 plants/ha, respectively). However, Helena had the greatest grain
yield (>2,242 kg/ha) followed by Felina 32 (>1,681 kg/
ha). Lowest grain yields were realized with Hlesia
and Hlukhivs’ki 51 (≈897 kg/ha). Among the dual-purpose varieties, Helena also had the greatest stem dry
weight (3,004 kg/ha) followed by Felina 32 (2,231 kg/
ha). However, stem dry weight of the fiber varieties
was much greater. SS Beta produced the greatest
stem biomass dry weight (12,195 kg/ha), followed
by Eletta Campana (9,994 kg/ha), then Fibranova
(6,942 kg/ha). Stem caliper of the dual-purpose varieties was not statistically significant and averaged
9.0 mm. Stem caliper of the fiber varieties was greatest for Fibranova (9.7 mm), followed by Eletta Campana (8.5 mm), and SS Beta (5.8 mm). Plant stand
varied among the fiber varieties. SS Beta had the
greatest number of plants per hectare (≈1,136,200),
followed by Eletta Campana (≈444,600), and Fibranova (≈209,950). First year research suggests grain and
fiber hemp varieties can perform well in Kansas,
however yield is greatly influenced by variety. More
research is needed to identify superior varieties and
establish best management practices.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA & Kansas
Department of Agriculture

Navajo Agricultural Products Industry-New Mexico State University Memorandum of Understanding – Hemp Pilot
Project 2019 (year 1) (poster)

Kevin A. Lombard*, NMSU-ASC; Jason Thomas, NMSU ASC
Farmington; Lionel Haskie, Navajo Agricultural Products Industry;
F. Omar Holguin, New Mexico State University and Natalie Goldberg, New Mexico State University

Abstract: Hemp (Cannabis sativa) became legal to
grow in New Mexico in 2019, provided THC (tetrahydrocannabinol, a psychoactive compound) is at or
below 0.3%. The most active interest in New Mexico

hemp production is currently CBD extraction (cannabidiol; a medicinal compound with one FDA approval
Epidiolex, anti-epileptic medication) and many other proclaimed health, food, fiber and industrial uses
are also of interest. Navajo Agricultural Products Industry-New Mexico State University Memorandum
of Understanding – Hemp Pilot Project 2019 (year 1)
was completed fall 2019. The research/policy team
comprised members from the Navajo Agricultural
Products Industry (NAPI) and NMSU and the regulatory process navigated among the Navajo Nation
government, New Mexico Department of Agriculture,
and NMSU legal councils. Necessary approvals and
licenses for the pilot project were obtained under
authorization of Navajo Nation Council Resolution
No. CJN-24-19, the New Mexico Hemp Cultivation
Rule (New Mexico Department of Agriculture; http://
www.nmda.nmsu.edu/hemp-program/), and NMSU
11.50 – Hemp Research, Extension, and Outreach Activities guidelines (https://arp.nmsu.edu/11-50/). The
study included three CBD hemp genetics (cultivars
‘Cherry Wine’, Sweetened’, and ‘Wife’ obtained from
Rich Global Hemp as 3 month transplants) planted
on a very small scale (200 ft2/18.5 m2) under center
pivot irrigation. Planting was considered late, July
15, 2019 (after the summer solstice) after navigating
an emerging regulatory process. Once established,
hemp sampling, in support of state THC harvest requirements, was conducted by the research team
and by the NMDA inspector. All cultivars were compliant for THC (at or below 0.3%) and issued NMDA
harvest certificates September 27. Plants were removed from the field October 3, weighed, and air
dried utilizing our best available option, a storage
shed, with drying occurring at ambient temperature.
After drying 7-10 days, THC levels ranged from 0.480.72% and CBD ranged from 14.6 - 19.3% after a 68
-70% moisture loss. Overall, the first year was successful in terms of beginning to better understand
hemp agronomics within the context of a newly established regulatory system. While there is much
enthusiasm for hemp, New Mexico growers should
understand the volatility of hemp markets and much
more research and education is needed to help inform growers if hemp is the right crop for them.

Analysis of Five Major Cannabinoids of
Industrial Hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) and
Observations from 2019 Third-Party Testing in Kansas (poster)
Tricia M. Jenkins*, Kansas State University; Patrick Abeli, Michigan State University and Eleni Pliakoni, Kansas State University

Abstract: Cannabinoids are a diverse assortment of
bioactive molecules produced by plants in the genus
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Cannabis that are widely utilized for their reported
health benefits. In 2019, the Kansas Department of
Agriculture (KDA) developed The Industrial Hemp Research Program, making it the first year of legal cultivation of the crop in Kansas. The K-State Postharvest
Physiology Lab obtained license to conduct cannabinoid testing on hemp samples grown at K-State research centers as part of a statewide effort to develop best management practices for hemp cultivation
in Kansas. This lab service was also marketed to licensed hemp growers, making it the only location for
third-party voluntary cannabinoid testing in Kansas.
A Waters Corporation method titled “UPLC Separation for the Analysis of Cannabinoid Content in Cannabis Flower and Extracts” was used with slight modification to quantify Δ9-THC, Δ9-THCA, CBD, CBDA, and
CBN in plant material. Samples were extracted using
100% acetonitrile and analyzed using an Aquity UPLC
Photo Diode Array Detector (UPLC-PDA) with detection at 228nm. The method was validated to meet
reproducibility, recovery, and limit of quantitation
requirements according to AOAC SMPR® 2017.001.
From August to November, the lab received a total
of 63 samples from growers across Kansas and Nebraska. Only growers cultivating hemp for CBD production utilized the voluntary testing service, and
the most common varieties received to the lab were
Cherry Wine, T1, and Trump. During the peak testing period from October 3rd to November 8th, CBD
concentrations ranged from 1.3% to 14% on a dry
weight basis. The lab also tested 186 hemp samples
from trials being conducted at K-State research centers in Wichita, KS and Olathe, KS. In 2020 the K-State
Olathe Hemp Analysis Lab will expand hemp testing
to include but not limited to 16-cannabinoid profile, a terpene profile, water content. Operating the
K-State Olathe Hemp Analysis Lab will allow for more
comprehensive research on this new crop and provide more testing options for industrial hemp growers as well as help researchers in the state to engage
growers to determine research needs and potential
barriers to CBD hemp production in the state.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Kansas Department of
Agriculture

Dual-Purpose Hemp and Grasses as Cover
Crops in Organic Irrigated Vegetable Systems in Colorado (poster)

Brian A. Mitchell*, Colorado State University and Mark Uchanski,
Colorado State University

Abstract: Farmers are seeking rotational crops to diversify their economic portfolios, provide ecosystem
services, and build soil health in their agroecosys-
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tems. Additionally, many people are entering agriculture for the first time to cultivate hemp (Cannabis
sativa L.). The Hemp Farming Act of 2018 legalized
hemp cultivation in all states and tribal lands in the
United States. Universities and other institutions
have an opportunity to serve through outreach and
education, providing science-based guidance to inform production, processing, and otherwise help
educate the public about hemp. It is crucial for agricultural researchers to study this reemerging crop
in support of farmers, greenhouse growers, and
other industry stakeholders. Colorado State University (CSU) has been an innovator in hemp research,
studying agricultural production systems, phytoremediation potential, hemp entomology, and more.
Our research group is currently investigating the use
of hemp as a spring-terminated cover crop in irrigated vegetable systems. A two-year field study began
in 2019 in CSU’s organic research fields in Fort Collins, Colorado. Three hemp cultivars (Helena, NWG
Elite, and X-59) were evaluated alongside three traditional cereal grass cover crops: barley, oats, and
spring wheat. The six cover crops were grown in a
RCBD with four blocks; bare soil plots were used as
a control. Crops were seeded in spring and grown
for six weeks, roller-crimped twice, and eventually
mowed down in mid-summer. With remaining cover
crop biomass serving as mulch, plots were strip-tilled
to plant a determinate tomato crop, ‘Red Racer.’ Data
were collected on pre-termination, cover crop total
biomass production, weed density and suppression,
changes in soil organic matter, and the effects on the
yield and quality of the summer cash crop of organic tomatoes. In the first year, significant differences
were found for total biomass production dry weights
of the cover crops (P < .001). Mean responses for
common oats and barley, followed closely by spring
wheat, were significantly higher than responses of
hemp cultivars. Additionally, significant differences were found in the yield responses of ‘Red Racer’
tomatoes under different cover crops (P < .001). Organic tomato yields were significantly higher in plots
where spring wheat and common oats were planted. Tomato yield was lowest in the weed-filled ‘X-59’
plots and control plots. The hemp cultivars in this
study were unable to suppress weeds and were not
suitable for use in this specific cropping system. Research trials will continue to explore organic vegetable production and cover cropping in 2020.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: CSU Agricultural Experiment Station

Isohydric and Anisohydric Water Use
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Behavior Found in Two Hemps Cultivars
(Cannabis Sativa) Grown in Florida (poster)
Hang Duong*, University of Florida; Steven L. Anderson, University of Florida; Brian Pearson, Univ of Florida and Zach Brym,
University of Florida

Abstract: As high cannabinoid hemp (Cannabis sativa)
planting surges around the country, water management is becoming increasingly important. Anecdotally, hemp has high demand of water and water stress
(WS) may cause unacceptably high THC content.
However, rigorous information on hemp water use
(WU) and response to WS is scarce. This preliminary
greenhouse container study tracked WU patterns
under WS of two commercially available high cannabinoid hemp varieties ‘Cherry’ and ‘Wife’ during
flowering stage. We applied two water treatments:
progressive dry-down (DD) and well-watered (WW),
where WW plants were irrigated at 80% of the previous day’s gravimetrically-measured WU for five days
following initial saturation a night, then subsequently at 60% of field capacity for three weeks until harvest. Root zone water content (RZWC) was tracked
with time domain sensors, Gs was measured mid
morning and midday with a porometer, and LWP
was measured predawn and midday with a pressure
chamber. Basic greenhouse climatic conditions were
recorded from a Watchdog weather station.
‘Wife’ was more sensitive than ‘Cherry’, exhibiting
isohydric WU behavior. ‘Wife’ rapidly depleted root
zone water, triggering a sharp decline in Gs to approximately 1/3 of the control when the predawn
RZWC was 25%. Stomatal closure resulted in ‘Wife’
maintaining LWP relatively constant over the day
(-0.5 – 0.3 MPa) and not different from the WW plants.
In contrast, ‘Cherry’ exhibited more anisohydric WU
behavior. Predawn LWP of both WS and WW ‘Cherry’
declined about 0.5 MPA over the day, unlike ‘Wife’,
with WS plants more negative than WW plants (-1.11.5 MPa versus 0.7-1.1 MPa, respectively). Gs of WS
‘Cherry’ declined more slowly than ‘Wife’, and maintained relatively open stomata even at 16% RZWC.
Gravimetric evapotranspiration of ‘Wife’ was generally greater than that of ‘Cherry’ (max ET 2100 and
1700 g day-1, respectively). Leaf area (LA) of WS ‘Wife”
decreased to nearly a half that of the WW plants due
to defoliation, while WS ‘Cherry’ did not defoliate
over the entire 30 days of the study, despite greater
RZWC and more negative LWP. The results suggested
that 1) ‘Wife’, with C. sativa-like leaf morphology, has
isohydric WU strategy that is more sensitive to WS
at flowering stage than in C. indica-like leaf ‘Cherry’
(anisohdyric). 2) the minimum soil moisture required
to maintain normal physiological growth in ‘Wife’ is
greater than ‘Cherry’.
Keywords: hemp, isohydric, anysohidric, Gs, LWP, WU,

WS, minimum soil moisture

Plastic Mulch May Not be a Good Choice
for Field Production of Hemp Floral Buds
(poster)

Sanjun Gu*, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University; Becca Wait, North Carolina A&T State University; Randy
A. Fulk, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University
and Guochen Yang, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical
State University

Abstract: North Carolina loosened its stringent control over industrial hemp after the release of 2014
Farm Bill. The removal of hemp from the controlled
substance list in the 2018 Farm Bill resulted in a
surge in hemp floral buds production for cannabidiol (CBD). Many hemp growers used plastic mulch
to grow hemp, because hemp is a warm-season species similar to tomato and there are no registered
herbicides for the crop. The 2018 reports from hemp
growers revealed both success and failure when using plastic mulch. The objective of this project was to
investigate if plastic mulch would benefit hemp buds
and CBD yield and to test the growth and yield of
hemp genetics under the plastic mulch and bare-soil
systems. The experiment was conducted as a splitplot design, with plastic much/bare-soil beds (3 beds
each) served as main plots and cultivars [(Spectrum,
Otto-2, and Otto x Spectrum (OS)] as split plots. There
were three plants in each split-plot. Hemp clones
were transplanted on June 3, 2019, at A&T University
Farm in Greensboro, NC. The bed spacing was 5’ and
in-row spacing was 4.5’. Two drip tapes were buried
in soil for irrigation and fertigation. Plants were harvested in late October. The plants at the end of season were shorter with plastic mulch (116 cm) than
with bare-soil (134 cm). There were no significant
differences between plants with bare-soil or plastic
mulch in terms of fresh weight (1.9 vs 1.4 kg/plant),
total dry weight (720 vs 654 g/plant), and floral bud
weight (312 vs 238 g/plant). There was no significant
difference among cultivars on plant growth and bud
yield. ‘Otto-2’ had 328 g dry buds, ‘Spectrum’ had 238
g, and ‘OS’ had 257 g. Plastic mulch did not promote
the CBD yield (6.2%), when compared to the bare-soil
treatment (7.1%). ‘OS’ (7.9%) had significantly higher
CBD yield than ‘Otto-2’ (5.2%), but this yield was similar to that of ‘Spectrum’ (6.9%). Some plants tested
high for tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) content (>0.3%).
However, on average, the THC content of plants with
plastic mulch was 0.29% and with bare-soil it was
0.27%. ‘Spectrum’ had 0.29% THC, followed by ‘Otto2’ at 0.23%, and OS at 0.11%. Based on these results,
plastic mulch did not benefit hemp CBD production,
and ‘Spectrum’ was the highest producer for CBD
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among the three cultivars that were tested in field.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Golden LEAF Foundation

Effect of Nutritional Supplementation on
Physiology and Cannabinoid Content of
Essential Oil Hemp Varieties (poster)

Luis Monserrate*, University of Florida and Zach Brym, University of Florida

Abstract: Industrial hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) has
been acknowledged to be a potential alternative
crop for Florida. However, agricultural management
practices are not well established as hemp has never been commercially cultivated in the state for essential oil production. Agricultural management
practices will impact mineral nutrition and soil fertility that drive plant physiological processes such
as growth rate and synthesis of cannabinoids. Nutrient management studies have largely focused on
fiber and grain hemp to maximize yield and nutrient
use efficiency. Relatively less work has been done to
optimize nutrition for cannabinoid content and distribution. Nutritional supplementation during the reproductive stage has shown changes to cannabinoid
levels in inflorescence and harvestable plant material. A nutritional supplementation experiment was
established in South Florida to evaluate the cannabinoid content of essential oil hemp plant tissues at
harvest as well as the physiological changes during
reproductive growth. Vegetatively propagated plants
of two hemp varieties were grown to flower induction under lighted greenhouse conditions. The treatments consisted of a combination of high, medium,
and low rates of N, P, and K as follows: 100-17.5-50
ppm, 200-35-100 ppm, and 300-52.5-150 ppm, respectively. From the onset of reproductive stage,
plant height, stem diameter, branch and internode
number were measured weekly. Upon plant harvest,
total biomass, stem and inflorescence weight were
recorded to evaluate biomass distribution. Assessment of cannabinoid content and distribution was
done by sampling an apical stem 15-cm from the
top, mid-height, and bottom side branch, and then
separating the sample stem into inflorescence, fan
leaves, and stem components for cannabinoid content quantification. We expect high nutritional supplementation to drive larger stem and inflorescence
biomass, increase CBG levels, and maintain THC and
CBD levels in both varieties. Supplemental mineral
nutrition may demonstrate the potential to regulate
biosynthesis of cannabinoids in specific plant tissue.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Grant
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Effects of Fertilizer Induced Salinity on
Hemp (Cannabis sativa) Growth, Cannabinoid Profiles, and Biomass (poster)
Steven L. Anderson*, University of Florida; Brian Pearson, Univ
of Florida; Zach Brym, University of Florida and Roger Kjelgren,
University of Florida

Abstract: Commercial plant production operations
often inject soluble fertilizer into irrigation systems
(fertigation) to deliver regular, precise application of
nutrients. Fertilizer application timing and rate must
consider plant nutrient uptake, evapotranspiration,
and leaching fraction to avoid excessive salinization
of the growth media. If not properly managed, salts
present in fertilizer will accumulate in growth media
and lead to decreased plant performance or death.
Given recent interest in commercial cultivation of
cannabinoid hemp (Cannabis sativa), relationships
between substrate salt and hemp growth, biomass,
and cannabinoid profiles are necessary. Moreover,
soil solution electrical conductivity threshold (ECt)
of hemp must understood and avoided to maintain acceptable crop performance. Five cannabidiol
(CBD) hemp cultivars (Cherry, Cherry Blossom, Cherry Blossom Tuan, Berry Blossom, and Cherry Wine)
were treated with six fertigation treatments. Ground
water with a background electrical conductivity (EC)
of 0.33 dS m-1 was injected with commercial 20-2020 fertilizer using a Dosatron D12MZA system at
rates of 0.33 (control), 0.54, 0.96, 1.59, 2.22, and 2.85
dS m−1 equating to 0, 50, 150, 300, 450, and 600 ppm
nitrogen, respectively. Irrigation was applied daily to
six replicates per treatment to obtain 100% leaching
fraction to ensure soil EC was maintained at target
concentrations. Plants were grown under artificial
lighting (18 hr) to maintain vegetative growth for
eight weeks, followed by an eight-week flowering period. Cannabinoid testing was conducted at the end
of the sixth week of flowering and biomass was harvested fifteen days after sampling. Terminal height
and total biomass were strongly correlated (r=0.83).
Compared to the lowest fertigated treatment of 0.54
dS m-1 (135cm; 143 g), total biomass was reduced
by 7, 11, 15, 26, and 66 % in height and 18, 22, 27,
58, and 97% in total dry biomass for 0.96, 1.59, 2.22,
2.85, and 0.33 dS m−1, respectively. Statistically significant reductions in biomass were observed at 2.85
dS m−1, compared to 0.54 dS m−1. Total potential CDB
was 91% correlated to total potential tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) with a reduction of 10, 19, 34, 41, and
17% in total potential THC and 16, 25, 34, 47, and
23% in total potential CBD for 0.96, 1.59, 2.22, 2.85,
and 0.33 dS m−1, respectively, compared to 0.54 dS
m−1 (0.43 % THC; 9.47 % CBD). Statistically significant
reductions in THC and CBD, compared to the 0.54
dS m-1 treatment, occurred at 2.22 dS m−1 and 1.59
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dS m−1, respectively. This study demonstrates hemp
has similar salinity threshold to vegetables (ECt<2.5)
ranging between 1.59 and 2.85 dS m−1 dependent
on the trait of interest.

the ability of metals to accumulate in different parts
of the hemp plant.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: UF/IFAS Industrial Hemp
Pilot Project with support from Green Roads West,
Roseville Farms, ANO CBD, Green Point Research, and
the Florida Industrial Hemp Endowment.

Feminized Seed Produced By Selfing and
Outcrossing (poster)

Metal Accumulation in Hemp Flower Material for Multiple Growing Sites in Georgia (poster)

Amanda Olbrick Marabesi*, The University of Georgia; N.J. Fuller,
University of Georgia and Timothy Coolong, University of Georgia

Abstract: With the passage of the 2018 Farm Bill,
industrial hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) was allowed to
be legally grown, with some restrictions, in the U.S.
While it has many uses, including seed, oil, and fiber;
much of the current interest in hemp production is
for the isolation of cannabinoids such as cannabidiol. Studies have documented the ability of hemp to
survive on soils with relatively high levels of heavy
metals. Hemp also has several agronomic traits that
could facilitate accumulation of heavy metals such
as a large, deep root system, fast life cycle, and high
biomass production. Because of this, companies
producing hemp for floral material and subsequent
cannabinoid extraction have expressed an interest
determining typical levels of heavy metals in hemp
flower. During Summer 2019, between 12 and 24 varieties of industrial hemp were grown in three locations across the state of Georgia. Three of these varieties. Baox, Lifter, and Cherry Wine, were selected
for testing of metals in floral material. Trial locations
represented a range of soil textures from clay to
sand. Soil samples taken adjacent to sampled plants
had pH values ranging from 5.2 to 7.6. Soil and plant
materials were acid digested and analyzed for elemental content using an inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometer. Soil cadmium concentrations
ranged from <0.50 to 4.03 ppm. Cadmium levels in
the mature flower tissue were < 1.0 ppm. Soil lead
concentrations ranged from 1.51 to 12.45 ppm, while
lead concentrations in mature floral tissue ranged
from <0.39 to 2.57 ppm. Total aluminum concentrations in soils ranged from 1424 ppm to more than
20,500 ppm. Consequently, aluminum levels in floral
tissue ranged from 56 to 3758 ppm. Concentrations
of essential plant micronutrients such as zinc and
manganese ranged widely in floral materials. While
the concentrations of most heavy metals tested in
floral material were low, further research on soils
with high levels of metals is warranted to determine

Lauren E Kurtz*, University of Connecticut; Jonathan D. Mahoney, University of Connecticut; Mark Brand, University of
Connecticut and Jessica Lubell, University of Connecticut

Abstract: Feminized seed is desired for the production of cannabidiol (CBD) hemp (Cannabis sativa).
Feminized seed is produced by inducing female
plants to make pollen, which is then used to pollinate female plants, resulting in all female embryos.
When the pistillate female and masculinized female
used are the same genotype, the seed from this self
cross is called S1 seed. Three parent strains, Candida (CD-1), Dinamed CBD, and Abacus, were crossed
as follows: Dinamed CBD × Candida (CD-1), Candida
(CD-1) × Abacus, and Candida (CD-1) × Candida (CD1). S1 Candida (CD-1) × Candida (CD-1) progeny were
smaller than outcrossed progeny for all measured
traits. Variation for total dry weight (CV = 58%) and
floral dry weight (CV = 64%) was two to three times
greater for selfed progeny than outcrossed progeny. All progeny from the self cross were variegated,
which is a homozygous recessive trait. Discriminant
analysis of principal components (DAPC) using amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) was
conducted. All crosses were distinct and outcross
progeny clustered closer to the maternal parent.
Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) showed that
74.5% of the variation was within progeny populations. Expected heterozygosity (He) was 0.085 for the
selfed population, 0.104 for Candida (CD-1) × Abacus,
and 0.101 for Dinamed CBD × Candida (CD-1). These
findings suggest that selfing should be avoided since
it may lead to reduced vigor and inbreeding depression. Crossing two different strains is recommended
to increase heterozygosity, yield and uniformity of
feminized seed. If crossing within a strain is necessary to maintain strain name, then use two different
genotypes of the strain to produce feminized seed.
Hemp breeders may want to consider developing inbred parental lines to generate F1 feminized seed,
which should produce plants that exhibit improved
crop uniformity and hybrid vigor.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Curaleaf
12:30 PM – 1:15 PM

Organic Horticulture 2/Plasticulture
(Poster)
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Moderator: Javier Fernandez-Salvador, Oregon State
University

Evaluating Nitrogen Mineralization from
Cover Crops Grown in High Tunnels (poster)

Timothy Coolong*, University of Georgia; Savanah Laur, The Unviersity of Georgia and Kate Banks Cassity-Duffey, The University
of Georgia

Abstract: Organic growers often rely on nitrogen-fixing cover crops to supply nitrogen for crop growth.
Recently The University of Georgia developed a cover crop nitrogen availability calculator that utilizes near-infrared spectroscopy and historic climate
data to estimate nitrogen release rates from cover
crop residue. This tool has proven robust for field
estimates of nitrogen mineralization; however, little is known regarding the efficacy in a high tunnel
production system. Temperature and soil moisture
patterns vary widely between open field production
and high tunnels. In Winter 2019 crimson clover
(Trifolium incarnatum) was planted in high tunnels
in Watkinsville, GA. The cover crop was terminated at flower and produced an average dry biomass
of 7,000 kgˑha-1 with an estimated release of 116
kgˑha-1 nitrogen over 90 days. In one half of each
high tunnel all above-ground cover crop biomass
were removed. Kale (Brassica oleracea) ‘Winterbor’
was planted in each side of the high tunnel to determine the impact of mineralized nitrogen on yield of a
crop. No additional fertilizer was applied. Kale plants
were harvested on time with yields averaged 26 and
27 kg per 30 m of planted row for plots without and
with above ground cover crop biomass, respectively,
and did not differ significantly between treatments.
Nitrogen mineralization was determined at 0, 2, 4,
and 6 weeks after cover crop incorporation. Considerable nitrogen mineralization occurred in this trial,
suggesting that cover crops can play a significant
role in fertilization strategies for high tunnel crops.

Seaweed Extract and Microbial Biostimulants Show Synergistic Effects on Organic
Strawberry Production (poster)
Jianyu Li*, University of Florida; Xin Zhao, University of Florida
and Bodh R. Paudel, University of Florida

Abstract: The beneficial effects of biostimulants have
been investigated on horticultural crops, demonstrating their potential role in enhancing nutrient
uptake and crop yield and improving plant growth
performance and tolerance to biotic and abiotic
stresses. Although the use of biostimulants have
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been suggested for overcoming yield-limiting factors
in organic farming, information regarding its application in organic strawberry production systems is limited. The objective of this study was to examine the
influence of seaweed extract and beneficial microorganism biostimulants and their synergistic effects
on organic strawberry production. The field trial was
conducted during the 2018-2019 season at the University of Florida Plant Science Research and Education Unit in Citra, FL. Stimplex® containing cytokinins
is a commercial liquid seaweed extract biostimulant
derived from Ascophyllum nodosum. TerraGrow® is a
commercial microorganism biostimulant containing
four Bacillus and one Trichoderma species. The field
experiment was arranged in a split-split plot design
with four replications. The cover crop (sunn hemp
or weedy fallow) was randomized in the whole plots
and the biostimulant treatments were included in
the subplots. The biostimulant treatments consisted
of biweekly root applications of Stimplex® at 4.7 L/ha,
TerraGrow® at 1.68 kg/ha, a combination of both, and
no biostimulant control. Two strawberry cultivars,
including Sweet Sensation® ‘Florida127’ and ‘Florida
Brilliance’, were included in sub-sub plots. Strawberry tray plugs were transplanted in Oct. 2018 and fruit
were harvested from Nov. 26, 2018 to Apr. 22, 2019.
Results indicated that a combination of Stimplex®
and TerraGrow® significantly enhanced mineral concentrations of P, K, Mg, S, and Cu in the aboveground
leaf tissues and the fruit compared with the control at the end of the strawberry season. The root
growth was significantly improved, with greater total
surface area and root volume in the combination of
Stimplex® and TerraGrow® treatment compared to
the control at the end of the strawberry season. The
marketable fruit yield was significantly higher in the
combination treatment compared to Stimplex® or
TerraGrow® alone and the control during the harvest
season starting Jan. The whole-season marketable
fruit yield of the combination of Stimplex® and TerraGrow® was also significantly improved in contrast to
Stimplex® or TerraGrow® alone and the control. The
interaction effects between biostimulants and other
experimental factors including cover crop and cultivar were not significant. Further research is needed
to assess the functions of the combined use of different types of biostimulants and elucidate the underlying mechanisms.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA OREI

Quality Attributes of Pac Choi and Baby
Lettuce Under High Tunnel Organic Production As Affected By Nutrient Manage-
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ment Practices (poster)

Shufang Tian*, University of Florida; Xin Zhao, University of Florida and Jeffrey Brecht, University of Florida

Abstract: Bioactive phytochemicals can play an important role in human health, and their levels in leafy
green vegetables may be affected by nutrient management practices. The objective of this study was
to determine the effects of nutrient management on
phytochemicals and mineral nutrients in leafy greens
produced under organic high tunnel systems. Pac
choi (Brassica rapa ‘Mei Qing Choi’) was transplanted
on 11 Oct. 2019 and harvested after 32 days. Lettuce
(Lactuca sativa ‘Outredgeous’) was direct seeded on
13 Nov. after the pac choi harvest, without any additional organic amendment or nutrient input. Harvest
of baby lettuce was performed after 33 days. The
experiment was conducted using a split-split plot
design with three replications, with weedy fallow vs.
cowpea cover crop planted prior to the vegetable
season as the whole plots, preplant application of
solid organic fertilizer vs. in-season fertigation with
liquid organic fertilizer as the subplots, and applications of different types of composts (i.e., yard waste
compost, cow manure compost, vermicompost, and
no compost) as the sub-subplots. Cover crop did not
show significant effects on ascorbic acid and total
phenolic contents in pac choi or lettuce compared to
the weedy fallow control. In the pac choi trial, granular fertilization resulted in significantly higher total
phenolic content compared to liquid fertilization.
The increased phenolics were accompanied by significantly lower marketable yield, leaf tissue concentrations of N and P, and P accumulation in pac choi.
Yard waste compost resulted in significantly higher
yield and N accumulation and tended to increase
dry matter content as well as P, K, Mg, Ca, and Cu
accumulation compared to the no compost control.
For lettuce, granular fertilization tended to increase
leaf N concentration and total phenolic content in
contrast to liquid fertilization. Yard waste compost
and vermicompost tended to reduce total phenolic
content compared to the no compost control. Cow
manure compost, vermicompost, and yard waste
compost resulted in significantly lower ascorbic acid
content in lettuce compared to the no compost control. Higher total phenolic content in pac choi being
associated with lower yield may be related to lower
N availability from preplant fertilization prior to the
pac choi harvest, contributing to the reduction in
yield along with the increased concentration of phenolic compounds. Further research is needed to help
optimize organic nutrient management toward enhancing both crop yield and compositional quality.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA OREI

Nutrient Management Grower Assessment of Organic Pak Choi in a High Tunnel
(poster)
Megan Donovan*, University of Florida; Marilyn E. Swisher,
University of Florida; Kaylene Sattanno, University of Florida and
Xin Zhao, University of Florida

Abstract: This study explores organic vegetable production in high tunnels in the Southeast using an interdisciplinary approach. The role of social science
in this study is to support and enhance the efficacy
of biological research through stakeholder participation and understanding decision-making processes
of growers. The goal is to reduce the lag time between conceptualization of a problem and identifying viable solutions that farmers can and will adopt.
Grower assessments of scientists’ biological research
is a critical component in improving the research
process and identifying feasible solutions. These assessments begin with a visual assessment of organically grown vegetables in a high tunnel structure. After the field exercise, the participants participate in
a facilitated discussion designed to reach consensus
about recommendations for changes to research design. Participants are blind to the specific treatments
for each plot while making their observations in the
field, but treatments are revealed later during the
facilitated discussion. We conducted a grower assessment in November 2019 at the Plant Science Research & Education Unit (PSREU) in Citra, FL. The pak
choi research trial was a randomized complete block
design of six blocks. The treatments include three
factors: presence of cover crop, type of compost and
fertilization regime. The treatment effects of these
factors on the pak choi should have been observable
by the participants. Type of compost and fertilization
regime did result in discernible differences in physical appearance of the pak choi, but cover crop did
not.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA

On-Farm Evaluation of Anaerobic Soil Disinfestation for Organic Okra Production
(poster)

Isaac Vincent*, University of Florida; Bodh R. Paudel, University of Florida; Xin Zhao, University of Florida; Zachary E. Black,
University of Florida; Marilyn E. Swisher, University of Florida;
Kaylene Sattanno, University of Florida; Jason C. Hong, USDA-ARS
and Erin N. Rosskopf, USDA-ARS

Abstract: Anaerobic soil disinfestation (ASD), an alternative to chemical soil fumigation, has been successfully demonstrated in several cropping systems
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to control soilborne pathogens and shows potential
for improving growth and yield in high-value crops
such as strawberry and tomato. The ASD method involves addition of a labile carbon source, irrigation
to field capacity, and tarping with totally impermeable film, and remains covered for at least 21 days.
To evaluate effects of ASD treatments on plant parasitic nematode infestation, plant vigor, and marketable yield of organically grown okra (Abelmoschus
esculentus ‘Crimson Spineless’), on-farm trials were
conducted in Hawthorne and Bushnell, FL in 2019,
using a randomized complete block design. Treatments consisted of ASD with molasses (6.9 m3/ha)
and composted yard waste (26.9 Mg/ha; M + CYW);
ASD with M (6.9 m3/ha) and processed chicken manure 5N-3P2O5-2K2O (6.8 Mg/ha; M + CM). Grower’s
practice (GP) was used as the control, i.e., CM at 4.9
Mg/ha in Hawthorne, and NatureSafe organic fertilizer 10N-2P2O5-8K2O at 3.25 Mg/ha in Bushnell. The
ASD treatment with CYW received 2.45 Mg/ha of pelleted CM side-dressing at each site. Okra fruit was
harvested, weighed, and counted thrice a week. Early season marketable yield and number increased by
42.8% and 32.3%, respectively, for M + CM compared
to M + CYW at Hawthorne. Mid, late season, and total
marketable yield and marketable fruit number were
also significantly higher for M + CM than M + CYW
and GP. No differences in marketable yield or number were detected at Bushnell. At both sites, significantly higher soil redox potential was achieved in M
+ CM compared to M + CYW and GP. Plant height,
stem diameter, and relative chlorophyll content index (SPAD values) trended higher for ASD treatments
compared to GP at both sites, specifically during mid
and late seasons. In general, number of non-parasitic nematodes were higher in ASD-treated soils
compared to GP. Number of root-knot nematodes
per 100 cm3 soil treated with M + CM at early (11.5)
and mid-seasons (85) trended lower compared to GP
(19.5, 110.8, respectively) at Hawthorne. At both locations, soil respiration rate (µmol CO2 m-2 s-1) during
mid-season was greatest in soils treated with M +
CM compared to M + CYW and GP. Cost of implementing ASD coupled with reliance on single-season
plastic hinders adoption by organic farmers. Further
research is warranted to determine cost-effective
carbon sources and plastic alternatives.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA ARS Areawide
Project

An Integrated Multi-Institutional Project
to Promote High Tunnel Organic Vegetable Production in the Southeast (poster)
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Xin Zhao*, University of Florida; Marilyn E. Swisher, University
of Florida; Nicholas S. Dufault, University of Florida; Amanda C.
Hodges, University of Florida; Zhifeng Gao, University of Florida;
Alejandro Bolques, Florida A&M University; Jesusa C. Legaspi,
USDA-Agricultural Research Service; Timothy Coolong, University
of Georgia and Juan Carlos Díaz-Pérez, University of Georgia

Abstract: Cost-effective high tunnel protected culture
systems have evolved into a risk management tool
to serve sustainable vegetable production by providing multifaceted benefits to growers for addressing site-specific challenges. With the increasing use
of high tunnels by organic producers in the Southeastern U.S., particularly in the states of Florida and
Georgia, more systematic studies are demanded to
provide research-based information for developing
and optimizing high tunnel organic production and
management systems. Building upon a planning
project funded by the USDA Organic Agriculture Research and Extension Initiative (OREI) program, an
integrated multi-institutional OREI project is currently being implemented with a focus on adapting and
expanding high tunnel organic vegetable production
for the Southeast. The interdisciplinary research
and extension team includes members from the
University of Florida, Florida A&M University, University of Georgia, and USDA-Agricultural Research
Service. Four key components of biological research
are targeted, including crop management for season
extension, environmental management for microclimate manipulation, soil and nutrient management,
and pest and disease management. The research
objectives are to: (1) assess the efficacy of environmental control measures (e.g., shading, misting)
on performance of organically grown solanaceous
vegetables and leafy greens; (2) optimize planting
time for high-tunnel produced tomatoes and leafy
greens for early production and season extension;
(3) determine the influence of integrated nutrient
management practices on soil fertility and quality
in high tunnel systems; (4) monitor plant pathogens
infecting high priority organic high tunnel crops and
integrate biological products and cultural practices
into organic vegetable disease management for high
tunnels; (5) monitor arthropod pest and beneficial
populations in high tunnel organic vegetable cropping systems; and (6) develop cultural and biological alternatives for managing whiteflies and aphids.
In addition, we plan to analyze economic viability of
high tunnel organic vegetable production and identify the factors influencing high tunnel adoption
among organic growers. Stakeholder involvement is
emphasized throughout the project by engaging an
advisory panel of growers, non-profit organizations,
extension personnel, and companies involved in high
tunnel technology. On-site and virtual assessment of
on-station research plots are developed to provide a
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unique opportunity for growers to observe field trials and offer timely feedback. Growers will conduct
on-farm trials and we will employ diverse extension
programs and multiple avenues to disseminate project information.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA OREI

Extending Blueberry Harvest Season
Using Early Fruiting Southern Highbush
Cultivars and High Tunnels (poster)

Guihong Bi*, Mississippi State University; Tongyin Li, Mississippi
State University; Qianwen Zhang, Mississippi State University and
Zhiheng Xing, Mississippi State University

Abstract: Blueberry has become an increasingly important crop in recent years, with consumption increased dramatically due to the increasing awareness
of its health benefits. In this study, we investigated
the potential of extending blueberry harvest season
by using early fruiting southern highbush cultivars in
combination with high tunnel systems. One year-old
blueberry plants were grown in 15-gallon containers
(100% composted pine bark) in a high tunnel (30 ft.
by 96 ft.) in Mississippi. Five southern highbush cultivars were included in this study: ‘Patrecia’, ‘Camellia’,
‘Meadowlark’, ‘Rebel’, and ‘Star’. Data taken include
plant growth (height and widths), timing of flowering
and berry ripening, single berry weight, berry yield,
berry firmness and soluble solid content (Brix%).
Preliminary results showed that cultivars varied in
plant growth, with ‘Camellia’ had the highest plant
growth index (PGI), followed by ‘Rebel’, ‘Patrecia’, and
‘Meadowlark’. ‘Star’ had the lowest PGI. Cultivars also
varied in the timing of flowering and berry ripening.
‘Patrecia’ is the earliest to flower and ripen, followed
by ‘Meadowlark’, ‘Star’, and ‘Rebel’. ‘Camellia’ is the
latest cultivar to flower and ripen among the five
tested cultivars. Detailed results on timing of peak
harvest, single berry weight, berry yield, berry firmness and soluble solid content will be presented.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Mississippi Department
of Agriculture and Commerce Specialty Crop Block
Grant Program

Comparing Lettuce Yield and Quality Using Drip and Overhead Irrigation on Biodegradable Mulch (poster)

Annette Wszelaki*, University of Tennessee; Jennifer Moore, University of Tennessee; Zachariah Hansen, University of Tennessee
and Brian Leib, University of Tennessee

Abstract: Biodegradable plastic mulches (BDMs) are
a promising alternative to traditional polyethylene

plastic. These mulches are tilled into the soil at the
end of the season and biodegrade during the off-season. Performance of several biodegradable mulches
has been comparable to polyethylene plastic, but
adoption has been slow. One of the benefits of using plastic mulch is conserving moisture under the
mulch. Moisture is conserved both by reducing evaporation due to covering the soil and by using drip irrigation under the mulch, which keeps the moisture in
the rootzone where it is needed and out of the plant
canopy and row middles where it can contribute to
plant disease and weed growth, respectively. However, one question consistently asked in outreach
activities is, “But don’t I still have to remove the drip
tape?” While the BDMs can be tilled into the soil,
the drip tape must still be removed from the field
at season’s end and is another agricultural product
that ends up in the landfill. Although using overhead
irrigation is contrary to the conventional plant pathology recommendation of keeping the plant canopy dry, the overhead irrigation system is composed
of more permanent components compared to drip
irrigation, which is disposed of after one production
season and, therefore, may be a more sustainable
choice. In 2019 and 2020, we compared overhead
sprinklers (MP 3000 Rotators applying 0.44 in/hr)
and drip irrigation (T-tape applying 0.38 gpm/100’)
for production of three romaine lettuce cultivars
(Parris Island Cos, Coastal Star and Jericho) on Organix A.G. film BDM to: 1) compare water use; 2) evaluate disease incidence and severity; and 3) assess
yield and quality. In 2019, the spring was wet with
over 6 inches of precipitation. Therefore, irrigation
was not necessary in early spring. Nonetheless, over
the entire lettuce production season, the overhead
irrigation system used nearly twice as much water
as the drip irrigation system (3.3 inches versus 1.9
inches, respectively). Disease incidence was very low
overall (<2.5%), regardless of irrigation treatment.
White mold was the only disease identified. Parris
Island Cos had 1.25% incidence of white mold in the
drip irrigation treatment, and 2.5% incidence in the
overhead irrigation treatment; however, these percentages were not significantly different from one
another or from the other two varieties that exhibited no disease symptoms. We found no differences
in yield or quality of lettuce varieties harvested from
the drip or overhead irrigation treatments.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA Specialty Crop
Block Grant Program
12:30 PM – 1:15 PM

Plant Growth Regulation (Poster)
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Moderator: Joshua T. Harvey, Texas A&M AgriLife
Research

Interaction of the Plant Growth Regulator,
AVG, with Varying Nitrogen Application
Rates in Relation to Yield and Quality in
Almonds. (poster)
Travis Woods*, California State University

Abstract: Almond kernels are large nitrogen sinks
throughout the growing season. It has been shown
that almond trees cannot meet the nitrogen demands of both vegetative and fruit growth. Developing kernels will compete with adjacent leaves for
nitrogen, reducing leaf nitrogen content, and thus
reducing leaf photosynthetic capacity, creating a resource deficit. This resource deficit results in ‘June
Drop’. Early supplemental nitrogen applications may
mitigate ‘June Drop’. Reports also suggest that application of aminoethoxyvinylglycine hydrochloride
(AVG), an ethylene biosynthesis inhibitor, increases fruit set. However, studies have shown that an
AVG induced increased nut set was followed by an
increased post-nutset ‘June Drop’. The increased
post-nutset ‘June Drop’ demonstrates an increased
demand for resources during early kernel development phase. There has been very little research conducted on supplemental nitrogen and interactions
with a higher nut set induced by AVG. This study proposes to study varying rates of supplemental nitrogen on increased nut set to evaluate ‘June Drop’ and
any changes in harvested yield.
There were significant differences in nut set in 2018
and 2019. Data from ‘June Drop’ counts showed significant differences among treatments in 2019.
2019 kernel, shell, and hulls from both varieties,
Butte and Padre, were weighed after drying. Data
analysis showed there was a significant difference in
kernel weight of the Butte variety among treatments.
There was also a significant increase in the number
of double fertilizations between treatments, as well
as a difference between varieties. There were no significant differences between hull and shell weights
with respect to treatments or varieties.
In both years, 2018 and 2019, there were no significant differences in overall yields among treatments.

Gibberellin Effects on the Morphology of
Hydroponically Grown Pisum Sativum ‘Petite Snap Greens’ (poster)
Sonja Maki*, University of Wisconsin-River Falls

Abstract: The garden pea Pisum sativum ‘Petite SnapI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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Greens’ is grown for its edible shoots, leafy tendrils
and edible flowers. In this study, the response of the
‘Petite Snap Greens’ cultivar to gibberellin application was assessed in two hydroponic settings. Seeds
were purchased from Johnny's Selected Seeds and
germinated in rock wool cubes. Plants were grown in
a greenhouse in both nutrient film technique (NFT)
and gravel culture settings with supplemental LED
lighting (Phillips GreenPower Deep Red and Blue
LED Research Modules). Gibberellin A4 (GA4)and exo16,17-dihydro-GA5 (DiHGA5) were applied (25 ug) in a
single application of a 5 uL microdrop of 50% ethanol
to the internode below the unexpanded apex when
seedlings had six expanded leaves. Both gibberellin
treatments significantly increased plant height and
age (number of expanded leaves) while there was
no difference in the node of flower initiation (NFI).
Some flowers produced extra banner petals in control plants which was not observed very often in gibberellin treated plants. Both gibberellin treatments
and LED lighting altered the morphology of the leafy
tendrils with gibberellin-treated leaflets developing
more narrow and elongated leaflets. Overall, the 'Petite Snap-Greens' cultivar performed well in these
hydroponic settings and yielded different leaflet
morphologies dependent on lighting and gibberellin
treatments.

Effect of Ethylene Related Plant Growth
Regulators on Ripening and Postharvest
Fruit Quality in Blueberries (Vaccinium
spp.) (poster)
Tej Prasad Acharya*, University of Georgia

Abstract: Blueberry has emerged as a major specialty crop in the Unites States. The two main types
of cultivated blueberry in Georgia (GA) are southern
highbush blueberry (SHB) and rabbiteye (RE) blueberry. During ripening individual blueberry fruit on
the branch mature at different rates resulting in
non-uniform ripening, and requiring multiple fruit
harvests. Further, after harvest fruit softening and
susceptibility to pathogens can rapidly deteriorate
fruit quality and impact postharvest shelf life. The
objective of this study was to test the effect of four
ethylene-related plant growth regulators (PGRs) on
manipulating fruit ripening, ethylene production and
postharvest fruit quality. The effect of two PGRs that
promote ethylene production, ethephon (250 ppm)
and 1-aminocyclopropane 1-carboxylic acid (ACC;
250 ppm), and two PGRs that inhibit ethylene production aminoethoxyvinylglycine (AVG; 300 ppm)
and 1-methylcyclopropene (1-MCP; 25 g per gallon)
along with control treatments were tested in one
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southern highbush cultivar, Miss Lilly and two rabbiteye blueberry cultivars Premier and Powderblue.
Ethephon and ACC application increased ethylene
levels in ripe fruit within 2 d after treatment (DAT)
compared to the control. Ethephon increased ripe
fruit by 70%, 26% and 125% compared to the control
at 5 days after treatment in ‘Miss Lilly’, ‘Premier’ and
‘Powderblue’, respectively. Similar to ethephon, ACC
treatments resulted in greater percentage of ripe
fruit at 5 DAT in the three cultivars. These treatments
did not display any consistent effects on postharvest
fruit quality attributes including texture, soluble
solids content, titratable acidity and weight. Treatment with1-MCP increased ethylene evolution at 2
DAT in the three cultivars. However, 1-MCP and AVG
treatments did not affect the rate of ripening or fruit
quality attributes compared to the control. Our results indicate that ethephon and ACC have potential
to be developed as ripening aids to accelerate/synchronize ripening. In the future, ethylene-induced
changes in the metabolite profile of ripening fruit
will be determined. Protocols are being developed to
determine sugars, acids, their derivatives, amino acids, fatty acids and anthocyanins using gas-chromatography mass spectrometry and high-performance
liquid chromatography. Results from such studies
are expected to identify important metabolites that
accumulate in blueberry fruit, and ethylene-induced
changes in metabolite profiles during ripening and
postharvest storage.

Elucidation of Aldoxime Metabolism in
Tomato (poster)
Bing Bai*, Doosan Shin, Tong Geon Lee, Breanna
Tomiczek, Alex Grenning, Jeongim Kim, University of
Florida
Abstract: As sessile organisms, plants produce various secondary metabolites in responses to abiotic
and biotic stresses. Aldoximes are nitrogen containing compounds made from various amino acids and are best known as precursors of defense
compounds in many species. Indole-3-acetaldoxime
(IAOx) synthesized from tryptophan is a precursor of
phytoalexin and glucosinolates which have anti-microbial or anti-herbivore activities in Brassicales.
Also, phenylalanine-derived aldoxime, phenylacetaldoxime (PAOx) or aliphatic amino acid derived aldoximes function in defense in diverse species. IAOx
and PAOx are precursors of growth hormone auxins,
indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) and phenylacetic acid (PAA)
respectively. Recent studies have shown a crosstalk
between phenylpropanoid pathway and aldoxime
metabolism in Arabidopsis thaliana and Camelina

sativa. The accumulation of aldoximes activates the
degradation of phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL),
which acts at the first step of the phenylpropanoid
pathway. Given that auxins and phenylpropanoids
such as lignin affect plant growth and development,
the aldoxime metabolism functions as a metabolite hub for chemical defense and growth regulation. However, our knowledge about the aldoxime
metabolism in tomato is still limited. To elucidate
the aldoxime metabolism in tomato, we analyzed
phenylpropanoid contents in tomato leaves treated with aldoximes. Our data suggest a possible link
between the aldoxime metabolism and the phenylpropanoid pathway in tomato. Aldoximes are made
by cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes belonging to 79
family. To identify genes encoding aldoxime production enzymes in tomato, we did a phylogenetic
study using Arabidopsis CYP79 homologs. From this
study, we have identified five tomato genes having
high protein sequence similarities with Arabidopsis
CYP79s. In silico data analysis using publicly available
data showed that two of them are highly expressed
in fruits. Our pharmacological experimental results
showed that one of them is induced by the jasmonic acid treatment suggesting its possible roles on
stress responses. Further characterization of tomato
CYP79 enzymes and the genetic study of these five
candidate genes will elucidate aldoxime metabolism
in tomato.

Yield and Quality Responses of Hydroponic Lettuce to Supplemental LED Red:Blue
Light Ratios (poster)
Joshua T. Harvey*, Texas A&M AgriLife Research and Daniel
Leskovar, Texas A&M AgriLife Research & Extension Center, Texas
A&M University

Abstract: Using cost-effective light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) with optimum color ratios is an important
practice for maximizing crop yield and quality in
protected plant production system. In a two-season
greenhouse hydroponics study (Fall and Winter), we
examined the impact of different LED red:blue ratios
on lettuce growth and quality.
Lettuce cvs. Newham, Cegolaine, Cherokee, and Rosaine were grown in NFT hydroponic tables for seven
weeks from seeding. Supplemental light treatments
consisted of control (white fluorescent lighting),
100R:0B, 90R:10B, and 50R:50B LED red:blue ratios.
Lettuce heads were measured for fresh and dry
weight, head height, leaf number, °Brix, and SPAD.
In the Winter cycle we also sampled leaf CIELAB color
parameters from which leaf chroma and hue were
calculated.
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No response variable exhibited significant cultivar:treatment interactions. There were significant
differences between cultivars for all response variables except fresh weight:dry weight ratio. The cv.
Newham exhibited the highest °Brix and SPAD values and tied with Cegolaine for highest dry weight
and leaf number and with Cegolaine and Cherokee
for highest fresh weight. Compared to control, all
LED treatments reduced head height, 50R:50B ratio
increased dry weight and leaf number, 100R:0B ratio increased SPAD and hue, and 90R:10B ratio increased °Brix. Light treatments did not significantly
impact fresh weight, chroma, or fresh weight:dry
weight ratios.
Based on these two season tests, we demonstrate
that individual yield and quality components can be
increased with specific red:blue light ratios but that
no single ratio provides an overall benefit. Additional testing with different cultivars as well as a greater
variety of red:blue light ratios and light intensity may
help identify cultivar-treatment combinations that
optimize hydroponic lettuce production.
12:30 PM – 1:15 PM

Plant Nutrient Management 2 (Poster)
Moderator: Mark Reiter, Virginia Tech

Fertilizer Application Method for Potato
Yields and Quality on Sandy Loam Soils in
the Mid-Atlantic. (poster)

Mark Reiter*, and John Mason, School of Plant and Environmental Sciences, Eastern Shore Agricultural Research and Extension
Center, Virginia Tech

Abstract: Traditionally, starter fertilizers are applied
with the potato planter to ensure adequate phosphorus (P) fertilizer in close proximity to the seed
piece to facilitate early season root growth and nutrient uptake. However, fertilizer applications with
the planter may slow the planting process, cause
corrosion on equipment, and fertilizer attachments
are expensive to purchase and maintain. Many farmers desire a broadcast pre-plant fertilizer application
of their starter fertilizer nutrients to delete the fertilizer headache when planting. However, pre-plant
broadcast fertilizer applications are not the current
Extension recommendation and these practices
need to be validated on the Eastern Shore of Virginia in our climate and soils. Our objectives are to: 1.
determine if applying fertilizer in a banded application under the row with the tuber is comparable to
a broadcast application prior to planting; and 2. deI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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termine if more or less fertilizer is needed if fertilizer
application method is changed. We used a fertilizer
application method (2) × rate (3) factorial arrangement, with a no-fertilizer control included. Fertilizer
application methods were broadcast applied prior to
planting and incorporated using planter and banded
application under the row. Using 10-10-10 fertilizer
blend (N-P2O5-K2O), we applied 30, 60, and 90 lbs.
N, P2O5, and K2O/acre. Marketable yield, total yield,
rot, and tuber size was calculated. For all parameters, fertilizer application method × fertilizer rate
interaction was not significant. Overall, yields were
generally lower than expected due to fertility being
low since application main effect was averaged over
rate (25,200 lbs./acre; USDA-NASS 5-year average
for Virginia). In three years with acceptable yields,
broadcast vs. banded applications of fertilizer made
no difference. An excellent fertilizer response was
seen, with no-fertilizer plots yielding approximately 50% as compared to fertilized plots. Application
method made no impact on marketable yields; which
mirrored and were 85-95% of total yields. Tuber rot
was not impacted by application method. Tuber size
was smaller in 2016 when fertilizer was applied under the row versus broadcast (110.0 vs. 101.6 g/tuber, respectively). Size was not impacted by method
in 2017, 2018, or 2019. In conclusion, fertilizer application method made no difference regarding yield,
marketable yield, rot, or size. Farmers should utilize
faster broadcast spreader applications instead of
slowing down planting and damaging equipment by
exposing planters to corrosive fertilizer sources

Determining the Salt Tolerance of Two
Penstemons Using a Near-Continuous
Gradient Dosing System (poster)

Asmita Paudel*, Department of Plants, Soils, and Climate, Utah
State University; JI Jhong Chen, Utah State University and Youping
Sun, Department of Plants, Soils, and Climate, Utah State University

Abstract: Penstemons are flowering plants native
to desert and alpine regions in North America. They
are popular in xeriscape. However, their tolerance to
salinity remains largely unknown. In a recent study,
Penstemon barbatus (golden-beard penstemon) and
Penstemon strictus (beardtongue) were screened for
salinity tolerance using a near-continuous gradient
dosing (NCGD) system. Plants were irrigated with saline solutions at eight electrical conductivities (ECs)
ranging from 1.0 to 6.7 dS·m-1 for 12 weeks. Shoot dry
weight (DW) decreased linearly with increasing salinity levels in both P. barbatus and P. strictus. The shoot
DW of P. barbatus and P. strictus was decreased by
38 and 73%, respectively, when irrigated with saline
solution at an EC of 6.7 dS·m-1 compared with con-
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trol (1.0 dS·m-1). As the salinity level in the irrigation
water increased, visual score and relative chlorophyll
content [Soil-Plant Analysis Development (SPAD)] decreased linearly in P. barbatus and quadratically in P.
strictus. Further, there was no significant difference
among salinity levels for the length of the longest
leaf in P. barbatus, but leaf length was decreased
quadratically in P. strictus. Net photosynthesis (Pn),
measured using a CIRAS-3 portable photosynthesis
system, decreased quadratically with increasing salinity levels for both species. Transpiration (E) rate
decreased linearly in P. strictus whereas no significant difference was observed for P. barbatus. Penstemon strictus at the EC of 6.7 dS·m-1 had 50% mortality, but all P. barbatus plants survived. Penstemon
barbatus was more tolerant than P. strictus to the salinity levels in this study.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA Hatch project UTA01381, USDA Specialty Crop Block Grant Program #202715, American Penstemon Society #202486,
Utah State University New Faculty Start-Up Funds

Using NDVI Sensors to Determine the
Chlorophyll Content of Shepherdia ×Utahensis ‘Torrey’ (poster)

JI Jhong Chen*, Utah State University; Shuyang Zhen, University
of Georgia and Youping Sun, Department of Plants, Soils, and
Climate, Utah State University

Abstract: Chlorophyll content can be measured using destructive methods (e.g., chlorophyll extraction)
and nondestructive methods (e.g., chlorophyll meter) by measuring absorbance, transmission, or reflectance at chlorophyll-sensitive wavelength bands.
Spectrophotometer estimates leaf chlorophyll content from light absorbance at the wavelength of
665.1 nm and 649.1 nm when chlorophyll is extracted in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solvent. On the other hand, Minolta Chlorophyll Meter measures light
transmission at the wavelength of red light (RED) at
650 nm and near-infrared (NIR) at 940 nm, while MC100 Meter measures the wavelength of RED at 653
nm and NIR at 931 nm. Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) sensors are designed to measure
the reflectance of RED at 650 nm and NIR at 810 nm
and used in remote sensing to determine vegetation
index since vegetation and non-vegetation surface
have different reflectance spectral patterns. With
similar detecting wavelengths to commercial chlorophyll meters, NDVI sensors may be used to estimate
leaf chlorophyll content by measuring light transmission, although they are usually used to measure
light reflectance. In our study, an NDVI sensor was
used for measuring RED and NIR light transmission

to estimate leaf chlorophyll content of Shepherdia
×utahensis ‘Torrey’ treated with three ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) levels. All measurements were done
under sun and halogen light. Chlorophyll contents
were also measured using Soil Plant Analysis Development (SPAD)-502 and MC-100 chlorophyll meters
and chlorophyll extraction using DMSO solvent. The
leaf chlorophyll distribution of S. ×utahensis ‘Torrey’
was uniform. Leaf chlorophyll content estimated using the NDVI sensor was consistent with those from
SPAD-502 and MC-100 chlorophyll meters and chlorophyll extraction with high correlations between the
NDVI sensor and chlorophyll meters (all P < 0.0001, r2
> 0.65). Therefore, NDVI sensors can be used to estimate leaf chlorophyll contents.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA Hatch project UTA01381, New Faculty Start-Up Funds from the
Office of Research and Graduate Studies, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, and the Center for Water-Efficient Landscaping at Utah State University

Balancing the Supply of Nutrients and
Water with Plant Demand in Closed Hydroponic Systems (poster)
Lauren Houston*, University of Arkansas and Ryan Dickson,
University of Arkansas

Abstract: Designing a nutrient solution recipe that
balances nutrient supply with plant demand minimizes nutrient accumulation/depletion over time
in closed hydroponic systems, reducing the need
to periodically dump and replace the solution or invest in expensive nutrient monitoring and injection
equipment. However, a “balanced” nutrient solution
would likely differ between plant species and be influenced by applied nutrient ratios, particularly nitrogen form. The objective was to calculate and compare individual nutrient concentrations needed in a
balanced hydroponic refill solution across a range
of edible crop species and varying solution ammonium:nitrate (NH4:NO3) nitrogen ratios. Plant growth,
individual nutrient and water uptake were quantified
over a 6 day period for eight species (arugula, basil,
cucumber, eggplant, lettuce, pepper, spinach, tomato) grown in small-scale and closed hydroponic systems with 0.5× Hoagland’s solution (100 mg/L nitrogen) and solution NH4:NO3 ratios of 0:100, 15:85, and
30:70. Predicted macronutrient concentrations for
nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium
(Ca), and magnesium (Mg) in a balanced refill solution were calculated using a mass balance approach
and analyzed across species and NH4:NO3 treatment
combinations. Plant species differed in the predicted
concentration for each nutrient, which was also in-
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fluenced by NH4:NO3 ratio. Overall, increasing NH4:NO3 ratio decreased the predicted concentration of
Ca and Mg for each species, likely a result of NH4
inhibitiion of Ca and Mg uptake by roots. Supplying
100% nitrate nitrogen is therefore recommended for
species sensitive to calcium-related disorders, such
as “tip burn” in lettuce and “blossom-end-rot” in tomato. Concentrations of N were shown to be insufficient whereas Ca and Mg were excessive of plant
demand with a 0.5× Hoagland’s refill solution, and
continued use of this solution in a closed systems
would be expected to result in N deficiency and Ca/
Mg accumulation over time. It is important to consider that all plants in this study were in a vegetative
growth stage, and therefore nutrient uptake may differ during fruit development for species such as tomato, pepper, eggplant, and cucumber. In addition,
nutrient uptake was evaluated over a relatively short
period, and nutrient uptake rates may be influenced
as plant species develop and mature. Growers can
use a mass balance approach to evaluate the potential of hydroponic nutrient solution recipes to result
in nutrient accumulation/depletion over time as well
as formulate balanced hydroponic solutions specifically for certain crop species and plant developmental stages.

Storage Procedures Affect Chemical Parameters Measured in Pour-through Extracts (poster)

Andrea Landaverde*, The Ohio State University; Jacob Shreckhise, USDA-ARS, MWA ATRU and James Altland, USDA-ARS, MWA
ATRU

Abstract: The pour-through (PT) method is used in
greenhouse and nursery production to monitor nutrient availability in soilless substrates. Efficacy of
this method is based on the assumption that chemical properties of extracted solutions remain stable
from the moment of collection until analysis. Extracted substrate solution can be analyzed directly in the
greenhouse or sent to laboratories for complete nutritional analysis; thus, proper sample preservation
methods (e.g., filtration and low temperatures) are
critical for reducing sample contamination or degradation during storage. However, evidence of how
these preservation methods affect chemical characteristics of PT water samples is limited. The objective
of this study was to evaluate the effect of storage
time, storage temperature, and filtration of PT samples on pH, electrical conductivity (EC), and nutrient
concentrations from pine bark- and peat-based substrates. Pour-through extracts were obtained from
liquid-fertilized fallow pots of either 100% milled pine
bark (experiment 1) or a 4 sphagnum peat : 1 perlite
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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(by volume) substrate (experiment 2). Aliquots of PT
extract were either filtered or non-filtered and then
stored in plastic bottles at −22, 4, or 20 °C. Electrical
conductivity, pH, and nutrient concentrations were
analyzed at 0, 1, 7, and 30 days after initiation of
each experiment. In both experiments, EC and pH
changed at each sampling date, regardless of storage protocol. Storage time had the greatest effect on
nutrient concentrations of samples that were stored
at 20 °C. However, at 30 d, nutrient concentrations
had also changed in samples stored at 4 and −22
°C. The parameters that fluctuated the most in both
experiments and across all preservation treatments
were dissolved organic carbon (DOC), total dissolved
nitrogen (TDN), NO3-N, and PO4-P, while K, Ca, Mg,
and S were more stable in PT samples. In conclusion,
EC and pH should be analyzed immediately, whereas samples requiring nutrient analysis should be filtered immediately after collection, stored at 4 or −22
°C (preferably −22 °C), and analyzed within 7 d from
the time of collection.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service
12:30 PM – 1:15 PM

Postharvest 2 (poster)
Moderator: Lisa Alexander, USDA-ARS

Optimizing Cell Wall Polysaccharide Extraction for Watermelon Placental Tissue
(poster)

Marlee Trandel*, North Carolina State University; Suzanne Johanningsmeier, USDA-ARS and Penelope Perkins-Veazie, North
Carolina State University

Abstract: Watermelon fruit cell walls are highly complex and composed of polysaccharides including
cellulose, hemicellulose and pectin. Enzymatic hydrolysis (endo-polygalacturonase) has been used to
depolymerize cell walls prior to pectin fraction extraction and quantification of matrix glycans and xylogalacturonan monomers. These methods prevent
full analysis of polysaccharides. We adapted hydrolysis and methylation analysis techniques initially used
for Arabidopsis for application to watermelon. In this
study, a randomized complete block design was set
up to develop optimal hydrolysis and alcohol insoluble residue (AIR) grinding for cell wall polysaccharide
extraction from seedless watermelon. Watermelon
placental tissue was frozen in liquid nitrogen, packed
into 50 mL test tubes and ground with or without
80% ethanol in a Genogrinder, followed by metha-
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nol and acetone rinses to yield alcohol insoluble residues (AIR). Hydrolysis optimization consisted of 63,
126, 189, and 252 µL of 72% sulfuric acid applied to
the AIR in 2 ml vials with seals. AIR samples (3-5 mg)
were re-ground with 6 x 2.8 mm steel balls in a bead
mill homogenizer for 0, 30, 60, or 90 seconds. A subset of re-ground AIRs were analyzed using Sympatec
particle analysis. Total sugar content was used as a
measure of the effectiveness of the acid hydrolysis
and re-grinding treatments. The total sugar yield was
highest with 126 or 252 µL sulfuric acid addition to
AIR. Variability among replicates was high in samples
with the highest volume of acid (252 µL), indicating
possible cell wall breakdown. These results imply
that at least 126 µL sulfuric acid is needed for complete hydrolysis of 3 mg watermelon AIR. Re-grinding
AIR for 60 seconds resulted in smaller particle size
(55.3 µm) and higher total sugars (2.28 nm·mg-1),
suggesting this optimization may be best for watermelon polysaccharide extractions. Unlike Arabidopsis, watermelon AIR requires re-grinding to achieve
proper particle size for hydrolysis. Increasing the
amount of 72% sulfuric acid applied to watermelon
was critical to achieve full hydrolysis. Using hydrolysis and methylation analysis resulted in quantification of 12 neutral sugars and linkage assembly of the
watermelon cell wall.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA-SCRI

Reduction of Superficial Scald in “Granny
Smith” Apples By the Application of Low
Dosage Irradiation (poster)
Francisco Loayza*, ; Michelle Tu, Chapman University and A.
Prakash, Chapman University

Abstract: Superficial scald is a disorder that is manifested in stored apples when fruit is brought out of
cold storage. This disorder has been associated with
ethylene production. The objective of this study was
to compare low dose irradiation treatment with other
commercially used postharvest treatments on scald
development in ‘Granny Smith’ apples and to explore
the role of ethylene in scald development. Organic
‘Granny Smith’ apples were treated with gamma irradiation at 240 Gy, DPA at 2,200 ug L-1, 1-methylcyclopropene (MCP) at 1.0 uL L-1 and methyl bromide (MB)
at 8.0 uL L-1. Treated and control apples were stored
at 1 ºC for 1, 90 and 150 days plus 7 days at room
temperature. Ethylene production, respiration rate,
superficial scald index, color, firmness, TSS and TA
were measured on fresh fruit. Our results showed
that the irradiation and MCP treatments significantly
reduced the production of ethylene, followed by DPA
treated apples. Control and fumigated apples had

the highest ethylene levels at every time point. The
incidence of superficial scald was low after 90 days of
storage and similar among all treatments. After 150
days of storage, scald intensity was low in DPA and
MCP treated apples compared to control, irradiation
and MB treated apples which exhibited moderate severity. In term of quality, we observed that irradiated apples were more yellow suggesting accelerated
ripening while DPA and MCP treatments maintained
a greener color in the apples. This observation was
supported by the lower TA and higher TSS/TA ratio
in irradiated apples although irradiated, along with
MCP treated apples, had the highest firmness after
90 and 150 days in storage. Our results show that
low ethylene production in DPA and MCP treated apples correlated with low superficial scald. However,
in irradiated fruit, while ethylene production was reduced, the incidence of superficial scald was not impacted. Our results suggest that 240 Gy might be too
low to affect superficial scald development, or that
scald development might be influenced by factors
other than ethylene.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA

Preharvest Fungicide Spray to Control
Postharvest Diplodia Stem-End Rot (Lasiodiplodia theobromae) on ‘Ruby Red’
Grapefruit (poster)

Jiaqi Yan*, ; Jiuxu Zhang, Florida Department of Citrus; Cuifeng
Hu, ; Wei Zhao, USDA-ARS; Jinhe Bai, USDA-ARS; Anne Plotto,
USDA-ARS and Mark Ritenour, University of Florida

Abstract: Diplodia stem-end rot (SER) caused by Lasiodiplodia theobromae is often the most important postharvest disease of fresh citrus fruit in warm
and humid regions such as Florida. The current epidemic of citrus greening (HLB) in Florida damages
citrus trees and increases postharvest Diplodia SER
on citrus fruit, causing added economic losses. Preliminary experiments evaluated the effectiveness of
preharvest fungicide sprays on postharvest Diplodia SER development on ‘Red Ruby’ grapefruit from
a HLB-infected grove. These fungicides included
three traditionally preharvest fungicides Quadris®
Top (azoxystrobin + difenoconazole), Headline®
(pyraclostrobin), and Topsin® 4.5fl (thiophanatemethyl; not currently labeled for citrus); and
three postharvest labeled fungicides Mentor EC
(Propiconazole), Mertect® 340-F (thiabendazole),
and Graduate A+® (fludioxonil + azoxystrobin). A
thyme oil-based product (Thyme Guard®) was also
evaluated. All fungicides were applied at commercial
recommended rates, and water sprayed as a control,
2 or 15 days before harvest. After harvest, fruit were
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incubated at 28 ⁰C, 90% relative humidity, with 5 ppm
ethylene for 6 days to accelerate Diplodia SER development. Afterwards, ethylene was discontinued. Diplodia SER severity and incidence were evaluated 9
days after harvest. For fruit harvested 2 days after
fungicide spray, Topsin® 4.5fl and Graduate A+®
significantly decreased Diplodia SER incidence and
severity compared to the control, with the SER incidence reduced by 92.3% and 69.2%, and the severity reduced by 97.8% and 80%, respectively. For fruit
harvested 15 days after fungicide application, Topsin® 4.5fl, Quadris® Top, Mertect® 340 F, Graduate
A+®, and Headline® all significantly decreased Diplodia SER incidence, compared to the control, by
81.6%, 69.5%, 61.4%, 58.3%, and 53.1%, respectively.
Only Topsin 4.5fl, Quadris® Top, and Graduate A+®
significantly reduced Diplodia SER severity by 82.5%,
77.4%, and 63.4%, respectively. This study demonstrates that preharvest application of particular fungicides could be an important measure in postharvest Diplodia SER control.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-TASC

Efficacy of Fungicides and Biorational
Product in Management of Botrytis Cinerea on Cut Flowers of Hydrangea Macrophylla (poster)

Ravi Bika, Tennessee State University; Lisa Alexander*, USDA-ARS;
Cristi Palmer, IR-4 Headquarters and Fulya Baysal-Gurel, TSU

Abstract: The cut flower sector is an economically
important group within the ornamental crop production industry. The cut flower market depends
upon ornamental characteristics such as longevity,
shape, form, size, color and texture of the flowers.
However, incidence of Botrytis cinerea, in both pre
and post-harvest, can greatly reduce the quality of
ornamental flowers, making them unsalable. The
objective of this research was to evaluate the efficacy of different fungicides and biorational products
for preventive control of B. cinerea on hydrangea
cut flowers. The hydrangea flowers were dipped in
treatment solution after harvest. Once the treatment dried, the flowers were inoculated with B. cinerea spore suspension, excluding the non-treated,
non-inoculated control. Flowers were cold stored
for 3 days and then displayed under simulated retail store conditions; disease severity and post-harvest shelf life was evaluated. Dip application of Astun, Orkestra Intrinsic and Medallion significantly
reduced Botrytis blight disease severity compared
to the non-treated, inoculated control in both trials.
Astun, Medallion, Orkestra Intrinsic, Botector and SP
2480 significantly reduced disease progress comI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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pared to the non-treated, inoculated control in both
trials. The fungicides Astun, Orkestra Intrinsic and
biorational product Botector effectively maintained
the longer post-harvest shelf life of hydrangea cut
flowers compared to the non-treated inoculated
control in both trials. The findings from this research
can assist growers in post-harvest Botrytis blight
management in cut flowers.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA IR-4

The Potential of Chlorine Dioxide Gas for
Postharvest Diplodia Stem-End Rot Control on Citrus Fruit (poster)

Tian Zhong, Zhuhai College of Jilin University; Jiuxu Zhang*,
Florida Department of Citrus; Xiuxiu Sun, USDA-ARS; Jingjing Kou,
University of Florida/IRREC; Zhike Zhang, College of Hort./South
China Agri. University; Jinhe Bai, USDA-ARS; Cuifeng Hu, ; Jiaqi
Yan, and Mark Ritenour, University of Florida

Abstract: Citrus is one of the most economically important horticultural crops in the world. Diplodia
stem-end rot (SER), caused by Lasiodiplodia theobromae, is one of the most important causes of fruit
losses during postharvest handling and marketing
of fresh citrus in Florida and other hot and humid
citrus producing regions. The focus of this study
was to evaluate chlorine dioxide (ClO2) gas, released
from a two-part, dry media system (ICA TriNova,
Newnan, GA), to control postharvest Diplodia SER
on citrus. In vitro L. theobromae mycelial growth on
potato dextrose agar medium was completely inhibited by 24-hour ClO2 gas exposure from 0.5 g of the
“fast-release” solid granular mixture in a 7.7-L sealed
container. In vivo experiments were conducted using
artificially inoculated ‘Tango’ and naturally infected
‘US Early Pride’ mandarins. When ClO2 was applied
to fruit that were artificially inoculated with L. theobromea for 0 or 6 hours, Diplodia SER incidence was
significantly reduced compared to the control, with
higher ClO2 doses being more effective than lower
doses. Specifically, 3 g of the ClO2 generating mixture
applied immediately after fruit inoculation resulted
in only 17.6% Diplodia SER incidence compared to
96.5% in the control. The same treatment applied 24
hours after inoculation was much less effective, with
63.0% Diplodia SER incidence compared to 85.4% in
the control. When naturally infected fruit were treated with ClO2-generating mixture at different doses
in sealed 24-L containers for 24 hours, and then ethylene degreened for 48 hours, and incubated for up
to 2 weeks, Diplodia SER incidence was 25.7% and
26.7% in 6 and 9 g of ClO2-generating mixture treated fruit, respectively, compared to 49.5% in control
fruit. While ClO2-treated fruit mantained higher peel
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puncture force and titratable acid better than the
control, no significant differences were found with
other fruit quality parameters including weight loss,
firmness, and total soluble solid. These results suggest that ClO2 gas has the potential to be used within
a citrus postharvest decay control system to minimize fruit losses due to Diplodia stem-end rot.

Chlorinated Water Injection in the Cutter
of a Produce Washing System Reduces
Bacteria Levels on Cut Produce Surfaces
(poster)

J. Atilio de Frias*, USDA-ARS; Yaguang Luo, USDA-ARS; Bin Zhou,
USDA-ARS; Zi Teng, University of Maryland and Ellen R. Bornhorst, USDA-ARS

Abstract: Cutters in commercial-scale fresh-cut produce washing systems are prone to pathogen accumulation and cross-contamination that may impact
food quality and safety. To prevent downstream
food safety issues associated with cutting, chlorinated water is injected in the cutter to removes pieces
of cut produce from the blades and cases to increase
organic removal. This process may have other unintended benefits or consequences that have not been
fully explored. In this study, we investigated if chlorinated water injection in the cutter would significantly reduce the population of bacteria in cut produce.
Trials were conducted in a pilot-scale produce processing plant at the U.S. Department of Agriculture Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS). This stateof-the-art pilot plant includes single-pass, flume and
vertical washing systems for fresh-cut produce processing. Iceberg lettuce and cabbage were cored onsite, the outermost layers removed, and the heads
cut in half prior to chopping into 25.4 mm strips
using a Sprint 2™ Dicer from Urschel Laboratories.
Water injection treatments were tested under the
same volumetric flow (0.9 L/min) at 200 or 1.2 mg/L
of free chlorine, and compared to chopping without water injection, as a control. Aerobic mesophilic
bacteria (AMB) in the cut produce were enumerated
after sample processing using aerobic plate counts
(APC) petrifilm plates. Results showed that population of AMB decreased by 1.0 log CFU g-1 in cabbage
and 0.7 log CFU g-1 in lettuce after chlorinated water
injection (200 mg/L) in the cutter, compared to water
injection without added chlorine (1.2 mg/L). There
were no significant changes (P>0.05) in AMB population in the cut produce between water only injection
and control. This suggests that the cutting process
could be a significant intervention step for reducing
bacterial population and improving food safety and

quality.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-NIFA (Specialty
Crops Research Initiative Award No. 2016-5118125403)

Evaluation of the Performance of an Industrial-Scale Desiccant-Based Drying System for Agricultural Commodities (poster)
Alice Dien*, UC Davis; Laudia Anyoke-Bempah, UC Davis; Abdul
Momin, UC Davis; Irwin R. Donis-Gonzalez, University of California-Davis and Kurt Kornbluth, UC Davis

Abstract: Approximately 4.5 billion people worldwide
are negatively affected by mycotoxins produced by
fungi tainting dried and stored durable commodities
(e.g. corn and rice) which have been inadequately
dehydrated. Currently, the drying operation in agriculture is mainly done by using heated air (up to
52ºC/125ºF). This method requires large energy inputs and loses effectiveness at suboptimal weather
conditions. Our proposed solution is to utilize desiccant-based drying (hygroscopic salts and DryBeadsTM) to remove moisture and reduce the relative humidity (RH) of the air prior to being forced through
the commodity for drying. We evaluated the performance of an industrial-scale DryBeadsTM-based desiccant dryer (FlexiDry®) in two different operational
modes: using unheated air (DBUHA), and using heated air (DBHA). For the DBHA treatment, the heat
produced during the regeneration process of the
DryBeadsTM was used to warm the drying air to approximately 110 ºF, providing an airflow with drying
characteristics similar to the Conventional Heated
Air (CHA) system used in industry. We dried 130 kg of
whole yellow corn (Zea mays) from 23% MC (w.b) to
12% MC (w.b) using the FlexiDry® and a conventional
dryer (CHA) electric system. The corn was placed in
a stainless-steel barrel (7.6 ft3) with a perforated
air column inside to ensure uniform distribution of
air. We measured the temperature (T) and Relative
Humidity (RH) in the top, middle and bottom of the
barrel, as well as, in the ambient and the drying air.
We quantified the overall electric energy for the FlexiDry® and the CHA, and the methane consumption
for the regeneration of DryBeadsTM. Finally, we combined the energy measurements into a single metric
(kWh) for each treatment. The FlexiDry® generated
low RH drying air (< 20%) and effectively dried corn
samples. The drying capacity of the DBHA, DBUHA,
and CHA were found to be equal to 11.71, 4.13,
and 11.30 kg of corn/hr. The DBHA and DBUHA
treatments consumed 2.3 kWh and 4.2 kWh per kg of
water removed, respectively, compared to 0.9 kWh
for the CHA. Therefore, the drying efficiency (kWh
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used per kg of water removed) for the FlexiDry® was
between 2.5 and 5 times lower than the CHA. In order
to provide recommendations to reduce the energy
consumption of large-scale desiccant systems such
as the FlexiDry®, our team has built and is currently
testing a small-scale laboratory desiccant system.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Foundation for Food
and Agriculture Research (FFAR)

Blueberry Safety and Integrity Utilizing
Encapsulated Carvacrol (poster)

Xiuxiu Sun*, USDA-ARS; Randall Cameron, USDA-ARS; Anne Plotto, USDA-ARS; TZ Tian Zhong, Zhuhai College of Jilin University;
Chris Ference, USDA-ARS and Jinhe Bai, USDA-ARS

Abstract: Carvacrol is a natural phenolic compound
with strong antimicrobial activity and high volatility.
Microencapsulation has been used to reduce the volatility, and thereby ensure the long-term stability and
bioactivity of sensitive compounds, such as essential
oils. Microencapsulation can also be employed to
control the time of release of an encapsulated bioactive compound for a more targeted application. In
this research, a powder composed of pectin/sodium
alginate microencapsulated carvacrol was produced
via a spray-drying method. Blueberries inoculated
with E. coli, C. acutatum, or non-inoculated, were
packed into clamshells and monitored for safety and
quality at 20 °C for 5 days, or 10 °C for up to10 days.
Three treatments were compared: microencapsulated carvacrol treatment (M-CAR), which involved an
air-permeable pouch filled with 0.5 g of microcapsule
powder inside a clamshell; pure carvacrol treatment
(P-CAR), which was a piece of filter paper saturated
with about 50 µg pure carvacrol (equal to the amount
of carvacrol in 0.5 g powder) inside a clamshell; and
the control (C), which was the clamshell without any
treatment. The results showed that the M-CAR and
P-CAR treatments significantly reduced the populations of E. coli, yeast/mold, and total aerobic bacteria. Sensory panelists preferred the berries from the
M-CAR treatment over the P-CAR treatment due to
higher blueberry flavor and lower perceptible off-flavor after 7 days storage at 10 °C. The M-CAR treated
berries retained better quality with higher firmness
and lower weight loss than the P-CAR treated fruit.
GC-MS was able to detect carvacrol residue from the
P-CAR treated berries, but not from the M-CAR treated fruit. These results indicate that microencapsulated controlled release carvacrol in a pectin/sodium
alginate matrix can be used for the preservation of
blueberries or other small fruit.

Consumer Perception of Fresh Produce
Compared to Its Digital Image (poster)
Eunhee Park*, USDA-ARS

Abstract: The consumer’s adoption of overall grocery shopping online is accelerating; yet ordering
fresh produce online is growing at a much slower
pace. A significant challenge associated to this may
be related to the consumers’ inability to examine the
fresh produce prior to purchasing, which could be
partially alleviated by advanced machine vision technology. Therefore, this study examined the association between digital images of the fresh produce
and sensory attributes perceived by the sensory
panelists. Digital images of fresh strawberries, cherry tomatoes, grapes, and blueberries were acquired
using a high-resolution digital camera and produce’s
features were analyzed using an ImagePro Plus
software program. Consumer panels evaluated for
quality traits including appearance, texture, flavor,
overall quality, and purchasing decision. The panels
consisted of 35 members for evaluating strawberries, 40 for cherry tomatoes, 32 for grapes, and 40
for blueberries. The Pearson correlation coefficient
(r) between assessment results of the image and
the actual produce was high for appearance (0.87),
moderate for overall quality (0.62), and low for texture (0.48). For the appearance attribute, the r varied
by commodity: strawberries (0.90), cherry tomatoes
(0.90), grapes (0.63) and blueberries (0.83). The r for
textural evaluation ranged between 0.13 (blueberries) to 0.56 (grapes). The r for overall quality had the
largest range of variation: blueberries (0.25), grapes
(0.35), strawberries (0.36), and cherry tomatoes
(0.86). This study demonstrated that photographic images of fresh food products can be utilized to
effectively relay appearance attributes of the fresh
produce, but the actual correlation between images
and visual appearance vary significantly among commodity types. Overall, allowing online consumers to
view the actual product they are expected to receive
could help with addressing concerns and increase
the likelihood of purchasing fresh produce through
online markets.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-ARS
12:30 PM – 1:15 PM

Propagation 2 (Poster)
Moderator: Umanath Sharma, Memorial University of
Newfoundland

Antioxidant Properties of in Vitro-Derived
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and Cutting Propagated Lingonberries
(Vaccinium vitis-idaea L.) (poster)

Umanath Sharma*, Memorial University of Newfoundland; Abir
U. Igamberdiev, Memorial University of Newfoundland and Samir
C. Debnath, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada

Abstract: Lingonberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea L.; family
Ericaceae) is an evergreen shrub that produces fruits
rich in antioxidant properties. It is propagated conventionally by vegetative stem cuttings but requires
more time and resources to multiply. In vitro propagation, on the other hand, is a rapid propagation
technique where an isolated plant cell or organs
called explant is kept in nutrient media with appropriate growth hormones. However, Due to alteration
in the microenvironment in a tissue culture system,
plant cells experience stress that induces genetic
and epigenetic changes which might affect the synthesis of bioactive compounds on them. Therefore,
we estimated four antioxidant properties on the leaf
samples of two lingonberry genotypes propagated
in-vitro on semi-solid medium (in growth chamber)
and by stem cutting (in the greenhouse). Phenolic
and flavonoid contents, and antioxidant activity were
found to be significantly higher in cutting plants
than micropropagated plants for both genotypes.
Although proanthocyanin content was found to be
significantly higher in cutting plants in one genotype,
it was not affected in the other. These results manifested the significant effect of micropropagation on
antioxidant properties in lingonberry, and the magnitude was found to be genotype-specific.

Mechanisms behind the Enhanced Rooting of Microcuttings and Subsequent
Growth of Rhododendron Fortunei By an
Ericoid Mycorrhizal Fungus (poster)

Xiangying Wei, Minjiang University; Jianjun Chen*, University of
Florida, Mid-Florida Research and Education Center; Chunying
Zhang, Shanghai Landscape and Gardening Research Institute;
Hong Liu, State Key Laboratory of Ecological Pest Control for Fujian and Taiwan Crops, Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University;
Xiuxia Zheng, Minjiang University; Jingli Mu, Minjiang University
and Jingli Mu, Minjiang University

Abstract: Adventitious root (AR) formation is a
unique feature of plant reproduction and is of significant importance economically as many horticultural and forestry crops are propagated through cuttings. A growing number of reports have shown that
microbes, particularly mycorrhizal fungi are able to
promote AR formation, but the underlying mechanisms remain largely unclear. The present study established an in vitro culture system and investigated
AR formation from microcuttings of Rhododendron
fortunei Lindl. inoculated with an ericoid mycorrhizal

fungus, Oidiodendron maius strain Om19. Hormones
and precursors involved in indole-3-acetic acid (IAA)
biosynthesis in Om19 mycelium were analyzed.
Om19 was able to produce a large quantity of tryptophan (Trp) and also indole-3-pyruvate (IPA) and IAA,
indicating that IAA biosynthesis in Om19 could be
through a Trp-dependent pathway. After inoculation
of Om19, ARs were quickly formed from cuttings,
and Om19 effectively colonized the roots. Symbiosis
related genes were activated, and YUC3, a key gene
in plant biosynthesis of IAA and also genes involved
in nitrogen (N) uptake and metabolism, phosphorus
(P) uptake were highly upregulated. Plants absorbed
significantly greater quantity of mineral nutrients,
and their growth was substantially enhanced compared to control plants without Om19 inoculation.
A working model for Om19 enhanced AR formation
was proposed. The rapid formation of ARs from cuttings could be due in part to the induction of IAA
biosynthesized by Om19 and also attributed to Trp
catalyzed biosynthesis of IAA in plants. AR formation,
in turn, provided Om19 preferred sites for colonization. Our study also suggested that Om19 could be
an important agent as a biofertilizer for improving
rooting and production of ericaceous plants, such as
blueberry, cranberry, and rhododendron.

Role of Various Explants in Micropropagation of Hydrangea Macrophylla (Thunb.) Ser
(poster)
Richa Bajaj, University of Georgia; Wayne Parrott, University of
Georgia and Donglin Zhang*, University of Georgia

Abstract: Hydrangea macrophylla (Thunb.) Ser. originated in Japan and China and is known for ornamental value in North America, Europe, and Asia. Hydrangea plants are grown commercially as potted plants
as well as cut flowers. Some cultivars of Hydrangea
macrophylla are popular, since they have blue-colored flowers (sepals). Nursery growers on average
sell 10 blue flowered hydrangeas for every pink colored flower, thus making it important to control the
flower color. Also, at times there is a demand for a
certain flower color, so stabilization of flower color
is necessary. To further carry our gene editing and
flower color stabilization, the successful in vitro culture of Hydrangea macrophylla is essential. Cultivar
‘Twist-N-Shout’ was selected for in vitro studies. Five
types of explants were used for micropropagation:
nodes, whole leaf, petiole with half leaf, internode
and petiole. Gamborg’s B5 medium supplemented
with 6- benzylaminopurine (BAP) in combination
with indole-3-acetic acid or kinetin or indole-3-butyric acid or gibberellic acid was evaluated to establish
suitability of various explants for micropropagation.
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Axillary shoots were observed from nodes in medium supplemented with BAP, Kinetin + IAA and BAP
+ IBA. Nodal explants also produced compact callus
at the bottom after three weeks which later may result in adventitious shoots. Combination of BAP and
IBA also resulted in callus (after six weeks) which was
green and compact, and which may also result in
adventitious shoots. Whole-leaf explants started to
brown after two weeks. Whole leaf, internodes and
petioles did not show any sign of callus formation or
new growth after eight weeks.

Effect of Different Rooting Systems and
K-Iba Concentrations on Vegetative Propagation of Peach Rootstocks (poster)

Ricardo A. Lesmes-Vesga*, University of Florida; Lorenzo Rossi,
University of Florida and José X. Chaparro, University of Florida

Abstract: Historically, commercial clonal propagation
of peach scions has been based on the use of seedling rootstocks due to the availability of true to type,
inexpensive and easily stored seeds and the ease of
seed propagation compared to vegetative methods.
However, the trend in stone fruit production is the
propagation of rootstocks by rooted stem cuttings,
which allows the use of heterozygous genotypes and
can provide highly uniform tree performance. The
identification of suitable rooting hormone concentrations and efficient propagation systems is necessary to promote the adoption of vegetative propagation of peach rootstocks by commercial nurseries.
The objective of this study was to compare the effect
of two rooting systems for vegetative propagation
of peach rootstocks under different rooting hormone concentrations. The plant material used for
the experiment consisted of three different backcrosses of peach × peach-almond hybrids: BC1251
(R95654.16 × C1251 (Fla. 97-47c × ‘Tardy-Nonpareil’
#1251)), BC1256 (R95654.16 × C1256 (Fla. 97-42c ×
‘Tardy-Nonpareil’ #1256)), and BC1260 (R95654.16
× C1260 (‘Flordaguard’ × ‘Tardy-Nonpareil’ #1260)).
Semi-hardwood cuttings from these plant materials were treated with four different concentrations
(w/v): 0% (control), 0.1%, 0.2%, and 0.4% indole-3-butyric acid potassium salt (K-IBA) dissolved in distilled
water. The cuttings were rooted using two different
growth systems: in germination trays containing a
mixture of potting mix (Jolly Gardener ®):perlite (Vigoro ®) (3:1), and an aeroponic system (Clone King ®).
The experiment was arranged in a Split-plot design,
where the growth media was the main plot factor
with four replications and the K-IBA concentration
and the three different plant materials were the subplot factors. Photoperiod was kept at 16h-8h (daynight), temperature was maintained at 20 °C and RH
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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was kept at 65%. Fertilizer was not supplied during
the experiment. The cuttings in both growth systems
were sprayed daily with tap water, and the germination trays were covered with a plastic transparent dome to avoid any dehydration. During the 30
days duration of the experiment, data was collected
on mortality, rooted cuttings (%), mean number of
roots per cutting, total root length (mm), mean root
length (mm), root diameter (mm), number of forks,
and number of root orders and destructive sampling
was done in order to measure fresh and dry matter
(g). The collected data were analyzed by Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) using RStudio software (R, 2019),
with a significance level of 0.05, and the mean separation was done through Tukey HSD test.

Enhanced Rooting for Begonia Propagation By the Application of Soluble Carbon-Nanoparticles (poster)

Matthew Creech*, University of Florida/IFAS; Hanna Baz, IFAS -University of Florida; Abigail Plontke, IFAS -- University of Florida;
Sandra Wilson, University of Florida; Jianjun Chen, University
of Florida, Mid-Florida Research and Education Center; Richard
Shang, Vulpes Agricultural Corporation; Roger Kjelgren, University of Florida and Heqiang Huo, University of Florida

Abstract: As one of the top ornamental plant species in the U.S.A., begonia is primarily propagated
through stem cuttings. Successful begonia rooting is
critically important in producing high quality plants
for nurseries. However, during the rooting process
various pathogens develop due to warm temperature and high humidity, which can affect propagation efficiency. Nanoparticles have received broad
attraction with regards to their wide applications
from food to pharmaceutical industries. Due to limited research on their applications in ornamental
plant production, we examine the effect of soluble
carbon nanoparticle (CNP) and its effect on rooting
and shoot formation as an alternative to chemical
hormones in Rex begonia (Begonia rex-cultorum).
Leaf petiole cuttings of Rex Begonia were dipped in
30,50,100,300,1000,2000 mg/L CNPs, a commercial
rooting hormone (Miracle-Gro Fast Root containing 0.1% Indole-3-butyric acid), and a water control.
After an 8-week rooting in a mist chamber, results
showed that begonia cuttings treated with a 30,
50, and 300mg/L CNPs exhibited more and longer
primary and lateral roots compared to ones treated with Miracle-Gro fast root and water only. More
shoots were also observed from the cuttings treated
with 30,50,1000 and 2000 mg/L CNP than commercial rooting hormone and water control. The effect
of combinations with the rooting hormone are still
under investigation. In sum, CNP was instrumental
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to root formation and shoot formation of Rex Begonia, and more delineated results are expected from
this study prior to the application of CNP to nursery
production.

12:30 PM – 1:15 PM

Vegetable Crops Management 4
(Poster)
Moderator: Michele R. Warmund, University of Missouri

Economic Effect of Insect Pest Management Strategies on Small-Scale Tomato
Production in Mississippi (poster)

Ronald Stephenson*, Mississippi State Univ.; Christine H. Coker,
Mississippi State University Coastal Research and Extension Center;
Patricia Knight, Mississippi State University Coastal Research and
Extension Center; Gary Bachman, Mississippi State University
Coastal Research and Extension Center; Richard Harkess, Mississippi State University; John J. Adamczyk, USDA ARS and Benedict
Posadas,

Abstract: Due to difficulty in monitoring insect
pests, applications of insecticides are frequently
conducted on a calendar schedule. However, seasonal variability in pest populations leads to these
calendar schedules sometimes being inaccurate.
Threshold-based insect management strategies, including use of thresholds with conventional pesticides and with use of organic pesticides only, were
compared with a conventional calendar approach
for yield, management cost, and production value
of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum). Effect of cultivar
was considered by inclusion of the long season cultivar Celebrity and the short season cultivar Early
Girl Bush. These factors were compared for spring
and fall seasons during two production years. Greatest total and marketable yields were obtained from
use of conventional pesticides according to action
thresholds. Use of organic insecticides according to
thresholds did not affect yields in comparison with
a calendar-based approach. Proportion of fruit rated unmarketable was greater with use of organic
insecticides due to reduced efficacy and residual
of control. Production costs for the organic threshold-based approach were greater due to increased
number of insecticide applications required. Gross
margin for both conventional and organic threshold-based insect pest management was greater than
for the conventional calendar method. Increased
economic return for conventional threshold-based
management was due to increased yields. Increase
in return for organic threshold management was

based on premiums received for organically grown
tomatoes. Adoption of conventional threshold-based
insect pest management by small-scale producers
has the potential to increase production efficiency
and value, as well as increase environmental sustainability of production. Economic feasibility of organic
production requires access to markets willing to pay
significant premiums for organic produce. Further
research to evaluate economic and yield impacts of
production practices for small-scale farms is needed.

Demand Is High for Grafted Transplants: A
Survey of North American Grafting
Nurseries (poster)

John Ertle*, The Ohio State University and Chieri Kubota, The
Ohio State University

Abstract: North America introduced vegetable grafting in late 1990s, with established Canadian nurseries mainly supporting greenhouse tomato producers. In the United States and Mexico, demand has
risen for grafted vegetable seedlings among openfield producers due to their ability to impart resistance to soil-borne disease, increase yields, and/or
increase tolerance to abiotic stress over nongrafted
counterparts. Although the number of nurseries
offering grafted transplants has increased in these
countries in recent years, there have been no formal publications characterizing the status of this
market. In November 2019, we conducted a survey
of 30 known grafting nurseries throughout North
America requesting information about their annual production of grafted seedlings. Seventeen total
participants (4 from Canada, 5 from Mexico, and 8
from USA) answered our survey anonymously. Results revealed that North American nurseries graft
nearly 58 million plants per year, roughly 18.9%
higher than 2015 estimates (about 47 million plants
per year). Out of 58 million grafts produced in North
America, Mexico accounts for 51.5% of them, followed by Canada at 35%, and the remaining 13.5% in
USA. This makes US production of grafted seedlings
(7.8 million) almost eight times higher than the most
recent estimates (2015). Of all grafted plants, tomato accounts for 63% of North American production,
with watermelon following at 24%. Over 13.5 million
watermelon plants are now grafted per year, much
higher than 2015 estimates of only 200,000 plants
per year. It was found that Canada exports nearly
half of its yearly tomato production to the US (about
5.75 million plants), and 99% of its watermelon production (about 1.98 million plants). Mexico exports
less than 2% of its tomato production (less than 0.5
million plants), likely due to the regulations by US-
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DA-APHIS. Of all participants, 16 out of 17 indicated
that the demand for grafted plants was stable or increasing annually. Additionally, the busiest months
of production for each country were characterized:
February through May in USA, May through August
in Mexico, and October through December in Canada. Results indicate that demand for grafted plants
is increasing, and the proportions of species grafted are changing. Industry members should carefully
examine the market to understand these emerging
trends.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA NIFA SCRI Grants
Program (Project Number: 2016-51181-25404)

Impacts of Different Rates of Superabsorbent Polymer (SAP) on Leachate, Nitrogen, and Growth of Tomatoes. (poster)
Shivani Kathi*, Texas Tech University; Greta Schuster, Texas
A&M University-Kingsville; Alinna Umphres, Texas A&M University - Kingsville and Catherine Simpson, Texas A&M University,
Kingsville Citrus Center

Abstract: In arid and semi-arid climates, water scarcity is constraint for food production, this along with
nutrient availability determines crop production and
plant productivity. Balancing the amount of nitrogen
needed for optimum plant growth while minimizing
the nitrogen leaching into surface water remains a
major challenge. Super-absorbent polymers (SAPs)
are known to be soil conditioners which reduce soil
water loss and increase crop yield. Use of SAP’s may
effectively increase nitrogen use efficiency by minimizing leaching and enhancing nitrogen and water
retention. However, there is little known about how
they affect plant growth and production in tomatoes. To test this, we evaluated total nitrogen and
water retention in soils amended with different rates
of SAP (i.e., 0kg of SAP without fertilizer (control), 0kg
of SAP+N, 0.5kg of SAP+N, 1kg of SAP+N, 1.5kg of
SAP+N and 2kg of SAP+N). We then evaluated the effects of the treatments on growth and development
of tomatoes (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.). The
results indicate that the mean volume of water and
nitrates retained in the soils amended with different
concentration of SAP’s increased with increased rate
of SAP. The treatment containing the highest dose
(i.e. 2 kg SAP) retained the most water and nitrates
throughout the experiment in comparison to other
treatments. The results also indicate SAP’s significantly improved plant growth parameters and yield
compared to the treatments without SAP. Furthermore, the greatest number of leaves, flowers, fruits
and dry matter production were found in the 1kg
SAP treatment. In conclusion SAP’s have the poten-
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tial to improve farming efficiency in times of drought
stress by retaining more water and nutrients in the
active rooting zone of soil.

Antitranspirant Protection from Auxin
Herbicide Drift Injury on Tomato Plants
(poster)

Michele R. Warmund*, University of Missouri; David H. Trinklein,
University of Missouri and Reid J. Smeda, University of Missouri

Abstract: The use of low-drift dicamba (Xtendimax
+Vapor Grip®) and 2,4-D (Enlist One + Colex-D Technology®) on herbicide-tolerant crops has resulted in
numerous cases of off-target movement and injury
to sensitive plants, including tomato. A greenhouse
study was conducted to determine if Moisture Loc®
(100 g·L-1), TransFilm® (50 g·L-1), or Wilt Pruf® (100 g·L1
) antitranspirants mitigate injury from auxin herbicide drift. Big Beef and FL-91 plants were drenched
with an antitranspirant 24 h before herbicide treatments. Dicamba or 2,4-D choline where applied at
0.56 kg ae·ha-1 and 1.09 kg ae·ha-1 (1/200 the labeled
rate), respectively, to simulate drift injury. At 4 weeks
after treatment (WAT), tomato plants drenched with
Wilt Pruf® before a herbicide application exhibited
less visual injury and floral abortion than those treated with dicamba or 2,4-D alone. By 12 WAT, plants
sprayed with Wilt Pruf® + dicamba had greater plant
dry weight than dicamba alone, whereas 2,4-D-treated plants had similar weights even when pre-treated
with an antitranspirant. Plants treated with Moisture
Loc® or Wilt Pruf® before either herbicide treatment
had more viable reproductive organs than those
sprayed with only dicamba or 2,4-D at 12 WAT. While
two antitranspirants provided some protection from
herbicide injury, Moisture Loc® + 2,4-D and Wilt Pruf®
+ 2,4-D were the only treatment combinations that
had a similar number of reproductive organs as the
untreated controls at 12 WAT.

Genotypic Differences in Specific and Relative Biomass of Tomato (Solanum spp.)
Grown in Buffered Low-Phosphorus Hydroponics (poster)
Mary Dixon*, University of Florida

Abstract: Soluble phosphorus fertilizers applied to
tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) plants may become unavailable for plant uptake due to precipitation with iron (Fe) or aluminum (Al) in low pH or
calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) in high pH. Low-P
supply may result in purpling of leaves and reduced
shoot growth. Tomato plants may release protons
that result in rhizosphere acidification and increase P
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availability. Because limited information is available
on genetic variability in P mobilization in the tomato
germplasm, we screened 21 tomato lines for their
changes in shoot biomass accumulation. Tomato
seedlings were hydroponically grown for four weeks
in a modified Hoagland solution using two P sources,
water soluble (NaH2PO4) or sparingly soluble (Ca3(PO4)2 phosphates. Biomass, height, stem diameter,
SPAD readings, and solution pH were measured at
harvest and data was analyzed in R using a two way
ANOVA with Tukey HSD for mean separation. Results
suggest variation in shoot biomass accumulation
as indicated by ‘Heatwave II’ and ‘Ailsa Craig’ being
more P-efficient compared to others such as ‘Florida
47’ or LA1777. This variability may indicate potential
for improved tomato genetics. Cultivating tomato
able to mobilize soil-P may enhance environmental
and economic sustainability by reducing P input and
relying more on soil-P supplies.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Lab shared source
1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

Workshop: Improving Root Growth and
Development Using Horticultural Techniques

Coordinator: Lorenzo Rossi, University of Florida
Moderator: Derek Woolard, Valent Biosciences Corp
Description: Given the complexity of underground
dynamics, root growth and development, root structure and root system architecture are understudied
components of plant science research. Mycorrhizae
in the soil impact cycling of nutrients, root growth,
soil health, and plant productivity. Different propagation systems have an effect on root system architecture, and nutrient levels, soil pH, presence of
organic substance, and poor management practices
are also affecting root health and plant productivity. This workshop combined these topics together
with speakers from different backgrounds: graduate
students, industry, and research professors. After
short presentations the audience will participation
in an open discussion on the topic of improving root
growth and development using horticultural techniques. During the discussion participants will have
the opportunity to interact and learn from the academic point of view but also from a private sector
angle.

1:30 PM Cuttings and Tissue Culture Propagation As Alternatives to Seed Propagation of Citrus Rootstocks
Ute Albrecht*, University of Florida/IFAS

Abstract: In commercial citrus production seed propagation is the preferred method of rootstock propagation. Because of the increased demand for superior citrus rootstocks in the HLB era, seed supplies
are often inadequate for the most popular cultivars.
Cuttings and tissue culture propagation are alternative methods to supply the desired quantities of
genetically identical rootstocks for use as liners for
grafting. During the early nursery stage roots of
seed-grown rootstocks have a typical well-developed
taproot from which multiple smaller lateral roots
arise. In contrast, cuttings and tissue culture-grown
rootstocks lack a typical taproot but instead have
multiple adventitious roots that arise from the base
of the cutting or explant used for propagation. In this
part of the workshop we will explore root growth
and root architectures of grafted sweet orange trees
prior to field planting and after two years of growth
in the field. Effects on the grafted scion and the interaction with rootstock cultivar will also be discussed.
Finally, we will discuss whether cuttings and tissue
culture propagation provide viable alternatives to
seed propagation.

1:40 PM High pH Stress Affects Root and
Whole Plant Nutritional and Oxidative
Status in Blueberry and Rhododendron
Gerardo H. Nunez*, University of Florida
Abstract: N/A

1:50 PM Citrus Root Development Under
Different Nutrient Levels
Lukas Hallman* and Lorenzo Rossi, University of
Florida
Abstract: N/A

2:00 PM Evaluation Methods of Mycorrhizal Inoculants in Horticulture
Jozsef Racsko*, Valent BioSciences Corporation
Abstract: N/A

2:10 PM Discussion
1:30 PM – 3:00 PM

Vegetable Breeding 3
Moderator: Gehendra Bhattarai, University of Arkansas

1:30 PM Vitamin C Content in Spinach
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Germplasm: Phenotypic Diversity and Genome-Wide Association Mapping

Dario D Rueda Kunz*1; Henry O. Awika2 and Carlos
A. Avila2, (1)Texas A&M University, (2)Texas A&M AgriLife Research
Abstract: Vegetable consumption has significantly
increased during the last 20 years, due in part to the
rising interest among consumers in their nutritional
properties. Spinach (Spinacia oleracea) is an economically important leafy green crop in the US. Unfortunately, improving nutritional content has not been
prioritized in commercial spinach varieties as breeding for yield and disease resistance have been a predominant focus. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) is an essential nutrient for humans involved in the growth,
development, and repair of body tissues. In plants,
vitamin C function as an antioxidant that eliminates
cell-damaging free radicals produced in response to
stress. The objective of this study was to evaluate vitamin C content variability within spinach germplasm
and to identify molecular markers associated for
their utilization in breeding programs. A collection of
360 spinach accessions for the USDA-National plant
germplasm system were grown in triplicate under
controlled conditions (120 umol/m2/s, 11-hrs of light,
23°C). Vitamin C was measured spectrophotometrically using ascorbate oxidase assay showing a range
between 0.0182 – 2.1223 umol/ g fresh weight (116fold variation) between all accessions. Genome-wide
association study was performed using TASSEL v5.2.
Forty-eight significant single nucleotide polymorphic
(SNP) markers associated with ascorbic acid were
identified for their use in marker-assisted selection
breeding. Associated SNP markers reside in multiple genes encoding transcription factors, plant-hormone, and stress response related genes. Together,
results indicate that significant natural variation in vitamin C content exists in spinach germplasm making
possible to enhance nutritional density and potentially improve plant stress tolerance using molecular
breeding approach.

1:45 PM Genome-Wide Association of Leaf
Spot (Stemphylium vesicarium) Resistance
in USDA Spinach Germplasm
Gehendra Bhattarai*; Bo Liu; Ainong Shi; Chunda
Feng and James C. Correll, University of Arkansas

Abstract: Spinach (Spinacia oleracea) is an important
cool-season leafy vegetable crop. There is a high consumer demand for spinach in the U.S. as it is one of
the fastest-growing vegetable crops in terms of per
capita consumption. Leaf spot of spinach, caused by
Stemphylium vesicarium, can reduce quality and yield.
Identification of resistant germplasm and the molecI lksjdflkjasldfkj
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ular identification of resistance-associated genomic
regions would facilitate breeding for disease resistance. The objective of this research was to screen
the USDA GRIN spinach accessions and commercial
cultivars/hybrids for resistance to S. vesicarium and
to conduct genome-wide association analysis to
identify resistance genes for leaf spot disease. More
than 300 spinach genotypes were screened for leaf
spot disease following inoculation with an isolate of
S. vesicarium (Sb-1-St001). After inoculation, plants
were kept in a mist chamber for 48 hrs at 20-22℃
and then moved to the greenhouse. Disease severity
(DS) was rated on a scale of 0.0 to 4.0 for 14 days
after inoculation. Significant variation in leaf spot
disease severity was observed on the spinach genotypes tested. Approximate 6, 10, 45, and 38 % of
the genotypes were rated as highly resistant (DS =
0.0-1.0), moderately resistant (DS = 1.0-2.0), susceptible (DS = 2.0-3.0) or highly susceptible (DS = 3.0-4.0),
respectively. A subset of resistant and susceptible
genotypes were re-screened to confirm consistency. Leaf spot disease severity ratings were used to
conduct a genome wide association study (GWAS)
and genomic selection (GS) using single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) postulated from genotyping
by sequencing (GBS). A whole genome resequencing
(WGR) of the association panels has been completed,
and WGR based SNPs will be used to perform GWAS
and SNP, to identify SNP markers associated with
leaf spot resistance. An increased understanding of
resistance to S. vesicarium in spinach will facilitate
disease management of this important disease.

2:00 PM Deciphering the Genetic Basis of
Cysdv Resistance in Melon PI 313970

Prabin Tamang*, USDA ARS; James D. McCreight, USDA-ARS; Kaori Ando, Michigan State Univ and William
M. Wintermantel, U.S. Agricultural Research Station,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research
Service, 1636 E. Alisal St., Salinas, California 93905,
U.S.A.
Abstract: Two yellowing viruses are devastating to
melon (Cucumis melo L.) production in the U.S. desert southwest: Cucurbit yellow stunting disorder virus
(CYSDV) and Cucurbit chlorotic yellow virus (CCYV).
Their symptoms on melon are nearly identical. Molecular tools are, therefore, needed to differentiate
them in mixed infections. Host resistance is regarded as the most effective method of managing these
virus diseases, and to that end we previously identified resistance to CYSDV in melon PI 313970. In order
to map resistance to CYSDV, we phenotyped a F2:3
Top Mark (susceptible to both viruses) x PI 313970
(CYSDV-resistant, CCYV-susceptible) population for
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disease severity in response to natural, mixed infections by both viruses in an open field test. Phenotypic data (foliar yellowing) were not useful for mapping
CYSDV resistance QTL, as plants resistant to CYSDV
in the F2:3 population exhibited yellowing symptoms
from CCYV infection. QTL analysis of the relative titer of CYSDV calculated from RT-qPCR data identified
one locus on chromosome 5 that explained 34-38%
of the variation in CYSDV titer. Our result confirmed
the previous report of a CYSDV resistance QTL on
chromosome 5 in TGR 1551 (PI 482420) based on
yellowing symptoms and virus titer. Markers flanking
this QTL can be utilized in marker assisted breeding
of CYSDV-resistant melons. This study showed the
utility of differential virus quantification for genetic analysis of resistance to one specific virus when
co-infection by a second virus induces identical
symptoms.

2:15 PM Q&A - Vegetable Breeding 3 - All
Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
1:30 PM – 3:15 PM

Viticulture and Small Fruits 4
Moderator: Lisa DeVetter, Washington State University Northwestern Washington Research and Extension
Center

1:30 PM California Strawberry Growers
Evaluate Acceptance of New End-of-Life
Management Strategies for Plastic Mulch

Lisa Wasko DeVetter*1; Jessica R. Goldberger1; Carol
A. Miles2; Mark Bolda3 and Jose Gomez4, (1)Washington State University, (2)Washington State University,
NWREC, (3)University of California, (4)Driscoll's
Abstract: Plastic waste is polluting our terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems. Agriculture has a role in producing plastic waste with plastic films (tunnel covers,
mulch, etc.) made from polyethylene (PE) being a significant plastic waste product in US agriculture. Used
PE mulch is contaminated with plant and soil debris,
limiting opportunities for recycling. As a result, many
growers resort to landfilling, stockpiling, burning,
or even soil-incorporation at the end of a production cycle. Despite these problems associated with
PE mulch, it is important to understand the important roles it has in specialty crop production systems
including favorably modifying the soil and canopy
environment for enhanced yields, crop quality, and
weed management. Research efforts are underway
to identify sustainable alternatives and/or improved

end-of-life management options for PE mulch. To
support this effort, a survey of California strawberry growers was conducted in 2020. This population
was selected because of their widespread use of
PE mulch. The objective of the survey was to assess
growers’ opinions, perspectives, and use of PE and
soil-biodegradable plastic mulch (BDMs) in strawberry production systems. Soil-biodegradable mulches
are alternatives to PE mulch that are designed to biodegrade in soil. Perceptions on alternative end-of-life
management options for plastic mulches were also
assessed. A total of 45 respondents completed the
survey, representing 22% of the acreage in California. Almost all growers used PE mulch in their production and were very to moderately satisfied with
its performance (65 and 35%, respectively). Most of
this mulch was landfilled after use (61%), while 30%
reported recycling PE mulch and an interest to continue recycling programs. In contrast, 3 and 11% of
growers used BDMs in all or some of their fields,
respectively, and none were satisfied with the performance. The likelihood of using BDMs in the next
5 years ranged from not at all likely (47%), slightly
likely (29%), moderately likely (18%), to very likely
(6%). BDMs appear to be an unproven technology
among 79% of the respondents, and concerns about
durability, degrading before the next crop rotation,
compatibility with soil fumigation, cost, and color
were expressed. However, 72% of respondents felt
disposal of PE mulch was a big environmental problem and 97% agreed there needs to be better ways
to dispose of PE mulch. Recycling, transforming PE
waste to energy, and additional research with BDMs
were all mentioned as opportunities to improve endof-life management of PE mulch among California
strawberry growers.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: SCRI Planning Grant
Award No. 2019-51181-30012

1:45 PM Determining the Role of Plant
Growth Promoting Bacteria in Strawberry
Production

Robert Chretien1; Sajeewa Amaradasa1; Chuansheng Mei1; Scott Lowman1; Jayesh Samtani*2 and
Danyang Liu2, (1)The Institute for Advanced Learning
and Research, (2)Virginia Tech

Abstract: Bacteria, including rhizosphere and endophytic bacteria, can promote plant growth, enhance
abiotic stress tolerance, and inhibit plant pathogen
growth. The Institute for Advanced Learning and
Research has established an endophytic bacterial library of ~ 2000 strains isolated from plants grown
in Virginia, and characterized their plant growth promotive and biocontrol properties. We screened >100
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bacterial endophytes against strawberry pathogens
in vitro and found 4 bacteria, which significantly inhibit pathogen growth. These 4 bacteria were then
tested in greenhouse conditions for strawberry
growth performance and pathogen inhibition. One
bacterium had an inhibitive effect on strawberry
growth. Three Bacillus strains, Bacillus velezensis
#308, B. velezensis #585, and B. velezensis #619 were
chosen for field trials. During the 2018-19 growing
season, we initiated a replicated, randomized, field
trial at three grower sites. These grower sites were
in the City of Chesapeake, the City of Fredericksburg,
and Mecklenburg County. The experiment design
was a randomized complete block design with five
treatments (#308, #585, #619, 3 bacterial combination and untreated control) and three replicates.
All replicates had twelve plants of ‘Chandler’ strawberry that were in two-row beds spaced 14 inches
apart in a staggered manner. Strawberry plug plants
were inoculated with their respective treatments
by soaking them overnight in bacterial endophyte
culture before transplanting the plugs in the openfield. During springtime, we estimated plant growth
performance in the field and took leaf and petiole
samples for nutrition analysis. During berry harvest
time, we harvested berries once or twice a week and
separated into marketable and non-marketable berries. Although not statistically different, the marketable yield on a per plant basis increased by 8% at
Chesapeake location, by 12% at the Fredericksburg
location and by 15% at Mecklenburg county for plug
plants inoculated with B. velezensis #619. Additional
field trials at grower sites in 2019-20 growing season focus on evaluating B. velezensis #619 effect
on strawberry production with one and two applications of the bacterium.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA, VDACS Specialty
Crop Block Grant

2:00 PM Impacts of Mycorrhizal Fungal
Inoculants and Fertilizer Sources on Red
Raspberry

Qianwen Lu*1; Rebecca Bunn2; Erika Benedict2; Haiying Tao1 and Lisa Wasko DeVetter3, (1)Washington
State University, (2)Western Washington University, (3)
Washington State University Northwestern Washington
Research and Extension Center
Abstract: Red raspberry (Rubus idaeus L.) yields and
planting longevity are declining in northwest Washington, which reduces farmers’ profitability and requires more frequent renovations. Decreasing soil
biological diversity and health are suspected to be involved with the productivity decline. Soil fumigation
and high rates of synthetic fertilizer application may
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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depress beneficial biota populations and adversely impact soil health. The introduction of beneficial
soil biota, such as mycorrhizal fungi (MF), may help
improve plant performance. Some of the benefits of
MF observed in other plants include enhanced ability
to mobilize and transfer organically-bound nutrients
and increased nutrient uptake. Organic fertilizers
also contain organically-bound nutrients which may
benefit soil health compared to synthetic fertilizers.
However, the potential benefits of MF in raspberry and how fertilizer sources potentially impact MF
colonization have not been well characterized. The
objectives of this research are two-fold: 1) Assess if
commercial MF inoculants help improve raspberry
growth and 2) Determine whether different fertilizer sources impact MF colonization in raspberry. Five
different MF inoculum treatments and three fertilizer treatments were applied to tissue culture ‘Meeker’
transplants grown in 656 mL Deepot containers in
the greenhouse. MF inoculum treatments included:
Micronized Endomycorrhizal Inoculant, MycoApply® Endo, MYKOS, raspberry field communitynd a
non-inoculated control. Fertilizer treatments included: organic liquid fertilizer (WISErganic), synthetic
fertilizer (urea), and a minimal fertilizer control using
urea. Each treatment combination was applied in a
randomized complete block design with one plant
per experimental unit and eight replications. Plants
were destructively harvested after 16 weeks for data
collection. Results showed there was no interaction
between MF inoculum and fertilizer treatments for
plant height, SPAD, and tissue nutrient concentrations (data pending for MF colonization). Plants receiving the Micronized Endomycorrhizal Inoculant or
raspberry field community treatments had >50% MF
colonization in the roots and colonization was higher
than the non-inoculated control. However, despite
higher colonization rates, there were no effects of
MF inoculum on plant biomass or macronutrient
concentrations. The effects of organic and synthetic
fertilizers on plant growth and tissue nutrient concentrations were more pronounced either with or
without MF inoculants compared to the minimal fertilizer control. Future work should aim to characterize impacts of commercial MF inoculants in commercial field settings to explore their ability and utility to
enhance plant growth.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Washington Red Raspberry Commission

2:15 PM An Overview of the Strawberry
Nursery Industry in North America
Mark Hoffmann*, North Carolina State University

Abstract: The US market for small fruit is one of the
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most developed markets worldwide. An average of
4.6 kg of small fruit were consumed by each person in the US in 2015. In 2017, a total of 0.8 million
tons of small fruit were sold in the US in 2017. 66%
of those fruit were strawberries, mostly produced
in the US or Mexico. The strawberry nursery industry’s capacity to produce high quality disease free
plant material on an economical viable scale and
in a timely manner is imperative to the continuous
success of the North American strawberry industry.
According to estimates, strawberry nurseries in the
US and Canada produce more than 2 billion strawberry plants every year for fruiting fields, mostly located in the US, parts of Canada and Mexico. Those
nurseries are complex multi-year and multi-location
operations, depending on costly and time intensive
methods. Despite the essential role that US nurseries play in the North American strawberry supply
chain, research on the optimization of nursery practices has been widely neglected. As a result, the industry faces several challenges. Even while still being
one of the few industry using Methyl Bromide (MB)
for soil disinfestation, propagation material can be a
symptomless carrier for a variety of plant pathogens,
impacting strawberry fruiting fields every year. This
risk is feared to be increased with the dooming loos
of MB. Labor and equipment costs are high in multiyear and multi-site operations, with perpetual flowering strawberry cultivars increasing the costs for
manual sanitation on a nursery farm. Opportunities
such as improvement of strawberry production via
manipulation of environmental factors and the transition into a post-MB era bear opportunities, but require long-lasting technological development. Here
we explain the general status of the North American
strawberry nursery industry with a focus on the US,
explain current ‘standard’ processes and describe
research opportunities to ensure future strawberry
supply chain resilience

2:30 PM Leaf, Fruit, and Soil Nutrient
Sampling on Oregon Strawberry Farms to
Inform Fertility Management Practices

Avery E. Pheil*1; Javier Fernandez-Salvador1 and David R. Bryla2, (1)Oregon State University, (2)USDA-ARS
Horticultural Crops Research Unit
Abstract: Growers often rely on nutrient recommendation guidelines to determine crop fertility management. In Oregon, USA, strawberry sufficiency standards have been developed in-state for short-day,
June-bearing (JB) cultivars, but those for day-neutral
(DN) cultivars are based on California standards. The
objective of this study was to gather fertility program
information and conduct extensive sampling with

growers throughout Oregon’s Willamette Valley to
determine potential improvements in their fertility
management for four common strawberry cultivars,
including two JB cultivars, Tillamook and Hood, and
two DN cultivars, Seascape and Albion. We sampled
31 fields across 17 grower sites in 2019, of which 18
fields were managed conventionally and 13 were
managed with organic practices. Soil nutrient analysis indicated that approximately 29% of the fields
had sufficient nutrients, pH, and organic matter for
strawberry. Conventional JB fields were only deficient in B on average. However, soil pH was high
in nearly half of the DN fields and was either low or
high in nearly two-thirds of the JB fields. Leaf nutrient
analysis indicated that more than half of all essential
nutrients in 45% of the fields were above or below
the sufficiency range. On average, leaf N, Ca, and B
were deficient in conventional DN and JB fields, while
leaf N, P, Mg, Ca, S, and B were deficient in organic
DN fields. Leaf B deficiency was especially noteworthy and found in 25 out of 31 fields. Leaf P and Fe, on
the other hand, were excessive in JB fields, and leaf
Cu was excessive in organic DN fields. Dry matter of
fruit ranged from 8% to 19%, and fruit N, P, and K
averaged 0.93%, 0.21%, and 1.32% respectively. The
study results show that nutrient management could
be improved for strawberry in Oregon, particularly
for DN strawberries, which require new Oregon-specific leaf standards.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Oregon Strawberry
Commission, Oregon Legislature Special Berry Initiative

2:45 PM Q&A - Viticulture and Small Fruits
4 - All Session Speakers Are Required to
Attend
1:30 PM – 3:30 PM

Workshop: Capitalizing on Success in
Our Local Food Systems
Coordinator: Jeremy Cowan,
Moderator: Jeremy Cowan,
Description: This workshop seeks to advance needsbased, transdisciplinary research, education/Extension, and professional work in local and community
food systems in the U.S. We begin with four speakers
who will present food systems successes in establishing food hubs, farm-to-school programs, mobile
markets, and using urban agriculture to mitigate
food deserts. With the backdrop of these successes,
participants will be encouraged to identify additional
needs and opportunities within the broader context
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of local food systems. We will discuss these ideas to
catalyze future work to advance local and community food systems.

2:00 PM Lessons Learned from Mobile
Farm Markets
David Dinkins*, University of Florida/IFAS

1:30 PM Bringing Local Foods to the Inland
Northwest: Spokane's Linc Foods
Jeremy Cowan*, Kansas State University

Abstract: LINC Foods opened in 2014 to connect
farmers with schools, colleges, hospitals, restaurants, grocery stores, and consumers. By pooling resources, the farmer/worker-owned cooperative provided liability coverage sufficient to open the door
to institutional and grocery outlets that small-scale,
Spokane-area farmers were not capable of reaching alone. Their timing met rising institutional and
consumer demand for fresh, local foods and catapulted the cooperative to year-over-year doubling of
revenues for their first 3 years in existence. Through
careful consideration and adherence to their shared
values, LINC was able to navigate this growth in
sales, as well as growth in interest from would-be
farmer members. To bolster the sustainability of the
operation, and to help farmers sell surplus produce,
LINC began offering a CSA in 2017; and, they expanded into craft malting (to support grain farmers in the
fecund Palouse region and capitalize on the growing
popularity of craft brewing).

1:45 PM How Extension Can Build a Connection to Foster the Purchasing of Local
Produce in School Lunches
Caitlyn Glatting*, University of Florida UF|IFAS

Abstract: The National School Lunch Program (NSLP)
serves school lunches to 29.8 million students each
day. The fruit and vegetable component of MyPlate
requires those items to be served on the cafeteria
line daily. Therefore providing an opportunity to
procure from local farmers and increase students’
knowledge and consumption of local produce. Orange County Public Schools has developed a Farm
to School program that includes the procurement
of Florida produce, support for school gardens, and
fostered community collaboration. UF/IFAS Extension Orange County helped to engage the district
in conversations about what farmers need and how
school districts can support them. UF/IFAS Extension
Family Nutrition Program uses SNAP-Ed funding to
support the development and capacity building of
a robust school garden program as well as connection to local growers and providing direct nutrition
education to students and families. Orange County
Public Schools began to develop their Farm to School
program in 2015 and it is still a work in progress.
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Abstract: From 2014- 2019, multiple Mobile Farm
Markets were initiated, developed, operated, and
evaluated in several counties in Northeast and Central Florida. Hundreds of community engagement
events (market stops) were conducted in diverse
locations including neighborhood food deserts,
churches, hospitals, corporate workplaces, schools,
and universities.
These markets had multiple objectives including:
increasing access to fresh, healthy, locally grown
produce; providing nutrition, culinary, gardening,
health, and social services information; providing an
“attention getting” platform to attract customers and
collect Extension and research data; and providing a
connection between local farmers and consumers.
The Mobile Farm Markets created significant interest
from the community with interested entities including health care, food industry, employee wellness,
veteran’s administration, insurance companies, and
farmers.
Lessons learned from engaging with these markets
for five years were very valuable. The evaluations
focused on sustainable business models and the
health and education value gained by market customers and researchers.

2:15 PM Urban Agriculture Education to
Mitigate Food Deserts
Leonard Githinji*, Virginia Cooperative Extension

Abstract: An estimated 54.4 million people in the US
live in a food desert, defined as an area with low access to affordable and nutritious food. In such areas,
fast-food restaurants and convenience stores that
offer fewer healthy and affordable food options prevail over supermarkets and grocery stores. In Virginia, nearly 18 percent of residents live in food deserts.
To respond to this challenge Virginia State University
(VSU) has conducted extensive educational activities including workshops and hands-on training on
various urban agriculture topics as a strategy to alleviate the food desert situation. The short-term outcomes include at least 1,000 individuals across the
Commonwealth of Virginia gaining knowledge on urban food systems. For the medium-term outcomes,
at least 400 participants had a change in behavior
towards sustainable and urban agriculture, with at
least 250 participants making decisions to start or
expand their urban agriculture projects.Through
VSU Sustainable Urban Agriculture Certificate Pro-
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gram, at least 150 individuals have received intensive training that include hands-on activities. The
long-term outcome has been at least 30% percent
increase in urban food production and at least 20%
reduction in food desert across Virginia.

2:30 PM Brainstorming Needs
2:50 PM Panel Discussion

1:30 PM – 3:30 PM

Special Session: Early Fruit Nurseries: Propagators of New Plants and
Knowledge in North America
Sponsor: APS

Moderator: Michele Warmund, University of Missouri
Objectives:
As settlers came to the “new world”, they brought familiar fruits
and seed with them and sought new plants for sustenance. From
fledgling plantings, settlers grew fruit trees and plants for their
own use and traded or sold extras to others. The first written record of a tree fruit nursery in New England was in 1641. George
Fenwick of Saybrook, Connecticut wrote to Governor Winthrop
of the Massachusetts Bay Colony that he had a good nursery
supply of cherry and peach, but the “wormes have in a manner
destroyed all as they came up.” Another nurseryman, Henry Wolcott, Jr., in Connecticut filled 32 orders for seedling fruit trees in
1648. Governor James Endicott of the Massachusetts colony also
traded 500 apple trees from his holdings for 250 acres of land in
1648. However, it was not until 1737 that Prince Nursery in Flushing, New York, was selling grafted apple, pear, and cherry trees
to northeastern fruit growers. As settlers traveled to new frontiers, the need for locally-grown nursery stock grew. Although
there were many nurseries propagating fruit trees and plants
in the 1800’s, Prince, Stark Brothers’, Mount Hope, Berckmans,
Lewelling, and Barren Hill nurseries were among the prominent
companies with significant contributions to modern fruit culture.
Nurserymen transported their own plant material for propagation as they moved westward, purchased superior stock from
others, imported germplasm from worldwide sources, and some
eventually developed breeding programs. These nurserymen
were not only plant tradesmen, but also purveyors of knowledge,
devising planting practices and equipment to ensure the success
of future generations of fruit growers in North America.

1:30 PM The Great Original Establishment,
Prince’s Linnaean Botanic Garden and
Nurseries
Gregory Michael Peck*, Cornell University

Abstract: The Prince Family Nursery was run by
four generations of the Prince family. It was often
referred to as the “Old American Nursery” and has

been deemed by many to have been one of the most
important sources for fruit plants and ornamental
trees from around 1730 through to the Civil War. In
addition to supplying farmers and home gardeners,
the Prince Nursery provided plant material to nurseries as Americans moved into the middle and western parts of the continent. The Prince family were
also prolific writers on horticultural topics, include
some that are close to my own research program.
A horticultural treatise written by William Prince in
1828 stated that cider apples grown in America are
better than those from England or France because
the climate is “warmer and dryer” allowing the apples to mature to a greater sugar content. Furthermore, he recommended that ciders farmers, “should
select only the choicest of both countries [sic. England and France], for “in this way he will be sure,
even if some of them do not fully realize his expectations, at least no part of his collection can fall very
far short of it.” Indeed, this has been substantiated
by my own research program and his recommendations are not far from my own. How the Prince Nursery influenced early American horticulture and even
current research programs will be further discussed
during this presentation.

1:45 PM Filex Gillet (1835-1908) and His
Barren Hill Nursery in Nevada City, CA

John E Preece*, USDA-ARS National Clonal Germplasm
Repository; Amigo Bob Castisano, Felix Gillet Institute
and Jenifer Bliss, Filex Gillet Institute
Abstract: Filex Gilet was born in Rocheford, France,
March 25, 1835 and in the late 1850s, traveled to
Boston, MA to pay his respect to Julia Ward Howe,
who wrote the lyrics to “Battle Hymn of the Republic.” Either while in Boston, or before, he heard of the
gold being discovered in the foothills of the Sierra
Nevada mountains in California, and thus traveled
from Boston to Nevada City, CA; the heart of gold
country. Being trained as a barber, he set up a barbershop in Nevada City and worked hard, saved
money, and bought some barren land just outside
of town for a nursery. He also placed an order for
$3000.00 of nursery stock from a nursery back home
in France. Davis Fairchild wrote that Mr. Gillet had no
money at first for irrigation and had to water all of
his nursery by hand from a well. Filex Gillet named
his nursery “Barren Hill Nursery” after the condition
of the land when he bought it. Although the nursery
began in 1871, his first catalog wasn’t published until
1876-1877 season, accompanied by advertisements
in 1877 in “The Daily Transcript” newspaper of Nevada City selling fruit trees, flower plants, bulbs and
seeds. In the advertisement, he called the nursery
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“Filex Gillet’s Nursery.” Although he sold plants from
America, he also introduced many European cultivars that he imported. He sold seedlings of many of
his fruit trees, although some were grafted. Grafted
walnuts were $1.50-$2.00/tree, whereas second generation seedlings ranged from $20.00-$60.00/hundred trees. In the season of 1888-1889, it was possible to save 25¢ off the $1.50 price buying a dozen
grafted ‘Chaberte,’ ‘Franquette,’ ‘Mayette,’ or ‘Proeparturiens,’ walnuts but grafted ‘Parisienne,’ ‘Vourney,’ and Meylan walnuts were only available at the
individual price of $1.50/tree. Filex Gillet was also a
prolific writer, authoring papers and booklets about
how to grow many of the plants that he sold, such as
his book on strawberry culture: “Fragariculture.” On
January 3, 1908, at the age of 72, Mr. Gillet fell and
broke a rib, adding to his of other ailments, including
asthma, a weak heart, and dropsy; however, he was
feeling well enough on January 7, 1908 to write a letter selling nursery stock. Alas, his health took a turn
for the worse and he passed away on January 27. His
nursery was continued under the name “Filex Gillet’s
Nursery,” and currently the Felix Gillet Institute is
selling fruit nursery stock.

promoting many new cultivars derived from Chinese
Cling such as Elberta and Georgia Belle. He sent the
first commercial shipment of Georgia peaches to
New York in 1858 and earned the titles “Father of
Georgia Peach Culture” and “Father of Peach Culture
in the South”. His family records show he planted
more than 3 million peach trees over his lifetime.
Prosper’s three sons continued with the family business and in 1912 they completed the largest peach
sale at that time by shipping their entire peach crop
to New Jersey. Fruitland was later sold in 1925, but
in 1931 one son returned to design the landscape of
the future Augusta National Golf Club course (home
to the Masters) on the former nursery property. Another son served as the Club’s manager, which was
housed at Fruitland Manor and today remains the
Masters’ clubhouse. The two sons saved over 4,000
trees during the golf course layout, and each of the
18 holes was named for a different plant to honor
the horticulture legacy that Prosper had brought to
the southern U.S. more than 70 years earlier. Thus,
the horticulture history of both the “Peach State” and
the Masters Golf Course are intertwined just as their
names are synonymous with the state of Georgia.

2:00 PM Prosper Berckmans & Sons Legacy
to Southeastern Peaches and the Masters
Golf Course

2:15 PM The Lewelling Nurseries: More
Than Just Apples to Oregon

Gregory L. Reighard , Clemson University
*

Abstract: Prosper Berckmans emigrated in 1850 to
New Jersey as a young man from Belgium followed
by his father Louis, who at the time was recognized
as a distinguished horticulturalist, pomologist and
pear breeder. Prosper and his father later moved
to Augusta, Georgia where they saw an opportunity to expand horticulture (pomology) in the South,
which had been largely an afterthought due to the
omnipresence of “King Cotton” and its economic importance among the rural agrarian population. The
Berckmans established a nursery called Pearmont
in 1857 and then purchased nearby orchard land
(named Fruitland) and a large, unfinished house
(Fruitland Manor) in 1858 to expand their newly
named Fruitland Nursery business, which Prosper
owned until his death in 1910. Prosper’s nursery
catalog had widespread distribution, and he eventually founded the Georgia State Horticultural Society
in 1876, which he served as its president until his
death and also served as president of the American
Pomological Society from 1887-1897. He bred many
types of fruit trees and grew thousands of seedling
selections as well as introduced cultivars from Europe, but he was best known for his development of
commercial peach cultivars for the South including
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Kim E Hummer*, US Department of Agriculture

Abstract: Henderson Lewelling, was an independent
thinker, pomologist extraordinaire, skilled nurseryman, self-reliant pioneer, and family devotee. However, he “was born a ramblin’ man.” Despite this aspect of his life, or perhaps because of it, each of us
across this great land who appreciate tree fruit and
nuts have benefitted from his wanderlust. He, his
two brothers Seth and John, and Alfred, Henderson’s
son, established nurseries for the great fruit industry
of the Pacific Northwestern United States, including
Oregon, Washington, and California. The objective
of this manuscript is to describe the horticultural
accomplishment of the Lewelling brothers in light of
their background and the trials and tribulations of
being pioneers and entrepreneurs of their era. The
background of the Lewelling family (spelling variants: Llewellyn, Luelling, Luallen) will be discussed.
Their family involvement with the Underground Railroad and the abolitionists of Iowa played a large part
in their philosophy of life. Besides originating from
nobility in Wales, with family business in medicine,
general farming, and fruit tree nursery production,
some Lewelling family members had a propensity
for the judiciary and politics. The four major covered-wagon pioneering journeys of Henderson and
his brothers, including three successful ventures and
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one less so, will be summarized. In 1848, Henderson
started on his Oregon Trail covered wagon expedition from Iowa, with about 700 trees of 35 varieties
of apples, pears, cherries, peaches, plums, and small
fruits. Despite all odds, 350 plants survived to reach
the Willamette Valley at the end of the Oregon Trail.
Lewelling’s fruit trees were the first grafted nursery
stock planted on the Pacific Coast and became the
foundation plant material for a burgeoning public
need. In 1850, Lewelling's brother, Seth, joined him
in Oregon, and John Lewelling journeyed to San Lorenzo, California. The next year, Seth established
branch nurseries in Salem and Albany, Oregon, which
continued to sell nursery stock throughout Oregon
and Washington. In 1853, Henderson and his family
moved to California and extended his nursery trade
to sell more than 100,000 fruit trees throughout California. Henderson died in 1879 and is buried in Oakland, California. His tombstone commemorates him
as the Father of Pacific Horticulture.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: CRIS 2072-21000-04900D

2:30 PM Ellwanger and Barry: A Civil War
Nursery for the World
Marvin P. Pritts*, Cornell University

Abstract: The Ellwanger and Barry Nursery was
founded in May 1840 in Rochester, NY by George Ellwanger (1816-1906) and Patrick Barry (1816-1890).
Ellwanger emigrated from Germany and Barry from
Ireland. Barry had some experience working at the
Prince Nursery in Flushing, Long Island and Ellwanger
had worked at a seed store and nursery in Rochester
for many years. The partners first purchased seven
acres near what is now Highland Park, and through
additional land purchases, the nursery grew to 100
acres in 1851, 400 in 1856, 500 in 1859 and 650 in
1871. The original seven acres contained a model arboretum and display garden. The company opened a
branch in Toronto, Ontario in 1844 and in Columbus,
Ohio in 1854. They were especially known for propagating dwarf fruit trees. At their peak, they had 250
employees and were a major supplier to the eastern
United States, California, Japan, Korea and Australia.
Barry became well known nationally for his publications on fruit. He wrote “A Catalogue of Fruits” for the
American Pomological Society in 1862. It described
cultivars of 90 species including 337 of apple, 112
peaches and 117 pears. Patrick died in 1890 and was
succeeded by his son William who shifted to retail
sales since competition from western nurseries was
growing. Two years after the death of William in 1916,
the nursery closed. The Ellwanger and Barry Company gifted several specimen trees for the Mt. Hope

cemetery, a significant amount of land, and a three
story wooden pavilion dedicated to the children of
Rochester. A spectacular collection of horticultural
prints commissioned by the nursery was preserved
and is digitally available. Much of the nursery land is
now used by the City of Rochester for the enjoyment
of the public. Today Highland Park contains the largest collection of lilac cultivars in the world.

2:45 PM Stark Brothers’ Nurseries and Orchards: Two Centuries of New Fruit Cultivars and Innovations
Michele R. Warmund*, University of Missouri

Abstract: Established near Louisiana, Missouri, in
1816, Stark Bro’s Nurseries and Orchards, Company
has had a lasting impact on modern fruit production in the cultivars grown, nursery stock production
practices, and the protection of plant material with
patents. From Kentucky, James Hart Stark brought
‘Jenton’ (‘Rall’s Janet’) scions with him to Missouri and
began propagating trees on native crabapple rootstock. As the family nurseries grew, Clarence Stark
incorporated the business in 1889 and astutely established a partnership with Luther Burbank to acquire new plant material. ‘Delicious’,’ Golden Delicious’, and ‘Gala’ apple, along with many spur-type
and dwarf types of these cultivars, are but a few of
the notable cultivars that Stark Bro’s acquired from
individuals. In an attempt to protect their acquisitions, Paul Stark Sr. was a primary advocate for patent legislation. In 1932, the first plant patent was
awarded to Stark Bro’s for ‘Missottbi’ peach. Since
then, Stark Bro’s has held over 102 fruit tree patents.
They also revolutionized the tree fruit industry with
the introduction of spur-type and columnar ‘Wijcik’
apple trees, development of a mechanical tree digger, and the initiation of a virus-indexing program.
Weathering boom years and lean times, when many
fruit nurseries failed, Stark Bro’s Nurseries continues
to provide an array of plant material to commercial
producers and backyard gardeners.

3:00 PM Q&A - Early Fruit Nurseries: Propagators of New Plants and Knowledge in
North America - All Session Speakers Are
Required to Attend
1:30 PM – 3:30 PM

Water Utilization & Management
Moderator: Davie Kadyampakeni, CREC-UF/IFAS
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1:30 PM Assessing Citrus Crop Coefficients
for Optimizing Water Use and Sustaining
Environmental Quality Under Greenhouse
and Field Conditions
Davie Kadyampakeni* and Samuel Kwakye, University of Florida

Abstract: Citrus production in Florida accounts for
about 60% of national production. Recently, there
has been a decline in fruit production and citrus
acreage largely due to a disease called citrus greening, and partly due to increasing urbanization and
hurricane damage. Citrus greening cripples tree performance by aggravating root loss, accelerating defoliation and limiting tree metabolism. Studies have
shown that treed affected by citrus greening might
use about 20 to 35% less water than healthy trees.
We have been conducting field studies to determine
the appropriate coefficients (Kc) for trees affected by
citrus greening using the modified Penman-Monteith method (using the Florida Automated Weather
Network, FAWN) and the stem heat balance method.
Irrigation is non-limiting since the trees are irrigated
twice a day. We also determined soil moisture distribution patterns in the root zone using the HS-10 capacitance sensors. Observations on leaf area index
(LAI), canopy size and root density were also conducted and fluctuate throughout the year. LAI and
canopy size increase in summer and decrease at other times of the year suggesting that Kc might follow
that pattern. The root density is elevated in May and
September and dampens in other times of the year,
which might affect the potential for uptake. Soil moisture distribution measured at 0-15 cm, 15-30 cm, 3045 cm and 45-60 cm showed that moisture content
remained at or slightly above field capacity and did
not reach saturated moisture content. Transpiration
measured using stem heat balance method showed
high values, as expected, in summer compared to
other seasons of the year. These results show that
adjustments in the Kc values are needed for the trees
affected by citrus greening to reflect changes in crop
cover and root length density and also citrus varieties, root stock and planting density.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: SWFWMD, UF Citrus
Initiative

1:45 PM Physiology, Yield and Water-Use
Efficiency of Cucumber Affected By Deficit
Irrigation

Ved Parkash*1; Sukhbir Singh1; Sanjit Deb1; Glen
Ritchie1 and Russell W. Wallace2, (1)Texas Tech
University, (2)Texas A&M AgriLife Research & Extension
Center
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Abstract: Water scarcity is posing a challenge to crop
production especially in arid and semi-arid areas. In
semi-arid Southern High Plains (SHP) of the United
States (US), there is usually a low precipitation than
the crop evapotranspiration, so there is high dependence on Ogallala aquifer for supplementary irrigation. As a consequence, aquifer has faced an overall
decline in water level by 4.8 m for the entire aquifer,
and by 12 m for the West Texas part since 1950s.
Therefore, irrigation management practices that can
optimize crop production and water productivity in
water limited SHP are needed. Deficit irrigation is
one of the irrigation management practices that has
the potential to improve water use efficiency. To determine the effect of deficit irrigation on physiology,
yield and water use efficiency of cucumber (Cucumis
sativus), a field study was conducted during the summer of 2019 at Quaker Research Farm of Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, Texas. The experiment was conducted in split-plot design with four irrigation levels
[100% ETc (crop evapotranspiration), 80% ETc, 60%
ETc, and 40% ETc] as main plot factor and two cultivars [Poinsett 76 and Marketmore 76] as sub plot
factor with three replications. Photosynthetic rate
started to decline in deficit irrigation treatments after implementation of irrigation treatments. At maturity, it was significantly lower in 40% ETc and 60%
ETc compared to 100% ETc, while in 80% ETc it was
comparable to 100% ETc. Photosynthesis was significantly higher in Marketmore 76 throughout the
growing season compared to Poinsett 76. Similar
trend was observed for stomatal conductance in irrigation levels and cultivars. Fruit yield was comparable between 100% ETc and 80% ETc, and 60% ETc and
40% ETc irrigation levels. Water use efficiency was
the highest in 80% ETc followed by 100% ETc, 40% ETc
and 60% ETc, respectively. Yield and water use efficiency were higher in Poinsett 76 than Marketmore
76. In spite of better plant physiology, Marketmore
76 yielded less compared to Poinsett 76, which is attributed to allocation of more biomass to the vegetative growth than fruits in Marketmore 76. These results show that 80% ETc irrigation level and Poinsett
cultivar can be adopted for cucumber production in
water limited SHP of the US without causing a significant reduction in yield; however, more research is
needed to support these findings.

2:00 PM Soil Physics Characterization of
Irrigated Vegetable Production Areas in
Northeast Florida

Judyson Oliveira*1; Cássio Tormena2; Lincoln Zotarelli1; Allan Bacon1 and Julio Pachon1, (1)University of
Florida, (2)State University of Maringa
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Abstract: Northeast Florida is an important vegetable production area with approximately 15,000 ha of
cultivated land. In most of areas, the predominant
irrigation method is subirrigation (e.g., seepage,
drain-tile). In these irrigation methods, soil water in
the rootzone needs to be precisely management to
maximize crop production with minimum nutrient
leaching. However, using these irrigation management system, large amounts of groundwater are
required for maintaining of high-water table level to
irrigate the crop. On the other hand, during rainfall
events, the water table needs to be receded and excess water is drained off the fields. Thus, soil physical-hydrological indicators are important tools for
determining proper irrigation management practices. The objective of this study was to assess soil
physical properties of irrigated vegetable production areas in northeast Florida to support the development improved of irrigation recommendations.
Twenty vegetable production areas in northeast
Florida were selected based on visual evaluation of
the area, location, use and soil classification. Undisturbed soil samples were taken from the 0-0.20 m
and 0.20-0.40 m soil depth layers in four random
places in each site. Soil bulk density (Bd), soil organic
matter content (SOM) and particle size distribution
(PSD) classified as clay (<2 µm); silt (2-50 µm); fine
sand (50-250µm) and coarse-sand (250-2000 µm)
were determined. Descriptive statistics and hierarchical cluster analysis were used to study the soil
physical properties of 0.20-0.40 m soil depth layer
and to categorize similar sites. The Bd±SD ranged
from 1.37±0.08 to 1.46±0.09 g cm-3 and the mean
SOM±SD ranged from 6.84±2.70 to 7.57±6.58 g kg-1
for the 0-0.20 and 0.20-0.40 m soil depths, respectively. The sites were hierarchically categorized in
two main groups comprised of 7 and 13 sites each
(group I and II, respectively). The main criterion for
group identification was the coarse-sand fraction.
The average clay, silt, fine and coarse-sand content
(±SD) were 0.99±0.05, 3.89±0.89, 58.43±5.07 and
36.68±4.76% for group I, and 1.16±0.25, 5.18±2.65,
71.62±7.51 and 22.04±6.97% for group II, respectively. Higher values of coarse-sand fraction in group I
suggests a different packing arrangements of soil
particles which have a direct impact over the water
infiltration rate, capillarity and soil water retention
capacity. The initial assessment of soil physical characteristics allowed to identify similar irrigated vegetable production areas by soil textural properties.
Additional physical-hydrological indicators such as
soil water retention curve, soil resistance penetration curve and least limit water range will be determined in these two major groups. These indicators
should be used on the development of irrigation

recommendation models for specific, soil, irrigation
methods and vegetable crops.

2:15 PM Potato Yield and Net Return of
N-Fertilizer Rate and Timing for Seepage
and Subsurface Drain-Tile Irrigation

Fernando Bortolozo*1; Rodrick Mwatuwa1; Lincoln
Zotarelli1; Andre Luiz B.R. da Silva2 and Tara Wade1,
(1)University of Florida, (2)University of Georgia
Abstract: The objective of this study was to compare
potato yield and net return of N-fertilizer application
timing and rate strategies with a grower’s practice
under seepage (SEP) and subsurface drain-tile (SDT)
in a commercial field. Fertilizer N-treatments were
I) grower’s practice 318 kgN/ha split: 78 kgN/ha at
pre-planting (Npp), 180 kgN/ha at plant emergence
(Neme), and 60 kgN/ha at tuber initiation (Nti); II) fixed
rate 240 kgN/ha split: 78 kgN/ha at planting (Npl); 135
and 27 kgN/ha at Neme and Nti, respectively; and III)
variable-rate 269 kgN/ha split: 78, 135 and 56 kgN/ha
applied at Npl, Nemeand Nti, respectively. N-treatments
were arranged in a randomized complete block design with three replications in SEE and SDT. The cumulative rainfall of 142 mm occurred between Npp
and Npl, which resulted in soil N losses from Npp. There
were no significant differences in plant biomass
and N-uptake, marketable yield and specific gravity
among N-treatment within each irrigation method.
Marketable yield on SEP was 27.5, 26.6 and 27.2 Mg/
ha for N-treatment I, II, and III, respectively; and 24.7,
23.2, 22.2 Mg/ha under SDT, respectively. The Npp did
not increase tuber yield. There was a significant variability of soil moisture in the rootzone throughout
the season under SDT compared to SEP, which was
a possible cause of overall reduced yield under SDT
compared to SEP. The cost of production under SEP
was $6,746; $6,675 and $6,707/ha for N-treatments
I, II and III, respectively. Treatment II had the lowest
net return with a profit margin of 12% ($919±313/
ha). Although Treatment III produced a net return
$12 less than Treatment I, both treatments had the
same profit margin of 14%. While the N-rate applied
for I was higher than II and III, the net return and
profit margin for all treatment resulted in a small
difference. The cost of production under SDT was
$7,879; $7,778 and $7,815/ha for N-treatments I, II,
and III, respectively; and the profit margin was 11%,
6% and 2%. Production costs for N-treatments under SDT were higher compared to production costs
of N treatments under SEP because of high installation costs of SDT. The lack of significant differences
among N-treatments under each irrigation indicates
that similar revenue would be expected regardless
of differences in N-rate. By changing the Npp to Npl
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would allow an overall reduction in total N-fertilizer
rate without compromising tuber yield.

Travis Robert Alexander*; Gabriel LaHue; Jacky King;
Ed Scheenstra and Carol A. Miles, Washington State
University, NWREC

2:30 PM Evaluation of Ornamental Grasses
for Rain Garden Environments

Abstract: Regulated deficit irrigation (RDI), which
provides less water than the crop loses to evapotranspiration, is a promising irrigation conservation
measure if practiced prudently. In this study, third
leaf cider apple trees of cvs. Dabinett, Golden Russet,
and Porter’s Perfection, all on Geneva 202 rootstock,
were subjected to two irrigation treatments for investigation of water use, tree vegetative growth, and
fruit and juice yield and quality. Conventionally irrigated (control) subplots were irrigated to maintain
soil water content close to field capacity, and irrigation in the RDI subplots was set to be triggered once
the average mid-day stem water potential (SWP)
reached a pre-determined threshold associated with
moderate water stress in table apples (-1.5 MPa).
Total applied water (m3) per subplot was measured
with a water meter, and vegetative growth was measured bimonthly by recording the length (cm) of six
shoots on each side (west and east) of 3 randomly
selected trees per subplot. A sample of 40 representative fruit per subplot were measured for total
fruit weight (kg), average fruit size (cm), total soluble solids (°Brix), pH, titratable acidity (percent malic acid), titratable tannins (percent tannic acid), and
juice yield (mL/kg), pursuant to commonly accepted
laboratory protocols. The threshold for irrigation in
the RDI treatment was never met and the RDI subplots therefore received no water while the conventionally irrigated control subplots received a total of
8.4 cm of irrigation water (846 m3 ha-1) during the
growing season. Despite clear differences in soil-water potential between irrigation treatments, neither
mid-day SWP nor vegetative growth differed due to
irrigation treatment, but cultivars did differ in their
vegetative growth response. ‘Dabinett’ experienced
the largest relative growth rate, 23.5%, compared to
‘Golden Russet’ and ‘Porter’s Perfection’ which had
an average growth rate of 5.8%. Similarly, neither
fruit yield and quality nor juice yield and quality were
found to differ due to irrigation treatment, but as expected there were differences due to cultivar. ‘Dabinett’ trees provided 3500 kg/ha of fruit and 487 mL/
kg of juice, while ‘Golden Russet’ and ‘Porter’s Perfection’ on average provided 910 kg/ha of fruit and
558 mL/kg of juice. These preliminary results suggest
that calendar-based irrigation based on standard regional practices supplies water in excess of orchard
requirements. However, more research is needed
to investigate the impact of multiple years of RDI on
long-term orchard productivity and fruit quality.

Randy Nelson*1; Esther E. McGinnis2 and Aaron Lee
M. Daigh2, (1)U of MN Extension Clay County, (2)North
Dakota State University

Abstract: Rain gardens are used in the urban landscape to reduce stormwater runoff. Plants used for
rain gardens depend on seasonal rainfall and at
times will be subject to flooding and drought. The ornamental grasses, ‘Karl Foerster’ feather reed grass
[Calamagrostis x acutiflora (Schrad.) Rchb.], ‘Purpurascens’ Chinese silvergrass (Miscanthus sinensis
Andersson), ‘Blue Heaven’ little bluestem [Schizachyrium scoparium (Michx.) Nash], ‘Pixie Fountain’ tufted hairgrass [Deschampsia cespitosa (L.) P. Beauv.],
‘Northwind’ switchgrass (Panicum virgatum L.), ‘Red
October’ big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii Vitman),
and ‘Blonde Ambition’ blue grama grass [Bouteloua
gracilis (Willd. ex Kunth) Lag. ex Griffiths] were evaluated in a greenhouse trial to determine their ability to tolerate repeated cycles of flood and drought.
Treatments consisted of flooding for 2 or 7 days followed by a dry down period to one of two volumetric
water content set points: 0.14 m3·m3 (drought onset)
and 0.07 m3·m3 (severe drought). Each plant went
through at least four cycles of flood and drought.
Flooding for 2 days significantly increased shoot
counts for all grass species compared with flooding
for 7 days. The severe drought set point significantly
reduced shoot counts and shoot mass for all grass
species. Root mass of feather reed grass, Chinese silvergrass, little bluestem, switchgrass, and big bluestem was not significantly reduced under the severe
drought set point or drought onset set point. For all
grass species, flooding for 2 days followed by drying down to 0.14 m3·m significantly increased root
mass compared with flooding for 7 days followed
by drying down to 0.14 m3·m. Flooding for 2 days
significantly decreased visible damage ratings for
all grass species compared with flooding for 7 days.
For big bluestem and little bluestem, visible damage
ratings were not significantly different between the
severe drought set point and the drought onset set
point.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA Specialty Crop
Block Grant

2:45 PM Optimizing Cider Orchard Performance with Irrigation Scheduling and
Regulated Deficit Irrigation
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Specified Source(s) of Funding: WSU CSANR BIOAg
Grant Program
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3:00 PM Q&A - Water Utilization & Management - All Session Speakers Are Required to Attend
2:00 PM – 3:50 PM

20/20: Seeing Your Professional
Future Coming into Focus
Chair: Curt Rom, University of Arkansas

2:00 PM GENERAL SESSION - Seeing a Career Vision
Curt R. Rom*, University of Arkansas

2:05 PM Welcome

Curt R. Rom*1; Kent D. Kobayashi2 and Kauahi Perez2, (1)University of Arkansas, (2)University of Hawaii
at Manoa

2:10 PM Seeing Yourself in the Mirror and
How Others See You
M'Randa Sandlin*, Sandlin Consulting

2:35 PM Building Your Personal Brand

Brian Eugene Jackson*, North Carolina State University

3:00 PM Planning for Your Future: Determining Your Long-Term Goals, Finding
Mentors, Gaining Experience While Still in
School
Brian Pearson*, University of Florida

3:25 PM Panel Discussion
3:45 PM Wrap up: Kent Kobayashi and
Kauahi Perez
3:48 PM Thank you and Next Steps: Curt
Rom
This session breaks into 3 career Track
sessions – Academic, Extension, Consulting & Outreach, and Industry & Entrepreneurship, each from 4:15-6:15 PM
3:00 PM – 5:15 PM

Growth Chambers and Controlled
Environments 6 & 7
Moderator: Celina Gomez, University of Florida

3:00 PM Using Pulses of Light to Decrease
Energy Input in Closed Controlled Environments

Kevin M Folta*1; Shiwei Song1 and Paul Kusuma2, (1)
University of Florida, (2)Utah State University

Abstract: One of the limiting factors in widespread
adoption of indoor urban specialty-crop operations
is energy, which may be 35% of operating costs.
Energy costs arise from the need to generate light,
but also to control the temperature change caused
by generating light. Our laboratory investigated the
possibility of breaking up the daily light integral (DLI)
into smaller durations, and then testing its effects
on seedling development. Published results from
kale, turnip and Arabidopsis thaliana (Song et al.,
2019) demonstrate that on-off pulses as short as 5
seconds have the same effect as a 12-hour on-off
cycle with the same DLI. Intermediate pulses were
deleterious. We then extended the dark period between light pulses and showed that the effect of
light continued for at least 10 seconds, depending
on the species. These findings demonstrated that
energy could be cut by 33-80% and deliver a comparable seedling product. The current studies have
examined the genetics and photophysiology of the
response to pulsed light. The goal of the work is to
test how fluence rate and duration relate to seedling
response, to further decrease energy necessary to
advance development. A genetic analysis indicates
that specific photosensory pathways may be limiting
the response to light, and their mutation may lead to
additional savings. These analyses represent novel
approaches to cutting energy costs to facilitate expansion of specialty crop production in closed controlled environments.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Laboratory IDC Returns

3:15 PM Research Insights to Facilitate
Container and Hydroponic Gardening of
Herbs and Vegetables

Celina Gomez* and Paul R. Fisher, University of Florida
Abstract: Container and hydroponic gardening of
herbs and vegetables is becoming an important
market trend in horticulture and provides significant
opportunities to connect urban dwellers with plants.
Our team aims to provide research-based guidance
that can contribute to successful home gardening
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experiences. Using data mining tools and content
analysis methods, knowledge gaps were identified
among online community subscribers related to the
design and implementation of small-scale hydroponic systems, plant lighting, and hydroponic solution
management. We have conducted several studies
evaluating environments and practices that minimize or simplify light, water, and nutrient inputs to
supply fresh produce. For example, our research has
shown that 6.5 to 10 mol·m–2·d–1 of photosynthetically active radiation (less than half of the recommended daily light integral for commercial production) is
sufficient to maintain pick-and-eat lettuce (Lactuca
sativa) and basil (Ocimum basilicum) plants with adequate nutritional qualities. In addition, we found
that nutrition can be simplified in hydroponic basil
plants using either periodic water-soluble fertilizer
additions or controlled release fertilizer, without the
need for complete nutrient solution replacements.
However, limiting solution replacement intervals
may be detrimental to fruit yield and quality of beefsteak tomatoes (Lycopersicon esculentum) grown in
small-scale hydroponics. Our ongoing efforts are
evaluating tomato and pepper (Capsicum annuum)
cultivars for attributes including compactness, fruit
yield, nutritional taste and quality, and aesthetic value. We have observed cultivar-specific differences
under sole-source lighting in terms of intumescence,
which is a physiological disorder caused by factors including the lack of exposure to ultraviolet radiation.
Future studies will evaluate cultivar performance,
growing system design, and practices that increase
resilience and consumer success with container and
hydroponic home gardening.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Floriculture Research
Alliance

3:30 PM Continuous LED Lighting Can Significantly Reduce Light Fixture Costs without Compromising Fruit Yield and Quality
in Greenhouse Cucumber Production

Xiuming Hao*; Jason Lanoue and Jingming Zheng,
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada

Abstract: Supplemental lighting is essential for yearround greenhouse crop production in regions with
low natural light conditions. The improvement in
plant growth and yield by supplemental lighting is
largely dictated by the total amount of light provided during a day (daily light integral (DLI) – intensity ×
photoperiod). It is more economical to achieve desired DLIs with long photoperiod of supplemental
light at low light intensity because it uses less light
fixtures, reducing initial capital costs. A 24h (contin-
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uous) lighting (CL) could reduce light intensity/light
fixture cost by 1/3 in comparison to the conventional
16-17h of lighting used in commercial greenhouse
vegetable production. The conventional 16-17h of
lighting photoperiod was used in greenhouse fruit
vegetable (such as tomatoes and cucumbers) production because longer (>17h) lighting leads to
photo-injury (characterized by leaf chlorosis and decrease in photosynthesis) and no further yield gain,
based on researches conducted using conventional
lighting sources such as high pressure sodium (HPS)
light. There have been very little research on the photoperiod response of greenhouse fruit vegetables to
energy-efficient LED lighting. In a previous study, we
have found that alternating red and blue LED lighting
can eliminate photo-injury and improve early fruit
yield in tomato production. Therefore, we investigated the response of greenhouse mini-cucumbers
to CL with red and blue LED light in this study. The
study was conducted in a greenhouse with 200 m2
of growing area during winter 2019-20. The greenhouse was divided into 16 sections using white curtains. Four lighting strategies were applied to the 16
plots in a Latin-Square design with 4 replications: (1)
16h red and blue together and 8 h darkness (control), (2) 24h red and blue together, (3) 16h red followed by 8h of blue, and (4) 12h of red followed by
12h of blue LED light. The four lighting strategies had
the same daily light integral (12.1 mol m-2 d-1) and red
to blue supplemental light ratio (86% to 14%). There
was little difference in plant growth, photosynthesis
and fruit yield among the 4 lighting treatments over
the 4 months of fruit production (a full crop cycle).
Therefore, the CL lighting strategy with red and blue
LED light or alternating red and blue LED light can
be used in min-cucumber production to reduce light
intensity and light fixture costs.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Agriculture and AgriFood Canada J002228.001.04

3:45 PM Increasing Crop Productivity and
Phytochemical Content in Indoor Agriculture
Yuyao Kong* and Krishna Nemali, Purdue University

Abstract: Optimizing spectral composition for increasing crop productivity and phytochemicals that
are beneficial to human health is an active area of
research in indoor agriculture. Published literature
indicates that a high proportion of blue light (B) decreases plant growth and increases phytochemical
content. Recently, addition of far-red light (FR,700750 nm) to short-wave radiation (400-700 nm) was
shown to increase photosynthetic efficiency, suggesting that growth can be maintained by adding
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FR to high proportion of B. However, photosynthetic
enhancement and phytochemical content of plants
grown under FR and high proportion of B was never studied before. In addition, information on the
effects of shifting plants from high red (R) to high B
and vice versa on growth and phytochemical content
is limited. We examined long-term effects of growing romaine lettuce (green leaf or GL and red leaf or
RL) cultivars under light treatments with similar intensities (131µmol/m2/s) but different spectral composition using sole-source LED lights. Treatments
included ‘high-R’ (R90:B10), ‘high-B’ (R50:B50), ‘high-B+FR’
(R43:B43:FR14), high-R (21days) to high-B (10 days) and
high-B (21 days) to high-R (10 days). We measured
shoot dry weight (SDW), leaf area (LA) and canopy
(i.e. unshaded leaves) area (CA), leaf photosynthesis (A) and phytochemical (anthocyanin or Anth, beta-carotene or B-car, chlorophyll or Chl) composition
and Chl a/b ratio. Results indicated that SDW, LA, CA,
B-car and Chl were higher in GL than RL whereas
Anth was higher in RL than GL cultivar. As expected SDW, A, CA were higher and B-car, Chl and Anth
tended lower in high-R compared to high-B. Interestingly, SDW was higher in high-B+FR than high-B.
However, the increase in SDW was associated with
increase in CA but not A in high-B+FR. Further, Anth,
B-car, Chl and Chl a/b were lower in high-B+FR compared to high-B treatment. Shifting plants from
high-R to high-B maintained SDW and increased
B-car level (similar to high-B). These results indicate
that SDW and phytochemical content in lettuce can
be maintained by initially growing plants in high-R
and shifting plants to high-B. Further, addition of FR
to high-B can increase SDW likely due to increased
CA but not photosynthetic enhancement. Lower Chl
a/b ratio with FR addition suggests a shade avoidance response that likely resulted in expanded CA,
which may have resulted in increased light interception and SDW in high-B+FR compared to high B
treatment. These findings can be used to optimize
spectral composition of light in indoor farming.

4:00 PM Optimization of Electrical Conductivity of the Nutrient Solution for Arugula
Grown in Hydroponic Solution
Teng Yang*1; Uttara Samarakoon1; Peter Ling2 and
James Altland3, (1)Ohio State University, (2)The Ohio
State University, (3)USDA-ARS, MWA ATRU

Abstract: Arugula (Eruca vesicaria) is a fast-growing
and cool-season leafy green which is cultivated using hydroponic production techniques in greenhouses to fulfill the high year-round demand. Nutrient
management in hydroponics is based primarily on
electrical conductivity (EC) management, which af-

fects the visual, nutritional and phytochemical qualities of leafy vegetables. With the aim of optimizing
the nutrient management of arugula in hydroponic
production system to obtain high productivity and
crop quality, we investigated the effect of EC on
yield, nutritional and phytochemical properties of
arugula in hydroponics. The cultivar arugula ‘Standard’ was used as it is the most commonly grown
in industry. A nutrient film technique (NFT) system
with 18 channels and 8 separate solution tanks was
established in a double polyethylene-plastic covered
greenhouse. Arugula was grown at four different EC
levels (1.2, 1.5, 1.8, and 2.1 mS/cm) with pH adjusted
to 5.8 to 6.0. Photosynthetic properties, SPAD and
leaf area were measured. Plants were also harvested for yield, nutrient and phytochemical measurements 28 days after transplanting. Photosynthetic
properties, SPAD, leaf area, fresh yield, dry yield and
total glucosinolates increased as EC increased from
1.2 to 1.8 mS/cm, however, there was no difference
between EC 1.8 and 2.1. Glucosinolates are a group
of health-promoting phytochemicals which may
protect against the development of certain human
malignancies. Thus, a better plant yield, quality and
flavor was achieved with EC at 1.8 mS/cm. In contrast, total anthocyanin content was highest in plants
grown at EC 1.2 and 2.1 mS/cm, with no difference
between plants grown in EC 1.5 and 1.8 mS/cm. Total anthocyanin has demonstrated ability to protect
against a myriad of human diseases including heart
disease and cancer , but it also plays a protective
role in plants against stressful environments. It is
possible in that higher EC levels at 1.2 and 2.1 mS/
cm were a result of salt stress incurred when arugula
was grown at the extreme low and high EC levels.

4:15 PM Lettuce Growth Differences between Nutrient Film and Deep Flow Techniques Are Related to Water Availability
to Roots

Krishna Nemali* and Alexander Miller, Purdue University

Abstract: Hydroponic lettuce (Lactuca sativa) production in greenhouses is increasingly becoming popular in the U.S. Production systems used in hydroponics either submerge roots partially (e.g. nutrient
film technique or NFT) or completely (e.g. deep flow
technique or DFT) in the nutrient solution. Although
both systems are popular, there is limited research
that compared lettuce growth in both systems and
identified likely reasons for observed differences between them. This information is crucial to increase
crop productivity in hydroponics and enable growers
make informed decisions on their investment. Pres-
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ent study used a replicated (n=4) split-plot design to
compare the growth of four lettuce cultivars belonging to leaf, romaine, butterhead and oakleaf groups
that were germinated in rockwool cubes and grown
in custom built NFT and DFT production systems. We
measured shoot dry weight (SDW), substrate volumetric water content (VWC), electrical conductivity
of the substrate (ECS), and relative shoot water content (RWC) at multiple times (7, 17 , 21 , 24, 31, 35
and 38 days after transplanting) during the study.
Statistical analysis was conducted using a split-plot
model with repeated measures. Results indicated no
significant differences in ECS and RWC between the
two production systems for any cultivar. However, a
significant interaction between production system
and measurement time was observed for SDW and
VWC, when averaged across cultivars. SDW was generally higher in the DFT than NFT on different days
but the differences became significant on 38th day
after transplanting. However, VWC was significantly higher in the DFT than NFT on all measurement
days. Further, the differences in SDW between the
two production systems on different days could be
linearly related to the observed differences in VWC
on different days. These results indicate that lettuce
growth is higher in the DFT than NFT system due to
higher VWC in DFT. Higher VWC likely resulted in increased nutrient and water availability to the roots in
the DFT than NFT, especially during the early stages
when majority of the roots were still contained inside the rockwool cubes. The increased water and
nutrient availability likely resulted in increased plant
growth with time in the DFT than NFT system. Based
on these results, we recommend production systems
like DFT, where roots are completely submerged in
the nutrient solution, for maximizing hydroponic lettuce production in greenhouses.

and Mexico. To make a nursery process cost-effective, overall multiplying rates of 1:100,000 or more
are usually achieved per strawberry mother plant.
Increasing the amount of daughter plant produced
per round could reduce the total rounds needed to
repeat within nurseries. However, strawberry nurseries across the country have different strategies to
harvest daughter plants, and the basic question as to
whether or not the timing of daughter plant removal
can impact the production of subsequent daughter
plants remain unanswered. This fundamental lack
of knowledge leads to inconsistent harvest strategies across the industry. In the presented study, the
long-day strawberry cultivar Fragaria x ananassa cv.
‘Albion’ was used to investigate the hypothesis that
daughter plant production will be improved by modifying the timing of harvest. Plants were grown under controlled environment (26℃, 507 μmol • m-2 • s-1
PPFD, 14h/10h D/N cycle) in soilless media (coconut
coir : perlite, 50% : 50%) fertilized with a customized
nutrient solution. Stolons with attached daughter
plants were harvested (1) Every 7 days for 9 times
(2) Every 21-days, 3 times in total, and (3) Once at the
end of the experiment after 63days. (randomized
complete block design, 3 replicates per treatment).
The plants harvested at 63-day interval produced
significantly more daughter plants (102 per plant),
compared to 33 daughter plants in 21-day interval
(P<0.001). Moreover, treatment (3) has produced the
highest cumulative number of industry viable daughter plants. Our results suggest that extending stolon
harvest intervals in strawberry nurseries will escalate
asexual reproduction of long-day strawberries, suggesting daughter plants to be potentially contributing to plant growth. Our findings could lead to more
efficient strawberry nursery practices in the future.

Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA SCBG

4:45 PM Q&A - Growth Chambers and
Controlled Environments 6 & 7- All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend

4:30 PM Asexual Reproduction Regulation
By Stolon Removal Intervals in Long-Day
Strawberry (Fragaria x ananassa cv. ’Albion’)

Xiaonan Shi*1; Ricardo Hernandez2 and Mark Hoffmann1, (1)North Carolina State University, (2)NC State
University
Abstract: Strawberry plants are commercially propagated by asexual reproduction, generating genetically identical daughter plants connected through stolons (runners) to the mother plant. Daughter plants
are replicated multiple times over multiple years in
strawberry nurseries in NC, CA and Canada, before
being sold to strawberry farmers in the US, Canada
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3:15 PM – 4:45 PM

Plant Growth Regulation 2
Moderator: Shinsuke Agehara, University of Florida,
Gulf Coast Research and Education Center

3:15 PM The Manipulation of Chilling Duration and Growth Regulators to Produce
Single Season Containerized Herbaceous
Peonies
Dongfang Zhou*1; Daniel L. Jackson1; Holly L Scog-
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gins1; Sherif Sherif1; W. Garrett Owen2 and Joyce
Griffin Latimer3, (1)Virginia Tech, (2)Michigan State
University, (3)Virginia Cooperative Extension
Abstract: Herbaceous peonies (Paeonia lactiflora
Pall.) are common perennials used both in gardens
and the landscape as well as for cut flowers. Peonies
require a chilling period to break dormancy but not
for flower bud differentiation. For this studies, two
peony cultivars, Sarah Bernhardt and Inspecteur Lavergne, 3 to 5 eye small crowns from Holland were
potted in 3.8-L pots in mid November of 2017 and
2018. Our objective was to determine if we could
manipulate chilling time, along with application
of gibberellic acid (GA3) and growth retardants, to
produce marketable containerized peonies from a
small crown in a single season (November to May).
We evaluated chilling, GA3 and a growth retardant
(uniconazole) under controlled chilling and greenhouse forcing conditions. All potted plants were
held outdoors at Battlefield Farms for 4 weeks [in
2017, 400 chilling units (CU)] or in a 10°C cooler for
5.5 weeks (in 2018, 400 CU) to root, then placed in a
5°C cooler for 3, 4 or 5 weeks (total 752, 869 or 986
CU). GA3 was applied as 0 or 100 mg·L-1 drench at 250
ml/pot after the plants were moved into the Virginia
Tech greenhouse for forcing. Uniconazole drenches were applied to each cultivar under each chilling
treatment at 355 ml/pot at 0, 15, or 20 mg·L-1 at 7
days after the GA3 drench applications. Three weeks
chilling at 5°C (752 CU total) provided sufficient chilling for ‘Sarah Bernhardt’ and ‘Inspecteur Lavergne’.
Application of GA3 reduced production time and resulted in a greater number of shoots, and increased
the number of flowering shoots in three of the four
studies. Application of 15 mg·L-1 UNZ as a substrate
drench prior to spring emergence reduced plant
width moderately resulting in improved compactness of both cultivars.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Fine Americas, Inc

3:30 PM Effect of Total Immersion Auxin
Application Method on South Mississippi Native Azalea Survivability and Root
Response

Jenny B. Ryals*1; Patricia R. Knight2; Daryl R.
Chastain3; Lloyd E. Ryals III4; Christine E. H. Coker1;
Gary R. Bachman1; James M. DelPrince1; Patricia R.
Drackett3 and Anthony T. Bowden3, (1)Mississippi
State University Coastal Research and Extension Center, (2)Coastal R & E Center, (3)Mississippi State University, (4)Mississippi Department of Agriculture and
Commerce
Abstract: Florida azalea (Rhododendron austrinum) is

a deciduous azalea native to northern Florida, coastal Alabama, southern Georgia, and southeastern
Mississippi. To provide growers with relevant cutting
propagation recommendations, the objective of this
research was to determine optimal commercial auxin concentration and submersion timing on very soft
stem cuttings. Auxin source was Hortus IBA Water
Soluble Salts™ (Hortus IBA) at 0, 1000, 2500, 5000,
7500, or 10000 ppm IBA. Submersion duration's
were 5 sec basal quick-dip, 1, 6, 12, or 24 hours.
Duration of submersion effected root percentage
(P<.0001), number of roots (P=0.0101), and average
length of the three longest roots (P=0.0415). There
was an interaction between auxin concentration and
submersion duration for root quality (P=0.0056), cutting quality (P<.0001) and growth indices (P<.0001).
Results indicate that very soft Florida azalea cuttings
had a better rooting response when treated with a
5 sec basal quick-dip and auxin concentration was
2500 ppm IBA.

4:00 PM Different Cytokinins and Their
Concentrations Affect Shoot Growth of
Little-Leaf Mockorange (Philadelphus microphyllus A. Gray) in Tissue Culture

Razieh (Rozi) Khajehyar* and Robert Tripepi, University of Idaho
Abstract: Native plants are an important component
in sustainable landscaping, since they are adapted
to their environment, including diseases and pests
in their habitat. Little-leaf mockorange (Philadelphus
microphyllus A. Gray) is a native landscape plant, tolerant to drought while difficult to propagate by seed
or conventional cutting methods. In an experiment
with micropropagation via axillary shoot proliferation
of this mockorange species, different concentrations
of six cytokinins were tested to evaluate their effects
on shoot growth including axillary shoot number,
biomass and height to find the best treatment. After
six months of establishment (Stage I), shoot explants
(1.5 to 2 cm) were placed on ½ strength MS medium supplemented with different concentrations of
6-benzylaminopurine (BA), kinetin (kin), zeatin (Zea),
thidiazuron (TDZ), isopentenyladenine (2iP) or meta-topolin (MT), at concentrations of 0, 1.1, 2.2, 4.4 or
8.8 µM. After three monthly subcultures, data taken
included percent survival, number of axillary shoots
formed per stem, length of the longest shoot on each
explant, and shoot dry weight for each individual explant. Another experiment was conducted only with
Zea in a narrower range (0, 0.55, 1.1, 1.65 or 2.2 µM).
Different concentrations of the various cytokinins
had significant effects on shoot growth. Among all
cytokinins, little-leaf mockorange shoots produced
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the most dry weight on 2.2 µM Zea, the best treatment, and grew the tallest on 1.1 µM Zea, whereas
TDZ failed to promote shoot growth and killed all the
explants, regardless of its concentration. Following
Zea, MT was the second most effective cytokinin for
promoting overall shoot growth. Shoots treated with
1.1 µM MT produced 28% less dry weight and were
11% shorter than those on medium supplemented with 1.1 µM Zea. In the second Zea experiment,
shoots on medium with 1.65 µM Zea produced the
most dry weight, and those on 0.55 µM Zea grew the
tallest. Overall, using Zea at a range between 1.65 to
2.2 µM promoted shoot growth (more biomass production and taller shoots), which should help growers to obtain more healthy plants in a short period
of time.

4:15 PM Q&A - Plant Growth Regulation
2 - All Session Speakers Are Required to
Attend
3:15 PM – 5:00 PM

Floriculture 3
Moderator: Yen-Hua Chen, Cornell University

3:15 PM Fertilizer and Plant Growth Regulator Strategies to Improve Post-Production Performance with Containerized
Petunia

Leala M. Machesney and Ryan Dickson*, University of
Arkansas
Abstract: Fertilizer strategies designed to supply
nutrients during post-production can improve the
retail and consumer performance of containerized
floriculture crops. The first greenhouse experiment
evaluated twelve fertilizer strategies applied during
production and designed to provide a residual nutrient charge during post-production with container-grown petunia ‘Supertunia Bubblegum’ (Petunia ×
hybrida). Petunia were grown in 8-inch azalea containers with peat-based substrate for a 70 d production period, where residual fertilizer strategies differed in applied nutrient concentration and release
pattern, whether nutrients were inorganic or organic, applied as a liquid or solid, and incorporated into
the growing substrate versus applied at the end of
production. Fertilizer and residual nutrient sources included a 17-4-17 commercial water-soluble
fertilizer, NatureSourceTM 3-1-1 liquid organic, Osmocote Plus 15-9-12 controlled-release 3-4 month,
ProtectTM dual-coated controlled-release 5-6 month,
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NSureTM liquid urea, NutraleneTM methylene diurea,
and SustaneTM8-4-4 composted poultry litter. After
production, all plants continued for a 42 d simulated
consumer phase and were irrigated with de-ionized
water. A second greenhouse experiment evaluated
the potential of providing container-grown petunia
with 200 and 400 mg∙L–1 N from a water-soluble fertilizer combined with 0 and 3 mg∙L–1 paclobutrazol as
the last irrigation before a 63 d consumer phase. For
the first experiment, petunia top-dressed with controlled-release fertilizer (15-9-12 Osmocote PlusTM)
and composted poultry litter (3-1-1 SustaneTM) at the
end of production resulted in the greatest shoot dry
mass, flower number, leaf SPAD chlorophyll content,
shoot and root zone nutrients at the end of the consumer phase. In contrast, plants for the remaining
treatments exhibited symptoms of nutrient deficiency including reduced shoot dry mass, flowering,
and leaf chlorosis as well as depletion of nutrients
from both the root zone and shoot tissue. For the
second experiment, paclobutrazol applied at the
end of production resulted greater leaf SPAD chlorophyll content, reduced canopy height and width,
decreased shoot dry mass, and greater flower number per plant. Increasing fertilizer nitrogen from 200
to 400 mg∙L–1 N at the last irrigation had no effect on
plant performance during post-production, and root
zone nutrients were depleted after 14 d into the consumer phase for all treatments. This study highlighted the potential of providing a residual and soluble
supply of fertilizer nutrients combined with a plant
growth regulating chemical during production as a
strategy to extend the shelf-life and performance of
containerized petunia for retail and consumers.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: USDA-ARS Floriculture
and Nursery Research Initiative #58-3607-8-725

3:30 PM Bacterial Distribution in Cut Lilies
Stem during Vase Phase

Yen-Hua Chen* and William B. Miller, Cornell University

Abstract: Microorganisms in the vase solution and
stems of cut flowers is a major factor in xylem occlusion after harvest. Our research has indicated that
bacterial counts in vase water of 107 colony forming
units per mL (cfu·mL-1) or more reduce water uptake
and postharvest quality of cut Lilium ‘Sorbonne’ and
‘Nashville’. Moreover, cumulative water uptake was
significantly reduced by treating stems for 24 h in a
107 cfu·mL-1 bacterial suspension, and ‘Sorbonne’ was
more vulnerable to bacterial water than ‘Nashville’.
To further study the phenomenon, we investigated
bacterial distribution within stems. ‘Sorbonne’ and
‘Nashville’ stems were held in vase water with bacte-
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ria population of 107 cfu·mL-1 for 1 day, then bacteria
were quantified in 3 cm-segments of stems numbered from the base of the stem. The results showed
that bacteria were mainly distributed in the lower 15
cm of stems. More than 107 cfu (per segment) were
extracted from basal segments of ‘Sorbonne’ and
‘Nashville’ and the number of bacteria decreased in
more acropetal segments. From 3 cm to 12 cm from
the end, bacterial counts of ‘Sorbonne’ stem decreased from 106 cfu to 105 per segment. Beyond 15
cm from the end of ‘Sorbonne’ stems, bacteria numbers were ca. 101 cfu per segment. While ‘Nashville’
showed a similar pattern, there were more bacteria
in ‘Nashville’ stems than in ‘Sorbonne’. Therefore, we
compared the vascular tissues with light microscopy.
Vessel diameter of the two cultivars were similar, but
‘Nashville’ had more vascular bundles per stem cross
section and more vessels per bundle. This might explain why ‘Nashville’ was less affected by microbial
populations and had greater cumulative water uptake than ‘Sorbonne’.

differences among species were found for total vase
life (p<0.001), total number of flowers (p<0.05), and
ET (p<0.01), but not for percent of initial buds open.
Treatment had a significant effect on total vase life
(p<0.001), total number of flowers (p<0.001), percent
of initial buds open (p<0.001), but not average daily
water loss by ET. No factors had a significant effect
on flower longevity or average flower diameter. Superior vase life was observed for L. perenne (pooled
mean=9.48 d) and L. austriacum (9.07 d) compared to
L. lewisii (7.98 d). This could be expected since L. lewisii is not domesticated. This study demonstrated the
effectiveness of tracking specific traits to optimize
screening of perennial flax to maximize selections
with a long vase life. Future cut flower breeding and
experimentation efforts will be conducted mainly on
L. perenne and L. austriacum, testing whether the ethylene inhibitor, 1-MCP, could extend individual flower longevity past the grand mean of 1.37 d.

3:45 PM Vase Life of Three Perennial Flax
Species Increased with Floral Preservatives

4:00 PM Storage and Vase Life Improvement of Cut Peonies Using Sub-Zero Temperatures

David Tork*; Neil O. Anderson; Don Wyse and Kevin
Betts, University of Minnesota
Abstract: Perennial flax is being domesticated for
multi-use cropping systems (cut flower, oilseed, bedding plant, herbaceous perennial) through the Forever Green Initiative, which aims to enhance yearround perennial cover in the agricultural landscape.
While much of the focus of perennial flax centers on
oilseed, there is interest in the horticultural industry for using perennial flax as an ornamental bedding, herbaceous perennial and/or cut flower crop.
We previously determined the mean vase life of two
commercial Linum perenne cultivars to be 9.2 d, exceeding the minimum number of postharvest days
for a cut flower. Our objective in the current experiment is to test the genetic variation in vase life of
accessions of the top three perennial flax species:
L. perenne (European blue flax), L. austriacum (Asian
flax), and L. lewisii (Lewis flax) and the effectiveness of floral preservatives on increasing vase life
potential. Nine genotypes were tested from each
species (3 stems/genotype/treatment), grown in a
common-garden nursery (Rosemount, MN). Two
treatments were tested: DI water (control) and floral
preservative solutions. We compared the effect of
species, genotype, and treatment on vase life, number of flowers open, percent of initial buds open,
flower longevity, flower diameter, and average daily water loss by evapotranspiration (ET). Significant

Specified Source(s) of Funding: Forever Green Initiative

Nathan Jahnke*; John M. Dole and Ben A. Bergmann,
North Carolina State University
Abstract: To meet year-long demand, Paeonia lactiflora (peony) and their hybrids are produced as
cut flowers around the world due to their seasonal
blooming and lack of remontancy. Improvements
to the storage life and vase life are vital to increase
the accessibility of this highly-valued and popular
cut flower. Sub-zero temperatures of -3.1 and -0.6 °C
were compared to more common storage temperatures of 0.6 °C, the industry standard, and 3.5 °C.
Open time of flowers was longest after 16 weeks of
storage for three cultivars, Festiva Maxima, Monsieur
Jules Elie, and Sarah Bernhardt when stored at -0.6
°C. Quality traits following storage including flower
opening, lack of flower deformities, and flower diameter were all improved upon when stored at -0.6 °C.
Improvements of vase life and quality also translated
to stems shipped overnight via a commercial carrier.
Disease incidence and botrytis ratings were lower on
stems stored just below 0 °C.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: North Carolina Specialty
Crop Block Grant Program

4:15 PM Q&A - Floriculture 3 - All Session
Speakers Are Required to Attend
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3:15 PM – 5:00 PM

Hemp Research and Extension 2
Moderator: Scott Lukas, Oregon State University,
HAREC

3:15 PM Vegetative Propagation Techniques of Cannabis sativa (Industrial
Hemp)

Sean Campbell*; Steven L. Anderson II; Zach Brym
and Brian Pearson, University of Florida
Abstract: Recent interest in commercial cultivation of
industrial hemp (Cannabis sativa) has resulted in the
need for effective plant propagation techniques. A
diverse array of propagation methods may be used
to produce hemp, with vegetative propagation being
highly favored for its ability to reduce plant genetic
diversity in production. High genetic diversity of available hemp varieties confound consistency in plant
growth, flowering response to environment, and secondary metabolite concentrations that are critical to
successful commercial cultivation of oil-type (cannabidiol) hemp. To address this need, two 15-day trials
were conducted that examined rooting success of 8
hemp cultivars propagated in 4 growth substrates
and treated with one of 5 rooting hormone applications for a total of 160 treatment combinations replicated 6 times (n=960). Propagules were harvested
when 50% of cuttings had visible roots protruding
from plant media. Roots were mechanically removed
and counted, laid end to end, and measured for both
length and mass. ‘Cherry Wine’ was consistently the
most successful variety of the eight “high-CBD” hemp
cultivars tested, followed by ‘Wife’ and ‘Super CBD’,
with ‘Cherry Wine’ having approximately 20% greater root number, length and mass than ‘Wife’. Use of
rockwool based substrate resulted in approximately
10-fold greater root growth regardless of other treatment variables. Use of a 3000 ppm indole-3-butyric
acid (IBA) application resulted in the greatest mean
root number and mass, resulting in approximately
18- and 16-fold increases, respectively, compared to
the untreated control. Use of a 500 ppm 1-naphthaleneacetic acid application resulted in the greatest
root length and second greatest root mass, with 17and 15-fold increases, respectively, compared to the
control. Rooting success of vegetative cuttings were
maximized among the tested varieties when treated with 3000 ppm IBA and propagated in rockwool
based substrate.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: UF/IFAS Industrial Hemp
Pilot Project with support from Green Roads West and
the Florida Industrial Hemp Endowment
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3:30 PM Cannabis for Cannabidiol: Effects
of Light on the Rooting of Cuttings and
Its Correlation with the Establishment of
Transplanted Plants
Cristian E. Collado*, North Carolina State University
and Ricardo Hernandez, NC State University

Abstract: Asexual propagation is one of the main
strategies to maintain chemotypic uniformities in indoor and outdoor productions of cannabidiol (CBD)
Cannabis sativa L. However, environmental conditions to optimize the rooting of cuttings have not
been established. The objective of the present study
was to quantify the effects of light intensity on the
root growth of cuttings of Cannabis sativa and their
subsequent establishment under homogeneous
greenhouse conditions. Cuttings of ‘Suver Haze’
were rooted for 14 days in a propagation chamber
under one of the following photosynthetic photon
flux density (PPFD) treatments: 50, 100, 150, 200,
300, or 400 µmol∙m-2∙s-1 for 18 hours (photoperiod).
The chamber was maintained at 99.7 ± 0.5 % relative humidity, 26.9 ± 0.3 °C temperature, and 615.9 ±
68 µmol∙mol-1 CO2. Twelve 50-cell trays were used to
root all the cuttings, and each tray was placed under
a dimmable LED fixture. At day 14, the root growth
of nine plugs per tray was quantified with destructive measurements. In addition, three plugs per tray
were transplanted into 1-gallon pots and grown in
a greenhouse for another 14 days for plant growth
and survival analysis. Plugs and plants rooted in the
same tray were treated as subsamples for statistical
purposes. After 14 days in the propagation chamber,
the increase of PPFD also increased the root dry mass
linearly from 50 to 300 µmol∙m-2∙s-1. The levels of 300
and 400 µmol∙m-2∙s-1 promoted a 6-fold increment in
root growth (65 and 62 mg of dry mass, respectively) compared to plugs under 50 µmol∙m-2∙s-1 (10 mg).
After two weeks in the greenhouse, plants previously
rooted with 150, 200, 300, or 400 µmol∙m-2∙s-1 had a
100 % survival rate, and plants rooted under 50 and
100 µmol∙m-2∙s-1 had a 83 % survival rate. Our results
suggest that optimal root growth of C. sativa can occur at higher light levels than general recommendations of PPFDs for rooting of cuttings. In addition, at
least 150 µmol∙m-2∙s-1 should be targeted during the
first two weeks of rooting to maximize the number
of established plants after transplanting.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: LumiGrow, Inc.

3:45 PM Plastic Mulch Does Not Benefit
Floral Hemp in High Tunnel

Sanjun Gu*1; Becca Wait2; Randy A. Fulk1 and Guo-
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chen Yang3, (1)North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, (2)North Carolina A&T State
University, (3)North Carolina Agr & Tech State Univ
Abstract: Many farmers in North Carolina grow hemp
for floral buds, which are the raw materials for cannabidiol (CBD) and other cannabinoids extraction.
Since there are no registered herbicides for industrial hemp, plastic mulch becomes a natural choice
to some farmers when growing this warm-season
crop. The objective of this project was to investigate
if plastic mulch would benefit hemp growth, biomass
production, and CBD yield in high tunnels. Clones of
hemp cultivars Spectrum, Otto-2, and Otto x Spectrum (OS) were transplanted in raised beds inside a
30’ x 48’ high tunnel on June 3, 2019, at the A&T University Farm in Greensboro, NC. Three of the six beds
were bare-soil, another three were covered with
1-mil white-on-black embossed plastic mulch. The
bed spacing was 5’ and in-row spacing was 4.5’. Two
lines of drip tape were buried in soil for irrigation and
fertigation. The experiment was conducted as a splitplot design, with plastic much/bare-soil beds served
as main plots and cultivars as split plots. There were
three plants in each split-plot. All plants grew very
fast in the high tunnel. There were no significant differences on the final plant height (2.0 vs 2.2 m), fresh
weight (2.6 vs 3.4 kg/plant), total dry weight (1,018 vs
885 g/plant) and dry bud weight (448 vs 520 g/plant)
between the bare-soil and plastic mulch treatments.
Cultivars performed differently. ‘Otto-2’ was the best
performer with 767 g/plant dry bud biomass and
a height of 2.6 m at the season end. The bud yield
of ‘Spectrum’ was 412 g/plant, which is significantly
lower than ‘Otto-2’ but insignificantly higher than ‘OS’
(272 g/plant). ‘OS’ showed variations in terms of bud
yield and plant height. Cultivars performed differently with the two production systems for CBD content.
‘Spectrum’ had significantly higher yield with plastic
mulch (9.5%) than with bare-soil (3.7%). ‘Otto-2’ had
no statistical difference with plastic mulch (5.8%) or
with bare-soil (5.1%). ‘OS’, on the other hand, had
much lower CBD yield with plastic mulch (2.1%) than
with bare-soil (7.3%). Plants with plastic mulch had
0.48% tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), which is significantly higher than those with bare-soil (0.23%) and
beyond the legal threshold of 0.3%. The preliminary
results indicate that plastic mulch may benefit some
cultivars, for example, Spectrum, for high bud yield,
but there is a chance it will result in elevated THC
content. ‘Spectrum’ was the best among the three
cultivars tested in the high tunnel.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Golden LEAF Foundation

4:00 PM Industrial Hemp (Cannabis sativa)

for Phytoremediation of Uranium Contaminated Soil

Hanah Rheay* and Catherine Brewer, New Mexico
State University
Abstract: Interests in the applications of industrial
hemp (Cannabis sativa) have been rapidly increasing in the United States over recent years following
dissolution of restrictions on production. Cultivation
of hemp had been illegal in the United States since
1970 until new regulations were implemented for
research and development under the 2014 Farm
Bill, followed by federal legalization instituted by the
2018 Farm Bill. Hemp is primarily grown for flower
to obtain cannabinoids, seed for oil, and fiber for
material processing. In addition to producing hemp
for commercial or industrial purposes, hemp can be
used as an effective soil phytoremediator of non-arable lands. A large majority of non-arable lands result
from mining operations that have ceased. New Mexico is home to many legacy mine sites: former mining
sites requiring some level of remediation to reclaim
the area’s use. There are limited methods available
for treatment of non-arable land due to mining contamination, particularly contamination with radionuclides such as uranium. Phytoremediation has
been of particular interest as a cost-effective measure for rehabilitation of legacy mine sites. Industrial
hemp has been recognized for its ability to uptake
heavy metals and other contaminants from soil, and
therefore is a suitable candidate for uptake of radionuclides. However, a major economic feasibility
issue with phytoremediation is the utilization of the
contaminated biomass following harvest. Because
contaminants are known to partition into the plant
biomass (roots, shoots, and flowers), seeds could
be a potential source of economic value from plants
otherwise contaminated with low levels of uranium.
Industrial hemp seed is a high value product for both
its meal and oil: with a protein content of approximately 25% and oil content of approximately 30%.
The oil is traditionally used as a nutritional source,
but is also a suitable feedstock for biofuel processing. Growing a seed-hemp crop on non-arable land
could create an economically feasible operation for
phytoremediation of uranium contaminated soil.

4:15 PM Hemp and Its Regulation: The
Small Background of Total THC in Cbd
Hemp

Clinton C. Shock*, Oregon State University and Blu
Fortner, Medicinal Botanical Seed, LLC
Abstract: Growing hemp (Cannabis sativa) for medicinal cannabinoids is an important enterprise for
human health and the US economy. The hemp in-
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dustry needs rules that foster safe, efficient, and
competitive CBD production. The USDA’s 2019 draft
rules limit total THC in hemp to 0.30 percent. We
sought to describe the small amounts of THC that
routinely occur in hemp selected for efficient CBD
production. In 2019 we grew thousands of genetically different CBD hemp (Cannabis sativa) plants
in Ontario, Oregon from several dozen sources as
part of our breeding and selection program to create and identify lines of hemp beneficial for growers’
CBD production. Between September 23 and 29 we
sampled flowers from 273 unique hemp plants. The
273 samples were submitted to laboratory analysis
along with 5 check samples from the same field from
a CBD hemp line with known cannabinoid content.
The 278 samples were analyzed for cannabinoids by
Integrity Labs, LLC, Olympia, WA. The results were
used to evaluate the amounts of total CBD, total THC,
and other cannabinoids that can be expected in CBD
hemp. In addition repeated weekly flower samples
were taken from 28 clones, the samples were submitted to Integrity Labs, and the trends over time of
total CBD, total THC, and the ratio of total CBD to total THC were examined. No delta 9 THC was detected
in any of the 278 flower samples. A low background
of THC was detected in all of the flower samples.
The background THC concentration increased with
the CBD concentration. Comparing the observed total THC concentration with the draft rule specifying
a 0.30 percent THC limit would have eliminated the
use of all of the productive CBD germplasm at full
harvest maturity. The ratios of total CBD to total THC
ranged from 22.4:1 to 32.1:1 among this germplasm.
The ratio of total CBD to total THC was not enhanced
by early harvests. The USDA’s 2019 draft rules limiting total THC in hemp to 0.30 percent would impose
inefficiency in CBD production on growers using any
of the tested germplasm because the plants would
have to be harvested early with lower biomass and
lower CBD content. Although greatly inefficient, no
less THC would be produced for a given final CBD
output.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Medicinal Botanical
Seed, LLC

4:30 PM Q&A - Hemp Research and Extension 2 - All Session Speakers Are Required
to Attend
3:15 PM – 5:00 PM

Weed Control and Pest Management
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3
Moderator: Lyn A Gettys, University of Florida Ft Lauderdale Research and Education Center

3:15 PM How Preemergence Herbicide
Formulation Can Impact Weed Control
Efficacy and Cost in Nursery Container
Production?

Debalina Saha*1; Chris Marble2; Nathan Boyd2 and
Shawn T. Steed3, (1)Michigan State University, (2)
University of Florida, (3)UF/IFAS Hillsborough County
Extension
Abstract: The research was conducted at Mid-Florida
Research and Education Center in Apopka, and Gulf
Coast Research and Education Center in Wimauma,
Florida in 2016. Nursery pots were filled with standard substrate, equal amounts of doveweed (Murdannia nudiflora), crabgrass (Digitaria sanguinalis),
and eclipta (Elipta prostrata) (in Apopka) or equal
amounts of crabgrass, eclipta, and thickhead (Crassocephalum crepidiodes) (Wimauma) were sown to the
surface of each container. Granular or liquid formulations of flumioxazin, indaziflam, dimethenamid-P +
pendimethalin, or prodiamine were applied. All pots
were irrigated 0.5 inches daily. Data collected included weekly weed counts for 12 weeks. At 12 weeks after treatment, all weeds were cut at the soil line and
shoot fresh weights were recorded. All data were subjected to ANOVA using the PROC GLM in SAS. Fisher’s
LSD Test was used to separate out the means and
all differences considered significant at p<0.05. No
significant differences were observed when comparing spray-applied and granular formulations of the
same active ingredients in Apopka. Pots treated with
flumioxazin and prodiamine had greater total fresh
weights compared with pots treated with indaziflam
or pendimethalin + dimethenamid-P. In Wimauma,
pots treated with spray-applied formulations of flumioxazin and indaziflam had lower fresh weights
compared with pots treated with granular formulations of the same active ingredient. Of all herbicide
treatments, lowest total fresh weights were recorded in pots treated with spray-applied formulations
of flumioxazin, indaziflam, and both formulations
of pendimethalin + dimethenamid-P. Results of this
study also illustrate how weed species prevalence
will change depending upon active ingredients. Prodiamine, a dinitroaniline herbicide is highly effective on grass weeds. Crabgrass grew poorly in pots
treated with prodiamine but as this active ingredient
is ineffective for eclipta or doveweed, those species became prevalent. Whereas pots treated with
pendimethalin + dimethenamid-P, crabgrass was
controlled with pendimethalin (also a dinitroaniline
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herbicide) and doveweed was controlled well by dimethenamid-P which has a different mode of action.
Dimethenamid-P also has activity on eclipta, but typically does not result in complete control. Hence it
is important to rotate through various modes of action throughout the year to achieve desired results.
It was also calculated that for a 20-hectare nursery
making three applications per year, switching to
spray-applied herbicides would be estimated to result in savings of $36,750 ($45,000 annual cost for
granular vs. $8,250 cost for liquid).

3:45 PM Evaluation of Alternative
Non-Herbicide Products for Aquatic Weed
Control

Lyn A Gettys*; Kyle L Thayer and Joseph W Sigmon,
University of Florida Ft Lauderdale Research and Education Center

Abstract: The 2019 FWC “pause” in herbicidal aquatic
weed control has spurred interest in evaluating the
efficacy and selectivity of alternative products for
invasive species management in aquatic systems.
We investigated the activity of a range of concentrations of acetic acid, d-limonene and citric acid after
foliar applications to exotic waterhyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) and native broadleaf sagittaria (Sagittaria latifolia). Plants were co-cultured in 68L mesocosms until waterhyacinth coverage was > 80%, then
treated once with a single product or combination
(plus surfactant). Four replicates were prepared for
each treatment and all plants were maintained for 8
weeks after treatment. Plants were then evaluated
for visual quality, destructively harvested and placed
in a forced-air drying oven for 2 weeks to determine
reduction in biomass compared to untreated control
(UTC) plants. Broadleaf sagittaria was not damaged
by most treatments; biomass was reduced by 50%
in only 3 of 32 treatments and visual quality actually
increased compared to UTC in many cases. Waterhyacinth was unaffected by single treatments or by
combinations of acetic acid and citric acid. However, biomass and visual quality were reduced by at
least 50% in 12/20 and 8/20, respectively, acetic acid
+ d-limonene combinations. Of these, 5 treatments
reduced biomass by at least 80% and 2 reduced biomass by > 90%. These data reveal that alternative
products may be useful for aquatic weed management but more research – including field trials – is
necessary to confirm these results.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission

4:00 PM Automated Laser Scarecrows Re-

duce Bird Damage to Sweet Corn

Rebecca N Brown*; Rahmatallah Gheshm and David
H. Brown, University of Rhode Island
Abstract: Flocking birds such as blackbirds and starlings cause significant crop damage and yield loss in
fresh market sweet corn. Bird damage is of particular concern for farmers in peri-urban areas where
smaller fields and abundant bird habitat increase
losses while proximity to residential neighborhoods
limits bird control options. Automated laser scarecrows show promise as an economical and effective
means of reducing bird damage to ripening ears of
sweet corn. Moving green laser beams (532 nm) are
highly visible to birds and are perceived as a threat,
making the birds hesitant to enter the field. Laser
scarecrows developed by the authors were tested in sweet corn fields in Rhode Island in 2018 and
2019. The experimental unit was a corn field which
was split into two sections, one of which was protected by a laser beam sweeping continuously over
the corn at tassel height. The other section was unprotected. The study was replicated across multiple
planting blocks and harvest dates at two commercial
farms. Sweet corn cultivar and management practices varied across planting blocks and farms, but
was uniform for the two sections of each field. The
laser treatment began 5 to 7 days prior to sweet corn
harvest in each field. Bird damage was measured by
counting the number of damaged ears in each section at corn harvest. For analysis damage data was
converted to a percentage of the total ears in each
section, removing the effects of variation in stand
density and field size. Blackbirds and starlings damage sweet corn ears by tearing the husks, pecking at
the kernels, and defecating on the ears. Sweet corn
for local markets is sold as untrimmed ears in the
husk, so any damage renders the entire ear unmarketable. Data were analyzed using paired t-test.
The field sections with laser scarecrows had significantly less bird damage in both years. P values were
0.01 in 2018 and 0.03 in 2019. In 2018 the unprotected sections averaged 24% damaged ears with a
range from 14% to 35% damaged ears. The laser protected sections averaged 14% damage with a range
from 9% to 18% damaged ears; damage levels were
consistently lower in the protected sections. In 2019
bird damage was extremely variable between farms
as well as across planting blocks within farms. Half of
the planting blocks had less than 5% damage in the
unprotected section and were removed from further
analysis due to insufficient bird activity. The remaining planting blocks averaged 26% damaged ears in
the unprotected sections, with a range from 10%
to 54%. The laser protected sections averaged 20%
damaged ears with a range from 8% to 38%. Again
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damage levels were consistently lower in protected
sections, and the difference in damage between the
protected and unprotected sections increased as
bird pressure increased.
These results show that automated laser scarecrows
can result in statistically significant reductions in bird
damage to fresh market sweet corn. The economic
significance depends on the level of bird pressure
and the market price, both of which are highly variable and difficult to predict. Laser scarecrow effectiveness was reduced in this study by equipment
malfunctions which resulted in gaps in protection
and by communication issues with the farmers
which resulted in delayed installation of laser scarecrows in fields. However, farmers are interested in
laser scarecrow technology and we are continuing
to improve the laser scarecrow design and develop
best management practices. More information on
the URI Laser Scarecrow project is available at www.
laserscarecrow.info.
Specified Source(s) of Funding: Northeast SARE, Rhode
Island Specialty Crop Block Grant Program and Rhode
Island Agriculture Experiment Station

4:15 PM Reduced Pesticide Volume and
Off-Target Loss across a Range of Apple
Phenological Stages with Variable-Rate
Spray Technology

Amy Fulcher*1; David W Lockwood1; Lauren Fessler1;
Wesley Wright1; Heping Zhu2; Trystan Bordeau1; Luc
Nadaud1; Grace Pietsch1; Whitney Yeary1 and Lloyd
L. Nackley3, (1)University of Tennessee, (2)USDA-ARS
Application Technology Research Unit, (3)Oregon State
University
Abstract: Orchard tree canopy changes dramatically
as trees go from dormant to full leaf. Precision, variable-rate spray technology was developed that can
be retrofitted to existing airblast sprayers. This system applies pesticides based on real-time scanning
laser rangefinder measurements of plant presence,
size, shape and leaf density. The objective of this
experiment was to evaluate spray characteristics at
three phenological stages of Malus domestica ‘Red
Rome’ apple trees using this technology.
Ten pairs of trees across a primary driveway from
one another were selected as target trees for monitoring target (canopy) and off-target (ground) spray
characteristics. The two rows to either side of the target rows were selected as drift rows, with secondary
driveways located between target and drift rows. In
each target tree, four clips were placed equidistant
within the canopy and held back-to-back pairs of
water sensitive cards (WSCs). A WSC was secured on
I lksjdflkjasldfkj
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the ground to assess off-target spray to the orchard
floor. In each drift tree, a clip held a single WSC to
assess aerial spray drift beyond the target rows.
On April 24, May 29, and August 20, 2019, spray characteristics of the two sprayer modes, Intelligent (variable-rate) and conventional (constant-rate), were assessed. In the variable-rate mode, the sprayer was
set to discharge 0.07 L of spray solution per cubic
meter of crop volume sensed and driven down the
primary driveway. WSCs in the drift trees were collected, and then the sprayer was driven down both
secondary driveways and the remaining WSCs were
collected. New WSCs were placed in the clips and this
process was repeated but with the sprayer in constant-rate mode. Cards were analyzed for coverage,
droplet density, and deposition.
Utilizing the variable-rate mode reduced spray volume by 74%, 70%, and 67% compared to the constant-rate mode and 86%, 84%, and 83% percent
compared to the grower standard of 150 gallons
per acre in April, May, and August, respectively. On
average, the variable-rate mode reduced off-target
ground and aerial drift deposits by 97% and 87%,
respectively, compared to the constant-rate mode.
Overspray on target cards was nearly 8 times greater
in the constant-rate mode than in the variable-rate
mode. After accounting for low deposit densities due
to droplets coalescing when the coverage was in excess of 75%, droplet densities at all target positions
in both modes met or exceeded application recommendations (20-30 droplets/cm2 threshold for insecticides, 50-70 droplet/cm2 threshold for fungicides)
regardless of crop phenological stage.

4:30 PM Q&A - Weed Control and Pest
Management 3 - All Session Speakers Are
Required to Attend
4:15 PM – 6:15 PM

Track 1 – Academic Careers
Moderators: Rebecca Grumet, Michigan State Univ
and David Kopsell, Illinois State University

4:15 PM Part I. How to Prepare for Academic Careers?
Rebecca Grumet*, Michigan State University

4:20 PM A. Teaching

David Eliot Kopsell*, Illinois State University

4:30 PM B. Research
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Roberto G. Lopez*, Michigan State University

4:40 PM C. Extension

Natalie Bumgarner*, University of Tennessee

4:50 PM Panel Discussion
5:05 PM Part II. Individual Development
Plans (IDP)
Rebecca Grumet*, Michigan State University

5:20 PM Discuss goals with participants in
pairs or small groups
5:30 PM Part III. Other Aspects of Becoming a Faculty Member
Rebecca Grumet*, Michigan State University

5:35 PM A. What to consider when negotiating a starting position
William Vance Baird*, Michigan State University

5:45 PM B. Departmental Citizenship, Service
Dean Kopsell*, University of Florida

5:55 PM C. Mentoring (for you and for your
students/post-docs)
Rebecca Grumet*, Michigan State University

6:05 PM Open discussion – questions and
impressions about academic careers
4:15 PM – 6:15 PM

Track 2 – Extension, Consulting, Outreach Careers
Moderator: Julie Campbell, University of Georgia

4:15 PM Welcome to the Extension and
Outreach Education World
4:30 PM Like People, Love Plants?
Consider a Career in Extension!
Hannah Wooten*, University of Florida

Abstract: Did you know that almost every county in
every state has an Extension Agent with horticultural
expertise? Do you know what Extension is? Extension is the arm of the land grant university system
that specializes in learning science based information from researchers, and then teaching that sci-

ence to local clientele. Extension careers are exciting
and rewarding, especially if you love to teach people
about scientific applications to increase economic,
environmental, and social sustainability in their personal and professional lives. I will share how I got my
foot in the door, and pros, cons, and considerations
for your career in horticulture!

4:50 PM Building an Extension Program
from the Ground Up

Amanda McWhirt*, University of Arkansas Cooperative
Extension
Abstract: New extension faculty have a monumental
task before them: meet the growers, start research,
design and implement programming, assist county
agents, and stay on top of all the calls, emails and
requests. The reward for the juggling act is having
meaningful impact on helping growers and agents
to be more successful, while carving out a niche of
expertise. But how to juggle all these tasks while still
learning the ropes? This presentation will present
reflections, lessons learned and both successes and
failures from the first four years as a new extension
specialist.

5:10 PM Lessons Learned After 14 Years on
the Road
Matthew Chappell*, University of Georgia

Abstract: Extension, unlike teaching or research activities, is a constantly moving target. The question is,
how do you navigate the constant barrage of emails,
phone calls, programs, grant/project requests, and
site visits while concurrently building a emphasis
area (and associated national reputation)? It isn’t
nearly as difficult as it sounds, yet it takes consistent
re-focusing to develop your personal brand. This
brief presentation will focus on those things that I
had to learn for myself, such as defining and building
your personal brand, and how your career trajectory
can change once you develop a clearly defined path
toward success.

5:30 PM Professional Expectations for the
New Extension Specialist
Rolston St. Hilaire*, New Mexico State University

Abstract: Extension specialists are expected to provide research-based information to their clientele.
The information provided should improve their client’s quality of life while having broader beneficial
societal impacts. Administrators seek to hire the
Extension professionals that will best deliver research-based information to their clientele. In this
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this presentation, I will share some of the factors
that influence who gets hired to join an existing
team of Extension specialists.

5:50 PM Panel Discussion
6:10 PM Wrap-up: Julie Campbell
4:15 PM – 6:15 PM

Track 3 – Industry and Entrepreneurship

5:10 PM Marketing Yourself in the Horticultural Industry
Johnny Hoblick*, AgriStarts

5:25 PM Panel Discussion

******************END***************
*2020 ASHS Annual Conference Abstracts*

Moderators: Curt Rom, University of Arkansas and
Shufang Tian, University of Florida

4:15 PM Introduction: Curt Rom
4:25 PM A World of Opportunities

Marvin Neal Miller*, Ball Horticultural Company
Abstract: Dr. Marvin N. Miller will speak about
the many career opportunities available for folks
trained in horticulture. The story certainly includes
academia and both public and private research, but
it goes well beyond that and encompasses much,
much more.

4:40 PM Exploring Career Paths Abroad
Laura Lara*

Abstract: You don’t have to be an adventurous
being to explore international opportunities. Laura will share her experience in different countries,
the challenges and unexpected lessons of working
abroad.

4:55 PM Entrepreneurial Mindsets: Abundance, Optimism and Growth
Timothee Sallin*, Cherrylake Inc

Abstract: Exploring how mindsets shape outcomes
in business. 21st century leaders are driving innovation, creating exponential value and managing risk
with mindsets. How business leaders respond to adversity, obstacles, and setbacks is key to long term
growth and success. In this presentation we will discuss how the growth mindset combined with optimism and abundance guide behaviors and decision
making in business. We will discuss how to harness
the power of mindsets at work and how to identify
companies that have authentic corporate cultures
where young leaders can thrive and contribute to
strategic goals in a meaningful way.
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J.B. Edmund Undergraduate
Student Paper Competition
The Biofiltration Ability of Asparagus
densiflorus to Remove Sulfur Dioxide
from the Indoor Atmosphere
Rhiannon A. de la Rosa1* and Mary C. Savin2
Department of Horticulture, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, AR 72701; 2105B Agriculture Building, Crop,
Soil and Environmental Science, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, AR 72701
1

Sulfur dioxide is an inorganic compound (IC) that is
produced from the combustion of fossil fuels. It is also
an air pollutant, which causes health risks in humans
at concentrations as low at 6 ppm. The buildup of sulfur dioxide in enclosed indoor spaces is therefore a
concern to human health, especially since the average
person spends 90% of his/her time indoors. This study
is focused on decreasing sulfur dioxide concentration in
a cost-effective and simple way—by using phytoremediation, specifically botanical biofiltration or the intake
of pollutants and contaminants by plants. Research to
this point has been mostly focused on volatile organic
compound (VOC) biofiltration, and which plant species
are most proficient at VOC intake. Research has also
shown that species that remediate VOCs well have the
potential for IC remediation. Asparagus densiflorus, which
has shown a high capacity for VOC intake, has not yet
been tested for IC intake. Therefore, this study sought
to fill that research gap by testing intake by Asparagus
densiflorus of sulfur dioxide at concentrations of 2.5, 5
and 10 ppm in an airtight container, the intake of which
was measured by the concentration of sulfur dioxide
in ppm of the air exiting the container.

Methods of Informal Assessment
Adeline Holder* and Shelley Mitchell
Department of Horticulture and Landscape
Architecture, 358 Ag Hall, Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater, OK 74078

Camp T.U.R.F. (Tomorrow’s Undergraduates Realizing
the Future) was a two-week residential summer science
academy held on Oklahoma State University’s campus for upcoming ninth and tenth grade high school
students. During this time, research was conducted
to answer the question, “How can informal assessment practices be linked to student performance?”
The two main objectives were: 1) to evaluate various
methods of formative assessment and 2) to determine
the relationship between quality of exit slips and student achievement on formal assessments. Nineteen
students representing various regions of Oklahoma
participated in lessons taught by agriculture specialists
*Presenting author.
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and Oklahoma State University professors. On the first
day, students completed a pre-test over information
covered during the academy. As students experienced
the lessons, they were asked to write their own test
questions in the form of exit slips; the best test questions
were showcased on a Kahoot! quiz the following day
to activate prior knowledge. On the final day, students
participated in a final exam covering information they
had seen in lessons, on Kahoot!, and in their own exit
slips. The average score of each participant’s exit slips
was compared to the final exam scores. The results show
that the students in the ‘high quality’ exit slip category
earned on average nine percent higher on their final
exams than their counterparts in the ‘low scoring’ exit
slip category. While this may not seem significant, a
nine percent difference can equate to a difference in
letter grade.

Comparison of Nut Growth with Heat
Unit Accumulation for Pecans Planted
in Different Geographical Locations in
Oklahoma
J. Skylar Baldwin1*, Lu Zhang2, Charles Rohla3,
Charles Fontanier2, and Niels Maness2
117 Dorman Hall, Department of Plant and Soil
Sciences, Mississippi State University, Mississippi
State, MS 39762; 2The Department of Horticulture
and Landscape Architecture, 358 Agricultural Hall,
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078; 3Noble
Research Institute, Ardmore, OK 73401
1

While there are many native varieties of pecans in
Oklahoma, many producers use Pawnee and Kanza due
to their uniformity across trees and production yields.
However, in the last three years the total yield across
the state has dropped more than three million pounds.
Scheduling irrigation, pesticide sprays, and preparing
the orchard floor for harvest are all tied to how pecans
develop into mature nuts and affect how they grow in
any given year. The objective of this research was to
find the correlation between heat units and pecan nut
size to determine optimal spray application, fruit thinning, and harvest days for ‘Pawnee’ across the state of
Oklahoma to provide producers with accurate data. Nuts
were collected at 6 locations across the state, placed
into snack size ziplock bags, then put into a cooler for
optimum size preservation. Nuts were collected from
3 trees of each variety from the northern, eastern,
western, and southern regions. A minimum of 10 nuts
were collected from each tree. 10 nuts were selected
at random and measured in length, width1 and width2,
weighed, and volumized. Each nut was measured with
a digital caliper, then entered in an excel spreadsheet.
Each nut was then cut down the middle to measure
ovule expansion, then photographed. Heat units had a
significant effect on pecan development. The more heat
units accumulated, the more advance the pecan nut.
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This correlation is important. However, with higher heat
units in the south came higher humidity. This equates
to more scab sprays. This project will continue to the
next two growing seasons.

Using In Vitro Screening to Find Sources
of Tolerance to Armillaria spp. in Prunus
John Nisbet*, Sarah Miller, Guido Schnabel,
Gregory Reighard, and Ksenija Gasic
Department of Plant and Environmental Sciences,
Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634-0310

Stone fruit and nut crops (peach, almond, and cherry)
provide vital contributions to human health, communities, and economies across the U.S. These crops are
under serious threat of rapid collapse and eventual
extinction due to a devastating fungal threat called
Armillaria Root Rot (ARR). U.S. stakeholders and industries that span these crops have given ARR the highest
priority for the development of short and long-term
solutions to preserving these critical crops and industries. The causal soil-borne fungi, Armillaria spp., infects
the root system, typically killing trees when they are
reaching their maximum productivity, making orchards
unprofitable, and the infected land unsuitable for continued stone fruit production. At present, there is no
environmentally safe, clean management strategy for
ARR in Prunus spp. tree fruits, and the few management
options that are available are only marginally effective
at best. The most sustainable and effective approach
to mitigate the ARR threat to peach, cherry, and almond production in the U.S. is to develop genetically
durable ARR-resistant rootstocks. To understand ARR
tolerance/resistance in Prunus L. and uncover potential
sources of tolerance/resistance that could be used in
rootstock breeding, we used in vitro infection to screen
81 wild Prunus accessions from the National Clonal
Germplasm Repository (NCGR) in Davis, CA and 4 from
Clemson University germplasm. Those 85 accessions
encompassed 34 species with >1600 seedlings. Tolerant
response evaluated after 6 and 8 weeks of co-cultivation
with A. mellea, was observed in only 12 seedlings. Root
microscopy confirmed absence of fungal penetration
in only 3, two P. cerasifera accessions from NCGR and
one P. munsoniana accession from Clemson germplasm.
Implications for breeding new resistant rootstocks via
introgression of resistance genes from wild relatives
into stone fruit-compatible rootstocks will be presented.

Assessing Variability of Nutritional
Potency for Oil obtained from ‘Pawnee’
and ‘Kanza’ Pecans Grown at Various
Locations in Oklahoma
Jonathan Fenhaus1*, Niels Maness2, and Lu
Zhang2

of Science and Arts of Oklahoma, Chickasha, OK
73018; 2Department of Horticulture and Landscape
Architecture, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK
74078

Pecan nutritional potency [fatty acid mole percent
and concentration (µg·gm-1) of γ-tocopherol, squalene and β-sitosterol] was assessed for ‘Pawnee’ and
‘Kanza’ grown at southern (Charlie, TX and McMillian,
OK) and northern (Perkins, Cleveland, and Cherokee,
OK) locations. Ground pecans were extracted with
chloroform:methanol (1:1, v/v) and with hexane solvents. Pecan oil content (gravimetric), fatty acids (GC
with DB 23 capillary column) and phytosterols (GC
with DB 5 capillary column) were determined from
the hexane extract. Tocopherols and squalene (HPLC
with F5 analytical column) were determined from the
chloroform:methanol extract. Pecan oil yields ranged
from 69 to 73% and were similar between cultivars and
locations. Within fatty acids oleic acid (MUFA) predominated (58–74 mol %), followed by linoleic acid (17–36
mol %; PUFA), SFA (palmitic and stearic acids, <10 mol %
total) and linolenic acid (<2 mol %; PUFA). γ-Tocopherol
was the major tocopherol and was mostly higher in
‘Pawnee’ than ‘Kanza’ (120–115 vs. 112–72 µg·gm-1
pecan). Squalene was mostly lower at the southern
locations for ‘Pawnee’ (140 to 152 µg gm-1 pecan in the
S vs. 158 to 200 µg·gm-1pecan in the N) but only at the
southern-most location for ‘Kanza’ (152 µg gm-1 pecan
at Charlie, TX vs. 198 to 202 µg·gm-1pecan at all other
locations). β-sitosterol was the major phytosterol, was
lower in ‘Kanza’ at the southern locations compared to
the north (about 1000 µg·gm-1 oil in the S vs 1200 to 1400
µg·gm-1 oil in the N) but was relatively constant across
locations in ‘Pawnee’ (approximately 1200 µg·gm-1 oil
across locations). Some variation in pecan nutritional
potency from southern to northern locations, and
between cultivars, was identified in year one of this
two year study, with implications for pecan storability
(PUFA content) and human health (γ-tocopherol and
β-sitosterol).

Norman F. Childers MS

Graduate Student Paper
Competition

Factors Influencing Incidence and
Severity of Bronzing Skin Disorder in
Peach
John Mark Lawton*, Juan Carlos Melgar, and
Guido Schnabel
Department of Plant and Environmental Sciences,
Clemson University, 105 Collings Street, Clemson, SC,
29634

Bronzing skin disorder refers to discoloration of the skin

Department of Biology and Chemistry, University

1
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of peach. Peaches with bronzing have irregularly shaped
splotches ranging from a single patch to the majority of
skin surface area with color from light brown to black.
The discoloration leads to nonmarketable fruit resulting in economic losses. In years of high occurrence, this
disorder has been associated with rain events shortly
before harvest. Bronzed skin is hard to detect prior to
harvest and most often appears in storage. Bronzing is
most common in the mid-late ripening window but has
been observed on early season peaches. Assumptions
to the causes of bronzing have been focused around the
application of heavy metal fungicides close to harvest,
inappropriate levels of pH or ClO2 in hydrocooling water,
and rough postharvest handling. In 2019, we conducted
a spray trial with varied rates of captan applied close to
harvest, and a soil nutrient and irrigation study with a 5×
soil amendment rate of potassium. Bronzing incidence
and severity were positively associated with increasing rates of captan. One treatment of captan plus an
adjuvant, possibly acting as a transpiration inhibitor,
significantly reduced bronzing. Bronzing incidence
and severity were also found to increase on trees that
were both over-fertilized with potassium and heavily
irrigated to simulate rain events. Nutrient imbalance
may be a predisposing factor that, in combination
with high transpiration rates, may produce bronzing
symptoms. Other stresses, such as preharvest captan
applications or postharvest handling can also increase
incidence and severity.

Educating Scientists on Grower Needs
Related to Indoor Plant Propagation
Kristin E. Gibson*, Alexa J. Lamm, and Fallys
Masambuka
Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education,
and Communication, University of Georgia, Athens, GA
30602

Indoor plant propagation facilities are controlledenvironment farming systems that provide stable yearround production. There are economic and knowledgebased issues that must be addressed for indoor facilities
to be viable in the United States despite their ability to
mitigate many of the challenges specialty crop growers
encounter. This study aimed to identify the needs of
stakeholders interested in, or currently using, indoor
plant propagation facilities. An online survey evaluated
specialty crop growers’ current use of indoor plant
propagation facilities and their needs related to indoor
plant propagation. The results indicated respondents
were most interested in research and education focused
on economic costs and benefits, light management,
and reduced shrinkage. Additionally, 31% of survey
respondents considered seedlings, cuttings, and tissue
culture appropriate plants for indoor propagation using
enhanced rooting chambers, enhanced grow rooms, or
plant factories. Survey respondents indicated the speHortScience 55(9) Supplement – SR-ASHS Annual Meeting

cies they were most interested in growing in an indoor
plant propagation environment was hemp. Addressing
research and education needs identified by this study
will fill important gaps in knowledge and guide future
research and education initiatives related to the implementation of indoor plant propagation facilities in the
United States.

Economic Feasibility of Creating Valueadded Products from Farmers Market
Surplus
Morgan R. Gramlich1*, Renee T. Threlfall2, and
Amanda L. McWhirt3
316 Plant Science, Horticulture Department, University
of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701; 22650 N. Young
Avenue, Food Science Department, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72704; 32301 S. University,
Cooperative Extension Service, University of Arkansas,
Little Rock, AR 72204
1

There are currently 8600 farmers markets registered
with the United States Department of Agriculture, and
over two million farms in the United States. Farmers markets are often the only source of income for
small-scale farmers. However, perishable produce
and competitive markets can lead to surplus produce
and a loss of sales for growers who sell at farmers
markets. Value-added production could reduce losses
due to surplus produce and increase farm sales for
these growers. The University of Arkansas System (UA
System) Division of Agriculture partnered with a local
farmers market (The Original Rogers Farmer’s Market)
in Arkansas to collect surplus produce from the market,
create value-added products with the produce, and
assess the economic feasibility of this model. Surplus
produce was collected at the end of every market on
Wednesday and Saturday for 14 weeks (June 1 to Sept. 5)
in 2018. There were 4-8 produce vendors at each market, and $2,460 (as participation incentive) was spent to
collect 924 kg of surplus produce valued at $5,917. The
produce was transferred to the UA System Arkansas
Food Innovation Center (AFIC), a certified facility for
production of commercial products, for preprocessing
and storage. Since tomatoes were the majority (578
kg) of the produce collected from the farmers market,
a tomato sauce was developed as the primary valueadded product. About 600 473-mL jars of tomato sauce
were produced at AFIC with an anticipated value of
$3,600 ($6.00/jar). The analysis of economic feasibility
estimated $133 in net returns for year 1 and $363 for
year 2 from production and sales of the tomato sauce.
The top three costs for the tomato sauce production
were labor, facility rental, and jars/labels. Opportunities to improve the economic feasibility of this model
include using different production facilities with lower
costs, reducing labor costs, creating different products
to reduce production costs, or implementing at a larger
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farmers market with more surplus and varied produce.
Creating value-added products from farmers market
surplus can be effective at utilizing surplus produce and
creating revenue for the farmers market and farmers.

Physiological and Quality Characteristics
of Arkansas-grown Hops
James O. McClellan1*, Renee T. Threlfall1,
Amanda L. McWhirt2, and Jackie Lee3
2650 N. Young Avenue, Food Science Department,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72704; 22301 S.
University, Cooperative Extension Service, University
of Arkansas, Little Rock, AR 72204; 31749 State Hwy
818, Fruit Research Station, University of Arkansas,
Clarksville, AR 72830
1

Hops cones are the mature flowers of the hop plant
(Humulus lupulus), a perennial, climbing species within
the Cannabaceae family. The hops cones harvested from
the bines have substantial phytochemical content used
to impart bitter and unique flavors and floral aromas to
beer. Due to the photoperiod (day length) requirements
needed for hops plants during vegetative growth, hops in
the United States are mainly produced in the Northwest
and North Central areas. The physiological and quality
(plant health and survival) characteristics of six hops
cultivars (Cascade, Cashmere, Centennial, Crystal, Nugget, and Zeus) planted as plug plants in Oct. 2018 at the
University of Arkansas System Division of Agriculture
Fruit Research Station in Clarksville, AR were evaluated
in 2019, the first year of establishment. Plant survival
was evaluated in the spring, and the rate of growth of
the plants and other morphological characteristics, such
as number of nodes, lateral formation, and hops yield
were evaluated from April to September. ‘Cascade’ and
‘Zeus’ hops plants had the best plant health and survival
rate, while ‘Cashmere’ and ‘Nugget’ struggled to recover
from post-winter dormancy. This low survival may have
been due to observed differences in plant health during
the October planting, so ‘Cashmere’ and ‘Nugget ‘were
replanted in spring 2019. The greatest bine growth for
the hops plants was in mid-July, and the hops cones
were harvested from late July to September. ‘Zeus’ and
‘Cascade’ had the greatest number of nodes/bine (~20
nodes), tallest bine height (~3.3 m), greatest number of
cones/plant (978 and 786, respectively), and the greatest
weight of cones/plant (792 g and 471 g, respectively).
Both ‘Zeus’ and ‘Cascade’ bines each had about 2 nodes
with one lateral and 18 nodes with two laterals. ‘Crystal’
and ‘Cashmere’ had similar morphological and harvest
results to each other, but were lower yielding and had
fewer nodes/bine than ‘Zeus’ and ‘Cascade’. ‘Centennial’
and ‘Nugget’ were the smallest plants with the fewest
nodes and thereby were also the lowest yielding. This
research showed that Arkansas has the potential for
hops production and provided initial data for future
evaluations.
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Results of a Two-year Study on the
Performance of Table Grape Cultivar
Jupiter with Cluster Thinning Treatments
Under High Tunnels at Two Locations in
Arkansas
Jose Hernandez*, Virginia Beasley, Karlee
Pruitt, and M.E Garcia
316 Plant Science, Department of Horticulture,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701

Grapevines (Vitis vinifera) are one of the most important
horticultural crops world-wide. Hot and humid climate
accompanied by high pest pressures in the southern
U.S. region, including Arkansas, require high pesticide
inputs making field table grape production difficult
and expensive. Previous research at the University of
Arkansas has demonstrated that table grape production under high tunnel (HT) systems can be a viable
option to overcome these biotic and abiotic factors.
Two HT’s with the cultivar Jupiter on three trellis systems were established in Arkansas, one at a research
station Fayetteville in 2014 and another at a grower
location at Cabot in 2017. The objective of this study
was to implement and evaluate practices for crop load
management. In 2018 and 2019, vines were treated with
cluster thinning practices based on shoot length at different stages of cluster development. Two treatments
were applied to Fayetteville vines: no cluster removal
and clusters thinned at pea-size. In Cabot, vines were
treated with three treatments: no cluster removal, peasize, and cluster removal at the onset of veraison. Data
were collected to determine the effectiveness of these
practices. In 2018 at Fayetteville, total yield was 22.28
kg and number of clusters was 90 clusters per vine. In
2019, yield increased to 42.50 kg and the number of
clusters rose to 197 clusters per vine. In 2018 at Cabot,
the year after plating, Jupiter had a total yield of 10.84
kg per vine and the number of clusters was 39.40. In
2019 ‘Jupiter’ had higher yield than the previous year
(26.89 kg) per vine. The cluster number also increased
to 157.07 clusters per vine. Thinning had no significant
effect on yield or the number of clusters at Fayetteville
for either year and at Cabot, only number of clusters
was significant in 2019. No thinning was significantly
different (150.8) from vines that were thinned at pea size
(98.26) and veraison thinned vines (89.2). These results
indicated that thinning applications did not provide the
necessary crop load management, but the use of HT
technologies are a viable option to enhance table grape
production in areas where there are climatic challenges.

Effect of pH on Cucumber Growth and
Nutrient Availability In a De-coupled
Aquaponic System with Minimal Solids
Removal
Caroline E. Blanchard1*, Daniel E. Wells1,
HortScience 55(9) Supplement – SR-ASHS Annual Meeting

Jeremy M. Pickens2, and David M. Blersch3
Department of Horticulture, Auburn University,
Auburn, Al 36849; 2Ornamental Horticulture Research
Center, Mobile, AL 36689;3Department of Biosystems
Engineering, Auburn University, Auburn, Al 36849
1

A shift in aquaponic systems from coupled, recirculating systems to de-coupled systems has taken place
due to the ability to adjust water quality parameters,
namely pH, of each de-coupled unit to optimize production. In hydroponics and soil-based systems, pH plays
a major role in nutrient availability. The role of pH in
aquaponic systems is still not fully understood due to
the many variations of aquaponic systems that exist
today. Aquaponic systems are different from hydroponic systems in that, along with dissolved nutrients,
solid particles remain behind in the irrigation water.
Some aquaponic systems filter out solids while others
do not. To determine the effect of pH in a de-coupled
aquaponic system with minimal solids removal, a study
was conducted using aquaculture effluent from tilapia
culture tanks at 4 pH treatments: 5.0, 5.8, 6.5, and 7.0.
Growth and yield parameters, nutrient content of the irrigation water, and nutrients incorporated into the plant
tissue were collected over two growing seasons. pH did
not have an effect on growth rate, internode length or
yield over the two growing seasons. Several nutrients
were affected by pH at different time points (mid- vs.
late-season), but there was no consistent change in
the amounts of nutrients measured in the water and
tissue samples for either growing season. Water and
tissue measurements were compared to standards for
hydroponic cucumber growing solution and cucumber
tissue respectively. Comparisons revealed that, except
for Zn and Cu, all nutrients in the aquaponic solution
were below levels recommended for hydroponic solutions regardless of pH. However, tissue concentrations
for all nutrients were within the range of normal, healthy
cucumber tissue concentrations. While pH does not
seem to have an effect on soluble nutrient availability
in this aquaponic system, low nutrient levels in the
water combined with non-deficient tissue in the plants
indicate that there are other factors contributing to
nutrient availability and uptake that were not captured
in this study. Future studies to determine the nutrients
contained in the suspended and dissolved solids in
aquaculture effluent and their effect on plant growth
are required to understand more fully the impact of
pH in these systems.

The Effect of Leaching Fraction-based
Irrigation on Fertilizer Longevity
and Leachate Nutrient Content in a
Greenhouse Environment
Claire E. Krofft1*, Jeremy M. Pickens2, Adam F.
Newby3,Glenn B. Fain1, and Jeff L. Sibley1
101 Funchess Hall, Department of

1
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Horticulture, Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849;
Ornamental Horticulture Research Center, P.O. Box
8276, Mobile, AL 36608; 31300 Hickory Lane, Auburn, AL
36830
2

An experiment was conducted to evaluate the effects
of leaching fraction (LF) on the longevity of controlled
release fertilizer (CRF) and leachate nutrient content.
The effect of LF-based irrigation was evaluated under
six target LFs of 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, and 0.55.
Trade gallon nursery pots were filled with 100% pine
bark substrate amended with dolomitic lime and
Harrell’s 16–6–13 POLYON® was applied at rate of 6g
per container. Fertilizer was encased in vinyl-coated
fiberglass mesh bags and subdressed under the substrate surface for recovery at the end of the 10-week
study. The total amount of nutrients leached from
the container was greater at higher LFs, with twice as
much inorganic nitrogen leached at a LF of 0.55 than
0.15 LF. The amount of dissolved nutrients left in the
substrate decreased as the LF treatments increased.
There was 29.6% more inorganic nitrogen and 37.7%
more phosphorus left in the substrate irrigated with a
0.15 LF as compared to a 0.55 LF. This suggests that at
lower LFs, more dissolved nutrients may be available for
plant uptake. No significant differences were seen in the
amount of nutrients lost from the CRF or remaining in
the prills. The results of this study indicate that reducing the LF did not influence the longevity of POLYON®
CRF in a pine bark substrate, but that a lower LF may
be useful in reducing nutrient runoff into the environment. Targeting a lower LF also results in a larger pool
of plant-available nutrients, allowing nursery producers
to potentially reduce CRF rate.

Effect of Hydrogen Cyanamide on Flower
Production of Golden Kiwifruit
Jacob T. Kelley1*, James D. Spiers1, Raymond J.
Kessler1, Elina Coneva1, and Edgar Vinson2
Department of Horticulture, Auburn University,
Auburn, AL 36849; 2Chilton Regional Research &
Extension Center, 120 County Road 756, Clanton, AL
35045
1

The southeastern region of the United States frequently
suffers from fluctuations in annual winter temperatures.
This results in inadequate chilling accumulation for some
of the plants we grow. The golden kiwifruit cultivars
‘AU Golden Sunshine’ and ‘AU Gulf Coast Gold’ require
700 to 900 hours of chill for optimum flower production. When kiwifruit vines do not accumulate enough
winter chilling they can have sporadic bud break and
minimal flowering leading to insufficient cropping. Studies were conducted over two years on mature vines at
an orchard in east-central Alabama to determine the
efficacy of hydrogen cyanamide (HC) to overcome lack
of chill hour accumulations, reduce lateral flower buds,
and consolidate bloom. Two separate applications were
S381

made at ~28 days before natural bud break and ~14 days
before natural bud break to assess timing of application. Both applications of HC showed more advanced
bud break and flowering than unsprayed vines. Lateral
flower bud counts were higher on the ~28d application
than the ~14d application with the unsprayed vines having the least. In year 1, the ~14d application provided
the greatest benefit in terms of increasing king flower
production. In year 2, all of the vines experienced some
frost injury in March that lessened flower production.
Earlier HC applications advanced bud break. Hence,
control vines had a greater percentage of floral shoots
in year 2 that was indicative of the greater frost injury
experienced by the more advanced HC treated vines.
Hydrogen cyanamide can be beneficial for flowering of
golden kiwifruit in some years, but may also increase
risk of spring frost injury.

Comparison of Trunk Wraps in their
Ability to Protect Kiwifruit Vines from
Freeze Injury
Joshua S. Cook1*, James D. Spiers1, Elina D.
Coneva1, James R. Kessler1, and Edgar L.
Vinson2
101 Funchess Hall, Department of Horticulture,
Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849; 2Chilton
Research & Extension Center, 120 County Road 756,
Clanton, AL 3504

1

The golden kiwifruit is a new crop to the Southeastern
United States. Orchards are slowly being established in
the region, but freeze injury is prevalent due to fluctuating winter temperatures that influence cold hardiness of
vines. Injured vines may develop fragile cambial layers
or their trunks may crack, both of which reduce vigor
and may cause mortality. Trunk wraps may be able to
regulate temperatures fluctuations experienced by
kiwifruit vines, so an experiment was designed to test
the effects of various materials on kiwifruit vines on an
orchard in Reeltown, Alabama. Over three studies, five
treatments arranged in randomized blocks were tested
on one-year-old and two-year-old vines. Unwrapped
vines were used as a control, while a row cover (GG51, Gro-Guard UV®), was wrapped around vine trunks
six and twelve times to create the 6-wrap and 12-wrap
treatments, respectively. Polyethylene PVC pipe insulation and white trunk paint were also used. Data loggers
were mounted on vines underneath wraps, if wraps
were used. Vines were inspected for injury at the end
of the winter season. There were no differences among
the treatments for minimum temperature during freeze
events for the one-year-old vines. Freeze injury was
not prevalent on this site. On two-year-old vines, the
12-wrap treatment was found to keep temperatures
warmer than the control during freeze events while
other treatments were not. Two-year-old vines that
received the 12-wrap treatment received less injury
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than most treatments, though not different than the
control. Vines treated with polyethylene wraps and
painted vines received more freeze injury than the
control. Based on these studies, the row cover wraps
appear to offer protection from freeze injury positively
correlated with increasing thickness.

Assessments of Cane Characteristics
and Fruit Quality of Blackberries Grown
on the Rotating Cross-Arm Trellis and
T-trellis
Erika Henderson1, Amanda McWhirt2, Jackie
Lee3, and Renee Threlfall4
W. Maple St., Department of Horticulture, University
of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701; 22301 S. University,
Department of Horticulture, University of Arkansas,
Little Rock, AR 72204; 31749 State Hwy 818, University
of Arkansas Fruit Research Station, Clarksville,
AR 72830; 42650 N. Young Avenue, Food Science
Department, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR
72704
1

The Rotating Cross-Arm (RCA) trellis system has been
shown to improve fresh-market blackberry yield and
fruit quality. However, limited research exists on fruit
grown in the Southeast, or how manipulation of the
crop canopy onto one side of the RCA trellis changes
the number and length of fruiting laterals retained.
A trial was established in May 2017 at University of
Arkansas System (UA System) Division of Agriculture
Fruit Research Station in Clarksville, AR to study how
the RCA trellis impacts cane characteristics, yield and
fruit quality of blackberry cultivars. Three UA System
blackberry cultivars (Prime-Ark® Traveler, Ouachita,
and Osage) on both RCA and a standard T-trellis were
evaluated. This factorial design consisted of nine RCA
plots with six plants spaced at 1.5 m between plants
and nine T-trellis plots with four plants spaced at 0.6 m
between plants. Fruit quality analysis at harvest included
soluble solids, pH, incidence of red drupelet reversion
and white drupelet. Data collected in 2019 on floricane
fruit included lateral cane lengths/plant, number of
nodes/plant, number of flowers/plant, marketable yield/
plant, and marketable yield/linear row meter. Cultivar
impacted quality attributes, but trellis or cultivar x trellis interactions were not significant for any measure of
fruit quality. ‘Ouachita’ and ‘Osage’ had higher number
of nodes and longer cane lengths per plant on the RCA
compared to the T-trellis. Higher marketable yields/
plant were also observed on the RCA compared to the
T-trellis, for ‘Ouachita’ (9.3 kg) and ‘Osage’ (8.4 kg) on
the RCA relative to the T-trellis (Ouachita yielded 2.6
kg and Osage yielded 4 kg on T-trellis). These similar
observations of higher cane lengths, node numbers,
and marketable yields/plant on ‘Ouachita’ and ‘Osage’
on the RCA relative to the T-trellis indicate a relationship
between cane and node number and yield. However,
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yields per row meter were not different between the
RCA (1.6 kg) and the T-trellis (1.5 kg) for any of the cultivars evaluated in 2019. It is possible this is due to lack
of full canopy coverage of the trained laterals on the
RCA, where un-used trellis space between plants was
observed. The use of the RCA trellis for fresh-market
blackberries showed potential for increased fruit production but will require fine-tuning to maximize fruit
yield per row meter.

Huanglongbing-associated Preharvest
Fruit Drop in Sweet Orange
Sukhdeep Singh1*, Tripti Vashisth1, Christopher
Vincent1, and ’2
University of Florida, IFAS, Citrus Research and
Education Center, 700 Experiment Station Road, Lake
Alfred, FL 33850; 2University of Florida, IFAS, Southwest
Florida Research and Education Center, 2685 FL-29,
Immokalee, FL 34142
1

Huanglongbing (HLB), a destructive disease of citrus,
due to its endemic presence in Florida has led to a great
economic loss to citrus industry within past decade. An
increase in preharvest drop of mature fruit that begins
approximately 3 months before the harvest has been
observed, it has elevated from about 10% in 2005-06
to 30% in 2018-19. The cause of HLB-associated preharvest fruit drop is still unknown. It has been known
that the process of cell separation in abscission zone
at calyx (AZ-C) of HLB-affected mature fruit is similar to
that signaled by exogenous ethylene in mature fruits of
healthy trees; however, the time of signal transduction
and the role of endogenous ethylene in HLB-affected
preharvest drop is not clear. This study was conducted
with the aim to understand the effect of HLB on molecular mechanism underlying preharvest fruit drop.
‘Hamlin’ and ‘Valencia’ sweet orange trees exhibiting
mild, moderate, and severe visual symptoms of HLB
were selected and preharvest fruit drop was monitored.
The severely symptomatic trees had significantly higher
fruit drop as compared to mild trees in both ‘Hamlin’
and ‘Valencia’. Fruit drop rate was related to the disease
severity on the trees indicating tree health is important
to prevent fruit drop. The fruit size was found to be
correlated with fruit drop where small-sized fruit were
more likely to drop. Genes involved in ethylene signaling
and abscisic acid biosynthesis (ABA, which could lead to
increased ethylene production), ERF1 (Ethylene responsive factor), NCED2 (9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase
2); respectively, had higher expression in early time of
preharvest period in fruit AZ-C of severely symptomatic
trees, suggesting that alteration in ethylene and ABA
which could have triggered the abscission process.
Overall based on the fruit size and gene expression data,
it is likely that signal transduction and HLB interaction
occurs during early time period that accelerates the
preharvest fruit drop.
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A Comparative Study of Single versus
Double Plastic Covers of High Tunnels on
the Growth and Yield of Kale
Arjun Kafle1*, Sanjun Gu2, and Guochen Yang1
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Design; 2 Cooperative Extension, North Carolina
Agricultural and Technical State University,
Greensboro, NC 27411

1

High tunnels (HT) are passively ventilated, solar heated
and plastic covered hoop-house structures that provide a semi-controlled environment for season extension of vegetables, flowers and small fruits. Kale is a
healthy leafy vegetable of great economic potential
for small farmers. Research on HT kales have been
with HT of single-layer plastic, there have no published
studies comparing the number of plastic layers of HT
for over-winter kale production. Our research aimed
to find whether a HT should have single-layer plastic
or double-layer plastic for over-winter production of
kales in central North Carolina. Six high tunnels, three
covered by single and another three by double plastic
cover were used in our trial from Nov. 2018 to Mar.
2019 (year 1) and from Nov. 2019 to Mar. 2020 (year 2).
Kale cultivar Darkibor and Toscano were transplanted
into raised beds with or without plastic mulch inside
the high tunnels. Plant growth (height and canopy size),
yield (number of leaves harvested and weight), as well
as environmental factors [temperatures, solar radiation
and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)] were recorded. The result from year 1 showed that there were
no 2-way or 3-way interactions among the treatments.
No significant differences existed between high tunnels
of different plastic layers, raised beds with or without
plastic mulch, and the cultivars in terms of yield, number
of leaves harvested, and the canopy size. Temperature
profiles inside different plastic covered high tunnels
were similar. PAR was higher inside the single-plastic
high tunnels than the double-plastic tunnels throughout
the growing season. Bolting was observed in ‘Toscano’
when temperature started to rise inside high tunnels
at later period of the growing season. Year 1 results
indicated that a high tunnel could be of single or double
plastic for winter production of kales. Year 2 research
is ongoing to confirm this result.

Use of Plant Growth Regulators to Induce
Uniform Flowering in Low-chill ‘UFBest’
Peach
Bikash Adhikari1*, Tripti Vashisth1, Jeffrey G
Williamson2, and Ali Sarkhosh2
700 Experiment Station Rd, Citrus Research and
Education Center, Horticultural Sciences Department,
University of Florida, Lake Alfred, FL 33850; 2Fifield
Hall, 2550 Hull Rd, Horticultural Sciences Department,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
1
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Peach (Prunus persica L.) is a deciduous crop, commonly grown in temperate regions. Its cultivation and
production are rapidly increasing in Florida as growers
are looking for alternative tree fruit crops. It is critical
for the peach to undergo dormancy (no visible growth)
for onset of successful commercial and uniform fruit
production for next season. In addition, peach tree
requires the temperature of less than 7.2 °C for chilling hour accumulation (required accumulation differs
among varieties). Abscisic acid (ABA) helps in regulation of bud dormancy and hydrogen cyanamide (HC) is
well known to break bud dormancy under mild winter
conditions. Therefore, main objective of this study is
to evaluate the efficacy of exogenously applied ABA in
inducing dormancy and use HC in combination to break
dormancy, under low-chill conditions. The experiment
was set up as completely randomized design (n = 4).
Four treatments (0.125% surfactant included) were
evaluated on peach cultivar, UFBest: Untreated control;
ABA (500 ppm/tree, 2 application, three weeks apart
in November); HC (1.2%) applied in late December;
ABA+HC. Leaf emergence, bud break, and flower were
counted at every 15 days. Interestingly, first application
of ABA resulted in advance defoliation by 2 weeks and
significant accumulation of ABA was found in leaves
and buds compared to control, but the dormancy was
not prolonged. Also, we didn’t see any effect of ABA
application on ABA biosynthesis and dormancy associated MADS genes as they were lowly expressed. On
the other hand, HC successfully advanced bud-break
by 2 weeks and HC treatment had significant effect on
ABA metabolism and DAM genes; DAM genes were
suppressed 7 days prior to peak of bud break. Overall,
our results suggest that mild winter conditions have
a predominant effect on tree physiological state and
exogenous application of ABA may not contribute to
onset of dormancy under extremely mild winter conditions. Use of HC can advance the budbreak by 2 weeks
under central Florida conditions.

Postharvest Changes of Physical and
Chemical Fruit Quality Characteristics
in Three Commercial Blueberry Types
During Cold Storage
Rion T. Mooneyham1*, Savithri U. Nambeesan2,
D. Scott NeSmith1, Renée M. Allen3, Dario J.
Chavez1, and Rachel A. Itle1
Department of Horticulture, University of Georgia,
1109 Experiment Street Griffin, GA 30223;2Department
of Horticulture, University of Georgia, 1111 Miller
Plant Science Building, Athens, GA 30602;3University
of Georgia Extension, 203 South Dixon Street, Suite 3,
Alma, GA 31510
1

In 2018, Georgia ranked fourth in the US for blueberry
production value and first in the southeastern US. Two
major commercial blueberry types are grown in Georgia:
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southern highbush (SHB, species complex of Vaccinium
corymbosum L. and V. darrowii Camp) and rabbiteye
(RE, V. virgatum Aiton). The fruit quality of SHB and
RE is often compared to the third major commercial
blueberry type, northern highbush (NHB, Vaccinium
corymbosum L.), which is perceived to have the highest fruit quality. However, there is limited information
available to support this. The objective of this study
was to examine postharvest keeping quality of early,
mid, and late season SHB, RE, and NHB cultivars that
are representative of the current blueberry market.
Fresh fruit of two NHB (‘Elliott’ and ‘Liberty’), four RE
(‘Alapaha’, ‘Brightwell’, ‘Powderblue’, and ‘Vernon’), and
five SHB (‘Camellia’, ‘Farthing’, ‘Legacy’ from Georgia
and Michigan, ‘Star’, and ‘Suziblue’) were collected from
April – August 2018 and 2019 from commercial packers
in Georgia, Michigan, Indiana, and Canada. Fruit were
kept at 4 °C and processed over a 30-day period at four
timepoints (TP) during storage: 1) 3–4 days, 2) 10–11
days, 3) 20–21 days, and 4) 30–31 days after collection.
Fruit firmness (Kramer shear), skin strength (puncturein), berry weights, °Brix, total titratable acidity (%TTA),
and °Brix: % TTA ratio were measured. Fruit were also
visually evaluated for percent healthy fruit by scoring
visual imperfections. Data were analyzed for changes in
quality within and across TPs using a mixed linear model
and Tukey HSD. Hierarchical cluster analyses were used
to analyze trends of physical traits relating to overall
postharvest keeping quality at TP1 and TP4. Significant
differences existed between years and blueberry types
for nearly all fruit quality traits examined within each
TP (P ≤ 0.05). Over the 30-day storage interval, the data
suggest that SHB had the best fruit firmness and skin
strength maintenance. For percent healthy fruit maintenance, SHB and NHB were the highest, and RE had
the best berry weight maintenance. When examining
for physical trait trends on overall keeping quality, there
was variation in the cultivar cluster groupings between
2018 and 2019 for TP1 and TP4. In 2018, there was a
trend of lower fruit firmness, skin strength, and larger
berry weight indicating better overall keeping quality.
However, there were no consistent trends in determining overall keeping quality in 2019. These results
suggest that there are additional environmental factors affecting postharvest keeping quality and future
studies will be conducted to further investigate this.
Overall, this information will be used to help growers
and breeders select and develop new cultivars with
superior postharvest keeping quality.

Warren S. Barham
PhD Graduate Student
Competition
Influence of Fertilizer Placement on
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Growth of Eclipta (Eclipta prostrata) and
its Competition Effect on Ligustrum
(Ligustrum lucidum) and Boxwood (Buxus
microphylla)
Yuvraj Khamare*, S. Christopher Marble, and
Annette Chandler
University of Florida/IFAS, Mid-Florida Research and
Education Center, Apopka, FL, 32703.

The objective of this study was to determine the effect of
fertilizer placement on the growth of eclipta and evaluate its competition effect in container grown Ligustrum
(Ligustrum lucidum) and Boxwood (Buxus microphylla)
plants. Containers were filled with the potting substrate
and 35g of fertilizer was added via topdressing and
subdressing. Pots that were subdressed, the bottom
portion of the container was filled either 2.5, 5, or 7.5
cm from the top with pine bark substrate, fertilizer was
added, and then the remaining portion of the pot was
filled with substrate. This resulted in containers with
fertilizer being placed at depths of 0, 2.5, 5, or 7.5 cm
from the substrate surface. The study indicated that
subdressing at a depth of 7.5 cm resulted in a 50% decrease in eclipta growth in comparison with a topdress
fertilizer treatment, but subdressing at 2.5 or 5 cm had
no effect on eclipta growth. Growth of Ligustrum and
Boxwood were similar in pots that were subdressed at
2.5 or 5 cm, but growth decreased when pots were subdressed at a depth of 7.5 cm. Overall, results show that
subdressing could be an effective weed management
strategy but in order to prevent delays in production
time, subdressing depth needs to be based on initial
liner size.

Feasibility of Genomic Selection for
Brown Rot Tolerance in Peach
Wanfang Fu*, Cassia da Silva Linge, Ralph
Burrell, and Ksenija Gasic
Department of Plant & Environmental Sciences,
Clemson University, 105 Collings St., Clemson, SC
29634

DNA-informed breeding, via marker assisted selection
(MAS), is becoming conventional for Rosaceae crops.
With trait associated markers, breeders are able to
precisely select individuals with desirable alleles and
track these throughout the breeding process. Whole
genome selection (WGS) via genomic prediction (GP) is
an alternative strategy that uses whole genome markers
to predict the breeding values for each individual, thus
facilitating rapid parental/seedling selection. An Illumina
peach SNP array is a high throughput, standardized and
highly reliable genotyping platform which establishes a
foundation for GP in peach breeding. Brown rot, caused
by Monilinia spp., is one the most important pre- and
post-harvest diseases for stone fruits worldwide. Brown
rot tolerance in peach is a polygenic trait controlled by
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multiple genes with small effect for which MAS is not
applicable. In this study, we assessed the feasibility of
GP for brown rot tolerance in peach using 26 cultivars
/advanced selections and 140 progeny, from 10 breeding families, with ‘Bolinha’ source of resistance. Fruit
response to brown rot have been phenotyped using
wounded (W) and non-wounded (NW) disease assays
over 3 years (2015, 2016 and 2019). All phenotyped
individuals were genotyped by newly developed 16K
peach SNP array and genomic best linear unbiased
prediction (GBLUP) was applied in all datasets. Moderate heritability was estimated for each treatment (W
and NW) in each year (NW_2015: 0.40, NW_2016: 0.44,
NW_2019: 0.46, W_2015: 0.53, W_2016: 0.42, W_2019:
0.55). Predictive ability, assessed as the correlation of
true and predicted phenotypes, ranged from 0.66 in
NW_2016 to 0.86 in W_2019. The results presented
here support feasibility of incorporating GP in peach
breeding for brown rot tolerance/resistance.

Effect of an Inactivated Yeast Foliar
Spray on Ripening and Harvest Attributes
of ‘Chambourcin’ Wine Grape
Sarah E. Mayfield* and Renee T. Threlfall
2650 N. Young Avenue, Food Science Department,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72704

Inactive dry yeast are byproducts of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae typically added during winemaking to improve
aroma and mouthfeel. LalVigne® (Lallemand, Inc.) is an
inactive dry yeast that is rehydrated and applied as a
foliar spray to grapevines at veraison and reported to
quicken and even ripening, increase phenolic maturity,
and improve quality of resulting wine. Use of LalVigne®
has been investigated on Vitis vinifera wine grapes but
not hybrid grapes. ‘Chambourcin’ is a French–American
interspecific hybrid red wine grape grown in much of the
eastern United States. The effects of inactive dry yeast
application on the composition, physical attributes,
and anthocyanin content of ‘Chambourcin’ grapes
during ripening and at harvest in 2018 and 2019 were
evaluated in a commercial vineyard in Hindsville, AR.
Four rows of ‘Chambourcin’ grapevines were sprayed
with LalVigne® MATURE at 5% veraison and 10 days
after veraison (sprayed treatment) in 2018 and 2019.
An additional four rows were left unsprayed (control
treatment). Two-hundred berries were hand-harvested
in triplicate from each spray treatment once per week
from veraison to harvest. Berry composition (soluble
solids, pH, and titratable acidity), physical attributes
(berry weight and skin elasticity), and anthocyanin
content (total and individual anthocyanins) were evaluated. At harvest in 2018, sprayed berries (3.52) had a
lower pH than control berries (3.64). In 2019, sprayed
berries had higher soluble solids (19.20%) and titratable
acidity (0.55%) and lower pH (3.71) than control berries
(18.77%, 0.53%, and 3.80, respectively). In 2018, control
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berries (2.21g) had higher berry weight than sprayed
berries (2.05 g) across all sampling dates, but this trend
was not seen in 2019. Sprayed berries had greater skin
elasticity than control berries regardless of sampling
date in 2018 and 2019. The anthocyanins malvidin-,
delphinidin-, and petunidin-3-glucoside made up 70%
of total anthocyanins in ‘Chambourcin’ grapes. Sprayed
berries had greater concentrations of individual and
total anthocyanins during ripening and at harvest in
2018 and 2019. Therefore, inactive yeast application
has potential for more desirable composition at harvest, potentially thicker, more flexible skins, and greater
amounts of red-colored anthocyanin compounds for
‘Chambourcin’ grapes.

Effect of Sand Injection and Air Injection
on Soil Physical Properties of Creeping
Bentgrass Putting Green
Naba R. Amgain* and Charles H. Fontanier
Department of Horticulture and Landscape
Architecture, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK
74078

Cultivation practices such as hollow tine core aerification, verticutting, and topdressing have been traditionally used to maintain desirable rootzone physical
properties and reduce organic matter build up. Traditional aerification practice can be overly disruptive to
the playing surface resulting in fewer rounds of golf
being played. Alternative aerification technologies
such as Sand Injection and Air Injection has recently
been introduced which are less disruptive to playing
surface compared to traditional aerification practices.
The objective of this study was to determine the effect
of a sand injection and air injection on soil physical
properties of creeping bentgrass putting green. The
experiment was conducted in an existing Penncross
creeping bentgrass [Agrostis stoloniferous L.] green at
Oklahoma State University Turfgrass Research Station.
Aerification events included the application of Sand
Injection, Air Injection, and hollow tine alone, hollow
tine plus air injection, and hollow tine plus sand injection. The treatments were arranged in a randomized
complete block design with four replications of each
treatment. Parameters evaluated were assessments of
soil volumetric water content, surface firmness, infiltration using double-ring infiltrometer with falling head
method, ball roll, rooting mass and soil organic matter
content. Hollow tine and treatment that combine hollow
tine had a higher infiltration rate, greater reduction in
firmness, and lowest ball roll. Air injection had lower
impact on surface disruption and ball roll than hollow
tine and sand injection. It can be concluded that new
cultivation practices could be combine with hollow
tine to improve soil physical properties with minimum
surface disruption compared to control.
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Water Use Pattern and Intrinsic
Antioxidant Machinery Confer Tetraploid
Volkamer Lemon Tolerance to Various
Water-deficit Scenarios
Muhammad Fasih Khalid1,2*, Sajjad Hussain1,
Muhammad Akbar Anjum1, Christopher
Vincent2, Shakeel Ahmad1, Muhammad Arif Ali1
and Raphael Morillon3
1
Faculty of Agricultural Sciences and Technology,
Bahauddin Zakariya University, 60800 Multan, Pakistan;
2
Citrus Research and Education Center, University
of Florida, 33850 Lake Alfred, FL; 3Equpie “Structure
Evolutive des Agrumes, Polyploidie et Amelioration
Genetique”, SEAPAG-UM AGAP-Department
BIOS-CIRAD Station de Roujol 97170 Petit Bourg/
Guadeloupe, France

Water deficiency affects the growth and development
of many crops. Citrus is a major global fruit crop and
its production is reduced by water paucity. The use of
polyploid citrus rootstocks has been proposed as a
strategy to improve water-deficit resilience. Although
tetraploid rootstocks have been found to be more waterdeficit tolerant, the mechanisms of these dynamics are
unknown, including how they respond to rapid vs. slow
onset of water deficts. In this study, diploid (2x) and
tetraploid (4x) Volkamer lemon (Citrus volkameriana
Tan. and Pasq.) plants were evaluated under fast and
slow onset water-deficit conditions to observe their
water use pattern and antioxidant defence machinery.
The 2x plants showed more decline in pot water and
chlorophyll fluorescence Fv/Fm (pre-dawn) as compared
to the 4x. Decreases in these variables were greater in
fast the water deficit condition relative to the to slow
water deficit condition. Leaf relative water content also
decreased in relation with decrease in pot water. The
decrease in leaf relative water content was greater in
2x as compared to 4x. Malondialdehyde content in
leaves was also greater in 2x plants as compared to
4x, which indicated that 2x have more lipid peroxidation, and thus more oxidative stress, than 4x. Catalase
activity and proline content in leaves were greater
in 4x plants than 2x in fast and slow treatments. We
conclude that Volkamer lemon 4x tolerate more in fast
and slow water deficit condition by maintaining their
water status protect against oxidative stress with high
intrinsic antioxidant machinery.

Efficacy of Bagging as an Alternative
Insect and Disease Management Tool for
Peach (Prunus persica L.) in Florida
David Campbell1*, Jennifer Gillett-Kaufman2,
Ali Sarkhosh1, Jeffrey Brecht1, and Danielle
Treadwell1
Department of Horticultural Sciences, University
of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611; 2Department of
1
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Entomology, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611

Organic peach [Prunus persica (L.) Batch] production
increased more than any other USDA-certified organic
fruit from 2008-2011. According to the latest USDA agricultural census, production has shifted from California
to regional areas as of 2016. Per capita consumption of
organic peach in the southeast is greater than regional
yield and additional pest and disease management
options suitable for the area are needed to increase
yield to meet regional market demand. Fruit bagging
is an effective cultural management practice that is
used to protect the fruit from multiple pest-disease
complexes around the world. Paper bags used in this
study are compliant with the USDA organic rule. Bags
are installed on young fruit to provide an exclusion
barrier to pests and pathogens. Bags alter the fruit
microclimate and may affect other aspects of fruit
quality. On-farm research at a USDA-organic certified
farm was conducted in 2018 and 2019 to assess the
influence of bags on fruit quality (size, weight, injury,
skin color, flesh color, flesh firmness, total soluble
solids, titratable acidity, pH, and chlorophyll content)
for the low-chill cultivar ‘Tropic Beauty’. A randomized
block design with four replications blocked by trunk
circumference that included 24 trees was created to
test bagging as the main factor and tree ordinance as
the subfactor. Ordinance influenced flesh chroma but
no other factors (P = 0.018). Bagging did not affect fresh
weight, diameter, total soluble solids, or pH at P < 0.05.
Bagged fruit had higher chlorophyll (P = 0.006) and flesh
resistance (P = 0.006) at harvest, suggesting that bagging slightly delayed maturity. Bagging protected fruit
from mechanical injury (P = 0.044), fruit-fly oviposition
(P < 0.001), scab-like lesions (P < 0.001), and postharvest
fruit rot (Monilinia fructicola) at harvest (P < 0.001) and
seven days after harvest (P = 0.040). Additional study
is needed to determine thresholds for acceptable
fruit quality at U-pick operations, but preliminary data
suggests bagging may satisfy niche U-pick markets if
manual labor is available.

Effect of Total Immersion Auxin
Application Method on Florida Azalea
Survivability and Root Response
Jenny B. Ryals1*, Patricia R. Knight1, Daryl R.
Chastain2, Lloyd E. Ryals III3, Christine E.H.
Coker4, Gary R. Bachman4, Jim DelPrince4,
Patricia R. Drackett5, and Anthony T. Bowden1
Coastal Research and Extension Center, Mississippi
State University, Poplarville, MS 39470; 2Delta Research
and Extension Center, Mississippi State University,
Stoneville, MS 38776; 3Mississippi Department of
Agriculture and Commerce, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Mississippi State, MS 39762; 4Coastal Research and
Extension Center, Mississippi State University, Biloxi,
MS 39532; 5The Crosby Arboretum, Mississippi State
1
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University, Picayune, MS 39466

Florida azalea (Rhododendron austrinum) is a deciduous
azalea native to northern Florida, coastal Alabama,
southern Georgia, and southeastern Mississippi. To
provide growers with relevant cutting propagation
recommendations, the objective of this research was
to determine optimal commercial auxin concentration
and submersion timing on very soft stem cuttings. Auxin
source was Hortus IBA Water Soluble Salts™ (Hortus
IBA) at 0, 1000, 2500, 5000, 7500, or 10000 ppm IBA.
Submersion durations were 5 sec basal quick-dip, 1, 6,
12, or 24 hours. Duration of submersion effected root
percentage (P < 0.0001), number of roots (P = 0.0101),
and average length of the three longest roots (P =
0.0415). There was an interaction between auxin concentration and submersion duration for root quality (P=
0.0056), cutting quality (P < .0001) and growth indices (P
< 0.0001). Results indicate that very soft Florida azalea
cuttings had a better rooting response when treated
with a 5-second basal quick-dip and auxin concentration was 2500 ppm IBA.

Effect of Ethylene De-greening Treatment
on Fruit Quality and Postharvest Storage
Life of HLB-affected Mandarin Cultivars
Faisal Shahzad1*, Jeffrey K. Brecht2, Yu Wang1,
Fred Gmitter1, Mark A. Ritenour3, and Tripti
Vashisth1
700 Experiment Station Rd, Citrus Research and
Education Center, Lake Alfred, FL 33850; 2Horticulture
Sciences Department, IFAS, Gainesville, University of
Florida, FL 32611; 3Indian River Research and Education
Center, Fort Pierce, University of Florida, FL 34945-3138
1

Huanglongbing (HLB; citrus greening) has become a
serious threat to citrus industry worldwide. About 80 to
90% of citrus trees in Florida are estimated to be affected
by HLB, resulting in >70% decline in citrus production
over the last decade. HLB-affected fruit are often of
poor quality, lopsided, small size with non-uniform peel
color. In addition, fruit with HLB symptoms have an off
flavor and higher acidity, which makes these fruit less
desirable or even unmarketable. A comparative study
was conducted to evaluate the effect of ethylene treatment on the quality of symptomatic and asymptomatic
HLB-affected mandarin fruit. This study was designed as
a completely randomized design with four replicates of
asymptomatic and symptomatic fruit from HLB-affected
‘LB8-9’. Treated fruit were exposed to 5 ppm ethylene
at 25 °C with 90 to 95% relative humidity (RH) for 72
hours. The fruit were then stored at 25 °C with 85% RH
for 14 days storage period. In symptomatic fruit, fruit
weight, diameter, peel thickness, number of healthy
seeds, peel a-b ratio, chroma values, and TSS-TA ratio
decreased, whereas, compression force, TSS and TA
content increased compared to asymptomatic fruit.
Sensory evaluation using Hedonic 9-scale showed lower
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scores for sourness in ethylene-treated fruit than the
control fruit. Ethylene had no effect on compression
force, puncture force, TSS, TA, TSS-TA ratio, sugars
(sucrose, glucose and fructose) and organic acids (citric
acid and malic acid). Ethylene-treated fruit increased
peel a-b ratio, chroma value, and decreased hue angle
values indicating improvement in peel color attributes.
Overall, ethylene improved the fruit sensory quality
and fruit peel color attributes of HLB-affected ‘LB8-9’
however, the efficacy of ethylene treatment depends
on whether fruit are symptomatic or asymptomatic.

Effect of Honey as a Rooting Adjuvant
on Rooting of Rosa ‘Red Cascade’ Stem
Cuttings
Anthony T. Bowden1*, Patricia R. Knight1,
Christine E.H. Coker1, Shaun R. Broderick2,
Eugene K. Blythe3, Jenny B. Ryals1, Hamidou F.
Sakhanokho4, and Ebrahiem M. Babiker4
Coastal Research and Extension Center, South
Mississippi Branch Experiment Station, P.O. Box 193,
Poplarville, MS 39470; 2Truck Crops Branch Experiment
Station, 2024 Experiment Station Rd., Crystal Springs,
MS 39059; 3College of Agriculture, Auburn University,
Auburn, AL 36849; 4USDA-ARS Southern Horticultural
Lab., P.O. Box 287, Poplarville, MS 39470
1

In the popular literature, there are claims of successfully
using honey as a rooting aid however these claims have
not been evaluated in a scientific setting. Sugars (as
carbohydrates) are known to positively impact rooting
of cuttings and are frequently used in Stage III of tissue
culture as an energy source for micro-cuttings. Clinical
studies have shown that honey possesses widespread
antimicrobial properties due to the naturally low pH and
a super saturation of sugars which leaves very little free
water available for the growth of micro-organisms. Previous research has shown that the anti-microbial agent of
honey is hydrogen peroxide produced as a by-product
of glucose oxidase activity acting within the honey. A
study was conducted aimed at determining what effects
the addition of three different honeys (Manuka 15+ UMF,
multiflora, and local) to water-soluble auxin solutions
had on the root growth and uniformity of miniature
rose. Experimental design was a completely randomized design with a 4 × 5 arrangement of treatments
with 15 cuttings per treatment. Mean separation was
performed using the Holm Simulated Method within
the SAS 9.4 statistical platform. Our results showed that
the addition of honey did not significantly impact rooting of Red Cascade rose while rate of auxin was found
to significantly impact rooting. Cuttings treated with
1000 ppm IBA had a greater root quality rating and a
greater average length of the three longest roots when
compared to cuttings in the control group. Cuttings
receiving either 750 or 1000 ppm IBA had a greater
root number than cuttings in the control group. Shoot
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growth was optimal for cuttings treated with 250 ppm
IBA. Further research studies will focus on woody ornamental species with varying rooting difficulty.

A Comparison of Instrumental and
Sensory Approaches to Evaluating
Texture Profiles in Muscadine
T.M. Chizk1*, Margaret L. Worthington1, and
Renee T. Threlfall2
Department of Horticulture, 316 Plant Science
Building, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, 72701;
2
Food Science Building B-3, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, AR 72701
1

Muscadine grapes (Vitis rotundifolia Michx.) are enjoyed
as a specialty crop in the southeast United States, but
consumer acceptance is hindered by their thick skins
and soft gummy flesh. Improved textural quality of
muscadine grapes could contribute to market expansion and has been a major objective in breeding programs for many years. Multiple methods have been
implemented to assess textural quality in muscadine
grapes including breeders’ field ratings, descriptive
sensory panels, and instrumental texture analysis, but
few attempts have been made to compare the results
of these methods in consideration of perceived consumer preferences. The objective of the present study
is to improve selection efficiency for improved texture
in muscadine breeding programs by correlating four
precise instrumental texture analysis attachments with
ten intuitive descriptive sensory panel characteristics
and three low-cost breeders’ field ratings across seven
texturally diverse muscadine genotypes and a V. vinifera
table grape check. The muscadine genotypes differed
significantly for most attributes measured and many
correlations were identified between the sensory and
instrumental measurements. Among sensory characteristics assessed, hardness was correlated with crispness (0.91) and detachability was correlated with visual
separation of skins (0.96), suggesting that muscadine
grape texture modelling could be simplified by the
removing complementary variables. Our findings suggest that characterization of muscadine grape texture
profiles could be achieved through instrumental texture
assessment using a 2 mm puncture probe to estimate
work to rupture, skin thickness, and skin elasticity.
This method would provide a sufficient estimation
of several descriptive sensory panel characteristics
including awareness of skins (r = 0.79), hardness (r =
0.91), and detachability (r = 0.96) respectively, which
are all important attributes in determining consumer
acceptance. Correlations suggest that fibrousness
is also predictable, but would require an additional
probe (3-inch compression). Finally, we were unable
to identify accurate instrumental predictors of sensory
seed separation from flesh, which could be the subject
of future investigation considering its importance to
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consumer acceptance.

Discrete Blue and Red Narrowband
Wavelengths Alter Flavor Volatile Profiles
in Hydroponically Grown ‘Italian Large
Leaf’ Basil
Hunter Hammock*, Dean Kopsell, and Carl
Sams
Department of Plant Sciences, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, TN 37996

Spectral quality and intensity directly impact plant
growth and development. It has been well established
that plants respond to specific narrowband wavelengths
within the ambient solar spectrum. Spectral quality
and intensity are two of the most influencial factors
on secondary metabolism. Light emitting diode (LED)
lighting systems provide the opportunity to investigate
discrete narrowband wavelengths which fundamentally
impact the metabolism of high-value specialty crops.
Ocimum basilicum L. cv. ‘Italian Large Leaf’ is a common
basil cultivar known for its high yields, unique flavor
profile, and popularity among professional chefs. The
objective of this study was to determine the impact
of discrete narrowband blue/red (B/R) wavelengths
and full spectrum (FS) white light on key flavor volatile
concentrations in hydroponically grown basil. A total
of ten lighting treatments were used, which included
one non-supplemented natural light (NL) control, one
FS white LED (5600 K), one 20B/80R narrowband LED,
one high pressure sodium (HPS), three discrete blue
wavelengths (400, 420, 450 nm) added to 625 and 675
nm, and three discrete blue wavelengths (400, 420, 450
nm) added to FS white LEDs (5600 K). Each supplemental
lighting treatment provided 8.64 mol·m-2 per day (100
µmol·m-2·s-1, 24 h per day). VOC profiles were obtained
by analyzing basil leaf tissue samples using an Agilent
headspace sampler and GC-MS. Methyl eugenol concentrations were highest in NL control and 625–400–675
treatment, and significantly lower in all other supplemented treatments, contrary to all other compounds
evaluated. Eucalyptol concentrations were 4x higher in
HPS compared to NL control. Total concentrations of
R+/S-limonene were highest under the HPS treatment
and lowest in the NL control. The ratio of 16:1 (R+/S-)
was consistent across all treatments. Highest total VOC
concentrations were found in 625–420–675 and HPS,
approximately 2.4× higher than the NL control. Data
reveals a general trend of increased mono and diterpene concentrations under supplemental lighting; in
contrast, the phenylpropanoid methyl eugenol showed
decreased concentrations under supplemental lighting and was highest under the NL control. This study
shows that supplemental LED lighting can manipulate
key VOC concentrations in ‘Italian Large Leaf’ basil and
that spectral quality is a key factor in secondary metabolic resource allocation. Purposefully manipulating
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environmental conditions can improve the flavor and
increase the nutritional value of specialty herb crops,
benefiting overall consumer satisfaction and health.

Detection of the Gummy Stem Blight
Pathogens in Watermelon Using Quick
Field-adapted Technologies
Jorge Reyes1*, Caterina Villari2, Marin Brewer3,
Bhabesh Dutta3, and Cecilia McGregor1
1
Department of Horticulture; 2Warnell School of
Forestry & Natural Resources; 3Department of Plant
Pathology, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30605

Gummy stem blight (GSB) of watermelon is a serious
disease that affects all major cucurbits. It has been
found in these crops since the early 1900s. GSB refers
to the foliar and stem infecting phase of the disease
and is caused by three Stagonosporopsis species; S.
citrulli, S. cucurbitacearum, and S. caricae. Since there
are currently no commercial cultivars resistant to GSB,
its management relies on cultural practices and costly
fungicide applications. Efficient methods for pathogen
detection and diagnosis are therefore required to aid
management decisions in an attempt to reduce the
frequency and costs associated with such fungicide
applications. In this study, a DNA-based quick pathogen
diagnostic system for Stagonosporopsis was developed
and tested using naturally and artificially infected watermelon plants. The system consists of a simple pathogen
sampling device, quick DNA extraction protocols and
Stagonosporopsis-specific loop-mediated isothermal
amplification (LAMP) assays. DNA is extracted from
leaves in cellulose dipsticks and from spore traps in centrifuge tubes containing the chelating resin, Chelex100.
Extracted DNA is subsequently put into reaction tubes
for LAMP amplification and pathogen confirmation.
Pathogen DNA can be detected in low, mild, and severely
infected plants as well as in air samples collected with
the spore trap system. The pathogen sampling device,
quick DNA extraction methods and LAMP assays can
be adapted for field deployment and show potential
for point-of-care diagnosis, which would allow growers
and county agents to make informed decisions based
on the actual presence or absence of Stagonosporopsis
in an efficient and expedited way.

Evaluation of Humic Substances on Yield
Performance of Watermelon (Citrullus
lunatus [Thunb.] Matsum and Nakai) in
Organic Production System
Onyekachukwu Akaeze* and Dilip Nandwani
Department of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences,
Tennessee State University, Nashville, TN 37209

Since its inception in the 1990s, organic agriculture
has experienced significant annual growth, especially
regularly consumed vegetables and fruits such as kale,
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lettuce, spinach, cucumber, cantaloupe, and watermelon. Organic watermelon production is however
faced with numerous production and yield challenges
due to strict limitations of permissible yield improvement inputs. The use of Biostimulants (bio-char and
humic substances like humic and fulvic acids) for yield
improvement has shown promising results in increasing
tolerance to unfavorable soil conditions, plant growth
and overall yield. The objective of the study is to evaluate the effect of biochar and humic substances on yield
of watermelon under organic production system. The
study was conducted during the summer of 2019, in
the Certified Organic Farm of the Tennessee State University. Seedlings of two watermelon varieties (Crimson
Sweet and Sugar Baby) were raised for 4 weeks in 72
cell seed trays, which were filled with potting mix. Field
was ploughed and plastic mulch and drip tapes were
installed on 5 ft. wide rows with 7 ft. between rows.
Seedlings were transplanted to rows at a spacing of
4 ft. Biochar was applied at a rate 25g/plant/21 days
while fulvic and humic acid were applied at a rate
of 100ml/plant (20ml/gallon)/48 hours and 14 days
respectively. Data were collected on fruit weight and
number of fruit. Data analysis was done using the SAS
9.4 statistical software. Application of humic substances
to Crimson Sweet influenced average fruit weight and
number of fruits per plant. Fruit weight was highest in
Crimson Sweet in fulvic acid (19.0lb) treatment. This
was closely followed by humic acid (18.6lb). Sugar Baby
fruit in fulvic acid treatment produced the least yield
(8.3lb) and statistically similar to humic acid (10lb) and
control (11lb). Fulvic acid treatment produced highest
number of fruits in both varieties Crimson Sweet and
Sugar Baby (13.6 and 7.8 respectively).

Evaluation of Humic Substances on Yield
Performance of Cantaloupe (Cucumis
melo L.) in Organic Management System
ZaDarreyal Wiggins* and Dilip Nandwani
Department of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences,
Tennessee State University, Nashville, TN 37209

The consumer demand for organic food, particularly
cantaloupe, has grown over the past few decades.
However, the production of organic cantaloupe in the
Southeastern United States presents various challenges,
due to the climate and expectations. Insect pest management, labor, infrastructure and, perhaps the most challenging of them all, weed management are the critical
challenges an organic farmer must face. This research
spotlights cantaloupe (Cucumis melo L.) production in
an organic management system. The search for organic
and biofertilizers are consistently being researched to
improve cantaloupe quality and production. Two of the
new-found trending fertilizers are humic substances
and biochar. Research was conducted to evaluate the
yield performance of organic cantaloupe influence by
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humic substances and biochar. Two organic varieties,
Divergent and PMR Delicious 51 were the cantaloupe
selections. This study was conducted at the Tennessee
State University’s Organic Farm in the summer of 2019.
Divergent and PMR Delicious 51 seeds were planted in
a greenhouse setting with an organic potting mix before
being transplanted to the organic field after 3 weeks.
Randomized Block Design with 3 replications and 10
plants per plot established. During growing period,
humic substances at a concentration of 20 mL/g and
rate of 100 mL/plant were added to both varieties during each watering cycle. For the biochar treatment, 18
g/plant of biochar was added to both varieties. Upon
harvesting Divergent, the humic substances treatment
yielded 70 fruits totaling 282 lb, biochar yielded 44
fruits weighing 169 lb, and control yielded 70 fruits totaling 258 lb. For PMR Delicious 51, humic substances
treatment yielded 101 fruits weighing 262 ls, biochar
yielded 83 fruits weighing 215 lb and control produced
78 fruits totaling 229 lb. Results showed that there is no
significant difference in the average yield and weight for
both varieties and treatments. Further trial is planned
in summer 2020.

Genetic Architecture of Salt and Drought
Tolerance in Cowpea
Waltram Ravelombola*, Ainong Shi, and
Haizheng Xiong
316 Plant Science, Department of Horticulture,
Univeristy of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701

Cowpea is a diploid legume species [Vigna unguiculata
(L.) Walp] that provides protein with good digestibility
to human. Cowpea production is prevalent in Africa
with Nigeria accounting for more than 70% of the world
production. In the United States of America, cowpea
industry is significant and a large number of companies substantially benefit from processing cowpea into
either canned or frozen vegetables. Interest in cowpea
industry has been increasing. However, cowpea can be
heavily affected by salt and drought stress. Therefore,
the objectives of this study were to evaluate and identify
salt- and drought-tolerant cowpea genotypes, to analyze
the population structure existing within the germplasm
being evaluated, to conduct a genome-wide association
study (GWAS) for salt and drought tolerance in cowpea,
to identify single marker polymorphism (SNP) markers
associated with salt and drought tolerance in cowpea,
and to assess the accuracy of genomic selection (GS)
for these traits. We phenotyped a total of 331 cowpea
genotypes under greenhouse conditions and according to previously established methodologies. A total of
30 and 34 traits were evaluated for salt and drought
tolerance, respectively. The cowpea germplasm was
genotyped using a Whole Genome Resequecing approach (WGRS) that provides a total of 14 million SNPs
across the cowpea genome. Our results indicated: 1) a
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large variation in salt and drought tolerance among the
cowpea genotypes, 2) a strong correlation between salt
and drought tolerance-related traits, 3) two subpopulations with admixture within the cowpea germplasm, 4)
strong QTLs affecting drought tolerance (LOD>25) and
salt tolerance (LOD>14), 5) a colocalized QTL affecting
both salt and drought tolerance on chromosome 1,
and 5) a low to moderate GS accuracy. These results
would be of interest in cowpea breeding and genetics.

Evaluation of Row Covers in Yield
Performance of Leafy Green Vegetables
in Organic Management System
Kripa Dhakal* and Dilip Nandwani
Department of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences,
Tennessee State University, Nashville, TN 37209

Row covers are commonly used in organic agriculture
to extend the production season, protect crop from
insect pest and frost, increase water use efficiency and
higher crop yield. The insect pest management is the
main challenge for organic growers. The objective of
this study was to evaluate the impact of row covers on
the yield performance of leafy green vegetables in an
organic production system. Four leafy greens—kale,
collard, swiss chard, and lettuce—were evaluated in two
research trials in spring 2018 and 2019 at the Tennessee State University organic research farm in Nashville.
Plants grown in three different types of row cover;
insect net, agribon cloth, plastic and a control without
row cover (open). The fresh weight per plant observed
significantly higher (50 % increase) on Agribon cloth on
kale, swiss chard and collard compared to open and in
lettuce was on insect net in 2018. Plants did not survive
under plastic as temperature increased in late Spring in
2018. Swiss chard (508 g/plant) and collard (502 g/plant)
fresh weight observed significantly higher grown under
plastic in Spring 2019 trial. Higher yields in lettuce (652
g/plant) and kale (545 g/plant) grown in agribon cloth
and insect net row covers recorded, respectively. Leaf
borer in collard green observed in open (control) and
aphid damage noticed in lettuce insect net treatments,
both under threshold level. Results suggest that row
covers can be preferred in a sustainable production of
organic leafy greens, suppression of insect pest and
extending the production season.

and Uttam Bhattarai3
Department of Horticulture, University of Georgia,
Griffin, GA 30224; 2Department of Plant Pathology,
University of Georgia, Griffin, GA 30224; 3Experimental
Statistics, University of Georgia, Griffin, GA 30224
1

Determining factors that motivate Extension Master
Gardener (EMG) volunteers to support Extension’s
consumer horticulture programming is essential for
program coordination and future recruitment and
retention efforts. Functional motivations for volunteering have been used to describe these behaviors, with
little exploration of predictive qualities for volunteer
outcomes, such as volunteer satisfaction, rating of
program experience, or level of volunteer involvement
at the local county level. In a national study of EMG
volunteers (n=7498), the functional motivations and
respective functional affordances were used to create
an index of match for active volunteers. Results suggest
that significant relationships exist between the index
and outcomes among respondents (n=4857 to 6019).
The match appears to be a better predictor of some
volunteer outcomes than motive and benefits scores
alone or the individual indices. Though the index is a
significant predictor of volunteer outcomes, it does not
explain much of the variance. This suggests that motivations of EMG volunteers are potentially influenced by
variables other than functional motivations and their
respective affordances.

The Effectiveness of an Online Webinar
Platform for Training Cooperative
Extension Agents in Blueberry
Production
Amanda McWhirt1*, Bill Cline 2, Ryan Neal3,
Lizzy Herrera1, and Mary Poling4
2301 S. University, Department of Horticulture,
University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension
Service, Little Rock, AR 72204; 23800 Castle Hayne
Rd, Department of Entomology and Plant Pathology,
Horticultural Crops Research Station, North Carolina
State University, Castle Hayne, NC 28429; 31204 SW
14th St. Suite 2, Benton County University of Arkansas
Cooperative Extension Service, Bentonville, AR 72712;
4
2301 S. University, Department of Information
Technology, University, University of Arkansas
Cooperative Extension Service, Little Rock, AR 72204
1

Sheri Dorn1*, Svoboda Pennisi1, Ellen Bauske2,

Growing interest and demand for locally produced small
fruits results in an increased burden on Cooperative
Extension (CE) personnel to provide guidance on the
production of these crops to growers and homeowners.
Often CE agents do not have experience or knowledge
in horticultural crops and have limited time to attend
trainings. Online trainings can educate large groups
across an entire region in a low cost and easy to access manner. A webinar series was implemented at the
University of Arkansas System Division of Agriculture
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in conjunction with North Carolina State University to
train Southeastern extension personnel in blueberry
production. The effectiveness of this training model on
increasing CE agent knowledge of blueberry production was evaluated. The four-part series of one-hour
webinars was conducted during November of 2019
and consisted of short presentations followed by live
questions from participants. At the start of each webinar a Qualtrics based pre-test of the topics that would
be covered that day was delivered and then repeated
again in a post-test at the end of the webinar. Participants were asked to rate their perception of their own
changes in knowledge. A total of 99 county agents from
9 states were trained in at least one webinar and an
average of 69 participants attended each webinar. The
pre and post-tests were optional but an average 75%
of participants participated in the pre-test and 71% in
the posttest. In comparing pre and post-test scores
the average increase in questions answered correctly
following the webinar was 29% (Range 20 to 38%). In
self-reported changes in knowledge 63% felt the webinar had a “good impact” on their “ability to answer
questions about blueberry production” and 31% said
it had an “excellent impact”. Additionally, 100% said
they learn efficiently using the webinar format. Our
analysis demonstrated that an online webinar training
program can be an effective and satisfactory means to
train CE personnel across a broad topic like blueberry
production.

Implementation of a School Garden
Leadership Workshop to Assess and
Teach Basic Horticulture Skills for
Classroom Applications
Celine Richard1*,2, Kathryn Fontenot2,
Edward Bush1,2, Pam Blanchard1, and Carl
Motsenbocker1,2
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803;
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center, Baton
Rouge, LA 70803

1
2

School gardens are innovative means to introduce K–
12th grade students to hands-on science, art, literature,
math, history, and nutrition activities. On June 10, 2019,
a five day school garden leadership workshop was initiated at the LSU AgCenter Botanical Gardens located in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The workshop assessed and
instructed teachers on basic gardening areas necessary
for a positive educational success and positive garden
success including: biology, entomology, human nutrition, irrigation, plant nutrition, plant pathology, plant
propagation, soil science, and weed science. The objectives of the workshops were to provide participants with
basic gardening knowledge and additionally provide
the teacher with curricula linking the garden to core
subjects (math, science, technology, engineering, nutrition, physical education, social studies and art) using the
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Louisiana Department of Education approved Louisiana
Student Standards (LSS) in order to increase teacher
confidence in a garden-centered classroom. The program was evaluated via a pre- and post-tests. Overall
garden knowledge was increased (P ≤ 0.001) by 31%,
from 44% to 75% when comparing pre-test and post-test
scores. Teacher knowledge strengths assessed by the
post-tests results consisted of plant biology and basic
seasonal garden varieties. 17 of the 24 test questions
indicated a significant post workshop knowledge gain.
The greatest increases occurred in weed science, plant
nutrition, and pest management questions. Teacher
confidence was assessed on a 3 point likert-type scale
which indicated that for 10 of the twelve basic gardening activities listed, teacher felt more likely to continue
these activities after the workshops, implying an overall
increase in teacher confidence in the garden. These
findings suggest the need to validate teacher-working
conditions, which encompasses many factors namely
providing teacher training. This project will continue
for two additional years of workshop implementation
and teacher evaluations.

Considering Trail Users’ Perceptions
and Preferences of Their Environment
as a Tool for Plant Selection in Future
Landscape Design
Rachel Bechtold1*, Catherine W. Shoulders2,
Donald M. Johnson2, Lisa Wood3, Jennie Popp4,
Elena Garcia5
Department of Environmental Dynamics, University
of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701; 2Department
of Agricultural Education, Communications and
Technology, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR
72701. 3Department of Agricultural, Food and Life
Sciences, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701;
4
Honors College. University of Arkansas, Fayetteville,
AR 72701; 5Department of Horticulture, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701
1

With limited natural resources and a growing population, a sustainable relationship between humans and
the natural environment is crucial to the health of
urban landscapes. Cultivating value for those sustainable relationships can occur through informal education; however, understanding the initial perceptions
toward urban landscapes, including aesthetics, can
assist educators in tailoring learning opportunities to
meet the needs of learners. The purpose of this study
was to describe trail users’ perceptions of existing plant
species along the Watco Trail and the users’ preference
for future landscape change. A census survey (n=35)
was conducted in Pittsburg, KS in July and August of
2019 along the Watco Trail. Results indicated that trail
users were comprised of primarily (80%; n = 28) local
community members and that 46% (n = 16) of these
trail users would like to see more native species along
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the trail in future plantings. Recommendations include
addressing aesthetic perceptions of beneficial plant
species as a measure of community preference and in
acknowledging the lack of a consistent framework for
these interdisciplinary studies.

Modernizing Extension Publications:
A Case Study of U.S. Landscape Design
Resources
Cheryl R. Boyer*, Jianqiao Luan, and Gregory
Davis
Department of Horticulture and Natural Resources,
Manhattan, KS 66506

The Smith-Lever Act of 1914 charged land-grant institutions with a variety of tasks related to extending
research-based information to the public. Part of that
charge is the creation and dissemination of Extension
publications. Each Cooperative Extension system has
approached this in a unique way: some create and
manage the entire publication process in-house and
others outsource at least some of the publication, printing, and dissemination process. While creating content
is accomplished by faculty and staff, the capability to
maintain, update, and modernize Extension publications varies among institutions, publication systems,
and available expertise. At Kansas State University all
Cooperative Extension publications are managed inhouse, from writing, editing, graphic design and layout
to printing, sales, and shipping.The objective of this
project was to compare and contrast K-State Research
and Extension’s (KSRE) landscape design publication
(published in 1980) with similar written resources at
land-grant institutions in the U.S. as part of the process
of updating our own resource. Results indicated that
35% of institutions had one or more publications on the
topic (61 in total), most of which (80%) had publication
dates after the year 2000. Contents, length, graphic
style, color printing, and digital availability varied among
publications. KSRE’s landscape design publication was
among the oldest and longest (bottom 3%), graphics
were composed of hand-drawings only (as were 34%),
black and white printing (46% were similar), and contained similar basic information as others, though fewer
specialized sections. While it has been available as a
PDF download, it is not interactive or available in HTML
as 59% of other publications. Consumers have come
to expect modern, innovative, digital and analog tools
for learning. It is imperative that Extension knowledge
sources progress toward increasing relevance with discoverable, usable learning resources for stakeholders.

Dealing a Winning Strategy: An
Integrated Pest Management Card Deck
for Extension Learning
Cheryl R. Boyer1*, Frannie L. Miller2, and
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Brooke M. Garcia2
Department of Horticulture and Natural Resources,
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506,
2
Department of Entomology, Kansas State University,
Manhattan, KS 66506
1

Essential components of Extension educational toolboxes should be innovative resources. The Kansas State
University Extension Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
team developed a unique tool for learning IPM control
measures with a custom playing card deck. The deck,
a traditional 52-card deck printed on plastic-coated
card stock, contains images of pest control measures
from four categories for the “suites” (biological control, physical/mechanical control, cultural control, and
chemical control). The deck is not an exhaustive list
of IPM controls but contains a representative group
of approaches in different environments that can be
combined in a number of ways to achieve specific learning outcomes. Traditional card games can be played to
expose learners to the information on the cards or can
be used in combination with pest problems to develop
multi-mode pest control strategies. Development of the
card deck required new ways of thinking about educational content creation and product design, as this type
of “publication” had not been created within the K-State
Research and Extension (KSRE) system previously. The
IPM team approached the KSRE publications team with
the idea of an educational card deck in July 2018 and
completed the project in 11 months. To facilitate the
process, the publications team created a template with
appropriate size and graphic guidelines while the IPM
team gathered photos and wrote content for the cards
(45 words/285 characters), followed by editing. Printing this tool necessitated outsourcing to a company
specialized in printing playing cards; requiring several
permissions within the KSRE System. An evaluation
survey QR code was printed on the back of the instruction booklet to learn how users were deploying the
deck with stakeholder audiences such as landscape
professionals and schools. The project has been wellreceived with nearly 600 card decks distributed so far.
More innovative learning games are envisioned by the
Extension IPM team.

Industrial Hemp Pilot Program at A&T
Provides Guidance to Small Farmers in
North Carolina
Sanjun Gu1*, Guochen Yang2, and Valerie
Giddings3
Cooperative Extension; 2Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Design; 3Department of
Family and Consumer Sciences, North Carolina A&T
State University, Greensboro, NC 27401

1

Small farmers in North Carolina have been excited and
highly interested in hemp, since the release of 2014
Farm Bill, which loosened the stringent control over
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the crop. The removal of hemp from the list of controlled substances in the 2018 Farm Bill furthered the
excitement. Having been a banned crop for decades,
hemp regulations by state and federal governments,
hemp production, and hemp processing puzzle most
farmers and extension agents. With funding support
from the Golden LEAF Foundation, A&T launched the
Industrial Hemp Pilot Program to help famers decide if
hemp would be a viable crop. The program intends to
provide small farmers with the latest state and federal
regulations, the up-to-date research results, production techniques and challenges, as well as marketing
and economics potentials around hemp. The program
also aims to bridge small farmers with hemp industrial
partners and to develop peer-to-peer network among
small farmers interested in hemp. Since 2018, six hemp
workshops, three hemp field days and one mini hemp
conference have reached over 800 farmers. Three inservice workshops have been conducted which have
trained over 125 agriculture and natural resource extension agents. A hemp website and fact sheet were also
developed. Feedback from farmers and agents revealed
that they have become fully equipped with NC, USDA
and FDA regulations on hemp, hemp and hemp production basics, and the latest research results from North
Carolina State University, A&T and NC Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services. Farmers expressed
that “hemp is not my thing” or “hemp is exact what I
want”, which are great outcomes of the pilot program.

course could be effective. Benefits identified include
the ability to review and repeat information, flexibility
in completing work, lack of distractions, and its usefulness to absentees. Negatives about the experience
included a lack of “hands-on” experience, no ability to
ask questions or discuss information, needing the use
of a computer, and needing further training on using
Canvas. Participants also shared that they wanted more
videos, quizzes, and advanced information online and
identified access to computer, computer skills, fear of
technology, and age could be barriers to adoption. Two
respondents directly identified that the application of
online learning could remove barriers to participation
in programs. This application of online learning helps
to showcase the potential of technology to teach a wide
variety of Extension clientele but further research is
needed to better understand perceptions, adoption,
and effective implementation. Future work includes
the expansion of this method into a blended learning
structure for future Master Gardener courses.

Effectiveness of Canvas Learning
Management Software as a Tool for
Master Gardener Volunteer Training:
Use as a Course Supplement and as an
Alternative to In-person Classes

This is an update on the search for an iconic vegetable
that was a significant crop along the Gulf Coast of Mississippi, the Long Beach Red Radish (LBRR). Long Beach,
MS was a major cropping region in the early 1900s, the
primary crop was the LBRR, a six to seven-inch-long red
radish. In the winter months seeds of this radish (that
was originally bred in the north) were sent south for
growing an impressive number of harvested LBRR, up to
300 railroad boxcars, which were shipped north during
the winter months. No seed for the LBRR is currently
available. In 2018, we identified an heirloom radish still
in the market with similar characteristics having a history of seeds being sent south, the Cincinnati Market
radish. With the help of the seed catalog collection from
the Anderson Horticulture Library at the University of
Minnesota, we uncovered at least eight common names
describing similar long red radishes being grown in the
early 1900s: Long Scarlet, Cincinnati Market, Japanese
Long Scarlet, Long Scarlet Short Top, Long Scarlet Cincinnati, Early Short Top Long Scarlet, London Particular
Long Scarlet, and Market Gardeners’ Early Long Scarlet
Short Top. Input from the Nordic Genebank and World
Vegetable Center indicates that the problems identifying old heirloom varieties are compounded by 1) one
variety being called by different common names or 2)
multiple varieties being called by the same common
name. Newspaper clippings from 1916, 1917, and 1922

Wayne Hobbs*
University of Florida/IFAS Extension Clay County, 2463
SR16W, Green Cove Springs, FL 32043

As part of the 2019 Master Gardener Training for UF/
IFAS Extension Clay and St. John’s Counties, an online
component using the Canvas Catalog learning management system was implemented to serve as a course
supplement, providing participants with some activities
and a resource to access information. However, following a cancelled class date due to Hurricane Dorian,
students were tasked with conducting two online lessons. All 27 class participants completed the lessons
and 17 completed a survey following the course utilizing Likert-Scale and short response questions. 65% of
respondents shared that they had some experience
with online classes before this. Results also showed
that 94% agreed that a partially online course could be
effective and that online components were a benefit to
the course. Additionally, 88% agreed that they would
take more classes offered online. However, only 23% of
respondents agreed that a full online Master Gardener
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Horticulture CSI: The Latest Clues in the
Search for the Long Beach Red Radish
Gary R. Bachman1*, Christine E.H. Coker1, and
Patricia R. Knight2
Coastal Research and Extension Center, Mississippi
State University, 1815 Popps Ferry Road, Biloxi,
MS 38532; 2Coastal Horticulture Research, South
Mississippi Branch Station, Poplarville, MS
1
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would seem to describe the second scenario that several
long red radish varieties were being grown in Mississippi
and along the Gulf Coast. We believe that the evidence
indicates that several long red radish varieties were indeed being grown in the winter in Long Beach, MS and
those customers ordering from the north were simply
calling them those long red radishes from Long Beach,
hence the common name of Long Beach Red Radish.

Do Extension Program Participants Feel
More Connected to Water Following a
Multi-week Program? Results from a Pilot
Test of the Connectedness to Water Scale
Laura A. Warner1*, John M. Diaz2, Lorna Bravo3,
Nicole D. Pinson4, Taylor Clem5, and Edmund L.
Thralls6
Department of Agricultural Education and
Communication, University of Florida, PO Box 112060,
Gainesville, FL, 32611; 2Department of Agricultural
Education and Communication, University of Florida,
1200 N. Park Road, Park City, FL, 33563; 3UF/IFAS
Extension Broward County, 3245 College Avenue,
Davie, FL, 33314; 4UF/IFAS Extension Hillsborough
County, 5339 County Road 579, Seffner, FL, 33584; 5UF/
IFAS Alachua County Extension, 2800 NE 39th Avenue,
Gainesville, FL, 32609; 6UF/IFAS Extension Orange
County, 6021 S. Conway Rd., Orlando, FL, 32812
1

When people feel emotionally connected to nature they
are more likely to take action to protect it. This concept
(known as connectedness to nature) may help Extension
understand clients’ adoption of pro-environmental behaviors. This study was part of a larger project evaluating
how this concept can be translated to Connectedness
to Water (CTW) to promote landscape water conservation. We piloted a validated CTW instrument with three
Master Gardener classes in Florida. Measured on a
possible scale from –2 (least connected to water) to 2
(most connected to water), posttest CTW scores (M =
1.34, SD = .61) were significantly greater than pretest
CTW scores (M = 1.12 SD = 0.61), t (52) = –3.6, p = 001.
Master Gardeners’ CTW scores were higher than average statewide CTW scores even before the program,
and participants also increased their emotional connection to water following completion of the program.
Upon the posttest, Master Gardeners also spent more
time around water (M = 2.32, SD = .57) compared to
at the pretest (M = 2.26, SD = .52), but this difference
was not significantly different. There was, however, a
significant increase in time spent around stormwater
retention ponds specifically at the posttest (M = 2.33
, SD = 1.47) compared to the pretest (M = 1.90 SD =
1.25), t (57) = -2.3, p = 03. Upon the posttest, Master
Gardeners were also slightly more engaged in water
conservation (M = 9.89, SD = 1.96) compared to at the
pretest (M = 9.22, SD = 2.49), but this difference was
also not significantly different. There were significant
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increases in engagement in five specific conservation
behaviors: using different irrigation zones/ run times,
using a rain gauge, using rain barrels, using recycled
waste water to irrigate, and grouping plants according to
their water needs. Those working on water conservation
might use CTW to better understand their audience,
establish reasonable activities, and target appropriate
outcomes. Future research should explore whether a
causative relationship exists and how to intentionally
promote increased emotional connections to water as
a route to behavior change.

Promoting Tall Ridged Beds to Improve
Plant Stand, Growth and Production
of Vegetable Crops In Areas Prone to
Flooding Conditions
Ramón A. Arancibia
University of Missouri Extension, WC Region. Butler,
MO 64730

Tall planting beds are known to reduce the detrimental
effects of heavy rain and flooding in specialty crops.
Heavy rains are common in Missouri and the Midwest,
in particular 2019 with record rainfall and flooding resulting in delayed planting, damping off, rots, etc. Most
specialty crops in Missouri are planted in silty clay to
clay loam soils and on flat beds with poor drainage.
These practice and soil conditions have had a detrimental effect on plant stand and production due to
soil saturation that promote root asphyxia and rotting.
In addition, small growers don’t have the appropriate
equipment to form tall planting beds, so specialty crops
are frequently subjected to flooding and soil-borne
diseases. We have initiated an educational program to
extend information about the benefits of drainage and
tall planting beds, and to assist growers in modifying
farm equipment to form tall planting beds. The main
modifications are the size of the discs and adjusting the
angles of the disc gang of the bed hiller to lift the soil
and form a 15 inches high bed. If plastic mulch was to be
used, then a custom made roller shaper could be used
to pact and shape the bed prior to laying plastic. A bed
shaper-plastic layer implement could be modified also.
Adopting tall beds is expected to improve drainage and
reduce soil saturation, soil-borne diseases, and improve
the overall sustainability of specialty crops farmers and
industry in Missouri.

Indoor Plant Propagation Stakeholders
Preferred Sources of Agricultural
Information
Fallys Masambuka-Kanchewa*, and Alexa, J.
Lamm
Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education and
Communication, University of Georgia, 405 College
Station Road, Athens, GA, 30602
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Indoor plant propagation is an emerging farming practice being utilized around the globe with limited use in
the U.S. Indoor plant production has the potential to
transform agriculture in the U.S. by increasing production and improving access to food throughout the year.
Research has been conducted to assess the economic
impact of indoor plant production in other countries and
research is being proposed to identify ways to improve
production efficiency when utilizing indoor production
facilities in the U.S. However, little is known about how
indoor plant propagation stakeholders’ access scientific
information on plant propagation research projects
to determine whether or not they want to adopt the
practice. The research presented here explored how
specialty crop growers are accessing information and
their preferred information sources to inform how
scientists should deliver research findings through
educational programs. Data was collected during a focus group conducted with stakeholder representative
of the various organizations and companies involved
and/or potentially interested in indoor plant propagation. The results indicated the participants depended
on each other for information and, in some cases,
searched online to obtain anything that may be available regardless of source. Face-to-face meetings and
quarterly newsletters were the most preferred ways
for accessing information from scientists.

The Utilization of User Fees to Manage
Greenhouses and Growth Chambers at
Public and Land Grant Universities
Kennedy Mayfield-Smith*, Alexa J. Lamm, and
Robert Stougaard
Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education,
and Communication, University of Georgia, Athens, GA
30602

Research facilities are often the backbone of agricultural
and environmental science departments at public and
land-grant universities. Many research facility directors
and managers struggle to find the necessary funds
for the maintenance, repair, and replacement of basic
infrastructure needs. The Association of Public and
Land-grant Universities recently assessed capital infrastructure and deferred maintenance issues at schools
of agriculture within the public and land-grant university system. Out of the total of $8.4 billion of deferred
maintenance needs identified, $3.2 billion of those
maintenance needs fall in the science research facility
category (Sightlines, 2015, p.13). This study was initiated
to assess to what extent user fees are being utilized to
finance the operation and maintenance of greenhouse
operations at public and land-grant universities. Data
was collected using a researcher-developed online
survey instrument. The target population of the study
included greenhouse and growth chamber research
facility managers at public and land-grant universities
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in the United States. In consultation with greenhouse
and growth chamber facility managers, we selected
user fees, indirect costs, and general state-appropriated
funds as resources to evaluate when analyzing the utilization of user fees.We hope that upon the completion of
this research we will be able to better understand how
the utilization of user fees in addition to other sources
of funding impacts the operation and maintenance of
research facilities.

Floriculture, Ornamentals and
Turf Section
From Pot to Reservoir: Tracking Nitrogen
Movement at a South Carolina Nursery
Sarah A. White1*, John C. Majsztrik1, William H.J.
Strosnider2, Lauren M. Garcia Chance3, Natasha
L. Bell4, and Daniel R. Hitchcock5
E-143 Poole Agricultural Center, Department of Plant
and Environmental Sciences, Clemson University,
Clemson, SC 29634; 22306 Crabhall Rd, Belle W. Baruch
Institute for Marine and Costal Sciences, University of
South Carolina, Georgetown, SC 29442; 3334 Summit
Ridge Rd., Southern Highlands Reserve Native Plant
Arboretum and Research Center, Lake Toxaway, NC,
28747; 4East 5th Street, Department of Engineering,
East Carolina University, Greenville, NC 27858; 5177
Hobcaw Rd. Department of Agricultural Sciences,
Clemson University, Georgetown, SC 29442
1

Greenhouse and nursery operations apply irrigation for
crop production. After application, this water flows off
production areas and into water management infrastructure. Nitrogen is one contaminant that needs to
be managed in irrigation return water, as it can degrade
water quality and support growth of algal blooms and
aquatic weeds. Growers use water management infrastructure to treat water for reuse or release offsite.
Water management infrastructure design is typically
focused on moving water off production areas rather
than optimizing for both water treatment and flow.
Advanced water infrastructure design can assist growers with management of sediment, nutrient, pesticide,
and phytopathogen contaminants. The goals of this
grower case study were to quantify: 1) the movement
of nitrogen from container through final irrigation reservoir; 2) the volume of water moving through water
infrastructure during irrigation events in four seasons;
and 3) remediation efficacy of sequential water infrastructure design features at a small container nursery
in the Piedmont region of SC. Over two and a half years,
samples were collected from seven sites at the nursery:
the irrigation source, irrigation runoff receiving areas,
vegetative channels (which directly received irrigation
runoff and drainage), and three subsequent hydrologically connected reservoirs. Vegetative channels were
simple and effective infrastructure components that
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slowed water and reduced N inputs from production
areas by a minimum of 70% over the sampled irrigation events. Reservoirs (tailwater catch basins) in series,
rather than a single large reservoir, helped to facilitate
continued N reduction and enhanced water quality with
N remediation ranging from 88 to 93% over the same
period. Irrigation volumes per event ranged from 54,000
L to 386,000 L, depending upon season. The mass of N
entering and leaving the receiving water management
system ranges from ~10,000 g N / year (10.0 mg/L N
yearly average) to 356 g N/year (0.47 mg/L yearly average), respectively. In future work, we will evaluate how
the fate of plant pathogens, phosphorus, and sediment
change as influenced by nursery infrastructure design.
Growers can use research-based information to guide
advanced infrastructure design choices to help them
meet water management goals.

Short-term Effects of Basal Stem
Glufosinate Applications to Nursery
Trees
Anthony L. Witcher*
Department of Agricultural and Environmental
Sciences, Otis L. Floyd Nursery Research Center,
Tennessee State University, 472 Cadillac Ln.,
McMinnville, TN 37110

Glyphosate is the most common post-emerge herbicide
for broad spectrum control of weeds in field-grown
nursery crops, but glyphosate resistant weeds have
become an issue. Glufosinate is an alternative broad
spectrum herbicide that can control glyphosate resistant
weeds. Post-emerge herbicides such as glufosinate are
sprayed as a band application to terminate weeds within
the row, but the herbicide can contact tree stems when
non-shielded spray tips are used. Glufosinate can be
absorbed by tree bark and translocated within the plant,
but the potential damage caused by these applications
has not been extensively studied. The objective of this
research was to evaluate basal glufosinate applications
on growth of ‘Brandywine’ red maple (Acer rubrum L.
‘Brandywine’). Two gallon plants received basal (15–20
cm portion of lower stem) glufosinate treatments every
4 or 8 weeks (4 or 2 total applications, respectively)
using an application rate of 2 or 4 lb ai/A. An ultra-low
volume (ULV) sprayer (Herbiflex 4) was also included as
a treatment for comparison with conventional sprayer
applications. Shoot height, stem diameter, shoot biomass, and stem damage were recorded. Stem cracking
and lesions were observed on over 50% of the plants
treated with the ULV sprayer and at 4 lb ai/A. The damaged area ranged 11–15 cm in length, corresponding
to the treated stem area. There were no differences
in shoot growth or biomass among the treatments.
Although glufosinate can be absorbed through bark
and translocated throughout the plant, residual effects
may take longer to materialize compared with leaf and
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exposed root absorption. In our experiment, the remaining plants will be transplanted to 5 gal containers and
receive the same glufosinate treatments to observe any
potential effects on plant growth in the second year. In
the short term, basal glufosinate applications do not
affect plant growth but can cause significant damage
to the treated stem area.

Rain or Irrigation: A Container Plant
Producer’s Challenge
Thomas H. Yeager*
Department of Environmental Horticulture, University
of Florida, IFAS, Gainesville, FL 32611

Ilex cornuta ‘Burfordii Nana’ was grown for 106 days
(Mar.–June 2016) with a pine bark and peat substrate
in #3 containers (»9 L) at a nursery in central Florida.
The sprinkler or overhead irrigation amount applied
daily to 0.2 ha (0.5 acre) was controlled by the webbased Container IRRIGation (CIRRIG) program, which
automatically determined plant water need from on-site
inputs of weather and container leaching fractions. A
time clock was used to manually adjust the amount of
irrigation applied to an adjacent area of similar plants.
Time clock adjustments were based on evaluations of
the container substrate moisture by nursery personnel.
Manual adjustments of irrigation application amounts
generally emulated amounts applied with CIRRIG that
automatically considered rainfall. However, CIRRIG
resulted in 2.3 cm (0.9 inch) of water saved, which
equated to enough water for 13 days of irrigation yearly,
assuming 320 daily applications and 0.5 cm (0.2 inch)
per application.

Evaluation of Wood Products As Root
Substrate Amendments With Floriculture
Container-grown Crops
Kalyn M. Helms1, Ryan W. Dickson1*, and Brian
E. Jackson2
311 Plant Sciences, Department of Horticulture,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701; 2Kilgore
Hall 130, Box 7609, North Carolina State University
Campus, Raleigh, NC 27695

1

New pine-wood products, such as wood fiber and hammer-milled pine tree substrate, are being increasingly
used in substrates for the production of containerized
floriculture crops. Seven substrate amendment types,
including, European white pine wood fiber, scots pine
wood fiber, loblolly pine wood fiber, hammer-milled
pine tree substrate from loblolly pine, composted loblolly pine bark, coconut coir, perlite, and coarse peat,
amendment types were incorporated into peat at 15%,
30%, 45%, and 60% by volume, and each and percentage treatment combination was replicated four times.
Petunia × hybrida ‘Supertunia Vista Bubblegum’ were
transplanted into individual containers and irrigated
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once the substrate moisture content reached 60% container capacity with a complete 17–4–17 water soluble
fertilizer at 200 ppm N. Plants were grown in a controlled
environment greenhouse where leaf SPAD chlorophyll
content, flower number, total shoot dry mass, substrate
pH, and electrical conductivity (EC) were measured after
eight weeks. Substrate samples not used for growing
plants and raw substrate components were analyzed
for potential to immobilize N following the Association
of German Agricultural Analytic and Research Institute
(VDLUFA, 2007) method. Substrate physical properties
including porosity dry bulk density were measured using
the North Carolina State University Porometer method.
Amendment type and percentage influenced substrate
physical properties, but had no statistical effect on N
immobilization. After eight weeks of production in the
greenhouse, plants grown in all substrate types were
of marketable quality with dark green foliage, high
leaf SPAD chlorophyll content, and high flower count
(>125 flowers/plant). Amendment types and percentage
influenced substrate pH and EC, however pH and EC
values remained within target ranges recommended
for bedding plants. Overall, shoot growth and flowering
were comparable between wood products, coir, and
perlite. Results suggested that wood products could
potentially replace materials such as perlite and coir
with minimal effects on plant performance and irrigation or fertilization regime.

Marketing Matters: Interpreting
Survey-based Heatmaps to Understand
Consumer Preferences for Elements
of Facebook Posts Designed to Market
Petunias Online
Lauri M. Baker1, Anissa M. Zagonel2, Cheryl R.
Boyer3*, and Hikaru H. Peterson4
Department of Agricultural Education and
Communication, University of Florida, Gainesville,
FL 32611; 2Center for Rural Enterprise Engagement,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611;
3
Department of Horticulture and Natural Resources,
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506;
4
Department of Applied Economics, University of
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108
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Consumers follow garden center businesses on social
networks like Facebook for many reasons. However, it
is not clear which aspects of posts attract a consumer
to engage with content online or by visiting the retail
store and purchasing. The objective of this study was to
measure which components of a Facebook post featuring images of a popular annual bedding plant (Petunia
hybrida spp.) in several environments and with varying
messages (lifestyle, educational, or promotional) were
most interesting to potential consumers. Participants
were recruited and paid by Qualtrics and were screened
prior to being offered the survey as having recently (in
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the last 2 years) purchased bedding plants and checked
their Facebook account within the last two weeks.
Participants were primarily female (88%), white (89%),
of moderate ($45,000) to high ($124,999) income, and
resided in one of the 12 North-Central Region United
States with Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio having the
greatest number of participants (408 total). Participants
viewed a Facebook post and clicked on the part of the
image that was most interesting to them, generating a
“heat map” showing regions of the image that attracted
attention of respondents. Images focused on either
the product (close up Petunia), presence of people with
product (toddler-age people), and place (Petunia for
sale in a retail setting). Participants were most drawn
to the center of the Petunia in the close-up image; the
toddlers’ faces and flowers; and the nearest hanging
basket for sale in the place photo. The message was of
most interest when related to a sale. While participants
were interested in flowers in all posts, the presence of
toddlers seemed to distract from the product. While
age of people in photos warrants further study, results
suggest not using young children in marketing images
on Facebook (if the goal is selling) in favor of close up
product and place images with sales messages included
as a component of the content mix.

Boxwood Dieback: A New Disease of
Boxwoods in the United States
Raghuwinder Singh
Plant Pathology and Crop Physiology Department,
434 Life Sciences Building, Louisiana State University
Agricultural Center, Baton Rouge, LA, 70803

Boxwood (Buxus spp.) is a popular perennial landscape
shrub in the United States because of its vibrant green
color and herbaceous evergreen growth. The wholesale
market value of boxwood was estimated at $118 million
in 2014 according to the USDA National Agricultural
Statistics Service. Although deer resistant and drought
tolerant, boxwoods are susceptible to several fungal
diseases. A new and emerging disease called boxwood
dieback caused by Colletotrichum theobromicola Delacr.,
was identified for the first time in the United States
in 2015. Since then, the disease has positively been
detected from Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Missouri,
New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Texas, and Virginia. A delay in the onset of symptoms
and symptom similarity between boxwood dieback and
Phytophthora root rot and Volutella blight, make it very
difficult to diagnose and identify. More recently, the
pathogen has been detected from roots of symptomatic
plants in the landscape. Boxwood dieback is suspected
to spread locally by poor pruning practices. Infected liners and potted plants are sources of introduction into
propagative nursery operations as well as commercial
and home landscapes. The current rate of boxwood
dieback spread is alarming, and has the potential to
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devastate the boxwood industry in the United States.

Transdisciplinary Work: The Center for
Rural Enterprise Engagement
Cheryl R. Boyer1*, Hikaru H. Peterson2, and
Lauri M. Baker3
Department of Horticulture and Natural Resources,
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506;
2
Department of Applied Economics, University of
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108; 3Department of
Agricultural Education and Communication, University
of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
1

Transdisciplinary work is a group strategy that traverses
disciplinary boundaries in order to approach an issue
or problem from a holistic perspective. This differs from
multidisciplinary- and interdisciplinary work in several
ways. Multidisciplinary work is additive, meaning that the
disciplines inform one another but approach their tasks
separately. Interdisciplinary work is more integrated,
moving toward breaking down boundaries, but still
focusing on individual disciplines. Teams working with
transdisciplinary perspectives go beyond traditional
discipline boundaries and create an entirely new way
of thinking and operating resulting in broad-reaching
outcomes. In essence, transdisciplinary work transcends
the individual collaborator, creating an additional component (i.e. ringing chord, as in a barbershop quartet’s
“fifth voice”). The Center for Rural Enterprise Engagement (CREE) is a transdisciplinary, multi-institutional
generator and source of knowledge about new-media
marketing for agricultural stakeholders. It has melded
the disciplines of horticulture, agricultural economics,
and agricultural communications to address questions
related to best practices for new-and social-media
marketing. The team encompasses all three land-grant
institution missions (teaching, research, and extension)
with their appointments. In the case of CREE, a horticulture extension/research specialist helps understand and
coordinate stakeholder needs. Agricultural economics
and agricultural communication provide distinct yet
complementary disciplinary frameworks to help address
the identified needs to answer questions such as “What
is the return on investment for time spent on new- and
social-media?” and “What are effective communication
strategies for intended audiences?” While co-learning
and appreciating the lenses of home disciplines, we combine efforts to generate meaningful, research-based
solutions for rural and agriculture-based businesses to
flourish in ever-changing environments while fostering
positive changes to rural livelihood.

Fertilizer and Plant Growth Regulator
Strategies for Improving Consumer
Performance of Container-grown Petunia
Ryan W. Dickson1 and Paul R. Fisher2
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Department of Horticulture, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, AR 72701; 2Environmental Horticulture
Department, Institute of Food and Agricultural
Sciences, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
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Fertilizer and plant growth regulator methods used
during production of container-grown floriculture crops
have carry over effects on performance of these plants
for the consumer, and have potential to add value,
differentiate product quality, and increase consumer
success and repeat sales. Objectives of this project were
1) to evaluate fertilizer strategies designed to provide
residual nutrients and improve plant performance
for consumers, with a focus on fertilizers differing in
whether nutrients were derived from inorganic versus
organic sources and 2) to evaluate the potential of
providing a high concentration of water-soluble fertilizer (WSF) combined with a plant growth regulator to
improve plant performance during post-production.
In Spring 2017, a single-factor greenhouse experiment
at the University of New Hampshire evaluated twelve
fertilizer strategies designed to provide residual nutrients during post-production with container-grown
petunia. Fertilizer treatments were applied during
a greenhouse production phase, after which plant
growth and root zone nutrients were measured during a simulated consumer retail phase. Treatments
differed in nutrient concentration and release pattern,
inorganic or organic form, applied as a liquid or solid,
and incorporated into the growing substrate or applied
at the end of production. During Spring 2018, another
greenhouse experiment with container-grown petunia
evaluated the potential of applying WSF and chemical
plant growth regulator (PGR) at the end of production to
improve shelf-life performance for consumers. Petunia
were grown in plastic hanging baskets, and treatments
consisted of fertilizing with two concentrations of WSF
(200 and 400 mg·L–1 N) and PGR (0 and 3 mg·L–1 paclobutrazol) as the last irrigation of production. Plants
then continued in a simulated retail consumer phase
with no further fertilizer or PGR applications, during
which data were collected on substrate nutrients and
plant performance. Petunia top-dressed with inorganic
controlled-release fertilizer (15–9–12 Osmocote PlusTM)
and organic turkey compost (3–1–1 SustaneTM) at the
end of the production phase resulted in the greatest
supply of residual nutrients and increased plant growth
during post-production, whereas applications of a high
concentrations of WSF and other slow-release organic
fertilizers provided insufficient nutrients for the duration of the consumer phase. Applying PGR at the end
of production improved plant quality during the consumer phase by slowing shoot growth and promoting
a more compact growth habit, as well as maintaining
green leaf color and the total number of flowers per
plant for a longer period.

Substrate Stratification: A Media
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Management Strategy for Increased
Resource Efficiency
Jeb S. Fields1*, James S. Owen Jr.2, and James
Altland2
Hammond Research Station, 21549 Old Covington
Hwy, Louisiana State University Agricultural Center.
Hammond, LA 70403; 2USDA-ARS, Application
Technology Research Unit, 1680 Madison Ave.,
Wooster, OH 44691
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With resource efficiency becoming paramount to the
continued growth of the nursery industry, rethinking
soilless substrate management within container production systems may allow for more sustainable water
and fertilizer use. Substrate stratification (i.e. layering
unique substrates within a single container) has the
potential to reconfigure the hydraulic gradient within
the substrate matrix, and allow more precise fertilizer
placement within a container. The objective of this research was to identify the potential of reducing water
and fertilizer requirement for container production
systems utilizing stratified substrates. Drift rose liners were planted in 11.4-L containers filled with one
of four substrate treatments. The first treatment was
a control consisting of regionally sourced aged pine
bark amended with medium-high recommended rate
of nine-month controlled release fertilizer (18–6–12),
micronutrients, and dolomitic limestone to adjust pH.
The control consisted of one substrate throughout the
container with amendments incorporated throughout.
The three remaining substrates were stratified with
course pine bark amended only with dolomitic limestone on the bottom half of the containers. The top
substrate strata consisted of either the conventional
bark, conventional bark with 30% Sphagnum peatmoss,
or pine bark fines. The three individual top strata were
amended with 80% medium-high rate of CRF, 80% micronutrients; and dolomitic limestone to adjust pH. The
three stratified treatments had 80% of the fertilizer used
in the control with all of the fertilizer concentrated in the
upper half of the container. Replicates were split into
two overhead irrigation treatments, normal irrigation
(18 mm daily) and a ~20% reduced irrigation (15 mm
daily). Crops were grown for ~140 d until harvest. There
was no difference among treatment growth in the first
33 d of the experiment (P = 0.7665). After 76 d, all stratified treatments had surpassed the controls in growth
index (P = 0.0116). There was no difference among any
treatments in root: shoot dry mass (P = 0.7720) nor root
quality (P = 0.4150) at time of harvest. The only case
where reduced irrigation adversely affect the growth was
in the treatment with the conventional bark top strata
under reduced irrigation (P = 0.0784). The pore water
in the substrates with reduced fertilizer in the upper
strata had consistently reduced electrical conductivity
throughout the study when compared to the control
(P < 0.0001). When strata porosity characteristics are
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paired properly, stratifying container systems can lead
to more uniform water distribution and reduced water
and fertilizer requirement in container production.

Improving Nursery Crop Pest
Management with Precision Pesticide
Application Technology
Amy Fulcher1, Lauren Fessler1, Wesley Wright2,
Heping Zhu3, Grace Pietsch1, Whitney Yeary1,
Trystan Bordeau1, and Luc Nadaud1
Department of Plant Sciences, 2505 E.J. Chapman Drive,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-4500;
2
Biosystems Engineering and Soil Science, 2506 E.J.
Chapman Drive, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN
37996-4531; 3USDA-ARS, 1680 Madison Ave., Wooster,
OH 44691
1

Recent advances in spray application technology have
given growers the ability to retrofit existing air-blast
sprayers with laser and ground speed sensors, a computer system, and variable-rate solenoid valves. This
Intelligent sprayer technology detects plant presence,
size, shape and leaf density and adjusts spray output to
match these crop characteristics in real-time. Multi-row
blocks provide a challenging environment for pesticide
application; therefore, the objective of this experiment
was to compare spray volume, disease management,
and beneficial insect population in the constant-rate
and variable-rate spray treatments when applied to a
six-row block, pot-in-pot production system. A field plot
was divided in half, with one half sprayed in constant
rate applying 51.3 gal/acre (480 L/ha) and the other
in variable rate applying 0.07 fl oz/ft3 (0.07 L/m3). Ten
Shumard oaks (half in an outer row of a block and half
in an interior row) were flagged in each treatment and
monitored regularly for Cylindrosporium leaf spot.
Presence and number of pollinators and natural enemies were also recorded. On May 7, 2019 and Aug.
12, 2019, water sensitive cards (WSCs) were placed in
the block and then sprayed with water to assess target
and off-target spray deposits. Cards were analyzed for
coverage (%), droplet density (deposits/cm2), and deposition (μL/cm2). Spray volume applied was recorded for
each treatment on these spray dates and throughout
the season when pesticides were applied. The average
spray volume discharged over the season was 113 gal
(427 L) for the constant-rate treatment and 63.2 gal
(239 L) for the variable-rate treatment, a 44% reduction. Disease incidence was managed to an acceptable
and comparable level in both treatments. Few natural
enemies and pollinators were observed, regardless of
treatment or season, possibly due to lack of vegetation
on the nursery floor. Within the canopy of target trees,
deposit density met or exceeded the recommended
guidelines for both treatments (20–30 droplets/cm2
threshold for insecticides, 50–70 droplet/cm2 threshold for fungicides). Coverage on drift cards placed in
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the canopy of trees in the adjacent block was reduced
nearly 75% by the variable rate treatment compared
to the constant rate. These results indicate that Intelligent sprayer technology can achieve recommended
pesticide application ranges while reducing pesticide
costs and the potential for negative ecosystem impacts
in a dense, multi-row block of trees.

Analysis of Energy Use and Its Impact on
Carbon Footprint of Four Greenhouse
Model Systems
Dewayne L. Ingram1*, Charles R. Hall2, and
Joshua Knight1
1N-318 ASN, Department of Horticulture, University
of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40514-0091; 2Department
of Horticulture, 2133 TAMU, Texas A&M University,
College Station, TX 77843-2133

Understanding energy use in greenhouse production
systems is important because of its impact on profitability. Several production models using grower data
regarding best management practices for selected
greenhouse crops have been developed. These models
representing various climatic regions were analyzed
using life cycle assessment focusing on carbon footprint and variable costs. Interestingly, the models
varied in energy use. This paper pulls direct electricity
and natural gas usage data from these models and
expresses them on a per-square-foot-week (SQFTWK)
basis. In an older, Quonset-style greenhouse in the
deep south in which foliage transplants were grown
year-round, the electricity use was 0.188 kWh/SQFTWK
and natural gas usage was 0.02 m3/SQFTWK. In a newer,
Dutch-style greenhouse producing foliage transplants
in the deep south, the energy usage was lower with
an average electricity use of 0.093 kWh/SQFTWK and
natural gas use of 0.029 m3/SQFTWK. For a Dutch-style
greenhouse producing annuals and potted flowering
crops year-round in the northeastern US, the electric
usage averaged 0.0028 kWh/SQFTWK and the natural
gas usage averaged 0.0.000009 m3/SQFTWK. Electricity
usage averaged 0.007 kWh/SQFTWK and the natural
gas usage averaged 0.00017 m3/SQFTWK for a model
system in the mid-Atlantic region producing potted
flowering plants. The contribution of energy usage to
carbon footprint for these systems ranged from 90% of
the carbon footprint for transplant production model in
the older house to 12% for begonia production model
in a modern greenhouse in the northeast U.S. The energy contribution to variable costs for these two model
crops were 2% to 1%, respectively.

Climate Change Raises Unforeseen
Challenges to Plant Development
and Specification for Sustainable 21st
Century Built Environments
HortScience 55(9) Supplement – SR-ASHS Annual Meeting

Michael A. Arnold1*
Department of Horticultural Sciences, Texas A&M
University, College Station, TX 77843-2133
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Concerns for natural ecosystems and crop production
associated with rising global temperatures have been
well documented. However, we are just beginning to
appreciate the even greater impacts on built environments, particularly those associated with urban heat
islands (UHI). Studies of 60 large U.S. cities found mean
daily highs 2.4 °F (1.3 °C) greater than surrounding
rural areas, with nighttime lows 4.0 °F (2.2 °C) greater
in the UHI. Greater energy consumption for cooling,
more days exceeding 90 °F (32.2 °C), increased ozone
pollution were among reported adverse impacts that
would present enhanced challenges to plant selection
for UHI in the future. Plantings in the built environment offer shading, transpiration cooling, and reduced
heat reflection that can help to offset the impacts of
temperature changes in the UHI, but to do so plants
bred and specified for use in these built environments
must be able to adapt to the changing temperature
regimes. This presentation will discuss a number of
these including impacts of projected precipitation
and drier soil moisture, particularly in the western
U.S., need for provenance considerations in breeding,
evidence for increasing negative synergisms of rising
temperatures and pest concerns, need to account for
reduced winter chilling in plant breeding and design
specification, issues associated with breeding plants
for increased storm frequency and intensity, rising sea
levels in coastal built environments, and issues associated with plant geography and movement of invasive
species impacted by potential climate changes. Not
all impacts of increased temperatures in winter were
negative for plant selection or specification. For instance,
the growing season in Madison ,WI, has been reported
to increase by about 5 days, warmer temperatures
in UHI may result in reduced winter heating requirements, and the warmer winter lows in UHI may permit
an expansion of the palette of available winter hardy
plants. When breeding plants or making specifications
for designs for built environments of the future many
factors other than increased daytime heat will need to
be considered, including at least drought, flood, and
salinity tolerances, winter chilling requirements, pest
/ disease tolerance, enhanced strength of branching
structure, invasive potential, tolerance to rapid temperature changes, and a strong basis for provenance
based breeding and specification.

Carbohydrate Allocation of Creeping
Bentgrass under Temporal Shade
Saydi Loewe1, Naba R. Amgain*2, Paden
House2, and Charles H. Fontanier2
Oklahoma Baptist University, Shawnee, OK 74804;
Dept. of Horticulture and Landscape Architecture,

1
2
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Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078

Turfgrass are often shaded by trees, houses, and
stadiums. A decrease in available photosynthetically
active radiation caused by shade can be detrimental
to turfgrass growth, development, and quality. Grasses
grown under shade have lower carbohydrates reserve,
lower respiration rate, and reduced transpiration rate.
The shade is rarely constant and instead fluctuates
throughout the day. Some areas may be shaded for a
partial day whereas others may be continuously under
shade. Although it is thought that morning shade is more
detrimental than afternoon shade, it is not clear from
the previous research and literature. The objective of
this study is to compare the effects of morning shade
vs. afternoon shade on the growth and development of
creeping bentgrass. ‘007’ creeping bentgrass was established in a 10.2 cm diameter and 46 cm long polyvinyl
chloride pipe growth tube containing USGA specification
sand. Grasses were mowed every week and clippings
were collected. Growth tubes were kept under full sun,
morning shade, and afternoon shade with 4 replications of each treatment. The greenhouse conditions
was maintained at 35/25 °C day/night temperature.
Photosynthetically active radiation (µmol·m-2·s-1) was
measured using a quantum light sensor (Spectrum
Technologies, Inc., Plainfield, IL) and data were recorded
every 15 min using Watchdog 1000 (Spectrum Technologies, Inc., Plainfield. Carbohydrates contain in leaves and
roots were analyzed four weeks after shade treatment.
The result shows that the creeping bentgrass treated
with morning shade had lower storage carbohydrates
(fructans) and total nonstructural carbohydrates in its
leaves and roots compared to grasses grown under
afternoon shade and full sun. Grasses grown under
morning shade also had lower leaf dry weight compared
to grasses grown under full sun.

Fruit Crops Section
Canopy Management Evaluation of
Three Arkansas Table Grape Cultivars:
Gratitude, Faith, and Jupiter Grown
Under a High Tunnel System
Jose Hernandez*, Virginia Beasley, Karlee
Pruitt, and M.E. Garcia
316 Plant Science, Department of Horticulture, University
of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701

Hot and humid climate accompanied by high pest pressures in the southern U.S. region require high pesticide
inputs making field table grape production unsustainable. High tunnel (HT) systems, by providing moderate
environmental control (protection from frost and rain),
can allow for a reduction of pesticide inputs. Previous
research at University of Arkansas has demonstrated
that table grape production under HT’s is a viable option
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to overcome these biotic and abiotic factors. In 2014,
three table grape cultivars: Faith, Jupiter, and Gratitude,
were planted in Fayetteville in an 8 × 61m Haygrove
Super Solo HT on three trellis systems using a randomized incomplete block design. These vines performed
exceptionally well (precocity, increased yield and fruit
quality with lower pesticide applications). However, during the 2017 season, despite dormant season pruning,
excessive yields in some plants were observed. This
resulted in delayed ripening, reduced fruit quality, and
a higher disease incidence. The objective of this project
was to implement practices for crop load management.
During 2018 and 2019 season, the vines were cluster
thinned. Treatments included no cluster removal and
thinning at pea size. In 2018, cultivar had significant effects on yield weight, number of clusters per vine, and
weight of clusters. ‘Jupiter’ had significantly higher yield
per vine (21.82 kg) than ‘Faith’ and ‘Gratitude’ (11.98
and 9.88 kg, respectively). ‘Jupiter’ also had significantly
higher number of clusters per vine (89.67) than ‘Faith’
(66.67), which were both significantly higher than
‘Gratitude’ (29.44). ‘Gratitude’ had significantly heavier
cluster weight (501.12 g) than both ‘Faith’ and ‘Jupiter’
(230.61 and 281.66 g, respectively). In 2019, Faith and
‘Jupiter’ had significantly higher yield per vine (41.79
and 42.50 kg, respectively) than ‘Gratitude’ (20.89 kg).
‘Jupiter’ and ‘Faith’ had significantly higher numbers
of clusters (197 and 178, respectively) than ‘Gratitude’
(65). There were interaction effects in cultivar by trellis
in both total yield and number of clusters per vine in
2019. This research demonstrated that HT’s are great
technologies for increasing table grape production
efficiency and improving fruit quality for the southern
U.S. regions, but that cluster thinning might not be an
effective method for crop load management.

Postharvest Storage Performance of
Three Table Grape Cultivars: Gratitude,
Faith, and Jupiter Under a High Tunnel
System
Virginia Beasley1*, Renee Therlfall2, Jose
Hernandez1, Karlee Pruitt1, and M.E. Garcia1
316 Plant Science, Department of Horticulture,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701; 22650
N. Young Ave., Food Science Department, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701
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Grapes (Vitus vinifera) are a highly valued horticulture
crop around the world. The University of Arkansas Fruit
Breeding Program has developed many table grape
cultivars that may be better adapted to the climate in
the southern U.S. In this two-year study, Arkansas table
grapes were evaluated for storage characteristics when
grown under high tunnel (HT) systems with different
cluster thinning treatments. Three cultivars: Faith,
Gratitude, and Jupiter, were grown on a Geneva Double
Curtain trellis in a HT at the University of Arkansas AgHortScience 55(9) Supplement – SR-ASHS Annual Meeting

ricultural Experiment Station, Fayetteville. Two cluster
thinning treatments: none (Trt 1) and pea-sized berry
(Trt 2) were applied to the vines. In July 2018 and Aug.
2019, clusters were hand-harvested and stored in 0.9
kg clamshells. Two clusters per clamshell were evaluated in triplicate for physiochemical and marketability
attributes at harvest (day 0) and during storage (7, 14,
and 21 days postharvest) at 2 °C. At harvest 2018, berry
weight ranged from 3.1–4.7g, soluble solids 16.5–18.9%,
pH 3.4–3.8, and titratable acidity (TA) 0.5–0.6%. Mean
decay during storage was greater in Trt 1 (5.5%) compared to Trt 2 (3.6%). ‘Faith’ in Trt 1 had the highest mean
decay (10%). For all cultivars, Trt 2 had lower berry drop
(4.7%) than Trt 1 (5.7%). Berry drop varied significantly
by cultivar. ‘Jupiter’ had the highest berry drop (7.2%).
Mean weight loss during storage was higher for Trt 1
(4.5%) compared to Trt 2 (4.3%). After 21 storage days,
Trt 1 ‘Faith’ had the highest weight loss (5.8%). At harvest 2019, berry weight ranged from 3.9–4.4g, soluble
solids 15.6–16.5%, pH 3.6–3.9, and TA 0.4– 0.5%. Mean
decay during storage was higher for Trt 2 (5.8%) than
Trt 1 (3.9%). Decay varied significantly by cultivar. ‘Faith’
in Trt 2 had the highest decay (13.3%). For all cultivars,
Trt 1 had lower berry drop (6.4%) than Trt 2 (13.7%).
‘Jupiter’ in Trt 2 had the highest berry drop (17.2%).
For all cultivars, mean weight loss was higher for Trt 1
(5.6%) than Trt 2 (5.5%). After 21 d, Trt 1 ‘Faith’ had the
highest weight loss (7.4%). Cluster thinning improved
postharvest attributes related to weight loss. Cultivars
vary in storage quality. Both years, ‘Faith’ had higher
levels of decay and weight loss, while ‘Jupiter’ had the
highest berry drop.’

Link between Fruit Development and
Mature Fruit Drop in Huanglongbingaffected Sweet Orange
Lisa Tang*, Sukhdeep Singh, and Tripti Vashisth
Citrus Research and Education Center, University of
Florida, Lake Alfred, FL 33850

In the past decade, Florida citrus industry has been
struck by Huanglongbing (HLB), a disease caused by
the phloem-limited bacterium Candidatus Liberibacter
asiaticus. Besides tree decline, HLB causes a sharp
increase in mature fruit drop prior to harvest, leading
to a substantial reduction in citrus production. The aim
of the study was to provide insights in HLB-associated
mature fruit drop. In HLB-affected ‘Valencia’ sweet orange (Citrus sinensis), trees exhibiting severe symptoms
(severe trees) had a significantly higher rate of mature
fruit drop compared to mildly symptomatic ones (mild
tree). Interestingly, dropped fruit were smaller than
those still attached to tree branches; overall, fruit of
severe trees were smaller than mild trees, suggesting
a negative effect of HLB on fruit growth that may lead
to a high incidence to drop subsequently at maturity.
This possibility is further supported by the difference in
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fruit size as early as two months after bloom between
severe and mild trees. Although HLB-triggered phloem
plugging in citrus leaves, which may result in disrupted
carbohydrate transport, has been documented in literature, sugar concentration in juice was not significantly
different between dropped and attached fruit, providing
evidence that carbohydrate shortage is not the case for
dropped fruit and thus not the predominant cause of
HLB-associated fruit drop. Notably, the midday water
potential was significantly lower for severe than mild
trees in late March, during which trees were bearing
current crop of mature fruit (2 weeks before harvest)
along with return bloom. This suggests that HLB might
elevate mature fruit drop via altering tree water status
during the preharvest period and/or in the early stage
of fruit development (immediately after flowering),
which limits fruit growth. Together, the results suggest
that in the presence of HLB, increasing fruit size and
avoiding subjecting trees to additional stresses may
improve mature fruit retention.

Consumer Sensory Attributes of
Arkansas Fresh-market Blackberry
Cultivars that Impact Marketability
Renee T. Threlfall1*, John R. Clark2, and
Margaret L. Worthington2
2650 N. Young Avenue, Food Science Department,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72704; 2316
Plant Science, Horticulture Department, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701
1

The fresh-market blackberry (Rubus subgenus Rubus)
industry continues to expand with blackberry breeding
programs releasing new cultivars to meet consumer
demand. The size, composition, and sensory attributes
of fresh-market blackberries were evaluated at the
University of Arkansas System (UA System) Division of
Agriculture. Six blackberry cultivars (Caddo, Natchez,
Osage, Ouachita, Ponca, and Prime-Ark® Traveler) were
hand harvested at the shiny-black stage of ripeness
from the UA System Fruit Research Station, Clarksville
in June 2019 and taken to the UA System Food Science
Department for analysis. ‘Natchez’ (9.98 g) and ‘Caddo’
(9.15 g) had the highest berry weights and Osage (4.83
g) the lowest. There was not a difference in soluble solids (8.50–10.40%) between the cultivars, but Ponca had
an optimal balance for soluble solids/titratable acidity
ratio (12.83). A consumer sensory panel (n=81, 53%
male) evaluated visual and tasting elements of these
blackberries. Panelists (40%) indicated they purchased
fresh blackberries once per month at grocery stores,
but only 29% consumed blackberries once per month.
Over 80% of the consumers rated freshness, price,
and uniform color of berry as the primary reasons to
purchase fresh blackberries. When shown individual
blackberries for shape and size, consumers preferred
large, oblong berries. When shown two clamshells
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of blackberries, one filled with large berries and one
with small berries, 57% of the consumers preferred
the clamshell with larger berries. When shown three
clamshells of blackberries with increasing levels of
red drupelet reversion (drupelets turn from black to
red), 53% of the consumers preferred the clamshell
containing blackberries without red drupelet reversion. Consumers evaluated appearance, size, shape,
overall impression, flavor, sweetness, sourness, and
firmness of blackberries on a 9-point verbal hedonic
scale (1 = extremely dislike; 5 = neither like nor dislike;
9 = like extremely) with scores from 4.9–7.1 for these
attributes. There was not a difference in the cultivars
for appearance or firmness, but consumers liked the
size and shape of ‘Caddo’ the most. ‘Ponca’ had the
highest liking for overall impression, flavor, sweetness,
and sourness. These evaluations provided unique data
on size attributes, composition attributes, consumer
purchasing habits, and consumer liking of UA System
fresh-market blackberry cultivars.

acids ranged from 2.59% to 4.97%, and ‘Crystal’ had
higher levels than the other cultivars. For descriptive
sensory analysis, the trained panel (n=11) developed
a hops aroma lexicon and evaluated hops aroma on a
15-point scale (0 is less of the attribute; 15 is more of
the attribute). Panelists identified 22 aroma attributes in
the hops where grass (5.4–5.7) was the highest-scored
attribute followed by foliage (2.5–2.6), overall green herb
complex (2.4–2.7), and overall pepper complex (1.1–1.8).
Cultivars differed for terpenes, thyme, overall pepper
complex, white pepper, and overall impact attributes.
‘Cascade’ had the highest terpenes and overall impact.
This research produced the first quality and descriptive
sensory data for Arkansas-grown hops and found that
hops were lower in alpha and beta acids and had lower
sensory impact compared to commerially available
hops. There is potential for Arkansas-grown hops, and
quality and sensory characterisitics may improve as
the plants become established or as cultural practices
are refined.

Identifying Quality and Sensory
Attributes of Arkansas-grown Hops

Evaluating the Potential for
Contamination of Grapevine Petiole
versus Whole Leaf Tissue Samples for
Nutrient Analysis

Renee T. Threlfall1*, Arnount VanDamme1,
James O. McCleelan1, Amanda L. McWhirt2, and
Jackie Lee3
2650 N. Young Avenue, Food Science Department,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72704; 22301 S.
University, Cooperative Extension Service, University
of Arkansas, Little Rock, AR 72204; 31749 State Hwy
818, Fruit Research Station, University of Arkansas,
Clarksville, AR 72830
1

Hop plants (Humulus lupulus) are a perennial, climbing
species and produce hops cones used for beer production to impart bitter and unique flavors and aromas.
The hops cones produce luplin which contain alpha
and beta acids and are important for beer production.
Commercial hops typically contain 5-13% alpha acids
and 3-8% beta acids. The University of Arkansas System
(UA System) Division of Agriculture evaluated quality
and sensory attributes of four hops cultivars (Cascade,
Cashmere, Crystal, and Zeus) grown in Arkansas. Hops
plug plants were planted in Oct. 2018 at the UA System
Fruit Research Station in Clarksville, AR, and the hops
cones were harvested July-Sept. 2019. The hops were
taken to the UA System Food Science Department in
Fayetteville, and were dried, packaged, and frozen
(–10 °C) for analysis. Hops samples were ground prior
to quality and sensory analysis. The quality analysis
included total and individual alpha acids (cohumulone
and adhumulone) and beta acids (colupulone and adlupulone) of the hops. ‘Cascade’ and ‘Cashmere’ had the
highest levels of cohumulone and adhumulone. ‘Crystal’
had the highest, and ‘Zeus’ had the lowest colupulone
and adlupulone levels. Total alpha acids ranged from
3.26% (‘Crystal’) to 5.60% (‘Cashmere’). The total beta
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Tissue testing is recognized as the most accurate method
to assess the nutrient status of grapevines and other
fruit crops. The two tissues most frequently sampled
for analysis are leaf petioles and blades. In grapes,
samples are most often collected at full bloom and
late summer between veraison and harvest. However,
in areas with high fungal disease pressure such as the
southeast, these timings typically coincide with preventative fungicide applications. This may provide a source
of contamination, therefore it is recommended to wash
tissue samples prior to analysis. The most common
washing technique includes agitation in a dilute phosphate free soap solution for a short duration followed
by a double rinse in distilled water. This study aimed
to compare the potential for contamination of petioles
vs. leaf blades using this common washing technique.
Dithane F-45 (mancozeb) and Pristine (pyraclastrobin
+ boscalid) were applied at rates of 7.48 L·ha-1 and
0.875 kg·ha-1, respectively in 445 L·ha-1 to ‘Blanc Du Bois’
trained on a Watson System. Whole leaf samples were
collected prior to spraying, 30 minutes after spraying,
and 1 week after spraying. Between spraying and the
last sample timing, 13 mm of precipitation fell. The
samples collected prior to spraying were washed (4
leaves at a time) in a solution of phosphate free dish
soap (5 mL·L-1) for 10 seconds with agitation, followed by
a double rinse in distilled water. Each water basin was
replaced with fresh water between reps (30 leaves per
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rep). The samples collected immediately after spraying
and 7 days after spraying were subjected to two treatments: no washing and washing in dilute soap, followed
by double rinse in distilled water. A group of samples
collected at 7 days after spraying were also subjected
to a double wash treatment (dilute soap followed by
double rinse in distilled water × 2). After washing, leaf
blades were separated from petioles, dried, and sent
to the Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Soil, Forage, and
Water Testing Laboratory for nutrient analysis. No differences between petiole treatments were observed
for any nutrient. For leaf blades, manganese, zinc,
and sulfur were highest in the unwashed treatments.
Iron was highest in the unwashed treatment collected
immediately after spraying. All washing treatments
had higher manganese than the unsprayed treatment
indicating contamination from the fungicide application. These results suggest that leaf blades are more
prone to fungicide contamination and that the washing
technique employed was not sufficient.

Postharvest Broad Mite
(Polyphagotarsonemus latus) Infestations
in Arkansas Blackberry
Aaron J. Cato
2301 South University Ave, Department of Horticulture,
University of Arkansas, Little Rock, AR, 72204

Broad mite, Polyphagotrasonemus latus (Trombidiformes: Tarsonemidae), is a pestiferous mite species
with a worldwide distribution and a broad host range.
Although it was once thought that broad mite only
threatened greenhouse production in the United States,
broad mite has been observed to damage many commercial, in-field plantings of a specialty crops. Broad mite
damage to blackberry, Rubus (Rosales: Rosaceae), was
first observed in 2007 in Arkansas. Broad mites have
been observed to mainly feed on the new growth of
blackberry leaves and developing reproductive structures. Damage can be easily identified by distorted or
twisted leaves, a decrease in distance between nodes
on effected canes, an initial bronze appearance to new
growth, and a purple discoloration or cane dieback in
severe cases. Research at the University of Arkansas has
indicated the potential for severe yield loss from earlyseason broad mite infestations on primocane fruiting
blackberry. Broad mite were observed to overwinter
in leaf-litter at the base of canes and quickly distribute
across entire fields once 1-5 mites were observed per
leaflet. Uncontrolled populations effected growth of
blackberry plants and resulted in decreased fruit set.
Additionally, broad mite was found to be effectively
controlled with 1–2 applications of Agri-Mek®, but no
other labeled pesticides provided adequate control.
Many gaps in broad mite knowledge and understanding still exist. Severe broad mite infestations were
observed for the first time after harvest in 2019, while
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no infestations were observed preharvest. No research
has elucidated the process in which broad mite is able
to damage blackberry, and no data currently exists
on potential yield loss in floricanes following damage
to the previous year’s primocanes. Only one labeled
control option is known to be effective, which is not
a sustainable or integrated approach to managing a
pest with a high reproductive capacity. These gaps
in understanding are further exacerbated by a range
expansion in 2019, with the first observation of severe
infestations in North Carolina and surrounding states.
Ongoing research and collaborations by the University
of Arkansas and North Carolina State University hope
to fill-in gaps of knowledge with the goal of ultimately
creating a sustainable pest management strategy for
broad mite.

Freezing Temperature Responses of
Flower Stigmas on ‘Pawnee’, ‘Kanza’, and
‘Maramec’ Pecan Trees
Lu Zhang1*, Niels Maness1, and Justin Moss1
Department of Horticulture & Landscape Architecture,
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078
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Spring freeze is one of the most severe issues that
threaten Oklahoma pecan production. Statewide pecan production was halved in 2018 due to late spring
freeze. However, it is not fully clear when the critical
temperature is essential to buds/flowers development
and how the improper ambient temperature influences
pecan bloom qualities and synchrony, and which tools
pecan growers can effectively apply to handle poor
bloom with varying spring temperatures year after
year. We conducted preliminary research this year to
investigate the critical temperatures and durations
that could damage pecan flowers. Pecan branches with
buds/flowers at “bud scale shed” and “bloom” stages
were collected and treated with a series of cool and
cold temperatures: –6, –4, 0, and 4 °C for 1, 4, 8, and
12 hours, separately. After the treatment, branches
were cultivated in growth chambers which mimicked
filed moderate climate situation for flowering. Flower
qualities and stigma cells were checked at full bloom.
Our results revealed flowers barely developed after
the –6 and –4°C treatments. Interestingly, at the 4 °C
treatment for 4 hours, though 4 °C is not a freezing
temperature, male flowers were observed to have
wilted and lacked the sprouting of female flowers on
shoots collected at outer bud scale shed stage. Stigma
cells, which support pollen reception and hydration,
were found to have collapsed on the flowers with 4
hour, 4 °C treated at early bloom stage. This reveals
that “cold temperature” may be a more accurate term
than “spring freeze” to describe the spring temperature
issues in pecans. In other words, pecan flowers are
more sensitive to temperatures beyond our traditional
cognition. In addition, our research shows the flower
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of ‘Maramec’ is more sensiitive to cold temperatures
than ‘Pawnee’ and ‘Kanza’. In the future, we will narrow
our precision on spring threshold temperatures and
tolerant periods for pecan flowers. This knowledge is
important for growers to better manage orchards, since
insufficient or excessive field applications for avoiding
cold stress (e.g. water spray, smudge pots) could either
cause economic loss or plant damage.

Higher Renovation Pruning Height
Improves Early Yields of ‘Woodard’
Rabbiteye Blueberry
Eric T. Stafne1* and Barbara J. Smith2
South Branch Experiment Station, Coastal Research
and Extension Center, Mississippi State University, 810
Hwy 26 West, Poplarville, MS 39470, 2USDA-ARS Thad
Cochran Southern Horticultural Laboratory, 810 Hwy
26 West, Poplarville, MS 39470
1

applications spaced one week apart. One control treatment of no additional nitrogen was also included. Berries
were harvested and weighed as a total, then berries
with white drupelets were separated out and weighed.
The two values were divided to create a proportion
and multiplied by 100 to make a percentage. Nitrogen
application, whether at one time or over five applications, decreased the percentage of white drupelet
berries from 9% to 6%. Occurrence of white drupelets
was correlated with higher nighttime temperatures
(r = 0.7944). While it is likely that multiple factors are
involved in development of white drupelets, additional
nitrogen can reduce the problem. This may be due to
increase in biomass resulting in more shading or by
reducing inhibition of photosynthesis.

Assessment of Size Controlling Peach
Rootstocks for High Density Orchards in
Old, unproductive blueberry bushes are commonplace Alabama
across Mississippi. While blueberries are relatively easy
to grow, they will decline over time if not properly cared
for. Eighteen ‘Woodard’ rabbiteye blueberry bushes
were pruned at two different heights: ground level and
50 cm. Phosphorous acid was also added as a treatment in the first year; however, this had no effect on
the bushes. Yields were collected and weighed. Bushes
were measured and shoots counted. Cutting at 50 cm
produced more shoots in 2018 (36 vs. 21) and taller
bush height by 2019. Bushes pruned at 50 cm had
much higher yields in both 2018 (319 g vs. 58 g) and
2019 (3474 g vs. 626 g). Pruning at 50 cm vs. ground
level provides a substantial yield benefit while having
little to no difference in other measured parameters.
Thus, pruning at 50 cm can provide growers with greater
returns than pruning at ground level for ‘Woodard’
rabbiteye blueberry.

Additional Nitrogen Application May
Reduce White Drupelet Disorder in
‘Sweetie Pie’ Blackberry
Eric T. Stafne1* and Barbara J. Smith2
South Branch Experiment Station, Coastal Research
and Extension Center, Mississippi State University, 810
Hwy 26 West, Poplarville, MS 39470; 2USDA-ARS Thad
Cochran Southern Horticultural Laboratory, 810 Hwy
26 West, Poplarville, MS 39470
1

White drupelet disorder in blackberries is an abiotic
condition resulting from a genotype by environment
interaction. While high temperatures and high light
intensity have been implicated little is still known why
this issue occurs. In this study, three treatments were
applied to examine if addition of nitrogen can reduce
white drupelet disorder on ‘Sweetie Pie’ blackberry over
two seasons. Two nitrogen application treatments of
100 kg·ha-1 were applied at one time and five separate
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The soilborn fungus Armillaria tabescens causing Armillaria Root Rot (ARR) disease is the second leading
cause of peach tree mortality in the southeastern U.S.
Estimated lifetime production losses attributed to ARR
in peach crop average more than $5 million annually.
Until recently, there were no commercially available
rootstocks for peach with proven resistance to ARR
pathogen in the United States. The newly released
rootstock cultivar ‘MP-29’ offers the benefits of ARR
resistance without the adverse effect on scion fruit
size and productivity. Additionally, clonal P. persica
rootstocks ‘Controller 8’ and ‘Controller 7’ also appear
to be very promising size-controlling rootstocks for
high-density peach orchards due to their potential
to reduce management costs and provide economic
sustainability. A site with documented ARR history was
selected at the Chilton REC, AL to study the newly developed rootstocks for their disease resistance and assess
their efficiency for high-density planting. The rootstock
cultivars studied include ‘Controller 6’, ‘Controller 7’,
‘Controller 8, ‘Rootpac 20’, and ‘Rootpac 40’, ‘MP-29’, and
‘Guardian’ as a control. Scion cultivar is virus indexed
‘Cresthaven’. The experiment was planted in 2017 as a
randomized complete block design with 5 replications.
The tree spacing used is 1.5 × 5 m. Results on tree vigor
suggest that ‘MP-29’ is the slowest growing rootstock
during 2017–19. The first commercial crop occurred in
2019 when trees on ‘Guardian’ produced the highest
total yield/tree, while trees on ‘MP-29’ had the highest
yield efficiency. Trees grafted on ‘Controller 6’ produced
the largest fruit of 276 g, and all tested rootstocks advanced crop maturity in comparison with ‘Guardian’.
Studies will continue to evaluate the yield efficiency,
profitability and rootstock feasibility for establishment
HortScience 55(9) Supplement – SR-ASHS Annual Meeting

of high- density peach orchards.

this crop in the southeastern U.S.

Response of Young Field-Grown Kiwifruit
(Actinidia chinensis Planch. and A.
deliciosa A. Chev.) Plants to Fall Frost

Breeding for Prunus Rootstock Tolerance
to Replant Diseases

Tim Hartmann *, David Creech , Larry Stein ,
and Justin Scheiner1
1

2

3

Department of Horticultural Sciences, Texas A&M
University, College Station, Texas 77843; 2SFA Gardens,
Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, TX
75962; 3Department of Horticultural Sciences, Texas
A&M University, Uvalde, TX 78802
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Two-year-old field-grown kiwifruit (Actinidia chinensis
and A. deliciosa) plants were evaluated for injury following an unusually early freeze event of –4.1°C on Nov.
14, 2018. All plants were still in active growth at the
time of the event. Experimental design consisted of a
randomized complete block design (RCBD) with three
blocks of an average of five plants, with seven cultivars.
Plant material included a mixture of cutting- and seedpropagated material of both species, for a total of 113
plants. Observations were made approximately six
weeks after the frost event near Somerville, TX. Base
diameter (BD) (mm) and maximum diameter damaged
(MDD) (mm) provided a reference of plant size and
crude measurement of damage intensity, as evident by
presence of water-soaked necrotic and/or dehydrated
tissue following the removal of a thin slice of periderm,
vascular cambium, phloem, and xylem with a sharp
knife. Percent of Base Diameter Damaged (PBDD) was
calculated as MDD divided by BD and expressed as a
percentage and provided an assessment of damage,
unbiased by plants size. Percent of Shoot Damaged
(PSD) was visually estimated as the percentage of
entire shoot system exhibiting damage. Additionally,
presence of basal damage (DB) and bark cracking (CB)
were recorded in a binary manner. BD, MDD, PBDD,
and PSD responded significantly (P < 0.0001) to cultivar,
with clonal A. deliciosa cultivar AU Authur and A. chinensis Sungold™ (‘ZEZY002’) seedlings exhibiting 79%
and 19% PSD, respectively. With respect to species, A.
deliciosa exhibited greater injury (PBDD, PSD, DB and
CB) as compared to A. chinensis when all cultivars and
only seedlings were compared. Basal damage and basal
cracking proved unique to A. deliciosa, as DB ranged
from 0% in Sungold™ seedlings to 100% in A. deliciosa
‘AU Authur’ and ‘AU Fitzgerald’ (P = 0.005). In spite of
having greater vigor (BD) (P < 0.0001), A. chinensis plants
sustained less injury with respect to all parameters.
There was no significant response to propagation
method for injury, once plant size was accounted for.
PBDD and PSD proved to be reliable field assays for
documenting injury, based on their strong correlation
value (r = 0.92). Results suggesting greater hardiness
in golden kiwifruit were previously unreported and
provide an improved outlook for commercialization of
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Department of Plant and Environmental Sciences,
Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634, USA; 2Faculty
of Agriculture, University of Novi Sad, Novi Sad 21000,
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Southeastern U.S. peach production is facing a sustainability issue with replant diseases affecting the
longevity and productivity of peach orchards. Two major
replant problems that endanger peach production in
the southeast (SE) are Peach Tree Short Life (PTSL) and
Armillaria Root Rot (ARR). PTSL is a complex syndrome
that includes susceptibility of rootstocks to nematodes
(Meloidogyne spp.) and scions to bacterial canker (Pseudomonas syringae) infection. ARR in the SE is caused by
the soil-borne fungus Desarmillaria tabescens that infects
the root and colonizes the lower trunk, killing the tree
by girdling. Trees on PTSL and ARR sensitive rootstocks
may die prematurely on replant sites. South Carolina
is ranked second in the nation for fresh market peach
production, grossing ~$80 million annually from more
than 17,000 acres. Annually ~4% trees die from replant
diseases, mainly attributed to ARR, reducing growers’
income and viability of peach production. PTSL is controlled with resistant rootstocks and almost all peach
orchards in the SE are on the Guardian® peach rootstock that is tolerant to PTSL, but susceptible to ARR.
Management strategies for ARR are limited, as above
ground root collar excavation system only extends the
life of the orchard. Genetic resistance is the best longterm solution. Therefore, development of rootstocks
with both PTSL and ARR tolerance/resistance is at the
utmost importance for survival of the SE peach industry. There is only one commercially available rootstock,
MP-29, that is resistant to both PTSL and ARR. However,
its interspecific background presents propagation challenges in nursery production settings and horticultural
characteristics require adjustments in production from
growers. The latest discoveries in understanding the
genetics behind the tolerance to both PTSL and ARR,
and prospects for future development of tolerant rootstocks will be presented.

Evaluation of Growth and Physiological
Responses of HLB-affected Citrus Trees
to Thermotherapy
Pawan Kumar1*, Megan Dewdney1, Evan
Johnson1, and Tripti Vashisth1
Citrus Research and Education Center, University of
Florida/IFAS, 700 Experiment Station Rd. Lake Alfred, FL
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Huanglongbing (HLB) is a destructive disease of citrus
caused by Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus (CLas).
Thermotherapy applications were found to be effective in controlling HLB in controlled conditions. Due
to the widespread prevalence of HLB in many parts of
the world, there is a need to evaluate the physiological
response of HLB-affected citrus trees in open field conditions post-thermotherapy. A two-year study was set
up to investigate the physiological and transcriptomic
responses of citrus trees under different growing seasons post thermotherapy. Two-year old HLB-affected
‘Valencia’ sweet orange trees were exposed to three
short-duration thermotherapy treatments (untreated
control, 55 °C/60 s, and 55 °C/120 s) in all four growing
seasons (autumn, winter, spring, and summer). RNA
sequencing analysis was conducted with winter and
summer season leaf samples (7 d posttreatment) to
better understand the changes at the transcriptomic
level. The results show that the transcriptome response
was dependent on the season as well as the duration
of treatments, but no improvement was found in the
measured physiological parameters. Moreover, a
significant decline in canopy volume and branch leaf
count was observed in autumn season. The results of
transcriptomic studies reveal induction of plant stress
and defense response along with the alteration of carbohydrate metabolism and hormone crosstalk related
genes. Overall, our results showed that the given infiled thermotherapy treatments were not effective in
improving the health of trees in any of the seasons. A
more reliable strategy should be designed to improve
the health of HLB-affected citrus trees, perhaps by
targeting the whole plant including the roots to get
effective results.

History, Inventory, and Contributions
of the Small Fruit Program at Stephen F.
Austin State University
David Creech* and Malcolm Turner
SFA Gardens, 2900 Raguet St., Stephen F. Austin State
University, Nacogdoches, TX 75965

SFA Gardens is 128 acres of on-campus property at
Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, TX.
Soils are generally slightly acid and irrigation water
quality is good. Since 1978, the program has a history
of blueberry research, both rabbiteye and southern
high bush. Two studies stand out as impactful. The first,
1986–88, studied the impact of three above ground
and four in-ground treatments on blueberry growth.
The best treatment was 4 ft strip of Dewitt Pro-5® weed
barrier after tilling in a 1.5 m wide strip of composted
pine bark fines tilled in 0–15 cms deep. The second
best treatment was 1.5 m wide strip of composted
pine bark fines tilled in 0-15 cms and a 1.5 m wide
strip of composted pine bark fines down the row. To
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verify the results in the following year, the plants were
dug, above ground and root weights determined and
root distribution were measured which revealed a
significantly wider and heavier root system with both
treatments. A second study analyzed soil, leaf, and irrigation water analyses in 36 blueberry fields for three
years (1986–88) and related those values to plant performance. Low soil Ca, Mg, and Na was associated with
the healthiest plants in this study. Low bicarbonates
and low Na in irrigation water was critical to good plant
performance. The data set remains a useful benchmark
tool for blueberry growers in Texas. The SFA Gardens
blueberry germplasm evaluation effort includes over
114 cultivars and advanced selections, typically three
of each. A muscadine grape vineyard was established
in 2014 and includes over 72 cultivars and advanced
selections. A fig variety planting was established in
2014 that includes over 59 varieties. Finally, a kiwifruit
project was initiated in 2010 and generated the first
crop in Texas history in 2014 and has had good cropping four out of six years. This TAMU/SFASU project has
been funded for four years by a Texas Department of
Agriculture Specialty Crop block grant.

Effect of Calcium Sulfate on Southern
Highbush Blueberry Establishment
Erick D. Smith1*, Chelsea Matewe2, and
Jonathan Oliver2
2360 Rainwater Rd., Department of Horticulture,
University of Georgia, Tifton, GA 31793; 22360
Rainwater Rd., Department of Plant Pathology,
University of Georgia, Tifton, GA 31793

Calcium Sulfate (CaSO4; Gypsum) soil amendments have
been associated with improvements in soil drainage
and can serve as a source of soluble calcium without
increasing soil pH. Prior evidence has shown that soluble
calcium (Ca2+) has the potential to disrupt the infection
process of important soilborne pathogens such as Phytophthora cinnamomi, which causes root rot in blueberry
(Vaccinium sp.). In two separate experiments, gypsum
was soil applied to determine its effect on southern
highbush blueberry (SHB; V. corymbosum interspecific
hybrid) cultivars ‘Emerald’ and ‘Farthing’. The objectives
of this work was to determine the effect of gypsum on
nutrient composition in the plant, plant growth, fruit
quality, and P. cinnamoni root infection and abundance.
At the Alapaha Blueberry Research Farm, ‘Emerald’ and
‘Farthing’ SHB plants were established in Feb. 2018
received one of 4 treatments: 1. gypsum and fungicide
(potassium salts of phosphonic acid), 2. gypsum and
no fungicide, 3. no gypsum and fungicide, and 4. no
gypsum and no fungicide. At the site in Ware County,
4th leaf ‘Farthing’ were either treated with gypsum or
left untreated in March 2018. All gypsum was applied
at 2240 kg/ha. From the sites, isolates were collected,
identified as P. cinnamomi, cultured, and applied to the
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soil to increase inoculum availability. At Alapaha, plants
were measured for height, and destructively harvested
in Nov. 2019. ‘Farthing’ showed a significantly higher
incidence of root infection as compared to ‘Emerald’
throughout the duration of the experiment (P < 0.05).
‘Emerald’ untreated plants were 19% taller than gypsum
treated plants. There was no significant difference in
growth in the ‘Farthing’ treatments. Calcium were in
greater concentrations in the shoots compared to the
root within each treatment and sulfur did not show
significant differences in concentration within each
treatment. Between the treatments, Ca and S were
not significant when comparing within the cultivar. At
the Ware County site, ‘Farthing’ was assessed for soil
minerals, leaf tissue nutrient content, fruit quality of a
single harvest in June 2018, and P. cinnamomi incidence
was assessed in Oct. 2018. There was no significant difference in Ca and S in the soil and leaf tissue. Individual
fruit weight and diameter were 8% and 4% greater in
the gypsum treated fruit. At this site, incidence of P.
cinnamomi was relatively low at 1.1% for both gypsum
treated and untreated plants. Taken together, the
results of this study indicate that gypsum applications
did not have a significant effect on root rot incidence
or plant growth.

Fruit Characterization of Ecuadorian P.
serotina subsp. capuli
Sakshi Pathania1*, Juan C. Carrasco2, Carlos R.
Chavez2, Luis Fiallos3, and Dario J. Chavez1
University of Georgia, Department of Horticulture,
Griffin, GA, USA; 2Faculty of Natural Resources, Escuela
Superior Politécnica de Chimborazo, Riobamba,
Ecuador; 3Faculty of Livestock Sciences, Escuela
Superior Politécnica de Chimborazo, Riobamba,
Ecuador
1

Prunus serotina (Black cherry) is the largest native cherry
tree present in the U.S. comprising of five subsp.: serotina, eximia, hirsuta, virens and capuli. P. serotina subsp.
serotina fruit are small and astringent, making them
unsuitable for human consumption. P. serotina subsp.
capuli fruit are large and tasty, suitable for human consumption and easily available in agricultural markets. Its
fruit have important nutraceutical properties. However,
no commercial varieties are currently available. The
objective of this research was to characterize fruit collected from twelve capuli genotypes growing in the wild
in three provinces of Ecuador (Cotopaxi, Chimborazo
and Tungurahua) in 2016, 2018, and 2019. The following measurements were taken: ten fruit weight (g), Brix
and fruit height (mm) and diameter (mm). ANOVA was
performed and all factor effects (genotypes, year, and
genotype*year) were statistically significant for ten fruit
weight, Brix, and fruit diameter. For fruit height, only
differences among genotypes were observed. Genotype
PserTU48 had the highest ten fruit weight mean for the
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year 2016 (43.7g), 2018 (36.7g) and PserTU53 for 2019
(50.3g). Spearman rank correlation confirmed that accessions that have higher fruit weight one year also tend
to have higher weight other years (rs2016vs.2018 = 0.78 and
rs2018vs.2019 = 0.62, P < 0.001). Genotype PserCH142 had
the highest Brix values for the year 2016 (27.6), 2018
(24.4), and PserTU75 had the highest for the year 2019
(25.1). Spearman rank correlation for Brix showed no
correlation across years. For fruit diameter, genotype
PserTU48 for 2016 (18.8mm), PserTU53 for 2018 (20.1
mm), and 2019 (21.7 mm), had the highest diameters.
Genotype PserTU53 had the highest fruit height (21mm)
among the genotypes. Spearman rank correlation for
fruit diameter and height reported high correlations
within a year (rs2016Diavs.2016Hei = 0.88, rs2018Diavs.2018Hei = 0.61,
rs2019Diavs.2019Hei = 0.76; P < 0.001) but not for between
years. The results of this study can be used to identify
genotypes with superior fruit characteristics for the
future breeding and selection of superior genotypes.

Postharvest and Biotechnology
Section
Diabetes to Cancer: Plants in Oklahoma
That Can Make a Difference
Niels Maness1*, Jonathan Fenhaus2, Katelyn
Stenmark1, and Lu Zhang1
Department of Horticulture and Landscape
Architecture, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater,
OK 74078; 2Department of Biology and Chemistry,
University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma, Chickasha,
OK 73018
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Pecans and eastern red cedar are being investigated for
their human nutritional and pharmaceutical benefits.
Pecan oil nutritional components of particular benefit to
diabetic health are being assessed for ‘Pawnee’, ‘Kanza’
and native pecan populations at different locations in
Oklahoma. Quantities of γ-tocopherol, ranging from 70
to in excess of 170 µg·gm-1 oil, are being documented
for putative activity in free nitrogen radical scavenging
to promote wound healing and prevent infection which
can lead to diabetic amputation. β-sitosterol, ranging in
quantity from 1.2 to 1.4 mg·gm-1 oil, is being quantified
to document potency for putative activity in promoting
insulin production and antioxidant activity. Eastern red
cedar foliage is a documented source of podophyllotoxin
(Ptox), with quantities averaging 0.7 mg·gm-1 dry foliage.
Ptox is a scaffold compound in various drugs utilized in
current cancer therapy. It also shows promise for new
drugs being tested in clinical trials. Prior work showed
Ptox was only found in substantial quantities in the
eastern red cedar foliage, that foliage Ptox quantities
were stable across most locations in Oklahoma regardless of season, and that Ptox was stable to field drying.
Methods to harvest foliage and subsequently extract
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and purify Ptox from foliage are being developed to
promote commercial use of this invasive species, with
an ultimate goal of replacing the endangered Indian
mayapple as the predominant resource for Ptox for
use in cancer drug formulation.

Postharvest Extraction of Pecan
Oil: Quantitation of Tocopherols,
Tocotrienols, and Squalene in Oklahoma
Pecan Cultivars
Jonathan Fenhaus1*, Niels Maness2, and Lu
Zhang2
Department of Biology and Chemistry, University
of Science and Arts of Oklahoma, Chickasha, OK
73018; 2Department of Horticulture and Landscape
Architecture, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK
74078

1

The phytochemical profile [concentration (µg·gm-1) of
tocopherol and tocotrienol homologues, and squalene]
was assessed for ‘Kanza’ (grown in Cleveland, OK, and
harvested at 2015 and 2017; grown in Perkins, OK, and
harvested in 2018) and ‘Pawnee’ (grown in Madill, OK, and
harvested in 2011 and 2012; grown in Charlie, TX, and
harvested in 2011 and 2012) pecan cultivars. Optimization of three methodology procedures was investigated:
HPLC column selection (LC-18-DB vs. F5), oil extraction
solvent [chloroform:methanol (1:1, v/v) vs. hexane] and
saponification duration. Ground pecans were extracted
with chloroform:methanol. Gravimetric pecan oil quantitation was determined through hexane. Tocopherols,
tocotrienols and squalene (HPLC with F5 column) were
extracted via chloroform:methanol solvent system.
Pecan oil yield with hexane was lower (~67%) than
chloroform:methanol (~72%), yet had less particulate
contaminates in comparison. Chloroform:methanol had
a higher recovery of γ-tocopherol and squalene (~90160 µg·gm-1 and ~150-260 µg·gm-1 respectively) than
hexane (~80 µg·gm-1 and ~250 µg·gm-1 respectively). F5
column was utilized for quantitation as it successfully
separated β and γ homologues. Saponification at 2 hours
maximized the recovery of investigated phytochemicals.
γ-tocopherol was the predominant tocopherol with
minute quantities of other tocopherol homologues (>5
µg·gm-1). Tocotrienol homologues were not detected.
There was no noticeable difference between cultivars
and locations; however, there was a year-to-year
difference. γ-tocopherol appeared to decrease over
storage time (Kanza-2015: 70 µg·gm-1 vs. Kanza-2017:
95 µg·gm-1; Pawnee-2011: 48 µg·gm-1 vs. Pawnee-2012:
85 µg·gm-1), whereas squalene concentration was variable regardless of location, year harvested or cultivar
(130–250 µg·gm-1).

Harvesting, Extraction Processing and
Purification of Podophyllotoxin from
Eastern Red Cedar (Juniperus virginiana L.)
S410

in Oklahoma
Katelyn Stenmark* and Niels Maness
Department of Horticulture and Landscape
Architecture, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK
74078

Podophyllotoxin (Ptox) is a scaffold compound used
in pharmaceuticals from chemotherapy drugs to
topical solutions for human papillomavirus symptoms.
Originally sourced from the rhizomes of the now endangered Indian Mayapple (Podophyllum emodi Wall.),
Ptox can also be found in the foliage of Eastern Red
Cedar (Juniperus virginiana L.; ERC). In Oklahoma, ERC
has presented itself in a very unpopular way because
of its ability to encroach rapidly and greatly reduce soil
water and grazing area. ERC is a threat to the agricultural community of Oklahoma. As a nuisance tree, the
discovery of Ptox has sparked an interest in the harvest
of ERC for Ptox production. Current research has been
aimed at the formulation of a harvest, extraction and
purification process that can be used commercially.
Extracting the compound from the foliage required the
determination of solvent, extraction duration, feedstock
ratio and extraction temperature. These extraction
variables were tested and the greatest yield of Ptox
resulted from the combination of a 60ºC extraction
temperature in an aqueous 20% ethanol solvent for a
one-hour duration with a 1:20 feedstock ratio (100 mg
in 2.00 mL). The crude extract was then enriched with
macroporous resin. In a packed column, Ptox will adsorb
to macroporous resin in a 20% ethanol solvent, and
will not elute. After adsorbing Ptox, undesirable compounds were washed away with 20% ethanol. Ethanol
concentrations of 40% or greater eluted Ptox from the
resin by desorption. Macroporous resin was a necessary
step to enrich the crude extract, while concentrating
the Ptox in solvent to a smaller volume for crystallization. Further research will determine how repeated
solvent precipitation with sodium carbonate, followed
by extraction in ethyl acetate, and re-crystallization in
a chloroform: methanol solvent can purify Ptox from
ERC foliage to pharmaceutical standards.

Pumpkin Postharvest: Stem Retention
and Moisture with Storage
Penelope Perkins-Veazie1*, Marlee Trandel1,
Jonathan Schultheis2, and Travis Birdsell3
Plants for Human Health Institute, Department of
Horticultural Science, North Carolina State University,
Kannapolis, NC 28081; 2 2721 Founders Dr, Department
of Horticultural Science, North Carolina State
University, Raleigh, NC 27695; 3134 Government Circle
Suite 202, Jefferson, NC 28640
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Ornamental pumpkins (C. pepo and C. maxima) are
harvested in early September in North Carolina and
must hold up for retail sale until the end of October. A
sturdy and robust stem and freedom from decay are
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key postharvest attributes. Powdery mildew can cause
pumpkin stems to collapse or abscise prematurely in
storage. Pumpkins of ‘Hijinks’, ‘Bisbee Gold’, and ‘Warty
Gnome’ were harvested from plots sprayed or not
sprayed with copper sulfate (used for powdery mildew
control). Two blocks per treatment, consisting of a total
of 16–20 pumpkins per treatment were used. Half of
these pumpkins were then sprayed with a 0.9% sodium
hypochlorite solution. Pumpkins were stored on wire
shelves with cardboard in a controlled environment
room at 12 °C and 60% relative humidity. Few stems
abscised and few fruit had decay. No differences were
seen among copper sulfate or bleach treatments. After
6 weeks, weight loss was lower for ‘Warty Gnome’ (6%),
compared to 10% for ‘Hijinks’ and ‘Bisbee Gold’. Stem
weight and percent dry weight were highly correlated to
stem length and diameter. ‘Bisbee Gold’ had very thick
stems, with a fresh weight of about 60 g, compared
to 18 and 8 g for ‘Hijinks’ and ‘Warty Gnome’ stems,
respectively. However, % dry weight was reversed,
with 63, 45, and 25% dry weight for ‘Warty Gnome’,
‘Hijinks’ and ‘Bisbee Gold’, respectively. After 6 weeks
storage, % stem moisture content was 20% for ‘Hijinks’
and ‘Warty Gnome’ and 40% for ‘Bisbee Gold’. Force to
remove stems at day 0 was highest for ‘HiJink’s (220 N),
followed by ‘Bisbee Gold’ (170 N) and ‘Warty Gnome’
(130 N). Pumpkin genotypes showed clear differences
in weight loss and stem removal force, although stem
removal force was not directly related to stem size or
drying rate. Stem retention was high for all treatments
under the controlled environment but may be greatly
altered if stored in large bins at ambient conditions.

Evaluating Rhubarb as a New Crop for
North Carolina
Penelope Perkins-Veazie1*, Danelle Cutting2,
Der Holcomb3, Lenny Rogers3, Kira Sims4,
Hunter Barrier5, Matt Lenhardt6, Lauren Hill7,
April Vigardt8, Michael Fine9, and Elina Snyder10
Plants for Human Health Institute, Department of
Horticultural Science, North Carolina State University,
Kannapolis, NC 28081; 2217 S Main St, Salisbury, NC
28144; 3151 W Main Ave., Taylorsville, NC 28681; 4___;
5
8530 Sherrills Ford Rd, Salisbury, NC 28147; 6444
Bristol Dr, Statesville, NC 28677; 7715 Cabarrus Ave W,
Concord, NC 28027; 81175 S Brady Ave # 2, Newton,
NC 28658; 92727 Old Concord Rd, Sailsbury NC 28146;
10
416 Executive Dr, Wilkesboro, NC 28697
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Rhubarb, an early spring petiole vegetable popular
in cold climates, has experienced a surge of culinary
interest in the southern U.S. ‘Victoria’ seedlings were
planted at various sites around North Carolina over
two years to evaluate its potential use as a marketing
partner with strawberries. In the Piedmont area, where
spring temperatures tend to quickly rise from 10 to 22
°C, petioles were short (usually under 30 cm) and tend
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to be more green rather than red in color, probably due
to warm night temperatures. In 2017, petioles pulled
from plants grown on beds covered with white, black,
red, silver or no mulch were compared for postharvest
quality after 2 weeks at 4 °C. Petioles were stored in
sealing plastic bags with a 7 cm gap at the top for air
exchange. Average stem weights were similar, ranging
from 100–120 g. Red color rating was 72% for petioles
from bare or silver mulch and 51–60% for those from
other mulch colors. Limber or flexible petioles were
highest from white mulch (60%) and lowest from no
mulch (17%). A subsample of petioles were cut at the
base prior to storage. Cut areas turned an unattractive dark brown. In 2018, ‘Victoria’ and ‘Crimson Stalk’
petioles harvested from seeded plants grown on black
mulch were held in plastic bags for 4 weeks at 4 °C.
Decay appeared at 3 weeks of storage. At two weeks,
weight loss was higher (1.8%) for the thinner stalks of
‘Crimson Stalk’ compared to 0.7% for ‘Victoria’. Force to
puncture stems was 60–80 N from the base to petiole
end for ‘Victoria’ and 35–40 N for ‘Crimson Stalk’. The
soluble solids content decreased from 6–3% between 0
and 4 weeks of storage and titratable acidity decreased
from 2.5–1.3% citric acid equivalents. Recommended
storage of rhubarb on a small production scale is to
hold petioles in plastic bags to reduce weight loss and
flexibility and at temperatures of 2–4 °C for two weeks.

Impact of Postharvest and Processing
of Fruits and Vegetables on Nutritional
Security
Bhimanagouda S. Patil, G.K. Jayaprakasha,
Jashbir Singh, and Pratibha Acharya
Vegetable and Fruit Improvement Center, Department
of Horticultural Sciences. USDA National Center of
Excellence, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX
77843

Fruits and vegetables are rich sources of micronutrients,
macronutrients and health promoting compounds.
Due to their limited shelf life and perishable nature of
fruit and vegetables, appropriate postharvest handling
and processing plays a critical role to reduce the postharvest loss and improve food quality. Advancements
in food processing have resulted in the expansion of
novel techniques such as high-pressure processing
(HPP) with ultraviolet (UV) treatment, pasterization,
and high hydrostatic pressure processing. Recently, the
demand of the processed foods with enhanced health
benefits phytonutrients has increased and it has been
commercially implemented worldwide. Several HPP
fruit juices are available in the market. These minimally
processing techniques will influence the stability, bioavailability and bioaccessibility of the bioactive components. Moreover, common household processing
techniques such as blending, squeezing, and juicing
techniques influence the levels of phytochemicals. For
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example, juicing and blending of grapefruits showed
significantly higher levels of ascorbic acid and citric acid,
respectively. Similarly, blended grapefruit juice showed
higher levels of flavonoids. Watermelon postharvest
studies have demonstrated that physico-chemical
characteristics and the levels of bioactive compounds
(carotenoids, l-citrulline and total ascorbic acid) were
maintained and/or enhanced in watermelons at 10 d of
storage compared to the fresh watermelons. However,
l-citrulline and total ascorbic acid were significantly reduced in watermelons after 20 d of storage. This study
was supported by Research award #SC-1607-013 from
Texas Department of Agriculture and United States Department of Agriculture-NIFA-SCRI- 2017-51181-26834
through National Center of Excellence for Melon at
the Vegetable and Fruit Improvement Center of Texas
A&M University.

acid and malic acid). Ethylene-treated fruit increased
peel a-b ratio, chroma value, and decreased hue angle
values indicating improvement in peel color attributes.
Overall, ethylene improved the fruit sensory quality
and fruit peel color attributes of HLB-affected ‘LB8-9’
however, the efficacy of ethylene treatment depends
on whether fruit are symptomatic or asymptomatic.

Effect of Ethylene De-greening Treatment
on Fruit Quality and Postharvest Storage
Life of HLB-affected Mandarin Cultivars

The goals of this study were to determine if nongourd (Cucumis ficifolia) or a non-inter specific hybrid
squash (C. maxima × C moschata) can be grafted to a
parthenocarpic greenhouse cucumber (C. sativus L.
cv. ‘Camaro’) Although grafting is not necessary for
greenhouse conditions due to the lack of disease in
sterile potting media. However, grafting can lead to
more fruit per plant and extend holding time on the
plant. However, grafting seems to affect earliness and
delay firsts harvests. This study was initiated to see
if earliness was delayed parthenocarpic greenhouse
cucumbers when grafted to C. amarus × C. amarus L.
cv. ‘Carolina Strongback’. Rootstock was seeded Sept. 4,
2019, scion seeded Sept. 9, 2009, grafted Sept. 25, 2019,
and planted in the greenhouse Oct. 8, 2019. Grafted
plants were planted in five-gallon pots using Sungro
3B and plants were trellised using cone shape tomato
cages. Standard commercial greenhouse fertility and
pest control and cultural practice were used through
the duration of the study. A randomized complete
block experimental design was used where a bench
was a block with 4 replications and treatment plots of
grafted and a non-grafted control, consisting of 5 pots
each with one plant per pot. Harvests were made when
fruit achieved 12–16 inches in length. In the first harvest
on Nov 19, 2019 grafted plots yielded 60% significantly
more fruit than the control at 6.2 fruit and 3.5 fruit per
plot respectively. In the second harvest Dec. 2, 2019, the
grafted plants yielded 34% significantly more fruit than
the control at 11.8 and 7.8 fruit per plot respectively.
With a total of 4 harvests depicting earliness and potential delays, grafted plants yielded 23% significantly
more fruit than the control with 25.1 and 17.0 fruit
per plot respectively. In conclusion, plants grafted to
‘Carolina Strongback’, a rootstock bred for watermelon
grafting and fusarium and nematode resistance actually significantly increased the number of early fruits
over the non-grafted control. More work is scheduled
for the coming future with ‘Carolina Strongback’ and

Faisal Shahzad1*, Jeffrey K. Brecht2, Yu Wang1,
Fred Gmitter1, Mark A. Ritenour3, and Tripti
Vashisth1
700 Experiment Station Rd, Citrus Research and
Education Center, Lake Alfred, FL 33850; 2Horticulture
Sciences Department, IFAS, Gainesville, University of
Florida, FL 32611; 3Indian River Research and Education
Center, Ft. Pierce, University of Florida, FL 34945-3138
1

Huanglongbing (HLB; citrus greening) has become a serious threat to citrus industry worldwide. About 80–90%
of citrus trees in Florida are estimated to be affected
by HLB, resulting in >70% decline in citrus production
over the last decade. HLB-affected fruit are often of
poor quality, lopsided, small size with non-uniform peel
color. In addition, fruit with HLB symptoms have an off
flavor and higher acidity, which makes these fruit less
desirable or even unmarketable. A comparative study
was conducted to evaluate the effect of ethylene treatment on the quality of symptomatic and asymptomatic
HLB-affected mandarin fruit. This study was designed
as a completely randomized design with four replicates
of asymptomatic and symptomatic fruit from HLBaffected ‘LB8-9’. Treated fruit were exposed to 5 ppm
ethylene at 25 °C with 90-95% relative humidity (RH)
for 72 hours. The fruit were then stored at 25 °C with
85% RH for 14 days storage period. In symptomatic
fruit, fruit weight, diameter, peel thickness, number of
healthy seeds, peel a-b ratio, chroma values, and TSSTA ratio decreased, whereas, compression force, TSS
and TA content increased compared to asymptomatic
fruit. Sensory evaluation using Hedonic 9-scale showed
lower scores for sourness in ethylene-treated fruit than
the control fruit. Ethylene had no effect on compression force, puncture force, TSS, TA, TSS-TA ratio, sugars
(sucrose, glucose and fructose) and organic acids (citric
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Vegetable Section
Effects of Carolina Strongback
Watermelon Rootstock on Grafted
Greenhouse Cucumber Production
Richard L. Hassell and Brian K. Ward*
Plant and Environmental Science, Department of
Horticulture, Clemson University Coastal Research and
Education Center, Charleston, SC 29414
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other rootstocks to more fully understand the affects
of grafting on earliness.

Quantifying Nutrient and Water Uptake
for Edible Plant Species Grown in Closed
Hydroponic Systems
Lauren L. Houston* and Ryan W. Dickson
316 Plant Sciences, Department of Horticulture,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville AR 72701

Due to the overaccumulation of soluble salts in most
closed hydroponic systems, nutrient management
practices have the potential to be improved by using
a mass balance approach to formulate refills solutions that directly meet plant demands. Seven species
of vegetables and herbs were grown in small scale
closed hydroponic systems and supplied with a 0.5×
Hoagland’s solution at 100 mg/L N. All species were
evaluated for the uptake of water and individual macronutrients across three NH4:NO3 ratio treatments and
replicated 4 times. Plants were established in a 0:100
NH4:NO3 solution before being transplanted into either
0:100, 15:85, or 30:70 treatment solutions. Plants were
vegetative and grown in a controlled environment
for 6 days. The remaining nutrient solution was then
analyzed for remaining nutrients and amount of water
depleted. Nutrient requirements were calculated per
species, NH4:NO3 ratio, and replicate by dividing the
amount of individual nutrients taken up (mg) by the
amount of dry mass gained (g). Water requirements
were similarly calculated by dividing the volume of
water depleted (L) by the dry mass gain (kg) per species, NH4:NO3 ratio, and replicate. All species varied in
dry mass gained, the volume of water consumed, and
in uptake of P, Ca, and Mg NH4:NO3 ratio also had a
main effect on the uptake of Ca and Mg. There was no
species and NH4:NO3 interaction. All species exhibited
similar transpiration to growth ratios, averaging 308:1.
Concentrations of individual nutrients to be supplied
within a refill solution can, therefore, be calculated by
dividing the mass of nutrients taken up per gram of dry
mass gained by the transpiration to growth ratio, based
on species and NH4:NO3 ratio. Predicted refill solution
concentrations varied between species and NH4:NO3
ratios. Most species observed required reduced concentrations of Ca and Mg in a refill solution, as opposed
to what was applied by the 0.5× Hoagland’s solution,
indicating that Ca and Mg would eventually build up in a
closed system that continued to supply nutrients at the
same rate, eventually leading to soluble salt stress and
potential toxicity. By formulating refill solutions based
on the mass balance approach in the future, growers
may be able to avoid more costly nutrient maintenance
strategies and optimize plant growth.

Effect of Multi-cropped Plastic Mulching
on Yellow Squash and Zucchini
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Production
Andre Luiz Biscaia Ribeiro da Silva, Joara Secchi
Candian, and Elizanilda Ramalho do Rego
4604 Research Way, Department of Horticulture,
University of Georgia, Tifton, GA 31793

Benefits of plastic mulching in vegetable production
are well known in single crop plastic and include higher
yields, earlier harvests, and decreased water usage.
However, growers often try to use the same plastic
mulch for multiple crop seasons, in order to amortize
their costs over multiple cropping seasons. Sustainable best management practice for this use of plastic
mulching in vegetable production is little known and is
required to help growers to effectively reduce inputs
without affect crop yield. The objective of this study was
to evaluate the effects of multi-crop plastic mulching
systems on soil proprieties and yield of yellow squash
and zucchini. Field experiments were conducted in collaboration with a vegetable grower in Georgia. Fields
with first, second, and third plastic were planted with
yellow squash and zucchini in a randomized complete
block design (r = 4) for each crop. Soil compaction and
soil moisture content were measured at 0, 20, and 40
days after planting (DAP), and biomass accumulation
and yield were measured at harvest. Regardless of
vegetable crop, soil compaction was higher for second
and third plastic compared to first plastic at 0 and 20
DAP, while the third plastic had the highest soil compaction at 40 DAP, followed by second plastic and first
plastic. Soil compaction in the root zone of both crops
averaged 760, 1363, and 1941 kPa at 40 DAP. Soil water
distribution was directly impacted by soil compaction.
There was a shortage of soil water availability with the
increase in soil compaction. Soil moisture was 2-fold
and 3-fold lower for second and third plastic compared
to first plastic at 20 and 40 DAP, consequently, there
was a reduction in yield and biomass accumulation that
similarly responded to second and third crop plastic.
Yield reduction was10% from first crop plastic to both
second and third crop plastic on yellow squash, and
22% and 30% from first crop plastic to second and
third crop plastic on zucchini, respectively. The effect of
multi-cropping plastic should be evaluated in additional
vegetable crops to identify ideal crop rotation.

Farmers’ Opinions of Cover Crop
Integration in Specialty Crop Systems
in Puerto Rico and St. Croix, U.S. Virgin
Islands
Danielle D. Treadwell1*, Jose Perez1, Stuart
Weiss2, and David Campbell1
PO Box 110690 Horticultural Sciences Department,
University of Florida-IFAS, Gainesville, FL 32653;
2
Agricultural Research Station, University of the Virgin
Islands, RR#1, Box 10,000, Kingshill, VI 00850
1
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As of 2017, farmers reported 15.5 million acres in cover
crops in the continental U.S. and most of that acreage
is within row cropping systems, including corn and soy.
To better understand the educational needs of specialty
crop farmers in the U.S. tropics interested in cover crops,
we designed a survey instrument to document farmers’
perceived barriers to adoption and their priorities and
preferences for educational content. Study methods
were approved and granted Exempt status by the
University of Florida’s Institutional Review Board (IRB
201802091). Eleven farmers voluntarily participated in
a one-hour face to face interview in Puerto Rico and St.
Croix. Their operations ranged from four to 2,500 acres
with the predominant crops: plantain, banana, sweet
potato and diversified vegetables. Farmers leased (n=5)
or owned (n=6) land. Farmers sold directly to consumers
(n=4), to local or national retailers (n=7), and the export
market (n=3). Nine farmers used cover crops in the past
and only two were currently using them. Farmers cited
a variety of objectives for using cover crops including
weed suppression, nematode suppression, soil quality
improvements, and water conservation. Five farmers
preferred using a fallow period (typically native vegetation) to cover crops during breaks in the crop cycles.
Tropical legumes were popular cover crops, including
jack bean [Canavalia ensiformis (L.) DC.] velvet bean [Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC.] as well as cereal rye [Secale cereale
L.] and buckwheat [Fagopyrum escluentum Moench]. The
primary barrier to cover crop adoption in the tropics
was the lack of experienced farmer-mentors (n=11),
followed by a lack of time (n=9), limited labor (n=9),
availability and expense of seed (n=7), and concerns
about cover crops serving as alternate hosts for crop
pests (n=7). Farmers expressed a preference for face
to face education, but electronic media, particularly if
developed with farmer collaboration, could also be an
effective tool to increase knowledge about cover crops.

Weed Control in Bok Choy following
Cover Crops with and without
S-metolaclor
Peter J. Dittmar1* and Nathan Boyd2
Horticultural Sciences Dept., University of Florida,
Gainesville, FL 32611, 2Gulf Coast Research and
Extension Center, Horticultural Sciences Department,
Wimauma, FL 33598
1

Florida vegetable growers plant cover crops during the
fallow period to suppress weeds, control nematodes,
and improve soil structure. The application of preemergence herbicides during the summer fallow period can
decrease weed populations in the fall planted vegetable
crop. Cover crops have different canopy structures
that influence light penetration to the soil surface.
Field experiments were planted in 2016 to evaluate
s-metolachlor applied in cover crops for weed control
in fall planted bok choy. Treatments were sorghum
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sudangrass with or without s-metolachlor, sunn hemp
with or without s-metolachlor, cowpea with or without
s-metolachlor, two applications of glyphosate, and
nontreated fallow period. Early weed control in the
cover crop was not different between the treatments.
At 4 weeks after planting the bok choy, two applications
of glyphosate during the fallow period had the lowest
number of nutsedge compared to the other treatments. Sorghum sudangrass with s-metolachlor had
greater control of nutsedge in the bok choy compared
to sorghum sudangrass alone. No differences were
observed between treatments for grass and broadleaf
weed populations in bok choy. The use of s-metolachlor
during the summer cover crop is dependent on the
canopy structure of the cover crop and the types of
weeds that are in the field.

Comparison of Tomato Genotypes
Grown Under Conventional and Organic
Production System for Nutrient
Composition and Fruit Quality
Dilip R. Panthee1* and Penelope PerkinsVeazie2
455 Research Dr., Department of Horticultural Science,
Mountain Horticultural Crops Research & Extension
Center, North Carolina State University, Mills River,
NC 28759; 2600 Laureate Way, Plants for Human
Health Institute, NC Research Campus, Department of
Horticultural Science, North Carolina State University,
Kannapolis, NC 28081
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The organic vegetable market continues to grow
rapidly in the U.S. There is a broad perception that
organic produce is better than conventional product
because of reduced synthetic pesticide and fertilizer
and stimulation of phytochemicals through plant
defense responses, This experiment was done to determine tomato genotypic responses under conventional and organic production system for nutrient and
phytochemical composition, and specifically if nutrient
content at the vegetative stage would translate to better fruit quality. We evaluated six tomato genotypes
with two replications under organic and conventional
production systems at the Mountain Research Station,
Waynesville, NC. Nutrient analysis was performed from
vegetative (leaf) and reproductive (fruit) parts at three
growth stages. Results indicated that fruit quality and
nutrient content from the conventional system was
inconclusive since the results were not consistent over
years. Although fruits from the conventional system
were firmer, soluble solids content (SSC) was higher
from fruit from the organic production system. There
was no difference between production systems for
lycopene content. Genotypes differed significantly (P
< 0.05) for most of the nutrients except nitrogen and
sulfur in leaves and fruit. Fruit quality measures of
firmness, SSC and titratable acidity differed among
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genotypes but not for fruit pH, total lycopene, or total
phenolic content. A detailed correlation analysis was
performed and the analytical perspective between
nutrient availability in vegetative parts and its impact
on fruit quality is presented. This information may be
useful to address the questions related to these two
production systems with respect to nutrient utilization
and fruit quality. This study indicates that the production
system affected nutrient and phytochemical variables
more than genotype.

Posters
—Floriculture, Ornamentals & Turf—
Honeybee (Apis mellifera) Visits to
Crapemyrtle (Lagerstroemia indica) Vary
According to Proximity to Pollinatorfriendly Plants
Canaan Sutton*, Taryn Bazhaw, Martin
Mendietta, Michaela Bledsoe, and Derald A.
Harp
Texas A&M University-Commerce, Commerce, TX
75429

Crapemyrtle bark scale (CMBS) (Acanthococcus lagerstroemiae) is a relatively new pest of crapemyrtle (CM)
(Lagerstroemia indica) and other common landscape
plants. Recommended control is the application of a
systemic neonicotinoid as a drench in spring. Because
honeybees (Apis mellifera) forage heavily on CM, especially in the summer, absorbed insecticide could be ingested by foraging honeybees and negatively impact the
individual or the entire hive through the accumulation
of contaminated pollen. During experimental observations, honeybees seemed to be foraging isolated CM
more so than those around other flowering plants. To
better understand the relationship between CM and
honeybees, an experiment was conducted to compare
honeybee visits to CM by monitoring CM in an isolated,
but maintained, location with few flowering plants to
a more developed landscape with pollinator-friendly
plants. Both locations contained several different cultivars, so separate analyses were conducted that included
all cultivars and Ebony series only. When all CM were
in bloom, isolated plants had higher honeybee visits
throughout, including an average of 2.3 honeybees per
tree versus 0.5 bees per tree at season peak. However,
the difference disappears when comparing Ebony series
CM, likely due to the poor blooming of Ebony CM in our
area. While further study is needed, it does appear that
pollinator-friendly plants are preferred by honeybees to
CM and may help minimize the impact of CMBS control
on local honeybee populations.

Systematic Strategies to Manage
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Crapemyrtle Bark Scale (Acanthococcus
lagerstroemiae)
Runshi Xie1, Bin Wu1, Michael E. Merchant2,
Erfan Vafaie2, Yan Chen3, David Held4, Gary W.
Knox5, Yu Zhang6, Jim Robbins7, Derald Harp8,
and Mengmeng Gu2*
Department of Horticultural Sciences, Texas A&M
University (TAMU); 2Texas A&M AgriLife Extension; 3LSU
AgCenter Hammond Research Station; 4Department of
Entomology and Plant Pathology, Auburn University;
5
University of Florida IFAS; 6Department of Agricultural
Economics, TAMU; 7University of Arkansas-CES;
8
Department of Agricultural Sciences, TAMU-Commerce
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Crapemyrtle bark scale (CMBS) is an emerging pest in
the U.S. threatening the production and landscape use
of crapemyrtles (Lagerstroemia spp.), an ornamental
specialty crop with a $66 M/yr wholesale value, and has
spread to native American beautyberry (Callicarpa americana), causing significant concerns among stakeholders
in the Green Industry and native flora. Research-based
information needs to be developed and effectively
disseminated to address this serious threat. With our
multi-state and transdisciplinary approach and guidance from an advisory committee and international
collaborators, the long-term goal is to effectively manage CMBS through systematic strategies with minimal
environmental impacts and threats to specialty crop
pollinators, and to improve production and profitability.
Crapemyrtles have garnered the No. 1 spot for flowering trees because of their multiple aesthetic attributes,
ability to adapt to a diverse landscape/soil conditions,
general hardiness, drought tolerance, and ease of care.
The CMBS has been reported on 16 genera in 13 plant
families. To protect the Green Industry and prevent
potential threat to agriculture and the native ecosystems, both short-term and long-term systematic IPM
strategies have been developed or explored, including:
1) to evaluate non-chemical (biological, cultural and
mechanical) IPMs; 2) to evaluate chemical efficacy and
potential impact on beneficial insects and pollinators;
3) to evaluate CMBS alternative hosts and feeding
preference for future plant selection and development;
and 4) to improve our understanding of consumer and
industry preferences and barriers to crapemyrtle sales
and consumers’ willingness to pay due to CMBS.

Honeybee (Apis mellifera) Visits to
Crepemyrtle (Lagerstroemia indica) Vary
According to Cultivar and Month
Taryn Bazhaw*, Canaan Sutton, Martin
Mendietta, Michaela Bledsoe, and Derald Harp
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources,
Texas A&M University-Commerce, Commerce, TX
75429

Crepemyrtles (CM) are a common landscape plant in
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southern landscapes, adding color as a flowering large
shrub to small tree. In recent years, CM have become
infested by a relatively new pest, crepemyrtle bark
scale (CMBS) (Acanthococcus lagerstroemiae), and the
most effective control is found by applying a systemic
neonicotinoid as a drench in the spring. Because honeybees forage heavily on CM, the insecticide ingested
can result in serious injury to individual bees and entire
hives. We noted a difference among CMs, in terms of
honeybee foraging. To better understand the relationship between CM and honeybees, an experiment was
conducted to compare honeybee visits to CM by monitoring different CM cultivars in an isolated location with
few other flowering plants. This population consisted
of four cultivars, (Natchez, Tuscarora, Ebony Fire, and
Pocomoke), varying by mature size, flower color, and
foliage color. Trees were arranged in four blocks, with
six of each cultivar in each block. We used transect
surveys to monitor insect visits. Transects were conducted weekly, observing each tree for 75 seconds and
counting honeybees, other bees, other hymenopterans,
and other pollinators. Transects began at 9:00 am and
were concluded by 11:00 am. Over the growing season,
honeybees preferred Natchez (1.6 visits per plant) and
Tuscarora (1.5 visits per plant) over Ebony Fire (0.7 visits
per plant) and Pocomoke (0.04 visits per plant), indicating a strong preference among cultivars. Bee numbers
increased with flowering, starting with 0.01 bees per
tree in week 27 and reaching an average of 2.3 bees
per tree in week 33. Blooms decreased rapidly in midAugust, and bee visits dropped to 0.1 bees per tree in
week 34 and no flowers or bees for the remainder of
the growing season. With this information, an insecticide application that minimizes insecticide levels in
the summer may provide effective CMBS control and
minimize impact on bees.

Mechanical Control of Crepemyrtle Bark
Scale (Acanthococcus lagerstromiae)
Michaela Bledsoe*, Taryn Bazhaw, Canaan
Sutton, Martin Mendietta, and Derald Harp
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources,
Texas A&M University-Commerce, Commerce, TX
75429

Crepemyrtles (CM) are common landscape plants
in southern landscapes. In recent years, CM have
become infested with crepemyrtle bark scale (CMBS)
(Acanthococcus lagerstroemiae), and the most effective
control is found by applying a systemic neonicotinoid
as a drench in the spring, though researchers have
found the insecticide in CM pollen at levels sufficient
to cause acute and chronic injury to honeybees. Honeybees forage heavily on CM pollen, especially in late
summer, and the insecticide will negatively impact both
individual bees and hives. Therefore, an experiment
was conducted to determine the efficacy of mechanical
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treatments on CMBS throughout the growing season.
An experimental group of CM, including six cultivars,
Centennial Spirit, Tonto, Ebony Fire, Ebony Glow, Ebony
Flame, and Ebony Embers, were infested with CMBS.
Once infested, plants received one of six treatments,
negative control (no treatment), positive control (dinotefuran), power wash, power wash plus horticultural
oil, soap and water scrub, soap and water scrub plus
horticultural oil. Plants were washed in February, and
dinotefuran drench was applied in May. Beginning in
June, plants were scored using a 0–10 scale for both
CMBS and sooty mold, with 0 indicating the complete
absence of CMBS or sooty mold and 10 a complete
infestation. Washing removed all evidence of CMBS
and sooty mold as plants leafed out in May, and scores
were minimal in June. Infestation rates increased each
month, but treatment differences did not appear until
August and September. As expected, dinotefuran provided better season-long control than other treatments.
However, mechanical removal effectively lowered infestation and sooty mold scores throughout much of
the growing season. While the methods provide only
temporary control, it delays sooty mold development
and may be effective as an annual treatment for those
wanting to avoid pesticides. As seen in previous studies, horticultural oil had no effect on CMBS.

Increasing Sustainability of Residential
Areas Using Rain Gardens to Improve
Pollutant Capture, Biodiversity, and
Ecosystem Resilience
Amy Wright1*, Jennifer Morash1, and Charlene
LeBleu2
1
Department of Horticulture; 2Program of Landscape
Architecture, Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849

Rain gardens have become a widespread stormwater
practice in the United States, and their use is poised to
continue expanding as they are an aesthetically pleasing way to improve the quality of stormwater runoff.
The terms rain garden and bioretention, are now often
used interchangeably to denote a landscape area that
treats stormwater runoff. Rain gardens are an effective,
attractive, and sustainable stormwater management
solution for residential areas and urban green spaces.
They can restore the hydrologic function of urban landscapes and capture stormwater runoff pollutants, such
as phosphorus (P), a main pollutant in urban cities and
residential neighborhoods. Although design considerations such as size, substrate depth, substrate type, and
stormwater holding time have been rigorously tested,
little research has been conducted on the living portion
of rain gardens. This paper reviews two studies—one
that evaluated the effects of flooding and drought tolerance on the physiological responses of native plant
species recommended for use in rain gardens, and
another that evaluated P removal in monoculture and
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polyculture rain garden plantings. In the second study,
plants and substrate were evaluated for their ability to
retain P, a typical water pollutant. Although plant growth
across species was sometimes lower when exposed to
repeat flooding, plant visual quality was generally not
compromised. Although plant selection was limited to
species native to the southeastern U.S., some findings
may be translated regardless of region. Plant tissue P
was higher than either leachate or substrate, indicating the critical role plants play in P accumulation and
removal. Additionally, polyculture plantings had the
lowest leachate P, suggesting a polyculture planting
may be more effective in preventing excess P from
entering waterways from bioretention gardens. The
findings included that, although monoculture plantings
are common in bioretention gardens, polyculture plantings can improve biodiversity, ecosystem resilience, and
rain garden functionality.

A Comparison of Pan Traps to Insect
Transects for Pollinator Monitoring in
Crepemyrtle (Lagerstroemia indica L.)
Martin Mendietta*, Michaela Bledsoe, Canaan
Sutton*, Taryn Bazhaw, and Derald A. Harp
Texas A&M University-Commerce, Commerce, TX
75429

Monitoring pollinators is an important way to evaluate the overall health of our landscapes. Understanding the timing of honeybee visits and the number of
honeybees is crucial to maximizing their access to our
gardens and minimizing injury when controlling insect
pests. While many different methods are available to
use, these systems have several limitations. The use
of pan traps eliminates collector bias, allows the use
of multiple collectors on the same study with minimal
training, and insects can be collected over a longer
period of time, minimizing daily variation in insect
activity that occurs naturally. Pan traps also provide
a controlled source for accurate identification and
development of a permanent collection related to a
particular study. Honeybee surveys were conducted
at the Texas A&M University–Commerce Plant Science
Center. Two crepemyrtle plantings were used, one of
96 crepemyrtles, 24 each of four cultivars: Ebony Fire,
Natchez, Tuscarora, and Pocomoke, and the second 24
crepemyrtles in four blocks, with six different cultivars,
Ebony Embers, Ebony Fire, Ebony Flame, and Ebony
Glow, Centennial Spirit, and Tonto. ‘Tonto’ was planted
as a replacement for ‘Ebony’ and ‘Ivory’. Honeybees
were counted using transects, counting all bees seen
at each tree for 75 seconds. Pan traps were created by
mounting yellow plastic bowls on PVC pipes, roughly
1/3 of the way into the flowering canopy. Each week,
bowls were filled with a 2% soap solution at 8:00 am.
At 4:00 pm, bowls were removed and insects collected,
identified, and counted. Pan traps were poorly correHortScience 55(9) Supplement – SR-ASHS Annual Meeting

lated with transect observations (r = –0.017, P = 0.74),
and did not provide an accurate sample of honeybees
around crapemyrtles. Pan traps did allow accurate
identification of honeybees, other hymenopterans,
other pollinators, and other insects, giving us a fuller
survey of flying insects in the immediate area.

Pretreatment Techniques for Seed
Propagation in Ratibida columnifera
(Nutt.) Wooten & Standl
Kaitlin Hopkins1*, Michael A. Arnold1, Charles
R. Hall1, H. Brent Pemberton2, and Marco A.
Palma3
Department of Horticultural Sciences, Texas A & M
University, College Station, TX 77843-2133, 2Texas A&M
AgriLife Research and Extension Center at Overton,
710 N FM 3053, P.O. Box 200, Overton, TX 75684,
3
Department of Agricultural Economics, Texas A&M
University, 2124 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-2124
1

Ratibida columnifera (Nutt.) Wooten & Standl is an herbaceous perennial found in a large natural range in the
United States. This plant exhibits large variation in both
floral and vegetative characteristics, and has potential
to be a nursery crop candidate. Collection of wild type
variation of this plant combined with breeding efforts
could eventually lead to commercialized cultivars not
yet seen on the market. In order to preserve variation
found in wild populations, characterization of optimum
seed propagation techniques must occur. We examined
the effect of a water soaking pretreatment on the seed,
which yielded differential responses among germplasm.
We also performed stratification (30, 60, and 90 day, 3
°C) and scarification (5, 10, 15 minutes in concentrated
sulfuric acid) tests, which revealed that response to cold
stratification, which peaked at 60 to 90 day depending
on the germplasm. All germplasm responded poorly
to all acid scarification treatments. Storage condition
effects compared room temperature stored seed (23 °C)
versus cool temperature stored seed (4 °C). There was
a three-way interaction between storage temperature,
storage duration, and germplasm. After 12 months,
both warm and cold storage reduced germination of
TX RC 30, whereas only warm storage of TX RC 44 had
reduced germination after 12 months. Germination of TX
RC 48 was slightly better after 12 months storage than
with fresh seed. Pretreatment of seed for short 60-day
stratification was beneficial among all genotypes tested.
Cold storage appears to be the best recommendation
for storage times greater than 6 months. At no point
would we recommend sulfuric acid scarification at the
concentration and time durations utilized during this
study for pretreatment of Ratibida columnifera.

An Overview of the Mississippi State
University Extension Farmer Florist
Series
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Christine Coker1*, James DelPrince1, Benedict
Posadas1, Eric Stafne2, Christian Stephenson3,
and Patricia Knight2
Mississippi State University, Coastal Research and
Extension Center, 1815 Popps Ferry Rd., Biloxi, MS
39532; 2South Mississippi Branch Station, Poplarville,
MS; 3MSU Extension, Hancock County
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Interest in producing cut flowers and greenery for
market is increasing in Mississippi. New growers as
well as vegetable and fruit growers seeking to diversify
have shown interest in this expanding market. Many
of these growers are also interested in direct market
sales of their products as well as value-added design
applications. These producers are referred to as “farmer
florists”. In 2018, Extension specialists and researchers
in the Mississippi State University Coastal Research and
Extension Center began developing a new Extension
publication series for farmer florists in Mississippi and
across the Southeast. Each publication follows a similar
outline including an introduction to the crop, cultural
and production practices, postharvest handling and
processing, disease and pest management, design
applications, and references and resources. To date
there are 6 publications in the series: “Snapdragons
(Antirrhinum majus) for the Farmer Florist”, “Marigolds
(Tagetes erecta) for the Farmer Florist”, “Stock (Matthiola
incana) for the Farmer Florist”, “Muscadine Wreaths
for the Farmer Florist”, “Preserved Magnolia (Magnolia
grandiflora ‘Little Gem’) Wreaths for the Farmer Florist”,
and “Corkscrew Willow (Salix matsudana ‘Tortuosa’)
Wreaths for the Farmer Florist”. While each publication is presented as a stand-alone document, together
the entire series will compose a handbook for farmer
florists. The entire series is posted at www.extension.
msstate.edu.

Asexual Propagation of Bucida buceras:
Air Layering versus Ground Layering
Eliam Sanchez Palaez*, M. Morgan, and T.W.
Zimmerman
University of the Virgin Islands Agricultural Experiment
Station, RR#1 Box 10,000, Kingshill, VI 00850

The objective was to determine whether trees of Black
Olive (Bucida buceras) could be asexually reproduced
through their branches. Some tree species can be
easily cloned but others cannot. There are various
techniques to do this. We selected 18 young trees and
randomly assigned each tree to either an air-layering
treatment or a ground-layering treatment. Each tree
had two branches selected for treatment. Some of
the air-layering branches produced roots while still on
the tree and then new leaves once planted into pots
filled with a planting substrate. None of the branches
from trees assigned to the ground-layering treatment
produced roots in the allotted time of the experiment.
Funding for this research was provided by the USDA
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McIntire Stennis grant and the USDA-NIFA-RIIA Grant.

Effect of Pre-emergence Herbicides and
Mulches on Rooting of Nursery Cuttings
and Weed Control
Isha Poudel* and Anthony Witcher
Department of Agricultural and Environmental
Sciences, Otis L. Floyd Nursery Research Center,
Tennessee State University, 472 Cadillac Lane,
McMinnville, TN, 37110

Weeds are a major problem in cutting propagation and
compete with the main crop for water, sunlight, and
nutrients and hence reduce the growth and marketable
quality of the crops. Due to the high labor cost of hand
weeding, pre-emergence herbicides and mulches can
be alternative methods for weed control in the propagation environment. The objective of this study was to
determine the effect of five pre-emergence herbicides
(Gallery SC, BroadStar, Marengo G, Regal O-O, Ronstar
G) and four mulches (rice hulls, vermiculite, paper pellets, and pine pellets) in stem cutting root development
and weed control. Stem cuttings of holly were stuck in
2.5-inch containers, placed under intermittent mist, and
then treated with pre-emergence herbicides or mulches.
Seeds of two weed species (mulberry weed and oxalis)
were sown in a separate set of containers. Holly cuttings
had 90% or greater rooting for all treatments and root
and shoot dry weight were not affected by herbicide
or mulch. Regal O-O, Gallery SC, and BroadStar were
found to be effective treatments as compared to the
non-treated control for reducing the growth and lowering the weed count of both mulberry weed and oxalis.
Mulches did not provide effective control of either weed
species, but oxalis shoot fresh weight was reduced in
paper pellets. Further study is required to determine
the effective depth of mulch application for satisfactory
weed control in cutting propagation.

Identification and Management
of Praxelis clematidea; A New and
Troublesome Weed in Central Florida
S. Christopher Marble*, Yuvraj Khamare, and
Annette Chandler
Department of Environmental Horticulture, University
of Florida, Mid-Florida Research and Education Center,
2725 S. Binion Rd., Apopka, FL 32703

Praxelis (Praxelis clematidea) is an annual or short-lived
perennial herb in the Asteraceae family and is becoming
a problematic weed species in Florida container nurseries. As there are no reports of praxelis response to
herbicide treatment, the objective of these experiments
was to determine the efficacy of selected PRE and POST
herbicides for control of praxelis in outdoor container
and field experiments in Apopka, FL. Flumioxazin and
indaziflam provided PRE control of praxelis with both
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products resulting in 89 to 100% reduction in praxelis
shoot weight in comparison with non-treated pots.
Prodiamine + isoxaben was also highly effective and
provided similar control based on dry weight reduction.
Other herbicides including oxyfluorfen + pedimethalin,
and oxyfluorfen + prodiamine also provided control
(57 to 97% reduction in shoot weight), albeit generally
to a lesser degree than was observed with flumioxazin
or indaziflam. Dimethenamid-P, dimethenamid-P +
pendimethalin and isoxaben + trifluralin reduced dry
weights in comparison with non-treated plots (approximately 40 to 50%), but were generally not considered
commercially acceptable and were, in most cases, less
efficacious than other herbicides that were evaluated.
In postemergence evaluations, clopyralid (77% control),
glyphosate (73% control), and triclopyr (89% control) all
provided effective POST control of mature and flowering
praxelis through 12 WAT and outperformed glufosinate
(40% control). Results suggest that many commonly
used PRE and POST herbicides in Florida container
nurseries would be effective management options for
praxelis, but due to high seed production and viability,
use of PRE and POST herbicides, as well as sequential
applications throughout the growing season would
likely be needed for long-term management.

Light Response Curves of Creeping
Bentgrass under Temporal Shade
Naba R. Amgain* and Charles H. Fontanier
Department of Horticulture and Landscape
Architecture, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK
704078

A decrease in available photosynthetically active radiation caused by shade can be detrimental to turfgrass
growth, development, and quality. The most common
and obvious effect of shading is the reduction in light
intensity. Shade also causes the alternation of light
quality and microclimatic conditions. Previous studies
have documented physiology and morphology changes
in turfgrass in the presence of shade. The shade is rarely
constant and instead fluctuates throughout the day.
The impact of temporal shade on creeping bentgrass
is unclear from previous research and literature. The
objective of this study was to determine the effect of
temporal shade on photosynthesis of creeping bentgrass. Plugs of creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera
L.) were established in 2.5-m diameter containers
containing sand. Grasses were established in the
greenhouse for 4 weeks. Grasses were fertilized with
4.8 kg·ha-1 N using Peters Professional 20–20–20 every
week and grasses were mowed every three days and
clippings were collected. After a month, the container
were kept under full sun, morning shade, and afternoon shade with 4 replications of each treatment. The
greenhouse condition was maintained at 30 °C day/25
°C night temperature. Photosynthetically active radiaHortScience 55(9) Supplement – SR-ASHS Annual Meeting

tion (µmol·m-2·s-1) was measured using a quantum light
sensor (Spectrum Technologies, Inc., Plainfield, IL) and
data were recorded every 15 min using Watchdog 1000
(Spectrum Technologies, Inc., Plainfield. Light response
curves were created with an auto program that adjusts
photosynthetic photon flux density from 2000 to 0
µmol·m-2·s-1. Shade adapted grass shows lower light
compensation and lower light saturation point compared to grass grown under full sun.

Multi-year Monitoring of Crapemyrtle
Bark Scale Crawler Population across
Louisiana
Yan Chen1*, Rodrigo Diaz2, Mengmeng Gu3,
Mike Merchant3, and Erfan Vafaie3
1
Louisiana State University AgCenter Hammond
Research Station, Hammond, LA 70403; 2Louisiana
State University Department of Entomology; 3Texas
A&M AgriLife Extension

Crapemyrtle bark scale (CMBS), Acanthococcus lagerstroemiae (Kuwana) (Hemiptera: Eriococcidae) has spread
to major urban areas in Louisiana by 2019. The establishment of CMBS now requires insecticide treatments
to avoid significant reduction in plant aesthetic value
caused by sooty mold accumulation. Neonicotinoids
such as imidacloprid and dinotefuran (i.e. Merit® or
ZylamTM) can provide long residue effects in managing CMBS, especially when applied as soil drenches;
however, these treatments are expensive and have
raised concerns on their impact on pollinators because
crapemyrtles is a major source of pollen throughout
the summer. Several low-impact short residual chemicals such as insect growth regulators pyriproxyfen
and azadirachtin (i.e., Fulcrum® and Molt-X®) showed
effectiveness against CMBS crawlers. It is critical to
time these applications at the peak emergence of
crawlers. This multi-year monitoring project provided
better understanding of crawler emergence dynamics
based on monitoring data collected from 2017 to 2019.
Guidance for targeting low-impact products at crawler
emergence was summarized for locations in Shreveport,
Houma, and New Orleans. Two distinct generations
of CMBS were found in Shreveport (USDA Hardiness
Zone 8b) in two of the three monitoring years, and at
least three generations were found in New Orleans
and Houma (Zone 9a). All three locations had the first
crawler emergence peak during last April and early May
in two of the three years, with Shreveport being about
two weeks late than the other two locations in one
year. These observations indicate the best treatment
window for the first generation of crawlers would be
late April to mid-May.

Influence of Cutting Type and Stem
Position on Spring Cuttings of
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Pascagoula™ Crapemyrtle
J. Skylar Baldwin1*, Patricia. R. Knight2, Jenny
B. Ryals2, Scott A. Langlois2, Eugene K. Blythe2,
Christine E.H. Coker3, Gary R. Bachman3, and
James M. DelPrince3
117 Dorman Hall, Department of Plant and Soil
Sciences, Mississippi State University, Mississippi
State, MS 39762; 2P.O. Box 193, Coastal Research and
Extension Center-South Mississippi Branch Experiment
Station, Mississippi State University, Poplarville, MS
39470; 31815 Popps Ferry Road, Coastal Research and
Extension Center, Biloxi, MS 39532

1

Mississippi State University has developed several new
crapemyrtle selections, including Pascagoula™. The
objective of this study was to evaluate ease of rooting
and determine optimal commercial auxin formulation
and concentration, as well as optimal stem position for
softwood and semi-hardwood cutting propagation of
Pascagoula™ crapemyrtle. Medial cuttings (12.7 cm)
were harvested and stuck to a depth of 2.6 cm on June
8, 2018. Medium was 100% perlite in 6-cm containers.
Treatment factors included auxin formulation [Hortus;
Hortus IBA Water Soluble Salts™ (IBA only), Dip’N Grow®
(DNG; IBA + NAA with NAA at one-half the rate of IBA),
or nontreated control], IBA rate (0, 500, or 1000 ppm),
and stem position along the harvested shoots [1 (most
proximal), 2, 3, or 4 (most distal)]. Auxin solutions were
applied using a basal quick-dip. Experimental design
was a randomized complete block with five replications
per treatment combination. Data collected included
rooting (Y/N), growth indices, cutting quality rating
(0–5), root count, average root length (length of three
longest roots/3), and root quality rating (0–5). Stem
position had no influence on percent rooting, average
length of the three longest roots, root or cutting quality, or growth indices. Auxin formulation had no effect
on percent rooting, cutting quality, or growth indices.
Cuttings that received either commercial auxin formulation had greater average length of the three longest
roots compared to cuttings that received no auxin.
Auxin concentration had no effect on percent rooting,
cutting quality or growth indices. However, cuttings
receiving 1000 ppm IBA had more roots compared to
cuttings that received 500 or 0 ppm IBA, and cuttings
receiving 500 ppm IBA had more roots compared to
cuttings that received no auxin. Average length of the
three longest roots was greater for cuttings that received
1000 ppm IBA compared to cuttings that received no
hormone, but cuttings that received 500 ppm IBA had
similar root numbers compared to the other treatments.
Root quality was improved by use of auxin, regardless
of concentration. There was an interaction between
stem position and auxin formulation for both cutting
root number and root quality, but when the interaction between the factors was analyzed, there were no
differences in cutting root quality. Cuttings taken from
the hardest plant tissue, stem position 1, and dipped
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in Hortus IBA™ had more roots compared to cuttings
that were taken from stem position 1 and stuck without
auxin, All other treatment combinations were similar.

Surface Temperature Measurements in
an Urban Agricultural System as a Crop
Grows
K. Terry* and L. Whittinghill
College of Agriculture and Environment, Kentucky State
University, Frankfort, KY 40601

Urban heat island has increased over time, including
cities such as Louisville, KY. Advancing at one of the
fastest rates in the country, local new suggest that we
stay in on hot days. Some days, temperatures reach
107.1 degrees. Imagine working in this environment.
Adding plants to urban areas decreases temperatures
through evaporative cooling. Constructing roof top gardens, growing trees, and building community gardens
would benefit urban areas in many ways. The objective of this study was to determine if growing crops
in raised beds would decrease surface temperatures.
Kale was grown in raised beds using conventional fertilizer, organic fertilizer, compost and organic fertilizer,
or compost only. Seven temperature measurements
were taken starting from the edge to middle of the
plant beds every four inches along a randomly selected
transect. Measurements were taken once a week and
after harvest. Plants started to appear quickly and
had lower temperatures than where no plants were
growing (5.56 vs. 11.90 degrees, respectively, on Oct 8).
Temperatures were high at the edge and lower in the
middle of the bed (18.42 vs. 9.33 degrees, respectively
on Oct. 8). Compost and organic fertilizers had more
of an impact on temperature (6.09 compared to 10.53
degrees for the next lowest temperature on Oct. 8),
likely because of the soil moisture. Differences in temperature varied over the course of the study period.
These results show that urban agriculture can reduce
surface temperatures. This can have larger impacts on
the urban environment, urban communities, and quality of life. Using vacant space that contributes to high
temperatures to produce crops can limit the amount
of hot days, such as the 107.1-degree day, which is
unbearable to the community.

Using Paper Bags for Growing Peaches in
Backyard Gardens: A New Horticultural
Practice in the United States
Ann K. Kule* and Juan C. Melgar
220 Biosystems Research Complex, Department of
Plant and Environmental Sciences, Clemson University,
Clemson, SC 29634

Fruit bagging is a simple method used to protect fruit
from pests and diseases. It is very popular among
backyard gardeners in Asia and there is an increasing
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interest in the United States, especially in regions with
warm and humid climates where pests and diseases
thrive. As a consequence of the peach bagging project
at Clemson University, over three hundred individuals
have purchased fruit bags online at Clemson Marketplace for their own fruit. The goal of this research was
to survey potential consumers and backyard gardeners
across the U.S. to find out how they implemented the
bags into their farming/gardening and their success. A
survey was performed online using Survey Monkey and
consisted of five specific questions regarding the type of
fruit that was bagged, application of chemical sprays on
the fruit crop, the state each individual was located in,
their success rate, and overall happiness with the fruit
quality. Results showed that the majority of consumers
were located in the southeastern United States. On a
scale of one-to-five, most responded by rating their fruit
quality four or five. The majority of consumers did not
spray anything on their fruit before placing the bag,
although the responses at an individual level clearly
indicated that spraying before bagging specifically in
the Southeast made a positive impact on success rate.
Overall, there was a high rate of happiness with the
fruit quality. For many of the growers, using the fruit
bags seemed to increase their peach harvest and many
noted they would use the bags again.

Biological and Biochemical
Physiognomies of Pineapple (Ananas
comosus L. Merr) Genotypes Grown
Under Greenhouse Conditions in the
Southern United States
Harun Sorker*, Zelalul Adam, and Shahidul
Islam
Department of Agriculture, University of Arkansas at
Pine Bluff, 153 Woodard Hall, 1200 North University
Dr., Mail Slot 4913, Pine Bluff, AR 71601

Greenhouse farming of tropical fruits has evolved
enormously since modern greenhouse technology
has made it possible to cultivate tropical crops like
pineapple commercially. Pineapple is commonly taken
for fresh consumption, as well as their flesh and juice
are used for the grounding of different products in
agro-processing industries. For such manufacturing
developments, it is critical to have evidence on the
physical and phytochemical belongings of pineapple.
Two varieties of pineapple, Honey Queen (HQ) and
Giant Kew (GK), has been growing in the greenhouse
of UAPB since 2010. The different growing features
and nutritional parameters, namely weight, length,
diameter, color, odor, firmness, appearance, sweetness, moisture content, edible portion, total soluble
solids, pH, total sugar, reducing sugar, vitamin C, and
total phenolic and antioxidant capacity of these two
pineapple varieties were analyzed. We also examined
the sensory eminence of the pineapple varieties studHortScience 55(9) Supplement – SR-ASHS Annual Meeting

ied. The firmness of pineapple fruits measured outside
and inside were 0.213–0.29 N/m2 and 0.11–0.18 N/m2,
respectively. The pH values of the four varieties were
found to be in the range of 4.60–4.69. The highest and
lowest sweetness index was estimated to be 29.90 for
HQ and 21.31 for GK, respectively. The average TSS
values were found to be 20.44%, 18.022%, for HQ and
GK, respectively. The highest and lowest total polyphenol contents were estimated to be 3236.36 ug total
phenols per gram dry sample for HQ and 1975.76 ug
total phenols per gram dry sample for GK. The highest
antioxidant was found in HQ (7517.06 µg TEAC/g DW)
as compared to GK (6908.14 µg TEAC/g DW). This study
validated that freeze-dried samples from pineapple
grown in a greenhouse could serve as potential sources
of antioxidants and other medicinal attributes for use
in food and pharmaceutical industries.

Effects of NAA, AVG, and 1-MCP on
Preharvest Fruit Drop, Fruit Maturity,
and Quality of ‘AU Golden Sunshine’
Kiwifruit
Jacob T. Kelley1*, James D. Spiers1, James R.
Kessler1, Elina D. Coneva1, and Edgar L. Vinson2
Department of Horticulture, Auburn University,
Auburn, AL 36849; 2Chilton Research & Extension
Center, 120 County Road 756, Clanton, AL 35045
1

Preharvest fruit drop of kiwifruit is an unusual phenomenon with little to no reports on the subject. The golden
kiwifruit ‘AU Golden Sunshine’ Actinidia chinensis has
exhibited a preharvest fruit drop in central Alabama
that could have economic implications for the producers who grow the cultivar. A study was conducted to
determine the efficacy of preventing preharvest fruit
drop of ‘AU Golden Sunshine’ using three plant growth
regulators: NAA (Fruitone®), AVG (ReTain®), and 1-MCP
(Harvista®). Treatments consisted of NAA, AVG, 1-MCP,
NAA + AVG, NAA + 1-MCP, and an untreated control applied ~28, ~21, and ~14 days before anticipated harvest.
The average % fruit drop ranged from 5.6 to 13.6%.
Based on one year of data, applications of AVG at ~14
days before anticipated harvest showed potential for
reducing the pre-harvest fruit drop of this cultivar. All
other treatments did not appear to affect the incidence
of preharvest fruit drop. Further research is required to
substantiate or refute the efficacy of these chemicals
on pre-harvest fruit drop of ‘AU Golden Sunshine’.

Leaf and flower morphology of
Ecuadorian P. serotina subsp. capuli
Sakshi Pathania1*, Juan C. Carrasco2, Carlos R.
Chavez2, Luis Fiallos3, and Dario J. Chavez1
University of Georgia, Department of Horticulture,
Griffin, GA; 2Natural Resources, Escuela Superior
Politécnica de Chimborazo, Riobamba, Ecuador;
1
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Livestock Sciences, Escuela Superior Politécnica de
Chimborazo, Riobamba, Ecuador

3

Prunus serotina (black cherry) is native to America with
five subspecies found: serotina, eximia, hirsuta, virens,
and capuli. Prunus serotina subsp. serotina is native to
North America. It is characterized by small, astringent
fruit, unsuitable for human consumption. Prunus serotina subsp. capuli is found in South America with superior fruit specimens in Ecuador. These specimens have
large, juicy, and tasty fruit used for human consumption.
These fruits have important nutraceutical properties and
are available in produce markets. However, no commercial varieties of capuli are currently available. The
objective of this research was to characterize leaf and
flower morphological traits of plants grown from seeds
of 45 capuli accessions collected from three provinces
of Ecuador (Cotopaxi, Chimborazo and Tungurahua)
in 2016. These plants are currently growing in Griffin,
GA. Leaf measurements included petiole length, leaf
area, leaf height, leaf width, leaf apex angle and leaf
basal angle. Flower measurements included pedicel
length, flower width, and flower length. Raceme length,
number of racemes per branch and number of flowers per raceme were also characterized. ANOVA was
performed with significant differences observed among
accessions for all variables measured. No clear differences were observed across regions that may support
the presence of different populations. Future studies
will establish the genetic diversity of these accessions
to better understand the gene pool to be used for
breeding and selection.

Precocious Fruit Production in 2-Year-Old
Bark Inlay Grafted Pawpaw Trees
Sheri B. Crabtree1*, Jeremiah D. Lowe1, Kirk W.
Pomper1, and R. Neal Peterson2
Kentucky State University Land Grant Program,
Frankfort, KY; 2 Peterson Pawpaws, Harpers Ferry, WV

1

The North American pawpaw (Asimina triloba) is a
native tree fruit in small-scale commercial production across the eastern United States. Many growers
have seedling or wild pawpaw trees that produce low
yields and poor quality fruit. These trees could serve
as rootstock for improved pawpaw cultivars to enable production of superior fruit more rapidly. The
bark inlay grafting technique is not well developed for
pawpaw. The objective of this study was to determine
if bark inlay grafted pawpaw trees would exhibit precocious fruit production. Two commercially available
Kentucky State University (KSU) pawpaw cultivars and
two promising KSU advanced selections were selected:
‘KSU-Benson’, ‘KSU-Chappell’, Hi1-4, and Hi7-1. Six trees
of each cultivar were grafted and evaluated for survival
and fruit production. An average of 58% of bark inlay
grafts survived after 2 years. Many grafts were initially
successful, but were broken by strong winds despite
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being staked. By 2 years after grafting, 36% of surviving
trees produced fruit. ‘KSU-Benson’ produced the most
fruit and advanced selections Hi1-4 and Hi7-1 produced
the fewest. When grafted using chip budding or whip
and tongue on smaller rootstock, grafted pawpaw trees
generally take a minimum of 3–4 years to produce their
first fruit. Thus, bark inlay grafting onto a large mature
rootstock led to more precocious fruit production by
1–2 years. Bark inlay grafting is a promising method
for converting unproductive or poor quality seedling
pawpaws to improved cultivars, which may lead to
more precocious fruit production than other grafting
methods. Trees must be securely staked when using
this grafting method to have long-term success.

Rapid Digital Imaging Approach for
Screening Red Drupelet Reversion in
Blackberry
T.M. Chizk*, Margaret Worthington, John R.
Clark, and Kenneth Buck
316 Plant Science Building, Department of Horticulture,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR

Red Drupelet Reversion (RDR) is a postharvest disorder
in blackberry that occurs when black drupelets ‘revert’
to red coloration after storage, reducing consumer
acceptance and leading to possible rejection of entire
lots of blackberries. To our knowledge, all current reports of RDR have relied on laborious manual counting
techniques or subjective assessments of damage. In the
present study, fruit from 14 diverse genotypes representing a range of fruit texture and shipping potential
was harvested on two separate dates at Clarksville, AR
between June 10 and July 1, 2019. After a week of cold
storage at 5 °C, RDR was measured via two manual
techniques and a novel, accelerated technique that
employs open-source ImageJ software to rapidly batchprocess images using L*a*b* color space thresholds.
All three methods detected genotypic differences (P <
0.05) and were significantly correlated (P < 0.05), but
RDR occurrence was low for all genotypes and harvest
dates. Across all methods, Black MagicTM, a soft-textured
home garden cultivar, was most affected by RDR while
the firm fruited breeding selections A-2453T and A2491T were among the three least affected genotypes.
Our findings suggest that manual counting of RDR “by
berry” is the most sensitive to detection of low levels
of RDR while the novel ImageJ method is the least
sensitive, detecting 0 to 64% RDR and 0 to 1.0% RDR
respectively. These findings suggest that screening
of RDR through ImageJ may be a viable alternative to
manual techniques, but lacks the sensitivity to detect
low levels of reversion. However, the analytical value
of ImageJ batch-processing as a routine RDR screening
procedure for breeding selections may be enhanced
under treatments that induce RDR by simulating shipping conditions.
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Apple Fruit Size is Enhanced with
Increasing 6-BA Application Number
Krittika Tonapi1*, Anish Malladi1, and Tom Kon2
1111 Miller Plant Sciences, Dept. of Horticulture,
University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602; 2 Dept. of
Horticultural Sciences, North Carolina State University,
Mountain Horticultural Crops and Research and
Extension Center, 455 Research Drive, Mills River, NC,
28759
1

‘Gala’ is an economically important apple variety but
is inherently small-fruited. The plant growth regulator
6-benzyladenine (6-BA) was reported to directly increase
fruit cell number and subsequent fruit size. However,
6-BA application patterns for fruit size enhancement
have not been optimized. In Spring 2019, an experiment was initiated at the Mountain Horticultural Crops
Research and Extension Center in Mills River, NC, to
determine the relationship between 6-BA application
number and apple fruit development. Twenty uniform
trees were selected in a 7-year-old ‘Ultima Gala’/‘M.9
RN-29’ orchard at 0.9 × 4.05 m spacing, trained to tall
spindle. Using a CO2 sprayer, one to four applications
of 6-BA was sprayed at 100 ppm between petal-fall
and three weeks after full bloom. The experiment had
a randomized complete block design with five treatments including control and four replications and was
analyzed via regression using R software. Fruit diameter
was measured weekly on 10 tagged spurs per tree,
from petal-fall until harvest, and relative fruit growth
rate was determined. Fruit set was evaluated weekly
from petal-fall to June drop. At harvest, whole trees
were harvested and a modern fruit sorter was used to
determine crop density, yield, fruit weight, fruit length
and fruit diameter. During early fruit growth, 6-BA application number had no effect on fruit diameter and
fruit set, but around 90 DAFB, there was a significant
curvilinear increase in fruit size with increasing 6-BA
applications (P = 0.0029). Compared to the control,
there was 7% increase in fruit diameter on trees with
four applications of 6-BA at 95 DAFB. At harvest, fruit
set, crop density, and yield were not influenced by
6-BA application numbers, but we observed quadratic
regression with fruit diameter (P = 0.0008), fruit length
(P < 0.0001) and fruit weight (P < 0.0001). Relative to the
control, four applications of 6-BA increased fruit diameter (4%), fruit length (7%) and fruit weight (17%). To
further understand effects of 6-BA application number
on fruit development, cell number and volume will be
determined via light microscopy. Also, gene expression studies of various cell-production and expansion
related genes will be conducted. To clarify effects of
6-BA on fruit development, trans-zeatin and expression
of cytokinin metabolism genes related to biosynthesis
(IPT) and degradation (CKX) will be quantified. So far,
multiple applications of 6-BA have shown promising
results in enhancement of apple fruit size, but specific
mechanisms will be determined by microscopy and
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gene expression studies.

The Backbone of Fruit: Cell Wall
Polysaccharides in Grafted and Nongrafted ‘Liberty’ Watermelon at Varying
Levels of Hollow Heart
Marlee A. Trandel1*, Penelope PerkinsVeazie1, Suzanne Johanningsmeier2, Jonathan
Schultheis3, and Chris Gunter3
North Carolina State University, Dept. of Horticultural
Sciences, 600 Laureate Way, Plants for Human Health
Institute, Kannapolis, NC 28081; 2North Carolina State
University, Dept. of Food, Bioprocessing and Nutrition
Sciences, 400 Dan Allen Dr., Schaub Hall, Raleigh,
NC 27606; 3North Carolina State University, Dept. of
Horticultural Sciences, 2721 Founders Dr., Kilgore Hall,
Raleigh, NC 27606
1

Triploid (seedless) watermelon cultivars are susceptible
to hollow heart (HH), an internal fruit disorder. HH was
induced using ‘Liberty’ and reduced pollen availability.
Grafting with ‘Carnivor’, an interspecific hybrid rootstock
(C. moschata × C. maxima), increased tissue firmness
by 3 N and reduced HH by 39%. To further explore the
role of cell wall pectins in HH and grafted fruit, heart
samples of placental tissue were washed with acetone,
ethanol and methanol to yield alcohol insoluble residues (AIR). Residues were sequentially extracted with
water, calcium carbonate or potassium hydroxide to
yield water soluble (WSF), carbonate soluble (CSF),
alkali soluble (ASF) or unextractable (UNF) fractions.
Total neutral sugars and uronic acids were analyzed
in the sequential fractions. A second set of AIRs were
reduced, derivatized, hydrolyzed, methylated for linkage
assembly and acetylated then injected into a GC-MS for
compositional analysis of monosaccharides. Grafted
fruit had increased total cell wall material compared
to non-grafted fruit. Among pectic fractions, WSF were
lowest. CSF was reduced with HH and no significant differences were found in total neutral sugars (µM·mg-1) or
uronic acids (µM·mg-1) for HH or graft. Twelve neutral
monosaccharide building blocks were identified in
graft and HH watermelon. Although differences were
not significant with graft or HH, trends were similar
for grafted fruit with no HH and non-graft with HH.
Glucose and galactose were highest, followed by xylose
and arabinose sugars in watermelon. Graft with HH
had the lowest degree of methylation (55.1%) and the
highest galacturonic (29.1 µg·mg-1) and glucuronic acid
(11.2 µg·mg-1) concentrations. We hypothesized that
grafting protects pectic polysaccharides from cell wall
degradation and HH by increasing total pectin content
and pectic polysaccharides of homogalacturonan (HG)
and rhamnogalacturonan I and II (RG I and II), which
increase cell wall adherence and strength. Our results
indicate that grafting protects cell walls from degradation, as indicated by lowest degree of methylated
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pectins. Watermelon not grafted, but with HH had more
methylated pectins, but were similar in neutral sugars.
We speculate that grafting protects the plant cell wall
from degradation and HH.

Physiological Responses of Six Prunus
Rootstocks Submitted to Flooding Stress
Trequan McGee1, Ali Sarkhosh1*, Jose Chaprro1,
and Tom Beckman2
Horticultural Sciences Department, University of
Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611; 2USD-ARS, Fruit and Tree
Nut Research, Byron, GA
1

Six Prunus rootstocks were tested for their ability to
tolerate waterlogging/flooding stress. With increased
flood events happening around the globe, especially in
peach production areas, the need for flood-tolerated
rootstocks has become more important. With peaches
being notorious for their susceptibility to waterlogging
stress, a comparison was needed to understand how
the Florida industry standard, ‘Flordaguard’, performs
compared to other rootstock options. ‘Guardian’ and
‘Nemaguard’ had lower chlorophyll content by 8 days
when compared to their controls. ‘Guardian’, ‘Nemaguard’, ‘P-22’, and ‘R5064-5’ had lower stomatal conductance, leaf transpiration, and photosynthesis by 8 days
when compared to their controls. Differences between
rootstocks were noticed at 4 and 6 days, but ultimately,
by 8 days, all the rootstocks were performing similarly.
Sap flow wood samples were collected from all the
trees after 8 days of waterlogging and ‘Flordaguard’
presented the worst coloration, while ‘R5064-5’ showed
the best coloration. After 8 days of flooding conditions,
‘Flordaguard’ was unaffected in terms of physiological
responses, but visible changes were quite different. The
majority of leaves were yellow and abscising after 8 days.
Visible tree health drastically declined after 6 days for
all rootstocks except ‘R5064-5’. Based on our findings,
‘R5604-5’ and ‘MP-29’ performed the best throughout
the study and may have the ability to recover from
waterlogging stress due to their ability to keep foliage
intact and resist damage to sap flow wood. ‘Flordaguard’
was most sensitive considering physiological response,
scion’s visible health and coloration of sap flow wood.
More information on each rootstock’s ability to recover
from this prolonged flooding situation is needed and
could help growers make the best management decisions before and after flood events.

Effect of Rootstock Cultivar on Consumer
Quality Attributes of ‘Aztec Fuji’ Apple
Dylan G. Teel1*, Elina D. Coneva1, and Matthew
D. Price2
101 Funchess Hall, Dept. of Horticulture, Auburn
University, Auburn, AL 36849-5408; 2Chilton Research
and Extension Center, 120 County Rd. 756, Clanton, AL

1
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As part of the multistate NC-140 rootstock trials, the
effect of 14 size-controlling rootstocks on consumer
quality attributes of ‘Aztec Fuji’ apples were tested in
Alabama conditions in 2019. The trial was established
at the Chilton Research and Extension Center near
Clanton, AL in 2014 as a completely randomized block
design with ten single tree replications. Size-controlling
apple rootstocks included: Budagovsky 10 (B.10); from
Geneva (G.) series—G.11, G.30, G.41, G.202, G.214,
G.935, and G.969; from Vineland (V.) series—V.1, V.5,
V.6, and V.7; with Malling 26 EMLA, and Malling 9-T337
serving as controls. Ten apple samples were collected
at random from each tree at harvest to determine the
rootstock effect on fruit quality characteristics of ‘Aztec Fuji’ cultivar. Measurements were taken and data
was recorded to determine mean fruit weight, soluble
solids content and firmness. The results suggest that
trees grafted on G.935 and M.9-T337 produced the
sweetest fruit. The largest fruit size of 215.7 g was
recorded for ‘Aztec Fuji’ trees on G.11. Trees on G.935
produced firmer fruit which suggests rootstock had an
effect on ripening. Studies will continue to investigate
the rootstock effect on consumer quality attributes of
‘Aztec Fuji’ apple in multiple seasons.

—Vegetable Crops—
Selection of Stable Bush-type Southern
Appalachian Heirloom Snap Beans
Mary A. Mahan* and Brian M. Leckie
School of Agriculture, Tennessee Tech University,
Cookeville, TN 38505

Green beans are an important vegetable that serve as
a primary source of protein in diets. The Sustainable
Mountain Agriculture Center holds a collection of approximately 900 heirloom green bean lines of various
market classes including pole, bush, greasy, and half
runner. Due to the recurrent selection of these Appalachian beans, they are expected to be regionally adapted
and may hold genetic resistances to biotic constraints.
Bush beans from the collection are of particular interest as they are candidates for commercialization due
to their growth habit and ease of harvest. Currently,
the SMAC collection holds bean lines characterized as
bush, but these lines have not been rigorously phenotyped and these designations are largely based on the
description of the seed collector. In May 2017, forty-six
putative bush-type green beans from the collection,
along with commercial controls, were sown for evaluation in a high tunnel greenhouse. Six lines germinated
poorly and were excluded from the experiment. The
remaining lines were grown to maturity. Data was recorded for multiple traits including plant growth habits,
flowering date, pod traits, and yield. Stable bush-type
growth was observed in eleven SMAC lines and in the
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four commercial controls. A single bush line (Executive
Bush) outperformed all lines with a significantly higher
average yield of 253g. Commercial controls varied with
Blue Lake 274 (Seedway) yielding the lowest at 14.8g
and Contender (Johnny’s Seed) yielding the highest at
129.5g. All other lines were statistically similar to the
Contender control for average harvest weight.

Small Farm Evaluation of Bush-type
Southern Appalachian Heirloom Snap
Beans
Erik Koehler* and Brian M. Leckie
School of Agriculture, Tennessee Tech University,
Cookeville, TN 38505

Heirlooms are described as being landraces, “farmer
bred” populations that invoke a horticultural and anthropological importance. Regional reliance on recurrent selection by farmers of Southern Appalachia has
led to a diversity of heirloom snap beans. Regrettably,
the number of heirlooms available is in decline due to
a grower reliance on commercially available lines. The
Sustainable Mountain Agriculture Center, a non-profit
organization focused on the preservation of regionally
adapted heirloom bean varieties has been collecting/
maintaining ~1,000 Southern Appalachians bean lines.
This collection holds representatives with distinct
growth habits, pod types, and seed phenotypes. Bush
beans are described as having a type I growth habit and
are highly determinate and are preferred by commercial
growers. Previous work to screen the collection detailed
nine stable bush lines which were selected for this trial.
The goal of this project is to evaluate these elite bushtype lines in field settings to understand their potential
to small, regional sustainable farmers. The nine lines
and a Blue Lake 274 commercial control were evaluated in trials at three farms in the upper Cumberland
and Nashville basin regions of Tennessee for two years.
Trials were arranged in a randomized complete block
design with three replicate blocks. Blocks contained
each variety which were planted in plots of 25 plants,
direct seeded, with 76 mm plant spacing. Yield data per
plant was recorded at approximately 60 days. Data was
analyzed using a full factorial mixed model ANOVA in
JMP14. Main effect terms in the model included variety,
farm, year and their interactions. Random effects in
the model included block and year. Block was nested
within farm in the analysis. Full factorial analysis (R2 =
0.91) demonstrated a significant effect (P < 0.05) of all
main effects and their interactions, with variety, farm,
variety by farm, and year by farm significant at (P <
0.001). While variety yields varied within farms, the most
significant variations existed between farms indicating
that the farming practices, and especially soil fertility,
on the small farms was the largest determinant of
yields regardless of variety. The means separation of
the variety term identified the executive bush bean as
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the highest yielding line, which performed significantly
better than the Blue Lake 274 control.

Comparative Study of Ginger Mineral
Nutrient Contents
Guochen Yang*, Julia Robinson, Sanjun Gu,
Zhongge (Cindy) Lu, William Lashley, and Bryce
Holms
College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences,
North Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro, NC
27411.

Ginger (Zingiber officinale Rosc.) is an important spice
crop and has been used as a food additive (in soft
drinks, preserves, flavoring food products, and alcoholic
beverages) as well as for treating medical conditions
(arthritis, neurological diseases, vomiting, and asthma).
It is a tropical crop and has been commercially and
exclusively produced in Hawaii. The project objective
was to investigate mineral nutrient content in ginger
rhizomes between cultivars grown under high tunnel
and greenhouse conditions. This research was conducted for two growing seasons (2017 and 2018). For
2017 season, we studied three cultivars, Chinese White
(CW), Hawaii Yellow (HY), and Kali Ma (KM), in a high tunnel (0%, 40%, 60%, and 80% shade) and a greenhouse.
For 2018 season, we evaluated six ginger cultivars in a
greenhouse, Big Kahuna (BK), CW, HY, KM, King Yai (KY),
and Peruvian Yellow (PY). Upon harvesting, rhizome
samples were collected, cleaned, oven dried, powdered, and studied for potassium, calcium, magnesium,
iron, manganese, and zinc contents using inductively
coupled plasma optical emissions spectrometer (ICPOES). Mineral nutrient content data were subsequently
analyzed for statistical significance using SAS University
Edition and Microsoft Excel. For 2017 season, potassium, magnesium, and manganese contents in ginger
rhizomes were significantly different between growing
conditions, while iron, calcium and zinc were not. KM
had the highest average mineral nutrient content per
element, except for magnesium, which was the lowest.
For 2018 season, we found significant difference in
mineral nutrient content between cultivars, with the
highest Ca, K, and Mg content and the lowest Fe, Mn,
and Zn content. On average, BK, KM, and PY had the
highest mineral nutrient contents.

Differential Lead (Pb) Accumulation in
Cool Season Vegetables
Celine Richard*, Kathryn Fontenot, Edward
Bush, Heather Kirk-Ballard, and Taylor M.
Bryant
Louisiana State University Agricultural Center, Baton
Rouge, LA 70803

Lead (Pb) is a heavy metal that exists in the environment
naturally at low levels. However, human activities have
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expedited its relocation, concentration, and subsequent
threat to human health. Drinking, eating, and breathing
particles containing Pb in any concentration can result
in acute or chronic Pb poisoning. To address the soilPb exposure pathway via bioaccumulation, this study
evaluates the differential uptake of Pb across cultivars
of common cool season vegetable crops at soil contamination levels 0 ppm Pb, 1000 ppm Pb, and 2000 ppm
Pb. Preliminary data shows that at soil contamination
of 1000 ppm soil-Pb, Chinese cabbages Brassica rapa
‘Michihli’ ‘Mibuna’ and ‘Tatsoi’ accumulated 0.27, 0.43,
0.69 ppm Pb respectively; Indian mustard species Brassica juncea ‘Purplewave’, ‘Red Giant’, and ‘Tendergreen’
accumulated 0.16, 0.21, and 0.29 ppm Pb respectively;
and butterhead lettuce Lactuca sativa ‘Little Giant’, ‘Great
Lakes’ and ‘Arianna’ accumulated 0.14, 0.16, 019 ppm Pb,
respectively, in the edible leaf tissues. At 2000 ppm soilPb, Chinese cabbages Brassica rapa ‘Michihli’, ‘Mibuna’
and ‘Tatsoi’ accumulated 0.27, 0.44, and 0.17 ppm Pb;
Indian mustard species Brassica juncea ‘Purplewave’,
‘Red Giant’, and ‘Tendergreen’ accumulated 0.22, 0.22,
and 0.29 ppm Pb; and butterhead lettuce Lactuca sativa
‘Little Giant’, ‘Great Lakes’ and ‘Arianna’ accumulated
0.13, 0.27, and 0.3 ppm Pb in the edible leaf tissues.
All ppm Pb values indicate mg Pb/kg fresh weight of
each sample. No level of lead contamination in fresh
produce is cited as safe per the FDA regulations. These
accumulation experiments will be followed by raised bed
trials to evaluate the effectiveness of barriers beneath
raised beds in contaminated soil environments to prevent lead mobilization in urban soils and subsequent
produce contamination.

Characterization of Southern
Appalachian Heirloom Snap Beans using
Genotyping by Sequencing
Brian M. Leckie* and Michael Best
School of Agriculture, Tennessee Tech University,
Cookeville, TN 38505

The Sustainable Mountain Agriculture Center (SMAC),
a non-profit organization created by Dr. Bill Best, has
focused on the collection and preservation of heirloom
bean varieties grown in the Southern Appalachian
region. This collection is currently maintaining ~1,000
lines, including those representing significant variation
in many snap bean characteristics including pod type,
bean color, and plant architecture. Due to the large
effort required to evaluate a collection of this size, it
has yet to be characterized phenotypically or genotypically. The goals of this project are to understand
the population structure and diversity of heirloom
green beans in a regional collection held by SMAC,
create a core collection of these heirloom beans, and
provide genotypic data for targeted trait discovery
effort. Genomic DNA from 848 plant samples were
used to create GBS libraries using ApeKI adapters and
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sequenced using an Illumina NexSeq 500 in the Water
Center at TTU with a 75 bp single-end read chemistry.
The TASSEL-GBS pipeline version 5.2.41 was used to
call single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) using the
Phaseolus vulgaris v2.1 genome and identified 386,164
unique sites. After filtering to remove missing data and
non-polymorphic SNPs, a data set of 31,931 high quality SNPs was returned. Principal coordinate analysis of
lines shows distinct groupings of the two lineages with
the majority of the beans in the collection being more
similar to the Mesoamerican controls. These and other
initial analysis are presented.

Influence of Deflowering on Jicama
Production
Milan Philbert* and Thomas W. Zimmerman
University of the Virgin Islands Agricultural Experiment
Station, RR#1 Box 10,000, Kingshill, VI 00850

Jicama (Pachyrrhizas erosus L.) is a vigorous herbaceous
vining legume that produces a delicious tuberous
root. The overall objective of this study was to assess
the influence of deflowering jicama on tuberous root
production over time. Plants, trained on a mesh trellis,
were deflowered weekly when floral buds appeared.
Harvests were conducted at 90, 120, 150, and 180 days.
Significantly larger tuberous root diameter and weight
was observed at 120–180 days from deflowered plants
than on flowering and fruiting plants. Deflowering Jicama
can be used to significantly decrease production time.
This research was funded by grants from USDA-NIFASCBG administered by the Virgin Islands Department
of Agriculture and by USDA-NIFA-RIIA.

Warm and Cool LED Supplements Impact
Key Flavor Volatiles in Hydroponically
Grown ‘Purple Petra’ Basil
Hunter A. Hammock*, Dean A. Kopsell, and
Carl E. Sams
Department of Plant Sciences, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, TN 37996

Light emitting diodes (LEDs) have the ability to produce
a wide range of narrowband and broadband wavelengths with varying intensities. LED lighting systems
are becoming more popular in commercial greenhouse
production because of their increased energy efficiency
and ability to control spectral output. Spectral quality
directly impacts secondary metabolism in a variety of
crops, which include many compounds shown to influence human health and sensory perception. Ocimum
basilicum L. cv. ‘Purple Petra’ is a common basil cultivar
known for its spicy and unique flavor profile, with
strong notes of clove, licorice, citrus, and star anise.
The objective of this study was to establish impacts
of full spectrum LEDs and narrowband blue/red (B/R)
LEDs on key flavor volatiles in hydroponically grown
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‘Purple Petra’ basil. A total of four lighting treatments
were used, which included one non-supplemented
natural light (NL) control, cool white LEDs (5600 K),
warm white LEDs (3200 K), and 20B/80R narrowband
LEDs. Each supplemental lighting treatment provided
8.64 mol.m-2.d-1 (100 µmols.m-2.sec-1, 24 h per day). VOC
profiles were obtained by analyzing basil leaf tissue
samples using an Agilent headspace sampler and GCMS. Methyl eugenol concentrations were highest in NL
control and significantly lower in all three supplemented
treatments, contrary to all other compounds evaluated.
Eucalyptol and linalool concentrations were highest in
the B20/R80 treatment and lowest in NL control. Total
concentrations of R+/S-limonene were highest under
the warm white treatment, and the ratio of 16:1 (R+/S-)
was consistent across all treatments. This study shows
that the application of supplemental LED lighting can
manipulate key VOC concentrations in ‘Purple Petra’
basil and that spectral quality is an important factor
in secondary metabolic resource allocation. This data
reveals a general trend of increased mono and diterpene concentrations under supplemental lighting; in
contrast, the phenylpropanoid methyl eugenol showed
decreased concentrations under supplemental lighting
and was highest under the NL control. Manipulating the
spectral quality of light supplements used in high-value
specialty herb production has the potential to influence the biosynthesis of key compounds and develop
designer flavor profiles based on consumer preference.

The Influence of Single and Double-rows
on Sweetpotato Production
Kervin Mathurin* and T.W. Zimmerman
University of the Virgin Islands Agricultural Experiment
Station, RR#1 Box 10,000, Kingshill, VI 00850

Sweetpotato is a very important crop that ranks high in
terms of human consumption of vegetable crops. The
most efficient use of land is a grower’s goal for production. The objective of this study was to evaluate single
and double-row planting schemes for production with
seven sweetpotato varieties. The single row configuration had slips planted 35 cm apart along drip-tape. The
double-row had drip-tape in the center and sweetpotato
slips 10 cm away and perpendicular to the second row
in a staggered configuration. Rows were 15 m long with
three sample areas of 5 m per planting density. Data
upon harvest at 110 days was collected on total tuberous roots and weight, as well as weight and number
of marketable roots. The double row configuration
produced the greater number of roots for five varieties except for the ‘Mojave’ and ‘Murasaki’. The single
row had the heaviest roots for six varieties, excluding
‘White Jewel’. Variety is a major factor when comparing sweetpotato planting row density. Funding for this
research was provided by the USDA-NIFA-Multistate
S-09 Hatch and USDA-NIFA-RIIA.
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Growth and Yield of Pak Choi in High
Tunnels of Single- and Double-layers of
Plastic Covers
Arjun Kafle1*, Sanjun Gu2, and Guochen Yang1
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Design; 2 Cooperative Extension, North Carolina
Agricultural and Technical State University,
Greensboro, NC 27411

1

Pak choi is gaining popularity because of its health
benefits and quick investment return. As an important
extension tool for season extension of horticultural
crops, high tunnels (HT) are becoming popular among
small farmers in the United States. Almost all HT studies of pak choi used single plastic cover, there was no
published studies to compare single and double plastic
cover HT for the crop. Our objective was to characterize the microclimate inside high tunnels of different
plastic cover and to investigate their influences on the
growth and yield of over-winter pak choi in central
North Carolina. A 3-factorial split-split plot design was
applied to six high tunnels (three with single plastic and
three with double plastic cover), raised beds (with and
without plastic mulch), and cultivars (Win Win and Mei
Qin) from Nov. 2018 to Mar. 2019. Data of plant height
and canopy, yield, and microclimate factors including
solar radiation, photosynthetically active radiation (PAR),
air temperature, and soil temperatures were collected.
Results showed that there were no 2-way or 3-way
interactions among the factors, and no significant differences among the treatments in terms of yield. The
daily high, low and mean temperatures did not vary
much between HT of single and double plastic cover.
The Day Light Integral was higher in single plastic HT
than double plastic HT. We removed the raised bed factor in the 2nd year (Nov. 2019 to Mar. 2020) and current
research is ongoing.

Squash Bug Ovipositional Preference
within Cucurbita pepo
Grayson DeLay*, Erik Koehler, and Brian M.
Leckie
School of Agriculture, Tennessee Tech University,
Cookeville, TN 38505

The squash bug (SB), Anasa tristis De Geer (Hemiptera:
Coreidae, is a devastating insect specialist of summer
squash (Cucurbita pepo) that lays egg clusters on the
underside of leaves. SB feeding can cause severe losses
of up to 50% yields in conventional and organic systems.
SB preference studies in C. pepo have been performed,
although they tested a limited number of cultivars and
had unreliable results. C. pepo subsp. pepo includes
cocozelle, pumpkin, vegetable marrow, and zucchini,
while C. pepo subsp. texana includes acorn, crookneck,
scallop, and straightneck squash. The objectives of this
study were to identify SB ovipositional preference within
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C. pepo at the subspecies, market classes, and cultivars.
Choice assays were performed by releasing 50 mating
pairs of SB into replicated high tunnel field cage tests
to evaluate their ovipositional preference on a panel
of sixteen C. pepo cultivars. By day 6 of the assay, total
eggs and egg cluster numbers laid by SB in the high
tunnel field cages revealed a significant preferences
in total eggs laid (P < 0.001) and in egg clusters laid (P
< 0.001) for squash cultivars in the subspecies texana.
Significant differences in market classes by day 6 were
also observed for both total eggs (P = 0.05) and egg
clusters (P = 0.05), with scallop squash being the most
preferred market class and pumpkin being the least
preferred. Subsequent within zucchini, acorn, scallop
market class assays were performed in replicated small
greenhouse cages with one plant per cultivar and 5
mating pairs. While no SB preference within the eight
cultivar scallop panel was detected, the eight cultivar
acorn panel revealed significant preference for oviposition on several cultivars, with Thelma Sanders (P =
0.05) being the most preferred. The six cultivar panel
of zucchini revealed a significant preference (P = 0.05)
for several zucchini cultivars, with three other cultivars,
Golden Zucchini, Parthenon, and Caserta being highly
non-preferred. These results may be informative for
growers in areas with high levels of SB pressure.

Impact of a Shaded High Tunnel Effects
for Organically-grown Summer Lettuce in
Georgia
Savanah Laur* and Timothy Coolong
Dept. of Horticulture, University of Georgia, Athens, GA
30602

Weather conditions in Georgia generally do not allow
for the field production of lettuce (Lactuca sativa) during late spring/early summer. Problems that are often
encountered include poor growth, bolting, and a strong
bitter flavor at harvest. The objective of this study
was to determine the suitability of a shade covered
high tunnel for production of lettuce during summer
months in Georgia. Twenty-two varieties of Salanova,
leaf, romaine, and mini-romaine types of lettuce were
grown. Differences among varieties within a given type
of lettuce were minimal. However, differences between
lettuce grown in the shaded high tunnel and field were
significant. Nearly all the lettuce grown in the field was
unmarketable. While some varieties grown in the shaded
high tunnel did exhibit bitterness, most were of marketable size and appearance, indicating that marketable
lettuce can be grown during summer in Georgia using
shaded high tunnels that are well ventilated. However,
varieties grown in the tunnel were quick to experience
bolting once they reached a marketable size, which
suggests that the window for harvesting is short.

Every Piece a Work of Art: Ella Grant
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Campbell, Florist
James M. DelPrince*
MSU Coastal Research and Extension Center, 1815
Popps Ferry Rd., Biloxi, MS 39532

Nineteenth century florist, Ella Grant Campbell Wilson
(1854-1939), earned status among Cleveland, Ohio consumers from the public commission to design funeral
flowers for assassinated US President James Garfield
in 1881. Garfield’s funeral floral designs solidified her
business and established her as a knowledgeable,
trustworthy florist in an era when women were entering entrepreneurship. These funeral flowers provide
a snapshot of decorative styling and plant material
selection for memorial flowers of the time. Campbell
was distinguished as one of Ohio’s finest florists and
wrote a book chapter on commercial floristry, the first
of its kind. After retiring from retailing, Ella went on
to a second career publishing numerous articles and
books on the heydays of wealthy Cleveland families
and homes. Entrée gained from designing flowers for
hundreds of weddings, funerals, and events made her
an expert on the homes and families of Cleveland’s elite.

—Postharvest and Biotechnology—
Role of Mineral Nutrition in Citrus Fruit
Quality and Postharvest Storage Life of
HLB-affected Mandarin cv. LB8-9 (Sugar
Belle®)
Faisal Shahzad1*, Jeffrey K. Brecht2, Yu Wang1,
Fred Gmitter1, Mark A. Ritenour3 and Tripti
Vashisth1
700 Experiment Station Rd., Citrus Research and
Education Center, Lake Alfred, FL 33850; 2Horticulture
Sciences Department, IFAS, Gainesville, University of
Florida, FL 32611; 3Indian River Research and Education
Center, Ft. Pierce, University of Florida, FL 34945-3138
1

Huanglongbing (HLB; citrus greening) is a serious endemic citrus disease caused by the bacterium Candidatus
Liberibacter asiaticus. About 80 to 90% of citrus trees in
Florida are estimated to be infected, resulting in > 70%
decline in citrus production over the last decade. Fruit
from HLB-affected trees are often of poor quality, with
non-uniform peel color, lopsided, and small size. In addition, symptomatic fruit have an off flavor and higher
acidity, which makes them less desirable or unmarketable. A comparative study was conducted to evaluate the
effect of preharvest foliar applied mineral nutrients (K,
Ca, and B) on postharvest storage life and fruit quality of
HLB-affected mandarin trees. Ten-year-old ‘LB8-9’ trees
grafted on Swingle rootstock and exhibiting mild HLB
symptoms were used in this study. Four foliar-applied
nutrient treatments applied were as follow: control
(grower standard), potassium nitrate (K), calcium nitrate
(Ca), and sodium borate (B). Treatments were applied at
six time points (starting from fruit set to fruit maturity
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with 45 days interval) in 2019. Randomized complete
block design with four replications was used and each
replicate consisted of three trees. Following harvest,
fruit were stored at 25 °C with 85% relative humidity
for 21 days. With K-treatment, fruit weight, diameter,
peel a–b ratio, peel chroma value, juice volume, and
total sugars were increased, whereas, the peelability
force and hue angle values decreased. B-treated fruit
exhibited lower TA and citric acid content; ultimately
increasing in TSS–TA ratio. Sensory evaluation showed
higher scores for mandarin flavor intensity and sweetness, and lower scores for sourness in K- and B-treated
fruit compared with the control fruit. Overall, K and B
foliar treatments improved the fruit quality attributes
of HLB-affected ‘LB8-9’.

Effects of Cooling and Postharvest
Storage Methods on the Quality of
Broccoli
Sarah E. Parker1*, Jennifer R. Wheeler1, Curtis
R. Luckett2, Dennis E. Deyton1, Jeanine Davis3,
Thomas Björkman4, and Carl E. Sams1
Department of Plant Science, Institute of Agriculture,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996;
2
Department of Food Science, Institute of Agriculture,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996;
3
Department of Horticultural Science, North Carolina
State University, Raleigh, NC 27695; 4School of
Integrative Plant Science, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
14853
1

Broccoli (Brassica oleracea L. var. italica) is a cool-weather
vegetable that is grown for its edible flowering heads
and stalks. Harvested broccoli heads should be cooled
immediately to prevent senescence during storage.
The effects of cooling and storage methods on the
postharvest quality of broccoli were studied. Changes
in sugar and organic acid content were investigated
for two cultivars (V1 = ‘Diplomat’ and V2 = ‘Arcadia’), two
temperature treatments (T1 = Non-iced at 5 °C and T2
= Iced at 0 °C), and six different days (Dx) in storage (X
= 0, 7, 14, 21, 28, and 35 days). Cultivar and storage
period had significant effects on both sugar and organic acid contents, while temperature treatment had
a significant impact on sugar content alone. All sugar
contents significantly decreased after the first week in
storage. The average sucrose content alone significantly
decreased after the second week. The average fructose
content alone significantly increased after the third
week. All sugar contents, except for fructose, significantly decreased after the fourth week. The average
glucose content alone significantly increased after the
fifth week. All other changes in sugar contents were
not statistically significant. The average total sucrose
concentration was significantly greater for V1 than V2.
The average total sucrose content was significantly
lower for T1 than T2 treated broccoli. The average citric
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acid, malic acid, and total organic acid concentrations
were significantly greater for V2 than V1. The average
malic acid, citric acid, and total organic acid contents
significantly decreased after the first and second week
in storage. After that, organic acid content decreased,
but not significantly. Broccoli stored in ice at 0 °C had a
positive effect on the sucrose content. Previous studies
have found that higher respiratory metabolism leads
to the degradation of sucrose in broccoli. Results from
this study suggest that storage at lower temperatures
helps to delay senescence by reducing the respiration
rate of broccoli. While these chemical factors have been
linked to broccoli quality, more information is needed to
determine the effects of cooling and storage methods
on the quality of broccoli. Future studies will include
measurements of carotenoid, glucosinolate, mineral,
and flavor volatile content within broccoli tissues.

Working to Better Understand
Postharvest Fresh Keeping Quality in
Blueberry through Differential Gene
Expression Analyses
Rion T. Mooneyham1*, Yi-Wen Wang2, Savithri
U. Nambeesan2, Dario J. Chavez1, and Rachel A.
Itle1
Department of Horticulture, University of Georgia,
1109 Experiment Street Griffin, GA 30223, 2Department
of Horticulture, University of Georgia, 1111 Miller Plant
Science Building, Athens, GA 30602
1

Blueberry is a major specialty crop. In 2018, Georgia
ranked fourth in the U.S. for production value and first
in the southeastern U.S. Two of the three major commercial blueberry types are grown in Georgia: southern
highbush (SHB, species complex of Vaccinium corymbosum L. and V. darrowii Camp) and rabbiteye (RE, V.
virgatum Aiton). The fruit quality and postharvest storage
ability of these types, and cultivars within these types,
is debated. SHB and RE are also compared to the third
major commercial blueberry type, northern highbush
(NHB, Vaccinium corymbosum L), which is perceived
to have the highest fruit quality. The development of
tools to enable rapid screening for postharvest keeping quality would be highly beneficial for the selection
of and development of cultivars with increased shelf
life. The objective of this study is to determine the
expression of cell wall degrading genes among blueberry cultivars and types that differ in storage quality
during postharvest cold storage. Fresh fruit from five
NHB, five RE and seven SHB were collected from Apr.–
Aug. 2018 from commercial packers in Georgia and
Michigan. Fruit were evaluated for percent healthy
fruit, scored by rating visual imperfections such as
leakiness, dents, tears, mold, or any signs of postharvest decay. Measurements were assessed at four time
points: 1) 3–4 days, 2) 10–11 days, 3) 20–21 days, and
4) 30–31 days after fruit collection. To study differS429

ing gene expression relating to cell wall degradation,
cultivar extremes for fruit quality maintenance over
time were selected within each type: ‘Draper’, ‘Nelson’
(NHB); ‘Alapaha’, ‘Austin’ (RE); and ‘Keecrisp’, ‘Suziblue’
(SHB). Fruit were flash frozen using liquid nitrogen and
were held at –80°C until processing for RNA extraction
using a modified CTAB method. The best BLAST hits of
putative cell wall degrading genes identified in other
fruit crops, including apple, tomato, and winegrape, will
be used with the newly sequenced ‘Draper’ genome,
as well as transcriptome data generated from various
fruit development stages of ‘Powderblue’ and ‘Suziblue’
cultivars (still to be annotated). Primers will be designed
using these putative cell wall degrading genes with the
PrimerQuest® Tool (Integrated Gene Technologies,
Coralville, IA). Differential gene expression analysis will
be performed using real-time PCR. A more thorough
understanding of the genes involved in this process
will allow for the development of selection tools for
use in breeding new cultivars with improved shelf life
to potentially enhance the sale price-point of Georgia
grown blueberry cultivars.

—Cross-Commodity—
Impact of Winemaking Techniques on
Characteristics of ‘Enchantment’ Wine
Sarah E. Mayfield1*, Renee T. Threllfall1, and
John R. Clark2
2650 N. Young Avenue, Food Science Department,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72704; 2316
Plant Science, Horticulture Department, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701
1

‘Enchantment’ is a new Vitis hybrid wine grape developed by the University of Arkansas System (UA System)
Division of Agriculture with parentage including the V.
vinifera cultivars Petit Syrah, Alicante Bouschet, and
Petit Bouschet and the hybrid cultivar Salvador. This
cultivar grows well in Arkansas and the surrounding
region, and the teinturier grapes produce wines with
a deep, red color. The effects of tannin and oak addition on anthocyanins and color of ‘Enchantment’ wines
were evaluated during storage. Grapes were grown at
the UA System Fruit Research Station (Clarksville, AR),
hand harvested in August 2017, and transported to the
UA System Department of Food Science (Fayetteville,
AR) for wine production. Grapes (100 kg) were split
into two tannin treatments, one without added tannin
and one with added tannin for wine production. After
completion of fermentation, each tannin treatment was
split into three oak treatments: no oak, American oak,
and French oak in duplicate. Oak staves were placed in
the wines, and wines were stored for two months at 15
°C. Wines were bottled and stored at 15 °C for analysis
of anthocyanin attributes, red color, and color density
at 0, 6, and 12 months. ‘Enchantment’ wines had a pH
of 3.4, titratable acidity of 0.6%, and 11.1% ethanol at
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bottling. Only anthocyanin-3-glucosides were identified in ‘Enchantment’ wine, and malvidin-3-glucoside
was the predominant anthocyanin. Total anthocyanins
decreased during storage, regardless of tannin or oak
additions. Wines with no oak and added tannin at 0
months had the highest total anthocyanins (84 mg/100
mL), and French-oaked wines with added tannin at 12
months had the least (23 mg/100 mL). Wines with added
tannin at 0 months had higher red color and color density
than wines at 6 and 12 months. There was no apparent
effect of oak additions on the color of these wines, but
the long-term impact of tannin addition is more complex
due to formation of anthocyanin-tannin structures that
stabilize color attributes. Although anthocyanins and
color decreased during storage, color remained intense.
The deep, red colors and vinifera-like anthocyanins of
‘Enchantment’ wines present a unique opportunity for
grape growers and winemakers in Arkansas and the
mid-South United States.

Effect of Cooking Methods on the
Bioactive Compounds and Physiological
Functions of Sweetpotato (Ipomoea
batatas Lam) Leaves
Mosammat B. Rabbani*, Zelalul Adam, and
Shahidul Islam
Department of Agriculture, University of Arkansas at
Pine Bluff, 1200 North University Drive, Mail Slot 4913,
Pine Bluff, AR 71601

Sweetpotato could turn into a money-making, leafy
vegetable crop in the southern United States if correct varieties were obtainable or can be established.
Several researchers report that sweetpotato leaves
are an excellent source of antioxidative polyphenolics,
among them anthocyanins and phenolics, and are
superior to some other marketable vegetables. The
usual tip (average of thirty genotypes studied that
were collected from worldwide) yield found between
10,000–12,000 lb/acre. Sweetpotato tops, able to survive adverse conditions, could serve as an added leafy
green vegetable. Suitable sweetpotato tops should be
tender, glabrous and purplish. Those eating sweetpotato
tops favor the upper 4 inches (10 cm) of tips including
both stem and leaves. These are the parts eaten in
numerous countries. This preference for 4 inches tops
is rational since a large proportion of the leaves in the
top 10–12 cm are new and tender. Tips with the most
significant number of leaves with petioles less than
4/10 of an inch (1 cm) long are considered desirable
because they are tender and good for the table. The
nutritional value of sweetpotato leaves is gaining recognition as the understanding between diet and health
increases. The sweetpotato genotypes had significant
antioxidant activity and polyphenolic contents. The
phenolic content of all genotypes ranged from 3.5–4.8
mg TAE/g dwt. The ABTS method proved the best for
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antioxidant determination in sweetpotatoes, followed
by the ORAC method. The information provided by this
research will also facilitate the genetic and chemical
breeding study for improvement of the desired quality criteria of orange-fleshed sweetpotatoes, as well
as other, produce. The effects of cooking methods,
namely stir-frying, microwaving and steaming, done
on the nutrients and health-promoting compounds of
sweetpotato tops were investigated. The results show
that cooking treatments caused significant losses of
vitamin C, phenolic, antioxidant, and total soluble solids.
Researchers and extension workers could help make
this vegetable’s tops more attractive and acceptable.
The information provided by this research will also
facilitate the breeding study for the improvement of
the desired quality criteria.

Anticipating Farmers Market Surplus for
Creating Value-added Products
Morgan R. Gramlich *, Renee T. Threlfall , and
Amanda L. McWhirt3
1

2

316 Plant Science, Department of Horticulture,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701; 22650 N.
Young Avenue, Food Science Department, University
of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72704; 32301 S. University,
Cooperative Extension Service, University of Arkansas,
Little Rock, AR 72204

1

Farmers markets in the United States provide farmers
with opportunities to sell produce directly to consumers.
However, due to the high perishability of many produce
items, vendors may lose revenue if produce goes unsold
during a farmer’s market. Value-added food products
(salsa, sauces, jelly, jam, etc.) provide an opportunity for
farmers and farmers markets to increase sales through
the utilization of surplus produce to create products that
have a long shelf-life. The University of Arkansas System
Division of Agriculture worked with The Original Rogers
Farmer’s Market (Rogers, AR) in 2019 to track surplus
produce item availability and pricing to determine the
potential for value-added product development from
these items. Produce item availability and price were
tracked for 18 weeks at both Wednesday and Saturday markets during the farmers market season (May
18–Sept. 11, 2019). There were 4–8 produce vendors
at each market day. At each farmers market, a visual
evaluation was conducted to determine the percent of
vendors selling different produce items (i.e. tomatoes,
peppers, squash, etc.) and the price of each item. During the market season, there were 66 produce items
available. Of the items tracked in 2019, vendors had
squash 72%, cucumber 68%, zucchini 62%, tomato
62%, and potatoes 59% of the time for sale. These five
items were the most available produce items during
the 2019 market season. Squash had the lowest price
on July 20 at $2.06/lb; cucumbers July 6 at $1.64/lb;
zucchini July 17–20 at $2.06/lb; tomatoes June 29–July
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6 at $2.05-2.13/lb; and potatoes July 27 at $4.80/lb. In
2019, the ideal date to purchase surplus produce to take
advantage of high seasonal volumes and low prices at
The Original Rogers Farmer’s Market was June 29–July
10 for squash, zucchini, cucumbers, and potatoes and
July 13–20 for tomatoes. The data collected on pricing
and availability of surplus produce items at a summer
farmers market will be used to determine the economic
feasibility of developing value-added products based
on available surplus produce items.

The Distinction of Antioxidant Capacity
of Colored Sweetpotatoes (Ipomoea
batatas L.) and It’s Tops in Relation to
Polyphenolic Contents
Jameka Hartson*, Zelalul Adam, and Shahidul
Islam
Department of Agriculture, University of Arkansas at
Pine Bluff, 153 Woodard Hall, 1200 North University
Dr., Mail Slot 4913, Pine Bluff, AR 71601

Studies have been done which compared the antioxidant
content of white, orange, pink, red, and purple-fleshed
sweetpotatoes, as well as sweetpotato tops. These
indicated that purple-fleshed sweetpotatoes and tops
had the highest antioxidant contents, and color intensity
was indicative of antioxidant capacity. The study also
conducted to examine the inconsistency of antioxidant
activity and phenolic content within the treatments.
The samples were tested for antioxidant capacity by
2,2’-azinobis (3-ethyl-benzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid)
(ABTS), 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH), and
oxygen radical absorbance capacity (ORAC). Phenolic
content was measured using the Folin-Ciocalteau assay.
The antioxidant activity of sweetpotato extracts in the
hydrophilic fraction has a significant antioxidant effect
when tested by each method. There was a relationship
between total polyphenol content and antioxidant
function in case of ABTS (r = 0.59) and ORAC (r = 0.35).
The hydrophilic ABTS values correlate significantly
with the hydrophilic DPPH values (r = 0.84) and the
hydrophilic ORAC values correlate reasonably well
with the hydrophilic ABTS values (r = 0.85). In the case
of the hydrophilic DPPH values and hydrophilic ORAC
values also showed a strong correlation (r = 0.87). The
phenolic content of all genotypes ranged from 3.5–4.8
mg TAE/g dwt. The ABTS method proved the best for
antioxidant determination in sweetpotatoes, followed
by the ORAC method. The Stokes purple-fleshed sweet
potato displayed the most antioxidant activity. The
sweetpotato leaves had significantly higher contents
of phenolic and showed higher antioxidant capacity,
as compared to the storage roots. The information
provided by this research will also facilitate the genetic
and chemical breeding study for the improvement of
the desired quality criteria.
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—Fruit Crops—
Phytochemical Profiling of Finger-lime
(Microcitrus australasica) Fruits
Bikash Adhikari*, Manjul Dutt, and Tripti
Vashisth
700 Experiment Station Rd, Citrus Research and
Education Center, Horticultural Sciences Department,
University of Florida, Lake Alfred, FL 33850

‘Australian finger lime’ (Microcitrus australasica) is a
thorny and vigorous shrub with unique caviar-like pulp
and skin color ranging from yellow, green, red to purple.
Fruit are cylindrical and roughly the size of an average
person’s index finger, hence named ‘finger lime’. Citrus
fruits are nutritious and well known for high vitamin
C, sugar, flavonoids, anthocyanins and other phenolic
compounds. The organic compounds and phytochemicals are responsible for imparting high antioxidant and
nutrient value to the fruit, making it highly desirable.
Recent reports on ‘finger lime’ suggest tolerance against
a devastating bacterial disease, Huanglongbing (HLB;
aka citrus greening). Therefore, HLB tolerance in addition to refreshing taste and unique fruit characteristics
makes it a great candidate for planting. However, in
the recent years, citrus consumption is going down
due to negative publicity related to high sugar content.
Hence, the focus of this research was to characterize the
phytochemical and antioxidant profile of ‘finger lime’.
Those profiles were studied in pulp and peel tissues of
four different cultivars (FL-red, FL-white, LL FL-red, and
DPI control) phytochemical profile (n=4). High levels of
phenolic compounds (flavonoids, anthocyanins) were
observed higher in the peel than in the pulp. The varieties with red pulp showed higher antioxidant capacity
and phenolic compounds in both types of tissues than
in varieties with white pulp; FL-red (peel tissue) had the
highest phenolic contents followed by LL FL-red (peel
tissue). Correlation data showed that all the phenolic
compounds and antioxidant capacity were positively
correlated, which suggested that higher total phenolics
and vitamin C resulted in the higher antioxidant power.
The overall results suggested that ‘finger lime’ is rich
in phenolic compounds, antioxidant capacity, acids,
total soluble solids, and sugars (glucose, sucrose and
fructose), whereas the red color ‘finger lime’ varieties
have higher health benefiting compounds than other
‘finger lime’ varieties.

Effect of Harvest Time on Red Drupelet
Reversion in Blackberry (Rubus subgenus
Rubus)
Mitchell E. Armour*, Margaret L. Worthington,
and John R. Clark
Dept. of Horticulture, 316 Plant Science Building,
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, 72701
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Red drupelet reversion is a postharvest disorder of
blackberries that occurs when black drupelets on ripe
berries turn red during or after cold storage. A study
was conducted to find a relationship between the occurrence of red drupelet reversion on blackberries relative to harvest time of day and genotype. Berries were
harvested during the 2018 and 2019 growing seasons
at the University of Arkansas Fruit Research Station in
Clarksville, AR. Seven genotypes were chosen to represent a spectrum of fruit textures in the University of
Arkansas blackberry breeding program. Two clamshells
were harvested from each genotype on two dates approximately one week apart at four different times of
day (7:00 am, 10:00 am, 1:00 pm, and 4:00 pm) and surface
temperature of the fruit was measured during harvest.
Fruit was then held in cold storage at 5 °C for seven days
before measuring the percent of berries with three or
more reverted drupelets per clamshell and performing compression to evaluate fruit texture. Analysis of
variance was performed with the data analyzed as a
three-factor factorial completely randomized design.
Blackberries harvested at earlier (cooler) times of day
showed lower incidences of reversion, with an average percent reversion of 4.9% for 7:00 am. Additionally,
berry firmness and the percent of berries reverted for
each genotype were negatively correlated (r = -0.46).
The ‘crispy’ selection, A-2453, with the firmest texture
had the lowest percent reversion (2.2%), while Black
Magic™, the softest genotype, had the highest percent
reversion (60.4%). A composition analysis was done
on three randomly-selected berries per clamshell to
evaluate soluble solids, pH, and titratable acidity. No
significant differences between harvest time were
observed for any of the three composition attributes,
indicating that the berries harvested at different times
of day had uniform ripeness.

Working Groups
Watermelon Research Group
Seedless Watermelon Variety Trial
Conducted by University of Delaware
Cooperative Extension in 2019
Gordon C. Johnson1* and Emmalea Garver
Ernest1
Department of Plant and Soil Sciences, University
of Delaware, Elbert N. and Ann V. Carvel Research
and Education Center, 16483 County Seat Highway,
Georgetown, DE 19947

1

The 2019 Seedless Watermelon Variety Trial included 30
varieties from nine participating companies. The purpose of this trial was to evaluate seedless watermelon
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varieties for yield, quality and maturity under Delaware
conditions. Plants were transplanted to the field on
May 15, 2019. Plots were arranged in a randomized
complete block design with four replications. In-row
spacing for seedless plants was 3 ft with 9 plants per
plot. Four pollinizer plants, one each of the in-row pollenizer varieties SP-7, Accomplice, Wingman, and Ace
Plus were planted in each plot and one between plots.
Fruit were harvested three times. Fruits were harvested
three times. The first harvest was on July 29-30, 74 days
after transplanting (DAT), the second harvest was 89
DAT, and the final harvest was in September at 109
DAT. The weight of each watermelon harvested was
recorded individually. Five marketable watermelons
from each plot were cut and evaluated for presence of
hollow heart, hard seeds and soluble solids levels. The
highest yielding varieties in the trial in terms of Marketable Yield in lbs/A were: Fascination, ORS 6375 A, SW
2004, SV 0241, Road Trip, Red Garnet, Maxima, Crunchy
Red, and Red Amber. This high yielding group ranged
from 111,055 to 92,698 lbs per acre. The following varieties produced more than 40% of their yield on the
first harvest: Fascination, SW 2004, SV 0241, Road Trip,
Crunchy Red, Red Amber, Charismatic, Summer Breeze,
Tailgate, Excursion, Bottle Rocket, 7187, SV 0502, SW
1981, Red Opal, Secretariat, Troubadour, Turnpike, and
W 28960. Those varieties with late or extended harvest
were Red Amber, Charismatic, and ORS 6064 F. Varieties that had greater than 40% of the melons harvested
in the 45-count class were Bottle Rocket, Excursion SV
4741, SW 1981, ORS 6371, Turnpike, Red Amber, ORS
6406 B, Fascination, ORS 6375 A, Crunchy Red, Red
Opal, SV 0241, Road Trip, Charismatic, Red Garnet, ORS
6064 F, and SV 0502. SW 1981, SW 2004, Crunchy Red,
Captivation, and W 28960 all had significant numbers
of fruit over standard for hard seed.

Particle Films and Growth Regulators for
Stress Reduction in Watermelons
Gordon C. Johnson*
Department of Plant and Soil Sciences, University
of Delaware, Elbert N. and Ann V. Carvel Research
and Education Center, 16483 County Seat Highway,
Georgetown, DE 19947

Climate change has the potential to affect fruits and
vegetables as temperatures increase. Radiation blocks
or reflective materials can reduce heat effects by reflecting away some solar radiation. Commonly, particle
films are used as radiation blocks including kaolin (white
clay) based or calcium carbonate (lime) based materials.
These are sprayed on plants during high temperature
periods. Particle films are commonly used to reduce
sunburn in watermelons in southern regions. Plant
hormones such as cytokinin alter different biochemical pathways related to plant stress. Research in 2012
showed a significant increase in watermelon size in a
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heat sensitive variety (Crunchy Red) with the use of
clay-based particle films (Surround and Screen Duo)
and the cytokinin 6-benzyladenine (MaxCel) sprayed
over the top of plants weekly starting at early fruiting. In
2013, a cooler year, there was no differences between
treatments. Experiments in 2018 and 2019 evaluated
two particle film products (Surround and Screen Duo)
and two calcium carbonate materials (Reflections and
Purshade). Yields of Crunchy Red watermelon were
increased with all products when applied weekly starting at early fruiting.

A New Tool to Help Growers Selecting
Watermelon Varieties and Pollenizers
Andre Luiz Biscaia Ribeiro da Silva, Cecilia
McGregor2
4604 Research Way, Department of Horticulture,
University of Georgia, Tifton, GA 31793; 21111 Plant
Sciences Building, Department of Horticulture,
University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602
1

There is a constant increase in seedless watermelon
production in U.S. Seedless watermelon are triploid
plants that required diploid pollenizer for fruit, however,
triploid and diploid plants have different growth habit
and flowering patterns, which difficult growers’ selection for the optimum combination of cultivar (triploid)
and pollenizer (diploid). Thus, the objective of this study
was to develop an internet tool to help growers and
researchers to better synchronize flowering patterns
of cultivars and pollenizer. Data from 2 years of the
number of open flowers counted three times a week
during crop development was gathered to create a
weekly information of the percentage of plants flowering for 22 commercial cultivars and 16 pollenizers. The
information was saved in an interned data base and
the watermelon tool created to display a graph of the
percentage of plants flowering per week according to
cultivar and pollenizer selection by the user. The watermelon tool can be accessed on www.watermelon.
uga.edu. The watermelon tool was already tested by
100 growers, who stated that this was a useful tool
that can help their pollenizer selection. The impact of
the watermelon tool was not measured yet, however,
constant update of new cultivar and pollenizer are
required to keep the tool up to date.

2019 Seedless Watermelon Evaluation in
Georgia
Andre Luiz Biscaia Ribeiro da Silva1
4604 Research Way, Department of Horticulture,
University of Georgia, Tifton, GA 31793

1

Watermelon is the top 3 vegetable crop in Georgia,
representing 12% of the $1.15 billion generated by the
vegetable industry in the state for 2017. However, the
constant increase of cost in input for crop management
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required watermelon growers to increase yield production in order to maintain their profit. Therefore, cultivar
selection plays a key role in the Georgia watermelon
industry. The objective of this study was to evaluated
watermelon varieties for yield and fruit quality in the
Georgia environmental scenario. A field experiment was
conducted in during the watermelon season in 2019 in
the Tifton Vegetable Park at the University of Georgia,
Tifton, GA. Twenty-seven watermelon varieties were
evaluated in a randomized complete block design with
three replications. Watermelon varieties were: Captivation, Exclamation, Excursion, Fascination, Sweet Gem,
WDL6404, Tailgate, Road Trip, Joy Ride, Bottle Rocket,
Summer Breeze, SV0241, Kingman, Charismatic, Unbridled, Secretariat, Red Garnet, Red Amber, E26C.00063,
Turnpike, Troubledor, 7197, Embasy, Warrior, Declaration, SW1981, and SW2004. A single pollenizer variety
(Wild Card) was used for all females’ varieties, while crop
management follow the University of Georgia recommendations for watermelon production. Total yield was
the highest for Exclamation ≤ SW1981 ≤ Captivation ≤
Embasy ≤ Secretariat ≤ Charismatic ≤ WDL6404 ≤ 7197
≤ SV0241 ≤ Tailgate ≤ Summer Breeze ≤ Red Amber.
Total yield for the top varieties averaged 85,788 lb/acre.
The variety with highest 60 counts (fruit with 9-13.5 lb),
45 counts (fruit with 13.6-17.5 lb), 36 counts (fruit with
17.6-21.4 lb), and 30 counts (fruit with 21.5 lb or more)
fruits were Exclamation (29,780 lb/acre), SV0241(39,333
lb/acre), Charismatic (39,767 lb/acre), and Embasy
(30,745), respectively. Regarding fruit quality, there was
no significant difference among varieties for brix (11%),
and firmness (3.13 lb), further, no hallow heart were
measured during the internal quality evaluation. Overall, the top 3 varieties for total yield were Exclamation,
SW1981, and Captivation, while the top 3 varieties for
45 and 36 counts, which is the growers most interest,
were Captivation, Charismatic, and Turnpike.

Performance of Grafted Watermelons at
a Reduced Density in Indiana
Wenjing Guan
Southwest Purdue Agricultural Center, 4369 N. Purdue
Rd. Vincennes, IN, 47591

Grafting watermelon with interspecific hybrid squash
rootstock is an effective approach to control Fusarium
wilt of watermelons. Carolina Strongback is a newly
developed citron melon rootstock that has resistance
to Fusarium wilt and tolerance to root-knot nematode.
Although using grafted watermelon plants is highly effective in controlling soilborne diseases, high cost of grafted
plants prevents farmers from taking advantage of this
technology. Reducing planting density can reduce the
planting cost. But yield potential of grafted plants on a
reduced spacing has not been well evaluated in Indiana,
especially with the new rootstock. Watermelon cultivar
Fascination grafted onto an interspecific hybrid squash
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rootstock and Carolina Strongback rootstock, as well
as non-grafted controls were grown on two lands with
different spacing. The grower standard spacing (GS, 4’
in-row spacing and 6’ between-row spacing) accounted
for about 1800 plants per acre and the reduced spacing (RS, 4’ in-row spacing and 9’ between-row spacing)
accounted for about 1200 plants/acre. Grafting treatments were randomly distributed in each land with four
blocks. Each experimental plot comprised with 4 beds,
48 feet long. Harvest was conducted in the central 30
feet by 15 feet area of each plot. Plants in both field
were harvested 6 times from July 30 to Sep. 4. Grafted
plants of both rootstocks had significantly higher yield
than the control plants in the 3rd and 4th harvest with
the GS, and in the 5th and 6th harvest with the RS. Preliminary results showed that yield were similar between
plants grown with RS and GS. Additional study is needed
to future evaluate whether planting density could be
reduced with the use of grafted plants, especially onto
Carolina Strongback rootstock.

2019 Standard-size and Personal-size
Triploid Watermelon Variety Evaluation
in Indiana
Wenjing Guan, Dennis Nowaskie, Dan Egel
Southwest Purdue Agricultural Center, 4369 N. Purdue
Rd. Vincennes, IN, 47591

Standard-size and personal-size triploid watermelon
variety evaluation trials were conducted at the Southwest Purdue Agricultural Center in Spring 2019. A
total of 40 standard-size watermelon cultivars and 18
personal-size watermelon cultivars were included in
the trials. SP7 was used as the pollenizer for both trials.
The watermelon seedlings were transplanted on black
plastic mulch-covered beds on May 15. Each trial was
harvested four times, once a week, from July 31 to Aug.
22. Randomized complete block design with three blocks
was used in both trials. Standard- and personal-size
watermelon trials had 10 and 18 plants, respectively
in each experimental plot. 2019 watermelon production season was marked with above-normal precipitation. The soil water content was above field capacity
throughout the season. Yield of both standard- and
personal-size watermelons were remarkably lower
compared to the yields in 2017 and 2018 seasons. The
highest yield variety in the standard-size watermelon
group was Red Amber. Red Amber was also one of the
top yield varieties in 2017 and 2018. Excursion and Red
Amber had the highest yield in the first harvest. Total
soluble solids content ranged from 11.6 to 9.4, which
was slightly lower compared to the previous years.
Among the personal-size watermelons, Sirius had the
highest yield. It also had relatively higher total soluble
solids. The incidences of hollow heart and black seeds
were relatively low in 2019.
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Is There Light at the End of the Gummy
Stem Blight Tunnel?
Cecilia McGregor1*, Winnie Gimode2, Lincoln
Adams2, and Jorge Reyes1
Department of Horticulture, University of Georgia,
1111 Miller Plant Science Bldg., Athens, GA, 30302;
2
Institute of Plant Breeding Genetics and Genomics,
University of Georgia, 1111 Miller Plant Science Bldg.,
Athens, GA, 30602 (cmcgre1@uga.edu)
1

Gummy stem blight (GSB) is an economically important disease in watermelon and other cucurbit crops
worldwide. Resistance to GSB was first identified in
1962 in a wild Citrullus amarus accession, however no
current commercial watermelon cultivar is resistant
to the disease. Recently it was determined that GSB
can be caused by three species of Stagonosporopsis;
S. citrulli, S. caricae and S. cucurbitacearum, rather
than one as previously thought. These species show
differential sensitivity to fungicides which further
complicates disease management. In order to address
these issues we developed a point-of-care system that
can differentiate S. citrulli from the other two species.
Different Stagonosporopsis isolates also elicit different
resistance responses in host plants. This might explain
why breeding for resistance to this disease has been so
challenging. To accelerate resistance breeding efforts,
we identified quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with
GSB resistance in PI 189225 and PI 482276. The next
step in breeding resistant watermelon cultivars is to
develop high throughput markers to introgress these
loci into elite genetic backgrounds.

******************END***************
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Abstracts of Presentations
from the

2020 Annual Meeting
of the

Northeast Region—
American Society for Horticultural Science
presented at the
Fourth Annual Meeting of the
Northeastern Plant, Pest, and Soils Conference
Philadelphia, PA
January 6-January 9, 2020
A joint meeting of the
Northeastern Weed Science Society (Host Society)
Northeast Region—American Society for Horticultural Science
Northeastern Regional Branch of the American Society of Agronomy,
Crop Science Society of America, & Soil Science Society of America
For citation purposes, abstracts should be cited as follows:
Mupambi, G., Sandler, H.A., and Uppala, S. 2020. Effect of Pruning, Mowing and Sanding on Fruit
Quality in Cranberry. HortScience 54(9):S439 (Abstr). [Originally published in: Flessner, M.L, (ed.).
Proc. (Vol. 5). The Northeastern Plant, Pest, and Soils Conference. 2020].

______
Reprinted with permission from the
“PROCEEDINGS – VOLUME 5, THE NORTHEASTERN PLANT, PEST, AND SOILS CONFERENCE, 2020.”
https://neppsc.org/wp-content/uploads/2020-NEPPSC-Proceedings-FINAL.pdf
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LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT (LCA) OF
SUPPLEMENTAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS USED
FOR CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT CROP
PRODUCTION. F. Lubna* and A. Both, Rutgers, The
State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick, NJ
Abstract: Supplemental lighting technology is often
required for year-round crop production in controlled
environment. Determining the cost and environmental
impact of supplemental lighting systems is important
for assessing their economics and sustainability.
While the newer LED lighting systems generally have
a green image, detailed life cycle assessments (LCAs)
are needed to measure their environmental impact,
including greenhouse gas emissions resulting from
fabrication, use and ultimate disposal. We plan to
use the software package SimaPro™ as a tool for
the evaluation of supplemental lighting systems.
The objectives of our research are: 1) To estimate
the life-time emissions associated with material use
and electricity consumption of supplemental lighting
systems used in the horticultural industry, 2) To
evaluate alternative materials and lighting strategies
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that aim to reduce or eliminate life-time emissions, and 3)
Assess the economics of various supplemental lighting
technologies and strategies used in the horticultural
industry. As part of our study, LCAs of various
supplemental lighting systems will be performed, and
standard methods for LCAs will be followed, including
an International Standard Organization (ISO) standard
(14040) that prescribes four steps: goal and scope
definition, inventory analysis, impact assessment, and
interpretation.

COMPARISON OF OFF-SEASON FLOWER
PRODUCTION METHODS. A.T. Chabot* and A.E.
Kleintop, Delaware Valley University, Doylestown, PA (5)
Abstract: The objective of this research project was to
study the impacts of autonomous watering systems
such as flood tables on off-season greenhouse
flower production. Manual watering can be efficient
in managing greenhouse propagules and/or liners;
however, it often leads to an increase in pest and
pathogen pressure. The hypothesis was that by
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implementing autonomous watering systems, pest
and pathogen pressure would be greatly decreased
and damage resulting from the high water demands
of seedlings and human error would also be reduced.
Two flood tables were set up with two different
fertilizer treatments using two commercial fertilizers.
Five pots of three different flowers including
sunflowers, cosmos, and zinnias were grown in each
flood table. Two control groups of the three flowering
species grown in potting media and receiving
the two fertilizer treatments were also included.
Measurements were taken on percent germination,
plant height, and plant quality. The results of this
research can be used to study the potential increase
in quality of plants produced with flood table systems
compared to manual watering.

EVALUATION OF CENTRAL AND SOUTH
AMERICAN MAIZE LANDRACES. K. Owens*, S.
Smith, and A.E. Kleintop, Delaware Valley University,
Doylestown, PA (6)
Abstract: Landraces are distinctive regionally
adapted varieties that have been maintained for
generations by local populations. Landraces are
important sources of crop genetic diversity and
history. Following the domestication of maize in
Mexico, many distinctive maize landraces were
developed across South, Central, and North America.
However, these historically important maize
landraces still remain rarely studied. The objectives
of this project were: 1) to grow 65 different maize
landraces from South, Central, and North America
and 2) take detailed notes and observations on the
accessions. One major trait of interest focused on
photoperiod adaptability including days to silking,
days to anthesis, and the silkinganthesis interval.
Adaptation to differences in photoperiod remains
a serious barrier to growing corn landraces in
temperate environments. Additional traits of interest
include plant height, ear height, and root and stalk
lodging. The landraces were grown in two reps in
a randomized complete block design. Significant
differences were observed between landraces, and
many landraces displayed stalk and root lodging. In
addition, many accessions displayed photoperiod
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sensitivity and had delayed days to anthesis and
silking. This project was a collaboration between
Delaware Valley University and the Roughwood Seed
Collection, a non-profit organization which maintains
a collection of approximately 5,000 heirloom and
landrace crop accessions, and which provided the
landrace accessions. The results from this project will
be used to help characterize maize landraces from
Central and South America and to study their diversity
and potential adaptability.

BIOREMEDIATION OF NITRATE
CONTAMINATED SOILS USING NITRATE
ASSIMILATION IN OOMYCOTA. E. Sorrentino*,
Delaware Valley University, Southampton, PA (7)
Abstract: Organisms in the division Oomycota
(kingdom Chromista) have been found to possess
the enzymes nitrate reductase and nitrite
reductase. These enzymes convert nitrate into
nitrite then into ammonium. Soil samples taken
from the Delaware Valley University Equestrian
Center yielded a species of Pythium. This species
of Pythium was assessed for nitrogen assimilation
at concentrations ranging from 5ppm to 100ppm.
Nitrogen levels were reduced in all concentrations
tested. The current research suggests that this
organism can be used as a practical means for
bioremediation of nitrate contaminated soil and
water, particularly in water treatment facilities.

EXAMINING PHOTOSYNTHETIC
PARAMETERS IN-VIVO IN C3, C4, AND
CAM SPECIES. B.T. James*, Delaware Valley
University, Mechanicsburg, PA (21)
Abstract: Plants have adapted photosynthetically to
produce necessary sugars using various mechanisms.
This research project compared plants with different
pathways of photosynthesis. Between C3, C4, and
CAM plants, anatomical differences of the leaves
were observed as well as specific differences in
the way species conduct photosynthesis. Both C4
and CAM plants have evolved mechanisms that
reduce photorespiration, a common problem for
C3 plants when exposed to dry and hot conditions.
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C4 plants compartmentalize the various reactions
of photosynthesis while CAM plants close stomata
during the day to reduce water loss. With data
collected with a hand-held instrument, specific
photosynthetic parameters, such as PhiNPQ (phinon-photochemical-quenching) can help differentiate
the three photosynthetic pathways under different
environmental conditions. Temperature differences
played a role within the research as plants were
house in two separate greenhouses. CAM orchids
were measured in a hotter greenhouse than the
rest of the plants, which contributed to higher
PhiNPQ values. In the other greenhouse, were
CAM pineapple, and C3-C4 grasses. Additionally,
anatomical differences contributed to differentiating
C3, C4, and CAM photosynthetic pathways. Bundle
sheaths, concentrated chlorenchyma cells, and
aquiferous hypodermis cells all are examples of
specializations of adapted photosynthetic pathways.
Further studies can be conducted on these pathways.
Photosynthesis can be negatively affected by an
increase of atmospheric CO₂ with high ambient
temperature (Hamilton III et al. 2008). If plants
are negatively affected by climate change, then
agriculture is affected entirely. Selectively breeding
and hybridization of crops could help deter negative
effects of global warming. Photosynthesis is always
under research and adaptation.

GRASSES, BROMELIAD, AND ORCHIDS:
DIFFERENCES IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC
PARAMETERS. A.N. Masters*, Delaware Valley
University, Macungie, PA (22)
Abstract: Photosynthesis is a two-stage process by
which plants use the energy of sunlight to convert
carbon dioxide and water into carbohydrates and
oxygen. ATP and NADPH are generated during the
light dependent reactions and used within the Calvin
Cycle to produce sugars. Land plants have evolved
different photosynthetic pathways with respect to the
environments they inhabit. In stressful conditions,
plants go through photorespiration rather than
photosynthesis due to low levels of carbon dioxide
within the leaf. Photorespiration is the process
by which plants fix oxygen rather than carbon
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dioxide due to the oxygenase activity of RUBISCO,
a process considered as wasteful for the plant.
The purpose of this experiment was to compare
various photosynthetic parameters in plants of the
three different photosynthetic pathways: C3, C4,
and CAM. The MultispeQ instrument was used to
measure ambient temperature and light intensity,
non-photochemical quenching, linear electron flow,
and the absorbance of different wavelengths of
light. Measurements were taken twice a day, three
times per week for ten weeks. Cross sections of the
leaves of all three photosynthetic types were also
made by hand to compare the differences in leaf
anatomy. The data was organized into graphs on the
PhotosynQ platform for evaluation. At the conclusion
of the experiment, it was determined that the plants
studied showed similar values due to being kept in
controlled, non-stressful conditions with plenty of
water. The anatomical leaf differences between the
pathways were consistent with what is reported in the
literature.

EFFECT OF PRUNING, MOWING AND
SANDING ON FRUIT QUALITY IN
CRANBERRY. G. Mupambi*, H.A. Sandler, and
S. Uppala, University of Massachusetts Amherst, East
Wareham, MA (25)
Abstract: Cranberry (Vaccinium macrocarpon) fruit
is harvested based on red color development and
growers are paid an incentive for fruit with good
red color coverage. Pruning, mowing, and sanding
are cultural practices that are used to control
canopy growth in cranberry. Without these cultural
practices, the canopy in cranberry can become too
dense impacting light interception and potentially
negatively affect fruit color. Our objective was to
study the effect of pruning, mowing and sanding on
fruit color in cranberry. The study was conducted on a
‘Stevens’ cranberry bog in Massachusetts, USA. Three
treatments were evaluated, light and heavy pruning,
sanding and mowing versus a control without canopy
management. Each treatment plot was 10x2 m with
buffer plots in between. A randomized complete
block design was used with four replications per
treatment. Fruit color was assessed at harvest
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using a biochemical method as total anthocyanin
content (TAcy) and high-throughput phenotyping
machine vision technology. Yield and other fruit
quality parameters were also assessed at harvest.
Sanding and mowing significantly improved fruit
color measured as TAcy compared to the control.
All the treatments had significantly better fruit color
compared to the control when measured using highthroughput phenotyping machine vision technology.
Light and heavy pruning, mowing and sanding
significantly reduced yield compared to the control.
Although not significant, fruit rot was lower in the
light and heavy pruning treatments compared to the
control. Fruit size and firmness were not affected
by canopy manipulation. Internally, total soluble
solids were significantly increased in the sanding
and mowing treatments compared to the control. In
conclusion, canopy manipulation showed potential
for improving fruit color in cranberry. Results need
to be studied in additional growing seasons to assess
the carryover effects of improved light interception.

SPOTTED LANTERN FLY OUTREACH IN NEW
JERSEY. M.L. Infante-Casella*, W. Bamka, and S.J.
Komar, Rutgers NJAES Cooperative Extension, Clarksboro,
NJ (30)
Abstract: The spotted lantern fly (SLF) was first found
in Berks County, Pennsylvania in 2014. During the
summer months of 2019, the invasive SLF, native to
China, India, Vietnam and East Asia, was spotted in
Mercer, Hunterdon, Warren, Burlington, Camden,
Gloucester, Salem and Somerset counties in the State
of New Jersey. The year before, the bug was found
in only three NJ counties bordering Pennsylvania,
starting in Warren County (Northwestern NJ).
The areas where the insect was confirmed were
"quarantined" to prevent the spread of the lanternfly.
The quarantine meant businesses and the general
public in the quarantine area were required to
obtain and fill out a New Jersey residence checklist
before moving articles such as firewood, paving
stones, lawn equipment for SLF egg masses when
they travel or move those items to areas outside
the quarantine area. The quarantine also required
people and businesses to inspect their vehicles for
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hitchhiking SLFs. One of the potentially damaging
consequences of this bug is it can prey on numerous
types of crops and trees. For instance, SLFs can
easily attach themselves to the bark of Christmas
trees to lay their eggs and multiply. The New
Jersey Department of Agriculture (NJDA) field crews
conducted surveys for this insect along the New
Jersey-Pennsylvania border since 2014, with no
findings in NJ before 2018. Rutgers Cooperative
Extension, Agricultural and Natural Resources
personnel helped to identify SFL egg masses,
nymphs and adults. They also instructed residents
of New Jersey to contact the NJDA by email to send
pictures of suspect insects to SLF-plantindustry@
ag.nj.gov or to call the New Jersey Spotted Lanternfly
Hotline at 1833-223-2840 (BAD-BUG-0) to leave a
message detailing the sighting location and their
contact information. Education and outreach was
conducted via handouts at county extension offices,
public events, through websites, social media and
presentations. The public was very supportive of
reporting efforts and assisted with spreading the
word about the spotted lantern fly. This was especially
true with social media posts. One Facebook post (@
rutgersagriculturalandenvironmentalagents) on June
4, 2019 reached 188,966 people and had 42,083
engagements to disseminate information about SLF
and how to report SLF sightings. A follow up Facebook
post on July 3, 2019 to educate followers about SLF
life cycles also generated outreach with 6,422 people
reached and 640 engagements. Through multifaceted
outreach strategies, via extension education, multiple
reports of confirmed SLF sightings were submitted by
the public.

A CASE STUDY IN THE EFFECTIVE USE OF
EXTENSION EXPERTISE FOR COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT. W. Bamka, M.L. Infante-Casella*,
and S.J. Komar, Rutgers NJAES Cooperative Extension,
Clarksboro, NJ (32)
Abstract: The Cooperative Extension System was
created to bring university expertise to the entire
community. In that role, extension professionals
provide expertise on a multitude of topics. On any
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given day, extension faculty and staff are often
surprised by questions and requests. Extension
professionals often use a team approach when
responding to clientele inquiries. In August 2019, a
homeowner called the Rutgers Cooperative Extension
of Gloucester County office to request a visit to
investigate a corn plant. During the discussion the
caller indicated he had a corn plant with 28 ears of
corn. Agricultural Agent, Michelle Infante-Casella
next contacted Agricultural Agents, William Bamka
and Stephen Komar, the two agronomy experts in
the state, to gain more information about mutant
corn plants. After gathering more information from
her colleagues, Agent Infante-Casella visited the
homeowner in Deptford, NJ. She was asked to verify
a corn plant with multiple ears for the Guinness
World Records. The homeowner counted 28 ears on
the single plant. When verifying the ear-count, Agent
Infante-Casella discovered and confirmed 29 ears.
Once awarded the world record, the family who grew
the corn plant were inundated with media requests,
requests for seed from the plant and other local
recognition events. Agent InfanteCasella assisted
the family with navigating media requests, provided
technical information, and participated in media
interviews for television, newspapers and provided
social media outreach. Since the plant grew as one
plant in the garden, pollination did not take place
and there were no fertilized kernels to provide seed
to reproduce more corn plants from this mutant
plant. As a result of this phenomenon and clientele/
extension encounter, the homeowners, Agricultural
Agents and Rutgers Cooperative Extension provided
numerous opportunities for a “feel good” story.
Other outcomes were increased publicity for Rutgers
Cooperative Extension and education to the public
about how corn grows.

SHIFTING SANDS: EVALUATION OF
GROUND RECYCLED GLASS AS AN
ALTERNATIVE TO MINED SAND FOR USE
IN GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE SOILS. S.
Eisenman*, J.S. Caplan, R. Roark, R. Popowsky, J.
Leaskey, T. Craul, S. Gray, and K. Reber, Temple
University, Ambler, PA (34)
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Abstract: Numerous municipalities are using green
stormwater infrastructure (GSI) to mitigate combined
sewer overflows. Large quantities of sand are typically
included in GSI soil blends, as sandy substrates
facilitate infiltration. However, sand mining has
negative environmental, social, and human health
impacts, and some regions are facing shortages
of high-quality sand. Although mixed-color glass is
recyclable, it faces strong technological and market
barriers, leading to thousands of tons of thid glass
being landfilled. We evaluated the suitability of
using glass sand (GS) as a replacement for mined
sand (MS) in engineered GSI soils initially via lab
tests and subsequently via an 18-week plant growth
experiment. Although particle size analysis indicated
that GS was physically similar to MS (98% of particles
were 50-2000 μm in diameter), it was highly alkaline
(pH≈10). The soil mix prepared from GS for the
growth trial (60% GS by volume, with 20% sandy
loam and 20% mushroom compost) had pH=8.0 at
the outset of the trial but increased to 8.9 by week
11. Mixes amended with ferrous sulfate (1 or 2 g/pot)
reduced pH temporarily, but values rebounded within
3-4 weeks. None of the three taxa evaluated exhibited
measurable reductions in aboveground biomass in
the GS mix. However, aboveground biomass of Iris
versicolor was reduced in mixes with ferrous sulfate.
Also, while leaf chlorophyll concentrations (measured
using the SPAD index) increased in Iris through the
course of the experiment, plants grown in GS had
slightly lower chlorophyll concentrations and root
biomasses than did plants grown in MS or a 50:50
blend of GS and MS. Finally, for all mixes, chlorophyll
concentrations in Calamagrostis × acutiflora ‘Karl
Foerster’ remained relatively stable through the
course of the experiment while Betula alleghaniensis
plants exhibited significant declines in chlorophyll
(most lost all leaves, even those in MS). We conclude
that GS-based soil mixes can support the growth of
young plants, though its chemical properties are less
ideal than those of MS-based mixes. Further research
into the effects of amendments and longer-term
growth outcomes is warranted.

UTILIZATION OF PHENOLOGICAL MARKERS
TO HARVEST NEW JERSEY GROWN HOPS
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(HUMULUS LUPULUS) AT OPTIMAL
MATURITY. M. Muehlbauer*, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, NJ (43)
Abstract: Hops (Humulus lupulus) are commercially
produced for their alpha acids, beta acids, and
aromatic compounds – arguably the most critical hop
quality metrics. These metrics are most commonly
known to be utilized in beer brewing. Brewers
employ this biochemical information to develop
and optimize their brew recipes. Alpha and beta
acids are comprised of a number of compounds,
including Cohumulone N+Adhumulone Colupulone
and N+Colupulone. They can vary substantially
based upon varieties and growing conditions. Hop
cultivation is fairly new to growers in the Northeastern
United States as prohibition and hop diseases caused
the industry to dissolve in the early 1900s. With new
chemicals and disease resistant plant material, a
new set of growers have reinvigorated the industry.
However, it is difficult to find markers to determine if
their hop crop is at its harvest maturity. The purpose
of this project is to correlate easily visualized traits
(cone width, length, and color) with alpha and beta
acid composition. Three varieties of mature hop
bines were grown at the Rutgers University Snyder
Research and Extension farm in Pittstown, NJ. Data
was collected every week (over the course of five
weeks) throughout two growing seasons (2018 and
2019). Subsequently, hops were dried and submitted
to the Cornell Craft Beverage Analytical Laboratory
for alpha acid, beta acid, and aromatic analysis. The
results showed there was much greater variation in
cone length and width over the 2018 harvest season
than in 2019. Additionally, there was less color
variability over the harvest period in 2019 than in
2018. Interestingly, alpha and beta acids were lower
overall in 2019 than in 2018 for all cultivars tested.
Differences in acid content and significant variation in
length and width in 2018 made it difficult to develop
correlations between acid content and phenotypic
characteristics. As a result of this work, additional
maturity parameters for correlation to biochemical
content of hop cones will be explored in the future.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MANAGING
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ALLIUM LEAFMINER IN PENNSYLVANIA.
T. Elkner*, S. Fleischer, and B. Lingbeek, Penn State
Extension, Lancaster, PA (44)
Abstract: Allium leafminer (ALM) Phytomyza
gymnostoma, an invasive insect from Europe, was
discovered in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania in
December 2015 and has since spread to at least
five additional states. Larvae feed in leaves, stems
and bulbs of all vegetable alliums causing plant
damage, secondary infections and/or market
rejection. Research began in fall 2017 to evaluate
the efficacy of various insecticides for this pest on
leeks and continued with trials on onions in spring
of 2018 and 2019 as well as additional leek trials in
fall of 2018 and 2019. Spring and fall flight periods
were monitored during these seasons and a springemergence degree-day model was developed. Trial
results with spring-planted sweet onions indicate
that insecticide applications may not be necessary as
minimal damage will occur from ALM on this crop.
Conventional insecticides that were most effective
for ALM control on leek included dinotefuran,
cyantraniliprole, and spintoram and organic options
included spinosad and azadirachtin.

GIBBERELLIC ACID 4+7 INFLUENCES SHOOT
GROWTH OF SEEDLING HICKORIES. B.M.
Miller* and N.L. Bassuk, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
(53)
Abstract: Some underutilized native trees offer
superior ornamental and adaptable features for
use in urban landscapes, but are rarely available in
nurseries due to production bottlenecks. Hickories
(Carya Nutt.) are one such group of trees that
are frequently sought after by horticulturists and
urban foresters. Shoot development of seedlings
of hickories is slow, limiting their success as viable
crops using standard growing techniques. Because
hickories are predominantly propagated by seed,
we questioned whether plant growth regulators
could be effectively used on seedlings to overcome
their lag-phase shoot development. Treatments of
one-year-old seedlings of bitternut hickory (Carya
cordiformis (Wangenh.) K. Koch), pignut hickory (C.
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glabra (Mill.) Sweet), pecan (C. illinoinensis (Wangenh.)
K. Koch), kingnut hickory (C. laciniosa (F. Michx.)
Loudon), shagbark hickory (C. ovata (Mill.) K. Koch),
and mockernut hickory (C. tomentosa (Lam.) Nutt.)
began at bud break by applying a solution of 500
ppm gibberellic acid 4+7 dissolved in 95% ETOH
directly to apical buds or stem tissue at three-day
intervals for 27 days. After 160 days of growth in a
greenhouse, neither treatment affected caliper of any
taxon, although species differences were observed.
Compared to controls, treatment of buds resulted in
a 234% and 144% increase in shoot height of bitternut
hickory and pecan, respectively. These results suggest
species belonging to subgenus Apocarya may be
more responsive to gibberellic acid than those of
subgenus Carya. This study indicates plant growth
regulators could be effective at altering growth of
some hickories, however, further studies are needed
to determine best practices for production.

INVESTIGATION OF NUT QUALITY IN
INTERSPECIFIC HYBRID HAZELNUTS. D.J.
Hlubik*, A. DAngelo, J.M. Capik, and T. Molnar, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, NJ (73)
Abstract: Interspecific hybrid hazelnuts (Corylus
avellana x C. americana) hold potential as cold hardy
pollenizers for European hazelnut (C. avellana)
trees grown in the northeastern US as well as
main production trees in the Midwest and Upper
Midwest. Select hybrids can combine favorable nut
characteristics from C. avellana with cold tolerance
and eastern filbert blight (EFB) resistance from C.
americana. Pure C. avellana cultivars are currently
desired for commercial production due to their
improved kernel traits, free falling nuts that facilitate
harvest, and high yields; however, their adaptive
range is limited to the moderated climates of the
Mid-Atlantic region and the Pacific Northwestern US.
Hybrid hazelnuts can tolerate colder temperatures,
making them much better suited to production in the
Midwest and Upper Midwest, where temperatures
are too low to effectively grow most pure C. avellana.
However, currently available hybrid hazelnuts
generally have tiny kernels (less than 0.7 grams) with
thick shells (less than 40% kernel) that do not blanch
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well after roasting (poor pellicle removal), which limits
their end value compared to nuts from European
cultivars. Efforts have been underway since 2008 to
develop diverse new populations of improved, widely
adapted hybrid hazelnuts, led by the formation of the
Hybrid Hazelnut Consortium, a joint breeding and
research effort between Rutgers University, Oregon
State University, The University of Nebraska, and the
Arbor Day Foundation. In this collaborative project,
a population of approximately 2000 F1 and advanced

generation hybrid hazelnut trees derived from
crosses with over 30 diverse C. americana accessions
was planted in Cream Ridge, NJ, in 2012, and exposed
to high disease pressure for multiple years. By 2017,
significant variation was observed in regard to disease
response. Fortunately, many EFB resistant individuals
were identified and subjected to further study. Nuts
from 162 select, EFB-resistant trees were harvested
and evaluated in 2018 and 2019 to identify those with
improved, commercial quality traits such as large
kernel size, high kernel percentage, pellicle removal,
and roundness. Out of the 100 top selections from
this population, 18 produced nuts with round kernels
averaging over 1.0 gram in both seasons, which is up
to the standard for processing quality. In addition, 19
of the selections fell into the 45% to 50% kernel range,
another important aspect for commercial production
and processing. Pellicle removal was also evident in
these selections, with 12 having greater than 50%
removal in both years. Many of these hybrids also
have a vigorous growth habit and high catkin yields,
which suggest usefulness as both production cultivars
and possible cold hardy pollenizers. 88 of these
top selections were clonally propagated in 2019 to
be placed into replicated yield trials at Rutgers and
the University of Nebraska for further evaluation.
These trials will give insight into which selections are
able to yield well under both colder and more mild
winters, and therefore which ones may be suited for
cultivation in each region.

WATER AND AIR FILLED POROSITY OF
HORTICULTURAL SUBSTRATES. M.D. Taylor*,
Longwood Gardens, Kennett Square, PA (95)
Abstract: Physical properties of horticultural
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substrates, such as air and water filled space,
are controlled by ingredients, ingredient ratios,
compaction, and decomposition over time. The
objective of this study was to determine the air and
water filled space of individual substrate ingredients
and blends of the ingredients. The method used was
a modified version developed by Fonteno and Harden
(2003). All test substrates were placed into 3.8 L
plastic bags and saturated with water for two hours.
Substrates were then placed into 180 ml polystyrene
jars and dropped ten times from a height of 5 cm to
ensure all air was removed. Jars were then capped
with lids that had eight equidistant 0.64 cm holes and
were inverted over Buchner funnels. Water drained
through holed and into a 100 ml graduated cylinder
for one hour. Substrates where then dried and
weighed. At container capacity, the volume of water
that drained in the graduated cylinder represented
air filled space and wet minus dry bulk density
represented water filled space in the substrate pores.
Substates tested included compost, raw peanut hulls,
peat moss, pine bark, pine wood fiber, rice hulls,
calcine clay (Terragreen), greenhouse grade haydite,
nursery grade haydite, perlite, play sand, #3 size sand,
field soil, and vermiculite. There were five replicate
tests for each substrate. Total porosity ranged from
40% for #3 sand to 86.5% for rice hulls, which also
had the highest amount of air-filled space (>50%).
In general, the organic substrates had higher pore
space than mineral substrates. Within the pore space,
rice hulls had the highest ratio of air to water while
compost, soil and peat had the lowest. All others
were intermediate. When blending substrates, a
mix of 50% pine bark, 20% peat, 5% compost with
the remaining amount as greenhouse haydite or rice
hulls, the haydite resulted in 8% air space compared
to 5% with rice hulls. Results indicate that the ratio of
water to air in pore spaces of individual components
may change dramatically when components are
blended.

DIAGNOSING NUTRIENT-RELATED
DISORDERS IN CONTAINER-GROWN
NURSERY CROPS. R.I. Cabrera*, J.E. Altland, and C.
Holton, Rutgers University, Bridgeton, NJ (96)
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Abstract: Container-grown ornamental crops account
for a significant fraction of nursery production and
sales in the U.S. While container production offers
the potential for higher productivities in these
crops, it requires a high degree of management
and agrichemical inputs and labor to ensure their
aesthetic quality and sales potential. Over the past
growing seasons, we have been addressing concerns
on some of these crops regarding growth and quality
disorders attributed largely to their mineral nutrition.
Stunted growth and foliage chlorosis and reddening
were reported in several hydrangea cultivars. The
severity of chlorosis symptoms and growth reductions
were associated with reduced nutrient levels and
substrate pH levels approaching 6.0. Reduced leaf
iron and manganese concentrations were related to
the increasing severity of the chlorosis symptoms.
Over-applications of liming amendments when
mixing some substrate batches was a likely cause
for the observed chlorosis, along with irrigation
management practices that affected root growth.
Unsightly leaf tissue reddening, accompanied by
mild growth reductions, were also observed in some
hydrangea cultivars growing under full sun, but these
symptoms were not evident when growing under 30%
shade fabric. Significant and undesirable yellowing
in container-grown ornamental grasses, specially
Miscanthus, Pennisetum and Panicum, are being
reported in NJ and neighboring states. A preliminary
comparative foliar nutrient analyses indicated that
the yellowing-afflicted plants had, in general, higher
macronutrient concentration than normal-looking
green plants, likely a concentration effect associated
with growth reductions. In Miscanthus, the genus
most afflicted by the yellowing symptoms, there are
hints of potential micronutrient imbalances, with
reduced iron and manganese levels, and increased
zinc levels, observed in leaves of symptomatic plants
compared to asymptomatic plants. A preliminary
study on the effects of supplemental silicon, a
mineral nutrient required by grasses, to Miscanthus
plants growing in containers with an organic soilless
substrate was not able to replicate the yellowing
symptoms observed in commercial production,
ruling out a potential involvement of this mineral
in this aesthetic disorder. Funding: This project was
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supported by the Floriculture Nursery Research
Initiative of the USDA-NIFA and the New Jersey
Agricultural Experiment Station.

UNDERSTANDING THE EXISTING AND
FUTURE NEEDS OF MECHANIZATION
IN NEW JERSEY'S CONTAINER NURSERY
INDUSTRY - A SURVEY APPROACH. H. Gohil*
and R. Cabrera, Rutgers University, Clarksboro, NJ (97)
Abstract: In New Jersey, ornamental nursery and
greenhouse operations have the biggest economic
impact amongst all agricultural commodities (NJDA,
2017). However, due to a variety of factors the
nursery industry is facing serious labor shortages that
are affecting their short- and long-term sustainability.
A survey of New Jersey’s nursery industry was
conducted to understand the current levels of labor
shortage, how it has affected the production capacity
of the industry and the level of mechanization. Labor
shortages caused physical, mental and economic
distress to nursery growers in New Jersey. Grower
responses indicated that potting, harvesting and
fertilizer applications are the top three operations
that need mechanization the most. Slow progress in
adopting mechanization or automation of cultural
practices in comparison to other operations were
due to high initial capital and shortage of skilled labor
to operate and maintain such machinery. There is a
need for greater mechanization in almost all areas
of production to reduce the reliance on labor and/or
improve the efficiency of labor.

PRELIMINARY STUDIES ON CRANBERRY
PRODUCTION UNDER AN AGRIVOLTAIC
SYSTEM. G. Mupambi*, H.A. Sandler, and P.
Jeranyama, University of Massachusetts Amherst, East
Wareham, MA (116)
Abstract: Recently, there has been increased interest
from cranberry (Vaccinium macrocarpon) growers
in agrivoltaic systems that are designed for the
continuation of productive agricultural activities
under photovoltaic panels to diversify revenue
streams. Agrivoltaic systems modify light conditions
by reducing the amount of photosynthetically active
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radiation (PAR) that plants receive, thereby affecting
plant physiology. We conducted a preliminary study
to look at the changes in microclimatic conditions,
plant ecophysiology, fruit quality, and yield in
cranberry. The study was conducted on a ‘Stevens’
cranberry bog in Massachusetts, USA. Two treatments
were evaluated, an uncovered control area and an
agrivoltaic system with three replica plywood solar
arrays in a north-south orientation that mimicked a
solar tracking system. The solar arrays were spaced
3.5 m apart, 6.0 m in length, and 1.5 m wide at 3.0 m
above the plant canopy. Microclimatic sensors were
installed under solar arrays, between solar arrays,
and in the uncovered control. Seasonal accumulated
PAR was reduced by 41% under solar arrays and 29%
between solar arrays compared to the uncovered
control. On a sunny day, net carbon assimilation was
reduced under the solar arrays at mid-day (12:30) and
between solar arrays at mid-morning (09:46) and midafternoon (15:46). Canopy temperature was reduced
by 3.4 °C under the solar panels at mid-day and by 2.9
°C between solar arrays at mid-afternoon. Volumetric
soil water content was increased under solar arrays
and between solar arrays compared to the uncovered
control. Leaf wetness was reduced under solar arrays
and between solar arrays compared to the uncovered
control. Fruit color measured as total anthocyanin
content was not affected by the installation of an
agrivoltaic system, while yield was reduced when
compared to the control. In conclusion, further
studies need to be carried to ascertain the feasibility
of cranberry production under an agrivoltaic system.

FIELD PEA (PISUM SATIVUM) AS A
SUMMER COVER CROP IN NEW ENGLAND
VEGETABLE PRODUCTION SYSTEMS. R.N.
Brown*, URI, Wakefield, RI (121)
Abstract: Climate change and demand for locally
grown produce are leading more farmers in southern
New England to grow fall crops of broccoli and cool
season greens. This creates an opening for a summer
cover crop to suppress weeds and provide nitrogen
for the fall vegetable crop. Field pea is a traditional
summer annual cover crop in northern New England
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and could be suited to late spring and early summer
use in southern New England. The objective of this
study was to evaluate a range of seeding dates for
field pea as a cover crop in southern New England.
The trials reported here were conducted at the
University of Rhode Island’s Gardiner Crops Research
Center in Kingston, RI. In 2016 ‘Austrian Winter’ peas
were seeded at 112 kg/ha on April 15, April 29, May 13
and May 26. In 2018 ‘4010’ forage peas were seeded
at 112 kg/ha on May 8, May 22, June 5, June 19, July
3 and July 17. In 2019 ‘4010’ peas were seeded at
112 and 224 kg/ha on May 7, May 21, June 4, June 18,
July 2 and July 16. Fields were prepared by disking
and peas were planted with a grain drill set to 1.3 cm
depth. Total planting size varied across years, but all
data were collected using randomly located 2 ft x 2
ft (0.6 m x 0.6 m) subplots within the planted area.
Pea biomass and weed biomass were measured
at six weeks after seeding, and pea biomass was
measured at eight weeks after seeding. All vegetation
within the quadrat was clipped within 3 cm of the
soil surface. Peas were separated from weeds, and
samples were dried and weighed. In 2016 the May
26 seeding significantly out-yielded the other seeding
dates at both 6 weeks and 8 weeks after planting
(Figure 1). In 2017 the June 19 seeding yielded the
most crop biomass at 6 weeks after seeding, but only
May 8 and July 3 were statistically lower (Figure 2). The
May 22 seeding yielded the most crop biomass at 8
weeks, with only July 3 and July 17 statistically lower
(Figure 2). Crop biomass exceeded weed biomass
on all dates except July 3 and 17. In 2019 the June 4
planting produced the most biomass at 6 weeks at
both seeding rates (Figures 3 and 4). At the 100 lb/
acre seeding rate the May 21 seeding date produced
the most biomass at 8 weeks, significantly more than
any other date (Figure 3). At 200 lb/acre the May 21
and June 4 dates were nearly identical, and both
significantly out-yielded the other dates (Figure 4).
The 200 lb/acre seeding rate produced significantly
more biomass than the 100 lb/acre rate on all
dates except for the 6-week sampling of the May 7
planting. The May 7, May 21 and June 7 plantings had
significantly less weed biomass than the three later
plantings. For the June 18, July 2 and July 16 seeding
dates weed biomass exceeded crop biomass at the
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100 lb/acre seeding rate, and was similar to crop
biomass at the 200 lb/acre seeding rate. Field peas
appear to be a good option for spring to summer
cover cropping before fall vegetables in southern New
England, with May and June being the best months
for planting. Allowing the peas to grow for 8 weeks
significantly increases biomass over termination at
6 weeks. Increasing seeding rate over 100 l per acre
significantly increases biomass, but that may be a
result of generally poor stand establishment. More
research is needed to determine the cause of poor
stands, and improve percent establishment.

EFFECTS OF CORM DENSITY AND WINTER
PROTECTION ON SAFFRON YIELD IN
RHODE ISLAND. R. Gheshm* and R.N. Brown, URI,
Wakefield, RI (124)
Abstract: Saffron (Crocus sativus L.) has been called
red gold because it is the most expensive agricultural
product in the world. Saffron is the dried stigma of
the Saffron flower, which is an autumn-flowering,
perennial crocus. It has many applications in the
food, pharmaceutical, and dye industries. Saffron is
commonly grown in the Mediterranean and West Asia,
where it is cultivated in a wide range of locations with
mild to dry climates. Saffron is one of the few high
value crops which can be produced in arid areas with
poor soil, and Iran is the biggest producer of saffron.
But saffron does not require arid conditions to grow.
The cultivation of saffron in the United States is over
three hundred years old. The growth cycle for saffron
is different from most crops, with active growth from
September through June, summer dormancy, and
harvest in late fall. Saffron is vegetatively propagated
through corms, and plantings can be left in place
for multiple years. The re-introduction of the
forgotten red gold can be a step towards building
agrobiodiversity and increasing the income of market
farmers. This study was carried out at the University
of Rhode Island’s Gardener Crops Research Center
in Kingston, RI., to evaluate the potential for saffron
production under typical southern New England
climate. The trial was established in September 2017
and data collected in 2017, 2018, and 2019. Two
planting densities and two levels of winter protection
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were tested in a factorial split-plot design with three
replicates. The main plots were 6 m2 and planted with
either 125 or 160 corms per m². Winter protection
was applied to sub-plots with half of each main plot,
covered by unventilated greenhouse plastic laid
down on hoops with 80 cm height from the ground
surface, and another half left exposed, all the plots
after flower harvesting were covered by the shredded
leaf mulch between the Saffron rows. The number of
flowers per corm is determined by conditions during
corm development in the winter and spring, and by
temperatures during dormancy, establishment year
yields were not influenced by experimental conditions
and are not reported. In 2018 flower numbers and
saffron yields were higher in plots planted at the
higher density and in sub-plots protected by the low
tunnels. However, differences were not statistically
significant. In 2019 flower numbers (p=0.0136) and
saffron yields (p=0.0132) were significantly higher in
unprotected sub-plots than in sub-plots. Plots planted
at the lower density tended to have more flowers
and higher saffron yields, but differences were not
statistically significant. The overall results showed
that saffron could survive and produce an acceptable
yield in southern Rhode Island, that increasing plant
density does not increase yields, and that low tunnels
are unnecessary and counterproductive. The higher
planting density is not recommended since it does
not increase yields, and further decreases in density
should be evaluated. If plants become too crowded
after just one year, maybe the best density for RI is
lower than the standard density for Iran.

USE OF COLORED SHADE CLOTH TO
MITIGATE HEAT STRESS INDUCED QUALITY
PROBLEMS IN LETTUCE, TOMATO AND
PEPPER. G.C. Johnson and E.G. Ernest*, University of
Delaware, Georgetown, DE (125)
Abstract: In 2018 and 2019 trials were conducted to
evaluate the usefulness of shade cloth for preventing
quality problems in lettuce, tomato and pepper
exposed to heat stress. In lettuce six types of shade
cloth were compared to no shade for heat tolerant
and susceptible cultivars of butterhead and romaine
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lettuce grown on bare ground. Use of shade reduced
the bitterness of the heat tolerant romaine type
(Arroyo). The heat tolerant butterhead type (Skyphos)
did not develop bitter flavor in any plots. Shade did
not reduce bitterness in the heat susceptible cultivars
to the point of marketability. Red, blue, white or
silver shade cloth did not perform better than 30%
black shade cloth. In pepper grown on black plastic
mulch, shade cloth increased total yield by weight,
marketable yield and fruit size compared to no shade
cloth. The 30% black shade cloth treatment produced
significantly higher marketable yield than the other
shade cloth treatments (30% silver, 22% white, 40%
white, 30% red). In tomato, use of shade cloth did not
result in significant differences in yield or heat related
quality defects such as internal white tissue, yellow
shoulders or blossom end rot.

THREE YEAR EVALUATION OF UME MASTER
GARDENER ADVANCED TRAINING IN
VEGETABLE PLANT & PEST DIAGNOSTICS.
J. Traunfeld*, University of Maryland Extension, Ellicott
City, MD (126)
Abstract: University of Maryland Extension (UME)
Master Gardeners (MG) are trained horticulture
educators who teach residents science-based
information and sustainable gardening and land
management practices. Answering the plant and pest
problem questions of non-commercial audiences
is one of their key roles. MG volunteers learn basic
entomology, plant pathology, and IPM information
during their initial training, and many MGs further
develop their IPM knowledge and skills through
continuing education classes. Grow It Eat It (GIEI) is
a popular UME MG sub-program that teaches and
promotes backyard, school, and community food
gardening. MGs in 20 counties and Baltimore City
worked 11,933 hours in the GIEI area in 2018, which
was valued at $342,000. Clientele depend on the
ability of MGs to correctly identify plant and pest
problems in garden crops, and provide IPM solutions.
The Vegetable Plant and Pest Diagnostics advanced
training class provided opportunities for MGs to gain
valuable skills and meet a portion of their continuing
education requirements. The 6.5 hour class was held
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eight times from 2015 to 2017 for 121 MG learners at
eight different locations across the state. The course
learning objectives were to 1) improve volunteers’
diagnostic capabilities, 2) enhance volunteers’
prevention and management knowledge and skills,
and 3) increase volunteers’ ability and willingness to
share knowledge. An important teaching objective
was to provide multiple ways for students to see
and learn plant and pest problems (and their
management) in vegetable crops: 1) field/garden
walk to investigate ecosystem interactions and plant
problems, and collect plant and pest samples, 2)
diagnosing samples brought in by class members and
instructor, 3) small group diagnostic session for select
samples, 4) visuals and descriptions from PowerPoint,
web pages, reference books, and class workbook, and
5) hands-on discussion of management tools, such as
barriers, traps, and organic pesticides. A post class
evaluation (52% response rate) and long term follow
up survey (39% response rate) were administered for
all eight classes. Pre and post tests were also taken by
students in the 2016 and 2017 classes (88% response
rate). The long term follow up survey gauged changes
in nine skills/abilities and nine behaviors/practices.
The majority of respondents reported that they were
either “better” or “much better” at all nine skills/
abilities. Twenty percent of respondents reported
they were less likely to apply synthetic pesticides and
a majority engaged in five best practices “more often.”
Several MGs commented that learning and retention
were facilitated by seeing, and diagnosing plant
and pest problems in the field, in class, in reference
materials, and “on the screen.”
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